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Abstract

We propose a simple model in the type-III seesaw framework to explain the recently reported W-mass

anomaly by CDF-II collaboration, neutrino mass, asymmetric dark matter, and baryon asymmetry of the

Universe. We extend the standard model with a vector-like singlet lepton (χ) and a hypercharge zero scalar

triplet (∆) in addition to three hypercharge zero triplet fermions(Σi , i = 1, 2, 3). A Z2 symmetry is imposed

under which χ and ∆ are odd, while all other particles are even. As a result, the lightest Z2 odd particle χ

behaves as a candidate of dark matter. In the early Universe, the CP-violating out-of-equilibrium decay of

heavy triplet fermions to the Standard Model lepton (L) and Higgs (H) generate a net lepton asymmetry,

while that of triplet fermions to χ and ∆ generate a net asymmetric dark matter. The lepton asymmetry

is converted to the required baryon asymmetry of the Universe via the electroweak sphalerons, while the

asymmetry in χ remains as a dark matter relic that we observe today. We introduce a singlet scalar φ, with

mass mφ < mχ, which not only assists to deplete the symmetric component of χ through the annihilation

process: χ̄χ → φφ but also paves a path to detect dark matter χ at direct search experiments through

φ − H mixing. The Z2 symmetry is broken softly resulting in an unstable asymmetric dark matter with

mass ranging from a few MeV to a few tens of GeV. The softly broken Z2 symmetry also induces a vacuum

expectation value (vev) of ∆ due to which the asymmetry in ∆ disappears. Moreover, the vev of ∆ enhances

the W-boson mass as reported by CDF-II collaboration with 7σ statistical significance, while keeping the

Z-boson mass intact.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present the standard model (SM) of particle physics is the most comprehensive theoretical

framework for understanding the elementary particles and their interactions. However, there exist

observed phenomena which can not be explained within the framework of the SM, implying that

there exist physics beyond the SM.

The most striking phenomenon which beg for physics beyond the SM is the present day dark

matter component of the observed Universe. Irrefutable evidences from galaxy rotation curve,

gravitational lensing and large scale structure of the Universe combinely suggest that the present

Universe is filled with a non-luminous, non-baryonic form of matter, popularly called as dark

matter (DM). The satellite borne experiment PLANCK, which precisely measure the temperature

anisotropy of cosmic microwave background (CMB) sky, predict the DM component of the present

Universe to be 26.8%. The relic of DM is conventionally expressed as: ΩDMh
2 = 0.120± 0.001 at

68% confidence level [1], where ΩDM is the DM density parameter and h is the reduced Hubble

parameter defined as: Hubble parameter/(100kms−1Mpc−1). However, none of the SM particle

can mimic the properties of DM, implying that new fundamental particles to be introduced to the

SM.

Apart from the identity of DM, there is another appealing motivation for exploring physics

beyond the SM is the sub-eV masses of light neutrinos and baryon asymmetry of the observed

Universe. Despite compelling evidences for existence of light neutrino masses from long baseline

oscillation experiments [2–4] and cosmological data [5–7], the origin of light neutrino masses is still

unknown. While the oscillation data is sensitive to the mass squared differences of light neutrinos,

the absolute mass scale of the latter is constrained to be
∑

imν < 0.12eV [1] from cosmological

data. This implies that new physics beyond the SM is required to account for the masses of light

neutrinos, as the Higgs field, which is responsible for the origin of mass of all particles in the SM,

can not have any Yukawa coupling with left-handed neutrinos due to the absence of right-handed

neutrinos in the SM.

The nature of neutrinos, either Dirac or Majorana, is hitherto unknown. Assuming that neutri-

nos are Majorana, the most elegant way to introduce sub-eV masses of light neutrinos is to invoke

seesaw mechanisms (Type-I [8, 9], Type-II [10, 11], Type-III [12]), which are the ultraviolet realiza-

tions of the dimension five Weinberg operator O5 = LHLH/Λ [13, 14], where L,H are lepton and

Higgs doublets of the SM and Λ is the scale of new physics. Note that the operator O5 breaks the

lepton number by two units and paves a way to generate matter antimatter asymmetry in the early
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Universe through baryo-lepto-genesis route [10, 15–20]. In the effective theory, the Majorana mass

of the light neutrinos is given by mν = 〈H〉2/Λ. The seesaw mechanisms can further be extended

to include the origin of asymmetric dark matter (ADM). See for instance ref. [21–25] for origin of

ADM in type-I seesaw and references [26–29] for the origin of ADM in type-II seesaw. For a review

on ADM, we refer to [30, 31].

In this paper, we consider an extension of the SM in the type-III seesaw framework [12]. Our

motivation is to explain simultaneously the origin of neutrino mass, asymmetric dark matter,

baryon asymmetry and the W-mass anomaly reported by CDF-II collaboration [32]. We extend

the SM with a vector-like leptonic singlet fermion χ and a hypercharge zero triplet scalar ∆ in

addition to three hypercharge zero triplet fermions Σi, i = 1, 2, 3. we also impose a Z2 symmetry

under which χ and ∆ are odd while all other particles including Σ are even. As a result the lightest

Z2 odd particle χ behaves as a candidate of dark matter. While the production mechanism of DM

relic is not known, here we consider the DM relic to be an asymmetric component of χ which can

be generated through the CP-violating out-of-equilibrium decay of triplet fermions: Σ → χ∆ in

the early Universe. The simultaneous decay of Σ → LH also generate a net lepton asymmetry,

which is then converted to the required baryon asymmetry via electroweak sphaleron transitions.

We introduce a singlet scalar φ, with mass mφ < mχ, which not only helps in depleting the

symmetric component of χ through the annihilation process: χ̄χ→ φφ, but also paves a path for

detecting dark matter at direct search experiments through φ−H mixing. In other words the null

detection of dark matter can rule out large φ−H mixing which is though favorable for depleting

the symmetric component of dark matter. We show the allowed parameter space using XENONnT

data [33]. The Z2 symmetry is allowed to break softly, thus resulting in an unstable dark matter

with mass varying between a few MeV to tens of GeV. The soft breaking of Z2 symmetry also

induces a non-zero vev to ∆ due to which the asymmetry in ∆ disappears. We show that the vev

of ∆ also enhances the W-mass as required by the latest data from CDF-II collaboration [32] with

7σ statistical significance, while keeping the Z-mass intact.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section II we lay the features of the model. We

then discuss the neutrino mass generation via Type-III seesaw in section III. Section IV is devoted

to illustrate the W-mass anomaly from CDF-II results. In section V, we study the darko-lepto-

genesis from the out-of-equilibrium decay of heavy fermion triplets. In section VI, we discuss the

constraints on long lived dark matter. Then we discuss the detection prospects of the model in

section VII and conclude in section VIII.
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II. THE MODEL

We extend the SM with three hypercharge-less triplet fermions Σi, i = 1, 2, 3 with zero lepton

number. In addition to that we introduce a singlet scalar φ, a vector-like leptonic singlet fermion

χ with lepton number one and a hypercharge zero triplet scalar ∆. On top of the SM gauge

symmetry, we impose an additional discrete symmetry Z2 under which χ and ∆ are odd, while all

other particles are even. The charge assignment of these fields under SU(3)c⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y ⊗Z2

is given in Table I. The lightest Z2 odd particle χ serves as a candidate of DM in our model.

Fields SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y ⊗Z2

Fermions Σi(i = 1, 2, 3) 1 3 0 +

χ 1 1 0 -

Scalar ∆ 1 3 0 -

φ 1 1 0 +

TABLE I: Charge assignment of BSM fields under the gauge group G ≡ GSM ⊗ Z2 where GSM ≡ SU(3)c ⊗

SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y .

The relevant Lagrangian in our model is given by:

L = Tr[ΣiγµD
µΣ] + Tr[(Dµ∆)†(Dµ∆)] + (DµH)†(DµH) + 1

2 ∂µφ ∂
µφ

−
[
Tr[mΣΣΣc] + yΣLH̃Σ + yχTr[Σ ∆ χ] + h.c.

]
− λDMφχ̄χ− V (H,∆, φ) (1)

where H̃ = iσ2H
∗ and the scalar potential V (H,∆, φ) is given by:

V (H,∆, φ) = 1
2m

2
φφ

2 − µ2
H(H†H) + 1

2M
2
∆(~∆ · ~∆) + 1

2λH(H†H)2 + 1
8λ∆(~∆ · ~∆)2

+1
2λH∆(H†H)(~∆ · ~∆) +

√
2µH†(~σ · ~∆)H +

λφ
2 φ

4

+ρ1φ(H†H) + λHφ(H†H)φ2 , (2)

where σ in the tri-linear term represents the Pauli-spin matrix. Here it is worth mentioning that,

∆ being odd under the Z2 symmetry, the tri-linear term:
√

2µH†(~σ · ~∆)H in Eq. 2, breaks

the Z2 symmetry softly. This has important implications in the context of the recently reported

discrepancy in the experimentally measured value of the W-boson mass by the CDF-II collaboration

and the SM prediction, which is discussed in section IV. The small vev of ∆ also induces a mixing

between χ and Σ, implying that χ is a decaying dark matter in our model.

The adjoint representation of the hypercharge less triplet fermion field (Σ) and the triplet scalar
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field (∆) is given by:

Σ =

 Σ0
√

2
Σ+

Σ− −Σ0
√

2

 ; ∆ =

 δ0
√

2
δ+

δ− − δ0
√

2

 (3)

The quantum fluctuations around the minima of scalar fields H, ∆ and φ are given as:

H =
1√
2

 0

v0 + h

 ,∆ =

v1+s√
2

0

0 −v1+s√
2

 and φ (4)

where, v2
0 '

2µ2
H

λH
and v1 '

µv2
0

2M2
∆

. We assume m2
φ << M2

∆. This leads to a negligible mixing between

φ and s. So we avoid considering a 3× 3 scalar mass matrix.

The mass-squared matrix spanning the h and s is given by,

M2
hs '

λHv2
0 −µv0

−µv0 M2
∆

 (5)

Diagonalising the above mass matrix we get the mixing angle:

θhs '
µv0

M2
∆

' 2v1

v0
(6)

In section IV, we will show that the required vev of the scalar triplet ∆ to be v1 = 3.79 GeV

to explain the W-mass anomaly reported by CDF-II. This will lead to the h − s mixing: θhs =

2v1/v0 ≈ 0.03. Therefore, for all practical purposes we will take the mass eigenstates as flavor

eigenstates.

Similarly the mass-squared matrix spanning the h and φ is given by,

M2
hφ '

λHv2
0

ρ1v0

2

ρ1v0

2 2m2
φ + λHφv

2
0

 (7)

Diagonalising the above mass matrix we get the mass eigenstates h1 and h2 with h− φ mixing

tan 2γ =
ρ1v0

λHv2
0 − 2m2

φ − λHφv2
0

(8)

From Eq. 1, the Lagrangian for triplet scalar ∆ can be expanded as:

L∆ = (∂µδ+∗)(∂µδ
+) + (∂µδ−

∗
)(∂µδ

−) + (∂µδ0∗)(∂µδ
0) + Lint (9)

where,

Lint = [i4g(∂µδ0)W+
µ δ
− + i4g(∂µδ

+)W−µ δ
0 + i4g(∂µδ−)(cwZµ + swAµ)δ+ + h.c.] +

8g2W+µW−µ [δ−δ+ + δ0δ0]− 4g2W−µW−µ δ
+δ+ − [8g2W+

µ (cwZµ + swAµ)δ−δ0 + h.c.]

+8g2(cwZµ + swAµ)(cwZµ + swAµ)δ+δ−

+1
2λH∆[v0h((δ0)2 + 2δ+δ−) + 1

2(h2δ+δ− + 2h2(δ0)2)] (10)
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where sw(cw) = sin(θw)(cos(θw)), θw is the Weinberg angle.

δ	
M

	(M
eV

)

165

170

175

180

185

MΔ(GeV)
100 1000

FIG. 1: Variation of scalar triplet mass splitting δM with respect to M∆.

The mass splitting between δ+ and δ0 due to electroweak corrections is given as, [34]

δM =
α2M∆

4π
[s2
wf(

MZ

M∆
) + f(

MW

M∆
)− f(

MZ

M∆
)] (11)

where,

f(r) = −r[2r
3 ln r + (r2 − 4)

3
2 lnA]

4
(12)

A =
(r2 − 2− r

√
r2 − 4)

2
(13)

and α2 = g2

4π . In Fig. 1, We have shown δM as a function of scalar triplet mass M∆. We see that

the maximum mass splitting that can be achieved for M∆ = 100 GeV is about 185 MeV. This

implies that the decay of δ± is phase space suppressed and may give displaced vertex signature.

We will discuss more about it in section VII B.

III. NEUTRINO MASS

The sub-eV masses of light neutrinos can be obtained through the Type-III seesaw mechanism

[12, 14]. The Lagrangian responsible for neutrino mass generation is,

−Lν−mass ⊃ mΣTr[ΣcΣ] + yΣLH̃Σ + h.c. (14)
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In the effective theory, the masses of light neutrinos can be obtained as:

− Lν−mass =
(
νL (Σ0)c

) 0 yΣv0√
2

y
Σ
v0√
2

mΣ

(νL)c

Σ0

 (15)

Diagonalising the above mass matrix we get the Majorana mass of light neutrino and the heavy

fermion triplet as:

mν ' −
y2

Σ
v2

0

2mΣ
(16)

and

MΣ ' mΣ +
y2

Σ
v2

0

2mΣ
(17)

Considering 3 generations of the heavy fermion triplets, the light neutrino mass matrix is given

by,

(mν)αβ = (mD)αi
(
M−1

)
ij

(mT
D)jβ (18)

where mD =
y
Σ
v0√
2

is the 3× 3 Dirac mass matrix and M is the 3× 3 triplet fermion mass matrix.

Using the Casas-Ibarra parametrization [35] we can calculate the Yukawa coupling matrix as,

yΣ =

√
2

v0
(UPMNS.

√
m̂ν .R.

√
M̂Σ) (19)

where UPMNS is the lepton mixing matrix, m̂ν is 3 × 3 diagonal light neutrino mass matrix with

eigen values m1, m2, and m3; M̂Σ is 3× 3 diagonal triplet fermion mass matrix with eigen values

MΣ1 , MΣ2 , and MΣ3 , and R is an arbitrary rotation matrix.

IV. W-MASS ANOMALY

The mass of the W -boson gets modified from its SM prediction by the addition of the Y = 0

triplet scalar ∆. When ∆ acquires a non-zero vev and breaks the Z2 symmetry softly, it gives an

additional contribution to the W-boson mass and hence can explain the result from the CDF-II

collaboration [32, 36–38]. Though ATLAS’s reanalysis [39] of their data confirms their previous

result [40] only, more studies and analyses from different experiments are needed to resolve this

discrepancy.

Here, the relevant terms in the Lagrangian (1) are: (DµH)†(DµH) + Tr[(Dµ∆)†(Dµ∆)], where

the covariant derivative is given by:

Dµ = ∂µ + ig
σa
2
W a
µ + ig′

Y

2
Bµ (20)
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With this, the gauge boson masses are found to be:

Mγ = 0

M2
Z = (g2 + g′2)

v2
0

4

M2
W± = (v2

0 + 8v2
1)
g2

4
(21)

As in the SM we have (MW±)SM = gv0/2, thus it is clear from Eq. 21 that the abelian sector

remains unaffected and hence the Weinberg angle and Z boson mass remain same as in SM.

However, the extra triplet vev contributes to the W -mass and affects the ρ parameter.

v1∈	[3.5541,	4.0226]	GeV

(MW)CDF

(MW)SM

M
W

	(G
eV

)

80.35

80.375

80.4

80.45

80.475

80.5

v1	(GeV)

0 1 2 3 4 5

FIG. 2: MW is shown as a function of scalar triplet vev v1.

The W-mass from CDF-II collaboration can be written as:

(MW±)CDF = (MW±)SM + ∆MW (22)

where shift in the W± boson mass due to the triplet scalar ∆ is given as,

∆MW =
2gv2

1

v0
(23)

As (MW±)SM=80.357 GeV and from CDF experiment, (MW±)CDF=80.433 GeV [32] which gives

∆MW=0.076 GeV. Using v0 to be the SM contribution to the VEV which is 246.22 GeV and v1 is

the BSM contribution, from Eq. 23, we obtain v1 ' 3.79 GeV .
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V. LEPTOGENESIS AND ASYMMETRIC DARK MATTER

We assume the hypercharge zero fermion triplets to be much heavier than the SM fields so that

in the effective theory they can naturally give rise to Majorana masses of light neutrinos through

the type-III seesaw [12]. Unlike the case of type-I seesaw, here the triplet fermions have additional

gauge interactions which keep them in thermal equilibrium at a temperature above their mass

scales. In an expanding Universe, as the temperature falls below the mass scale of a triplet fermion,

the latter goes out of equilibrium and decays to SM fields (lepton and Higgs). If the corresponding

decay mode violates C and CP, then a net lepton asymmetry can be generated [41–43]. Here

we consider the simultaneous decay of these fermion triplets to visible and a dark sector so that

matter and dark matter (χ) asymmetries can be generated at one go. We take the triplet fermion

mass matrix M in Eq 18 to be diagonal with hierarchical mass eigen-values, MΣ1 < MΣ2 < MΣ3

corresponding to the mass eigen-states Σ1,Σ2, and Σ3. As a result any asymmetry produced by

the decay of Σ2 and Σ3 will be washed out by the lepton number violating interactions mediated

by Σ1 components. So it is reasonable to assume that the final asymmetry is generated by the

decay of Σ1 through the processes: Σ1 → LH (visible sector) and Σ1 → χ∆ (dark sector). We

define the CP asymmetry parameters from the decay of lightest triplet fermion Σ1 to visible (εL)

and dark sector (εχ) as:

εL =
Γ(Σ1 → LH)− Γ(Σ1 → LH†)

ΓΣ1

(24)

εχ =
Γ(Σ1 → χ∆)− Γ(Σ1 → χ∆†)

ΓΣ1

(25)

FIG. 3: Loop level diagrams for generating CP asymmetries in both visible and dark sector through the

decay of fermion triplets.

The total decay rate is given by:

ΓΣ1 = Γ(Σ1 → LH) + Γ(Σ1 → χ∆) (26)
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where the decay rates are given as:

Γ(Σ1 → LH) =
m̃1M

2
Σ1

8πv2
0

; Γ(Σ1 → χ∆) =
m̃dmM

2
Σ1

8πv2
0

(27)

where m̃1 is the effective neutrino mass, defined as,

m̃1 =
(m†DmD)11

MΣ1

(28)

and the effective mass parameter for dark sector is

m̃dm =
y2
χv

2
0

4MΣ1

(29)

The branching ratios in the two sectors can be defined as,

Brl =
Γ(Σ1 → LH)

ΓΣ1

; Brχ =
Γ(Σ1 → χ∆)

ΓΣ1

(30)

The evolution of the number density Σ1 and the asymmetries generated via its decay can be

obtained by solving the relevant Boltzmann equations [19]. We define a dimensionless variable

Yx = nx
nγ

, where nx is the number density of any species x and nγ is the photon number density

which is given as nγ = 2ζ(3)T 3

π2 . The relevant processes that dictates the evolution of the number

density Σ1 and the asymmetries in both the sectors are the decays and inverse decays, the gauge

scatterings, lepton number conserving (∆L = 0) transfer processes, and the lepton number violating

scatterings (∆L = 1, 2). We have shown all processes in Fig. 4.

The Boltzmann equations take the following form:

dYΣ1

dz
= −ΓD

Hz
(YΣ1 − Y

eq
Σ1

)− (Γ1 + Γ1χ)

Hz
(YΣ1 − Y

eq
Σ1

)− ΓA
Hz

(YΣ1 − Y
eq

Σ1
) (31)

dY∆L

dz
= εL

ΓD
Hz

(YΣ1 − Y
eq

Σ1
)

−

(
1

2

ΓD
Hz

Y eq
Σ1

Y eq
l

Brl + 2
Γt1
Hz

+
Γs1
Hz

YΣ1

Y eq
l

+ 2
Γ2sm

Hz

Y eq
Σ1

Y eq
l

+ 2
Γ2

Hz

YΣ1

Y eq
l

)
Y∆L

− ΓΣ1

H1
BrlBrχ

(
IT+(z)(Y∆L + Y∆χ) + IT−(z)(Y∆L − Y∆χ)

)
(32)

dY∆χ

dz
= εχ

ΓD
Hz

(YΣ1 − Y
eq

Σ1
)

−

(
1

2

ΓD
Hz

Y eq
Σ1

Y eq
l

Brχ + 2
Γt1χ
Hz

+
Γs1χ
Hz

YΣ1

Y eq
χ

+ 2
Γ2χ

Hz

Y eq
Σ1

Y eq
l

+ 2
Γ2

Hz

YΣ1

Y eq
χ

)
Y∆χ

− ΓΣ1

H1
BrlBrχ

(
IT+(z)(Y∆χ + Y∆L) + IT−(z)(Y∆χ − Y∆L)

)
(33)
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H
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H
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L H

L H
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t

t

∆ H

Σ1 χ

t t
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H
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∆
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H H

∆
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∆
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H

Σ1

χ ∆

L H

Σ1

χ ∆

H L

Σ1

χ

∆
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∆

Σ1

χ ∆

χ ∆

Σ1

χ ∆

∆ χ

Σ1

χ

∆

L

H

Σ1

χ ∆

L H

Σ1

χ ∆

H L

Σ1

FIG. 4: Feynman Diagrams for ∆L=1 scatterings are given in 1st row (without involving χ) and 3rd row

( with involving χ ). Similarly ∆L=2 scatterings are given in 2nd row (without involving χ), 4th and 5th

row ( with involving χ ). The ∆L=0 scatterings are shown in 6th row.

where z=
MΣ1
T , T is the temperature of thermal bath, H = 1.66

√
g∗

T 2

Mpl
is the Hubble parameter,

H1 denotes the H(z = 1), g∗ is the effective number of degrees of freedom, Mpl is the Planck mass

and “eq” denotes equilibrium value. Here ΓD, Γ1(Γ1χ, Γt1, Γs1, Γt1χ, Γs1χ), Γ2 (Γ2sm, Γ2χ) and ΓA

are the total decay rate of Σ1 (mentioned in Eq. 26), interaction rates for ∆L = 1, 2 scatterings

and gauge interactions respectively. The last terms in Eq 32 and 33 represents the transfer terms

which are due to the ∆L=0 processes. Analytical expressions for all the scattering cross-sections

including IT+ and IT− are given in Appendix A. Y eq
Σ = 3

8z
2K2(z), K2(z) is the modified Bessel

function of second kind, Y eq
χ = 3

8 ∗ (
Mχ

MΣ1
)2 ∗ z2K2(

Mχ

MΣ1
z) and Y eq

l = 3
4 .
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MΣ1
=1015	GeV

MΣ1
=104	GeV

MΣ1
=106	GeV

MΣ1
=108	GeV

MΣ1
=1010	GeV

MΣ1
=1012	GeV

MΣ1
=1014	GeV

H
ΓA

10−6

10−3

1

1000

106

109

1012

z=MΣ1
	/T

0.01 0.1 1 10 100

FIG. 5: Evolution of interaction rate of gauge scatterings as compared Hubble for different masses of Σ1.

The horizontal dashed black line represents ΓA/H = 1.

Let us first focus on the gauge interactions. The processes: Σ1Σ′1 ↔ GG′, f f̄ , H†H, contribute

to the gauge scattering, where G,G′ are SM gauge bosons. As the gauge interactions do not involve

any lepton number violating processes, they will not contribute to the asymmetry generation in

either sectors. Rather we will see that these gauge interactions will do nothing but thermalize

the triplet fermions quickly in the early Universe. We compare the total rate of gauge scattering

processes with the Hubble parameter in Fig. 5. We see from fig 5 that for z ≤ 1, gauge interaction

rates for MΣ1 < 1014 GeV are larger than the Hubble rate and hence the corresponding processes

are in thermal equilibrium. Therefore, even if we start with zero initial abundance of Σ1 with

MΣ1 < 1014 GeV, due to the gauge interactions, Σ1 will reach thermal equilibrium very quickly.

Thus for MΣ1 below 1014 GeV, the produced asymmetry is independent of the initial condition on

the triplet number density. In other words, irrespective of the values of Yukawa couplings yΣ and

yχ, the initial number density of fermion triplets can be set to their equilibrium value.

Now we turn to analyze the evolution of the asymmetries produced by the decay of Σ1 to LH

and χ∆. Note that the first terms on right hand side (RHS) of Eq. 32 and Eq. 33 are the source

terms for the asymmetry which come from the CP violating decay of Σ1. The other terms on

the RHS of Eq. 32 and Eq. 33 contribute to the washout. Depending on the strength of the

interaction rates, washout regimes can be classified into two categories, namely, weak washout

(WW) and strong washout (SW). The parameter which can distinguish between the two washout
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regimes can be defined as,

K =
Γ(z =∞)

H(z = 1)
=
m̃1

m∗
(34)

where m∗ is the equilibrium neutrino mass, defined as [19],

m∗ =
16π5/2√g∗v2

0

3
√

5Mpl

' 1.08× 10−3 eV (35)

When K >> 1, i.e. Γ >> H, the processes fall into the strong washout regime, while for K << 1,

i.e. Γ << H, the processes fall into weak washout regime. In Fig 6 , we have shown interaction rates

Gauge	Scattering
Decay
Inverse	decay
Δ	L=1	Scattering	(with	out	χ)
Δ	L=1	Scattering(	with	χ)
Δ	L=2	Scattering	(with	out	χ)
Δ	L=2	Scattering	(with	χ)
Δ	L=2	Scattering(only	with	χ)

H
Γ

10−30

10−24

10−18

10−6

1

106

z=MΣ1
	/T

10−3 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

FIG. 6: Comparison of various interaction rates with the Hubble parameter H. Here ∆L=1(without χ)

corresponds to Fig 4[1st row], ∆L=1(with χ) corresponds to Fig 4[3rd row], ∆L=2(without χ) corresponds

to Fig 4[2nd row], ∆L=2(with χ) corresponds to Fig 4[4th row], and ∆L=2(with only χ) corresponds to Fig

4[5th row].

of the different processes involved in Leptogenesis as a function of z. For this comparison, we have

taken MΣ1 = 1012 GeV, M∆ = 103 GeV, Mχ = 1 GeV, m̃1 = 2.1× 10−14 GeV, m̃dm = 2.1× 10−14

GeV, yχ = 1.177 × 10−3 and yΣ = 8.331 × 10−4. Note that the value of yΣ = 8.331 × 10−4

is calculated using Eq 19 so that it satisfy the neutrino mass. We see that in the very early

universe i.e. z � 1, all the lepton number violating interaction rates are much smaller than the

gauge interactions. Moreover,in the early Universe the decay and inverse decay rates are evolving

at same rates and after z ∼ 3, due to the Boltzmann suppression, the inverse decay rate falls

exponentially. We compare the interaction rates of ∆L = 1 and ∆L = 2 scattering processes in

the left and right panel of Fig 7 respectively considering both strong and weak washout regimes.

We have fixed the masses as MΣ1 = 1012 GeV, M∆ = 103 GeV, Mχ = 1 GeV and the Yukawa

13
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Δ	L=2	(with	χ,		Γ2)	(SW)
Δ	L=2	(without	χ,		Γ2sm)	(WW)
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FIG. 7: Comparison of ∆L= 1 [left] and ∆L=2 [right] interactions (with and with out χ) in strong and

weak washout regimes. Here ∆L=1(without χ) corresponds to Fig 4[1st row], ∆L=1(with χ) corresponds

to Fig 4[3rd row], ∆L=2(without χ) corresponds to Fig 4[2nd row], ∆L=2(with χ) corresponds to Fig 4[4th

row], and ∆L=2(with only χ) corresponds to Fig 4[5th row].

couplings are fixed to be yΣ = 0.1667, yχ = 0.2358 for strong washout and yΣ = 8.331 × 10−4,

yχ = 1.177 × 10−3 for weak washout. We can see that the ∆L=1 scattering processes involving

χ always remains sub-dominant as compared to those ∆L=1 processes without χ in both strong

and weak washout regimes. From Fig 7[right], we also see that the ∆L = 2 processes can have

significant contribution in determining the asymmetry only in the strong washout region.

Now the asymmetry in both the sector can be written as,

Y∆L ≡
n∆L

nγ
= εLηL

nΣ1

nγ
; Y∆χ ≡

n∆χ

nγ
= εχηχ

nΣ1

nγ
(36)

where εL, εχ are the CP asymmetries and ηL, ηχ are the efficiencies in visible and dark sectors

respectively. The efficiency is defined in such a way that it’s value is ≈ 1 when there is no washout

and it has value < 1 when there is washout.

Here it is worth mentioning that the created lepton asymmetry gets converted to baryon asymmetry

via (B+L) violating sphaleron processes at a temperature above the electro-weak phase transition

and the baryon asymmetry is given as,

YB = − 8n+ 4m

14n+ 9m
Y∆L = −SDMY∆L (37)

where n, m are the number of generations of fermions and scalar doublets and in our setup, we

find SDM=0.55.
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The ratio of the DM relic density to baryon relic density is given as,

R ≡ ΩDM

ΩB
=

1

SDM

MDM

Mp

εDM
εL

ηDM
ηL

=
1

SDM

MDM

Mp

Y∆χ

Y∆L
(38)

where Mp ∼ 0.938 GeV, MDM ≡Mχ, εDM ≡ εχ and ηDM ≡ ηχ. The efficiency η is defined as,

ηi =
Y∆i

εi Y
eq

Σ1
|T>>MΣ1

; i = L, DM (39)

We have shown the parameter space satisfying the observed lepton asymmetry (1.05455× 10−9 ≤

Y∆L ≤ 1.16364 × 10−9) and the ratio of DM relic density to baryon relic density (5.27472 ≤

R ≤ 5.45394) in Fig 8 and 9. For this scan, we have fixed M∆ = 103 GeV. In weak washout

Brχ
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FIG. 8: Dependence of ηDM/ηL is shown as a function of m̃1 [top panel left] and εDM/εL [top panel right].

The corresponding parameter space is shown in the εχ-εL plane as a function of Mχ [bottom panel left] and

MΣ1 [bottom panel right].
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FIG. 9: The parameter space in m̃dm-εχ plane as a function of Mχ [top panel left], m̃1 vs εL [top panel

right], m̃dm vs Mχ [bottom panel left] and Y∆χ dependence on Mχ [bottom panel right]. In [bottom panel

right], the solid line represent the theoretical data from Eq 38 and the dotted points are obtained by solving

the Boltzmann equations.

regime, i.e. 10−15 GeV < m̃1 < 10−12 GeV, the washout processes are impotent and the efficiency

factors are ∼ 1. As a result the ratio of the efficiencies in both the sectors is ∼ 1. This feature

is visible in Fig 8 (top panel left). Though the branching ratio in dark sector is O(0.2-0.9), the

washout terms are ineffective due to weak washout condition. In the strong washout regime, i.e.

10−12 GeV < m̃1 < 10−9 GeV , the washout processes are effective and can be easily seen from

the top panel left of Fig 8. We see that when the branching ratio to the dark sector (Brχ) is

small (O(10−3 − 0.1)), then the dominant decay happens to visible sector, which leads to a large

washout in visible sector (ηL << 1 and ηDM ∼ 1). As a result we get ηDM
ηL

>> 1. Alternatively,
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if the branching ratio in dark sector is large compared to visible sector, then the washout in the

dark sector will be large (ηDM < 1). Hence the ratio ηDM
ηL

. 1. From Eq 38, we see that for

a fixed value of DM mass, εDM
εL
∝ (ηDMηL )−1. This implies that for Mχ ∼ 10−3 GeV, εDM

εL
∼ 103

when ηDM
ηL
∼ 1. Similarly for Mχ ∼ 100 GeV, εDM

εL
∼ 10−2 when ηDM

ηL
∼ 1. This feature can be

easily read from Fig 8 (top panel right). Both the lepton asymmetry and DM relic can be obtained

for a wide range of DM mass and fermion triplet mass with 5 × 10−12 < εχ < 1.78 × 10−5 and

1.35 × 10−9 < εL < 1.69 × 10−6, which is shown in Fig 8 (bottom panel left and right). One can

see in Fig 9 (top panel left), that for large DM mass, the εχ is small and vice versa in both the

regimes. In weak washout regime, i.e. 10−15 GeV < m̃1 < 10−12 GeV, asymmetry in the visible

sector depends only on the value of εL. In Fig 9 (top panel right) we get that if εL is of the order

O(10−9) (1.35 × 10−9 < εL < 2.042 × 10−9) then in weak washout regime we can achieve both

correct lepton asymmetry and DM relic. However, as we go to strong washout regime, εL needs to

be increased to obtain correct lepton asymmetry. From Eq 38, we know that Y∆χ ∝ 1
MDM

. This

is clearly evident from Fig 9 (bottom panel right). From the parameter scan we have chosen 6

benchmark points (BP) in Table II, 3 in strong washout regime (BP1, BP2, and BP3) and other 3

in weak washout regime (BP4, BP5, and BP6). We solve the Boltzmann equations (31), (32) and

(33) for these BPs and show the evolution of the fermion triplet, Σ1 as well as the asymmetries in

both the sectors in Fig. 10.

TABLE II: Benchmark Points

BP y
Σ

yχ m̃1(GeV) m̃dm (GeV) εL εχ Mχ(GeV) MΣ1
(GeV) Y∆L Y∆χ R

BP1 2.59× 10−4 7.73× 10−5 3.86× 10−10 1.71× 10−11 1.39× 10−6 2.4× 10−7 0.4 5.29× 106 1.12× 10−9 7.83× 10−9 5.41

BP2 4.29× 10−3 5.15× 10−4 1.79× 10−10 1.29× 10−12 5.95× 10−7 5.9× 10−10 13.66 3.12× 109 1.15× 10−9 2.34× 10−10 5.39

BP3 5.81× 10−4 5.92× 10−5 2.67× 10−10 1.39× 10−12 9.43× 10−7 1.27× 10−10 57.18 3.82× 107 1.16× 10−9 5.56× 10−11 5.33

BP4 1.76× 10−5 7.85× 10−6 1.74× 10−13 1.73× 10−14 1.45× 10−9 3.1× 10−9 1.26× 10−3 5.40× 107 1.07× 10−9 2.32× 10−6 5.40

BP5 1.40× 10−6 4.70× 10−6 1.48× 10−15 8.35× 10−15 1.41× 10−9 2.29× 10−9 1.68 4.01× 107 1.06× 10−9 1.72× 10−9 5.29

BP6 1.38× 10−3 2.76× 10−3 1.29× 10−15 2.59× 10−15 1.52× 10−9 1.2× 10−10 34.59 4.45× 1013 1.13× 10−9 8.89× 10−11 5.29

Here it is worth mentioning that for the above benchmark points we obtain the visible and dark

sector branching fractions {Brl, Brχ} as: BP1 {0.957579, 0.0424212}, BP2 {0.992845, 0.00715514},

BP3 {0.994821, 0.005179}, BP4 {0.909543, 0.0904571}, BP5 {0150478, 0.849522}, and BP6

{0.332474, 0.667526}. The evolution of comoving number densities for BP1,BP2 and BP3 are

shown in Fig 10[Left] and that for BP4, BP5 and BP6 has been shown in Fig.10[Right] after

solving the Boltzmann equations incorporating all the relevant processes. In this scenario, even if

we start with zero initial abundance of the Σ1, due to the gauge interactions it reaches thermal
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equilibrium too quickly and thus it resembles to the case when the initial abundance is taken to

be the thermal initial abundance.

YΣ1

eq

YΣ1

YΔ	L(BP1)
YΔ	χ(BP1)
YΔ	L(BP2)
YΔ	χ(BP2)
YΔ	L(BP3)
YΔ	χ(BP3)

Y
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	/T
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YΔ	L(BP6)
YΔ	χ(BP6)
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FIG. 10: The evolution of YΣ1 , Y∆L, Y∆χ and Y eqΣ1
w.r.t. z is shown both in the strong (left) and weak

(right) washout regions.

• In Fig 10 [left], where the strong washout BPs (BP1, BP2, BP3) are shown, we see that YΣ1

traces its equilibrium value through out the evolution. Also in this strong washout regime,

all the processes remain effective in deciding the final asymmetry. For example in BP3, since

we have 0.5179% branching in dark sector and 99.4821% in visible sector, the washout in

the visible sector is more due to inverse decay term (see Eqs 32 and 33.) And this feature

is visible in Fig 10 [left]. We see a suppression in the visible sector asymmetry as compared

to dark sector. As a result the efficiency factor in visible sector will be less than the dark

sector.

• In Fig 10 [right], the BPs (BP4, BP5, BP6) lie in the weak washout region, though we have

included the scattering terms, only decay and inverse decay dominate. And in this case as

discussed in [19], the final asymmetry only depends on the CP asymmetry parameter.

A. Depletion of symmetric component of χ

As has already been discussed before that in this scenario, the asymmetric component of χ is

accountable for the observed dark matter relic, this requires the symmetric component of χ to be

annihilated away completely. This can be achieved through the annihilation process: χ̄χ→ φφ as

shown in Fig 11. The corresponding cross-section is given in appendix B. In Fig 12, we show the

annihilation cross-section as a function of mχ for different values λDM . Here it should be noted
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FIG. 11: Annihilation of symmetric component of χ.

that for the complete annihilation of the symmetric part of the DM χ, its freeze-out cross-section

should be > 2.6× 10−9 GeV−2.

Mφ=100	MeV
sinγ=2×10-4
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FIG. 12: Annihilation cross-section for χ as a function of Mχ for 2 different values of λDM .

VI. LONG LIVED DARK MATTER

As the Z2 symmetry which guarantees the stability of DM (under which χ and ∆ are odd) gets

broken softly when ∆ acquires an induced vev after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), the

dark matter χ becomes unstable and decays to the SM particles as shown in Fig 13. This decay

χ

ν

f

f

Σ1

H

FIG. 13: Decay of χ to νff̄
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rate is given as:

Γχ =
G2
χM

5
χ

192π3
(40)

where the effective coupling Gχ can be evaluated as,

Gχ =

(
yχv1

2MΣ1

)(√
mνMΣ1√

2v0

)(
1

M2
h1

)(
mf

v0

)
(41)

For χ to qualify as a viable DM candidate, its lifetime (τDM) should be greater than 1025s

[44, 45]. This also gives an upper bound on yχ to be

yχ < 0.0421×
(

1025 sec

τχ

) 1
2

×
(

MΣ1

1012 GeV

) 1
2

×
(

0.01 eV

mν

) 1
2

×
(

1 GeV

Mχ

) 5
2

×
(

105.66 MeV

mf

)
(42)

Considering v1 = 3.79 GeV, yχ = 4.71 × 10−6, mf = me = 0.51 MeV, mν ∼ 10−2 eV, MΣ1 =

4.01× 107 GeV, and Mχ= 1.68 GeV we get the decay rate as,

Γχ = 6.40075× 10−57 GeV (43)

The lifetime of χ is then,

τχ = 1.0284× 1032 secs (44)

which is greater than the age of the Universe by 15 orders of magnitudes.

We have shown the DM lifetime for different DM masses considering dominant decay modes of

the DM in Fig 14. We have chosen the value of yχ, MΣ1 , and Mχ in such a way that they satisfy

the relic density of DM and observed baryon asymmetry simultaneously. We see that DM in the

τDM	>	1025	sec

τDM	>	τUniv

e+	e-

uu
µ+µ-

τ+τ-

bb
tt
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]
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FIG. 14: DM lifetime vs mass of the DM.

mass range of 0.001 to 50 GeV are having a lifetime which is greater than the age of the Universe

(shown in cyan dashed line). Whereas, DM mass upto 3 GeV is satisfying the DM lifetime bound

(shown in black solid line) which is 1025 secs .
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VII. DETECTION PROSPECTS

A. Constraints from Direct Detection of dark matter

The spin-independent (SI) elastic scattering of DM is possible through h − φ mixing, where

DM particles can scatter off the target nuclei at terrestrial laboratories. The Feynman diagram for

this process is shown in Fig 15. The spin-independent elastic scattering cross-section of DM per

χ χ

N N

φ

H

FIG. 15: The spin-independent scattering of DM-nucleon (N) via Higgs portal.

nucleon can be expressed as [46]

σSIDM−N =
µ2
r

πA2
[Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2 (45)

where µr =
Mχmn
Mχ+mn

is the reduced mass, mn is the nucleon (proton or neutron) mass, A is the

mass number of target nucleus, Z is the atomic number of target nucleus. The fp and fn are the

interaction strengths of proton and neutron with DM, respectively and are given as,

fp,n =
∑

q=u,d,s

fp,nTq αq
mp,n

mq
+

2

27
fp,nTG

∑
q=c,t,b

αq
mp,n

mq
(46)

where,

αq = λDM ∗
mq

v0
∗ sin(γ) cos(γ)(

1

M2
h2

− 1

M2
h1

) (47)

with γ being the mixing angle between H and φ. The values of fp,nTq , fp,nTG can be found in [47].

In Fig 16 we have showcase the constraints from DM direct search, full annihilation of symmetric

component of DM and perturbative bound on the Yukawa coupling λDM in the plane of λDM vs

sin(γ) for two different set of Mχ and Mh2 . The cyan shaded region is disallowed by the direct

detection constraints from the XENONnT experiment [33] which corresponds to spin independent

cross-section 5.48×10−46 cm2 (5.93×10−47 cm2) for 10 GeV (100 GeV). Here it should be mentioned

that for the complete annihilation of the symmetric part of the DM χ, its freeze-out cross-section

should be > 2.6 × 10−9 GeV−2. The gray shaded region gets ruled out from the requirement of
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FIG. 16: The spin-independent scattering of DM-nucleon (N) via Higgs portal. [left]: Mχ = 10 GeV,

Mh2
= 5 GeV, [right]: Mχ = 100 GeV, Mh2

= 50 GeV.

complete annihilation of symmetric component for DM as in this region λDM is small and hence〈
σv
〉
χχ→φφ < 2.6 × 10−9 GeV−2. The yellow shaded region is ruled out from the perturbativity

constraints on λDM i.e. λDM <
√

4π. We have also shown two values (10−47 cm2 and 10−48 cm2) of

SI DM-nucleon scattering cross-section in the same plane. Clearly, future direct search experiments

with enhanced sensitivities, will be able to probe this parameter space[48, 49].

B. Collider Signature

In this section, we briefly mention the potential detection prospects of this scenario at collider

experiments. In Fig 17, the production channels of the scalar triplet through proton-proton collision

is shown. Once the charged scalar (δ±) is produced, because of phase space suppression, it can

travel a certain distance before decaying to neutral scalar (δ0) and π±, leaving displaced vertex

signature at the colliders as already mentioned at the end of section II.

We have calculated the production cross-section of the triplet scalar in p − p collisions which

is shown as a function of M∆ at center of mass energy
√
s = 13.6 TeV and

√
s = 100 TeV in the

left and right panels of Fig 18 using CalcHEP-3.8.9 [50] with the NNPDF23 lo as 0120 qed parton

distribution function. Clearly, with increase in M∆, the production cross-section decreases.

The mass splitting (δm) between δ± and δ0 generated due to radiative corrections, facilitates
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FIG. 17: Feynman diagrams for the production of δ±, δ0 at hadron collider.
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FIG. 18: Production cross section of triplet scalar ∆ = δ±,0 as a function of M∆ at 13.6 TeV (left), and at

100 TeV (right).

the (δ± → δ0π±) decay channel and its corresponding decay width is given as:

Γ(δ± → δ0π±) =
2G2

F

π
f2
πV

2
ud(δM)3

√
1− m2

π

(δm)2
(48)

where GF is the Fermi constant, fπ(= 131 MeV) is the pion decay constant, Vud is the relevant

CKM matrix element, and mπ is the mass of pion. Here it should be mentioned that, in addition

to this dominant decay channel which accounts for 98% branching fraction, there are two other

decay modes of δ±, ( δ± → δ0µ±νµ(ν̄µ) and δ± → δ0e±νe(ν̄e) ) accounting for 2% of the branching

fraction. We calculate the corresponding decay length cτ which is shown as a function of the mass

splitting in Fig 19. Such displaced vertex signatures can be probed as a signature of verifiability
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of this model at present and future colliders.

cτ
	(c

m
)

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

δ	M	(MeV)
165 170 175 180 185

FIG. 19: Variation of cτ with the mass splitting of scalar triplet.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper,we studied an economical model to explain the neutrino mass, dark matter, baryon

asymmetry of the universe, as well as the recently reported W-mass anomaly by the CDF-II collab-

oration, within the type-III seesaw framework. We exploited the possibility of asymmetric DM in

this scenario such that lepton and DM asymmetries are generated through similar mechanisms in

both visible and dark sectors. In addition to three hypercharge zero triplet fermions(Σis), we add a

vector-like singlet fermion (χ) and a hypercharge zero scalar triplet (∆) to the conventional model.

A Z2 symmetry is enforced, with χ and ∆ being odd and all other particles being even. As a result,

the lightest Z2 odd particle χ acts as a dark matter candidate. Because of the assumed hierarchy

among the triplet fermion masses (MΣ1 < MΣ2 < MΣ3), only the decay of the lightest hypercharge

zero fermion triplet, Σ1 to the SM sector and the dark sector produces lepton asymmetry and dark

matter asymmetry simultaneously and the symmetric component of the DM is annihilated away by

the process χ̄χ → φφ (φ being a light Z2 even scalar) to obtain the observed relic abundance.We

note that, unlike leptogenesis in type-I seesaw, here in Type-III seesaw scenario, because of the

additional gauge interactions, the fermion triplets gets thermalized in the early universe and for

MΣ1 < 1014 GeV, even if one starts with zero initial abundance, the situation resembles the case

where thermal initial abundance is assumed. Thus the final lepton asymmetry remains independent

of the initial condition of Σ1 number density in the early Universe.

The explanation to W -mass anomaly is accommodated by the soft breaking of the Z2 symmetry
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when the triplet ∆ acquires an induced vev after EWSB and it has interesting phenomenological

consequences on the DM parameter space. We find that a vev of ∆ around 3.79 ± 0.2326 GeV

can successfully explain the CDF-II W boson mass anomaly. However, the breaking of the Z2,

renders the DM candidate unstable and for it to qualify as a viable DM, one has to ensure that

it is stable over the cosmological time scale. From this criteria, the mass of the DM gets further

constraint from the DM lifetime bound which constrains the DM mass from 1 MeV to 3 GeV.

We find out the relevant parameter space consistent with all the pertinent constraints from DM

phenomenology, successful leptogenesis as well as CDF-II W mass anomaly criteria. In addition to

the detection prospects of DM, we also explored the possibility of probing this scenario at colliders,

where because of the tiny mass splitting between δ± and δ0 which is induced by the radiative

corrections, it can give rise to displaced vertex signatures of δ±.
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Appendix A: Relevant cross section and decay widths

1. Decay Rates

The total decay rate is given in Eq 26 and the thermal averaged decay width is given by,

ΓD =< ΓΣ1
>= ΓΣ1

K1(z)

K2(z)
(A1)

where z =
MΣ1
T , K1(z) and K2(z) are the modified Bessel functions of 1st and 2nd kind respectively.

2. Gauge Scatterings:

The gauge scattering cross-section is given as, [41]

σA = 3g2

8πsλ[s,M2
Σ1
,M2

Σ1
]2

(√
1−

4M2
Σ1

s s(6M2
Σ1

+ s) + (−32M4
Σ1

+ 4M2
Σ1
s+ s2) log

[
1+

√
1−

4M2
Σ1
s

1−
√

1−
4M2

Σ1
s

])
(A2)

where s is the center of mass energy, and

λ[a, b, c] =
√

(a− b− c)2 − 4bc (A3)
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3. ∆L=2 Scatterings:

a. Γ2sm :

σLL↔HH(t−channel) =
y4

Σ
M2

Σ1

64π

( √
1−

4M2
h1
s

(M2
h1
−M2

Σ1
)2+M2

Σ1
s
−

2 log

[
−2M2

h1
+2M2

Σ1
+s−

√
1−

4M2
h1
s

s

−2M2
h1

+2M2
Σ1

+s+

√
1−

4M2
h1
s

s

]
s(−2M2

h1
+2M2

Σ1
+s)

)
(A4)

σLH↔L̄H†(t−channel) =
y4

Σ
M2

Σ1

64π

(
1

−M4
h1

+M2
Σ1
s
−

log

[
(2M2

h1
−M2

Σ1
−s)s

M4
h1
−M2

Σ1
s

]
(M2

h1
−s)2

)
(A5)

b. Γ2 :

σχ∆↔L̄H† = −y
2
χy

2

Σ
(M2

h1
−s)3(4MΣ1

Mχs+M
2
Σ1

(−M2
Σ1

+M2
χ+s)+s(−M2

Σ1
+M2

χ+s))

128π(M2
Σ1
−s)2s4

√
(M2
h1
−s)2(M4

Σ1
+(M2

χ−s)
2−sM2

Σ1
(M2
χ+s))

s4

(A6)

σχL↔∆†H† =
y2

Σ
y2
χ

64π(M2
χ−s)2

(
−

((
s

√
(M2

χ−s)2(M4
h1

+(M2
∆−s)2−2M2

h1
(M2

∆+s))
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∆(M2

χ − 4s)

+M2
h1

(M2
χ − 2s)(−M2

Σ1
+M2

∆ +M2
χ − s) + 2M4

Σ1
s+ 2M3

Σ1
Mχs− 2MΣ1

M2
∆Mχs

+M2
∆(M2

χ − 2s)s+M2
Σ1

(M2
Σ1

(M2
χ − 6s) + s2))

)/
(M2

h1
(M2

χ − s)(−M2
Σ1

+M2
∆

+M2
χ − s) + (MΣ1

−M∆)(MΣ1
+M∆)(M2

∆(M2
χ − 2s) + s(N2

Σ −M2
χ + s)))

)

+(M2
h1
− 3M2

∆ + 2MΣ1
(MΣ1

+Mχ) + s) log

[(
M2

∆(M2
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h1
(−M2
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(
2M2
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χ + s+ s

√
(M2
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(
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√

(M2
χ−s)2(M4
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(M2
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(A7)
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σχH↔∆†L̄ = − y2

Σ
y2
χ

(32π(−4M2
h1
M2
χ+(M2

h1
+M2

χ−s)2))
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(Mh1

−MΣ1
)(Mh1

+MΣ1
)(MΣ1

−M∆ +Mχ)

(MΣ1
+M∆ +Mχ)s2
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+(M2
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(M2
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√
(M2
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h1
(M2
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s4

)))])
(A8)

c. Γ2χ :

σχχ↔∆∆(t−channel) =
y4
χ

64πs(s−4M2
χ)

(
−
((

2s

√
(s−4M2

∆)(s−4M2
χ)

s2 (3M4
∆ + (MΣ1

+Mχ)2

(3M2
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(M4
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+M2
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+ 2
2(−M2
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+M2

∆+M2
χ)−s2(6M4

∆ + 2(3MΣ1 − 5Mχ)(MΣ1 +Mχ)3 +

8MΣ1
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log
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∆
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(
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√
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∆
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) ]) (A9)

σχ∆↔∆χ(t−channel) =

(
y4
χ

(
−

(MΣ1
−M∆+Mχ)2(MΣ1

+M∆+Mχ)2s2

√
(M4

∆
+(M2
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∆
(M2
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s4

(M2
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χ − s)2)) (A10)
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Thermal averaged cross-section for annihilation of A to B is given by, [51]

< σv >AA↔BB=
z

2[K2
1 (z) +K2

2 (z)]

∫ ∞
2

dx σ(AA↔BB)(x
2 − 4)x2K1(xz) (A11)

where x =
√
s

MA
.

4. ∆L=1 Scatterings:

a. Γ1s :

σLΣ1↔tt =
sM2

topy
2
Σ(s−4M2

top)

√
(M2

Σ1
−s)2(s−4M2

top)
s3

(
√

2cwMZsw+246 EE)2

5164032πM2
W s

2
w

(
M2
h1
−s
)

2
(
s−M2

Σ1

) (A12)

where EE is electromagnetic coupling constant (0.3133).

b. Γ1t :
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(A13)
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c. Γ1sχ :

σχΣ1↔tt =
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σχΣ1↔HH = −
sv2
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χ
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(A15)

d. Γ1tχ :
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5. ∆L=0 Processes (Transfer term):

Ii =
Γ̂Σ1

π

∫ ∞
0

t2K1(t)fi(t
2/z2)dt (A18)

fT+
(s) =

s/2

(s− 1)2 + Γ̂2
Σ1

+
s

s+ 1
+
s− log(s+ 1)

s
(A19)

fT−(s) =
s/2

(s− 1)2 + Γ̂2
Σ1

+
(s+ 1) log(s+ 1)− s

s+ 1
+

(s+ 2) log(s+ 1)− 2s

s
(A20)

where Γ̂Σ1 =
ΓΣ1
MΣ1

and H1 =
1.66
√
g∗MΣ1
Mpl

.

Appendix B: Cross-section for DM symmetric component annihilation

σ(χχ→φφ) =
cos4 γλ4

DM

2πs(s−4M2
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χs
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where

A =

√
(s− 4M2

h2
)(s− 4M2

χ)

s2
(B2)
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and Mh2 is the light mass eigen state after h− φ mixing, which is essentially φ mass.
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Background: The equations of state (EoSs) which determine the properties of neutron stars (NSs) are often
characterized by the iso-scalar and iso-vector nuclear matter parameters (NMPs). Recent attempts to relate the
radius and tidal deformability of a NS to the individual NMPs have been inconclusive. These properties display
strong correlations with the pressure of NS matter which depends on several NMPs. The knowledge of minimal
NMPs that determine the NS properties will be necessary to address any connection between NS properties
(e.g., tidal deformability) and that of finite nuclei.

Purpose: To identify the important NMPs required to describe the tidal deformability of neutron star for
astrophysically relevant range of their gravitational masses (1.2 – 1.8 M�) as encountered in the binary neutron
star merger events.

Method: We construct a large set of EoSs using four iso-scalar and five iso-vector NMPs. These EOSs
are employed to perform a systematic analysis to isolate the NMPs that predominantly determine the tidal
deformability, over a wide range of NS mass. The tidal deformability is then directly mapped to these NMPs.

Results: The tidal deformability of the NS with mass 1.2-1.8 M� can be determined within 10% directly
in terms of four nuclear matter parameters, namely, the incompressibility K0 and skewness Q0 of symmetric
nuclear matter, and the slope L0 and curvature parameter Ksym,0 of symmetry energy.

Conclusion: A function that quickly estimates the value of tidal deformability in terms of minimal nuclear
matter parameters is developed. Our method can also be extended to other NS observables.

I. INTRODUCTION

The stringent constraint on the equation of state (EoS)
of the dense matter promised by gravitational wave astron-
omy through the detailed analysis of Bayesian parameter es-
timation has triggered many theoretical investigations of the
neutron star (NS) properties [1–12]. The tidal deforma-
bility parameter (Λ) of NS, which encodes the information
about the EoS has been inferred from a gravitational wave
event GW170817 observed with the Advanced-LIGO [13]
and Advanced-Virgo detectors [14] from a binary neutron star
(BNS) merger with the component masses in the range 1.17–
1.6 M� [15, 16]. Subsequently, another event GW190425,
likely originating from the coalescence of BNSs was ob-
served [10]. The GW-signals from coalescing BNS events are
likely to be observed more frequently in the upcoming runs of
LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA and the future detectors, e.g., Einstein
Telescope [17] and Cosmic Explorer [18]. Complementary
information on the NS properties is also provided by the Neu-
tron star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER). It relies on
pulse profile modeling, a powerful technique to monitor elec-
tromagnetic emission from the hot spots located on the surface
of the neutron star [19, 20]. Recently, two different groups of
NICER have reported neutron star’s mass and radius simulta-
neously for PSR J0030+0451 with radius R = 13.02+1.24

−1.06km
for mass M = 1.44+0.15

−0.14 M� [21] and R = 12.71+1.14
−1.19 km

for M = 1.34+0.15
−0.16 M� [22], and for another (heavier) pulsar

PSR J0740+6620, R = 13.7+2.6
−1.5 km with M = 2.08 ± 0.07
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M� [23] and R = 12.39+1.30
−0.98 km with M = 2.072+0.067

−0.066 M�
[24].

The NS matter up to 2-3 times the saturation density
(ρ0) is expected predominantly to be composed of nucle-
ons in β-equillibrium. The EoSs for such matter can be ex-
pressed using iso-scalar and iso-vector nuclear matter param-
eters which characterize the symmetric nuclear matter (SNM)
and density-dependent symmetry energy, respectively. Sev-
eral investigations have been carried out to narrow down the
bounds on these NMPs from the information on the radius
and tidal deformability of a canonical neutron star [3, 25–35].
The behavior of EoSs around ρ0 may be important in deter-
mining the properties of such NSs. However, the correlation
between neutron star properties and individual nuclear matter
parameters is found to be at variance [36]. But the correla-
tions of NS radii with the pressure at the densities ∼ 2ρ0 for
the β-equilibrated matter is found to be robust [37]. Similar
trends are observed for the correlations of the tidal deforma-
bility with pressure at ∼ 2ρ0 [28, 31, 38]. These correlations
are found to be nearly model-independent and persist over a
wide range of NS mass 1.2-2 M� [31, 38]. Nevertheless, it
is rather difficult to get precise information on the individual
NMPs from the EoS of β-equilibrated matter [39]. This is
due to the fact that the EoS of β-equilibrated matter involves
a combination of several NMPs which do not vary indepen-
dently to fulfil the required constraints. It is therefore impor-
tant to identity the nuclear matter parameters which predom-
inantly determine the NS properties over the astrophysically
relevant range of their gravitational masses expected for the
BNS merger events. Various NS properties, e.g., radii and
tidal deformabilities can then be mapped to those NMPs with-
out involving other unnecessary parameters that do not play
any role. This mapped analytic function can be directly em-
ployed to facilitate the Bayesian analysis of various astrophys-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Plots for the correlations of the β- equilibrium
pressure at a given density (PBEM (ρ)) with the nuclear matter pa-
rameters (lower panel) and with tidal deformability at a given mass
ΛTOV (M)(upper panel). The results are obtained by varying all the
nuclear matter parameters considered (see text for detail). Here it is
clear that K0, Q0, L0 and Ksym0 are the most important parameters
to model tidal deformability for the NS mass considered.

ical observations.
In the present work, we perform systematic statistical anal-

ysis and multi-parameter correlation studies to identify the
minimal set of essential iso-scalar and iso-vector nuclear mat-
ter parameters that predominantly determine tidal deforma-
bility of neutron stars obtained from solutions of Tolman-
Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) [1] equation with masses 1.2 –
1.8 M�. It is shown that the tidal deformability can be reliably
mapped directly to the two largest contributing iso-scalar pa-
rameters incompressibility (K0), skewness (Q0) and the two
largest contributing iso-vector parameters slope (L0), curva-
ture (Ksym0).

II. MAPPING TIDAL DEFORMABILITY TO THE
NUCLEAR MATTERS PARAMETERS

We aim to identify the important subset of the NMPs on
which the tidal deformability predominantly depends. Subse-
quently, we study the dependencies of Λ on the NMPs in the
form of simple polynomial series of those predominant pa-
rameters. Such mapping would enable us to evaluate the Λ
without recourse to the computationally expensive solutions
of the TOV equations which will pave the way for the statisti-
cal parameter estimation of the NMPs from the GW events in
an efficient way.

The iso-scalar and iso-vector nuclear matter parameters
govern the EoS of β-equilibrated matter. The iso-scalar NMPs
usually considered are binding energy per nucleon (e0), in-
compressibilty (K0), skewness (Q0), and kurtosis (Z0) to de-
scribe the EoS for the SNM. The density dependent symmetry
energy that accounts for the deviation from the SNM is gov-
erned by the iso-vector NMPs such as symmetry energy (J0),
its slope (L0), curvature (Ksym0), skewness (Qsym0), kurto-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1. But, the results are obtained
by only varying K0, Q0, L0 and Ksym0 parameters while keeping
rest of NMPs fixed at their respective median values.

sis (Zsym0) evalauted at ρ0. In order to demonstrate our ap-
proach, we use the n

3 expansion of the EoS with expansion
coefficients depending on the linear combination of the NMPs
considered [39]. Only those EoSs are considered which sat-
isfy the condition of (i) thermodynamic stability, (ii) positive
semi-definiteness of symmetry energy, (iii) causality of speed
of sound, and (iv) maximum mass of the stable non-rotating
neutron stars exceeding 2M�. A large number of EoSs (∼
104) are constructed by drawing all the nine NMPs randomly
from their uniform probability distributions (see Table S1) to
compute the tidal deformability (ΛTOV (M)) from the solu-
tions of the TOV equations at a given NS mass M.

In the upper panel of Fig (1), we display the correlations
of ΛTOV (M) with pressure for β equilibrated matter at dif-
ferent densities in the range 0.5–4ρ0.The density at which the
correlations peak increases monotonically with NS mass. For
the case of a 1.2 M� star, the correlation is maximum around
1.25ρ0 and it shifts to ∼ 2ρ0 for the 1.8 M� star. We also
calculate the correlations of NMPs with the pressure of β-
equilibrated matter at a given density as shown in the lower
panel. The correlations of L0 and Ksym0 with the pressure
become maximum at ρ0 and 1.65ρ0, respectively. The corre-
lations between Q0 with the pressure increases monotonically
beyond ρ0 and tend to saturate beyond 3ρ0. K0 shows max-
imum correlation with the pressure around ∼ 2ρ0, however,
the maximum value is significantly less than those obtained
for L0, Ksym0 and Q0. The remaining NMPs do not show any
significant correlations with the pressure, r ≤ 0.1. We repeat
our calculations by varying only K0, Q0, L0 and Ksym0 and
keeping the remaining parameters fixed to their median values
(referred as ‘med’ in the Table S1) and plot the results in Fig
(2). These results are practically the same as those of Fig. (1)
obtained by varying all the nine NMPs indicating that e0, Z0,
J0, Qsym0, Zsym0 may not have much impact on the values
of tidal deformability. There is a significant overlap in the re-
gions of densities for which K0, Q0, L0, Ksym0 and the tidal
deformability at a given mass are strongly correlated with the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Variations of the correlation coefficients
r[ΛTOV ,Λfunc] as a function of neutron star mass. The ΛTOV and
Λfunc are the tidal deformabilities obtained from the solution of
TOV equations and those from direct mapping to the different func-
tions of the nuclear matter parameters, respectively. The blue color
denotes the the case when only the NMPs involved in the functions
are varied (e.g. θ2 for ΛL2 and ΛQ2 and θ4 for ΛL4 and ΛQ4 ) and
the dark magenta color denotes the case θall where all the nine NMPs
are varied within their respective ranges.

pressure. Therefore, ΛTOV (M) should be parameterised in
terms of the combinations of these 4 NMPs instead of a single
one.

We express the tidal deformability for a given NS mass us-
ing linear (ΛLn ) and quadratic (ΛQn ) functions of n number
of NMPs as

ΛLn
= c0 +

n∑
i=1

ci(xi − x̂i) (1)

ΛQn
= ΛLn

+

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i

cij(xi − x̂i)(xj − x̂j) (2)

where, x ∈ {e0, K0, Q0, Z0, J0, L0, Ksym0, Qsym0, Zsym0}
for n = 9; and x̂ corresponds to the median value of param-
eter x. The coefficients ci and cij are obtained by fitting the
values of ΛTOV (M) to the Eqs. (1) and (2). We consider
ΛLn

, ΛQn
with n = 2 and n = 4 which correspond to x ∈

{L0, Ksym0} and x ∈ {K0, Q0, L0, Ksym0}, respectively. We
also consider ΛL9

which includes all the nine NMPs consid-
ered and ΛQ4+L5

withQ4 denotes contribution upto quadratic
order for x ∈ {K0, Q0, L0, Ksym0} and L5 denotes the linear
contributions from the remaining 5 NMPs (See Eq. S1). We
referred these fitted functions as Λfunc.

Our general strategy is to first obtain an n-dimensional dis-
tribution of the NMPs, keeping all other parameters fixed to
their median values [38] to compute the NS EoSs. The values

of ΛTOV (M) corresponding to 60% of these EoSs are used
to determine the coefficients ci or cij in Eqs 1, 2, and the re-
maining EoSs are used to assess the merit of the functions.
We validate Λfunc against ΛTOV with later one obtained by
varying all the NMPs considered uniformly within the ranges
as listed in Table S1. To facilitate our discussion, we use the
label θn throughout the paper which refers to the variation of
a specific set of n number of NMPs. The label θ2 corresponds
to the case where L0 and Ksym0 are varied, θ4 represents the
variations of K0, Q0, L0, Ksym0 and θall corresponds to the
variations of all nine NMPs and θ2 + [‘P’] corresponds to the
variation of L0 , Ksym0 (i.e. θ2) together with the variation
of the parameter ‘P’, where ‘P’ corresponds to a NMP other
than L0 and Ksym0. θall - [‘P’] denotes the variation of all the
parameters except the parameters ‘P’s.

The values of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between
ΛTOV (M) and ΛL2

(M) with M = 1.2 – 1.8 M� are presented
in Table S2. The result indicates ΛL2

, which includes the con-
tributions from L0 and Ksym0 only, may not be sufficient to
reliably represent ΛTOV (M) over a wide range of NS mass,
the contributions of K0 and Q0 need to be considered (See the
discussion of Table S2 in the supplemental material for detail).

We construct ΛL4 and ΛQ4 functions using K0, Q0, L0 and
Ksym0. In Fig 3, we present the values of (1-r[ΛTOV ,Λfunc])
in the logarithmic scale as a function of NS mass, with Λfunc

denoting ΛL2 , ΛQ2 ΛL4 and ΛQ4 . Both ΛL2 , ΛQ2 functions
give the correlation coefficient close to unity with ΛTOV for
the case of θ2 but the correlation coefficient drops significantly
in the case of θall for higher NS masses. But in the case of
ΛL4

and ΛQ4
the correlation coefficient with ΛTOV is always

close to unity for both θ4 and θall almost independent of NS
mass.

In Figs.(4 and 5) we plot the ratio, R = Λfunc

ΛTOV
for the NS

masses 1.2 M� and 1.8 M�, respectively. The Λfunc for a
given NS mass are obtained using ΛL4

function for the case
of θall. The results are plotted for 1000 points drawn ran-
domly from our large set. We also present for the comparison
those obtained by ΛL9

and ΛQ4+L5
. The results for ΛQ4

are
quantitatively very close to those for ΛL4

and are not shown.
In upper panels, most of the points are within 10% except for
the extreme values of ΛTOV for a given mass. The predic-
tions of ΛL9 are marginally better for the moderate values of
ΛTOV . The overall agreement of ΛQ4+L5 with ΛTOV is bet-
ter as compared to other two functions. The values of ΛQ4+L5

for most of the points are well within 10%. However, ΛQ4+L5

function requires a larger number of coefficients to be fitted.
The results displayed in the lower panel correspond to the ones
obtained by imposing the additional constraints on the low
density EoS for the pure neutron matter (PNM) from a pre-
cise next-to-next-to-next-to-leading-order (N3LO) calculation
in chiral effective field theory [40]. We select those NMP sets
which satisfy the energy per particle of PNM within 3σ con-
fidence interval. It is evident from the lower panels, the PNM
constraint has markedly improved the predictions of Λfunc.
By and large, the deviations are now reduced to well within
10% for all the different Λfunc considered. The deviations
for ΛL9

and ΛQ4+L5
are now within 5-10% which are smaller

than those shown in the upper panels. The trends are simi-
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son predictions of ΛL9 ( 9 NMPs upto linear terms) are also shown
in red and for ΛQ4+L5 are shown in blue.

lar for the intermediate NS masses M = 1.4 and 1.6 M� as
displayed in the Fig ?? of the supplemental material.

In Table S3 of the supplemental material we have listed the
values of mean and standard deviation of the ratioR obtained
using different functions considered both with and without the
PNM-constraint. It is clear that the inclusion of the constraint
from low density PNM EoS have significantly improved the
agreement between the values of Λfunc with ΛTOV . The
mapping of tidal deformability to the linear function of K0,
Q0, L0, Ksym0 can be used to estimate the values of ΛTOV

with the uncertainties less than 10%. The mean values of the
ratio with the inclusion of the constraint are close to unity for
all the NS masses for ΛL4

and ΛQ4
functions. The inclusions

of more number of parameters further improves the values of
standard deviation. For example, in the case of ΛQ4+L5

(ΛL9
)

function, the standard deviation of the ratio between Λfunc

and ΛTOV for 1.2 M� NS is reduced to 0.02 (0.04) which is

60 120 180 240

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4 ΛL4

ΛL9

ΛQ4
+L5

60 120 180 240

ΛTOV (1.8)

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

with PNM constraint

R

FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as Fig. 4, but for the neutron star mass
1.8 M�.

0.06 for ΛL4
function.

The present approach can also be applied to different EoS
models and to different NS observables. We also confront our
ΛL4 to ΛTOV obtained using the EoSs from non-relativistic
and relativistic mean-field models. The results for the ratioR
are presented in Fig ?? of the supplemental material. Most
of the values are within 25% compared to their exact calcula-
tions. The number of points having larger deviations increase
with the NS mass. Such deviations may not be very surprising,
since, the function ΛL4

is fitted to the EoSs for the n
3 model

which might have different behaviour for the EoSs compared
to those for the mean field models considered. The deviations
are expected to decrease significantly, provided, Λfunc is fit-
ted to the appropriate mean-field models.

Finally, in Table S3, Table S4 and Table S5 of the supple-
mental material the fitted values of the coefficients of ΛL4

,
ΛL9

and ΛQ4+L5
functions are quoted, respectively, for the

different NS masses considered. They may be employed for
the rapid estimate of the values of tidal deformabilty with-
out recourse to the solution of TOV equations. Our pro-
posed functions for the tidal deformability would facilitate the
Bayesian analysis which generally requires the computation
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of tidal deformability over a wide range of NS masses for large
number of EoSs (∼ 106). The ΛL4

function also allows one to
search for the tidal deformability within the said uncertainty
in the space of minimal nuclear matter parameters.

III. SUMMARY

We have performed a detailed statistical analysis to isolate
the important nuclear matter parameters which predominantly
contribute to the values of tidal deformability (Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2) of a neutron star. The iso-scalar parameters K0, Q0 and
iso-vector ones L0 and Ksym0 are found to be most important.
We fit the values of tidal deformabilities obtained by solv-
ing the TOV equations to the linear and quadratic functions
of these nuclear matter parameters. These functions are con-
fronted with the tidal deformability obtained by solving the
TOV equations for the EoSs constructed by varying all the nu-
clear matter parameters. The deviations of the predictions for
our functions of tidal deformability are within ∼ 10% which

reduced significantly once EoS for the low density PNM is
constrained from the N3LO chiral effective field theory. We
have mapped the values of tidal deformability to the nuclear
matter parameters for their rapid estimation without recourse
to the computationally expensive solution of TOV equations.
Our method can be extended to any other EoS models. This
will enable us to perform an efficient Bayesian statistical in-
ference of the relevant NMPs directly from astrophysical ob-
servations. The efforts to further improve the relation of tidal
deformabilty with the nuclear matter parameters are under-
way.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

TABLE S1. Priors for the nuclear matter parameters used in our analysis. All the parameters are uniformly distributed within the minimum
(‘min’) and maximum (‘max’) bounds. The median (‘med’) values are also listed [38]. All values are in the units of MeV.

NMP e0 K0 Q0 Z0 J0 L0 Ksym0 Qsym0 Zsym0

min -16.3 200 -800 1400 27 20 -250 300 -2000

max -15.7 300 800 2500 37 120 250 900 -1000

med -16.0 231.96 -418.89 1638.14 31.87 52.26 -67.44 726.49 -1622.35

TABLE S2. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient, ‘r’ between tidal deformabilities ΛL2(M) and ΛTOV (M) for a given neutron star mass
M(M�). The values of ΛTOV employed to obtain the results presented in 4th to 10th columns involve variations of the specified nuclear
matter parameter in addition to θ2 which represents the variations of L0 and Ksym0 only. The last column corresponds to the variation of all
the nuclear matter parameters except K0 and Q0 which is denoted as θall-[K0,Q0].

M(M�) θ2 θall θ2+[e0] θ2+[K0] θ2+[Q0] θ2+[Z0] θ2+[J0] θ2+[Qsym0] θ2+[Zsym0] θall-[K0,Q0]

1.2 0.97 0.88 0.99 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.95

1.4 0.99 0.86 1.00 0.96 0.88 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.96

1.6 0.99 0.80 1.00 0.94 0.83 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.99 0.95

1.8 0.99 0.70 1.00 0.86 0.73 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.99 0.93

In Table S2 we present the values of correlation between ΛL2
and ΛTOV . The correlations are close to unity for the case of θ2

irrespective of NS mass considered. The correlation decreases with an increase in NS mass for the case of θall which includes the
variations of additional parameters, not considered in the fit of the function ΛL2

indicating that n=2 in Eq. 1 may not adequately
determine the values of tidal deformability for higher NS masses. So there are some other parameters which need to be included
in the Eq.(1) to improve the representation of ΛTOV . To identify the additional NMPs which need to be included we consider
now the case of θ2 + [‘P’]. The θall - [K0, Q0] in the last column denotes the result obtained by varying all the NMPs except
the K0 and Q0. It may be inferred from the 3rd and last column of the table that the K0 and Q0 are also important to determine
the values of tidal deformability. This is also evident from the fifth and sixth columns. The remaining 5 parameters e0, Z0, J0,
Qsym0, Zsym0 do not seem to contribute significantly to the values of tidal deformability. These trends re-insure K0, Q0, L0 and
Ksym0 have a greater impact on the tidal deformability. The trends are similar for correlations of ΛTOV (M) with ΛQ2

(M) and
are not presented here.

In Table S3, the mean and the standard deviation are presented for the ratio RM =
Λfunc(M)
ΛTOV (M) for the NS mass in the range

of 1.2 − 1.8M� for the functions ΛL4 ,ΛQ4 ,ΛL9 , as defined by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. The results are also presented for the mixed
function ΛQ4+L5 which is expressed as follows,

ΛQ4+L5
= c0 + c1(K0 − K̄0) + c2(Q0 − Q̄0) + c3(L0 − L̄0) + c4(Ksym0 − K̄sym0) + c11(K0 − K̄0)2

+ c12(K0 − K̄0)(Q0 − Q̄0) + c13(K0 − K̄0)(L0 − L̄0) + c14(K0 − K̄0)(Ksym0 − K̄sym0)

+ c22(Q0 − Q̄0)2 + c23(Q0 − Q̄0)(L0 − L̄0) + c24(Q0 − Q̄0)(Ksym0 − K̄sym0) + c33(L0 − L̄0)2

+ c34(L0 − L̄0)(Ksym0 − K̄sym0) + c44(Ksym0 − K̄sym0)2 + c1L(e0 − ē0) + c2L(Z0 − Z̄0)

+ c3L(J0 − J̄0) + c4L(Qsym0 − Q̄sym0) + c5L(Zsym0 − Z̄sym0). (S1)

It may be noted that the nuclear matter parameters K0, Q0, L0,Ksym,0 are considered upto the quadratic order, whereas, for the
remaining parameters e0, Z0, J0, Qsym,0 and Zsym,0 only the contributions up to the linear order are included.
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TABLE S3. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the ratio (RM =
Λfunc(M)

ΛTOV (M)
) for the functions ΛL4 ,ΛQ4 ,ΛL9 and ΛQ4+L5 considered.

The values are listed for the NS mass M= 1.2 – 1.8 M� for without and with the PNM constraint.

ΛL4 ΛQ4 ΛL9 ΛQ4+L5

Constraints Ratio µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

R1.2 1.02 0.14 1.00 0.07 1.01 0.13 1.00 0.06

Without PNM R1.4 1.01 0.10 1.01 0.09 1.00 0.09 1.00 0.04

R1.6 1.02 0.10 1.02 0.08 1.00 0.07 1.00 0.03

R1.8 1.02 0.12 1.03 0.11 1.00 0.08 1.00 0.04

R1.2 1.00 0.06 0.99 0.05 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.02

With PNM R1.4 1.00 0.06 0.99 0.06 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.02

R1.6 1.00 0.07 1.00 0.08 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.03

R1.8 1.01 0.09 1.01 0.12 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.04

TABLE S4. Fitted coefficients (‘Coef’) of ΛL4 function for the NS mass 1.2 – 1.8 M�.

Mass, M (M�)

Coef 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

c0 1113.21 453.65 192.15 80.69

c1 2.47 1.30 0.72 0.41

c2 0.34 0.19 0.11 0.07

c3 11.77 4.29 1.63 0.61

c4 1.46 0.73 0.37 0.19

TABLE S5. Same as Table S4 but for ΛL9 function.

Mass, M (M�)

Coef 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

c0 1121.77 454.71 191.79 80.27

c1 -9.95 -4.23 -1.95 -0.90

c2 2.47 1.32 0.73 0.41

c3 0.35 0.19 0.11 0.07

c4 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

c5 -19.47 -7.48 -3.14 -1.39

c6 13.09 4.59 1.70 0.64

c7 1.27 0.66 0.33 0.17

c8 0.21 0.11 0.06 0.03

c9 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
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TABLE S6. Same as Table S4 but for ΛQ4+L5 function.

Mass, M (M�)

Coef 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

c0 1091.02 442.85 187.20 78.56

c1 3.31 1.68 0.90 0.50

c2 0.51 0.28 0.17 0.10

c3 11.43 4.01 1.45 0.50

c4 1.98 0.93 0.45 0.21

c11 −5× 10−3 −2× 10−3 −1× 10−3 −5× 10−4

c12 −1× 10−3 −6× 10−4 −4× 10−4 −2× 10−4

c13 0.01 0.01 5× 10−3 2× 10−3

c14 −3× 10−3 −1× 10−3 −1× 10−4 1× 10−4

c22 −1× 10−4 −6× 10−5 −4× 10−5 −3× 10−5

c23 1× 10−3 7× 10−4 5× 10−4 3× 10−4

c24 −7× 10−4 −3× 10−4 −1× 10−4 −3× 10−5

c33 0.05 0.01 1× 10−3 −3× 10−4

c34 -0.01 −3× 10−3 −1× 10−3 −7× 10−4

c44 −1× 10−3 −4× 10−4 −2× 10−4 −1× 10−4

c1L -4.16 -1.97 -1.02 -0.53

c2L 0.01 0.01 0.01 5× 10−3

c3L -16.96 -7.01 -3.13 -1.46

c4L 0.23 0.12 0.06 0.03

c5L 0.01 5× 10−3 3× 10−3 2× 10−3
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FIG. S1. (Color online) Same as Fig. 4, but for the neutron star mass M = 1.4 M� (left column) and M = 1.6 M� (right column).
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FIG. S2. (Color online) Predictions of ΛL4 for 24 non-relativistic models (triangles) and 18 relativistic models (asterisks) using ΛL4 . The
horizontal lines shows 25% deviation from TOV value.
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Protocols for healing radiation-damaged
single-photon detectors suitable for space

environment
Joanna Krynski, Nigar Sultana, Youn Seok Lee, Vadim Makarov, Thomas Jennewein

Abstract—Single-photon avalanche detectors (SPADs) are well-
suited for satellite-based quantum communication because of
their advantageous operating characteristics as well as their
relatively straightforward and robust integration into satellite
payloads. However, space-borne SPADs will encounter damage
from space radiation, which usually manifests itself in the form
of elevated dark counts. Methods for mitigating this radiation
damage have been previously explored, such as thermal and
optical (laser) annealing. Here we investigate in a lab, using a
CubeSat payload, laser annealing protocols in terms of annealing
laser power and annealing duration, for their possible later use in
orbit. Four Si SPADs (Excelitas SLiK) irradiated to an equivalent
of 10 years in low Earth orbit exhibit very high dark count rates
(>300 kcps at −22 °C operating temperature) and significant
saturation effects. We show that annealing them with optical
power between 1 and 2 W yields reduction in dark count rate
by a factor of up to 48, as well as regaining SPAD sensitivity
to a very faint optical signal (on the order of single photon)
and alleviation of saturation effects. Our results suggest that an
annealing duration as short as 10 seconds can reduce dark counts,
which can be beneficial for power-limited small-satellite quantum
communication missions. Overall, annealing power appears to be
more critical than annealing duration and number of annealing
exposures.

Index Terms—avalanche photodiode, single-photon detectors,
laser annealing, quantum communications, displacement damage

I. INTRODUCTION

S INGLE-PHOTON avalanche photodiodes (SPADs) are
widely used in various fields, including applications in

remote sensing and LIDAR [1], medical imaging [2], [3],
and classical communications [4]. SPADs have also been
extensively used in space, where their ease of integration
and operation, as well as wide spectral sensitivity make them
preferable over other single-photon detectors such as photo-
multiplier tubes and superconducting nanowires [5]. SPADs
will be particularly integral in the facilitation of a quantum
communication systems as their high detection efficiency,
low timing jitter, low dark count rate and low afterpulsing
probability make them prime candidates for satellite-based
quantum receivers, as demonstrated by the Micius satellite and
missions to be launched in the near future [6]–[10].

Nigar Sultana and Thomas Jennewein are currently with the Department of
Physics and Astronomy and Institute for Quantum Computing, University of
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3G1, Canada.
Joanna Krynski, Youn Seok Lee and Vadim Makarov were with the
Department of Physics and Astronomy and Institute for Quantum Com-
puting, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3G1, Canada
(email:jkrynski@uwaterloo.ca).

One dominant issue is the impact of space radiation, which
degrades detector performance, particularly in increasing the
noise associated with thermal generation of carriers, a phe-
nomenon known as dark count rate (DCR) [10], [11]. Ele-
vated DCR originates from the introduction of defects in the
semiconductor lattice produced by interactions with particulate
radiation, particularly low-energy protons [12]. Accumulation
of these defects and, consequently, steadily increasing DCR
pose major constraints on the lifespan of SPADs within
quantum satellite payloads. One study found that a quantum
communication satellite in low-Earth orbit (LEO) could be-
come unusable within several weeks, and even this estimate
does not account for unpredictable solar proton events that
can deposit large amounts of defects at once [13]. This issue
is critical for quantum communication applications where a
maintained dark count rate as low as 200 counts-per-second
(cps) is required to facilitate a high-fidelity transmission [7].
Therefore, in order to prolong the usable lifetime of quantum
missions, methods of counteracting this radiation damage will
be essential in satellites hosting SPADs.

At a fundamental level, reduction of DCR amounts to
removing or re-arranging the radiation-induced defects. This
can be achieved via annealing, which has been used for
decades in the semiconductor industry in the context of
improving material characteristics, such as electrical conduc-
tivity [12], [14]. Thermal annealing via a hot-flow oven or
thermoelectric (TEC) module as a method of controlling the
radiation-induced DCR in SPADs has been investigated and
successfully demonstrated [8], [13], [15]. The method of
using TECs is feasible for satellite missions and even then
requires heating to near 100 °C, which risks damaging the
TEC, and necessitates a high payload power allowance. An
alternative approach to thermal annealing is laser (optical)
annealing. Both pulsed and continuous-wave lasers can be
used to facilitate localized melting and re-crystallization of
the lattice, with the energy and pulse length dictating the
magnitude and depth of energy deposition in the material [16].
Laser annealing is advantageous because its highly localized
energy deposition does not risk degradation of the material
or redistribution of imperfections, and the recovery period is
much shorter as compared with traditional thermal annealing
[17]. With respect to laser annealing SPADs, Bugge et al. [18]
observed a decrease in dark counts after exposing SPADs to
bright laser beam, and Lim [19] showed a similar behaviour
when deliberately annealing irradiated devices with a free-
space coupled laser of optical power on the order of a few
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Fig. 1: Detector module (DM) with four capped Si single-
photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) atop a printed-circuit board
providing temperature control and bias voltage.

    Abbreviations
CW:  Continuous wave 
PM: Power meter
BS: Beam splitter
MMF: Multimode fibre
FC: Fibre connector
TVAC: Thermal vacuum 
          chamber
FT:  Feedthrough 
D1 - D4: Si SPAD 
DM: Detector module
EC: Electrical connection
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Fig. 2: Schematic representation of test set-up. Details in text.

watt. Moreover, Lim et al. [19] showed that laser annealing
was quicker in achieving greater reduction in DCR compared
to thermal annealing since energy is not wasted in heating
the whole SPAD enclosure but rather delivers highly localized
uniform heating straight to the active area. Real-time in-orbit
laser annealing of SPADs impinged by space radiation has
yet to be demonstrated. The Cool Annealing Payload satellite
(CAPSat) which was deployed from the ISS on October 12,
2021 was intended to study this technique in orbit [20].
Another mission set to launch soon, the Satellite Entanglement
Annealing QUantum Experiment (SEAQUE), will employ
laser annealing throughout its lifetime [21]. To this date, no
periodic laser annealing in the space environment, especially
on a small satellite bus with limited thermal dissipation and
restricted power budget, has been shown.

In order to study the viability of this technique in the context
of a small satellite payload, we present a ground study of three
protocols for laser annealing in a vacuum environment using
a detector module designed for in-orbit annealing [23]. The
goal of this study is to determine the operational range of
this technique, with particular focus on choice of laser power
and annealing duration, as well as heat generation during
the annealing process. The four SPADs to be annealed were
previously irradiated, and are integrated into an electrical mod-
ule designed under size, mass and power constraints for the
CAPSat mission. In contrast to previous tests [19], the SPADs
are directly fibre-coupled to the annealing laser, in line with the
detector module configuration in CAPSat and SEAQUE. Fibre-
coupling in space-based modules is advantageous compared
with free-space configurations because it eliminates the risk
of the annealing beam misaligning from the active area during
launch, as well as provides a more concentrated exposure onto
the active area. Because of prior exposure to radiation [13], the

SPADs possess very high initial dark count rates (>300 kcps)
and significant saturation effects. We anneal them with powers
ranging from 1 W to over 2 W and for annealing periods of up
to 16 minutes. We report up to a 48-fold reduction of DCR as
well as evidence of improvement in signal-to-noise ratio and
reduction in saturation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The four SPAD devices to be laser annealed are silicon
single-photon APDs (Excelitas SLiK, 180 µm diameter active
area), packaged with a 2-stage TEC and fibre connectors
intended to focus the beam onto the active area through
a small lense. The SPADs were previously irradiated by
105 MeV protons, to a fluence equivalent to 10.5-years in
low-Earth orbit (2×1010 protons/cm2) and then repeatedly
thermally annealed [15]. The devices were integrated into an
engineering model of the detector module (Fig. 1). The four
devices are mounted to an aluminium bracket side-by-side,
and attached to a printed circuit board (PCB) that contains
circuitry for detector bias, quenching and readout, as well as
temperature control. The DM is controlled via an externally
connected embedded programmable system-on-chip Cypress
PSOC3 development kit, which also runs a thermal control
loop. Detailed description of the CubeSat module can be found
in [22], [23].

The test set-up, shown in Fig. 2, is comprised of bench-
top optics and the PSOC3 kit at ambient pressure, and the
DM inside a thermal vacuum chamber (TVAC) at an average
pressure of 10−6 torr (∼ 0.001 atm; see Fig. 3). The opti-
cal input is comprised of a tunable high power multi-mode
(MM) 808 nm laser diode (Jenoptic JOLD-30-DC-12) used
for annealing, and a 780 nm laser diode (Toptica DL PRO
780 FD2) used to test SPAD sensitivity. Henceforth these will
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Fig. 3: Detector module inside a thermal vacuum chamber
(TVAC). Blue cables are vacuum-suitable optical fibers, while
the orange and black wires are the electrical cables connected
to the microcontroller situated outside the vacuum chamber.

be called the annealing and the signal laser, respectively. The
annealing laser is chosen because of its powerful output (up
to 30 W) and central wavelength well-within the absorption
range of the SPAD, while the signal laser wavelength is chosen
as it is close to the peak sensitivity of the SPAD. The fibre-
coupled annealing laser is collimated by a lens, after which it
enters a 90:10 beamsplitter (BS); 10% of the beam transmits
through to a power meter (Thorlabs S121C with PM120)
and 90% of the beam reflects towards a fast electric-shutter
(Thorlabs SH05 with Thorlabs SC10 controller) where it is
focused by a lens into a multi-mode fibre (MMF). The signal
laser is initially fibre coupled to free-space and passes through
neutral density filters (maximum optical density, OD = 12) to
reach single-photon level. This signal beam is injected into
the other port of the BS, and couples with the annealing laser
beam in the MMF. Because the fibre termination inside the
TVAC would be inaccessible during operation, the power of
the signal laser at the SPAD active area is estimated using
the power measured at the 90% output port of the BS. The
multi-mode fibre enters the TVAC via a fibre feed-through and
connects to one of the SPADs. The detector module electrical
connections are relayed with vacuum-suitable cables and are
connected to the PSOC via another vacuum electrical feed-
through. Three resistance temperature detectors (RTD; PT-
1000 type) are placed on the aluminium mounting plate, on
the SPAD high voltage supply, and in the center of the PCB, to
monitor the local heating of the respective areas. The RTDs’
wires also exit the TVAC through the electrical feed-through
and their resistance values are measured using multimeters
(Fluke 289 True RMS multimeter). DM operation is controlled

TABLE I: Annealing exposure parameters.

SPAD Annealing
power (W)

Number of
exposures

Max
duration (min)

Initial DCR
(kcps) at -22 °C

1 0 – 2.3 1 3 325
2 1.5 1 14 404
3 1.2 3 16 414
4 1.8 3 16 392

using a PSOC3 microcrontroller and collected data is sent
to a computer via serial communication. The data collected
includes those related to DM operational status (such as TEC
current) as well as those related to SPAD readout (such as
dark count rate).

III. METHODS

A. Laser annealing protocols

Three laser annealing protocols are tested: (a) increasing
annealing power with a fixed exposure of three minutes; (b)
fixed annealing power with a single exposure of increasing
duration; and (c) fixed annealing power with three exposures
of the same duration. The laser powers for the latter two
protocols were chosen based on the results from the first
protocol. The number of exposures is increased to three
for the third protocol to investigate if repeated exposures
of the same energy (i.e same power and duration) provide
additional insight into the defect removal mechanism. SPAD
characterization occurs after each annealing exposure. Table I
summarizes the selected annealing powers and duration of
exposures for each of device.

The optical annealing power listed in Table I is estimated
at the end of the MMF that connects directly to the SPAD
package.It is calculated via a pre-calibrated ratio between the
MMF and PM.

For each round, the pump current of the annealing laser
is monitored to achieve the correct annealing power, after
which the fast shutter is opened for a pre-determined exposure
duration, and the SPAD is annealed. The detector module is
not powered during annealing and at least for 30 s afterwards,
to allow for the DM to cool. The resistance of the RTDs
is measured during the exposure, giving an insight into the
heating process of the area surrounding the annealed detector.

B. Characterization

Detector characterization is conducted in complete darkness,
with a blackout curtain covering the viewport of the TVAC
to block out background light. The PSOC program controls
which single SPAD will be biased and its temperature. Mea-
surements are taken at three SPAD temperatures: –22, –10,
and 0 °C. The temperature settling time is approximately 60 s,
after which the SPAD is biased, and the breakdown voltage
is determined by observing when the readout program begins
to register counts, which will be lower than the true value
due to the discriminator threshold. For each temperature, dark
counts from the selected SPAD are logged once per second for
1 minute while the laser annealing beam is off and while the
shutter is closed. In a similar fashion, for each temperature,
detection counts from the selected SPAD are logged while
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Fig. 4: (a) Observed dark count rate (DCR) as function of
SPAD 1 bias voltage. Saturation point occurs at the maximum
of the data; here this is about 9 V above breakdown. (b)
Dark count rate of SPAD 1 measured for 10 minutes after
the conclusion of a round of annealing at 1.5 W for three
minutes. No notable spikes in DCR appear during this period.

the shutter is open and the SPAD active area is exposed to the
signal laser. Additional characterization of the SPADs, such as
measurements timing jitter or recharge time, are not possible
in our set-up.

C. Operational voltage and saturation

Typically, both the SPAD’s DCR as well as the detection
efficiency increase with applied bias [24]; however, as the
applied bias increases saturation effects will effectively reduce
the DCR. This can be caused by undetected small avalanche
pulses at high rates, or because avalanches fail to quench
quickly, thereby blinding the detector to successive incom-
ing photons [6]. Therefore, detectors must be biased below
saturation to ensure reliable reporting of count rates while
maintaining high detection efficiency. The silicon SPADs
tested in this study are usually biased to approximately 20 V
above breakdown. However, due to the very high initial DCR
of these irradiated detectors (∼300 kcps), saturation already
occurs between 9 – 12 V above breakdown (Fig. 4a). As such,
the detectors are operated at a voltage of 6 V above breakdown,
unless otherwise noted, to be sufficiently below saturation but
with good detection efficiency.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SPAD 1: Post-annealing dark count rate

The DCR of SPAD 1 is observed for 10 minutes imme-
diately after each of the 20 annealing rounds to investigate if
there is any residual change (e.g., temperature variation) in the
DM that could contribute to additional thermal counts. Fig. 4b
shows typical data with no significant variations or jumps in
DCR after annealing, confirming that the heating of the active
area is present only when the beam is incident and cooling
occurs rapidly after the beam is shut off.

Fig. 5: Observed DCR of SPAD 1 measured at three operat-
ing temperatures after annealing at various powers for three
minutes. Statistical errors are too small to show up in this plot
scaling.

Fig. 6: Count rates measured when signal laser is off (DCR),
on (signal count rate; SCR), and the difference between the
two count rates (net count rate; NCR) for SPAD 1 at an
operating temperature of -22 °C.

B. SPAD 1: Fixed duration, variable annealing power

Annealing SPAD 1 with laser powers below 1 W for a fixed
three minute exposure does not yield significant decrease in
DCR (Fig. 5). The dark count rate decreases rapidly for powers
between 1 W and 2 W, but increases again with all subsequent
higher-power exposures. This increase likely indicates that
permanent damage is being done to the SPAD active area.
With a pre-annealing DCR at 325 kcps (at –22 °C) and lowest
post-annealing DCR at 10.8 kcps, a dark count reduction factor
(DCRF) of about 30 ± 9.3 is observed.

Before annealing, SPAD 1 count rates while exposed to the
signal laser (signal count rate, or SCR) are similar to DCR;
after annealing with 1 W, however, we find that the SCR begins
to diverge from the DCR (Fig. 6). As the annealing power
increases, the signal counts become more distinguishable from
noise. Above 1.8 W of annealing power, the net count rate
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Fig. 7: Normalized DCR (relative to the pre-annealing rate) as
a function of total annealing time, which is the total time the
annealing laser is incident on the active area. Additional points
of shorter rounds of annealing at higher powers are indicated
by dotted boxes.

Fig. 8: Observed net count rate after normalization with respect
to pre-annealing count rate, for the SPADs 2, 3, and 4 annealed
at various powers and for various duration. Additional points
of shorter rounds of annealing at higher powers are indicated
by dotted boxes.

(difference between SCR and DCR; NCR) begins to drop, as
DCR increases again.

There are no noticeable improvements to the DCR for
exposures of less than 1 W in accordance with the results
of Lim et al. [19], despite the use of fibre-coupling, which
concentrates the beam on the active area. This result suggests
that there is a threshold beam energy (combination of laser
power and exposure duration) required to begin the annealing
process. It appears 1 W beam power does not show significant
annealing effects, regardless of the exposure duration.

C. SPADs 2, 3, 4: Fixed power, variable annealing duration

Since noticeable increases in NCR were seen in SPAD 1
for powers above 1 W, each remaining SPAD is annealed at
a fixed higher power (SPAD 2 at 1.5 W, SPAD 3 at 1.2 W,
and SPAD 4 at 1.8 W), but with variable annealing duration.
Normalizing the results with respect to each SPADs’ maximum
recorded DCR shows that higher annealing power yields a
steeper drop in DCR with the most drastic decrease after
the first and shortest exposures of 10 s (Fig. 7). It does not
appear that annealing for longer periods guarantees greater
reduction in DCR. A plateau in the DCR is observed in all
three SPADs for long exposure duration. The DCRF for 1.2,
1.5, and 1.8 W annealing tests is 1.8 ± 0.15, 13 ± 2.2 and
48 ± 17, respectively. To confirm the plateaus are indeed
the lowest achievable DCR for each annealing power, the
SPADs are annealed with higher laser powers for another
three minutes. Additional annealing up to 2 W of SPADs 2
and 3 further reduced their DCR, with the DCRF increasing
to 2.8 ± 0.008 and 18 ± 0.12, respectively. For SPAD 4,
which was prior annealed at 1.8 W, the DCR actually rose
after additional 2 W exposure. Accordingly, the DCRF for
this SPAD reduced to 24 ± 0.19. Although on average the
DCR decreased in this SPAD, the DCR did not monotonically
decrease as in the other two SPADs. This likely means that
annealing at this power level may actually introduce additional
defects in the crystal lattice and damage the sensitive area of
the detector prior to the final exposure at 2 W.

Fig. 8 shows the NCR normalized with respect to the pre-
annealing NCR of the SPADs annealed with single annealing
power. Net count rate for SPADs 2, 3 and 4 increased to a
maximal rate of 29.3, 32.9, 49.8 kcps, respectively, showing
a sizeable gap between measured signal and dark counts.
However, we see that NCR drops for SPAD 3 and SPAD
4 in the last two fixed power exposures even before 2 W
is applied in addition to the previous 1.2 and 1.8 W. It
was not possible to determine the reason for the drop; one
explanation is fluctuations in the output of the signal laser. This
is possible since the signal laser output was only calibrated
before annealing began with SPAD 1. It is conceivable then
that during the measurement period the signal laser output
was fluctuating without being adjusted. The additional burst
of higher power annealing reduced the NCR for SPAD 2 and
SPAD 4. Clearly, higher power must be applied carefully in
order to not introduce new defects.

D. Repeated versus single annealing exposure

Exposing SPADs 3 and 4 repeatedly to the same energy
(i.e., the same laser power for the same duration) did not
result in faster or higher reduction in DCR compared with
SPAD 2, which was exposed only once. The rate at which
DCR diminished appears to be solely dependent on the laser
power, as the DCRF for SPADs 2, 3 and 4 was higher for a
higher annealing power applied. We did observe, however, that
in the triple exposure protocol, the greatest change in DCR
always occurred after the first of three rounds of annealing
(Fig. 9). This suggests that maximal defect removal is achieved
during the first exposure at a new energy, and later exposures
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Fig. 9: Absolute DCR change between subsequent exposures
(|∆DCR| = |DCR(n+1)−DCR(n)) for SPAD 3 (top) and
SPAD 4 (bottom). Largest ∆DCR is seen consistently after
the first exposure at a new annealing duration (black curve).

have a smaller impact possibly because all defects that could
be accessed at this energy level have already been removed.
This result provides some guidance with respect to tactics of
annealing in orbit: shorter exposures at a single energy could
be applied until little change in DCR is observed, after which
the energy can be increased, either by increasing the laser
power or the exposure duration.

V. CONCLUSION

We study how laser annealing can be a very impactful
method of reducing dark counts, and can increase the signal-
to-noise ratio for single-photon signals. We demonstrate sev-
eral annealing protocols – chosen to be feasible in-orbit –
in a vacuum environment, on four irradiated SPADs within a
detector module developed for a CubeSat mission. Our test
and comparison of different annealing protocols appears to
show that the annealing power is more critical than laser
annealing duration, as we find maximal reduction in DCR
occurring after short bursts of high power exposure of 1.8 W,
rather than prolonged annealing at a lower power of 1.2 or
1.5 W. As such, periodic, short (<30‘s) annealing exposures
can be strategic for managing the daily accumulation of dark
counts within the constrained power budget of a small satellite.
We observe that DCR plateaus after about 100 minutes of
accumulated annealing at a single power, although subsequent
exposure to a higher power can yield further improvement. Our
results suggest that in orbit annealing laser circuitry should be
equipped to handle a range of output optical powers at least
up to 2 W that can be adjusted remotely based on real-time
DCR and NCR measurements. The improvement of detector
operation from laser annealing is evident as the sensitivity
of a detector at a fixed bias is increased, and the saturation
effects are mitigated. Our demonstration is the first to achieve
high power annealing in fibre-coupled devices, is the first to
operate under a simulated space environment and shows that

the SPAD active area and fibre coupling optics can tolerate
very high intensity and prolonged (several hours) stimulation.
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The violation of the null energy condition (NEC) is closely related to potential solutions for the
cosmological singularity problem and may therefore play a crucial role in the very early universe.
We explore a novel approach to generate primordial black holes (PBHs) via the violation of the NEC
in a single-field inflationary scenario. In our scenario, the universe transitions from a first slow-roll
inflation stage with a Hubble parameter H = Hinf1 to a second slow-roll inflation stage with H =
Hinf2 � Hinf1, passing through an intermediate stage of NEC violation. The resulting primordial
scalar power spectrum is naturally enhanced by the NEC violation at a certain wavelength. As a
result, PBHs with masses and abundances of observational interest can be produced in our scenario.
We also examine the phenomenological signatures of scalar-induced gravitational waves (SIGWs).
Our work highlights the significance of utilizing a combination of PBHs, SIGWs, and primordial
gravitational waves as a powerful probe for exploring the NEC violation during inflation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Primordial black holes (PBHs) are powerful probes for
studying the physics of the early universe [1–3]. In con-
trast to the astrophysical black holes, which evolve from
massive stars and contain masses larger than 5 M� [4],
PBHs can have a wide mass range from tens of micro-
grams to millions of solar masses. In view of that, PBHs
can be relevant to astrophysical and cosmological phe-
nomena such as the origin of dark matter [5–8], and the
seeds of the supermassive black holes [9, 10]. Therefore,
the formation of PBHs in the early universe is vastly
studied, see, e.g., [11–45].

In the literature, PBHs are thought to arise from over-
dense regions collapsing due to self-gravity. Inflation, as
the most widely accepted paradigm of the very early uni-
verse, is capable of generating primordial scalar (or den-
sity) perturbations that are consistent with observations
of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). Therefore,
the key to PBH formation in inflationary cosmology is
to obtain a significant extra enhancement of the ampli-
tudes of primordial scalar perturbations on small scales
(see, e.g., [46–59]), while simultaneously satisfying the
observational constraints on the CMB scale.

In the single-field slow-roll inflation scenario, the power
spectrum of primordial scalar perturbations is depen-
dent on the Hubble parameter H, the slow-roll param-
eter ε ≡ −Ḣ/H2 (or its generalized formulation), and
the sound speed cs of the scalar perturbation mode. In
standard single-field slow-roll inflation, the scalar power

∗ yongcai phy@outlook.com; caiyong@zzu.edu.cn
† Corresponding author: mzhuan@connect.ust.hk
‡ Corresponding author: yspiao@ucas.ac.cn

spectrum is nearly scale-invariant on all scales. To pro-
duce sizable PBHs in single-field inflation models, var-
ious mechanisms have been investigated, including (but
not limited to) ultra-slow-roll inflation [60–72], and mod-
ifications to the dispersion relation or the sound speed cs
of scalar perturbations [73–76] (see also [77–82] for the
mechanism of parametric resonance).

The violation of the null energy condition (NEC), or
more precisely, the null congruence condition in modified
gravity, is closely related to potential solutions for the
singularity problem in the context of the Big Bang and
inflationary cosmology [83]. It may play a crucial role
in the very early universe. Fully stable NEC violation
can be achieved in “beyond Horndeski” theories [84–90],
see also [91, 92]. In this paper, we propose a new ap-
proach to generate primordial black holes (PBHs) in a
single-field inflation scenario by enhancing the curvature
perturbations through intermediate NEC violation.

In this scenario, the universe transits from a first stage
of slow-roll inflation with a Hubble parameter H = Hinf1,
to a second stage of slow-roll inflation with H = Hinf2 �
Hinf1, through an intermediate NEC violation stage (see
Fig. 1 for an illustration). The NEC violation is able
to naturally boost the Hubble parameter H and conse-
quently the power spectrum. We have constructed the
background evolution of such a scenario in [93] and in-
vestigated the resulted enhanced power spectrum of the
primordial gravitational waves (GWs) in [94, 95]. Since
the current bound of primordial GWs at the CMB band
indicates a tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 ≤ 0.035 at 95%
confidence level [96], the rich phenomenology of our sce-
nario occurs mainly on smaller scales, including the ob-
servational windows of Pulsar Timing Array and space-
borne GW detectors.

In this paper, we investigate the possible enhancement
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slow-roll inflation 
(NEC-preserving) NEC-violating phase slow-roll inflation 

(NEC-preserving)
H ≈ Hinf1

·H > 0 H ≈ Hinf2 ≫ Hinf1

time

FIG. 1. In our scenario, the universe begins with a period
of slow-roll inflation, and then transitions into a second stage
of slow-roll inflation with a higher energy scale, after passing
through a phase of violating the null energy condition.

of PBH abundance in single-field inflationary cosmology
with an intermediate violation of the NEC during in-
flation. We discovered that the NEC violation stage can
significantly boost the abundance of PBHs, making them
valuable probes for studying the NEC violation during
inflation. Additionally, we examined the scalar-induced
gravitational wave (SIGW) signals resulting from the
overlarge density perturbations and obtained consistent
results with current observational constraints.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we pro-
vide a brief introduction to our model. In Sec. III, we
investigate the formation of PBHs, while in Sec. IV, we
examine the corresponding SIGW signals. We conclude
our findings in Sec. V, along with relevant discussions.

II. THE MODEL

A. The action and background evolution

The “no-go” theorems [97, 98] indicates that an NEC
violation will generically lead to ghost or gradient insta-
bilities in cosmology constructed by the Horndeski the-
ory. In view of that, we should realize our scenario with
theories beyond Horndeski [84–90]. For simplicity, we
will work with the effective field theory (EFT) action

S =

∫
d4x
√−g

[M2
P

2
R + P (φ,X) + Lδg00R(3)

]
, (1)

where X = ∇µφ∇µφ, the EFT operator Lδg00R(3) =
f(φ)
2 δg00R(3) is adopted to thoroughly eliminate the insta-

bilities, δg00 is the perturbation of the 00−th component
of the metric, R(3) is the 3-dimensional Ricci scalar on
the spacelike hypersurface, see, e.g., [87] for details.

The operator Lδg00R(3) is irrelevant to the background
dynamics [84]. Therefore, the background evolution is
determined by the k-essence action

P (φ,X) = −g1(φ)

2
M2

PX +
g2(φ)

4
X2 −M4

PV (φ) , (2)

where the specific formulations of g1(φ), g2(φ) and V (φ)
can be found in [93]. The background dynamics of our
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1. The evolution of the
Hubble parameter H is displayed in Fig. 2 by setting
a set of parameters. The NEC violating phase can be
defined by Ḣ > 0.

2.036×106 2.042×106 2.048×106 2.054×106

1.×10-5

5.×10-5
1.×10-4

5.×10-4
0.001

1.4× 106 1.6× 106 1.8× 106 2.0× 106 2.2× 106

1.× 10-5

5.× 10-5

1.× 10-4

5.× 10-4

0.001

FIG. 2. A numerical solution of the Hubble parameter H with
respect to time t in our model, which results in the blue curve
of Pζ in Fig. 3. We have set the Planck scale MP = 1.

B. The primordial scalar perturbations

The quadratic action of scalar perturbation for the ac-
tion (1) can be written as

S
(2)
ζ =

∫
d4xa3Qs

[
ζ̇2 − c2s

(∂ζ)2

a2

]
, (3)

where

Qs =
2φ̇4PXX −M2

PḢ

H2
, c2s =

M2
P

Qs

(
ċ3
a
− 1

)
(4)

and c3 = a(1 + 2f
M2

P
)/H, see, e.g., [84]. Obviously, the

ghost instability (i.e., Qs < 0) can be easily cured with
appropriate construction of P (φ,X), while the gradient
instability (i.e., c2s < 0) can be eliminated by the EFT
operator Lδg00R(3) .

The equation of motion for ζ can be written as

v′′k +

(
c2sk

2 − z′′s
zs

)
vk = 0 , (5)

where vk = zsζ and zs =
√

2a2Qs,
′ ≡ d/dτ , dτ = a−1dt.

In the following, we will choose specific model parameters
in Lδg00R(3) such that the sound speed is canonical, i.e.,

c2s ≡ 1. The perturbation mode is in the vacuum state
initially, i.e., vk ' 1√

2k
e−ikτ . The resulting spectrum

of ζ at the radiation domination stage is Pζ = k3

2π2 |ζ|2,
which is evaluated after the perturbation modes exited
their horizons, i.e., aH/k � 1.

It can be inferred that the enhancement of the power
spectrum is due to the variation of Qs (or equivalently,
the evolution of H) during the NEC violation, since c2s ≡
1. The scalar power spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 3 by
numerically solving the background evolution and Eq.
(5) with four different sets of parameters. It should be
noted that, for illustrative purposes, the blue and red
curves in Fig. 3 are chosen to narrowly satisfy the PTA
constraint.
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FIG. 3. The numerical results of the scalar power spectra,
Pζ , are presented for four different parameter sets. The con-
straints on Pζ from Planck, Lyman-α, FIRAS, and PTA are
depicted as the shadowed regions [62]. The gray dashed line
represents the constraint Pζ ' 10−2, which ensures a suffi-
cient abundance of PBHs.

III. PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLES

In this study, we adopt the standard paradigm of PBH
formation, where PBHs originate from the gravitational
collapse of overdense regions in the early universe. We
define the density contrast as δ ≡ δρ/ρ̄, where ρ̄ is the
energy density at the background level, and δρ ≡ ρ − ρ̄
is the density fluctuation. Moreover, we assume that the
comoving curvature perturbation ζ and the density con-
trast δ follow a Gaussian distribution. In Fourier space,
we have

δk =
2

3

(
k

aH

)2

Φk '
4

9

(
k

aH

)2

ζk , (6)

where Φ is the Bardeen potential in the Newtonian gauge,
Φ ' 2

3ζ on super-horizon scales. Therefore, the power
spectrum of density contrast is

Pδ(k) =
16

81

(
k

aH

)4

Pζ(k) . (7)

In the standard Press-Schechter formalism, the mass
fraction function β(M), defined as the fraction of PBHs
compared to the total dark matter component at the for-
mation time ti, is given by

β(R) ' σR√
2πδc

e
− δ2c

2σ2
R , (8)

where we assume a Gaussian distribution function for
density fluctuations, and σR represents the corresponding
variance. The suggested threshold for PBH formation is
0.4 ≤ δc ≤ 0.7 [99]. In our case, we will take δc = 0.5.

The smoothed density field δR is defined as δR(~x) ≡∫
d3yW (~x − ~y;R)δ(~y), where W is a window func-

tion associated with a characteristic length scale

R ≡ k−1. We choose the spherically symmetric
real-space top-hat window function, i.e., W (k;R) ≡
3 [sin(kR)− kR cos(kR)](kR)−3, since it requires the
smallest amplitude of density perturbations for a fixed
PBH abundance compared to alternative choices [100].

We have σ2
R ≡ 〈δ2R〉, where 〈δ2R〉 is suggested to be

[101, 102]

〈δ2R〉 =

∫ ∞
0

dk

k
W 2 16

81
(kR)4T 2(k, τ = R)Pζ(k) , (9)

the scalar transfer function at the radiation dominated
era can be given by

T (k, τ) ≡ 9
√

3

(kτ)3

[
sin

(
kτ√

3

)
− kτ√

3
cos

(
kτ√

3

)]
. (10)

The mass of the PBH is related to the wavenumber k
by [103]

M

M�
'
( γ

0.2

)( g∗
10.75

)− 1
6

(
k

1.9× 106Mpc−1

)−2
, (11)

where M� is the solar mass, γ represents the collapsing
efficiency and g∗ denotes the effective number of degrees
of freedom for the energy density at PBH formation. In
this paper, we take γ = 0.2 and g∗ = 106.75 [3]. Accord-
ingly, the current energy fraction, fPBH(M), is given by
[103]

fPBH(M) =
β(M)

2.70× 10−8

(
k

1.9× 106Mpc−1

)−2
. (12)
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FIG. 4. The current energy fractions of PBHs, fPBH, are
shown for different parameter sets. The curves of fPBH cor-
respond to those of Pζ with the same color as Pζ in Fig. 3.
The current constraints on PBH abundance are adopted from
[104], and the purple shaded region represents the PBH abun-
dance inferred by the OGLE result [105].

We present the plot of fPBH as a function of PBH mass
in Fig. 4. The production of PBHs is efficient across var-
ious mass scales, as indicated by the brown, magenta,
and blue curves. Notably, our model can successfully
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account for the OGLE ultrashort-timescale microlens-
ing events with specific parameter choices. Additionally,
within the mass range between the red and blue curves
(approximately 4 × 10−2M� ∼ 0.8M�) in Fig. 4, the
PBH abundance predicted by our model is constrained
to be fPBH < 1% due to the PTA constraint on Pζ , as
illustrated by the red and blue curves in Fig. 3.

IV. SCALAR-INDUCED GRAVITATIONAL
WAVES

In order to generate a significant abundance of PBHs,
it is necessary to enhance the primordial curvature per-
turbation. This enhancement can potentially lead to the
production of large SIGW signals. Hence, it is crucial
to examine the corresponding SIGWs within our model
to ensure self-consistency. In our analysis, we adopt the
standard approach, where the SIGWs are generated as
the scalar perturbation modes re-enter the horizon dur-
ing the radiation domination era.

The power spectrum for SIGW is [106]

Ph(τ, k) = 576

∫ ∞
0

dt

∫ 1

−1
dsPζ

(
k
t+ s+ 1

2

)
× Pζ

(
k
t− s+ 1

2

)
[−5 + s2 + t(2 + t)]4

(1− s+ t)6(1 + s+ t)6

×
{[

s2 − (t+ 1)2

−5 + s2 + t(2 + t)
+

1

2
ln
∣∣∣−2 + t(2 + t)

3− s2
∣∣∣]2

+
π2

4
Θ(t−

√
3 + 1)

}
, (13)

where Θ is the Heaviside function. It is related to the
energy density parameter per logarithmic interval of k,
ΩGW(τ, k), as

ΩGW(τr, k) =
P̄h(τ, k)

24

(
k

a(τr)H(τr)

)2

=
P̄h(τ, k)

24
,

(14)
where we evaluate the energy density at the horizon re-
entry (k = aH) with a conformal time τr. The energy
density spectrum today for SIGW is

ΩGW(k)h2 = 0.83
( g∗

10.75

)− 1
3

Ωr,0h
2ΩGW(τr, k) , (15)

where Ωr,0h
2 ' 4.2× 10−5 is the current density param-

eter of radiation.
In Fig. 5, we present the energy density spectra of

SIGWs for the same parameter sets as in Fig. 3 and
4. The SIGW signals corresponding to our parameter
sets are consistent with the constraints from the EPTA
[107]. Notably, the blue, red, and brown curves exhibit
detectable signatures that fall within the observational
windows of future GW detectors, including those of PTA
and space-borne GW detectors. Additionally, the red and

blue curves may account for the evidence of a stochastic
common-spectrum process reported by the NANOGrav
Collaboration [108].
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FIG. 5. The predicted current energy spectra of SIGWs are
shown for different parameter sets. The curves of ΩGWh

2

correspond to those of Pζ with the same color as shown in
Fig. 3. The shaded region represents the current constraint
from EPTA. We also include the expected sensitivity curves
of future GW observations as dashed curves, including SKA,
LISA, Taiji, TianQin, DECIGO, and BBO. The magenta ver-
tical violin-like bars correspond to the data of NANOGrav.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We report a novel mechanism capable of generating
sizable PBHs in the context of single-field inflationary
cosmology, by introducing an intermediate stage of NEC
violation during inflation, which naturally enhances the
Hubble parameter H and consequently the primordial
power spectrum. Our scenario can be realized in the
EFT framework of inflation. The primordial curvature
perturbation is significantly enhanced in a narrow band
of comoving wavelengths corresponding to the NEC vi-
olation stage. Consequently, the primordial density per-
turbation is nearly scale-invariant in both large and small
scales connected by a sharp peak. The sharp peak leads
to the generation of a sizable amount of PBHs as well
as signals of SIGW, which can be probed and tested in
future cosmological surveys.

In this paper, we adopted an EFT approach in the
context of single-field inflationary cosmology, where we
assumed a sound speed cs ≡ 1 for the scalar perturba-
tions by introducing the EFT operator Lδg00R(3) . As a re-
sult, our scenario effectively avoids issues related to large
entropy fluctuations and super-luminality. This choice
allows for independent parameterization of scalar and
tensor perturbations, as the EFT operator does not con-
tribute to the background dynamics or tensor perturba-
tions at quadratic order. However, in realistic cosmolog-
ical scenarios derived from covariant actions, scalar and
tensor perturbations are interconnected. For instance,
when implementing the EFT operator using theories be-
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yond Horndeski, the sound speeds of scalar and tensor
perturbations can be modified. Therefore, to compre-
hensively investigate the contributions of our scenario to
the GW background and confront them with observa-
tions, it is necessary to specify the covariant actions and
conduct a detailed analysis in future studies.

Additionally, the violation of NEC has the ability to
enhance both scalar perturbations and tensor perturba-
tions (namely, the primordial GWs that originate from
vacuum fluctuations) [93–95]. Therefore, relying solely
on the analysis of the SIGW signals is inadequate to
confront observations in our scenario. Further investiga-
tions are required to assess the combined contributions of
SIGWs and primordial GWs to the stochastic GW back-
ground. The primordial GWs from vacuum fluctuations
have distinctive features in the power spectrum [93–95].
Our work highlighted the potential of utilizing a combi-
nation of PBHs, SIGW signals, and primordial GWs as
a valuable probe for exploring the NEC violation during

inflation, particularly in the era of multi-messenger and
multi-band observations.
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The warm inflation story
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Warm inflation has normalized two ideas in cosmology, that in the early universe the initial
primordial density perturbations generally could be of classical rather than quantum origin and that
during inflation, particle production from interactions amongst quantum field, and its backreaction
effects, can occur concurrent with inflationary expansion. When we first introduced these ideas, both
were met with resistance, but today they are widely accepted as possibilities with many models and
applications based on them, which is an indication of the widespread influence of warm inflation.
Open quantum field theory, which has been utilized in studies of warm inflation, is by now a relevant
subject in cosmology, in part due to this early work. In this review I first discuss the basic warm
inflation dynamics. I then outline how to compute warm inflation dynamics from first principles
quantum field theory (QFT) and in particular how a dissipative term arises. Warm inflation models
can have an inflaton mass bigger than the Hubble scale and the inflaton field excursion can remain
sub-Planckian, thus overcoming the most prohibitive problems of inflation model building. I discuss
the early period of my work in developing warm inflation that helped me arrive at these important
features of its dynamics. Inflationary cosmology today is immersed in hypothetical models, which
by now are acting as a diversion from reaching any endgame in this field. I discuss better ways
to approach model selection and give necessary requirements for a well constrained and predictive
inflation model. I point out a few warm inflation models that could be developed to this extent. I
discuss how at this stage more progress would be made in this subject by taking a broader view on
the possible early universe solutions that include not just inflation but the diverse range of options.

keywords: early universe cosmology, warm inflation, quantum field theory, model building

I. INTRODUCTION

Warm inflation was introduced 28 years ago. At that time the standard inflation scenario, hereafter called cold
inflation, was overwhelming accepted as the valid description of the early phases of the universe, with much anticipation
of its confirmation from the planned cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments within the coming decades.
In that time warm inflation has gone from being considered by many in cosmology as a distraction to one of the most
promising solutions. The idea stems from an elementary observation. The central theme of inflationary dynamics
has been the evolution of a scalar field, which during inflation carries most of the energy of the universe and which
interacts with other fields. On the one hand, in the standard inflation picture the tacit assumption made is that these
interactions have no effect apart from modifying the scalar field effective potential through quantum corrections. On
the other hand, in the warm inflation picture interactions not only do that but also lead to fluctuation and dissipation
effects. In condensed matter systems, interactions certainly lead in general to all three of these effects (some examples
in [1]). Moreover from a statistical mechanics perspective, the scalar field would want to dissipate its energy to
other fields, and the system as a whole would try to equally distribute the available energy. Ultimately a thorough
dynamical calculation is needed to address the question.
In cosmology, there is one important way this scalar field dynamics differs from condensed matter systems, which

is that all processes for the former occur in an expanding universe. Expansion acts to constantly alter the state
of the cosmological system. For example due to expansion, radiation energy in the universe is continually being
diluted. Similarly, the configuration of any cosmological scale process is being altered over time. Thus if the quantum
mechanical processes that lead to dissipation operate at a time scale much slower than the expansion rate of the
universe, than these processes would be totally shut down due to expansion, even if in a nonexpanding system, like
a condensed matter system, the same processes operate efficiently. This is the important question that must be
understood. In the early years of inflation, there was a viewpoint that inflation had to be in a supercooled phase,
since expansion would be too fast for any such microphysical processes to occur that lead to dissipation. However our
work in warm inflation changed this point of view. Today this possibility is accepted without much question, thus
one indicator of the wide influence and success of warm inflation.
The other major influence warm inflation has had is in normalizing the possibility of the initial primordial fluctu-

ations being classical not quantum. Again due to our timescale analysis, we showed there is considerable dynamical
range in the early universe for multiparticle processes, such as those leading to thermalization or other statistical
states. When Li-Zhi Fang and I first were working on this idea [2], neither of us had a full scenario in mind. We

http://arxiv.org/abs/2305.10879v1
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simply wanted to demonstrate that the prevailing idea of the times that primordial fluctuations, whether during in-
flation or otherwise, had to be quantum could be questioned. When I first discussed these ideas back in the mid-90s,
researchers were surprised. I think one reason the initial paper by Fang and me on thermal primordial fluctuations
generated interest when it came out was it was very novel for its time, yet we presented the idea in a way that made it
look familiar. On its own this paper would probably have been forgotten had it not been that a few years afterwards
with Marcelo Gleiser and Rudnei Ramos, we showed within a quantum field theory model that relevant microphysical
timescales were possible to allow for such classical fluctuations [3, 4]. Over the years since then, there has been plenty
of scrutiny as to whether a full warm inflation scenario is viable, but the idea that primordial fluctuations could be
classical rather than quantum had permanently taken root. This changed the thinking about primordial fluctuations
dating back well before inflation, that they must be of quantum origin. By now various ideas about classical primordial
fluctuations have been suggested, and one of the successes of warm inflation has been that the plausibility of such
ideas is routinely accepted.
In this review I will discuss the warm inflation scenario and the history of its development. In the next two

Sections II and III, I will discuss the basic scenario and how to realize this picture from first principles quantum field
theory (QFT). Then in Section IV, I will turn to the background of the idea, discussing my own steps in realizing
and developing warm inflation. In Section V, I will discuss density perturbations in warm inflation and the crucial
difference between the weak and strong dissipative regimes of warm inflation. In Section VI, I will discuss some of
the first principles models of warm inflation that have been constructed. In Section VII, I will then talk about the
advantages the warm inflation scenario has over cold inflation. Intrinsic features about its dynamics allows warm
inflation to occur with the inflaton mass bigger then the Hubble scale mφ > H and the inflaton field excursion less
then the Planck scale φ < mp. In Section VIII a critique is given about difficulties warm inflation had faced in the field
for several years arising more from attitude then due to any scientific shortcoming. The particle physics consequences
from warm versus cold inflation are very different. This makes it important for CMB data to be viewed with a broad
perspective, with any lingering attitudes now best set aside. I discuss warm inflation within the wider context of early
universe cosmology and the general direction in which this field it is headed. In Section IX, I suggest ways to better
select the optimum inflation models. There is a proliferation of inflation models in the literature and some of this
is taking the focus away from addressing the key quantum field theory based problems to model building. I suggest
it would be useful to recognize the degree of speculation in any given inflation model as one means to separate out
relevant models. In the final Discussion Section X, I point out the varied types of ideas and directions of research
related to warm inflation, which I was unable to cover in detail. I also give some closing comments.

II. THE BASIC DYNAMICS

Inflation in the most general terms is a phase in which the scale factor grows at an accelerating rate, ä > 0. To
derive inflation, one utilizes the cosmological Einstein equations, for example the scale factor equation

ä

a
= −4πG

3
(ρ+ 3p) . (1)

It can be seen from this equation that obtaining an accelerating scale factor ä > 0, requires p < −ρ/3, so a substance
with negative pressure. This means a universe where the dominant form of matter produces a repulsive form of
gravity. Vacuum energy has an equation of state pv = −ρv, which when dominant will lead to inflation. If the vacuum
energy is the only energy in the universe and it is constant, it leads to an exponential scale factor growth, which is
the most common behavior associated with inflationary expansion and is called a deSitter space. In simplest terms,
a universe undergoing accelerated expansion grows much bigger in the same amount of time as a universe undergoing
decelerated expansion.
As it turns out, the equation of state of a scalar fields contain terms with negative pressure. The energy and

pressure densities of a scalar field are

ρ =
Φ̇2

2
+ V (Φ) +

(∇Φ)2

2a2

p =
Φ̇2

2
− V (Φ)− (∇Φ)2

6a2
, (2)

so that a potential energy, V (Φ), dominated state of a scalar field has a negative pressure. The idea generally adopted
for realizing inflation from particle physics is to get the potential energy of some scalar field to dominate the energy
density of the universe for some short period of time in the early universe, thereby generating the requisite amount
of inflation needed to solve the cosmological puzzles. After sufficient inflation has then occurred, somehow place the
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universe back into a radiation dominated hot Big Bang regime. The scalar field that performs the task in driving
inflation is called the inflaton. The inflaton must perform two essential roles. These are to supply an appropriate
energy density to be conducive for inflation and the inflaton fluctuations should have the appropriate features to seed
primordial density fluctuations in the universe.
In both the warm and cold inflation pictures, to realize inflation the scalar inflaton field must be potential energy

dominated. The difference is, cold inflation is synonymous with supercooling of the universe during inflation [5–8] (a
good early review is [9]), whereas in warm inflation the inflaton is not assumed to be an isolated, noninteracting field
during the inflation period. This means, rather than the universe supercooling, it instead maintains some radiation
during inflation, to the extent to noticeably alter inflaton dynamics. In particular, the dividing point between warm

and cold inflation is roughly at ρ
1/4
r ≈ H , where ρr is the radiation energy density present during inflation and H is

the Hubble parameter, which during the potential energy dominated inflation phase is H2 = 8πV/(3m2
p), where mp

is the Planck mass. Here the warm inflation regime is ρ
1/4
r > H and the cold inflation regime is ρ

1/4
r

<∼ H . These
criteria are independent of thermalization, but if such were to occur, one sees that the warm inflation regime basically
corresponds to when g∗1/4T > H , where g∗ are the number of particle species in the universe. The relevance of this

separation into these two regimes is since the typical inflaton mass during inflation is mφ ≈ H , so that when T
>∼ H ,

thermal fluctuations of the inflaton field will become important.
The interaction of the inflaton with other fields in general implies its effective evolution equation has terms repre-

senting dissipation of energy going out of the inflaton system into other particles. This can be expressed through a
simple phenomenological Langevin type equation

φ̈+ [3H +Υ]φ̇− 1

a2(t)
∇2φ+

∂V

∂φ
= ζ. (3)

In this equation, ζ is a fluctuating random force and Υφ̇ is a dissipative term. Both these are effective terms that
arise due to the interaction of the inflaton with other fields. A fluctuation-dissipation relation in general will relate
these two terms, with details depending on the microscopic dynamics and the statistical state of the system.
For warm inflation to occur, the potential energy ρv must be larger than both the radiation energy density ρr and

the inflaton’s kinetic energy. A major difference to cold inflation is the evolution of the energy densities. In warm
inflation, vacuum energy is continuously being dissipated at the rate ρ̇v = −Υφ̇2 and so causing the radiation energy
not to vanish. The General Relativity (GR) cosmological energy conservation equation,

ρ̇ = −3H(ρ+ p) , (4)

for this system of vacuum and radiation becomes

ρ̇r = −4Hρr +Υφ̇2. (5)

The first term on the right-hand-side is a sink term that is depleting radiation energy, whereas the second term is
sourcing this energy. These equations are meant to demonstrate the basic idea, so the notation is kept simple, but to
be clear in the above the field φ is just the background mode, whereas in Eq. (3) is represents both the background
and fluctuating modes. Noting from the sink term that the rate of depletion is proportional to the amount of radiation
present, in general it implies there will be a nonzero approximate steady state point for ρr controlled by the source
term. This holds when φ, H , and Υ are slowly varying, which is a good approximation during inflation, As an example,
if the source term is just a constant, which is a good approximation during the slow roll evolution of the inflaton, then
Υφ̇2 = const. ≡ c0. In that case the solution to the equation (5) will be ρr ≈ c0/(4H) + (ρr0 − c0/(4H)) exp(−4Ht).
The second term on the RHS of this solution decays away any initial radiation, but at large time radiation does not
entirely vanish because of the first term on the RHS. Thus at large time, the radiation in the universe depends only
on the rate at which the source is producing it and so becomes independent of initial conditions.
As already noted, the presence of radiation during inflation is fully consistent with the equations of General Rela-

tivity, since the single requirement by the scale factor equation to realize an inflationary scale factor growth is that
the vacuum energy density is the dominant component of energy in the universe. This means supercooling is only
one special limiting regime of this general case implied by these equations. Thus inflation would still happen if there
was say a 10% or 1% etc... admixture of radiation, in addition to the vacuum energy. This is an important point. To

appreciate it, note that there are at least five scales in inflation, the vacuum energy Ev ≡ ρ
1/4
v , the radiation energy

Er ≡ ρ
1/4
r , the Hubble scale H , the inflaton mass m2

φ ≡ V ′′(φ), and the dissipative coefficient Υ. In the cold inflation

picture, these five energy scales are related as (i). Ev ≫ Er, (ii). H > mφ, (iii). mφ > Er , and (iv). H ≫ Υ.
Condition (i) is simply a minimal General Relativity requirement to have inflation. Condition (ii) is necessary to be
in the slow roll regime. Condition (iii) implies the universe is in a low-temperature regime where radiation has an
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insignificant effect on inflaton fluctuations. Finally condition (iv) implies dissipative effects have an insignificant effect
on inflaton evolution.
For warm inflation, there are two regimes that must be addressed, weak and strong dissipative warm inflation. In

both these regimes the following energy scales are the same (i). Ev > Er, (ii). max (Υ, H) > mφ, and (iii). Er > mφ.
Condition (i) is required again by General Relativity to realize inflation. Condition (ii) is the warm inflation equivalent
to the slow roll regime. Condition (iii) implies the inflaton fluctuations are no longer in a zero temperature state, so
that radiation will have nontrivial effects on inflaton dynamics and fluctuations. Finally the last condition, and the
one that leads to two regimes of warm inflation, is (iv). Υ > 3H , strong dissipative warm inflation and (iv). Υ ≤ 3H ,
weak dissipative warm inflation. The notation here is almost self-explanatory, with the strong dissipative regime,
where the dissipative coefficient Υ controls the damped evolution of the inflaton field and the weak dissipative regime,
where the Hubble damping still is the dominant term.
Even if the presence of radiation does not hinder inflationary growth, it can still influence inflaton dynamics. For

example consider inflation at the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale, so V 1/4 ≡ Ev ∼ 1015GeV, which means the
Hubble parameter is H ∼ V 1/2/mp ∼ 1011GeV. For cold inflation and weak dissipative warm inflation, since the

Hubble damping term 3Hφ̇ must be adequate to produce slow roll inflaton evolution, it requires that the inflaton

mass mφ ∼ 109−10GeV
<∼ 3H . The key point to appreciate is that there are five orders of magnitude difference here

between the vacuum energy scale and the scale of the inflaton mass. In other words there is a huge difference in scales
between the energy scale mφ governing inflaton dynamics and the energy scale Ev driving inflation. This implies,
for example, that in order to excite the inflaton fluctuations above their ground state, it only requires a minuscule
fraction of vacuum energy dissipated at a level as low as 0.001%. This is good indication that dissipative effects during
inflation can play a noticeable role. This is only an energetic assessment, but it is suggestive of interesting physics.
It leaves then a question for a full dynamical calculation to answer. In particular, the universe is expanding rapidly
during inflation at a rate characterized by the Hubble parameter H . The question then is whether the fundamental
dynamics responsible for dissipation occurs at a rate faster than Hubble expansion.
The other difference between warm and cold inflation is how dissipation affects the parameters of the underlying

first principles model, which becomes most evident in the strong dissipative regime, Υ > 3H . To understand this
point, recall that in cold inflation the inflaton motion is damped by only the 3Hφ̇ term. Thus slow roll evolution
requires the inflaton mass, ∼

√
V ′′, to be less than ∼ H . However in typical quantum field theory models of inflation,

it is very difficult to maintain such a tiny inflaton mass, a point which is further addressed in Sect. VI. In one form
this is called the “η-problem” [10, 11]. To contrast, slow roll motion in warm inflation only requires V ′′ < (3H +Υ)2,
so for Υ > 3H it means the inflaton mass can be bigger than in the cold inflation case, and in particular bigger than
the Hubble scale. This relaxation of the inflaton mass constraint permits much greater freedom in building realistic
inflaton models, since this “η-problem”, infra-red, and/or swampland problem is comfortably eliminated.
Another model building feature that differs warm versus cold inflation is where inflation occurs in regards the region

of the scalar field background mode amplitude, which is the zero-mode of the field φ ≡ 〈Φ〉. For cold inflation with
the simplest types of potentials, which also are the most commonly used, V = λΦ4/4! and V = m2

φΦ
2/2, calculations

show that the initial inflaton amplitude has to be above the quantum gravity Planck scale φi > mp. This is because

in these models, H in the Hubble damping term, 3Hφ̇, increases with larger field amplitude, so in order to achieve an
adequately long slow roll period to yield the desired 50 or so efolds of inflation, this large field amplitude is required.
However from the perspective of the ultimate goal of building a realistic particle physics inflation model, this condition
poses a problem, which forces more complications into the model building. This will be discussed later in this review.
On the other hand in warm inflation, both dissipation and radiation work to reduce the inflaton field amplitude. Since
thermal fluctuations will always be larger than quantum, in order to constrain the scalar perturbation amplitude to
be the desired ∼ 10−5, it requires fixing the other parameters such as the inflaton coupling and field amplitude to be
smaller, which in turn lowers the tensor to scalar ratio. Moreover when Υ > 3H , this larger dissipation implies the the
inflaton traverses a much smaller region of the field amplitude in the slow roll phase, so allowing its field amplitude
to be smaller. The basic point that detailed calculations show is that for these simple monomial potentials, in warm
inflation the inflaton field amplitude can be below the Planck scale φ < mp, thus avoiding the quantum gravity scale.

III. FIRST PRINCIPLES DYNAMICS

As already pointed out in the previous Section, the conversion of even a little vacuum energy into radiation can
have significant effect during inflation. Also Eq. (3) has been presented as an effective evolution equation for the
inflaton field once interactions with other fields are integrated out. The questions that remains to be answered from
quantum field theory are whether both these effects actually occur and if so then in what models. In order to address
these questions, in this Section our task is to understand how to derive the effective equation of motion for the scalar
inflaton field starting from a fundamental Lagrangian.
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The basic Lagrangian quite generally for any inflaton model has the form L = LS + LR + LI . Here LS is the
inflaton system Lagrangian, which has the general form

LS =
1

2
Φ̇2 − 1

2
(∇Φ)2 − V (Φ). (6)

The inflaton in any model must interact with other fields, since channels must exist from which the vacuum energy
contained in the inflaton field ultimately can be released into radiation energy, so that inflation ends and the universe
is put into a Hot Big Bang evolution. These interactions are contained in the LI part of the above Lagrangian. The
question is whether this conversion process occurs exclusively at the end of inflation, as pictured in cold inflation,
or does it occur concurrent with inflation, as pictured in warm inflation. Some common types of interactions are
the inflaton coupled to bosonic fields such as 0.5g2Φ2χ2 or fermion fields as hΦψ̄ψ, i.e. −LI = 0.5g2Φ2χ2 + hΦψ̄ψ.
Finally LR contains all other terms associated with all fields aside from the inflaton that form the radiation bath or
reservoir, like the χ and ψ fields in this example.
For this Lagrangian, the quantum operator equations of motion can be immediately written down, one for each

field. These equations are generally coupled to each other due to nonlinear interactions. We are interested in the
evolution equation of the fields, and in particular the expectation value evolution of the inflaton field, given the state
of the system at some initial time ti. Thus we wish to obtain the effective equation of motion for the scalar inflaton
field configuration φ ≡ 〈Φ〉, after integrating out the quantum fluctuations in Φ, and the effects of all other fields with
which φ interacts, like the χ and ψ fields in LI . This is a typical ”system-reservoir” decomposition of the problem, as
familiar in statistical mechanics [1]. In our case the system is φ and the reservoir is all the other dynamical degrees
of freedom.
The system-reservoir approach has applications to many problems in physics. It is instructive to state a few examples

here. One of the most common examples is Brownian motion, where the evolution of one singled out particle is of
interest, when is immersed in a fluid and interacts with particles in that fluid. One seeks the evolution equation for
this Brownian particle, once the effect of all the other particles are integrated out and represented in this equation
through effective terms. In our problem the background field φ is the analog of the Brownian particle and the reservoir
bath in this case contains the Φ quantum modes, the scalar χ, and the spinor ψ. In condensed matter physics, the
system-reservoir, or open quantum system, approach is widely used. Some examples are the tunnelling of a trapped
flux in a SQUID, interaction in a metal of electrons with polarons, and in Josephson junction arrays [1, 12].
In order to obtain the φ effective equation of motion, the procedure is first to replace the field Φ in the Lagrangian

by Φ = φ + κ, where 〈Φ〉 ≡ φ and κ are the quantum fluctuations of the Φ field. Taking for example the potential
V = m2

φΦ
2/2, the equation of motion for φ, then becomes

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+m2
φφ− 1

a2(t)
∇2φ+ g2φ〈χ2〉+ g2〈κχ2〉+ h〈ψ̄ψ〉 = 0 . (7)

One now wishes to solve the quantum operator equations of motion for all the other fields, i.e. κ, χ and ψ, as a
function of φ, substitute these above in Eq. (7), and then take the specified expectation values. What would emerge
from this is the sought after effective evolution equation for φ. This is in principle, but in practice it can not be
done exactly, so various perturbative and resummation methods are used. In this review we will not explore these
approximation methods, but the interested reader can examine the following [3, 13–17]. Here only a few general
features of the effective φ equation of motion are highlighted. First, since φ is singled out, it becomes an open system,
so it is expected that the φ effective equation of motion will be nonconservative. Second, the fields χ, ψ etc... at a
given time t0 in general will be functions of φ at all earlier times t < t0. Thus the expectation values 〈χ2〉 etc... in Eq.
(7) will be nonlocal in time with respect to φ, which is consistent with the first general fact, since this will lead to a
nonconservative equation. These time nonlocal terms are then expressed in a derivative expansion of φ with respect
to time, and when evolution is adequately slow, only the leading term is retained to give the dissipative Υφ̇ term in
Eq. (3).

For the scalar field background mode, the emerging evolution equation is simply φ̈ + [3H + Υ]φ̇ + dV/dφ = 0,

which after multiplying through by a factor of φ̇, can also be written in terms of the scalar field Hamilitonian as
dHS/dt = −[3H +Υ]φ̇2 [18]. This equation conveys that the loss in energy in the scalar inflaton field sector is from
the two terms on the right hand side, one due to cosmological expansion and the other due to dissipation, with the
dissipative term then sourcing that energy to radiation, as shown in Eq. (5). The derivative expansion mentioned

above means the leading time nonlocal term associated with dissipation goes as φ̇, with Υ, which has dimensions of
rate (energy dimension one), controlling how fast the kinetic motion of the scalar field decays its energy into particles
due to its coupling to other fields. The QFT formalism for computing Υ from the microphysical dynamics that folds
into producing this macroscopic dissipation term can be found in [3, 16, 17, 19].
For readers familiar with the effective potential in Lagrangian quantum field theory, there is a heuristic way to

understand the origin of the φ effective equation of motion. The effective potential calculation applies when φ is a
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static background. The interaction of φ with the other quantum fields leads to the creation of quantum fluctuations,
which are emitted off φ, propagate in space and time, and then are reabsorbed by φ. These processes typically are
known as loop corrections, which modify the classical potential and lead to the effective potential. Now suppose φ is
not in a static situation, that it is changing in time. In this case the same loop corrections mentioned above would
occur. However at the time of emission and absorption, the state of φ has changed. Thus these loops no longer simply
modify the potential of φ, but also introduce terms which mix products of φ at different times, therefore introducing
temporally nonlocal terms into the φ evolution equation.
Thus the key question is, given a particle interaction structure in the Lagrangian, what types of dissipative effects

does this lead to during inflation. In Sect. VI we will review various models. Just as one example, here is a two stage
mechanism, involving the inflaton field coupled to a heavy scalar field χ which in turn is coupled to light fermion
fields ψ as g2Φ2χ2 + hχψ̄χψχ [20, 21]. In this case the background inflaton field φ acts as a time dependent mass
to the χ field. As φ changes over time, the χ mass changes, thus altering the χ vacuum. This leads to virtual χ
production, which then decay into real ψχ particles. There are also direct interactions of φ and χ particles. This type
of interaction structure is very common in particle physics models, thus conducive to warm inflationary dynamics.

IV. BACKGROUND

My own background in physics was not in cosmology. My PhD was on string theory and during that time I also did
considerable work in statistical physics and condensed matter physics. After finishing my PhD and during my first
postdoc in Tucson, Arizona I started working on perturbative QCD. During that time I was the seminar organizer.
One academic who was in our department there was Fang. I frequently had conversations with him and found he
had broad interests, with thought given to many areas. So I asked him to give us a seminar and he said he would
on inflationary cosmology. This was not a subject I had studied before. During his talk as he discussed the scalar
inflaton field and how it can drive inflation, I raised my hand and asked him where the dissipative term was in the
inflaton evolution equation. Coming from a background that included condensed matter physics, I found it unusual
that an interacting system did not have a term accounting for dissipation. Fang paused his talk and said I should
come by afterwards for a discussion. So I did and I explained to him how I’d expect the inflaton evolution equation
to have a standard dissipative term and possibly even be governed by a Langevin type evolution. This seemed to be
a direction Fang had given thought to before. He showed me a paper he had written in 1980 which had basically
suggested inflation [22]. It also had radiation production during inflation, but neither of us felt the dynamics of that
paper was the direction to develop further.
The basic idea of an exponential expansion phase in the early Universe was first suggested in the highly insightful

work by Gliner starting in the mid-1960s [23, 24]. Then during the 70s, Kirzhnits and Linde developed the foundations
for application of particle physics to phase transitions in cosmology, including explaining how they could be important
in explaining the cosmological puzzles [25–29]. By the late 70s and early 80s there were several papers using these
seminal ideas including Fang’s paper. His was one of the set of papers prior to Guth’s [5] that had suggested the
inflation idea as a solution to the horizon problem [30–36], but without the catchy name that Guth finally gave the
scenario (Guth’s paper also pointed out that inflation could solve the flatness problem). All this work aside from
Fang’s was developing cold inflation dynamics.
Fang and I started developing our ideas and wrote the paper [2]. This addressed dissipation and noise and came

up with an expression for inflaton fluctuations that were thermal. At that point my postdoc there was coming to an
end, and I was moving to Penn State. During that period I started thinking about formulating a full scenario and
showing one could realize inflation and have dissipation concurrently with these thermal fluctuations. I did eventually
arrive at a model and I sent my results to Fang. I had naturally considered him a collaborator on this work. Fang
found the results very interesting and encouraged me to write it up and publish it [37]. However he said he had not
thought about our idea to this extent and so I should write this paper on my own. He and I even had a discussion
about what to name this new scenario, which led to calling it warm inflation.
At the time I considered this work as just a side project to my main interests developing in perturbative QCD.

However I kept thinking about it and wrote a couple more papers in the next couple of years. In one paper I studied
warm inflation trajectories computed from the Friedmann equations for a system with both a decaying vacuum energy
and radiation, and showing how such evolution could smoothly go from a warm inflationary phase to the radiation
dominated regime, thus offering a graceful exit [38]. I also started getting interested in how an inflaton Langevin
type equation could be derived from first principles. After all my initial comment in Fang’s talk had been that there
should be a dissipation and noise term in such equations. In my first attempt to understand such dynamics [18],
resting on my condensed matter background, I studied the Caldeira-Leggett model [12]. The original such was a
quantum mechanical model of a single coordinate, the system, coupled linearly to many other coordinates all of which
had harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians. I made a quantum field theory extension of this model to study inflationary
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expansion concurrent with dissipation. This paper set some foundations for deriving warm inflation dynamics from a
quantum field theory.
Around this point I was looking for a new postdoc position. By now my research interests had turned heavily

toward developing warm inflation and not many people were interested in the idea, so I had difficulty getting hired.
However Robert Brandenberger responded to my efforts by reaching out in an email to me saying he found my ideas
interesting. He was one of the first researchers in cosmology to support my work. I am not sure that Robert believed
warm inflation was necessarily THE idea of cosmology. I think his attitude, like mine, is that any reasonable idea in
cosmology needs to be fully examined. There is no way that any idea in cosmology can become the single adopted
picture until all reasonable ideas have been fully vetted. In that context I think he felt warm inflation deserves its
time to be developed and considered. Through his help I was able to secure a postdoc position at Vanderbilt in the
group of Tom Kephart and Tom Weiler. It was here that my work in warm inflation developed considerably. They
had a very open minded attitude toward developing new ideas in theoretical physics and were not too bothered about
just following the mainstream. This provided a conducive environment.
After writing these initial papers on warm inflation, I was contacted by Gleiser and Ramos. They had written

one of the pivotal papers in deriving dissipation in a scalar quantum field theory [39] (other papers on scalar field
dissipation around or previous to this are [40–45]). They saw the connection between their work and what I was
trying to achieve. We started working together and wrote a paper of a scalar field φ, meant to be the inflaton, coupled
to N other scalar fields which are integrated out to arrive at an effective equation of motion for φ [3]. This effective
equation of motion would contain then a dissipative term. This model contained all the basic features for realizing
warm inflation dynamics. Because all masses were much bigger than the Hubble scale and all microphysical dynamics
was fast compared to the expansion scale, this model could be calculated still within a flat spacetime framework.
This is a noteworthy feature of warm inflation that on a relative scale for a nonequilibrium open QFT problem, the
underlying dynamics is fairly simple to calculate. These conditions on the field theory were imposed as consistency
conditions. In particular we introduced adiabatic conditions that the dynamic time scale of evolution of the scalar
field be much larger than typical collision and decay time scales Γ−1,

φ/φ̇≫ Γ−1 . (8)

We also imposed that these microphysical collision and decay time scales be much shorter than the Hubble time,

Γ ≫ H . (9)

As I mentioned earlier, a key initial barrier to why no one before me had suggested the warm inflation scenario seems
to have been due to a lack of understanding of dynamical time scales relevant to inflation and in particular most
researchers in this field held to a belief that inflation happens too quickly for particle production to occur. In this
paper with Gleiser and Ramos my initial thoughts about such time scales was examined within quantum field theory,
and we recognized that indeed timescales can allow for particle production, although it would not be easy to realize.
This was one major accomplishment of this paper.
Several months after we put this paper on the arxiv, Junichi Yokoyama and Andrei Linde (YL) wrote a paper titled

‘Is warm inflation possible?’ and seemed to have answered their question within a one sentence abstract that said it
was ‘extremely difficult and perhaps even impossible’ [46]. The analysis in their paper was not that different from
ours. They did compute the fermonic channel of dissipation whereas our paper had done the bosonic, so that added
a useful new result. However their basic analysis of warm inflation followed ours as did the consistency conditions.
Only the conclusions differed. Where they saw impossible we simply saw a set of constraints that would help guide
us towards building a first principles model of warm inflation.
After our paper but before Yokoyama and Linde’s, Ramos and I had presented our work at PASCOS98 in Boston.

Linde was in the audience for our talks and told us that he did not think our warm inflation work was correct, although
subsequently still during the conference he told us there was some merit to our dissipation calculations. Nevertheless
some months later he wrote the above mentioned paper. Yokoyama and Linde did share the results of their upcoming
paper with us with this claim about the impossibility of warm inflation. Thus, we got to work on building a quantum
field theory model that demonstrated warm inflation is possible. Within a few weeks after they arxived their paper,
we put out the first quantum field theory model, which we called the distributed mass model (DMM, explained below
in Sect. (VI)), demonstrating that the ‘impossible’ was really not quite so [4]. The following year Tom Kephart and
I built a string theory motivated realization of this model [47], further solidifying that not only is warm inflation
possible but it has attractive model building prospects.
Around this time my interest turned to taking a deeper examination of warm inflation dynamics. The regime of

warm inflation that to me seemed most interesting, and still does, is the strong dissipative regime of warm inflation

Υ > 3H , (10)
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so that the damping of the inflaton motion was dominated by the thermal damping and Hubble damping did not play
a major role. In the first paper with Fang, we had computed the density perturbations only in the weak dissipative
regime of warm inflation

Υ ≤ 3H . (11)

In [48] I determined the expression for the density perturbations in the strong dissipative regime. In this paper I also
looked more closely at the quantum field theory dynamics using the distributed mass model we had introduced. One
of the key observations I made in that paper was that in the strong dissipative regime Υ > 3H , the mass of the inflaton
could be larger than the Hubble scale. This allowed for warm inflation models unlike anything that could be made for
cold inflation, where slow roll under Hubble friction required that mφ < 3H . A mass less than H implies a Compton
wavelength bigger than the horizon. For such a case, in the rest frame the particle is not localizable, so the field
associated with it has no particle interpretation within the conventional sense. Thus a matter field with mφ < H was
unlike any kind of quantum field we had any empirical knowledge about from collider experiments (Note that photons
being massless have no rest frame and so are not localizable, but this is due to their Abelian gauge symmetry which
makes them very different from material particles like from a scalar field.). It opened up the possibility for infra-red
problems. So one of the conditions I imposed for what I considered the ideal inflation model was that mφ > H and I
called it the infra-red condition [48]. I had also understood that dissipation could lower the background inflaton field
amplitude and in particular for monomial potentials could allow φ < mp [49]. Both these conditions I recognized by
the early 2000s from simple reasoning as being important for an ideal inflation model, well before they emerged in
the swampland conditions [50, 51]. These conditions set the goal for what to look for in deriving a warm inflation
model from first principles quantum field theory. There has been some success in this direction, which I will discuss in
Sect. (VI). However it has proven very difficult to find models in this regime. Nevertheless in principle it is possible,
which is very different from cold inflation where such a regime is very difficult to achieve and in particular having a
sub-Hubble mass is out of the question. It remains an open model building question for warm inflation to find such
models.
At this point Rudnei and I set out to build more first principles warm inflation models. Initially we explored

supersymmetry (SUSY), which was one of the most well utilized symmetries in inflation model building to realize
the ultraflat inflaton potential that was needed. In warm inflation there were the dual requirements for having this
very flat inflaton potential but at the same time creating a large enough dissipative term. This effort resulted in the
SUSY two-stage dissipation model [21] (further explained in Sect. (VI)). We computed the dissipative coefficient, the
radiative corrections, and consistency conditions for this model and obtained a warm inflation regime, although like
DMM once again this model required a large number of fields going upward of thousands. At around this time, I also
started working with Mar Bastero-Gil and we further examined this and other SUSY models [52]. Also around this
time Ian Moss got interested in warm inflation, with Hall, Moss, and Berera [53] doing a more detailed examination
of density perturbations. He continued to study this even further, with Graham and Moss [54] finding a certain
growing mode for the fluctuations if the dissipative coefficient was temperature dependent. This result added yet
more numerical difficulties in computing warm inflation from a model. Bastero-Gil and Ramos developed a set of
codes that could do the needed calculations. The warm inflation power spectrum would have contribution from both
quantum and thermal noise. Ramos and da Silva [55] did a careful analysis of these contributions starting with my
basic expressions for the primordial density perturbations and came up with a total power spectrum.
Alongside these developments of the theory, we did model building and made predictions for the CMB from the

two-stage mechanism model. In 2009 the paper by Bastero-Gil and me [56] demonstrated that in warm inflation the
tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, would be suppressed compared to the comparable cold inflation model for the monomial
potentials Φ2 and Φ4. At the time this was a result that went against the growing tide of expectation of finding a
high scale tensor mode at the Grand Unified Theory scale. In 2014 our paper [57] did a more detailed study to show
the suppression of the tensor mode for the warm Φ4 model and also consistency for ns with the Planck 2013 results.
This paper also showed that as the dissipative coefficient increased, r would decrease, thus demonstrating again the
parametric suppression of the tensor mode with increasing dissipation. This was a significant finding. Although by
this time there was a trend in CMB data that the upper bound on r was decreasing, it was edging on ruling out the
cold inflation Φ4 model, there was anticipation that a tensor mode would be found. Our results went contrary to such
expectations and indicated that the tensor mode would be suppressed.
Although the two-stage model was very successful in developing a working warm inflation model, the fact it required

a huge number of fields was an issue we were not too happy about. We wanted to find a simple warm inflation model,
that contained only a small number of fields. Our efforts in doing that with SUSY we felt had been exhausted, so
we started exploring other symmetries. One that we had been thinking about for some time was the pseudoscalar
symmetry. This led us to construct the warm little inflaton model [58]. This model will be discussed in more detail
below in Sec. VI, but in short it obtained warm inflation with just a few fields, thus was a major step forward in
constructing successful particle physics models of warm inflation.
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There had been work previous to my warm inflation paper in 1995 and that by Fang and me earlier that year,
which had discussed dissipation during inflation. To start with was Fang’s 1980 paper [22] that I already mentioned.
He examined a source of dissipation associated with bulk viscosity specific to a phase transition and was not the
direction that seemed could be developed in any detail. Subsequently in the mid-1980s, Moss [59] and Yokoyama and
Maeda [60] suggested the idea of dissipation in the inflaton evolution equation similar to warm inflation, though we
were not aware of these two papers when initially developing warm inflation. The success of warm inflation gave these
interesting early works a new lease on life. However none of this early work appreciated the importance of time scales,
so that the dissipation could only be present if the microphysical dynamics producing it operated faster than the
macroscopic time scale of expansion. This is really the key question to answer as to whether warm inflation is a viable
idea. Nor did these early works pick up on the underlying fluctuation-dissipation dynamics of warm inflation, and
that property is more general than just the thermal limit. Finally an expression for density perturbation was obtained
in Moss’s paper, but it was only for the weak dissipative regime, with his paper not understanding the distinction
between dissipative regimes. In fact Fang and I made a similar oversight in deriving the same expression and thinking
it was generally valid, when actually it was only for the weak regime [2] unaware of the Moss paper [59]. Yokoyama
and Linde [46] had briefly commented that the presence of the dissipative coefficient in the inflaton evolution equation
may affect the expression for the density perturbation but gave no details and just used the expression of Fang and
me. It was only after a few years of studying warm inflation did I realize there are two very distinct regimes of warm
inflation, strong Υ > 3H and weak Υ ≤ 3H . I then understood that Fang’s and my original expression for the density
perturbation was only valid in the weak regime, and I then obtained the expression for the density perturbation in
the strong regime [48]. It is the strong regime that has the most interesting features of warm inflation, since with
Υ > 3H it allows mφ > H , thus cleanly solving the η-problem [49]. Also the strong regime can allow φ < mp, thus
allowing all scales in the model to be below the quantum gravity scale. In more recent terms this is the best regime
to overcome [61–64] all the swampland difficulties [50, 51, 65].

V. DENSITY PERTURBATIONS

In the most common realization of warm inflation, density perturbations are induced from a thermal bath. They
are classical on creation and thus the scenario has no quantum-to-classical transition problem as is the case for cold
inflation. In cold inflation the inflaton density perturbations are dictated by the Hubble scale where modes freeze-out
to give δφ ∼ H . In contrast in warm inflation there are three scales, the Hubble scale, the dissipation scale, and
the temperature during inflation. The dissipative term, Υ, in warm inflation can be much larger than the Hubble
damping term H during inflation. Due to the Υ term, this freeze-out momentum scale can be much larger than that
in cold inflation, which is ∼ H . At the freeze-out time tF , when the physical wavenumber kF = k/a(tF ), the mode
amplitude δφ can be estimated using a purely thermal spectrum,

δφ
2
(kF ) ≈

∫

k<kF

d3k

(2π)3
1

ωk
(eβωk − 1)−1 T→∞≈ kFT

2π2
. (12)

To estimate kF , one must determine when the damping rate of Eq. (3) falls below the expansion rate H , which occurs

at k2F ≈ (3H +Υ)H . Thus, in the strong dissipative regime Q ≡ Υ/(3H) ≫ 1, this implies kF ∼
√
HΥ. Substituting

for kF in Eq. (12), one finds the expression for the inflaton fluctuation amplitude at freeze-out

δφ
2 ∼

√
HΥT

2π2
. (13)

This expression was first derived by me in [48]. In the weak dissipative regime Q ≪ 1, the freeze-out wavenumber
kF ∼ H , which is consistent with cold inflation, thus giving the inflaton fluctuation amplitude at freeze-out,

δφ
2 ∼ HT

2π2
. (14)

This expression was found by Moss [59] and then independently rediscovered by Berera and Fang [2]. In both cases
the regime of its validity was wrongly understood, and in [48] the appropriate regime in which it was valid, the weak
dissipative regime, was clarified.
The fact that the density perturbations in warm inflation are classical and of thermal origin some regard as an

unappealing picture for the early universe, but there is no concrete argument behind this attitude. The idea that the
initial primordial perturbations are quantum in origin has over the years become encased in the lore of early universe
cosmology, but the factual basis for having such a beginning is lacking. There was initially some ideas about the
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universe being created as a quantum fluctuation. Moreover the chaotic inflation model [8] did provide some kind of
dynamical picture motivating the origin of quantum fluctuations. However this model required inflation at a very
high energy at the GUT scale which has been ruled out by CMB Planck data [66] and further constrained by more
recent BICEP data [67].
There has been furious effort over the decades to develop ever more cold inflation models with their own unique

signatures from the density perturbations. However the data itself has been far from revealing and the fact of the
matter is what is seen there can equally be explained by the quantum fluctuations of cold inflation or the classical
ones of warm inflation. So far observational data shows absolutely no preference. Moreover, of the myriad of possible
interesting effects that might emerge from density perturbations, it is a model building game and one can concoct
various such features both from warm and cold inflation models. More recently there has been work to look for
intrinsic features that signal a quantum origin or in its absence a classical origin [68–71]. However such tests appear
to be extremely difficult and if the CMB data remains without significant features, ultimately impossible to decisively
measure. The real lesson that can be taken away from these papers is just how hard it is to discriminate between
quantum versus classical primordial perturbations during inflation. This makes it all the more perplexing how some
adhere to the belief that the primordial fluctuations must have been quantum. In actuality there is equal reason
to believe both classical and quantum processes play roles in phenomenon in the early universe. This is the correct
unbiased initial assumption that should be taken for a robust examination of early universe cosmology.
This adherence to the primordial fluctuations being quantum is more a statement about present attitudes in

theoretical physics. This has historical parallels. Somewhat more than a century back, the established thinking
was that the world was governed by deterministic classical physics. By now attitudes in theoretical physics tend to
almost the other extreme and identifying quantum phenomenon where possible is all the rage. We are more fortuitous
compared to the state of physics a century back in that we have an extensive understanding of both classical and
quantum physics. The rational attitude is to accept both possibilities for the origin of density perturbations and let
the science decide. The early universe was large enough to allow for classical behavior. In fact for anything bigger
than the quantum gravity scale, there is no argument to favor quantum fluctuations over classical ones. From what
we know, inflation had to occur below the Planck scale, below the string scale and even below the lower end of the
GUT scale. As the bounds on the tensor mode decreases, if interpreted in terms of inflationary dynamics, meaning
the energy scale of inflation decreases, so moves even further below the quantum gravity scale, the arguments for a
quantum origin of perturbations become less compelling. The universe may still have initially emerged from some
type of quantum gravity scale fluctuation, but after that the ensuing dynamics need not all then be quantum. Its well
possible that particle production occurred and density fluctuations then had a classical characteristic to them whether
thermal or any other statistical state. There is also an intermediate possibility that these primordial fluctuations have
mixed quantum and classical properties.
The idea of quantum fluctuations seeding the initial density perturbations was suggested early on in the 1950s

by Wheeler [72] and later considered by Harrison [73]. In these early works there was no mechanism suggested for
producing such fluctuations, but it was simply asserted that their presence could explain what was known at the time
about large scale structure. A noteworthy point about these early papers is they assumed these fluctuations would
have been created at the quantum gravity scale mp, with their simple argument being that at that scale classical
physics fails. Linde’s chaotic inflation scenario offered a mechanism that linked quantum gravity scale physics down
to the GUT scale, where he postulated quantum fluctuations. His scenario did not require at that stage quantum
fluctuations. There were known dynamical QFT models at that scale, so some dynamical process such a thermalization
etc... could still be conceivable. At the moment the most stringent bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio is from BICEP,
placing the current upper bound of r ∼ 0.03 [67]. This would correspond to an energy scale during inflation less than

∼ 1015GeV. This implies a Hubble scale during inflation H ∼
√
V /mp ≈ 1011GeV, which is seven orders of magnitude

above the Large Hadron Collider energy scale. From our developed theoretical knowledge about the early universe,
this does not come across as a particularly fast timescale. Moreover at this conceivable energy scale ∼ 1015GeV
for inflation, there are plenty of particle physics models that have been constructed, GUT etc..., that could provide
degrees of freedom operating fast enough to create a thermal or some type of multiparticle statistical state leading to
classical fluctuations. Thus there is no reason to expect at this conceivable energy scale of inflation or lower, which
is much below the quantum gravity scale, that primordial fluctuations must be uniquely quantum. Should a tensor
mode eventually be found, based on the present bounds, we know the corresponding energy scale will be below the
GUT scale. In such a case, the arguments are very compelling that such a outcome is favoring warm not cold inflation.
The gamble taken by cold inflationary cosmology was that the tensor mode signatures for inflation would be found

at the GUT scale, based on an chaotic inflation explanation involving the simple monomial potentials. Nevertheless,
there always was ample grounds to be cautious about these models, since their predictions came from a questionable
regime of QFT with a sub-Hubble inflaton mass and super-Planckian field excursion, and eventually the data ruled
them out. With the trends in the data not supporting the simple monomial cold inflation models, it’s best now to be
more open-minded. Meaningful progress in these theoretical questions about the early universe will only happen by
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taking a broad view. If data does eventually confirm a low tensor-to-scalar ratio, there are strong arguments that it
is confirming warm rather than cold inflation.
In order to decide which is the more compelling origin of density perturbations thus the more compelling inflation

picture, the data alone will not be sufficient, since there is only a limited amount of information we can measure
about such an early time period of the Universe. Equally it needs to be seen which scenario is most compelling from
a theoretical perspective, a point that will be discussed in greater detail in Section IX. A minimal requirement has
to be that the scenario can be cleanly derived from quantum field theory. The success of quantum field theory in
collider physics implies this is the best and only tool we have to explore the high energy regime. And for energy
regimes yet far beyond measurement, the best we can do is rely on the rules of quantum field theory that we have
learned at these lower energy scales. And if some consistent picture based on those rules emerges for higher energies,
then that is the best possible prediction we can make. This of course means building a model beyond the Standard
Model (SM), however using types of fields and if possible even symmetries that are known in the Standard Model. In
particular such a model should not rely on gravity, since we know nothing definitive about its quantum nature and
even have limited knowledge about its classical nature. In this respect the cold inflation scenario, though simple in
appearance, hides many problems. We have already mentioned the problems that emerge due to the inflaton mass
being less than the Hubble scale. Whether they are infra-red, η, or swampland problems, this small mass scale seem
something unwanted by quantum field theory. Likewise a scalar field amplitude above the Planck scale introduces
unknown quantum gravity concerns. Then there are quantum-to-classical transition issues.
One note here on terminology. Nowadays many researchers refer to the type of quantum field theory the Standard

Model is built on as an effective field theory, suggesting it is subservient to some higher theory. However to date there
is no such established higher theory. This is all still a matter of research and speculation. This type of nomenclature
is fine as a matter of convenience for those working on higher theories. However when talking about predictions and
comparing to experiment, it can be misleading. It can suggest the quantum field theory we know and understand is
somehow less predictive than the higher theory. However until there is an established higher theory, the quantum field
theory we know, and the rules it embodies, is the most predictive tool we have. As such in this review I will refer to
the quantum field theory of the Standard Model as simply quantum field theory, first principles quantum field theory,
conventional quantum field theory, or the quantum field theory we understand etc... I will include in this terminology
effective field theories that have cutoff scales below the Planck scale, such as sigma models and such models involving
pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons or other models built on symmetries found in the Standard Model.

VI. MODEL BUILDING

The ultimate goal of warm inflation model building is to find models computed from first principles quantum field
theory. This requires that the model produces dissipation and the microphysical dynamics operates faster than the
macroscopic dynamics, so faster than the evolution of the inflaton field and the expansion rate, H , of the universe.
These requirements emerge as consistency conditions in a warm inflation calculation. Finally once a working model
has been developed, one then needs to check whether its predictions are consistent with observation. Achieving all
this is a very difficult task and so far only a few such warm inflation models have been developed.
Alongside this first principles QFT model building, there also has been phenomenological warm inflation model

building. In this approach one simply puts in by hand a dissipative coefficient in the inflaton evolution and then
computes the resulting warm inflation. This approach is useful for exploring types of dissipative behavior that can
lead to observationally consistent warm inflation models. Given how hard the first principles approach is, this approach
provides an intermediate step to studying the types of warm inflation models that could be relevant.
Here I will discuss some of the first principles quantum field theory warm inflation models that have been developed.

The first such model is what we called the distributed mass model (DMM) [4]. In these models there are a set of bosonic
fields χi which interact with the inflaton field through shifted couplings. The interaction term in the Lagrangian which
realizes such shifted couplings has the form,

g2

2
(Φ−Mi)

2χ2
i , (15)

so that when 〈Φ〉 = φ ∼Mi, the χi field mass becomes small. In particular when the mass of a χi field gets below the
temperature scale in the Universe, it becomes thermally excited. Once thermally excited, as the background inflaton
field evolves, it is able to dissipate energy into these fields. This creates a dissipative term in the inflaton evolution
equation [3]. As an aside, the idea of these shifted couplings of the inflaton in our DMM model has subsequently been
used to develop other types of warm inflation models including trapped inflation [74–76].
For the DMM, if these mass scales Mi are now distributed over some range that φ will traverse, then during

evolution of φ, some subset of these χ fields will be light and generate a dissipative term. In order to control the
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radiative corrections, this needs to be extended to a Supersymmetric model. A simple superpotential that realises
this model is [77],

W = 4mφS
2 + λS3 +

NM
∑

i=1

[

2gMiX
2
i + fX3

i − 2gSX2
i

]

. (16)

Here the bosonic part of the chiral superfield S = Φ + θψ + θ2F , with θψ ≡ θαψα and θ2 ≡ θαθα, is the inflaton
field Φ, with 〈Φ〉 = φ, and it interacts with both the Bose and Fermi fields of the chiral superfields Xi = χi + θψχi

+
θ2Fχi

. The potential terms of the Lagrangian are obtained from Eq. (16) by standard procedures; the potential is
LV =

∫

d4xd2θW (S, {Xi}) + h.c., and the auxiliary fields F and Fχ are eliminated through the “field equations”,
∂W/∂F = ∂W/∂Fχi

= 0, which results in the Lagrangian only being in terms of the Bose and Fermi fields. For
the above superpotential Eq. (16), this leads to a Φ4 inflaton potential with interactions to the χi fields similar to
Eq. (15) and in addition corresponding interaction terms to the Fermi fields ψχi

. The distribution of the mass scales
Mi are along the interval which φ traverses during the inflationary period. The Φ4 self-coupling must remain small
for successful inflation. In this SUSY theory it occurs because the renormalization group equations for the quartic
coupling are proportional to the coupling itself, which means even if there is another large coupling, this will not
lead to a problem. This model can generate warm inflation with adequate e-foldings to solve the horizon and flatness
problems [4], as well as produce observationally consistent primordial fluctuations [48]. It should be noted that the
most general superpotential would include a term in Eq. (16) linear in the Xi fields, S

2Xi. It has been eliminated by
hand. This term induces a φ dependent mass term to all the Xi fields and so it must be very small for the success of
this model. The stability of the SUSY theory under radiative corrections allows this term to be eliminated by hand.
A more elegant way to prohibit the linear term in the superpotential would be by imposing a charge under some, for
example GUT, symmetry so that these Xi fields are not singlets.
More recently this model was studied in [78] for various types of mass distributions. It was found the model can

realize warm inflation for a a wide parameter range and in good agreement with Planck legacy data. We also found
parameter ranges for this model entering into the strong dissipative regime, with the inflation mass mφ just over the
Hubble scale. This is not a clean solution to the swampland criteria but it comes very close.
In [47, 77] it was shown that the DM model can arise from a fine structure splitting of a single highly degenerate

mass level. Let M ≈ g|Mi+1 −Mi| denote the characteristic splitting scale between adjacent levels. For typical cases
studied in [4, 48], it was shown in [47] that for significant expansion e-folding, Ne > 50, warm inflation occurred in the

interval 103M
<∼ φ

<∼ 3 × 103M and of note, at temperature M
<∼ T and not T at the much higher scale of the mass

levels ∼ 103M . The shifted mass couplings is precisely what makes these massive states light. In the string picture,
this arrangement corresponds to a fine structure splitting of a highly degenerate state of very large mass, around the
string scale ∼ Mstring, with the fine structure splitting scale several orders of magnitude less than the mass of the

state, say M
<∼MGUT ∼ 10−3Mstring.

The following string scenario was suggested for this model in [47]. Initially in the high temperature region, some
highly degenerate and very massive level assumes a shifted mass coupling to φ. All the states in this level are
degenerate, so at this point they all couple identically as g2

∑

i(φ − M)2χ2
i . The string then undergoes a series

of symmetry breaking that split the degeneracy and arrange the states into a DM model
∑

i(φ − Mi)
2χ2

i with
0 < (Mi −Mi+1)/Mi ≪ 1.
In many models, thermal loop corrections are difficult to control adequately to maintain the required flatness of

the potential and tiny inflaton mass. The DM model could adequately control loop corrections, but the interest
was to find more models. This led to developing the two stage dissipative mechanism of warm inflation based on
supersymmetry [21], in which the inflaton Φ is coupled to a set of heavy fields χ and ψχ, which in turn are coupled to
light fields y and ψy. The key point is the heavy fields are not thermally excited, which means the loop corrections
to the inflaton potential are only from vacuum fluctuations, and these SUSY can control. A generic superpotential
that realises the two stage mechanism is

WI =

Nχ
∑

i=1

Ndecay
∑

j=1

[

gSX2
i + 4mX2

i + hXiY
2
j

]

, (17)

where S = Φ+ψθ+θ2F , X = χ+θψχ+θ
2Fχ, and Y = y+θψy+θ

2Fy are chiral superfields. The field Φ is identified
as the inflaton in this model with Φ = φ + κ and 〈Φ〉 = φ. In the context of the two stage mechanism, X are the
heavy fields to which the inflaton is directly coupled and these fields in turn are coupled to light Y fields. A specific
inflaton potential has to be chosen In order to assess the effect of this interaction structure on radiative correction.
Consider the case of a monomial inflaton potential with the additional superpotential term Wφ =

√
λS3/3 so that

W =Wφ +WI . (18)
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At tree-level the inflaton potential from this is

V0(φ) =
λ

4
Φ4 . (19)

When 〈Φ〉 = φ 6= 0, observe that the vacuum energy is nonzero, which means SUSY is broken. This manifests in the
splitting of masses between the χ and ψχ SUSY partners as,

m2
ψχ

=
[

2g2φ2 + 16
√
2mgφ+ 64m2

]

,

m2
χ1

=

[

1

8
(g2 +

1

2

√
λg)φ2 +

√
2mgφ+ 4m2

]

= m2
ψχ

+
√
λgφ2 ,

m2
χ2

=

[

1

8
(g2 − 1

2

√
λg)φ2 +

√
2mgφ+ 4m2

]

= m2
ψχ

−
√
λgφ2 . (20)

This implies the one loop zero temperature effective potential correction

V1(φ) ≈
9

128π2
λg2φ4

(

ln
m2
ψχ

m2
− 2

)

≪ V0(φ) =
λ

4
φ4 . (21)

This is more suppressed than the tree level potential Eq. (19) and so will not alter the flatness of the inflaton
potential. In [57] the two-stage mechanism was applied to the Φ4 potential and we showed that dissipation suppresses
the tensor-to-scalar ratio. The same behavior was observed a few years earlier in [56], well before the Planck data
indicating the suppression of the tensor mode. At around this time there was anticipation based on the cold inflation
chaotic Φ4 model that a high tensor-to-scalar ratio would be found placing inflation at the GUT energy scale. Warm
inflation demonstrated that this need not be the case for the Φ4 model and that the presence of radiation during
inflation could suppress the tensor mode.
The above early models of warm inflation demonstrated that this type of dynamics can be realized within quantum

field theory. However these models required a large number of fields and so were quite complicated. On the one hand
such large number of fields can be accommodated within string theory based models, as also has been demonstrated
for the above models. Nevertheless a significant step forward we felt would be to find warm inflation dynamics within
a much simpler model. One of the things we began to realize from developing the above models is supersymmetry,
though it can control the inflaton potential, is clumsy to work with. We started exploring other symmetries that might
also maintain the ultraflat potential required for inflation. One idea we had been thinking about was the inflaton
as a Nambu-Goldstone boson of a broken gauge symmetry. This eventually led in 2016 to the warm little inflaton
model [58]. In this model the inflaton field corresponds to the relative phase between two complex Higgs scalars that
collectively break a local U(1) symmetry. Fermions couple to these complex scalars through Yukawa interactions and
both set of fields satisfy a discrete interchange symmetry, essentially leading to an effective theory below the symmetry
breaking scale M involving the inflaton field and two Dirac fermions with a Lagrangian density

−L = gM cos(Φ/M)ψ̄1ψ1 + gM sin(Φ/M)ψ̄2ψ2 , (22)

where g is a dimensionless coupling and 〈Φ〉 = φ. The original Lagrangian is actually written in terms of two complex
scalar fields Φ1 and Φ2 and then these fields are represented in terms of modulus and phase. Thus there is no
nonrenormalizable operators in this Lagrangian. It is just a matter of field representation, which is convenient when
the two complex scalars develop nonzero vacuum expectations values, 〈Φ1〉 = 〈Φ2〉 = M/

√
2. The particular form of

this Lagrangian makes the fermion masses bounded from above, such that large inflaton field values do not lead to
heavy fermions, and in addition leads to the cancellation of the leading thermal contributions of the fermion fields to
the inflaton’s mass.
We showed that this model can realize warm inflation, just requires in addition to the inflaton field, two fermonic

fields and another scalar field, and for the Φ2 inflaton potential leads to predictions for ns and r consistent with
Planck observational data. Moreover, increasing the dissipation would decrease the tensor-to-scalar ratio. This model
established that warm inflation can be realized in a simple model and showed the scenario has significant relevance
to observational data. We also showed that the strong dissipative regime could be obtained with this model in [79],
thus allowing for a inflaton mass mφ > H , so cleanly overcoming any infra-red or swampland problems that a light
inflaton mass can lead to.
More recently a model was suggested by Berghaus et al. [80], where the inflaton φ has an axion-like coupling to a

pure Yang-Mills gauge group,

Lint =
α

16π

Φ

f
G̃µνa Gaµν . (23)
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Here Gaµν is the field strength of an arbitrary Yang-Mills group with α = g2YM/(4π), where gYM is the gauge coupling.
This model was named minimal warm inflation. They showed that for a modest coupling this led to a thermal friction
and a thermal bath during inflation. They also showed this model could achieve the strong dissipative regime.

VII. ADVANTAGES

Before the inflation idea, Harrison [73] and Zeldovich [81] had already recognized that primordial fluctuations could
be seeds for large scale structure and noted they needed to be scale invariant and even came up with an approximate
value for the amplitude to be around 10−4. Inflation then built on these ideas to provide a mechanism for producing
the primordial fluctuations. The goal was to realize this from a consistent quantum field theory model and not just
symbolic scalar field potentials, of which one can concoct many, as seen in the literature. This main goal of inflation so
far has not been realized. Until it is, inflation remains only an interesting idea that still needs theoretical validation.
One of the successes of inflation is it can realize a Harrison-Zeldovich (HZ) spectrum and improve on it by providing
a dynamical means to slightly alter the scale invariant spectrum through introducing a tilt. These features all emerge
from a almost flat scalar field potential that is driving inflation.
Inflation would have occurred at a high energy scale above any scale for which quantum field theory has been

empirically tested. From the success of nucleosynthesis we know our understanding of cosmological evolution is
correct from the MeV scale to today. We also know from collider experiments how high energy physics behaves up to
the 10 TeV scale in the context of the Standard Model. And we know there is no mechanism in the Standard Model
for realising inflation. Thus it is safe to say that if inflation occurred, it must have been at a scale beyond where
physics has been tested. Under these circumstances if we are trying to build an inflation model, the first question one
must ask is what ground rules should be followed to produce a plausible model. One argument is build models that
predict interesting, often called smoking gun, predictions. Then if data shows such effects, one could claim an indirect
evidence for the model. A problem with that is cosmological data shows precious little evidence of such exciting
effects. In fact one could say if inflation is correct, what empirical information we are able to gather about it is quite
boring. Even by the time of the COBE data, it started becoming clear that inflation as seen from data was likely
to be boring. Thus a second argument is that alongside the search for better empirical data as already mentioned,
concurrently we have to ask the question can we build a realization of inflation that is consistent with everything we
have learned theoretically and confirmed empirically about quantum fields. In the program of warm inflation this has
been one of our main goals.
In order to pursue that, certain requirements have been imposed on the inflaton field for what is considered the

ideal inflation model. One of these, which in my paper in 2000 [48] I called the infra-red condition, is I required
that the mass of the inflaton field should be larger than the Hubble scale mφ > H . This means that the Compton
wavelength of the inflaton field should be sub-Hubble. All the quantum matter fields that we have measured from
colliders have masses above the Hubble scale. A quantum matter field in which the mass is sub-Hubble scale means
it does not realize particles, certainly for field modes less than the Hubble scale. Our empirical understanding of
quantum field theory so far has been in terms of a field and particle duality. We have no empirical knowledge what
a quantum matter field is with masses that imply super-Hubble scale Compton wavelengths, or whether that even
makes sense. The second requirement I imposed was that the scale of the inflaton amplitude < φ > (which we will
just denote as φ) should be below the Planck scale, φ < mp. This condition arises since we have no knowledge of
dynamics at the quantum gravity scale (Actually we only know for sure how QFT, as we understand it, behaves up to
the LHC scale, so ∼ 10 TeV but we think the next scale where our fundamental understanding breaks down is all the
way up at the quantum gravity scale. It could be that our understanding of QFT breaks down at an even much lower
scale than that.). Thus we should not build an inflation model that breaches that scale. Some argue that the inflaton
field amplitude is not the relevant scale, but rather the inflaton mass, which for example in the Φ4 model would be
∼ λΦ2. Since λ is tiny in inflation models, even if φ > mp, the mass itself is sub-Planckian. However the inflaton field
could also directly couple to gravity or other fields, thus if it is of Planckian scale, it gets into uncertain dynamics. In
particular when φ > mp, from an effective field theory perspective higher dimensional non-renormalizable operators,
such as dimension six V Φ2/m2

p, become important and thus can ruin the flatness of the inflaton potential [11].
I imposed these conditions more than two decades ago based entirely on empirical reasoning. Back then of course

the η-problem was known as were the effects of higher dimensional operators. There was belief that these issues could
be overcome with adequate model building. However today these constraints have been realized from string theory
in the context of the swampland conditions, which indicates a more fundamental problem in violating them [50, 51].
The swampland conditions are an elaborate argument built for a very sophisticated model. Nevertheless its final
conclusion is supported by arguments based on simple reasoning. This is to say if a model deviates from the regime
in which QFT has been empirically verified, thus minimally if the inflaton mass is smaller than the Hubble scale,

mφ < H ,
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or the inflaton field amplitude is above the Planck scale,

φ > mp ,

then you are now entering the twilight zone of quantum of field theory. The path of least resistance in building a
theoretically consistent model of inflation is to use only the quantum field theory as we understand it, which minimally
means to not breach these boundaries.
Whether infra-red, η, higher dimensional operators, or swampland problems, etc..., the writing on the wall has

been clear for decades, that having an inflaton mass less than the Hubble scale or an inflaton field amplitude above
the Planck scale is fraught with problems. Rather than fight against what quantum field theory clearly has difficulty
with, it is prudent to explore an alternative approach that sits very comfortably in quantum field theory by looking
for inflation models where the inflaton mass is larger than the Hubble scale and where the inflaton field amplitude
remains sub-Planckian. If the inflaton mass is bigger than the Hubble scale, Hubble damping will have little effect in
slowing down the inflaton field. Thus a dissipation term (or some other backreaction effect on the inflaton arising from
particle production) is required with dissipative coefficient Υ > mφ > H . However the presence of such a dissipative
term will imply radiation production during inflation. This logic guided by quantum field theory consistency leads in
a natural way to warm inflation. There are some first principles quantum field theory warm inflation models which
have been shown to achieve the strong dissipative regime [78–80]. There is still much to be done in this direction, but
the evidence is convincing that warm inflation avoids the major model building hurdles that hamper cold inflation.

VIII. CRITIQUE

Within the field of cosmology, warm inflation seems to have developed into a rebel idea. It was never my intention
for that to happen. As already mentioned, when I first proposed the basic warm inflation scenario, I had little
background in cosmology and in particular inflation. In science, new ideas often are greeted with interest, which has
been my experience from the different areas of physics I have worked in. The general attitude is no one idea can
possibly be accepted until all reasonable ideas are given full consideration. In this respect my experience in cosmology
has been somewhat unusual, as I unintentionally discovered. I found that this field had a certain large group of
researchers, who advocated for cold inflation to the extent that they seemed to have already decided it is the right
answer and had minimal interest in considering any alternative picture of the early universe. Somehow they knew
that this idea is exactly what happened in that brief minuscule fraction of a second 14 billion years ago, and there
is little need for broader thinking. The only thing this attitude has done in slowed the development of the field and
wasted resources in the process, which could better have served research.
From my own part, I have never tried to hype up the warm inflation idea. In fact most of my effort seems to have

gone in looking for all the ways warm inflation will not work. However in the process, a few gems of ideas have emerged
that do work, and there are a handful of quantum field theory based models that look promising for producing a
complete first principles solution of inflation. I hope that the scrutinizing attitude I have taken with warm inflation
has helped to keep other researchers working on it, focused on the central problems or to do meaningful comparison of
models with data. Often times the success of cold inflation is explained in terms of the number of citations and papers
it has generated. However much of the work on cold inflation, though contains its compelling features, also perpetuates
the same ignorances or builds more complicated theory or QFT machinery on top of the same core problems. Science
is not a democracy nor a popularity contest. Ultimately the cold (or warm) hard truths catch up to you. And for
cold inflation, despite its over four decades of existence and despite its simple picture in appearance, there remain
some very difficult unanswered questions about the viability of this idea from first principles quantum field theory.
Without there being clear and unambiguous answers to those questions, there is not much there. The same holds for
warm inflation, but it seems to be a bit ahead in addressing the fundamental problems. Nevertheless warm inflation
still needs to be better understood in terms of the underlying first principles QFT dynamics and separately in terms
of the GR evolution of density perturbations in the presence of dissipation and radiation. Inflationary cosmology has
been around now long enough, that the age of innocence for this field has long past. Enthusiasm for the basic picture
can no longer be sufficient to justify its prevalence.
In this respect the fundamental problems confronting inflation provide ample justification to those who have alto-

gether given up the inflation habit and are looking for very different solutions for early universe cosmology. After the
first minute or so of amazement one has at all the cosmological problems inflation can solve in one fell swoop, here the
subject is a career lifetime later and yet there is no fully consistent, viable dynamical model of inflation. In theoretical
physics, inflation may be one of the great ideas of our time, which upon second consideration is maybe one dare say,
not so great. Inflation certainly generates a large number of papers and citations. This apparent indicator of success
of inflation is also its problem, in that the idea is so vague that for almost any feature one can imagine in the CMB
data or in model building, one can invent some inflation model to explain it. However this does not feel quite like
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the success we are typically used to calling success in theoretical physics. In theoretical physics, success has a more
rigorous foundation, where the theory makes definitive prediction based on a derivation that is widely accepted. And
herein lies the key point, that if inflation model building was restricted to models that were theoretically consistent,
there would be a vast reduction in possible models and possible predictions from inflation. Under such restrictions
whether inflation really can produce a viable model remains to be seen. It may well be that theoretical cosmology
comes full circle and the ideas considered early on by Wheeler and Harrison that the superhorizon primordial density
perturbations were somehow fixed by yet unknown quantum gravity dynamics, may be the right answer. The great
mystery of causality may reveal itself in solving the great mystery of gravity, and that entirely may change our per-
spective, especially about cosmology. If we are unsuccessful in finding a fully consistent dynamical model of inflation,
then we have to keep open-minded that perhaps this physics was already fixed at the quantum gravity scale, and the
whole inflation program is wrong.
I am being critical here just as much of warm inflation as cold inflation. The inflation ideas as a whole may yet

prove to be the ether of our time. The ether idea was of a mysterious substance that drastically alters spacetime. That
very much also describes inflation. The ether idea was motivated by the best concepts of its time, electromagnetism
and stress tensor, just as inflation today is motivated by General Relativity. The idea was simple but implementing
it led to many complications, just like inflation. It is ironic that General Relativity marked the final end of the ether
idea and yet today is used to provide the strongest argument for inflation. Somethings never change.
The mysterious substance in the case of inflation is vacuum energy. Within the GR equations, such a substance

leads to an exponential expansion, which is characteristic of inflation. However there has been no direct detection of
such a substance exhibiting anti-gravity. Within conventional QFT as we so far understand it, the vacuum energy up
to a constant is arbitrary and fundamentally unnecessary. Thus from this perspective, conventional QFT can have an
arbitrary amount or not of inflation, it’s completely unconstrained.
For these reasons one needs to be very careful in working with inflation. It should not be viewed as a goal that

whatever is the evolving data and theory, at all costs a model of inflation must exist. Rather it should be question,
a matter of scientific enquiry, that can we find a sensible and theoretically consistent inflation model in line with the
data. And if we can not, then there is no validation of it. If that becomes the case, then serious thought needs to be
given to alternative ideas about the early universe beyond inflation.
At least if one has a QFT model of inflation which is otherwise consistent, thus minimally with mφ > H and

φ < mp, then such a model has only one unknown fundamental quantity, this vacuum energy. And if a tensor mode
is found in the CMB, indicative of a vacuum energy, it could then more uniquely be attributed to a QFT model. If
on the other hand the QFT model requires other unknown fundamental assumptions such as sub-Hubble masses or
super-Planckian field excursions, then there are too many unknowns for the model to be uniquely predictive and it
leaves open a bigger range of interpretations about what has been found in the CMB data.
For those of us who work on warm inflation, the alternatives are acknowledged. We have approached warm inflation

as just one relevant idea that needs to be fully vetted. Suppressing alternative ideas or not fully recognizing the success
of alternatives is not helpful to the development of this field. Point in fact, everything found in the CMB data to
date that is talked about in support of cold inflation, equally is a success for warm inflation, yet this point is rarely
acknowledged. Along with this, today it is often stated as a general fact that the Φ2 and fairly closely the Φ4 models
of inflation have been ruled out due in particular to the lowering of the upper bound on any possible tensor-to-scalar
ratio, but in fact such models are still consistent within warm inflation [57, 58, 79, 82, 83]. These have been the
models for three decades that the advocates of cold inflation had been pinning their hopes on. Yet when they were
ruled out, rather than even a brief moment of reflection and reassessment, thus noting the continued success of these
models within warm inflation, their interest immediately turned to other more exotic models. What’s going on?
I am not saying cold inflation is wrong. How do I know. Everything I know is based on what I learn from the

data and theory, and so far both these are inconclusive. There is no one that knows more than that. We don’t have
a Gandalf here showing us the way. Our only guides are the theory and experiment. Although there are pockets of
success for inflation, they should not be exaggerated, since the whole picture doesn’t quite add up neither from the
side of theory nor observation. Everyone is capable of thinking for themselves in seeing the the science is inconclusive
about inflation, and even more about warm versus cold. However warm inflation does score a bit higher than cold
both in having anticipated a lower tensor-to-scalar ratio, which could still be found, and in addressing the main model
building problems. There is no scientific basis for focusing exclusively on cold inflation and ignoring warm inflation.
The introduction of the Planck 2018 data was a watershed moment [84], where one would have to conclude that

there is no longer a benckmark paradigm of the early universe. Cold inflation can no longer claim that mantle. Even
if any researcher still wishes to remain ignorant about warm inflation or the many other interesting alternative ideas
about the early universe, the quantum gravity possibility still hangs over the whole subject. Thus inflation has a
very tough requirement to come up with a fully consistent dynamical model. That is why for warm inflation, as I
already mentioned, I have maintained very stringent requirements in building a model that is fully consistent with
the quantum field theory we know to have worked at tested collider energy scales. As such this minimally means
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no scale in the model, such as the inflaton field amplitude, should be larger than mp, since that enters the quantum
gravity regime, for example in generating nonrenormalizable operator corrections. In going above the mp scale, one
must already make an assumptions that quantum gravity effects somehow are subdominant to the low energy model.
However as soon as any assumptions are required about quantum gravity, it isn’t much of a leap to simply assume
quantum gravity solves all the problems. Though I have not achieved the complete goal up to now of coming up with
such a fully consistent warm inflation model, I have at least shown that warm inflation can avoid the most ambiguous
regimes of quantum field theory by models remaining where

mφ > H, and (24)

φ < mp . (25)

Thus I have shown warm inflation has the basic ingredients to solve the most fundamental and pressing problems of
inflation model building. Moreover, with collaborators we have developed the first simple quantum field theory model
that can realize these properties and give an observationally consistent result for inflaion [58, 79]. These properties
arise as consequences ultimately of the particle production from interactions amongst quantum fields during inflation.
As an aside, note these effects differ from the coupling of matter fields to classical gravity that then leads to particle
production arising from an expanding background and/or curvature, which was examined in the seminal work of
Parker [85] and subsequently by others [86, 87]. Some papers also discussed this in the context of inflation [88–91],
although these effects showed no appreciable change from cold inflation to the large scale predictions.
There is a more general point here that my work has demonstrated. Just as radiative and thermal corrections affect

the background scalar field physics by altering its effective potential, when time evolution is involved, additional QFT
effects will occur, such as particle production, and these effects will react back on the background scalar field and alter
its dynamics, such as by possibly allowing a larger inflaton mass or affecting the extent of the background inflaton’s
field value. The broader lesson to take from our warm inflation work, that may be useful for other early universe
models, is not to ignore particle production from QFT interactions and the associated effects that come with it. For
inflation, accounting for this from the time evolving background scalar field could be the missing ingredient that has
balanced inflation models, so has allowed for more sensible model building.
My above critical comments about the attitudes in the early universe cosmology field arise from direct experience in

trying to develop warm inflation. Although there have been many researchers who have contributed their insights and
skill into developing warm inflation, it has also faced an almost stauch lack of acceptance from that larger portion of
the cosmology community that advocated for cold inflation. Mainly they have just minimized acknowledging the idea
at all but also argued that the idea is in someway or another inferior. At the start their arguments centered around
the Yokoyama and Linde work, despite us having shown fairly soon after that warm inflation could be realize from
QFT. Once such arguments clearly became dated, others followed, such as warm inflation is not as simple as cold
inflation since it requires an additional parameter, the dissipation coefficient. Cold inflation also needed an additional
parameter for reheating. However in that scenario, it seemed to have been decided without any empirical evidence
supporting the picture, that inflation is synonymous with a supercooled phase and that reheating must be a distinct
separate phase. By now, though criticism of warm inflation is much more muted, with some past critics even working
on the idea, the main defence I have heard by some of the cold inflation advocates is they believe in cold inflation or
like it. Belief is a fine quality in a devotee but needs to be tempered by the facts in a scientist.
The simplicity argument, despite it obvious shortcomings, carried on being used until the Planck data showed there

was no tensor mode at the high energy scale predicted by the single field Φ2 and Φ4 chaotic cold inflation models. It
became further obsolete with the swampland work that showed that many cold inflation models may not be consistent
with quantum gravity, at least within the context of string theory. On the other hand, both these developments worked
in favor of the warm inflation scenario. We had seen from model calculations as early as 2009 [56] and further studied
in [57], that warm inflation suppresses the tensor-to-scalar ratio, including in the simple monomial models such as Φ2

and Φ4. Moreover the swampland conditions showed once again that an inflaton field with mass mφ > H and φ < mp

would be the consistent regime with string theory.
The Planck 2018 inflation paper [84] really demonstrated the harmful degree of advocacy by the cold inflation

enthusiasts. I had informed the Planck inflation team about the successes of warm inflation in demonstrating well
before their data that the tensor-to-scalar ratio should be suppressed, even in the simplest monomial models. Given
that the outcome of no tensor mode detected down to the GUT scale was the big result from their analysis, thus
breaking decades of expectation from cold inflation of a confirmation of the simple monomial models and possibly
even its consistency condition, it is a rather big deal that warm inflation all along had what was now the consistent
picture with the data. Despite this information available to them, the Planck 2018 inflation paper reported amongst
its “main results” summary that Planck 2018 “strongly disfavors monomial models”, which in truth only applies to
cold inflation models, but the wording with no other qualifiers suggests that no science exists beyond that picture.
That is misleading. In fact one significant interpretation of the Planck 2018 results is that it has found indirect
evidence for radiation and dissipation during inflation, that is suppressing the tensor-to-scalar ratio. This is a very
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simple explanation to the Planck 2018 data. It is the sort of bread-and-butter explanation, involving simple potentials,
particle production, dissipation, etc... that has a familiarity. It offers an explanation of this remote phenomenon that
one ideally wants in terms of relatable analogies. This is a far cry from cold inflation, where the explanation involves
string theory, modifications to gravity and other gizmos that so far have shown no close contact with reality. Physics
is an empirical science. An unknown idea used to understand another unknown idea gains you very little. Neither
string theory nor modifications to gravity have been shown to be theoretically consistent, and there is no experimental
evidence for them. Thus it’s unclear how relevant any inflation models are that are based on these ideas. On the
other hand, models based on the quantum field theory we are familiar with, no doubt extending beyond the Standard
Model but following the basic rules that are understood to work, have closer connection with reality. In this respect
there are at least a few warm inflation models.
Nevertheless Planck 2018 gave only the vaguest mention about our successful prediction, yet the associated papers

going back to 2009 that had made this prediction were not referenced. As Planck are an observation group, their
responsibility is to their data and protecting its integrity from any theoretical bias. A supporting pillar of science is
impartiality of experimentalists to theory. So if they insist on discussing theory, then they need to be equitable to all
ideas that predicted the trends in their data. In this respect warm inflation has been spot on and with a very simple
explanation, yet was given only a vague mentioned in their paper with relevant references missing. It does not benefit
any field of science when advocacy reaches the point of discarding the evidence on the ground and the facts are not
thoroughly reported. And here the facts remain that warm inflation bucked the theoretical trends by arguing for a
lower tensor-to-scalar ratio below the detection limits of Planck, and we were correct.
If a tensor mode is eventually detected at some lower energy scale, then there are very good claims to be made that

this is evidence for warm inflation [57, 58, 79, 82]. Statistically warm inflation models compare very well to Planck
data. The ∆χ2 for warm inflation with dissipation of the type found in the warm little and two-stage models are much
smaller then typically found for cold inflation models. For example for the Φ4 potential, the ∆χ2 for warm inflation
models is very small, order 1 [83], whereas for cold inflation was found to be ∼ 40 in the Planck 2015 analysis [92].
Moreover, for the warm little inflaton model in [79], for the Φ2 potential we found that a super-Hubble scalar inflaton
mass and sub-Planckian scalar field excursion throughout inflation occurs for a tensor-to-scalar ratio r ≈ 6.4× 10−6

and with a spectral index ns ≈ 0.965 so within the 68% confidence level of the Planck 2018 legacy data [84].
Imagine for a moment that tomorrow a tensor mode is found in the CMB, which corresponds to an energy scale for

inflation just below the present upper bound (which itself is just below that found by the Planck 2018 results). Then
if we go by the Planck 2018 inflation paper [84] “main results” summary, a likely best fit to that hypothetical result
is D-brane inflation. So does that mean that will mark the day when string theory will have been experimentally
discovered? If we go by their main results, they say “...inflationary models such as R2, T and E α-attractor models,

D-brane inflation and those having a potential with exponential tails provide good fits...” to their data. The first
three of these involve either modifications to gravity, supergravity, conformal or superconformal field theories, and/or
string theory, so in all cases would be very major discoveries. Such models are important as intellectual exercises in
the overall efforts to develop more fundamental theories of physics. However they are far from established theories
of the physical world. Such models have no urgency for an accurate best fit comparisons by experimentalists against
their data and for them to do that is misguided. The last possibility they gave of potentials with an exponential tail
is rather disappointing to find in their list. This suggests that after four decades of inflation model building, they
consider it a main results to give just a form of a potential, which moreover without a higher theory that might justify
it, on its own is nonrenormalizable and so without merit. It only should be added that this potential is much more
complicated than the simple, renormalizable, monomial potentials that work for warm inflation. All their main result
possibilities are more complicated to the much simpler conclusion, that their CMB data implies an inflation with a
simple, conventionally renormalizable, potential and just a bit of radiation and dissipation. It would be irresponsible
and downright unscientific to favor the complicated explanation over the simpler one. This goes against all practice
in science in which when given the option to take the simplest interpretation. That is the misdirection the Planck
2018 inflation paper is heading us toward, if we simply ignore the warm inflation possibility. Out of over fifty inflation
models tested (this in any case seems excessive), they did not test any warm inflation models, which are amongst the
only few that are conventionally renormalizable, thus by default significant. There are only two dynamical pictures
of inflation, warm and cold. If a thorough scientific analysis is the goal, then models from both pictures need to be
tested against data. The particle physics dynamics implied by an interpretation of the CMB data as either warm or
cold inflation is very different. Thus there needs to be extreme caution in how data is interpreted, as it will become
the underlying basis for future particle physics model building.
Without a rigorous model of inflation that is fully consistent with the QFT that we know and understand, it’s

even dangerous to interpret any hypothetical tensor mode discovery in the CMB as inflation in the way we currently
understand it. There is still a possibility that the true explanation may involve quantum gravity in some as yet
subtle way. For example such a tensor mode may arise from an inert vacuum energy at the measured scale, but the
primordial density perturbations may still have been fixed by quantum gravity. Moreover there may be some way
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the inert vacuum energy is correlated with quantum gravity. It may also be that quantum gravity is creating tensor
modes of a sort we don’t fully comprehend at the moment and we may confuse those signals for a vacuum energy.
All this may sound like contrived explanations, but we just don’t know all the unknown unknowns about quantum
gravity until it is fully solved. That is why it is imperative that if we want to interpret a hypothetical tensor mode
discovery in terms of inflation as we understand it, then minimally we need a rigorous QFT model that tells us how
exactly do we understand inflation. And this model needs to be not half rigorous or sort of rigorous but completely
rigorous. This requirement is true for both warm and cold inflation.
In fact, in the fallout of Planck 2018 it is best to not bias our thinking just toward inflation, especially by CMB

experimental groups. If any experimental group insists on discussing theory, then they need to be very disciplined in
giving a fair and broad overview. Experimentalists should understand what they represent as experimentalists if they
make any association between their results and string theory or any of these many speculative ideas from theoretical
physics. Actions such as these shift the focus away from looking for results that might be accessible to results which,
for the time being, are impossibly unreachable. One expects experimentalists, especially large experimental groups,
to lean on the side of restraint in associating any theoretical idea with consistency to their data until they have
confidence the data is headed with high likelihood eventually to confirm that idea. They need to think very carefully
whether the fragmentary information gleened about the early universe from the culmination of all their extensive work
really is enough, to start associating it with these fantastic ideas of theoretical physics. And if they insist on wanting
to do this, they need to ask what kind of credibility are they giving their results if they then ignore simpler, more
tame, theoretical explanations, by not giving a broad assessment of theory. Very speculative directions can be left for
individuals to consider, but experimental groups should act responsibly toward the whole field and also be thoughtful
in the use of hard earned taxpayer money. Actually, there is no need for experimentalists to get into any comparison
of theoretical models. Once they put their data out, within a short period some theorist will have analyzed it and
report that some string theory model or whatever is the best fit to data and so forth. But that’s different. Nobody
listens to us theorists when we talk like that. However for an experimental group to make such claims is a huge deal.
The discussion in this Section has shown that at the very least there are two quite different dynamics, warm and

cold inflation, with models which agree very well with CMB data. Moreover this is likely to still hold if a tensor
mode is discovered in the near future. So there already is a large degeneracy of possible early universe solutions,
even before considering non-inflationary models. We are far off from any conclusive early universe model. If a tensor
mode is discovered, more needs to be assessed whether to present understanding its explanation reduces just to a
comparison between warm and cold inflation. Thus, further research should be done in searching for non-inflationary
early universe models that create tensor mode signals, as well as more scrutiny over secondary sources of such B-
mode polarization signals. Alongside this, as discussed in the next Section, attention should be given to the level of
assumptions entering a model, with those requiring the least number of assumptions then being most important for
comparison against data. At this point it is to our advantage to treat all viable ideas about the very early universe
on an equal footing and give them all equal tests in comparison to the data. In the long run this approach is better
also for cold inflation, so that it is fully vetted and scrutinized. We need to avoid the danger of talking ourselves into
believing only one idea is correct. A broader perspective is needed until clear evidence favors one idea well above all
others, including the possibility that none of our present ideas for now are adequately favored.

IX. MODEL SELECTION

Apparently Landau once said something to the effect that cosmologists are often in error but never in doubt. I
don’t know if he said this but it sounds relevant. Still today this statement holds meaning for the theoretical side
of cosmology. The problem with theory in cosmology is that no matter what particle physics model one builds, only
a small portion will directly be tested against what intrinsically is limited empirical information about the early
universe. In particular when comparing to data, all inflation models boil down to the value of a scalar field potential
at one particular point of the background field and a couple of derivatives at that point (and maybe a couple more).
The lower multipole spectrum can also be fit covering up to around 10 e-folds of inflation, so giving partial information
about a small region of the potential about this point. There are a few more details. The potential in question must
have another point at which inflation ends, and the point of interest for comparing to data is meant to be from where
the inflaton evolves long enough to create around 50 efolds of inflation. Moreover the end temperature also gets fixed
by the inflaton model and that is involved in determining exactly how many efolds of inflation near about 50 will be
needed. For warm inflation there is also the radiation density generated during inflation, which in the most common
realizations is a temperature scale. A point on the scalar potential will be associated with a temperature, which itself
will depend on the parameters of the potential and some set of interaction couplings in the model. So the parametric
dependence from the underlying model is a bit different in warm versus cold inflation, but the basic idea is the same.
Details aside, inflation model building boils down to finding an encasing theory that can produce a scalar field
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potential with a point on that potential and a small region about that point that compares well against the data.
If that point on that potential of that encasing theory agrees well against the data, that does not mean you have
confirmation of the encasing theory. It is the other way around. You need to show that the encasing theory which
produces the potential that has that point has some claim to be a physical theory. For example, the presence of the
photon does not mean string theory has been discovered. String models contain the photon, but the challenge is to
show a string model also is theoretically consistent. If there was a unique encasing model that produced the point
on the potential which agreed with the cosmological data, then that would at least single out that model. However,
what compounds the problem is the proliferation of inflation models in the literature, which suggests not to expect
such a unique association, and also not all these models ultimately could be based on underlying correct theoretical
ideas. Moreover for many encasing theories, the choice of the inflaton potential has some degree of arbitrariness, thus
further dissociating the potential, which is the only part of the encasing theory that cosmological data is testing, from
other aspects of the encasing theory.
The cosmological data provides an upper bound on the tensor-to-scalar index r, an amplitude of the scalar perturba-

tion, and the spectral index ns and possibly its running. The parameters of a given inflation model need to fit as best
they can to these observables alongside some constraints such as producing a sufficient duration of inflation, the final
temperature after inflation, and perhaps some theoretical constraints and consistency conditions within the model.
The error in the spectral index is sufficiently wide that one should not anticipate uniquely separating out a single
inflation model. Cosmic variance is an ultimate limiting factor in how accurately ns can be measured. Narrowing
these errors will certainly improve predictability, but more is still needed to help determine the best model.
The requirement that the inflation model be theoretically consistent and have a claim on being part of the physical

world provides a useful guide. It suggests that another helpful measure for separating inflation models would be to
characterize for each such model how speculative it is. The more speculative it is, the higher the chance that once
quantum field theory and particle physics model building is better understood, the prediction from the model will
very likely change and in the worst case the underlying ideas the inflation model is built on are wrong or inconsistent.
Alternatively, the less speculative the encasing theory is the more predictive it is. The least speculative theory would
be the Standard Model, but we know that is not adequate to explain cosmology.
This gives a guiding rule, that models of the early universe should be assessed on how much more beyond the SM

is required to compare well against the cosmological data. By counting the number of speculative ideas inputted to
a model, it would provide some guidance over model building. At the lowest end of speculation it would still require
building an extension to the Standard Model but remaining within the rules of QFT that have been understood by
the Standard Model. At a bit higher level in speculation, effective field theory methods, though less predictive, can
still be OK provided the cutoff scale is below the quantum gravity scale. Its fine to still make much more speculative
models at a much higher end of the speculation count, but by having such a count, it makes us more aware that
such models are for the most part intellectual exercises. The models with the lowest speculation count are the serious
contenders for comparing to data. In that respect models that involve any assumptions about quantum gravity or rely
in an essential way on some modification to gravity are not at a stage where much is gained to compare them to the
very limited data that cosmological measurements can provide. That is because first our ideas about quantum gravity
or even some aspects of classical gravity beyond GR could and probably are wrong at some level at the moment, so
any model based on them will most likely ultimately need adjustments or simply be wrong. Second, if one is ready
to make such assumptions involving quantum gravity as part of their model, then it’s not a step much further to
simply assume that quantum gravity might completely solve the problems of the early universe by directions already
suggested in the literature or in some entirely different way, once it is much better understood. Thus for any such
model, we simply must wait until quantum gravity is much better understood before we can assess its relevance. These
are points I hope our research over the years in warm inflation has tried to express through our actions in attempting
to find a warm inflation model that is fully consistent with the quantum field theory as we presently understand.
Admittedly, we have also crossed into the higher end of the speculation count, because it has fundamental interest
and is fun to do, but at the same time we have put considerable effort to find much more experimentally relevant
models that were as close an extension as possible to the QFT we presently understand. Here I will try to a provide
a more systematic guide as to how to do a speculation count for any cosmological model.
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Table: Range of speculative attributes in cosmological models

Fundamental [F]

Quantum gravity

Additional spacetime dimensions above four

Modifications to gravity beyond General Relativity

Sub-Hubble mass scalar fields

Supersymmetry/other new spacetime symmetries or adjustments to them

Technical [T]

Effective field theory methods with cutoff scale below mp

Symmetries included in the model not of the type in the Standard Model and excluding new spacetime symmetries

Symmetries included in the model

Extra fields added beyond the Standard Model and not attributed to any symmetry

Model building beyond the Standard Model

Quantum gravity, string theory, higher spacetime dimensions beyond four, modifications to spacetime aside from ad-
ditional dimensions, loop quantum gravity, super-Planckian field excursion, higher dimensional operators, sub-Hubble
masses, modified gravity, fields where any mode propagation differs from standard QFT, supergravity, supersymme-
try, effective field theory with cutoff scale at mp, using effective field theory methods, extra fields beyond those in
the Standard Model which can not be attributed to some symmetry or higher theory, symmetries not of types in the
Standard Model, symmetries included in the model, model building beyond the Standard Model, etc..., each add more
speculation to a model. To account for these properties, the speculation count would need two separate categories.
One would be for fundamental (F) attributes that alter the quantum field theory as we presently understand it. These
are all attributes with unknown unknowns, for which at the moment there is no empirical evidence for whatsoever,
and alongside that there is no established theory for them. Models with any fundamental speculation counts are sus-
ceptible ultimately to being wrong or needing significant modifications once any of the fundamental attributes in the
count are better understood in the future. The other category would be speculations of a technical (T) nature related
to standard QFT model building. These are attributes with known unknowns or known knowns. The success of the
Standard Model is strong evidence that standard QFT model building is immensely successful, with ample evidence
of its empirical relevance. The rules for such model building were set decades ago and by now are prescriptive, leaving
much of it as a technical exercise. It can still lead to novel results, but it works with symmetries and properties of
the type familiar or similar to those in the Standard Model. The attributes belonging to both categories are given
in the Table. The speculation count based on this Table applies to inflation models that have a mechanism to end
inflation into the radiation dominated regime and are able to protect the flatness needed of the inflaton potential from
radiative/thermal corrections.
The separation into two different categories is necessary because it is an apples and oranges type comparison of

speculation between them. Attributes in the Fundamental category involve a conceptual leap beyond our present both
theoretical and empirical knowledge. On the other hand, for models with all attributes in the Technical category, they
have a familiarity based on our extensive experience with the Standard Model. Models with only Technical attributes
are built on types of quantum fields, all that have been tested in collider experiments, and so there is a possibility that
beyond cosmological data some particle physics based collider or astrophysical tests can also be conceived to test such
models, even if indirectly. To appreciate the distinction between Fundamental and Technical attributes, suppose a
new particle was discovered which could be explained through standard type of model building beyond the Standard
Model. That would be exciting and extremely noteworthy, but mainly because any discovery in particle physics
has basic significance, happens slowly, and after a lot of work. Yet it would be a level shift fundamentally higher
if for example the discovery directly showed that our world had an extra dimension. The Fundamental/Technical
speculation count is obtained by simply counting the attributes of a model in each category.
The fundamental count includes sub-Hubble mass scalars based on my discussion earlier in the paper. For models

with super-Planckian field excursions or higher dimensional operators, quantum gravity would be included in the
fundamental count. Even if quantum gravity is not explicitly used in such models, once a model has these features,
implicitly it is affected by quantum gravity and that is an uncontrolled approximation. In the technical category, any
symmetry included in the inflation model is counted to assess the complexity of the model, but if that symmetry differs
significantly from types found in the SM, it is counted twice to account for the higher speculation associated with
such symmetries. For symmetries much different from the SM, specifically I exclude any new spacetime symmetries,
like supersymmetry or alterations to Lorentz invariance, CPT etc..., as that is already counted in the Fundamental
category, but it would include for example technicolor, preon models, unparticles etc... and for theories in the
Fundamental category include symmetry details such as choice of compactification, brane type etc... The inflaton
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potential, which is often arbitrary in inflation models, I did not include as a separate attribute. This is partly accounted
for in the model building beyond the SM attribute. Also from the symmetries in an inflation model, usually a scalar
emerges that is identified as the inflaton. If the potential is nonrenormalizable with cutoff scale below mp, it is also
accounted for with the effective field theories with cutoff below mp attribute and if the cutoff scale is at mp it is
accounted for with the quantum gravity attribute. Counting the number of speculations in a model mitigates the
need for relying on individual opinions on this matter. Two categories are necessary since Fundamental attributes
are a different degree of speculative to the Technical ones and it would be impossible to give any metric to compare
between the two. Then within each category, a priori with no further information, the count treats all attributes
equally and the degree of speculation in a model is simply down to how many of the attributes in the Table it has.
One thing we can all agree on as theorists is a particle physics model of cosmology will require some degree of

speculation, but we will never agree amongst us the degree to which each of the possibilities in the Table is speculative.
This speculation count provides a simple step, of at least counting each speculative attribute. What we will still not
agree amongst us is what level of speculation is acceptable, since speculation might also be viewed by another word,
insightful. However there are two limiting cases on which we can all agree. First, models involving quantum gravity
are at the extreme end of speculation. We know so little about this thing we so conveniently call quantum gravity,
that we don’t even know if at the Planck scale, physics behaves by the rules of quantum mechanics or whether at
some scale, possibly much below the Planck scale, some entirely new type of physics kicks in that supercedes quantum
mechanics just as that superceded classical mechanics at around the atomic scale. Gravity is the only force, which
interacts directly, as far as we know, with all forms of energy and defies being encaged as a renormalizable point
particle quantum field, so befuddles attempts at a unitary theory. These properties that separate gravity from all
the other fundamental fields of Nature may be the earliest hints that at some high enough energy scale, its behavior
goes beyond not four spacetime dimensions but rather beyond the rules of quantum mechanics. At present no one
can exclude that possibility, thus there is little point in trying to argue that models requiring quantum gravity have
any unique or urgent phenomenological relevance. In fact, we don’t even have any definite idea how physics behaves
just a couple of orders of magnitude in energy above the LHC scale, and so the Planck scale is well-beyond reach for
meaningful application to phenomenology. Second, for any model at a low level of speculation, there is much less to
be theoretically debated, so there is greater significance in testing how well it compares to data. In truth we don’t
even have a definite idea what is just around the corner at the next higher energy above the LHC scale. So even
cosmological models with low speculation count should be treated with a great deal of caution. Nevertheless, for any
model with a low level of speculation and especially with no Fundamental attributes, if it also fits well against data,
then on a relative comparison it is amongst the best cosmological models.
The higher the speculation count, especially in the fundamental category for a model, the more it presses the

question whether in order to obtain an adequate phase of quasi-exponential expansion, is the proposed model really
a measured solution. For example is adding six spacetime dimensions really a measured solution to just obtain a
phase of inflation. The count forces a think about the purpose of a model. If one is developing string theory, it makes
sense to see how well a string based model can realize phenomenology relevant to real world data. However if one is
interested in determining the most relevant models that agree with the data, too high a speculation count indicates
those are not the primary models that should be tested. Cosmological observation basically fixes two data point, the
scalar amplitude and the scalar index ns and gives one bound, on the tensor-to-scalar index r, and maybe a few more
data points such as nongaussianity, running of ns, isocurvature etc... As the speculation count rises, the assumptions
going into a model swamp the limited data and nothing is really being tested

Here we examine the Fundamental/Technical speculation count for a few models. We are not concerned here about
how well the models compare to data, which we have already discussed in previous parts of the paper. Here the count
is just assessing the theoretical aspects of these models. The potentials are written in terms of only the background
inflaton field φ = 〈Φ〉.
D-Brane inflation model [93]: D-branes are solitonic solutions arising in string theories of type I, IIA and IIB.
There is an interaction energy between two parallel brane and anti-branes, and this is the potential energy utilized
to drive inflation. The inflaton field is a mode corresponding to a relative motion between two parallel branes. The
model relies on the locality of the higher dimensional theory to allow for a sub-Hubble mass as necessary in cold
inflation. For D-3 branes, the potential has the form,

VD−brane(φ) =M4(1 − α/φ4) .

The counting of speculations from the Table entering the D-brane inflation model is below. Here the square bracket
indicates whether the attribute is Fundamental [F] or Technical [T], and the curved bracket give the number of
speculation counts for that attribute if it’s larger than one:

- Quantum gravity [F]
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- Dimensions beyond four (6) [F]

- Sub-Hubble mass inflaton [F]

- Supersymmetry [F]

- Symmetries not of type in SM - choice of compactification and D-p brane (2) [T]

- Symmetries included in the model (2) [T]

- Model building beyond the SM [T]

This gives a speculation count for Fundamental/Technical properties of 9/5. Here the choice of compactification and
D-p brane I include in the technical category and not also as a fundamental attribute for new spacetime symmetries,
since this model already has been penalized in the fundamental category for extra dimensions, which is sufficient.

α-attractor superconformal inflation model [94]: This is a supergravity model where the parameter α is inversely
proportional to the curvature of the inflaton Kähler manifold. A common choice of potential is

Vα−attractor(φ) = tanh2n
(

φ√
6α

)

,

for n, α > 0. For large curvature, which corresponds to small α, the predictions agree well with CMB data. The
counting of speculations entering this α-attractor model is:

- Quantum gravity [F]

- Sub-Hubble mass inflaton field [F]

- Supersymmetry [F]

- Symmetries not of type in SM - superconformal [T]

- Symmetries included in the model - three chiral multiplets and Kähler potential with superconformal and
SU(1, 1) symmetries (5) [T]

- Model building beyond the Standard Model [T]

This gives a speculation count for Fundamental/Technical properties of 3/7.

R2 Starobinsky model [32, 95]: This is a type of modified gravity model which has a curvature-squared R2/(6M2)
term added to the Einstein-Hilbert action, where R is the Ricci scalar and M < mp. This action is transformed into
the Einstein frame leading to a inflaton potential of the form,

VR2(φ) = Λ4

[

1− exp

(

−
√

2

3

φ

mp

)]2

.

The counting of speculations entering the R2-Starobinksy model is:

- Quantum gravity [F]

- Modifications to gravity beyond GR [F]

- Sub-Hubble mass inflaton field [F]

- Symmetry not of type in SM - transform from the Jordon to Einstein frame [T]

- Symmetry included in the model [T]

- Model building beyond the Standard Model [T]
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This gives a speculation count for Fundamental/Technical properties of 3/3.
In the original paper by Starobinsky, he had viewed the R2 term as dynamically generated as a self-consistent

solution of the vacuum Einstein equations by one loop corrections due to quantized matter fields. The model can
also have quantum gravity interactions treated semiclassically but these become subdominant for sufficient number of
matter fields. Thus one could also count the assumptions from such a more first principles approach, but that would
need the details about the matter fields and interactions. Nevertheless in such a case the fundamental assumption
added in our above list of modifications to gravity beyond GR would not be included, although assumptions about
the underlying matter fields would need to be added.

Higgs Inflation model [96]: This model assumes there are no other fields in the universe aside from those in the
Standard Model, and the Higgs field has a non-minimal coupling to gravity. In the initial Jordan frame the Higgs
field, h, has a standard type of quartic symmetry breaking potential of the form ∼ λ(h2 − v2)2. To get rid of the
non-minimal coupling to gravity, a conformal transformation is done to the Einstein frame. The Higgs field is then
treated as the inflaton, which at high field value has the potential in the Einstein frame,

VHiggs inflation(φ) =
λm4

p

4ξ2

[

1 + exp

(

− 2φ√
6mp

)]

−2

,

where ξ is a coupling constant between the Higgs field and the scalar curvature. As the authors’ paper makes clear,
it is not possible to have a rigorous discussion of quantum corrections due to the nonrenormalizable nature of gravity.
The counting of speculations entering the Higgs inflation model is:

- Quantum gravity [F]

- Modification to gravity beyond GR [F]

- Sub-Hubble mass inflaton field [F]

- Symmetry not of type in SM - transform from the Jordan to Einstein frame [T]

- Symmetry included in the model [T]

- Model building beyond the Standard Model [T]

This gives a speculation count for Fundamental/Technical properties of 3/3.

Warm little inflaton model [58, 79]: This model has two complex Higgs fields with identical U(1) charges. The
fields have nonzero vacuum expectation values and the phases of both fields then yield two Nambu-Goldstone bosons.
The relative phase of the two fields yields a singlet which is the inflaton. The Higgs fields are coupled to left-handed
fermions with U(1) charge and right-handed counterparts that are gauge singlets. There is an interchange symmetry
between the two bosons and two fermions and they have identical couplings. There is an additional chiral fermion and
singlet bosonic field to couple with the fermions for the particle creation decay width. The interaction Lagrangian for
this model is given in Eq. (22). The inflaton potential for this model is simply monomials,

Vwarm little(φ) =
λ

4!
φ4 or

1

2
m2
φφ

2 .

The counting of speculations entering the warm little inflaton inflation model in the strong dissipative regime is:

- Effective field theory methods with cutoff below mp [T]

- Symmetries included in the model - two Nambu-Goldstone bosons, two U(1), two interchange (6) [T]

- Extra fields beyond the SM not attributed to any symmetries (2) [T]

- Model building beyond the Standard Model [T]

This gives a speculation count for Fundamental/Technical properties of 0/10. This is the only model studied here with
no speculation counts in the fundamental category. Note that in the weak dissipative regime the model would have
at least one and up to two fundamental counts for sub-Hubble mass and quantum gravity, the latter because in cases
there can be super-Planckian field excursion of the inflaton field. The speculation count highlights the importance
of the strong dissipative regime of warm inflation. Nevertheless even in the weak dissipative regime there are less
speculation counts in the fundamental category than all the other models examined here.
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For the technical speculation points in each model, one can now look closer at the given model and see how well
it can be parametrically constrained. The speculation count is only assessing the physical attributes of the model.
One would need to look into the details of the inflation calculation in the given model to see how constrained it is for
inflation. Alongside that one can also explore if other related cosmological phenomenon such as baryongensis, dark
matter, dark energy, and cosmic magnetic fields can be explained by the model or extensions of it. From this one can
assess the full parametric constraints on the model. Overall from the models tested here, only the warm little inflaton
model has no fundamental speculation points and so is in the best position for comparison to cosmological data. Of
course this model still should be further scrutinized but also further model building can be explored to explain other
cosmological phenomenon. Building inflation models involving ideas from higher theories like quantum gravity etc...
can be interesting, but it is extremely challenging to build an inflation model based on just the standard QFT that
we presently understand. The warm little inflaton has achieved this, so is a model of considerable interest.
The speculation count provides a measure beyond comparing to observational data to assess not just inflation models

but cosmological models at large. Amongst the models that agree well with the data, the speculation count provides
a semi-quantitative measure to disentangle the level of assumption going into each of them. If the fundamental count
is low and so is the technical count, then there is a better chance comparing that model to data can provide some
insight into the unknown fundamental attributes. However if the technical count is also high, then such a model can
provide little such insight. If the fundamental count is high, then irrespective of the technical count, comparison to
data will provide very little insight into the unknown fundamental attributes. If there is no fundamental count, then
the model is in position to consider how well the data constrains the parameters of the model and whether the model
can be used to provide other cosmological predictions.
With the proliferation of inflation models, with so many agreeing well enough with the limited cosmological early

universe data that it may as well be an infinite number, more is needed to help separate out models in terms of their
qualities. Theoretical cosmology is different from most other fields in science in that it requires a greater level of
speculation to make any progress. A speculation count is necessary in theoretical cosmology, to keep cognizant of the
levels of assumption entering into model building, thus helping to keep the field on an even scientific keel. This is the
needed ‘doubt’ I believe Landau’s statement in jest was trying to convey that cosmologists lack.
This count should not be misunderstood as trying to make some simple-minded separation of models as good versus

bad. From a different way of thinking, purely in a mathematical physics context, D-brane inflation is one of the most
elegant models. However is it a physically relevant model or even close to that, based on what we currently know about
Nature? In theoretical physics there is a notion that fundamental physical theories should be mathematically elegant,
but this notion must be constrained first and foremost by the theory showing adequate connection with the physical
world and being mathematically consistent. As detailed earlier in this Section, cosmology experiments intrinsically
can provide very limited information about the early universe. For any theories with Fundamental attributes from the
Table, that cosmological information on its own is not adequate to confirm the theory. It requires other independent
empirical information, alongside of course the theory being consistent. Overstating the empirical relevance of string
based models or those based on other higher theories also does no justice to the core theoretical work being done in
those fields. It just furthers the image of these subject areas as out of touch with physics, since they are unable to
distinguish between pertinent empirical models versus those mainly for theoretical interest. Counting the number of
physical attributes in a model that are speculative, helps to assess which models are most relevant for testing against
experimental cosmological data. The count provides a semi-quantitative measure on the degree of belief of a model
given the present theoretical understanding. The higher a model’s speculation count, especially in the fundamental
category and to a lesser extent in the technical category, the less useful is the limited data able to select it out. This
speculation count is time dependent. In the past 50 years, our confidence in the Standard Model has been fully
confirmed and there is greater cosmological data, but amongst the fundamental attributes in the Table, not much has
changed. Thus the timescale of significant change for the speculation count is around or larger than a career lifetime.
The speculation count helps to avoid a lot of arguments and debates on nowhere issues, by quantifying the degree of

theoretical uncertainty about a given model, and it can be obtained by a simple counting of assumptions entering in the
model. This little input can help us view cosmological models a bit more objectively. The swampland development
from a couple years ago is a good example where some objectivity is needed. Within theoretical cosmology that
work caused considerable controversy, perhaps even a division in the field. However it has to be appreciated that
our understanding of physics around the Planck scale is evolving to the extent that at present there isn’t even any
experimental information, which typically is essential for any development in theoretical physics, at these extremely
high energies. One should expect, not be surprised, at further such developments in the future, since that is an
obvious consequence of string theory and more generally quantum gravity being unsolved. Likewise the validity of
models based on these ideas may also change with time.
In any event, superplanckian field excursions, which are not allowed by the swampland conditions, still imply,

irrespective of the swampland conditions, that the model will be susceptible to higher dimensional operator corrections
arising from quantum gravity. These corrections are unknown and in such models one is forced to make an assumption
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that they don’t affect the model. This is an uncontrolled assumptions as it relates to quantum gravity, and once such
an assumption enters model building, one may as well assume quantum gravity can sort everything out, never mind
the model. Similar problems arise for models with an inflaton mass less than the Hubble scale. Thus, there is little
point in venting one’s ire on the swampland conditions, which has only magnified already known problems. String
theorists are just doing their job in understanding a very difficult problem, and their views probably also will further
evolve over time. It is not a simple-minded question of right or wrong in regards issues at and above the Planck scale.
It is about how much clarity there is in the matter, and for the time being there is very little, which thus also applies
to any models at this scale. This makes a speculation count useful in forcing one to accept from the onset that models
with high counts, no matter how insightful, have greater chance to eventually be found theoretically incomplete or
wrong. At the other end, models with low speculation count have less theoretical baggage, so more relevant to be
tested against experiment. The ideal case is a speculation count of zero, so below the 10 TeV regime, where the
Standard Model explains everything. We know for cosmology we have to go to a higher speculation count, but if
inflation really is a viable theoretical idea, then in order to feel certain it is connected to the physical world, we need
to find a model with low speculation count. We can not call some possible future tensor mode discovery in the CMB
as inflation, if we don’t even have a working, consistent, physically relatable, model of what this inflation is.

X. DISCUSSION

For the many researchers who have and continue to study warm inflation, they work with confidence that data
and theory indicate it is headed in the right direction. Today warm inflation is a strong contender in developing
into a theory of the early universe. The strength of the underlying theoretical foundations of warm inflation provide
at least some confidence that a tensor mode will eventually be detected. In this review I discussed primarily the
early work done by me and the work I did with collaborators in developing warm inflation. Many researchers
have made valuable contributions in developing warm inflation, including building interesting models [97–128], first
principles model building [76, 129–151], as well as models that follow the basic ideas of warm inflation of particle
production and associated dissipative effects during inflation [74, 75, 152–155]. Work on warm inflation has been
done in understanding the underlying quantum field theory dynamics [3, 13–15, 19, 156–159], examining density
perturbations [53, 54, 160–167], studying non-gaussianity [168–175], and testing models to data [83, 176–191]. There
is work showing how warm inflation can realize cosmic magnetic fields [192–194], baryogenesis [195–197], primordial
blackholes [198–202], and address the gravitino problem [203–205]. Studies have examined various aspects of the warm
inflation scenario and dynamics [65, 206–224], including for other cosmological problems [225, 226], with application
also of the warm inflation ideas of dissipation during vacuum energy driven expansion to dark energy [227–231] with
a possible resolution to the Hubble tension [232]. There are various reviews of warm inflation [17, 56, 233–235].
Whether warm inflation, or inflation more generally, is the correct idea about the early universe will be decided

by empirical data. Irrespective, warm inflation has introduced and substantiated two concepts about early universe
cosmology that are here to stay. One, that particle production from quantum field interactions is possible at this
early stage. Aside from filling the universe with particles, our work showed the backreaction effects of this process on
the source are equally important in having dynamical consequences for this early phase of the universe. Two, that
the initial primordial fluctuations could be of classical rather than quantum origin, thus changing a way of thinking
that had gone unquestioned for decades, even before the inflation idea. The warm inflation story is very much a part
of the early universe cosmology story, and those who have ignored it, or the many other facets of this problem, have
lost the plot.
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Up-down binaries are unstable and we want to know

Viola De Renzis 1,2
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Milano-Bicocca, Piazza della Scienza 3, 20126 Milano, Italy

2 INFN, Sezione di Milano-Bicocca, Piazza della Scienza 3, 20126 Milano, Italy

The relativistic spin-precession equations for black-hole binaries have four different equilibrium
solutions that correspond to systems where the two individual black hole spins are either
aligned or anti-aligned with the orbital angular momentum. Surprisingly, it was demonstrated
that only three of these equilibrium solutions are stable. Binary systems in the up–down
configuration, where the spin of the heavier (lighter) black hole is co- (counter-) aligned with
the orbital angular momentum, might be unstable to small perturbations of the spin directions.
After the onset of the up–down instability, that occurs after a specific critical orbital separation
rUD+, the binary becomes unstable to spin precession leading to large misalignment of the
spins. In this work, we present a Bayesian procedure based on the Savage-Dickey density ratio
to test the up–down origin of gravitational-wave events. We apply this procedure to look for
promising candidates among the events detected so far during the first three observing runs
performed by LIGO/Virgo.

1 Introduction

One of the main goal of gravitational-wave (GW) observations is to measure the masses and
the spins of astrophysical black holes (BHs). The study of the spin dynamics is a fundamental
ingredients in the population framework since spin orientations constitute a signature to discrim-
inate between the two main formation channels of stellar-mass black-hole binaries. 1,2,3,4 These
systems can originate through either the isolated evolution of massive binary stars or dynamical
encounters in dense stellar clusters 5. In the first case, the two BH spins S1,2 are expected to
be preferentially aligned with the orbital angular momentum L of the binary. On the other
hand, the spin vectors of dynamically formed binary BHs are predicted to show an isotropic
distribution that might lead to detectable spin-precession modulations in the emitted GWs.

The four configurations in which the BH spins are either aligned or anti-aligned with L are
equilibrium solutions to the relativistic spin-precession equations. We conventionally call them
up–up, down–down, down–up, and up–down configurations, where “up” (“down”) indicates BH
spins that are aligned (anti-aligned) with L and the direction before (after) the hyphen refers to
the more (less) massive BH. It was shown 6 that if a small perturbation in the spin direction
is applied, only up–up, down–down, down–up binaries remain stable while BHs in the up–down
configuration might become unstable to spin precession. These sources encounter an instability
at the critical orbital separation

rUD+ =

(√
χ1 +

√
qχ2

)4
(1− q)2 M , (1)

where χi = Si/m
2
i are the Kerr parameters of the BHs, q = m2/m1 ≤ 1 is the mass ratio, and

M = m1 + m2 is the total mass of the system. Surprisingly, it was discovered 7, that,, rather
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than dispersing in a random point of the parameter space, unstable up–down binaries tend to
reach a specific region at the end of their evolution. The endpoint of the up–down instability is a
precessing configuration defined by the following three conditions

cos θ1 =
χ1 − qχ2

χ1 + qχ2
, (2)

cos θ2 =
χ1 − qχ2

χ1 + qχ2
, (3)

φ12 = 0 , (4)

where θi are the tilts angles between Si and L, and φ12 is the azimuthal angle between the two BH
spins measured in the orbital plane. From now on, we define cos θUD = (χ1 − qχ2)/(χ1 + qχ2).

2 Methods

We apply a model-selection analysis using the Savage-Dickey ratio approximation and calculate
the posterior odds between a broader model HB describing the case of generically precessing
binaries and a narrower model HN representing the up–dow hypothesis. We assume equal model
priors such that the posterior odds reduce to the Bayes factor B. According to the Jeffrey scale 8,
| lnB| < 1 is classified as “inconclusive,” 1 < | lnB| < 2.5 is classified as as “weak” evidence,
2.5 < | lnB| < 5 is classified as “moderate” evidence, and | lnB| > 5 is classified as “strong”
evidence.

In particular, the narrow model HN is nested in HB, meaning that among the whole set of 15
parameters θ = {ϕ, γ} describing a binary BH merger, a subset of 12 parameters ϕ is common
to both models (including BH masses, dimensionless spin magnitudes , sky location ...). The
other parameters γ = {cos θ1, cos θ2, φ12} are allowed to vary in the wider model but are fixed to
the three constraints defined in Eqs. (2–4) in the narrow model. Let us also assume that the
prior on ϕ is the same for the two models. Under these assumptions and adopting 9 a convenient
reparametrization γ̃ of Eqs. (2–4) such that the endpoint of the up-down instability is mapped
into γ̃ = {0, 0, 0}, the Bayes factor can be computed through the so-called Savage-Dickey density
ratio

B =
p(γ̃ = 0|d,HB)

π(γ̃ = 0|HB)
, (5)

where the numerator (denominator) corresponds to the posterior (prior) marginalized over the
common parameters ϕ. The main advantage of this procedure is that obtaining the Bayes factor
only requires evaluating the prior and posterior distributions of the wider model at the point
γ̃ = 0.

3 Results

We apply our model-selection analysis to the GW events reported in GWTC-3. 10,11,12 We analyze
a total number of 69 binary BH mergers listed in Table I of Ref 9. We select events with
false alarm rates < 1 yr−1 in at least one of the LIGO/Virgo searches, excluding those that
can potentially include a neutron star. We use data posterior samples using publicly available
posterior samples for the GWTC-2.1 and the GWTC-3 data releases. We use data product
referring to the IMRPhenomXPHM waveform model where the merger rate is uniform in
comoving volume and source-frame time.

Our results are shown in Fig. 1, where we report the Bayes factor as a function of the
mass ratio q, the critical separation rUD+, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is estimated
using the median of the optimal network SNR posterior samples. The natural logarithm of the
Bayes factor in favor of the up–down model for current GW data is included within the range
lnB ∈ [−0.8, 0.8], which implies an inconclusive model-selection analysis. This result is expected
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Figure 1: Natural logarithm of the Bayes factor B as a function of the mass ratio q for 69 GW
events selected from GWTC-3. The critical orbital separation rUD+ is reported on the color bar
and the size of each scatter point is directly proportional to the three-detector SNR.

given the low values of the SNRs with which current GW events have been detected. 9 The
current sensitivity of GW detectors do does not allow us to put accurate constraints on the spin
magnitudes and orientations, which are key ingredients to provide discriminative answers in
the context of the up–down model selection. The colors of the scatter points in Fig. 1 show a
correlation between rUD+ and q which reflects the fact that rUD+ ∝ (1− q)−2; cf. Eq. (1).

Among the set of 69 GW events considered here, we selected the one with the highest value of
the Bayes factor, namely GW190706 222641 for which lnB = 0.8. In the upper panel of Fig. 2a,
we compare the posterior distribution of cos θ1,2 obtained from the parameter estimation analysis
against the theoretical prediction for the up-down instability cos θUD, which is computed through
the posteriors of q, χ1 and χ2. The proximity of the median values of these three posterior
distributions might be qualitatively interpreted as an indication that the up-down hypothesis is
a good description of the observed data. We stress that the appropriate statistical estimator is
the Bayes factor, which is in this case is inconclusive. For completeness, in the lower panel of
Fig. 2a we show the posterior distribution of sinφ12, which, according to Eq. (4), is predicted to
be close to zero 0 for the up–down hypothesis.

The signature imprinted by the up-down instability can be further explored by evolving
the posterior distributions of cos θ1,2 backward in time to infinitely large separations. This
back-propagation exercise should illustrate that the posterior samples of cos θ1,2 move from the
precessing configuration at 20 Hz to the up-down configuration at 0 Hz where cos θ1 = − cos θ2 = 1.
The result of the back-propagation for GW190706 222641 is shown in Fig. 2b. As expected,
given the low values of both the SNR and the Bayes factor, the posterior distributions of cos θ1,2
at 0 Hz and 20 Hz are largely indistinguishable.

4 Conclusions

The main results of our analysis have been presented elsewhere. 9 In this conference contribution,
we presented a model selection analysis based on the Savage-Dickey density ratio for the calculation
of the Bayes factor and applied it to current GW events in order to identify unstable up-down
binary systems. Among the events contained in GWTC-3, we did not find any promising
candidate that might be interpreted as a binary systems that was originally stable and aligned
in the up– down configuration.
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Figure 2: a): The upper subpanel shows the posterior distributions of cos θ1 (blue), cos θ2(green),
cos θUD (orange) for the GW event GW190706 222641. The dark red distribution is the prior
of cos θUD (dark red), while the prior distributions of cos θ1,2 are flat. The lower subpanel
shows posterior (pink) and prior (dark red) distributions of sinφ12 for the same event. Dashed
vertical lines mark the medians of each distribution while shaded areas indicate the 90% credible
intervals.
b): Joint posterior distribution of the cosine of the tilt angles θ1 and θ2 for the GW event
GW190706 222641. Posterior samples are evolved numerically from fref= 20 Hz (red) to 0 Hz
(blue). Contour levels mark the 50% and 90% credible regions.
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Abstract: General relativity is one of the pillars of modern physics. For decades, the theory has been
mainly tested in the weak field regime with experiments in the Solar System and radio observations of
binary pulsars. Until 2015, the strong field regime was almost completely unexplored. Thanks to new
observational facilities, the situation has dramatically changed in the last few years. Today we have
gravitational wave data of the coalesce of stellar-mass compact objects from the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA
Collaboration, images at mm wavelengths of the supermassive black holes in M87∗ and Sgr A∗ from the
Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration, and X-ray data of accreting compact objects from a number of
X-ray missions. Gravitational wave tests and black hole imaging tests are certainly more popular and
are discussed in other articles of this Special Issue. The aim of the present manuscript is to provide a
pedagogical review on X-ray tests of general relativity with black holes and to compare this kind of tests
with those possible with gravitational wave data and black hole imaging.

Keywords: Black Holes; General Relativity; Astrophysical Tests of Gravity; X-Ray Astronomy; Kerr
Metric

1. Introduction

The theory of general relativity is one of the pillars of modern physics. The theory
was proposed by Einstein at the end of 1915 [29] and in more than 100 years it has passed
a large number of observational tests without requiring any modification from its original
version [72]. The first test of general relativity can be dated back to 1919, when Eddington
and collaborators measured the effect of light bending by the Sun during a Solar eclipse [28].
After that observation, Einstein and his theory became soon very popular, but the precision
and the accuracy of that measurement were actually quite poor and that experiment was
not really able to distinguish general relativity from alternative scenarios. Systematic tests
of general relativity started only in the 1960s with experiments in the Solar System and in
the 1970s with accurate radio observations of binary pulsars [72]. Solar System experiments
and radio pulsar observations can mainly test the weak field regime, where the astrophysical
system can be described as a Newtonian system plus some small corrections. With those tests,
we want to measure such small corrections and check whether they are consistent with the
predictions of general relativity. In the past 20 years, there have been significant efforts even to
test general relativity on large scales (galactic scales or above) in response to the problems of
dark matter and dark energy [30,39,47]. Up to some years ago, the strong field regime was almost
completely unexplored. However, since 2015 the situation has dramatically changed. Today we
can probe the strong field regime with gravitational wave data from the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA
Collaboration (see, e.g., Refs. [1,2,74]), images of the supermassive black holes in M87∗ and
Sgr A∗ from the Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration (see, e.g., Refs. [17,54,71]), and X-ray
data from a number of X-ray missions (see, e.g., Refs. [21,67,68]).

Black holes are ideal laboratories to test the strong field regime as they are the sources of
the strongest gravitational fields that can be found today in the Universe [8,9]. In 4-dimensional
general relativity, black holes are relatively simple objects and are completely described by a
few number of parameters. This is the celebrated result of the no-hair theorem, which is actually
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a family of theorems with different versions and a number of extensions [25]. According to the
no-hair theorem, astrophysical black holes should be characterized only by their mass, spin
angular momentum, and electric charge. Since the electric charge is normally negligible for
macroscopic astronomical objects, the mass and the spin should be the only two parameters
relevant for astrophysical black holes and the spacetime metric should be described by the Kerr
solution [44]1. However, such a conclusion can be easily invalidated in extensions of general
relativity (see, e.g., [45]), if macroscopic quantum gravity effects show up in the vicinity of these
compact objects (see, e.g., [35,51]), or in the presence of exotic matter fields (see, e.g., [37,38]).

The aim of the present manuscript is to provide a short and easily-accessible review on
tests of general relativity with black hole X-ray data. More details can be found in [13] and
references therein. While X-ray tests are not as popular as tests with gravitational wave data
and black hole imaging, they can provide very competitive constraints, at least comparable
and complementary to those from gravitational waves and certainly stronger than those from
black hole imaging.

2. Disk-Corona Model

To test general relativity with black hole X-ray data, we need to study very special systems.
To have a rough idea of how unique these systems are, we can consider the stellar-mass black
holes in our Galaxy. From stellar population and evolution studies, we expect that there are
108-109 stellar-mass black holes formed from the collapse of heavy stars in our Galaxy [64]. On
the other hand, we know less than 100 stellar-mass black holes that (more often sporadically
for short times, from weeks to months) have an accretion disk sufficiently bright to be studies
with our X-ray observatories. Some of these black holes have been studied well and we have
hundreds of observations from different X-ray missions, while for other objects we have only a
few observations. Among thousands of X-ray observations of stellar-mass black holes in our
Galaxy, we have to select the sources and the observations suitable for testing general relativity,
and in the end we find that there are only a few spectra from the most recent X-ray missions
that can do the job!

The prototype of astrophysical system for our tests is shown in Fig. 1 (for more details,
see [15] and references therein). The black hole can be either a stellar-mass black hole in an
X-ray binary system or a supermassive black hole in an active galactic nucleus. This black hole
is surrounded by a cold, geometrically thin, and optically thick accretion disk. Such a disk forms
when the angular momentum of the accreting material is high and the mass accretion rate is
between a few percent and about 30% of the Eddington limit of the central object. In these
conditions, every point on the surface of the accretion disk emits a blackbody-like spectrum
and the whole disk has a multi-temperature blackbody-like spectrum, because the temperature
of the accreting material increases as the radial distance from the black hole decreases. The
thermal spectrum of the disk is normally peaked in the soft X-ray band (0.1-10 keV) for stellar-
mass black holes in X-ray binary systems and in the UV band (1-100 eV) for supermassive
black holes in active galactic nuclei. The “corona” is some hot (∼ 100 keV) gas around the
black hole and the inner part of the accretion disk: the corona may be the base of the jet, some
atmosphere above the accretion disk, hot material in the plunging region between the inner
edge of the accretion disk and the black hole, etc. Since the disk is cold and the corona is hot,
thermal photons from the accretion disk can inverse Compton scatter off free electrons in the
corona. These Comptonized photons have a spectrum that can be normally approximated well
by a power law with an exponential high-energy cutoff. Such a power law component is often
the dominant component in the X-ray spectra of accreting black holes. Some Comptonized

1 Deviations from the Kerr metric due to the presence of an accretion disk, nearby stars, or a non-vanishing
equilibrium electric charge can be estimated, but normally they turn out to be completely negligible; see, e.g.,
Refs. [9,10,18].
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photons can illuminate the accretion disk: Compton scattering and absorption followed by
fluorescent emission generate the so-called reflection spectrum.

  

Black Hole
Accretion Disk

CoronaThermal Photons Reflection
Photons

Comptonized
Photons

Figure 1. Disk-corona model. The black hole is surrounded by a cold, geometrically thin, and optically
thick accretion disk. The corona is some hot gas near the black hole and the inner part of the accretion
disk. Thermal photons from the disk inverse Compton scatter off free electrons in the corona. Some
Comptonized photons illuminate the accretion disk and produce the reflection spectrum. Figure from
Ref. [11] under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

The reflection spectrum in the rest-frame of the material of the disk is characterized by
narrow fluorescent emission lines in the soft X-ray band and a Compton hump with a peak at
20-30 keV [33,59]. The most prominent emission line is normally the iron Kα line, which is at
6.4 keV in the case of neutral or weakly ionized iron atoms and shifts up to 6.97 keV in the case
of hydrogen-like iron ions. The reflection spectrum of the disk observed far from the source is
blurred by relativistic effects (gravitational redshift and Doppler boosting) [9,48].

3. Synthetic Black Hole Spectra

In order to understand how we can use black hole X-ray data to test fundamental physics,
it can be useful to briefly review how we calculate synthetic spectra of accreting black holes. We
can consider the set-up illustrate in Figure 2, where we have the distant observer, the accretion
disk, and the corona. These calculations are extensively discussed in the literature; see, for
example, [9] and references therein. In this section, I only outline the basic steps, without
showing any formula.

The first step is to calculate the redshift image of the accretion disk. We fire photons from
the image plane of the distant observer backward in time to the accretion disk. When a photon
hits the disk, we calculate its redshift g = Eo/Ee, where Eo is the photon energy measured at
the detection point in the rest-frame of the distant observer and Ee is the photon energy at the
emission point in the rest-frame of the gas in the disk. To do this, we have to:

1. solve the equations of motion of the photons (the geodesic equations if we are considering
a metric theory of gravity [72]) in order to connect every point of the observer’s image of
the disk to its emission point on the disk and calculate the photon 4-momentum at the
emission point;

2. calculate the motion of the material in the disk (which should depend on the accretion disk
model and on the equations of motion of the particles of the disk) in order to determine
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the gas 4-velocity at the emission point (which, together the photon 4-momentum at the
emission point determined at point 1 above, is used to calculate the the photon energy at
the emission point in the rest-frame of the gas in the disk, Ee).

The details of these calculations can be found, for example, in Refs. [9,16]. At the end of the
calculations, one has the redshift image of the accretion disk. If the photon’s equations of
motion are independent of the photon energy (as it is in general relativity and any other metric
theory of gravity), every point of the observer’s image of the accretion disk has a well defined
redshift (if not, we will have that every point of the observer’s image of the accretion disk has a
redshift that depends on the photon energy).

The second step is to calculate the emissivity profile of the disk. In the case of the thermal
component, current models employ Novikov-Thorne disks [52,53] and the emissivity profile is
determined by the spacetime metric and the mass accretion rate. In the case of the reflection
component, the emissivity profile is determined by the geometry and the emissivity of the
corona. If we know these properties of the corona, we can fire photons from the corona to the
accretion disk and calculate the emissivity profile of the reflection spectrum. These calculations
are similar to those at step 1 and require to solve the equations of motion of the photons from
the corona to the disk and to determine the motion of the material in the disk. Unfortunately,
the properties of the corona are not yet well understood. Current reflection models often do not
assume a specific coronal geometry and employ some phenomenological emissivity profiles
(like a power law, broken power law, or twice broken power law) that are thought to be able to
approximate well the emissivity profile generated by any possible coronal geometry.

The third and last step is to calculate the spectrum at the emission point in the rest-frame
of the material of the disk. In the case of the thermal component, the spectrum is simply a
blackbody spectrum with possible corrections due to the disk atmosphere (mainly photon-
electron scattering). In the Novikov-Thorne model, the temperature at every radius of the disk
is determined by an equation that follows from the conservation of mass, energy, and angular
momentum and depends on the spacetime metric and the mass accretion rate. In the case
of the reflection spectrum, we have to solve radiative transfer equations and the calculations
involve atomic physics and some assumptions about the structure of the accretion disk. In
general relativity and in any other metric theory of gravity, the atomic physics in the strong
gravitational field around a black hole is the same as the atomic physics in our laboratories
on Earth. This is because locally the the laws of non-gravitational physics are those of special
relativity in all metric theories of gravity. However, this is not the case in some theories of
gravity where the values of some fundamental constants (e.g., the fine structure constant
α, the electron mass me, etc.) can be different in strong and weak gravitational fields; see,
e.g., Refs. [13,14,27]. This may have an impact on the atomic energy levels, photon-electron
scattering, etc. and, in turn, on the reflection spectrum of the disk [7].
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Figure 2. Set-up to calculate the spectrum of the accretion disk observed far from the source. See the text
for more details. Figure adapted from Ref. [16].

In conclusion, the calculations of the thermal and reflection components require some
assumptions about the astrophysical system (at least a model for the accretion disk, but the
calculation of the reflection spectrum would also require a model for the corona) and some
assumptions about fundamental physics (motion of photons and of particles around the
compact object and atomic physics in strong gravitational fields). If the astrophysical part is
well understood, we can think of testing the assumptions related to fundamental physics. Note
that the Comptonized spectrum from the corona cannot be used to test fundamental physics,
at least for the moment. The main reason is that we do not know the actual properties of the
corona (geometry, temperature, location). The analysis of the thermal and reflection spectra
can instead test fundamental physics because the properties of geometrically thin and optically
thick accretion disks are thought to be well understood.

In the last few years, my group at Fudan University has developed two models for testing
fundamental physics with black hole X-ray data: relxill_nk [3,16] and nkbb [79]. relxill_nk
is an extension of the relxill package developed by Thomas Dauser and Javier Garcia [26,
31,32] and can calculate reflection spectra of accretion disks in stationary, axisymmetric, and
asymptotically flat spacetimes. nkbb is instead a model for thermal spectra of accretion disks
in stationary, axisymmetric, and asymptotically flat spacetimes. Both models are public and
available on GitHub2. They can be used with standard X-ray data analysis packages like XSPEC.

4. Observational Constraints

There are two main strategies to test fundamental physics (in our case with black hole
X-ray data, but actually this is true in general). These two strategies are normally referred to as
top-down (or theory-specific) approach and bottom-up (or theory-agnostic) approach.

The top-down strategy is the most natural and logical one. In this case, we want to test
some specific theory of gravity against general relativity. We can thus construct an astrophysical
model for general relativity and another astrophysical model for the other theory of gravity, we
analyze some astrophysical data with the two models, and eventually we use some statistical
tool to check if one of the two models can explain the data better than the other model (or,
in the most common case in which we want to test an extension of general relativity that

2 https://github.com/ABHModels

https://github.com/ABHModels
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includes general relativity in some special limit, we can measure and constrain the values of
the parameters of the theory). The main drawback of this method is that it requires to know
well the predictions of the theory to test, but this is not so easy. For example, we may want to
test a theory of gravity in which the spacetime metric of astrophysical black holes is expected
to be different from the Kerr solution of general relativity. In such a case, we need to know the
rotating black hole solution of that theory, but in most cases we only know the non-rotating
black hole solutions of theories beyond general relativity simply because it is easier to find a
static and spherically symmetric solution rather than a stationary and axisymmetric one3.

In the bottom-up (or agnostic) approach, we parametrize possible deviations from the
predictions of general relativity. For example, if we want to test the prediction that the spacetime
metric around astrophysical black holes is described by the Kerr solution, we can analyze
astrophysical data with a model employing a black hole metric in which some deformation
parameters quantify possible deviations from the Kerr geometry and we can recover the Kerr
solution for specific values of these deformation parameters. From the analysis of astrophysical
data we can infer the values of these deformation parameters and check whether they are
consistent with the Kerr solution. If, on the other hand, we want to test the value of the fine
structure constant in the strong gravitational field of black holes, we can analyze astrophysical
data with a model employing synthetic reflection spectra calculated for different values of α.
From the analysis of observations with this model, we can estimate the value of the fine structure
constant near black holes. The main drawback of the bottom-up strategy is that normally we
do not have a sufficiently general model to take into account any possible deviations from the
predictions of general relativity. For example, we can use a certain deformed Kerr metric to test
the Kerr hypothesis, but we do not have the most general black hole metric that can describe
any possible deviation from the Kerr solution.

Up to now, most X-ray tests of general relativity with black holes have tested the Kerr
hypothesis, namely if the spacetime metric around astrophysical black holes is described by
the Kerr solution. In the literature, we can find examples of theory-agnostic tests as well as of
theory-specific tests. Tests beyond the Kerr hypothesis are somewhat more complicated and
may be explored in the next years. For example, in Ref. [60] we tested the Weak Equivalence
Principle with the bottom-up approach considering the possibility that either the motion of
X-ray photons or the motion of the particles in the disk can deviate from the geodesic motion in
the Kerr metric and we constrained possible violations of the Weak Equivalence Principle with
a NuSTAR observation of the stellar-mass black hole in EXO 1846–031. A very preliminary
study to use the analysis of the reflection spectrum to measure the value of the fine structure
constant in the strong gravitational field of black holes was reported in Ref. [7] but without
deriving any constraint from observations.

4.1. Agnostic Tests of the Kerr Hypothesis

Since 1960s, many experiments in the Solar System have tested the Schwarzschild solution
in the weak field regime with the agnostic method. One can write the most general static and
spherically symmetric line element as an expansion in M/r, where M is the mass of the central
object and r is some radial coordinate. In isotropic coordinates, such a line element should read

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M
r

+ β
2M2

r2 + ...
)

dt2 +

(
1 + γ

2M
r

+ ...
)(

dx2 + dy2 + dz2
)

(1)

3 Note that this is true even in general relativity. The Schwarzschild solution describing static and spherically
symmetric black holes in general relativity was found by Schwarzschild a few months after Einstein had presented
his theory, while the Kerr solution was found by Kerr only in 1963 [44].
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in order to recover the correct Newtonian limit. In Eq. (1), β and γ are unknown parameters to
be determined by observations. If we write the Schwarzschild metric in isotropic coordinates,
we find that β = γ = 1. We can analyze experiments in the Solar System employing the metric
in Eq. (1) to measure β and γ. As of now, Solar System experiments can confirm that the value of
these two parameters is 1 with a precision at the level of 10−5, which confirms the Schwarzschild
solution in the weak field regime within the precision of current experiments [72].

With a similar spirit, we can try to test the Kerr solution around astrophysical black holes.
Unfortunately, we cannot use an expansion in M/r because we want to probe the strong
gravity region where M/r is not a small parameter. At least for the moment, we do not have
a general framework as in the case of Solar System experiments. In the literature, there are
a number of parametric black hole spacetimes specifically proposed to test the Kerr hypothesis
with electromagnetic data; see, for instance, Refs. [23,34,40,41,46,49,50] for a non-complete list
of options. Every proposal has its advantages and disadvantages. One of these parametric
black hole spacetimes is the Johannsen metric [40], which has been extensively used for testing
general relativity with X-ray data as well as with other techniques. In Boyer-Lindquist-like
coordinates, the line element of the Johannsen metric is

ds2 = −
Σ
(
∆− a2 A2

2 sin2 θ
)

B2 dt2 +
Σ

∆A5
dr2 + Σdθ2

+

[(
r2 + a2)2 A2

1 − a2∆ sin2 θ
]
Σ sin2 θ

B2 dφ2

−
2a
[(

r2 + a2)A1 A2 − ∆
]
Σ sin2 θ

B2 dtdφ , (2)

where

Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ , (3)

∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 , (4)

B =
(

r2 + a2
)

A1 − a2 A2 sin2 θ (5)

and the functions f , A1, A2, and A5 are defined as

f =
∞

∑
n=3

εn
Mn

rn−2 , A1 = 1 +
∞

∑
n=3

α1n

(
M
r

)n
, (6)

A2 = 1 +
∞

∑
n=2

α2n

(
M
r

)n
, A5 = 1 +

∞

∑
n=2

α5n

(
M
r

)n
. (7)

The Johannsen metric has four infinite sets of deformation parameters: {εn} (n = 3, 4, ...), {α1n}
(n = 3, 4, ...), {α2n} (n = 2, 3, ...), and {α5n} (n = 2, 3, ...). This form of the Johannsen metric has
the correct Newtonian limit and has no constraints from Solar System experiments (for this
reason there are not ε1, ε2, α11, α12, α21, and α51). α13 is the leading order correction to the Kerr
spacetime as well as the parameter with the strongest impact on the spectra of thin disks, and
for this reason most tests of the Kerr hypothesis have focused on the constraints on the value of
this parameter.

Fig. 3 shows some reflection spectra of thin disks in the Johannsen spacetime for different
values of the deformation parameter α13 calculated with relxill_nk. Fig. 4 shows some
thermal spectra of thin disks in the Johannsen spacetime calculated with nkbb. In both cases,
all the other parameters of the models are kept constants and different spectra are simply
obtained by changing the value of the deformation parameter α13 (while all other deformation
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Figure 3. Synthetic reflection spectra of thin disks in the Johannsen spacetime for different values of the
deformation parameter α13. The values of the other model parameters are not changed. Figure from
Ref. [11] under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

parameters of the Johannsen metric vanish). The red spectra with α13 = 0 are those in the
Kerr metric. As we can see from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the value of the deformation parameter α13
has a clear impact on the shape of the reflection and thermal spectra. It is thus clear that we
can use relxill_nk and nkbb to analyze X-ray spectra of accreting black holes and, modulo
degeneracy with other parameters, we can measure α13.

Fig. 5 compares the current measurements of the Johannsen deformation parameter
α13 obtained from the analysis of X-ray data with relxill_nk and nkbb, from the analysis
of gravitational wave data, and from black hole imaging. We distinguish tests of the Kerr
hypothesis with stellar-mass black holes from those with supermassive black holes, as they can
potentially probe different regimes. In the case of the constraints from reflection features and
gravitational wave data, only the most precise and accurate measurements on α13 are shown in
Fig. 5.

The most stringent constraints to date are from the simultaneous analysis of reflection
features and thermal spectra of the stellar mass black holes in GX 339, GRS 1915, and GRS 1716
(blue data in Fig. 5). In general, the sole analysis of the thermal spectrum cannot constrain a
deformation parameter well because the thermal spectrum has a very simple shape (see Fig. 4):
even if we know the mass and the distance of the source, we cannot constrain simultaneously
the spin, the mass accretion rate, and the deformation parameter (see the magenta constraint
in Fig. 5 and the discussion in Ref. [70]). For supermassive black holes, the thermal spectrum
is peaked in the UV band, where dust absorption prevents any accurate measurement and
therefore we cannot use such a technique to test supermassive black holes. In general, we can
obtain stronger constraints from stellar-mass black holes than from supermassive black holes
(the sources are brighter and normally their spectra are not affected by absorption of material
crossing our line of sight, even if their hotter disks are more difficult to model). However,
MCG–6–30–15 is an exceptional case (cyan bar in Fig. 5): the source is very bright, its spectrum
has often a very strong and broadened iron line, and the constraint on α13 is obtained from the
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Figure 4. Synthetic thermal spectra of thin disks in the Johannsen spacetime for different values of the
deformation parameter α13. The values of the other model parameters are not changed. Figure from
Ref. [79].

analysis of high quality simultaneous observations NuSTAR and XMM-Newton that combine
a broad energy spectrum and a high energy resolution in the iron line region. In the end, the
constrain on α13 from MCG–6–30–15 is comparable to the best constraints from stellar-mass
black holes with only relxill_nk (green data). The red constraint from gravitational wave
data of the coalescence of two stellar-mass black holes is obtained following the approach
proposed in Ref. [22], where one assumes that the gravitational wave emission is the same as
in general relativity and the constraint on α13 only comes from the motion of the bodies; within
an agnostic approach, it could not be otherwise, because here we only know the spacetime
metric – in this specific case, the Johannsen metric with the deformation parameter α13 – and
we do not know the field equations of the theory. These parametric black hole spacetimes
are obtained by deforming the Kerr solution following certain criteria; they are not the exact
solutions of specific gravity theories. The best gravitational wave constraint on α13 is weaker
than the best X-ray constraints, but for other deformations from the Kerr solution we may
find opposite results [5,61,73]: this is understandable because X-ray and gravitational wave
tests are sensitive to very different physics and different relativistic effects, so X-ray tests can
constrain better some deformations from the Kerr geometry and gravitational wave tests can
constrain better other deformations. Last, we have the constraints from M87∗ and Sgr A∗ (gray
data in Fig. 5) from black hole imaging. These constraints are definitively weaker than those
from X-ray and gravitational wave tests. They may be able to reach the current sensitivity of
X-ray and gravitational wave tests with the launch of a telescope to space: such a possibility is
already discussed within the community and could improve the current angular resolution by
an order of magnitude.

4.2. Theory-Specific Tests of the Kerr Hypothesis

relxill_nk has been used even to test specific theories of gravity in which electrically
uncharged black holes are not described by the Kerr solution. In the end, this technique is
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quite general. We just need to implement the correct black hole metric in relxill_nk and then
analyze some reflection-dominated black hole spectra to measure the parameters of the theory.

In Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton-axion gravity, black holes are expected to have a dilaton
charge r2 ≥ 0 and the Kerr solution of general relativity is recovered when r2 = 0. In Ref. [69],
we analyzed a NuSTAR observation of the stellar-mass black hole in EXO 1846–031 and we
inferred the following constraint on r2

r2 < 0.011 (90% CL) . (8)

Conformal gravity is a family of theories beyond general relativity that have been proposed
to solve the problem of spacetime singularities [19,20,24]. The singularity-free black holes in
conformal gravity are characterized by a new parameter, L > 0. For L = 0, we recover
the singular Kerr solution of general relativity. From the analysis of black hole X-ray data
with relxill_nk we can infer the following constraint on L/M (where M is the black hole
mass) [80,81]

L/M < 0.12 (99% CL) . (9)

If we quantize general relativity, we obtain an effective quantum field theory valid only at
energies much lower than the Planck scale. Asymptotically safe quantum gravity is a promising
candidate scenario to provide a UV extension for such an effective field theory of general
relativity. In Ref. [36], the authors proposed a rotating black hole metric in asymptotically
safe quantum gravity. Such a solution is characterized by a new parameter, γ̃ > 0, which is
inversely proportional to the asymptotically safe fixed-point value of the theory. The Kerr
metric is recovered when γ̃ = 0. In Ref. [78], we implemented such a rotating black hole metric
in asymptotically safe quantum gravity in relxill_nk and we analyzed a Suzaku observation
of the stellar-mass black hole in GRS 1915+105. From our analysis, we measured γ̃

γ̃ < 0.047 (90% CL) . (10)

The constraint on γ̃ from X-rays is much stronger than that obtained from black hole imaging
in Ref. [36].

Even if we assume that general relativity is the correct theory of gravity, there is not yet a
proof that the final product of the complete gravitational collapse of an uncharged body is a
Kerr black hole. On the other hand, today we know exact solutions of the Einstein Equations in
which the complete collapse of a body does not produce a Kerr black hole and instead leads
to a spacetime with naked singularities [42]. In Ref. [63] we explored the possibility that the
spacetime around gravitationally collapsed objects is described by the δ-Kerr metric [55,56],
which is an exact solution of the Einstein Equations that can be obtained from a non-linear
superposition of the δ-metric and the Kerr metric. The δ-Kerr metric has an extra parameter,
q, which measures deviations from the Kerr solution. The Kerr metric is recovered for q = 0,
while the object is more oblate (prolate) than a Kerr black hole if q > 0 (q < 0). Implementing
the δ-Kerr metric in relxill_nk and analyzing the NuSTAR spectrum of the stellar-mass black
hole in EXO 1846–031, in Ref. [63] we inferred the following constraint on q

−0.1 < q < 0.7 (90% CL) . (11)

The examples reported in this sub-section are to show that relxill_nk is a tool that can
normally test any theory of gravity in which we know the rotating black hole solution and it is
different from the Kerr metric. We also note that the constraints inferred from the analysis of
reflection spectra with relxill_nk are more stringent than the constraints inferred with other
electromagnetic techniques. On the other hand, constraints from gravitational wave data are
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difficult to infer because they require precise calculations of gravitational waveforms in those
theories, which are normally not well studied yet.

5. Accuracy of X-ray Tests of General Relativity

Are the X-ray tests of the Kerr hypothesis presented in the previous section robust? From
Fig. 5, we see that the X-ray measurements of the Johannsen deformation parameter α13 are
certainly more precise than those with current gravitational wave data and black hole imaging,
but are they also accurate?

The answer to this question is that we believe that these tests of the Kerr hypothesis with
black hole X-ray data are robust, but we must be very careful to select the right sources and
the right observations. The point is that we do not need to test as many sources as possible
to get a large number of (accurate and inaccurate) measurements. We can instead focus on a
few number of spectra that are thought to be well understood and can provide very precise
measurements. Let us note that the situation is very different from most astrophysical studies,
where, for example, we want to measure the spin parameter of as many sources as possible
to study the spin distribution of a whole black hole population. Another example is the case
in which we want to study a certain kind of accretion state of black holes, even if such a state
is not ideal for precise measurements of the system. The situation is also very different from
the tests with gravitational wave data and black hole imaging. In the case of gravitational
wave data, all systems are quite similar and share the same systematic uncertainties in the
measurement of their parameters (in the end, they are just two black holes in vacuum!): this
is also evident from the fact that the constraints from different sources on possible deviations
from the Ker solution are all quite similar [22,61], while in the case of X-ray tests we can have
sources that provide very strong constraints and sources that cannot provide constraints at all.
In the case of black hole imaging, we have only M87∗ and Sgr A∗, as the angular size of any
other supermassive black hole in our sky is too small, and therefore we have to understand
those sources and their observations well even if they are not ideal for tests of fundamental
physics.

Generally speaking, our tests with X-ray data require to select sources in which a) the
signature of relativistic effects is strong in the spectrum, and b) the accretion process is well
understood and constrained. Point a) is necessary to break the degeneracy between possible
new physics and the astrophysical model, as well as to have precise measurements/constraints
of new physics. Point b) is required to limit the systematic uncertainties of the astrophysical
model. To be more specific, the sources and observations suitable for testing fundamental
physics with the analysis of the reflection features should meet the following requirements:

1. The inner edge of the accretion disk should be as close as possible to the compact object.
A necessary but not sufficient condition is that the spin parameter of the compact object is
high (say a∗ > 0.9 if it is a Kerr black hole).

2. The corona should be compact and close to the compact object.
3. The accretion disk should be geometrically thin and optically thick, with the inner edge

at or near the innermost stable circular orbit (or ISCO). A necessary but not sufficient
condition is that the Eddington-scaled accretion luminosity is between a few percent and
about 30%.

4. The spectrum must have a prominent iron line.
5. The source must be bright (and the data should not be affected by pile-up).
6. The geometry of the accretion disk and of the corona should not change during the

observation.
7. The X-ray data should cover both the iron line region and the Compton hump, and

possibly have a good energy resolution in the iron line region.
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Points 1 and 2 are necessary to have most of the reflection component generated very close
to the black hole, so that the relativistic effects in the X-ray spectrum are stronger and thus
they are more easy to measure with good precision; see also Refs. [13,26,43]. Since relxill_nk
assumes that the accretion disk is thin and the motion of the gas is Keplerian, we must select
the sources with such a disk, which is point 3 above. Simulations of reflection spectra from
GRMHD-generated thin disks show that we can recover the correct input parameters well from
the X-ray spectrum [62]. On the contrary, if we analyze sources with a too high mass accretion
rate, the disk is thick, and we can easily get very precise, but inaccurate, measurements of
the spacetime metric [57,58]. Since the shape of the iron Kα line is the most informative part
of the reflection spectrum for our tests, it is important to analyze data with prominent and
very broadened iron lines, which is point 4 above. Note, for example, that in a fully ionized
disk the iron line disappears in the X-ray spectrum of the source. If we select the right sources
and the right observations, the uncertainty in the final measurement is dominated by the
statistic uncertainty in the photon count, which decreases if the source is bright (point 5). If
the geometry of the accretion flow in the strong gravity region or the geometry of the corona
change during the observation, this should be taken into account in the data analysis process
and it is definitively a complication. If the properties of the disk and the corona do not change,
point 6, this simplifies the analysis. Last, it is certainly useful both to have a good energy
resolution in the iron line region (because the shape of the iron line is the most informative
part of the spectrum) and to analyze a broad spectrum including the Compton hump (because
this helps to constrain other parameters of the model, like the ionization of the disk, and, in
turn, even to get a better measurement of the spacetime metric around the black hole), which is
point 7.

6. Concluding Remarks

This article has summarized the state-of-the-art of tests of general relativity with black
hole X-ray data. In the past few years, we have developed the reflection model relxill_nk
and the thermal model nkbb to test fundamental physics from the analysis of X-ray spectra of
accreting black holes. So far, we have mainly worked on tests of the Kerr hypothesis; that is, to
test if the spacetime metric around astrophysical black holes is described by the Kerr solution
as expected in the framework of standard physics (general relativity, no exotic matter fields, no
naked singularities, etc.). In the future, these tests can be extended to study possible deviations
from geodesic motion induced by new fields, violation of Lorentz Invariance, new interactions
between the gravity and the matter sectors, etc. While X-ray tests of general relativity are
not as popular as tests with gravitational wave data or black hole imaging, they can provide
very competitive constraints, usually somewhat stronger than those possible with current
gravitational wave observations and certainly much stronger than those with current images
of the supermassive black holes M87∗ and Sgr A∗.

If we select carefully the sources and the observations, X-ray tests of the Kerr hypothesis
can be robust, and in such a case the constraints on possible deviations from the Kerr solution
are limited by the quality of the data. To improve significantly current X-ray constraints we
have to wait for the next generation of X-ray missions, starting from eXTP [75] (currently
scheduled to be launched in 2028). For example, an observation with eXTP can roughly
improve the constraint on a deformation parameter by an order of magnitude with respect to a
similar observation with NuSTAR of the same source [63]. However, in order to fully exploit
the high-quality data from the next generation of X-ray missions, it will be necessary to develop
more sophisticated theoretical models than those available today or, otherwise, we risk to have
very precise, but not very accurate, measurements of the spacetime metric.

While gravitational wave tests promise to improve quickly in the near future, and we can
expect that they will be able to put the most stringent constraints on the Kerr hypothesis soon,
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X-rat tests can still be interesting because complementary to the gravitational wave ones. X-ray
tests can indeed probe better the interactions between the gravity and the matter sector. For
example, non-minimally coupling between the gravity and the matter sectors could induce
deviations from geodesic motions of photons or some particle species, variation of fundamental
constants in the strong gravity region around black holes, etc. These phenomena are more
difficult or impossible to detect with gravitational wave data.
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Figure 5. Summary of current measurements of the Johannsen deformation parameter α13 with different
techniques. Every measurement shows the best-fit value, the 3-σ upper and lower uncertainties, and the
name of the source. The constraints in green are the three most precise and accurate measurements of α13

for stellar-mass black holes from the analysis of the reflection features using relxill_nk (EXO 1846 [68],
GRS 1739 [68], and GRS 1915 [4,76]). The constraint in magenta is the measurement of α13 for the stellar-
mass black hole in LMC X-1 from the analysis of thermal spectra using nkbb [70]. The constraints in
blue are obtained combining the analysis of the reflection features with relxill_nk and of the thermal
spectrum with nkbb for the same source (GX 339 [66], GRS 1915 [65], and GRS 1716 [77]). The constraint in
red is the most precise measurement of α13 for stellar-mass black holes with gravitational wave data [61].
The constraint in cyan is the most precise and accurate measurement of α13 for supermassive black holes
from the analysis of reflection features using relxill_nk (MCG–6–30–15 [67]). Last, the two constraints
in gray are from black hole imaging for the supermassive black holes M87∗ [54] and Sgr A∗ [6]. The
horizontal dotted line at α13 = 0 marks the Kerr solution of general relativity. Figure from Ref. [12].
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Post-inflationary reheating phase is usually said to be solely governed by the decay of coherently
oscillating inflaton into radiation. In this submission, we explore a new avenue toward reheating
through the evaporation of primordial black holes (PBHs). After the inflation, if PBHs form,
depending on its initial mass, abundance, and inflaton coupling with the radiation, we found two
physically distinct possibilities of reheating the universe. In one possibility, the thermal bath is
solely obtained from the decay of PBHs while inflaton plays the role of dominant energy component
in the entire process. In the other possibility, we found that PBHs itself dominate the total energy
budget of the Universe during the course of evolution, and then its subsequent evaporation leads
to radiation dominated universe. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of both monochromatic and
extended PBH mass functions and estimate the detailed parameter ranges for which those distinct
reheating histories are realized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reheating is believed to be the most important phase
of the early Universe, which successfully connects the
super-cooled end of inflation phase with the standard
hot Universe [1]. Any observable imprints of this phase
in the present Universe would be exciting due to its
direct connection with beyond-standard model physics
of cosmology and particle physics. With the advent of
increasingly sophisticated experiments, reheating phase
could be assumed as a perfect cosmological laboratory
operating within a wide range of energy scales from the
MeV to 1016 GeV. Over the years, attempts have been
made both from particle phenomenology and cosmology
to look for observables that can carry the interesting im-
prints of this phase. However, understanding the reheat-
ing mechanism is believed to be incomplete. The most
common scenario advocates a homogeneous field, the in-
flaton, transferring its energy in the form of relativistic
particles. This process can be non-perturbative [2–5] or
perturbative [6, 7] depending upon its coupling to the
Standard Model (SM).

Therefore, the reheating process is usually considered
model-dependent, making it difficult to identify any ob-
servable that can encode the reheating histories. How-
ever, it has been shown recently that the gravitational
interaction between the inflaton and the SM can be suffi-
cient to reheat the Universe [8–12] without invoking ad-
ditional couplings. Such gravitational reheating scenario
usually predicts low reheating temperature with steep
inflaton potential and are tightly constrained by the ex-
cessive production of high-frequency gravitational waves
during BBN [13–16].

In this paper, we investigate another universal reheat-
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2

ing mechanism where the radiation bath can be pro-
duced through the evaporation of primordial black holes
(PBHs). The formation of PBHs in the early Universe
has been the subject of intensive investigation in recent
times. If the amplitude of the local density fluctuation
is strong enough, above a critical value δc ( δρρ & δc ∼ 1),

PBHs can be shown to be produced by gravitational col-
lapse. Several mechanisms for generating such a high
local density fluctuation have been investigated, consid-
ering different physically motivated scenarios in the lit-
erature: quantum fluctuation generated during inflation
through single field [17–20], multi-fields [21, 22], collapse
of cosmic sting loops during the radiation dominated Uni-
verse [23–27], collapse of domain walls [28, 29], bubble
collision during phase transition [30]. Instead of dis-
cussing the mechanism, we investigate the physical ef-
fects of PBHs once they are formed during reheating. In
this paper, we particularly study the effect of evaporating
PBHs on the reheating dynamics and investigate the pos-
sibility of getting a radiation-dominated Universe purely
from PBH’s evaporation.

Indeed, if PBHs form during reheating, they can store
a reasonable fraction of the total energy under the form
of matter. Their density ρBH being less affected by the
dilution factor a (ρBH ∝ a−3), the PBH population can
even dominate the energy budget of the Universe over
the inflaton field. This happens, for instance, in the case
of quartic potential V (φ) ∼ φ4 where the inflaton φ, be-
haves like a radiation field (ρφ ∝ a−4). Such phenomena
of PBHs domination would be even easier to achieve for
potentials V (φ) ∼ φn with n > 4. Once the PBHs decay,
they would release the amount of energy stored under the
form of radiation, completing the reheating process.

As we will show, it is important to note that the PBHs
does not have to dominate over the inflaton density to
affect the reheating. Even if they remain subdominant,
the continuous entropy injection through their decay can
notably change the reheating process, especially for low
inflaton couplings to the particles in the plasma. Indeed,
the temperature of the thermal bath could sensibly in-
crease due to the fact that PBHs decay can easily gener-
ate thermal particles in much greater amounts than the
inflaton decay itself.

The paper is organized as follows. After reminding the
standard lore of reheating through the inflaton, we study
in section III the evolution of PBHs, from their forma-
tion to their evaporation, in an expanding Universe. In
section IV, we propose the possibility of completing the
reheating through the decay of monochromatic primor-
dial black holes formed during reheating. We generalize
our analysis to extended mass distribution in section IV
before concluding.

II. STANDARD REHEATING

An important feature of inflationary models is the pos-
sibility of reheating the Universe after the inflation, lead-
ing to a radiation dominated epoch. Inflaton reheating
refers to the process by which the energy of the infla-
ton field, which powered the inflationary expansion of the
Universe, is transferred to other particles in the Universe.
This transfer of energy occurs at the end of the inflation-
ary period and is considered to have created the condi-
tions necessary for the formation of primordial nuclei and
structures in the Universe. The transfer of energy from
the inflaton to other particles is thought to have been ac-
complished through a variety of mechanisms, such as the
decay of the inflaton into other particles or the produc-
tion of particles through the interaction of the inflaton
with other fields [1, 2, 7, 31].

In our study, we assume that the reheating is not in-
stantaneous, that is, a scenario in which the transfer of
energy from the inflaton field to other particles at the end
of inflation occurs over a longer period of time, rather
than instantaneously. Note that there has been many
works which have taken into account non-instantaneous
reheating scenario, see for example Refs. [7, 32–38].

In the standard scenario, the evolution of the inflaton
(ρφ) and radiation (ρR) energy densities simply follow
the set of Boltzmann equations

ρ̇φ + 3H(1 + wφ)ρφ = −Γφρφ (1 + wφ), (1)

ρ̇R + 4HρR = Γφρφ(1 + wφ) , (2)

where wφ is the equation of state for φ, and is given by [7]:

wφ =
n− 2

n+ 2
, (3)

for a potential of the form V (φ) = λM4
P (φ/MP )n. Γφ

represents the decay or annihilation rate of the inflaton,
which depends on the reheating process considered. H
is the Hubble parameter, and MP = 1/

√
8πG ' 2.435×

1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. The equations (1)
and (2), together with the Friedmann equation

ρφ + ρR = 3H2M2
P , (4)

allow to simultaneously solve for ρφ and ρR [7]. It follows
that the energy density of the inflaton and the radiation
can be expressed in terms of the normalized scale factor
a/aend, aend being the scale factor at the end of inflation.
We obtain

ρφ(a) = ρend

(aend

a

)3(1+wφ)

= ρend

(
a

aend

)− 6n
n+2

, (5)

and for ρR, supposing a coupling of the type yφφf̄f be-
tween the inflaton and fermions (see appendix A for de-
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tails),

ρR(a) =
y2
φ

8π
λ

1
nαn

(
ρend

M4
P

)1− 1
n
(

a

aend

)−4

(6)

×
[(

a

aend

)2 7−n
n+2

− 1

]
= αTT

4 ,

where αT = gTπ
2/30 with gT is the number of relativis-

tic degrees of freedom at temperature T (106.75 for the
Standard Model) and

αn =

√
3n3(n− 1)

7− n M4
P . (7)

As we pointed out earlier, there are multiple possibilities
for the reheating processes, from decay to bosonic states,
scattering, or gravitational production. Deferring the de-
tailed study for our future work, in this paper we consider
inflaton decaying into Fermions through yφφf̄f interac-
tion. The reheating is assumed to be completed at a scale
aRH, when ρφ(aRH) = ρR(aRH) = ρRH. Indeed, compar-
ing Eqs.(5) and (6), we see that for a � aend, ρφ/ρR ∝
(a/aend)

− 6
n+2 for n < 7, and ρφ/ρR ∝ (a/aend)

− 2n−8
n+2 for

n > 7, both of them decreasing with the scale factor a.
This condition can also be seen to be true for the special
case n = 7. The condition mentioned above immediately
suggests, therefore, that there exists a value a = aRH for
which ρφ = ρR. Considering n < 7, this happens for(

aRH

aend

)− 6
n+2

=
y2
φ

8π

(
αn
M4
P

)(
λM4

P

ρend

) 1
n

(8)

⇒ ρRH = ρend

(
aRH

aend

)− 6n
n+2

=

(
y2
φ

8π

)n(
αn
M4
P

)n
λM4

P

or

Tn<7
RH ' 4.3× 1015

2.3(2.5× 109)
n
4

[
αn
M4
P

]n
4 [ yφ

10−4

]n
2

[
λ

10−11

] 1
4

.

(9)
Similar analysis for n > 7 gives the following expression
for the reheating temperature and scale factor at the end
of the reheating

Tn>7
RH ' (4.3× 1015)

3
n−4

2.3(2.5× 109)
3n

4n−16

[−αn
M4
P

] 3n
4n−16 [ yφ

10−4

] 3n
2n−8

×
(

λ

10−11

) 3
4n−16

(ρend)
n−7

4n−16 (10)

with (
aRH

aend

) 2(4−n)
n+2

=
y2
φ

8π

(−αn
M4
P

)(
λM4

P

ρend

) 1
n

(11)

In the above expression, TRH is expressed in GeV,
and we took gT = 106.75. We show in Fig.(1) the cor-
responding evaluations for ρφ and ρR as a function of

a/aend for n = 4. We considered two different values
of the Yukawa couplings, yφ = 10−7 and yφ = 10−4,
giving rise to reheating temperature TRH ' 10 GeV
and 107 GeV, respectively, for1 λ = 5 × 10−11, and
ρend = 1.45× 1063 GeV4.

1 102 104 106 108 1010 1012 1014 1016

a
aend

10−70

10−60

10−50

10−40

10−30

10−20

ρ
[M

4 P
]

aRH
aend

, yφ = 10−4

Tφ
RH = 9.9× 106 GeV

aRH
aend

, yφ = 10−7

Tφ
RH = 9.9 GeV

n = 4

yφ = 10−4

ρ
φ
φ

ρ
φ
R

yφ = 10−7

ρ
φ
φ

ρ
φ
R

FIG. 1. Evolution of the inflaton density, ρφ, and the radia-
tion density ρR as function of a/aend for different values of
the Yukawa coupling, yφ = 10−7 and 10−4.

The presence of PBHs is expected to affect significantly
the vanilla scenario discussed above, adding a new matter
component in the primordial plasma. As we will see,
there even exists the possibility that the PBHs and its
decay products may either dominate the inflaton energy
density or the primordial plasma. The reheating is then
completed through their decay. As a consequence, the
reheating temperature can be drastically different from
the one obtained in Eqs.(9) and (10).

III. PBH EVOLUTION

A. Mass function

PBHs could have been produced during the early Uni-
verse due to various mechanisms. The common point
for all of them is the collapse of a spatial region with
large primordial energy density fluctuations due to grav-
itational pull. One possibility is that PBHs formed
in a relatively short period of time, in regions where
δρ
ρ & δc ∼ 1. This could have happened, for example,

during a phase transition, where the properties of matter
changed rapidly, leading to the collapse of large regions
into black holes. In this scenario, the mass distribution
of primordial black holes would be concentrated, sharply
peaked, or monochromatic around a specific mass. The
mass distribution is then just a delta function:

fPBH(M) = δ(M −Min) . (12)

1 See details in the appendix for the values of λ and ρend we used.
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The initial mass of such PBHs Min is assumed to be a
fraction of the Hubble mass MH at the time of formation,
tin [39–41]. In fact, the PBHs are supposed to be formed
almost instantaneously. The initial mass is then natu-
rally of the order of the energy embedded in the horizon
at the formation time, and can be written

Min = γMH = γ
4π

3

ρ(tin)

H3(tin)
= 4πγ

M2
P

H(tin)
, (13)

where, γ = w3/2 is the efficiency of the collapse [42]. Note
that for radiation dominated background, w = 1/3, the
value of γ assumes ∼ 0.2, whereas for w = 0 the forma-
tion mechanism is more involved. Nonetheless, for all the
cases we considered Min as a free parameter. Moreover,
certain mechanisms suggest that PBHs may exhibit an
extended mass function, i.e., a distribution of masses (see
Ref. [43, 44] and references therein). The existence of an
extended mass distribution is attributed to the formation
of PBHs from density perturbations of varying scales.
Specifically, smaller perturbations would have given rise
to smaller black holes, while larger perturbations would
have led to the formation of larger black holes. There
exists also the possibility for a more complex spectrum
which we will analyze in the following section.

Note also that the initial PBH mass is bounded by the
size of the horizon at the end of inflation,

Min & H−3
endρend ∼

M3
P√
ρend

' 1g = Mmin (14)

where we took ρ
1/4
end ∼ 1015 GeV. We will also consider

black holes decaying before BBN to avoid perturbations
due to entropy injection from evaporating PBHs. In-
deed, in a seminal paper[45], Stephen Hawking opened
the possibility for black holes to evaporate, into a radia-
tion corresponding to temperature TBH ∼M2

P /MBH. As
a consequence, the black hole decays, and its mass varies
with time as [46]

dMBH

dt
= −ε M

4
P

M2
BH

, (15)

where ε = πgBH/480, with gBH the number of degrees
of freedom below TBH

2. Solving Eq.(15) one obtains the
evaporation time of PBH, tev :

tev ' 1 s

(
Min

108 g

)3

. (16)

The typical time of BBN being of order one second, we
will restrict our analysis within the following mass range
of PBHs,

1g .Min . 108g. (17)

2 Notice that in the expression of ε we assume the gray-body factor
to be G = 1. Nevertheless, a proper treatment would consider
G ≈ 3.8 (see Ref. [47]).

B. PBH energy density

We consider that a fraction β of the total energy falls
into black holes,

β =
ρBH(tin)

ρtot(tin)
, (18)

where ρtot = ρφ + ρR is the total energy density. β can
be restricted by imposing constraints from the induced
gravitational waves (GWs), generated at second order
in perturbation theory, sourced by the density fluctua-
tion due to the inhomogeneities of the PBH distribution
before it evaporates. The produced GWs energy den-
sity either can overtake the background energy density
or severely impact the Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)
processes [48–51]. For instance, in Ref. [50], an upper
limit on the value of

β < 10−4
(
Min/109 g

)−1/4

has been derived which avoid backreaction problem.
However, a stronger upper limit derived in Ref. [51] as-
serts that the dominant contribution to GWs arises from
the sudden evaporation of PBHs in the PBH domination
regime. Specifically, this upper bound on β is obtained by
demanding that the amount of generated GWs is not in
conflict with the BBN constraints on the effective number
of relativistic species and is expressed as:

β < 1.1× 10−6
( γ

0.2

)−1/2 (gBH

108

)17/48

( gev

106.75

)1/16
(
Min

104 g

)−17/24

. (19)

where gev is the number of degrees of freedom at the evap-
oration time tev. We have applied the above-mentioned
upper limit for β throughout our analysis.

The evolution of the energy density of the primordial
black hole before its evaporation takes the following form,

ρ̇BH + 3HρBH =
ρBH

MBH

dMBH

dt
θ(t− tin) θ(tev − t) ,(20)

where the θ-function is the Heaviside function and tin
(tev) is the time associated with the formation (evapora-
tion) point. The PBH energy density is obtained by solv-
ing Eq.(20) while respecting (15). In a Universe whose
expansion is dominated by a fluid with an equation of
state P = wρ, solving Eq.(15) gives

M3
BH(a) = M3

in +
2εM2

PMin

4πγ(1 + w)

[
1−

(
a

ain

) 3
2 (1+w)

]

'M3
in

[
1− 2

√
3ε

1 + w

M5
P

M3
in

√
ρend

(
a

aend

) 3
2 (1+w)

]
, (21)
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where we supposed for the last approximation a � ain.
We also used Eq.(13) to write

ain

aend
=

(
Min
√
ρend

4πγ
√

3M3
P

) 2
3(1+w)

(22)

'
[
1.7× 10−2

(
Min

1 g

)√
ρend

1060

] 2
3(1+w)

,

the unit being in GeV when not specified. Notice that the
evaporation time, or scale factor aev can also be deduced
from Eq.(21). Asking for M(aev) = 0, we have

aev

aend
=

[
(1 + w)

2
√

3ε

M3
in

√
ρend

M5
P

] 2
3(1+w)

(23)

'
[

4.5× 108

(
1 + w

ε

)(
Min

1 g

)3√
ρend

1060

] 2
3(1+w)

.

The effect of the black hole evaporation on the reheating
process will then last from ain till aev. It is also interest-
ing to note that the dimensionless factor M5

P /M
3
in

√
ρend

appearing in Eqs.(21) and (23) is very small, reaching
a maximum value of ∼ 10−12 for Min = 1 gram, the
PBHs mass at the end of inflation, aend. That justifies
the approximation aev � aend, ain. Depending upon the
initial abundance of lighter PBHs such a long period of
decay time with, aev/aend > 1012 can give rise to differ-
ent physically distinct reheating scenarios such as PBHs
dominating the Universe before their complete evapora-
tion, or PBHs evaporation unilaterally completing the
reheating processes. In the subsequent sections, we will
discuss various scenarios in detail.

Implementing Eq.(21) in (20) and using Eq.(13), we
finally obtain

ρBH(a) = βρend

(
4π
√

3γM3
P

Min
√
ρend

) 2w
(1+w) (aend

a

)3

(24)

×
[

1− 2
√

3ε

1 + w

M5
P

M3
in

√
ρend

(
a

aend

) 3
2 (1+w)

] 1
3

.

Note that, in the case of negligible evaporation (a� aev)
, the second term in the third bracket is always subdom-
inant and we can recover the usual pressureless dust-like
nature of PBHs energy density with ρBH ∝ a−3, and pro-
portional to the part of the energy density collapsing, β,
and the efficiency of the collapse, γ. Furthermore, for
a = aev, we recover ρBH = 0, as expected. We illustrate
in Fig.(2) the evolution of ρBH as a function of a/aend for
the same set of parameters as in Fig.(1). To obtain the
figure, we solved numerically the set of Eqs. (1) and (20),
for two values of fraction β = (10−8, 10−4) and Min = 10
g. V (φ) being quartic, n = 4 implies w = wφ = 1

3 . We

clearly observe the ρBH ∝ a−3 behavior as expected be-
fore the evaporation, which is almost instantaneous and

happens for aev/aend ' 5 × 106 in the case β = 10−8,
in accordance with Eq.(23). We also note that ρBH is
proportional to β as expected from Eq.(24).

β = 10-8

ρϕ
ϕ+BH

ρR
ϕ+BH

ρBH

n = 4, yϕ = 10-4 , Min = 10 g

β = 10-4

ρϕ
ϕ+BH

ρR
ϕ+BH

ρBH

β = 10-8

TRH
ϕ+BH = TRH

ϕ = 107 GeV

aRH

aend

β = 10-4

TRH
ϕ+BH = 4.2× 108 GeV

10 1000 105 107 109 1011
10-50

10-40

10-30

10-20

ρ
[M

p
4
]

a

aend

FIG. 2. Evolution of the energy densities ρφ (blue), ρR (red)
and ρBH (green) as function of a/aend for n = 4, yφ = 10−4,
β = 10−8 (dashed) and 10−4 (full). Note the shift in the PBHs
lifetime if they dominate the energy budget of the Universe
before decaying.

C. PBH domination?

It can also be interesting to wonder if PBH can domi-
nate the energy budget of the Universe before the end of
the reheating process. One then needs to compute the
time aBH when ρφ ∼ ρBH. Indeed, for the PBHs behaving
as dust before its decay, ρBH ∼ a−3, whereas the inflaton
field follows ρφ ∝ a−3(1+wφ), there exist a point where
ρφ = ρBH. Combining Eqs.(5) and (24), one obtains

aBH

aend
=

(
Min
√
ρend

4πγ
√

3M3
P

) 2
3(1+wφ)

β
− 1

3wφ

' β−
1

3wφ

[(
Min

112g

)√
ρend

1060

(
0.2

γ

)] 2
3(1+wφ)

(25)

which gives, for β = 10−4, Min = 10 g, ρend ∼ 1.5× 1063

GeV and wφ = 1/3, aBH/aend ∼ 2 × 104, values that
we can recover in Fig.(2). However, domination of PBH
does not occur for any value of β. There exists a crit-
ical value, denoted as βBH

crit, above which PBHs domi-
nate over the background energy density; in this sce-
nario, the background is governed by inflaton. Indeed,
this should happen before its total evaporation, in other
words, aBH < aev, or combining Eqs.(23) with (25),

βBH
crit =

(
ε

(1 + wφ)2πγ

) 2wφ
1+wφ

(
MP

Min

) 4wφ
1+wφ

. (26)

This corresponds to β ' 3 × 10−6 for a quartic poten-
tial (wφ = 1/3), and Min = Mmin = 1 g. On the other
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hand, for β = 10−8 Eq.(25) gives , aBH/aend ' 2 × 108,
whereas aev ' 5 × 106, so there is no PBH domination,
which is also what we observe in Fig.(2). In this case, the
PBH population would never constitute the main com-
ponent of the Universe. Note that to get this particular
scenario (PBH domination after inflation domination),
aBH < aRH and that will happen if the inflation-radiation
coupling is less than some specific value ycst

φ , which we

defined later in Eq.(48) for n < 7 and Eq.(49) for n > 7.
Otherwise, there will always be radiation domination af-
ter inflaton domination, and above some critical value of
β, there is a possibility of PBH domination after radi-
ation domination. One important point is to note that
once we fixed yφ < ycst

φ , βBH
crit is independent of the value

of yφ and determined from Eq.(26) however for yφ > ycst
φ ,

another critical value of β for PBH domination is always
a function of yφ and the Eq.(26) is not valid anymore.
The domination of PBHs over the inflaton significantly
affects the expansion rate H =

√
ρBH/3M2

P , and then
the PBH lifetime itself. Indeed, the solution of (15) in a
PBHs dominated Universe becomes

M3
BH(a) 'M3

in −
2
√

3εM5
P√

ρφ(aBH)

(
a

aBH

) 3
2

, (27)

where we supposed MBH(aBH) 'Min and a� aBH. We
then obtain the evaporation time

M(aev) = 0 ⇒ aev

aBH
=

M2
inρ

1
3

end

(2
√

3εM5
P )

2
3

(
aend

aBH

)(1+w)

,

(28)
where aend/aBH is given by (25). If we take Min = 10 g
and ρend = 1.46× 1063, we find for w = 1/3, aev/aend ∼
3×107, corresponding to a little delay in the PBH lifetime
compared to the value 5 × 106 that we obtained solving
(24) where the inflaton was dominating the evolution of
the Universe. We also clearly see this shifting effect in
the decay in Fig.(2). Note that it is not strictly speak-
ing the lifetime which is changing, but the corresponding
scale factor due to a modification in the rate of expan-
sion between an inflaton-dominated Universe and a PBH
domination.
The PBHs evaporation produces SM particles which pop-
ulate the thermal bath. The evolution of the radiation
energy density is then affected, ρR receiving a new con-
tribution from the decaying PBH. Eq. (2) becomes:

ρ̇R+4HρR = Γφρφ(1+wφ)− ρBH

MBH

dMBH

dt
θ(t−tin) θ(tev−t) .

(29)
The dynamics of the system are determined by simulta-
neously solving Eq. (1), (20) and (29), together with the
Friedmann equation

ρφ + ρR + ρBH = 3H2M2
P . (30)

Different scenarios are expected depending on which
component of the energy density dominates the Universe

at subsequent epochs after the formation of PBHs. For
instance, for small values of the Yukawa coupling yφ, the
PBHs can regulate the reheating process through entropy
injection in such a way that there exists a lower bound
on yφ over which the inflaton decays before the PBH pop-
ulation. Therefore, the Universe enters into PBH domi-
nated phase which can drastically modify the reheating
history. In the following section, we will study all the
possible scenarios in detail step by step.

IV. PBH REHEATING

A. generalities

Once the PBHs are produced, they can dominate the
reheating process if

Γφρφ(1 + wφ) < − ρBH

MBH

dMBH

dt
, (31)

corresponding to a scale factor a = aBH
R

(
aBH
R

aend

)6wφ

&
y2
φ

εβ

λ
1−wφ
2+2wφ

√
n(n− 1)

8π(48π2γ2)
1

3+3wφ

(32)

×
(
ρend

M4
P

) 2wφ
1+wφ

(
Min

MP

) 5wφ+3

1+wφ

.

where we combined Eqs.(1) and (24); considering MBH ∼
Min. Concerning the notation, aBH

R , scale at which the
PBHs dominates the reheating process should not be con-
fused with aBH from (25) which is the scale when the
PBH population dominates the energy density of the Uni-
verse. The PBHs can indeed lead the reheating pro-
cess even if they do not dominate over the inflaton den-
sity. Such PBHs-dominated reheating naturally predicts
higher reheating temperature due to extra entropy injec-
tion, see Figs.(3) and (4), compared to the vanilla reheat-
ing scenario, as we will describe later.

From Eq.(32) we can deduce that the reheating process
is driven by the PBH when aBH

R /aend = 5 × 105 in the
case n = 4 (w = 1/3) with (yφ = 10−5, β = 10−7) and
aBH
R /aend = 1.7 × 104 for (yφ = 10−5, β = 10−4). We

summarize this behavior in Figs.(3) and (4) in the case
n = 4 and n = 6 respectively, for different values of yφ
and β fixing Min to 10 grams. We recover the values
of aBH

R /aend for the two values of β we just computed
analytically in Figs.(3) top-left and top-right, where the
change of slope in ρR is obvious at the corresponding
values of a = aBH

R .
We can even recover the change in the slope of ρR

between the phase when the radiation is generated by
the inflaton and the phase when it is driven by the decay
of PBHs. Indeed, if PBHs become the source of radiation,
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the normalized energy densities ΩX = ρX
3M2

p H
2 as a function of scale factor for the different combination of

(yφ, Min, β) with n = 4. In the symbol of dimensionless energy densities, the φ+ BH and φ term indicates reheating dynamics
with and without black hole respectively.

Eq.(29) can be simplified by

ρ̇R + 4HρR = ερBH
M4
P

M3
in

, (33)

where we supposed M = Min during the whole reheating
process. The solution of Eq.(33) for a � aBH

R is then
given by

ρBH
R (a) ' ρR(aBH

R )

(
aBH
R

a

) 3
2−

3
2w

, (34)

where the upper index BH indicates the source of the
radiation from the black hole and w is the equation of
state parameter of the field driving the expansion during
the reheating (w = wφ if the inflaton dominates, while
w = 0 if the PBHs dominate). We finally obtain when
the inflaton dominates the energy budget

ρφ ∝ a−3(1+wφ) , ρφR ∝ a−
3
2 (1+3wφ) , ρBH

R ∝ a− 3
2 (1−wφ) .

(35)

If the background is inflaton dominated, then the above
equations give for n = 4,

ρφR
ρφ
∝ a , ρBH

R

ρφ
∝ a3 , (36)

and for n = 6

ρφR
ρφ
∝ a 3

4 ,
ρBH
R

ρφ
∝ a 15

4 . (37)

This is exactly what we observe in Figs.(3) and (4) top-
left. For larger values of β, the PBH population can
dominate over the inflaton density, and we should con-
sider w = 0 in Eq.(34), which gives

ρBH
R

ρBH
∝ a 3

2 , (38)

independently on n of course, which is also what is ob-
served in Figs. (3) and (4) top-right.

Interestingly if one increases the value of yφ sufficiently,
there also exists the possibility that the inflaton decays
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FIG. 4. The description of this plot is same as Fig.3. Here we have plotted for n = 6.

before the PBHs population. In this case, the first phase
of the reheating is dominated by the inflaton decay pro-
cess. This phase is achieved at a time t ' Γ−1

φ with a
Universe dominated by radiation. However, in a second
phase, as ρR ∝ a−4 whereas ρBH ∝ a−3, at a given time
the PBH energy density will surpass the radiation den-
sity, driving the expansion rate. Finally, they will release
their entropy through their decay in a third phase, all
the radiation being then generated by the PBH. We il-
lustrate this possibility in the lower left panels of Fig.(3)
and (4), for yφ = 0.1. We clearly distinguish the 4
phases (inflaton-radiation-PBH-radiation), where the in-
flaton decay for a/aend ' 100, in accordance with Eq.(8).
Increasing yφ further only reduces the inflaton domina-
tion region as one can see in Fig.(3) bottom-right.

B. Inflaton reheating versus PBH reheating

One can then compute, for each value of yφ the pro-
portion β and mass Min for which the PBHs population
begins to dominate the reheating process. We illustrate
the possibilities on Fig.(5) where we plotted the evolu-

tion of radiation density ρBH
R generated by a population

of PBH (βi, Min = Mi) in comparison with the radia-

tion produced by the inflaton decay, ρφR, in the case of a
quartic potential with yφ = 10−7. Looking carefully at
the figure, we understand that, whereas the original set
of parameter (β1 = 10−12, M1 = 10 g) is not sufficient
for ρBH

R to dominate before the end of the solely infla-
ton driven reheating process at aRH, increasing β up to
β2 = 3 × 10−6 or the PBHs mass Min to M2 = 20 g is
sufficient to increase the energy transferred (larger β) or

delay the PBH decay (larger Min) such that ρBH
R = ρφR at

aRH. These are the threshold values for a PBH reheating.
We can then compute analytically the corresponding

β(Min) for each yφ where the domination of PBH over
the inflaton in the reheating process occurs. Considering
that the Universe is still dominated by the inflaton3, we
should ask that the radiation produced from the PBH
decay at aRH is larger than the radiation produced by
the inflaton at aRH. While ρBH

R follows Eq.(34) from

3 We checked that this is always the case.
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the density of radiation ρBH
R (orange and

red)generated by different populations of PBHs (βi,Min) in
comparison with the radiation produced by the inflaton decay,
ρφR in blue for V (φ) ∝ φ4. We observe that increasing β or
Min allowed for PBH reheating domination.

aBH till aev, after the PBH decay, ρBH
R redshifts as a−4.

The condition for a PBH-driven reheating should then
be written

ρBH
R (aev)

(
aev

aRH

)4

> ρRH , (39)

with ρRH given by Eq.(8). We obtained for n < 7

βn<7 & βφcrit = δ ×
(
y2
φ

8π

) 6wφ−2

3−3wφ
(
MP

Min

) 2−2wφ
1+wφ

×λ
3wφ−1

3wφ+3

(
αn
M4
P

) 6wφ−2

3−3wφ

, (40)

and for n > 7, we have

βn>7 & βφcrit = δ ×
(−αn
M4
p

)(
y2
φ

8π

)(
MP

Min

) 2−2wφ
1+wφ

×λ
1−wφ
2wφ+2

(
ρend

M4
P

) 9wφ−5

6+6wφ

(41)

with

δ =
5 + 3wφ

2
√

3ε
(4π
√

3γ)
−2wφ
1+wφ

[
2
√

3ε

1 + wφ

] 5+3wφ
3+3wφ

. (42)

We note that for a quartic potential (n = 4, wφ = 1/3),
the value of β is independent of the Yukawa coupling yφ
and is β & 10−7, whereas for n = 6 (wφ = 1/2), the

critical value of β follows β ∝ y
4
3

φ . We illustrate our

result in Fig.(6) where we plotted the minimal value of
yφ necessary for the inflaton to dominate the reheating
process for a given β in the case of PBH mass of Min =

10g. The value of yφ(β) below which the PBH reheating
have to be taken into account to settle a coherent thermal
history of the early Universe is one of the main results
of our work. In other words, for any given value of β,
one needs to check if the reheating process driven by the
inflaton is not perturbed by the presence, and decay of
the PBHs population of mass Min.

We also remark in Eq.(40) that the larger is the value

of Min, the smaller is be the value of βφcrit necessary to
realise the PBH reheating. Indeed, from our discussion
of Fig.(5) we understood that heavier PBHs have a ten-
dency to decay later, injecting their (larger) entropy at
a time when the inflaton is more diluted, facilitating in
this way the domination of the PBH reheating over the
inflaton reheating. Their density of population, propor-
tional to β, does not need to be so large then. Note that,
for n = 6 and yφ = 10−5, giving a reheating tempera-
ture of the order of ∼ 1 GeV, already for β as small as
∼ 10−12, the PBH population dominates the reheating
process. This important result should affects consider-
ably, for instance, gravitational reheating [9–11], which
we defer for future study.

C. PBH reheating temperature

We have now all the tools in hand to compute the cor-
responding reheating temperature in the different pos-
sible regimes (β,Min) of PBHs population for a given
yφ. In one case PBHs, without being the dominant en-
ergy component, may populate the thermal bath through
their decay, the reheating temperature is then given by
the value of ρBH

R at aRH, when the PBHs evaporate. We
obtain

ρRH = ρBH
R (aev)×

(
aev

aRH

)4

' δ
3(wφ+1)

1−3wφ M4
P

(
MP

Min

) 6−6wφ
1−3wφ

β
3+3wφ
3wφ−1 . (43)

From this, one can find

TRH 'MP

δ 3(wφ+1)

4(1−3wφ)

αT
1
4

(MP

Min

) 3(1−wφ)

2(1−3wφ)

β
3+3wφ
12wφ−4 , (44)

where we have taken into account the redshift regime
ρR ∝ a−4 after the PBH evaporation.

In the second case, β crossing certain threshold value,
Eq.(26), permits the PBH to dominate the Universe’s
energy budget over the inflaton field. Finally, reheating
ends with PBHs decay again at aev, and all the entropy
generated by their decay are transferred to the thermal
bath. This happens for

ΓBH = H ⇒ ρRH = 3M2
PΓ2

BH , (45)
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panel (n = 4), the reheating temperature is independent of β, and reheating through BH evaporation is only possible when
β > βBHcrit , which is shown in the upper panel of Fig. In the right panel, results are for n = 6 with different values of
β = (10−6, 10−10, 10−14, 2.1× 10−19). Points in the shaded (pink) region are excluded by BBN bounds, Eq.(19).

or, with ΓBH = ε
M4
P

M3
in

ρRH = 3 ε2
M10
P

M6
in

, (46)

which gives

TRH = MP

(
3 ε2

αT

) 1
4
(
MP

Min

) 3
2

. (47)

This is another important result of our paper. We illus-
trate it in Fig.(7) where we show the reheating temper-
ature TRH as a function of Min in the case n = 4 (left)
and n = 6 (right) after solving numerically the set of
Boltzmann equations. In the scenario of β > βBH

crit, PBH
reheating happens after PBH domination, and the depen-
dence on β and wφ disappears as we can see from Eq.(47).
Here, we need a minimum value aBH given by Eq.(25)

to reach the regime of PBH domination and follow the

dependency TRH ∝ M
− 3

2

in which is effectively what we
observe in both the left and right panel of Fig.(7). How-
ever, if PBHs evaporate during inflation domination, we
have a wφ dependent behavior in TRH(Min) given by

Eq.(44), TRH ∝ M
3(1−wφ)/2(3wφ−1)
in . As an example for

wφ = 1/2, TRH ∝ M
3/2
in . It should be noted that in this

scenario, there is a threshold value for β, below which
the PBH reheating scenario cannot achieve a reheating
temperature higher than the energy scale of BBN, which
is about 5 MeV. This threshold value can be calculated
from Eq.(26) upon plugging Min = Mmax

in ∼ 2 × 108 g
(see Eq.(B5) of appendix B). For wφ = 1/2, this value
turns out to be 2.1× 10−19.

Finally, we summarize all our analyses in the set of
Figs. (8) where we plotted the reheating temperatures
obtained as a function of β for different values of Min
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FIG. 8. Evolution of the reheating temperature TRH as function of β for different values of yφ with Min = 10, 104, 107g (from
top-down) and n = 4 and 6 (left column and right column). The solid red circle indicates the critical β = βBH

crit defined in

Eq.(26). Vertical red dashed lines on the left of the solid red circle indicate β = βφcrit, whereas those on the right indicate critical
β values at which the Universe undergoes a transition from inflaton → radiation → PBHs domination. The extreme right
light-pink shaded regions are excluded by an excess of gravitational wave, Eq.(50), whereas dark-pink shaded lower regions are
excluded by BBN bounds, Eq.(19).

and yφ in the cases of n = 4 and n = 6. To facilitate our discussion further, we identify a critical coupling, ycst
φ ,
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defined by equating radiation energy density at the end
of PBH domination, Eq.(46), with that at the end of
standard inflaton domination, Eq.(8). This value ycst

φ
can be considered as the coupling needed for the inflaton
to reheat as efficiently as a PBHs population of mass Min,
and is given by

ycst
φ |n<7 =

√
8π

(
M4
P

αn

) 1
2
(

3ε2

λ

) 1−wφ
4(1+wφ)

(
MP

Min

) 3(1−wφ)

2(1+wφ)

,

(48)
The above expression is deduced for n < 7. On the other
hand, the critical Yukawa coupling for n > 7 would be

ycst
φ |n>7 =

√
8π

(
M4
P

−αn

) 1
2

λ
wφ−1

4+4wφ

(
3ε2M6

P

M6
in

) 3wφ−1

6+6wφ

×
(
ρend

M4
P

) 5−9wφ
12+12wφ

. (49)

For example, n = 4 (6) and Min = 10 g, one can deduce
ycst
φ = 7×10−4 (8×10−3), while for Min = 104 g, the crit-

ical coupling reduces to 3.8× 10−6 (1.2× 10−4). Associ-
ated with those two mass values, reheating temperatures
are deduced from Eq.(47), T cst

RH = (4.2 × 108, 1.3 × 104)
GeV for Min = (10, 104) g respectively. It is interest-
ing that those temperatures are independent of all infla-
tionary parameters such as (n, yφ) as expected. These
features are recovered from full numerical analysis and
clearly depicted in Fig.(8), where yφ = ycst

φ corresponds

to constant say reheating temperature TRH = T cst
RH line

along which all the different curves meet behaving like
an attractor which erases all the microscopic information
about the inflaton. The significance of such behavior
could be interesting to look into.

For a given yφ ≤ ycst
φ and n > 4, we observe in the

right panels of Fig.(8) three distinct regions along β with
two constant temperature plateaus and one with constant

slope. For smaller β < βφcrit in the first plateau region, re-
heating is solely inflaton driven with constant reheating
temperature for a fixed coupling yφ respecting the Eq.(9).

In the intermediate regime of βφcrit < β < βBH
crit, the ra-

diation contribution from PBHs evaporation takes over
the inflaton radiation, and hence the reheating tempera-

ture varies with a constant slope TRH ∝ β
3+3wφ
12wφ−4 = β9/4

for wφ = 1
2 , as expected from Eq.(44). Such a slope is

observed in the green line for all three PBHs initial mass
values, black line for Min = (10, 104) g, and magenta line
for Min = 10 g shown in the right panel of Fig.(8).

Finally, for a large value of β > βBH
crit, the PBHs it-

self dominates over the inflaton, and subsequent decay
leads to reheating temperature hitting the TRH = T cst

RH
attractor line respecting Eq.(47). The reheating temper-
atures are deduced to be TRH ' (4.2×108, 1.3×104, 0.4)
GeV for Min = (10, 104, 107) g, respectively that can be
recovered from the plots.

However, for a given yφ ≤ ycst
φ , n = 4 (wφ = 1/3)

deserves special attention, because intermediate regime

βφcrit < β < βBH
crit does not exists. The reason behind this

feature is that for n = 4, both inflaton and radiation
energy densities dilute in a similar manner (∝ a−4), and
that leads to no PBH reheating for those PBHs evaporate
during inflaton domination. The feature is similar to the
case yφ > ycst

φ discussed below; the only difference is that

for yφ > ycst
φ , before PBH domination the universe always

remained radiation dominated.
Once, yφ > ycst

φ , Fig.(8) shows two plateau regions of
reheating temperature with an abrupt fall at a new β
critical value depicted again by the vertical red dashed
lines placed at the right side of the βBH

crit red circle. The
first plateau indicates the fact that due to strong infla-
ton coupling, below this new critical β value reheating
is governed solely by inflaton without any significant ef-
fect from PBHs, leading to β-independent TRH, followed
by Eq.(9). However, once one assumes the new critical
value of β, or higher, the universe undergoes from inflaton
→ radiation → PBH, and then after PBHs evaporation
leads to again (β, yφ) independent reheating temperature
hitting the TRH = T cst

RH attractor line.
Finally, it has been recently observed that Hawking

evaporation during PBH domination leads to a small-
scale cosmological fluctuation that, in turn, provides an
induced stochastic gravitational wave background. This
GW background could provide a stronger constrain on
the β parameter coming from BBN [51] :

β < 1.1× 10−6

(
w3/2

0.2

)− 1
2
(
Min

104 g

)−17/24

. (50)

As an example for Min = 10 g, to satisfied this constrain,
β must be < 104. We added these constraints in Figs.(6)
and (8).

V. THE CASE FOR EXTENDED MASS
DISTRIBUTION

The extended mass function (EMF) of PBHs is intri-
cately tied to the underlying mechanism that governs
their formation, and are contingent on the power spec-
trum of primordial density perturbations and the equa-
tion of state of the Universe at the time of their forma-
tion (see Ref. [52]). Consequently, distinct shapes of the
mass function fPBH(M, t) emerge: power-law [53], log-
normal [54–56], critical collapse [57–60], or metric pre-
heating [61–63], among others.

In this work, we consider the class of PBHs with power-
law shape mass function. This type of mass function
corresponds to the scenario where the PBHs form from
scale-invariant fluctuations, that is, with constant am-
plitude at the horizon epoch. This happens when the
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Universe is dominated by a perfect fluid with the con-
stant equation of state. The concerned mass function at
the initial time, ti is given by:

fPBH(Mi, ti) =

{
CM−αi , for Mmin ≤Mi ≤Mmax

0, otherwise .
(51)

The coefficient C is the overall normalization factor, and
(Mmin, Mmax) represents the minimum and the maxi-
mum PBH masses, respectively. They depend on the
domain of frequency over which the scale-invariant fluc-
tuations are formed. Subsequently, we assume that
the distribution extends to lower masses, hence we set
Mmax = Min, where Min is given in Eq. (13), and treat
Mmin as a free parameter. The parameter α depends on
the equation of state at formation, P = wρ, and is given
by [64]:

α =
2 + 4w

1 + w
. (52)

Concerning the evolution of energy densities, recall
that like in the monochromatic case, our analysis per-
tains to a dynamical system that consists of an oscillating
inflaton field, whose evolution is described by the Eq. (1),
and evaporating PBHs. Thus, before the complete evap-
oration the PBHs, the two sources of the background
radiation are the inflaton and the PBHs. Note however
that PBHs leaving behind remnant masses is a possibil-
ity, as argued in Ref. [65].

The comprehensive treatment of the PBH mass and
spin distributions, as well as their cosmological evolu-
tion, can be found in Refs.[64, 66], where the relevant
evolution equations have been derived. Nonetheless, for
consistency, we summarize the main equations used in
the current work. The number and energy density of
PBHs, at time t can be written respectively as:

nBH(t) =

∫ ∞
0

fPBH(M, t)dM , (53)

ρBH(t) =

∫ ∞
0

MfPBH(M, t)dM . (54)

The mass spectra fPBH(M, t) at time t can be related
to fPBH(Mi, ti). Indeed, upon establishing an initial
spectrum fPBH(Mi, ti) at time ti, the distribution un-
dergoes changes due to both cosmic expansion and evap-
oration. Nonetheless, the comoving number density of
PBHs with initial masses within an infinitesimal range of
[Mi,Mi+dMi] remains constant until the time when they
completely evaporate, resulting in a drop of the number
density to zero. One can then express fPBH(M, t) as fol-
lows:

a3fPBH(M, t)dM = a3
infPBH(Mi, ti)dMi (55)

It follows from Eq.(54), that the Friedmann-
Boltzmann equation for ρBH(t) is given by

ρ̇BH + 3HρBH =
a3

in

a3

∫ ∞
M̃

dM

dt
fPBH(Mi, ti)dMi , (56)

where dM/dt describes the rate of change of PBH mass

M due to evaporation, and the lower bound M̃ allows
to ensure that at time t only the non-evaporated PBHs

with mass Mi > M̃(t) contribute to their energy density.

Using Eq.(21), M̃(a) can be estimated as

M̃(a) =

(
2
√

3ε

1 + wφ

)1/3(
M5
P√
ρend

)1/3(
a

aend

) 1
2 (1+wφ)

.(57)

Hence, it is then straightforward to derive the evolution
of the radiation as:

ρ̇R + 4HρR = Γφρφ(1 + wφ)

− a3
in

a3

∫ ∞
M̃

dM

dt
fPBH(Mi, ti)dMi (58)

In sum the evolving system can be described by Eq.(1),
(56), and (58), together with Eq.(30). Solving this
set of equations is somehow subtle compared with the
monochromatic case. The integrals in the right-hand
sides of Eqs.(56) and (58) must be evaluated at every
time t, which requires a different approach. Thus, re-
garding the methodology, we utilized a modified version
of the package FRISBHEE4 [64, 67–69], to include inflaton
to the evolving system. Further details on the numerical
approach used to solve these equations can be found in
[64].
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FIG. 9. Evolution of the energy densities ρφ (blue), ρR
(red) and ρBH (green) as function of a/aend for n = 4, yφ =
10−4, β = 10−4, for monochromatic limit Min ≈ 104 g
(dashed), and extended distribution, Min ∈ [102, 104] g (full).
The reheating temperatures in both cases are very close to
each other.

With regards to the findings pertaining to the EMF
case, a comparable reheating temperature is obtained as

4 https://github.com/yfperezg/frisbhee
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that of monochromatic PBHs mass spectra, as exempli-
fied in Fig.(9), for n = 4, yφ = 10−4, and β = 10−4.
This plot corresponds to the monochromatic limit with
mass Min ≈ 104 g, and for the extended distribution
with Min ∈ [102, 104] g. Note that typically, the reheat-
ing through PBHs, after a regime of PBH domination,
happens when they completely evaporate. Hence, in our
case, since we have chosen the mass function that extends
to lower values, with the maximal initial mass Mmax

corresponding to the monochromatic mass Min, we ex-
pect the complete evaporation of PBHs in both cases is
achieved at the same epoch.
Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that the reheating
occurs slightly earlier in the case of EMF as can be seen
in Fig.(9), for a/aend in about 109 to the evaporation
point. As soon as the lighter population of PBHs starts
to evaporate and inject energy in the radiation, the to-
tal energy density of the radiation bath in the EMF case
(solid red) would start becoming larger as compared to
the monochromatic one (dashed red). Eventually, the
former (EMF case) would lead to the reheating point that

happens shortly before M̃ , defined in Eq.(57), reaches
Mmax, where, in turn, the reheating in the monochro-
matic case occurs.
Also, it would be worth commenting that if the EMF
extending to larger masses such that Min = Mmin, was
considered, then the reheating temperature can be very
affected depending on the width of the mass function,
since the larger masses than Min would have a longer
lifetime compared to the monochromatic scenario.

We want to comment also that although in our study
we focused on situation where the PBHs are formed dur-
ing the inflaton domination phase, the alternative situa-
tions in which they form during radiation domination era
is another possibility depending on when they form (Min)
and yφ. In fact this situation arises when the formation
of PBHs happens after the point where the standard re-
heating is achieved, such that Min > MRH

in , where MRH
in

is:

Min > MRH
in = 4πγ

√
3

λ

(
8π

y2
φ

)n
2 (

M4
P

αn

)n
2

MP (59)

The case of n = 4 and yφ = 2, corresponding to MRH
in =

1.6 g, is illustrated by the lower right plot of Fig.(3) where
Min ' 10 g. For example, for n = 6, yφ = 0.5 (0.1),
would lead to MRH

in ' 31 g (4.8× 105 g).

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposal of forming PBHs in early universe cos-
mology has been the subject of intense investigations
over the last decade. Most of the PBH studies so far
are mainly either concentrated on the possible formation
mechanism along with their late time effects, which the

cosmological observation can constrain. In this paper, we
explore the effect of PBHs in a mass range on which de-
tailed exploration is still lacking, and furthermore, direct
detection is less effective. In this paper, we particularly
concentrate on the reheating phase after the inflation and
propose a new mechanism of reheating, taking into con-
sideration the effect of PBHs.

As a case study, we consider the following main ingredi-
ents in our analysis. We consider the production of ther-
mal baths from two production channels: inflation decay
and PBH evaporation. Inflaton is creating the thermal
bath through a Yukawa-type coupling with the Fermions,
yφφf̄f , whereas PBHs are assumed to be formed during
the process of reheating parametrizing by their forma-
tion mass (Min) and initial abundance (β). Those PBHs
can also evaporate and populate the thermal bath. De-
pending upon the value of those parameters, PBHs can
potentially impact the reheating process.

Considering a generic inflaton potential of the form
V (φ) ∝ φn, we analyzed the impact of the parameters
(β, Min, yφ) on the process of reheating in their respec-
tive regime. We show that the phenomenology of such
scenarios is extremely rich, and depending on the values
of those parameters, PBH can either dominate the re-
heating process or even change the expansion rate. We
mostly focused on the impact of monochromatic PBH
mass function. The inclusion of extended mass function
did not produce any new features except minor quantita-
tive changes in the physical quantities, such as reheating
temperature.

We discovered two distinct classes of reheating pro-
cesses in addition to the conventional one driven purely
by inflaton. If the inflaton coupling yφ is lower than
some critical value ycst

φ given by Eq.(48) in the limit of

β ≥ βφcrit for any n ≥ 4 values, the radiation bath hap-
pened to be controlled by the evaporation of PBHs with
its final temperature following the power law relation

TRH ∝ M
−

3(1−wφ)

2(1−3wφ)

in β
3+3wφ
12wφ−4 . This power law appears for

a specific range of β within βφcrit ≤ β < βBH
crit. However, if

the abundance assumes higher than βBH
crit and n > 2, due

to the slower rate of dilution of PBHs ∝ a−3 at certain
time aBH, PBH dominates over the inflaton and leads

to a universal reheating temperature TBH ∝Min
− 3

2 irre-
spective of (wφ, β) values. Interestingly, such a scenario
behaves like an attractor in (TRH, β) plane, which erases
all the initial information about inflaton and PBHs abun-
dance. From the observational perspective, it would be
interesting to look into such reheating scenario in greater
detail.

Consequently, the reheating temperature can change
drastically in the presence of PBHs. The real reason is
that, whereas the inflaton dilutes faster than ∝ a−3 for
n > 2, the density of PBH still follows a dust-like evolu-
tion. Moreover, the radiation generated by the PBHs is
also much less redshifted than the radiation produced by
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inflaton decay, opening the possibility of reheating driven
by PBH even if their density does not dominate over the
inflaton. Our results are summarized in Fig.(8), where
the reheating temperature in the presence of the primor-
dial black hole is explicitly shown as a function of β for
different values of yφ and Min.
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Appendix A: The inflationary parameters

An important feature of inflationary models is the pos-
sibility of reheating the Universe after the inflation, lead-
ing a radiation dominated epoch. Inflation reheating
refers to the process by which the energy of the infla-
ton field, which powered the inflationary expansion of
the Universe, is transferred to other particles in the Uni-
verse. This transfer of energy occurs at the end of the
inflationary period and is considered to have created the
conditions necessary for the formation of structure in
the Universe. The transfer of energy from the inflaton
to other particles is thought to have been accomplished
through a variety of mechanisms, such as the decay of
the inflaton into other particles or the production of par-
ticles through the interaction of the inflaton with other
fields [1, 2, 7, 31].

In the following study we assume that the reheating
is not instantaneous, that is, a scenario in which the
transfer of energy from the inflaton field to other par-
ticles at the end of inflation occurs over a longer pe-

riod of time, rather than instantaneously. Note that
there has been many works which have taken into ac-
count non-instantaneous reheating scenario (see for ex-
ample Refs. [7, 32–38].

We start our discussion by considering a specific in-
flationary model, the so-called α−attractor model, that
permits a slow-roll inflation. The potential V (φ) has the
following form:

V (φ) = Λ4

1− e
−α1

φ

MP


n

, (A1)

where α1 =
√

2
3α . The CMB power spectrum naturally

fixes the mass scale Λ. Further, throughout our analysis,
we consider α = 1. If we expand the above potential
around minima, it can be expressed in a power law form
as:

V (φ) = Λ4

(
α1

MP

)n
φn = λ

φn

Mn−4
P

, (A2)

where λ =
(

Λ
MP

)4

αn1 . Using the constraints from the

CMB, the parameter Λ can be expressed in terms of the
CMB observables such as AR, ns, and r as (see, for in-
stance, Ref.[70])

λ =αn1

(
3π2rAR

2

)4

×
[
n2 + n+

√
n2 + 3α(2 + n)(1− ns)
n(2 + n)

]n
(A3)

AR ∼ 2.19 × 10−9 represents the amplitude of the in-
flaton fluctuation measured from Planck [71]. From the
condition on the end of the inflation,

εv(φend) =
1

2M2
P

(
V ′(φ)

V (φ)

∣∣∣
φ=φend

)2

= 1 ,

the field value at the end of the inflation can be written
as

φend =
MP

α1
ln

(
n√
3α

+ 1

)
. (A4)

Upon substitution of the above Eq.(A4) into Eq.(A2), the
expression of the potential at the end of inflation takes
the following form

V (φend) =
λM4

P

α4
1

(
n

n+
√

3α

)n
. (A5)

Finally, the inflaton energy density at the end of inflation,
which provides the initial condition for the subsequent
reheating dynamics, turns out as (using the condition
εv ∼ 1 at the inflation end)

ρend ∼
3

2
V (φend) =

3λM4
P

2α4
1

(
n

n+
√

3α

)n
. (A6)
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Appendix B: Reheating temperature: evaporation
during PBH domination

Upon the Universe reaching PBH domination, the re-
heating temperature is solely determined by the mass of
the PBH at formation, and hence, is independent of both
the β parameter and the specific evolutionary trajectory
that led to PBH domination. During this period, the
Hubble parameter behaves as H = 2/3t. At the point of
evaporation, the temperature reaches the aforementioned
reheating temperature.

TRH = Tev =

(
40

π2

M2
P

g∗(TRH) t2ev

)1/4

, (B1)

where tev is the time scale associated with the evapo-
ration point. The evaporation time scale tev can be es-
timated from the PBH mass evolution which takes the

following form:

M = Min

[
1− π g∗(TBH)

160

M4
P

M3
in

(t− tin)

] 1
3

. (B2)

Thus, the lifetime of the PBH is given by:

tev − tin ∼ tev =
160

π g∗(TBH)

M3
in

M4
P

. (B3)

Plugging Eq.(B3) into Eq.(B1) gives

TRH ∼
(
g∗(TBH)M10

P

640M6
in

)1/4

. (B4)

As we already mentioned, the expression of Eq.(B4)
clearly indicates that once PBH domination is achieved,
the reheating temperature depends only on the initial
mass at formation.
The maximum allowed formation mass of PBHs Mmax

in

can be calculated equating Tev(TRH) with BBN energy
scale TBBN ∼ 5 MeV

Mmax
in =

(
g∗(TBH)

640

) 1
6
(
M5
P

T 2
BBN

) 1
3

∼ 2× 108 g (B5)
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In this work, we complete our CT18qed study with the neutron’s photon par-

ton distribution function (PDF), which is essential for the nucleus scattering phe-

nomenology. Two methods, CT18lux and CT18qed, based on the LUXqed formalism

and the DGLAP evolution, respectively, to determine the neutron’s photon PDF have

been presented. Various low-Q2 non-perturbative variations have been carefully ex-

amined, which are treated as additional uncertainties on top of those induced by

quark and gluon PDFs. The impacts of the momentum sum rule as well as isospin

symmetry violation have been explored, and turn out to be negligible. A detailed

comparison with other neutron’s photon PDF sets has been performed, which shows

a great improvement in the precision and a reasonable uncertainty estimation in our

results. Finally, two phenomenological implications are demonstrated with photon-

initiated processes: neutrino-nucleus W -boson production, which is important for

the near-future TeV–PeV neutrino observations, and the axion-like particle produc-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Similar to the proton as a composite hadron, the neutron also contains its internal struc-
ture, mostly consisting of quarks and gluons as partons. The corresponding parton distri-
bution functions (PDFs) can describe its internal structure up to very high precision, based
on the modern strong interaction theory, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). A precise de-
termination of the neutron’s parton content plays a critical role in the hadron and particle
physics frontier, which deepens our understanding of the fundamental parton dynamics [1].

Even as an electrically neutral particle, the neutron can still have photon content, due to
its internal charged particles. Experimentally, the neutron’s magnetic moment is measured
to be µn = −1.913µN [2], where µN = e~/2m is the nuclear magneton. In a more modern
picture, the neutron’s electromagnetic property can be described with the corresponding
form factors, which are measured in various scattering experiments. See Ref. [3] for an
overview of the most updated experiments and the global fitted results. The photon content
induced by the electromagnetic form factors can be ascribed to the elastic component, as
the neutron remains intact in a scattering process. The neutron’s elastic photon can be de-
termined through the so-called equivalent photon approximation (EPA) [4–6], which maps
the electromagnetic form factors to the equivalent photon number or spectrum. This ap-
proach was adopted to include the elastic component of the proton’s inclusive photon in the
CT14qed PDF set [7], while the neutron’s elastic photon was assumed to be zero regarding
its zero electric charges.

Meanwhile, the neutron also has an inelastic photon component, which corresponds to
inelastic scattering processes. In a deep-inelastic scattering (DIS), the internal quarks and
gluons of the neutron can be resolved by a deep virtual photon. In such a picture, the photon
becomes completely a parton of a neutron, which co-evolves with other partons (quarks and
gluon) in terms of the DGLAP equations [8–11]. The first quantum electrodynamics (QED)
PDF set to include the photon as a parton of neutron came out as the MRST2004qed [12].
The initial photon PDF there is parameterized with the radiation off the “primordial” up
and down quarks, governed by the corresponding current or constituent quark masses. A
small isospin violation at µ0 was introduced to the valence quarks, with the corresponding
amount fixed by momentum conservation. In such a way, the photon and other partons
of neutron and proton were determined through a global QCD+QED analysis. With the
isospin symmetric assumption at µ0, NNPDF fitted proton and neutron’s photon content
simultaneously through a global analysis of DIS and Drell-Yan data and released the corre-
sponding PDF set as NNPDF2.3qed [13]. Contemporaneously in the CT14qed PDFs [7], the
proton’s initial inelastic photon was constructed with the radiation off the valence quarks,
with the initial momentum fraction 〈xγp〉(µ2

0) determined with the ZEUS data on the iso-
lated photon production [14]. The neutron’s PDFs are related to the proton’s with a isospin
symmetry violation determined through 〈xγp〉(µ2

0).

The idea of EPA was extended to determine the inelastic photon as well in terms of the
inelastic structure functions (SFs) [15–17]. This approach was inherited by the LUXqed
group [18, 19], who established a rigorous framework based on the collinear factoriza-
tion beyond the leading order by including proper MS matching terms. With the pre-
cisely measured elastic and inelastic structure functions, the proton’s photon PDF was
constrained up to a high precision at the level of 1–2%. Afterward, this LUXqed for-
malism [18, 19] was adopted to determine the proton’s initial photon PDF at µ0 in the
QCD+QED global analyses, including CT18qed [20], MMHT2015qed [21]/MSHT20qed [22],
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and NNPDF3.1luxQED1 [23], which advanced our understanding of the proton’s structure in
the precision frontier [24]. Based on the MRST2004qed proton-neutron isospin relation [12],
both the MMHT2015qed [21] and MSHT20qed [22] analyses have released the neutron PDFs
as well.

In this work, we extend our recent CT18qed study [20] to include the neutron PDFs
as well, to provide a key input for many phenomenological applications related to nucleus
scattering. Different from the CT14qed neutron PDFs [7], we will include the elastic pho-
ton component in terms of the electromagnetic form factors, similar to the treatment in
the MMHT2015qed [21] and MSHT20qed [22] PDF sets. Following the CT18qed proton
study [20], the neutron’s photon PDF can be generated either through applying the LUXqed
formalism at any scale or through evolving the LUXqed initialized photon up to higher scales,
which we dub as CT18lux and CT18qed PDF sets, respectively. In the lower energy regime,
the structure functions receive various nonpertubative contributions, such as higher-twist
and target-mass corrections, which will result in different photon PDFs. We ascribed these
variations as a part of the corresponding PDF uncertainties.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II lays out the neutron’s photon PDF determi-
nation. More specifically, in Sec. II A, we discuss the neutron’s elastic photon component,
followed by the CT18lux inelastic component in Sec. II B, using the LUXqed formalism. In
Sec. II C, we develop the DGLAP methodology to consistently address the momentum sum
rule and isospin violation in the mixed QCD and QED PDF evolution. A comprehensive
comparison between the first and second generations of the neutron’s photon PDFs is pre-
sented in Sec. II D. Two examples of the phenomenological implications are demonstrated
in Sec. III and conclusions come afterward in Sec. IV.

II. THE LUXQED PHOTON PDF FORMALISM

As implied by the equivalent photon approximation [6], the nucleon’s photon PDF is
related to the corresponding structure functions. The elastic structure functions can be
constructed in terms of the electromagnetic form factors as [6]

FE(Q2) =
4m2G2

E(Q2) +Q2G2
M(Q2)

4m2 +Q2
,

FM(Q2) = G2
M(Q2),

(1)

where m is the nucleon mass. By mapping the equivalent photon spectrum to the elastic2

photon PDF, we obtain [6]

xγel =
α

π

∫
dQ2

Q2

[
Q2
⊥

Q2
FE(Q2) +

x2

2
FM(Q2)

]
. (2)

where the photon virtuality Q2 can be related to the transverse momentum Q⊥ as

Q2 =
Q2
⊥ + x2m2

1− x . (3)

1 The NNPDF3.1luxQED PDFs choose a high initialization scale µ0 = 100 GeV, while others take a low

one µ0 ∼ O(1 GeV).
2 The “elastic” and “inelastic” are referred as “coherent” and “incoherent”, respectively, by the MRST

group [25].
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An improved form based on the Q2
⊥ integration including the proper integral interval can

be found in Refs. [26, 27].
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FIG. 1. The breakup plane to determine the neutron structure functions, Fn2,L(x,Q2).

This idea was applied to the inelastic photon as well in Refs. [15–17]. With a rigorous
collinear factorization framework, the LUXqed group extended this approach beyond the
leading order by including a proper MS matching term [18, 19], which we dub as the LUXqed
formalism

xγ(x, µ2) =
1

2πα(µ2)

∫ 1

x

dz

z

{∫ µ2

1−z

x2m2

1−z

dQ2

Q2
α2

ph(−Q2)

[(
zpγq(z) +

2x2m2

Q2

)
F2(x/z,Q2)

− z2FL(x/z,Q2)

]
− α2(µ2)z2F2(x/z, µ2)

}
+O(α2, ααs).

(4)

Here pγq(z) ≡ [1 + (1 − z)2]/z corresponds to the leading order DGLAP splitting kernel.
The αph is the physical fine structure constant, defined as

αph(q2) =
α2(µ2)

1− Π(q2, µ2)
, (5)

where Π(q2, µ2) is the vacuum polarization function, evaluated at q2 = −Q2. The first term
in Eq. (4) with the square bracket is referred to as the physical factorization component, and
the second one that only involves F2 is the MS conversion [19]. To perform the integration
in Eq. (4), the neutron’s structure functions F n

2,L in the complete (x,Q2) plane are needed,
with the breakup depicted in Fig. 1. With a precise knowledge of the structure functions
F n

2,L, the neutron’s photon PDF can be determined up to a high precision, which is the main
goal of this work.
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A. The elastic photon PDF

The LUXqed formalism, Eq. (4), can be applied to the elastic photon as well. The elastic
structure functions in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as [28]

F el
2 (x,Q2) =

G2
E(Q2) +G2

M(Q2)τ

1 + τ
δ(1− x),

F el
L (x,Q2) =

G2
E(Q2)

τ
δ(1− x),

(6)

where τ = Q2/4m2. Here δ(1− x) factor indicates that the nucleon remains intact, which
corresponds to the red narrow band in Fig. 1. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (4) ends up
with the LUXqed elastic photon as

xγel(x, µ2) =
1

2πα(µ2)

∫ ∞
x2m2

1−x

dQ2

Q2
αph(−Q2)

[(
1− x2m2

Q2(1− x)

)
2(1− x)G2

E(Q2)

1 + τ

+

(
xpγq(x) +

2x2m2

Q2

)
G2
M(Q2)τ

1 + τ

]
.

(7)

Here this LUXqed form shares the same philosophy as the EPA in Eq. (2), but improves
with a proper matching, which facilitates the higher-order extension. Here the physical
factorization and MS terms are merged together, resulting in the Q2 integration up to
infinity. We remind the readers that this upper integration limit is different from the one in
the MMHT15qed [21] and MSHT20qed [22] fits, which adopted the starting scale µ2

0, while
the elastic photon at higher scale was obtained through a derived evolution equation. See
Ref. [21] for the details.

As mentioned in Sec. I, the electromagnetic form factors GE,M(Q2) can be directly ex-
tracted from the experimental measurements. In comparison with the proton form factors,
the neutron ones are poorly known, as no free and stable neutron exists in a natural en-
vironment. Therefore, the neutron form factors have to be extracted from nuclei (such
as deuterium or Helium), by subtracting the dominant proton contribution after properly
accounting for nuclear effects. See Ref. [3] for the details of the determination methodology.

For the neutron’s electric form factor, MMHT2015qed [21] and MSHT20qed [22] PDF
sets adopted a phenomenological parameterization by Galster et al. [29],

Gn
E(Q2) =

Aτ

1 +Bτ
GD

(
Q2
)
, (8)

where the GD is the dipole form,

GD(Q2) =
1

(1 +Q2/Λ2)2
, (9)

with Λ2 = 0.71 GeV2. The parameters A and B are determined through the deuterium and
3He scattering experiments [30],

A = 1.70± 0.04, B = 3.30± 0.32. (10)
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The magnetic form factor was taken as a simple dipole approximation

Gn
M(Q2) = µnGD(Q2), (11)

where µn = −1.913 [2].
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FIG. 2. The recent world fit of neutron’s elastic form factors, GnE,M , by Ye et al. [3], compared

with the Galster parameterization [29] used in the MMHT2015qed [21] and MSHT20qed [22] PDF

sets. The red thin bands (“par.”) parameterize the corresponding uncertainties with analytical

forms, while the green dashed ones (“cov.”) are directly extracted from the covariance matrix of

the fit [3].

Instead, we adopt the global fitted Gn
E,M results by Ye et al. [3] to determine the neutron’s

elastic photon component in this work. The comparison between the two different elastic
form factors is displayed in Fig. 2. Here the global fittedGn

E,M are displayed as the red curves,
and the red thin bands (“par.”) indicate the corresponding uncertainties parameterized
with analytical formulas. The green dashed curves (“cov.”) refer to the same uncertainties
obtained with the covariance matrix of the fit, which agree with the parameterized forms very
well through the whole Q2 range. In practice, we adopt the analytical form in our calculation
for convenience. In comparison with the Ye et al.’s fit, the Galster parameterization [29, 30]
captures the general feature of the neutron’s form factors, while with an underestimation of
the uncertainties, especially at a high photon virtuality Q2.

In Fig. 3, we show the neutron’s elastic photon PDF, xγel(x, µ2), at µ = 1.3 GeV. The
higher-scale photon PDFs behave similarly, with only a small variation resulting from the
running of α(µ2) in Eq. (7), as shown in the lower right panel. First, we see that the neutron’s
elastic photon is dominated by the magnetic contribution, while the electric form factor only
contributes a percent level to the total elastic photon. This can be easily understood in terms
of its zero electric charge, which is different from the proton case, as shown in the lower left
panel of Fig. 3. In the proton case, the electric (magnetic) contribution dominates the elastic
photon at low (large) x, with equality around x ∼ 0.2. Second, we also see that the neutron’s
total elastic photon PDF is generally much smaller than the proton’s, by about two orders of
magnitude at a small x. At a large x (x & 0.7) where the magnetic contribution dominates,
the neutron and proton elastic photons scale as the magnetic moment ratio µn/µp. Third, the
neutron’s elastic photon induced by the Galster parameterization is slightly larger than the
one with Ye’s form factors by about 3% at low x, mainly due to the larger low-scale GM when
Q2 . 0.6 GeV2 as shown in Fig. 2. As we observed before, the Galster parameterization
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FIG. 3. Upper: the neutron’s elastic photon at scale µ = 1.3 GeV, based on the Galster [29] and

Ye [3]’s electromagnetic form factors. Lower: the comparison between neutron and proton’s elastic

photon PDFs, generated with the Ye’s form factors. We also include MSHT20qed result [22] for a

comparison.

underestimated the uncertainties, which results in smaller error bands. Meanwhile, we
include the elastic photon from the MSHT20qed fit [22] for a comparison, which is about
30% of our result, mainly resulting from a much lower integration limit, as we mentioned
above. However, this difference of the proton’s elastic photon between the one with Ye’s
form factors and the MSHT20qed result is much smaller, which only shows up when x & 0.7
at µ = 1.3 GeV3 as shown in Fig. 3 lower left panel.

B. The inelastic photon PDF with the LUXqed approach: CT18lux

As discussed before, when applying the LUXqed formalism to the neutron’s inelastic
photon, we need to integrate Eq. (4) throughout the complete (x,Q2) plane as shown in
Fig. 1. Here we take similar breakups as the original LUXqed treatment [19]. That is, we
divide the (x,Q2) plane into regions discussed as follows.

• W 2 < W 2
lo = 3 GeV2 is defined as the resonance region. We remind the readers that the

hadronic inelastic kinematics is bounded from below with a threshold W 2 ≥ (m+mπ)2,
shown as the lower boundary in Fig. 1. Similar to the LUXqed treatment, we take

3 We have also checked the MSHT20qed’s departing point at a higher scale, which occurs at a higher x

value, e.g., x & 0.9 at µ = 100 GeV. We suspect that it is caused by the LHAPDF interpolation of its x

grid.
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the neutron’s resonance structure functions either from the CLAS experiment [31] or
the Christy-Bosted fit in 2007 (CB07) [32, 33] as well as the updated one in 2021
(CB21) [34]. With a few representative scales Q2, we compare F1,2 from these three
resources in Fig. 4. We see an overall agreement along the whole W 2 range, even
though the difference is slightly larger than the proton case, which can be found in
our recent work [20]. We take the CLAS fit as our default choice, while the variation
to CB21 fits quantifies the resonance uncertainty.

Neutron

CH

CB07

CB21

1 2 3 4 5
10

-3

10
-2

10
-1

10
0

Neutron

CLAS

CB07

CB21

1 2 3 4 5
10-3

10-2

10-1

100

FIG. 4. The neutron structure functions in the resonance region, taken from the CLAS experi-

ment [31] and the Christy-Bosted fit [32–34], respectively. The “CH” denotes the smooth transition

from the CLAS to HERMES with Eq. (17).

• W 2 > W 2
hi = 4 GeV2 and Q2 < Q2

lo is the low-Q2 continuum region. We follow
the LUXqed treatment [19] and construct the structure functions based on the HER-
MES GD11-P fit [35], which adopted a wide range of data and the ALLM functional
form [36]. The HERMES Collaboration measured the inclusive DIS cross section from
both hydrogen and deuterium targets. In Fig. 5, we show the sum of longitudinal
and transverse photon-absorption cross sections σT+L = σT + σL, with which we can
directly construct the F2 structure function as

F2(x,Q2) =
1

4π2α

Q2(1− x)

1 + 4x2m2/Q2
σT+L(x,Q2). (12)

In order to get the F1 or FL, we need the longitudinal-to-transverse cross-section ratio

RL/T (x,Q2) =
σL(x,Q2)

σT (x,Q2)
=

(
1 +

4x2m2

Q2

)
F2(x,Q2)

2xF1(x,Q2)
− 1, (13)

which can be obtained from the R1998 fit [37] or Ref. [28]. In such a way, the longitu-
dinal structure function can be constructed as

FL(x,Q2) =

(
1 +

4x2m2

Q2

)
F2(x,Q2)− 2xF1(x,Q2)

=

(
1 +

4m2x2

Q2

)
F2(x,Q2)

RL/T (x,Q2)

1 +RL/T (x,Q2)
.

(14)

Here we always keep the target-mass factor (1 + 4x2m2/Q2), which will be explored
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in more detail for its corrections. In order to obtain the neutron’s structure functions,
we take the assumption that

2σdT+L = σpT+L + σnT+L, (15)

by ignoring the deuterium’s nuclear corrections, with the result shown in Fig. 5 lower
panel. We remind that σdT+L is defined as a cross section per nucleon. The ratio
Rd
L/T = Rp

L/T = Rn
L/T is known to be valid up to high accuracy [37].

The uncertainties induced by this low-Q2 HERMES SFs are accounted in two folds.
First, we include a separate PDF error set to account for the HERMES uncertainty
of the neutron cross section as

δσnT+L =
√

(2σdT+L)2 + (σpT+L)2, (16)

Second, similar to the LUXqed [19], we also conservatively assign a ±50% variation
for Rn

L/T = R1998 [37] as an additional uncertainty on neutron’s longitudinal structure
function FL in the HERMES continuum region.
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FIG. 5. Upper: the HERMES longitudinal-transverse cross-section sum σT+L [barn] for the proton

(left) and deuteron (right) in the low-Q2 continuum region. Lower: the derived neutron cross-

section sum (right) based on Eq. (15), with nuclear corrections folded into the HERMES and RnL/T
ratio uncertainties. The shaded area denotes two smooth transition regions.
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• The structure functions in the gap between the resonance and low-Q2 continuum
regions (W 2

lo < W 2 < W 2
hi) are dealt with a smooth transition that

Fa(x,Q
2) = (1− ρ)F resonance

a + ρFHERMES
a , (17)

where a = 2, L and

ρ = 2ω2 − ω4, ω =
W 2 −W 2

lo

W 2
hi −W 2

lo

. (18)

• Q2 > Q2
PDF = 9 GeV2 and W 2 > W 2

hi = 4 GeV2 is dubbed as the high-Q2 continuum
region. In this region, the perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) is well
established, which we can rely on to calculate the corresponding structure functions
up to a high order [38]. Based on the CT18lux methodology [20], we need to know
the quark and gluon PDFs at high scales µ > µ0. In this work, we adopt the isospin
symmetric approximation (ISA) to relate the proton and neutron quark PDFs,

(−)

d n =
(−)
u p,

(−)
u n =

(−)

d p, in = ip (i = g,
(−)
s ,

(−)
c , · · · ). (19)

Due to the QED evolution effect, a small isospin violation will be generated through the
γ → qq̄ splitting [7, 12, 13], which will be properly addressed later with the CT18qed
approach [20]. Similar to the LUXqed treatment [19], a variation as Q2

PDF = 5 GeV2

is introduced to explore the corresponding PDF matching uncertainty.
• Similar to the low-W 2 transition region, we also smoothly transit the SFs from the

low-Q2 HERMES to high-Q2 pQCD continuum region when Q2
lo < Q2 < Q2

PDF, with
Q2

lo = 5 GeV2. For Q2
PDF = 5 GeV2 case, we choose Q2

lo = 4 GeV2. The smooth
structure functions are constructed similarly as

Fa(x,Q
2) = (1− ρ)FHERMES

a + ρF pQCD
a , (20)

where

ρ = 2ω2 − ω4, ω =
Q2 −Q2

lo

Q2
PDF −Q2

lo

. (21)

The structure functions F2, FL in this transition region are with a few representative
Bjorken-x’s are shown in Fig. 6. Different from the low-W 2 transition as the “CH”
shows in Fig. 4, we see sizable mismatches and error bands from the low-Q2 HERMES
to the high-Q2 pQCD continuum region, especially at a small x.

At this stage, the inelastic photon PDF can be directly calculated with the LUXqed
formalism, i.e., the CT18lux approach. In Fig. 7, we show the inelastic as well as the total
photon PDFs in comparison with the elastic components at a few representative scales,
µ = 1.3, 3 and 100 GeV. Similar to the proton case, we see the inelastic photon grows with
scale very fast, especially in the small-x region. In the right panel of Fig. 7, we display
the fractions of elastic and inelastic components. We see that due to the neutral electric
charge, the elastic photon only contributes a small fraction to the total photon PDF within
x . O(a few·10−1), which differs from the proton case where the elastic photon takes over at
a low scale when µ . 10 GeV.4 (For this reason, the CT14qed took a zero elastic component
for neutron’s photon PDF [7].) Only at a very large x, the neutron’s elastic photon can play

4 See Fig. 27 of Ref. [20] for details.
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inelastic components of the neutron’s photon PDF.

an important role, mostly induced by the neutron’s magnetic form factor.

In the high-Q2 continuum region as shown in Fig. 1, the theoretical uncertainties for the
pQCD structure functions propagate into the inelastic photon, including the higher-twist
(HT) as well as target-mass (TM) corrections.

The HT correction is explained as follows. In terms of the spirit of operator product
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expansion [39], the DIS hadronic tensor can be expanded with coefficient functions together
with local operator matrix elements,

Wµν(q
2, ν) =

1

π
ImTµν(q

2, ν) =
1

π
Im

∫
d4ze−iq·z〈P |iT [J†ν(z)Jµ(0)]|P 〉

=
1

π
Im
∑
i,τ,n

Ci,µ1···µn
τ,µν (q)〈P |Oτi,µ1···µn|P 〉,

(22)

where ν = q ·p/m = E−E ′ is the lepton’s energy loss and q2 = −Q2 is the photon virtuality.
The fermionic operators can be written as

Oτi,µ1···µn =
1

2

in−1

n!
{q̄(x)γµ1Dµ2 · · ·Dµnq(x) + permutations} . (23)

while the scalar and vector operators can be defined similarly [40]. The operator twist
τ = d− j is defined as the difference between the mass dimension d and the corresponding
spin j [41]. In the large virtuality limit Q2 → ∞, the forward amplitude Tµν(q

2, ν) can be
approximated as

Tµν(q
2, ν) ≈

∑
i,j

x−jC̃
(j)
i,µν(Q

2)O(j)
i , (24)

where x = Q2/(2mν) is the Bjorken scaling. The Wilson coefficients scale as

C̃
(j)
i,µν(Q

2) ∼
(
1/Q2

)γj/2 , (25)

where γj is the anomalous dimension of operator O(j)
i , which increase monotonically with j.

In perturbative QCD, the leading-twist operators correspond to τ = 2 with γ2 = 0 which are
defined as parton distribution functions, while higher twists normally starting since τ = 4
serve as power corrections O(Λ2/Q2).

In this work, we take the same treatment as the CT18qed study [20]. The HT corrections
to the F2 are taken from the CJ15 NLO fitting [42],

FHT
2 (x,Q2) = F LT

2 (x,Q2)

(
1 +

CHT(x)

Q2

)
, (26)

where CHT = h0x
h1(1 +h2x) GeV2 with parameters h0,1,2 fitted from data. The higher-twist

contribution to the longitudinal SF is taken as

FHT
L (x,Q2) = FHT

L (x,Q2)

(
1 +

AHT

Q2

)
, (27)

where AHT = 5.5± 0.6 GeV2 from the HERA fit [43]. The corresponding HT corrections to
SFs, defined as

δHT
2,L(x,Q2) =

FHT
2,L (x,Q2)

F LT
2,L(x,Q2)

− 1, (28)

are shown in Fig. 8 (left). Also, we see the HT generally gives larger corrections to FL than
F2, mainly resulting from the smaller magnitude of FL with respect to that of F2.
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F2,L(x,Q2) for a few representative Q2 in the high-Q2 continuum region.

Besides the higher-twist corrections, the non-zero target mass (TM) of the scattered
nucleus also introduces kinematic power corrections O(x2m2/Q2) [44], which was first cal-
culated by Georgi and Politzer [45]. With the Nachtmann variable [46]

ξ =
2x

1 + r
, where r =

√
1 + 4x2m2/Q2, (29)

we have the TM corrected SFs as [47, 48]

FTM
2 (x,Q2) =

(1 + r)2

4r3
F

(0)
2 (ξ,Q2) +

3x(r2 − 1)

2r4
I2(ξ,Q2),

FTM
L (x,Q2) =

(1 + r)2

4r
F

(0)
L (ξ,Q2) +

x(r2 − 1)

r2
I2(ξ,Q2),

(30)

where

I2(ξ,Q2) =

∫ 1

ξ

du

[
1 +

r2 − 1

2xr
(u− ξ)

]
F

(0)
2 (u,Q2)

u2
, (31)

and F
(0)
2,L are the SFs in the m2/Q2 → 0 limit. The TM corrected SFs normalized to the

uncorrected ones as

δTM
2,L =

FTM
2,L (x,Q2)

F
(0)
2,L(x,Q2)

, (32)

are shown in Fig. 8 (right). Similar to the HT case, we see the TM corrections only become
significant at large x and small Q2.

In Fig. 9, we show various resources contributing to the uncertainties of neutron’s photon
PDF (summing over elastic and inelastic components), based on the CT18lux methodology.
Most of them are in parallel with the proton case studied in Ref. [20]. We discuss them in
sequence as follows.

• Elastic. The elastic photon variation is deduced from the uncertainty of electromag-
netic form factors obtained in the Ye et al.’s fit [3]. Due to a small contribution to the
total photon, we see the elastic uncertainty is small in most of the x range, which is
only noticeable up to a percent level at a very large momentum fraction x & 0.5.

• CB21. The “CB21” denotes the variation from our default CLAS resonance structure
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FIG. 9. Various CT18lux uncertainties to the neutron’s photon PDF at µ = 1.3, 3, 100 GeV.

functions [31] to the CB21 [34] fit as shown in Fig. 4. Different from the proton case,
we see that the CB21 resonance dominates the neutron’s photon uncertainty, suggest-
ing the imprecise determination of the neutron structure functions in the resonance
region. We have made sure that the CB07 [32, 33] fit gives a similar size of variation,
as shown in Fig. 10. Indeed, the neutron’s SFs are not directly measured from ex-
periments, which are instead extracted from the scatterings of deuterium/Helium and
proton targets in this region, based on some assumptions of the nuclear corrections.
See Ref. [33] for an example. For this reason, the neutron’s SFs are not as well de-
termined as the proton’s, which introduces larger uncertainty on the inelastic photon
PDF. In addition, we see that with an increment of the scale µ, the CB21/07 reso-
nance uncertainty decreases, because of the increasing contribution from the pQCD
continuum region.

• HERMES. The neutron’s SFs in the low-Q2 HERMES region are constructed in
terms of Eq. (15). In this work, the nuclear corrections are neglected in the central
relation, while the uncertainty is conservatively propagated with the squared sum
according to Eq. (16). We see that the HERMES uncertainty can induce up to an 8%
variation for the neutron’s photon in the small x and small µ region. The dying out
HERMES’ impact in the large x direction is due to the better matching of SFs in the
transition region as shown in Fig. 6. With increasing scale µ, the HERMES-induced
uncertainty gets the most pronounced around µ = 3 GeV. When µ > 3 GeV, this
impact decreases due to a smaller contribution from the HERMES region, similar to
the CB21 resonance impact.
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resonance structure functions of CB07 [32, 33], CB21 [34] and CLAS [31] fits.

• RL/T . As described above, we have assigned a large variation to the longitudinal-to-
transverse cross-section ratio as RL/T = R1998(1 ± 50%), which introduces the cor-
responding inelastic photon PDF uncertainty. This variation is as small as about
1% ∼ 2% relevant in the large x region when x > 0.1, due to the small contribution
from the longitudinal SF FL in the HEREMES region.

• HT. The higher-twist corrections are described above for FHT
2,L . The corresponding

uncertainty is negligible in most scenarios, as a result of the 1/Q2 suppression in the
pQCD region.

• Q2
PDF. We take Q2

PDF to denote the matching scale between the low-Q2 continuum
HERMES and high-Q2 pQCD regions. The matching uncertainty is quantified by
varying the default Q2

PDF = 9 GeV2 to 5 GeV2. We see in both µ = 1.3 GeV and
100 GeV cases, the matching uncertainty is under control, while it can introduce a
large variation up to 4% at x ∼ 10−5 when µ = 3 GeV. At µ = 1.3(100) GeV, the
contribution to the photon PDF from the pQCD (low-Q2 HERMES) SFs is small. As
a result, the variation of Q2

PDF = 9(5) GeV2 does not make a big difference in both
cases. In contrast at µ = 3 GeV, where the photon PDF has a large contribution
from the matching region. For this reason, the mismatch between the pQCD and
HERMES SFs will be reflected in the photon PDF variation. The larger photon PDF
with Q2

PDF = 5 GeV2 in the small x region is resulted from the larger low-Q2 SFs in
the HERMES extrapolation as shown in Fig. 6. In comparison, the proton’s photon
uncertainty from Q2

PDF is much smaller [20], resulted from a much better matching for
the proton SFs in these two regions.

• MHO. The missing higher order (MHO) uncertainty is quantified by varying the upper
integration limit µ2/(1− x) in Eq. (4) to be µ2, with the corresponding MS matching
term [19, 20]. We see that the MHO uncertainty only becomes significant in the
x→ 1 limit, as a result of the asymptotically divergence of µ2/(1− x). Nevertheless,
the MHO only gives 1% ∼ 2% uncertainty in the normal x region. Compared with
µ = 1.3 and 100 GeV cases, the MHO variation of γ(x, 3 GeV) is slightly larger, due
to the amplification of the transition impact in the Q2

lo < Q2 < Q2
PDF region.

• TM. In the small-x region, the target-mass corrections give a negligible effect, which
only significantly deviates when x → 1. In addition, we see the TM effect increases
with scale µ, which can even dominate when x > 0.2 at µ = 100 GeV. A similar
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behavior occurs in the proton case already, but at a much larger momentum fraction
around x > 0.6 [20].

• q, g PDF unc. In Fig. 9, the gray error bands denote the uncertainty induced by the
quark/gluon PDF error sets. At µ = 1.3 GeV, we see the q, g induced uncertainty
is negligible, suggesting a small contribution from pQCD SFs. In contrast, the q, g
induced uncertainty increases with scale, as a result of the increment of pQCD signif-
icance. At µ = 100 GeV, the q, g induced uncertainty is about 1% ∼ 3%, the same
level as the proton one [20].

To summarize this subsection, based on the CT18lux approach we present the neutron’s
photon PDFs (including the elastic and inelastic components) in Fig. 7. Various photon PDF
uncertainties are shown in Fig. 9, with the details discussed above. Many variations share
similarities with the proton case, while the impacts of the low-Q2 CLAS/CB21 resonance
and HERMES get enhanced, due to the larger uncertainties of neutron SFs. The neutron’s
elastic uncertainty is much smaller than the proton’s, thanks to its smaller contribution.
The HERMES and matching scale Q2

PDF uncertainties get pronounced around µ = 3 GeV,
resulting from the mismatch between the low-Q2 HERMES and high-Q2 pQCD continuum
regions.

C. The DGLAP evolution approach: CT18qed

Similar to our previous study, the neutron’s photon PDF can be determined through the
DGLAP evolution, with the initialization at µ0 taken from the LUXqed photon, which we
dub as the “CT18qed” methodology [20].

µmin [GeV] 1.3 1.3 1
µ [GeV] CT18lux CT18qed MSHT20qed

1 – – 0.042± 0.009
1.3 0.067± 0.008 0.067± 0.008 0.053± 0.009
3 0.098± 0.009 0.098± 0.008 0.086± 0.009

100 0.230± 0.012 0.226± 0.008 0.215± 0.009

TABLE I. The momentum fraction of neutron’s photon 〈xγ〉(µ2) [%].

Momentum sum rule. As emphasized in Ref. [20], the additional photon in the
CT18lux approach introduces a violation of the momentum sum rule, as

〈x(Σ + g + γ)〉(µ2
0) > 〈x(Σ + g)〉(µ2

0) = 1, (33)

where Σ =
∑

i(qi + q̄i) is the flavor singlet. At the initialization scale µ0 = 1.3 GeV, the
CT18lux neutron’s photon momentum fraction for the elastic and inelastic components are

〈xγel〉(µ2
0) = 0.0191%, 〈xγinel〉(µ2

0) = 0.0477%, (34)

with the total listed in Table I. In comparison with the proton case, Eq. (28) of Ref. [20],
the neutron elastic photon is significantly smaller due to its neutral electric charge. The
inelastic component is comparable to the proton one, with a slightly smaller size due to its
smaller charge-weighted singlet Σe =

∑
i e

2
i (qi + q̄i), where ei is the charge of quark qi. We
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take out a momentum fraction from the gluon PDF to enforce the momentum sum rule,

〈x(Σ + g′ + γinel〉(µ2
0) = 1. (35)

In such a way, the initial gluon PDF is re-scaled by a factor of

g′(x, µ2
0) =

〈x(g − γinel)〉(µ2
0)

〈xg〉(µ2
0)

g(x, µ2
0). (36)

Note that there exists an ambiguity about whether the momentum sum rule should include
the elastic photon. Different from our previous treatment [20], we only include the inelastic
component in Eq. (35) based on two arguments. First, in the elastic scattering, the nucleon
remains intact and therefore the elastic photon does not become an inside parton. Moreover,
the DGLAP equations conserve the momentum sum in Eq. (35), which only involves the
inelastic photon in evolution.

Isospin symmetry violation (ISV). In the DGLAP QCD+QED co-evolution, the
quark and gluon PDFs will receive modification from the photon splittings with respect to
the pure QCD evolution. In the CT18lux calculation of the neutron’s photon PDF, we have
to rely on the assumption of the isospin symmetry, Eq. (19), to obtain the quark and gluon
PDFs at all scales. However, the isospin symmetry will be violated starting from the O(α)
order, due to different electric charges of u/d quarks.

In the NNPDF2.3qed, the initial neutron’s quark/gluon PDFs are related to the proton’s
with the isospin symmetry, while the violation only occurs at a higher scale as a result of
the QED evolution [13]. However, the ISV can emerge at the starting scale µ0 as well. In
MRST2004qed, the initial ISV is modeled with the leading-order splitting of the valence
quarks since current/constituent masses [12]. This idea is inherited in the CT14qed PDFs,
while a universal low cutoff scale Qcut = 71 MeV is adopted [7]. In this work, we follow the
MMHT2015qed/MSHT20qed treatment [21, 22] to parameterize the initial ISV as

∆dV,n(x, µ2
0) = dV,n(x, µ2

0)− uV,p(x, µ2
0) = ε

(
1− e2

d

e2
u

)
u

(QED)
V,p (x, µ2

0),

∆uV,n(x, µ2
0) = uV,n(x, µ2

0)− dV,p(x, µ2
0) = ε

(
1− e2

u

e2
d

)
d

(QED)
V,p (x, µ2

0),

(37)

where q
(QED)
V,p ∝ P

(QED)
qq ⊗ qV,p. Note that the quark charge eq is implicitly contained in

P
(QED)
qq . The ε can be fixed through the momentum sum rule of proton and neutron PDFs,

as

ε =

∫
dxx(γinel

p (x, µ2
0)− γinel

n (x, µ2
0))∫

dxx
(

3
4
u

(QED)
V,p (x, µ2

0)− 3d
(QED)
V,p (x, µ2

0)
) . (38)

Here the ISV only involves inelastic component γinel
p,n , consistent as Eq. (35).

In Fig. 11, we compare the ratios of neutron’s valence quarks to their proton isospin
partners with the scale from µ = 1.3 GeV up to 1 TeV, which quantifies the size of isospin
symmetry violation. The initial ISV effect is about 0.3% (0.7%) at small (large) x, which
is less than the one found in the MMHT2015qed PDFs [21], as the elastic component is
included in Eq. (38) there. The ISV effect increases with energy scale, which reaches up
1% (6%) at small (large) x when µ = 1 TeV, as a result of the QED DGLAP evolution,
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FIG. 11. Left: ratios of neutron valence quarks dV,n, uV,n to the proton isospin partners at µ =

1.3, 100, 1000 GeV. Right: the same plot with a linear scale to emphasize the large x behavior.

The error bands indicate the envelope of CT18 eigenvector sets [49].

consistent with the CT14qed result [7]. In such a way, the ISV corrected neutron’s valence
quarks are obtained through Eq. (37), while the sea quarks are still assumed to obey the
isospin symmetric assumption, i.e., Eq. (19).

The DGLAP evolution. As explicitly demonstrated in Ref. [20], the QED impact on
the fitted χ2 and PDFs in the global analysis is minimal in the CTEQ-TEA framework.
Based on this observation, the photon PDF can be obtained with a few iterations, which is
enough to give a consistent co-evolved PDF set.

We sketch our procedure as a flowchart shown in Fig. 12. As discussed in the previous
subsection, we start with the CT18 proton PDFs, and obtain the neutron PDFs with the
isospin symmetry approximation. Then, the neutron’s photon content at the starting scale
xγ(x, µ2

0) can be constructed using the LUXqed formalism. Afterward, the isospin violation
induced by the QED effect can be determined correspondingly through Eq. (37). The mo-
mentum sum rule is enforced by taking out the corresponding photon momentum fraction
from the gluon component afterward. Then, the PDFs at a high scale can be self-consistently
determined through the DGLAP evolution. With respect to the isospin symmetry approx-
imation (ISA), the DGLAP evolved PDFs can be treated as a small perturbation, which
will converge very fast within a few iterations, as depicted in Fig. 12. We take the variation
of photon and ISV-corrected valence quark PDFs within permille level as the criterion to
determine the convergence.

In Fig. 13, we present the neutron’s inelastic photon, charge-weighted singlet Σe, as well
as g, d, u,Σ PDFs in the CT18qed framework in comparison with the CT18lux ones. Similar
to the proton case [20], we see the CT18qed photon PDF gets a few percent enhancement
at small x, while agrees quite well in the moderate-x region. The low-x enhancement of
CT18qed is induced by the DGLAP evolution, which equivalently integrated out the LO
pQCD SFs, larger than the higher-order (NNLO) one employed in the LUXqed formalism,
as shown in Fig. 14 left panel. In the extremely large-x region, the CT18lux photon becomes
significantly larger than the CT18qed one. It is mainly driven by the larger MS conversion
term, induced by a smaller high-Q2 pQCD SF F2 than the low-Q2 no-perturbative one5, as
shown in Fig. 14 right panel. Similar behaviors were found in the proton case already [20].

5 Pay attention to the minus sign in the MS conversion term in Eq. (4).
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LUXqed photon xγ(x, µ2
0)

Initial isospin violation:
∆uV (x, µ2

0), ∆dV (x, µ2
0)

Momentum sum rule enforcement:
〈x(Σ + g′ + γinel〉(µ2

0) = 1

DGLAP evolution: fq,q̄,g,γ/n(x, µ2)

xγ(x, µ2
0) convergence?

no

Neutron PDFs fq,q̄,g,γ/n(x, µ2)

yes

FIG. 12. The flowchart to determine the neutron’s inelastic photon with the CT18qed (DGLAP

evolution) approach.

In addition, we also compare the evolved photon with and without isospin symmetry
approximation (ISA) at the starting scale. The ISV result includes the enforcement of the
momentum sum rule as well. We see that the corresponding difference only shows up at a
sub-percent level. At a small x, the ISV photon gets slightly smaller with respect to ISA
one, mainly resulting from the momentum sum rule. In comparison, the large-x ISV photon
gets a small enhancement induced by the larger charge-weighted singlet. In the right panel
of Fig. 13, we present the CT18qed evolved PDFs of g, u, d and singlet Σ, normalized to
the CT18lux ones. We see the ISV reduces (enhances) u- and d-quark PDFs at large x, as
implied in Fig. 11 already. At small x, the singlet and gluon PDFs get a slight reduction,
mainly driven by the enforcement of the momentum sum rule, which turns out to be a small
effect, consistent with Eq. (34).
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Similar to the CT18lux variation, we present various low-Q2 resources contributing to the
neutron’s photon PDF uncertainties in the CT18qed framework in Fig. 15. Many features
are similar to the CT18lux results in Fig. 9, with some minor differences. For example,
the variations induced by Ye et al.’s elastic form factors and RL/T ratios keep at the same
level. The dominant uncertainty comes from the resonance structure functions, by switching
the CLAS result to the CB21 fit. In comparison, the relative contribution from HERMES
low-Q2 continuum region is under control in comparison with the CT18lux case, mainly due
to the increase of the perturbative inelastic component through the DGLAP evolution. For
this reason, we see the q, g PDF induced uncertainty get enhanced, slightly. In the x → 1
limit, the dominant uncertainty resource form the MHO and TM corrections, propagating
from the uncertainties at µ = 1.3 GeV. The HT uncertainty for µ = 100 GeV gets reduced
with respect to the CT18lux ones, mainly driven by the small contribution to the initial
scale. More specifically, when comparing with the CT18lux photon PDF at µ = 3 GeV as
in Fig. 9, we see the CT18qed uncertainties from HERMES, Q2

PDF and MHO get smaller,
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FIG. 15. Similar to Fig. 9, but neutron’s photon PDF at µ = 3, 100 GeV in the CT18qed framework.

as a result of its under control at µ0 = 1.3 GeV. For this reason, we will stay with the
µ0 = 1.3 GeV as our CT18qed default choice for neutron’s photon PDF, different from the
proton treatment [20].

D. A comparison with other neutron’s photon PDF sets

Similar to the CT18qed proposal [20], we treat these eight low-Q2 non-perturbative re-
sources as orthogonal eigenvectors for the neutron’s Hessian error sets. For Ye et al.’s Elastic
form factors, HERMES low-Q2 continuum SFs, and RL/T ratio, we take the two-directional
(±) variations as the corresponding eigenvector sets. For the CB21 resonance SFs, Q2

PDF

matching, MHO, HT, and TM corrections, we symmetrize the difference with respect to the
central set to obtain the opposite-directional eigenvector sets. The final combined photon
PDF uncertainties can be constructed through

δX =

√√√√NPDF+nlow-Q2∑
i=1

(
X+
i −X−i

2

)2

,

δX+ =

√√√√NPDF+nlow-Q2∑
i=1

[
max(X+

i −X0, X
−
i −X0, 0)

]2
,

δX− =

√√√√NPDF+nlow-Q2∑
i=1

[
max(X0 −X+

i , X0 −X−i , 0
]2
,

(39)

where NPDF = 28 refers to the CT18 Hessian eigenvector sets, while nlow-Q2 = 8 corresponds
the eight low-Q2 non-perturbative resources.

In Fig. 16, we compare the final photon PDFs as well as charge-weighted singlet Σe =∑
i e

2
i (q

2
i + q̄i) in the CT18lux and CT18qed frameworks, as well as the MSHT20qed results.

In comparison with the CT18lux neutron’s Σe PDF, the CT18qed one gets a 1% reduction
around x ∼ 0.6, as a result of the photon takeaway in the qi → qiγ QED splitting. The
relative reduction size is smaller than the proton’s case [20], because the dominant valence
quark dV,n has a smaller electric charge than the corresponding isospin partners uV,p inside
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FIG. 16. The comparison of the neutron’s photon and charge-weighted singlet PDFs at µ =

100 GeV among CT18lux, CT18qed, and MSHT20qed.

of proton. In comparison with the uncertainty of CT18qed photon at µ = 100 GeV, we see
the CT18lux one is slightly larger at large x, mainly driven by the larger TM corrections
contributed to pQCD SFs in the integration of Eq. (4) above QPDF, as shown in Fig. 9. For
this reason, we advocate the CT18qed as the primary choice, which is used in our study of
the phenomenological implications (Sec. III).

We also compare our photon and charge-weighted singlet PDFs with the MSHT20qed
ones in Fig. 16. We remind that similar to our CT18qed framework, the MSHT20qed
initializes the photon PDF with the LUXqed formalism at a low scale, µ0 = 1 GeV, and
evolves the PDF to higher scales [22]. Both photon and Σe PDFs between CT18qed and
MSHT20qed agree well within the moderate-x region (10−3 < x < 10−1). In both small-
and large-x region, the MSHT20qed photon PDF is smaller than the CT18qed ones, mainly
driven by the smaller charge-weighted singlet PDFs for MSHT20qed, similar to the proton
case as well [20]. MSHT20qed small-x (x . 10−3) photon gets softer, as a result of its smaller
charge-weighted singlet PDFs, as shown in the upper right plot of Fig. 16. In comparison,
the MSHT20qed large-x (x & 10−1) photon get’s smaller than CT18qed, as its different
treatment of the photon initialization with the LUXqed formalism. Note that, similar to
the MMHT15qed [21], MSHT20qed take an µ2

0 rather than µ2
0/(1 − z) with Eq. (4), while

the integration in µ ∈ [µ2
0, µ

2
0/(1− z)] interval is done with a stationary approximation that

F2(x, µ2) = F2(x, µ2
0), FL(x, µ2

0) = 0, α(µ2) = α(µ2
0), (40)

which gives a smaller initial photon xγ(x, µ2
0) than the CT18qed one in the x→ 1 limit.

The neutron’s photon momentum fractions at a few scales among CT18lux, CT18qed,
and MSHT20qed are compared in Table I. We see the CT18lux and CT18qed results get a
quite good agreement, except that the CT18lux result suffers a slightly larger uncertainty
at high scale µ = 100 GeV, due to the mentioned TM corrections. The MSHT20 result is
smaller, as a result of its smaller elastic photon, as mentioned in Sec. II A.

Meanwhile, we also include the comparison with the first generation of neutron’s photon
PDF sets, i.e., CT14qed [7], MRST2004qed [12], and NNPDF2.3qed [13], in the Fig. 17.
The central PDF of the MRST2004qed set is taken as an average between the two public
sets, corresponding to the current- or constitute-quark mass parameterization, respectively,
while the error band is their half difference [12]. The CT14qed PDF error PDFs are taken as
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FIG. 17. The comparison between the first (CT14qed, MRST2004qed, and NNPDF2.3qed) and

second (CT18qed and MSHT20qed) generations of neutron’s QED PDFs.

the 0-th and 11-th sets, which correspond to the initial proton’s photon momentum fraction
〈xγp〉(µ2

0) = 0% and 0.11%, respectively, in the 68% confidence level [7]. We see that at
low x, all these three first-generation sets give softer photon, while the MRST2004qed and
NNPDF2.3qed give larger photon at large x, different from CT14qed. The NNPDF2.3qed
gives a significantly larger error band than other PDF sets, due to its different methodology,
which fits the available deep inelastic scattering and Drell-Yan data [13]. In Fig. 17, we also
include the MSHT20qed in this comparison, which shows a significantly smaller error band
and even unnaturally decreases in the large x region. It suggests that some of the photon
PDF variations explored in this work were not included in the MSHT20qed PDF error sets.
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FIG. 18. The neutron-proton ratios for photon and charge-weighted singlet PDFs at µ = 100 GeV.

Finally, we compare neutron’s and proton’s photon and charge-weighted singlet PDFs
in both CT18qed and MSHT20qed in Fig. 18. We see that the neutron’s photon is signif-
icantly smaller than the proton’s, resulting from its smaller elastic component as well as
the suppression of charge-weighted singlet PDFs. In the small-x limit, the neutron’s photon
approaches the proton’s, driven by the unity sea-quark ratio, which is shown explicitly in
both the CT18qed and MSHT20qed scenarios.
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III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

The neutron’s PDFs are essential for many phenomenological studies, especially for the
processes involving nucleus scattering. In this section, we take the neutrino-nucleus W -boson
production (WBP) and the GeV axion-like particle production in a high-energy muon beam
dump experiment to explore the implications of our neutron’s photon PDF.

A. W -boson production in the neutrino-nucleus scattering

The neutrino-nucleus W -boson production (WBP) is an important scattering process for
TeV–PeV neutrino detections [50, 51]. Previous work shows that the cross sections of WBP
are up to ' 7.5% of the charged current deep-inelastic scattering, which is the dominant
process for TeV–PeV neutrino detections by IceCube [52], KM3NeT [53], Baikal-GVD [54],
etc. The rapidly increasing data due to more and more running and proposed experiments
(e.g., IceCube-Gen2 [55], P-ONE [56], TRIDENT [57], FASERν [58]) necessitate a precision
calculation of WBP.

FIG. 19. The t, u-channel diagrams for the W -boson production in the neutrino-nucleus scattering.

Fig. 19 shows the Feynman diagrams of WBP, which is a photon-induced process. De-
pending on the momentum of the photon, the scattering is in three different kinematic
regimes: 1) coherent, in which the photon couples to the nucleus, which remains intact after
the scattering, 2) diffractive, in which the photon couples to a nucleon, which remains intact
after the scattering, and 3) inelastic, in which the photon couples to a nucleon or quark and
the nucleon breaks after the scattering. The inelastic regime has the largest cross section
and the largest uncertainty, mainly due to the uncertainties in the photon PDF [59].

In Fig. 20, we show the improvement in the precision of the WBP inelastic cross section,
thanks to the improvement in the precision of the photon PDF. We follow the computational
procedure in Ref. [59]. The central factorization and renormalization scales are chosen to be
the partonic collision energy

√
sνγ, and the corresponding uncertainty is quantified with the

9-point variation by a factor of two. Here we show the WBP cross section of νe scattered
with a neutron target, which is the main focus of this work. The same conclusion can be
drawn for proton and for the other lepton flavors.

The upper left panel of Fig. 20 shows the cross sections (divided by neutrino energy to
make the plots more visible). The upper right panel shows the cross section ratios with
uncertainties and the lower panel shows the relative uncertainties. We see that among the
first-generation photon PDF sets, the CT14qed gives the smallest error bands, which was
used in Ref. [59]. The second-generation photon PDFs (MSHT20qed and CT18qed) give
much more precise predictions of WBP inelastic cross section (. 10% for Eν & 104 GeV as
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FIG. 20. Cross sections, σ, of νe-induced WBP in the inelastic regime on a neutron,
(−)
νe n→ e∓W±.

Upper left: σ/Eν from different inelastic neutron photon PDFs. The two curves in the same

color represent the uncertainty at 68% confidence level. Upper right: cross section ratios with

uncertainties between CT18qed and others. Lower: Relative uncertainties, δσ/σ.

in the right panel). In the Eν . 104 GeV regime, the central of MSHT20qed prediction gets
smaller than the CT18qed one, due to its smaller large-x photon PDF, as shown in Figs. 16-
18. With respect to the CT18qed PDF uncertainty, the MSHT20qed one is also smaller
and even unnaturally decreases in the small Eν direction, potentially due to its incomplete
inclusion of the various low-Q2 non-perturbative resources, as discussed in Secs. II B and
II C.

The updated cross sections of WBP using the state-of-the-art CT18qed photon PDF will
be uploaded to the GitHub repository through this link .

B. An Axion-like particle in a muon beam dump experiment

The axion, as a CP-odd scalar particle, is originally postulated by Peccei and Quinn [60]
to resolve the strong charge-parity (CP) problem in quantum chromodynamics [61, 62].
Afterward, many beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) theories predict axion or axion-like
particles (ALPs) in a wide mass range [63–65]. Also see Refs. [2, 66] for reviews of the latest
progress for axions and other similar particles.

In this subsection, we focus on an ALP (a) with a two-photon interaction with an effective
Lagrangian

∆L =
1

2
∂µa∂

µa− 1

2
m2
aa

2 − 1

fa
aFµνF̃

µν , (41)

https://github.com/beizhouphys/neutrino-W-boson-and-trident-production
https://github.com/beizhouphys/neutrino-W-boson-and-trident-production
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FIG. 21. The s, t, u-channel diagrams for the axion-like particle production at a muon beam dump

experiment.

where F µν is the electromagnetic field-strength tensor, with the dual F̃ µν = εµνλρFλρ/2, and
ma is the axion mass. As a consequence, this ALP can be produced through a photon fusion,
as shown in Fig. 21, which happens in many high-energy collider environments. For simplic-
ity, we consider a one-side neutron’s photon involvement, which can be directly measured
at a future high-energy muon beam dump experiment [67] or the muon-ion collider [68].
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FIG. 22. Axion-like particle production cross sections in the muon-neutron scattering at a Eµ =

1.5 TeV muon beam dump experiment. The thin and dashed bands indicate the corresponding

PDF (68% CL) and scale uncertainties. The upper left panel compares the single s-channel with

complete s, t, u-channel calculations, while the rest include all the s, t, u channels.

In Fig. 22, we present the inclusive ALP production cross sections at a high-energy muon
beam dump experiment, with the beam energy Eµ = 1.5 TeV, which corresponds to a 3 TeV
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muon collider [69, 70]. The corresponding center-of-mass collision energy is

√
s '

√
2Eµm ' 53 GeV, (42)

where m is the mass of a nucleon. The calculation is done at the leading order with
MadGraph [71] interfacing with UFO model file [72] generated with FeynRules [73]. We take
fa = 1 TeV−1 as a benchmark and show the ALP production cross section’s dependence
on the ALP mass up to ma = 40 GeV, which mainly probes the nucleon’s photon PDF
in the large x region. The photon off the neutron target corresponds to the neutron’s
photon PDF, while the muon’s photon is taken from the improved Weizsaecker-Williams
approximation [74]. The central factorization and renormalization scales are taken as the
axion mass, µF = µR = ma, while the scale uncertainty is quantified with the 9-point
variation.

We first compare the calculation with only including s-channel diagram and the one with
the complete s, t, u ones in the upper left panel of Fig. 22. We see that at a large ALP mass
when ma & 3.5 GeV, the s-channel result coincides with the complete one, indicating the
negligible contribution from the t, u-channel diagrams in this regime. Similar behavior has
been observed in the electron-ion collider (EIC) scenario [75]. At a low ma, the destructive
interference between s and t, u channels gives the complete result slightly smaller than single
s-channel one. The PDF and scale uncertainties share a similar relative size, independent
of the channels.

The comparison among various neutron’s photon PDF results is presented in the rest plots
of Fig. 22. We see that with an increase of ALP mass, the ALP production cross section
drops very quickly, from about 1 pb down to 10−4 pb. The scale uncertainty decreases from
60% down to 2%, mainly driven by the decrease of the PDF variation as a result of a smaller
high-scale strong coupling.

On the lower left panel, we normalize the cross sections to the CT18qed prediction and
compare the corresponding ratios as well as the uncertainties. We see that the MSHT20qed
result is in good agreement with the CT18qed result at a low ma when ma . 10 GeV,
while gradually gets a significantly smaller when ma & 20 GeV, even up to 60% when
ma = 40 GeV, mainly driven by its much smaller photon PDF at large x, as shown in
Figs. 16-18. As a reference, the CT18qed PDF uncertainty stabilizes at a few percent when
ma < 30 GeV, which increases quickly up to 50% when ma = 40 GeV. In comparison,
the MSHT20qed uncertainty stays at a 10 percent level and even decreases a little when
ALP mass approaches ma = 40 GeV, which suggests it might not capture the full large-x
variation.

We also include the first generation of photon PDFs in this comparison. We see that the
MRST2004qed prediction gets 50% larger than the CT18 benchmark, with a much larger
PDF uncertainty (∼ 40%), mainly propagated from the large x PDFs, as shown in Fig. 16.
The CT14qed prediction is about 60% ∼ 80% of the CT18qed one, with about 40% variation
with respect to its central one. In comparison, both the central prediction and uncertainty
band of the NNPDF2.3qed PDF can go much larger than the other PDF sets.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, as a follow-up to our CT18qed photon PDF study [20], we complete it by
calculating the neutron’s photon content with the latest LUXqed formalism [18, 19], which
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determines the photon PDF with the precisely-measured structure functions. Similar to the
proton case, the neutron’s photon PDF is determined in two methodologies, i.e., CT18lux
and CT18qed. In the CT18lux approach, the photon PDF is directly calculated at any scale
by applying the LUXqed master formula, Eq. (4). In comparison, the CT18qed photon PDF
is initialized at the starting scale, µ0, with the LUXqed, and evolves to a higher scale with
the DGLAP evolution, which has reached the NNLO QCD and NLO QED accuracy.

To determine our CT18 neutron’s elastic photon PDF, we adopt the neutron’s electro-
magnetic form factors extracted from the global neutron data [3] instead of from the simple
Galster parameterization [29, 30] used in MMHT2015qed [21] and MHST20qed [22] PDF
sets. Moreover, instead of integrating the elastic form factor up to the initial scale µ0 and
evolve to high scale as MMHT2015qed [21] and MHST20qed [22], we take the full LUXqed
formalism to determine the elastic component at all scale, which ends up a significant larger
elastic photon PDF as shown in Fig. 3. At different scales, the CT18 elastic photon more
or less keeps the same, with a minor difference coming from the scale evolution of the QED
coupling constant.

The inelastic photon PDF, with the CT18lux methodology, is determined using the
LUXqed formalism, which integrates the structure functions (SFs) over all the (x,Q2) kine-
matic regions, as shown in Fig. 1. In the perturbative QCD region with Q2 > Q2

PDF, we
relate the neutron’s quark-gluon PDFs to the proton ones with isospin symmetry approxi-
mation. The low-Q2 structure functions are taken from the experimental measurements and
the corresponding fits. In the low-Q2 continuum region, the HERMES GD-11P fit [35] as
well as the R1998 fit [37] of the longitudinal-to-transverse cross-section ratio RL/T = σL/σT
are adopted. The resonance structure functions are determined through the CLAS [31] or
Christy-Bosted (CB) fit [32–34] in the resonance region. We take a smooth matching of the
SFs in the transition regions between the resonance and low-Q2 HERMES continuum, as well
as the one between the low-Q2 HERMES and high-Q2 pQCD continuum. Various low-Q2

nonperturbative resources, which induce the variation of the inelastic photon in particular
at large x, are carefully examined, including the CLAS/CB resonance SFs, the HERMES
and R1998 uncertainties, higher twist (HT) and target-mass (TM) corrections, PDF match-
ing (Q2

PDF), as well as the missing higher order (MHO) uncertainty. It turns out that the
resonance SFs can introduce the largest variation at low scale, which dies out at high scale,
while the TM corrections induce a large uncertainty at large scale and large x.

With the CT18qed methodology, the neutron’s inelastic photon is initialized at a low
scale µ0 = 1.3 GeV and evolves to high sales with the NNLO QCD and NLO QED DGLAP
equation. With an iterative approach (Fig. 12), the momentum sum rule and the isospin
symmetry violation (ISV) are self-consistently determined, which turn out to have a negligi-
ble effect on the final photon PDF, as shown in Fig. 13. Similar to the CT18lux, the variation
of low-Q2 nonperturbative resources is examined, which turns out that the CT18qed photon
accumulates advantages of the large-scale suppression of the resonance SF effect as well as
the small TM corrections to the low-scale PDFs.

The comparison of neutron’s photon in the second-generation QED PDFs, i.e., CT18lux,
CT18qed, MSHT20qed [22] is performed in Fig. 16. In comparison with the CT18lux, the
CT18qed photon PDF gets enhancement at small-x, as a result of the DGLAP evolution,
which equivalently integrates out larger LO SFs, with respect to the high-order one in the
LUXqed formalism. The larger high-x CT18lux photon is induced by the larger MS matching
term induced by a smaller high-Q2 perturbative F2 than the low-Q2 non-perturbative one at
the initialization scale in CT18qed. In comparison with the error band, the CT8lux one gets
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slightly larger error bands, due to a worse control of the TM corrections. For this reason, we
advocate the CT18qed as a primary use for phenomenological calculations in related studies.

The MSHT20qed gets a good agreement with the CT18qed in the moderate-x re-
gion (10−3 . x . 10−1), while smaller in both small- and large-x regions. The smaller
MSHT20qed small-x photon is due to its smaller charge-weighted singlet, while the large-x
photon is induced by its approximation of Eq. (40). The uncertainty of MSHT20qed gets
comparable to CT18qed one in the small- and moderate-x regions, while the large-x one is
smaller and unnaturally decreases, suggesting some missing effects from some low-Q2 non-
perturbative resources. We also compare our PDFs with the first generation QED PDFs,
i.e., MRST2004qed [12], CT14qed [7], and NNPDF2.3qed [13] in Fig. 17, which shows a
significant improvement in precision, thanks to the LUXqed formalism.

We also investigate the phenomenological implications of our neutron’s photon PDFs with
two photon-initiated scattering processes: the neutrino-nucleus W -boson production and
the axion-like particle production in a high-energy muon beam-dump experiment. In both
scenarios, the cross sections are very sensitive to the neutron’s photon PDF at large x. With
respect to the first generation of QED PDFs, the second generation ones, both CT18qed
and MHST20qed, get a significant theoretical improvement in the PDF uncertainty. In
comparison with the CT18qed predictions, the MSHT20qed gets smaller cross sections for
the WBP near the energy threshold and for large-mass ALP production at a muon beam
dump experiment, due to the corresponding large-x PDF behaviors.

As a companion of this article, the LHAPDF6 [76] grids of the CT18qed PDFs, including
the elastic, inelastic components as well as the sum as a total, will be provided through the
HEPForge repository, https://ct.hepforge.org. The construction of each eigenvector set
is discussed in detail in Sec. II D. The final PDF uncertainty should be combined in terms
of Eq. (39). We have re-scaled the nlow-Q2 low-Q2 nonperturbative error sets with a factor
of 1.645 to obtain the 90% CL, respecting the CT Hessian error criterion [49, 77, 78], for
the convenience of combination. Different from the default CT18qed proton QED PDF set
which takes the µ0 = 3 GeV to minimize the non-perturbative PDF uncertainty [20], we
take the µ0 = 1.3 GeV for the neutron one as default, which get better control of the low-
Q2 resource, largely by suppressing the mismatch effect between the HERMES and pQCD
continuum regions.

Finally, this and previous work [20] focus on the photon content of free nucleons. The
nuclear corrections play a role in various places, such as the neutron’s electromagnetic form
factors [3] and the resonance structure functions [31–34]. In our treatment, the nuclear
uncertainty on the neutron’s low-Q2 SFs in the HERMES continuum region [35] is folded in
the HERMES and RL/T error sets. Moreover, the nuclear effects (including shadowing [79,
80] or EMC [81]) as well as the electric charge are expected to have a non-negligible impact
on the neutron’s inelastic and elastic photon inside a heavy nucleus, such as the lead 208

82Pb,
relevant to the LHC and EIC heavy-ion collisions. This leaves room for future improvement,
which can be done with a joint effort with the nuclear PDF fitting group, such as the nCTEQ
collaboration.
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We use numerical simulations of scalar field dark matter evolving on a moving black hole background
to confirm the regime of validity of (semi-)analytic expressions derived from first principles for both
dynamical friction and momentum accretion in the relativistic regime. We cover both small and
large clouds (relative to the de Broglie wavelength of the scalars), and light and heavy particle
masses (relative to the BH size). In the case of a small dark matter cloud, the effect of accretion is a
non-negligible contribution to the total force on the black hole, even for small scalar masses. We
confirm that this momentum accretion transitions between two regimes (wave- and particle-like) and
we identify the mass of the scalar at which the transition between regimes occurs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm provides the
best explanation to date of the missing mass we observe
in galaxies and of large-scale cosmological observations [1–
6]. However, the fact that weakly interacting massive
particles have so far not been detected directly (despite
ongoing attempts [7]) and the apparent tension of CDM
with small-scale (galactic) observations (see, e.g., [8, 9])
has sparked some interest into alternative dark matter
(DM) models that still fit large-scale observations, but
can show very different behavior on smaller scales. Light
bosonic degrees of freedom (like axions) provide a well-
motivated extension of the Standard Model [10–13] and
are a possible alternative DM candidate [9, 14–17] (see [18–
20] for reviews). If such light bosons have masses m .
1 eV, their de Broglie wavelenght λdB is larger than the
typical DM inter-particle separation distances in galaxies,
and they behave effectively as classical waves, exhibiting
new phenomenology on scales . λdB [20], which can be
astrophysical for the lightest candidates (e.g., λdB ∼ 1 kpc
for m ∼ 10−22 eV). Some important manifestations of
this wave-like behavior are, e.g., the development of stable
long-lived configurations around black holes (BHs) [21–25]
due to accretion, or the growth of gravitationally bound
clouds powered by superradiance, in the case of spinning
BHs [26–34].

Gravitational interactions with compact objects are one
of the most promising tools for investigating DM proper-
ties, since they do not rely on any additional interactions
with the Standard Model. Extreme mass-ratio inspirals
(EMRIs), in particular, provide an optimal system for
studying environmental effects on the inspiral gravita-
tional waveform, since they may complete about 104−105

orbits before merger, meaning that small dephasing effects
are integrated over long timescales. Since these kinds of
systems typically reside in the center of a galaxy, the
smaller object is expected to pass through the DM core,
where densities are highest [35–37]. However, even with
next-generation detectors, prospects of observing a signal
often rely on enhancements in the density above those
in the core, e.g., due to superradiance, accretion of DM
spikes, or self-interactions in the DM (see, e.g., [38–44]).

Several effects are expected to give rise to dephasing in a
binary’s gravitational-wave signal when additional matter
is present. A key one is dynamical friction (DF): a gravi-
tational drag force due to an overdensity (a “gravitational
wake”) that develops behind a massive object as it moves
through a medium. First described by Chandrasekhar [45]
for a nonrelativistic Newtonian perturber moving through
a cloud of noninteracting particles, it was then extended
to different media (such as fluids [46–48]), different geome-
tries (e.g., spherical or slab-like [49–51]), and including rel-
ativistic corrections [52–55]. In the context of scalar field
DM, the DF was first computed for a nonrelativistic New-
tonian perturber [9], and then extended to include velocity
dispersion [56, 57], self-gravity [35, 36] (see also [58, 59])
or self-interactions [38, 60], circular motion [61], and rel-
ativistic perturbers [62, 63]. It has recently been shown
that relativistic effects can play an important role during
the final few orbits of an EMRI, producing a detectable
effect on the evolution of the binary [64].

Another effect responsible for dephasing in the inspiral
of BH binaries is the accretion of matter (and its momen-
tum) onto the BHs as they move relatively to the medium,
as originally studied by Bondi [65, 66]. In most cases it
results in a smaller effect than DF (see, e.g., [67]), but it
is nevertheless important to characterize it, especially in
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the case of small environments: while the strength of DF
increases with the medium (or, more precisely, the wake)
size, the effect of momentum accretion is roughly inde-
pendent of it, and so becomes more important for smaller
environments (wakes). In the context of light scalars this
accretion was studied by Unruh [68] (see also [38, 63]).

In a previous work [62] some of us characterized the DF
effects for large scalar DM clouds, by evolving numerically
the scalar field around a BH in uniform linear motion,
and (based on fluid-media results [53, 54]) suggested a
phenomenological model for the relativistic corrections
which included a pressure-like and Bondi accretion terms.
Soon after, analytic expressions for the drag force on the
BH were obtained for a similar setup [63], suggesting that
our phenomenological terms could be removed for very
light scalars (i.e., γMmc/~ � 1, where γ := 1/

√
1− v2

is the Lorentz factor of a BH of mass M and velocity v)
by using the analytic expression for Unruh accretion [68],
without the need of any free parameter.

In this work, we evolve numerically the scalar field
on a moving BH spacetime to confirm that, indeed, the
phenomenological relativistic corrections introduced in
our previous work can be accounted for by a better mod-
elling of the accretion process. In particular, we find that
Unruh accretion captures very well our numerical results
for sufficiently light scalars; this is particularly evident
for small clouds, which we first simulate in this work,
where the accretion of momentum gives a comparable (or
dominant) effect to DF. We also derive the drag force
on the BH in the geometrical optics limit (for a cloud of
particles following timelike geodesics), which is indepen-
dent of the particles’ spin and, in particular, applies to
CDM. The (semi-)analytic expressions that we provide
are shown to describe well our numerical results in the
different regimes.

Hereafter, we adopt the mostly positive metric signature
and use geometrized units in which G = c = 1. The
scalar field mass will be parametrized by the inverse
(Compton) length-scale µ := m/~, and we will often use
the dimensionless quantity αs = Mµ to present our results.
For reference: a value of αs ∼ 10−2 corresponds to a scalar
with m ∼ 10−12 eV for a solar-mass BH (M ∼ M�), or
to m ∼ 10−22 eV for a supermassive BH (M ∼ 1010M�).

II. THEORY

We consider a complex scalar ϕ minimally coupled to
gravity described by the action

S = 1
2

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
∇µϕ∗∇µϕ− µ2|ϕ|2

)
, (1)

which results in the Klein-Gordon equation(
�g − µ2)ϕ = 0 . (2)

We assume a scalar field dilute enough that its backreac-
tion on the spacetime geometry is negligible at leading or-
der; so, effectively we consider that the scalar field evolves

on a (vacuum) Schwarzschild geometry. The scalar field
energy-momentum tensor is

Tµν = ∇(µϕ
∗∇ν)ϕ− 1

2gµν
[
∇δϕ∗∇δϕ+ µ2|ϕ|2

]
, (3)

where A(µBν) := 1
2 (AµBν +AνBµ) denotes symmetriza-

tion.

III. COORDINATE SYSTEMS

We start with the Schwarzschild metric in isotropic
coordinates (t̄, x̄, ȳ, z̄), corresponding to the “BH frame”,
which we then boost by a factor γ in the ∂/∂x̄ direction;
the resulting coordinates (t′, x′, y′, z′) correspond to the
“scalar field frame”. By adding a spatially-constant shift
in the x′-coordinate (i.e., x := x′ − vt′), we obtain a
time-invariant metric in which the BH remains at a fixed
coordinate position – we call this coordinate system, in
which we perform the numerical evolution, the “simulation
coordinates” (t, x, y, z).
The 3 + 1 ADM decomposition of the Schwarzschild

metric in simulation coordinates is

ds2 = −α2dt2 + γij(dxi + βidt)(dxj + βjdt) , (4)

where the lapse, shift and nonzero components of the
spatial metric are, respectively,

α2 = AB

γ2(B −Av2) , βi = δxi Av ,

γxx = γ2(B −Av2) , γyy = γzz = B ,

(5)

where

A :=
(

1−M/2r̄
1 +M/2r̄

)2
and B :=

(
1 + M

2r̄

)4
,

with r̄2 := γ2x2 + y2 + z2.
While we perform the numerical computations in simu-

lation coordinates, we will present the final gravitational
drag forces in the BH frame, where the analytic expres-
sions are more naturally derived. The rate of change of
the ADM momentum in the BH frame can be obtained
from the one in simulation coordinates using

dPADM
µ̄ = ∂xµ

∂xµ̄
dPADM

µ , (6)

and dt̄ = dt/γ, which results in

d
dt̄
PADM
x̄ = d

dtP
ADM
x + vγ2 d

dtP
ADM
t ,

d
dt̄
PADM
t̄ = γ2 d

dtP
ADM
t ,

d
dt̄
PADM
ȳ,z̄ = γ

d
dtP

ADM
y,z .

(7)

In Ref. [62] we assumed dPADM
t ≈ 0 for small dPADM

x ,
but did not justify this further. Whilst, as suggested in
Ref. [63], this assumption is not necessarily valid, the
treatment in Ref. [62] was self-consistent. We provide a
clearer and more thorough justification of the assumptions
relating to this accretion term in Appendix A.
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IV. NUMERICAL FRAMEWORK

Our numerical setup is substantially the same as in
Ref. [62]. For completeness, we briefly recap the main
elements of the methods in this section, and refer the
reader to [62] for more information. The technical details
on the numerical grid setup are given in Appendix D.

We evolve the scalar field by solving the system

∂tϕ = αΠ + βi∂iϕ , (8)
∂tΠ = αγij∂i∂jϕ+ α

(
KΠ− γijΓkij∂kϕ−m2ϕ

)
+ ∂iϕ∂

iα+ βi∂iΠ , (9)

on a fixed Schwarzschild geometry, where Π is the con-
jugate momentum, as defined by Eq. (8), and K is the
trace of the extrinsic curvature of the background Kij ,
which in simulation coordinates is simply given by

Kij = α−1D(iβj) , (10)

since the metric is time-invariant.
We set homogeneous initial conditions for the scalar

field across the grid, with Re Π(t = 0) = 0, Reϕ(t = 0) =
ϕ0, Im Π(t = 0) = µϕ0, and Imϕ(t = 0) = 0. We use an
initial amplitude ϕ0 = 0.1, but this is an arbitrary choice,
since we neglect the backreaction of the field onto the
metric and the system is linear, which implies that the
final result can be rescaled to different physical densities
(assuming that its backreaction remains negligible).

V. GRAVITATIONAL DRAG

To compute the relativistic drag force acting on the
moving BH we use the framework developed in Ref. [69].
This drag force includes both the effects of DF and mo-
mentum accretion, and is defined as

Fi := d
dtP

g
i , with P gi :=

∫
Σo

d3x
√
−g t0i [g] , (11)

where tνµ is the Einstein’s pseudotensor of the total space-
time metric gµν , which includes the backreaction from
the scalar field (see, e.g., Ref. [69]). The “curvature mo-
mentum” P gi (and the force Fi) depend on the slicing of
the spacetime – they are well defined once the observers
are specified.
For an asymptotically flat spacetime, the ADM mo-

mentum can be decomposed into a curvature part and a
scalar field part,

PADM
i = P gi + Pϕi , (12)

where, at leading order in ε (with |ϕ| ∼ ε),

Pϕi ≈
∫

Σo

d3x
√
−g T 0

i [ϕ, g(0)] , (13)

d
dtP

ADM
i ≈ −

∫
∂Σo

dSj αT ji [ϕ, g(0)] . (14)

Here dSj := d2x
√
σNj , where σ is the determinant of the

induced metric on ∂Σ and Nj its outward unit-normal.
Thus, at leading order in ε, the drag force can be obtained
directly from an evolution of the scalar field on a fixed
background – sidestepping the actual computation of the
backreaction on the metric. That is,

Fi ≈ −
∫
∂Σo

dSj αT ji −
d
dt

∫
Σo

d3x
√
−g T 0

i . (15)

Finally, as shown in Appendix A, the last expression
implies that the steady-state drag force on the BH frame
(i.e., in isotropic coordinates) can be computed from

Fī ≈ −
∫
∂Σi

dSj αT ji −
∫

Σo−Σi

d3x
√
−g Tµν (4)Γνµi , (16)

where the right-hand side is to be evaluated numerically
in simulation coordinates, with Σi ⊂ Σo a 3-dimensional
surface outside the horizon, which contains the curvature
singularity.

VI. ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS

The DF acting on a point-like Newtonian perturber
moving at nonrelativistic velocities through a scalar field
cloud was first derived in Ref. [9]. These expressions were
extended to the case of a BH moving at relativistic speeds
in Ref. [63], including also the drag force from accretion
of momentum. We summarize here the key results, which
we will validate against our simulations.

There are two important dimensionless parameters in
this problem: the ratio of the BH size to the reduced
(relativistic) Compton wavelength of the scalars

ᾱs := M

λC
= γαs , (17)

and the ratio of the characteristic scattering radius to the
reduced de Broglie wavelength

β :=
( 1+v2

v2 )M
λdB

= ᾱs

(
1 + v2

v

)
. (18)

These parameters control the wave effects, respectively, in
the accretion and scattering processes [63], with the field
behaving as particles in the semi-classical limits ᾱs � 1
or β � 1, for large azimuthal numbers ` � 1 [70]. 1

Another relevant dimensionless parameter is the ratio

Λ := 2r
λdB

= 2γµvr , (19)

1 Note that for ᾱs � 1 only the mode ` = 0 contributes significantly
to accretion [68] and, independently of the value of β, the result
for the accretion rate does not have a particle analogue. On the
other hand, for ᾱs � 1, the condition β � 1 is necessarily verified
and both accretion and scattering are dominated by modes ` � 1,
meaning that the scalar field behaves as particles.
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which characterizes the radius r of the cloud (or, more
precisely, of the wake) in units of the de Broglie wave-
length λdB. The drag force due to accretion of momentum
is independent of r and becomes increasingly important
(as compared to DF) for Λ . 1. Although we can find
(semi-)analytic expressions for the steady-state drag force
in all regimes, they only take a simple closed form in par-
ticular limiting cases; all the expressions in this section
are given in the BH frame (isotropic coordinates) and
have the form

Fx̄ ≈ −
4πρM2

v2 γ2(1+v2)2 [D(ᾱs, β,Λ)+A(ᾱs, β)
]
, (20)

with the coefficients D and A characterizing the contri-
bution from DF and accretion, respectively.
Let us start with very light scalars (ᾱs � 1). In the

limit of large scalar clouds Λ� 1, the drag force on the
BH is [63]

Fx̄ ≈ −
4πρM2

v2 γ2(1 + v2)2{ D(ᾱs�1,Λ�1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ln Λ− 1− Re Ψ(1 + iβ)

+ 4v3

(1+v2)2
eπβπβ

sinh(πβ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(ᾱs�1)≡AUnruh

}
, (21)

where ρ is the asymptotic rest-mass density of the medium
and Ψ is the digamma function. For smaller scalar field
clouds, but still much larger than the BH size (r/M � 1),
we can also find a simple closed-form expression in the
wave limit β � 1:

Fx̄ ≈ −
4πρM2

v2 γ2(1 + v2)2{ D(ᾱs�1,β�1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cin(Λ) + sin Λ

Λ − 1

+ 4v3

(1+v2)2
eπβπβ

sinh(πβ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
AUnruh

}
, (22)

where Cin(z) :=
∫ z

0 (1 − cos t)dt/t is the cosine integral.
In both expressions the terms in the first line are an
extension to relativistic velocities of the DF expression
derived in Ref. [9], while the term in the second line is
due to (Unruh) accretion of momentum.
For heavier scalars ᾱs � 1, the field behaves as col-

lisionless particles and one recovers geodesic results (cf.
Appendix B); using the WKB approximation one can
show that, for large clouds Λ� β, the drag force is

Fx̄ ≈ −
4πρM2

v2 γ2(1 + v2)2{ D(ᾱs�1,Λ�β)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ln
(Λ
β

)
− 1 + χ(v)

+ v4

(1+v2)2

( bcr(v)
2M

)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(ᾱs�1)≡Aparticle

}
, (23)

where the critical impact parameter,(
bcr

M

)2
:= −1 + 8v4 +

√
1 + 8v2 + 4v2(5 + 2

√
1 + 8v2)

2v4

(24)

0.012

0.018

0.024

αs = 0.05

D(ᾱs � 1,Λ� 1) +AUnruh

D(ᾱs � 1,Λ� β) +Aparticle

D(ᾱs � 1,Λ� 1) +Aparticle

Fx

1.5

2.0

2.5

αs = 0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

5.0

7.5

10.0

αs = 1

v

F

FIG. 1. Our numerical results for large clouds Λ � 1
(shown by the vertical error bars) considering three scalar
field masses αs = 0.05, 0.5 and 1, from top to bottom. The
dotted and dot-dashed curves represent, respectively, the an-
alytic expressions for the total force in the light (21) and
heavy (23) scalar limits. Unruh accretion reproduces the
numerical results in the case of αs � 1 (top panel), but
overestimates them for the other cases where αs . 1 (mid-
dle and bottom panels). Interestingly, the numerical results
for these masses seem to be well described by the combina-
tion D(ᾱs � 1, Λ� 1) +A(ᾱs � 1) (shown as black dashed
curves), that is, the accretion is in the particle limit, whilst
the dynamical friction is in the wave limit.

separates accretion (b < bcr) from deflection (b > bcr),
and χ(v) is a general-relativistic correction to DF given
in Appendix B. As expected, the contribution of DF to
the total drag force is the same as in Eq. (21), in the
semi-classical limit β � 1, modulo general-relativistic cor-
rections contained in χ(v), which originate from particles
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0.001

0.006

0.011 αs = 0.05

D(ᾱs � 1, β � 1) +AUnruh

Fx

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0.0005

0.0015

0.0025 αs = 0.025

v

F

FIG. 2. Our numerical results for small clouds Λ . 1 (indicated
by the vertical error bars) for the scalar masses αs = 0.05 (top
panel) and αs = 0.025 (bottom panel). The dashed curves
show the analytic expression for the total force in Eq. (22).
We see that the wave-like expressions for the accretion and
dynamical friction are an excellent fit.

with impact parameters b & bcr.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We focus our simulations on the boundaries between
different regimes of cloud sizes Λ and scalar masses αs,
validating the analytic expressions derived in Ref. [63]
for light scalars (ᾱs � 1), and in Appendix B for heavy
scalars (ᾱs � 1). These expressions contain no free
parameters. Our numerical results for the drag force
are obtained extracting all necessary quantities from our
simulations to evaluate Eq. (16).
Figure 1 shows our numerical results along with

the plots of the analytic expressions discussed in the
previous section for large clouds with different scalar
masses (µr, αs) ∈ {(45, 0.05), (300, 0.5), (300, 1)}. We con-
firm that for the lightest scalar considered, αs = 0.05
(top panel), the total drag force on the BH is correctly
accounted for by the expression in Eq. (21). We can
see from the middle and bottom panels that, at larger
masses, the (wave-like) Unruh accretion significantly over-
estimates the total force. In these cases, a better ap-
proximation for the drag force from accretion is given
by Aparticle, the second term in Eq. (23), although for-
mally it was derived only in the ᾱs � 1 limit. Adding

the DF from particle DM (general-relativistic) deflection
slightly overestimates the force (as can be seen from the
red dotted lines in the plots) for the heavier scalars con-
sidered αs = 0.5 , 1, but we expect it to become more
accurate for heavier scalars (αs � 1). For intermediate
scalar masses (αs ∼ 1), the best description of the drag
force on the BH seems to be provided by a combination of
the DF expression for ᾱs � 1 with the (particle) accretion
expression for ᾱs � 1 (black dashed lines). Note that the
DF expression for ᾱs � 1 also captures the particle regime.
In fact, the only difference between D(ᾱs � 1, β � 1)
and D(ᾱs � 1) are general-relativistic corrections to DM
particle deflection, which we speculate to become effective
only at ᾱs � 1.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of our numerical results
with the analytic expression (22) for small clouds Λ . 1
in the wave regime β � 1. We confirm that this an-
alytic expression provides an excellent description of
our simulations for small clouds (µr = 2.5) with scalar
masses αs = 0.05 and 0.025. For these small clouds the
contribution from accretion to the drag force is compara-
ble or more important than DF, and it is then crucial to
model it well. While our analytic expressions (based on
Unruh accretion) fit well the numerical results for Λ ∼ 1,
the phenomenological ones used in Ref. [62] (based on
Bondi accretion) are not good enough (see Appendix C).

VIII. DISCUSSION

Future detections of EMRIs by space-based detectors
like LISA, TianQin and Taiji [71–74] will open up new
windows on BH environments. It has been suggested
that superradiant clouds may be detectable by LISA [75–
79] and, moreover, distinguishable from other environ-
ments [77, 80], such as DM spikes, which may cause a
similar GW dephasing [81–89]. To assess the detectability
of such effects it is crucial to have a good model of the rel-
ativistic drag force acting on BHs in these environments.
In this work we have calculated numerically the force re-
sulting from DF and accretion on a BH boosted through
a uniformly dense scalar field medium, and validated the
analytic expressions derived from first principles in their
different regimes of validity. In particular, we have shown
that the total relativistic drag force has the form given
in Eq. (20), where the coefficients D and A contain, re-
spectively, the contributions from DF and momentum
accretion. The different regimes for which analytic ex-
pression are known are summarized in Fig. 3.

As discussed in Ref. [63] and confirmed here, the addi-
tional “pressure” correction that we had considered in our
previous work [62] is not necessary when the accretion is
correctly accounted for (by using Unruh’s expression in-
stead of Bondi’s), which becomes particularly evident for
the smaller clouds (Λ . 1) we have considered here. Inter-
estingly, we found that at intermediate masses ᾱs . 1 the
accretion process transitions between a wave description
to a particle one (though the latter expression is formally
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FIG. 3. Summary of the different DF and accretion regimes,
showing the regions of validity of the expressions in Eqs. (20)-
(23). In the case of a scalar field wavelength comparable to the
size of the BH and smaller and very small scalar field clouds
(shaded region on the bottom left of this graph), there is no
valid analytic expression for the DF force. Here we can only
calculate the drag force on the BH numerically, but as one
can see from our results, the analytic expressions give a good
order of magnitude estimate even in this regime.

derived in the ᾱs � 1 limit). The general-relativistic
effects on particle DF are expected to become effective
only at ᾱs � 1, larger than the masses considered in our
simulations.

Having established the methods for extracting and quan-
tifying the relativistic drag forces on BHs moving though
scalar field DM clouds, our simulations can now be ex-
tended to more complex cases, such as those including
DM self-interactions or BH spin, and other fundamental
fields such as massive bosons of spin 1 and 2.
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Appendix A: Gravitational drag in the BH frame

As discussed in the main text, to compare our numerical
results with the analytic expressions we need to convert
them from simulation coordinates into the BH frame
(isotropic coordinates). In a previous work, we assumed
that the change in the time-component of the (ADM) four-
momentum is negligible compared to the one in the spatial
part, and so we ignored the contribution of dPADM

t /dt
in Eq. (7). While this assumption is not formally valid,
we provide here a more careful treatment which confirms
that the results presented in Ref. [62] are self-consistent,
and thus correct.

Consider three concentric 2-dimensional spheroidal sur-
faces around the BH: the outer surface ∂Σo, where the
ADM mass and overall change in momentum is defined,
the inner surface ∂Σi, which is the last well-resolved sur-
face in our simulations before the BH event horizon, and
the BH horizon itself ∂ΣBH. The rate of change in the
scalar field momentum in the region between ∂ΣBH and
∂Σo is

d
dt

∫
Σo−ΣBH

dV αT 0
i = −

∫
∂Σo

dSjαT ji +
∫
∂ΣBH

dSjαT ji

+
∫

Σo−ΣBH

dV αTµν (4)Γνµi , (A1)

where dV := d3x
√
−g/α. The flux across the BH hori-

zon in our coordinates is always zero, so we can discard
the second term on the right-hand side. In the steady
state the cloud profile is approximately stationary, so
the left-hand term should be small (but not negligible).2

2 In practice it is large initially, but we want to exclude
these changes, which are related to the transient growth
in
∫

Σo−ΣBH
dV αT 0

i that occurs in our simulations while dy-
namically evolving towards the steady state. The cloud profile
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In the simulation coordinates, there is always a (small)
steady state growth in the momentum of the cloud of Ṁv,
where Ṁ is the steady-state increase in the BH mass over
time measured in its rest frame with respect to proper
time in that frame. Whilst in that frame this causes an
increase in the BH mass and momentum over time, in our
coordinates it manifests as the field collecting outside the
horizon. Therefore we have that

Ṁv ≈ −
∫
∂Σo

dSjαT ji +
∫

Σo−ΣBH

dV αTµν (4)Γνµi . (A2)

We also need to note that the force acting on the BH is not
simply dPADM

i /dt ≈ −
∫
∂Σo

dSjαT ji , unless dPϕi /dt =
0.3 We need to isolate dP gi /dt (see Eq. (11)), using the
fact that in the steady regime

d
dtP

ϕ
x = d

dt

∫
Σo−ΣBH

dV αT 0
x ≈ Ṁv , (A3)

in the simulation coordinates. Thus, in these coordinates
the force on the BH is

d
dtP

g
x = d

dtP
ADM
i − d

dtP
ϕ
x

= −
∫

Σo−ΣBH

dV αTµν (4)Γνµx .
(A4)

For the energy fluxes, the analysis is the same. However,
since the background spacetime has a time-like Killing
vector, the (volume) source term is exactly zero. Thus, in
simulation coordinates, in the steady state we have that∫

∂Σo

dSjαT j0 = − d
dt

∫
Σo−ΣBH

dV αT 0
0 ≈ −Ṁ/γ2 , (A5)

where the Ṁ/γ2 follows from the fact that P gt = M/γ
in the simulation coordinates, plus the transformation to
the BH frame proper time that appears in Ṁ . We can
see that, using Eq. (7) to transform the ADM momentum
to the BH rest frame, the terms in Ṁ cancel exactly such
that

d
dt̄
PADM
x̄ ≈ −

∫
Σo−ΣBH

dV αTµν (4)Γνµx . (A6)

rapidly settles into the steady-state one at smaller r, and more
gradually spreads outwards. Whilst there should also be a change
in the source term once the outer profile settles into the steady
state, we have seen in previous work that this volume integral
is dominated by the part at smaller r, and so in practice it also
settles quickly to its steady state value [69].

3 The rate of change of the ADM momentum gives the total force
acting on the system (BH + scalar) inside the volume of inter-
est Σo. For a cloud with compact support (and using a sufficiently
large ∂Σo), we would have dPADM

i /dt = 0, meaning that the
total force acting on an isolated system vanishes, but the force
acting on the BH may still be nonzero if it exchanges momentum
with the scalar.

In the BH frame the steady state is such that dPϕx̄ /dt̄ = 0,
so Fx̄ ≈ dPADM

x̄ /dt̄.
In practice in our simulations we cannot resolve the

field close to the horizon, but only down to ∂Σi. However,
it is easy to check that for a ∂Σi close enough to the BH
event horizon (e.g., Fig. 5 of Ref. [62]), we have∫

∂Σi

dSjαT ji +
∫

Σo−Σi

dV αTµν (4)Γνµx ≈

≈
∫

Σo−ΣBH

dV Tµν (4)Γνµx . (A7)

That is, the left-hand side is approximately independent
of the choice of Σi provided it is close to the horizon. This
is the quantity that we extract from our simulations and
plot as the total BH drag force, in both the current and
previous work [62].

Appendix B: Drag on BHs in particle-like media

For sufficiently heavy scalars (ᾱs � 1), one can use a
WKB approximation to recover the geodesic results for
the drag force due to the gravitational interaction with a
collimated beam of particles [63].
Consider the (unbound) time-like geodesics of a

Schwarzschild background with energy E = γm and an-
gular momentum L = Evb, with b the impact parameter.
It is straightforward to find the critical impact param-
eter bcr(v), which separates between the particles that
are absorbed and the ones that are only deflected by the
BH; this is given in Eq. (24). The drag force due to the
accretion of particles is simply given by

F accr
x̄ = −ργ2v2πb2cr(v) . (B1)

The contribution to the DF from the particles that are
deflected is found from

F defl
x̄ = −4πργ2v2

∫ bmax

bcr

db b cos2 φ∞(b) , (B2)

introducing an infrared cutoff bmax in the impact param-
eter of the beam, and where π − 2φ∞ is the deflection
angle, which is given by [91]

φ∞ = 2√
1− 6µ̃+ 2µ̃ẽ

{
K(k)− F [ 1

2 cos−1(1/ẽ), k]
}
,

(B3)
with K and F , respectively, the complete and the in-
complete elliptic integrals of the first kind, with elliptic
modulus

k2 := 4µ̃ẽ
1− 6µ̃+ 2µ̃ẽ . (B4)

The parameter µ̃ := M/l̃ (with l̃ the latus rectum) and
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the eccentricity ẽ satisfy

γ2v2 = µ̃
(1− 4µ̃)(ẽ2 − 1)

1− µ̃(3 + ẽ2) ,(
b

M

)2
= [µ̃2(1− 4µ̃)(ẽ2 − 1)]−1 .

(B5)

The general-relativistic effects on the deflection are non-
negligible for particles with impact parameter b� bcr/v.
Thus, for large clouds bmax/λdB � β (� 1), one can find
a semi-analytic expression

F defl
x̄ = −4πρM2

v2 γ2(1 + v2)2{ ln
(
bmax
λdBβ

)
+ χ(v)

}
, (B6)

with the (numerically-evaluated) factor

χ(v)M2 := v4

(1 + v2)2

∫ η(1+v2)
4v bcr

bcr

db b cos2 φ∞(b)− ln
(
ηvbcr
4M

)
η=40
≈ 3.7 + 9.24v2 − 12.16v3 + 4.79v4 − ln

( 10vbcr
M

)
,

with an arbitrary η satisfying 1� η . bmax/λdBβ. The
fitting expression in the last line was obtained for η = 40
and is accurate to < 1% for all v. For a cutoff in the
radius r instead (see, e.g., Ref. [9]) the total gravita-
tional drag force on BHs moving through collisionless
particle-like media (with no velocity dispersion) is given
by Eq. (23).

Appendix C: Comparison to previous results

Here we discuss the differences between the analytic
expressions used in this work and the phenomenological
ones (based on fluid-like results) used to fit the numerical
results in our previous work [62]. There we fit our results
using an expression inspired by Bondi accretion [65, 66],
which describes the accretion of a collisional fluid onto a
BH as it moves through the medium and has the form

ABondi = λv3

(1 + v2)2 (v2 + c2s )−3/2 , (C1)

with λ an O(1) constant factor and cs the asymptotic
sound speed of the medium. The error bars in our numeri-
cal results were not small enough to reach any definite con-
clusions on the appropriateness of the description in terms
of Bondi accretion. In particular, considering v � cs, we
found that any value of λ ∈ [0, 1] was a good fit to our
results. The increase in the overall (DF + accretion) drag
force that we observed compared to the analytic expres-
sions was then attributed to a pressure-like correction to
the DF expression D(ᾱs � 1,Λ � 1) in Eq. (21) (note
that we also did not include the Lorentz factor γ in Λ
and β).

Soon after, analytic expressions for the relativistic drag
force on BHs moving through light scalars were derived in
Ref. [63], which found results consistent with ours for the

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
v

0.010

0.019

0.028

F

D D +ABondi D +AUnruh

FIG. 4. The different contributions to the total drag force on
the BH, comparing the addition of Bondi accretion (as used in
our previous work) and Unruh accretion (as in [63]) given by
the green dashed and red dotted lines, respectively. Comparing
with the DF force alone (grey solid line) we can see that Bondi
accretion has a non-negligible contribution to the force at low
velocities, while Unruh accretion only becomes important at
very relativistic speeds. All three cases are computed with
the same parameters αs = 0.05 and µr = 45. We set λ = 0.5
for the O(1) factor in the expression for Bondi accretion in
Eq. (C1).

two lightest cases (αs = 0.05 and 0.2) we had considered.
However, in that reference it was argued that, while Bondi
accretion is a good approximation for collisional fluids,
the momentum accretion of a light (wave-like) scalar field
is better described by an expression derived by Unruh
in Ref. [68], which reads

AUnruh = 4v3

(1 + v2)2
eπβπβ

sinh(πβ) . (C2)

This adds a non-negligible contribution to the force at
relativistic velocities, which removes the need for the
(ad-hoc) pressure correction in the DF. It has also the
advantage of being fully derived from first principles,
containing no free parameters.
As shown in Fig. 4, the force on the BH from Unruh

accretion (red dotted line), unlike the one from Bondi’s
(green dashed line), is negligible compared to DF at low
velocities, but has a larger effect at high velocities. The
Unruh accretion term is particularly relevant for small
clouds (Λ . 1). In that regime it is also not equivalent to
the pressure term that was suggested in Ref. [62]. This
is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the red dotted curves show
the expression in Eq. (44) of Ref. [62], which includes the
“pressure correction” factor Pcorr = 1 + κp/ρ (with p a
scalar field effective pressure and κ another fudge factor)
and the Bondi-type accretion. Whilst it provides a good fit
for a large cloud Λ� 1 (top panel), when Λ . 1 (bottom
panel) the expressions in this paper, which account for
the accretion correctly, clearly give a better fit.
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0.011

0.018

0.025
µr = 45

Fd × Pcorr + FBondi

D(ᾱs � 1, β � 1) +AUnruh

Fx

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0.002

0.007

0.012

µr = 2.5

v

F

FIG. 5. Our numerical results (shown as vertical error bars)
for αs = 0.05 in the case of a large cloud (µr = 45) on the
top panel, and a small cloud (µr = 2.5) on the bottom panel.
The red dotted curve represents the expression in Eq. (44) of
Ref. [62], including the “pressure correction” and using Bondi
accretion, and the black dashed curves show the expression
for the drag force using Unruh accretion (rather than Bondi)
without any phenomenological correction. We see that whilst
the previously suggested pressure correction fits the simulation
data well at large r, it does not provide a good fit for smaller
clouds, whereas the expression for Unruh accretion is a good
fit in both regimes (for small αs).

Appendix D: Numerical set-up

The analytic expression we wish to verify is only valid
for small β, so we take αs = 0.05 and 0.025, although we
also compare to previous results for αs = 0.5. We use the
fixed background feature of the open source numerical
relativity code GRChombo [92, 93] to solve Eqs. (8) and
(9) on a fixed metric background in the boosted isotropic
coordinates described above. The scalar field is evolved
using the method of lines with its spatial derivatives
evaluated using fourth-order finite difference stencils, a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration, and a hierar-
chy of grids with 2:1 resolution. The value of the metric
and its derivatives are calculated locally from the analytic
expressions at each point.
Due to the causal structure of the BH in isotropic

Schwarzschild coordinates, the metric naturally imposes
ingoing boundary conditions at the horizon. At the outer
boundary, we implement nonzero, time oscillating bound-
ary conditions for the scalar field by setting the field to
be spatially constant in the radial direction, extrapolat-
ing from the values within the numerical domain. This
simulates the effects of a roughly constant energy density,
but can introduce unphysical effects in very long simu-
lations. These effects can be easily identified by varying
the domain size, but ultimately limit the time for which
the growth of the cloud can be studied.
We choose the size of the simulation domain L such

that the approximate boundary conditions that we use do
not spoil the solution near the BH in the time necessary to
reach a steady state. Therefore, we take L = 4096M , with
9 (2 : 1) refinement levels and the coarsest level having
1283 grid points. We take advantage of the symmetries
of the problem in Cartesian coordinates to reduce the
domain to 642×128 points. This ensures that we maintain
a spatial resolution of dx = 0.0625M around the horizon
of the BH at r ∼M/2 and that the BH horizon lies well
within the area covered by the finest level.

In order to resolve the temporal oscillations of the field
sufficiently on the coarsest level, we use a time step dtcoarse
such that we have at least 32 time steps per period of
oscillation, i.e. T = 2π/µ > 32 dtcoarse.
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Gravitational parity violation arises in a variety of theories beyond general relativity. Gravi-
tational waves in such theories have their propagation altered, leading to birefringence effects in
both the amplitude and speed of the wave. In this work, we introduce a generalized, theory-
motivated parametrization scheme to study parity violation in gravitational wave propagation. This
parametrization maps to parity-violating gravity theories in a straightforward way. We find that the
amplitude and velocity birefringence effects scale with an effective distance measure that depends on
how the dispersion relation is modified. Furthermore, we show that this generic parametrization can
be mapped to the parametrized-post-Einsteinian (ppE) formalism with convenient applications to
gravitational wave observations and model-agnostic tests of general relativity. We derive a mapping
to the standard ppE waveform of the gravitational wave response function, and also find a ppE
waveform mapping at the level of the polarization modes, h+ and h×. Finally, we show how existing
constraints in the literature translate to bounds on our new parity-violating parameters and discuss
avenues for future analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of gravitational waves (GWs) by
the LIGO-Virgo-Kagra collaboration (LVK)[1–4] and the
current era of GW astrophysics have provided a rich
background on which to test gravity and study funda-
mental physics [5, 6]. Although the LVK observations
have thus far not observed significant deviations from
Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GR) [7–10], there
are myriad modified gravity theories that can lead to
deviations from GR. Generally, these types of theories
are motivated from a high-energy ultraviolet (UV) the-
ory that can lead to small corrections to GR at low en-
ergies in an effective field theory (EFT) perspective (see
e.g. [11]).
Modified gravity theories can have a variety of effects

on GWs, which can be characterized by modifications to
the GW amplitude and/or its phase. These modifications
can arise both in the GW generation and propagation,
but in this work, we will focus solely on the latter. Real
propagation effects in the phase arise from modified dis-
persion relations, characterized for example in [12–14],
and have been constrained by LVK observations. Ampli-
tude modifications typically arise from imaginary modi-
fications to the dispersion relations, and they are more
difficult to constrain observationally because of degenera-
cies with other GW parameters.
While these effects are generic features of many modi-
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fied gravity theories, in this study we will focus on parity-
violating theories. Parity violation should here be un-
derstood as the lack of invariance of the action that
characterizes a theory under a parity transformation,
i.e. under the inversion of the spatial triad in a prop-
erly adapted coordinate system. Parity-violating gravity
theories modify the propagation of GWs in a way that
specifically leads to amplitude and/or velocity birefrin-
gence. Birefringence denotes the phenomenon in which
the right- and left-handed polarization modes evolve dif-
ferently in their propagation. Specifically, amplitude (ve-
locity) birefringence occurs when the imaginary (real)
part of the phase evolves differently for the left- and right-
polarization states.

The most widely studied parity-violating theory is
Chern-Simons (CS) gravity [15–17], which is character-
ized by a (four-dimensional) gravitational Chern-Simons
term coupled to a dynamical field that is added to the
Einstein-Hilbert action. The parity-violating effects of
this theory arise when the field is a cosmological or back-
ground scalar (even under parity), because when this cou-
ples to the Pontryagin invariant (odd under parity) the
scalar-gravitational Chern-Simons term in the action is
parity violating. Chern-Simons gravity has been studied
in a variety of contexts, including its effects on inflation
in the early universe, on black hole spacetimes, and on
the generation and propagation of GWs (see e.g. [6, 18–
46]). A variety of extensions of Chern-Simons grav-
ity also exist, including Palatini Chern-Simons [47], tor-
sional Chern-Simons [48, 49], and Einstein-Axion-Chern-
Simons [50]. A theory which includes both a Chern-
Simons term and a Gauss-Bonnet term [51] has also been
suggested. All of these theories induce similar parity-
violating modifications to the propagation of GWs.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2305.10478v1
mailto:ljenks@uchicago.edu
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mailto:nyunes@illinois.edu
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Chern-Simons gravity is the most well-studied parity-
violating modified gravity theory because it has concrete
motivations from particle physics [52] and string theory
[53–56], and is also the unique parity-violating metric
theory that one can write down that is quadratic in the
curvature and linear in the associated scalar field [17].
However, if one relaxes the above assumptions, we can
consider other parity-violating theories of interest. These
include ghost-free scalar-tensor gravity [57–60], the Sym-
metric Teleparallel equivalent of GR [61], and versions
of Horava-Lifshitz gravity [62, 63], all of which lead to
parity violation. Parity-violating ghost-free scalar-tensor
gravity [57] includes Chern-Simons gravity as a particu-
lar limit, but generalizes the theory to include additional
parity-violating terms by including higher derivatives of
the associated scalar field. The parity-violating sym-
metric teleparallel equivalent of GR [61] is constructed
in terms of a non-Riemannian formulation such that
the Einstein-Hilbert action can be written in terms of
the ‘non-metricity’ tensor. As a non-metric theory, one
is allowed to construct additional parity-violating ex-
tensions to GR than just the CS interaction. Lastly,
Horava-Lifshitz gravity was first introduced as an exten-
sion of GR that is renormalizable and UV complete [62].
This theory breaks Lorentz invariance and can include
higher-order parity-violating terms [63]. Parity-violating
Horava-Lifshitz extends beyond CS gravity by introduc-
ing higher dimensional operators that contain derivatives
of the curvature.

Significant amounts of work have gone into parametriz-
ing deviations from GR in GWs, but little of this work
has focused on parity-violating effects. A widely used
formalism is the parametrized post-Einsteinian (ppE)
framework, which treats corrections due to modifications
of gravity in analogy to post-Newtonian (PN) corrections
in GR [64]. This parametrization scheme can take into
account both generation effects and propagation effects
[12, 65–68] and has also been extended beyond simple bi-
nary geometries, see e.g., [69–73]. Separately from this,
there has also been work studying waveform parametriza-
tions of parity-violating gravity specifically [59, 74, 75].
These approaches are aimed at creating a generic GW
template for the predictions of various parity-violating
theories, but the non-GR corrections are constructed
from complicated integrals that differ from theory to the-
ory. Thus, the waveform cannot be studied generically
and cannot be easily mapped to specific constraints on
any particular theory. Furthermore, such non-GR correc-
tions cannot be translated to a generic parametrization
a la ppE for the GW strain or in the +/× polarization
basis.

In addition to being a convenient theoretical method to
characterize modified GW waveforms, the ppE formalism
has also become an important tool to test GR with gravi-
tational wave data. PpE corrections to the waveform am-
plitude or phase can enter at any post-Newtonian orders,
and thus, it is straightforward to perform a full Bayesian
parameter estimation study or Fisher forecasts. Previous

work in the literature that analyzed gravitational wave
data to search for parity violation used non-ppE methods
for a limited number of waveform corrections and with-
out a consistent parametrization. Amplitude birefrin-
gence was studied in [76] and [77] for one particular choice
of a theory-independent parametrization using GW data
from the GWTC-2 and GWTC-3 catalogs. Similarly,
data analysis of velocity birefringence modifications with
the GWTC-2 and GWTC-3 catalogs was performed in
[78, 79], but for one particular parametrization of the
parity-violating effects without a full ppE analysis. Thus,
a full analysis of gravitational parity violation within the
ppE framework has not yet been performed.

Our aim in this work is to introduce a theory-
motivated yet still theory-agnostic framework that al-
lows for straightforward theoretical studies of gravita-
tional parity violation and applications to real world
data analysis. We realize this aim by first introducing
parametrized parity-violating modifications to the GW
propagation equations. By working within the frame-
work of an effective field theory, we present an explicit
argument that shows that these modifications must be

the only parity-violating interactions one can construct.
We show how the addition of these parity-violating cor-
rections forces the right- and left-handed GW polariza-
tion modes to propagate differently, leading to amplitude
and velocity birefringence. With the assumption that any
parity-violating corrections are small deviations from GR
and that any time evolution of parity-violating parame-
ters is small compared to the expansion of the universe,
we further derive explicit forms for the corrections to
the amplitude and phase of the GW. Within the above-
mentioned assumptions, these expressions for the ampli-
tude and phase are exact, and we explicitly characterize
the distance scaling of the parity-violating effects.

We then show that our parametrized parity-violating
waveforms map exactly to the ppE framework, and more-
over, they both map exactly to known predictions of
parity-violating theories studied in the literature. We
calculate the modified waveform response function, and
discuss degeneracies between the parity-violating mod-
ifications and waveform parameters. We then express
the waveform modifications in terms of a ppE waveform,
both at the level of the response function to the detec-
tor h̃ and the individual polarizations h+ and h×, and
show how the parity-violating ppE construction maps
onto specific theories. The detailed mapping to ppE al-
lows for straightforward data analysis, which we show
explicitly by calculating how our parity-violating param-
eters are constrained by currently-existing analyses in the
literature. Given that the existing analyses are limited
in their scope, we discuss future directions to constrain
parity-violation with future and existing GW data.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
introduce our parametrization for parity-violating grav-
ity theories and show how it leads to amplitude and ve-
locity birefringence for a GW in the circular right- and
left-handed (R/L) polarization basis. We also summarize
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how the parametrization maps onto specific theories. In
Sec. III we show how the parametrization in the R/L
polarization basis maps onto the waveform in the +/×
basis, and we show that it can furthermore be mapped
onto a ppE waveform. We then discuss existing con-
straints that can be applied to our new parity-violating
parameters in Sec. IV, and finally conclude with discus-
sion and directions for future work in Sec. V. Throughout
the remainder of this paper, we use the following conven-
tions: we employ geometric units such that G = 1 = c
and assume a (−,+,+,+) metric signature; Latin let-
ters (a,b,...,h) range over all spacetime coordinates, (i,j,k)
range over spatial indices, and square brackets denote
anti-symmetrization over indices.

II. GENERAL PARAMETRIZATION FOR

PARITY-VIOLATING GW PROPAGATION

Our goal in this work is to find a theory-agnostic
parametrization that can be used to study amplitude
and velocity birefringence in GW propagation from bi-
nary black hole and neutron star events. To achieve this,
we study relevant parity-violating extensions of GR and
find the modifications to GW propagation in each the-
ory. Then, we use these results to infer a generalized
parametrization. We additionally show from a generic
perspective why the parametrization must be the correct
one. For clarity, we present the theory-agnostic result
here, and enumerate details of specific theories in Ap-
pendix A.

We first introduce a general overview of parity-
violating gravity in Sec. II A. In Sec. II B, we introduce
a parity-violating parametrization of the GW propaga-
tion equations and show that it must be the correct and
most general expression to characterize parity violation
in GW propagation. In Sec. II C, we discuss how the GW
propagation is modified and show how it leads to GW
amplitude and velocity birefringence for parity-violating
theories. Finally, we show the mapping to specific theo-
ries in Sec. II D.

A. Parity-Violating Gravity

In general, one can describe the action of a parity-
violating gravity theory as follows:

S = SGR + SPV, (1)

where the Einstein-Hilbert action is

SGR =

∫

d4x
√−gR, (2)

and SPV is the beyond-GR parity-violating contribution
to the action. We will not assume a specific form for SPV,
but examples of explicit expressions for SPV can be found
in Appendix A for the theories we have considered. In
general, SPV can be a function of the curvature and an
auxiliary scalar field, ϕ.
The addition of SPV leads to a modification of the

linearized field equations and thus to the GW disper-
sion relation. Let us start by considering a cosmological
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) background, and
linear perturbations around it. In general, a metric ten-
sor could carry up to 6 different polarizations—two of
each helicity 2, helicity 1 and helicity 0. However, due to
the symmetries of the background, the linear perturba-
tions of these different helicities decouple and their dy-
namics can be analyzed separately. In this paper, we fo-
cus on the dynamics of the helicity-2 polarizations. Addi-
tional polarizations present in the theories discussed here
will be analyzed in the future.
Let us then proceed to consider the two helicity-2 po-

larizations of GWs and use a circular basis: right-handed
and left-handed (R/L). On FRW, the linear perturba-
tions of GWs in spatial Fourier space can be expressed
as

hR,L(η) = AR,L(η)e
−i[φ(η)−kix

i], (3)

where η is conformal time, dη = dt/a with a the scale fac-
tor, φ(η) is the GW phase, ki is the comoving wavenum-
ber vector, and AR,L is the right and left-handed polariza-
tion amplitude, respectively. Notice that hR,L is complex
in that it can be written in terms of an amplitude and a
phase. Furthermore, we will see that φ(η) can have both
real and imaginary contributions. The real part of φ will
be the true phase of the GW, while the imaginary part
will contribute to the overall amplitude.
From here, the propagation equations of GWs that

break parity symmetry but still preserve spatial rotation
and translation invariance, and contain up to second-
order time derivatives can generically be expressed as

h
′′

R,L
+

{

2H+ λR,L

∞
∑

n=1

kn
[

αn(η)

(ΛPVa)n
H+

βn(η)

(ΛPVa)n−1

]

}

h′
R,L
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+ k2

{

1 + λR,L

∞
∑

m=0

km−1

[

γm(η)

(ΛPVa)m
H+

δm(η)

(ΛPVa)m−1

]

}

hR,L = 0, (4)

where k = |~k| is the magnitude of the comoving
wavenumber, primes denote derivatives with respect to
conformal time, H := a′/a is the comoving Hubble pa-
rameter, and λR,L = ±1. We take n to be an odd, positive
integer, and m to be an even, non-negative integer, such
that m− 1 is odd. In this paper, we will consider parity-
violating modifications within the context of a low-energy
effective field theory, such that ΛPV is the cutoff scale of
the theory. The dimensionless functions α, β, γ, and δ
parametrize the magnitude of the parity violation. In
the most general case, these functions depend on con-
formal time, as we have explicitly denoted above. This
is due to the fact that parity-violating modified gravity
theories generally propagate auxiliary fields, which them-
selves evolve with time, and thus, the coefficient in the
effective-field-theory expansion can become complicated
functions of these fields and their derivatives. For now,
we will keep this time dependence general, but we will
later make simplifying assumptions about the time evo-
lution of these functions, such that they can be approxi-
mated by their values today. Note that within the EFT
framework, we assume that all parity-violating modifi-
cations must be small, and we keep only the leading-
order terms. As a consistency check, we see that, when
α = β = γ = δ = 0, we recover the propagation equation
for GWs in GR.

B. Parametrized Parity-Violating Propagation

Equations

Let us pause momentarily to further motivate the form
of Eq. (4). This expression was found by finding the
parity-violating corrections to the GW amplitude and
phase in multiple theories individually (see Appendix A),
and then, inferring from the results a general form for the
corrections that maps backwards to the individual form
for the propagation equation. However, we can also see
from a generic perspective that this form for the parity-
violating modifications has to be correct by considering
the following.
As stated above, we know that the propagation equa-

tions can be up to second order in time derivatives, which
allows for three possible modifications, to the disper-
sion relation: one each on the functions that multiply
h

′′

R,L
, h′

R,L
, and hR,L:

Ah
′′

R,L
+B h′

R,L
+ C hR,L = 0 , (5)

where A,B and C are functions of time (through the
scale factor and its derivatives) and of k, and may be
different for right- or left-handed polarizations. Since the
left-hand side of this equation equals zero, we can divide

by A and rewrite the equation in a simpler form:

h
′′

R,L
+ B̄ h′

R,L
+ C̄ hR,L = 0 , (6)

where B̄ and C̄ are new functions of, again, time and k,
and possibly different for right- and left-handed polariza-
tions.
Let us now determine the functional dependence of

these functional prefactors by considering the proper-
ties of propagating GWs and using dimensional analy-
sis. The only physical quantities that are able to in-
fluence GW propagation in parity-violating theories are
the frequency of the wave, the distance that the wave
has propagated over, and the magnitude and time evo-
lution of the coupling parameter(s) that encode parity
violation. The distance of propagation can be replaced
with the Hubble constant today times some function of
redshift (or analogously by the Hubble parameter). The
coupling parameters can be product-factorized into a di-
mensionless coupling constant(s) and a cut-off scale ΛPV

to a given power. Moreover, by dimensional analysis, B̄
and C̄ have to have units of inverse conformal time to the
first and second power respectively. The only quantities
that have units of inverse conformal time are precisely the
three mentioned above: k, H and ΛPVa. Notice also that
because the coupling parameters are allowed to be time-
varying, one can construct an arbitrary function of them
and of their derivatives that also has the correct units of
inverse conformal time. We will call this function f(ϕ′),
where we use ϕ to make contact with the fact that addi-
tional degrees of freedom in most parity-violating mod-
ified gravity theories are scalar or pseudo-scalar fields,
such as in Chern-Simons theory.
Using all of this, we can infer that

B̄ = k B̄k +H B̄H + ΛPVa B̄Λ + f(ϕ′) B̄ϕ , (7)

C̄ = k2C̄kk +H2C̄HH + (ΛPVa)
2C̄ΛΛ

+ kHC̄kH + kΛPVaC̄kΛ +HΛPVaC̄HΛ

+ kf(ϕ′)C̄kϕ + f(ϕ′)ΛaC̄ϕΛ + f(ϕ′)HC̄Hϕ. (8)

where B̄i and C̄ij with i, j ∈ (k,H,ΛPVa, φ) are now di-
mensionless functions. These functions must depend on
dimensionless combinations of k, H, ΛPVa and f(ϕ′), and
thus,

B̄i = B̄i

(

k

ΛPVa
,

H
ΛPVa

,
f(ϕ′)

ΛPVa

)

, (9)

C̄ij = C̄ij

(

k

ΛPVa
,

H
ΛPVa

,
f(ϕ′)

ΛPVa

)

. (10)

In principle, further dimensionless combinations could
appear in Eqs. (9) and (10), which contain k,H and
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f(ϕ′) in the denominator, for example H
k or k

f(ϕ′) . How-

ever, the functions B̄i and C̄ij must be finite as H → 0,
k → 0, and f(ϕ′) → 0 in order to ensure a continuous
parametrization connected to flat space, low energy, and
GR, respectively. Thus, these terms must not be present,
and we are left only with the dimensionless quantities ap-
pearing in Eqs. (9) and (10).
With this in hand, we can express the dimensionless

functions as

B̄i =

∞
∑

n=0,m=0

b(i)nm(η)

(

k

ΛPVa

)n ( H
ΛPVa

)m

, (11)

C̄ij =

∞
∑

n=0,m=0

c(ij)nm (η)

(

k

ΛPVa

)n ( H
ΛPVa

)m

, (12)

where b
(i)
nm and c

(ij)
nm are coefficients that are allowed to

vary in time. The sum on m cannot start at a negative
number because, as we mentioned above, these functions
must be regular in the flat spacetime limit. The sum
on n must also start at positive values (or zero) because
the deviations from GR must decay as the cut-off is in-
creased.
Let us now simplify several of the terms in Eqs. (7)-(8).

Notice that with the expansion in Eqs. (11) and (12),
several terms are degenerate with each other and can
be combined. For example, all terms in the B̄k sums in
Eq. (11)can be represented with differentm and n choices
in the B̄Λ and B̄H sums. For example, if we consider
the n = 1 and m = 0 term in the B̄k sum, we obtain
kB̄k = k2/(ΛPVa); taking n = 2 andm = 0 in the B̄Λ sum
gives ΛPVBΛ = k2/(ΛPVa). Similarly, kB̄k(n = 0,m =
1) = HB̄H(n = 1,m = 0). Notice also that the time
evolution induced by the f(ϕ′)B̄ϕ term can be absorbed
into bΛnm(η) and bHnm(η). Thus, all contributions can be
represented with the second and third terms in Eq. (7).
We can perform a similar analysis for the C̄ij terms. The
three terms proportional to C̄kH, C̄kΛ and C̄HΛ can all be
represented by the C̄kk terms with particular choices of
n and m. Moreover, the C̄HH term can be neglected
because it is O(H)2, and again the time evolution from

the f(ϕ′) terms can be absorbed into c
(ij)
nm (η). Thus, we

are left with only the C̄ΛΛ and C̄kk terms.
We have so far considered generic deformations of the

GW propagation equation, but we would like to focus
on modifications that specifically violate parity. The
equations are said to preserve parity symmetry when by
making a reflection of the spatial coordinates ~x → −~x
the physical solution does not change. More concretely,
this means that both right- and left-handed polariza-
tions have the same physical behavior, and hence when
we make the exchange of polarizations hL ↔ hR, the
equations stay the same because B̄ and C̄ are the same
for right- and left-handed polarizations in Eq. (6). On
the contrary, if we have parity breaking equations, then
B̄L 6= B̄R and C̄L 6= C̄R. Nevertheless, the right- and
left-handed coefficients are expected to be related to
each other since typical theories studied in the literature

come from an action principle, which is a scalar parity-
preserving quantity. As such, it can only lead to a set of

equations that satisfy the relations B̄L,R(~k) = B̄R,L(−~k)
and C̄L,R(~k) = C̄R,L(−~k). From here, we can then ex-
pect the only difference between right and left coeffi-
cients in parity-breaking theories to be a change in sign.
This implies specifically that the dimensionless functions
B̄i ↔ −B̄i and C̄ij ↔ −C̄ij when hR ↔ hL. Let us
then introduce the quantity λR,L = ±1 for right and left,
respectively. GW modifications that are parity-violating
should be linear in λR,L. We can incorporate this effect

explicitly by expanding the coefficients b
(i)
nm, assuming

that any parity-violating effects are small perturbations
from GR:

b(i)n,m = b̄(i)nm + (λR,L)
n(λR,L)

mδb(i)nm, (13)

c(ij)nm = c̄(ij)nm + (λR,L)
n(λR,L)

mδc(ij)nm , (14)

where b̄
(i)
nm and c̄

(ij)
nm are the background GR quanti-

ties and the δb
(i)
nm and δc

(ij)
nm coefficients characterize the

parity-violating corrections.
We can now implement the above in the functional

prefactors. Expanding out the relevant terms in Eq. (7),
we have

B̄ =

∞
∑

n=0,m=0

[

H
(

b̄Hnm + λn+m
R,L

δbHnm
)

(

k

ΛPVa

)n ( H
ΛPVa

)m

,

+ ΛPVa
(

b̄Λnm + λn+m
R,L

δbΛnm
)

(

k

ΛPVa

)n ( H
ΛPVa

)m
]

.

(15)

First, let us delineate which terms arise from GR in the
usual expression for GW propagation and which ones
arise from parity-violating EFT considerations. From the
GR expression, we must have that b̄H00 = 2, b̄nm = 0 for
all (n,m) 6= (0, 0), and b̄Λnm = 0 for all n and m. Now
consider the perturbative contributions. We assume that
k ≫ H, e.g., that GW wavelengths are short compared
to the Hubble scale, and thus will keep terms that are
at most linear in H, but that may contain higher pow-
ers of k. To obtain terms that are up to linear order in
H, we must have δbHnm = 0 for m 6= 0, so we are left
with δbHn0 nonvanishing. Terms with m 6= 0 are degen-
erate with terms arising from the HB̄H expansion, and
thus, we are left with δbΛ10 6= 0. We also see that for n
even, (λR,L)

n = +1 and the modifications will be parity
preserving. Thus, we require that n be an odd integer.
Similarly, for C̄, we have:

C̄ =

∞
∑

n=0,m=0

[

k2
(

c̄knm + λn+m
R,L

δcknm
)

(

k

ΛPVa

)n ( H
ΛPVa

)m

,

+ (ΛPVa)
2
(

c̄Λnm + λn+m
R,L

δcΛnm
)

(

k

ΛPVa

)n ( H
ΛPVa

)m
]

.

(16)
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From GR, we have that c̄k00 = 1 with c̄knm = 0 for all
(n,m) 6= (0, 0). We can see that δcΛ00, δc

Λ
10, and δcΛ01

all must vanish as they increase as ΛPV increases. To
keep the expression linear in H, δcΛnm with m > 1 can
be neglected, so we are left with δcΛn1 nonvanishing for
n > 1. Finally, consider δcknm. We find that δckn0 is
nonvanishing, while the δck01 contribution is degenerate
with the δcΛ31 contribution and again δcknm with m > 0
can be neglected at this level.
With this analysis, we are left with

B̄ = 2H

+ λR,L

∞
∑

n=1

[

δbHn0H
(

k

ΛPVa

)n

+ δbΛn0ΛPVa

(

k

ΛPVa

)n
]

,

(17)

C̄ = k2

+ λR,L

∞
∑

n=1

[

HΛPVaδc
Λ
n1

(

k

ΛPVa

)n

+ δckn0k
2

(

k

ΛPVa

)n
]

,

(18)

where n is odd. We see that B̄ and C̄ give us expres-
sions for the parity-violating modifications exactly as we
have in Eq. (4), identifying αn(η) = δbHn0, βn(η) = δbλn0,
γm(η) = δcΛnm, and δm(η) = δckn0.
Let us summarize the assumptions we have made to

obtain the above expression in the following list:

1. Any deviation from GR is small, and the modifica-
tions can be reliably treated in an EFT framework.

2. The beyond-GR modifications are specifically par-
ity violating. Other non-parity-violating terms
could appear with even powers of λR,Lk, but as
these types of modifications have been more exten-
sively studied in the literature, we focus solely on
the parity-violating contributions.

3. We expect the modifications to be polynomial in k,
assuming both locality and small deviations from
GR. Generically, one could expect rational polyno-
mials in k, because A,B, and C in Eq. (5) could
all be polynomials. However, in assuming small de-
viations from GR, we recover a simple polynomial
form for B̄ and C̄.

4. We assume that k ≫ H, and that the GW wave-
lengths are short compared to the expansion of the
universe.

Thus, with the above discussion, we see that Eq. (4) de-
scribes the most generic parity-violating corrections to
GW propagation allowable, within the above listed as-
sumptions.

C. Modified GW Propagation

Replacing Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) we can rewrite the GW
equation in terms of the phase only, and can write an

effective modified dispersion relation as

φ
′′

+ φ′2 + iφ′
{

2H+ λR,Lk
n

[

αn

(ΛPVa)n
H +

βn
(ΛPVa)n−1

]}

− k2
{

1 + λR,Lk
m−1

[

γm(η)

(ΛPVa)m
H+

δm(η)

(ΛPVa)m−1

]}

= 0,

(19)

where we have kept the sums over n (odd) and m (even)
implicit, and we have assumed that the GW amplitude
varies on much longer timescales than the phase. Now,
assuming that the parity-violating terms are small per-
turbations from GR, we can linearize the equations of
motion by taking φ = φ̄+ δφ, where the background so-
lution φ̄ has the usual GR form, φ̄′ = ±k − iH. Note
that the iH contribution to φ̄ simply induces a decay in
the GW amplitude with the expansion of the universe.
This is accounted for in the standard form for the GW
waveform signal, which includes a decay factor of 1/DL,
where DL is the luminosity distance. In addition, δφ
has both real and imaginary parts associated to velocity
birefringence and amplitude birefringence contributions,
respectively. We denote this as

δφ = −iλR,LδφA + λR,LδφV , (20)

where A, V denote the amplitude and velocity contribu-
tions, respectively. We replace φ = φ̄ + δφ into Eq. (19)
and perform a series expansion assuming that δφ ≪ φ̄,
φ

′′ ≪ (φ′)2, and δφ
′′ ≪ φ̄δφ′ [34]. We then find for

δφ′A,V :

δφ′A =
kn

2

[

αn

(ΛPVa)n
H +

βn
(ΛPVa)n−1

]

, (21)

δφ′V =
km

2

[

γm
(ΛPVa)m

H+
δm

(ΛPVa)m−1

]

. (22)

To simplify these expressions further, we will make the
assumption that the time-dependent parity-violating pa-
rameters α, β, γ, and δ vary slowly with respect to the
expansion of the universe, and can thus be well approx-
imated by their current values via a Taylor expansion,
e.g., αn ≈ αn0

. The comoving wavenumber k is a con-
stant in conformal time and can also be taken out of the
integral. Additionally, we will employ the transformation
dt = −dz/[H(z)(1 + z)]. Then, using all of the above, we
can rewrite the expressions for the phase and amplitude
shifts as

δφA =
kn

2

[

αn0

Λn
PV

∫

dz

(1 + z)1−n
+

βn0

Λn−1
PV

∫

dz

H(1 + z)1−n

]

,

(23)

δφV =
km

2

[

γm0

Λm
PV

∫

dz

(1 + z)1−m
+

δm0

Λm−1
PV

∫

dz

H(1 + z)1−m

]

.

(24)

We can now define an effective distance, Dα as in [12,
14],

Dα = (1 + z)1−α

∫

(1 + z)α−2

H(z)
dz, (25)
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and will also in analogy define an effective redshift pa-
rameter, zα, such that

zα = (1 + z)−α

∫

dz

(1 + z)1−α
. (26)

Notice that D1 = DT , where DT is the look-back dis-
tance, and D2 = (1 + z)−1DC = DA, where DC and DA

are the comoving and angular-diameter distances, respec-
tively. From the effective redshift parameter, we obtain
that z0 = ln(1 + z) and z1 = (1 + z)−1z.
With these definitions, we can summarize the

parametrized parity-violating deviations from GR as fol-
lows:

δφA =
[k(1 + z)]

n

2

(

αn0

Λn
PV

zn +
βn0

Λn−1
PV

Dn+1

)

, (27)

δφV =
[k(1 + z)]

m

2

(

γm0

Λm
PV

zm +
δm0

Λm−1
PV

Dm+1

)

, (28)

such that the right and left-handed polarization modes
are modified in the following way

hR,L = h̄R,L exp

{

∓ [k(1 + z)]
n

2

(

αn0

Λn
PV

zn +
βn0

Λn−1
PV

Dn+1

)}

× exp

{

±i [k(1 + z)]
m

2

(

γm0

Λm
PV

zm +
δm0

Λm−1
PV

Dm+1

)}

,

(29)

where h̄R,L is the usual GR expression for the right and
left-handed modes.
From the parametrized dispersion relation, one can

also immediately see how the GW velocity is modified
in parity-violating theories. The group and phase veloc-
ities of a GW are given by vg = dω/dk and vp = ω/k,
respectively, where ω for the right and left-handed polar-
izations satisfies the following dispersion relation:

ω2
R,L

= k2
{

1 + λR,Lk
m−1

[

γm(η)

(ΛPVa)m
H+

δm(η)

(ΛPVa)m−1

]}

.

(30)

Again, assuming that all parity-violating parameters are
small deviations from GR, we find for the modified group
and phase velocities, respectively:

vR,L

g = 1 +
λR,L

2
mkm−1

[

γm
(aΛPV)m

H+
δm

(aΛPV)m−1

]

,

(31)

vR,L

p = 1 +
λR,L

2
km−1

[

γm
(aΛPV)m

H+
δm

(aΛPV)m−1

]

. (32)

Clearly then, the right-handed and left-handed waves
may have different propagation speeds. Phenomenolog-
ically, this means that, for long propagation times, the
two polarizations may decohere in time, and lead to two
separate “echoes” of the emitted GW, one purely right-
handed and another purely left-handed. This parity-
violating decoherence has been discussed in [13]. For
short propagation times, the two polarizations propa-
gate coherently in time. In that case, modifications to
the GW speed have been tightly constrained by the co-
incident GW and gamma ray burst event, GW170817.
We will discuss applications of this constraint to these
parametrized velocities in Sec. IV.

D. Mapping to Parity-Violating Theories

Now that we have established the generic parametriza-
tion above, we can map the parity-violating coefficients
to various theories. This mapping is shown below in Ta-
ble I. The parameters listed in the table correspond to
specific parameters defined in each theory. We show the
mapping to Chern-Simons gravity [33–35] and its exten-
sions Palatini Chern-Simons [47] and generalized Chern-
Simons [50]. We also consider parity-violating ghost-free
scalar-tensor gravity [57–60], both second and fourth or-
der constructions of the parity-violating extensions to the
Symmetric Teleparallel equivalent of GR [61], and parity-
violating Horava-Lifshitz gravity [63]. Details of each
theory, including the propagation equations and defini-
tions of the particular parameters, can be found in Ap-
pendix A.

Theory α1 β1 γ0 δ2 δ4

(Palatini [47]) Chern-Simons [33–35] 4α̃CSϑ̇
κ

0 0 0 0

Generalized Chern-Simons[50] 24Ũ0 0 0 0 0

Ghost-Free Scalar Tensor [58] αGF
−

˙̃αGF 0 (αGF
− βGF) 0

Symmetric Teleparallel I [61] 0 0 −4αST 0 0

Symmetric Teleparallel II [61] (3β2 − 3β3)
˙̃
β2 0 (β1 − β3) 0

Horava-Lifshitz [63] 0 0 0 −α1 α2

TABLE I. Dimensionless GW birefringence parametrizations for various modified gravity theories. Definitions of the specific
parameters can be found in Appendix A. Notice that Palatini Chern-Simons, Chern-Simons and Generalized Chern-Simons
make the same predictions at leading order beyond GR.
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From Table I we can see that when considering parity-
violating theories beyond GR in the literature, the only
nonvanishing coefficients within our assumptions are
α1, β1, γ0, δ2, and δ4. In this case, the modifications to
the phase can be determined explicitly to give

δφA =
k(1 + z)

2

(

α10

ΛPV

z + β10D2

)

, (33)

δφV =
1

2

{

γ00 ln(1 + z) + [k(1 + z)]
2 δ20
ΛPV

D3

+ [k(1 + z)]
4 δ40
Λ3

PV

D5

}

. (34)

In principle, one could construct other theories that lead
to contributions from additional n terms, but for now we
focus on the nonzero coefficients discussed above.
In extensions of CS gravity, there are additional terms

that arise beyond those presented above, which can give
rise to GW velocity modifications and amplitude modi-
fications [47, 50]. However, these velocity modifications
come with higher powers of H or of the parity-violating
parameter, and thus, are subdominant to the leading
terms considered here. There is additionally a formula-
tion of Chern-Simons gravity that includes torsion [48],
where GWs have also been shown to exhibit birefringent
behavior [49]. This study, however, was carried out in
the adiabatic limit and on a de Sitter background. Thus,
we do not consider torsional CS in our theory map, as
we would like to consider the most general GW propaga-
tion on the FRW spacetime. Lastly, there are additional
terms in the fourth-order symmetric teleparallel equiva-
lent of GR and a higher-order construction of ghost-free
scalar-tensor gravity, discussed in [59], but these also do
not lead to additional corrections at the level of our anal-
ysis for the reasons discussed above.

III. PARITY-VIOLATING WAVEFORM

MODIFICATIONS

We have so far considered parity-violating GW modifi-
cations in the circularly polarized right- and left-handed
basis. However, to connect with GW observations, in this
section we discuss how parity-violating modifications in
the circular basis impact GWs in the linear polarization
(+/×) basis, commonly used in the literature, and how
such modifications enter the waveform. More specifically,
in this section we show how the modified hR,L in Eq. (29)
translates to a modified h+,× and a modified response
function, h. We then show how both of these modifica-
tions can be directly mapped to the ppE formalism [64].

A. Linearly Polarized Gravitational Waves

The linear +/× polarization modes are defined in
terms of the circular right- and left-handed polarization

modes as

h+ =
hR + hL√

2
, (35)

h× = i
hR − hL√

2
. (36)

Again, recalling that δφA and δφV are small deviations
from GR, we can expand the exponential dependence of
the parity-violating waveform modifications in Eq. (29).
With this assumption we find that the polarization modes
in the + and × basis are

h+ = h̄+ − iδφAh̄× + δφV h̄×, (37)

h× = h̄× + iδφAh̄+ − δφV h̄+, (38)

where h̄+,× are linearly polarized GWs in GR. Notice
that these modifications have been analyzed in spatial
Fourier space in the previous sections. However, GWs
are typically analyzed either in temporal Fourier space
(i.e. in the “frequency domain”) or in the time domain,
since they are detected at a fixed location but at different
times.
The equations presented in the previous sections al-

low us to propagate the GW signal from the source to
the detector in k space. The observed signal in k-space
can then be translated to that in f space by using, once
more, that the local deviations from GR are small, and,
thus, we have that ω ≈ ck at the detector (although
the accumulated deviations over the entire propagation
time may not be negligible). We can thus simply replace
k → 2πf with f being the detected GW frequency and
h+,×(k, η) → h̃+,×(f, η) in the solutions previously cal-
culated. Notice that f is the detected and redshifted fre-
quency, which is related to the emitted source frequency
fs by fs = (1+z)f . Therefore, the GR waveform in Eqs.

(37)-(38), denoted by ˜̄h+,× in frequency space, is also a
function of the redshifted quantities, such as f and the
redshifted chirp mass for compact binary coalescence.
We then calculate the measured GW response function

to a detector, h̃ in the frequency domain in terms of the
h̃+,× modes as

h̃ = F+h̃+ + F×h̃×, (39)

where F+,× are the detector beam pattern functions,
which depend on the GW source sky location and po-
larization angle. For a LIGO/Virgo type of L-shaped
interferometer, they can be explicitly written as [80]

F+ =
1

2
[1 + cos2(θ)] cos(2φ) cos(2ψ)

− cos(θ) sin(2φ) sin(2ψ), (40)

F× =
1

2
[1 + cos2(θ)] cos(2φ) sin(2ψ)

+ cos(θ) sin(2φ) cos(2ψ), (41)

where θ and φ are the angular sky position and ψ is the
polarization angle.
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In GR, for non-precessing and quasi-circular binaries,
the inspiral waveform for + and × polarizations has been
calculated in the post-Newtonian (PN) approximation
[81]. In the so-called restricted PN approximation (at

leading PN order in the amplitudes), h̃+ and h̃× can be
expressed as

˜̄h+ = (1 + ξ2)AeiΨ, (42)

˜̄h× = 2ξAei(Ψ+π/2). (43)

Here, ξ = cos ι where ι is the inclination angle between
the binary’s angular momentum vector and the line of
sight, A is the amplitude and Ψ is Fourier GW phase
in the stationary phase approximation [82, 83]. Higher

order PN corrections are also formally present in ˜̄h+ and
˜̄h×, however these higher order terms are subdominant.
Thus, the main constraining power of beyond-GR par-

ity violation arises from ˜̄h+,× at Newtonian order, and
we can proceed with the restricted PN approximation.
Then, the explicit form for the GR detector response
function is [34]

˜̄h(f) = Af−7/6ei(Ψ+δΨ̄), (44)

where

A =

√

5

96π4/3

M5/6

DL

√

F 2
+(1 + ξ2)2 + 4F 2

×ξ
2, (45)

and the additional GR contribution to the phase δΨ is
given by

δΨ = arctan
F×(2ξ)

F+(1 + ξ2)
. (46)

Analogously, we would like to characterize the parity-
violating GW by writing h̃ in terms of an amplitude and
a phase in the following generic way:

h̃ = ˜̄h(1 + δAA + δAV )e
i(δΨA+δΨV ), (47)

where δAA,V and δΨA,V are the corrections to the am-

plitude and phase arising from our δφA and δφV and ˜̄h is
the GR value of the response function (obtained replac-
ing Eqs. (42)-(43) into Eq. (39)).
To determine the explicit form for the quantities δAA,V

and δΨA,V , we first insert the modified expressions for
h+ and h×, Eqs. (37) and (38) into the expression for
the response function, Eq. (39). We then can write the
full complex expression as an amplitude and a phase,
and expand each to linear order in δφA,V . From this
procedure, we obtain:

δAA + δAV = f(F+,×, ξ)δφA − g(F+,×, ξ)δφV (48)

for the parity-violating amplitude corrections and

δΨA + δΨV = g(F+,×, ξ)δφA + f(F+,×, ξ)δφV (49)

for the parity-violating phase corrections, where for no-
tational ease, we have defined the functions

f(F+,×, ξ) =
2(F 2

+ + F 2
×)ξ(1 + ξ2)

4F 2
×ξ

2 + F 2
+(1 + ξ2)2

, (50)

g(F+,×, ξ) =
F+F×(−1 + ξ2)2

4F 2
×ξ

2 + F 2
+(1 + ξ2)2

. (51)

The modified response function can then be expressed as

h̃ = ˜̄h [1 + f(F+,×, ξ)δφA − g(F+,×, ξ)δφV ]

× exp {i [g(F+,×, ξ)δφA + f(F+,×, ξ)δφV ]} . (52)

Note here that when averaging over the entire sky,
g(F+,×, ξ) will vanish due to the cross terms proportional
to F+F×. However, this is not generically the case if the
sky localization of a GW event is known, so we keep these
terms for completeness. Furthermore, there are particu-
lar angles, e.g., when F+ = ξ = 0 where the linear or-
der parity-violating contribution becomes undefined, in
which case one must use the general party-violating ex-
pression before Taylor expanding in δφA,V . We show this
explicitly in Appendix B. This result for the waveform
modification is in agreement with previous results in the
literature [36, 59].

B. Degeneracies with Waveform Parameters

The parity-violating corrections to the phase, δφV ,
could be degenerate with other waveform parameters
that represent properties of the system, so let us study
this here further. First, if δφV is frequency independent,
then it is degenerate with the polarization angle, ψ, and
can be absorbed into the expressions for F+ and F×,
Eqs. (40) and (41). Note that gravitational waveforms
also depend on additional frequency-independent angular
parameters such as the coalescence phase, φc, but such
a parameter affects in the same way the right- and left-
handed polarizations of GWs, and hence it will not be
degenerate with δφV .
We thus notice that we can make a redefinition of ψ

such that:

ψ → ψ̂ = ψ̄ + δψ

= ψ̄ +
δφV
2
, (53)

where ψ̄ is the true polarization angle and δψ is the cor-
rection due to the velocity birefringence. We can then
simplify to obtain

δAA =
2(F+(θ, φ, ψ̂)

2 + F×(θ, φ, ψ̂)
2)ξ(1 + ξ2)

(4F×(θ, φ, ψ̂)2ξ2 + F+(θ, φ, ψ̂)2(1 + ξ2)2
δφA

(54)
and

δΨA =
F+(θ, φ, ψ̂)F×(θ, φ, ψ̂)(−1 + ξ2)2

4F×(θ, φ, ψ̂)2ξ2 + F+(θ, φ, ψ̂)2(1 + ξ2)2
δφA,

(55)
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with δAV = δΨV = 0 because the δφV dependence is

now in δψ. We will denote F̂+,× = F+,×(θ, φ, ψ̂).
Similarly, if the parameter δφA is frequency indepen-

dent, then it is simultaneously degenerate with the incli-
nation angle ξ and the amplitude of the signal A, which
can be seen by the following shifts:

ξ → ξ̂ = ξ̄ + δξ

= ξ̄ +
1

2
(1− ξ̄2)δφA, (56)

A → Â = Ā+ δA
= Ā+ Āξ̄δφA, (57)

where Ā and ξ̄ are the true values of the amplitude and
ξ. We emphasize that δφA can be absorbed by a simul-
taneous change in both A and ξ, but it cannot be fully
absorbed into δξ or δA individually. Notice in particular
that the degeneracy with A is really a degeneracy with
the luminosity distance of the source, as the chirp mass
affects the amplitude (and phase) of the wave in a dif-
ferent frequency-dependent way. The full expression for
the response function then becomes

h̃ = F̂+(1 + ξ̂2)ÂeiΨ + iF̂×2ξ̂ÂeiΨ (58)

= Â
√

F̂ 2
+(1 + ξ̂)2 + 4F̂ 2

×ξ̂
2ei(Ψ+δΨ̂), (59)

where δΨ̂ refers to δΨ with F+,× and ξ replaced with
their hatted quantities. Notice that the expression above

takes the same form as ˜̄h but is modified due to ψ, ξ and
A being modified from their true values. Furthermore,
in the scenario in which the observed waveform is only
a small portion of the full signal, the amplitude modula-
tions caused by precession in binary systems can mimic
the presence of amplitude birefringence[77].
Overall, these degeneracies can lead to complications

when measuring birefringence effects. As first noted in
[33], if the polarization or inclination angle of a source
is uncertain, it can be difficult to separate the effects of
velocity or amplitude birefringence from the true values
of the source parameters. Electromagnetic counterparts,
such as those from GW170817, can help constrain polar-
ization and inclination angles and eliminate uncertainty
surrounding birefringence effects. Nevertheless, if δφA,V

do depend on frequency, and the GW detection covers a
wide range of frequencies (e.g., the signal is generated by
a light compact binary event), then these degeneracies
are expected to be broken. Notice that even for a single
detector in cases where the GR amplitude and phase may
coincidentally contain PN terms with the same frequency
evolution as δφA,V , there most likely will not be a degen-
eracy since the GR terms will depend on the same binary
parameters that will affect other, different, frequency-
dependent terms and cannot be chosen freely to reabsorb
the effects of δφA,V . For multiple detectors the degener-
acy will be even less likely since δφA,V additionally will
affect right- and left-handed polarizations differently that

can be independently measured with detectors oriented
differently.

C. Mapping to PPE

Now that we have obtained the parity-violating mod-
ification in a standard form in terms of the waveform
response, we can map it to the ppE framework [64, 66–
68]. The simplest ppE waveform in the frequency domain
can be written as

h̃ppE = ˜̄h (1 + αppEu
appE) eiβppEu

bppE

, (60)

where αppE, βppE, appE and bppE are dimensionless ppE pa-
rameters, which can be mapped to various theories, and
u = πMf , where f is the detected GW frequency andM
is the GW chirp mass. The latter encodes information
about the binary component masses, and is the main ef-
fective parameter determining the GW morphology dur-
ing the inspiral.
Let us now calculate the four parameters

αppE, βppE, appE, and bppE for the parity-violating
model discussed in the previous sections. We can write
the expression for h̃ by expanding out δφA and δφV
explicitly in Eq. (52). Then we can map the amplitude
and phase corrections in a ppE form as

h̃ = ˜̄h



1 +
∑

appE

uappEαppE

appE



 e
i
∑

bppE
ubppEβppE

bppE , (61)

where we can read off the ppE parameters to be

appE = bppE = n,m (62)

and in the case of appE = bppE = n, the associated coeffi-
cients are:

αppE

n =

[

2(1 + z)

MΛPV

]n
f(F+,×, ξ)

2
[znαn0

+ ΛPVDn+1βn0
] ,

(63)

βppE

n =

[

2(1 + z)

MΛPV

]n
g(F+,×, ξ)

2
[znαn0

,ΛPVDn+1βn0
] ,

(64)

while in the case of appE = bppE = m we have

αppE

m = −
[

2(1 + z)

MΛPV

]m
g(F+,×, ξ)

2
[zmγm0

+ ΛPVDm+1δm0
] ,

(65)

βppE

m =

[

2(1 + z)

MΛPV

]m
f(F+,×, ξ)

2
[znγn0

+ ΛPVDn+1δn0
] .

(66)

These general expressions appear quite cumbersome,
however they greatly simplify when considering specific
parity violating theories. We can see explicitly as well
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that αppE

appE
and βppE

bppE
are dimensionless quantities, as all

dimensional quantities appear with the correct power of
ΛPV to render the full expression dimensionless.

Table II shows the specific ppE parameters and cor-

responding post-Newtonian order for each theory. Re-
call that an N -PN order corresponds to a contribution of
O(u/c)2N/3 compared to the leading order GR term in
the waveform. For that given order, this ppE formulation
gives corrections appE = 2N

3 and bppE = 2N−5
3 .

Theory appE αppE PN bppE βppE PN

Chern-Simons [33–35] 1 f(F+,×, ξ)
z1(1+z)

M

α10

ΛPV
1.5 1 g(F+,×, ξ)

z1(1+z)
M

α10

ΛPV
4

Ghost-Free Scalar Tensor [58–60] 1 f(F+,×, ξ)
(1+z)
M

(

z1
α10

ΛPV
+ β10D2

)

1.5 1 g(F+,×, ξ)
(1+z)
M

(

z1
α10

ΛPV
+ β10D2

)

4

2 −2g(F+,×, ξ)
D3(1+z)

M2

δ20
ΛPV

3 2 2f(F+,×, ξ)D3(1+z)

M2

δ20
ΛPV

5.5

Symmetric Teleparallel I [61] 0 −

g(F+,×,ξ)

2
z0γn0 0 0

f(F+,×,ξ)

2
z0γn0 2.5

Symmetric Teleparallel II [61] 1 f(F+,×, ξ)
(1+z)
M

(

z
α10

ΛPV
+ β10D2

)

1.5 2 g(F+,×, ξ)
(1+z)
M

(

z
α10

ΛPV
+ β10D2

)

4

2 −2g(F+,×, ξ)
D3(1+z)

M2

δ20
ΛPV

3 2 2f(F+,×, ξ)D3(1+z)

M2

δ20
ΛPV

5.5

Horava-Lifshitz [63] 2 −2g(F+,×, ξ)
D3(1+z)

M2

δ20
ΛPV

3 2 2f(F+,×, ξ)D3(1+z)

M2

δ20
ΛPV

5.5

4 −8g(F+,×, ξ)
D5

M4

δ40
Λ3
PV

6 4 8f(F+,×, ξ)
D5

M4

δ40
Λ3
PV

8.5

TABLE II. Parametrized post-Einsteinian mapping of a given detector response for parity-violating theories.

In addition to the mapping shown above in terms of
the detector response h̃, it is also useful to consider a
ppE mapping at the level of h+ and h×. This is particu-
larly useful if one wishes to stack constraints from many
events without needing to be concerned with the detec-
tor response and sky localization parameters for each, as
well as if there is one event with multiple detectors. In
this case, we parametrize separately the modifications in
h+ and h× as

h̃+ = ˜̄h+(1 + δA+)e
iδΨ+ , (67)

h̃× = ˜̄h×(1 + δA×)e
iδΨ× . (68)

Plugging in the expressions for h̄+,×, Eqs. (42) and (43),
we find

h̃+,× = ˜̄h+,×

[

1 + ξ+,×(ξ)δφA

]

exp
[

iξ+,×(ξ)δφV

]

, (69)

where we define

ξ+(ξ) =
2ξ

(1 + ξ2)
, (70)

ξ×(ξ) =
(1 + ξ)2

2ξ
. (71)

Then, in the same way as above, we can write this
expression in terms of ppE parameters as:

appE = n, (72)

bppE = m, (73)

αppE

n =
ξ+,×(ξ)

2

(

2

MΛPV

)n

× [znαn0
+ ΛPVDn+1βn0

] , (74)

βppE

m =
ξ+,×(ξ)

2

(

2

MΛPV

)m

× [zmγm0
+ ΛPVDm+1δm0

] . (75)

Again, we see that αppE

appE
and βppE

bppE
are dimensionless

quantities as required. Notice that the ppE parameters
for h+ and h× differ by a ξ dependent prefactor. One
may be concerned about the factor of ξ−1 in ξ×(ξ) when
ξ = 0. However, we note the apparent divergence cancels
out with the GR factor in h̄× and as along as deviations
from GR remain small there is no issue.

IV. CONSTRAINTS

Full data analysis with the parametrization introduced
in this work will be necessary to rigorously constrain
the new parity-violating parameters. However, as a
first step, we can consider initial constraints based on
previously existing work in the literature. In this sec-
tion, we consider both the velocity constraints from
the GW170817/GRB170817 coincident event and bire-
fringence specific constraints in the literature from bi-
nary black hole events. We note that the LVK analysis
on modified dispersion relations and propagation effects
does not include birefringence, and, thus, we will not in-
clude it for the purposes of this paper.
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A. Propagation Speed

The coincident gravitational wave/gamma ray burst
event from binary neutron star merger, GW170817 has
provided a tight constraint on the speed of GWs, cT ,
compared to the speed of light, c. We have [4]

− 7× 10−16 < 1− cT < 3× 10−15. (76)

This observation immediately ruled out many beyond-
GR theories that induce a modification to the GW speed
[84–88]. We can map this constraint to our parametriza-
tion using our expression for the modified group velocity,
Eq. (31), assuming that both polarization still propagate
coherently in time. Notice that when m = 0, the parity-
violating contribution to vg vanishes, although this model
will still induce phase velocity modifications according to
Eq. (32) and it will hence affect the overall phase of the
signal (see related discussions in [14]). If we then consider
m 6= 0, we find that the γm term in vg will be suppressed
by a factor of H/ΛPV compared to the δm term, and
thus we will focus on the latter, bigger, term. We thus
approximate:

vg − 1 ≈ λR,Lm

(

k

a

)m−1
δm

Λm−1
PV

. (77)

Taking the weaker constraint from Eq. (76), we find that

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(

k

a

)m−1
δm

Λm−1
PV

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

< 3× 10−15. (78)

The case of m = 2 is especially important since it in-
deed corresponds to the phase modification that appears
in parity violating ghost-free scalar-tensor theory, sym-
metric teleparallel equivalent of GR and Horava-Lifshitz
theory, as can be seen in I. Considering a frequency at
merger of k/a ∼ 103 Hz, we find

∣

∣

∣

∣

δ2
ΛPV

∣

∣

∣

∣

. 10−9 m. (79)

If we take δ2 to be an O(1) quantity, we can invert
this constraint into a lower bound on the cutoff scale,
ΛPV & 102 eV. Note that in obtaining this bound we con-
vert from Eq. (79) to natural units (c = ~ = 1) to make
contact with the usual conventions for effective field the-
ories in particle physics.

B. Polarization and Phase

We will now consider how previous analyses regarding
the polarization of binary populations and phase distor-
tions translate into our parametrization.
In [76] the authors performed an initial study to con-

strain amplitude birefringence with binary black hole
mergers from the GWTC-2 data set. The authors con-
sidered a toy model for amplitude birefringence, taking

hR,L = h̄R,Le
λR,LκDC , where κ is known as the opacity

parameter and DC is the comoving distance. Because
one polarization is exponentially enhanced with respect
to the other one, if birefringence is present it may in-
duce an overall preference for mostly right or left-handed
polarizations in the total GW population. In turn, this
would translate into a preference for mostly face-on or
face-off binary systems, which is not observed in GWTC-
2 and hence sets a bound in κ. In this study, the au-
thors assumed all merger events were at a common aver-
age comoving distance of DC ≃ 1.23 Gpc (equivalently,
z = 0.3) and that the birefringence effect was frequency
independent for simplicity. The constraint on κ was
found to be

|κ| . 0.74 Gpc−1. (80)

Recall that per the discussion in Sec. II, from a the-
oretical standpoint, parity-violating effects do not enter
the propagation equation with even powers of k and thus
a k-independent amplitude effect does not actually corre-
spond to any parity-violating theory. However, in order
to make a direct comparison to [76], we will consider
a constraint based on n = 0 in Eq. (4). This allows
one to translate the opacity constraint directly to a joint
constraint on α00 and β00 . Taking the small redshift
limit such that DC ≈ D1 ≈ z/H0 and recalling that
z0 = ln(1 + z), we find that

|α00H0 + ΛPVβ00 | . 1.5 Gpc−1. (81)

The relevant constraint in a theoretical context is in
fact the n = 1 term, which corresponds to Chern-Simons
gravity, ghost-free scalar tensor gravity and symmetric
teleparallel gravity. To extend this constraint to include
frequency dependence, we consider a representative fre-
quency value of f ∼ 100 Hz, where current detectors are
the most sensitive. From this, we obtain the following
order-of-magnitude estimation

∣

∣

∣

∣

α10

ΛPV

H0 + β10

∣

∣

∣

∣

. O(10−19), (82)

where all quantities are now dimensionless. We again no-
tice that the α term is suppressed by a factor of H0/ΛPV

compared to the β term. If both parameters are expected
to be of the same order, then Eq. (82) translates into a
constraint in β only, |β10 | . O(10−19).
Repeating the data analysis of [76] while actually tak-

ing into account the frequency dependence in amplitude
birefringence will lead to an overall improvement on the
constraint since, in that case, amplitude birefringence
will not be degenerate with the binary inclination. In
[78] the authors use the GWTC-1 binary catalog and
constrain amplitude birefringence including a linear fre-
quency dependence. The authors obtain a constraint on
the scale of parity violation at 100 Hz, which is equiva-
lent to our parameter in the low-redshift approximation
|β10 | . 5× 10−19.
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Furthermore, it was recently shown that using the com-
plete GWTC-3 binary catalog leads to an improvement
of several orders of magnitude in the amplitude birefrin-
gence constraint [77]. The authors parametrize the effect
as δφA = κDC(f/100Hz). This specific frequency and
time dependence is exactly encoded into the parameter
β10 (c.f. Eq. (33) with D2(1 + z) = DC), then with-
out making any small-redshift approximation we directly
translate the constraints from [77] into:

|β10 | < 0.7× 10−20 (83)

at 90% confidence level.
In addition to the constraints on amplitude birefrin-

gence, work has been done to study velocity birefringence
with LVK data. The authors in [79] performed an analy-
sis of the LVK O3 events from the GWTC-2 and GWTC-
3 catalogs. The authors considered a modified dispersion
relation of the form ω2 = k2 ± 2ζk3, and found a bound
on the parameter ζ such that |ζ| . O(10−17 m). Notice
the authors consider ζ to be a constant factor, differing
from our setup in which we assume the parity violating
parameters generically can vary with time. Nevertheless,
we can map this constraint to our δ20 such that we obtain

∣

∣

∣

∣

δ20
ΛPV

∣

∣

∣

∣

. O(10−16) m. (84)

If δ20 ∼ O(1) then ΛPV . 0.5 GeV. Note that, again,
we do not consider γ20 because it is suppressed by an
additional factor of H/ΛPV compared to δ20 . Here we
see that velocity birefringence leads to several orders of
magnitude tighter constraints than those from the overall
GW speed in Eq. (79). This shows that future analyses
that incorporate frequency-dependent distortions of the
waveform will be the most promising way of improving
parity-violation constraints for models in which both ef-
fects are present. Nevertheless, some theories like Chern-
Simons gravity are only expected to exhibit amplitude
birefringence.
Further analysis will need to be done in order to fully

explore the parameter space of parity-violating theories
with our newly introduced parametrization; however,
these existing constraints provide some initial insight into
the types of bounds we might expect to obtain with new
data analysis of LVK merger events.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have introduced a new parametrization
scheme to describe GW propagation in parity-violating
extensions to GR, which we argue is the most generic
modification of the GW propagation equation to describe
parity violation. We have shown how these generic mod-
ifications to the propagation equations impact the right
and left-handed circular polarization modes, leading to
both amplitude and phase modifications in the wave-
form. Known parity-violating theories in the literature

can be described using this parametrization, which we
show explicitly via the mapping in Table I. Furthermore,
the modified polarization modes in the circular polariza-
tion basis translate easily to a ppE waveform template,
both at the level of the detector response function h and
at the level of the individual polarization states h+ and
h×. Lastly, we have shown how current constraints in
the literature map onto our parametrization. We have
discussed constraints on the modified dispersion relation
from the GW170817/GRB170817 coincident event, as
well as current bounds from studies of amplitude and
velocity birefringence from binary black hole mergers in
the GWTC-2 and GWTC-3 catalogs.
There are a variety of pathways forward towards future

work. On the theory side, in the above work, we have lim-
ited ourselves to the assumption that if the birefringence
parameters α, β, γ, and δ are small, and that if they vary
with time, they can be well approximated by their present
day values, i.e., that they vary slowly compared to the ex-
pansion of the universe. One could drop this assumption
and consider the parametrized modifications arising from
a higher-order expansion in the birefringence parameters
or even considering a universal time evolution profile. We
also note that we have not included parity-violating gen-
eration effects in this current study. In general, parity
violation impacts the generation of GWs by leading to
a modification in the chirping rate [89–94]. Generally,
this enters at a high PN order, but can be enhanced by
considering eccentric, highly spinning binaries [35, 46]. A
future realistic test of parity violation would take into ac-
count both generation and propagation effects in parity-
violating theories for the above-mentioned observational
probes.
Most importantly, further work should be done to in-

vestigate how this parametrization scheme can be used
to place meaningful bounds on parity violation from bi-
nary black hole events, binary neutron star events, and
the stochastic GW background. This includes data anal-
ysis from the LVK binary black hole and binary neutron
star events detected so far as well as forecasting con-
straints from future observations. The observations by
the LVK O4/O5 observing runs, LISA [95] and poten-
tial third-generation experiments such as the proposed
Einstein Telescope [96] and Cosmic Explorer [97] will no
doubt be increasingly sensitive probes to the scale of am-
plitude and velocity birefringence in GW propagation.
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Appendix A: Summary of Parity-Violating Theories

In this appendix we discuss specifics of the parity-
violating theories to which our parametrization maps.

1. Chern-Simons Gravity

The most well-studied parity-violating modified grav-
ity theory is Chern-Simons gravity. It is characterized by
the addition of a gravitational Chern-Simons term to the
Einstein-Hilbert action such that

S =

∫

d4x
√
−g

(

R+
αCS

4κ
ϑ ∗RR

)

, (A1)

where κ = (16π)−1, αCS is a coupling parameter, the
pseudo-scalar field, ϑ is coupled to the Pontryagin density
of the spacetime, defined by

∗Ra
b
cdRb

acd, (A2)

where the Hodge dual to the Riemann tensor is

∗Ra
b
cd =

1

2
ǫcdefRa

bef , (A3)

with ǫcdef the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor.
The propagation of gravitational waves in Chern-Simons
gravity on a cosmological background has been well stud-
ied in [33–36] so we will present only a schematic outline
of the computation here. The linearized equations of mo-
tion are

�hji = − 1

a2
ǫpjk

[

(ϑ
′′ − 2Hϑ′)∂ph′ki + ϑ′∂p�hki

]

,

(A4)
which after taking a plane-wave ansatz, leads to a modi-
fied dispersion relation:

iφ(η)
′′

+ φ(η)′2 − k2

= −2iφ(η)′
(

H− 4αCSλR,L

κ2a2
kϑ

′′

)(

1 +
4αCSλR,L

κa2
kϑ′

)

.

(A5)

Linearizing the dispersion relation and using the equation
of motion for the pseudo-scalar field to obtain ϑ̈ = −2Hϑ̇,
we obtain

δφ = −iλR,L

k

2

4αCSϑ̇0
κ

z. (A6)

Lastly, notice that the quantity αϑ̇/κ has units of length
(in geometric units). To make this dimensionless, we
redefine coupling, α̃CS = αCSΛPV, and make the replace-
ment αCS → α̃CS such that the entire expression is di-
mensionless, and we obtain the result in Table I.

Generalized Chern-Simons gravity [50](also denoted
as Chern-Simons-Axion-Einstein gravity) generalizes the
scalar field coupling to the Chern-Simons to a generic
function of the scalar, U(φ). From this, one can obtain
a modified dispersion relation such that at this order of
study we have

ω2 = k2 − iλR,LkU0H, (A7)

and we find the same result for δφ as in the usual Chern-
Simons case, with a slightly different notation.

2. Ghost-Free Scalar Tensor Gravity

Parity-violating ghost-free scalar tensor theories allow
extensions beyond Chern-Simons gravity by considering
higher derivative terms of the scalar field. In [58] the
following contributions to the Lagrangian are considered:

L1 = ǫµναβRαβρσRµν
ρ
λφ

σφλ, (A8)

L2 = ǫµναβRαβρσRµλ
ρσφνφ

λ, (A9)

L3 = ǫµναβRαβρσR
σ
νφ

ρφµ, (A10)

L4 = φλφ
λǫµνρσRαβ

µν , (A11)

where φ is the scalar field. The equations of motion can
be found to be

h
′′

ij + 2Hh′ij − ∂2hij

+
1

aΛ
ǫilk∂l

[

αGFh
′′

jk + (HαGF + (αGF)′)h′jk − βGF∂2hjk

]

= 0,

(A12)

with Λ the cutoff scale of the theory and αGF, βGF func-
tions of φ̇, leading to

δφ =
ikλR,L

2Λ
[α̇GF

0 (1 + z)D2 − αGF

0 z]

+
λR,Lk

2

2Λ
(βGF

0 − αGF

0 )(1 + z)2D3. (A13)

As in the CS case above, we will rescale α̇GF → ˙̃αGF =
α̇GF/ΛPV to make the parity violating parameter dimen-
sionless.

3. Symmetric Teleparallel Equivalent of General

Relativity

In this section we follow the discussion in [61]. The
symmetric teleparallel equivalent of GR is a non-metric
theory defined with respect to the non-metricity tensor:

Qabc = ∇agbc, (A14)

Qa = gbcQabc, (A15)

Q̃c = gabQabc, (A16)
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with an action given by

SQGR = − 1

2κ

∫

d4x
√−g

[

− 1

4
QabcQ

abc

+
1

2
QabcQ

bac +
1

4
QaQ

a − 1

2
QaQ̃

a

]

. (A17)

One can construct parity-violating extensions to this at
both second and higher order. Considering at most sec-
ond order in derivatives, the parity-violating contribu-
tions are

La3 = ǫabcdφcφ
fQabeQfd

e, (A18)

La7 = ǫabcdφfφ
fQabeQcd

e, (A19)

where α is a function of φ̇, an auxiliary scalar field. The
equations of motion become:

(

h
′′

ij + 2Hh′ij − ∂2hij

)

− 4Hαǫkl(i∂khlj) = 0, (A20)

which can be converted into a dispersion relation

iφ
′′

+ 2iHφ′ + φ′2 − k2 + 4kαHλR,L = 0. (A21)

to find

δφ = −2λR,Lα0 ln(1 + z). (A22)

By including higher derivative terms, one can obtain ad-
ditional contributions to the action:

SPV =
1

2κ

∫

d4xa3
(

β1(t)

a3Λ
LPV 1 +

β2(t)

aΛ
LPV 2 +

β3(t)

aΛ
LPV 3

)

,

(A23)
where

LPV 1 = ǫijk∂2hj
l∂ihkl, (A24)

LPV 2 = 2Hǫijkḣj
l∂ihkl, (A25)

LPV 3 = ǫijkḣj
l∂iḣkl (A26)

and

β̃1 = (β′
2H+ β2H′) + 3(β′

3H + β3H′) + β3H2, (A27)

β̃2 = β′
2 + 3Hβ2. (A28)

Keeping only the relevant correction terms, we obtain

φ
′′

+ φ′2 + iφ′
[

2H+ λR,L

k

aΛ
β′
2 + λR,L

k

aΛ
H(3β2 − 2β3)

]

− k2
[

1 + λR,L

k

aΛ
(β1 − β3)

]

= 0, (A29)

and

δφ = − iλR,Lk

2Λ

[

β̇20(1 + z)D2 + (3β20 − 3β30)z
]

+
λR,L

2Λ
k2(1 + z)2(β10 − β20)D3. (A30)

Lastly, we again rescale β̇2 → ˙̃
β2 = β̇2/ΛPV.

4. Horava-Lifshitz Gravity

The parity-violating extension of Horava-Lifshitz grav-
ity can be found in [63] and is characterized by adding
parity-violating terms

LPV =
α2ǫ

ijkRil∆jR
l
k

M3
∗

+
α1ω3(Γ)

M∗

(A31)

to the usual Horava-Lifshitz action, where α1 and α2 are
constants, M∗ is the cutoff scale of the theory and ω3

is the usual gravitational Chern-Simons term. The field
equations become:

h
′′

ij + 2Hh′ij − ∂2hij + hij

+ ǫi
lk

(

2α1

M∗a
+

α2

M3
∗a

3
∂2

)

∂l∂
2hjk = 0. (A32)

We can then obtain the dispersion relation

iφ
′′

+ φ′2 +2iHφ′ − k2 + k3λR,L

(

2α1

M∗a
− α2

M3
∗a

3
k2
)

= 0,

(A33)
and thus

δφ = −α1λR,L

2M∗

k2(1+z)2D3+
λR,Lα2

2M3
∗

k4(1+z)4D5. (A34)

Appendix B: General Form of Parity-Violating

Corrections to Detector Response

In this appendix we derive the generalized form of the
detector response given in Eqs. (48)-(51). Using the mod-
ifications of h+ and h× given by Eqs. (37)-(38), we sub-
stitute into the detector response function to obtain

h̃ = AδAei(Ψ+δΨ) (B1)

where A and Ψ correspond to the GR amplitude and
Fourier GW phase introduced in Eq. (42)-(43) in the sta-
tionary phase approximation respectively. The parity-
violating modifications are generally included in the
terms δA and δΨ, which are given by:

δA =
√

(F+(1 + ξ2) + F+δφA2ξ − F×δφV (1 + ξ2))2+(F+δφV 2ξ + F×2ξ + F×δφA(1 + ξ2))2, (B2)
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and

δΨ = arctan
(F+δφV 2ξ + F×2ξ + F×δφA(1 + ξ2))

(F+(1 + ξ2) + F+δφA2ξ − F×δφV (1 + ξ2))
(B3)

Taylor expanding (B2) and (B3) to first order assuming
small δφA and δφV results in Eqs. (48)-(51).

In the specific case where F+ = ξ = 0 (and hence
F× = 1), the functions f(F+,×, ξ) and g(F+,×, ξ) from
Eqs. (50)-(51) are undefined, so we instead have to use
Eqs. (B2) and (B3) and obtain

δA =
√

(δφV )2 + (δφA)2 (B4)

δΨ = arctan

(−δφA
δφV

)

. (B5)
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GRAVITATIONAL MACHINES∗

Freeman J. Dyson

Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton, N. J.

A gravitational machine is defined as an arrangement of gravitating masses from which useful energy can
be extracted. It is shown that such machines may exist if the masses are of normal astronomical size.
A simple example of a gravitational machine, consisting of a double star with smaller masses orbiting
around it, is described. It is shown that an efficient gravitational machine will also be an emitter of
gravitational radiation. The emitted radiation sets a limit on the possible performance of gravitational
machines, and also provides us with a possible means for detecting such machines if they exist.

The difficulty in building machines to harness the energy of the gravitational field is entirely one of scale.
Gravitational forces between objects of a size that we can manipulate are so absurdly weak that they can
scarcely be measured, let alone exploited. To yield a useful output of energy, any gravitational machine must
be built on a scale that is literally astronomical. It is nevertheless worthwhile to think about gravitational
machines, for two reasons. First, if our species continues to expand its population and its technology at an
exponential rate, there may come a time in the remote future when engineering on an astronomical scale
will be both feasible and necessary. Second, if we are searching for signs of technologically advanced life
already existing elsewhere in the universe, it is useful to consider what kinds of observable phenomena a
really advanced technology might be capable of producing.

The following simple device illustrates the principle that would make possible a useful gravitational
machine (see Figure 1). A double star has two components A and B, each of mass M , revolving around each
other in a circular orbit of radius R. The velocity of each star is

V = (GM/4R)1/2 (1)

where

G = 6.7× 10−8 cm3/sec2g (2)

is the gravitational constant. The exploiters of the device are living on a planet or vehicle P which circles
around the double star at a distance much greater than R. They propel a small mass C into an orbit which
falls toward the double star, starting from P with a small velocity. The orbit of C is computed in such a
way that it makes a close approach to B at a time when B is moving in a direction opposite to the direction
of arrival of C. The mass C then swings around B and escapes with greatly increased velocity. The effect is
almost as if the light mass C had made an elastic collision with the moving heavy mass B. The mass C will

Figure 1: The solid line indicates the orbit of A and B; the dashed line indicates the orbit of C.

∗Extracted and LATEX’d (with new footnotes) for the arXiv with permission of the author from Interstellar Communication:

A Collection of Reprints and Original Contributions, A.G. W. Cameron, editor; copyright 1963, W. A.Benjamin Co., New York,
pp. 115–120. The article was written for the 1962 prize competition of the Gravity Research Foundation (it won fourth place);
with gratitude to George Rideout, President, for his encouragement to post the article.
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arrive at a distant point Q with velocity somewhat greater than 2V . At Q the mass C may be intercepted
and its kinetic energy converted into useful form. Alternatively the device may be used as a propulsion
system, in which case C merely proceeds with velocity 2V to its destination. The destination might be a
similar device situated very far away, which brings C to rest by the same mechanism working in reverse.

It is easy to imagine this device converted into a continuously operating machine by arranging a whole
ring of starting points P and end points Q around the double star, masses C being dropped inward and
emerging outward with increased velocity in a continuous stream. The energy source of the machine is the
gravitational potential between the stars A and B. As the machine continues to operate, the stars A and
B will gradually be drawn closer together, their negative potential energy will increase and their orbital
velocity V will also increase. The machine will continue to extract energy from their mutual attraction until
they come so close together that orbits passing between them are impossible. For a rough estimate one may
suppose that the machine can operate until the distance between the centers of the two stars is equal to 4a,
where a is the radius of each star. The total energy extracted by the machine from the gravitational field is
then

E = GM2/8a (3)

If A and B are ordinary stars like the sun, the radius a is of the order of 1011 cm. The energy E is
then equal to the luminous energy radiated by the stars in a few million years. Under these conditions the
available gravitational energy may be exploited, but it is of minor importance compared with the luminous
energy of the system. A technically advanced species would presumably put its main efforts into harnessing
the luminous energy.

If the stars A and B are typical white dwarfs, the situation is entirely reversed. In that case the optical
luminosity is less than that of the sun by a factor of about a thousand, while the available gravitational
energy is increased by a factor of a hundred. It is therefore logical to expect that around a white-dwarf
binary star a technology based on gravitational energy might flourish. For purposes of illustration, let us
assume

M = 1 solar mass = 2× 1033 g (4)

a = 109 cm (5)

R = 2a = 2× 109 cm (6)

Then we find

V = 1.3× 108 cm/sec (7)

E = 3× 1049 ergs (8)

The orbital period of the binary star is

P = 100 sec (9)

A search for eclipsing binaries of such short period among the known white dwarfs was suggested many years
ago by H. N. Russell [1]. The search was subsequently made by F. Lenouvel [2], with negative results. The
negative result is not surprising, since the total number of identified white dwarfs is very small.

A white-dwarf binary star with the parameters (4) to (9) would have the interesting property that it could
accelerate delicate and fragile objects to a velocity of 2000 km/sec at an acceleration of 10,000 g, without
doing any damage to the objects and without expending any rocket propellant. The only internal forces
acting on the accelerated objects would be tidal stresses produced by the gradients of the gravitational fields.
lf the over-all diameter of the object is d, the maximum tidal acceleration will be of the order of

A = GMd/a3 = 1

8
d (10)

For example, if A is taken to be 1 earth gravity, then d = 80meters. So a large space ship with human
passengers and normal mechanical construction could easily survive the 10,000 g acceleration. lt may be
imagined that a highly developed technological species might use white-dwarf binaries scattered around the
galaxy as relay stations for heavy long-distance freight transportation.

2
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An important side effect of a short-period white-dwarf binary would be its enormous output of gravita-
tional radiation. According to the standard theory of gravitational radiation [3], which is not universally
accepted, a pair of stars of equal mass moving in a circular orbit radiates gravitational energy at a rate

W = 128V 10/5Gc5 (11)

where c is the velocity of light. It would be extremely valuable if we could observe this radiation, both
to verify the validity of the theoretical formula (11) and to detect the existence of white-dwarf binaries.
Inserting the value of V from (7) into (11), we find

W = 2× 1037 ergs/sec (12)

which is 5000 times the sun’s optical luminosity. Comparing (12) with (8), we see that the gravitational
radiation itself will limit the lifetime of this white-dwarf binary to about 40,000 years. However, since the
dependence of W on V is so extreme, a binary with V = 5× 107 cm/sec could live for many millions of years.
A technologically advanced species might then choose the value of V to suit its particular purposes.

Assuming the value (12) for the intensity of a source of gravitational waves at a distance of 100 parsecs,
we find that the signal to be detected on earth has the intensity

I = 2× 10−5 erg/cm2-sec (13)

Unfortunately the period of the radiation is 100 sec, which is not short enough to be observed with the
existing apparatus of J. Weber [4]. However, it is quite likely that a detector could be built which would
be sensitive to the incident flux (13) at a period of 100 sec. This would then allow us to detect by its
gravitational radiation any white-dwarf binary of period 100 sec within a volume of space containing over
half a million stars [5].

According to astrophysical theory [6], a white dwarf is not the most condensed type of star that is
possible. A still more condensed form of matter could exist in “neutron stars,” which would have masses of
the same order as the sun compressed into radii of the order of 10 km. Whether neutron stars actually exist
is uncertain; they would be very faint objects, and the fact that none has yet been observed does not argue
strongly against their existence.

If a close binary system should ever be formed from a pair of neutron stars, the consequences would be
very interesting indeed. Consider for example a pair of stars of solar mass, each having radius

a = 106 cm (14)

and with their centers separated by a distance 2R = 4a. According to (1) and (11), each star moves with
velocity

V = 4× 109 cm/sec (15)

in an orbit with period 5 milliseconds, and the output of gravitational radiation is

W = 2× 1052 ergs/sec (16)

But by (3), the gravitational energy of the pair is at this moment

E = 3× 1052 ergs (17)

Thus the whole of the gravitational energy is radiated away in a violent pulse of radiation lasting less than 2
sec. A neutron-star binary beginning at a greater separation R will have a longer lifetime, but the final end
will be the same. According to (11), the loss of energy by gravitational radiation will bring the two stars
closer with ever-increasing speed, until in the last second of their lives they plunge together and release a
gravitational flash at a frequency of about 200 cycles and of unimaginable intensity.

A pulse of gravitational radiation of magnitude (17) at a frequency around 200 cycles should be detectable
with Weber’s1 existing equipment [4] at a distance of the order of 100 Mparsecs. So the death cry of a binary

1At the time of this article’s writing, Joseph Weber was engaged in the world’s first attempt to detect gravitational waves,
using a detector of modest size and cost that he constructed himself. Other researchers built similar detectors but failed to
replicate his results, and Weber’s claims of real signals were judged by the community to be instrumental noise. James L.
Levine and Richard L. Garwin, Phys. Rev. Lett. 31 (1973) 173-176, 176-180; Phys. Rev. Lett. 33 (1974) 794-797. Announcing
a detection of gravitational waves, the LIGO team cited Weber’s pioneering work: B. P. Abbott et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 116,
061102 (2016).
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neutron star could be heard on earth, if it happened once in 10 million galaxies. It would seem worthwhile
to maintain a watch for events of this kind, using Weber’s equipment or some suitable modification of it.2

Clearly the immense loss of energy by gravitational radiation is an obstacle to the efficient use of neutron
stars as gravitational machines. It may be that this sets a natural limit of about 108 cm/sec to the velocities
that can be handled conveniently in a gravitational technology. However, it would be surprising if a tech-
nologically advanced species could not find a way to design a nonradiating gravitational machine, and so to
exploit the much higher velocities which neutron stars in principle make possible.

In conclusion, it may be said that the dynamics of stellar systems, under conditions in which gravitational
radiation is important, is a greatly neglected field of study. In any search for evidences of technologically
advanced societies in the universe, an investigation of anomalously intense sources of gravitational radiation
ought to be included.
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Typist’s note

After the detection of the gravitational wave GW170817, Jason T. Wright (Physics Today, 72, 5, 12, 2019) reminded
the community that many of its features had been predicted by Dyson more than half a century earlier. Dyson’s article was
published only once, in Cameron’s long out of print collection, though a scan may be found at the web site of the Gravity
Research Foundation (https://www.gravityresearchfoundation.org). Dyson thought it had been reprinted (in his Selected

Papers, AMS Press, 1996, forward by Elliot H. Lieb) but it was not. Hoping to make the article easier to find, I wrote Dyson
for his permission to post it at the arXiv. He happily consented to this proposal, but wanted to add a new footnote about
J. Weber’s heroic research (he provided the text). A second footnote was added to cite the experimental confirmation of his
predictions. Finally, the abstract did not appear in the Cameron printing, but did (titled “Summary”) in the original submission
to the Gravity Research Foundation, and it has been taken from that.

D.Derbes

2Such a signal, GW170817, was detected by the LIGO team: B. P. Abbott et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 161101 (2017).
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ABSTRACT

We present detailed optical photometry and spectroscopy of the Type IIn supernova (SN) 2021qqp.

Its unusual light curve is marked by a long gradual brightening (i.e., precursor) for about 300 days, a

rapid increase in brightness for about 60 days, and then a sharp increase of about 1.6 mag in only a

few days to a first peak of Mr ≈ −19.5 mag. The light curve then turns over and declines rapidly, until

it re-brightens to a second distinct and sharp peak with Mr ≈ −17.3 mag centered at about 335 days

after the first peak. The spectra are dominated by Balmer-series lines with a complex morphology

that includes a narrow component with a width of ≈ 1300 km s−1 (first peak) and ≈ 2500 km s−1

(second peak) that we associate with the circumstellar medium (CSM), and a P Cygni component

with an absorption velocity of ≈ 8500 km s−1 (first peak) and ≈ 5600 km s−1 (second peak) that we

associate with the SN-CSM interaction shell. Using the bolometric light curve and velocity evolution,

we construct an analytical model to extract the CSM profile and SN properties. We find two significant

mass-loss episodes with peak mass loss rates of ≈ 10 M� yr−1 and ≈ 5 M� yr−1 about 0.8 and 2 years

before explosion, and a total CSM mass of ≈ 2−4M�. We show that the most recent mass-loss episode

can explain the precursor for the year preceding the explosion. The SN ejecta mass is constrained to

be MSN ≈ 5 − 30M� for an explosion energy of ESN ≈ (3 − 10) × 1051 erg. We discuss eruptive

massive stars (luminous blue variable, pulsational pair instability) and an extreme stellar merger with

a compact object as possible progenitor channels for generating the energetic explosion in the complex

CSM environment.

Corresponding author: Daichi Hiramatsu

daichi.hiramatsu@cfa.harvard.edu
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among hydrogen-rich (H-rich) Type II supernovae

(SNe II), Type IIn SNe (SNe IIn) are classified based

on the presence of “narrow” Balmer-series emission lines

in their spectra (Schlegel 1990; Filippenko 1997). The

main power source of SNe IIn is thought to be the shock

interaction between the SN ejecta and circumstellar ma-

terial (CSM; see Smith 2017a for a review), resulting

in the most heterogeneous SN class in terms of their

observed properties (e.g., light curves and spectra; see

Taddia et al. 2013; Nyholm et al. 2020 for sample stud-

ies). The nature of the underlying SNe and their pro-

genitors remain elusive, as their observational signatures

are mostly hidden below the photosphere formed at the

CSM interaction layer.

The direct progenitor identification of SN IIn 2005gl in

a pre-explosion image points a massive (> 50M�) lumi-

nous blue variable (LBV) as a potential progenitor for

that event (Gal-Yam et al. 2007; Gal-Yam & Leonard

2009). Given the observed heterogeneous properties

of SNe IIn, however, various other progenitor channels

are also possible: for example, extreme red supergiants

(∼ 17–25M�; e.g., Fullerton et al. 2006; Smith et al.

2009; Mauerhan & Smith 2012), super-asymptotic gi-

ant branch stars (∼ 8–10M�; e.g., Kankare et al. 2012;

Mauerhan et al. 2013a; Smith 2013; Moriya et al. 2014;

Hiramatsu et al. 2021), and interacting massive binaries

(> 20M�; e.g., Chevalier 2012; Soker & Kashi 2013;

Kashi et al. 2013; Schrøder et al. 2020; Metzger 2022).

The observed heterogeneity reflects the diversity in

pre-explosion mass loss responsible for the CSM forma-
tion. Therefore, SNe IIn with precursor events provide a

unique opportunity to directly connect mass loss activ-

ity to the resultant SN properties (e.g., Ofek et al. 2013;

see Ofek et al. 2014; Bilinski et al. 2015; Strotjohann

et al. 2021 for sample studies). One of the most well-

observed examples is SN 2009ip, which was discovered

during its LBV-like outburst phase in 2009 (Smith et al.

2010; Foley et al. 2011), followed by a more luminous

SN IIn-like event in 2012 (Prieto et al. 2013; Mauerhan

et al. 2013b; Pastorello et al. 2013; Fraser et al. 2013;

Margutti et al. 2014; Levesque et al. 2014; Smith et al.

2014; Graham et al. 2014; Mauerhan et al. 2014; Mar-

tin et al. 2015; Fraser et al. 2015; Graham et al. 2017;

Reilly et al. 2017; Smith et al. 2022). Multi-peak light

∗ NASA Einstein Fellow

curves seen in some precursor-associated SNe IIn (e.g.,

iPTF13z; Nyholm et al. 2017, as well as SN 2009ip) also

suggest complex CSM structures from eruptive, rather

than steady, mass loss.

Here, we report detailed optical photometry and spec-

troscopy of SN IIn 2021qqp, which exhibits clear precur-

sor activity directly up to the SN explosion, and multiple

peaks indicative of distinct eruptive mass loss episodes.

We further construct an analytical model to directly ex-

tract the CSM and SN properties from the combined

light-curve and spectral properties. The paper is struc-

tured as follows: In §2 and §3, we summarize the discov-

ery, classification, archival and follow-up observations,

and data reduction; in §4, we analyze the host galaxy,

light curves, and spectra; we present an analytical model

to extract the CSM and SN properties in §5; we discuss

possible progenitor channels in §6 and conclude with a

future outlook in §7.

2. DISCOVERY AND CLASSIFICATION

The Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; Bellm et al.

2019; Graham et al. 2019) discovered SN 2021qqp

(ZTF21abgjldn) on 2021 May 23.47 (UT dates are used

throughout; MJD = 59357.47) at an r-band magni-

tude of 20.86 at R.A. = 22h32m40s.419 and decl. =

+25◦34′34”.79 (De 2021). Subsequent discoveries have

been reported by the Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last

Alert System (ATLAS; Tonry et al. 2018; Smith et al.

2020) and Pan-STARRS1 (PS1; Chambers et al. 2016),

with the PS1 detection being the earliest, on 2020 De-

cember 24.22 (MJD = 59207.22), with an i-band mag-

nitude of 21.39 at R.A. = 22h32m40s.416 and decl. =

+25◦34′34”.75. Given the smaller pixel scale, we adopt

the PS1 coordinates in this work.

Chu et al. (2021) obtained an optical spectrum of

SN 2021qqp on 2021 July 6.51 (MJD = 59401.51) with

the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS; Oke

et al. 1995; McCarthy et al. 1998; Rockosi et al. 2010)

mounted on the 10 m Keck-I Telescope (Hawaii, USA)

classifying it as an SN IIn at z = 0.041 that is consistent

with the host galaxy redshift of z = 0.041475±0.000087

(ALFALFA 4-043; Martin et al. 2009; Haynes et al. 2011,

2018).1 A subsequent spectrum was obtained on 2021

July 29.24 (MJD = 59424.24) by the Public European

Southern Observatory (ESO) Spectroscopic Survey for

1 Via the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database: http://ned.ipac.
caltech.edu/

https://vocabs.ardc.edu.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/1668
https://vocabs.ardc.edu.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/304
https://vocabs.ardc.edu.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/1731
https://vocabs.ardc.edu.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/732
https://vocabs.ardc.edu.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/732
https://vocabs.ardc.edu.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/1613
https://vocabs.ardc.edu.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/241
http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Transient Objects (PESSTO; Smartt et al. 2015) us-

ing the ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera

(EFOSC2; Buzzoni et al. 1984) mounted on the 3.58 m

New Technology Telescope (NTT; La Silla, Chile), con-

firming the SN IIn classification and redshift (Muñoz

et al. 2021a,b).

In this work, we assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology

with H0 = 71.0 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.7, and Ωm =

0.3, and convert the redshift to a luminosity distance of

dL = 181 Mpc (distance modulus, µ = 36.28 mag).

3. OBSERVATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

3.1. Optical and Infrared Photometry

Through the Global Supernova Project (GSP; How-

ell & Global Supernova Project 2017), we obtained Las

Cumbres Observatory (LCO; Brown et al. 2013) BgV ri-

band imaging data with the Sinistro cameras on the

network of 1 m telescopes at the Cerro Tololo Inter-

American Observatory (District IV, Chile), McDonald

Observatory (Texas, USA), South African Astronomical

Observatory (Sutherland, South Africa), and Teide Ob-

servatory (Canary Islands, Spain), as well as griz-band

imaging data with the Multicolor Simultaneous Cam-

era for studying Atmospheres of Transiting exoplanets 3

(MuSCAT3; Narita et al. 2020) on the 2 m Faulkes Tele-

scope North (FTN; Hawaii, USA) from 2021 November

17 to 2022 November 25 (MJD = 59535− 59908). LCO

photometry was performed with point-spread function

(PSF) fitting using lcogtsnpipe2 (Valenti et al. 2016),

a PyRAF-based photometric reduction pipeline. BV -

and griz-band data were calibrated to Vega and AB

magnitudes, respectively, using the 9th Data Release of

the AAVSO Photometric All Sky Survey (APASS; Hen-

den et al. 2016) and the 13th Data Release of Sloan

Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Albareti et al. 2017).

To explore possible pre-explosion variability (as in-

dicated by the first PS1 detection being ≈ 5 months

before the ZTF discovery; §2) and to obtain additional

post-explosion photometry of SN 2021qqp, we process

and examine ZTF, ATLAS, PS1, the Palomar Tran-

sient Facility (PTF; Law et al. 2009), and Wide-field

Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010;

Mainzer et al. 2014) survey data. ZTF and ATLAS

photometry were directly retrieved from the ZTF forced-

photometry service3 (Masci et al. 2019) in the g, r, and

i bands (date range: 2018 April 26 to 2023 January 12;

MJD = 58234 − 59956), and the ATLAS forced pho-

2 https://github.com/LCOGT/lcogtsnpipe
3 https://ztfweb.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/

requestForcedPhotometry.cgi

tometry server4 (Shingles et al. 2021) in the c and o

bands (date range: 2015 August 6 to 2023 January 21;

MJD = 57240− 59965).

We retrieve PS1 and PTF single epoch and co-added

reference images from the PS1 Image Cutout Service5

(Flewelling et al. 2020) in the g, r, and i bands (date

range: 2010 August 16 to 2014 Octover 12; MJD =

55424− 56942) and PTF NASA/IPAC Infrared Science

Archive (IRSA)6 in the g and R bands (date range: 2010

July 26 to 2014 October 30; MJD = 55403− 56944), re-

spectively. The data processing, combining, and scaling

processes used are described by Magnier et al. (2020)

and Waters et al. (2020) for PS1 and by Ofek et al.

(2012) for PTF. In both cases, during the stacking pro-

cess, the single epoch images have a scaling factor ap-

plied such that the stacked image zero-point magnitudes

are 25 for PS1 and 27 for PTF. We use the scaling fac-

tor to scale the single epoch images to the stacked image

and subtract the co-added image from the single epochs

to remove host galaxy light. Forced aperture photom-

etry was performed using standard photutils (v1.7.0;

Bradley et al. 2022) routines with aperture sizes repre-

sentative of the typical FWHM of each survey (2” for

PTF and 2.5” for PS1).

The SN field has also been observed by the ongoing

NEOWISE all-sky mid-IR survey in the W1 (3.4µm)

and W2 (4.5µm) bands (Wright et al. 2010; Mainzer

et al. 2014). We retrieved time-resolved coadded im-

ages of the field created as part of the unWISE project

(Lang 2014; Meisner et al. 2018). To remove contam-

ination from the host galaxy, we used a custom code

(De et al. 2020) based on the ZOGY algorithm (Za-

ckay et al. 2016) to perform image subtraction on the

NEOWISE images using the full-depth coadds of the

WISE and NEOWISE mission (obtained during 2010–

2014) as reference images. Photometric measurements

were obtained by performing forced PSF photometry at

the transient position on the subtracted WISE images

until the epoch of the unWISE data release (data ac-

quired until December 2021).

The detection significance (σ) of the ZTF, ATLAS,

PS1, PTF, and WISE forced photometry was deter-

mined from the ratio of measured flux (f) to its error

(ferr). For the measurements above and below 3σ, we

report their detections (−2.5 log10(f) + ZP) and 3σ up-

per limits (−2.5 log10(3×ferr)+ZP), respectively, where

“ZP” is the zero point in the AB magnitude system.

4 https://fallingstar-data.com/forcedphot/
5 http://ps1images.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/ps1cutouts
6 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/ptf.html

https://github.com/LCOGT/lcogtsnpipe
https://ztfweb.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/requestForcedPhotometry.cgi
https://ztfweb.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/requestForcedPhotometry.cgi
https://fallingstar-data.com/forcedphot/
http://ps1images.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/ps1cutouts
https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/ptf.html
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Figure 1. Multi-band light curves (Top) and g − r color evolution (Bottom) of SN 2021qqp. Filled and open symbols are used
for detections and 3σ upper limits (only shown in the left panel for clarity), respectively. Error bars denote 1σ uncertainties and
are sometimes smaller than the marker size. The data gaps are due to Sun observing constraints. The gray vertical dashed lines
mark the times of spectroscopic observations (Figure 2); dotted and dash-dotted lines mark radio and X-ray observations (§ 3.3),
respectively. The light curve transitions from a gradual to sharper rise at ≈ −65 days, corresponding to the precursor-to-SN
transition (the black vertical line). The g − r color co-evolves with the light curve, with bluer colors as the light curve peaks.
A few faint ∼ 3σ detections are apparent up to a decade prior to the SN peak. (The data used to create this figure will be
available upon publication.)

3.2. Optical Spectroscopy

Through our FLEET program (Gomez et al. 2020,

2022), we obtained optical spectra on 2022 July 6 and

August 30 (MJD = 59766 and 59821) with Binospec

(Fabricant et al. 2019) mounted on the 6.5 m MMT

Observatory (Arizona, USA) and on 2022 July 27 and

August 27 (MJD = 59787 and 59818) with the Low

Dispersion Survey Spectrograph 3 (LDSS-3; Stevenson

et al. 2016) mounted on the 6.5 m Magellan Clay Tele-

scope (Cerro Manqui, Chile). The combinations of the

270 grating (Binospec) and VPH-All grism (LDSS-3)

with a 1” long-slit were used for dispersion, resulting in

the wavelength coverages of 3820 − 9210 Å (R ≈ 1500)

and 3700 − 10060 Å (R ≈ 700), respectively. One-

dimensional spectra were extracted, reduced, and cali-

brated following standard procedures using PyRAF, and

flux calibrated to a standard taken during the same

week as the target spectra. Additionally, we retrieved

the public Keck/LRIS and NTT/EFOSC2 classification

spectra (§2) via the Transient Name Server (TNS)7 and

include them in the subsequent analysis. Additional flux

calibration was applied to all the spectra using coeval

photometry.

All photometry and spectroscopy of SN 2021qqp are

presented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. No Na i D

absorption is seen at the host redshift (Figure 2), indi-

cating low host extinction at the SN position (Figure 3).

Thus, we correct all photometry and spectroscopy only

for the Milky Way (MW) extinction of AV = 0.176 mag

(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011),8 assuming the Fitzpatrick

(1999) reddening law with RV = 3.1 and extended to the

WISE bands with the relative optical to infrared extinc-

tion values from Wang & Chen (2019). As SN 2021qqp

is best sampled in ZTF r-band, we use its epoch at max-

7 https://www.wis-tns.org/
8 Via the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive: https://irsa.ipac.

caltech.edu/applications/DUST/

https://www.wis-tns.org/
https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
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Figure 2. Spectral time series (Left) and line profiles of Hα (Middle) and Hβ (Right) of SN 2021qqp. The Balmer-series lines
and blue continuum are seen in the first two spectra, while the weaker He i, Na i, Ca i, and Fe ii lines are also seen in the last
four spectra as the continuum drops. Multi-component (absorption, core, and broad) Gaussian fits are shown for Hα and Hβ
where the absorption minima and core FWHMs are used to estimate the SN-CSM shell and CSM velocites, respectively. The
Hα and Hβ lines co-evolve with the light curve (Figure 1) in that the more luminous line emission is seen at the light-curve
peaks. The host galaxy [O ii] and [O iii] emission lines are detected in the final two spectra after the SN flux faded sufficiently.
(The data used to create this figure will be available upon publication.)

imum light (MJDr,max = 59438.33) as the zeropoint ref-

erence for all phases unless otherwise specified.

3.3. X-ray and Radio

We obtained Neil G. Gehrels Swift X-Ray Telscope

(XRT) observations on 2022 August 9 (MJD = 59800;

phase of +348 days) with a total on-source exposure

time of 3185 s.9 A 3σ upper limit of 4.4 × 10−3 counts

per seconds (0.3−10 keV) was estimated using the Swift-

XRT web tool10 (Evans et al. 2007, 2009). With a MW

H i column density of 4.6 × 1020 cm−2 (HI4PI Collab-

oration et al. 2016)11 and assuming a power-law spec-

trum with a photon index of 2, the count rate is con-

9 UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT) observations were also obtained
contemporaneously. As the SN signal is not detected in the
UVOT images, we use them for the host-galaxy analysis in § 4.1.

10 https://www.swift.ac.uk/user objects/index.php
11 Via the NASA High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Re-

search Center (HEASARC) NH Tool: https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.
gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3nh/w3nh.pl

verted12 to an unabsorbed flux limit of FX . 1.8×10−13

erg s−1 cm−2, corresponding to LX . 6.8× 1041 erg s−1.

We further obtained images at the location of the SN

from the Very Large Array Sky Survey (VLASS; Lacy

et al. 2020), and measured the flux density with the

imtool fitsrc command within pwkit (Williams et al.

2017). Two VLASS images exist, where the first was

taken on 2019 May 26 (MJD = 58629; phase of −777

days), and the second on 2021 September 29 (MJD =

59486; phase of +46 days). In both cases, we place a 3σ

upper limit of . 0.3 mJy (2− 4 GHz), corresponding to

Lradio . 3.4× 1037 erg s−1.

The luminosity and temporal ranges probed by the

X-ray and radio observations are not particularly con-

straining as compared to previous SN IIn detections:

LX ∼ 1041 erg s−1 and Lradio ∼ 1037 erg s−1 at ∼ 1000

days after explosion (e.g., Chandra 2018).

12 Via the NASA HEASARC WebPIMMS: https://heasarc.gsfc.
nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl

https://www.swift.ac.uk/user_objects/index.php
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3nh/w3nh.pl
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3nh/w3nh.pl
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl
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Figure 3. Left: The location of SN 2021qqp (red cross) relative to its host galaxy, indicating an association with a spiral
arm. The dashed circles indicate r50 = 7.′′9 = 6.9 kpc and r80 = 13.′′3 = 11.7 kpc (50% and 80% light radii, respectively).
The image is in the g-band from the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys (Dey et al. 2019) Data Release 9. Right: Observed UV
(GALEX+Swift) and optical (Swift+SDSS+PS1) fluxes for the host galaxy along with Prospector model fits (blue line and
squares). The inferred parameters from the model are listed in §4.1.

4. ANALYSIS

4.1. Host Galaxy

The host galaxy of SN 2021qqp is a face-on spiral

galaxy,13 as shown in Figure 3. SN 2021qqp is offset

from the center of its host by ≈ 12.′′2, or 10.7 kpc. As

can be seen in Figure 3, SN 2021qqp coincides with a spi-

ral arm and is located just within the r80 ≈ 13.′′3 light

radius. The location of SN 2021qqp is not unusual for

SNe IIn (e.g. Galbany et al. 2014, 2016, 2018; Schulze

et al. 2021; Ransome et al. 2022).

To estimate global host parameters such as stellar

mass (M?), metallicity (Z), age (tage), and star forma-

tion rate (SFR), we use Prospector, a stellar population

Bayesian inference package (Johnson et al. 2021), which

has been extensively used to fit the spectral energy dis-

tributions (SED) of field galaxies and transient host

galaxies (e.g., Leja et al. 2017; Blanchard et al. 2017;

Nicholl et al. 2017; Schulze et al. 2021). Prospector

fits photometry and/or spectra and creates an SED

model. We fit photometry from the Galaxy Evolu-

tion Explore (GALEX; Martin et al. 2005) in the FUV

(155 nm) and NUV (230 nm) bands, Swift UVOT14

in the UVW2, UVM2, UV W1, U,B, V bands, SDSS in

the u, g, r, i, z bands, and PS1 in the g, r, i, z bands, us-

ing an appropriate prior distributions (M?, Z, and τ , a

characteristic e-folding timescale of the delayed-τ star-

formation history, SFH ∝ t × e−t/τ ; see Carnall et al.

13 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/byname?objname=ALFALFA+
4-043&hconst=67.8&omegam=0.308&omegav=0.692&wmap=
4&corr z=1

14 The host-galaxy photometry was extracted with an aperture size
of r80.

2019, and references therein for details) and nested sam-

pling using dynesty (v2.1.1; Speagle 2020). The fit-

ting results are shown in Figure 3, from which we find

M? = 1.74+0.64
−0.63 × 1010M�, log10(Z/Z�) = −0.29+0.28

−0.34,

tage = 8.98+3.24
−3.33 Gyr, τ = 1.86+0.83

−0.76 Gyr, and a current

SFR (=SFH(tage)) of 0.59 ± 0.22M� yr−1. Moreover,

using the GALEX UV photometry, we estimate a SFR of

0.62± 0.05M� yr−1 with the Salim et al. (2007) calibra-

tion, which is consistent with the value from the SED

fitting. The inferred M? and current SFR are a few

times smaller than those of MW (e.g., Licquia & New-

man 2015), but these global host properties are typical

among SN IIn hosts (e.g., Schulze et al. 2021).

We also estimate a local SFR and metallicity from

the the host [O ii] and [O iii] emission lines detected

in our final SN spectrum, when the SN flux faded suf-

ficiently (Figure 2). We fit a double Gaussian profile

to [O ii]λ3727 and [O ii]λ3729, and a single Gaus-

sian profile each to [O iii]λ4959 and [O iii]λ5007.

These fits yield luminosites of L[O II]λ3727 = (1.8 ±
0.4) × 1038 erg s−1, L[O II]λ3729 = (1.9 ± 0.3) ×
1038 erg s−1, L[O III]λ4959 = (1.5 ± 0.3) × 1038 erg s−1,

and L[O III]λ5007 = (3.6± 0.4)× 1038 erg s−1. Using the

Kennicutt (1998) SFR calibration with [O ii]λ3727 and

the Maiolino et al. (2008) metallicity calibration with

[O iii]λ5007/[O ii]λ3727, we estimate SFRloc = (2.5 ±
0.9)×10−3M� yr−1 and log10(Zloc/Z�) = −0.33±0.09,

respectively. The local SFR and metallicity are on the

low end of the distributions for SN IIn local environe-

ments (. 10% and . 20% for SFR and metallicity, re-

spectively; Galbany et al. 2014, 2016, 2018).

https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/byname?objname=ALFALFA+4-043&hconst=67.8&omegam=0.308&omegav=0.692&wmap=4&corr_z=1
https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/byname?objname=ALFALFA+4-043&hconst=67.8&omegam=0.308&omegav=0.692&wmap=4&corr_z=1
https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/byname?objname=ALFALFA+4-043&hconst=67.8&omegam=0.308&omegav=0.692&wmap=4&corr_z=1
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4.2. Light Curve Evolution

As shown in Figure 1, the multi-band light curve of

SN 2021qqp shows a gradual rise (≈ −4 mmag/day)

from −14.5 mag in the r band at −370 days (or even

−3800 days, although a few sporadic ∼ 3σ detctions are

also expected from the background fluctuations in over

a thousand images) with possible bumps around −240

and . −120 days (during the Sun constraint). This

“precursor” is similar in brightness to the Great Erup-

tion of the LBV Eta Carinae (Davidson & Humphreys

1997) and likely caused by a pre-explosion mass-loss

event(s). The precursor absolute magnitude and du-

ration of SN 2021qqp (−15.8 . Mg,r,i . −14.5 and

≈ 300 days) are on the luminous and long-lasting ends

of the SN IIn precursor distributions, respectively (Ofek

et al. 2014; Strotjohann et al. 2021). By comparing with

the estimated rates of precursor luminosity and dura-

tion from Strotjohann et al. (2021) using 18 SNe IIn

discovered by ZTF with observed precursors brighter

than −12 mag, these correspond to . 1% of SNe IIn,

which may suggest a more extreme mass-loss event(s) for

SN 2021qqp. By integrating the r-band specific luminos-

ity (Figure 4), the radiated energy during the precursor

phase can roughly be estimated to be 8.0× 1048 erg.

After the gradual rise, the light curve transitions to

a sharp rise (≈ −30 mmag/day in the g and r bands)

after ≈ −70 days. We consider this transition to be the

first light of the SN. With a criterion that the light curve

exhibits a monotonic rise above the precursor levels in

all bands, we determine the time of SN first light to be

≈ −65± 5 days. Following the SN first light, the sharp

rise continues to ≈ −13 days and then transitions to a

much sharper rise (≈ −200 mmag/day in the g and r

bands) until reaching a maximum of Mg = −19.4 and

Mr = −19.5. The resulting concave-up curvature of

the light curve is atypical of diffusion-dominated light

curves (e.g., Arnett 1980, 1982). The decline from the

maximum light is also characterized by a concave-up

curvature, albeit with a short (≈ 6-day) plateau and

roughly three times longer timescale than the rapidly-

rising part.

At ≈ 335 days, the light curve shows another luminous

sharp peak, with Mg = −16.7 and Mr = −17.3, with

possible bumps preceding at ≈ 240 days and following

at & 450 days (during the current Sun constraint). Un-

like the first maximum, this second peak is characterized

by a concave-down curvature. The rise starts at ≈ 315

days from Mg = −15.5 and Mr = −16.1, and the decline

lasts until ≈ 380 days to Mg = −13.7 and Mr = −15.0

before transitioning to yet another potential rise. The

photometric monitoring is planned to be continued af-

ter the current Sun constraint (until 2023 mid-May) to

capture further evolution if any.

Throughout the evolution, the g − r color follows the

light curve in that it reaches local minima at the the

light curve peaks. During −65 to −13 days, the g − r
color stays roughly constant at 0.32 mag, albeit with the

large scatters. It reaches −0.07 mag at the first light-

curve maximum, then becomes redder during the light-

curve decline to 0.71 mag until ≈ 60 days, and stays

roughly constant thereafter. During the second light-

curve peak, it becomes bluer again to 0.47 mag, then

redder to 0.91 mag until ≈ 380 days, and stays roughly

constant thereafter. Assuming a blackbody SED, the

g − r color evolution corresponds to effective temper-

ature evolution of 7000 K → 10700 K → 5300 K and

5300 K→ 6300 K→ 4700 K during the first and second

peaks, respectively. The actual effective temperatures

are likely higher given the Hα line contribution in the

r-band photometry.

To extract SN and CSM properties from the light

curve modeling in §5, we construct a bolometric light

curve of SN 2021qqp (Figure 5) by fitting and inte-

grating a blackbody SED to every epoch of photome-

try containing at least three filters obtained within 2

days of each other. We note that due to the strong Hα

emission feature (Figure 2), the fitted blackbody tem-

peratures may be underestimated by up to 1500 K com-

pared to fits of the spectra (excluding the Hα region)

at similar epochs; however, the radii are also overesti-

mated such that the resultant bolometric luminosities

agree within their error bars. By integrating the bolo-

metric light curve, the total radiated energy is estimated

to be 9.5 × 1049 erg, requiring a radiative efficiency of

∼ 10% for a typical SN explosion energy of 1051 erg.

This is divided to 7.2 × 1049 and 2.3 × 1049 erg at the

first and second peaks, respectively.

4.2.1. Comparison to Other Transients

In Figure 4, we compare the r-band light curve

of SN 2021qqp with several other well-observed

interaction-dominated transients: precursor-associated

SNe IIn 2009ip (Smith et al. 2010; Foley et al. 2011;

Prieto et al. 2013; Mauerhan et al. 2013b; Pastorello

et al. 2013; Fraser et al. 2013; Margutti et al. 2014;

Levesque et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2014; Graham et al.

2014; Mauerhan et al. 2014; Martin et al. 2015; Fraser

et al. 2015; Graham et al. 2017; Reilly et al. 2017;

Smith et al. 2022), and Ibn 2022pda15; and fast-evolving

SN Icn 2021csp (Fraser et al. 2021; Perley et al. 2022;

Pellegrino et al. 2022), as well as the luminous red nova

15 Pre-explosion activity is first noted by Fulton et al. (2022).
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Figure 4. Comparison of the r/R-band light curve
of SN 2021qqp with SNe IIn 2019zrk and 2009ip, Ibn
2022pda, Icn 2021csp, and ZTF SN IIn sample, as well as
LRN V1309 Scorpii (in V /I band shifted by −12.5 mag).
SN 2021qqp is characterized by the sharp first peak (half-
maximum rise time of t1/2,rise ≈ 4 days) and distinct lu-
minous second peak (≈ −17.3 mag at 335 days). The pre-
cursor and peak magnitudes are similar to SNe 2019zrk and
2022pda and brighter than SN 2009ip and LRN V1309 Scor-
pii, while the decline rate in the 30 days after maximum
is higher than SNe 2019zrk and 2022pda and lower than
SN 2021csp. The objects with precursor events show a short
(≈ 5 − 10-day) plateau/peak within 30 days of the maxi-
mum. Data sources: SNe 2019zrk (r band from Fransson
et al. 2022), 2009ip (R band from Prieto et al. 2013; Mauer-
han et al. 2013b; Pastorello et al. 2013; Fraser et al. 2013;
Margutti et al. 2014; Graham et al. 2014, and r band from
Graham et al. 2014, 2017), 2022pda (r band retrieved via
ZTF forced-photometry server in this work), and 2021csp
(r band from Perley et al. 2022; Pellegrino et al. 2022),
LRN V1309 Scorpii (I band from Tylenda et al. 2011 and
V band from Pojmanski 2002 retrieved via AAVSO Interna-
tional Database), and ZTF SN IIn sample (r band retrieved
via the ALeRCE ZTF Explorer; Förster et al. 2021).

(LRN) V1309 Scorpii, argued to arise from a stellar

merger (Mason et al. 2010; Tylenda et al. 2011). The

average precursor and peak magnitudes of SN 2021qqp

are more luminous than SN IIn 2009ip (by −2.8 and

−1.6 mag, respectively) and LRN V1309 Scorpii (by

−12.4 and −12.5 mag, respectively), and comparable

to SNe IIn 2019zrk and Ibn 2022pda. The characteristic

sharp concave-up curvature around maximum is similar

to LRN V1309 Scorpii, albeit with a longer timescale.

The peak magnitudes and half-maximum rise time (the

duration above the half maximum on the rising phase)

of t1/2,rise ≈ 4 days (similar in the g band as well) are

within the fast blue optical transient (FBOT) regime,

mainly composed of SNe Ibn/Icn and AT 2018cow-like

transients (e.g., Drout et al. 2014; Ho et al. 2019, 2021;

Perley et al. 2022; Pellegrino et al. 2022), while the de-

cline rate in the 30 days after the maximum is slower

than SN Icn 2021csp and faster than SNe IIn 2019zrk

and Ibn 2022pda. Interestingly, the events with precur-

sors show a short (∼ 5−10 day) plateau/peak within 30

days of the maximum (see also Reguitti et al. 2022 for a

similar plateau seen in precursor-associated SN IIn/Ibn

2021foa). These overall light curve similarities among

different types of transients may suggest a similar pro-

genitor scenario with differing CSM H/He abundance

and explosion energy (see further §6).

We also collect the r-band light curves of ZTF objects

classified as “SN IIn”, “SN IIn-pec”, or “SLSN-II” on

TNS and/or the Weizmann Interactive Supernova Data

Repository16 (WISeREP; Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012) using

the ALeRCE ZTF Explorer17 (Förster et al. 2021), and

show them in Figure 4. Initial visual inspections of the

light curves suggest there may be a few more objects

with a concave-up curvature like SN 2021qqp, making

up only a few percent of the SN IIn sample. Given

their luminous sharp peaks, they may appear as FBOTs

in magnitude-limited surveys if they happen at a large

distance with only near-peak coverage (. −18 mag).

Among the SN IIn sample, SN 2021qqp is unique in its

distinct sharp second peak. A more quantitative sample

analysis on the light-curve curvatures will be presented

in a future work (Hiramatsu et al. in prep.).

4.3. Spectral Evolution

As seen in Figure 2, the spectra of SN 2021qqp are

initially dominated by Balmer-series lines on top of a

blue continuum (≤ −13.5 days), with weaker He i, Na i,

Ca i, and Fe ii lines appearing later as the continuum

drops (≥ 314.9 days). These spectral behaviours are

typically seen in SNe IIn (e.g., Gal-Yam 2017). The Hα

and Hβ lines track the light-curve evolution (Figure 1) in

that their luminosities increase at the light curve peaks,

likely indicating interaction with a denser CSM (e.g.,

Chugai 1991; Salamanca et al. 1998).

In order to decompose the Hα and Hβ line profiles, we

fit multi-component Gaussians (absorption, core, and

broad; Figure 2) when a certain component is visible

in a spectrum. In the first two spectra taken during

the rise to the light-curve maximum (−35.4 to −13.5

16 https://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il
17 https://alerce.online/

https://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il
https://alerce.online/
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days), the Hα and Hβ line profiles can be fit well with all

the three components,18 with the resulting absorption

minima at ≈ 7000−8900 km s−1 and the core full widths

at half-maximum (FWHMs) of ≈ 1300 − 1900 km s−1.

In the fourth spectrum taken at the light-curve second

peak (335.1 days),19 all the three components are still

visible in Hα with the broad-component peak redshifted,

while no broad component is visible in Hβ due to the

presence of strong Fe ii emission. In the final two spectra

taken during the decline from the second peak (364.7 to

367.6 days), absorption component is still visible in Hβ,

but not clearly in Hα. During the second peak (314.9

to 367.6 days), the Hα and Hβ absorption minima and

core FWHMs correspond to ≈ 4200 − 5600 km s−1 and

≈ 2100− 2680 km s−1, respectively.

We associate the Hα absorption and line core ve-

locities to the SN-CSM shell and CSM, respectively

(the core CSM component and the absorption+broad

P Cygni components from the SN-CSM shell; Fig-

ure 5), and reproduce them with the light curve mod-

eling in §5. The SN-CSM shell velocity decreases from

≈ 8500 km s−1 to ≈ 5600 km s−1 from the first to sec-

ond light-curve peaks, while the CSM velocitiy increases

from ≈ 1300 km s−1 to ≈ 2300 − 2680 km s−1 from the

first to second light-curve peaks (i.e., earlier CSM ejec-

tion is moving faster). This increasing CSM velocity is

on the fast end of those seen in typical SN precursors

(Ofek et al. 2014; Strotjohann et al. 2021), and compa-

rable to some faster components seen, for example, in

the SN 2009ip precursors (Smith et al. 2010; Foley et al.

2011; Mauerhan et al. 2013b; Pastorello et al. 2013) and

the Great Eruption of Eta Carinae (Smith 2008; Smith

et al. 2018). Finally, we note that a narrower wind P

Cygni component is not detected on top of the core com-

ponent, but we cannot rule out its existence below our

spectral resolution (. 200 km s−1).

5. MODELING WITH CSM INTERACTION

5.1. Analytical Model

Given the observed properties of SN 2021qqp (§4), we

model the light curve assuming the emission is produced

by the shock interaction between the SN ejecta and

CSM. For multi-peak transients like SN 2021qqp, the

CSM is expected to have a more complicated profile than

a single power law as adopted in many previous stud-

ies (e.g., Chatzopoulos et al. 2012; Moriya et al. 2013b).

While it is still possible to use more complicated func-

18 Except for the broad Hβ component in the second spectrum due
to its low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which may result in an
overestimation of the core component.

19 We exclude the third spectrum due to its low SNR.

tional form for the CSM (e.g., a single power-law and

Gaussian; Gomez et al. 2021; Hosseinzadeh et al. 2022),

here we propose a more flexible approach which does not

require the functional form of the CSM profile. A more

detailed description and application to other transients

will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Matsumoto et

al. in prep.).

We consider SN ejecta colliding with the CSM, which

forms a shell separated from the un-shocked CSM and

SN ejecta by a forward shock (FS) and a reverse shock

(RS), respectively. Assuming the shell is geometrically

thin and hence its location, velocity, and mass are given

by Rsh, vsh, and Msh, the time evolution of the shell

is described by two equations (Chevalier 1982; Moriya

et al. 2013b):

Msh
dvsh

dt
= 4πR2

shρSN(vSN − vsh)2 − 4πR2
shρCSM(vsh − vCSM)2,

(1)

dMsh

dt
= 4πR2

shρSN(vSN − vsh) + 4πR2
shρCSM(vsh − vCSM) ,

(2)

where ρSN and vSN = Rsh/t are the density and veloc-

ity of the un-shocked SN ejecta at Rsh, respectively, and

ρCSM and vCSM are the un-shocked CSM density and ve-

locity, respectively. We assume that the un-shocked SN

ejecta expands homologously and its density is approx-

imated by a broken power-law profile (e.g., Chevalier &

Fransson 1994; Matzner & McKee 1999):

ρSN(v, t) = A

(v/v∗)
−δ v < v∗ ,

(v/v∗)
−n v ≥ v∗ ,

(3)

where

v∗ =

√
2(5− δ)(n− 5)ESN

(3− δ)(n− 3)MSN
(4)

δ=0
n=12≈ 3600 km s−1

(
MSN

10 M�

)−1/2(
ESN

1051 erg

)1/2

,

where MSN and ESN are the total mass and kinetic en-

ergy of the SN ejecta, respectively. Typically, δ = 0− 1

and n ' 12 is expected for RSG progenitors or n ' 10

for progenitors with radiative envelopes, e.g., blue su-

pergiants (Matzner & McKee 1999). The normalization

A is given such that the integration of ρSN gives MSN.

In contrast to previous works that used a parameter-

ized CSM profile, we determine it by requiring the shock

luminosity to produce the observed bolometric luminos-

ity:
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Lobs ≈ εFSLkin,FS + εRSLkin,RS, (5)

where the dissipated kinetic energy luminosities at the

FS and RS are given by:

Lkin,FS =
9π

8
R2

shρCSM(vsh − vCSM)3 , (6)

Lkin,RS =
9π

8
R2

shρSN(vSN − vsh)3 , (7)

where we assumed an ideal gas (see e.g., Metzger et al.

2014). The quantities εFS and εRS represent the con-

version efficiency from the dissipated energy to optical

photons. While the efficiencies may vary with time (e.g.,

Tsuna et al. 2019), we simply assume a constant and

identical efficiency for both FS and RS: εFS = εRS = ε.

With Equations (5) and (6), the CSM density is esti-

mated by

ρCSM =
8(Lobs − εLkin,RS)

9πεR2
sh(vsh − vCSM)3

. (8)

We can then rewrite Equations (1) and (2) without the

CSM density:

Msh
dvsh

dt
= − 32Lobs

9ε(vsh − vCSM)
+

32(vSN − vCSM)Lkin,RS

9(vSN − vsh)(vsh − vCSM)
,

(9)

dMsh

dt
=

32Lobs

9ε(vsh − vCSM)2

+
32(vSN − vCSM)(2vsh − vSN − vCSM)Lkin,RS

9(vSN − vsh)2(vsh − vCSM)2
.

(10)

We note that the kinetic luminosity, Lkin,RS, can be cal-

culated for a given Rsh and vsh for an assumed SN ejecta

profile by using Equation (7).

Equations (9) and (10), with dRsh/dt = vsh, can be

solved for a given observed bolometric light curve (Lobs)

and assumed SN properties (ESN, MSN, δ, and n), the

emission efficiency ε, and the CSM velocity vCSM. As

an initial condition, we assume that the interaction hap-

pens at t0 since the SN explosion (at texp) with the ini-

tial shell velocity vsh,0. The initial shell mass is dom-

inated by the swept-up SN ejecta, which is given by

Msh,0 = MSN(> vsh,0) =
∫
vsh,0

4πr2ρSNdr. Once the

time evolution of Rsh and vsh are obtained, the density

profile is reconstructed using Equation (6). We assume

the shock power completely dominates the light curve

and neglect any radioactive nickel heating. This can be

justified for SN 2021qqp given its sharp concave-up first

peak and blueward color evolution (Figure 1), indicating

that shock interaction shapes the light curve.

5.2. Application to SN 2021qqp

We apply our analytical model to SN 2021qqp to de-

termine the required SN and CSM properties. In Fig-

ure 5, we show representative solutions for different as-

sumed SN energies and fixed parameters of MSN =

10 M�, δ = 0, n = 12, and ε = 0.3. The choice of the

values of δ and n does not noticeably affect the result.

The value of ε is motivated by having a mildly optically-

thick CSM, as well as the required energetics (see below).

We assume that the SN explosion happened at a phase

of texp = −65 days (i.e., at the SN first light; §4.2) and

the shock interaction started 0.01 days after the explo-

sion (i.e., t0− texp = 0.01 day). The following results do

not change significantly for different values of texp and

t0 unless it is after the first peak (i.e., t0 & 0 day). Mo-

tivated by the observed Hα line profiles (Figure 2), the

initial shell velocity is set to vsh,0 = 8500 km s−1, and

we consider a gradually increasing CSM velocity from

vCSM ' 1500 to 2200 km s−1. As the observed bolomet-

ric light curve has a gap between 100 and 300 days due

to the Sun constraint, we linearly interpolate the light

curve to fill the gap.

The right panel of Figure 5 shows the time evolution

of the shell velocity. At the fist peak, the shell deceler-

ates by colliding with the massive CSM, producing the

first light-curve peak. For large SN energies, the deceler-

ation is weak, and the shell moves almost at a constant

velocity, while for smaller energies, the deceleration is

significant and even stalls the shell. These evolution for

very low and high ESN are inconsistent with the ob-

served line velocity (black points). A mild deceleration,

as required by the spectroscopic data, is realized only

for a moderate SN energy of ESN ≈ 4 × 1051 erg. The

left panel of Figure 5 depicts the resulting RS shock lu-

minosity (dashed curves), as well as the observed bolo-

metric luminosity (black curve). By construction, the

observed luminosity is automatically reproduced by the

sum of the FS and RS luminosities. When the shell

decelerates at the first peak, the SN ejecta catches up

with the shell and powers bright RS emission. In partic-

ular, for drastic deceleration, the RS luminosity exceeds

the observed bolometric luminosity, and such a solution

(ESN . 2 × 1051 erg) can be rejected. For this particu-

lar choice of MSN = 10M�, the modeled RS luminosity

and velocity evolution for ESN ≈ 4 × 1051 erg are both

consistent with SN 2021qqp.

In Figure 6, we show the CSM density when the FS

arrives at each radius, and the reconstructed mass loss

rates, resulting from the models in Figure 5. It should be

noted that the CSM density does not represent the CSM

profile because the CSM expands at different velocities.

For a less energetic SN, the CSM density is higher to
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Figure 5. The bolometric light curve (Left) and time evolution of shell velocity (Right) for different SN explosion energies,
with other parameters fixed to MSN = 10 M�, n = 12, δ = 0, ε = 0.3, vsh,0 = 8500 km s−1, and texp = −65 days (shown
by the vertical black dashed line). We assume that the shock interaction starts almost at the same time as the SN explosion
(t0 − texp = 0.01 day). The velocities inferred from the absorption and core-emission of the Hα lines (Figure 2) are shown by
black and gray points, respectively. The former and latter likely correspond to the shell and CSM velocities, respectively. The
CSM velocity increases with time (gray dash-dotted line). In the left panel, the dashed curves show the RS luminosities. For
this particular set of assumed parameters, we find ESN ≈ 4 × 1051 erg matches both the velocity evolution and the requirement
that LRS . Lobs. In the left panel, the linearly interpolated gap in the observed light curve for 100–300 days is shown by a
dotted line.
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Figure 7. Estimated CSM mass for different SN ejecta mass
and energies. The other parameters are the same as those
adopted for Figure 5. The parameters giving the shell ve-
locity consistent with the observed one (5640 ± 530 km s−1)
at 335 days) are bounded by the thin black curves. Along
the black dashed line, the initial velocity is the same as the
characteristic ejecta velocity (Equation 4). The gray vertical
and diagonal lines (Equations 12 and 13, respectively) give
rough boundaries within which the shell does not stall during
the observation.

compensate the lower shell velocity and to still repro-

duce the observed luminosity. For ε = 0.3, the CSM has

a moderate optical depth τ ∼ 1, which may be consis-

tent with the observed optical emission.20 Correspond-

ing to the double-peaked light curve, we find that the

CSM density has two distinct peaks, indicating that the

progenitor experienced two distinct mass loss episodes.

To explore this structure, we translated the density to

a mass loss rate in the right panel of Figure 6. We find

that the mass loss rate is as high as ∼ 1−10 M� yr−1 at

≈ 0.8 and ≈ 2 years before the explosion (for the model

with ESN ≈ 4× 1051 erg) over relatively short episodes

of ≈ 0.2− 0.5 yr. The mass loss episode directly preced-

ing the SN explosion is more extreme. The total CSM

mass is MCSM ≈ 2.7 M� (for ESN = 4 × 1051 erg). The

bluer g − r color evolution and more luminous Hα and

Hβ line emission around the light-curve peaks can also

be explained by the interaction with these denser CSM.

20 It is not trivial whether the CSM optical depth should be smaller
or larger than unity. On the one hand, the optical depth may
be required to be τ > 1 to avoid bright hard X-ray emission.
On the other hand, τ < 1 may also be required to explain the
observed velocities in the Balmar-series lines. These disagreeing
requirements may likely indicate the limitation of the assumption
of spherical symmetry. We defer a more detailed discussion to a
future work.

The results above were provided for a fixed value of

MSN = 10 M�. To explore the parameter space of SN

properties more broadly, we carried out the same analy-

sis for different SN masses and ejecta energies to find the

parameter space consistent with the observed light curve

and velocities. In Figure 7, we show the allowed param-

eter region. The colored region denotes the space over

which the shell expands continuously without stalling

and gives a finite MCSM. We derive the parameter space

satisfying the condition that the shell decelerated mildly

and its velocity at 335 days is consistent with the ob-

served value of 5640 ± 530 km s−1. The allowed region

is enclosed by the black thin curves accounting for the

velocity uncertainty, while the black thick curve corre-

spond to the velocity being exactly the same as the ob-

served value. Along the allowed region, the CSM mass is

relatively well constrained to MCSM ≈ 2−4 M�. The SN

ejecta is constrained to have an energy of & 3×1051 erg,

which is slightly larger than typical values, but consis-

tent with the stellar explosion scenario.

The allowed parameter space exhibits two branches,

based on the initial shell velocity vsh,0. Too low ini-

tial velcoity vsh,0 < v∗ (left of the black dashed daiago-

nal line in Figure 7) means that most of the SN ejecta

forms a shell instantaneously when the shock interaction

starts, which is not natural, and we therefore disfavor

this portion of the parameter space. More natural solu-

tions appear for the initial shell velocity larger than v∗,

which means that the shock interaction begins at the

high-velocity tail in the SN ejecta. In this case, the ini-

tial shell mass is much smaller than the whole SN ejecta

and the shell readily decelerates when it collides with a

dense CSM bump.

We can derive critical conditions for which the shell

stalls during the observation. These conditions are ob-

tained by considering the initial deceleration timescale
of the shell:

tdec =
vsh,0

dvsh/dt
≈

9εMsh,0v
2
sh,0

32Lobs
, (11)

where we used Equation (9) neglecting the CSM veloc-

ity and RS luminosity. When the initial shell velocity is

smaller than the SN characteristic velocity, v∗, the de-

celeration timescale is determined by the SN mass. By

equating tdec with the characteristic emission timescale

(e.g., peak timescale), we have a critical mass below

which the shell stalls over the emission timescale:

MSN,× ≈ 0.6 M�

( ε

0.3

)−1
(

Erad

1050 erg

)( vsh,0

104 km s−1

)−2

,

(12)
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where Erad is the radiated energy over the peak

timescale. The gray solid vertical line shows this condi-

tion.

For the case of higher initial velocity vsh,0 > v∗, the

shell’s mass is smaller than the total SN ejecta mass. In

the same way as for Equation (12), we have a relation

between ESN and MSN corresponding to the gray solid

diagonal line:

ESN,× >2.9× 1051 erg
( ε

0.3

)−2/9
(

Erad

5× 1048 erg

)2/9

(
MSN

10 M�

)7/9 ( vsh,0

104 km s−1

)14/9

, (13)

where we used n = 12 and δ = 0, and the radiated

energy up to −20 days because the shell decelerates and

stalls roughly before this timescale. This condition also

gives a scaling law for the allowed parameter space:

ESN ≈ 4× 1051 erg
( ε

0.3

)−2/9
(
MSN

10 M�

)7/9

, (14)

along the black thick curve with vsh,0 > v∗. Within a

reasonable energy range of ESN ≈ (3− 10)× 1051 erg in

the allowed parameter space, the corresponding allowed

mass range is MSN ≈ 5− 30M�.

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Before addressing the implications of our findings, be-

low we summarize the key observed and modeled prop-

erties of SN 2021qqp (§4 and §5):

• A luminous (−15.8 . Mg,r,i . −14.5) and long-

lasting (∼ 300 days) precursor leading up to the

SN explosion.

• A multi-peaked SN light curves with a first

concave-up peak (Mg = −19.4, Mr = −19.5) ≈ 65

days after explosion, and a second concave-down

peak (Mg = −16.7, Mr = −17.3) ≈ 335 days after

first peak.

• Bluer g − r colors (i.e., higher temperatures)

around the light curve peaks.

• Spectra dominated by Balmer-series lines, with

weaker He i, Na i, Ca i, and Fe ii lines.

• More luminous Hα and Hβ line emission around

the light curve peaks.

• A decreasing shell velocity (from ≈ 8500 km s−1 in

the first peak to ≈ 5600 km s−1 in the second peak)

and increasing CSM velocity (from ≈ 1300 km s−1

in the first peak to ≈ 2500 km s−1 in the second

peak).

• Two distinct CSM density peaks from episodic

mass loss (Ṁ ≈ 10M� yr−1 about 0.8 years before

explosion and ≈ 5M� yr−1 about 2 years before

explosion), with a total CSM mass of MCSM ≈
2− 4M�.

• An allowed SN ejecta mass range of MSN ≈ 5 −
30M� for an explosion energy range of ESN ≈ (3−
10)×1051 erg, satisfying a consistent RS luminosity

limit and the observed velocity evolution.

These observed and modeled properties suggest erup-

tive mass-loss episodes preceding an energetic explosion.

The final mass loss episode is likely related to the pre-

explosion outburst detected starting about a year before

the explosion with a luminosity of ≈ 3 × 1041 erg s−1

(Figure 4). Such a precursor can be produced by an

eruption of a giant star (∼ 102 R�) with an ejection

mass of a few M� and velocity of ∼ 103 km s−1 (Mat-

sumoto & Metzger 2022b), which is consistent with the

inferred CSM properties (Figures 5–7). The previous

mass loss episode with a less violent mass ejection may

result in a luminosity around the detection threshold of

≈ 1041 erg s−1 with a shorter duration of ≈ 30 days.

We now discuss two possible progenitor channels for

generating SN 2021qqp21: (i) stellar activity preceding

a SN explosion (e.g., Poelarends et al. 2008; Quataert &

Shiode 2012; Jones et al. 2013; Shiode & Quataert 2014

a; Quataert et al. 2016; Fuller 2017; Doherty et al. 2017;

Fuller & Ro 2018; Wu & Fuller 2021, 2022; Matsumoto

& Metzger 2022b); and (ii) common envelope (CE) evo-

lution preceding a steller merger (e.g., Chevalier 2012;

Pejcha et al. 2016, 2017; MacLeod et al. 2017; Metzger

& Pejcha 2017; MacLeod et al. 2018b,a; Schrøder et al.

2020; MacLeod & Loeb 2020b,a; Metzger 2022; Mat-

sumoto & Metzger 2022a).
As the first scenario, we consider the eruptive mass-

loss episodes from pre-explosion stellar activity. Typical

mass-loss rates and velocities from supergiant stars (e.g.,

extreme red supergiant and super-asymptotic giant

branch stars; Smith 2014, 2017a) of Ṁ . 10−3M� yr−1

and vCSM ≤ 100 km s−1, respectively, are lower than the

inferred CSM values. Enhancements in mass loss may

be achieved with thermal pulses and/or internal gravity

waves excited by late-stage nuclear burnings (e.g., He, C,

O/Ne, and Si; Poelarends et al. 2008; Shiode & Quataert

2014b; Fuller 2017; Wu & Fuller 2022); however, the ex-

pected maximum energy output of . 1048 erg is lower

than the observed radiated energy of ≈ 8×1048 erg dur-

21 The sharp light-curve morphology also resembles gravitational
microlensing events (e.g., Gaudi 2012); however, the chromatic
evolution seen in SN 2021qqp excludes such a possibility.
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ing the SN 2021qqp precursor. Instead, LBV-like erup-

tions (e.g., Humphreys & Davidson 1994; Vink 2012;

Smith 2014, 2017b), like those seen in Eta Carinae, may

be responsible for the precursor, given their compara-

ble luminosities. Although the initial high mass range

of LBVs (& 30M�) seems to be at odds with the es-

timated SN ejecta mass (. 30M� for ESN . 1052 erg;

Figure 7), this could be reconciled through significant

mass loss in successive eruptions prior to the explosion

(e.g., Vink 2012; Smith et al. 2019).

A more exotic explanation in the context of erup-

tive mass loss followed by an explosion is a pulsa-

tional pair-instability SN (PPISN; e.g., Woosley et al.

2007; Blinnikov 2010; Moriya et al. 2013a; Woosley

2017). The ejecta mass and explosion energy inferred

for SN 2021qqp may be reproduced with a PPISN model

with an initial mass range of ∼ 110− 140M� (Woosley

2017). In this model, the bulk of the mass is lost dur-

ing the progenitor’s evolution and pair-instability pulses,

followed by a final collapse to a black hole (BH). The ex-

pected pulsational pulse intervals span a wide range, but

if several pulses with H-rich mass ejection could occur in

the last few years before collapse, the CSM configuration

may resemble that of SN 2021qqp.

On the other hand, the similarity of SN 2021qqp’s

light curve to that of LRN V1309 Scorpii (Figure 4)

motivates the alternative scenario of a stellar merger.

Although the energetics for LRNe from a typical stel-

lar merger (. 1041 erg s−1; Pejcha et al. 2016, 2017;

Metzger & Pejcha 2017; Matsumoto & Metzger 2022

a) are well below what is required for SN 2021qqp,

a merger of a Wolf-Rayet (WR) star and a neutron

star (NS) or BH (e.g., Chevalier 2012; Schrøder et al.

2020; Metzger 2022) may be able to reproduce the

light curve of SN 2021qqp. In this scenario, a mas-

sive star (& 20M�) and NS/BH (from an earlier SN)

undergo CE evolution, leaving a tight WR-NS/BH bi-

nary. The H-rich CE ejection is manifested as a pre-

cursor, and if a merger-induced explosion (> 1051 erg)

follows promptly (. 10 yr), the system may resemble a

precursor-associated SN IIn. The estimated CSM and

SN ejecta masses for SN 2021qqp are within the model

expectations if the merger happens within ∼ 1 year of

the CE ejection. However, it is unclear if this model

can produce successive mass ejections with ∼ 103 km s−1

that can reproduce the multi-peaked CSM density pro-

file of SN 2021qqp (Figure 6). This may be possible

if several eccentric encounters happen prior to the on-

set of the CE phase (e.g., Vigna-Gómez et al. 2020; Vick

et al. 2021), leading to successive CSM peaks as increas-

ing, quasi-periodic mass ejections are expected toward

the merger (see e.g., Soker & Kashi 2013; Kashi et al.

2013 for an application to SN 2009ip). Continued opti-

cal monitoring of SN 2021qqp may reveal the presence

of even earlier CSM peaks that may be expected in this

eccentric encounetr scenario.

As proposed in Metzger (2022), depending on the

time delay between the CE ejection and stellar merger,

this scenario may be responsible for the light curve

similarities seen across different interacting SN types

(Figure 4), with the difference attributed to CSM

H/He abundances. For example, SNe IIn 2009ip and

2019zrk may arise similarly to the scenario considered

for SN 2021qqp, where the merger and explosion happen

promptly while still embedded in the H-rich CE. With

a longer delay to the merger (∼ 104 yr), an unstable

Roche-lobe overflow from the WR onto the NS/BH cre-

ates a H-poor/He-rich CSM, which may reproduce the

precursor and explosion seen in an event like the Type

Ibn SN 2022pda. With an even longer delay (∼ 105 yr),

the shock interaction between the post-merger disk wind

and pre-merger CSM may result in an event such as the

Type Icn SN 2021csp. Precursors for SNe Icn are yet

to be seen, but they have a potential to probe this late

merger stage.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented optical photometric and spectro-

scopic observations of the unusual SN IIn 2021qqp,

covering a year-long precursor preceding the explosion

and a second distinct peak about a year after the ex-

plosion. The precursor is on the luminous (−15.8 <

Mg,r,i < −14.5) and long-lasting (∼ 300 days) ends of

the distribution for SN IIn, suggesting extreme mass-loss

event(s). The sharp first maximum (Mg = −19.4, Mr =

−19.5 mag) is characterized by a concave-up curvature,

while the second peak (Mg = −16.7, Mr = −17.3 mag)

is characterized by a concave-down curvature, with pos-

sible hints of additional bumps. Throughout the evolu-

tion, the spectra are dominated by Balmer-series lines,

with weaker He i, Na i, Ca i, and Fe ii lines appearing

around the second peak. By decomposing the multi-

component Hα and Hβ lines, the CSM and SN-CSM

shell velocities are estimated from the core FWHMs

and absorption minima, respectively, as ≈ 1300 and

8500 km s−1 (first peak) and ≈ 2500 and 5600 km s−1

(second peak).

Motivate by these observations, we have constructed

an analytical model to extract the CSM profile and SN

properties from the bolometric light curve and velocity

evolution. We infer the presence of two distinct CSM

density peaks, resulting from episodic mass loss with

Ṁ ≈ 10M� yr−1 about 0.8 years before explosion and

Ṁ ≈ 5M� yr−1 about 2 years before explosion, with
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a total MCSM ≈ 2 − 4M�. Moreover, the light-curve

precursor can be explained by the most recent mass-loss

episode. By imposing a consistent RS luminosity and

velocity evolution with the observations, the SN ejecta

mass range is constrained to be MSN ≈ 5 − 30M� for

an explosion energy range of ESN ≈ (3− 10)× 1051 erg.

An eruptive massive star (LBV, PPISN) or WR-

NS/BH merger may be possible progenitor channels for

producing such an energetic explosion in a complex CSM

environment. Continued monitoring of SN 2021qqp is

necessary to further investigate the progenitor channel.

If less luminous light-curve peak(s), corresponding to

less dense CSM peak(s), are seen quasi-periodically, the

stellar merger scenario with eccentric encounters would

be favored. The lack of such light-curve peak(s) or peri-

odicity would instead favor the eruptive stellar activity

scenario.

We note that given the sharp light curve morphology,

events like SN 2021qqp may appear as FBOTs if only

observed near peak; for example, at z & 0.13 for current

transient surveys, such as ZTF, with a typical limiting

magnitude of ≈ 21. We therefore speculate that some

FBOTs may have similar precursor activity and mass

loss episodes similar to those we infer for SN 2021qqp.

Looking forward, the much deeper observations available

from the Vera C. Rubin Observatory’s Legacy Survey

of Space and Time (≈ 25 mag; Ivezić et al. 2019) will

reveal SN 2021qqp-like precursors (. −14.5 mag) to z ≈
0.17, providing a much larger sample size with complete

light-curve coverage (by a factor of ≈ 300 for volume

compared to ZTF), including for FBOTs. Such a large

sample of precursor-associated transients coupled with

our analysis and modeling frameworks presented here

would allow us to systematically explore detailed CSM

configurations in a self-consistent way and potentially

map them to their progenitor systems.
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Satellite Optical Brightness
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ABSTRACT

The apparent brightness of satellites is calculated as a function of satellite position as seen by a

ground-based observer in darkness. Both direct illumination of the satellite by the sun as well as

indirect illumination due to reflection from the Earth are included. The reflecting properties of each

satellite component and of the Earth must first be estimated (the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution

Function, BRDF). Integrating over all scattering surfaces leads to the angular pattern of the flux

reflected from the satellite. Finally, the apparent brightness of the satellite as seen by an observer

at a given location is calculated as a function of satellite position. We validate our calculations by

comparing to observations of selected Starlink satellites and show significant improvement on previous

satellite brightness models. With multiple observations of a satellite at various solar angles and with

minimal assumptions regarding the satellite, BRDF model coefficients for each satellite component

can be accurately inferred, obviating the need to import direct BRDF lab measurements. This widens

the effectiveness of this model approach to virtually all satellites. This work finds application in

satellite design and operations, and in planning observatory data acquisition and analysis. Similar

methodology for predicting satellite brightness has already informed mitigation strategies for next

generation Starlink satellites.

Keywords: Artificial satellites (68); Night sky brightness (1112); Optical astronomy (1776);

Photometry (1234); Astronomical techniques (1684); Astronomy data analysis (1858)

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, numerous large Low Earth Or-

bit (LEO) satellite constellations have been proposed.

There are currently more than 6,000 LEO satellites in

operation, a 6-fold increase over just two years. This is

expected to increase exponentially over the next decade.

The impact on astronomy research Tyson et al. (2020);

Hu et al. (2022) and on the night sky environment

Venkatesan et al. (2020); Lawrence et al. (2022); Bar-

entine et al. (2023) has been discussed widely. Tech-

nical mitigation involves innovation in satellite design,

satellite operations, and astronomy data processing and

Corresponding author: J. Anthony Tyson

tyson@physics.ucdavis.edu

analysis. The science pursued by ground-based wide-
field sky surveys such as Rubin Observatory’s Legacy

Survey of Space and Time (LSST) Ivezić et al. (2019),

as well as all other optical observatories, large and small,

is impacted by satellite streaks.

After dusk and before dawn, LEO satellites scatter

sunlight onto the Earth’s surface. This sunlight is both

direct and indirect (reflected from Earth). This scat-

tered light can interfere with both casual stargazing and

large ground-based observatories. The net effect de-

pends on several variables including: satellite geometry,

satellite material properties, satellite orientation, wave-

length, satellite location, observatory location, satellite

range, and number of satellites. In order to quantify

this effect, it is necessary to predict satellite brightness.

To make this prediction, we must measure the material

properties of satellite surfaces, either directly in the lab
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Night Day

Satellite

Sunlight

Earthshine

Figure 1: Both sunlight and earthshine are scattered by the satellite onto the night side of Earth’s surface.

or indirectly using satellite brightness observations. We

must also know both the orientations and areas of the

satellite’s surfaces.

This paper presents techniques for calculating the

brightness of satellites seen by observers on the Earth’s

surface. We consider two sources of light which can be

scattered by a satellite. First, there is light directly in-

cident from the sun. Second, we include light scattered

from the portion of Earth’s surface illuminated by the

sun and visible to the satellite. We refer to the latter

as earthshine. We treat the sun as a plane-wave source

and the Earth as a sphere. Since the geometry and the

light sources are relatively simple, we can directly calcu-

late fluxes incident on the satellite. Then, using a simple

model for the satellite’s reflectance and the position of

the satellite in the sky, we calculate the overall satellite

brightness. This technique offers a respectable improve-

ment to previous diffuse sphere models of satellites and

is computationally efficient. A diagram of the geometry

and the light sources is shown in Figure 1.

We model a satellite as a collection of opaque sur-

faces. The light scattered from each surface is defined

by an isotropic Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution

Function (BRDF) Greynolds (2015). Physically, this

means that a rotation of a surface about its normal vec-

tor does not change scattering properties. Even though

individual surfaces are isotropic, in most cases the over-

all effective scatter from the satellite will be anisotropic.

The BRDF depends on both the surface’s material and

surface finish. For example, a smooth metallic surface

such as bare aluminum is very specular, but a rough

painted surface is mostly diffuse. At this time, we do

not consider shadowing between surfaces (mutual shad-

owing) nor anisotropic BRDFs. If there are complex

components on a satellite, a raytracing analysis can be

used to determine an ‘effective BRDF’ for individual

components. Raytracing allows the inclusion of shad-

owing and scatter from multiple bounces. We find that

this complexity is not required to achieve good obser-

vation correlation for Starlink satellite architecture. If

lab measured BRDFs are not available, the BRDF can

also be estimated by best-fitting to satellite brightness

observations taken over a variety of solar angles. This

essentially corresponds to an indirect measurement of

the BRDF.

These calculations have been wrapped in a publicly

available Python package called Lumos-Sat. Tools for

predicting satellite brightness are critical for both con-

stellation operators and observatories. Constellation op-

erators can use Lumos-Sat to include satellite brightness

as a design constraint, by quantifying the brightness ef-

fects of changing satellite material, geometry, or orien-

tation. Meanwhile, Lumos-Sat lets observatories predict

and mitigate the impact of existing satellites on science.

2. LIGHT TRANSPORT

First, we compute a simplified light transport equa-

tion. Since the distances between the sun, the earth,

and the satellite are much larger than the scale of a

satellite, we can make a variety of simplifying assump-

tions. Given a distant light source, a surface, and a

distant observer our goal is to find the flux scattered

from the source onto the observer. For a given geom-

etry, the BRDF is a function of the unit vector to the

light source ŵi and the unit vector to the observer ŵo.

The BRDF is defined as follows:

BRDF = fr(ŵi, ŵo) ≡ 1

cos(φo) cos(φi)Li

∂Lo

∂ŵi
(1)

The in-going radiance is Li and the out-going radiance

is Lo. φi is defined as the angle between the surface

normal n̂ and the vector to the source ŵi. Likewise,

φo is defined as the angle between the surface normal

n̂ and the vector to the observer ŵo
1. In this analysis,

we consider a very distant point source, which can be

treated as a plane wave with flux Iin at the surface.

This geometry is shown in Figure 2. We can therefore

1When the cos(φo) term is removed from the denominator of
Equation 1, the resulting quantity is referred to as the Co-
sine Corrected BRDF (CCBRDF) or Angular Resolved Scatter
(ARS).
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A

ŵi
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ŵo

Point Source

Iin
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d
Iout

Figure 2: The geometry for scattering of light from a point source off of a surface with area

A to an observer at range d.

rearrange Equation 1 to find:

Lo =

∫
fr cos(φi) cos(φo)Lidwi

=

∫
fr cos(φi) cos(φo)AIinδ(wi)dwi

= fr cos(φi) cos(φo)AIin

(2)

The fraction of flux scattered by the surface from the

source to an observer at distance d is given:

G(source→ observer)

≡ Iout
Iin

= (ŵi · n̂)(ŵo · n̂)fr(ŵi, ŵo)
A

d2
(3)

Recall that fr is the BRDF of the surface. The fraction

of light scattered to the observer increases with surface

area perpendicular to the source or observer and de-

creases with distance as an inverse square law. The an-

gular distribution is determined by the BRDF. We will

use the light transport equation given in Equation 3 to

calculate both the flux of light scattered by the Earth’s

surface and the flux scattered by the satellite. The next

step in our analysis is to find good BRDF models, so

that our light transport equation is accurate.

3. BRDF MODELS

Our brightness calculations will only be as accurate

as our BRDF models. We recommend fitting most mea-

sured data to a binomial BRDF model. The model pa-

rameters are bik, cik, and d.

log(BRDF) =

n∑
k=0

{ m∑
i=0

bikD
i +

1

2

l2∑
i=l1

cik log(1 + diD2)

}
V k (4)

D2 = ‖~ρ− ~ρ0‖2 V = ~ρ · ~ρ0 (5)

The vectors ~ρ and ~ρ0 are the projection of the outgo-

ing unit vector onto the surface and the projection of

the specularly reflected unit vector ŝ onto the surface

respectively. Both of these vectors can be written as

functions of the incoming vector ŵi, the outgoing vector

ŵo, and the surface normal vector n̂:

~ρ = ŵo − (ŵo · n̂)n̂

~ρ0 = ŝ− (ŝ · n̂)n̂

ŝ = 2(ŵi · n̂)− ŵi

(6)

Note that ŝ is the specularly reflected unit vector.

The binomial model is ideal because it enforces

physical-realism and has been used extensively in com-

mercial optical analysis Greynolds (2015). Fitting bi-

nomial models does require a degree of caution. The

number of coefficients should be kept as small as possi-

ble to avoid over fitting. Binomial fits should always be

reviewed carefully before using them in a calculation.

In general however, any BRDF model could be used,

such as the Harvey-Shack model Nattinger (2020), Ross-

Li model Wanner et al. (1995) or Phong BRDF Phong

(1973). BRDFs can also be interpolated from measured

data, however, data is usually taken at a small number

of incident angles, so interpolation can lead to extrapo-

lation errors or enhance measurement noise. Addition-

ally, directly interpolating in spherical coordinates will

not work, since the specular peak of the BRDF shifts.

For successful interpolation it is necessary to first make a

coordinate transform. We find the best results by inter-

polating the BRDF as a function of (θo, φo−φs), where

(θo, φo) is the outgoing direction of scattered light and

(θs, φs) is specularly reflected direction. BRDFs can also

be interpolated as a function of D, given in Equation 5.

When done cautiously, binomial model development will

overcome the shortfalls and complexity of interpolation.

The BRDF of each surface on a satellite can be ex-

perimentally measured Germer & Asmail (1997) or es-

timated from a catalog of known material BRDFs Ma-

tusik et al. (2003). An effective BRDF for Earth’s sur-

face can be fit to data gathered from remote sensors.
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In particular, we use measurements from NASA’s Cloud

Absorption Radiometer Gatebe & King (2016). The air-

craft’s radiometer has one degree angular resolution in

14 spectral bands 340 – 2300 nm. We use the 479 nm

data averaged over hundreds of images, uncorrected for

atmospheric absorption. This data is then fit to a Phong

BRDF, of the following form:

BRDF =
Kd

π
+Ks

n+ 2

2π
(ŵr · ŵo)n (7)

The parameter Kd controls the magnitude of the diffuse

component of the BRDF, while Ks controls the magni-

tude of a specular lobe and n controls the width of the

specular peak. The vectors ŵr and ŵo are the specu-

larly reflected unit vector and the outgoing unit vector

respectively. We find that the Phong model yields more

reliable results when fit to aggregate data than a bino-

mial model.

4. CALCULATIONS IN THE

SATELLITE-CENTERED FRAME

Our goal now is to use the equation for the fraction

of scattered flux G(source → observer) given in Equa-

tion 3 to calculate the flux scattered by a satellite onto

an observer on Earth’s surface. We start by introduc-

ing a coordinate frame which simplifies this calculation.

Then, we find the contribution of light directly scat-

tered by the satellite from the sun. Finally, we include

the contribution of light scattered from earthshine.

Observer

~v Satellite

ẑ

ŷ

Night

Day

α

Sunlight

Figure 3: The geometry of the satellite-centered frame.

x̂ is out of the page.

4.1. The Satellite-Centered Frame

To simplify calculations, we’d like to use a reference

frame which reduces dependent variables as much as

possible. Our choice of frame is called the satellite-

centered frame2. The z-axis points along geodetic

zenith. The y-axis is in the plane defined by the center

of the earth, the sun, and the satellite and is perpendic-

ular to the z-axis. The angle between the y-axis and the

vector from the center of the earth to the sun must be

less than 180°. The x-axis is defined by the right-hand

rule. This frame is shown in Figure 3.

In the satellite-centered frame, the flux seen by an ob-

server depends only on the angle of the satellite past ter-

minator α, the vector from the satellite to the observer

~v, the radius of Earth RE and the geodetic height of the

satellite h.

4.2. Flux from the Sun

The fraction of flux scattered by a single surface has

been derived in Equation 3. We simply sum over all Ns

surfaces in a satellite to arrive at:

Iobserver = Isun

Ns∑
s=1

Gs(sun→ observer)

Gs(sun→ observer) =
Asfs(v̂sat→sun, v̂sat→obs)Ns

‖~xobs − ~xsat‖2

Ns = (n̂s · v̂sat→sun)(n̂s · v̂sat→obs)

(8)

The area, BRDF, and normal of satellite surface s

are As, fs, and n̂s respectively. The distance from the

satellite to the observer is ‖~xobs−~xsat‖. The unit vector

from the satellite to the sun is v̂sat→sun and the unit

vector from the satellite to the observer is v̂sat→obs.

4.3. Flux from Earthshine

The flux seen by the observer caused by earthshine

can be calculated similarly. Light is scattered first by the

Earth’s surface, then by the satellite. The flux scattered

by a single satellite surface is calculated by integrating

over the portion of earth’s surface E which is illuminated

by the sun and is visible to the satellite. This is then

summed over the number of satellite surfaces Ns. We

find the flux seen by an observer due to earthshine:

Iobserver =

Isun

Ns∑
s=0

∫∫
E

Gs(∂A→ obs) · ∂G(sun→ sat) (9)

∂A is a differential area of Earth’s surface. Gs is the

fraction of earthshine flux scattered from ∂A to the ob-

server by a surface. ∂G is the differential fraction of sun

2The satellite-centered frame should not be confused with a satel-
lite body frame, which is fixed to the satellite’s chassis and has
an origin at the satellite’s center of mass
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flux scattered from the sun to the satellite by ∂A. We

can approximate Equation 9 by discretizing the integral.

This yields:

Iobserver =

Isun

Ns∑
s=0

Np∑
p=0

Gs(∆Ap → obs) ·∆Gp(sun→ sat) (10)

We refer to each area element on the Earth’s surface

∆Ap as a pixel. As the number of pixels on the Earth’s

visible and illuminated surface, Np, goes to infinity,

Equation 9 and Equation 10 become equivalent. The

fraction of earthshine scattered to the observer is then

given by:

Gs(∆Ap → obs) =
Asfs(v̂sat→pixel, v̂sat→obs)Ns

‖~xobs − ~xsat‖2

Ns = (n̂s · v̂sat→pixel)(n̂s · v̂sat→obs)

(11)

Recall again that the area, BRDF, and normal of satel-

lite surface s are As, fs, and n̂s respectively. The dis-

tance from the satellite to the observer is ‖~xobs − ~xsat‖.
The unit vector from the satellite to the pixel on the

Earth’s surface is v̂sat→pixel and the unit vector from

the satellite to the observer is v̂sat→obs.

The fraction of sun flux scattered from the sun to the

satellite by a differential area of of Earth’s surface is:

∆Gp(sun→ sat) =
∆Apfp(v̂sun→pixel, v̂pixel→sat)Np

‖~xsat − ~xpixel‖2

Np = (n̂p · v̂pixel→sun)(n̂p · v̂pixel→sat)

(12)

The area, BRDF, and normal of a pixel p on the Earth’s

surface are ∆Ap, fp, and n̂p respectively. The distance

from the satellite to the observer is ‖~xobs − ~xsat‖. The
unit vector from the satellite to the pixel on the Earth’s

surface is v̂sat→pixel and the unit vector from the satellite

to the observer is v̂sat→obs.

4.4. Discretization of Earth’s Surface

It is now necessary to discretize the portion of Earth

which is visible to the satellite and illuminated by the

sun. At first glance, using standard spherical coordi-

nates seems like the easiest solution. Unfortunately, this

results in a discretization which is heavily weighted at

the poles of the Earth. We instead propose the following

coordinate system:

x = z tanψ

y = z tan Ω

z =
RE√

1 + tan2 ψ + tan2 Ω

(13)

Figure 4: We compare 400 pixel discretizations of a

quarter-sphere, representing a portion of Earth’s sur-

face. Our coordinate system creates a more evenly dis-

tributed discretization.

The variables ψ and Ω represent angle-off-plane and

angle-on-plane respectively, where the plane is defined

by ŷ and ẑ. The radius of the Earth is given as RE

Using this coordinate system results in pixels which

have much more even spacing. Figure 4 shows 400-point

meshes of a quarter-sphere. We can see that using stan-

dard spherical coordinates results in ‘bunching up’ at

the poles.

In order to calculate the flux we need to know the area

∆Ap of each pixel p in the mesh. This is approximated

using the Jacobian determinant as follows:

∆Ap =
∂(x, y, z)

∂(ψ,Ω, RE)
∆ψ∆Ω (14)

Finally, we must only include pixels which are both

visible to the satellite and illuminated by the sun. Con-

sider a pixel at the point (x, y, z), measured in the

satellite-centered frame. The satellite is visible to a pixel

if the following is true:

cos

(
RE

RE + h

)
<

z

RE
(15)

A pixel is illuminated by the sun if y > 0. Using Equa-

tion 13, these two constraints can be related back to the

angle-off-plane and the angle-on-plane, (Ψ,Ω).

In practice, we find that discretization causes some

noise in our brightness calculations. The amplitude

of the noise decreases with number of pixels and the

frequency increases. We recommend applying some

smoothing to results for calculations which include

earthshine.

4.5. Converting Flux to AB Magnitude

It is useful to convert from incident flux to AB mag-

nitude. This allows for comparison between satellite

brightness and the brightness of celestial objects. This
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conversion is simply:

AB magnitude = −2.5 log10

(
I

f

)
− 56.1 (16)

The flux incident on the observer from the satellite is I

in units of W/m2 and f is the frequency of the light in

Hz. AB magnitude is defined for a flat spectrum, such

as a very hot star. The apparent AB magnitude in a

given spectral filter can be found by integrating the flux

over the filter’s bandpass.

4.6. Other Light Sources

Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to in-

clude in our simulations, we would also like to offer a

‘back-of-the-envelope’ calculation for the brightness con-

tributions of other light sources. These potentially in-

clude celestial objects such as stars, planets, and the

Moon. We can modify Equation 3 to estimate the flux

scattered by a surface from a source to an observer:

Iobserver = Isource
cosφi · cosφo ·BRDF ·A

d2
(17)

Recall that φi is the angle between the surface normal

and the source and φo the angle between the surface

normal and the observer, A is the area of the surface,

and d is the range of the satellite. To find an order-

of-magnitude calculation for the worst case scenario,

cosφi ≈ cosφo ≈ 1, A ≈ 1m2 and d ≈ 250km (very low

Earth orbit). We assume light from our celestial source

is very specularly reflected, so that BRDF ≈ 104. We

can then use Equation 16 to convert Equation 17 to AB

magnitude and find:

(AB mag)observer ∼ (AB mag)source + 17 (18)

From this, we see that in a worst case scenario, light
scattered from a celestial source onto an observer will be

17 AB magnitude dimmer than the incident light from

the source. This means that light from the full Moon

could potentially cause brightness up to 4 AB magnitude

and Venus up to 12 AB magnitude. The brightest stars

like Vega could cause satellite brightness of only around

17 AB magnitude. Using data from NASA’s Visible In-

frared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Elvidge et al.

(2017), we estimate that city lights cause brightness of

roughly 15 AB magnitude. Since LEO satellites are not

point sources and move quickly across the focal plane

of a telescope, it is unlikely that light from stars or city

lights will be detectable by observatories like LSST.

For a typical LEO satellite at 500 km, the motion

across the focal plane is about 0.5 degrees per second.

This means the effective exposure time on a 0.7 arcsec-

ond PSF footprint is just 0.5 milliseconds, independent

d

R
R

h

ẑ

Observer

ẑS

Satellite

φ

Figure 5: Geometry as seen in the observer’s frame O

of the camera exposure time. For LSST, a 0.7 arcsecond

PSF has 50 pixels. This means the peak LEO satellite

trail surface brightness of a 15 AB magnitude satellite is

only 1.8 electrons per pixel. This is buried in the night

sky noise from a 15 second LSST exposure.

It is outside the scope of this paper, but future work in

satellite brightness modeling should seek to incorporate

incident light from the Moon and possibly Venus.

5. CALCULATIONS IN THE OBSERVER FRAME

The satellite-centered frame is ideal for calculations,

but we need to know what brightness a ground-based

observer will see. We use the horizontal coordinate sys-

tem shown in Figure 5. Note that ẑ corresponds to an

altitude angle of 90°. Given the position of an observer

on Earth and the position of a satellite in the sky, our

goal is to transform variables from the satellite-centered

frame S to the observer frame O.3 We are given a unit

vector from the observer to the satellite [v̂sat]O and the

satellite’s geodetic height h. The unit vector from the

observer to the satellite as well as the satellite’s height

can either be measured by an observer or calculated us-

ing the satellite’s orbital elements. We also know the
unit vector towards the sun [v̂sun]O, which can be cal-

culated using the latitude and longitude of the observer

and the time of observation. The basis vectors in the

observer’s frame are:

[x̂]O = (1, 0, 0)

[ŷ]O = (0, 1, 0)

[ẑ]O = (0, 0, 1)

(19)

Moving forward, we will drop the basis notation for vec-

tors in the observer’s frame, O. Quantities which are

3Note that a similar process to the one shown below can be used
to convert to or from the satellite-centered frame. In particular,
satellite operators can use these transformations to convert sur-
face normal vectors from a satellite body frame to our satellite
centered frame. This allows brightness calculations to be gen-
erated in simulations or in real time using data from onboard
satellite sensors
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measured in the satellite-centered frame will be marked

with an S. We first need to find the basis vectors of the

satellite-centered frame, as measured in the observer’s

frame.

From geometric inspection, we find the following:

φ = arccos
(
ẑ · v̂sat

)
− arcsin

(
‖v̂sat × ẑ‖ ·

RE

RE + h

)
(20)

θ = arctan2(ŷ · v̂sat, x̂ · v̂sat) (21)

d2 = R2
E + (RE + h)2 − 2RE(RE + h) cosφ (22)

Remember that all vectors are in the observer’s frame.

The range of the satellite is d. The angle φ is the angu-

lar separation between the z-axis of the satellite-centered

frame and the z-axis of the observer’s frame. Angle θ

is the rotation of the satellite-centered frame’s z-axis as

measured from the x-axis of the observer frame. Us-

ing these values, we can find an expression [ẑS ]O, which

is the ẑ of the satellite-centered basis measured in the

observer frame:

[ẑS ]O = (sinφ cos θ)x̂+ (sinφ sin θ)ŷ + (cosφ)ẑ (23)

It is defined that ŷS is in the plane containing the vector

towards the sun and ẑS . Additionally, ŷS is orthonormal

to ẑS . This gives three constraints which fully define ŷS .

ŷS = aẑS + bv̂sun ŷS · ẑS = 0 ‖ŷS‖ = 1 (24)

We can solve the three constraints given in Equation 24

to find a and b. Physically, a and b are the components of

ŷS in the ẑS direction and the v̂sun direction respectively:

b =
1√

1− (ẑS · v̂sun)2
a = −b(ẑS · v̂sun) (25)

Finally, x̂S is defined by the right hand rule:

x̂S = ŷS × ẑS (26)

The transform from the observer reference frame to the

satellite-centered frame is:

T = Tobserver→satellite

= T−1satellite→observer

= [x̂S , ŷS , ẑS ]−1
(27)

We can then find the quantities we need to do calcula-

tions in the satellite-centered frame. The vector from

the satellite to the observer in the satellite-centered

frame is:

[v̂sat→obs]S = (RE + h)ẑ − d(T · [v̂sat]O) (28)

Second, the angle of the satellite past the terminator is

given:.

α = − arcsin(ẑ · T · [v̂sun]O) (29)

Recall that RE is the radius of the earth, h is the geode-

tic height of the satellite, and d is the satellite’s range.

[v̂sat]O is the vector from the observer to the satellite

as measured in the observer’s frame. [v̂sun]O is the vec-

tor from the observer to the sun as measured in the

observer’s frame.

If we are interested in a particular satellite, we must

know that satellite’s position in the sky relative to an

observer and geodetic height. These quantities can be

found using a satellite’s orbital elements. SpaceX and

other constellation operators publish traditional TLEs

(Two-Line Element Sets) on Space-Track.org. For Star-

link, more accurate supplemental TLEs are published

on celestrak.org. These supplemental TLEs are fit to

Starlink propagated ephemerides and covariances which

are available from ‘Public Files’ on Space-Track.org.

Once a satellite’s orbital parameters are known from

a TLE, its position at a past or future time can be cal-

culated using a Simplified General Perturbations algo-

rithm. In particular, we use the SGP4 Python package.

A satellite’s altitude and azimuth as seen from a given

location on Earth is then found using tools provided

by the Astropy software Astropy Collaboration et al.

(2022).

6. MODEL VALIDATION

In order to validate our calculations, we create a sim-

ple brightness model for an existing satellite - selected

configurations of Starlink V1.5 - and compare our AB

magnitude calculations to observations. We show that

the BRDFs for each satellite surface can either be mea-

sured in a laboratory or found by best-fitting to bright-

ness measurements. We also compare our calculations

and observations to the previously standard satellite

brightness model - a diffuse sphere.

6.1. Starlink v1.5 Brightness Model

The two largest surfaces on Starlink v1.5 are the so-

lar array and the chassis. The solar array has an area

of 22.68 m2 and the chassis nadir has an area of 3.64

m2. SpaceX has provided BRDF data for each surface

and information about the normal vectors of these sur-

faces in the brightness regime of interest. Using this

information we can create a brightness model for a sub-

set of the Starlink v1.5 satellites. The Starlink v1.5

Space-Track.org
celestrak.org
Space-Track.org
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Figure 6: Measured data and BRDF best fits for surfaces of Starlink v1.5 Satellite. Data is shown at four incident

angles. The in-going and out-going directions are given in spherical coordinates (θi, φi) and (θo, φo) respectively, where

θ is the azimuthal angle and φ is the zenith angle. All BRDF data is ‘in-plane’, so θi = 180° and θo = 0°. Dashed

grey lines show the BRDF at intermediate angles, spaced 10 degrees apart. The solar array fit misses the specular

peak, but since there is no orientation where light is specularly reflected by the solar array onto observers, this is not

a problem.

satellites have gone through a variety of design changes

to reduce brightness, so we only consider the Starlink

v1.5 satellites with the latest brightness configuration.

These satellites have a reflective sticker on the chassis

nadir and dark pigmented backsheet on the solar ar-

rays SpaceX (2022). In nominal operations, the chassis

points directly nadir and the solar array is perpendicular

to the chassis and in the direction of the sun.

SpaceX has also provided experimentally measured

BRDF data for each of these surfaces. This SpaceX

contracted BRDF data was measured by Scatterworks

using an SS4 scatterometer operating at a wavelength of

532 nanometers. The data is taken at an angular reso-

lution of 1°. This BRDF data is fit to binomial models,

using the methods described in Section 3. The data and

the fits are shown in Figure 6.

To find a representative BRDF for Earth’s surface,

we fit Phong models to CARs data, a technique also de-

scribed in Section 3. We use data from two missions.

First, the CLASIC mission which gathered BRDF data

for vegetation over Oklahoma. Using this data to con-

struct an ‘effective BRDF’ for generic vegetation, we find

parameters Kd = 0.53, Ks = 0.28, and n = 7.31. Sec-

ond, the CLAMS mission which gathered BRDF data

for the ocean off the East Coast of the United States.

For ocean water, we find Kd = 0.48, Ks = 0.08, and

n = 16.45.

We can then feed our knowledge of the satellite’s pri-

mary surfaces and BRDF models for the Earth’s surface

into our software and calculate satellite brightness.

6.2. Starlink v1.5 Model without BRDF Data

For many satellites, BRDF measurements for primary

surfaces may not be available. Not only do BRDF

measurements require specialized equipment, but also

collaboration between some satellite operators and as-

tronomers may prove difficult. In this case, we need

to use a different approach to find an accurate satellite

brightness model. We assume minimal information of

the satellite, just the pointing directions of primary sur-

faces. For Starlink v1.5 these surfaces are the chassis,

which points directly nadir and the solar array, which is

perpendicular to the chassis and towards the sun. We

then assign each of these two surfaces a Phong BRDF,

which has three free parameters. The areas of each sur-

face are set to 1 m2 – this means that the best-fit albedo

of each surface may be greater than 1. In total, our

satellite model has 6 unknown parameters. These pa-

rameters can be found by fitting to observed Starlink

brightness data. As long as there are a variety of ob-

servations over many different solar angles, this makes
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for an accurate brightness model. This technique es-

sentially uses brightness observations to indirectly mea-

sure the overall effective BRDF of the satellite. The

satellite’s BRDF is then decomposed into the individual

surface BRDFs by best-fitting. The ability to find effec-

tive BRDFs for satellite surfaces from only ground-based

brightness data is extremely important to astronomers.

It makes our brightness modeling approach viable for

most satellites.

6.3. Diffuse Sphere Model

We can also compare our brightness model to the com-

monly used diffuse sphere model. For this model, the

flux of light scattered by the satellite and incident on an

observer is simply:

I =
Isun
d2

2

3π2
Aρ
(
(π − φ) cosφ+ sinφ

)
(30)

Here, φ is the solar phase angle – the angle between

the observer, the satellite, and the sun. The effective

area and effective albedo of the satellite are A and ρ re-

spectively. The satellite’s range is d. The flux of the sun

incident on the satellite is Isun. There is one free param-

eter, the albedo-area product ρA , which must be best

fit to satellite brightness observations. While this model

is extremely simple, it has little basis in reality and does

not correlate well with brightness measurements.

6.4. Brightness Distributions on the Night Sky

We run our calculations for sun altitudes ranging from

−27° to −3°. The sun’s azimuth is fixed at 90°. This

corresponds to a period of time prior to sunrise for an

observer on the Equator. Satellite altitude is fixed at

550 kilometers4. We use our new brightness models

both with and without the earthshine contributions. For

calculations with earthshine, we use an earthshine dis-

cretization of 151 x 151 pixels. The diffuse sphere cal-

culation is also shown to provide comparison. Results

are shown in Figures 8 - 11. Note that these plots show

the brightness that a Starlink v1.5 satellite would ap-

pear if it was at a given point on the sky. The center

of each image corresponds to a satellite directly zenith.

The outer edge is the horizon. Cardinal directions are

marked – North is towards the top of the image and

East is towards the left side. The grid lines show alti-

tude increments of 10° and azimuth increments of 90°.
Our brightness modeling shows significantly different

patterns over the night sky compared to the diffuse

sphere model. The diffuse sphere model shows little

change in brightness with respect to sun altitude or

4Typical Starlink v1.5 orbital altitude per FCC filings.

satellite position. Additionally, the diffuse model pre-

dicts that the brightest satellites will be in the western

sky, throughout dawn. On the other hand, our mod-

els shows how the location of peak satellite brightness

changes from the eastern to the western sky as the sun

rises. Earlier in the morning, bright satellites in the

eastern sky are caused by light forward-scattering off of

the specular chassis. Near dawn, bright satellites in the

western sky are caused by light back-scattered by the

solar array. We see that earthshine causes additional

brightness in the eastern sky, particularly during civil

and nautical twilight.

6.5. Comparison to Observed Brightness

Using SpaceX contracted data gathered at Mount

Lemmon in Arizona by the Pomenis Observatory Pearce

et al. (2018), we can compare our brightness calculations

to actual observations of satellite brightness. A scatter

plot of these observations is shown in Figure 7. For this

correlation, we once again only use observations of Star-

link satellites with a pigmented solar array backsheet

and reflective chassis sticker. We also exclude observa-

tions of satellites which do not have their solar array and

chassis in the orientation we used for brightness model-

ing. The majority of these excluded observations are

from satellites which were raising or lowering their orbit

at the time of observation. Starlink satellites perform-

ing orbital maneuvers use a distinct brightness mitiga-

tion orientation as much as possible. The albedo-area

product in the diffuse sphere model

Figure 7: Plot of measured Starlink v1.5 brightness vs.

solar phase angle. At low solar phase angles, brightness

is dominated by backscatter from the solar array. At

intermediate phase angles, light is diffusely scattered by

the chassis. At high phase angles, light is more specu-

larly reflected by the chassis. Note that 2nd Generation

Starlinks will off-point solar arrays and use a chassis ma-

terial with lower diffuse reflection. These two changes

reduce brightness at low and intermediate phase angles.
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Figure 8: The diffuse sphere model shows little variation in brightness. Satellites in the western sky are

shadowed by Earth (1). The controlling factors of brightness are satellite range and the illuminated fraction of

the sphere. Satellite brightness falls off with satellite range (2).

Figure 9: In our model, two distinct brightness peaks are clearly visible. The first is visible earlier in the

morning and is caused by light forward-scattered from the chassis nadir. This specular peak is visible just above

the eastern horizon (3). The second brightness peak is caused by light back-scattering from the solar array. It

is most prominent in the western sky near dawn (5). There is also a transition where both peaks are visible

(4).

Figure 10: Earthshine from vegetation adds an additional component of brightness, low in the eastern sky

(6). This effect becomes more and more pronounced as the sun rises.

Figure 11: With BRDFs best fit to observed data, our model captures both forward-scatter from the chassis

(7) and back-scatter from the solar array (8) to some degree.
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is found using a best-fit to minimize RMS error be-

tween observations and the model. For these observa-

tions we find ρA = 0.65. The parameters for our model

without BRDF lab measurements are similarly found

using a best-fit to observations. For the chassis, we find

Phong parameters Kd = 0.34, Ks = 0.40, and n = 8.9.

For the solar array, we find Kd = 0.15, Ks = 0.25, and

n = 0.26. On the other hand, our model with BRDF

lab measurements uses no prior knowledge of brightness

observations. Rather, it is modeled using only the ge-

ometry and BRDF data provided by SpaceX. Figure 12

shows a comparison between the correlation of our mod-

els5 with observation and the correlation of the diffuse

sphere model.

We see that our models are roughly a 50% improve-

ment over the diffuse sphere model, and both can be

used to accurately predict satellite brightness. We no-

tice that our model using laboratory measured BRDFs

generally under-predicts brightness. This is likely due

to brightness driven by satellite components we did not

model in our analysis. Astronomers could account for

the under-estimation best fitting one free parameter

(which accounts for light scatter from unmodeled sur-

faces) to observations. The under-prediction is not an

issue for satellite operators, as they are most interested

in how different satellite designs increase or decrease

brightness. It is important to note that this model does

not incorporate any prior knowledge of observed bright-

ness, while our model with best-fit BRDFs and the dif-

fuse sphere model require many brightness observations

of satellites over a range of solar angles. Additionally,

we note that the diffuse sphere model only coinciden-

tally fits the Starlink v1.5 data well because the solar

array back-scatters light in a similar manner to the dif-

fuse sphere model. Starlink V2 off-points solar arrays,

so the dominant brightness is from forward-scattering.

A diffuse sphere model will not represent these satellites

well. Our model with measured BRDFs is good enough

to provide satellite operators with directional knowledge

about how changing satellite design can reduce bright-

ness. Additionally, both of our new models can be used

by astronomers to estimate which areas of the night sky

are least impacted by existing and future satellite con-

stellations.

5Correlation does not change significantly when including earth-
shine because the Pomenis dataset does not include many satel-
lite observations where earthshine dominates brightness. For sim-
plicity, our models are shown without earthshine

7. DISCUSSION

Our motivation for this paper is to provide both satel-

lite constellation operators and astronomers with tools

for modeling satellite optical brightness. In particular,

we develop a software package known as Lumos-Sat for

satellite optical brightness predictions. In order to val-

idate our predictions, we chose a selection of satellites

for which there are time resolved ground-based bright-

ness observations and for which we also have BRDF data

for both the satellite components and the Earth. Using

SpaceX’s existing Starlink v1.5 satellites, we show that

our models have better predictive power than the tradi-

tional diffuse sphere calculation. For the Starlink v1.5

satellites we find that our models are about 50% better

than a calibrated diffuse sphere model. Our modeling

technique can use either laboratory measured BRDFs or

BRDFs which are best-fit to satellite observation data.

We also note that the diffuse grey sphere model does

not capture the specular nature of scattering from the

satellite, in particular from the chassis deck. Despite

this, the diffuse sphere model has been used in a vari-

ety of papers Lawler et al. (2021); Hainaut & Williams

(2020). This is largely because the diffuse sphere model

is very simple to implement and no better brightness

calculation was previously known.

Improving correlation with observation is the next

major challenge for this work. Moving forward, our

brightness model could be improved by including mu-

tual shadowing between satellite surfaces. For example,

our current modeling does not include the effect of the

chassis nadir blocking the solar array from an observer’s

view. This is a logical next step for the work. Another

shortcoming of this technique is that many satellite pa-

rameters will not be known by the public. Our model

requires the normal vectors, areas, and BRDFs of the

primary surfaces of a satellite. While it is known that

during nominal operation the Starlink v1.5 chassis deck

points directly nadir and that the solar array is perpen-

dicular to the chassis deck in the brightness regime of

concern, this information may not be known during or-

bit raising or lowering, or other off-nominal operations.

Additionally, there is a limit to how much BRDF and

geometric data will be known about satellites in the fu-

ture. Generating these brightness models will require

some degree of collaboration between satellite operators

and astronomers. As a workaround if cooperation is not

possible, BRDFs for a satellite’s primary surfaces could

be calibrated based on on-orbit brightness observations

and limited knowledge of satellite geometry made avail-

able by FCC filings. Many LEO satellites, by necessity,

will have a solar array that points towards the sun to
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Figure 12: Comparison of satellite brightness models. For our calculations using BRDFs measured in the lab, we

find a Pearson correlation of R = 0.69. For our model with Phong BRDFs best-fit to brightness observations we find

R = 0.68. Both of these models are a respectable improvement over the optimal diffuse sphere model, which has a

correlation of R = 0.47.

generate power and a chassis which points towards nadir

to provide internet or other communications.

One of the most difficult parts of this analysis is ac-

curate modeling of earthshine. It is beyond the scope

of this paper, but earthshine deserves further investi-

gation. We suggest two possible avenues for improve-

ment. First, BRDF data for the Earth’s surface could be

gathered from the MODIS instrument which operates on

NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. The MODIS instru-

ment gathers Ross-Li BRDF coefficients for a variety of

terrain Strahler et al. (1999). Another option would be

to implement analytic BRDFs, such as those used in the

SHARM radiative transfer software Lyapustin (2005).

Even when there is good collaboration with satel-

lite operators, accounting for every small component

of a satellite will be very difficult. Specularly re-

flecting objects on the scale of centimeters can cause

‘glints’ (changing satellite brightness on short time-

scales). This includes MLI thermal blankets or even

small pieces of aluminum. For these specular materi-

als, scattered flux can change by orders of magnitude

over a few degrees or less. This issue is exacerbated by

additional moving parts on a satellite bus – parabolic

dishes, laser connections, or other components may ro-

tate quickly and cause glints which are extremely diffi-

cult to predict. These glints, if not mitigated by design,

are a potentially serious contributor to bogus alerts6.

Bright glints such as Iridium flares are so obvious that

they would be rejected in the science analysis. Faint

glints or flares are more problematic: they can imitate

astrophysical flares or interfere with asteroid detection.

The only mitigation is better satellite design, which can

6False detection of time-domain events by an observatory

be driven by our software. Designs can be improved

to reduce glints by eliminating or covering offending

specular surfaces and using diffuse coatings or materials

on moving components and complex geometries. While

satellite glints have been detected and are a known issue,

little has been done to quantify or predict the impact of

glints on time-domain astronomy.

The ability to predict satellite brightness has major

impacts for constellation operators. It allows satellite

operators to use brightness as a constraint during the de-

sign process. If satellite brightness is readily predictable,

operators can choose to use satellite materials and con-

figurations or satellite conops which reduce brightness.

Observations presented in this paper correspond to the

1st generation Starlink satellites. While these satellites

did not include brightness as a design constraint early in

development, SpaceX has used brightness analysis simi-

lar to that presented in this paper to inform brightness

mitigating designs on the recently developed 2nd Gen-

eration Starlinks. Using this predictive analysis ensured

that the most effective and efficient brightness mitiga-

tions were implemented on 2nd Generation Starlinks.

These mitigations include the use of specular material

on the chassis which have order of magnitude reduc-

tions in diffuse scatter, dark paint where specular mate-

rials are not effective, and off-pointing of the solar arrays

SpaceX (2022). These improvements can be quantified

using Lumos-Sat before satellites are in space.

Our calculations show that the sky near zenith can

have bright satellite trails in astronomical twilight dur-

ing dawn and dusk night observatory operations Ivezić

et al. (2019). In our simulations, earthshine causes no-

table satellite brightness on the eastern horizon. This

possibly impacts the search for potentially hazardous as-

teroids (PHAs), which scans the sky towards the sun at
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dawn and dusk to find asteroids interior to the earth’s

orbit. This works by connecting candidate detections

in pairs of exposures during a night (tracklets) and ex-

tending the tracklets to additional nights Schwamb et al.

(2023). PHAs can be detected higher than 30° above the

horizon. Unfortunately earthshine can produce visible

satellite trails in this region of the sky up to 40°. Bogus

detections caused by satellites create noise in the track-

let extrapolation process, which causes PHA detections

to fail. Our model makes it possible to quantify the

impact of satellites on the PHA detection process and

telescope operations more generally. Improved bright-

ness analysis in this regime can be incorporated into

PHA detection processes and satellite design and oper-

ation.

For the astronomy community, accurate brightness

modeling is important to predict when and where satel-

lites are most likely to interfere with observatory op-

erations and data quality. Satellites have complex light

scattering properties, so their optical brightness is highly

dependent on their location in the sky. This knowledge

can be used to inform better telescope scheduling algo-

rithms to ‘dodge’ LEO satellites. Satellite brightness

predictions could even be used to create better satellite

streak removal software. Using orbital parameters, as

well as brightness prediction, the width and magnitude

of a satellite streak in an image can be estimated ahead

of time. Additionally, astronomers can better quantify

the scientific impacts of LEO satellites.

As this is one of the first attempts to accurately pre-

dict satellite brightness, not all potential applications

are known. Brightness models still need to be devel-

oped for other satellites, such as Starlink’s V2 and V2

Mini, Amazon’s Project Kuiper, AST’s SpaceMobile,

and OneWeb. We hope this promising technique and

the open-source software will be further developed and

utilized in the future to improve satellite design, and

astronomy operations and data analysis.
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ABSTRACT

We develop a tool, which we name Protoplanetary Disk Operator Network (PPDONet), that can

predict the solution of disk-planet interactions in protoplanetary disks in real-time. We base our tool

on Deep Operator Networks (DeepONets), a class of neural networks capable of learning non-linear

operators to represent deterministic and stochastic differential equations. With PPDONet we map

three scalar parameters in a disk-planet system – the Shakura & Sunyaev viscosity α, the disk aspect

ratio h0, and the planet-star mass ratio q – to steady-state solutions of the disk surface density, radial

velocity, and azimuthal velocity. We demonstrate the accuracy of the PPDONet solutions using a

comprehensive set of tests. Our tool is able to predict the outcome of disk-planet interaction for

one system in less than a second on a laptop. A public implementation of PPDONet is available at

https://github.com/smao-astro/PPDONet.

Keywords: Protoplanetary disks (1300) – Planetary-disk interactions (2204) – Hydrodynamical simu-

lations (767) – Neural networks (1933) – Open source software (1866)

1. INTRODUCTION

Planets form in the protoplanetary disks surrounding

newborn stars. As they do, planets interact via gravity

with the host disk and produce large-scale structures,

such as gaps, spiral arms, and dust clumps. This inter-

action, which can be represented via fluid dynamics, is

commonly referred to as disk-planet interaction (Kley &

Nelson 2012). Simulations of protoplanetary disk evo-

lution and disk-planet interaction are essential, for ex-

ample, to understand how disks accrete and disperse

(Tabone et al. 2022), to interpret observed disk struc-

tures (Dong et al. 2015; Dong & Fung 2017; Liu et al.

2018), to constrain planet properties (Fung et al. 2014;

Fung & Dong 2015; Zhang et al. 2018), and to study the

orbital evolution of planets (Paardekooper et al. 2022).

Numerical methods have been developed for decades

to simulate disk evolution and disk-planet interaction

(Paardekooper et al. 2022). However, such methods

typically require a large amount of computing. For ex-

ample, simulating a 2D disk with 270 (r) by 810 (θ)

resolution for 2, 000 orbits takes 20 GPU hours (Fung

et al. 2014). As a result, modeling a large number of

disk-planet systems, or exploring the parameter space

of their interaction can be expensive. Moreover, as the

number of observed disks grows fast (Benisty et al. 2022;

Bae et al. 2022), modeling all of these observations using

simulations is becoming impractical.

There are multiple reasons why massive disk simula-

tions are so expensive to perform. Among them two are

critical. First, each numerical simulation is run from

scratch. In other words, even though much of the sim-

ulation outcome may be similar for a small change in

the simulation configuration, there is no reuse of these

similar simulation outcomes. Thus, the computing cost

scales linearly with the number of simulations executed.

Second, each simulation itself is expensive. Disk evolu-

tion and disk-planet interaction simulations often need

to be run for many numerical time steps, with each

length dictated by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condi-

tion to guarantee accuracy. A typical disk-planet system

may evolve thousands of orbits before reaching a steady

state, equivalent to millions of time steps. In this work,

we tackle both of these issues with the help of Machine

Learning (ML), which then allows us to “learn” to uti-
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lize similar simulations, and at the same time eliminate

the need for time-stepping execution.

Recently, ML techniques have been applied to model

disk-planet systems, although not for the same problem

as we are interested in—to predict the surface density

and velocity fields of a disk-planet system. Auddy & Lin

(2020) used a deep neural network to predict planet mass

based on 1D surface density profiles of gaps. In a follow-

up work, Auddy et al. (2021) developed a convolutional

neural network (CNN) to decipher planet mass from 2D

dust density distribution. Zhang et al. (2022) developed

a similar neural network to infer planet mass from syn-

thetic observations. However, these methods are focused

on constraining scalar outputs from disk morphologies,

rather than predicting physical quantity distributions.

Thus, when applying ML to simulating disk evolu-

tion, care must be taken in how one chooses the neural

network architecture. We opt for a recent architecture,

DeepONets (Lu et al. 2021), that greatly reduces the

computing cost of simulating physical systems. In par-

ticular, they learn non-linear operators that represent

deterministic and stochastic differential equations. They

can predict solutions for differential equations with para-

metric boundary conditions, initial conditions, or forcing

terms. As a result, they provide better generalization

and faster convergence with respect to the volume of

training data (Lu et al. 2021).

In this inaugural work in our series of applying ma-

chine learning to model protoplanetary disks, we in-

troduce a new tool based on DeepONets that can in-

stantaneously predict the steady-state disk structure in

both surface density and velocities of a disk-planet sys-

tem. We train DeepONets (§3) with hydrodynamic sim-

ulations produced using numerical solvers and test the

networks by reproducing empirical relationships in disk-

planet interactions (§4). This tool, PPDONet, is pub-

licly available on GitHub1 under a GPL v3.0 License

and version 0.1.0 is archived in Zenodo (Mao 2023). A

web interface2 has been developed for the convenience

of usage as well.

2. DEEPONETS

As our work utilizes the DeepONet (Lu et al. 2021)

architecture, we first review DeepONet. DeepONet is a

machine learning-based approach that utilizes a neural

network to approximate a mathematical operator de-

noted as G. In disk-planet systems, G maps a set of

scalar parameters, ~p, to a distribution function, G(~p),

that can be evaluated at any desired location. Specifi-

1 PPDONet codebase: https://github.com/smao-astro/PPDONet
2 Web app: https://ppdonet-1.herokuapp.com

cally, in our networks ~p includes the Shakura & Sunyaev

viscosity α, the disk aspect ratio h0, and the planet-star

mass ratio q, and G(~p) (r, θ) represents the surface den-

sity or velocity at a specified point (r, θ). Therefore,

the DeepONet architecture comprises two kinds of in-

puts: scalar parameters, ~p, and coordinates (r, θ), and

one output, which can be either surface density, radial

velocity, or azimuthal velocity.

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of PPDONet. To

map inputs (~p) to solutions (G(~p)), the scalar param-

eters are encoded by a subnetwork referred to as the

“branch network.” This network is fully connected and

consists of four 100-neuron hidden layers (4×100). Con-

currently, the coordinate inputs are encoded by another

fully connected subnetwork, the “trunk network,” which

has five layers of 256 neurons each. We obtain the in-

puts xi, i = 1, ..., d, d = 50, for the third network (“Z

network” in Figure 1) by element-wise multiplication of

the outputs from the branch and trunk networks. The Z

network is a fully connected single-hidden-layer network

whose output represents surface density or velocity. We

employ the self-scalable Tanh activation function (Stan)

(Gnanasambandam et al. 2022) for fitting surface den-

sity and azimuthal velocity, as it enables fast conver-

gence and results in small training and testing errors;

however, the Tanh activation function outperforms Stan

for learning radial velocity.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1. Hydrodynamic simulations for training,

validating, and testing neural networks

We focus on large-scale structures, such as gaps and

spiral arms, induced by a single planet on a fixed circular

orbit in gaseous disks. The disk’s initial profiles are

described by the equations:

Σ = Σ0 (r/rp)
−1/2

, (1a)

vr =−3

2
αh0

2

√
GM� (1 + q)

r
, (1b)

vθ =

√
1− 3

2
h0

2

√
GM� (1 + q)

r
, (1c)

where Σ is the surface density, vr is the radial velocity,

vθ is the azimuthal velocity, α is the Shakura & Sunyaev

viscosity, and h0 is the disk aspect ratio. Both α and

h0 are kept constant throughout the disk. The models

are developed for a fixed initial radial surface density

profile and a radially constant disk aspect ratio. The

planet is at r = rp with mass mp = qM�. The initial

surface density at rp is Σ0 = 1. This setup ensures our

model corresponds to planet-free steady-state accretion

disks (Fung et al. 2014). The boundary conditions are

https://github.com/smao-astro/PPDONet
https://ppdonet-1.herokuapp.com
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Figure 1. PPDONet architecture used in this work. A fully connected subnetwork, called “branch network”, encodes scalar
parameters, the disk and planet properties, while another fully connected subnetwork, called “trunk network”, encodes the
coordinates. We produce the inputs xi, i = 1, ..., d, d = 50, for the third network (“Z network”) by element-wise multiplication
of the outputs from the branch and trunk networks. The Z network is a fully connected single-hidden-layer network whose
output represents surface density or velocity. The σ in blue nodes are neurons in layers.

Table 1. Disk and planet parameter
space

Parameter Minimum Maximum

α 3 × 10−4 0.1

h0 0.05 0.1

q 5 × 10−5 2 × 10−3

fixed and determined by initial values, which ensure a

constant mass inflow (Fung et al. 2014).

The outcomes of disk-planet interaction in our simu-

lations are determined by three parameters: α, h0, and

q. Massive planets open deep gaps, while large viscosity

and aspect ratio hinder the opening of deep gaps. With

q > 2 × 10−3, or α < 3 × 10−4, a disk may develop

vortices or other asymmetric and time-varying struc-

tures (Fung et al. 2014). In this work, we only focus

on disks capable of reaching a steady state with param-

eters bounded by Table 1.

To collect data for training neural networks, choose

the best ML models, and test their performance on un-

seen parameters, we generate 768 FARGO3D (Mas-

set 2000; Beńıtez-Llambay & Masset 2016) hydrody-

namic simulations with r × θ = 381 × 1143 resolution.

We sample α, h0, and q from Sobol sequences (Sobol’

1967), quasi-random low-discrepancy sequences effective

in generating inputs for machine learning tasks (Wu

et al. 2023). We divide the 768 FARGO3D simulations

into three groups with 448, 64, and 256 cases for train-

ing, validation, and testing, respectively. In training, we

compare neural network predictions with simulations to

formalize loss functions. In testing, we measure errors

on unseen simulations to assess the generalization of our

neural networks. All simulations are run for 0.314τν to

reach (quasi) steady state, where τν is the disk viscous

timescale

τν ≈
r2
p

ν
=

1

αcsh
=

1

αh0
2 . (2)
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3.2. Network training

To fit the steady-state solution of three quantities –

surface density Σ, radial velocity vr, and azimuthal ve-

locity vθ – we train three separate neural networks. As

some of the inputs span several orders of magnitude, we

convert them to logarithmic scales. We then normalize

both the scalar parameters and coordinate inputs. To

facilitate learning, we perform two additional steps: 1)

we take the logarithm of the surface density, and 2) we

subtract the background from the radial and azimuthal

velocities. As a result, our loss function for surface den-

sity is

LΣ =
1

N

N∑

i=1

[
log(Σpred

i )− log(Σtruth
i )

]2
, (3)

while our loss functions for velocities are

Lvr =
1

N

N∑

i=1

[
vr

pred
i − vrtruth

i

]2
(4)

and

Lvθ =
1

N

N∑

i=1

[
vθ

pred
i − vθtruth

i

]2
. (5)

The indices i go through all the grid points in all the

simulations in a training batch 3. We regard FARGO3D

outputs as “ground truth”, and use the superscript truth

for them. Superscript pred is for neural network predic-

tions. The hyperparameters used in our networks and

training processes are listed in Table 2.

4. TESTS

We present a series of tests. In §4.1, we compare the

2D maps of predicted surface density and velocity with

the ground truth generated by FARGO3D. Then we

compare the predicted gap profile to the true profile in

§4.2. We further examine the behavior of our predic-

tion on groups of disks by reproducing several empirical

relationships from previous works in §4.3.

4.1. 2D maps of surface density and velocities

Two representative cases are presented in Figure 2,

highlighting density waves (case 1 with α = 0.013,

h0 = 0.092, and q = 6.0 × 10−4) and gaps (case 2 with

α = 5.2 × 10−4, h0 = 0.053, and q = 1.6 × 10−3). The

left column shows the ground truth from FARGO3D,

the middle column shows the PPDONet predictions, and

3 To compare with FARGO3D, the grid points for surface density
are cell-centered, while velocities are face-centered (see Beńıtez-
Llambay & Masset 2016, §2.3)

Table 2. Machine learning hyperparameters

Hyper-parameter Default value

Training data size 448

Validation data size 64

Testing data size 256

Batch size 32

Num. steps for each batch 3

Initialization Glorot normal a

Learning rate 0.0005

Learning rate decay rate 0.9

Learning rate transition steps 2000

Optimizer Adam b

Total number of iterations 105

Branch network layer size 100, 100, 100, 100, 50

Trunk network layer size 256, 256, 256, 256, 256, 50

Z network layer size 100, 1

aGlorot & Bengio (2010)

bKingma & Ba (2014)

the two right columns show the differences or ratios be-

tween the two. To ease the comparison in the perturbed

radial and azimuthal velocity, we subtract their initial

values from the corresponding panels. For surface den-

sity, we calculate the ratio between the prediction and

ground truth to highlight the gap region. For velocities,

which can take both positive and negative values, we

show absolute errors.

A visual inspection of the model-prediction compar-

isons (panels a, c, e vs b, d, f) shows that the differ-

ences in the location and contrast of both density waves

and gaps are negligible. This is achieved despite these

perturbations’ sharp morphology relative to the back-

ground.

4.2. 1D surface density profile

Gaps are one of the most important disk structures

whose profiles are closely related to and can be used to

constrain the properties of gap-opening planets (Kana-

gawa et al. 2016). We carry out quantitative compar-

isons between PPDONet predictions and the ground

truth by analyzing the azimuthally averaged 1D sur-

face density radial profile of gaps. To measure 1D pro-

files, we mask regions contaminated by the planet and

azimuthally average the surface density. One repre-

sentative example (α = 5.2 × 10−4, h0 = 0.053, and

q = 1.6 × 10−3) is shown in Figure 3. The gap pro-

files from FARGO3D and PPDONet prediction overlap
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Case 1

Case 2

Figure 2. Two-dimensional comparisons of predicted surface density and velocity distribution. Case 1: (α, h0, q) =(
0.013, 0.092, 6.0 × 10−4

)
. Case 2: (α, h0, q) =

(
5.2 × 10−4, 0.053, 1.6 × 10−3

)
. Left (a, c, and e): Ground truth generated

from FARGO3D simulations. Middle (b, d, and f): Neural network predictions. For the two left columns, we subtract the
initial value from the two velocities to highlight the perturbations. Two right columns: Differences or ratios. Surface density
differences are measured by the ratio Σpred/Σtruth, so that the gap region is highlighted. Velocity differences are shown in
absolute errors.
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Figure 3. Gap profile comparison for one example case
with α = 5.2 × 10−4, h0 = 0.053, and q = 1.6 × 10−3. Blue:
Ground truth from FARGO3D. Red: PPDONet prediction.
Bottom panel: The ratio between the two.

with no noticeable difference, and the ratio between the

two deviates from unity by ∼1%, indicating an excellent

agreement.

4.3. Empirical dependence of the morphology of disk

structures on disk and planet properties

A few quantitative empirical relationships have been

synthesized to connect the properties of disk features

produced by planets to the properties of planets and

the disk. We examine three such relationships using

PPDONet-simulated disks, generated within ten min-

utes on a laptop.

Gap Depth (Σgap).—The average surface density inside

a gap depends on α, h0, and q. Fung et al. (2014) sim-

ulated 21 disk-planet systems and fitted an empirical

relationship when the planet masses were less than five

times that of Jupiter:

Σgap/Σ0 = 0.14
( q

0.001

)−2.16 ( α

0.01

)1.41
(
h0

0.05

)6.61

.

(6)

We measure gap depth in our sample of 500 disk

models with the same method as Fung et al. (2014),

namely averaging the surface density inside the an-

nulus |r − rp| < 2max(RH, h), excluding the region

|φ − φp| < 2max(RH, h)/rp. We fit the data with a
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Eq. (9) (Fung et al. 2014)

Eq. (10) (This work)
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c

Figure 4. Empirical relationships for disk morphology. (a)
presents the gap depth Σgap as a function of α, h0, and q;
(b) shows the gap width ∆gap against α, h0, and q; and (c)
depicts the amplitudes of perturbed rotational velocity ∆δvθ
against the dimensionless parameter K ≡ q2h0

−5α−1.
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power-law similar to Fung et al. (2014) and measure the

standard errors of the estimate, namely standard devia-

tion of the error terms, using IBM SPSS Statistics. We

get an adjusted R2 equaling 0.995, indicating an excel-

lent fit

Σgap/Σ0 = 0.13± 0.02
( q

0.001

)−2.50±0.01

×
( α

0.01

)1.421±0.007
(
h0

0.05

)7.26±0.03

. (7)

Figure 4a shows the data, the prediction of Equation

(6), and our fit. Note that due to the construction of the

horizontal axis, the prediction of Equation (6) is shown

using dots instead of a curve. While the power-law in-

dexes of our fit differ slightly from those of Fung et al.

(2014), the two exhibit the same trend: gaps are deeper

in disks with lower viscosity and aspect ratio opened by

more massive planets. We note that with hundreds of

disk models, we are not only able to find a fitting func-

tion, but also to constrain the uncertainties in the fitted

parameters, which are hard to achieve with tens of disk

models produced using numerical solvers.

Gap Width (∆gap)—. Gap width also relates to disk

and planet properties and is an observable frequently

used to constrain planet masses in observations (Kana-

gawa et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2018). We measure the

gap width in our sample and examine the empirical rela-

tionship in Kanagawa et al. (2016). We adopt a similar

method in measuring ∆gap as Kanagawa et al. (2016),

i.e., the radial separation between the inner and outer

gap edges, with the edges identified at 0.5 Σ0. We fit

the data by a power law:

∆gap/Rp = 0.47± 0.04
( q

0.001

)0.442±0.003

×
( α

0.01

)−0.201±0.002
(
h0

0.05

)−0.94±0.02

. (8)

In comparison, Equation (4) in Kanagawa et al. (2016)

gives

∆gap/Rp = 0.39
( q

0.001

)0.5 ( α

0.01

)−0.25
(
h0

0.05

)−0.75

.

(9)

The two are shown in Figure 4b, a reproduction of Fig-

ure 3 in Kanagawa et al. (2016), with 19× more data

points (500 in our case vs 26 in Kanagawa et al. (2016)).

Again, the more than one order of magnitude bigger

sample size enables us to obtain uncertainties in the fit-

ted parameters.

Azimuthal Velocity Perturbation (∆δvθ).—We also ex-

amine the azimuthally averaged normalized per-

turbed rotational velocity vθ(r, θ): δvθ(r) ≡

〈(vθ(r, θ)− vθ,0(r, θ)) /vθ,0(r, θ)〉, where vθ,0(r, θ) is the

initial value. We then define the difference between the

maximum and minimum δvθ(r) within a radius range of

r ∈ (0.5rp, 1.5rp) as ∆δvθ ≡ max [δvθ(r)] −min [δvθ(r)]
4 (see Yun et al. 2019, Figure 1d). The measurements

are conducted on two datasets each containing 500 disks

in different parameter spaces. First, we generate disks

from PPDONet with the same range of α as Yun et al.

(2019): 3× 10−4 < α < 3× 10−3. We measure the per-

turbed velocity amplitudes in our sample (green dots)

following Yun et al. (2019) and obtain the best fit (black

line):

∆δvθ = h0
(0.010± 0.001)K1.09±0.03

1 + (0.048± 0.003)K0.82±0.02
, (10)

where K ≡ q2h0
−5α−1. This is similar to the one ob-

tained by (red dots) Yun et al. (2019)

∆δvθ = h0
0.007K1.38

1 + 0.06K1.03
. (11)

The data and the two fits are shown in Figure 4c.

Next, we generate disks from PPDONet with larger α,

3 × 10−3 < α < 0.1, and measure ∆δvθ (grey dots).

We find neither relationship is suitable for accurately

characterizing disks with high viscosity. This is as ex-

pected, because when α & 0.01 viscous damping of den-

sity waves strongly affects the evolution of waves and

their profiles (Miranda & Rafikov 2020).

5. SUMMARY

We develop a machine learning tool, PPDONet, based

on Deep Operator Networks (DeepONets; Lu et al. 2021)

to predict the steady-state solutions of disk-planet inter-

actions in parameterized protoplanetary disks. We train

PPDONet using 448 disks generated by FARGO3D sim-

ulations. The trained operator is able to map three

scalar parameters – the Shakura & Sunyaev viscosity

α, the disk aspect ratio h0, and the planet-star mass

ratio q – to steady-state solutions of disk surface den-

sity, radial velocity, and azimuthal velocity. Currently,

PPDONet is the first and only public tool that is able

to accomplish this forward problem. It can predict the

structures of 500 disk-planet systems in a few minutes

on a laptop, many orders of magnitude faster than con-

ventional numerical simulations.

To evaluate the performance of PPDONet, we present

a comprehensive set of tests. We compare 2D maps

(§4.1) and 1D surface density radial profiles (§4.2) gener-

ated from PPDONet with those produced by FARGO3D

4 The ∆δvθ in our work is defined as δV in Yun et al. (2019).
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simulations. The two are consistent with each other with

little noticeable difference. We use PPDONet to gen-

erate multiple samples of disk-planet interaction, each

containing on the order of 1, 000 disks, and revisit sev-

eral empirical relationships previously reported (§4.3),

including how gap depth, gap width, and azimuthal ve-

locity perturbation depend on α, h0, and q. Overall,

we recover previously found correlations. In addition,

thanks to the one to two orders of magnitude larger sam-

ples that PPDONet is able to quickly produce compared

with those previously produced using conventional nu-

merical solvers, we are able to constrain the uncertain-

ties in the fitting parameters, a nearly impossible task

in the past due to small sample sizes.

Our tool is positioned to replace conventional numer-

ical simulations in certain applications. It is publicly

available at https://github.com/smao-astro/PPDONet.
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APPENDIX

A. TRAINING DATASET SIZE AND TEST ERROR

64 128 256 448

Training data size

3× 10−5

6× 10−5

1× 10−4

3× 10−4

E
rr

or

Surface density

training

test

64 128 256 448

Training data size

5× 10−7

8× 10−7

1× 10−6

6× 10−7

Radial velocity

training

test

64 128 256 448

Training data size

10−7

6× 10−8

2× 10−7

3× 10−7

Azimuthal velocity

training

test

Figure 5. Comparison of test errors for neural networks trained using training dataset with different sizes. The three columns
represent networks trained for surface density (left), radial velocity (middle), and azimuthal velocity (right), respectively. We
calculate the losses using the method described in §3.2.

The predictive accuracy of the network is contingent on the sizes of the training datasets (Lu et al. 2021, Figure 4),

and can be problem dependent. To investigate the data size dependency in our problem, we train twelve networks,

each targeting surface density, radial velocity, and azimuthal velocity, using training datasets of sizes 64, 128, 256,

and 448, respectively. The networks are then tested on a dataset comprising 256 unseen FARGO3D simulations (see

§ 3.1).

As the number of FARGO3D simulations in the training data increases, the test errors initially decrease before

eventually plateauing due to factors such as limited network capacity (Figure 5). To provide a clearer visualization

of the comparison, we plot the two-dimensional difference between the FARGO3D simulations and the network

https://github.com/smao-astro/PPDONet
alliance.can.ca
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Case 1, same as in Fig. 2 (see section 4.1)

Case 2, same as in Fig. 2 (see section 4.1)
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Figure 6. Comparison of prediction errors for neural networks trained with different dataset sizes. The four columns represent
networks trained on dataset sizes of 64 (leftmost column), 128, 256, and 488 (rightmost column) samples, respectively. The
representative cases and difference calculation methodology correspond to those utilized in Figure 2.
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predictions in Figure 6. The representative cases and difference calculation methodology employed in this figure

correspond to those used in Figure 2.
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ABSTRACT
The volume of data from current and future observatories has motivated the increased development and application of automated
machine learning methodologies for astronomy. However, less attention has been given to the production of standardised
datasets for assessing the performance of different machine learning algorithms within astronomy and astrophysics. Here we
describe in detail the MiraBest dataset, a publicly available batched dataset of 1256 radio-loud AGN from NVSS and FIRST,
filtered to 0.03 < 𝑧 < 0.1, manually labelled by Miraghaei and Best (2017) according to the Fanaroff-Riley morphological
classification, created for machine learning applications and compatible for use with standard deep learning libraries. We outline
the principles underlying the construction of the dataset, the sample selection and pre-processing methodology, dataset structure
and composition, as well as a comparison of MiraBest to other datasets used in the literature. Existing applications that utilise
the MiraBest dataset are reviewed, and an extended dataset of 2100 sources is created by cross-matching MiraBest with other
catalogues of radio-loud AGN that have been used more widely in the literature for machine learning applications.

Key words: astronomical data bases – methods: data analysis – radio continuum: galaxies

1 INTRODUCTION

In radio astronomy, morphological classification using convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) and deep learning is becoming increasingly
common for object classification, in particular with respect to the
classification of radio galaxies (see e.g. Aniyan&Thorat 2017; Alger
et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2018; Lukic et al. 2018; Lukic et al. 2019; Tang
et al. 2019;Wang et al. 2021; Ntwaetsile &Geach 2021; Bowles et al.
2021; Sadeghi et al. 2021; Scaife & Porter 2021; Becker et al. 2021;
Mohan et al. 2022; Slĳepcevic et al. 2022, etc.). Many of these works
have focused on the morphological classification of radio galaxies
following the Fanaroff-Riley classification scheme (FR; Fanaroff &
Riley 1974), used to group radio-loud active galactic nuclei (AGN)
by examining the locations of their regions of greatest luminosity
relative to overall source extent. The initial scheme posited that there
were two major populations of such sources - those which were core-
brightened, with their peak luminosity concentrated at a radius of less
than half than the overall angular size of the source from its centre
(FR Type I), and those which were edge-brightened, with their peak
luminosity concentrated at a radius of more than half the angular size
of the source (FR Type II), and that there was a division in luminosity
between the two populations at approximately 1025Watts Hz−1 sr−1,
with edge-brightened sources having a higher intrinsic luminosity
than core-brightened sources. As described, this taxonomy requires
that an AGN is associated with well-resolved extended emission
external to the AGN core in order to be classifed as either FRI or
FRII.

★ E-mail: fiona.porter-2@manchester.ac.uk (FP)

While the Fanaroff-Riley scheme was initially viewed as having
a very straightforward luminosity boundary between morphological
classes (Fanaroff & Riley 1974), further study has shown that this is
not the case, see (e.g.) Hardcastle & Croston (2020) for a review. In
recent studies, sources have been detected which have raised ques-
tions about the use of this boundary; for example, Mingo et al. (2019)
found that around 20% of FRII galaxies in their sample had radio lu-
minosity below the traditional cutoff, some by as much as two orders
of magnitude, meaning that there is some range of luminosities in
which both classes can be found. As well as this, increasing survey
sensitivity has allowed for the discovery of several classes with fea-
tures that do not match the classic morphologies, including hybrid
(e.g. Gopal-Krishna &Wiita 2000; Kapińska et al. 2017) and restart-
ing sources (e.g. Lara et al. 1999; Mahatma et al. 2019). Clearly, the
dichotomy between Fanaroff-Riley classes is not only more complex
than originally believed, but sufficiently complex that it is still not
fully understood. While it is generally accepted that the same un-
derlying mechanism likely powers all FR galaxies, with the different
morphologies arising as a result of jet interactions with surrounding
environments of different densities (Gopal-Krishna & Wiita 2000;
Kaiser & Best 2007; Tchekhovskoy & Bromberg 2016; Mingo et al.
2019; Hardcastle & Croston 2020), the precise requirements of host
galaxy characteristics, jet power, the properties of the inter-cluster
medium and disruptions in that medium are still in question (Mingo
et al. 2019; Hardcastle & Croston 2020). To gain a stronger un-
derstanding of radio galaxies, it is necessary that we obtain more
examples of FR sources.
The new generation of radio surveys with telescopes such as LO-

FAR (Shimwell et al. 2017; Shimwell et al. 2019), MeerKAT (Jonas

© 2015 The Authors
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& Team 2016; Jarvis et al. 2016) and ASKAP (Johnston et al. 2008;
McConnell et al. 2020) are already providing additional data with
which to expand our catalogues of radio galaxies, as does the ad-
vent of surveys with the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) telescope
(Braun et al. 2015; Grainge et al. 2017). While the unprecedented
depth of field and resolution will permit the detection of sources that
previously could not be observed, the volume of data produced by
the SKA and its precursors will be such that robust machine learning
classification will be absolutely vital to allow sources of interest to
be identified and classified.
Currently, the archival data sets available for training radio galaxy

classifiers are of comparable size to many of those used in computer
vision (e.g. CIFAR; Krizhevsky 2009), with around 105 samples
available. However, a fundamental difference is the degree of domain
knowledge needed for creating labelled data sets, which has a much
higher cost for radio astronomy data. As a result of this, labels are
sparse in radio galaxy data sets, with labels only included for a small
fraction of data. Indeed, the majority of existing catalogues (and
hence labelled datasets) of FR galaxies contain only a small number
of sources - typically several hundred at most (Gendre & Wall 2008;
Capetti et al. 2017a,b; Kozieł-Wierzbowska et al. 2020), with Mingo
et al. (2019) as a recent exception. Consequently, when constructing
a machine learning dataset, the use of the largest practical number of
images of each class is preferable, ensuring that the full variability
of features within each class is captured by the dataset; without
this, there is a risk that any models using that dataset will have a
limited ability to generalise to images which show features that are
not adequately represented within it.
In this work we describe the MiraBest batched dataset1, a publicly

available FR-labelled machine learning data set of radio galaxies.
With 1256 samples, MiraBest is currently the largest publicly avail-
able machine learning dataset for radio galaxy classification. The
structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we outline the gen-
eral principles underlying the construction of astronomical machine
learning datasets; in Section 3 we describe the sample selection and
dataset structure for MiraBest; in Section 4 we describe the pre-
processing applied to MiraBest data samples, and in Section 5 we
provide an analysis of the overall dataset composition; in Section 7we
compare theMiraBest dataset to other radio galaxy machine learning
datasets in the literature, and in Section 6 we describe additional sup-
plementary datasets that are provided with the coreMiraBest dataset;
in Section 10 we outline existing applications of theMiraBest dataset
in the literature and in Section 11 we draw our conclusions.

2 CONSTRUCTING DATASETS OF ASTRONOMICAL
SOURCES

While a large number of astronomical catalogues are accessible for
general use, not all are suitable to be used to create machine learning
datasets. Astronomical catalogues are constructed to serve a vari-
ety of specific purposes; depending on the field that seeks to collate
them,which properties are considered useful andwhich are irrelevant
can vary significantly, and a scientifically useful catalogue may lack
the features needed to produce a useful machine learning dataset. In
the case of a dataset intended for source classification with super-
vised learning, the following properties should be considered when
attempting to build a dataset from an existing catalogue.

1 The MiraBest dataset can be downloaded from: https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.4288837.

2.1 Number of sources

An obvious area in which machine learning datasets and and astro-
nomical catalogues may differ is size. A catalogue of a few dozen
rare astronomical objects may be enough to glean a number of astro-
physical properties and constraints, and allow astronomers to identify
methods by which they might be able to find more of these rare ob-
jects, see e.g. Lyne et al. (2017), Hartley et al. (2017), Titus et al.
(2020), Pleunis et al. (2021), Rezaei et al. (2022); indeed, the small
number of sources available might allow for each to be studied in
more depth, see e.g. Young et al. (2013), Fermi LAT Collabora-
tion et al. (2015), CHIME/FRB Collaboration (2020). A machine
learning dataset of a dozen images, however, is of very dubious use;
individual classes within a dataset being this small has been shown to
result in poor classification ability (Cho et al. 2015), and while there
is no definitive answer for the minimum quantity of data required
for a machine learning model, a suggested rule of thumb is that the
number of samples in a dataset should be at least a factor of fifty
larger than the number of classes (Alwosheel et al. 2018). Machine
learning datasets hence have a much higher minimum population
requirement to produce “good" science - a dataset of several hundred
images is considered very small, and while data augmentation can
artificially increase the size of a small dataset, making it more likely
to be useful, a larger quantity of unique data is significantly more
likely to produce accurate and generalisable results than a smaller
augmented dataset (Brigato & Iocchi 2021).

2.2 Availability of labelled data

A vital component of a machine learning dataset intended for super-
vised learning is that all sources included within it must be labelled
accurately, and a lack of appropriately labelled data is accordingly a
significant issue (Raghu & Schmidt 2020). Manual classification to
create an appropriately-sized dataset is time-consuming and requires
sufficient knowledge of the classes involved that it is ensured they are
labelled correctly; depending on the type of source involved, even
multiple human classifiers with expert knowledge might not agree
on what the correct class is for a particular object (Nair & Abraham
2010; Walmsley et al. 2022), especially if the source population is
small enough that there are relatively few examples of any given class
available for comparison. For this reason, a number of astronomical
machine learning datasets draw from previously-created source cat-
alogues rather than their creators seeking out and labelling entirely
new sources (e.g. Aniyan & Thorat 2017; Tang 2019), including
MiraBest.
In addition to this, machine learning datasets require some wari-

ness towards “label noise" - that is, the uncertainty introduced into
a machine learning model as a result of some of the images in a
dataset being incorrectly labelled (see e.g. Frenay&Verleysen 2014).
On the whole, this is not typically a problem in other astronomical
catalogues, as a small number of atypical sources are not usually
expected to have a significant impact upon results derived from a
large population; however, it can negatively impact the training of
a machine learning model, as the inclusion of mislabelled images
can result in the model being effectively “taught wrong" with regard
to which features are associated with which class (Northcutt et al.
2021). Miraghaei & Best (2017) has the unusual distinction of not
only providing class labels but information on whether the authors
were confident in their classification, effectively providing a measure
of uncertainty on the labels themselves and allowing for the potential
to study how models respond to sources for which astronomers are
unsure of the appropriate morphological class.

RASTI 000, 1–14 (2015)
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2.3 Inclusion of “messy" data

In general, when collating a dataset for astronomical study, there is
an expectation that the data contained within will be “good data" -
that is, as free as possible from artefacts, with any effects from back-
ground sources removed, etc. - and that the properties observed are
exclusively from the intended source. In machine learning, though,
there is merit in “bad" or “messy" data being included: it reflects the
astrophysical reality of the environments of many sources (Norris
et al. 2021). While artefacts might render an observation not terribly
useful for determining precise properties of a source, or background
sources might make it difficult to determine which emission can be
attributed to which object, it is plainly apparent that these will occur
in survey data nonetheless; it is hence better, when using machine
learning, to have developed a model that can identify the features
necessary to classify a source despite artefacts, or which has learned
that background emission may be present without affecting the class
of the primary source, than to use one which has never encountered
these circumstances and cannot adapt to them without retraining.
Focusing on “good" data not only reduces the possible size of a ma-
chine learning dataset: it limits its ability to recognise anything but
other “good" data, which is a particular issue when “messy" data can
be more often representative of unusual features that would warrant
additional attention from astronomers (Norris et al. 2021; Gupta et al.
2022).
This also applies to the inclusion of atypical sources for a given

class, such as rare subclasses; while these may be considered to
add a form of “noise" to a dataset when their properties noticeably
differ from the “standard" population, exclusively using sources with
“standard" morphology in machine learning datasets again may limit
the ability of the resultingmodels to recognise unusual sourceswithin
survey data. While there may not always be a sufficient number of
examples of a given rare subclass to allow a model to specifically
recognise that subclass’s properties, there is some merit in including
such sources in a dataset in a manner that lets them easily be screened
out or merged into a larger class; it is far easier to remove unwanted
images from a machine learning dataset than it is to add new images
that perfectlymatch the original’s data processingmethods, and these
sources may be used to examine model responses to unusual objects
which are nonetheless part of the same overall source population.

3 SELECTION METHOD AND DATASET STRUCTURE

The sources classified by Miraghaei & Best (2017) were identified
from a catalogue of radio-loud AGN (Best & Heckman 2012), which
had cross-matched galaxies from the seventh data release of the SDSS
Abazajian et al. (2009) with radio components from NVSS (Condon
et al. 1998) and FIRST (Becker et al. 1995) surveys conducted at
1.4GHz with the Very Large Array (VLA) telescope. This catalogue
was filtered to obtain sources that had a lower redshift limit of 𝑧 >

0.03, as the large angular size of nearer galaxies was deemed likely
to result in catalogued SDSS parameters containing errors, and an
upper limit of 𝑧 < 0.1 to ensure spectroscopic classification would
be available. A flux density cut of 40mJy was applied to ensure that
there was a signal to noise ratio large enough to detect diffuse radio
emission.
To obtain a Fanaroff-Riley class, images of each source from either

NVSS or FIRST were inspected visually and labelled using the origi-
nal definition of the two classes (Fanaroff&Riley 1974): whether the
distance from the AGN’s centre to the regions of brightest emission
on either side was less (FRI) or more (FRII) than half of the angular
extent of the radio emission.

Digit 1 Digit 2 Digit 3

1 - FRI 0 - Confident 0 - Standard
2 - FRII 1 - Uncertain 1 - Double-double
3 - Hybrid 2 - Wide-angle Tail
4 - Unclassifiable 3 - Diffuse

4 - Head-tail

Table 1. The three-digit classification scheme used by Miraghaei & Best
(2017). Double-double sources are exclusively FRII; wide-angle, diffuse and
head-tail sources are exclusively FRI.

Due to the limitations of FIRST and NVSS’s angular resolution
and ability to detect faint emission, some objects could not be la-
belled with confidence; as a result, these sources were flagged as
"uncertain" in label. If a galaxy was noted to show a non-standard
FRmorphology, this was likewise flagged. In addition to the standard
FRI and FRII sources, a small number of sources were classified as
hybrids - showing morphology characteristic of FRIs on one side and
of FRIIs on the other - or “unclassifiable", showing no obvious FR
morphology.
Each source withinMiraghaei &Best (2017)’s catalogue was char-

acterised by a three-digit class label. These denote, in order, over-
all Fanaroff-Riley class, degree of confidence in classification, and
morphological subclass. Not all possible combinations of digits are
present within the catalogue; for example, double-double morphol-
ogy (Schoenmakers et al. 2000) is characteristic of FRII sources,
so no FRI sources exist with this label. As hybrid sources have no
real “standard" or “non-standard" morphologies, all hybrid sources
are deemed to be morphologically “standard". The meaning of each
digit’s possible values are listed in Table 1.
While the catalogue lists 1329 sources, not all were used within

the MiraBest dataset. A total of 73 sources were excluded for the
following reasons:

(i) 40 sources were labelled as “unclassifiable" within Miraghaei
& Best (2017); while it is not stated why they were deemed unclassi-
fiable, they are assumed to show no recognisable FRmorphology and
hence provide no information for the classification of FR galaxies.
While they do represent a population of non-FR sources that might
be encountered while surveying, this population is too small to be
useful within the dataset as an inbuilt “non-FR” class; as such, they
were removed.
(ii) 28 sources were found to have an angular extent greater than

270 arcseconds. As images within the dataset were processed to have
dimensions of 150 x 150 pixels, corresponding to 270 arcseconds
in the FIRST survey, any sources larger than this were removed to
prevent the use of partial sources being present in the dataset.
(iii) 4 sources were located partially or fully outwith the area of

sky covered by the FIRST survey. As significant portions of each
source lacked image data, they were removed to prevent the use of
partial sources.
(iv) 1 source, with image label 103 (confidently-labelled FRI with

diffusemorphology), formed a single-source subclass.As aminimum
of two images per subclass were required for inclusion in the dataset
- one for the training set and one for the test set - this image was
removed.

With these sources removed, the remaining 1256 sources were
used to create the MiraBest dataset.
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4 PROCESSING METHODS

For the purposes of allowing direct comparison to and possible com-
bination with an already extant dataset of Fanaroff-Riley galaxies
- FR-DEEP, presented by Tang et al. (2019) - the data processing
used was matched closely to this dataset’s methods. Further infor-
mation on this dataset and its processing techniques may be found in
Section 7.3.
Data from the FIRST survey were obtained as .fits files using the

SkyView Virtual Observatory (McGlynn et al. 1998) for a 300× 300
pixel area of sky centred upon each set of coordinates provided by
Miraghaei & Best (2017), equivalent to an angular extent of 540". A
standardised naming system for each source was implemented at this
stage, with a multiple source properties stored within the name string
using the following format: “[3-digit class label]_[source right as-
cension]_[source declination]_[redshift]_[angular size]", with right
ascension and declination given in decimal degrees and angular size
in arcseconds. These properties were stored within the file names to
ensure that source coordinates and labels could be rapidly and easily
matched to their respective images.

4.1 Noise reduction

Image data from FIRST (Becker et al. 1995) as provided by SkyView
(McGlynn et al. 1998) at this stage contained sufficient radio noise
that the central FR source was not always readily apparent from
visual inspection. To reduce this radio noise, sigma-clipping was
performed using the astropy package’s sigma_clipped_stats
function (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2022). Any pixel that was
found to have a radio flux density less than 3𝜎 from the image’s
mean was set to zero; this process was repeated a maximum of five
times, stopping early if no pixels below the clipping threshold were
found. Performing sigma-clipping at this stage - with an image size
greater than that which would be used for the final dataset - allowed
for the most complete possible removal of noise without loss of
source information, as providing a larger quantity of noisy pixels
allowed for better characterisation of the radio background. At this
stage, images were considered to have been “cleaned", and were
cropped to 150 × 150 pixels centred upon the radio galaxy.

4.2 Removal of extraneous data and background sources

The maximum angular size of sources used in this dataset was 270",
corresponding to 150 pixels in FIRST.However, as the images created
were square, not circular, “unwanted" data was present at the corner
of each image that was not expected to have any relevance to the FR
source. To ensure that these regions would not provide any possibly
confounding data, a circularmaskwas applied to each image. Initially,
it was considered whether it might be useful to customise the size of
this mask to each image, masking out any data beyond the angular
size of the source stated in Miraghaei & Best (2017), to completely
remove any possible bright background sources. However, this option
was rejected for the following reasons:

(i) Using masks set to the angular sizes provided by Miraghaei
& Best (2017) frequently resulted in pixels that clearly contained
source data to be masked out. This discrepancy between the stated
and observed extents of the sources might be a result of the au-
thors using NVSS data to determine angular size, as NVSS’s 15" per
pixel resolution could readily result in single-pixel underestimations
of size that correspond to multiple pixels at FIRST’s 1.8" resolu-
tion. Correctly setting the mask limits would hence require visual

inspection of every image to be used in MiraBest to determine the
appropriate size for its mask, a task which would be time-consuming
to complete because the asymmetric structure and diffuse emission
of many sources were found to require testing multiple sets of limits
per image to ensure that no emission was mistakenly masked out.
Given that relatively few images clearly benefited from this more
curated approach to masking, it was deemed to be an inefficient use
of time to do so.
(ii) While bright background sources might somewhat impact the

performance of machine learning classifiers on this dataset, the pres-
ence of such sources is astrophysically normal; it is not only possible
but inevitable that some images produced by future radio telescopes
will contain background sources within the field of view of a target
source, and it is unrealistic to expect that they will all be cleaned from
these images before classification is attempted. For this reason, radio
background sources within the central 270" of an image represent
behaviour that will likely be seen in new astrophysical images, and
their inclusion was deemed to be unlikely to harm the usefulness of
this dataset as a whole.

Because of this, rather than a variable mask, a fixed circular mask
of diameter 150 pixels was applied to every image to remove data
that was unambiguously not associated with the FR source.

4.3 Normalisation

The images included in MiraBest at this stage naturally showed vari-
ation in source flux density; FR galaxies are not standard candles,
so even sources at the same redshift can show markedly different
maximum flux densities, and the population used in MiraBest covers
redshift range 0.03 < 𝑧 < 0.1, resulting in more distant galaxies
tending to be fainter. While, as with the presence of background
sources, variation in source flux density is inevitable in future sur-
veys, a potential issue caused by inherent properties of FR galaxies
was noted if the images were not normalised.
FRII galaxies are known to be on average intrinsically brighter

than FRIs (Mingo et al. 2019). A machine learning model trained
on images which preserve the innate flux densities might result in
the model, rather than identifying morphology, basing much of its
classification on maximum flux density alone. Such a model could
be expected to be easily confounded when applied to unseen images
from surveyswith greater sensitivity thanFIRST; itmight be expected
to simply label all images below a certain flux density as being FRIs,
rendering it useless for surveys besides FIRST.
To prevent this from occurring, all images were normalised. This

was done by identifying the minimum and maximum flux density
values in each image, and scaling each pixel’s value as follows:

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 255× 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑓 𝑙𝑢𝑥

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑓 𝑙𝑢𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑓 𝑙𝑢𝑥

The factor of 255 is used to facilitate image conversion into PNG
files; greyscale PNGs have pixel values ranging from 0 (darkest)
to 255 (brightest), so multiplying by this factor ensures maximum
dynamic range by setting the minimum pixel value to 0 and the
maximum to 255. At this stage, all image processing is complete; all
images are converted to PNG format and are ready to be collected
into a dataset.
PNG files are here favoured over retaining the original FITS for-

mat to make this dataset accessible to non-astronomers who wish use
astronomical data for machine learning. Although PNGs have a more
limited dynamic range than those of FITS files, the FR classification
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scheme is primarily concerned with the location of the brightest re-
gions of a source, making the potential loss of very faint emission
from these sourcse unlikely to affect the ability to classify images in
this case. As the source data was originally in monochrome 1.4GHz
flux, conversion into single-channel greyscale PNG is able to repre-
sent relative flux within an image, and has the additional benefit of
reducing typical file size by two orders of magnitude, making the
dataset more practical to download and store if desired.

4.4 Constructing the batched dataset

MiraBest’s images are 150×150 pixels, making them relatively large
when compared with commonly used benchmarking datasets such as
MNIST (28×28 pixels; LeCun & Cortes 2010) or CIFAR10 (32×32
pixels; Krizhevsky, Nair & Hinton Krizhevsky et al.), although we
note that Imagenet (Russakovsky et al. 2014) contains a variety of
image sizes, including those that exceed MiraBest. However, even
when using three channels to provide RGB information rather than
MiraBest’s single greyscale channel, a MiraBest image still contains
around an order of magnitude more data than CIFAR10. For this
reason, it was designed for use as a batched dataset (Masters &
Luschi 2018); loading each batch into memory sequentially is less
computationally demanding than loading the entire dataset at once,
making MiraBest practical for use with devices with relatively small
memory, such as personal laptops. It was decided to separate the
dataset into eight batches of 157 images: seven were to be labelled
as training set batches, with the last reserved to be a test set batch.
The classes within MiraBest are not balanced; that is, there is not

an equal number of sources in every class (see Section 5 for a full
discussion of the class breakdown). While in a balanced dataset, it
is possible to randomly separate all images into different batches
and expect a reasonably equal quantity of each class to be present
in each batch, this is not the case for a dataset that, like MiraBest,
has a number of subclasses that represent a very small proportion
of the whole. Randomly selecting images in this case might result
in some batches completely lacking in particular sources, which is
a particularly pressing concern for a dataset’s test batch; if the test
set contains no examples of a particular class, there is no way to
evaluate a machine learning’s model’s performance on that class
during training, and the model risks significant overfitting as a result.
To prevent this from occurring, a fixed batch structure was used

to ensure that a roughly equal quantity of sources of each class were
present in every batch. The source quantities present in Miraghaei
& Best (2017) were such that it was impossible to ensure exactly
identical composition between all batches, but the following method
was used to ensure that sources were distributed as evenly as possible:

(i) The total number of images in each class was divided by eight
and rounded down to determine the base number of images per class
to include in each batch.
(ii) Images were shuffled, and the base number of images of each

class were assigned to each batch. If fewer than eight images of a
class were available, one was randomly chosen to be reserved for the
test batch to ensure that there were no instances of a class missing a
test set image.
(iii) The number of images in each batch and quantity of remaining

unassigned images in each class were determined.
(iv) Beginning with the test batch, each batch was iteratively filled

with unassigned images. Each iteration, the class with the largest
number of remaining images was determined, and an image of that
class was assigned to the batch until it reached a total of 157 images;
if all classes had an equal number of unassigned images, a class

was selected at random. This method ensured that the most populous
classes were preferentially added to the test batch, with the rarer
subclasses more likely to be present in one of the training batches.

Once the composition of the batches was determined, the file
names of the images used in each batch were saved. This was done to
allow for direct comparison between any datasets created using the
same catalogue but using data from a different survey; ensuring the
composition is entirely consistent prevents any potential differences
in behaviour caused by having different proportions of sources in the
different batches.
With batch structuring complete, the image data and labels for the

sources within in each batch were collected to form the final dataset.

5 DATASET COMPOSITION AND ANALYSIS

The overall composition of the MiraBest dataset is detailed in Ta-
ble 2. The three-digit class labels used by Miraghaei & Best (2017)
were reduced to single-digit class labels within the dataset to match
conventions with other machine learning datasets. As these single-
digit labels are less informative at a glance of an image’s class, the
three-digit method will be preferentially used going forward to en-
sure clarity. In addition to FR class, each source’s right ascension
and declination can be retrieved from the image’s filename, making
them fully traceable. While this is not typical for machine learning
datasets in general, it is a useful measure for an astronomical dataset
as this allows for easy cross-matching of sources between different
catalogues.

5.1 Dataset analysis

With 1256 sources, MiraBest currently represents the largest pub-
licly available machine learning dataset of Fanaroff-Riley galaxies.
It is also the only known dataset that provides examples of clearly
labelled non-standard morphology FRs, and hence contains not only
the largest quantity but also the greatest morphological variety of
FR galaxies. While at present some morphologies are represented
by only a few samples, it can be expected that their numbers will
significantly increase with wide-field, sensitive radio surveys, and
their presence within the overall population of FR galaxies should
not be neglected.
When considering broad FR morphology, there is a mild class

imbalance between FRI and FRII sources, with forty more FRII
sources than FRIs. However, this is considered unlikely to result in
any noticeable effects upon performance ofmachine learningmodels;
while significant class imbalances can lead to a model learning it can
obtain a high overall accuracy by labelling all or most images as the
majority class (Johnson & Khoshgoftaar 2019), the ratio of binary
FRI/FRII sources here is approximately 48/52, which is not a large
enough discrepancy to expect this behaviour.
When considering individual morphological subclasses, a much

more significant imbalance can be observed. The most populous
subclass, confidently-labelled wide-angle tail FRIs (class 102), is
less than 15% the size of its standard-morphology counterpart (class
100), and less than one in one hundred FRIIs included shows double-
double morphology (class 201). As a result, while their inclusion
as a whole benefits MiraBest by showing examples of less common
morphologies that are nonetheless part of the Fanaroff-Riley classifi-
cation system as a whole, this dataset is not well-suited to be used to
train machine learning models intended to specifically identify un-
usual morphologies; there are simply not enough examples of each
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Class No. of images Confidence Morphology No. of images Class label

FRI 591 Confident Standard 339 0
Wide-angle tail 49 1
Head-tail 9 2

Uncertain Standard 191 3
Wide-angle tail 3 4

FRII 631 Confident Standard 432 5
Double-double 4 6

Uncertain Standard 195 7

Hybrid 34 Confident Standard 19 8
Uncertain Standard 14 9

Table 2. The population of all FR classes within the MiraBest dataset, including the internal class labels used.

class for a model to be able to learn to classify them without severe
overfitting, even with data augmentation. For this reason, MiraBest
will generally better serve the needs of the astronomical community
if the morphological subclasses are grouped with the overall popula-
tion of their FR class; see Section 5.2 for discussion of the merits of
this approach and the derivative datasets that have been created for
this purpose.
The hybrid FR galaxies included in MiraBest likewise represent

a very small portion of the dataset. Again, such a drastic class im-
balance renders these images unlikely to be useful if attempting to
develop a machine learning model that can differentiate FRI, FRII
and hybrid FR sources, even with data augmentation; instead, they
may best be used in identifying ways in which hybrid sources con-
found binary FRI/FRII classifiers (Mohan et al. 2022). Even so, the
quantity of images available may not allow for a large enough sam-
ple to be statistically significant, and for this reason a separate, larger
dataset of hybrid sources was created, incorporating the sources in
MiraBest; see Section 6.1 for information about this dataset and the
catalogues of hybrid FR sources it draws from.
Following the decision not to remove background sources within

a 135" radius of the central FR sources, there are several images in
which the FR source is comparatively faint, with a bright background
source having a noticeably brighter radio flux density; a selection of
these images are shown in Figure 1.As discussed in Section 4.3,while
this does introduce some noise into the dataset by including data
that is unrelated to FR galaxies, background sources like these are
expected to be present in images from other surveys, and anymachine
learning model that is to be used on data from a new survey will need
to be able to identify FR galaxies whether or not a background source
is present. Examples of bright background sources being included
in MiraBest, then, might serve to make more robust classifiers by
including these small pieces of irrelevant data.
MiraBest uses any source from Miraghaei & Best (2017) with

an angular size less than 270"; as a result, some sources included
in the dataset have very small angular sizes, and five are visually
very close to point-like. Of these five, four are FRI sources, and
three of them are uncertainly labelled. One point-like source of each
class is shown in Figure 2. FRIs are expected to be much more
likely than FRIIs to present this morphology, as their core-brightened
emission can result in a source with small angular size compared
to the resolution of the telescope used having only their central
region detected, with diffuse jets being undetected. It is not apparent
that the sigma-clipping process has removed noticeable amounts of
source emission from these images, so it is assumed that these images
are accurate representations of the radio emission of these sources.
While, to humans, morphological information might be difficult to

glean from these images, it remains possible that a machine learning
model might be able to identify some properties of these sources
that allow it to classify them accurately, and perhaps be capable
of distinguishing them from other point-like radio sources; for this
reason, and because they represent a very small proportion of the
dataset overall, they were retained.
While MiraBest is considerably smaller than many machine learn-

ing datasets, this is unavoidable considering the comparative rarity of
FR galaxies. As additional sources are identified that appear within
the extent of the FIRST survey, it will become possible to extend it
further to allow for a greater representation of the entire FR popula-
tion; meanwhile, however, it remains the most comprehensive known
machine learning dataset of FR galaxies. For direct comparison be-
tween MiraBest and other datasets of FR galaxies, see Section 7.

5.2 Derivative datasets

As can be seen in Table 2, the unusual morphological subclasses
represent a small proportion of the entire dataset; “standard" FRI
and FRII sources represent approximately 92% of the images, with
most other morphologies comprising too small a proportion for their
behaviour to be considered representative of their subclass as awhole.
For this reason, additional class wrappers were created to allow the
classes to be reduced down to simply FRI and FRII populations. The
resulting simplified datasets were produced:
Reducing the labelling system to these simplified variants allows

the study of FR galaxies to be reduced to a binary classification
problem, removing the possibility that an image could be considered
to be “misclassified" if a machine learning model predicts the correct
FR class but a different human confidence label or morphological
subclass than is given by the dataset; as humans, we would recognise
the former as being irrelevant to FR class and the latter to be “broadly
correct”, but this distinctionwould not bemade by amachine learning
model by default.
The possibility of somemisclassifications being “less wrong" than

others in this way leads to confusion in the overall ability of a model
to classify FR sources accurately, and with such small populations
of sources with unusual morphology being available, it is often more
useful to simply group all sources of a particular FR class together to
better be able to analyse the population as a whole.While the internal
labels are simplified, it is of note that neither the morphological
information nor the confidence of any image are lost - these are
independently accessible via the image filename, and thus it remains
possible to identify any subset of interest within the dataset as desired.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Examples of MiraBest images where the brightest source visible is not the central FR source. (a) Confidently-labelled FRI (100); (b) Uncertainly-
labelled FRI (110); (c) Confidently-labelled FRII (200); (d) Uncertainly-labelled FRII (210). Although faint, the FR sources remain visible despite the presence
of a background source affecting the normalisation.

Name No. of images FR classes Confidence No. of images Class label Best reported accuracy ref.

MBFRFull 1222 FRI Any 591 0 86.9 ± 0.5% [1]
FRII Any 631 1

MBFRConfident 833 FRI Confident 397 0 96.54 ± 1.29% [2]
FRII Confident 436 1

MBFRUncertain 389 FRI Uncertain 194 0 N/A
FRII Uncertain 195 1

Table 3. The three derivative datasets created from MiraBest with simplified internal class labelling system and the highest classification accuracy reported in
the literature for each, where [1] Slĳepcevic et al. (2022); [2] Scaife & Porter (2021).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Three examples of FR galaxies that are observed to have point-like morphology. (a) Confidently-labelled FRI (100); (b) Uncertainly-labelled FRI
(110); (c) Confidently-labelled FRII (200).There is no clear sign of emission having been lost due to sigma-clipping, so it is assumed that these sources simply
have a small enough angular size that obvious FR features are not apparent.

6 SUPPLEMENTARY HYBRID DATASET

Hybrid radio galaxies are not truly out-of-distribution sources, given
that the same underlying mechanism is believed to create both hy-
brids and binary FR sources, but they nonetheless represent a sources
of confusion for machine learning models trained on binary sources;
they could viably show properties of both classes simultaneously,
resulting in models finding them equally probable of belonging to
both binary classes. Hybrid galaxies also present an interesting pop-
ulation to study; their discovery helped to support the theory that FR
morphology is at least part environmentally driven (Gopal-Krishna
& Wiita 2000), but the mechanism behind their formation is still
not fully understood and it has been questioned whether they truly
represent a separate FR class (see e.g. Stroe et al. 2022). In order to
identify these sources for study, it is important to be able to separate
them from other radio galaxies and ensure they are not accidentally
misidentified as binary FR sources.

6.1 Constructing the hybrid dataset

The number of hybrid FR sources contained in the catalogue used to
create MiraBest is not particularly large; there are only 34 sources
with hybrid labels, 19 being confidently labelled and 15 uncertainly
labelled, while the binary FR classes have many hundreds of exam-
ples. To provide a more reliable analysis of the greater population of
hybrid FRs, additional hybrid sources were sought out. As this va-
riety of FR morphology is seen far less frequently than binary FRs,
it was not expected that it would be possible to identify an equally
large population, but even a slight increase in the number of hybrid
sources would allow for a more statistically thorough exploration of
their properties.
Two additional catalogues of hybrid sources were identified; Ku-

mari & Pal (2021) searched systematically within FIRST data to lo-
cate 45 confirmed hybrids and 5 candidate hybrids, while Kapińska
et al. (2017) located 25 candidate hybrids within FIRST via the Radio
Galaxy Zoo citizen science project (Banfield et al. 2015). These were
assessed for suitability for inclusion in a hybrid dataset matching the
image processing methods of MiraBest.
Sources in these two catalogues were labelled as either hybrid or

hybrid candidate rather thanMiraBest’s confident and uncertain clas-
sification labels; to allow for a unified labelling system, the former
class was taken to be equivalent to the confidently classified hybrids

in MiraBest and the latter equivalent to uncertainly classified hy-
brids. The list of coordinates was compared to those of the hybrids
in MiraBest to check for duplicate sources, resulting in two sources
from Kumari & Pal (2021) being removed for being already con-
tained in MiraBest. One of these was labelled as a confident hybrid
by Miraghaei & Best, while Kumari & Pal listed it as a hybrid can-
didate, highlighting that even when classified by humans, a degree
of uncertainty remains in classification confidence; the second was
agreed by both to be a certain hybrid.
Two sources from Kapińska et al. (2017) were found to have angu-

lar sizes exceeding the 270” size limit imposed upon MiraBest, and
were hence removed from consideration; upon processing, a third
was identified visually to have some of its emission cropped by the
image processing, and it was likewise removed. Of the remaining
images, seven were noted to have a bright source present that did not
appear to be part of the hybrid emission. While it would be possible
to remove any background sources that are clearly separated from the
hybrid galaxy, the presence of background sources is not unexpected
within radio data, and thus allowing these images to remain with
background sources intact provides a more realistic representation of
the environments around hybrid galaxies.
With this, a dataset of 104 hybrid sources was created, with a total

of 63 confident and 41 uncertainly labelled hybrids; 34 sources from
the original set included in MiraBest, 48 from Kumari & Pal, and 22
from Kapińska et al. This represents a threefold increase upon the
number originally provided by MiraBest, and is believed to be the
largest single dataset of hybrid FR sources available at present.

7 COMPARISON TO EXISTING FR DATASETS

As discussed previously, the population of labelled Fanaroff-Riley
galaxies is relatively small, and consequently relatively few datasets
have been constructed focusing upon these sources. Most derive
their sources from a combination of several FR catalogues, notably
FRICAT (Capetti et al. 2017a) and FRIICAT (Capetti et al. 2017b)
(both catalogues of FR galaxies found within the FIRST survey), and
CoNFIG (the Combined NVSS-FIRST Galaxies sample) (Gendre &
Wall 2008). Some background regarding the composition of these
catalogues will be discussed before examining the datasets using
these sources.
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7.1 FRICAT and FRIICAT

Both FRICAT and FRIICAT were developed with the intention to
provide large and comprehensive catalogues of Fanaroff-Riley galax-
ies that would allow for better understanding of their overall proper-
ties, with the particular goals of allowing their luminosity functions,
environment, and evolution to be studied (Capetti et al. 2017a,b). At
the time of its creation, FRICAT was the single largest catalogue of
FRI galaxies in existence, containing more than double the sources
of previous catalogues.
Both catalogues draw from a parent sample of radio sources visible

in FIRST from Best & Heckman (2012) that provide information
regarding whether their emission is associated with an active galactic
nucleus. They limit their sample for consideration to those with
redshifts 𝑧 < 0.15 - greater than Miraghaei & Best (2017)’s limit of
𝑧 < 0.1 - and angular size greater than 11".4, to ensure all sources
are resolved in FIRST. Galaxies were visually classified, and labelled
with an FR class only if at least two of three human classifiers agreed
on a classification.
FRICAT is comprised of a total of 219 galaxies with FRI mor-

phology; no specific morphological labels were provided for the
base catalogue, although the authors note that their inclusion criteria
both permitted the presence of narrow-angle tail sources and rejected
wide-angle tail sources.
FRIICAT consists of 122 galaxies with FRII morphology; again,

no specific morphological labels were provided in the catalogue, but
the authors state that the majority of the galaxies used were “double"
sources, i.e. ones where there is no detectable core emission, with all
radio flux being in the lobes.
The criterion of requiring the agreement of multiple human classi-

fiers for inclusion in these catalogues was commented by the authors
to significantly limit the number of suitable sources within the pop-
ulation they examined, stating that “more than half of the 714 radio
galaxies extended more than 30 kpc cannot be allocated to any FR
class". As a result, sources from these catalogues are taken to be
equivalent to MiraBest’s “confidently labelled" images, as FRICAT
and FRIICAT’s construction does not allow for morphological am-
biguity.
A direct comparison between Miraghaei & Best (2017) and these

two catalogues is also made in Capetti et al. (2017b), as all three
catalogues draw from the same parent sample of sources in Best &
Heckman (2012). It is noted that, despite this, only around 25% of
the sources in FRICAT and FRIICAT are included in Miraghaei &
Best (2017)’s catalogue; this is ascribed in part to different criteria
for inclusion for properties such as flux and angular size, and in
part because Miraghaei & Best (2017) requires that its sources be
labelled as having multiple radio components, thus rejecting many
FRIswithout clearly separated radio emission that appear in FRICAT.
On the whole, however, the authors find that, despite different selec-
tion methods, the properties derived from each set of FR galaxies are
not dissimilar.

7.2 The Combined NVSS-FIRST Galaxies sample (CoNFIG)

CoNFIG’s construction of a catalogue of Fanaroff-Riley galaxies was
similarly motivated to FRICAT and FRIICAT; to provide as large as
possible a dataset of labelled FR galaxies to allow study of their
properties for a variety of purposes, but notably to question whether
the Fanaroff-Riley dichotomy was the best method to classify these
types of galaxies, given the existence of hybrid sources, which show
characteristics of both (Gendre & Wall 2008).
Sources in CoNFIG, as the catalogue’s name suggests, were iden-

tified amongst the population of sources visible in both NVSS and
FIRSTwith relatively high NVSS flux density. The catalogue is com-
prised of four sets of combined observations (CoNFIG-1 through
CoNFIG-4), and the flux density requirements differ between the
different observation sets (𝑆NVSS > 1.3, 0.8, 0.2, and 0.05 Jy re-
spectively).
In all cases, sources were morphologically classified either by

identifying an established label from the 3CRR catalogue (Laing
et al. 1983), or by visual inspection of NVSS and FIRST contours.
Possible labels within this dataset are FRI, FRII, “compact" (size <
3"), and “unclassifiable" (extended, but with morphology that cannot
be assigned an FR class). It is of note that any observed hybrid
sources were “ classified according to the characteristics of the most
prominent jet", and thus CoNFIG contains an indeterminate quantity
of hybrid sources.
The total population of CoNFIG is 71 FRIs, 466 FRIIs, 285 com-

pact objects, and 37 unclassifiable sources. This population shows
clear imbalance in favour of FRIIs, which is not unexpected; given
that FRIIs have intrinsically higher luminosities than FRIs, an over-
representation of FRIIs at high redshift may be anticipated, particu-
larly for the CoNFIG populations with a larger minimum flux density
requirement. Consequently, it is likely that a bias towards FRIIs could
have been introduced. Because of this bias, CoNFIG alone is not es-
pecially well-suited for use as a FRI/FRII dataset without appreciable
data augmentation being used upon its FRI sources.

7.3 The FR-DEEP batched dataset

The FR-DEEP batched dataset (Tang et al. 2019) is a catalogue of
Fanaroff-Riley galaxies of classes FRI and FRII, drawing its sources
from a combination of FRICAT and CoNFIG, and using image data
from both FIRST and NVSS.

7.3.1 Source selection

As the methods used to compile these two catalogues differed in
their methods of classification, the CoNFIG sources were subject to
additional inspection to ensure their suitability for FR-DEEP.
A spectroscopic redshift was required for inclusion in this dataset;

these were not available for all CoNFIG sources, resulting in an ini-
tial reduction to 638 sources. Compact and uncertain sources were
removed, as the lack of definite FR class rendered them useless for a
binary FR dataset. The remaining FRI and FRII sources are labelled
as either “confirmed" or “possible" in their classificationwithin CoN-
FIG, via additional visual inspection via either the VLBA calibrator
list (Beasley et al. 2002; Fomalont et al. 2003; Petrov et al. 2005,
2006; Kovalev et al. 2007) or the Pearson-Readhead survey (Pearson
& Readhead 1988); only “confirmed" sources being included in this
dataset. Although the authors do not explicitly state as much, it is
likely that, by rejecting sources with only “possible" FR classifica-
tion, many if not all of the hybrid sources within CoNFIG will have
been removed from FR-DEEP, reducing the risk of “confusing" mor-
phologies being present. With this complete, a set of 50 FRIs and
390 FRIIs was deemed suitable for use.
The reduced CoNFIG sample was then combined with the 219

FRICAT FRI sources. As three of the FRIs were found in both cata-
logues, this resulted in a final population of 266 FRIs and 390 FRIIs.
As this represents a split of approximately 40% FRI, 60% FRII, it is
a noticeably imbalanced dataset still; Tang et al. (2019) acknowledge
this, and suggest that FR-DEEP should be augmented so to result in
a more even balance between the classes.
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7.3.2 Construction

The data processing methods used in FR-DEEP, as briefly mentioned
in Section 4, were used as a model for MiraBest. As such, the steps
performed to prepare images for inclusion in FR-DEEP are broadly
identical, and Section 4 should be referred to for full detail on these;
we will here identify principally where the methods used for FR-
DEEP differ from MiraBest.
FR-DEEP was designed for transfer learning, to evaluate the per-

formance of a classifier trained upon images from one survey when
used to classify images from a different survey. Consequently, two
variants were created using the same list of sources: FRDEEPF,
which uses data from FIRST, and FRDEEPN, which uses data from
NVSS.
Image data for both sets of sources were initially downloaded from

SkyViewVirtual Observatory as 300×300 pixel images centred upon
the FR source; this corresponds to an angular size of 540" for FIRST
and 4500" (75’) for NVSS. As both NVSS and FIRST images had
radio background noise present, images underwent a sigma-clipping
process identical to that used on MiraBest to minimise this noise,
and were scaled using a likewise identical method.
At this stage, the dataset was augmented via image rotation to

create a far larger quantity of images with a more even split between
classes. FRI images were rotated in 1◦ increments between 1◦ and
73◦, while FRII images were rotated between 1◦ and 50◦, resulting in
approximately 20,000 images of each class. As there is no preferred
orientation for FR galaxies in space, this method of augmentation is
an effective method to artificially increase the number of images that
can be used in a dataset; however, it being performed during dataset
construction means that any later attempts to augment the dataset
via rotation have a risk of effectively cancelling this rotation out,
resulting in multiple identical images being present in the doubly-
augmented dataset. If any further data augmentation were deemed
desirable, rotation should be avoided in favour of methods such as
flipping, cropping, and scaling the sources.
Once the dataset had been augmented, all of the images were

clipped down to a size of 150 × 150 pixels, again centred on the FR
source. UnlikeMiraBest, no circular mask was used to remove data at
a radius of > 75 pixels from the image centre; this potentially allows
for a slightly greater proportion of bright background sources to have
been included, but as discussed in Section 4.2 the inclusion of such
sources is not generally expected to have deleterious effects upon a
dataset. The images were then converted into PNGs, and the finalised
dataset was separated into a training set of 27,447 images and a test
set of 11,690 images, equivalent to an approximately 70%/30% test-
train split. As FR-DEEP was designed for binary classification, it
expresses its labels as vectors: [1,0] for FRIs, and [0,1] for FRIIs.
This is functionally equivalent to a MBFRFull’s system of labelling
FRIs as class 0 and FRIIs as class 1.

7.3.3 Comparison to MiraBest

In its unaugmented form, FR-DEEP consists of a total of 656 images,
and hence contains around half as many sources as MiraBest, and
has a noticeably more imbalanced FRI/FRII split of 40%/60% vs.
MiraBest’s 48%/52%. As mentioned in Section 7.3.1, augmentation
was viewed by Tang et al. (2019) as a necessary step to ensure both
a better balance between classes and to create a dataset of size com-
parable to other contemporary machine learning datasets. As many
commonly used models are not equivariant, they will identify each
rotated image as a completely unique source, and thus augmenting the
dataset via rotation is not expected to introduce overfitting. However,

it is nonetheless apparent that more information about the variety of
morphologies in FR galaxies may be obtained from having a greater
number of unique sources than by providing multiple rotated images
of the same source; consequently, MiraBest may be considered to
provide a broader representation of the FR population as a whole.
FR-DEEP does not account for morphological variation in its

sources beyond the binary FR classes; it is unclear from FRICAT,
FRIICAT and CoNFIG’s source information if any sources with non-
standard morphology were included, or if all sources represent “clas-
sic" morphology. If the former is the case, this does not necessarily
make FR-DEEP less useful a dataset, as the inclusion of these sources
would be expected to result in models flexible enough to be able to
identify nonstandard morphology as belonging to the appropriate FR
class, but it would reduce the ability to identify any characteristics
that themodelmight associatewith such subclasseswithoutmanually
inspecting and relabelling all images with an appropriate subclass la-
bel. If instead the latter is the case, and all images are of “standard"
morphology, then no relabelling is necessary; however, given that
all images would then be both confidently-labelled and standard-
morphology, it might suffer from the effects of being overly curated
- namely, resulting in models that are overconfident in their predic-
tions on sources with morphology they have not been exposed to
during training. MiraBest’s explicit inclusion of uncertainly-labelled
sources as well as morphological subclasses allows for direct com-
parison of model performance on different combinations of subclass
and human labelling confidence, permitting a more in-depth study of
which types of sources a classifier tends to struggle with and whether
this corresponds to similar difficulty in classification by humans.
MiraBest was designed to match the construction methods of FR-

DEEP closely enough that the two catalogues could potentially be
merged if a yet larger dataset were desirable; besides the addition
of a centred mask, MiraBest and FRDEEPF images are identically
processed. Doing so, however, would require that the combined cata-
loguewere searched for duplicate images before it were usedwith any
machine learning model. As around 25% of sources in Miraghaei &
Best (2017) were noted to also be present in FRICAT and FRIICAT
(see Section 7.1), so it is to be expected that multiple sources found
in MiraBest may also be found in FR-DEEP. While a small quantity
of duplicate images would be unlikely to significantly impact any
model that trained upon this combined dataset, if as many as 25% of
FR-DEEP’s images have duplicates in MiraBest then their inclusion
is expected to have a negative impact upon the training process, ei-
ther by providing extra sources that add no new information if both
present in the training set, or by allowing for overfitting if identi-
cal images are in the training and test sets. Removing any duplicate
sources, then, is considered of significant importance if combining
these two datasets. On the whole, if a larger number of FR sources
were deemed necessary for machine learning, one of the simplest
methods would be to merge MiraBest and FR-DEEP with appropri-
ate filtering to identify possible image duplicates, with the caveat
that some effort should be made to investigate if any sources show
obviously nonstandard morphology and relabel them accordingly if
so.

7.4 Aniyan & Thorat’s catalogue

Aniyan & Thorat (2017)’s work presents a dataset of Fanaroff-Riley
galaxies of classes FRI and FRII as well as radio galaxies with
bent-tail morphologies, using sources from CoNFIG, FRICAT and
Proctor (2011)’s catalogue of bent radio galaxies. All image data
were obtained from FIRST. The authors did not offer a name for this
dataset, but for brevity it will be referred to hereon as AT17.
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7.4.1 Source selection

AT17’s methodology of initially selecting sources from CoNFIG
was similar to Tang et al. (2019), in that they chose to use only im-
ages which were labelled by CoNFIG as “confident" FRI or FRII
sources, rejecting all compact objects, unclassifiable sources, and
sources with less certain morphological class which were labelled
with a “possible" FR class, resulting in a sample of 50 FRIs and 390
FRIIs. Likewise, to reduce the imbalance between classes, FRICAT’s
219 FRI sources were added. While MiraBest treats bent-tail mor-
phologies as simply being nonstandard morphological variants of
FRI galaxies, Aniyan & Thorat (2017) chose to treat them as a third
class of radio galaxy; as the other FR galaxies are presumed to show
“standard" morphology, they could be considered distinct enough
to form their own population. Proctor (2011)’s catalogue provides
a number of varieties of bent-trail galaxies, but only those labelled
as being both confidently classified and either wide-angle-tail or
narrow-tail morphology were included in AT17, for a total of 299
bent-tail sources.
From this initial sample, sources were then inspected, and rejected

for inclusion if they showed “strong artefacts" (which are not elabo-
rated on, but are assumed to be inherent in FIRST’s data), if multiple
sources were visible, or if their angular size was too great for intended
image size. Once this was done, any images found to be present in
both the FR sample and the bent-tail sample were removed to pre-
vent confusion from identical sources having multiple labels, and
FRICAT sources were visually inspected to remove any additional
bent-tail sources. With this done, a final population of 178 FRIs, 284
FRIIs and 254 bent-tail galaxies was obtained.

7.4.2 Construction

The preprocessing methods used by Aniyan & Thorat (2017) were
used as a basis for those of FR-DEEP; consequently, image processing
follows a very similar method as has been previously discussed.
Images of all sources were obtained from FIRST data at an initial
size of 300 × 300 pixels, and all pixels below 3𝜎 of the image
mean were clipped. Sigma-clipping to the levels of 2𝜎 and 5𝜎 were
also trialled, but it was found that this resulted in poor accuracy
in any classifiers used; while the authors do not state as much, it
is assumed that sigma-clipping to 2𝜎 is likely to leave some radio
background present, leaving machine learning models attempting
to identify features in noise, while sigma-clipping to 5𝜎 could be
expected to remove portions of diffuse emission which are significant
features in both FRI and bent-tail sources, destroying useful source
data. No normalisation was performed; if not intending to convert an
image to PNG or another similar graphics format, normalising to the
colour values of said format is not necessary. However, as discussed
previously, the inherent flux density properties of FR galaxies are
such that foregoing normalisation might lead to a machine learning
model largely ignoring morphological features to classify based on
maximumflux density; this possibility is not discussed by the authors,
so this effect may not be clearly apparent in their work.
In the sample used to create this dataset, FRIs are noticeably

underrepresented compared to the other two classes; as with FR-
DEEP, the dataset was augmented via rotation, with each image
rotated multiple times to produce an approximately even balance
of classes, but these augmentations were only to be applied to the
training set, with the validation set left unaltered. Consequently, the
train-validation split was applied at this stage; 53 FRIs, 57 FRIIs
and 77 bent-tail sources (corresponding to around 30% of the total

dataset population) were selected for the validation set and excluded
from the augmentation process.
Unlike FR-DEEP, the increments at which each training set image

was rotated were varied based on class rather than setting differing
maximum angles of rotation; FRIs were rotated at increments of 1◦,
FRIIs at 2◦, and bent-tail sources at 3◦. The authors also state that
versions of the images that had been both flipped and rotated were
produced, but do not specify whether these were used in the dataset.
Once the training set had been supplemented, all images were again
cropped to a final size of 150 × 150 pixels.
At this stage, the training set was separated into two portions - a

training set and a test set - at proportions of 80%/20%. By using this
test set during training, the validation set separated earlier could serve
as examples of truly unseen data, acting as a second check against
overfitting if necessary. Following this, the final dataset population
was approximately 94000 sources in the training set (∼36000 FRI,
∼33000 FRII, ∼25000 bent-tail), approximately 23000 sources in the
test set (∼9000 FRI, ∼7900 FRII, ∼6400 bent-tail), and 187 sources
in the validation set (53 FRIs, 57 FRIIs, 77 bent-tail).

7.4.3 Comparison to MiraBest

In its unaugmented form,AT17 contains a smaller quantity of labelled
FRI and FRII sources than both FR-DEEP and MiraBest; its total of
462FR sourcesmakes it approximately one third the size ofMiraBest,
and it has a similar class balance to FR-DEEP at 39% FRI/61% FRII.
While on the whole its image selection and processing methods are
similar to the other two datasets (besides its lack of normalisation),
one aspect is significantly different: the treatment of bent-tail sources
as a third class.
At present, the exact nature of bent-tail sources is still not com-

pletely certain. Some view them as FRI galaxies with unusual mor-
phologies; Miraghaei & Best (2017) are among this group, including
wide-angle-tail sources in their catalogue with a FRI label, as do
Terni de Gregory et al. (2017). Others view them as potentially
being a completely separate population, given that their bent mor-
phology often seems more alike FRIIs than FRIs; while constructing
WATCAT (a wide-angle-tail galaxy catalogue built to complement
FRICAT and FRIICAT),Missaglia et al. (2019) found that at 1.4GHz
wide-angle-tail sources have flux density more comparable to FRIIs,
above the classic flux cut-off, but when their radio power is plotted
against optical magnitude they instead fall within the region pop-
ulated by FRIs. Aniyan & Thorat (2017) find that their three-class
classifier is much more likely to mislabel bent-tail sources as FRIIs
than FRIs, although as discussed previously this may have been af-
fected by the lack of image normalisation.
While there does not yet appear to be a full consensus as to where

bent-tail galaxies fit in to the FR dichotomy, it is generally agreed that
if not an entirely separate class, bent-tail sources resemble FRIs more
closely than either FRII or hybrid sources. Consequently, if we are
to treat bent-tail sources as a subset of FRI galaxies (as done within
MiraBest), AT17 becomes imbalanced in the opposite direction: over
60% of the unaugmented images are of FRIs, with 60% of that group
being bent-tail sources, which does not reflect the true prevalence of
this morphology. Because of this imbalance and focus upon only
standard FRI, standard FRII, and bent-tail morphologies, AT17 may
be considered to be a less diverse catalogue in terms of overall FR
morphology than MiraBest, in addition to containing a noticeably
smaller population of sources.
Despite sharing broadly the same image processing methods,

MiraBest and AT17 are not immediately compatible to be merged
into a single dataset because of AT17’s lack of scaling and the previ-
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Table 4. Mean and standard deviation of the MiraBest training dataset and
its derivatives.

Dataset ` 𝜎

MiraBest (full) 0.0031 0.0352
MiraBest Confident 0.0031 0.0350
MiraBest Uncertain 0.0031 0.0356
MiraBest Hybrid 0.0036 0.0375
CRUMB 0.0029 0.0341

ously discussed mismatch in their class structure. The former is more
readily overcome, as the application of the same scaling method used
in both MiraBest and FR-DEEP is still possible to perform on the
processed AT17 images, while the latter requires consideration as
to the most recent consensus on the properties of bent-tail galaxies.
Additionally, as with FR-DEEP, the presence of duplicate sources is
a concern; as previously discussed, Miraghaei & Best (2017)’s cat-
alogue shares a noticeable population of sources with FRICAT and
FRIICAT, and while it is unclear whether any of the bent-tail sources
of Proctor (2011)’s are likewise present, both catalogues drawing
from data from the FIRST survey means it is entirely possible. Com-
bining these catalogues, then, is not trivial, and this difficulty makes
AT17 a less appealing immediate candidate than FR-DEEP for ex-
panding upon the overall source count; however, if a larger population
of bent-tail sources is desired for study, AT17 is the most straightfor-
ward catalogue to adapt for use alongside MiraBest.

8 THE MIRABEST DATASET PYTHON CLASS

The structure of theMiraBest dataset mimicks that of the widely used
MNIST (LeCun & Cortes 2010) and (e.g.) CIFAR (Krizhevsky, Nair
& Hinton Krizhevsky et al.) datasets that are used with popular deep
learning software packages such as Pytorch (Paszke et al. 2019) and
Keras (Chollet et al. 2015).
A Python class is provided with the dataset itself in order to facil-

itate its use with these packages with a structure inherited from the
Pytorch data.Dataset class. When using this class there is no need
to download the MiraBest dataset independently as the data loader
will pull a remote copy automatically if no local instance is found.
As for the Pytorch MNIST and CIFAR data loaders a checksum is
instituted in order to avoid corrupted versions of the dataset being
created.
The metadata for each sample includes both a “label" and a “fine

label", where the label indicates the binary FRI/FRII classification,
see Table 3, and the fine label indicates the morphological sub-
classification, see Table 2. Child classes for the sub-samplesMiraBest
Confident, MiraBest Uncertain and MiraBest Hybrid, see Table 3,
are also included in the Dataset class.

8.1 Dataset normalisation

For deep learning applications it is standard practice to normalise
individual data samples from the data set by shifting and scaling
as a function of the mean and variance calculated from the full
training set (LeCun et al. 2012). The normalisation parameters for
the MiraBest training dataset and its derivative training datasets are
listed in Table 4.

9 CRUMB: COLLECTED RADIOGALAXIES USING
MIRABEST

All of the FR galaxy datasets discussed in this work use image data
from the VLA FIRST survey, and as such it is possible to com-
bine them into a single dataset without encountering problems as a
result of differing survey properties, such as (e.g.) angular resolu-
tion. Doing this would allow for a larger number of sources to be
used for training and, if the parent dataset of each source were to
be labelled, allow for direct comparison of performance on each of
these datasets. However, this cannot be done by simply merging the
datasets together; both FR-DEEP andAT17 draw from the same cata-
logues for their sources, meaning that a simple merge would not only
result in duplications of sources but potentially those duplications
having multiple different labels, which would effectively result in la-
bel noise. This motivated the creation of the Collected Radiogalaxies
Using MiraBest (CRUMB) dataset, which is a cross-matched com-
bination of MiraBest, FR-DEEP, AT17 and MiraBest Hybrid. This
dataset retains not only a record of which parent datasets each source
can be found in but their label in each of these datasets, and hence
offers the ability to select labels from the user’s catalogue of choice.

9.1 Constructing CRUMB

To construct CRUMB, the full lists of the sources used in FR-DEEP
(Tang 2019) and AT17 (Aniyan & Thorat 2017) were cross-matched
with the sources in MiraBest and MiraBest Hybrid to identify du-
plicates. Since the location of the source centre was not expected to
be exactly consistent between different catalogues, duplicates were
found by searching for sources which had coordinates within 270 arc-
seconds of ones another, i.e. within the same image using MiraBest’s
image size, and checking whether the coordinates aligned with the
same source using visual inspection. Using this method, a total of
2100 unique sources were found to exist when combining these four
datasets, with 541 being present in more than one dataset.
For this combined sourcelist, the class labels of sources which

appear in more than one dataset were examined to check for dis-
agreements in FR class between different datasets. The vast majority
of the duplicate sources (518 of 541) were found to have been clas-
sified with the same overall FR class in all datasets, with 470 also
agreeing on morphological subclass. A small number of sources (15)
showed clearly contradictory labels, with sources labelled as FRI in
one dataset being labelled as FRII in another. This demonstrates
the label noise issue that can arise if merging machine learning cata-
logues without checking for duplicate sources, which if not addressed
would result in models learning multiple labels for the same source.
To allow for this ambiguity in class to be retained, CRUMB uses

a labelling system which provides both a “basic" and a “complete"
label. The “complete" label is represented by vector with four entries,
each of which represents a source’s class label in each of the four
parent datasets as shown in Table 5. If a source is not present in
a given dataset, it is denoted with “-1" in the relevant entry. This
allows for multiple class labels to be registered; for example, a vector
of [0, -1, 2, -1] would correspond to a source which is labelled as
a confident standard-morphology FRI in MiraBest, a bent source in
AT17, and is not present in FR-DEEP or MiraBest Hybrid.
Additionally, each source is labelled with one of three “basic"

labels: FRI (0), FRII (1) and hybrid (3). These labels are assigned by
the majority label in all the datasets a source appears in; in the case of
two contradictory labels, we favour the label provided by MiraBest.
Using this method, all sources labelled by AT17 as “bent" are folded
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Table 5. The “complete" class labels used within the CRUMB dataset. If a
source is not present in a dataset, it is labelled as “-1".

Entry 0 Entry 1 Entry 2 Entry 3
MiraBest FR-DEEP AT17 MB Hybrid

0 - 9 0 - FRI 0 - FRI 0 - Conf. hybrid
(see Table 2) 1 - FRII 1 - FRII 1 - Unc. hybrid

2 - Bent

into the FRI class, and a total of 1009 FRIs, 998 FRIIs and 97 hybrid
sources are included in CRUMB.
Images in the CRUMB dataset were processed in the same manner

as for MiraBest. Because of the ambiguity in “true" label and lack
of information on redshift and angular size for many sources, image
file names are formatted as “[source right ascension]_[source decli-
nation]" for consistency across this combined dataset. Both the file
name and complete label may be retrieved for any source using the
built-in “filenames" and “complete_labels" methods.

10 USE OF MIRABEST IN THE LITERATURE

The first use of MiraBest was made by Bowles et al. (2021) who
demonstrated that an attention-gated CNN model recovered an 92%
accuracy on the MiraBest Confident test set (84% accuracy on the
full MiraBest test set including uncertain samples), exceeding the
88% classification accuracy attained using the FRDEEP-F dataset by
Tang et al. (2019). Scaife & Porter (2021) used the MiraBest dataset
to demonstrate that classification performance is modestly improved
by enforcing both cyclic and dihedral equivariance in the convolu-
tion kernels of a CNN for FR classification and that E(2)-equivariant
models were able to reduce variations in model confidence as a func-
tion of galaxy orientation. Slĳepcevic et al. (2022) explored the effect
of dataset shift in semi-supervised learning (SSL) by combining la-
belled data fromMiraBest with a larger unlabelled data pool from the
RadioGalaxy Zoo catalogue (Wong et al. in prep), demonstrating that
when different underlying catalogues drawn from the same radio sur-
vey are used to provide the labelled and unlabelled data sets required
for SSL, a significant drop in classification performance is observed.
In Mohan et al. (2022) the uncertainty associated with classification
of individual data samples within the MiraBest dataset was explored
using Bayesian deep learning, confirming that the machine learning
model was less confident about the samples qualified as Uncertain
by the MiraBest labelling scheme than those labelled as Confident,
and that this was amplified for samples labelled as Hybrid.

11 CONCLUSIONS

Machine learning datasets of astronomical data often have different
requirements than astronomical datasets used for other purposes. For
image classification, principle amongst these requirements is having
reliably-labelled data that either exists in large enough quantities to
not necessitate augmentation, or exists in smaller quantities that may
be augmented in such a way that the dataset size can be artificially
increased without resulting in overfitting. These requirements often
result in astronomical ML datasets being created for the specific
research needs of a small number of individuals and not being made
readily available for broader use, as it is assumed that others wishing
to construct a similar dataset will likewise independently seek out
suitable sources which meet their needs.

Fanaroff-Riley galaxy classification has previously been per-
formed using machine learning, but the majority of existing cata-
logues of FR galaxies have not been used to produce publicly acces-
sible image datasets. Datasets which have beenmade accessible, such
as FR-DEEP, were found to be limited to only binary FR sources and
to contain fewer images - O(102) - than the largest current catalogues
of FR galaxies, which consist of O(103) examples. Because of this,
we felt the need to produce a new publicly accessible machine learn-
ing dataset for Fanaroff-Riley galaxies, and created MiraBest for this
purpose.
At time of writing, MiraBest is believed to be the largest publicly

available image dataset labelled according to the FR classification
and most diverse in terms of inclusion of rarer morphologies. Addi-
tionally, the option of including the more morphologically ambigu-
ous data represented by the "uncertainly-labelled" images means that
MiraBest may be considered a less curated dataset than many other
image classification datasets, which largely present only clear and
unambiguous images of the target classes. Because of this, MiraBest
is suitable for examining the ability of classifiers to identify unusual
and ambiguous sources, and whether the inclusion of these sources
in a model’s training data helps or hinders performance both on the
whole and in ability to recognise these unusual sources in particular.
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DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7948346).
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ABSTRACT

Individual vibrational band spectroscopy presents an opportunity to examine exoplanet atmospheres in detail
by distinguishing where the vibrational state populations of molecules differ from the current assumption of a
Boltzmann distribution. Here, retrieving vibrational bands of OH in exoplanet atmospheres is explored using
the hot Jupiter WASP-33b as an example. We simulate low-resolution spectroscopic data for observations
with the JWST’s NIRSpec instrument and use high resolution observational data obtained from the Subaru
InfraRed Doppler instrument (IRD). Vibrational band-specific OH cross section sets are constructed and used
in retrievals on the (simulated) low and (real) high resolution data. Low resolution observations are simulated
for two WASP-33b emission scenarios: under the assumption of local thermal equilibrium (LTE) and a toy
non-LTE model for vibrational excitation of selected bands. We show that mixing ratios for individual bands
can be retrieved with sufficient precision to allow the vibrational population distributions of the forward models
to be reconstructed. A simple fit for the Boltzmann distribution in the LTE case shows that the vibrational
temperature is recoverable in this manner. For high resolution, cross-correlation applications, we apply the
individual vibrational band analysis to an IRD spectrum of WASP-33b, applying an ‘un-peeling’ technique.
Individual detection significances for the two strongest bands are shown to be in line with Boltzmann distributed
vibrational state populations consistent with the effective temperature of the WASP-33b atmosphere reported
previously. We show the viability of this approach for analysing the individual vibrational state populations
behind observed and simulated spectra including reconstructing state population distributions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of exoplanet atmospheres is motivated by a de-
sire to understand the physical properties of exoplanets and
their origins. These properties reflect a range of planetary
environments which can differ drastically from those in our
Solar System and are yet to be fully understood; to gain a bet-
ter understanding we must determine their atmospheric com-
position and thermal structure. We can also extract valuable
information about the origins of these planets and their for-
mation histories, including information about planetary mi-
gration and providing constraints on the modelling of proto-
planetary disks (Öberg et al. 2011). Beyond enhancing our
current understanding, characterising exoplanets can inform
the direction of future research, targets for follow-up study
and the priorities for designing future space missions and
ground-based facilities.

We deduce these characteristics via the process of retrieval;
it allows us to infer parameters related to the atmosphere’s
composition and structure from spectroscopic data acquired
by observing the planet. Spectra are produced based on at-
mospheric models of physical processes taking place and the
radiative transfer of photons through the planet’s atmosphere.
Statistical techniques (typically Bayesian inference methods)
are used to match the modelled spectra with the observed
spectral data given models produced with the chosen param-
eterisation. Optimal values for the parameters are found via
these methods, where optimal is quantified as the maximum
a posteriori probability.

Typically the temperature profiles in exoplanetary atmo-
spheric retrievals are obtained via the fitting of a complex
atmospheric model to an observed absorption (transit) or
emission spectrum, where the temperature is one of the fac-
tors shaping the spectral profile. Most notably, tempera-
ture affects the magnitude (intensity) of different absorp-
tion/emission bands as well as their shapes (e.g. Tessenyi
et al. 2013). Here we explore an alternative, ‘spectroscopic
thermometer’ approach based on the relative intensities of in-
dividual molecular bands as an estimate of their vibrational
populations and therefore the corresponding vibrational tem-
perature. Knowledge of vibrational state populations ob-
tained via band-by-band retrievals provides an opportunity
to infer the molecular vibrational temperature directly from
their spectral features. Additionally, any outlying band popu-
lation would indicate the molecule’s departure from the local
thermal equilibrium (LTE) within the planet’s atmosphere.
Especially favourable for this purpose are the (hot) bands of
some molecules which are characterised by substantial dis-

placement from each other within a relatively small spec-
troscopic region (Wright et al. 2022); typical examples are
diatomics and linear polyatomics. The ability to analyse
molecular spectra with such granularity will play an increas-
ingly important role in the characterization of exoplanet at-
mospheres as accounting for divergences from local ther-
modynamic equilibrium and could greatly impact our un-
derstanding of atmospheric conditions, such as temperature
structure (Fossati et al. 2021; Fisher & Heng 2019) and wind
characteristics (Borsa et al. 2021).

While the approach outlined here naturally enables non-
LTE analyses, it also provides advantages for LTE atmo-
spheric analysis with high and low resolution observations.
For high resolution data it allows temperature measurement
without needing to run computationally expensive T-P profile
retrievals. When analysing low resolution data, this approach
can serve as a separate temperature diagnostic tool with the
potential to avoid degeneracies in temperature retrieval re-
sults.

Here we consider the hydroxyl radical (OH) in the at-
mosphere of WASP-33b both for low resolution and high
resolution applications. OH has recently been detected in
the atmosphere of WASP-33b using the cross correlation
technique (Nugroho et al. 2021) with data from the Subaru
telescope’s InfraRed Doppler instrument (IRD; R≈ 70,000,
Tamura et al. 2012; Kotani et al. 2018) in the spectral re-
gion of 0.97–1.75 µm which was later confirmed by Cont
et al. (2022) using CARMENES data. This near infrared re-
gion contains the OH emission bands formed by the ∆v = 2
rotation-vibrational transitions from vibrational states pop-
ulated at the relevant temperature of the atmosphere. The
OH spectrum has good wavelength separation between hot
vibrational bands. In this work we aim to use this feature
to disentangle individual band intensities in the atmospheric
retrievals in order to target their individual vibrational popu-
lations, i.e. to use information beyond the aggregated band
level information found in the molecular data typically em-
ployed for exoplanet atmospheric analyses. We will show
that the separation between the OH bands in the NIR is suf-
ficient for the bands to be individually retrievable even with
the current observation technology, despite the usual degen-
eracy of the atmospheric factors in a typical retrieval of the
atmospheres of hot Jupiters. While spectral signatures have
been shown to differ in non-LTE for other molecules (Wright
et al. 2022), it is also worth investigating OH in particular
when considering non-LTE in exoplanet atmospheres since it
has a well documented airglow effect in Earth’s atmosphere
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(Noll et al. 2020; Meinel 1950) and the Martian atmosphere
(Clancy et al. 2013). In non-LTE circumstances, vibrational
state populations diverge substantially from a Boltzmann dis-
tribution (as shown in Chen et al. 2021) which makes the
selection of OH particularly relevant for this analysis.

2. NIR SPECTRUM OF OH AND CROSS SECTION
GENERATION

Our goal is to investigate the possibility of retrieving in-
dividual vibrational populations of OH in the NIR emis-
sion spectrum of a hot-Jupiter like atmosphere, using WASP-
33b as an example. The MoLLIST line list (Brooke et al.
2016) for OH is used, along with the ExoCross software
(Yurchenko et al. 2018) for molecular cross section gener-
ation. The software provides two capabilities crucial to this
investigation; the means to filter individual vibrational bands
(i.e select isolated bands while still assuming a Boltzmann
distribution under the LTE condition) and also to supply cus-
tom state populations from which cross sections can be cal-
culated.

The NIR spectrum of OH is mainly composed of the
∆v = 2 vibrational bands, including the overtone band (2, 0),
as well as the weaker ∆v = 3 bands, see Fig. 2 where
an LTE spectrum of OH for the equilibrium temperature of
T = 3050 K is shown, with the individual bands (∆v = 2
and ∆v = 3) depicted in different colours. Here, assuming
the LTE conditions, cross sections of 7 (in the first instance)
individual vibrational bands (0 ≤ v′′ ≤ 6) of OH were gen-
erated using a grid spacing of 0.03 cm−1; this grid spacing
corresponds to a minimum resolving power of R ≈ 190, 000
(at 1.75 µm) which allowed us to retain flexibility at the mod-
elling stage and the potential for applications of the cross sec-
tion set to higher resolution data in the future. The constant
grid spacing allows us to guarantee that we did not introduce
artefacts from the grid subdivision performed by ExoCross
to achieve a fixed resolution across the wavelength range.
The vibrational bands were individually isolated via the fil-
tration method where ExoCross selects only those spectro-
scopic lines originating from the desired vibrational state. In
line with the LTE approximation, their magnitudes drop due
to the Boltzmann factor as well as the corresponding vibra-
tional band strength. For reference, we also retained the stan-
dard set of cumulative cross sections of OH for modelling
the contribution of OH in LTE to the spectrum of WASP-
33b. Although our goal is to examine the effects in emission,
we remain consistent with atmospheric codes by generating
cross sections for the absorption case. Atmospheric mod-
elling codes (such as TauREx 3 (Al-Refaie et al. 2021)) in-
gest absorption data and model the emission case using these
absorption data equivalently by Kirchoff’s law under the as-
sumption of LTE.

In order to be able to retrieve populations of individual
bands of OH in atmospheric spectroscopic models, individ-
ual band cross sections were generated with normalised pop-
ulations (state population set to 1) as a sum of all line in-
tensities for transitions f ← i from a given vibrational band
(v′, v′′) (Yurchenko et al. 2018)

σ(ν̃)v′,v′′ =
∑
i, f

fi f (ν̃)
A(v′,v′′)

i f Nr−v

8πc2ν̃2
i f

(
1 − e−hcν̃i f /kT

)
, (1)

where fi f (ν̃) is a line profile, A(v′,v′′)
i f is the corresponding

Einstein A coefficient and Nr−v is a population of the lower
rotation-vibration state (v”, i).

In order to separate the vibrational and rotational popula-
tions in our analysis, we use the following approximation of
a product of these contributions:

Nr−v = NvNrot (2)

where Nv is a population of the vibrational (or vibronic) state
v and Nrot is the population of the rotational state. For the ro-
tational population a Boltzmann distribution is assumed with
the rotational temperature Trot the same as structural temper-
ature of the atmosphere as defined by the atmospheric T-P
profile, taken for calculating the scale height. This approxi-
mation is similar to the Treanor distribution where the rota-
tional and vibrational components are separated as discussed
in Treanor et al. (1968). The Treanor distribution takes the
product of two Boltmann distributions; one in terms of the
rotational temperature and one in terms of the vibrational
temperature. We make this assumption for the temperature
in Eq. (1) such that T = Trot. The effect of the vibrational
population is to scale each of the band intensities by the pop-
ulation of the state v. For example, the vibrational Boltzmann
population is obtained using the formula,

Nv =
e−Ev/kTvib

Qv(T )
(3)

where Ev is the vibrational energy of the state, Qv(T ) is the
temperature-dependent vibrational partition function and k is
the Boltzmann constant. We can relate this back to Fig. 2
which shows this for the circumstance where Tvib = Trot, i.e.
under the LTE condition. In this work we aim to retrieve the
populations Nv directly from the exoplanetary spectrum as
an independent measure of the atmospheric temperature via
Tvib.

At this step, we use ExoCross to generate cross sections
for OH with bespoke populations Nr−v for each of the states
defined in the MoLLIST OH line list. The ExoCross soft-
ware applies these populations for each state with the cor-
responding vibrational quantum number. Individual vibra-
tional populations can be provided in the ExoCross program
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in order to isolate each desired band; in each case the vibra-
tional population Nv was set to 1 for the desired state and 0
for the remaining states and a partition function is inferred.
Using this method we produced seven sets of cross sections
for each of the lower states (v′′ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) of the hy-
droxyl radical for the ∆v = 2 and ∆v = 3 bands; i.e. those
where opacity falls into the NIR window < 1.8 µm. The cor-
responding population of each band was normalised to 1 for
temperatures ranging between 2850 K and 3350 K and pres-
sures between 1× 10−8 bar and 100 bar which covers the T-P
profile of WASP-33b which follows a Guillot (2010) profile
as shown in Fig. 1. The resulting cross sections are plotted
in Fig. 3 for a rotational temperature of Trot = 3050 K and
Nv = 1.0, where individual spectral components of the hy-
droxyl radical are shown; all the bands are overlaid in the top
pane to show their relative intensities and then plotted indi-
vidually below for clarity.

Figure 1. The Guillot T-P profile adopted for modelling the atmo-
sphere of WASP-33b.

Bands with different lower states excitations v′′ ≤ 5 are
indicated by different colours. The stronger features on the
right are from ∆v = 2 bands, while the weaker features on
the left are from the ∆v = 3 bands. The labels v0, v1, v2,
. . . indicate the lower vibrational states 0, 1, 2, . . . , respec-
tively.

For this case, we see that the strengths of the ∆v = 2 bands
increase with v quadratically, using an extension of the dou-
ble harmonic approximation to the overtone bands (Clark &
Yurchenko 2021), while the intensity increase of the ∆v = 3
band is approximately cubic (Pastorek et al. 2022). Due to
the relative line strengths, the ∆v = 3 sequence will be far
less significant than the ∆v = 2 band features until the v5
(v′′ = 5) and v6 (v′′ = 6) systems. The weaker ∆v = 3 bands
are also included as present within our chosen spectral range.
As the ∆v = 2 moves away from the window, for v′′ > 4,
only ∆v = 3 bands remain visible.

To come a full circle for the sake of illustration, the origi-
nal LTE spectrum at a given T can be then reconstructed from
these Nv = 1 vibrational band-isolated cross sections by scal-
ing the individual band cross sections for given T = Trot to
the actual population number Nv in Eq. (3). For example, the
cross sections in Fig. 2 were obtained by scaling the cross
sections from Fig. 3 using Nv from Eq. (3). Accordingly,
there is an additional drop in their intensities with increasing
v.

Figure 2. Individual band contributions for cross sections of OH
in LTE with the NIR (∆v = 2 and ∆v = 3) shown for the 3050 K,
0.01 bar point on the temperature pressure grid.

3. FORWARD MODELLING

Forward modelling of the emission spectrum of WASP-
33b was performed by taking the requisite input parameters
from Nugroho et al. (2021), listed in Table 1. These plane-
tary and stellar parameters were used along with the gener-
ated cross sections and the atmospheric modelling code Tau-
REx 3 (Al-Refaie et al. 2021) to produce atmospheric mod-
els. The standard, unfiltered cross sections were used to gen-
erate a forward model of OH in WASP-33b’s atmosphere as
shown in Fig. 4; this was performed with the raw OH cross
sections, allowing the retention of the native high resolution
models for high resolution cross correlation analysis and the
later downbinning during the observation simulations for the
low resolution space borne analysis.

4. JAMES WEBB OBSERVATION SIMULATIONS AND
RETRIEVALS

4.1. Observation simulations

Simulations of observations of WASP-33b’s atmosphere
with JWST using the G140H configuration of the NIR-
Spec instrument were conducted using ExoWebb (Edwards
& Stotesbury 2021) noise simulation along with Pandeia data
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Figure 3. NIR cross sections of OH (∆v = 2 and ∆v = 3) produced
from the completely populated states plotted overlaid in the top pane
for scale and individually below, all at a temperature of 3050 K and
a pressure of 0.01 bar. (Note that as we progress to the final two
cross section sets the ∆v = 4 and ∆v = 5 bands start to become
visible)

Parameter WASP-33b Value
Planet Radius (RJ) 1.679
Planet Mass (MJ) 3.266

Stellar Temperature (K) 7400
Stellar Radius (R�) 1.509

Stellar Metallicity (dex) 0.1
Semi-major Axis (AU) 0.02558

Period (Days) 1.21987
OH Volume Mixing Ratio (VMR) Profile Parameters

Surface VMR 7.94328x10−7

Middle VMR 6.30957x10−5

Top VMR 1x10−10

Surface Pressure (Pa) 1x107

Middle Pressure (Pa) 3x103

Top Pressure (Pa) 1x10−3

Table 1. Planetary and stellar parameters used in forward modelling
WASP-33b’s atmosphere.

(Pontoppidan et al. 2016) incorporated into TauREx’s instru-
ment simulation code. The simulation is shown in Fig. 4 for
a 10 secondary eclipse simulation of WASP-33b, overlaying
the TauREx forward model for comparison. An increasing
number of simulated secondary eclipses yielded simulated
observations with successively decreasing noise in the rela-
tive flux values. The 10 secondary eclipse simulation shows
the visibility of OH lines clearly in the wavelength region
above 1.4 µm.

Figure 4. Observation simulation points and errors of the WASP-
33b emission spectra plotted over the forward model for observa-
tions over 10 secondary eclipses.

4.2. Retrievals of vibrational populations

Atmospheric retrievals of the populations of individual
bands were performed with TauREx using a new non-LTE
plugin (Wright (in prep.)) on the simulated observation
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data using cross sections constructed as detailed in Section
2. Nested sampling was performed to fit for the log of the
mixing ratios for the cross sections included in each case
(log(OHn) with uniform priors between -12 and -1) and also
the planetary radius (Rp with uniform priors between 1.5 and
2 RJ).The fit for planetary radius is included to ensure any
degeneracies in fitting are visible. From this a derived mean
molecular weight (µ) is calculated and its distribution dis-
played alongside the inferred probability distributions; this is
included as a summary characteristic of the retrieved atmo-
sphere.

The first set of retrievals was conducted using the cross
sections corresponding to the vibrational Boltzmann LTE
case as our baseline, where each band is effectively con-
sidered as an individual molecule with the population pre-
defined using the Boltzmann LTE rule in Eq. (3) with Tvib =

Trot following the T-P profile discussed in Section 2. This
can be directly correlated with a population of an upper vi-
brational state v′ or equivalently of a lower state v′′, since we
only deal with states differing by ∆v = 2 or ∆v = 3.

Based on this property, in the following, the vibrational
bands in question v0, v1, v2 etc. as labelled in Fig.3 will be
referenced as bands 0, 1, 2 etc., i.e. using the corresponding
lower state v′′ vibrational quantum number.

The mixing ratios for each band associated with v′′ were
considered in two ways: (i) following the three point mix-
ing profile used in the forward modelling step and (ii) also
using a constant mixing ratio. Though given the altitude of
the thermal gradient modelled, the lower and upper points
of the mixing profile cannot be well constrained on account
of the limited pressure region probed by this wavelength, as
such we opted to proceed to perform retrievals with a con-
stant mixing ratio profile.

Figure 5 shows the retrieved posterior probability distribu-
tions with the three strongest emission bands of OH in NIR
with ∆v = 2 and ∆v = 3, bands 0, 1, and 2 (i.e. correspond-
ing to the emissions from three states v′ = 2, 3 and 4 with
the highest populations). For this three band case, treating
each band as a separate species, a single secondary eclipse
observation is sufficient to well constrain the individual band
mixing ratios (10−4.53, 10−4.51 and 10−4.60) to within reason-
able agreement with the ground truth 10−4.2 (all within 2σ).

When we include the hotter band 3, the lines of which are
weaker on account of the reduced relative populations, addi-
tional secondary eclipses are required to well constrain the
band mixing ratios. The posteriors for a single secondary
eclipse retrieval are shown in Fig. 6, while the posteriors
for retrievals conducted on 5 and 10 secondary eclipses are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. In this final retrieval, the
band abundances are neatly constrained, with little degener-
acy.
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Figure 5. Retrieval nested sampling posteriors for one simulated
secondary eclipse with bands 0 to 2.
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Figure 6. Retrieval nested sampling posteriors for one simulated
secondary eclipse with bands 0 to 3.

4.3. Spectroscopic temperature fitting from vibrational
populations

We then attempted to deduce the temperature spectroscop-
ically from the individual vibrational populations using the
simulated data, again treating each emission band individu-
ally. We used the vibrational band cross sections with the
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Figure 7. Retrieval nested sampling posteriors for five simulated
secondary eclipses with bands 0 to 3.
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Figure 8. Retrieval nested sampling posteriors for ten simulated
secondary eclipses with bands 0 to 3.

population normalised to 1 (Nv = 1) introduced in section 2.
The retrieved mixing ratio now acts as a proxy for the band
population (in addition to the information it contains about
the overall mixing ratio of OH in the atmospheric model).

When considering the first three bands in isolation, using
data simulated for five secondary eclipse observations, mix-

ing ratios for each of the individual bands can be well con-
strained (see Fig. 9). The crucial difference compared to a
typical retrieval of the mixing ratio for a molecule is that we
see a drop off in retrieved mixing ratio with increasing v′′,
corresponding to the reduced populations in higher bands for
OH in LTE at this temperature. The relative weakness of the
lines due to these higher states can be visualised in Fig. 10
where the individual contributions used in the retrieval are
plotted. The limit of our ability to retrieve such mixing ra-
tios for less populated bands with a simulated ten secondary
eclipses of data is apparent in Fig. 11 and is well understood
by their marginal contribution to the OH spectra as well as
by the limitations of the instrument.
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Figure 9. Posteriors for five simulated secondary eclipses with
bands 0 to 3, using artificial completely populated band cross sec-
tions.

In order to illustrate the limitations of detectability im-
posed by the low state populations and the associated limited
emissions of very hot bands, in Fig. 12 we examine the case
of 50 secondary eclipse observations. One can see that even
for this idealised case, only one more band can be constrained
properly. For the subsequent two bands, only an upper limit
can be given and the 1σ confidence interval for the mixing
ratio of these bands spans a wide, poorly constrained range,
as shown in Fig. 13.

We can now use this 50 simulated secondary eclipse re-
trieval to demonstrate spectroscopic retrieval of the vibra-
tional temperature Tvib via fitting the retrieved populations
with a Boltzmann distribution. The band mixing ratios re-
trieved individually using the individual complete band sets
were normalised by their sum. We then employ a simple
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Figure 10. Individual band contributions of OH in NIR retrieved
using the completely populated band cross sections for 0 to 3 with
a simulated five secondary eclipses, with the plot highlighting the
wavelength region with the strongest lines.

least squares fitting routine with the vibrational temperature
as our free parameter and the vibrational populations Nv(T )
are given by Eq. (3), from which we derive a best fit vibra-
tional temperature of 2815 K. It should be noted that this
simulated example is not an independent measurement of
the thermal conditions, since the literature T-P profile used
in simulation is assumed in the retrieval. Instead it demon-
strates the retrievability of vibrational populations as a tech-
nique which could be used in conjunction with fitting the T-
P profile when conducting such an analysis in the empirical
case, with an unknown temperature profile.

The agreement between the Boltzmann distribution and
the retrieved mixing ratios for the bands, as proxies for the
band populations, are plotted in Fig. 14. The bars show two
population levels for each vibrational number, with the val-
ues given in table 2; these arise since OH is an open-shell
molecule and so fine structure splitting gives rise to two en-
ergies per vibrational number.

4.4. non-LTE retrieval

In addition, we consider a hypothetical non-LTE scenario
where the vibrational state populations have been driven
away from a Boltzmann distribution, similar to that shown
for the excited bending vibrational mode of H2O by Han et al.
(2022). In our non-LTE scenario, we take the molecules to
have been vibrationally excited to an arbitrary peak of v = 3
with the remaining state populations following a normal dis-
tribution around this peak, as shown in table 2. This normally
distributed configuration is an example of non-Boltzmann
population; the retrieval result is illustrated in Fig. 15. An
example of a physically occurring non-LTE scenario is the
non-LTE vibrational population of OH in the air glow in the
upper layers of the terrestrial atmosphere (Chen et al. 2021;
Noll et al. 2020).

5. HIGH RESOLUTION CROSS-CORRELATION
APPROACH

A high resolution cross-correlation approach comprises
part of this analysis. While we have demonstrated the the-
oretical capability to separate individual bands at the mod-
elling stage and to integrate this into a retrieval framework,
we were motivated by the limited resolution of such data
from space-based observatories to investigate the use of high
resolution data from ground-based facilities. In this case, that
is the IRD instrument on the Subaru telescope. To achieve
this we perform high resolution cross-correlation fits for the
free parameters: orbital velocity KP, systemic velocity vsys,
and the scale factor of the model α. These fits are performed
for a number of forward models, each of which has a fixed
set of vibrational band contributions.

5.1. Observations and Data Reduction

We used three data sets taken after the secondary eclipse
using IRD mounted at the Subaru 8.2-m telescope. The first
data set was obtained on October 1, 2020 (N1, PID: S20B-
008, PI: Nugroho) and used to detect OH emission, see Nu-
groho et al. (2021). While the additional two data sets were
taken on August 30, 2021 (N2) and December 18, 2021 (N3)
as part of program S21B-111 (PI: Nugroho, see Table 3 for
the observation log). The target was continuously observed
in natural guide star mode without the laser frequency comb
with an exposure time of 300 s per frame and overhead time
of 25 s. We discarded the first nine exposures of N3 which
had low S/N due to high humidity. These data sets are part of
the work of Nugroho et al. (in prep.) and we refer the reader
there for full details.

In short, the data were reduced using the IRD pipeline
(Kuzuhara et al. 2018, Kuzuhara et al. in prep.). The ex-
tracted spectra consist of 72 spectral orders ranging from
≈9260 to ≈17645 Å . We exclude the first eight and the last
spectral orders due to relatively low S/N. In addition, we also
exclude the spectral orders with the median wavelength be-
tween 14600-15203 Å from further analysis due to heavy tel-
luric contamination. We fit the continuum profile of the spec-
trum with the highest S/N of each data-set using the contin-
uum task in IRAF1. Then we divided the data sets by their
corresponding best-fit continuum profile to normalize them.
The sky emission lines were masked based on Oliva et al.
(2015); Rousselot et al. (2000). The spectra were put into
a ”common blaze function/continuum profile” following the
procedure of Merritt et al. (2020). Any 5 σ outliers were
masked from the data following Gibson et al. (2020). Any

1 The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) is distributed by the
US National Optical Astronomy Observatories, operated by the Associa-
tion of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under a cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 11. Posteriors for ten simulated secondary eclipses with bands 0 to 5, using artificial completely populated band cross sections.

v Normal population Boltzmann population spin 1 Boltzmann population spin 2

0 0.0044 1.0000 0.9086
1 0.0540 0.1614 0.1467
2 0.2420 0.0283 0.0258
3 0.3990 0.0054 0.0049
4 0.2420 0.0011 0.0010
5 0.0540 - -
6 0.0044 - -

Table 2. Populations corresponding to v states for the normal distribution (a non-LTE) example and the Boltzmann LTE example for both
populations arising from the spin splitting.

remaining bad pixels and bad regions were visually identified
and masked out from the data. The final spectra of each data
set were then stacked into an array with three axes: number
of spectral orders (58), number of exposures, and wavelength
(2048). Finally, we also masked the pixels that have a value
less than 0.1 from the data to avoid any saturated telluric lines
and estimated the uncertainty of each pixel by calculating the
outer product of the standard deviation along the wavelength

and time, then normalized by the standard deviation of the
whole array excluding the masked pixels.

In the wavelength range of IRD, telluric and stellar lines
dominate the data. The signal of the planet is several orders
of magnitude weaker than the signal of the host star. To ex-
tract the planet signal using the cross-correlation technique
pioneered by Snellen et al. (2010), the telluric and stellar
lines must be removed from the data. Fortunately, the ra-
dial velocity of the planet ranged from tens to hundreds of
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Figure 12. Posteriors for the retrieval including bands 0 through 6 for a simulated 50 secondary eclipses.

Name of Date Observing time Airmass Phase Number Mean S/N # SysRem
the night (UT) (UT) change coverage of frames (at 1 µm) iterations

N1 2020-10-01 10:35-13:42 1.12-1.05-1.12 0.597-0.700 33 145 3
N2 2021-08-30 10:25-15:15 1.64-1.05-1.08 0.569-0.734 56 156 9
N3 2021-12-18 05:24-10:18 1.13-1.05-1.44 0.573-0.740 55 110 6

Table 3. Summary of IRD observations

km s−1, shifting the planet spectra across many different pix-
els, while the telluric and stellar lines were (quasi-) stationary
during the observations. To remove them, first, we divided
out the mean spectra from each data set. We then applied the
detrending algorithm SysRem (Tamuz et al. 2005) indepen-
dently to each spectral order in each data set to remove the
temporal variations in each wavelength bin. This was first
applied to high-resolution datasets by Birkby et al. (2013).
Any wavelength bin in the residual of each iteration of each
spectral order that has a standard deviation of more than 5
times the standard deviation of the whole array was masked.
We stopped the iteration when the detection strength of OH

is at its maximum (see Table 3 for the number of iterations
selected for each data set).

5.2. Cross-correlation and Likelihood Mapping

We cross-correlated the telluric-cleaned data sets with our
forward models Doppler-shifted using linear interpolation
over a range of radial velocity. We used the cross-correlation
function of Gibson et al. (2020):

CCF(v) =
∑

i

fimi(ν)
σ2

i

, (4)

where CCF is the cross-correlation function for a given
Doppler-shifted velocity (ν), fi is the mean-subtracted
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Figure 13. Mix ratios retrieved for bands 0 through 6 for a simu-
lated 50 secondary eclipses.

Figure 14. Retrieved mixing ratios for OH compared with the theo-
retical Boltzmann distribution used in generating cross sections for
OH in LTE. Retrieved from a simulated 50 secondary eclipses.

Figure 15. Retrieved mixing ratios for OH compared with a sim-
ulated spectra generated using OH with a disequilibrium, normal
distribution peaking at v = 3.

telluric-cleaned data at ith wavelength bin, σi is the uncer-
tainty, and mi is the mean-subtracted model Doppler-shifted
to a radial velocity of ν.

The cross-correlation functions of all of the data sets were
then co-added at the planetary rest frame over a range of or-
bital velocity (KP) and systemic velocity (vsys) creating a KP-
vsys CCF map. We then converted it to an S/N map by divid-
ing it by the standard deviation of the area ± 50 km s−1 away
from the expected signal. Based on the previous studies, the
planetary signal, if any, would appear around a KP of 230 km
s−1 and vsys of -3 km s−1 (e.g., Nugroho et al. 2017, 2020,
2021; Cont et al. 2021, 2022; Yan et al. 2021; van Sluijs et al.
2022; Yan et al. 2022).

To avoid any bias in selecting which area to represent the
noise, we followed Brogi et al. (2022) by fitting a Gaussian
function to the CCF distribution of the noise and used the
best-fit standard deviation as the estimated noise floor.

We also calculated a likelihood map (L) for each model
using the β-optimised likelihood function following Gibson
et al. (2020, see also Brogi & Line 2019).

lnL(v) = −
N
2

ln
 1

N

∑ f 2
i

σ2
i

+ α2
∑ mi(ν)2

σ2
i

− 2αCCF(ν)
 ,
(5)

where α is the scale factor of the model and N is the total
number of pixels.

Previous studies (e.g. Brogi & Line 2019; Gibson et al.
2022) show that removing the telluric lines using a detrend-
ing method (e.g. airmass detrending, singular value decom-
position, SysRem) alters the planetary spectrum in the data.
As cross-correlation or likelihood mapping is basically a
template matching if the model is processed differently than
the observed data any constraint that relies on the line profile
(strength, position, width, and shape) would be unreliable.
To correct this effect, for each spectral order of each data set,
we Doppler-shifted the model template for a given value of
KP and vsys as a function of orbital phase and divided out the
mean spectrum to normalize it. We then applied the prepro-
cessing technique described by Gibson et al. (2022) that uses
the same SysRem basis vectors that were used to remove the
telluric lines and subtracted them out from the normalized
Doppler-shifted model array. This preprocessed model array
was then directly used to calculate the likelihood value. We
repeated this process for a range of KP and vsys. To account
for different scaling of the model to the data, we calculated
the likelihood for a range of α values. Lastly, previous liter-
ature (e.g., Gibson et al. 2020; Nugroho et al. 2020; Gibson
et al. 2022) estimated the significance of the detection by di-
viding the median values of the conditional distribution of α
at the best-fit parameters by its standard deviation. Here, we
expanded it to produce a significance map by performing it
to all of the combinations of KP and vsys.
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5.3. LTE forward model-all bands

Using our OH LTE forward model, we obtained a strong
detection of OH emission with an S/N of 9.5 at the KP of
231.8 km s−1 and vsys of −1.1 km s−1 consistent with the
previous detection (Fig. 16a). With the preprocessed model
and likelihood mapping, the same signal is detected at > 12
σ (Fig. 16b) demonstrating the advantage of the likelihood
framework and preprocessing the model over a pure cross-
correlation without preprocessing the model in detecting at-
mospheric signal.

5.4. Individual bands

Here, we tried to detect the individual OH band assum-
ing a completely populated state for each band similar to
Fig. 3 Rotational state populations are taken to be Boltzmann
distributed, while the vibrational state populations are un-
weighted in order to explore any non-LTE (non-Boltzmann)
circumstances. For the high resolution case we extended our
isolated cross section set up to v = 9 (which corresponds to
a maximum highest state of v = 12 via the ∆v = 3 band)
in order to reflect the potential for higher sensitivty than the
lower resolution modelling. We obtained a strong detection
both for bands 0 and 1 at > 6 σ consistent with the velocity
of the planet detected using the OH LTE model. Unfortu-
nately, there is no clear evidence for hotter vibrational bands,
although there is a hint of a weak signal of band 2 in the
KP-vsys significance map (see Fig. 17a).

5.5. Band unpeeling

High-resolution spectroscopy, obtained from ground-
based instruments, contains a substantial noise component
due to sources such as the telluric lines from the Earth’s at-
mosphere; in comparison the component from the actual Ex-
oplanet’s atmosphere has a low signal-to-noise ratio. With
this limitation, and since the individual bands in isolation
provide even smaller signal contributions, we obtain incon-
clusive results when performing the cross-correlation tech-
nique with templates containing isolated vibrational bands.

To mitigate the limited contributions from individual bands
we attempt a spectral ‘unpeeling’ approach; cross-correlation
templates were constructed with bands sequentially added
from 0 to 9 (i.e. bands 0, 0+1, 0+1+2, 0+1+2+3, etc),
and also backwards from 9 to 0 (i.e. bands 9, 9+8, 9+8+7,
. . . , 9+8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1+0). We propose the unpeel-
ing approach to include contributions from a greater num-
ber of bands in the model templates. This is to present
an approach which may enhance cross-correlation signal in
circumstances where individual band signals are too weak,
while still performing some band isolation across sequential
models as is the goal of this technique. The combination of a
number of the vibrational bands then yielded a recognizable
change in the detection significance when comparing cross-
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Figure 16. (a). The KP-vsys map after combining the cross-
correlation functions of all of the data sets using a non-preprocessed
OH LTE model. The upper panel shows the S/N curve at the KP of
231.8 km s−1 while the right panel shows the S/N curve at the vsys

of -1.1 km s−1. The color-bar shows the S/N of the KP-vsys map. (b).
The marginalized likelihood distribution of KP, vsys, and α using a
preprocessed OH LTE model. The red dashed lines show the me-
dian value of the corresponding distribution. The upper right panel
is the KP-vsys map of the detection from the likelihood. The color-
bar shows the significance of the KP-vsys map. This map is produced
by dividing the median value of the conditional likelihood distribu-
tion of α by its uncertainty at every combination of KP and vsys.

correlation results between different templates (see Fig. 17b
& 17c). This change is especially significant from 0 to 0+1
consistent with the 0 and 1 states being mainly populated
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Figure 17. The KP-vsys significance map of the combined data sets (N1 + N2 + N3) for the preprocessed individual band model (a), unpeeling
model from band 0 only to the total 0+1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9 bands (b), unpeeling model from band 9 only to the sum of bands 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 (c). The white dashed lines indicate the location of the OH LTE model signal as a reference. The color bar shows the significance
of the maps.

at this temperature (see Section 5.4 and Fig. 17a) and the high detection significance of backwards unpeeling model
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9+8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1 (i.e. with band 0 excluded). Mean-
while, the 9+8+7+6+5+4+3+2 backward model (with bands
0 and 1 excluded) does not yield any detection although vi-
sually we can see a possible signal of this model around the
expected velocity of the planet similar to the individual band
2 model in Section 5.4. This is also supported by the in-
crease of the detection significance when band 2 is added
into the 0+1 band model. Interestingly, the single band 0 of
the unpeeling band model yields a much stronger detection
(9σ) than the completely populated (unity scaled) v0 case
(6.6σ). This difference in the detection significances arises
from a difference in the model templates, driven by differing
line intensities. These line intensities are governed by the
vibrational state populations which in the case of the com-
pletely populated model have been artificially set to unity,
while in the filtered case the populations obey a Boltzmann
distribution but with filtering applied afterwards to select the
v0 model.

The difficulty of detecting vibrational hot bands is in prin-
ciple in accordance with the LTE conditions corresponding to
the T-P profile temperature; the vibrational state populations
relate to the detection significances for each individual band
model, with only the first two detected in line with Boltz-
mann distributed populations corresponding to a vibrational
temperature consistent with the effective temperature. This
difficulty of detection is also related to the limited NIR re-
gion used, which does not properly cover the contributions
of the hot bands v′′ > 5.

6. DISCUSSION

Although the wavelength separation is good for the indi-
vidual hot bands of molecules such as OH, the ability to
distinguish between the bands in all situations is not unlim-
ited and sufficient wavelength range coverage is required to
avoid degeneracy. This limitation becomes apparent when
attempting retrievals on spectra for state populations peak-
ing at higher vibrational numbers. For instance, using the
current wavelength coverage of 0.97-1.5 µm in atmospheric
retrievals, it would be difficult to detect the terrestrial-like
airglow population, which is known to peak at the higher vi-
brational band (8, 6) (Chen et al. 2021). When attempting a
retrieval of this non-LTE scenario, we encountered a substan-
tial overestimation of the corresponding vibrational band,
(7, 5) or (8, 6), abundances characterised by a convergence
to the top boundary of the prior when fitting via a nested
sampling method. This problem exists for these higher bands
when observing over this wavelength range since the stronger
band becomes truncated, to constrain these bands a wave-
length coverage reaching higher wavelengths would be re-
quired.

As the ground truth population for a given state becomes
small, the associated transition lines in the spectrum become

weaker. When this weakness becomes sufficiently small
compared to the observation uncertainty (simulated, in this
case), the populations for these states are no longer retriev-
able. This can be seen in Fig. 14, where it is characterised by
a far wider 1σ interval for the retrieved v = 4 population.

It is theoretically possible to add an additional level of
complexity and also attempt retrieval of fine structure spin
splitting state populations, for which theoretical values are
represented by the overlapping bars for each vibrational num-
ber in Fig. 14. OH in this electronic configuration is charac-
terised by spin splitting of 126.3 cm−1. The quantum number
assignments available in this line list are sufficient to do this
theoretically, however since observational data quality is lim-
ited, we leave this for future work.

WASP-33 is a pulsating δ-Scuti variable (Changeat et al.
2022) which makes it a slightly more complex system; this
should not be an issue for the high resolution analysis as
there is no OH in the stellar atmosphere to affect the cross-
correlation results.

Possible further work could explore using this technique
for a range of other molecules (such as TiO or other diatomics
due to their good vibrational band separation) and a range of
other data sets; including different wavelength ranges and tar-
get planets. One such candidate could be WASP-18b where
OH has also been detected (Brogi et al. 2022).

7. CONCLUSION

From the analysis conducted here, we can conclude that
individual vibrational state populations can be obtained for
OH in NIR as fitted parameters in exoplanet atmosphere re-
trieval techniques by including isolated individual bands as
cross sections of individual species. Here we have shown the
viability of this approach for OH, though this generalises to
diatomic molecules more broadly on account of their good
vibrational band separation. Not only is this shown for simu-
lated observational spectra for OH with a typical LTE Boltz-
mann distribution across vibrational states, but also for a non
equilibrium case. In addition, we demonstrate that non Boltz-
mann distributions are also retrievable: for the non equilib-
rium case, this approach can also distinguish where higher
states are populated, as in the example of the v = 3 peak
normal population model. The detection of such a higher
peak, or retrieved populations incongruous with the Boltz-
mann distribution, in observed data would be consistent with
a non-LTE signature.

To facilitate the individual vibrational band detection, an
‘unpeeling’ model is suggested, where individual band con-
tributions are added to or subtracted from the total cross sec-
tions. Applying an unpeeling approach to the recent high-
resolution detection of individual bands of OH in WASP-33b,
we obtained a significant difference when band 1 was added
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to a single band 0 model illustrating the potential of detection
of individual spectroscopic bands.
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ABSTRACT
Observations from NASA’s Solar Dynamic Observatory Atmospheric Imaging Assembly were employed to investigate targeted
physical properties of coronal active region structures across the entirety of Solar Cycle 24 (dates). This is the largest consistent
study to date which analyses emergent trends in structural width, location, and occurrence rate by performing an automatic and
long-term examination of observable coronal limb features within equatorial active region belts across four extreme ultraviolet
wavelengths (171, 193, 211, and 304 angstroms). This has resulted in over thirty thousand observed coronal structures and hence
allows for the production of spatial and temporal distributions focused upon the rise, peak and decay activity phases of Solar
Cycle 24. Employing a self- organized-criticality approach as a descriptor of coronal structure formation, power law slopes of
structural widths versus frequency are determined, ranging from -1.6 to -3.3 with variations of up to 0.7 found between differing
periods of the solar cycle, compared to a predicted Fractal Diffusive Self Organized Criticality (FD-SOC) value of -1.5. The
North-South hemispheric asymmetry of these structures was also examined with the northern hemisphere exhibiting activity
that is peaking earlier and decaying slower than the southern hemisphere, with a characteristic "butterfly" pattern of coronal
structures detected. This represents the first survey of coronal structures performed across an entire solar cycle, demonstrating
new techniques available to examine the composition of the corona by latitude in varying wavelengths at selected altitudes.

Key words: Sun:corona – Sun:UV radiation – Sun:atmosphere

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Solar Cycle and Active Regions

The approximately eleven year solar activity cycle as part of the larger
twenty two year magnetic cycle are one of the clearest observable
indicators of the Sun’s complex and dynamic magnetic field, with
consequences for the wider heliosphere and space weather. How-
ever, the specifics of how varying magnetic activity can propagate
outwardly into the Corona, is still not fully understood.
Coronal structures such as loops and plumes are observable ex-

tensions of the sun’s magnetic field (Reale 2014). Though these
structures have been extensively imaged over Solar Cycle 24 by
instruments such as NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)
Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) Lemen et al. (2012) Pesnell
et al. (2012). These rich and expansive datasets have not always been
fully leveraged to take advantage of this long term coverage. Previ-
ous studies have focused on aspects of specific properties of coronal
structures such as the cross sectional profiles and morphology Klim-
chuk & DeForest (2020), lengths Dahlburg et al. (2018), intensities
and temperaturesXie et al. (2017), and the interaction of complex
magnetic regions Rappazzo (2015), however these are typically lim-
ited in scope and only utilize small portions of the data available,
such as specific active regions and time periods. The evolution of

★ E-mail: DGGass@uclan.ac.uk
† E-mail: RWWalsh@uclan.ac.uk

these properties and any possible connection across the solar cycle
is not fully appreciated.

Equatorial active regions are areas of predominantly closed mag-
netic flux occurring roughly thirty degrees above and below the line
of the solar equator (van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green (2015)). These are
referred to as the active region belts and are indicators of the phases
of magnetic activity across the solar cycle (Hathaway 2015). The
solar magnetic field can vary in strength drastically by region and
altitude and is also associated with a high degree of dynamism and
magnetic field intensity variation (Brooks et al. 2021; Kuckein et al.
2009), with high temperature and velocity variations within plasmas
and structures. This makes it a particularly compelling region for
research into the interactions of plasma with these strong, varying
magnetic fields Seaton et al. (2021); Higginson et al. (2017).

These regions of magnetic activity can exhibit highly complex
braiding behaviours within magnetic flux tubes on a wide variety of
spatial scales, which may contribute to coronal heating (Chitta et al.
(2022)). A combination of motions from photospheric Alfvén waves
(AC Heating, Milano et al. (1997)) to the magnetic tension causing
local reconnections and realignments of the magnetic field and dissi-
pation between current sheets (DC nanoflare Moriyasu et al. (2004)
and Joule heating Kanella & Gudiksen (2019), is likely contribute to
the heating of coronal plasma. As heated plasma fills the flux tubes
which contain them, this plasma radiates at specific wavelengths,
and observable coronal structures are formed. The placement and
observed width of these structures may therefore be informative of

© 2023 The Authors
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the physical processes and the magnetic conditions which produced
them.

1.2 Coronal Structures and Observation

Coronal structures are pervasive fundamental features of the solar
corona (Reale 2014). These structures vary greatly in length, from
a few hundred kilometers in very small loops to several solar radii
for extended plumes, formed from plasma heated by magnetic re-
connection and supported by magnetic flux tubes emerging from the
solar interior. The extremely high temperatures and low pressures
that typify the corona have been subject to extensive study by solar
astrophysicists. There are a variety of models utilizing a wide range
of MHD (Magnetohydrodynamical) based heating scenarios (such
as DC filament (Heyvaerts & Priest 1984) and AC Wave Heating
(Milano et al. 1997)), though more limited is extensive observational
data to compare these models to.
Limitations of coronal observations are imposed by the instrumen-

tal effects, and of viewing conditions of the corona. Some of these
can be mitigated by choosing structures visible at the coronal limb,
but others - such as the point spread function and charge spreading
effects are nontrivial to deconvolve from imagesPoduval et al. (2013)
and can effectively destroy information of smaller structures.
A summary on existing coronal loop observations made with vari-

ous instruments is provided byAschwanden&Peter (2017); they out-
line the decreasing minimum observable loop width that is brought
about as a consequence of improving instrumental resolving power.
Aschwanden & Peter (2017) describes an observed loop width as
a combination of the true width size and any possible perceived
loop broadening which are observational effects, described as the
following;

𝑤2
𝑜𝑏𝑠

= 𝑤2
𝑝𝑠 𝑓

+ 𝑤2𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 + 𝑤2𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 (1)

where w = observed loop width, wtrue = the “true” loop width, or
how large the structure would appear if viewed without any limiting
effects, wpsf= the point spread function caused by the “spreading” of
charge in an electronic CCD when a photon is absorbed by a pixel in
the detector, and wnoise = broadening caused by noise effects such as
Poissonian photon noise, dark current, readout noise, etc. For EUV
AIA wavelengths, this is approximately 2.7 pixels.

1.3 Coronal Widths and Self Organized Criticality

Despite the above, statistical methods such as S.O.C modelling (Self
Organized Criticality Bak et al. (1988)) can be useful in analysing
the behaviour of nonlinear, size invariant systems. The mechanism
for DC heating, which is suspected to be a major cause contributing
to the processes of reconnection which form visible coronal struc-
tures is potentially describable as an S.O.C process. That is, that the
requirements of stochastic addition (energy deposited randomly to
subresolved filaments within the footpoints of coronal structures), the
existence of a local critical threshold (the amount of energy which is
needed to trigger the process of magnetic process), the multi-scale
nature of the space (subresolved flux tubes of scale lengths of po-
tentially as few as sub ten km in a space up to 10,000s km), and the
presence of a global critical state by which small scale events can
spread and cascade into larger events which spread throughout the
space (local magnetic reconnection perturbs adjacent filaments and
causes further reconnection events to occur throughout the footpoint
of a coronal structure) mean that some characteristic statistics of

S.O.C processes might be detectable within large enough samples of
these coronal structures.
A strength of the S.O.C approach is that it does not rely on precise

understanding of the exact mechanisms which are operating within
the observed region. Highly complex reconnection reconstruction
which would require complex 3-D MHD simulation are not required
for approximating the contributions of a wide variety of effects and
local conditions as a local requirement of exceeding some critical
threshold in some parameter(s), alleviating the requirement for the
entire system to be solved analytically for predictions of observa-
tional parameters. S.O.C has been shown to apply to a large number
of physical and astrophysical phenomenon, Watkins et al. (2016),
including in reconnection in solar plasmas (flares, CMEs, solar ener-
getic particles etc..) Sharma et al. (2016) and in coronal loop widths
themselves Aschwanden&Peter (2017). Although S.O.C based anal-
ysis will allow for a greater degree of physical interpretation of coro-
nal loop populations and their connection to the magnetic changes
which occur in the solar cycle in bulk, there are some caveats it
must be noted that the aforementioned observational limitations will
introduce a threshold cutoff effect to the power law of observed coro-
nal widths. This effect thresholds the distribution of observed S.O.C
events viewed by the AIA, including coronal structures below the 2.7
pixel limit described above - and alters their measured power laws.
These observational effects combined with alterations to underlying
physical andmagnetic processes driven by the solar cycle could cause
a measurable deviation from a predicted S.O.C gradient and by ex-
amining their relation to ideal values derived from stochastic, fractal
events in n-dimensional S.O.C space (1.5 in the case of coronal loop
widths, which are taken to be analogues for the size s of cascading
events).
The power law predicted by the ideal Fractal Diffusive (FD) S.O.C

is indicative of the presence of coupled, driven oscillators and the
dissipative non-linear avalanching behaviour, which spreads across
all available scale lengths given a stochastic driver. As it can be safely
assumed that the simple S.O.C approach is not wholly descriptive of
the physical phenomenon occurring in the environment of the solar
corona during loop formation, deviations from this ideal value can
be described as combinations of observational effects, and specific
variations as described above. These variations can also be described
by modification of the simple ideal case.
In the context of this work, if coronal structures do follow S.O.C

like distributions, then a collection of their physical widths should be
describable by a power law. By measuring a wide variety of coronal
structures in varying conditions, a profile can be developed and a
power law fitted and measured.
Prior results from studies of active regions and demonstrate S.O.C

distributions within coronal loop populations found that power law
slopes of widths from these coronal structures range from roughly
2.7 - 3.3 for active regions viewed in multiple AIA filters and around
1.39 in Hi-C populations. (Zhiming et al. 2019; Aschwanden & Peter
2017) This compares to an "ideal" FD-SOC gradient of 1.5
Power law slopes for varying wavelengths at various points in the

solar cycle can be compared and measured, and the exact difference
between 𝛼w in various stages of the solar cycle and with 𝛼s can
be quantified and analysed. The closeness of fit of these observed
profiles to the previouslymentioned power-lawwill be used to analyse
loop widths, comparing different populations of loop widths from
various points across the entire recent solar cycle in the first instance.
These power laws can form a basis for analysis of coronal structure
populations across varying time periods and wavelengths.
S.O.C then might be useful as a type of statistical probe of emer-

gent behaviours in the corona. As it takes no assumptions or is
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informed by any physics within the region of loop formation, it can-
not directly provide information as to physical conditions or which
specific mechanism or threshold condition is required to produce the
observed collection of structures.

1.4 North South Hemispheric Asymmetry

Additionally, a long term approach to examining coronal structures
could analyse north vs south hemispheric asymmetry. Imbalance in
northern and southern solar magnetic activity has been observed for
several decades (Bell & Glazer 1958) and has been explored exten-
sively in a variety of solar phenomenon such as; sunspot activity
(Javaraiah 2021), interplanetary energetic and geomagnetic indica-
tors (El-Borie et al. 2012), sunspot rotation rates (Xie et al. 2018)
among others. As of yet, no large scale study of asymmetry within
coronal structures has been made. Though expected to be strongly
related to sunspots by their shared emerging magnetic flux tubes, it is
difficult for models to definitively determine the relationship between
simple emerging flux tubes present at the footpoints of coronal struc-
tures and more developed observable structures higher in the solar
atmosphere. This is due to complex forces such as changing plasma
beta with height and mechanical warping/tension of these structures.
By examining this asymmetry in context with the different plasma
temperatures of varying EUV bands, greater detail of plasma tem-
peratures and their changing distributions across the solar cycle can
be examined. The aim of this work then is to identify and record the
largest possible population of coronal structures across solar cycle 24
by measuring and studying the evolution of coronal loop width, lati-
tude, and occurrence frequency. This will allow for novel analysis of
the corona - measuring specific changes to many of these parameters
and contrasting them to other well known indicators of solar activity
such as sunspots, models of predictions of coronal loop parameter
distribution, and against the properties of other loops recorded in
multiple EUV wavelengths.
As well as coronal widths, the hemispheric asymmetry of struc-

tures can indicate the behaviour of the corona and it’s reaction to the
changing activity within the asymmetric solar dynamo. Such exami-
nations would allow for a coronal region to be "mapped" throughout
the solar cycle, and examined for trends and distributions which may
be characteristic of the solar atmosphere and the magnetic field as
it moves into the outer solar atmosphere. Such examination may
prove useful for determining the degree of similarity between the
placement coronal structures and their corresponding photospheric
footpoints, such as active region sunspots, as well as identifying
divergences from these expected positions in different temperature
regimes. The behaviour of magnetic flux tubes and how they change
as a consequence of emergence and height above the photosphere is
not completely understood (Inoue et al. (2018)). The mechanisms of
how these mechanisms have for space weather and the interaction
of these solar magnetic fields with the outer solar atmosphere, this
could represent an alternative way to approach studying the shape
and the dynamics of the coronal atmosphere throughout a solar cycle.
In the following section, the methodology of an automated ap-

proach to identification and measurement of coronal loops in AIA
EUV images is outlined, and the techniques of analysis performed
upon them described.

2 METHOD

To analyse the properties of structures of interest within the corona,
they must first be identified and traced; in the case of coronal loop

structures, this can be challenging. Difficulties of variable geometries
owing to the relative angle of the observed structure to instrument
mean that geometry and width determination must be considered.
This is not always feasible to perform in all portions of the corona
in an automatic fashion, as there are a number of assumptions which
must be made about the underlying loop orientation and background.
This involves complex magnetic and structural topologies such as
by visually overlapping structures along the line of sight(Beveridge
et al. 2004), which can introduce errors to subsequent measurement
(Mikić et al. 2013).
Additionally, the contribution of background/foreground emission

along the integrated line of sight can be significantly greater than the
emission of coronal loop structures, and attempts to properly isolate
loop intensity from background measurements can be challenging.
(Reale 2014)
To mitigate these issues, coronal loops at the limb were chosen as

the basis of study for measurement and analysis. Limb loops are by
definition observed away from the bright solar disc, thus simplifying
issues relating to contaminating background and foreground emis-
sion. This allows for measurements of loop width and intensity to be
undertaken with minimal background subtraction.

2.1 Defining time periods across the solar cycle

Solar Cycle 24 is observed to be from 2010 to 2020. To examine
the overall cycle, it’s duration was broken down into three main time
periods as outlined in Figure 1 and in more detail below;

• The "Rise" phase is defined as the time of rising solar activity,
starting from a base level of minimal activity and extending to the
time when the first peak of solar sunspot activity for cycle 24 is
recorded. The Rise period is relatively short, beginning 13/05/2010
(the earliest captured data within the AIA database) and extending to
the end of 15/11/2011.

• The "Peak" phase is defined to be the period of maximum
solar activity from 15/11/2011, where sunspot count is slowly but
consistently increasing, until 15/11/2014, after which activity begins
to decline consistently. This period contains the solar maximum for
cycle 24, and corresponds to he highest quanity of observed sunspots
within the cycle.

• Finally, the "Decay" period is defined to be the long period of
decline in solar activity, from 15/11/2014 and extending to the end of
2019. This is the longest phase of solar activity by time, but contains
a number of years of low solar activity.

In subsequent sections, the solar cycle will be discussed by reference
to the three phases mentioned above, and coronal structure popula-
tions analysed within each phase.

2.2 North-South Hemispheric Asymmetry

The North-South Hemispheric Asymmetry is a phenomenon by
which observable measures of solar activity vary between north
and south hemispheres depending on the polarity of the solar cycle.
Quantitative measurement of this imbalance has been helped by the
creation of N-S activity indexes(Oliver & Ballester 1993; Carbonell
et al. 1993) as

𝐴𝑆 =
𝑁 − 𝑆

𝑁 + 𝑆
(2)

Here the activity index AS is defined as the quotient of the differ-
ence between activity in the northern hemisphere N and activity in
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Figure 1. Sunspot hemispheric activity (y axis) vs time (x axis). Blue indicates northern activity, orange indicates southern activity. Dots and lines indicates
count by day and monthly average respectively.

the southern hemisphere S and the total amount of activity in both
hemispheres. Though this was originally applied to the context of
sunspot activity, further examinations of N-S asymmetry have been
performed for other indices such as solar wind speed(Nair & Na-
yar 2008), solar flares (Joshi et al. 2015), atmospheric solar plasma
density El-Borie et al. (2017). Of these, the sunspot activity index
is the most well known and documented indicator of solar magnetic
activity, and will be used as a basis of comparison for future analysis
of coronal structure activity.
Measuring and analysing N-S coronal asymmetry indexes as they

change throughout time and as they vary from wavelength to wave-
length may be beneficial for creating a more nuanced understanding
of North-South asymmetry in coronal magnetic fields themselves.

2.3 Image enhancement and MGN processing

The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) instrument (Lemen et al.
2012) of the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al.
(2012)) contains multiple filters in the EUV regime, sensitive to
coronal plasma. Filters of particular interest to this study are 171 Å,

193 Å, 211 Å, and 304 Å as they possess relatively narrow wave-
length response functions and singly peaking temperature response
functions. This data is reduced to level 1.5, where the image is cor-
rected for pointing and degradation of the CCD over time. This image
is then used in subsequent image enhancement techniques outlined
below.
As previously mentioned, identifying coronal loops above back-

ground noise can be challenging. "Background" noise in AIA images
is a combination of diffuse black body radiation, charge spreading
of electrons across neighbouring CCD pixel detectors, and the "dark
current" inherent to the detector without any imaged source. This is
a combination of difficult viewing conditions and limitations by the
physics of CCD based image detectors, but the effects of this noise
can be minimized with careful image enhancement techniques.
Multi Gaussian Normalization (MGN), developed and outlined by

Morgan & Druckmüller (2014), was chosen to aid in detection of
coronal structures whose widths are subsequently examined using
the level 1.5 AIA image. Level 1.6 calibration was considered too
computationally expensive for the entire dataset. MGN is a process
by which Gaussian filters are applied to an image which is then
combined with a weighted gamma transformed image, creating a
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composite image I. This is demonstrated in Figure 2 (a) and (b), and
expressed as;

𝐼 = ℎ𝐶 ′
𝑔 + (1 − ℎ)

𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑔𝑖𝐶
′
𝑖 (3)

where h is a global weighting value, Cg is the global gamma trans-
formed image, n is the number of unique Gaussian kernel widths
used weighted by gi weights.
In the context of EUV observations, this technique has been used

successfully in studies of Hi-C 2.1 mission data, compared to data
of the same time period and region as AIA greatly enhancing the
local contrast and reducing image noise (see Williams et al. (2020a),
Williams et al. (2020b)).
AlthoughMGN is used for highlighting local contrast, this can also

magnify some preexisting noise. This can be alleviated by performing
a time average of multiple MGN images taken in close succession.
AIA usually captures images roughly twelve seconds apart (including
exposure time), so although time averaging can lead to a "blurring"
of structures which change position or intensity rapidly in this time
window, the vast majority of coronal structures visible above the limb
are stable within the span of hours, and hence should not be greatly
affected. These time averaged datasets are created from images sam-
pled sequentially (12 seconds apart), to create one composite image
every 3 days (see Section 2.4); resulting in approximately 1200 com-
posite images per wavelength across the solar cycle. MGN images
are be used as a "diagnostic" layer where tracing of structures is per-
formed, but whose coordinates are then employed to reference the
corresponding pixels in the matched level 1.5 data itself. This is to
avoid the effects ofMGN filtering introducing nonphysical structures
or altering the geometries of legitimate sources.

2.4 Constraining image data

Each image was cropped between 60 and 120 degrees from the solar
northern pole (see Figure 2(c)), as the predominance of coronal
holes and open plume-like structures increases outside of this range
(Antonucci et al. 2020).
Limb images are constrained to an annulus of a fixedwidth between

1.05 and 1.10 solar radii (roughly 35000 km). This height also allows
for loops to be distinguished from their footpoints, and any emission
close to the limb from visually indistinct and low lying coronal
activity (such as from coronal moss and limb brightening effects).
An example of this annulus fitted to a section of the limb is shown in
Figure 3 (a) and (b) .
Due to the variable lifetimes of coronal structures (which can

range from hours to days or more depending on magnetic openness
and degree of interaction with other nearby structures) (Nakariakov
& Kolotkov 2020; López Fuentes et al. 2007), and the variable ro-
tation rate of structures owing to differential rotation, an optimal
time cadence should be determined to prevent repeated detection of
structures. To allow for this, a relationship between latitude, distance
from the inner annulus and time taken to clear the annulus is found
to be

𝑡 =
𝜏

𝜋
(1 − 𝑟 − 𝑟1

2(𝑟2 − 𝑟1)
) ( 𝑠𝑖𝑛

−1 (𝑥1) − 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (𝑥2)
𝑐𝑜𝑠(\𝑐)

) (4)

where 𝜏 is the rotational period at latitude \𝑐 , r is the pixel position
of the object, 𝑟1, 𝑥1 and 𝑟2,𝑥2 is the radial and cartesian position
coordinate of the inner and outer annulus at that latitude respectively.
For the aforementioned annulus, this equates to a time of three days

or less for the highest latitudes, and so this was chosen as the time
cadence between images in the data series.

2.5 Width measurements

The prerequisite for determination of power law profiles of bulk
width measurements is a clear definition for "width" and a reliable
method of measuring them. In this work width is defined as as the
derived measurement of the distance of a gaussian profile fitted be-
tween measured minima of cross sectional brightness profiles from
identified structures.
Though it should be noted that there are other possible interpre-

tations of the morphology of coronal loops (Klimchuk & DeForest
2020; Malanushenko et al. 2022), coronal structures are typically
proposed to possess roughly symmetrical cross sections. Gaussian
profiles can be well fitted to coronal structures, even down to Hi-C
resolutions, where it is possible to fit multiple Gaussian profiles to
single cross sectional profiles due to the high pixel resolution of the
instrumental data (Williams et al. 2020b; Williams et al. 2021).
If coronal loops are considered to possess a Gaussian cross sec-

tional density profile, then the intensity of emission as a function of
x displacement from the center of the profile can be described as

𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑎. exp−
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑝)2

2𝑤2
(5)

where a is the height of the Gaussian profile, xp is the central
position of the loop profile, x is the position away from the central
position, and c is the standard deviation of the Gaussian profile.
In many studies of coronal loops, identification and tracing is per-

formed manually, or semi-automatically in pre-defined regions of
interest. To fully utilise the extent of the AIA dataset over cycle 24,
it is necessary for identification and tracking to be performed au-
tonomously upon an image. In this case, the investigation of coronal
geometry utilises custom software to process and analyse thousands
of AIA EUV images in the four wavelengths mentioned previously
incorporating a modified version of the OCCULT algorithm (OC-
CULT Aschwanden (2010), OCCULT-2 Aschwanden et al. (2013),
which performs well in coronal loop detection in multiple EUV
wavelengths (see appendix for links to source code).
The annulus based approach can constrain some issues of complex

loop geometry by fitting shorter, well defined loop segments, but
cannot account for closed structures which re-enter the annulus at a
different location. Though this is a This effect can be seen even in
the use of advanced, contemporary loop tracing algorithms applied
to both real and synthetic active region data ((Aschwanden & Peter
2017; Zhiming et al. 2019)). An example of a region of traced loops
on a region of a composite MGN annulus is shown in Fig. 3 (b).
Once a loop segment is traced across the cropped annulus, eight

equidistant intensity cross sections are taken from the original level
1.5 and used to construct a mean average intensity profile. Local
background is estimated by linear interpolation between local min-
ima, and a Gaussian profile fitted to the reduced profile to estimate
width. An example profile is shown in Fig 3 (c).

2.6 Uncertainties of Width Power Laws

As the resulting power law gradient will be used to compare dif-
ferent regions, time periods, and wavelengths of coronal structural
populations, the uncertainty will be derived from statistical interpre-
tations of individual width uncertainties associated with the fitting
of individual Gaussian profiles to loop cross sections. Uncertainty in
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Figure 2. A section of the coronal limb and low disc as imaged in 171 Å (left) vs MGN processed level 1.5 (right). Contrasts in coronal structure are evident,
local enhancements in the diffuse limb loop structure are highlighted with their structure visually preserved to greater height above the photosphere. (c) displays
the fitting of structure segments on a cropped MGN image.

loop width measurements originates in the closeness of the fit of the
optimal Gaussian profile utilizing a least squares best fit algorithm.
Each bin of this histogram is an equal distance in log space, with the
horizontal axis being structure width in AIA pixels, and the vertical
axis being occurrence frequency. By assuming that each width is nor-
mally distributed within its uncertainty, the probability that a width
falls within the range of widths for a given bin can be calculated.
The mean average of the probabilities for all of the widths in a bin
constitute the percentage uncertainty of a particular bin, meaning the
numerical error is equal to the uncertainty probability p multiplied
by the number of structures in that bin N. A standard error of square
root n is also applied as a ’safety’; to ensure that measurement errors

better represent a process of image tracing and width extraction in
which uncertainty can be difficult to quantify. The final uncertainty
for each bin frequency is then represented by Equation 6

Δ𝑁 = 𝑝𝑁 +
√
𝑁 (6)

whereΔN is the uncertainty of the frequency, 𝑝 is themean average
probability of falling outside of a bin threshold, and N is the total
frequency of coronal structures within a bin.
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Figure 3. A section of the coronal annulus fitted to an MGN filtered 171 A image and locally normalized and filtered to highlight coronal strands and other
features. This image is used to trace geometry, and is not measured directly for structural properties.

2.7 Latitude Measurements

Latitudes are recorded from 0 to 180 degrees, equivalent to the Stony-
hurst heliographic coordinate system (Thompson 2006), where lat-
itude L is equal to the coordinates Φ,Θ, which are horizontal and
vertical displacements from the solar prime meridian and the equa-
tor respectively. In this work, all latitudes are quoted as magnitude
displacements from the north pole, ie; Θ = ±90.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Structural Widths

The total number of structures detected by wavelength is demon-
strated in Table 1 and Figure 4. These describe distribution of the
width of structures detected in all four wavelengths throughout the
solar cycle by phase and in total. These distributions include those
seen below the two pixel resolution limit of the AIA instrument, and
includes the prominent "spikes" between 0.3 and 0.4 pixels. This is
an artifact of Gaussian fitting between narrow pixel ranges and will
be ignored (see more below).
More detailed examinations of structure width populations and

their power laws can be made by restricting the sample to the range
of 2.7 - 5 pixel widths. Hence the physical and observational effects
described in Sections 1 and 2 are minimised, and so a more accurate
examination of power law gradient slopes can be carried out. Results
in this range are presented in Table 2 and Fig 5. The gradients of
each distribution are estimated by fitting a power law across the cen-
terpoints of each bin in this range by means of linear regression. This
results in a thresholded power law distribution of observed structure
widths, indicating a log vs log relationship between width and fre-
quency for structures within a given time period. Subsequently, this
relationship is indicative of a probability distribution of structures
observed across these time periods. The gradients within different
periods across each wavelength and time period within the range of
2.7 - 5 pixels is outlined in Table 3.
Within the Rise period, gradients of structure populations are gen-

erally less steep than those seen in the decay phase, but are equally
or more steep than gradients seen within the Peak phase. This can be
seen in 171 Å, with the magnitude of the rise gradient being 1.67 ±

Table 1. Loop frequency by wavelength and period.

Wavelength (Å) Rise Peak Decay Total

171 11694 28140 34369 74203
193 8584 23466 27300 59350
211 7287 19848 22158 49293
304 1492 3346 3178 8016

Table 2. Loop frequency by wavelength and period. Loop widths between
2.7 and 5 pixels.

Wavelength (Å) Rise Peak Decay Total

171 2730 7787 6890 17430
193 1774 5509 4965 12280
211 1124 3302 2840 7285
304 234 495 340 1071

Table 3.Width frequency power law gradient by time period and wavelength
- 2.7-5 pixel widths

Wavelength (Å) Rise Peak Decay

171 1.67 ± 0.09 1.63 ± 0.07 2.06 ± 0.08
193 2.37 ± 0.13 1.80 ± 0.06 2.29 ± 0.07
211 2.72 ± 0.13 2.64 ± 0.08 3.31 ± 0.08
304 3.20 ± 0.21 3.44 ± 0.18 3.86 ± 0.13

0.09, and the magnitude of the Peak and Decay periods being 1.63
± 0.07 and 2.06 ± 0.08 respectively. This is similarly mirrored in
193 Å and 211 Å, with 304 Å demonstrating a significantly steeper
gradient in the Decay phase (-5.513 ± 0.33) than would be expected
from trends seen in other wavelengths. However this is likely due to
low numbers (< 100) of high width (> 4 pixels) affecting the slope
of the power law.
Overall, these distributions display a difference in power law gra-

dients between wavelengths for structures captured throughout the
entire solar cycle, with gradient magnitudes of 1.81 ± 0.06, 2.05 ±
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Figure 4.Width Frequency diagram of all AIA pixel widths. The "spike" on the left hand side of each figure is an artifact of Gaussian fitting across narrow peak
ranges.

0.05, 2.89 ± 0.07, and 3.86 ± 0.13 for 171, 193, 211, and 304 Å
structures respectively.

3.2 Latitude frequency and asymmetry of coronal structures

The extent to which coronal structures exhibit any latitudinal asym-
metry in different periods of the solar cycle or in different wave-
lengths could provide insight into the relation between the level of
solar magnetic activity and the relative population of coronal struc-
tural populations. Possible asymmetry is examined in more detail in

Figure 6, where the total and average frequencies in the north and
south hemispheres for observed coronal widths. Comparing to Figure
1which examines the total sunspot frequency by hemisphere for Solar
Cycle 24, the overall activity of the solar cycle is biphasic. The north-
ern hemisphere (blue) population is greater on average throughout
the cycle than the southern hemisphere, but peaks earlier and begins
decaying sooner after the start of the "peak" phase. In contrast, the
southern hemisphere only peaks in activity towards start of the decay
phase, with both hemispheres decaying to negligible activity by the
end of cycle 24.
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Figure 5.Width Frequency Diagram with a cutoff from 2.7-5 pixel widths. At this level the differential gradient is closer to the ideal S.O.C case of around 1.5
Variation throughout solar cycle is persistent through different wavelengths but shows more consistency than the wider range.
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Figure 6. Hemispheric loop frequency vs time for all wavelengths. Blue indicates northern activity, orange indicates southern activity. Dots and lines indicates
loop counts by day and monthly average respectively. All loops are above 2.7 pixels in width.

Table 4. North-South loop asymmetry in three time periods. Left column F
represents north hemisphere loops as a fraction of total loops. Right column
Å represents N-S loop asymmetry index for chosen period and wavelength.

Wavelength Rise Peak Decay
F A F A F A

Sunspots 0.68 0.36 0.37 -0.27 0.73 0.46
171 Å 0.59 0.18 0.46 -0.07 0.51 0.03
193 Å 0.6 0.19 0.45 -0.09 0.5 0.00
211 Å 0.63 0.26 0.47 -0.07 0.54 0.08
304 Å 0.59 0.17 0.47 -0.06 0.52 0.05

Fig 7 demonstrates the relationship between time period and lat-
itudinal frequency for the population of widths in each wavelength.
The fraction of structures which appear in the northern hemisphere is
indicated by N. Loops, and the North-South Index (see Eq. 2) given
by NS Index for each wavelength. These demonstrate a small but

detectable variation from northern dominated structure populations
in the Rise phase eg. 0.6 for 171 Å, followed by a switch to a southern
dominated population (0.47 for 171 Å) in the Peak phase, and then
another change towards northern lead populations in the Decay phase
(0.55 for 171 Å). For 171 Å (the most well populated section), this
represents a percentage variation of 13 percent, then 8 percent across
the two defined phase boundaries. This compares to 14 percent and
7 percent for 193 Å, 16 percent and 8 percent for 211 Å, and 11
percent and 4 percent for 304 Å. These suggest a consistent degree of
variation for coronal populations between phases, although the over-
all changes are small, contributing to population figures which are
generally close to parity over the whole Solar Cycle. These figures
mirror other indicators of solar activity ie; sunspots as shown in fig
1.
It should be noted that the asymmetry arises from the two hemi-

spheres displaying different profiles of activity across the solar cycle,
rather than the two cycles simply being totally out of phase or of one
being a lesser amplitude than the other. The northern hemisphere
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Figure 7. Latitude frequency diagram for all coronal loops above 2.7 pixel widths by wavelength and period.

appears to to peak earlier in 2012, resulting in a northern lead Rise
phase, with the predominantly southern Peak period caused by a
more sudden rise of southern lead activity combined with the slowly
decaying northern activity.
Taken together, these asymmetries of coronal populations could

be explained by a double peaked distribution centered at roughly 70
and 110 degrees (corresponding to the active region belts) from the
northern pole, which rise and fall at different times. These values and
the profiles of the population demonstrate a visible bifurcation of the
overall distribution, with a near parity (0.52 North, 0.48 South) of
overall population quantities between hemispheres overall but phases
in which one hemisphere is dominant over the other.
The solar magnetic field is expected to be north driven in Solar

Cycle 24. However, the results of latitude distribution of active re-
gion coronal structures versus time indicate an earlier peaking but
extended decaying of coronal activity in the north, and a delayed
peaking but accelerated decaying of activity in the south. The high-
est period of overall sunspot activity occurs due to southern activity
rather than that of activity in the hemisphere which dominates the
cycle as a whole, hence showing that the phenomenon of hemi-
spheric asymmetry is more nuanced than simply a North vs South
predominance per cycle.
A direct comparison of coronal width frequency in north versus

south hemispheres to corresponding sunspot numbers yields a strong

positive correlation. This is seen in Fig. 9, which compares normal-
ized hemispheric sunspot frequencies in raw and smoothed (monthly
average) distributions with measured coronal structure equivalents.
A lag is seen between some individual peaks of coronal width fre-
quency, but is not consistently before or ahead of corresponding
sunspot peaks and likely can be attributed to the difference in where
these statistics are collected and (disc versus limb).
There are underlying commonalities between structure populations

across different wavelength regimes, indicating that despite being
composed of different plasma populations, the underlying conditions
required to produce these structures are present.
A further way to examine these latitudinal variations is to plot a

series of Maunder butterfly diagrams (Hathaway 2005) of coronal
width populations, as seen in Figure 6 and table 5, using the Royal
Belgian Observatory SILSO (Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar
Observations) (SILSO World Data Center 2020) daily North and
South sunspot coverage figures.
A line of best fit was calculated for the hemispheres of the sunspot

butterfly diagram (top) bymeans of liner regression between the cells
of highest area coverage (yellow pixels). The gradient and intercept
of these lines of best fit for the northern hemisphere (red) is -0.13 and
53, and the southern hemisphere (blue) is 0.08 and 13 respectively. It
is seen that coronal widths bear considerable visual similarity to the
sunspot distribution - following a similar if slightly broader distri-
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Figure 8. Diagrams of sunspot umbra area coverage by latitude and time (top) and coronal width frequency occurence by latitude (bottom). Coronal colour
maps correspond to 𝑒𝑥 as shown on vertical bar. Line of best fit calculated across yellow pixels (greater than 0.1 percent coverage) in each hemisphere.
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Table 5. North-South asymmetry by year for sunspots and coronal structures in different wavelengths. Left column F represents north loops as a fraction of total
loops. Right column A represents N-S loop asymmetry index.

Year Sunspots 171 Å 193 Å 211 Å 304 Å
F A F A F A F A F A

2010 0.651 0.303 0.588 0.177 0.55 0.1 0.554 0.107 0.454 -0.092
2011 0.687 0.374 0.601 0.202 0.626 0.252 0.664 0.328 0.646 0.291
2012 0.523 0.045 0.508 0.016 0.481 -0.038 0.509 0.018 0.461 -0.078
2013 0.408 -0.184 0.5 0.001 0.522 0.043 0.512 0.024 0.493 -0.014
2014 0.333 -0.333 0.417 -0.165 0.404 -0.193 0.436 -0.127 0.465 -0.07
2015 0.516 0.032 0.505 0.01 0.486 -0.027 0.493 -0.014 0.625 0.25
2016 0.741 0.483 0.57 0.139 0.581 0.162 0.628 0.256 0.571 0.143
2017 0.718 0.436 0.594 0.188 0.595 0.19 0.603 0.207 0.641 0.282
2018 0.594 0.187 0.548 0.097 0.571 0.141 0.638 0.275 0.4 -0.2
2019 0.929 0.859 0.591 0.182 0.622 0.244 0.75 0.5 0.826 0.652

butions (40-30 degrees displacement from the equator at the start of
the solar cycle, to 15 degrees displacement at the end of the cycle),
consistent with Spörer’s Law Ivanov & Miletsky (2014). In particu-
lar, coronal loops are seen across the whole range of latitudes at all
periods, though they are concentrated at positions which correspond
to sunspots as would be expected.
Given the intrinsic link between coronal loops and sunspots, it

should be expected that coronal loop frequency is strongly correlated
to sunspot frequency, this relationship is examined in Figure 9.
To quantify the comparison between the monthly averages of coro-

nal loops and sunspots, a cross correlation was calculated between
the overlapping date ranges (1st July 2010 to 30th December 2019),
with the standard cross correlation formula;

𝐶𝑎𝑏 (𝜏) =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑎(𝑛 + 𝜏) ∗ 𝑏(𝑛) (7)

where Cab is the cross correlation of the functions a and b, with
time delay 𝜏. 𝑏(𝑛) is the complex conjugate of the function b(n).
The results of this cross correlation are displayed in fig 10. In this
case, a is the function of normalized north minus south sunspot
frequencies, and b is the function of normalised north minus south
loop frequencies for 171 Å populations. This cross correlation is
optimal at the 114th displacement value, compared to series length
of 116, indicating that the two series are almost perfectly aligned.
Therefore, the series of monthly average hemispheric sunspot counts
and coronal widths are best aligned without any delay. This is despite
some apparent lags seen between spikes of normalized frequency in
either series; the lags are either before or after corresponding spikes
in sunspot count, though these mostly occur in the decay phase, when
there are likely to be low overall counts of both sunspots and coronal
structures, making the N-S average more liable to larger variation.

3.3 Correlation of observed width and latitude

To quantify any potential correlation, a Spearman rank correlation
coefficient (SRCC) and associated p value has been determined for
thewidth versus latitude of each loop in the range of 2-12 pixel widths
for each wavelength. The standard equation for SRCC is shown as

𝑅𝑠 = 1 −
6
∑
𝑑2
𝑖

𝑛(𝑛2 − 1)
(8)

Here, Rs is the correlation coefficient, n is the number of total
observations, and p is the standard p-value test based on the Student

Table 6. Table demonstrating Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient results
for loop width vs latitude for each wavelength, showing the 𝑅𝑠 value, 𝑝 value,
and 𝑛 number

Wavelength (Å) Rs p n

171 0.0164 0.0063 27847
193 -0.0026 0.7248 19017
211 -0.0196 0.0378 11186
304 0.0450 0.07504 1567

t-distribution.
∑
di is the sum of the difference in ranks of each

observed loop in width and latitude.
Values of R_s indicate a very low likelihood of any correlation

between loop width and position, approaching a perfect lack of cor-
relation to within 0.05 and a large sample size. Values of p similarly
increases the confidence that the observed lack of correlation is not
a coincidence of the data set. The high value of p in the 193 Å distri-
bution does not necessarily indicate that the correlation is likely to
be caused by an improbable distribution, given the large sample size
n and the time taken to observe them. It is therefore unlikely that any
correlation might be established between width and latitude based
on the information gathered in this dataset in any wavelength.
This indicates a general similarity in the populations of coronal

structures imaged in this region regardless of their viewed latitude,
and that footpoints at each latitude is equally as likely to produce
loops of any coronal width as other latitudes. This could indicate
that changes in observed structural width and the required conditions
for forming larger loop structures may not vary by latitude as much
as by time period. Overall, despite some small variance in structure
width across latitude and time period, analysis of latitude versus
width indicates that it is a poor indicator of the width of a loop at
any time period. At the present time, there is no evidence to suggest
any relationship between observed structure width at the limb and
latitude of occurrence.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The coronal structures described in this work represent coronal
plasma populations at differing temperatures and time periods. It was
anticipated that investigating changes in coronal structure widths and
latitudes across solar cycle 24 would allow for more detailed insight
into S.O.C gradients and asymmetry of the corona over time, and that
trends might be identified which had previously escaped detection.
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Figure 9. A normalized frequency diagram of 171 coronal loops and daily sunspot figures vs time over the 24th solar cycle. Lines indicate the monthly averages
for both. Sunspot data from SILSO (SILSO World Data Center 2020)

This was achieved by comprehensive analysis, using the 171, 193,
211, and 304 Å filters of SDO’s AIA instrument. The periods of Rise,
Peak, and Decay were defined to describe distinct phases of solar
magnetic activity, corresponding to the times between 13/05/2010,
15/11/2011, 15/11/2014, and the end of 2019 respectively.

Structureswere isolated above the limbwithin a fixed annulus,with
segments traced automatically at a rate of one image per three days.
Gaussian profiles were fitted to cross sectional intensity values. From
these profile measurements, over 50,000 structures were measured in
all wavelengths above 2.7 pixel widths (the limit of confident width
detection imposed by instrumental constraints).

From the resulting extensive dataset, analysis of width and latitude
was performed. Coronal structure widths were analysed by compil-
ing the width of all loops above 2.7 pixels separated into wavelengths
and subsequent populations in the rise, peak, and decay period (as
well as an aggregated full time period for comparison). The power
law gradient of the produced distribution was compared to both the-
oretical S.O.C distributions (1.5 for F.D S.O.C) and those measured
by other studies of on-limb coronal loops measured in 193 Å (2.7 -
3.1 for Zhiming et al. (2019), Aschwanden & Peter (2017)). These
distributions were found to vary across the solar cycle, increasing
in magnitude throughout these distinct periods; for example, 1.6 ±
0.091, 1.63 ± 0.065, and 2.063 ± 0.11 for rise, peak, and decay
in 171 Å respectively. This trend indicates that observed coronal
loop structures appeared to change over time, with less wide struc-

tures and more narrow structures present within width distributions
as magnetic activity on the sun became less intense. This trend was
mirrored across multiple wavelengths, but 171 populations were gen-
erally steeper than 193, and 211 were significantly steeper than both
171 and 193 Å. 304 Å populations were much less well populated
than other wavelengths, and it was difficult to analyse the gradient of
their power law slopes.

This analysis has revealed two things; (i) that coronal loop width
power law distributions change throughout the solar cycle, indicating
a possible change to the rate non-linear dissipative events thought to
produce coronal loops at their footpoints in the photosphere, and (ii)
that these differences are consistent between wavelengths.

As S.O.C is a statistical model representing ideal cascading ex-
changes of energy in a uniform grid of arbitrary dimensions, and
contains no physics, it is not used to describe the physical processes
by which of magnetic, kinetic, and thermal energies are exchanged
within the corona, but rather as an approximation of the distributions
and statistics that such a system may result in. The F.D estimation of
-1.5 for the value of the power law gradient of the distribution is based
upon the scale invariability of the distribution of the size of events
across many orders of magnitude, occurring with perfectly efficient
exchanges of energy. That some of the observed distributions follow
power law profiles with gradient values approaching -1.5 is evidence
that this statistical principle can apply to the distribution of coronal
structural widths, but discrepancy is to be expected. These discrep-
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Figure 10. The cross correlation of monthly average hemispheric sunspot
count difference and coronal loop hemispheric frequency difference. The
peak value of the cross correlation occurs at position 108, corresponding to
the length of the shortest sequence.

ancies can be categorised as either observational or physical. Of the
two, physical discrepancies are useful for providing information to
the physics within the structure forming regions, and observational
discrepancies must be controlled for when possible.
Observational discrepancies are caused by limitations of the equip-

ment such as CCD charge spreading, this causes the intensity "peak"
seen in the overall distribution seen in Fig. 4 at two pixels, and may
also result in steeper than expected gradients as narrower structures
are misidentified as wider structures in lower pixel ranges. Another
observational complication is line of sight effects such as structure
conflation, by which multiple structures overlap within the line of
sight and are subsequently misidentified, and can cause thresholding
effects (see Eq. 1. Additionally, background subtraction can result in
wider and dimmer structures as being detected as narrower than they
are in reality. As there is generally little correlation between coro-
nal structural width and observed intensity (Klimchuk & DeForest
2020), this can potentially curtail distributions at the wider ranges
(>4 pixels). These effects can be mitigated by making repeated ob-
servations, and comparing results seen in various periods of time.
This allows for observational effects to remain consistent in all mea-
surements, meaning that any changes in the resulting gradients are
more descriptive of discrepancies caused by physical processes than
aforementioned observational effects.
Physical variations could be caused by effects analogous to those

which are known to affect S.O.C-like populations, these include but
are not limited to, limited size scaling effects which curtail the size
distribution available to cascade over, quenching effects which re-
moves energy in a way which does not contribute to further cascad-
ing, variations of dissipation time scales which alter the amount of
time available for energy to dissipate throughout the system. Addi-
tionally, other assumptions of S.O.C like stochastic addition and that
the local or global critical threshold is constant may not be accurate
representations of structure forming regions in all cases. Variation
in observed parameters (such as width distributions) across solar cy-
cle could in part aid in describing the fundamental effects such as
reconnection rates and mechanisms which influence the formation
of coronal structure, as differing gradients will necessitate differ-
ing frequencies of reconnection events which generate observable

structural widths, which must be consistent with predicted values.
Observed variations from ideal FD-SOC could indicate that physical
processes responsible for the appearance of coronal structuresmay be
less similar to the ideal assumptions in later periods of the solar cycle
than in the earlier, more active periods. The value of the power law
slope of the frequency distribution of loop widths D(w) is expected
to be analogous to the same power law gradient of cascading events
𝛼s taking place within the emerging region assuming that principles
of S.O.C apply to the phenomenon of coronal loops.
Similarly to coronal widths, coronal loop latitudes were recorded

and compiled. These latitudes were similarly divided into rise, peak,
decay populations and the distributions examined. (See fig. 7) These
distributions revealed asymmetries in coronal loop populations in
north and south hemispheres which varied throughout the solar cy-
cle, but which remained relatively consistent between wavelengths;
Northern loop fraction of 0.5 for 171 Å, 0.49 for 193 Å, and 0.54 for
211 Å,0.521 for 304 Å. While these fractions are similar across each
wavelength, there is significant variation within the solar cycle, with
periods of southern lead activity reaching as high as 60 percent in
171 Å.
Following this, analysis of the relation between coronal loop width

and latitudinal position was performed within each of the periods of
study mentioned previously. The purpose of this analysis was to
examine the relation between coronal activity and latitude. This is
examined statistically by means of a test of correlation coefficient of
width and latitude for each loop recorded above 2 pixels. The results
(table 6) show an R value magnitude of less than 0.05 for every wave-
length. This indicates that no meaningful relation can be determined
between loop latitude and width independent of time period, and that
the conditions at each latitude do not vary substantially with regards
to coronal loop formation.

4.1 Future Work

More detailed examination of loop populations present in existing
and future datasets, such as examination of historical datasets within
the SOHO EIT, and Solar Cycle 25 with the ongoing SDO AIA and
targeted studies of active regions with Solar Orbiter’s EUI. This will
be of use in understanding how the corona and its magnetic frame-
work changes and can change over time. Additionally, more work
regarding the exact change of these gradients and how they may re-
late to heatingmechanismswithin/without active regions and periods
of the solar cycle may be useful as a probe of exact heating mech-
anisms and thresholds. The resulting distributions of populations of
coronal structures are caused by specific physical processes and con-
ditions within the structure forming regions. Due to the stochastic
nature of their formation, however, these parameters may only be
detectable when analysing the statistical profiles of many tens of
thousands of these structures. It is hoped that further understand-
ing and measurement of these profiles could aid in determining the
likely predominance of heating profiles and their action within the
corona throughout the solar cycle, by limiting the possible heating
scenarios to those which could be capable of producing the matched
distributions in these large samples.
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We present a new nucleosynthesis process that may take place on neutron-rich ejecta experiencing
an intensive neutrino flux. The nucleosynthesis proceeds similarly to the standard r-process, a
sequence of neutron-captures and beta-decays, however with charged-current neutrino absorption
reactions on nuclei operating much faster than beta-decays. Once neutron capture reactions freeze-
out the produced r-process neutron-rich nuclei undergo a fast conversion of neutrons into protons
and are pushed even beyond the β-stability line producing the neutron-deficient p-nuclei. This
scenario, which we denote as the νr-process, provides an alternative channel for the production
of p-nuclei and the short-lived nucleus 92Nb. We discuss the necessary conditions posed on the
astrophysical site for the νr-process to be realized in nature. While these conditions are not fulfilled
by current neutrino-hydrodynamic models of r-process sites, future models, including more complex
physics and a larger variety of outflow conditions, may achieve the necessary conditions in some
regions of the ejecta.

Introduction A variety of processes have been sug-
gested as the origin of stable nuclei heavier than iron
and located at the neutron-deficient side of the β-stability
line, the so-called p-nuclei. This includes the γ-process
(also denoted as p-process) [1, 2], νp-process [3–5], and
rp-process [6].

In the γ-process, seed nuclei present from the initial
composition of the star, undergo (γ, n) reactions followed
by (γ, p) or (γ, α) as the temperature rises to 3–5 GK in
core-collapse and Type Ia supernovae [2, 7–9]. While its
yields are consistent for more than half of the p-nuclei,
some specific regions, such as 92,94Mo and 96,98Ru, are
underproduced. The γ-process is not a primary process
and depends on the preexisting s-process seeds.

On the other hand, p-nuclei can also be produced in
the νp-process through proton capture aided by neutri-
nos in neutrino-driven winds from core-collapse super-
novae (CCSNe) [3, 10]. Long β+ decay times of waiting-
point nuclei such as 64Ge can be circumvented by (n, p)
reactions with neutrons produced by absorption of elec-
tron antineutrinos on protons. However, current three-
dimensional supernova models suggest that a neutrino-
driven wind may not develop except for low mass progen-
itors [11]. Furthermore, neutrino-wind simulations based
on up-to-date set of neutrino opacities produce ejecta
that are not proton-rich enough to allow for a strong νp-
process [12].

Light p-nuclei, like 92Mo, may also be produced in the
inner ejecta of core-collapse supernova by explosive nucle-
osynthesis [13–15]. However, no substantial production
occurs of other p-nuclei. Light p-nuclei can also be pro-
duced by the rp-process in accreting neutron stars [6],
however it is an open questions how the produced heavy
elements can become gravitationally unbound from the
neutron star in order to contribute to galactic chemical

evolution.

In addition to p-nuclei, another element of yet un-
known origin is the by now extinct nucleus 92Nb that
existed in the early solar system (ESS) [16–19]. It cannot
be produced by the νp- or rp-processes as it is shielded
by 92Mo [20]. The production of 92Nb through the γ-
process is viable but the yield is not sufficient for explain-
ing the amount measured in the ESS, probably related
to the underproduction of 92,94Mo and 96,98Ru [21]. A
potentially feasible way of production could be through
charge-current (CC) and neutral-current (NC) weak in-
teractions on the preexisting nuclei 92Zr and 93Nb in ν-
process [18, 22, 23].

Previous studies of the r-process both in the context of
core-collapse supernovae and binary neutron star merg-
ers (BNM) have shown that neutrinos play a fundamental
role. At high temperatures, when the composition con-
sists of neutrons and protons, electron (anti)neutrino ab-
sorption and the inverse reactions determine the neutron-
richness of the ejected material [24–28]. This aspect is
fundamental to produce ejecta with a broad distribution
of neutron-richness and account for the observation of Sr
in the AT2017gfo kilonova [29]. Large neutrino fluxes are
in general detrimental for the r-process as they drive the
composition to proton-to-nucleon ratios of Ye ≈ 0.5 due
to the operation of the α-effect [30]. Once nuclei form,
substantial neutrino fluxes hinder the operation of the
r-process by converting neutrons into protons and reduc-
ing the amount of neutrons available for captures. Fur-
thermore, large rates of electron neutrino absorption on
nuclei hinder the formation of r-process peaks associated
to magic numbers [31–33].

This regime of large neutrino fluxes, when electron-
neutrino absorption rates are faster than beta-decays for
neutron-rich nuclei, is precisely the regime we consider in
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this letter. We will show that it leads to a new nucleosyn-
thesis process that produces p-nuclei and 92Nb operating
on seeds produced by the r-process under strong irradia-
tion by neutrinos. We denote this process as νr-process.
Unlike γ-, νp-, or rp-processes that occur in proton-rich
conditions, the νr-process operates in neutron-rich con-
ditions. The large neutrino fluxes restrict the conditions
at which the process operates to Ye ≈ 0.4–0.5. It re-
quires several stages for the production of p-nuclei. The
nucleosynthesis starts at high temperatures with a com-
position of neutrons and protons. As the temperature
decreases, nuclei are formed by charged particle reactions
that freeze out at temperatures T ∼ 3 GK. This phase
results in an α-rich composition characteristic of the op-
eration of the α-process [34, 35]. The produced nuclei act
as seeds for further neutron captures along a path deter-
mined by (n, γ) � (γ, n) equilibrium. In the absence of
neutrino irradiation, this equilibrium continues down to
T ∼ 1 GK until the freeze-out of neutron captures, where
after nuclei undergo beta decay and migrate towards the
valley of stability.

This picture, however, is drastically changed if the
ejecta are irradiated by a large neutrino flux. During the
phase of neutron captures the flow to higher charge num-
bers is determined by neutrino absorption rates instead
of beta-decays. This speeds up the whole scale of the pro-
cess and leads to an earlier freeze-out of neutron captures
at higher temperatures compared with the cases without
neutrino fluxes. Once neutrons are exhausted, neutron-
rich nuclei are transformed on timescales of 10 ms into
neutron-deficient nuclei by neutrino charged-current pro-
cesses and produce the p-nuclei. As the energy of neutri-
nos is larger than the neutron, proton and alpha separa-
tion energies, both charged-current and neutral-current
neutrino-nucleus reactions produce free neutrons, pro-
tons and alpha-particles that are captured at the still
relatively high temperatures as the material moves be-
yond the beta-stability line.

We will discuss first parametrically constructed outflow
conditions and then look for suitable astrophysical sites
as well as possible observables.

Parametric trajectory We use the nuclear reaction
network (employed previously in, e.g., Refs. [36, 37]) with
the reaction rates based on the FRDM mass model [38]
and a consistent description of neutrino reactions with
nucleons (ν-N) and nuclei (ν-A) that considers light par-
ticle spallation induced by both NC and CC ν-A reac-
tions [22]. We assume zero temperature for neutrino
cross sections and neglect possible finite temperature cor-
rections that may be relevant at temperatures . 4 GK
(0.35 MeV).

We assume adiabatic expansions starting with an ini-
tial temperature of T0 = 10 GK and density of ρ0 =
4.6 × 106 g cm−3 that corresponds to an initial entropy
per nucleon of s = 84 kb. We assume homologous expan-
sion for the density evolution ρ(t) = ρ0(1 + t/δρ)

−3. The

temperature is evolved accounting for the energy genera-
tion by nuclear reactions [39]. δρ defines the timescale for
the production of nuclei. Considering that nuclei are typ-
ically produced around 5 GK, we have t(T = 5 GK) ≈ δρ.
We fix the initial electron fraction, Ye,0, that is sub-
sequently evolved under the influence of (anti)neutrino
absorption and their inverse reactions. Neutrino rates
are proportional to the neutrino number densities that
are parametrized as nνe(t) = nνe,0(1 + t/δν)−3 and
nν̄e(t) = Rnnνe(t), where δν is a timescale taken larger
than δρ (because the neutrino flux usually decreases more
slowly than the baryonic density), and Rn is a constant
ratio relating the ν̄e and νe densities. Neutrino spec-
tra are assumed to be given by Fermi-Dirac distributions
with constant effective temperatures Tνe and Tν̄e .

To demonstrate the dependence of the nucleosynthesis
on the expansion timescale and neutrino number den-
sity, Fig. 1 compares the abundances from three para-
metric trajectories I, II, and III with parameter sets
[δρ (ms), nνe,0 (1032 cm−3)] of [4, 2.5], [1, 10], and [0.5, 20],
respectively. The other parameters have the values:
Ye,0 = 0.4, Rn = 1.2, δν = 4δρ, Tνe = 5 MeV, and
Tν̄e = 6.25 MeV. In all those three cases we find at
T = 5 GK that Ye coincidentally reaches ≈ 0.467 and
the neutron-to-seed ratios ns are 13.8, 59.2 and 177, re-
spectively, which qualitatively follow ns ∝ 1/τexp [40],
with τexp = [d ln ρ(t)/dt]−1 = (t+ δ)/3.

Results Without ν-A reactions, case I corresponds to
the α-rich freeze-out with moderate neutron-rich condi-
tions, such as considered in Refs. [5, 13, 42], that is known
to produce 92Mo but not 94Mo. Once the ν-A reactions
are included, the ratio 92Mo/94Mo becomes consistent
with solar proportions and the yield of the radioactive
species 92Nb is also enhanced. Despite their much larger
neutron-to-seed ratios, the abundance peak for cases II
and III is only moderately shifted to higher mass num-
bers when compared to case I. This is due to the larger
neutrino densities that lead to a late conversion of neu-
trons into protons while the r-process occurs, reducing
the amount of neutrons for captures on heavy nuclei.
When ν-A reactions are included, slightly heavier nu-
clei are produced during the phase when neutron cap-
tures dominate (cyan versus green lines in Fig 1), as νe
absorption on nuclei accelerates the build-up of heavier
elements competing with νe absorption on free neutrons.
After neutron-capture freeze-out there is still a substan-
tial amount of neutrons present, produced by neutrino
spallation reactions, that furthers contribute to the syn-
thesis of p-nuclei.

All those three cases show comparable amounts of p-
nuclei produced relative to the final total yield, which
indicates a successful conversion of those r-process seeds.
The abundance pattern in case I shows a peak around
92,94Mo and 96,98Ru. Larger neutron-to-seed ratios in
cases II and III lead to the production of p-nuclei up
to A ∼ 145 and 180, respectively. Heavier p-nuclei up
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FIG. 1. Abundances of r-nuclei (black circles) [41] and p-
nuclei (black squares) [1] in the solar system. The results for
our parametric trajectories are shown for cases I (panel a), II
(panel b), and III (panel c). All the panels show the isobaric
yields at 1 Gyr (blue curves) and the abundance of p-nuclei
on those yields (red dots). Green and cyan curves show the
yields at ns ∼ 1 with and without ν-A reactions, respectively.

to 196Hg can be produced with higher neutrino number
densities.

To illustrate the reaction dynamics of the νr-process,
we compare composition average rates for β− decay,
(n, γ), (γ, n), (α, γ/n), CC and NC νe-A reactions for
case I in Fig. 2(a). They are computed as λI =∑
i λI,iYi/Yheavy where I stands for a particular reaction,

i sums over all heavy (A > 4) nuclei, and Yheavy =
∑
i Yi

is the total abundance of heavy nuclei. The νe-n rate
λνen = nνeσνenc is approximately 1 ms−1 for nνe =
1033 cm−3 and Tνe = 5 MeV. The CC rates λCC

νeA,i
=

nνeσ
CC
νeA,i

c for the nuclei of interest with A = 100–200
near the stability line are ∼ 1–10 times larger than λνen.

When the temperature is above ∼ 4.5 GK, there is es-
sentially no difference between the cases with and with-
out ν-A reactions. As the temperature becomes lower,
and the composition shifts to neutron-rich nuclei, λCC

νeA

becomes comparable with the expansion rate leading to a
faster depletion of neutrons because νe absorption on nu-
clei speeds up the production of heavy elements. The bal-
ance between (n, γ) and (γ, n) is broken at ∼ 3 GK. The
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FIG. 2. Characteristic average rates (upper), abundances
(middle), and number densities (lower) as functions of tem-
perature for case I including (solid) and neglecting (dashed) ν-
A reactions. The dotted line labels the expansion rate 1/τexp.
The abundances of electrons, Ye, and alpha-particles, Yα, are
shown according to the scale on the right side of the middle
panel.

rate of (γ, n) decreases drastically, but the rate of (n, γ)
changes gradually as neutrons are continuously supplied
from the neutrino spallation by both CC and NC νe-A re-
actions. The (n, γ) rate follows λCC

νeA
and the nucleosyn-

thesis flow is characterized by an equilibrium between
(n, γ) and νe-A reactions. This produces a rather broad
abundance distribution that reaches from the neutron-
deficient to the neutron-rich side of beta-stability and is
responsible for the slight increase of the average β− rate
below T ∼ 3 GK. The average number of emitted neu-
trons from the CC ν-A reaction is approximately given
by the ratio λ(n,γ)/λ

CC
νeA

. (The average rate of NC reac-

tions, λNC
νeA

, is about one order of magnitude lower than

λCC
νeA

.) We note that we do not consider heavy lepton
neutrinos. They are expected to have higher mean en-
ergy and possibly larger flux and hence amplify the total
rate to values comparable to λCC

νeA
.

The α-capture reactions are also greatly enhanced
when νe-A reactions are considered. The (α, γ) reac-
tion dominates over (α, n) as the material moves to and
beyond beta-stability. This speeds up the consumption
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of α-particles and results in a lower α abundance when
νe-A reactions are considered, see Fig. 2(b) that shows
the evolution of abundances and the electron fraction Ye.
Protons produced from neutrino spallation are hardly re-
captured by heavy nuclei below ∼ 4 GK, causing their
abundance to increase to ∼ 10−3.

The number density of neutrons is compared with that
of baryons and νe in Fig. 2(c). In the case without ν-
A reactions, Ye ∼ 0.45, neutrons are absorbed until nn
reaches ∼ 1013 cm−3 at which point they are supplied
by beta-delayed neutron emission. Including ν-A reac-
tions, we have an earlier freeze-out of neutron captures
and a larger neutron density after freeze-out due to the
production of neutrons by neutrino spallation reactions
as discussed above.

Survey of astrophysical conditions In addition to
the previous three cases, we surveyed a larger pa-
rameter space keeping all parameters unchanged from
the previous cases except for the following variations:
δρ = {0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8} ms, nνe,0 = {0.25, 0.5, 1, 2} ×
1033 cm−3, Rn = {0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 2, 4}, and δν =
{1, 1.5, 2.5, 4, 6} × δρ. Each calculation of the survey is
shown in a scatter plots in Fig. 3. The results classified
according to Ye at 5 GK and the exposure of the ejecta to
neutrinos. As a measure of the latter, we use the product
of the expansion timescale and the rate for νe absorption
on neutrons, both evaluated at 3 GK. The different pan-
els of Fig. 3 show the abundance of 92 Mo (panel a),
the abundance ratio 94Mo/92Mo (panel b), and the ra-
tio 92Nb/92Mo at 1 Myr (panel c). For low values of
the neutrino exposure all calculations are concentrated
around Ye ≈ 0.4 because of our choice of Ye,0. High
neutrino exposure makes all calculations to converge to
Ye ≈ 0.5. We observe large variations of the abundance
yields in the intermediate region. Significant amounts of
92Mo (∼ 10−4) are produced only when τexpλνen & 0.1.
The ratios 94Mo/92Mo and 92Nb/92Mo are larger for the
neutron-rich cases with small neutrino exposure, and are
below unity when Ye ≈ 0.5.

In addition to the parametric models discussed above,
Fig. 3 also shows the nucleosynthesis results for a
neutrino-hydrodynamics simulation of a BNM, namely
model sym-n1-a6 of Ref. [37]. In the simulation,
neutrino-fluxes become negligible by the time nuclei
form. Consequently, p-nuclei around A ∼ 92 are pro-
duced by the α-process operating in a narrow window of
Ye ∼ 0.45–0.48. The maximum abundance of 92Mo is
1.5 × 10−6, with 94Mo and 92Nb being relatively under-
produced. The abundances of p-nuclei heavier than 94Mo
are further suppressed and do not exceed values of 10−8.

Figure 4 shows the neutrino exposure, radius, and neu-
trino density at T = 3 GK and T = 10 GK for all tracer
particles of model sym-n1-a6 of Ref. [37] classified by the
type of ejecta component (see [37] for more details): dy-
namical ejecta, neutron-star torus ejecta, and black-hole
torus ejecta. None of the tracers reaches high enough

FIG. 3. Scatter plots for the abundance of 92Mo (upper), the
ratios Y (94Mo)/Y (92Mo) (middle), and Y (92Nb)/Y (92Mo)
(lower) with respect to Ye and neutrino exposure from our
parametric survey (circles) and the simulation model sym-n1-
a6 (stars) from Ref. [37]. The white line in the color-bar of
the middle panel shows the Y (94Mo)/Y (92Mo) ratio in solar
abundance. The middle and lower panels show the abundance
ratio only for Y (92Mo) > 10−7.

values of τexpλνen > 0.1 at T = 3 GK to enable the νr-
process. Interestingly, the neutron-star torus ejecta (blue
points in Fig. 4) driven mainly by neutrino heating from
the surface of the neutron-star remnant show rather less
favorable conditions for the νr-process than the prompt
ejecta produced during and shortly after the merger (red
points). This is connected to the fact that the neutrino-
driven wind from the neutron-star remnant is powered
by thermal energy, while the prompt ejecta are (at least
to a larger extent) accelerated by dynamical effects. The
prompt ejecta therefore tend to be colder, at lower radii
and higher neutrino densities when T = 3 GK.

The comparison suggests that, despite the need for
high neutrino fluxes, neutrino-driven winds are not well
suited for the νr-process and that outflows driven by non-
thermal processes may be more promising. We specu-
late that the νr process may operate in magnetically-
driven ejecta subject to strong neutrino fluxes, which are
likely found in polar regions of magnetorotational super-
novae [43] and collapsar engines [44], or around magne-
tized remnants of BNMs [45–47]. All these scenarios have
been suggested as sites for the r-process.

Observables Assuming that the νr-process produces
p-nuclei in an astrophysical site where also the r-process
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FIG. 4. Neutrino exposure, radius, and neutrino density
of outflow tracers at T = 3 GK (left panels) and 10 GK
(right panels) for the dynamical ejecta (red), neutron-star-
torus ejecta (blue), and black-hole-torus ejecta in the simula-
tion model sym-n1-a6.

operates and that the yields of both follow solar propor-
tions, we can obtain constraints on the relative contribu-
tions of the νr-process and the r-process to the ejecta. If
the whole solar inventory of p- and r-nuclei is produced
on the same site, we expect a ratio of ∼ 90/1 between
the r-process and νr-process material. We notice that
the observation of Sr in the kilonova transient AT2017gfo
and the low lanthanide mass fraction inferred from multi-
band light-curve analyses requires the production of all
r-process nuclei [48], assuming solar proportions.

We show in Fig. 5(a) the production factors of p-nuclei,
i.e. the abundances normalized to the solar value Yi/Yi,�
for case I. The grey band, which covers one order of mag-
nitude right below the largest abundance, illustrates the
isotopes that are expected to be co-produced. Case I
produces mainly p-nuclei from 78Kr to 102Pd. Case II
(not shown in the figure) co-produces p-nuclei from 98Ru
to 138La. Given that case II requires very high neutrino
fluxes, we expect that it is more rare than case I. There-
fore, we combine 20% from case II with 80% from case I
in Fig. 5(b), which yields a pattern that is in good agree-
ment with the solar abundances of the p-nuclei from 78Kr
to 138La. The νr-process does not only produce nuclei
commonly associated to the γ-process, but also 138La and
180Ta that are often associated with the ν-process [22].

Associating the origin of the p-nuclei with an r-process
site, such as BNMs, allows to explain the observed strong
correlation between p- and r-nuclei of Mo in low-mass
asymptotic giant branch meteorites [50]. We can further
estimate the time since the last νr-process addition to the
solar system by considering the short-lived radioactive
isotope 92Nb. The νr-process results in an abundance
ratio between 92Nb and 92Mo that is close to unity, as
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FIG. 5. Relative ratios over the solar abundance [49] for case
I (upper) and case I plus 20% of case II (lower). Nuclei in
the grey bands have relative abundance exceeding 10% of the
corresponding maximum value.

shown in Fig. 3(c), which is ∼ 103 larger than the ratio
∼ O(10−3) found from the ν-process in CCSNe [18, 22].
Assuming a production ratio close to unity in a simple
model of uniform production over the age of the uni-
verse [51, 52] and supposing that both, 92Mo and 92Nb
are predominantly made from the νr-process, the ratio
in the interstellar medium is ∼ 5× 10−3 after 10 Gyr of
evolution. This rough estimate suggests a decay time of
∼ 250 Myr since the last event to match the ESS ratio,
which is consistent with the expected time of ∼ 100 Myr
since the last r-process event[53, 54].

Since the νr-process depends on the neutrino flux, it
could be significantly affected by collective neutrino fla-
vor phenomena [55–59]. In addition, the process depends
on the competition between neutrino absorption and neu-
tron captures near the stability line, which calls for fur-
ther improved measurements of the reaction rates in the
laboratory. In the present work, we have considered mod-
erately neutron-rich ejecta and shown that large neutrino
fluxes can drive the composition to the neutron-deficient
site of the valley of stability producing p-nuclei. One can
wonder if a reverse process may operate in proton-rich
ejecta driving the composition from the neutron-deficient
side to the neutron-rich side by ν̄e-A reactions and pro-
ducing r-nuclei. We expect that this will not be the case
as neutron-deficient nuclei still have a neutron excess and
hence similar or even larger cross sections for νe-A ab-
sorption than ν̄e-A absorption. It remains to be explored
if variations of the neutrino flux can produce abundance
patterns that resemble those of the s-process or i-process.
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Abstract. The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) has a complex dynamics driven by both internal and exter-
nal processes. The external forces are due to tidal interactions with the Small Magellanic Cloud and the
Milky Way, while internally its dynamics mainly depends on the stellar, gas, and dark matter mass distribu-
tions. Despite the overall complexity of the system, very often simple physical models can give us important
insights about the main driving factors. Here we focus on the internal forces and attempt to model the proper
motions of ∼ 106 stars in the LMC as measured by Gaia Data Release 3 with an axisymmetric dynami-
cal model, based on the Jeans equations. We test both cored and cusped spherical Navarro-Frenk-White
dark matter halos to fit the LMC gravitational potential. We find that this simple model is very successful
at selecting a clean sample of genuine LMC member stars and predicts the geometry and orientation of
the LMC with respect to the observer within the constraint of axisymmetry. Our Jeans dynamical models
describe well the rotation profile and the velocity dispersion of the LMC stellar disc, however they fail to
describe the motions of the LMC bar, which is a non-axisymmetric feature dominating the central region.
We plan a triaxial Schwarzschild approach as a next step for the dynamical modelling of the LMC.

Keywords. Stellar dynamics, Jeans models, LMC

1. Introduction
The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is the largest satellite galaxy of the Milky Way, however

its total mass has been a subject of debate. With a stellar mass ∼ 2.7× 109 M� and gas mass
∼ 0.5× 109 M� (van der Marel et al. 2002, total luminosity of∼ 1.3× 109 L�), it is clear that
the LMC’s total mass is dominated by its dark matter (DM) halo. Multiple lines of evidence
(from internal kinematics, stellar streams, number of LMC satellites, effects from interactions
with the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) and the Milky Way; see the review by Vasiliev 2023,
and references therein for more details) suggest that the total mass of the LMC is in the range
of 1− 2× 1011 M�. This implies a mass-to-light ratio in the order of 100 M�

L�
, meaning that

the LMC DM halo has not been stripped through the interaction with the Milky Way.
While it is indeed close to impossible to use kinematic tracers to study the dynamics of the

outer regions of the LMC due to them being highly perturbed from its multiple interactions and
close encounters with the Milky Way and the SMC (e.g. Choi et al. 2022), the relatively high
mass density, preserved until the present day, makes equilibrium dynamical models a viable
option to understand the galaxy’s dynamics in its inner regions. Furthermore, any structure and
details in the residuals of the equilibrium models can prove to be a valuable insight into the
nature and significance of the non-equilibrium effects in the internal structure of the LMC.

We envision that a good handle of the dynamics in the innermost regions of the LMC through
high quality data and careful modelling could facilitate the search for a possible massive black
hole in the centre of the galaxy.

The LMC has a prominent bar structure that dominates the surface brightness and stellar
kinematics in the inner region. The bar appears off-centred with respect to the centre of rotation
of the H I gas, however the centre of rotation of the stellar component seems to be much better
aligned with the photometric centre, close to the centre of the bar (Gaia Collaboration et al.

© International Astronomical Union, 2023
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2021). The bar likely has a triaxial shape and is a source of non-axisymmetric perturbations
in the centre of the galaxy, that may drive gas flows and trigger star formation. It was most
likely formed from the mutual interactions between the LMC and the SMC (Besla et al. 2012).
For the proper modelling of this structure we need to move away from the assumption of
axisymmetry and use alternative methods like the Schwarzschild orbit superposition approach
(van den Bosch et al. 2008; Tahmasebzadeh et al. 2022).

Here we present only preliminary equilibrium models of the LMC, based on the Jeans equa-
tions as a first step towards our goal of a complete dynamical model of the inner regions of
the galaxy, using state of the art kinematic data sets. A similar analysis, based on Gaia Data
Release 2 data was published by Vasiliev (2018).

2. Data and construction of the Jeans models
In this study we use Gaia Data Release 3 (DR3) proper motion (PM) data in the footprint

of the VMC survey of the LMC (Cioni et al. 2011). We consider only stars that are detected
in both VMC and Gaia, and have valid Gaia PM measurements. We additionally require that
the Gaia DR3 PM uncertainties in the RA and DEC directions are less than 0.1 mas yr−1. This
leaves us with ∼ 106 stars down to G = 18 mag to work with.

We assume a distance modulus to the LMC (m−M) = 18.52 mag (Crandall & Ratra 2015),
which corresponds to a distance of 50.58 kpc. We fix the centre of the LMC at α0 = 81.07 deg
and δ0 =−69.41 deg from Gaia Collaboration et al. (2021) and convert the stellar coordinates
and PMs to an orthographic projection (α, δ , µα .µδ )→ (X, Y, µX.µY). We also correct the
PMs for perspective effects, as in van de Ven et al. (2006).

For the surface brightness distribution of the LMC, we assume an exponential profile
with re = 98.7 arcmin (Gallart et al. 2004) and a total luminosity of 1.31× 109 L� from
the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED), which we represent with a Multi-Gaussian
Expansion (MGE).

With the Jeans dynamical approach we can model the LMC as an axisymmetric flattened
ellipsoid. The Jeans equations link the unknown gravitational potential to the stellar density
and motions, which are derived from observations. In this study we make use of the Jeans
Anisotropic Modelling (JAM) code by Cappellari (2008), assuming a cylindrical alignment of
the velocity ellipsoid.

We model the gravitational potential with a generalised Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) DM
profile, where we can change the centre slope (γ). This profile is characterised by two parame-
ters (scale radius - r0 and central density - ρ0), which are free parameters in our model. At first
we consider a cuspy DM distribution by fixing γ = 1.

The rest of the free parameters in our models are related to the geometry (inclination i,
rotation axis orientation θ , flattening q = b

a ) and kinematical properties (anisotropy βz and
level of rotation κ) of the LMC. We also leave the bulk PMs in the x and y directions as free
parameters, and one last free parameter ε controls the fraction of non-member stars.

We use a maximum likelihood approach on the discrete PM measurements and the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method to fit the model to the data. The total likelihood per star is given
by the joint probability of it following the adopted exponential surface density distribution
(spatial likelihood) and having kinematical properties consistent with the predictions of the
Jeans equations (dynamical likelihood).

3. Results
A first outcome of our converged model fit is that we can easily compute the probability of

each target to belong to either the LMC or the foreground / background population. Figure 1
shows the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) of stars with high probability of being genuine
LMC members on the left and entries with high probability of belonging to the foreground /
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Figure 1. Left: a CMD of stars with high probability to be genuine LMC members. Right: a CMD of
targets with high probability to be foreground Milky Way contaminants or background galaxies. The inlet
shows their flat spatial distribution.

background on the right, which also have a very flat spatial distribution throughout the VMC
footprint, as expected. The left hand side CMD clearly shows the dense regions occupied by
LMC red giant branch (RGB) and main sequence (MS) stars, but also the less dense sequences
of the asymptotic giant branch (AGB), supergiants, red and blue He burning phases are easily
identifiable.

We find a best fit inclination angle i = 33.2 deg in good agreement with the kinematical anal-
ysis from the Gaia Collaboration et al. (2021) and an intrinsic flattening of qintr = 0.2. Our best
fit estimates for the LMC mean PMs are µ0

α cos(δ ) = 1.87 mas yr−1 and µ0
δ
= 0.36 mas yr−1.

The statistical uncertainties of these parameters are very small, so they are fully dominated by
systematic errors, such as choice of central coordinates, distance, surface density distribution,
shape of the potential, etc. For instance changing the inner slope (γ) of the DM density profile
is tightly correlated with our estimates of the LMC intrinsic flattening and inclination angle. In
a dynamical model, where γ = 0 (DM core), we get a much thinner LMC disc with qintr = 0.05
and i = 32.65 deg. On the other hand if we let γ to be a free parameter, we find best-fit γ = 1.5
and qintr = 0.3.

Figures 2 and 3 show how well our axisymmetric Jeans dynamical model fits the observed
kinematics of the LMC in PM space - the galaxy’s rotation and velocity dispersion profiles,
respectively. The field of view in the figures is rotated such that the symmetry axis is along
the vertical y direction. The rotation profile is fit generally quite well with median residuals
in the order of only 1− 2%. While the Jeans model also fits well the dispersion profile in the
outer region, dominated by the LMC disc, the inner region shows strong non-axisymmetric
features, which cannot be reproduced with Jeans models. This is because the kinematics in
the central parts of the galaxy is dominated by the LMC bar. Besides not fitting well the inner
region velocity dispersion spatially, the Jeans model also underestimates the central velocity
dispersion. It was noted that the observed high-velocity dispersion in the centre of the LMC
is artificially biased due to crowding problems with the Gaia DR3 data (Libralato et al. 2023),
which could be fixed by using PM measurements from the VMC survey, which has higher
spatial resolution. The non-axisymmetric effects of the bar are also visible in the rotation
map, where they show as apparent wiggles of the rotation axis. Overall, we conclude that the
axisymmetric Jeans model is adequate at describing the LMC disc, but it is not appropriate for
the inner region of the galaxy, dominated by a non-axisymmetric bar feature.
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Figure 2. Observed and modelled rotation profile of the LMC. The top row shows the observed, modelled
and residual PM in the direction of the horizontal axis (µX). Similarly, the bottom row shows the observed,
modelled, and residual PM along the vertical axis (µY).

Figure 3. Observed and modelled velocity dispersion profile of the LMC. The top row shows the observed,
modelled and residual PM velocity dispersion in the direction of the horizontal axis (µX). Similarly, the
bottom row shows the observed, modelled, and residual velocity dispersion PM along the vertical axis
(µY).

Finally, we turn to the mass estimates for the LMC from our Jeans models. Our potential
tracer data extends out to 7 kpc from the centre of the galaxy. The enclosed DM mass within
this radius is∼ 1010 M� for all dynamical models, independent of the central density slope (γ ,
see Figure 4).

We can also calculate M200 from the best-fit central density, scale radius, and central density
slope of the NFW DM profiles. Our default model with γ = 1 gives a M200 estimate of 3.3×
1010 M� and the cored model (γ = 0) gives M200 = 2.3× 1010 M�. These mass estimates are
significantly lower than independent measurements, that put the total mass of the LMC closer
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Figure 4. Left: Best fit NFW radial density profiles with central density slopes γ = 0, γ = 1, and best-fit
γ = 1.5. Right: Best fit cumulative mass profiles for the three NFW density profiles with varying central
density slopes. The horizontal line is at 200ρcrit level and the vertical line shows the extend of our data.

to 1.5× 1011 M� (see Figure 1. in Vasiliev 2023). However, we mentioned above that our
Jeans models generally underestimate the central velocity dispersion. This biases the best-fit
NFW profile, which needs to be extrapolated to the outskirts of the galaxy and hence we obtain
a lower total mass estimate. When we let γ to be a free parameter in the fit, we find best-fit
γ = 1.5, which matches better the observed velocity dispersion in the inner region and we get
1.1× 1011 M� in much better agreement with independent estimates.

In order to get a good handle of the total mass of the LMC we need to be able to model the
stellar tracers at a wide range of radial distances, which also includes the LMC bar - a triaxial
feature, that cannot be modelled with the Jeans approach.

4. Conclusion and outlook
While the axisymmetric Jeans models cannot provide a good physical representation of

the dynamical state of the LMC as a whole, they could prove useful in describing its disc.
The Jeans models are successful in recovering the orientation and geometry of the LMC disc
under the axisymmetry assumption, fit well its kinematics in PM space, and distinguish prob-
abilistically genuine member stars from foreground Milky Way contaminants and background
galaxies.

For the inner region of the LMC, however, which is dominated by the bar structure, we
need to resort to triaxial models. It is therefore interesting to explore the Schwarzschild orbit
superposition approach in dynamical modelling with DYNAMITE (van den Bosch et al. 2008;
Thater et al. 2022). Our goal is to obtain an orbit-based model of the LMC, where we fit
the Gaia proper motions and surface density distributions of the two main components of
the galaxy - an axisymmetric disc and a triaxial bar, simultaneously. This type of setup of
Schwarzschild models were recently pioneered by Tahmasebzadeh et al. (2022).

It should be noted, however, that the orbit superposition method still works under the con-
straints of a dynamical equilibrium. The LMC is plunging into its deepest peri-centre point into
the Milky Way, where maximal tidal shocks and ram pressure is expected. In that context the
LMC is quite unique in having a smaller gas disc than a stellar disc. Moreover, the galaxy has
recently been in collision with the SMC ∼ 250 Myr ago (Choi et al. 2022). It would be inter-
esting to explore the possibility to introduce perturbations in the dynamical models to study
the deviations from equilibrium. However, a good equilibrium model could also be subtracted
from the actual observations and the remaining residuals may give us valuable information
about the magnitude of the complex dynamical forces that pull the LMC out of equilibrium.
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Furthermore, the off-center LMC bar is likely a transient structure due to the interaction
with the SMC (see e.g. the simulations in Besla et al. 2012). So it is likely that any equilibrium
modelling of the bar can only capture part of its full complexity.
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Discussion after the presentation
Roeland van der Marel: Congratulations on your nice work adding much needed realism to

simple circular orbit models. Two comments:
(1) The velocity dispersions reported near the centre of the LMC from Gaia eDR3 by Gaia

Collaboration et al. (2021) are likely very significant overestimates. See e.g. the recent proper
motion data from HST and JWST and discussion in Libralato et al. (2023). So one would not
expect a realistic model to reproduce them.

Nikolay Kacharov: We could cross-match the Gaia eDR3 PMs with PMs from the VMC
survey to complement the data.

(2) The off-centre LMC bar is likely a transient structure due to the interaction with the
SMC. See e.g. the simulations in Besla et al. (2012). So any equilibrium modelling of the bar
can likely only capture part of its full complexity.

Francois Hammer: The LMC is plunging at its deepest peri-center point into the Milky Way,
where maximal tidal shocks and ram pressure is expected, and indeed the one LMC peculiarity
is to be quite unique in having a smaller gas disk than stellar disk. Moreover, its main stellar
axis is off by ∼ 50 deg from its kinematics, and it has recently been in collision with the SMC
∼ 250 Myr ago. Would you think possible to enter some effect of this disequilibrium to verify
how it can change your modelling?

Nikolay Kacharov: The orbit-superposition technique works under the assumption of
dynamical equilibrium, however, examining the model residuals can inform us about the
magnitude of deviation from this state.
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ABSTRACT

We study the morphological properties of mid-infrared selected galaxies at 1.0 < z < 1.7 in

the SMACS J0723.3-7327 cluster field, to investigate the mechanisms of galaxy mass assembly and

structural formation at cosmic noon. We develop a new algorithm to decompose the dust and

stellar components of individual galaxies by utilizing high-resolution images in the MIRI F770W

and NIRCam F200W bands. Our analyses reveal that most galaxies in the stellar mass range

109.5 < M∗/M� < 1010.5 have dust cores relatively compact compared to their stellar cores, whereas

the most massive (M∗ ∼ 1010.9 M�) galaxy in our sample displays a comparably compact stellar core

as to dust. The observed compactness of the dust component is potentially attributed to the presence

of a (rapidly growing) massive bulge, in some cases associated with elevated star formation. Expanding

the sample size through a joint analysis of multiple Cycle 1 deep-imaging programs can help to confirm

the inferred picture. Our pilot study highlights that MIRI offers an efficient approach to studying the

structural formation of galaxies from cosmic noon to the modern universe.

Keywords: Galaxy evolution (594); Interstellar medium (847); Galaxy bulges (578); Galaxy structure

(622)

1. INTRODUCTION

Galaxy formation and evolution is an active area of

research in astrophysics that continues to present many

unanswered questions and challenges. One of the most

critical questions concerns the role of star formation in

driving the growth of galaxies over cosmic time. Specif-

ically, it has been of our particular interest to deter-

mine the primary mode of galaxy mass growth over the

peak epoch of cosmic star formation (Madau & Dickin-

son 2014), during which many galaxies experienced in-

tense star formation and formed the fundamental struc-

tural components (i.e., Hubble sequence). A critical in-

sight into galaxies in this epoch has been obtained in the

last two decades by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

and adaptive optics assisted ground-based observations.

With its high spatial-resolving power and near-infrared

(NIR) sensitivity, HST has enabled us to glimpse the

structural details of galaxy undergoing intense star for-
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mation activity and the formation of massive bulge (e.g.,

Dekel et al. 2009; Conselice 2014). However, studies

have revealed that the structural evolution of galaxies

over cosmic time is rather complex and heavily degen-

erated, and there are multiple pathways leading to the

diverse structures and properties that we observe in the

universe today. For example, one possible scenario for

the most massive galaxy population is that they undergo

gas “compaction” and evolve massive bulges during cos-

mic time (Dekel & Burkert 2014; Zolotov et al. 2015;

Lacerda et al. 2020; Marques-Chaves et al. 2022). The

subsequent starburst and/or AGN feedback may then

lead to quiescence (Genzel et al. 2014; Yesuf et al. 2014),

to galaxies of quenched dense core, e.g., those known

as red nuggets (Damjanov et al. 2009; van Dokkum

et al. 2009a; Szomoru et al. 2012; Morishita & Ichikawa

2016). Subsequently, through dry mergers, these struc-

tures eventually become the galaxies that we observe to-

day, such as low-redshift spheroids and ellipticals (Barro

et al. 2013; van der Wel et al. 2014; van Dokkum et al.

2015; Tacchella et al. 2016).

The study of the morphology of galaxies, encom-

passing the structure and shape, remains a crucial as-
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pect in unraveling the unanswered questions in this

field. Through a rigorous analysis of the morphology

of galaxies, valuable insights into their formation his-

tory, such as the contribution of mergers, interactions,

and other dynamical processes, can be gained (e.g., Co-

ziol & Plauchu-Frayn 2007; Förster Schreiber et al. 2011;

Cibinel et al. 2019).

A comprehensive understanding of the interstellar

medium (ISM) is essential in unraveling the mechanisms

that regulate star formation and how they differ across

various regions of a galaxy (e.g., Abdurro’uf et al. 2022).

One effective way to study the morphology of the ISM

is through IR observations, as it can trace the emission

from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and dust

continuum, which are closely related to star-forming re-

gions (Wu et al. 2005; Brandl et al. 2006; Reddy et al.

2006; Tielens 2008). PAHs are organic molecules that

are excited by ultraviolet (UV) radiation from young,

massive stars, while dust continuum emission arises from

thermal radiation emitted by dust particles heated by

these same stars. The presence of PAHs and dust con-

tinuum emission can therefore be used as tracers of star

formation activities within a galaxy. The Spitzer Space

Telescope was the successor in the wavelength of inter-

est (e.g., Smith et al. 2007; Lai et al. 2020); however, its

primary exploration remained in nearby galaxies due to

the limited resolution (e.g., Boersma et al. 2013; Stock

et al. 2013).

Instead, a large part of this exploration has been taken

placed by radio/submillimeter interferometers such as

the Very Large Array (VLA) and the Atacama Large

Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Several pio-

neering studies have shed light on the formation of

galaxy structure at cosmic noon (Simpson et al. 2015;

Hodge et al. 2016; Barro et al. 2016; Tadaki et al.

2017a,b; Elbaz et al. 2018; Calistro Rivera et al. 2018;

Fujimoto et al. 2018; Lang et al. 2019; Tadaki et al. 2020;

Chen et al. 2020; Cheng et al. 2020; Gómez-Guijarro

et al. 2022) and beyond (Romano et al. 2021; Pozzi et al.

2021; Bowler et al. 2022; Fudamoto et al. 2022). How-

ever, studies of resolving gas and dust component are of-

ten limited to relatively bright sources, or have to come

at significant expense of the facility’s resource.

With the launch of JWST (Gardner et al. 2006, 2023),

the limitation has been largely lifted, opening a path

for us to study ISM morphology of galaxies in unprece-

dented detail. Recently, morphological analysis of MIR

emission in high-redshift galaxies has been enabled by

high resolving power of MIRI (Cheng et al. 2022; Inami

et al. 2022a; Shen et al. 2023). In this work, we use

JWST to study the spatially resolved ISM in galaxies,

focusing specifically on the MIR band. Our goal is to

address the difference between the mid-IR morphology

and the stellar continuum morphology, with a particular

emphasis on the compactness of the dust emission. By

doing so, we aim to gain new insights into the mecha-

nisms that govern star formation within galaxies.

Where relevant, we adopt the AB magnitude sys-

tem (Oke & Gunn 1983; Fukugita et al. 1996), cos-

mological parameters of Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 =

70 km s−1 Mpc−1, and the Chabrier (2003) initial mass

function (IMF).

2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

2.1. SMACS J0723.3-7327: An optimal field to initiate

a new study of galaxy morphology

The sample examined in this study is selected from

the background galaxies of the massive lensing cluster

SMACS0723, which is located approximately 4.24 bil-

lion light-years away from us. The JWST observations

used in this work were obtained as part of the Early Re-

lease Observations (ERO) program (ID 2736; PI: Pon-

toppidan, Pontoppidan et al. 2022), and were released

on July 14th, 2022, the high quality of the images and

spectra of SMACS0723 have been obtained in particular

with the instruments NIRCam and MIRI (Rieke et al.

2005, 2015). The data were retrieved from the Mikulski

Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST).

SMACS0723 was previously observed with HST as

part of the Reionization Lensing Cluster Survey pro-

gram (RELICS; Coe et al. 2019; Salmon et al. 2020).

The cluster’s mass distribution creates a strong gravita-

tional potential well that bends and focuses light from

objects located behind it, resulting in brighter and dis-

torted images. The background galaxies along the sight-

line, even though much further away than the cluster it-

self, are magnified by the gravitational lensing effect, al-

lowing the study of those distant galaxies with increased

resolution and greater details. In addition, lensing mag-

nification can help overcome the effects of point spread

function (PSF) by magnifying the shape and brightness

of distant galaxies, allowing us to study their true mor-

phology at sub-resolution scales. This magnification ef-

fect acts as a natural zoom lens, providing greater accu-

racy in observing the inner regions of a galaxy, which is

particularly useful for our work as we aim to precisely

locate the star formation regions within galaxies. Vari-

ous studies have utilized gravitational lensing effects to

investigate high-redshift galaxies (Zheng et al. 2012; Coe

et al. 2013; Livermore et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2022).

2.2. NIRCam+HST Photometry and photmetric

redshift
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For source identification, we start with a catalog gen-

erated in Morishita & Stiavelli (2022). The work re-

duced the raw data of the available JWST and HST

data in the field using borgpipe (Morishita 2021).

The reduced data set also includes the NIRISS di-

rect images, which were taken as part of the WFSS

mode observations. The catalog comprises photomet-

ric fluxes of NIRCam (F090/150/200/277/356/444W),

NIRISS (F115/200W), and HST WFC3-IR and ACS

(F435/606/814/105/125/140/160W), which was re-

trieved from MAST in the form of seven filters. We also

adopt the photometric redshift catalog derived in the

same study, computed by using EaZY software (Bram-

mer et al. 2008). For further details regarding the cat-

alog, the readers are referred to Morishita & Stiavelli

(2022).

2.3. MIRI Photometry

Photometric fluxes of sources in MIRI images are ob-

tained separately from the optical-NIR images afore-

mentioned. We start from the fully-reduced MIRI

images (F770/1000/1500/1800W) processed and made

available by Grizli 1.

We align the MIRI images to the NIRCam F200W,

and then refine the pixel grid of all images to match that

of the F200W image using a Python package reproject.2

The object detection is performed on a single image, the

MIRI 7.7µm image, by running SExtractor (Bertin &

Arnouts 1996). We implement the detection strategies

described in Iani et al. (2022) and adopt their configu-

ration, which is optimized to detect the fainter sources

as shown in a previous survey (Galametz et al. 2013).

We apply the corresponding weight map to improve the

rejection of spurious sources. We measure photometric

fluxes of each source by adopting Kron (1980) aperture

MAG AUTO photometry. We run SExtractor indi-

vidually on the remaining three bands with the same

procedure, by repeating this procedure, we obtain four

catalogs for F770/1000/1500/1800W, respectively. We

then cross-match sources among these four catalogs

with the matching radius set to 0.′′5 from the sources

in the F770W detection. To ensure reliable photome-

try and morphology analysis afterwards, we select only

those with MAG AUTO brighter than the 3σ limiting

magnitude and have a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) > 3

in F770W, which results in 442 galaxies. For subse-

quent analysis, we adopt MAG AUTO for our selected

sources.

1 https://s3.amazonaws.com/grizli-v2/JwstMosaics/v4/index.
html#smacs

2 https://reproject.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

2.4. Sample selection

We use the MIRI catalog generated in the previous

section and select sources for further analysis as follows:

• Firstly, we perform a cross-match between the

MIRI catalog and the NIRCam+HST catalog

(Sec. 2.2) using the matching radius 0.′′5.

• We then limit our sample to galaxies within the

photometric redshift range of 1 < z < 1.67, as

this range corresponds to the wavelength sensitiv-

ity of the MIRI F770W filter to capture the 3.3 µm

PAH emission feature. A strong feature of PAH,

if present, can be observed as a flux excess from

the adjacent filters that cover the continuum.

• Lastly, we conduct spectral energy distribution

(SED) fitting for the selected galaxies in the pre-

vious step. To ensure reliable results, we refine

our sample by including only those with the SED

fitting results with a reduced χ2
ν value of less than

3. We exclude those galaxies that do not have

any dust emission inferred by the best-fit model

(i.e. MIRI bands are primarily dominated by stel-

lar components).

Through the three steps above, we obtain 27 galaxies

as the final sample for the following analysis.

3. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SAMPLE

GALAXIES

3.1. Lens Model

In order to correct the magnification effect by the fore-

ground cluster and derive the intrinsic physical prop-

erties of our sample galaxies, we utilize the lensing

model that was recently presented in the paper by Gol-

ubchik et al. (2022). This HST-based lensing model was

generated with the Light-Traces-Mass approach (LTM;

Broadhurst et al. 2005; Zitrin et al. 2009), which com-

plements the parametric models already available in the

RELICS repository and elsewhere and thus helps span a

representative range of solutions. The magnification fac-

tor, denoted by µ, is calculated using this model. The

intrinsic flux is calculated by simply dividing the ob-

served flux by this factor.

3.2. Stellar Mass and Star Formation Rate

3.2.1. SED fitting

We perform SED fitting using the broad-band pho-

tometry to infer stellar mass and dust extinction. We

use Code Investigating GALaxy Emission (CIGALE, Bo-

quien et al. 2019), which is optimized for data of wide

range wavelength coverage, from X-ray to radio. The

https://s3.amazonaws.com/grizli-v2/JwstMosaics/v4/index.html#smacs
https://s3.amazonaws.com/grizli-v2/JwstMosaics/v4/index.html#smacs
https://reproject.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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Figure 1. (Left): Rest-frame UV J diagram used to classify galaxy populations. U − V and V − J colors are calculated by
SED fitting. The orange solid lines represent the boundaries defined in Williams et al. (2009). Dark orange circles represent
all MIRI selected sources, while green squares indicate unresolved galaxies that were excluded from the morphology analysis as
explained in Sec. 3.3.1. (Right): Stellar mass vs. SFRs plot for our samples. The symbols used in this panel are the same as
in the left panel. Additionally, UV J-selected quiescent galaxies are marked as red open circles. A blue-shaded region indicates
the ±0.4 dex range of the star formation main sequence at 1 < z < 1.5 derived by Whitaker et al. (2014).

code is designed to self-consistently estimate the in-

frared dust reemission in infrared wavelengths for the

absorbed UV energy by ISM. We adopt a delayed ex-

ponential star-formation history (sfhdelayed) with the

functional form of SFR(t) ∝ t exp(−t/τ). The stellar

population synthesis model is taken from Bruzual &

Charlot (2003) with solar metallicity. Dust attenuation

follows the Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law. More

details of our SED fitting parameter settings are shown

in Table 1.

3.2.2. Rest-frame UVJ diagram and Star-Forming Main
Sequence

The selection of the parent sample in this study is
based on detection in the MIRI F770W, which is sensi-

tive to the PAH emission associated with young, mas-

sive stars. Thus, the majority of the selected sources

are expected to be star-forming. To diagnose their star-

forming phase, we adopt the rest-frame UV J color-color

diagram (Williams et al. 2009). We adopt this method

by utilizing the rest-frame colors of galaxies in the U ,

V , and J filters calculated by using the best-fit SED

template. As displayed in Fig. 1, three galaxies in our

final sample are located in the quiescent region of the

UV J diagram, but rather at the boundary between the

quiescent and star-forming regions.

In addition to the UV J classification, we also esti-

mate the total SFR of our sample by integrating the

unobscured and obscured star formation. We deter-

mine the rate of unobscured star formation from the

rest-frame 2800 Å luminosities and estimate the rate of

Table 1. A list of parameters used for the CIGALE SED
fitting.

Parameter name Value

sfhdelayed

τmain[Myr] 100, 300, 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000

age[Myr] 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000

τburst[Myr] 50

fburst 0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1

SSP: Bruzual & Charlot (2003)

IMF Chabrier (2003)

metallicity 0.02

Dust attenuation: Calzetti et al. (2000)

E(B-V)∗ 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7

0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7

E(B-V)factor 0.44

Nebular emission

log U -2.6, -2.7, -2.8, -2.9, -3.0, -3.1, -3.2

zgas 0.014

obscured star formation from the total IR luminosities.

The 2800 Å luminosities and total IR luminosities are

both based on best-fit SED model. We then calculate

the SFRs using the following equation:

SFR(M�/yr) = 1.09× 10−10[LIR + 2.2LUV](L�) (1)

The prescription used to estimate the obscured SFRs

in our study is based on the recalibration of the rela-

tion originally proposed by Kennicutt (1998a) and later
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revised by Bell et al. (2005), which was scaled for a

Chabrier (2003) stellar IMF. As illustrated in Fig. 1,

we find that the majority of our sources are located on

or near the star formation main sequence predicted by

Whitaker et al. (2014). We also identify several galax-

ies located below the main sequence, including the three

UV J-quiescent galaxies identified above.

3.3. Dust and Stellar Morphologies

As stated in Sec. 1, PAH emission is known to be a

reliable tracer of star-forming activities. However, the

MIRI F770W band, which we use to cover the 3.3µm

feature in this study, may has a significant contribution

from stellar continuum as well. Thus, in the following

subsection we present a new algorithm to decompose

the two components in the one-dimensional radial pro-

file. Our approach is visualized in a schematic in Fig. 2.

It is noted that, to assess any systematic differences that

originates in one-dimensional profile measurements, we

apply the following decomposition method by using both

results from non-parametric (Section 3.3.2) and para-

metric (Section 3.3.3) methods.

3.3.1. Decomposition of Dust and Stellar Profiles

For the redshift range of this study, the one-

dimensional radial profile in F200W, fF200W(r), can be

considered as the stellar profile, since it is dominated pri-

marily by stellar continuum (see top left panel in Fig. 2):

fstellar(r) = fF200W(r) (2)

On the other hand, the observed F770W light pro-

file, fF770W(r), is the sum of the 3.3µm PAH emission

and the stellar continuum (primarily by low-mass stars;

Kajisawa et al. 2015) at the corresponding wavelength:

fF770W(r) = fstellar,F770W(r) + fdust,F770W(r) (3)

To decompose the dust component in F770W, we per-

form the following two steps:

fstellar,F770W(r) = δ770
200 × fstellar,F200W(r) (4)

fdust(r) = fF770W(r)− fstellar,F770W(r) (5)

The quantity δ770
200 is the ratio of stellar continuum flux

density between the F770W and F200W filters, calcu-

lated with the stellar component of the best-fit SED

obtained in Sec. 3.2.1. We note that the F200W image

is convolved to the PSF size of F770W before deriving

the one-dimensional profile.

Based on the method above, we obtain one-

dimensional radial flux density profiles for both the stel-

lar component and dust component, as well as their cor-

responding errors obtained from the rms map.

Lastly, to quantify the compactness of individual

galaxies, we define a flux-based compactness parame-

ter for both dust (cdust) and stellar components (cstellar)

as the ratio of the flux inside 1 kpc to the total flux:

cstellar =

∫ 1kpc

fstellar(r)rdr/

∫ rout

fstellar(r)rdr (6)

cdust =

∫ 1kpc

fdust(r)rdr/

∫ rout

fdust(r)rdr (7)

The total flux (i.e. the denominator in Eqs. 6 and 7) is

calculated within a defined region, rout, where the dust

flux SNR drops below 1. To ensure the maximum radius

and avoid the impact of, e.g., bad pixels, we require that

SNRs both at the boundary pixel i and the next pixel

(i+1) to be less than one when rout is set. We find that

six of our sample galaxies have rout smaller than 1 kpc,

indicating a low SNR ratio at the outer radii due to the

small size of the galaxies. As a result, we exclude these

six galaxies, including one UV J-quiescent galaxy, from

our subsequent compactness analysis. However, they are

still included in the SED fitting process.

Consequently, our morphology analysis includes 21

galaxies in the following discussion.

The defined flux-based compactness parameter c is a

useful metric to describe the spatial distribution of flux

within a galaxy. A higher value of c indicates that the

galaxy has more flux concentrated in its inner region,

suggesting a more compact distribution of emission. By

comparing the values of cstellar and cdust, we can inves-

tigate the difference in spatial distribution between the

PAH emission and the stellar continuum.

Thanks to the gravitational lensing magnification ef-

fect, the size scale of 1 kpc is larger than the MIRI PSF

size for all galaxies in our sample. While this inner ra-

dius is set rather arbitrarily (which is often used to infer

the bulge component of galaxies at the redshift range),

our scope in the discussion below is to evaluate the rel-

ative compactness of dust component over the stellar

component i.e. cdust/cstellar. This way, our discussion is

less dependent on the choice of the inner radius or outer

radius definition, nor the effect of lens magnification.

3.3.2. Non-Parametric Morphology: One-Dimensional
Elliptical Flux Density Profiling

Several non-parametric models are available to de-

scribe the light profile of galaxies (Lotz et al. 2004;

Förster Schreiber et al. 2011; Baes et al. 2020; Bignone

et al. 2020). We adopt one-dimensional elliptical flux

density profile to describe the light distribution of our

sample galaxies. The key steps are as follows:

• Galaxy parameters determination: To avoid

additional assumptions, we only adopt the
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Figure 2. A schematic view of our dust decomposition method. (Top left): An example SED from our galaxy sample at redshift
1.32 features the 3.3 µm PAH emission captured by the F770W filter. (Bottom Left): Dust decomposition utilizing observed
F770W and observed F200W, δ denotes stellar flux density ratio between two filters. (Right): From top to bottom, the flux
profile of the F200W filter (representing the stellar continuum), the F770W filter (capturing a mixture of stellar continuum and
dust emission), and the extracted dust emission.

necessary parameters for our subsequent non-

parametric morphological analysis, including pixel

coordinates, axis ratio and position angle, all de-

rived with SExtractor.

• Flux density calculation: From the photo-

centroid, we generate a set of concentric ellipses,

starting from the innermost region and extending

towards the outer region. The axis ratio and posi-

tion angle of each ellipse are determined based on

the SExtractor output. The width of each annu-

lus is set to one pixel. To calculate the flux density

within each annulus, we sum up the pixel values

within that region and divide by the number of

pixels. This procedure is repeated for all the an-

nuli, and the resulting flux densities are used to

construct a radial profile of the galaxy’s bright-

ness. We repeat this procedure for both F200W

and F770W images.

We apply the two steps above on each galaxy in the

original F770W image and the PSF-matched F200W im-

age, to extract one-dimensional flux density radial pro-

files, fF770W(r) and fF200W(r). Hereafter, we refer to

this method as non-parametric, as opposed to “para-

metric” to be introduced in the following section.

The non-parametric method offers distinct advantages

by not imposing assumptions about the light profile of

the galaxy, except for the axis ratio and position angle,

which makes it more flexible and easier to implement.

This method directly measures the flux on the original

observed images, providing an intuitive and direct es-

timation of the galaxy’s compactness. As a drawback,

this method can be susceptible to errors in the outer re-

gions of the galaxy image, the presence of fluctuations

in the image background can also introduce uncertain-
ties, particularly when assessing galaxies with low sur-

face brightness levels.

3.3.3. Parametric Morphology: Modeling Galaxy Structure
with the Sérsic Function

Parametric methods model a galaxy’s light distribu-

tion using simple shapes or a combination of them.

Among various parametric fitting models, the elliptical

Sérsic model (Sérsic 1963) is a widely adopted method

for modelling the light distribution of galaxies due to its

flexibility and robustness. It has become one of the most

commonly used models to parameterize galaxy morphol-

ogy. The Sérsic model is expressed as:

I(r) ∝ exp[−bn(
r

Re
)1/n − 1] (8)
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where Re is the effective radius, which represents the ra-

dius within which half of the total light of the galaxy is

included, n is the Sérsic index, and bn is an n-dependent

normalization parameter ensuring that Re encloses half

the light. Galaxies with smaller Re and higher n gener-

ally exhibit more compact structures.

To fit the light profile of each galaxy, we utilize the

software galfit (Peng et al. 2002, 2010). For each

galaxy, we generate cutouts of the F200W and F770W

bands, along with their corresponding error images,

each with dimensions of 100× 100 pixels (equivalent to

3.′′2× 3.′′2). The software determines the optimal set of

parameters for the model and produces a PSF-convolved

image. This resulting image represents an ideal obser-

vation that would be obtained from the telescope in the

absence of any noise or contamination.

We apply our decomposition algorithm (Sec. 3.3.1)

to the resulting noise-free PSF-convolved best-fit model

obtained from galfit, and calculate the compactness

for both dust and stellar components with elliptical flux

density profile method (Sec. 3.3.2). This method will be

referred to as the “parametric” method in the following

sections. Unlike the non-parametric method, the para-

metric approach models the galaxy’s light distribution

using a predefined profile, which can help recover miss-

ing flux at the outskirts of the galaxy. We note that,

however, this method assumes an ideal Sérsic model in

the fitting process, which may not accurately represent

the real galaxy profile when they are in interaction or

strongly lens-magnified, introducing additional system-

atic uncertainties in the measurements.

4. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our anal-

yses. First, we compare the results derived from the

non-parametric one-dimensional flux density profile and

the parametric density profile of galfit best-fit Sérsic

model. We then explore the differences in morphology

compactness for both stellar and dust components in

order to address the region where star formation oc-

curs. Additionally, we examine the relation between

morphology compactness and other important phys-

ical properties, including stellar mass, specific star-

formation rates (sSFR),and infrared-flux excess mea-

sured by SFRIR/SFRUV.

4.1. Overview of the Dust-to-Stellar Compactness

Ratio

In Sec. 3.3, we introduced our non-parametric and

parametric methods for describing the light distribu-

tion of galaxies. Subsequently, we determined the flux-

based compactness c for both the stellar and dust com-

ponents using each method. The results are presented in

Figure 3. Comparison of the flux-based compactness c de-
rived by non-parametric method (horizontal axis) and para-
metric method based on galfit best-fit model (vertical axis).
The symbol color represents dust (red) and stellar (blue)
components.

Figure 4. Histogram showing the distribution of the dust-
to-stellar compactness ratio of our sample (blue for the ratio
calculated by the non-parametric approach and gray for the
parametric galfit approach). The median values derived
from the two techniques (blue and gray dashed lines, re-
spectively) are shown. The red dashed line corresponds to
cdust/cstellar = 1, which suggests a coherent distribution of
dust and stellar.

Fig. 3. Notably, we find excellent agreement between the

dust and stellar components derived from both methods.

Although both methods employ the same definition of

compactness, they differ in their underlying assumptions

and approaches, each possessing distinct strengths and

limitations. The consistency in the resulting compact-

ness estimates from these two methods implies that our

approach yields robust estimates of galaxy flux concen-

tration.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the dust-to-stellar compactness ratio (cdust/cstellar) as a function of stellar mass (M∗). The symbol
colors represent measurements obtained from non-parametric morphology (blue) and galfit parametric morphology (gray).
The subset of UV J-selected quiescent galaxies are indicated by red open circles.

In Fig. 4, we present the distribution of the ratio be-

tween dust compactness, cdust, and stellar compactness,

cstellar. The compactness ratio is an indicator of the

central concentration of dust in a galaxy, with a higher

ratio indicating more compact and dense dust emission.

This measure remains unbiased by lens magnification or

a specific type of the target morphology.

We find that the majority of galaxies in our sam-

ple exhibit a dust-to-stellar compactness ratio greater

than one, with 11 out of 21 galaxies exhibiting a ra-

tio exceeding 1.2. The median values of the compact-

ness ratio of the 21 galaxies in our morphology analy-

sis are 1.199 (non-parametric) and 1.205 (parametric),

while the standard deviations are 0.225 and 0.253 for

non-parametric method and parametric method, respec-

tively.

4.2. PAH Compactness related to Other Galaxy

Physical Parameters

In this section, we investigate the presence of a cor-

relation between the correlation between the dust-to-

stellar compactness ratio and other physical parameters

of galaxies. By doing so, we aim to study the physi-

cal processes responsible for galaxy structures, e.g., the

growth of bulges.

4.2.1. Stellar Mass

Fig. 5 shows the cdust/cstellar as a function of stellar

mass. To examine the association between stellar mass

and cdust/cstellar, we employ the Spearman rank corre-

lation method and calculate the p-value to evaluate the

strength of this relationship. A p-value close to zero

indicates that the variables are likely related and the

correlation is not just a random occurrence. Our analy-

sis does not reveal a significant correlation between dust

compactness ratio and stellar mass. Spearman rank cor-

relation tests confirm this lack of trend, with a p-value

of 0.29 for the non-parametric method and 0.44 for the

parametric one. We note, however, that the most mas-

sive quiescent galaxy displays a less compact core with

lower dust concentration, in contrast to the other less

massive quiescent galaxies which exhibit a higher con-

centration of dust.
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4.2.2. PAH Emission Compactness and Specific Star
Formation Rate

Many previous works (e.g., Allamandola et al. 1985,

1989; Tielens 2008; Micelotta et al. 2010a; Stierwalt

et al. 2014; Riechers et al. 2014) have highlighted the

crucial role of PAHs in the formation of IR emission

bands seen in the spectra of star-forming galaxies. These

molecules play an important role in cooling the gas in

the ISM, facilitating the formation of compact and dense

clouds that can later collapse and give rise to new stars.

In order to better understand the relatively higher dust

compactness observed in our galaxies relative to their

stellar components, we explore the relation between the

dust-to-stellar compactness ratio and sSFR. The choice

of sSFR over SFR allows us to avoid any potential im-

pact from the wide range of stellar masses in our sample

on our conclusions.

Fig. 6 presents our results, where sSFR is calculated

by SFRUV+IR/M∗. The calculation process for SFRIR

and SFRUV are described in Sec. 3.2.2. The Spearman

rank correlation is employed to determine whether there

is an association between the sSFR and the dust com-

pactness ratio. The computed p-values for the correla-

tion between the non-parametric method-derived com-

pactness and the parametric method-derived compact-

ness are 0.51 and 0.16, respectively, both indicating a

lack of statistically significant correlation between these

two physical properties.

To further explore the relation, we divide the sam-

ple into three groups, each consisting of seven galax-

ies, based on their sSFR. Median sSFR values are then

calculated for the low, medium, and high sSFR bins.

The results showed that the median compactness ratio

of the high-sSFR sub-sample is higher than that of the

medium-sSFR sub-sample, taking the error bar into ac-

count, while being comparable to that of the low-sSFR

sub-sample.

4.2.3. PAH Emission Compactness and SFRIR/SFRUV

Lastly, correlation between the compactness ra-

tio cdust/cstellar and SFRIR/SFRUV is investigated.

SFRIR/SFRUV is an indicator of a galaxy’s dustiness,

with a higher value referring to a higher obscured star

formation fraction. This ratio has been widely used

as a tracer of dust content in galaxies, especially for

those that are actively forming stars (Wuyts et al. 2011;

Whitaker et al. 2018; Inami et al. 2022b).

The right panel of Fig. 6 illustrates the results ob-

tained, where the calculations for SFRIR/SFRUV are

same as aforementioned. To further investigate, we ap-

ply Spearman rank correlation to assess the correlation

between the dust-to-stellar compactness ratio and UV-

to-IR SFR ratio. Our analysis using non-parametric and

parametric methods both reveal a lack of correlation.

We implement a similar binning strategy as in Sec. 4.2.2

and calculate the median values and their correspond-

ing errors for the low, medium, and high SFRIR/SFRUV

bins.

5. DISCUSSIONS

5.1. Investigating the Correlation between Dust

Morphology and Physical Properties

In Sec. 4.2.1, we investigate potential correlation be-

tween the dust-to-stellar compactness ratio and stellar

mass. As our compactness ratio is defined by fluxes

within the central 1 kpc, our findings is likely attributed

to the growth of bulges in the central regions. We find a

diverse range of dust compactness among galaxies with

a stellar mass between 109.5 < M∗/M� < 1010.5, some

of which reaches ∼ 1.6. This result aligns with the no-

tion that rapid bulge growth through active star for-

mation in the central regions of galaxies in the mass

range at the cosmic time (e.g., Bell et al. 2012; Tadaki

et al. 2017a; Gargiulo et al. 2019). The on-set of bulge

formation is of particular interest (Larson et al. 1980;

Kennicutt et al. 1994; De Lucia et al. 2006). At cosmic

noon, it is observed that a large fraction of galaxies start

having a dense core at M∗ ∼ 1010 M� and beyond (e.g.,

Barro et al. 2017). The emergence of a dense central

core is attributed to the formation of a bulge component

through mergers and gas infall, or ‘compaction’ (Zolotov

et al. 2015; Barro et al. 2016; Tacchella et al. 2018; Lap-

iner et al. 2023). The observed increase of dust-compact

galaxies at & 109.5M� in our sample thus likely reflect

galaxies in the bulge-formation phase.

It is still an open question if a large fraction of galax-

ies lower than the mass range (M∗ < 109.5 M�) explored

here have a compact dust core or not. In our sam-

ple, even with the help of gravitational lens magni-

fication, five out of eight galaxies in the mass range

are not resolved due to their intrinsically small size

(see Appendix. A). Future deep observations in lens-

ing fields, where strong(er) magnification helps resolving

such small sources, will be critical for further statistical

arguments on the onset of bulge formation in galaxies.

As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, we find three galaxies

are located in the quiescent region of the UV J dia-

gram but near the boundary to the star-forming re-

gion. From the location of these galaxies in the UV J

diagram, supported as well by their location below

the star-forming main sequence (Fig. 1), we interpret

these galaxies as dusty post-starburst galaxies that have

recently quenched their star-forming activities, which

makes them detectable in F770W.
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but as a function of sSFR (left) and SFRIR/SFRUV (right). The error bars for sSFR are computed
based on CIGALE’s Bayesian probability distribution. The large blue and gray square markers with error bars denote the median
values and associated uncertainties (calculated using the normalized median absolute deviation with N − 1 degrees of freedom)
in each bin.

We also identify a potential outlier, ID 194, the most

massive galaxy in our sample. Unlike most of the

less massive galaxies, it has a lower dust compactness

ratio with cdust/cstellar = 0.88 (non-parametric)/ 0.91

(galfit), indicating a less compact dust structure com-

pared to its stellar structure. The postage stamps also

clearly show that ID 194 has a bright and compact stel-

lar core as seen in F200W, with a relatively extended

dust structure as revealed in F770W and F1000W (Ap-

pendix. A). This galaxy is classified as UV J-quiescent

and thus is relatively evolved (while its detection in

MIRI indicates a little ongoing star formation, which

is consistent with its location on the mass-SFR plane;

Fig. 1). Compact stellar cores in quiescent galaxies of

this mass range have been reported in previous studies

(van Dokkum et al. 2009b; Szomoru et al. 2012; Mor-

ishita et al. 2014; Abdurro’uf et al. 2023). One po-

tential explanation is the inside-out growth and subse-

quent inside-out quenching process, whereby star forma-

tion activities move outward as galaxies age, or through

mergers in quiescent galaxies (Förster Schreiber et al.

2009, 2018; Law et al. 2009; Nelson et al. 2012, 2013;

Wilman et al. 2020; Matharu et al. 2021).

In a recent study, Shen et al. (2023) used MIRI data

from the Cosmic Evolution Early Release Science survey

(CEERS; Finkelstein et al. 2023) to study the morpholo-

gies of star-forming galaxies in rest-MIR and trace the

obscured star formation regions. Their findings indicate

that the effective radius measured in the PAH band is

slightly smaller (∼ 10%) than that in the F160W band,

which traces the stellar continuum. This result is con-

sistent with our own conclusions. While their sample

includes galaxies up to ∼ 1011M�, they did not report

the lower dust concentration that we observed in our

most massive galaxy. One possible reason for this dis-

crepancy is that they only studied UV J-selected star-

forming galaxies. Additionally, our approach offers a

unique advantage in that we decompose dust compo-

nent from observed F770W profile, allowing for a direct

comparison of the light distributions between the stellar

continuum and PAH emission, instead of simply compar-

ing observed light profile in two bands. The use of both

parametric and non-parametric methods further enables

us to avoid potential bias from the model. Moreover,

our study stands out for the use of background galaxies

from the lensing cluster SMACS0723, which enables us

to study magnified galaxies with reduced impact from

the PSF.

A recent study by Matharu et al. (2023), using

spatially resolved Balmer Decrement observations via

NIRISS, reported a discovery of flat dust attenuation

profiles in massive galaxies (1010 < M∗/M� < 1011.1),

while they found more centrally concentrated profiles

observed in galaxies within a stellar mass range of

107.6 < M∗/M� < 1010. This is in full agreement with

our findings and interpretation of the observed stellar

mass trend of the compactness ratio.

In addition to stellar mass, we also investigate the re-

lation between dust compactness and sSFR in Sec. 4.2.2.

Although our analysis does not reveal a statistically sig-

nificant correlation between sSFR and dust compact-

ness, it should be noted that the majority of our sample

galaxies are more or less typical star-forming galaxies i.e.

those on/near the star-forming main sequence (Figs. 1

and 6). In fact, we find that the median compactness

ratio is higher in the high sSFR bin than in the medium

sSFR bin, while remaining comparable to that of the low

sSFR bin. However, high sSFR galaxies are known to
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have strong radiation fields, which can lead to the de-

struction of PAH molecules through photodissociation

and other mechanisms (Voit 1992; Siebenmorgen et al.

2004; Sales et al. 2010; Micelotta et al. 2010b; Monfre-

dini et al. 2019). The most massive galaxy in our sample,

with significantly decreased compactness ratio compared

to other galaxies, may be one that experienced signifi-

cant destruction of dust grains during its bulge growth

and/or quenching phases. Therefore, the correlation be-

tween sSFR and PAH abundance could be degenerate,

which provides a plausible explanation for the observed

lack of correlation.

To summarize, the higher compactness ratio traced by

flux inside 1 kpc provides critical insight into the rela-

tionship between bulge growth and dust concentration

in galaxies. However, the observed trend is limited by

the sample size analyzed in this study. To better under-

stand the formation scenario of galaxy bulges, it would

be valuable to expand the sample to include a wider

range of stellar masses and sSFR. Such a study will al-

low further characterization of the correlation between

dust compactness ratio and galaxy properties and help

us shed light on the formation of galaxy bulges in more

detail.

5.2. Effective Use of MIRI to Study Galaxy Structures

In this study, we investigate the morphologies of PAH-

emitting galaxies utilizing the F200W and F770W fil-

ters. By selecting galaxies in a specific redshift range,

we are able to effectively trace existing stellar com-

ponents with F200W, while also tracing ongoing star-

forming activity inside galaxies using the decomposed

3.3 µm PAH feature with F770W. Our analysis, based

on the flux-based compactness parameters cstellar and

cdust, reveals that the majority of our sample exhibited

a compact dust core compared to the stellar component,

which suggests more enhanced star-forming activity in

the central regions of these galaxies. This result is con-

sistent with previous studies that also reported centrally

concentrated dust emission predominantly relied on FIR

ALMA observations (Simpson et al. 2015; Hodge et al.

2016; Barro et al. 2016; Tadaki et al. 2017a,b; Elbaz

et al. 2018; Calistro Rivera et al. 2018; Fujimoto et al.

2018; Lang et al. 2019; Tadaki et al. 2020; Chen et al.

2020; Cheng et al. 2020; Gómez-Guijarro et al. 2022).

FIR emissions are mainly attributed to dust continuum

and are commonly used as a tracer of star formation pro-

cesses, including intense starburst activity in the central

regions of galaxies, extended star formation in galaxy

disks, and bursts of star formation triggered by galaxy

mergers (Kennicutt 1998a; Calzetti et al. 2000; Casey

et al. 2014). However, FIR emission may be biased to-

wards more active star-forming galaxies, including those

with extreme starburst activity, and can be affected by

other physical processes, such as AGN activity and dust

heating by evolved stars, with a typical timescale of

∼ 100 Myr (Kennicutt 1998b; Elbaz et al. 2011). Be-

sides, those studies using ALMA observations were lim-

ited to more massive galaxies with M∗/ M� > 1010.5

or stacking analysis, posing challenges in achieving a

comprehensive understanding of the evolution of galaxy

populations across a broader range of stellar masses.

Similarly, the use of spatially resolved Hα maps for a

large sample has been enabled by slitless spectroscopy

(Nelson et al. 2016; Vulcani et al. 2016; Wilman et al.

2020; Matharu et al. 2022). Massive O and B stars

produce Hα emission through ionizing photons, which

have a lifetime of a few million years, implying that

Hα emission is a tracer of more recent star formation

activity (occurring in a few million years) (Kennicutt

1998b). Additionally, it was reported by Nelson et al.

(2016) that more massive galaxies tend to exhibit more

extended Hα emission, while the size of the Hα region

and the stellar continuum region is rather consistent for

the low mass range, indicating ongoing star-formation

activity at larger radii than existing stars, corroborat-

ing the inside-out growth theory. However, Hα can still

be affected by dust extinction, with a typical value of

∼ 1 magnitude for local star-forming galaxies and up to

1–3 magnitude at z = 1− 2 (Koyama et al. 2010). This

effect might be more significant in the inner region of

the galaxies, where vigorous star formation occurs, and

a large amount of dust and gas exists.

High-resolution MIRI imaging offers a solution to

those limitations and can complement ALMA and Hα

observations. First of all, there is no need for pre-

selection of targets as required for ALMA due to its

narrow spectral window. This helps us construct a more

complete sample. Moreover, compared to Hα, mid-IR is

less affected by dust extinction due to its longer wave-

length. Therefore, with MIRI, we are able to access a

more accurate picture of star-forming activities within

galaxies. These advantages make our method a compre-

hensive and robust approach to study galaxy morphol-

ogy.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECT

This paper presents an innovative approach for in-

vestigating the morphological characteristics of galaxies

in the JWST ERO field SMACS0723, utilizing mid-IR

imaging with the MIRI instrument. The key findings of

this investigation are summarized below:

• Our study is based on the analysis of galaxies de-

tected through the MIRI F770W filter. We metic-
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ulously conduct a cross-matching process between

the MIRI F770W galaxy sample and the NIR-

Cam+HST catalog, resulting in a sample of 27

sources for structural analysis.

• We utilize the SED fitting tool CIGALE with flux

corrected for lensing magnification to derive the in-

trinsic physical properties of our sample galaxies.

Our analysis shows that the majority of the galax-

ies in our sample are normal star-forming galaxies.

However, we also observe three galaxies located

near the boundary that separates the star-forming

and quiescent regions.

• We develop an algorithm to decompose both stel-

lar and dust components by combining F200W and

F770W images and the SED results. To study the

flux distribution of both components, we introduce

a flux-based compactness parameter, represented

by the ratio of the flux within 1 kpc to the total

flux, denoted as c. We use this parameter to quan-

tify the flux compactness of a sub-sample of 21 re-

solved galaxies. We calculate c by employing both

parametric and non-parametric techniques. The

resulting compactness measurements from both

approaches exhibit excellent agreement, indicat-

ing the effectiveness of our proposed method for

measuring morphology compactness of our sample

galaxies.

• Our analysis reveals variations in dust-to-stellar

compactness (cdust/cstellar) among galaxies in

a stellar mass ranging 109.5 < M∗/M� < 1010.5.

Furthermore, the most massive galaxy in our sam-

ple exhibits a more compact stellar core, suggest-

ing that the vigorous star-forming activities in the

core region may have already quenched. We also

note a lack of correlation between dust-to-stellar

compactness and sSFR. While the highest sSFR

bin exhibits a higher median value for the com-

pactness ratio compared to the medium bin, the

overall trend is not clear. This lack of correla-

tion could potentially arise from the degeneracy

between sSFR and PAH emission. We further in-

vestigate SFRIR/SFRUV, a well-established tracer

of dust extinction in galaxies, and find no solid

correlation with dust-to-stellar compactness.

This study serves as a pilot investigation into the mor-

phologies of galaxies using JWST MIRI observations

and demonstrates the potential of JWST in examining

galaxy structure. A future joint analysis of multiple Cy-

cle 1 program will offer a larger sample and a more com-

plete understanding of the structure formation of stellar

and ISM components in galaxies across the cosmic time.
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APPENDIX

A. THE CUTOUT IMAGES FOR EACH GALAXY

Figure 7 displays postage stamps of our resolved galaxies in HST WFC3 F160W, JWST NIRCam F200W, JWST

MIRI F770W, and F1000W, along with the corresponding inner and outer radii. On the other hand, Figure A shows

postage stamps of six unresolved galaxies in the same bands.
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ABSTRACT
Characterizing the structural properties of galaxies in high-redshift protoclusters is key to our understanding of the environmental
effects on galaxy evolution in the early stages of galaxy and structure formation. In this study, we assess the structural properties of
85 and 87 H𝛼 emission-line candidates (HAEs) in the densest regions of two massive protoclusters, BOSS1244 and BOSS1542,
respectively, using HST 𝐻-band imaging data. Our results show a true pair fraction of 22 ± 5(33 ± 6) per cent in BOSS1244
(BOSS1542), which yields a merger rate of 0.41 ± 0.09 (0.52 ± 0.04) Gyr−1 for massive HAEs with log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3. This
rate is 1.8 (2.8) times higher than that of the general fields at the same epoch. Our sample of HAEs exhibits half-light radii and
Sérsic indices that cover a broader range than field star-forming galaxies. Additionally, about 15 per cent of the HAEs are as
compact as the most massive (log(𝑀∗/M�) & 11) spheroid-dominated population. These results suggest that the high galaxy
density and cold dynamical state (i.e., velocity dispersion of < 400 km s−1) are key factors that drive galaxy mergers and promote
structural evolution in the two protoclusters. Our findings also indicate that both the local environment (on group scales) and
the global environment play essential roles in shaping galaxy morphologies in protoclusters. This is evident in the systematic
differences observed in the structural properties of galaxies between BOSS1244 and BOSS1542.

Key words: galaxies: clusters: individual: BOSS1244 — galaxies: clusters: individual: BOSS1542 — galaxies: high-redshift
— galaxies: evolution — galaxy: structure.

1 INTRODUCTION

Galaxies are known to reside in the cosmic web, which is composed
of clusters, sheets, filaments, and voids. These structures are predom-
inantly made up of cold dark matter and formed through the hierar-
chical merging of smaller structures over cosmic time (Blumenthal
et al. 1984; Davis et al. 1985; Cole et al. 2000). Understanding the
formation and evolution of galaxies in different environments in con-
nection with the assembly of large-scale structures is a central goal
of modern astrophysics. While the evolution of galaxies in general
fields has been extensively studied using current deep extragalactic
surveys, recent efforts have focused on characterizing galaxy prop-
erties in overdense environments, such as galaxy clusters, at high
redshifts.
Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally-bound systems in

the Universe and are thought to accelerate the evolution of galaxies
(Thomas et al. 2005). At low redshifts, they are known to host most
massive early-type galaxies with old stellar populations (e.g. Kodama

★ Contact e-mail: xzzheng@pmo.ac.cn

et al. 1998; Goto et al. 2003; Mei et al. 2009). Conversely, at 𝑧 >∼ 2,
they are dominated by late-type star-forming galaxies (SFGs) in the
early formation stage, known as protoclusters (e.g. Tanaka et al. 2011;
Andreon 2013; Overzier 2016; Alberts &Noble 2022). The evolution
in star formation and morphology for member galaxies of clusters is
tightly coupled with the assembly processes of the clusters (Dressler
1980; van Dokkum & Franx 2001; Poggianti et al. 2006; Zirm et al.
2012; Chan et al. 2018). However, a consistent picture of galaxy
evolution in clusters, especially in massive protoclusters at 𝑧 > 2, is
still lacking.

In particular, it remains unclear how the global and local environ-
ments influence the structural properties of galaxies in these over-
dense structures. It is not yet known whether the sizes of galaxies in
protoclusters systematically differ from those in the general fields at
the same epoch. The size of a galaxy is primarily regulated by its
angular momentum gained from large-scale tidal torques and may be
modified by mergers and secular processes (e.g. Jiang et al. 2019).
In the overdense environment of protoclusters, a high galaxy density
would significantly enhance the interaction effects and perhaps result
in a higher merger rate. Therefore, dissecting the processes govern-

© 2023 The Authors
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ing the size growth or compaction of galaxies in 𝑧 > 2 protoclusters
is critical.
At 𝑧 > 2, galaxies are believed to efficiently accrete gas through

cold streams and form extended and clumpy discs (Dekel et al. 2009;
Pillepich et al. 2019; Förster Schreiber & Wuyts 2020; Kretschmer
et al. 2020). Observational studies on galaxy morphologies in 𝑧 > 2
protoclusters are limited, and it is unclear how the properties of
galaxies in these environments differ from those in general fields.
Answering these questions would address important issues related
to galaxy formation and evolution in the context of large-scale struc-
tures.
Galaxy mergers tend to occur more frequently in group environ-

ments with moderate velocity dispersions (a few hundred km s−1),
and are rare in local mature clusters with high velocity dispersions
(500–1000 km s−1) (McIntosh et al. 2008; Tran et al. 2008; Kocevski
et al. 2011). It is expected that a higher fraction of mergers would
occur in protoclusters. This has been confirmed by several studies
on merger counts in 𝑧 ∼ 1.5–3 protoclusters (e.g. Lotz et al. 2013;
Hine et al. 2016; Coogan et al. 2018; Watson et al. 2019). How-
ever, some protoclusters at similar redshifts have not exhibited an
enhancement in the merger fraction (Delahaye et al. 2017; Monson
et al. 2021), likely due to differences in the protocluster’s dynamical
state. Pre-processing in groups before infalling into mature cores is
also known to play a crucial role in shaping galaxy star formation
and morphology (Fujita 2004; Bianconi et al. 2018; Kuchner et al.
2022).
Galaxy merging is an essential process in the formation of massive

elliptical galaxies (Naab et al. 2014; Tadaki et al. 2014; van der
Wel et al. 2014), as well as triggering intense starbursts (Mihos &
Hernquist 1996). The size growth of early- and late-type galaxies
since 𝑧 = 2–3 (e.g. Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006, 2007;
van Dokkum et al. 2008) is primarily driven by galaxy minor/major
mergers in the general fields (Bell et al. 2005; van Dokkum 2005;
Bluck et al. 2012; Newman et al. 2012; Nipoti et al. 2012). In 𝑧 > 2
protoclusters, quiescent galaxies start to emerge (Kubo et al. 2021;
McConachie et al. 2022; Shi et al. 2023) and appear larger in size
than their field counterparts (Lani et al. 2013, but see also Allen
et al. 2015). Meanwhile, most protocluster members at 𝑧 > 2 are
still forming stars due to the large amounts of gas in the filamentary
substructures (Dekel et al. 2009; Umehata et al. 2019; Daddi et al.
2021). The effects of the environment on the size growth of SFGs
in 𝑧 < 2 clusters were found to be inconsistent across different
studies (e.g. Lotz et al. 2013; Bassett et al. 2013; Pérez-Martínez
et al. 2021). The study of stellar mass-size relation in comparison
with field and cluster environments reveals that the sizes of cluster
SFGs may be larger (Lani et al. 2013; Afanasiev et al. 2023), smaller
(Kuchner et al. 2017), or not significantly different (Matharu et al.
2019). These inconsistencies observed in the cluster environment
may be due to differences in the dynamical state of clusters, sample
size, and selection bias related to stellar populations. Therefore, a
detailed investigation of the morphologies of SFGs in protoclusters
at 𝑧 > 2 would provide insight into the environmental effects on the
size growth of SFGs in the early Universe.
We have used theMApping theMostMassiveOverdensity (MAM-

MOTH) technique (Cai et al. 2016, 2017a,b) to identify two massive
protoclusters, BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, at 𝑧 = 2.24. These were
traced by H𝛼 emission-line galaxies over an area of ∼ 400 arcmin2
using narrow- and broad-band imaging (Zheng et al. 2021), and
spectroscopically confirmed as the most overdense protoclusters to
date at 𝑧 > 2 (Shi et al. 2021). With the high-spatial resolution of
near-infrared imaging from HST/WFC3, we are able to investigate
the rest-frame optical morphologies of galaxies in the high-density

regions of the two protoclusters, measure the size of regular galaxies,
and select galaxy mergers to study the role of mergers in driving the
structural evolution.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce

the HST observations and galaxy sample. In Section 3, we present
our main results regarding the merger rate and the stellar mass-
size relationship. In Section 4, we discuss our findings and their
implications, and summarise our results in Section 5. Throughout
this work, we adopt a cosmology with Ω𝑚 = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and
𝐻0 = 70 km−1Mpc−1. Magnitudes are given in the AB system (Oke
& Gunn 1983) unless otherwise mentioned.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

Using data obtained with the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT), Zheng et al. (2021) identified 244 and 223 emitter-line ob-
jects in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, respectively. These objects were
identified by analyzing the deep near-infrared narrow-band H2S(1)
and broad-band (𝐾s) imaging data with H2S(1) <22.5mag, signif-
icant factor Σ > 3, and rest-frame equivalent width 𝐸𝑊 > 45Å.
It is expected that about 80 per cent of emitters with an H𝛼 flux
>2.5×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 are HAEs at 𝑧 = 2.24 ± 0.021 (Zheng
et al. 2021). The fraction is even higher in high-density regions.
The near-infrared spectroscopic observations with MMT and

LBT confirmed 46 HAEs over ∼ 55 arcmin2 in BOSS1244 and
36 HAEs over ∼ 61 arcmin2 in BOSS1542. Density maps revealed
that BOSS1244 has three components, and two of them project to
form an elongated structure with a line-of-sight velocity dispersion
of 405 ± 202 km s−1 for the South-West at 𝑧 = 2.230 ± 0.002 and
377±99 km s−1 for theNorth-East at 𝑧 = 2.246±0.001. BOSS1542 is
a giant filamentary structure with a line-of-sight velocity dispersion
of 247 ± 32 km s−1 (Shi et al. 2021).

2.1 HST Observations

The near-infrared imaging data were obtained using the Wide Field
Camera-3 (WFC3) on board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
through near-infrared filter F160W (𝐻) centred at _p = 1.573µm to
a one-orbit depth (GO proposal 15266, PI: Z. Cai). Eight pointings
were targeted on the peak densities in the BOSS1244 and BOSS1542
fields, with each pointing covering 2.1×2.3 arcmin2 and an effective
exposure time of 2614 s. The footprints of these pointings are shown
in Fig. 1. The 𝐻-band imaging data were processed using the data
reduction software tool Astrodrizzle, and the final science images
were produced with a scale of 0.′′06 pixel−1.
Out of 244 and 223 HAEs in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, respec-

tively, 85 and 87 HAEs are covered by theHST/WFC3 𝐻-band imag-
ing observations. Of these, 20 and 16 have spectroscopic redshifts at
𝑧 ∼ 2.2 (Shi et al. 2021). The average HAE density in the regions
covered by the HST observations in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542 is
estimated to be 2.23 ± 0.07 arcmin−2, which is about 30 times that
of the general fields to the same detection depths (0.071 arcmin−2;
An et al. 2014; Zheng et al. 2021). In this study, we refer to HAEs
without redshift confirmation as HAEs for simplicity, as the fraction
of non-HAEs is low (<∼ 10 per cent).

2.2 Analysis of Galaxy Morphologies

We utilized the SExtractor software (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and
Galfit (Peng et al. 2002, 2010) embedded in Galapagos (Barden
et al. 2012; Vika et al. 2013) to perform various tasks, such as source
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Figure 1. Footprints of the HST/WFC3 𝐻 -band imaging observations on the density maps of HAEs at 𝑧 = 2.24 in BOSS1244 (left) and BOSS1542 (right).
Gray open circles represent the HAEs from Zheng et al. (2021), and gray filled circles mark the spectroscopically confirmed HAEs from Shi et al. (2021).
Red open and filled circles mark these HAEs covered by the 𝐻 -band observations. The density maps and contour levels are adopted from Zheng et al. (2021),
showing 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 times higher than the HAE density in the general fields (0.071 arcmin−2) smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 𝜎 = 1′.

detection, photometry, and galaxy two-dimensional Sérsic model
fitting on the 𝐻-band images of 172 HAEs in our two protoclusters.
Following procedures described in Barden et al. (2012), we fitted a
Sérsic model to the𝐻-band science image of each sample galaxy, and
obtained the best-fitting values for the effective radius 𝑟e (encloses
50 per cent of the light along the major axis), the Sérsic index 𝑛, and
the total 𝐻-band flux.
For HAEs in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, we estimated their stellar

masses using 𝐾s- and 𝑧-band photometry. The observed 𝑧 −𝐾s color
corresponds to the rest-frame NUV−𝑅 color for star-forming galax-
ies (SFGs) at 𝑧 = 2.24, which we used as a probe of the light-to-mass
ratio (𝐿/𝑀). We derived the stellar mass from the 𝐾s luminosity (the
rest-frame 𝑅) and 𝑧−𝐾s for our HAEs at 𝑧 = 2.24 using the formulae
(3) and (6) provided in Koyama et al. (2013). We obtained stellar
masses for 76 HAEs in BOSS1244 and 75 HAEs in BOSS1542.
However, some HAEs in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542 did not have
𝑧-band photometry, so we excluded them from our analysis involving
stellar mass.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Identification of Galaxy Mergers and Close Pairs

A merger event between two galaxies can be broken down into four
stages, namely (1) approaching each other; (2) passing the pericentre;
(3) undergoing a damped oscillation while losing energy and angular
momentum through dynamical friction; and (4) merging violently
into the final coalescence. These stages are characterized by different
timescales andmorphologies that depend on the orbital parameters of
the merging systems (Lotz et al. 2008, 2010). Signs commonly used
to recognize mergers include close pairs, double nuclei, or disturbed
morphologies featuring tidal features. However, uncertainties still
exist in identifying galaxymergers (Watson et al. 2019). For example,

detecting the disturbed morphologies of a merging system heavily
depends on image depth (Ji et al. 2014). To address these uncertainties
and the depth of imaging in two protoclusters, we visually classify
galaxies with disturbed morphologies and identify close pairs to
select merger candidates in different stages.

We classify the sample galaxies into threemorphological types: (1)
isolated regular galaxies with a smooth and symmetric appearance,
(2) merging galaxies with disturbed morphologies, and (3) close
pairs. We define a close pair as a major galaxy and a companion
within a projected distance of 0.′′61 < 𝑅proj < 3.′′64 (5–30 kpc at
𝑧 = 2.24) with an 𝐻-band flux ratio of ` > 0.25. If multiple objects
or galactic nuclei are distributed within a radius of 𝑅proj 6 0.′′61
(6 5 kpc), we refer such a system to as a merger. Example stamp
images of the three morphological types of galaxies are presented in
Fig.2. Fig.A1 shows all HST 𝐻-band images of the 172 HAEs in our
sample. The 𝐻-band flux at 𝑧 ∼ 2–3 corresponds to the rest-frame
𝐵-band and is mainly contributed by young stellar populations. Our
` > 0.25 cut is responsible for a lower stellar mass ratio cut because
less massive galaxies tend to be younger and less attenuated by dust
(Man et al. 2016). This can introduce a bias in estimating the fraction
of close pairs compared to the results based on the stellar mass ratio
cut. We quantify this bias later using the control sample and correct
our pair statistics accordingly.

More massive galaxies have a stronger level of clustering and tend
to have a higher pair fraction (O’Leary et al. 2021). To ensure a
detection completeness above 80 per cent, we limit our HAE sample
to log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3, leaving 61 and 61 massive galaxies in
BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, respectively, out of which 18 and 13 are
spectroscopically confirmed. In total, we find 31 (38) close pairs and
16 (19) galaxies with disturbed and asymmetric morphologies for
the massive HAEs in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542), giving an observed
fraction of 51 ± 6 per cent (62 ± 6 per cent) for close pairs and 26 ±
6 per cent (39 ± 6 per cent) for merging systems (listed in Table 1).
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Table 1. Fractions of merging galaxies and close pairs among HAEs with log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3 in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542 in comparison with the general
fields.<pair and<merger are calculated through pair fraction and merger fraction, respectively.

Field Sample 𝑁tot 𝑁pair 𝑁merger 𝑓pair (%) 𝑓pair,corr (%) 𝑓merger (%) <pair (Gyr−1) <merger (Gyr−1)

BOSS1244 𝑧spec 18 10 4 56±12 27±10 22±10 0.42±0.19 0.28±0.26
all 61 31 16 51±6 22±5 26±6 0.41±0.09 0.33±0.24

BOSS1542 𝑧spec 13 12 4 92±8 63±13 31±13 0.96±0.27 0.39±0.36
all 61 38 19 62±6 33±6 39±6 0.52±0.04 0.49±0.32

CANDELS all 455 55 · · · · · · 12±2 · · · 0.19±0.05 · · ·

Regular Close Pair Merger

Regular Close Pair Merger

Figure 2. Example stamp images of HAEs of three morphological types in
our two protoclusters. These are HST/WFC3 𝐻 -band images in a size of
6′′ × 6′′, corresponding 49.4 × 49.4 kpc2 at 𝑧 = 2.24.

Tomake a comparison for filed and protocluster galaxies, we select
a control sample from the 3D-HST/CANDELS catalogue to examine
the fraction of close pairs and mergers in general fields. HAEs are
representative of the main sequence of SFGs (refer to Fig. 8 in An
et al. 2014), and we choose SFGs that match the distribution of
stellar mass and𝐾s-bandmagnitude of protocluster HAEs, in order to
reduce the differences between SFGs and HAEs. The control sample
consists of 455 massive SFGs with 𝑀∗ > 1010.3M� and 𝐾s <
23.2mag over 2.1 < 𝑧 < 2.4 (approximately equal to 2.24 ± 3𝜎𝑧 ,
where 𝜎𝑧 = 0.06 is the photometric redshift error in 68 per cent
confidence at 𝑧 > 2.0), matching the 80 per cent completeness in
stellar mass and 𝐾s-band brightness distribution of our HAE samples
in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542.
To identify projected close pairs, we use the same criteria of

𝐻-band flux ratio ` > 0.25 and a projected distance of 5 kpc<
𝑅proj < 30 kpc. The majority of galaxies in our control sample have
photometric redshifts. Considering the uncertainties of photometric
redshifts, we treat a galaxy pair with 𝛿2𝑧 < 𝜎2𝑧,1 + 𝜎

2
𝑧,2 as a true pair,

where𝜎𝑧,1 and𝜎𝑧,2 denote the photometric redshift uncertainties for
the two galaxies in the pair (Bundy et al. 2009; Mantha et al. 2018).
We determine the fraction of true close pairs for massive SFGs in
general fields to be 12 ± 2 per cent.

3.2 Corrections for False Pairs

When identifying close pairs, it is common for us to lack spectro-
scopic redshifts for the companion galaxies. This can be due to fore-
ground or background galaxies that are projected onto the same line
of sight. The probability of encountering such contamination usually

increases with galaxy density. In this study, we aim to quantify the
probability of false close pairs resulting from such projections.
To estimate the fraction of false pairs in the high-density envi-

ronments of our two protoclusters, BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, we
employ a Monte Carlo simulation method. These protoclusters com-
prise 244 and 223 HAE candidates, respectively, covering a total area
of approximately 400 arcmin2. Amongst these candidates, 80 per cent
(195 HAEs in BOSS1244 and 178 HAEs in BOSS1542) have been
confirmed as true HAEs at 𝑧 ∼ 2.24 (Zheng et al. 2021). We uti-
lize the COSMOS2020 catalog (Weaver et al. 2022), which provides
multi-wavelength deep observations over a sky area of approximately
1.29 deg2 in the COSMOS field, to calculate the likelihood of pro-
jected galaxy pairs, following the procedures below: (1) We ran-
domly select a region of 20× 20 arcmin2 from the COSMOS catalog
and treat true COSMOS galaxies within this region as foreground
and background objects. (2) We randomly select 195 (178) SFGs
with stellar masses log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3 and 𝐾s < 23.2mag over
2.1 < 𝑧 < 2.4 from the COSMOS field. These SFGs were chosen
to match the 𝐾s and stellar mass distributions of our HAE sample.
(3) We consider these selected SFGs as HAE analogues and ran-
domly assign redshifts to them, taking into account the distribution
of spectroscopic redshifts in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542 given in Shi
et al. (2021). (4) These analogues are then distributed within the
chosen 20 × 20 arcmin2 region and are arranged to reproduce the
density maps of BOSS1244 and BOSS1542 by being placed in be-
tween two contour lines in Fig. 1. (5) We identify galaxy close pairs
using our previous criteria andmeasure the fraction of projected pairs
from foreground/background COSMOS field galaxies in the selected
20 × 20 arcmin2 region. (6) To obtain the probability distribution of
false pairs, we repeat procedures (1)–(5) one thousand times.
Our analysis indicates that a considerable fraction of HAE ana-

logues in the BOSS1244 (BOSS1542) protocluster, 32 (31) per cent
are identified as close pairs. Among them, 3.1 (2.4) per cent are iden-
tified as true pairs of protocluster HAE analogues, implying that 28.9
(28.6) per cent are associated with false pairs. These false pairs are
primarily contributed by foreground or background galaxies, while
the variation in the number density of protocluster member galaxies
has a minimal effect on the false-pair fraction, although the true-
pair fraction tends to increase with an increasing number density
of member galaxies. The observed close pair fraction for massive
HAEs in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542) is 51 ± 6 (62 ± 6) per cent. Based
on our estimate, we determine that the fraction of true close pairs are
approximately 22 ± 5 (33 ± 6) per cent in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542).
Our results suggest that the galaxy pair fraction in the BOSS1244
(BOSS1542) protocluster is 1.8 (2.8) times that of the general fields
(i.e., (12 ± 2) per cent), which are estimated using the same method.
The left panel of Fig. 3 displays our estimates of pair fractions in
the two protoclusters and the general fields, along with the close
pair fractions obtained from the literature based on flux ratio (Man
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Figure 3. Left: Pair fraction of galaxies as a function of redshift. The theoretical predictions from the Emerge simulation (O’Leary et al. 2021) are denoted
by the dotted, dashed-dotted, and solid lines for galaxies with 𝑀∗ > 109.7M� , 𝑀∗ > 1010.3M� and 𝑀∗ > 1011.0M� , respectively. The gray shaded areas
represent the Poisson error. Data points refer to the observational estimates of close pair fraction from different studies (Bundy et al. 2009; Man et al. 2016;
Duncan et al. 2019). The selection criteria used in these studies are presented in Section 3.2. Our close pairs are selected with projected distance of 5 kpc
< 𝑅proj < 30 kpc and flux ratio of ` > 0.25 for galaxies with 𝑀∗ > 1010.3M� in BOSS1244 (red star), BOSS1542 (green star), and the general field (black
square) at 𝑧 ∼ 2.2. The symbols are arbitrarily shifted in redshift for clarification. Right: galaxy merger rate as a function of redshift. The shaded curves from
the Emerge simulation are derived using a merger timescale 𝜏obs linearly evolving with redshift. Man et al. (2016) estimated merger rates using 𝐶merge = 1 and
𝜏obs = 0.81 ± 0.31Gyr from simulations (Lotz et al. 2010). Bundy et al. (2009) adopted 𝐶merge = 1 and 𝜏obs = 0.5Gyr from Patton & Atfield (2008) (blue
diamonds), and 𝐶merge = 0.58 and 𝜏obs = 2Gyr from Kitzbichler & White (2008) (purple diamonds) to deliver their estimates of galaxy merger rates. We take
𝜏obs = 0.63 ± 0.05Gyr and 𝐶merge = 1 from the Emerge simulation to estimate the merger rates in BOSS1244, BOSS1542 and the general fields at 𝑧 ∼ 2.2.

et al. 2016) and mass ratio (Bundy et al. 2009; Duncan et al. 2019;
O’Leary et al. 2021).
O’Leary et al. (2021) identified companion galaxies within a pro-

jected annulus of 𝑅proj = 5–30 kpc for target massive galaxies with
log(𝑀∗/M�) > 9.7, log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3, and log(𝑀∗/M�) > 11
from the Emerge simulation. Their results suggest that more massive
galaxies contain a higher fraction of close pairs. Man et al. (2016)
identified close pairs using 𝑅proj = 14–43 kpc, log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.8,
and flux ratio ` > 0.25. It has been verified that the two distance cuts
𝑅proj = 5–30 kpc and 𝑅proj = 14–43 kpc yield similar counts of close
pairs at 𝑧 > 1.5 (Mantha et al. 2018). Although Man et al. (2016)
presented a higher close pair fraction at 𝑧 ∼ 2.2 based on CANDELS
datasets than our general field estimate, we attribute the discrepancy
mainly to the difference in the stellar mass cut. Duncan et al. (2019)
revisited close pairs in CANDELS using log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3,
𝑅proj = 5–30 kpc, and `mass > 0.25, giving a close pair fraction
at 𝑧 ∼ 2.2 lower than our estimate. In Bundy et al. (2009), they used
𝑅proj = 5–30 kpc and `mass > 0.25 to identify close pairs among
massive galaxies with log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10. We emphasize that the
final close pair fraction is sensitive to the selection criteria not only
for the parent sample but also for galaxy pairs.
We also estimated the stellar masses of all companion galaxies

in the identified close pairs to assess the effect on our results when
changing the current flux ratio cut ` > 0.25 to a mass ratio cut
`mass > 0.25. Due to the limitations of our ground-based imaging
data in terms of resolution and depth, we use HST/WFC3 𝐽-band
(GO proposal 16276, PI: X. Wang, Wang et al. 2022) and 𝐻-band
imaging data to estimate the stellar masses of all companion galaxies.
The color between the two bands enables us to estimate the mass-to-

light ratio of companion galaxies bymatching galaxy spectral models
from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) with an exponentially declining star
formation history of 𝜏 = 3Gyr, followed by the conversion of the
𝐻-band luminosity into stellar mass. Consequently, the adoption of
a mass ratio cut of `mass > 0.25 results in close pair fractions of
47 ± 6 per cent and 51 ± 6 per cent for BOSS1244 and BOSS1542,
respectively. Estimated close pair fractionswere 10–20 per cent lower
than those based on the flux ratio cut. When we replace the flux ratio
cut ` > 0.25 with a mass ratio cut `mass > 0.25, we obtain a close
pair fraction at 𝑧 ∼ 2.2 in the general fields consistent with that given
in Duncan et al. (2019). However, the excess of close pair fractions
in our two protoclusters compared to that in the general field remains
unchanged within the uncertainties. We conclude that dense regions
of BOSS1244 and BOSS1542 harbor close pairs of galaxies about
1.8 and 2.8 times that in the general field when the same criteria are
applied.

We further estimate the projection probability of a companion
galaxy within 𝑅proj < 5 kpc using the same Monte Carlo method.
We find that less than 1 per cent of double-nuclei systems can be
contaminated by foreground or background galaxies, indicating that
merging systems with two galactic nuclei are marginally contami-
nated due to the projection effect. We noticed that about 20 per cent
of galaxies are both identified as merger and close pair categories
in BOSS1542, indicating the presence of galaxy groups with mul-
tiple galaxies. In contrast, such systems are rare in BOSS1244. We
hypothesize that this discrepancy in galaxy local density is deter-
mined by the global dynamic state of protoclusters — BOSS1542
is dynamically cold with a velocity dispersion of 247 ± 32 km s−1,
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Figure 4. Distributions of HAEs in the diagram of stellar mass versus half-light radius for BOSS1244 (left) and BOSS1542 (right). The HAEs classified as close
pairs and mergers (52 in BOSS1244 and 47 in BOSS1542) are denoted by filled circles, while filled upward arrows represent the lower limit of 𝑟e for merging
galaxies. The data points are colour coded by Sérsic index 𝑛. The late-type (small blue circles) and early-type (small red squares) galaxies at 2.0 6 𝑧 6 2.5
from 3D-HST/CANDELS are presented for comparison. The black solid lines represent the best-fitting relations for the two galaxy populations given in van der
Wel et al. (2014). Those symbols with black lines refer to massive galaxies detected in the COSMOS-DASH survey, and black dashed lines show the best-fitting
relations to the combination of 3D-HST/CANDELS and COSMOS-DASH from Mowla et al. (2019).

while BOSS1244 is dynamically hot with two distinct components
of ∼ 400 km s−1 velocity dispersion each.

3.3 Galaxy Merger Rate

In our morphological classification, close pairs are considered to
be galaxy mergers in the early approaching stages, with separation
distances ranging from 5 kpc to 30 kpc, while galaxies with disturbed
morphologies are considered to be ongoingmajor mergers in the final
stage. Galaxy merger rates can be inferred from either pair fractions
or merger fractions.
The merger rate per galaxy is defined by the equation:

<[Gyr−1] =
𝐶merge × 𝑓pair

𝜏obs
, (1)

where 𝐶merge refers to the correction factor for the possibility that
galaxy pairs will merge together, and 𝜏obs is the timescale of a merg-
ing event. The merging timescale has been evaluated through merger
simulations (Lotz et al. 2010), cosmological simulations (Kitzbich-
ler & White 2008; Jiang et al. 2014), and dynamical friction (Bell
et al. 2006; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2008). O’Leary
et al. (2021) compared the merging timescales from different studies
with those from the Emerge simulation and found that a timescale
linearly changing with redshift is best able to reproduce the intrinsic
merger rate. We estimate the merger rates for protocluster galaxies
using the merging timescale relation 𝜏obs = 𝑤(1 + 𝑧) + 𝑏, where
𝑤 = −0.177±0.007 and 𝑏 = 1.205±0.023 for massive galaxies with
log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3 and major companion galaxies within 5 kpc to
30 kpc (O’Leary et al. 2021). For 𝑧 = 2.24, the merging timescale
is 𝜏obs = 0.63 ± 0.05Gyr. Adopting 𝐶merge = 1 for our close pairs,
we estimate the galaxy merger rate to be 0.41 ± 0.09Gyr−1 and
0.52±0.04Gyr−1 formassive galaxies in BOSS1244 andBOSS1542,
respectively. We display our merger rates converted from the pair

fractions for BOSS1244, BOSS1542, and general fields in the right
panel of Fig. 3. Our field merger rate at 𝑧 ∼ 2.2 is consistent
with that given in Man et al. (2016), in which 𝐶merge = 1 and
𝜏obs = 0.81 ± 0.31Gyr are adopted (Lotz et al. 2010).
Moreover, the galaxy merger rate can be estimated from the frac-

tion of morphologically-identified merging galaxies. We emphasize
that the recognition of morphological disruption in a galaxy im-
age strongly depends on the image depth. From our one-orbit HST
𝐻-band images of 𝑧 ∼ 2.24 HAEs, only the disruption signatures
of high surface brightness are seen. This cosmic dimming effect
certainly leads to a decrease in the number of merging galaxies.
Lotz et al. (2008) determined a merging timescale of 0.4–1.2Gyr
for the morphologically-selected merging galaxies using the C.A.S.
method. The timescale uncertainty depends on the orbital and ini-
tial conditions of a merging system. We adopt a moderate value
of 𝜏obs = 0.8 ± 0.4Gyr to estimate the galaxy merger rate, giv-
ing 0.33 ± 0.24Gyr−1 and 0.49 ± 0.32Gyr−1 in BOSS1244 and
BOSS1542, respectively, which are in good agreement with those
derived from the close pair fractions within the uncertainties. Again,
we note that the merger rate estimates based on the fractions of merg-
ing galaxies suffer from large uncertainties in identification as well
as the merging timescale. We tabulate our estimates of the galaxy
merger rates in Table 1.
Fig.3 and Table1 clearly demonstrate that themerger rates of HAEs

in both BOSS1244 and BOSS1542 are significantly higher than those
of field SFGs at the same cosmic epoch. This indicates that during
the rapid assembly of these protoclusters, violent interactions and
merging processes were also occurring amongst galaxies. In order
to fully comprehend galaxy evolution in overdense environments
during cosmic noon, it is imperative to understand what is driving the
enhancement of galaxy mergers in these protoclusters. Furthermore,
we observe that BOSS1542 exhibits a one-quarter higher merger rate
than BOSS1244. This reliable difference is not induced by shot noise.
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In contrast, the subsample of spectroscopically-confirmed HAEs
in BOSS1542 displays an even higher fraction of close pairs com-
pared to the overall HAE sample, although such a trend is not evident
in the spec-𝑧 subsample of BOSS1244. We believe this may, in part,
be due to selection bias, as the spectroscopic observations were heav-
ily focused on the strongly clustered HAEs. Nevertheless, we infer
from the disparity in merger rates between the two protoclusters that
BOSS1542 appears to favor boosting galaxy mergers to a greater
extent than BOSS1244.

3.4 The Stellar Mass-Size Relation

We analyze the stellar mass-size relation of our HAE sample in
BOSS1244 and BOSS1542. Galaxy size corresponds to the half-
light radius of the galaxy, measured from the HST 𝐻-band image
using Galfit Sérsic profile fitting. As shown in Fig. 4, this dia-
gram depicts the distribution of 76 HAEs in BOSS1244 on the left
and 75 HAEs in BOSS1542 on the right, in the mass-size (𝑀∗-𝑟e)
plane. The data points are colour-coded by their respective Sérsic
indices. Additionally, we select a mass-complete sample of SFGs
with 2.0 6 𝑧 6 2.5 from 3D-HST/CANDELS and include them in
Fig. 4 for comparison. It is well-established that SFGs (late-type) and
quiescent galaxies (early-type) follow two distinct scaling relations,
as illustrated by the solid lines from van der Wel et al. (2014) and
the dashed lines from Mowla et al. (2019), which include the most
massive galaxies (𝑀∗ > 1011.3,M�).
We select our sample of 𝑧 = 2.24 HAEs such that most of them

have stellar masses log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3. The majority of these
HAEs follow the trend of field massive SFGs with increasing size at
increasing stellar mass, as shown in Fig. 4. However, the protocluster
HAEs exhibit distinct structural differences from the field massive
SFGs. We demonstrate this statistically through the normalized dis-
tribution of size difference Δ𝑟e and Sérsic index (𝑛) for HAEs in
BOSS1244, BOSS1542, and SFGs/quiescent galaxies in the general
field, as depicted in Fig. 5.
Wefind that, unlike the trend followed byHAEs in the general field,

these protocluster HAEs span both disc-dominated and spheroid-
dominated regimes on the 𝑀∗-𝑟e diagram. Additionally, the scat-
ter in size and Sérsic index is larger in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542
compared to the general field massive SFGs. Moreover, using the
two-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to compare struc-
tural parameters between HAEs in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542) and field
SFGs, we find that the two sets of samples differ significantly with
the 𝑝-value of 0.024 (0.055), as determined by the ks2d2s pro-
gram (Peacock 1983). The median sizes of the HAEs in BOSS1244
(BOSS1542) are 2.80 kpc (2.97 kpc), which are smaller than that of
the massive SFGs in the general field (3.27 kpc). Additionally, the
median Sérsic indices of the HAEs in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542) is
1.55 (1.91), which are statistically larger than that of the field SFGs
(median 𝑛 value of 1.13).
We identify nine (six) extremely massive (log(𝑀∗/M�) & 11)

compact galaxies in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542), out of the 52 (47)
HAEs classified as close pair + regular. These nine and six galaxies
are undergoing active star formation (namely ‘blue nuggets’), and are
expected to become ‘red nuggets’ after their star-formation activity
ceases (e.g. Zolotov et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2016). Interestingly,
we find that late-type galaxies dominate the compact galaxies in
BOSS1244 whereas the opposite is true for compact galaxies in
BOSS1542. The latter may have formed through major mergers.
The exact processes that regulate the structural properties of these
compact SFGs require further investigation beyond the scope of this
work. However, the observed structural characteristics of the HAEs
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Figure 5. The distributions of size difference Δ𝑟e and Sérsic index 𝑛 for
HAEs with 𝑀∗ > 1010.3M� in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, massive (𝑀∗ >
1010.3M�) SFGs and quiescent galaxies at 2.1 < 𝑧 < 2.4 in general field,
are denoted by darked, green, blue and red histograms. The median values of
each population are represented by short vertical lines in the top of each panel.
The size difference Δ𝑟e,i = 𝑟e,i (𝑀∗,𝑖) − 𝑟ebest ,i (𝑀∗, 𝑖) , where 𝑟ebest ,i (𝑀∗, 𝑖)
is the best-fitting 𝑟e of SFGs given in van der Wel et al. (2014) at the given
stellar mass of each target.

in the high-density regions of our two protoclusters are significantly
influenced by the overdense environment and may be indicative of
the protoclusters’ dynamical states.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 what boost galaxy mergers in protoclusters at 𝑧 = 2–3?

4.1.1 Dynamical state of protoclusters

The frequency of galaxy mergers is enhanced in environments of
high galaxy density and low velocity dispersion, with a peak in galaxy
groups in the local Universe (Kocevski et al. 2011). However,mergers
are not commonly seen in mature clusters due to their high velocity
dispersion of 500–1000 km s−1. The galaxy merger rate increases
with redshift out to at least 𝑧 ∼ 2.5, which is the peak epoch of the
cosmic star formation density (e.g. O’Leary et al. 2021).
Galaxy protoclusters lie at the intersection of dense, gas-rich fil-

aments in the cosmic web and gather galaxies and materials mostly
from the surrounding filamentary structures into the central massive
halo (Ocvirk et al. 2008; Overzier 2016). The dynamical state of
protoclusters is much controlled by surrounding tidal torque fields
that impart the angular momentum of galaxies (Ryden 1988). In
the early phase of assembly, protoclusters remain dynamically cold
with velocity dispersion at a level of a few hundred km s−1 before
becoming dynamically hot with velocities greater than 500 km s−1.
Therefore, it is expected that protoclusters with moderate velocity
dispersion and high galaxy number density contain a high fraction of
galaxy-galaxy encounters compared to the general field at the same
epoch.
Our results support that dynamically-cold protoclusters contain
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a higher fraction of galaxy mergers. In the densest regions of the
𝑧 ∼ 2.24 protocluster BOSS1244 (BOSS1542), we obtained amerger
rate of 0.41±0.09 (0.52±0.04) Gyr−1, respectively. This is 1.8 (2.8)
times higher than that of the general field (i.e., 0.19 ± 0.05Gyr−1),
with the galaxy number density in these regions about 30 times higher
than that of the general fields. BOSS1244 contains two substructures,
each with a velocity dispersion of ∼ 400 km s−1, while BOSS1542
has a lower velocity dispersion of ∼ 250 km s−1 (Shi et al. 2021).
Interestingly, BOSS1542 is dynamically colder than BOSS1244 but
exhibits a relatively higher galaxy merger rate. This observation con-
firms that the dynamical state of a galaxy protocluster is the key to
boosting galaxy mergers.
Galaxy mergers have been shown to be enhanced in protoclusters

based on previous studies. Lotz et al. (2013) reported that the galaxy
merger rate in the protocluster IRC-0218A at 𝑧 = 1.62 was 3–10
times higher compared to the general fields at the same epoch. This
protocluster exhibits a high overdensity factor of 20 and a lowvelocity
dispersion of 360±90 km s−1 (Pierre et al. 2012), being dynamically
cold and therefore favorable for galaxy mergers. Conversely, Mon-
son et al. (2021) found no enhancement in the protocluster SSA22 at
𝑧 = 3.09 due to limited HST observations. SSA22 is comprised of
two filamentary structures with velocity dispersions of 350 km s−1
and 540 km s−1, respectively (Topping et al. 2016). The relatively
low overdensity factors (9.5 ± 2.0 and 4.8 ± 1.8) of the two regions
covered by the HST observations away from the density peak region
of SSA22 (Topping et al. 2018), suggests that it lacks the necessary
conditions (overdensity and kinematics) to facilitate galaxy mergers.
As expected, four clusters at 1.59 < 𝑧 < 1.71 with high velocity
dispersions of > 500 km s−1 does not show evidence of a merger
enhancement in their central regions (Delahaye et al. 2017). These
findings suggest that not only global overdensity, but also local envi-
ronments within the protocluster and/or overdensity, affect the rates
of galaxy mergers.

4.1.2 The local environment and preprocessing in the infall regions

Galaxy groups represent themost efficient local environment for trig-
gering galaxy mergers, as the potential well of a group halo binds
member galaxies, dramatically increasing the probability of galaxy
encounters. Conversely, galaxies commonly moving along filamen-
tary structures are characterized by a lower merger frequency. Pre-
processing, or physical processes in the group environment before
entering massive cluster haloes, have been shown to play a role in
this discrepancy (Hough et al. 2023). Hydrodynamical simulations
indicate that galaxy groups may retain a relatively low velocity dis-
persion and facilitate galaxy mergers in the outskirts of a massive
cluster (Deger et al. 2018; Benavides et al. 2020). The cluster tidal
force may also dissolve about half of member galaxies in an infalling
group by the first pericentre (Haggar et al. 2022). In high-redshift
protoclusters, preprocessing may therefore be a key factor in explain-
ing the enhancement of galaxy merger rates (Muldrew et al. 2018;
Chan et al. 2021). The fraction of infalling galaxies in galaxy groups
and the dynamical state of protoclusters are expected to be the key
factors in enhancing galaxy mergers in protoclusters.
It has been observed that a significant portion of member galaxies

in local galaxy clusters (about 20-40 per cent) were likely accreted
as part of groups (McGee et al. 2009; Boselli et al. 2022). In the
examined clusters up to 𝑧 ∼ 1.5, nearly half of massive galaxies are
found to be bounded by groups (Boselli et al. 2022). The twomassive
protoclusters we study were undergoing rapid assembly processes.
Our analysis shows that in the most dense regions of BOSS1542,
the galaxies both identified as merger and close pair categories are

more often associated with group-scale overdensities, whereas such
systems are less frequently seen in BOSS1244. This supports our
hypothesis that preprocessing plays a stronger role in raising the
galaxy merger rate in BOSS1542 compared to BOSS1244. In con-
trast, BOSS1244 remains dynamically cold but more concentrated,
and the effects of preprocessing are expected to become weaker as
the two substructures merge and become a dynamically-hot cluster.
Furthermore, preprocessing has been shown to advance galaxy star

formation and morphological transformation (Oh et al. 2018). These
effects have been reported in the infall regions of galaxy clusters
at 0.2 < 𝑧 < 1.5 (Bianconi et al. 2018; Chan et al. 2021) and
reproduced in cosmological simulations (Bahé et al. 2013; Kuchner
et al. 2022). Preprocessing in the infall regions of BOSS1542 could
therefore strengthen star formation and reshape galaxy morphology
through merging or interacting with other galaxies, or multiple fly-
bys. Additionally, external perturbations outside the group halo could
cause a loss of gas angular momentum, fueling star formation and
even nuclear activities (Boselli et al. 2022). This is supported by the
excess of HAEs with a high H𝛼 luminosity observed in BOSS1542
(Zheng et al. 2021).

4.2 Effects of the overdense environment on galaxy structural
evolution

4.2.1 Gas accretion and size growth

The growth of a galactic disc is driven by the accretion of cooling gas
within the dark matter halo and characterized by the approximately
same specific angular momentum of the host halo. The halo acquires
angular momentum from large-scale tidal torque, which is strongly
dependent on halo mass and formation epoch. Therefore, the size of
the disc is controlled by the transformation of gas that settles in the
disc into stars from the halo (Trujillo et al. 2006; DeFelippis et al.
2017). As the gas collapses within the halo, the baryonic matter loses
angular momentum via viscous redistribution (Burkert 2009; Swin-
bank et al. 2017) or gains angular momentum from strong galactic
winds (Shen et al. 2003) in the regime between the virial radius and
disc scale.
At 𝑧 ∼ 2–3, overdense environments of protoclusters contain sig-

nificant amounts of gas in their filamentary substructures (Umehata
et al. 2019; Daddi et al. 2021). In these overdense regions, gas cold
streams efficiently fuel star formation at a high rate, enabling the for-
mation of relatively compact galactic discs (Zolotov et al. 2015; Oteo
et al. 2018). The size growth of these discs could be compacted as
long as the supplied gas is of low angular momentum. However, the
tidal torque fields within protoclusters are complex, and the intensity
of angular momentum and the transformation of angular momentum
between baryonic components (stars, hot and cold gas) and dark mat-
ter are hardly outlined. It is, therefore, difficult to assess whether the
𝑧 ∼ 2–3 protoclusters can make disc galaxies larger or smaller com-
pared to the general fields. Our results show that the sizes of galaxies
in BOSS1244 are noticeably smaller than those in the general fields in
a statistically significant manner, while galaxies in BOSS1542 do not
exhibit such a difference despite the relatively large scatters. We note
that BOSS1244 is dynamically hotter than BOSS1542, and we lack
solid evidence to link the discrepancy or consistency in galaxy size
to the dynamical state of protoclusters or some physical processes in
the overdense environments.
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4.2.2 Galaxy compaction

Galaxy (proto)clusters significantly increase the frequency of galaxy
fly-bys, resulting in gravitational disturbances of galaxy discs and
suppressed gas accretion. These disruptions may trigger disc insta-
bility and lead to a shrinkage of the discs. Matharu et al. (2019)
found that the size distribution of late-type cluster galaxies generally
decreases with increasing velocity dispersion of the clusters, sug-
gesting that fly-bys and interactions act as compaction processes in
shrinking the size of galaxy discs. We speculate that such processes
also occur in 𝑧 ∼ 2–3 protoclusters, and the relatively smaller sizes of
disc galaxies in BOSS1244 might be partially governed by gravita-
tional compaction. Furthermore, we notice that the stellar mass-size
relation of protocluster galaxies exhibits more scatter than that of the
general fields. We argue that the increased scatter might be caused,
in part, by the more frequent interruptions through fly-bys in the
protocluster environments.
Multiple physical processes can cause galaxy compaction, includ-

ing major mergers (Kretschmer et al. 2020; Tacconi et al. 2020),
counter-rotating stream accretion, and disc instability (Dekel&Burk-
ert 2014; Zolotov et al. 2015). Of these, disc instability and major
mergers are considered as the major compaction mechanisms in pro-
toclusters. At 𝑧 = 2–3, gas accretion from the cosmic web is so
efficient that star-forming galaxies maintain a high fraction of gas,
fueling star formation and even forming giant clumps. In this sce-
nario, gaseous discs are fragile and easily collapse when triggered
by instability (Zolotov et al. 2015). Compact star-forming galaxies,
also known as "blue nuggets," are thought to be regulated by rapid
dissipative gas inflow and have short depletion times (Tacchella et al.
2016). Huško et al. (2022) pointed out that violent disc instabil-
ity serves as a dominant channel for spheroid growth and starburst,
while major mergers lead to violent dynamical processes that trigger
starburst and size compaction.
We have observed the presence of extremely massive

(log(𝑀∗/M�) & 11) compact SFGs in the two protoclusters
BOSS1244 and BOSS1542. Interestingly, the extremely massive
compact SFGs in BOSS1542 are mostly spheroid-dominated with
𝑛 > 2.5, likely forming via mergers. These compact galax-
ies represent 29.5 per cent of massive star-forming galaxies with
log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3, comparable to the pair fraction of 33 ±
6 per cent in BOSS1542. This consistence does not necessarily mean
that all compact spheroid-dominated SFGs are merger remnants, as
the collapse of gaseous discs may also form compact galaxies. We
note that the compact massive SFGs in BOSS1244 are mostly disk-
dominated with 𝑛 < 2.5, while the pair fraction is 26 ± 5 per cent
in BOSS1244. Given that BOSS1542 is dynamically colder than
BOSS1244 and the latter is forming a dominant cluster core (Shi
et al. 2023), we argue that disk instability might be the dominant
mechanism for the formation of massive compact SFGs in overdense
environments, although major mergers may also form disc-dominant
remnants (Sotillo-Ramos et al. 2022). It is worthwhile to mention
that the high merger rate measured in BOSS1244 and BOSS1542
has an observable impact on galaxy structural properties and is, in
part, responsible for the increased scatter in the stellar mass-size
relation in the two protoclusters.

5 SUMMARY

We conducted a morphology analysis for H𝛼 emission-line candi-
dates in two 𝑧 ∼ 2.24 protoclusters, BOSS1244 and BOSS1542,
using HST 𝐻-band imaging data from 16 pointings covering the

density peak regions. Our sample includes 85 out of 244 (87 out of
223) HAE candidates in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542), which were visu-
ally classified into three morphological types: regular, close pair, and
merging galaxies. We derived their structural parameters using the
two-dimensional Sérsic profile fitting technique.
We found that the true close pair fraction in the protoclusters

was higher compared to the general fields at 𝑧 = 2–3, with a
true close pair fraction of 22 ± 5(33 ± 6) per cent for BOSS1244
(BOSS1542). Monte Carlo simulations estimated a false pair frac-
tion of 28.9 (28.6) per cent in BOSS1244 (BOSS1542) from pro-
jected foreground/background galaxies under the same selection
criteria, which has been corrected in close pair fraction. We es-
timated the galaxy merger rate from the pair fraction, adopting a
merging timescale of 0.63 ± 0.05Gyr, and obtained 0.41 ± 0.09
(0.52 ± 0.04) Gyr−1 for massive SFGs in the densest regions of
BOSS1244 (BOSS1542), which were 1.8 (2.8) times that of the gen-
eral fields with merger rate of 0.19 ± 0.05Gyr−1 at the same epoch.
Our estimation ofmerger rates from the fractions ofmorphologically-
selected merging galaxies yielded consistent results, demonstrating
an enhancement of galaxy merger rate in the two protoclusters. We
argued that the cold dynamical state is the key factor in boosting
the galaxy merger rate in the two massive overdense protoclusters,
characterized by velocity dispersion of < 400 km s−1.
We found that our protocluster HAEs exhibit distinctive structural

features compared to SFGs in general fields. Among the HAEs in our
sample with log(𝑀∗/M�) > 10.3, the scatter in size (measured by
half-light radius) is larger than that of field SFGs with similar stellar
masses. In both BOSS1244 and BOSS1542, massive HAEs have a
median size of 2.80 kpc (2.97 kpc), and are statistically smaller than
the median size of 3.27 kpc for massive field SFGs with 2 < 𝑧 < 2.5.
The HAEs also exhibit a wider range of Sérsic indices, with a higher
median value (1.55 in BOSS1244 and 1.91 in BOSS1542) compared
to field SFGs (1.13) which are mostly disc-dominated with 𝑛 < 2.5.
Moreover, approximately 13-17 per cent of theseHAEs are as com-

pact as the most massive (log(𝑀∗/M�) & 11) spheroid-dominated
galaxies in the fields. Such large scatter in size and excess of compact
HAEs demonstrate a significant impact of the overdense environ-
ment on galaxy structural evolution. We emphasize that the complex
physical processes occurring in the dense regions of protoclusters,
including efficient gas accretion, frequent mergers/interactions/fly-
bys, and preprocessing in galaxy groups within infall regions, result
in protocluster galaxies evolving more violent manner.
We pointed out that the structural properties of member galaxies

are closely correlated with the dynamical state (or assembly stage)
and density of protoclusters. For example,we found thatBOSS1542 is
dynamically colder than BOSS1244, containing more galaxy merg-
ers and more compact HAEs with 𝑛 > 2.5. We argued that both
local environment (over group scales) and global environment of
protoclusters play crucial roles in shaping galaxy morphologies. Un-
derstanding the structural evolution of protocluster galaxies requires
consideration of the preprocessing in infall regions and the assembly
history.
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APPENDIX A: MORPHOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF
HAES IN BOSS1244 AND BOSS1542

TableA1 presents the catalog ofHAEs inBOSS1244 andBOSS1542.
The morphological parameters are derived with SExtractor and
Galfit embedded within Galapagos from 𝐻-band mosaic images.
In Galfit, the Sérsic index is set between 0.2 and 8, the half-light
radius 𝑟e is set within 400 pixels, and magnitude is set between −3
and 3 dex from the SExtractor magnitude.
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Figure A1. HST/WFC3 𝐻 -band stamp images for 173 HAEs in BOSS1244/BOSS1542. Each stamp in a size of 6′′ × 6′′ (49.4 × 49.4 kpc2 at 𝑧 = 2.24).
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Figure A1 – continued
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Table A1: All best-fitting parameters in SExtractor and GALFIT.

ID R. A. Decl. Redshift log(𝑀∗/M�) 𝐾𝑠best 𝐻best 𝐻galfit 𝑟e 𝑛 Typec
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) 𝑧 (mag) (mag) (mag) (′′)

1244.01 190.888200 35.880830 2.245 10.87±0.03 22.18±0.05 23.48±0.21 23.47±0.05 0.35±0.03 2.56±0.20 3
1244.02 190.873101 35.885805 2.244 · · · 22.21±0.04 24.38±0.35 24.28±0.01 0.22±0.01 0.55±0.08 1
1244.03 190.896449 35.887899 2.255 10.81±0.02 21.74±0.04 23.55±0.22 23.39±0.03 0.36±0.02 1.28±0.10 2
1244.04 190.871754 35.895765 2.242 10.48±0.04 22.55±0.07 22.84±0.17 22.82±0.01 0.47±0.01 0.84±0.03 3
1244.05 190.865368 35.899288 2.253 10.77±0.03 22.08±0.06 22.74±0.37 22.65±0.01 0.58±0.01 0.42±0.01 3
1244.06 190.868428 35.916471 2.213 11.04±0.02 21.54±0.04 24.52±0.35 24.71±0.13 0.43±0.16 7.90±4.55 3
1244.07 190.885163 35.912778 2.250 11.11±0.02 21.77±0.03 22.66±0.15 22.40±0.02 0.20±0.01 4.59±0.20 1
1244.08 190.927770 35.914871 2.228 10.31±0.06 23.12±0.09 23.47±0.24 23.27±0.02 0.40±0.01 1.38±0.05 1
1244.09 190.888737 35.919665 2.220 10.79±0.04 22.52±0.07 23.60±0.24 23.24±0.04 0.12±0.01 7.51±0.96 2
1244.10 190.910111 35.922661 2.225 · · · 21.69±0.04 23.25±0.18 22.96±0.02 0.12±0.01 8.00±0.59 2
1244.11 190.915332 35.927837 2.227 11.05±0.02 22.08±0.04 22.91±0.17 22.98±0.01 0.23±0.00 1.09±0.03 2
1244.12 190.873776 35.930775 2.247 10.31±0.07 23.09±0.11 23.62±0.22 23.50±0.04 0.69±0.03 1.09±0.06 3
1244.13 190.874368 35.932642 2.246 10.87±0.02 22.27±0.04 23.23±0.20 23.05±0.01 0.19±0.00 1.19±0.05 2
1244.14 190.911658 35.936436 2.226 11.15±0.02 21.80±0.05 22.98±0.18 22.70±0.02 0.68±0.02 1.96±0.07 3
1244.15 190.902874 35.939224 2.230 10.94±0.03 21.71±0.04 23.37±0.20 23.33±0.02 0.47±0.01 1.87±0.07 2
1244.16 190.861982 35.968540 2.235 10.63±0.05 22.45±0.08 23.48±0.23 23.19±0.04 0.25±0.02 5.42±0.50 2
1244.17 190.866592 35.971319 2.221 11.36±0.01 20.56±0.01 21.59±0.09 21.42±0.01 0.10±0.00 8.00±0.25 0
1244.18 190.853947 35.977385 2.235 10.51±0.04 22.79±0.08 23.36±0.22 23.24±0.01 0.19±0.00 0.63±0.04 1
1244.19 190.850055 35.979994 2.234 10.47±0.07 23.30±0.14 25.01±0.41 24.14±0.26 0.65±0.42 8.00±2.98 4
1244.20 191.021577 36.079105 2.244 10.34±0.06 23.26±0.10 23.41±0.22 23.21±0.02 0.44±0.02 1.74±0.08 1
1542.01 235.736890 38.824496 2.238 10.50±0.05 22.62±0.11 23.49±0.22 23.25±0.14 0.28±0.06 1.78±0.53 2
1542.02 235.741097 38.827769 2.269 · · · 18.94±0.02 23.32±0.19 22.12±0.03 1.52±0.05 0.87±0.06 4
1542.03 235.711379 38.828067 2.241 10.69±0.04 22.27±0.08 22.90±0.18 23.11±0.04 0.55±0.03 0.57±0.07 3
1542.04 235.714784 38.841468 2.241 11.00±0.03 21.63±0.06 23.54±0.24 23.43±0.01 0.10±0.00 2.14±0.19 2
1542.05 235.720108 38.842011 2.237 10.87±0.03 22.44±0.07 24.24±0.30 23.00±0.11 1.68±0.33 3.51±0.43 4
1542.06 235.705981 38.866259 2.256 10.71±0.03 22.10±0.06 23.01±0.18 22.75±0.02 0.27±0.01 3.03±0.13 2
1542.07 235.710419 38.870823 2.242 10.56±0.03 22.78±0.07 23.06±0.19 23.00±0.01 0.29±0.00 0.52±0.02 4
1542.08 235.707391 38.880668 2.241 10.54±0.05 22.94±0.11 25.04±0.43 23.88±0.02 0.46±0.01 0.58±0.06 4
1542.09 235.706498 38.889022 2.243 · · · 20.77±0.07 22.68±0.15 21.60±0.26 1.63±0.31 0.20±0.50 2
1542.10 235.701029 38.905092 2.238 10.89±0.04 22.12±0.08 23.89±0.26 23.20±0.09 0.83±0.09 1.30±0.15 4
1542.11 235.688964 38.914661 2.215 10.37±0.08 23.06±0.15 23.89±0.29 23.59±0.04 0.61±0.03 1.82±0.12 2
1542.12 235.673164 38.947461 2.240 11.10±0.02 21.75±0.05 22.48±0.14 22.40±0.01 0.38±0.00 0.92±0.02 4
1542.13 235.673129 38.999895 2.227 10.19±0.07 23.31±0.14 23.38±0.21 23.25±0.01 0.14±0.00 1.56±0.08 2
1542.14 235.670992 39.005303 2.251 10.82±0.02 22.09±0.05 23.14±0.19 22.96±0.03 0.03±0.00 8.00±1.26 2
1542.15 235.651288 39.005119 2.240 10.45±0.05 22.69±0.10 23.31±0.22 23.39±0.02 0.54±0.01 0.52±0.03 2
1542.16 235.677742 39.027920 2.206 10.80±0.03 22.17±0.06 23.50±0.22 23.00±0.04 0.43±0.03 3.84±0.23 2
1244.21 190.931542 35.838423 · · · 11.23±0.02 21.59±0.04 22.61±0.15 22.53±0.01 0.41±0.00 0.81±0.02 1
1244.22 190.905495 35.848431 · · · 10.94±0.03 22.06±0.07 22.98±0.18 22.97±0.01 0.47±0.01 0.92±0.03 2
1244.23 190.938369 35.849224 · · · 11.48±0.01 20.92±0.02 21.95±0.11 21.81±0.00 0.24±0.00 1.51±0.02 1
1244.24 190.922143 35.851494 · · · 11.06±0.02 21.98±0.04 23.21±0.21 23.35±0.01 0.38±0.00 0.20±0.02 3
1244.25 190.902876 35.851714 · · · 10.36±0.06 23.29±0.11 23.82±0.26 23.84±0.01 0.25±0.00 0.20±0.04 3
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1244.26 190.917185 35.852642 · · · 11.33±0.02 21.32±0.04 22.40±0.14 22.25±0.03 0.74±0.03 2.84±0.09 2
1244.27 190.905476 35.852377 · · · 9.98±0.10 23.52±0.17 23.92±0.28 23.95±0.01 0.27±0.00 0.29±0.04 4
1244.28 190.918736 35.854295 · · · 11.23±0.02 21.59±0.05 23.30±0.19 22.74±0.16 1.05±0.25 4.08±0.46 2
1244.29 190.917671 35.853538 · · · 10.86±0.04 22.28±0.08 23.47±0.23 23.07±0.05 0.27±0.03 5.49±0.54 2
1244.30 190.918222 35.858341 · · · 11.05±0.02 21.92±0.05 22.83±0.17 22.69±0.01 0.28±0.00 1.61±0.04 1
1244.31 190.920518 35.858688 · · · 11.18±0.02 21.59±0.04 22.90±0.18 22.93±0.01 0.19±0.00 0.92±0.03 3
1244.32 190.921027 35.858966 · · · 11.59±0.04 20.03±0.03 23.50±0.23 23.43±0.01 0.15±0.00 0.68±0.04 2
1244.33 190.914719 35.867108 · · · 10.89±0.03 22.38±0.05 23.06±0.20 23.00±0.01 0.69±0.01 0.52±0.02 3
1244.34 190.909720 35.871428 · · · 10.30±0.05 22.80±0.09 23.31±0.21 23.49±0.01 0.25±0.00 0.41±0.04 3
1244.35 190.864540 35.871280 · · · 10.47±0.05 23.05±0.08 23.36±0.42 23.26±0.02 0.42±0.01 1.18±0.05 1
1244.36 190.898424 35.880419 · · · · · · 23.00±0.08 24.33±0.34 24.20±0.01 0.14±0.00 0.41±0.10 1
1244.37 190.901705 35.880067 · · · 10.22±0.09 23.18±0.13 24.00±0.30 24.00±0.01 0.47±0.01 0.24±0.03 2
1244.38 190.877336 35.893474 · · · · · · 22.07±0.06 23.57±0.25 23.42±0.03 0.42±0.02 1.31±0.09 2
1244.39 190.877815 35.898279 · · · 10.22±0.06 23.06±0.09 23.79±0.27 23.62±0.08 0.13±0.00 1.15±0.26 2
1244.40 190.869802 35.900108 · · · 10.35±0.04 22.81±0.06 23.38±0.21 23.78±0.04 0.05±0.00 3.80±0.59 2
1244.41 190.882531 35.905266 · · · 10.32±0.08 23.32±0.14 25.34±0.49 24.91±0.06 0.44±0.01 0.20±0.03 3
1244.42 190.927508 35.908642 · · · 10.44±0.08 23.26±0.17 24.21±0.32 24.20±0.03 0.17±0.01 3.01±0.47 3
1244.43 190.920499 35.910929 · · · 10.52±0.04 22.69±0.06 23.50±0.24 23.84±0.02 0.32±0.01 0.69±0.05 3
1244.44 190.903619 35.918463 · · · 9.82±0.16 24.28±0.26 25.64±0.66 25.53±0.05 0.13±0.02 1.86±0.96 2
1244.45 190.913498 35.922077 · · · 11.15±0.02 21.75±0.04 23.17±0.17 23.06±0.01 0.26±0.00 1.21±0.03 2
1244.46 190.872558 35.922177 · · · 10.20±0.05 22.88±0.07 22.98±0.18 22.92±0.01 0.41±0.01 0.76±0.03 1
1244.47 190.927969 35.926193 · · · 10.25±0.07 23.37±0.13 23.72±0.25 23.53±0.01 0.13±0.00 1.78±0.14 1
1244.48 190.856641 35.926284 · · · 10.60±0.05 23.06±0.11 23.69±0.25 23.55±0.01 0.59±0.01 0.49±0.04 2
1244.49 190.914008 35.926802 · · · 11.11±0.03 21.93±0.06 23.46±0.23 23.42±0.02 0.29±0.01 1.13±0.05 2
1244.50 190.872876 35.933068 · · · 10.55±0.03 22.50±0.06 22.94±0.18 22.78±0.02 0.26±0.01 3.08±0.14 1
1244.51 190.874248 35.933835 · · · 10.99±0.03 21.74±0.06 23.04±0.17 23.57±0.02 0.34±0.01 0.35±0.03 3
1244.52 190.904278 35.941551 · · · 10.95±0.01 20.39±0.01 21.37±0.09 21.18±0.35 0.02±0.01 3.74±2.69 0
1244.53 190.846262 35.947437 · · · · · · 21.22±0.04 24.35±0.00 23.02±0.49 1.19±1.19 8.00±2.91 2
1244.54 190.845666 35.948171 · · · 10.56±0.04 23.21±0.08 24.03±0.31 23.84±0.02 0.34±0.01 1.07±0.06 2
1244.55 190.865268 35.952369 · · · 9.89±0.12 23.56±0.19 23.87±0.27 23.50±0.05 0.27±0.03 4.56±0.48 2
1244.56 190.848995 35.952897 · · · 10.69±0.04 22.76±0.09 23.52±0.24 23.22±0.04 0.23±0.02 5.06±0.46 1
1244.57 190.838667 35.953187 · · · 10.48±0.04 22.46±0.06 22.85±0.17 22.77±0.01 0.34±0.00 1.25±0.03 1
1244.58 190.873932 35.957972 · · · 10.91±0.03 22.14±0.06 23.33±0.22 23.13±0.02 0.49±0.01 1.30±0.04 1
1244.59 190.857448 35.964242 · · · 10.76±0.03 21.79±0.05 22.29±0.13 22.16±0.01 0.34±0.00 2.24±0.05 1
1244.60 190.862949 35.967703 · · · 10.33±0.06 23.10±0.10 23.86±0.27 23.89±0.01 0.20±0.00 0.67±0.07 2
1244.61 190.851827 35.979160 · · · 10.31±0.05 23.10±0.09 23.55±0.24 23.36±0.02 0.26±0.01 2.81±0.20 2
1244.62 190.835762 36.014345 · · · 10.85±0.03 22.04±0.07 22.79±0.17 22.96±0.02 0.41±0.01 0.76±0.03 3
1244.63 190.831967 36.014451 · · · · · · 22.60±0.09 23.87±0.30 23.75±0.02 0.45±0.02 0.98±0.07 1
1244.64 190.834694 36.015956 · · · 10.87±0.03 22.35±0.06 23.25±0.21 23.18±0.01 0.29±0.00 0.62±0.03 1
1244.65 190.862015 36.022370 · · · 10.62±0.04 22.50±0.09 23.71±0.24 23.39±0.00 0.37±0.00 0.20±0.00 3
1244.66 190.865059 36.022622 · · · · · · 22.62±0.10 23.82±0.27 23.65±0.02 0.15±0.00 2.57±0.24 2
1244.67 190.844977 36.025253 · · · 10.59±0.03 22.57±0.05 22.99±0.19 22.96±0.01 0.40±0.00 0.31±0.01 2
1244.68 190.836299 36.029602 · · · 10.83±0.03 22.28±0.05 23.46±0.21 23.41±0.03 0.49±0.02 1.55±0.07 2
1244.69 190.849289 36.041261 · · · 10.82±0.02 22.19±0.04 23.57±0.22 23.23±0.01 0.63±0.01 0.53±0.03 2
1244.70 190.841886 36.041627 · · · 10.08±0.11 23.49±0.15 23.97±0.27 24.10±0.02 0.29±0.01 1.22±0.07 2
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1244.71 190.833760 36.044398 · · · 10.54±0.06 23.05±0.12 25.17±0.53 24.05±0.40 1.56±1.47 8.00±3.44 1
1244.72 190.845685 36.046986 · · · 11.04±0.02 21.86±0.04 22.56±0.15 22.36±0.02 0.10±0.00 8.00±0.57 2
1244.73 190.834339 36.053715 · · · 10.56±0.05 22.55±0.07 23.36±0.22 23.33±0.02 0.26±0.01 1.71±0.09 1
1244.74 190.822668 36.062741 · · · · · · 19.27±0.02 23.52±0.22 23.50±0.27 0.69±0.36 2.89±1.61 2
1244.75 191.018688 36.061936 · · · 10.28±0.08 23.27±0.12 23.83±0.26 23.72±0.01 0.22±0.00 0.62±0.05 1
1244.76 191.005548 36.064456 · · · 9.97±0.16 23.18±0.17 24.39±0.35 24.22±0.09 0.35±0.06 3.87±0.74 2
1244.77 190.997276 36.067849 · · · 10.38±0.06 22.75±0.12 22.99±0.18 22.95±0.01 0.35±0.00 0.64±0.03 1
1244.78 190.855419 36.068327 · · · 10.16±0.09 23.27±0.17 23.72±0.26 23.63±0.02 0.19±0.01 1.95±0.17 2
1244.79 190.981504 36.069242 · · · · · · 24.20±0.26 25.11±0.52 25.01±0.02 0.19±0.01 0.20±0.11 1
1244.80 190.843856 36.070453 · · · 9.87±0.08 23.28±0.14 23.21±0.20 23.10±0.01 0.25±0.00 0.98±0.04 1
1244.81 190.988484 36.072096 · · · 10.59±0.04 22.54±0.08 22.91±0.18 22.80±0.01 0.39±0.01 0.89±0.02 1
1244.82 191.013139 36.076198 · · · 10.21±0.06 22.95±0.09 24.23±0.29 23.56±0.03 0.51±0.03 2.11±0.16 2
1244.83 190.985994 36.076362 · · · 10.46±0.05 22.50±0.08 23.25±0.21 23.07±0.02 0.53±0.02 2.09±0.08 2
1244.84 191.020413 36.081577 · · · 10.26±0.06 23.08±0.11 23.09±0.19 22.85±0.01 0.31±0.01 2.72±0.10 1
1244.85 191.004787 36.082345 · · · 9.81±0.12 23.87±0.15 23.67±0.25 23.55±0.01 0.34±0.01 0.95±0.05 2
1542.17 235.816701 38.792986 · · · 10.82±0.02 21.40±0.03 21.52±0.09 21.46±0.01 0.36±0.00 1.23±0.02 1
1542.18 235.831037 38.797937 · · · 10.94±0.03 21.93±0.06 22.79±0.17 22.58±0.02 0.86±0.03 2.52±0.10 1
1542.19 235.822202 38.798663 · · · 10.26±0.05 23.36±0.10 23.49±0.23 23.26±0.02 0.24±0.01 2.38±0.15 2
1542.20 235.829372 38.799283 · · · 10.55±0.06 23.08±0.14 23.57±0.25 23.33±0.02 0.44±0.02 1.46±0.07 1
1542.21 235.831365 38.799592 · · · 10.78±0.04 22.32±0.08 22.96±0.19 22.87±0.01 0.56±0.01 0.76±0.03 3
1542.22 235.818707 38.805318 · · · 11.18±0.02 21.73±0.05 22.85±0.17 22.73±0.02 0.50±0.02 2.11±0.07 1
1542.23 235.827769 38.807361 · · · · · · 22.57±0.07 23.64±0.25 23.57±0.02 0.25±0.01 1.61±0.12 1
1542.24 235.730143 38.814212 · · · 10.87±0.03 22.18±0.06 22.91±0.18 22.93±0.01 0.32±0.01 1.05±0.04 2
1542.25 235.842034 38.814018 · · · 10.43±0.06 23.05±0.11 23.62±0.24 23.53±0.01 0.34±0.01 0.95±0.05 2
1542.26 235.852340 38.814727 · · · 10.63±0.03 22.34±0.06 22.63±0.15 22.51±0.01 0.64±0.01 0.69±0.02 3
1542.27 235.721645 38.818959 · · · · · · 23.19±0.10 23.74±0.27 23.62±0.01 0.36±0.01 0.59±0.04 2
1542.28 235.833842 38.819854 · · · 10.10±0.06 23.08±0.10 23.20±0.20 23.11±0.01 0.26±0.00 0.76±0.03 2
1542.29 235.837325 38.824165 · · · 10.06±0.06 22.85±0.10 23.95±0.27 23.75±0.02 0.12±0.01 2.34±0.38 2
1542.30 235.834175 38.824990 · · · 11.28±0.01 21.28±0.03 22.25±0.13 22.15±0.14 0.36±0.09 3.77±1.26 2
1542.31 235.838175 38.824298 · · · 10.14±0.06 23.19±0.10 23.68±0.25 23.63±0.01 0.21±0.00 0.42±0.04 4
1542.32 235.840612 38.825680 · · · 9.87±0.10 23.39±0.15 23.44±0.23 22.88±0.07 0.57±0.10 6.87±0.77 3
1542.33 235.715899 38.826737 · · · 10.90±0.02 22.37±0.05 22.94±0.18 22.92±0.02 0.35±0.01 0.29±0.05 3
1542.34 235.712866 38.830824 · · · 10.54±0.04 22.61±0.08 23.69±0.24 23.53±0.01 0.14±0.00 1.40±0.09 2
1542.35 235.713168 38.832283 · · · 11.45±0.06 19.98±0.02 23.84±0.28 23.79±0.01 0.23±0.00 0.20±0.04 4
1542.36 235.713166 38.832737 · · · 10.93±0.03 21.81±0.06 23.30±0.21 23.06±0.04 0.32±0.02 3.65±0.27 2
1542.37 235.742718 38.833981 · · · 10.12±0.09 23.38±0.20 23.19±0.21 23.10±0.01 0.58±0.01 0.51±0.03 3
1542.38 235.846127 38.835442 · · · 10.76±0.03 22.21±0.08 23.06±0.17 22.94±0.01 0.38±0.01 0.90±0.03 4
1542.39 235.712409 38.836037 · · · · · · 23.22±0.12 24.26±0.34 24.13±0.02 0.37±0.01 0.93±0.09 3
1542.40 235.734801 38.837216 · · · 9.92±0.07 23.05±0.10 23.06±0.18 23.12±0.01 0.05±0.00 3.05±0.34 2
1542.41 235.720914 38.839631 · · · 10.58±0.06 22.98±0.13 24.33±0.35 24.25±0.05 0.16±0.01 3.95±0.79 2
1542.42 235.843548 38.844702 · · · 10.96±0.03 22.16±0.06 23.26±0.22 23.12±0.02 0.65±0.02 1.68±0.06 4
1542.43 235.852174 38.844649 · · · 10.25±0.06 23.29±0.11 23.43±0.22 23.29±0.01 0.25±0.00 1.16±0.05 1
1542.44 235.853698 38.845456 · · · 10.73±0.03 22.40±0.06 22.84±0.17 22.13±0.07 1.66±0.26 7.81±0.56 1
1542.45 235.720987 38.845898 · · · 10.22±0.06 23.29±0.12 23.42±0.22 23.32±0.01 0.28±0.01 1.43±0.07 1
1542.46 235.853063 38.846656 · · · 10.57±0.04 22.93±0.10 23.68±0.25 23.52±0.02 0.21±0.01 2.61±0.21 2
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1542.47 235.838158 38.847944 · · · 10.43±0.05 23.12±0.11 24.19±0.29 24.10±0.02 0.18±0.01 0.97±0.08 2
1542.48 235.707328 38.852077 · · · 10.24±0.07 23.32±0.16 23.27±0.31 22.98±0.03 0.65±0.03 1.89±0.10 1
1542.49 235.713261 38.853924 · · · 10.30±0.05 23.32±0.10 23.64±0.24 23.47±0.02 0.18±0.00 2.00±0.13 1
1542.50 235.717072 38.857236 · · · 10.50±0.06 23.03±0.13 23.18±0.20 23.03±0.02 0.67±0.02 0.70±0.04 1
1542.51 235.835606 38.858636 · · · 10.83±0.03 22.36±0.07 22.97±0.20 23.28±0.03 0.68±0.02 0.82±0.04 4
1542.52 235.718255 38.859269 · · · 11.00±0.02 22.22±0.05 23.17±0.20 23.11±0.01 0.46±0.00 0.25±0.02 3
1542.53 235.832316 38.861574 · · · 10.78±0.04 22.52±0.08 23.51±0.24 23.33±0.06 0.75±0.06 2.43±0.19 3
1542.54 235.831824 38.861987 · · · 10.99±0.03 22.12±0.07 22.98±0.19 22.77±0.01 0.73±0.01 1.35±0.04 2
1542.55 235.819980 38.868539 · · · 10.99±0.03 22.28±0.06 23.26±0.20 23.05±0.02 0.21±0.01 4.05±0.27 1
1542.56 235.824425 38.865864 · · · · · · 19.29±0.02 23.45±0.23 23.48±0.04 0.20±0.01 1.26±0.25 2
1542.57 235.822256 38.865524 · · · · · · 21.49±0.09 23.02±0.17 22.99±0.01 0.38±0.00 0.50±0.03 2
1542.58 235.738981 38.869918 · · · 10.46±0.04 22.91±0.09 23.21±0.20 23.17±0.01 0.52±0.01 0.40±0.02 2
1542.59 235.695822 38.893258 · · · 11.01±0.02 21.91±0.05 23.29±0.19 23.52±0.05 0.54±0.01 0.20±0.03 3
1542.60 235.754135 38.894294 · · · 11.56±0.01 20.81±0.02 21.51±0.09 21.26±0.00 0.22±0.00 4.25±0.05 1
1542.61 235.695918 38.895108 · · · 11.12±0.01 19.42±0.01 19.83±0.04 19.75±0.04 0.02±0.00 7.63±0.82 0
1542.62 235.692814 38.895989 · · · · · · 22.02±0.08 24.91±0.41 25.08±0.72 0.55±0.96 8.00±7.80 3
1542.63 235.863511 38.895363 · · · 10.41±0.07 23.61±0.17 22.92±0.16 23.28±0.05 0.42±0.02 1.63±0.09 1
1542.64 235.738889 38.903147 · · · 11.00±0.02 21.65±0.05 22.38±0.14 22.28±0.01 0.53±0.01 1.72±0.03 2
1542.65 235.769200 38.906334 · · · 10.93±0.03 21.86±0.06 22.91±0.17 22.75±0.01 0.50±0.00 0.20±0.01 4
1542.66 235.757562 38.908424 · · · 10.72±0.03 22.43±0.06 22.91±0.19 22.87±0.01 0.58±0.01 0.59±0.02 2
1542.67 235.760229 38.909677 · · · 10.78±0.04 22.57±0.10 23.80±0.28 23.71±0.01 0.54±0.01 0.27±0.03 2
1542.68 235.747734 38.910716 · · · 10.61±0.04 22.82±0.10 23.57±0.24 23.30±0.02 0.36±0.01 2.18±0.10 1
1542.69 235.766410 38.916148 · · · · · · 22.92±0.12 23.81±0.28 23.49±0.04 0.47±0.03 2.45±0.18 2
1542.70 235.689052 38.918011 · · · 10.42±0.06 22.78±0.13 23.06±0.19 22.91±0.04 0.42±0.03 1.65±0.17 1
1542.71 235.741964 38.919411 · · · 10.83±0.03 22.40±0.07 23.79±0.24 23.33±0.02 0.44±0.01 0.36±0.02 4
1542.72 235.760582 38.922065 · · · · · · 22.38±0.09 24.89±0.35 24.90±0.03 0.14±0.01 1.23±0.29 2
1542.73 235.680085 38.930766 · · · 10.63±0.04 22.82±0.08 23.63±0.25 23.55±0.01 0.32±0.00 0.41±0.03 2
1542.74 235.743599 38.931790 · · · 11.00±0.02 21.90±0.05 22.81±0.31 22.75±0.01 0.55±0.01 0.50±0.02 1
1542.75 235.684373 38.932120 · · · 9.32±0.18 24.12±0.28 23.42±0.22 23.34±0.00 0.14±0.00 0.20±0.05 1
1542.76 235.706072 38.940894 · · · 11.51±0.01 20.49±0.01 21.25±0.08 21.08±0.00 0.19±0.00 3.95±0.05 2
1542.77 235.695391 38.937377 · · · 10.38±0.04 22.79±0.07 22.92±0.17 22.74±0.01 0.28±0.01 2.31±0.08 1
1542.78 235.670964 38.953147 · · · 10.41±0.07 23.05±0.15 23.23±0.21 23.19±0.02 0.41±0.01 0.82±0.05 3
1542.79 235.694625 38.958472 · · · 11.12±0.02 21.60±0.05 23.02±0.17 22.86±0.04 0.51±0.01 0.99±0.03 3
1542.80 235.700570 38.959961 · · · 11.90±0.02 19.14±0.02 24.72±0.41 22.99±0.24 1.15±0.65 8.00±2.12 4
1542.81 235.700119 38.960014 · · · 11.62±0.03 19.94±0.02 23.45±0.23 23.26±0.03 0.12±0.01 5.64±0.70 2
1542.82 235.703679 38.960586 · · · 10.00±0.02 20.48±0.04 20.82±0.07 20.70±0.05 0.02±0.00 3.56±0.93 2
1542.83 235.646645 39.002300 · · · 10.53±0.04 22.97±0.07 23.39±0.22 23.29±0.01 0.34±0.01 0.92±0.04 1
1542.84 235.678297 39.007564 · · · 10.00±0.08 23.40±0.12 23.45±0.22 23.36±0.01 0.25±0.00 1.06±0.05 1
1542.85 235.640541 39.009079 · · · · · · 22.75±0.09 24.67±0.43 24.51±0.03 0.34±0.02 0.90±0.11 2
1542.86 235.643524 39.010000 · · · 10.89±0.04 22.39±0.09 23.12±0.20 22.83±0.03 0.51±0.02 2.67±0.11 1
1542.87 235.658678 39.025457 · · · · · · 24.02±0.24 25.66±0.58 25.47±0.06 0.02±0.02 4.35±6.06 1

a The BEST magnitudes in SExtractor. b The GALFIT model magnitudes. c Type=0, is a QSO; Type=1, is an isolated galaxies; Type=2, has close neighbors within 30 kpc; Type=3,
possess merger features within 5 kpc; Type=4, merging galaxy with close companions.
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ABSTRACT

The intracluster light (ICL) fraction, measured at certain specific wavelengths, has been shown to provide a good marker for deter-
mining the dynamical stage of galaxy clusters, i.e., merging versus relaxed, for small to intermediate redshifts. Here, we apply it for
the first time to a high-redshift system, SPT-CLJ0615-5746 at z = 0.97, using its RELICS (Reionization Lensing Cluster Survey)
observations in the optical and infrared. We find the ICL fraction signature of merging, with values ranging from 16 to 37%. A careful
re-analysis of the X-ray data available for this cluster points to the presence of at least one current merger, and plausibly a second
merger. These two results are in contradiction with previous works based on X-ray data, which claimed the relaxed state of SPT-
CLJ0615-5746, and confirmed the evidences presented by kinematic analyses. We also found an abnormally high ICL fraction in the
rest-frame near ultraviolet wavelengths, which may be attributed to the combination of several phenomena such as an ICL injection
during recent mergers of stars with average early-type spectra, the reversed star formation-density relation found at this high redshift
in comparison with lower-redshift clusters, and projection effects.

Key words. Galaxies: clusters: individual: SPT-CLJ0615-5746 – Galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium – Techniques: image pro-
cessing

1. Introduction

According to the standard cosmological paradigm Lambda-Cold
Dark Matter (ΛCDM, Peebles & Ratra 2003), clusters of
galaxies are the latest and most massive structures to form in
the Universe. Their process of formation and evolution follows
a hierarchical structure, through the accretion of matter in
filaments of the cosmic web, the addition of nearby galaxies,
and the merging with groups and other clusters. Thus, their
cluster formation pathway is plagued with interactions between
galaxies and also with the intracluster medium. As a direct
consequence of these violent processes, part of the stars in
the interacting galaxies is freed to the intracluster space, just
bound by the gravitational potential of the cluster, composing
the so-called intracluster light (ICL). The ICL appears as
an extended diffuse light in between the galaxy members of
the clusters and especially concentrated around the brightest
cluster galaxy (BCG), with a typical low surface brightness
of µV > 26.5 mag arcsec−2 (e.g., Rudick et al. 2006). Thus,
the ICL properties, from morphology to stellar composition,
are intimately linked to the characteristics of its progenitor
galaxies and can provide us with valuable information about
the dynamics that govern the system as a whole. For example,
it is estimated that during major galaxy mergers with the BCG,
which generally happen at z > 1, approximately between 30% to

? yojite@iaa.es

50 % of the stars of the merging body become unbound and end
up in the ICL (Murante et al. 2007; Conroy et al. 2007; Lidman
et al. 2012; Joo & Jee 2023). As a consequence, the color and
metalicity radial profiles of the ICL are flat (or with a very
shallow gradient) in color and metallicity, reflecting the mixture
of stellar populations that have been thrown to the intracluster
space. On the other hand, at intermediate and low redshifts
(z < 0.5) the main mechanisms of ICL formation are believed to
be cluster-cluster mergers, tidal stripping of luminous galaxies,
shredding of dwarf galaxies, and preprocessing in infalling
groups (e.g. DeMaio et al. 2015; Melnick et al. 2012; Rudick
et al. 2006, 2011; Puchwein et al. 2010; Murante et al. 2007;
Conroy et al. 2007; Montes & Trujillo 2014, 2018; Morishita
et al. 2017; Jiménez-Teja et al. 2018, 2019, 2021; de Oliveira
et al. 2022; Ragusa et al. 2022). These processes originate color
gradients in the ICL: 1) massive galaxies loose first the bluer
stars located in their outer layers and, progressively as they orbit
towards the potential well of the cluster or continue interacting
with another galaxies, they free the redder stars of their inner
regions; 2) patches of ICL appear in those regions where groups
are entering the gravitational potential of the cluster (e.g.
Iodice et al. 2017); and 3) gravitational forces can act on dwarf
galaxies at different clustercentric radii, originating a bluer ICL
in the outskirts of the cluster as lower-mass dwarfs suffer the
gravitational effect of the potential of the cluster at larger radii
than more massive, more metal-rich dwarfs (DeMaio et al.
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2018). Indeed, there is observational evidence indicating that
the projected number density of dwarf galaxies anticorrelates
with clustercentric distance, which may be the consequence of
this transfer of material to the ICL (e.g., Venhola et al. 2018).
Moreover, observations of nearby clusters confirm that red low
surface brightness dwarfs are more concentrated in the center
of clusters, show more indications of disturbance, and tend to
have smaller apparent axis ratios than normal dwarfs, which is
also consistent with the cluster tidal forces acting on them and
relocating their stars to the ICL (Lim et al. 2020; Venhola et al.
2022).

Although different mechanisms have been identified as
primary at different redshifts, only a few works in the literature
have indeed analyzed the ICL of clusters at high redshift. It
is believed that there is burst in the ICL formation at z < 0.5
(Montes & Trujillo 2018), but abundant ICL is already set up at
z > 1 (e.g. Burke et al. 2012; Ko & Jee 2018; Joo & Jee 2023)
and even at z > 2 (Adami et al. 2013). In fact, different mech-
anisms are claimed to be primary depending on the redshift,
being the ICL formation mostly linked to BCG build-up at z > 1
and to other channels related with satellite galaxies and infalling
groups/galaxies at z < 1. Interestingly, this two-phase scenario
of formation implies that the ICL properties depend strongly on
the instantaneous dynamical state of the cluster (Jiménez-Teja
et al. 2018). This opened a new window to infer the merging
stage of clusters and even the age of particular systems called
fossil groups (Dupke et al. 2022) as long as multiwavelength
observations are available.

Here, we perform a multiwavelength study in optical and
IR of the ICL fraction and in X-rays of the intracluster gas of
a high-redshift cluster observed by the Reionization Lensing
Cluster Survey (RELICS, Coe et al. 2019): SPT-CLJ0615-5746
at z = 0.972 (SPT0615 hereafter), which has been one of the
very few high-z clusters controversially classified as relaxed by
some previous works (Bartalucci et al. 2019; Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2011; Connor et al. 2019).

This paper is organized as follows. We firstly describe the
optical and infrared data available for this clusters, its process of
reduction, and algorithms to derive the ICL maps and fractions
in Sect. 2. Next, we carry out an extensive analysis of available
X-ray data of SPT0615 in Sec. 3. We discuss the results of the
combined optical, infrared, and X-ray analysis in Sect. 4 and
draw the main conclusions in Sect. 5. Throughout this paper we
will assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1

Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7. All magnitudes are referred to
the AB system.

2. Optical and infrared data and analysis

SPT0615 (R.A. = 6h15m56s.27, Dec. = -57◦45’50” [J2000.0])
can be also found in the literature as PSZ1 G266.56-27.31. It is
one of the most distant and massive clusters detected by Planck,
at z = 0.972 with M500 ∼ 6.77+0.49

−0.54 × 1014 M� as estimated
by this collaboration (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a).
SPT0615 was independently discovered by both the South
Pole Telescope survey (Williamson et al. 2011) and the Planck
Collaboration (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) using the
Sunyaev–Zel’dovich (SZ) effect. It is exceptionally luminous,
with a [0.1-2.4] keV band luminosity of (22.7 ± 0.8) × 1044 erg
s−1, and hot, with TX ∼ 11 keV, (Planck Collaboration et al.

2011).

We calculate intracluster light fractions (ICL fractions,
defined as the ratio between the ICL and the total light of the
cluster in a certain filter) for SPT0615 in six optical and infrared
bands. To do so, we need to build an ICL map and an image that
just contains the members of the cluster and the ICL for each
filter considered. We used data gathered by the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) and the algorithm called CICLE (CHEFs
Intracluster Light Estimator, Jiménez-Teja & Dupke 2016),
which has been successfully applied before to high-quality
HST data (Jiménez-Teja et al. 2018, 2021; de Oliveira et al.
2022; Dupke et al. 2022) to build the ICL maps, and a machine
learning algorithm (Lopes & Ribeiro 2020) to perform the
cluster membership.

2.1. HST data

RELICS (Coe et al. 2019) is a multi-orbit Hubble Treasure
Program devoted to observe the 21 most massive and distant
clusters of galaxies, according to Planck estimations (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016b), as well as 20 additional systems
selected by their strong lensing nature. RELICS provides
information both in the optical with the Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS) and in the infrared (IR) with the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3). Previous to the RELICS survey, there
existed archival HST images of SPT0615 in the optical filters
F606W and F814W (programs #12477, PI: High, and #12757,
PI: Mazzotta). RELICS completed these observations with one
HST orbit in the F435W filter and two orbits split among the
four IR filters F105W, F125W, F140W, and F160W.

All images were reduced by the RELICS collaboration
applying the standard pipelines CALACS1 for the optical data
and CALWF32 for the IR images. These pipelines include
corrections by bias, dark, flat-fielding, bias-striping, crosstalk,
and charge transfer efficiency. Also, persistence models were
calculated to mask those pixels in the IR images that could
have some afterglow remaining from previous pointings.
Although it is not optimal for low-surface-brightness studies,
in Jiménez-Teja et al. (2021) we showed that the standard
flat-field correction provided by the standard HST pipelines
does not affect the resulting ICL fractions if total fluxes are
measured. However, for those images where we observed that
the standard MAST flat-field image could be compromising
the ICL measurement, we calculated new sky-flats using the
prescriptions described by Borlaff et al. (2019). Individual
exposures where later aligned and combined using Astrodrizzle
(Koekemoer & et al. 2002) to a pixel scale of 0.06 arcsec. We
estimated the limiting surface brightness in 3×3 arcsec2 boxes
for each filter using the prescription described by Román et al.
(2020) (see Table 1).

2.2. Generation of the ICL maps

In a nutshell, CICLE (Jiménez-Teja & Dupke 2016) eliminates
the galactic luminous contribution by masking the stars and
fitting the galaxies. Stars are masked either using SExtractor
segmentation map (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) or manually, when

1 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/performance/calacs_cte/calacs_cte.html
2 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/pipeline/wfc3_pipeline
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Filter Surface brightness limit ICL fraction Errors
Photometric Cluster membership Geometrical

[mag arcsec−2] [%] [%] [%] [%]
F606W 26.73 ± 0.06 36.3 ± 5.0 2.5 0.9 1.6
F814W 26.44 ± 0.09 26.6 ± 1.6 0.9 0.6 0.2
F105W 26.02 ± 0.28 23.3 ± 1.7 0.5 0.5 0.8
F125W 25.87 ± 0.42 22.5 ± 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.0
F140W 25.92 ± 0.31 16.6 ± 3.2 0.3 0.3 2.5
F160W 25.44 ± 0.23 21.0 ± 1.2 0.4 0.4 0.4

Table 1. Limiting surface brightness calculated in boxes of 3×3 arsec2, ICL fractions computed with CICLE, and breakdown of the ICL fraction
error into the three sources considered.

the pixels assigned by SExtractor to the star clearly not cover
their full extension. Galaxies are modeled using a combination
of Chebyshev rational functions and Fourier series that form a
mathematical orthonormal basis capable of fitting objects with
any kind of morphology, given that they are smooth enough
(Jiménez-Teja & Benítez 2012). For instance, saturated stars
or objects located too close to the border images are excluded
from the set of morphologies that CHEFs can fit. The CHEF
algorithm determines the extension of stellar halo of the galaxies
modeled by estimating, on each radial direction, the point where
the projected galactic surface either submerges into the sky or
converges asymptotically to a certain value. The ICL tends to
follows the gravitational potential of the cluster, so it is usually
more concentrated around its center, close to the BCG. As a
consequence, this procedure to find the observational limits of
the stellar haloes is only valid for galaxies located relatively far
from the cluster center. Thus, it cannot be applied to disentangle
the BCG from the ICL, as their projected distributions are
usually aligned. For this particular case, CICLE uses a curvature
parameter, called minimum principal curvature (Patrikalakis
& Maekawa 2010), to find the limits of the region dominated
by the BCG over the ICL. Intuitively, this parameter quantifies
the change in the slope of a surface, point by point. CICLE
calculates the curvature map of the composite BCG+ICL
surface and identifies the maxima values (i.e., the points where
it finds the highest change in the slope) with the transition
from the BCG- to the ICL-dominated area. Obviously, the more
dissimilar the profiles or the steepness of the BCG and the ICL
are, the easier to find this transition. One must note, though, that
this does not mean that the whole stellar halo of the BCG is
contained within this region, but a small amount of it will still
extend over the ICL-dominated region, “covered” by the ICL in
projection. The BCG flux missed in this way is included in the
final error budget, as described in Sect. 2.4. After modelling the
BCG within this region, we obtain a map that just contains ICL
and background.

Although calibrated images already have the sky removed,
it is mandatory to perform a refinement of this background
in a final step. We can find in the literature many different
approaches for this estimation of the background, such as
using nearby fields (observed under the same observational and
technical characteristics, e.g. Jiménez-Teja & Dupke 2016),
analyzing the distribution of the pixels that are considered as
ICL-free (Morishita et al. 2017; Jiménez-Teja et al. 2021), or
using specialized softwares as SExtractor (e.g., Burke et al.
2012), or, more recently, NoiseChisel (Borlaff et al. 2019). To
our understanding, the first one would be the safest approach,
but we do not usually have parallel fields with the same ob-
servational characteristics available. Studying the distribution

of the blank pixels in the image is not feasible in our case due
to the local variations in the background (in spite of having
recalculated the sky flats, as decsribed in Sect. 2.1) and the
larger field of view associated to some of the filters considered
in this work. Borlaff et al. (2019) made an exhaustive study
of the different ways to estimate the sky and concluded that,
although all algorithms tend to overestimate the sky level,
NoiseChisel (Akhlaghi & Ichikawa 2015) was the one that
performed the best. More recent works with different datasets
have led to similar conclusions (Haigh et al. 2021; Kelvin et al.
2023). We used the updated version of NoiseChisel (Akhlaghi
2019) to calculate our background maps. Then, we remove
them from the ICL+background images previously calculated
to obtain the final ICL maps. In Fig. 1, we show the contours
of the ICL in the six optical and IR filters analyzed in this
work, superimposed over the original images. We observe an
overall similar morphology of the ICL in the different bands,
elongated along a north-south axis with a position angle of 30º
approximately. It also appears to be preferentially concentrated
around two main clumps, north and south-west to the BCG
respectively.

2.3. A Machine Learning Approach to Photometric
Membership

The second step is to generate an image with the stellar content
of the cluster, that is, the ICL and the cluster galaxies. We just
add the CHEF models of the galaxies to the ICL map, after
determining which galaxies belong to the cluster. We applied the
code named Reliable Photometric Membership (RPM, Lopes
& Ribeiro 2020) to select galaxy cluster members based only
in photometric parameters of the galaxies lying along the line
of sight of clusters. RPM employs a machine learning (ML)
approach to derive membership probabilities, which are then
used to derive a membership classification. In Lopes & Ribeiro
(2020) the code efficiency was verified for low redshift systems,
within R200. In Jiménez-Teja et al. (2021) we demonstrated
the code also works for higher-z systems (z < 1), within the
RELICS survey footprint.

The ML method was trained and evaluated with galaxies
within the regions of 18 CLASH clusters, covering a broad
redshift range (0.0792 < z < 0.8950). The best results we
achieved considered galaxies within 1.50 h−1 Mpc of the cluster
centre and with 15 ≤ F814W ≤ 25. Our final data set (used
to train and validate the ML method) comprises 927 galaxies
with spectroscopic redshifts, from the CLASH clusters. Further
details on these steps can be found in Jiménez-Teja et al. (2021).
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Fig. 1. ICL isocontours superimposed over the original images in the six HST ACS and WFC3 filters considered for this work. For each band, we
plot 10 isocontours logarithmically spaced, where the lowest level is calculated from to the detection limit of the ICL (where it converges to the
background level) and the highest corresponds to its maximum value. Two main clumps of ICL appear in all bands, more clearly separated in the
bluer filters.
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As discussed in Jiménez-Teja et al. (2021) we found that
the Stochastic Gradient Boosting (GBM) method results in
a slightly better performance, when compared to other ML
models. That is quantified by the completeness (also called
"True Positive Rate", TPR or "Sensitivity") and purity (known
as "Precision" or "Positive Predictive Value", PPV). These two
parameters track the relation between the sample of objects
classified as members and the true population of members.

The photometric parameters employed by the ML model are
∆ (F435W-F814W), ∆ (F606W-F814W), ∆ (F105W-F140W),
∆ (F814W-F125W), ∆ (F814W-F140W), LOG Σ5, and ∆z phot.
∆ stands for the offset relative to the mean magnitude, color or
cluster redshift. We do not use apparent magnitudes or observed
colors due to the large redshift range of the training sample.
We also avoid absolute magnitudes and rest-frame colors that
may be subject to large uncertainties associated to the photo-z
precision and due to the k− and e−corrections.

We achieve high values of Completeness (C) and Purity P,
C = 93.5% ± 2.4% and P = 85.7% ± 3.1%. This methodology
was sucessfully applied to all galaxies in the regions of the 25
CLASH clusters, as well as for 35 of the 42 RELICS clusters,
including WHLJ013719.8-082841 (for which the ICL was
investigated in Jiménez-Teja et al. (2021)). For the particular
case of SPT0615, 174 galaxies are photometrically classified as
cluster members. Additionally, we have spectroscopic redshifts
for 58 galaxies (Connor et al. 2019) and 47 out of them have
a similar redshift as that of the cluster (having velocity offsets
smaller than 5000 km/s). We then used a “shifting gapper” tech-
nique (Fadda et al. 1996; Lopes et al. 2009) to select members
and exclude interlopers in the projected phase space. That is
simply based on the application of the gap-technique in radial
bins from the cluster center (described in Katgert et al. 1996),
to identify gaps in the redshift (velocity) distribution. Instead
of adopting a fixed gap, such as 1000 km s−1, we considered a
variable gap, called density gap (Adami et al. 1998; Lopes et al.
2009), which depends on the number density of galaxies in the
cluster region. Thus, according to the spectroscopic information,
we found that 39 galaxies are members of SPT-CLJ0615-5746,
while 8 are interlopers. Regarding the photometric membership,
32 out of those 39 are also selected as members (∼ 82%). That
gives a lower limit to our completeness, as we have many more
galaxies with photometry than spectra in that region.

One interesting point faced in the study of SPT0615 is the
presence of a possible foreground structure at z ∼ 0.4, as pointed
out by Paterno-Mahler et al. (2018). To investigate this, we
explored the photometric redshift distribution of the galaxies in
the region of SPT0615 (Fig. 2 top) and we verified that is very
likely that a second system is projected along the line of sight,
at zphot ∼ 0.44. Hence, we decided to apply the photometric
membership selection also taking this foreground structure into
account. We repeated the procedure described above for all the
galaxies in the footprint of SPT0615, but now considering the
centroid and photometric redshift of this possible foreground
group as reference. We calculated two different probabilities for
each galaxy to either belong to SPT0615 or to the structure at
zphot ∼ 0.44. For each object, we included the highest member-
ship probability of these two in our final catalog and classified
it as member or interloper relative to the high−z cluster and to
the foreground group. The color-magnitud diagram (CMD, see
Fig. 2 bottom), shows a possible second red sequence with three
brightest galaxies of very similar magnitude. Two of them are
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SPT0615 photometric members
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Fig. 2. Top: Photometric redshift distribution of the galaxies in the re-
gion of SPT0615. Bottom: Color-magnitud diagram with the members
of SPT0615 at z = 0.97 in red and those of the possible foreground
structure at z ∼ 0.44 in black. Gray points correspond to interlopers that
do not belong to any of the two structures.

very close, southwest to SPT0615 BCG. We took the middle
between these two galaxies as center of the possible second
structure. If exists, the foreground cluster or group would have
38 members identified. We check the spatial distribution of this
putative foreground group in Sect. 4.

2.4. Calculation of the ICL fraction and error

We define the limit of the ICL as those points where the ICL
submerges into the sky level. We first calculate the radial profile
of the ICL and the background and search for the average radius
where they coincide. For the sake of illustration, we plot these
radial profiles (along with that of the total cluster) for the F160W
band in Fig. 3. Errors are drawn from jacknife resampling. We
can observe how the radial profile of the ICL decreases until it
reaches that of the background at a radius of r = 455 kpc. We
then calculate our final ICL fractions measuring the total flux
of the ICL and the total cluster light, within this region. We
note here that this limit is likely non-physical, but it is highly
dependant on the depth and the size of our observations, as
proved by recent simulations (Deason et al. 2021). As opposed
to measuring the ICL in fixed apertures, total ICL fractions are
independent of the point spread function (PSF) and have the
advantage of diluting the possible systematic errors inherent to
the calibration and reduction of the images given the larger areas
involved in the calculations (Jiménez-Teja et al. 2021). The
error in the ICL fraction is estimated considering three different
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Fig. 3. Radial profiles of the total cluster, the ICL, and the background
in the F160W filter. As the background was negative in some regions,
we have added an arbitrary quantity to the three profiles to be able to
plot the y axis in logarithmic scale. Dashed vertical line indicates the
limit of the ICL.

contributions: the photometric, the geometrical, and cluster
membership errors. The photometric error is that inherent to
the process of measuring the flux of a source with noise, and
depends on the flux measured, the gain, the rms of the sky, and
the area covered by the source. We call geometrical error that
made by CICLE in the disentanglement of the BCG from the
ICL. It accounts for both the error in the determination of the
transition from the BCG- to the ICL-dominated regions and the
flux missed from the BCG outer stellar halo that extends over
the ICL-dominated region (see Sect. 2.2). This error depends on
how different the profiles of the BCG and the ICL are (that is,
their magnitudes and effective radii) and it is estimated using
simulated images that mimic the geometrical configuration of
the BCG and the ICL. Finally, we compute the error associated
to the photometric cluster membership, which depends on
the completeness yielded by the machine learning algorithm.
From the resulting completeness of 93.5% (see Sect. 2.3), we
estimate the flux missed from the missing cluster galaxies
in each filter and we propagate it to the ICL fraction. The
final ICL fractions are high, ranging between 16.6 and 33.3%,
as listed in Table 1. Final errors, which range between 0.9
to 5.0%, are also reported, along with the breakdown of the
total error budget into the three sources of error described above.

3. Dynamical stage of SPT0615

As there exists a clear correlation between the ICL fraction and
the dynamical stage of the cluster (Jiménez-Teja et al. 2018), we
analyzed the available X-ray data and compared our results with
those of previous works (e.g., Bartalucci et al. 2017; Yuan &
Han 2020; Bulbul et al. 2019; Planck Collaboration et al. 2011).

3.1. X-ray data and analysis

All archived Chandra data available for SPT0615 were used.
There are 12 separate observations of SPT0615 (OBS ID:
14017, 14018, 14349, 14350, 14351, 14437, 15572, 15574,
15579, 15582, 15588 and 15589) taken with the Advanced CCD
Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS-I), from Sept. 15th to Nov 24th
2012 aimed at RA 06:15:52.0, DEC -57:46:51.6 (PI: Mazzotta).
We used CIAO 4.13 to run the standard recommended data
processing steps, reprocessing all the data with the script
chandra_repro, which creates new bad pixel files and new
level 2 event files. The total effective (after cleaning) exposure
is 241 ksec. We created a merged event file, reprojecting all
observations to a common tangent point using the reproject_obs

tool. This was used solely for dealing with point source removal
and basic image analysis after refilling the extracted point
sources using the tool dmfilth. For the spectral analysis we used
the individual event files to create separate data products and
analyzed them simultaneously, following CIAO guidelines3.

The tool specextract was used to produce spectral files
and responses for the regions analyzed. Spectra was grouped
to have from 5 to 20 cnt/channel depending on the region
configuration being analyzed. Given the small source angular
extension, we used two local background regions, away from
the cluster’s center within the same CCD. One about 1.4 Mpc
and the other 1.9 Mpc from the clusters’ center at different
orientations with respect to the N-S cluster X-ray elonga-
tion, to test, among other things, the importance of cluster
contamination near R200. Spectral fittings were carried out in
XSPEC 12.11.0m, using an absorbed Collisional Ionization
Equilibrium model tbabs*apec, with the redshift 0.972 (Connor
et al. 2019) fixed at their nominal value of the BCG and the
Hydrogen column density (nH) of 3.2×1020cm−2 chosen from
the HI4PI Map (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016) through
the HEASARC nH tool4. Abundances listed here are with
respect to the photospheric value (Anders & Grevesse 1989).
For the 2-dimensional image fitting and production of residual
emission we used Sherpa v.1 Freeman et al. (2001) in Ciao 4.1.4.

3.2. X-ray results and temperature distribution

Chandra image of SPT0615 shows a clear X-ray elongation
along an North-South direction, where the main axis has a
position angle of ∼ 22◦ (Fig. 4 top right). Similar elonga-
tion is also seen in the gravitational lensing critical curves
(Paterno-Mahler et al. 2018) and in the ICL distribution (Fig.
1). Galaxy members in the cluster tend to be distributed along
this direction as well (Fig. 4 top left). The X-ray surface
brightness contours suggest also some asymmetric excess
emission to the East and possibly Southern regions (Fig. 4
bottom; Sect. 3.3). At small scales, near the center, there are
apparently two X-ray brightest peaks configured along the N-S
direction, displaced from the BCG by 20 kpc and 16 kpc (Fig. 5).

We extracted the radial distribution of the intracluster gas
temperatures (TX) and metal abundances (AX), using circular
annuli with the same (or as close as possible) binnage as that
used by Bartalucci et al. (2017) using local backgrounds (Fig. 6
top). We show the results in Fig. 6 bottom, where the projected
TX and AX are seen in gray, and in red we show the same but
binning the 2 outermost annuli and the two innermost annuli,
since they had similar projected temperatures, to improve
statistics (see Table 2). One can see that there are significant
departures from isothermality within 100 kpc–200 kpc from the
cluster’s center. To reduce the contamination from the external
layers we carried out a standard deprojection, following a simple
onion-peel-like procedure with fixed outer layer parameters
and normalizations corrected by region area. The results are
shown in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 6 bottom. The deprojection
increased the significance of the temperature gradient in the
100–200 kpc region and also showed a more clear presence

3 cxc.cfa.harvard.edu/ciao/ahelp/reproject_obs.html
4 heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3nh/w3nh.pl
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Fig. 4. Top left: HST/ACS image in the F814W filter of SPT0615. Spectroscopically confirmed member galaxies are pointed by green circles. Top
right: Chandra image of the same region. The alignment seen in the galaxy distribution coincides with the major axis of the surface brightness
distribution in X-rays, at an inclination of ∼ 22o shown in the bottom figure. Physical scale of 160 kpc. Bottom: X-ray isocontours of SPT0615,
which show a similar elongation as the galaxy distribution and lensing critical curves (Figure 6 of Paterno-Mahler et al. 2018). Excess X-ray
emission can be seen clearly in the East and South and are marked by green arrows. North is up. East is left.

of a cooler central region5 (Fig. 6 bottom in green and black
for the two background choices). The region 88–128 kpc (“hot
ring”) exhibits extremely high temperatures (TX >15 keV),

5 We are not convinced that this cooler region constitutes a classic cool
core, especially given the temperature distribution shown in Fig. 7

independent of the background choice, with characteristic
values corresponding to shock regions in very strong mergers
such as the Bullet cluster (Markevitch et al. 2002), the Pandora
cluster (Merten et al. 2011) or Abell 754 (Inoue et al. 2016),
and others. It should be noted that the temperature of the hot
ring as taken from deprojection is likely to be overestimated
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Fig. 5. Left: Chandra X-ray image and isocontours in the very core of
SPT0615. The position of the BCG is shown by a circle as well as the
approximate distance from each of the bright X-ray "cores". Right: HST
image of the same region with X-ray contours overlaid. None of the X-
ray brightest central regions coincide with the BCG or any other galaxy.

because of the assumption of isotropy for the radial temperature
gradient around it. This could also make the cooler central
region even cooler as well. That is a limitation of deprojection
technique performance for clusters that have significant amounts
of substructures.

Although the overall results are somewhat consistent with
those of Bartalucci et al. (2017) there is a significant disagree-
ment near the observed hot ring, the exact nature of which cannot
be immediately assessed by the radial distribution. However, the
presence of such significant temperature substructure, strongly
suggests that the system is in the process of, or has passed
recently through, merging and that a purely radial analysis may
not be ideal to provide information about the current dynamical
state of the cluster. Given that there are, as described above,
indications of substructures throughout the cluster, we produced
an adaptively smoothed temperature map by performing spectral
fittings of circular regions with a minimum of 3000 counts per
region, found to be the minimum value, within which we could
obtain good enough precision to have discriminatory power,
given the cluster’s high temperatures. The subsequent gridding
method used is based on an interpolation method that calculates
a new value for each cell in the regular output matrix for the
parameter of interest (TX), from the values of the points in the
adjoining cells that are included within a given search radius.
The interpolation used follows the Kriging method and has been
shown to enhance the mapping of features of the parameters
of interest in the intracluster medium successfully (e.g., Dupke
et al. 2007b,a). For the sake of illustration, we show in Fig. 7
bottom the smoothing overlap characteristic size of regions with
radii below 25′′.

The resulting temperature map is shown in Fig. 7 top. The
contours shown in green represent different levels of signifi-
cance, based on the fractional temperature error. Outside the
25% – 35% contours, the fractional errors grow very fast, so
that the values are not informative, and can be ignored. How-
ever, within the 25% confidence there is significant presence of
substructures. Most notably, a hot (TX ∼13 keV) clump east of
the main central BCG, hereafter called "hot clump", which is
encompassed by the “hot ring" annulus, discussed previously.
The hot clump is very near the Eastern excess emission, though
slightly closer to cluster’s core. The actual Eastern excess emis-
sion seems to be in a region of significantly lower temperatures
(TX <10 kev). The hot clump is also very near the large elliptical
luminous galaxy (ELG) with ∆z = 0.004 from the BCG (see Fig.
8). The overall configuration is consistent with a current incom-

Fig. 6. Top: Chandra ACIS-S3 image of SPT0615 with the concentric
annuli (white) regions used in Bartalucci et al. (2017) and reanalyzed in
this work. Also shown two different background regions (B1 and B2) in
this analysis (yellow) to illustrate the possible contamination of the clus-
ter emission at different distances from the center. Bottom: Projected ra-
dial profile of temperatures and metal abundances corresponding to the
concentric annuli shown in the figure at the top are shown in gray. We
also show the same distribution where we join the inner two bins and
the outer two bins in red. In green and black, we show the de-projected
profiles using the B1 and B2 background regions respectively. North is
up. East is left.

ing merging cluster with some significant line-of-sight compo-
nent, the main central galaxy of which being the Eastern ELG,
where the gas is being shock heated to the high temperatures
observed in the hot clump. The Eastern excess in this scenario
could be attributed to the intracluster medium of the incoming
cluster, possibly stripped or not shock heated yet by the merger.
We show the suggested configuration in Fig. 8. There is also a
clear anisotropy in the direction of NE–SW at larger scales as
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Fig. 7. Top: Adaptive smoothed image of the projected intracluster
gas temperature in keV. Surface brightness contours in magenta are the
same as in Fig. 4 bottom. Concentric annuli used for radial spectral ex-
traction in Fig. 6 are shown in yellow and the annulus corresponding to
the temperature spike is in bold. The green contours show the fractional
error of the temperatures corresponding to 10%, 15%, 25% and 35%
from inside outwards. North is up. East is left. In white it is indicated
the position of a candidate cold front from a previous merger (Sect. 3.3).
Bottom: Smoothing overlap characteristic size of regions with radii be-
low 25′′, prior to Kriging interpolation. The magenta contours corre-
spond to the same temperature fractional errors plotted in green in the
top panel.

well. Particularly interesting, there is a hot shell region in the
direction of the southern extension, within the contours of high
significance. This substructure, as we hypothesize in the next
section, seems to be coincident with a sudden drop in density,
characteristic of cold fronts suggesting that a previous recent
merger may have happened in the direction NE-SW.

3.3. Image

Even though the exposure time available for this cluster is
too low for a detailed photo-spectroscopic analysis of the
merger details, it can provide some insights about the recent
evolutionary history of this cluster. For example, one can check

Best-fit parameters - projected
Region R±δR TX Abundance χ2/do f
# (kpc) (keV) (solar)
1 24±24 9.51±0.89 0.37±0.15 433/434
2 68±20 10.01±0.81 0.34±0.15 511/602
1&2 44±44 9.4±0.51 0.41±0.09 851/954
3 108±20 13.54±1.58 0.26±0.17 508/550
4 156±28 9.31±0.72 0.16±0.10 550/612
5 204±24 11.34±1.29 0.24±0.16 397/460
6 312±88 10.52±0.76 0.23±0.10 899/1049
7 548±148 10.34±1.5 0.4±0.12 936/1092
6&7 462±234 10.85±0.88 0.22±0.16 1657/1843

Table 2. Best-fit parameters for the projected spectral simultaneous fit-
tings for all 12 observations.

Best-fit parameters - Deprojected
Region R±δR TX Abundance χ2

red
# (kpc) (keV) (solar)
1&2 44±44 6.03±0.72 0.65±0.21 854/954
3 108±20 20.8±5.2 0.57±0.54 507/550
4 156±28 8.13±1.17 0.15±0.15 549/612
5 204±24 11.35±1.35 0.24±0.17 399/460
6&7B1 462±234 10.85±0.88 0.16±0.09 1657/1843
6&7B2 462±234 15.5±1.4 0.12±0.12 1803/1843

Table 3. Best-fit parameters for the deprojected spectral simultaneous
fittings for all 12 observations. The changes with respect to background
regions B1 and B2 are seen only for the last anullus and are notated by
the indexes B1 and B2 referring to Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Zoom-in the temperature map shown in Fig. 7, with X-ray con-
tours in black and a possible projected merging configuration. The posi-
tion of the BCG and the large ELG of the hypothesized incoming cluster
are shown in cyan (bold) as well as the other confirmed member galax-
ies in the region. North is up. East is left.

the level of departure from relaxation by looking at the residual
from a simple 2-dimensional beta model image fitting. We
created a model with a ellipticity of 0.23 given the strong
elongation seen in the X-ray image and a position angle of 115◦.
The image, model and residuals from the best fit are shown in
Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 bottom, we can see two interesting features:
the confirmation of the eastern excess and the excess emission
along the elongation axis. We do not try more complex 2D
distributions given the current photon count available, but this
excess could be associated with a previous near plane-of-the-sky
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Fig. 9. Top left: Chandra image of SPT0615 used for 2D-fit with a
beta model. We also indicate the angular region used to measure the
surface brightness profile in Fig. 10. Top right: the beta model and best
fit parameters. Bottom: Residual from the fit. We can see the region
near the hot core very clearly detached from the other excess over a
beta model fit region, which includes a significant part of the central
elongation extending 280 kpc to each side from the center. North is up,
East is left.

merger along that elongation axis, where the incoming system’s
ICM had been stripped/deposited along that path.

Given the apparent extended emission towards the SW, we
extracted the background subtracted surface brightness profile
in an angular region towards that direction (Fig. 9 top left) and
show the results in Fig. 10. The surface brightness distribution
shows a marginally significant drop at about 28′′ from the cen-
ter, and some extended excess emission emission with apparent
substructures past 40′′. The drop in surface brightness coincides
with a raise in temperature of the gas by about 20% as shown in
Figure 7. These characteristics, if confirmed, are consistent with
the presence of a cold front (Vikhlinin et al. 2001) due to a pre-
vious merger along the elongation axis of the cluster and could
be associated to the excess emission in that direction.

4. Discussion

In Jiménez-Teja et al. (2018), we measured the ICL fractions
in three different HST optical filters for a sample of massive
clusters that had their dynamical stages well defined by different
indicators (X-ray morphology, velocity distribution, presence of
tidal features and radio structures, and others). In Jiménez-Teja
et al. (2019, 2021); de Oliveira et al. (2022), we expanded
the sample adding a few more clusters and confirmed that the
distribution of ICL fractions measured at different rest-frame
optical wavelengths differs from active (merging) to passive
(relaxed) systems. Clusters in this sample spanned the redshift
interval 0.02 < z < 0.56, which is significantly lower than that
the redshift of SPT0615, z = 0.97. However, as the two-phase
scenario of ICL formation is widely accepted (i.e., the ICL is
intimately linked to the BCG build-up at z > 1, while other
mechanisms play a major role for z < 1) one would expect a
similar distribution for the ICL fractions of SPT0615 and the

Fig. 10. Surface brightness profile throughout the angular region
shown in Fig. 9 left in the direction of the southern hot shell seen in
the temperature map in Fig. 7. A marginal sudden surface brightness
decrease is seen about 28′′ from the cluster’s center, coinciding with
the inner hot shell. The extended emission past that point is also noted.

intermediate-redshift clusters. For the sake of comparison, we
plotted in Fig. 11 the ICL fractions of SPT0615 (black) and
those of the merging (red) and relaxed (blue) clusters of the
previous samples. Relaxed systems have nearly constant and
low fractions in the rest-frame optical wavelengths, which indi-
cates that the primary sources of ICL are steady (for instance,
tidal stripping of member galaxies as they orbit towards the
center of the gravitational potential of the cluster, enhanced
by dynamical friction). Moreover, constant fractions point to a
similar stellar composition of the ICL and the cluster galaxies.
Contrarily, merging systems display higher ICL fractions and a
distinctive peak between 3800 and 4800 Å , which is explained
by an excess of A- to F-type stars (as compared with the stellar
composition of the galaxies), thrown into the ICL in a short time
in a violent regime. The probable channels of these ICL stars are
related to the merging stage of the cluster (e.g. tidal stripping
of infalling galaxies, preprocessing in groups that are being
accreted, etc.). We show here that, SPT0615 ICL fractions do
not show a trend consistent with a passive cluster (see Fig. 11).

There are, however, many previous works in the literature
claiming its relaxed state (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011;
Bartalucci et al. 2017; Morandi et al. 2015; Yuan & Han 2020).
For example, Planck Collaboration et al. (2011) confirmed the
detection of cluster SPT0615 using a shallow XMM-Newton
image, and classified it as relaxed based on its density profile,
the nearly symmetric distribution of its hot gas and the offset
between the BCG and the X-ray peak. Bartalucci et al. (2017)
previous Chandra analyses of SPT0615 also argued that the
cluster is relaxed, based mostly on an inferred smooth radial
temperature profile and the presence of a cool core. However,
their measurements of the centroid shift 〈ω〉, defined as the
standard deviation of the projected distance between the X-ray
peak and the centroid, yield contradictory results depending on
the resolution of the X-ray data, i.e., Chandra versus XMM-
Newton. Furthermore, as we illustrated above, 〈ω〉 defined from
an average may not be representative of the real shift given the
structure near the core. Any of the shifts from X-ray peaks to
BCG described here would put the cluster out of the relaxed
category. Arguments based on flux concentration for this system
with XMM are too uncertain to estimate the dynamical state of
the cluster (Bartalucci et al. 2019). Both Morandi et al. (2015)
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and Bartalucci et al. (2017) found a cool core using the Chandra
deeper data, while Bulbul et al. (2019) using the XMM-Newton
observation measured a higher temperature for SPT0615 when
the core was included than that found by excising it, which is
consistent with a lack of cool core. Interestingly, it should be
noticed that the core-excised region analyzed by Bulbul et al.
(2019) is large enough to exclude the hot clump found here, so
that their results may be compatible with ours. Additionally,
Bartalucci et al. (2017) found complex substructures in the
cluster core with the Chandra data (not observed with XMM-
Newton), including a small low-surface-brightness emission
west to the BCG and the X-ray peaks and a horseshoe-like
high surface brightness emission surrounding both peaks. More
recently, Yuan & Han (2020) measured several morphological
parameters using Chandra, finding inconclusive conclusions
about SPT0615 dynamical stage. With a radically different
approach, Connor et al. (2019) performed a kinematic analysis
of SPT0615 with spectroscopic redshifts, finding evidence for
a non-relaxed dynamical state. They found indications for a
non-Gaussian velocity dispersion of SPT0615 galaxies which
increases with clustercentric radius along with an offset between
the BCG and the rest of the cluster’s velocity dispersion.

Indeed, our measured ICL fraction values for SPT0615
are more consistent with those of merging clusters, although
slightly higher than expected in the optical and, an abnormally
high in the bluest band (see Fig. 11). At this point, we consider
three hypotheses: 1) a large contamination of the measured
ICL fractions by bright stars, outer stellar haloes of bright
galaxies, and/or an incorrect estimation of the background, 2)
a misclassification of this traditionally-believed relaxed cluster,
and/or 3) a possible second structure in the line of sight, as
hinted by Paterno-Mahler et al. (2018). We rule out the first
hypothesis since we thoroughly masked out all the pixels that
could contain flux from the nearby, bright stars, we fitted
accurately the galaxies with CHEFs and inspected the residuals
after removing them, and we carefully estimated and removed
the background using NoiseChisel (see Sect. 2), which has
been proved to provide excellent results in this matter (Borlaff
et al. 2019; Haigh et al. 2021; Kelvin et al. 2023). As described
in Sect. 2.4, the impact of these sources of contamination is
included in the error budget, so it is not large enough to explain
the excess found in the ICL fractions.

Our detailed X-ray analysis described in Sect. 3.2, strongly
favours the non-relaxed scenario for SPT0615. This re-analysis
of the Chandra data shows that the cluster is in the process of
merging, possibly with multiple components. The most notable
being related to the hot clump about 150 kpc east of the center,
with temperatures characteristic of shocks seen in violent
mergers, and near an ELG, with a radial velocity difference
of ∼600 km/s with respect to the BCG of the system. Given
the temperature distribution and the galaxy distribution to the
NE direction, it is suggested that this is a pre-core-crossing
merger with a plane of the sky component in the E-S direction
as illustrated in Fig. 8. The large scale temperature gradient seen
along the main X-ray/galaxies axis is significant, and suggest
a secondary merging event, along the elongation axis of the
cluster, although the current observations are still too shallow to
determine a more precise spatial configuration.

To further investigate the third hypothesis, the presence of
a group at z ∼ 0.44 with partial projected area overlap with
SPT0615, we plot in Fig. 12, the cluster members (z = 0.97)

in green, the group members (z ∼ 0.44) in magenta, the ICL
contours in the F160W band in blue and the X-ray contour dis-
tribution in red. The foreground group members are distributed
all along the region of SPT0615, with a certain preference south
to the z = 0.97 BCG. In fact, several of the brightest foreground
group members are located close or in the area where we found
an excess in the gas temperature (southwestern extension in Fig.
7 top). However, as several cluster members are also identified
in this location, we cannot effectively disentangle if this hot
region is due to the possible presence of a foreground group or
to the cluster itself. Furthermore, the galaxy distribution near the
southwestern excess region at z ∼ 0.44 kpc seem very disperse
over its encompassed ∼ 230 kpc, with no sign of concentration
towards any putative core. It would also be unlikely that the
potentially foreground group would have similar high intra-
cluster gas temperatures as that found in SPT0615. As for the
excess found both in the X-ray isocontours and the smoothed
gas temperature map, east of the BCG (see Figs. 4 bottom and 7
top), the ICL contours seem to have an extended distribution or
blob matching the position of the putative incoming cluster. As
no foreground group members are identified along this region,
which instead encompass three bright cluster member galaxies,
we conclude that this hot gas excess is due to dynamical activity
at the SPT0615 redshift solely, thus confirming its merging
stage.

Given the difference in richness, redshift, and the angular
offset between the cluster and the possible foreground group,
it is very likely that the ICL fractions are primarily dominated
by SPT0615. However, some contamination from overlapping
regions from the putative foreground group cannot be ruled
out with the current data. Our previous works showed the
importance of measuring total ICL fractions (that is, total
photometry as opposed to aperture photometry), especially
to be able to use them as reliable indicators of the dynamical
stage of the cluster (e.g. Jiménez-Teja et al. 2018, 2021; Joo
& Jee 2023). As a consequence, “partia” ICL fractions or
ICL fractions measured in certain regions may not be fully
representative of the total ICL fractions. This is particularly true
in the case of merging clusters, where the spatial distribution of
ICL is often non-symmetric and clumpy, which is the case of
SPT0615. Taking all these considerations with caution, we make
the exercise of measuring the ICL fractions in the (apparently)
less polluted region of the ICL, which is North to the BCG. In
this region, only two members of the putative foreground group
are identified. Additionally, this region contains the main peak
of ICL and, therefore, it should enclose a significant part of
its total budget. The ICL fractions measured in this region are:
28.61 ± 6.36% (F606W), 24.2 ± 2.7% (F814W), 20.8 ± 1.9%
(F105W), 22.2 ± 1.1% (F125W), 18.4 ± 3.4% (F140W), and
18.9 ± 1.3% (F160W). These partial ICL fractions show: 1) a
similar trend to that of total ICL fractions (Table 1 and Fig.
11), thus proving that SPT0615 is indeed dominating the global
values, 2) even more consistency with a merging state (the
slight excess in the rest-frame optical F814W and F105W ICL
fractions disappears), 3) still an abnormally high ICL fraction in
the F606W band.

This test suggests that the unusual high value found in the
rest-frame in near UV may indeed have a physical origin. We can
speculate that this component might come from stripped, early-
type stars that were formed very recently during the currently
ongoing merger. An upper age limit for the current merger can
potentially be set by the half-life of the stars that mainly con-
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Fig. 11. ICL fractions of SPT0615 (black squares), as derived by CICLE, compared with a subsample of relaxed (blue) and merging (red) clusters,
at intermediate redshift. The plot is divided in six regions according to the peak of emission of the different stellar types, indicated at the top
with gray letters. Red and blue regions indicate the error-weighted average of the measurements within each stellar region, for the merging and
relaxed systems, respectively. At the bottom, we plot the transmission curves of the filters used for the analysis of SPT0615. All points are in the
rest-frame.

tribute in the near UV. If the UV excess is primarily formed by
A0-type main-sequence stars, this would imply an upper limit
of ∼ 0.5-0.6 Gyr, their typical half-life. A0 stars have a typi-
cal color B − V = 0 and this color is equivalent to that seen
in late type galaxies (Sd), e.g. outer spiral disks and irregulars.
Thus, if not much pre-processing has operated in infalling ha-
los, blue galaxies could be found still entering the cluster po-
tential and injecting these stars into the ICL. Additionally, the
star formation-density relation observed in the local Universe
is reversed at z ∼ 1: the fraction of star-forming galaxies in
dense environments is significantly higher than in nearby clus-
ters, which are primarily dominated by red, evolved galaxies (El-
baz et al. 2007). That would imply that the stars stripped from
these star-forming galaxies into the ICL are bluer when com-
pared with those of low- and intermediate-redshift clusters (note
that all clusters studied in previous works spanned the interval
0.18 < z < 0.56 while SPT0615 is at z = 0.97, see Fig. 11).

5. Conclusions

Despite being a high-redshift cluster, SPT0615, has been previ-
ously considered to be relaxed. Here, we revisited this scenario
using two completely independent and reliable indicators of
the dynamical stage: the ICL fraction and a revised analysis
of the hot gas distribution. Previous work showed that the ICL
fraction measured at different optical and infrared wavelengths,
exhibits a unique marker that differentiated active (merging)
from relaxed (passive) systems (Jiménez-Teja et al. 2018, 2019,
2021; de Oliveira et al. 2022; Dupke et al. 2022). This has been
verified in many massive clusters at low- and intermediate-
redshift (0.02 < z < 0.56) systems. The merging signature was
identified as a characteristic excess in the rest-frame ICL frac-
tions measured roughly in the peak wavelength correspondent
to stars of A to F spectral types, i.e., between 3800 and 4800
Å. For SPT0615, we found an ICL fraction distribution that
does not follow that typical of the relaxed clusters, but it is
more consistent with an active system. Actually, even showing
indications of an excess in the UV ICL fraction, which cannot
be explained with a merger solely, requiring the radial gradient

of average spectral type observed in nearby galaxies to include
very early type stars at large radii.

We also performed an independent analysis of the existing
X-ray data, and noticed that there were significant departures
from the expected temperature distribution for relaxed CC clus-
ters, with near-core intracluster gas temperatures corresponding
to those of very strong mergers. Subsequently, we produced
a full temperature map, which allowed us to detect several
substructures (at least two major ones), that are consistent with
the presence of multiple mergers, one currently in a pre-core
crossing stage, which created shock heated hot clump between
the BCGs, and the other likely to be remnant of a previous
merger.

As the photometric redshift distribution of the galaxies
in the region of SPT0615 showed two main peaks, one at
z ∼ 0.97 corresponding to the cluster and another one at
z ∼ 0.44, we performed a double cluster membership analysis
using a machine learning algorithm. The results show two
clear red sequences with 176 and 36 members, respectively.
The projected distribution of the cluster and foreground group
galaxies partially overlap, with a larger concentration of group
members southwest to the cluster BCG. However, the ICL
analysis performed in regions with little or no projected overlap
does not indicate significant change in the overall results.
Furthermore, the lack of concentration around some putative
foreground BCG, by either galaxies or intracluster gas and the
general spread of the foreground galaxies suggest that there is
no significant contamination.

We list here the main results found from the HST and X-ray
analyses:

– the ICL contours show an extended ICL, elongated along an
axis with a position angle of ∼ 30 degrees, and two main
clumps north and southwest of the BCG.

– ICL fractions range from 16.6 to 36.3%, with a spectral dis-
tribution consistent with that of merging clusters, although
slightly higher than expected in the rest-frame optical bands.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the ICL, X-ray, and double membership analyses. The contours of the ICL in the F160W are plotted in blue, while those
of the hot gas distribution are in red. Green circles mark the position of the galaxies identified as SPT0615 members, and magenta circles indicate
the members of the foreground structure at z ∼ 0.44 according to our machine learning algorithm. SPT0615 BCG and two of the three brightest
galaxies of the foreground structure are marked with additional yellow crosses. The third brightest galaxy at z ∼ 0.44 is out of the F160W footprint,
approximately ∼ 654 kpc (at z = 0.44) far from the other two, to the southwest.

– ICL fraction in the bluest filter, F606W, is abnormally high
when it is compared with that of low- and intermediate-
redshift clusters, either merging or relaxed, but consistent
with an extension of the ICL fraction peak seen in merging
clusters. This would be consistent with observing a cluster
merger with a upper limit age of ∼ 0.5 Gyr if the injected
ICL stars are of very early type, A0 or earlier. This would im-
ply that late-type galaxies did not suffer much pre-processing
before infalling into the cluster potential. Also, the reversal
of the star formation-density relation in the distant Universe
can provoke a higher presence of bluer stars in the ICL.

– The X-ray surface brightness shows an elongation along a
position angle of ∼ 25 degrees, same as seen in the optical
analysis, and along which there is significant brightness ex-
cess with respect to a standard beta profile.

– the de-projected temperature profile confirms a cool core but
shows a strong temperature fluctuations within 100-200 kpc.

– adaptive smoothed temperature map shows significant az-
imuthal substructures, in particular a hot clump about 150
kpc far from the cluster center near a ELG, consistent with
a strong ongoing (pre core-crossing) merger with tempera-
tures consistent with shock heating gas found in other strong
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mergers. This clump traces well an ICL filament which is as-
sociated to three bright cluster member galaxies, which cor-
roborates the ongoing merging hypothesis.

– There is significant evidence of other temperature substruc-
tures consistent with previous or ongoing secondary mergers.
In particular, the surface brightness profile towards the south-
west along the elongation axis of the cluster seems to have
a slight drop at ∼ 28′′ from the center, right before a abrupt
temperature rise, which is characteristic of cold fronts of the
merging (not sloshing) type (Dupke et al. 2007a; Marke-
vitch & Vikhlinin 2007). If confirmed by future observations,
this would indicate that a previous merger happened recently
along the elongation axis and that the gaseous core of the
incoming system would be ∼ 280 kpc southwest of the clus-
ter’s center.

This work highlights the power of the ICL and, in particular,
the ICL fractions, to determine the dynamical stage of clusters.
CICLE provides unbiased measurements of the ICL fractions,
able to discover anomalies that can be associated to merging ac-
tivity and/or projection effects, in particular when coupled with
X-ray observations with high spatial resolution such as that of
Chandra. This is particularly important to study the evolution of
high-z clusters, given their small angular sizes. The forthcoming
JWST observations6 of SPT0615 is poised to provide crucial
insights into determining the merging configuration.
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ABSTRACT

We present the high-precision optical polarimetric observations of black hole X-ray binary Cyg X-1, spanning several cycles of its
5.6 day orbital period. Week-long observations on two telescopes located in opposite hemispheres allowed us to track the evolution of
the polarization within one orbital cycle with the highest temporal resolution to date. Using the field stars, we determine the interstellar
polarization in the source direction and subsequently its intrinsic polarization. The optical polarization angle is aligned with that in the
X-rays as recently obtained with the Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer. Furthermore, it is consistent, within the uncertainties, with
the position angle of the radio ejections. We show that the intrinsic PD is variable with the orbital period with the amplitude of ∼0.2%
and discuss various sites of its production. Assuming the polarization arises from a single Thomson scattering of the primary star
radiation by the matter that follows the black hole in its orbital motion, we constrain the inclination of the binary orbit i > 120◦ and its
eccentricity e < 0.08. The asymmetric shape of the orbital profiles of Stokes parameters implies also the asymmetry of the scattering
matter distribution about the orbital plane, which may arise from the tilted accretion disk. We compare our data to the polarimetric
observations made over 1975–1987 and find good, within 1◦, agreement between the intrinsic polarization angles. On the other hand,
the PD decreased by 0.4% over half a century, suggesting the presence of secular changes in the geometry of accreting matter.

Key words. accretion, accretion disks – black hole physics – polarization – stars: black holes – stars: individual: Cyg X-1– X-rays:
binaries

1. Introduction

Determination of the large-scale accretion geometry and orbital
parameters is a problem of fundamental importance for X-ray
binaries. Various techniques can be employed to examine the
geometry of these systems, e.g. photometry, spectroscopy, imag-
ing, and timing, but a special place in this list belongs to po-
larimetry, which is known to be most sensitive to changes in ge-
ometry. The geometrical properties can be determined by track-
ing the changes in polarization degree (PD) and polarization an-
gle (PA) as a function of the orbital phase. The stochastic vari-
ability at timescales comparable to the orbital period may signif-
icantly alter the average polarization profile. Dense coverage of
an entire orbital cycle is needed to reliably determine the accre-
tion geometry, shape, and orientation of the binary components.

The orbital parameters in binary systems are conventionally
studied using optical and infrared polarimetry. For the low-mass
X-ray binaries in outburst, emission in these wavelengths can be
composed of several components: an (irradiated) accretion disk,
wind, jet, and hot accretion flow (Poutanen & Veledina 2014;
Uttley & Casella 2014). Optical polarimetry has been used as
a fine tool to discriminate between them (Veledina et al. 2019;
Kosenkov et al. 2020). In the (near-)quiescence, the optical po-

larimetry has helped constrain the role of the non-stellar compo-
nents in total spectra (Kravtsov et al. 2022), and to determine the
misalignment of the black hole (BH) and orbital spins (Pouta-
nen et al. 2022). For the high-mass X-ray binaries, emission in
infrared, optical, and ultraviolet bands is completely dominated
by the donor star, which can be scattered by different large-scale
components in the binary – the accretion stream, disk, or out-
flow/jet. Polarization signal in this case can reveal the location,
orientation, and physical properties of the scattering component
(Jones et al. 1994).

With the launch of the Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer
(IXPE, Weisskopf et al. 2022), the polarimetric field gained a
new breath. It became possible to directly link the orientation of
the large-scale binary components, probed by the optical and in-
frared wavelengths, to the innermost accretion geometry, using
X-ray polarimetry. The prototypical BH X-ray binary Cyg X-1
became the first target of such studies (Krawczynski et al. 2022).
The week-long IXPE exposure has been accompanied by the
global multiwavelength campaigns, allowing it to cover a big
fraction of its 5.6 d orbital period.

Cyg X-1 is the first discovered BH X-ray binary and a well-
studied system (Bowyer et al. 1965). It is a persistent source and
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a high-mass binary hosting a supergiant ∼ 40M� donor star of
spectral type O in a nearly-circular orbit (eccentricity e ∼ 0.02)
with the most massive Galactic BH MBH = 21.2± 2.1M� known
to date (Miller-Jones et al. 2021). The donor is close to filling its
Roche lobe and the compact object accretes the matter through
the focused stellar wind (Gies & Bolton 1986a). Accretion pro-
ceeds through the disk whose emission is often seen in the X-
rays (Gierliński et al. 1997, 1999; Zdziarski & Gierliński 2004)
and a fraction of matter leaves the system in the form of the jet
(Stirling et al. 2001; Fender et al. 2006; Miller-Jones et al. 2021).

Optical radiation is dominated by the light of the companion
star and shows pronounced variations at an orbital period caused
by the asymmetric shape of the donor (Kemp et al. 1983; Gies &
Bolton 1986b; Brocksopp et al. 1999b; Orosz et al. 2011). Op-
tical polarization measurements also show pronounced orbital
variability (Nolt et al. 1975). The observed double-peak sinu-
soidal variations of the PD and PA are consistent with the sce-
nario where polarization arises from Thomson scattering of the
donor star radiation by an optically thin matter located within
the binary (Brown, McLean, & Emslie 1978; Milgrom 1978).
This pattern is typical for binary systems and was observed in
a variety of sources from classical (Piirola 1980; Berdyugin &
Harries 1999) to gamma-ray binaries (Kravtsov et al. 2020). The
synchronization with the orbital phase indicates that the source
of the polarization is connected to the orbital motion of the BH
around the companion star.

Polarization may originate from the accretion stream, its im-
pact point in the accretion disk or the disk matter itself, or be
related to the outflow/jet. Which component causes variations of
polarization in Cyg X-1 is unknown. The shapes of the PD and
PA profiles have been used in several works to constrain the or-
bital parameters such as inclination and eccentricity (Kemp et al.
1978, 1983; Karitskaya 1981; Dolan & Tapia 1989; Nagae et al.
2009).

The long orbital period of Cyg X-1 became an obstacle in
tracking the polarimetric variations over a large fraction of a sin-
gle cycle, and the average profile was obtained by including data
from many cycles. This approach may however lead to a sub-
stantial deviation of the obtained mean profile from the individ-
ual cycles, as the system is known to show substantial superor-
bital variability (Priedhorsky et al. 1983; Karitskaya et al. 2001;
Poutanen et al. 2008; Zdziarski et al. 2011). This means that the
scattering matter gradually rearranges within the binary over the
superorbital period, leading to a systematic bias in the determi-
nation of the binary inclination from the mean orbital profile.
On the other hand, the data obtained during a single orbital pe-
riod at one telescope unavoidably suffers from under-sampling
(Dolan & Tapia 1989; Nagae et al. 2009). We performed multi-
observatory polarimetric observations of Cyg X-1, for the first
time covering up to 30% of the orbit in one cycle. This was
achieved by observing with nearly identical polarimeters from
the telescopes separated by ∼ 140◦ in longitude.

In this paper, we present the results of joint analysis of
the new high-precision optical polarimetric observations of
Cyg X-1, historical polarimetric data obtained in 1975–1987,
and optical flux measurements of TESS, which allowed us to
make a new attempt to qualitatively and quantitatively constrain
the geometry of Cyg X-1. The paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we describe the observations of the source as well as of
the field stars to determine the contribution of the interstellar po-
larization. In Sect. 3, we present the main results of the study: the
variations of the polarization on different timescales. We present
a model for the observed orbital and superorbital variability of
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Fig. 1. Observed normalized Stokes parameters for Cyg X-1 in the B
band. The vertical black dotted lines limit the observational seasons S1
and S3. The two vertical red dashed lines show the start and the end of
the IXPE campaign on 2022 May 15–21 (Season 2). The vertical purple
solid lines show the start and the end of the TESS observations.

Table 1. Log of polarimetric observations of Cyg X-1.

Dates MJD Nobs Telescope
1975 Jun – 1987 Oct 42572 – 47068 1511 PMO

2002 April – May 52381 – 52394 10 KVA
2002 April – May 52391 – 52394 4 NOT
2022 March – July 59652 – 59788 27 T60
2022 May 15–21 59714 – 59719 6 NOT

the polarization in Sect. 4. Finally, we summarize our findings in
Sect. 5.

2. Data acquisition and analysis

We performed high-precision optical polarimetric observations
of Cyg X-1 with the broad-band BVR polarimeters DIPol-2 (Pi-
irola et al. 2014) and DIPol-UF (Piirola et al. 2021). DIPol-2
is mounted on the remotely-controlled 60 cm Tohoku telescope
(T60) at Haleakala Observatory, Hawaii. DIPol-UF is a visi-
tor instrument installed at the 2.56 m Nordic Optical Telescope
(NOT), Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (ORM), La
Palma, Spain. DIPol-2 and DIPol-UF are high-precision double-
image CCD polarimeters, capable of measuring polarization si-
multaneously in three optical (BVR) bands. The polarization of
the sky (even if it changes during observations) is optically elim-
inated by the design of the instruments. The instrumental polar-
ization of both instruments is small (< 10−4) and is well cal-
ibrated by observing 15 to 20 unpolarized standard stars. The
zero point of the PA was determined by observing highly polar-
ized standards HD 204827 and HD 161056. Each measurement
of Stokes parameters (qobs, uobs) took about 20 s and more than
200 individual measurements were obtained during the average
observing night. A more detailed description of the methods and
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Fig. 3. TESS optical light curve of Cyg X-1. The vertical dashed lines
separate consecutive orbital periods T1–T11.

calibrations can be found in Piirola et al. (2020) and Kravtsov
et al. (2022).

Cyg X-1 was observed for 27 nights between 2022 March 28
and July 28 at the T60 and for 6 nights, 2022 May 15–21 at the
NOT (see Table 1). Taking advantage of the ∼140◦ difference in
the longitude of the observatories, we covered 30% of the orbit
of Cyg X-1 simultaneously with IXPE observations (red stripe in
Fig. 1). We refer to this data set as Season 2 (or just S2) hereafter.
The typical errors on the 30-minute-averaged measurement of
Stokes parameters are σp ≈ 0.004% for the NOT and ≈ 0.01%
for the T60 data.

We additionally use the historical observations carried out at
the Pine Mountain Observatory (PMO), United States, in 1975–
1987 (see Table 1 and Fig. 2). The reduced data were presented
in parts in several papers (Kemp et al. 1978, 1979, 1983), but
have never been published as a raw dataset. With the kind per-
mission of the Pine Mountain Observatory staff, we are publish-
ing these data (hereafter PMO data) in the public domain for the
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Fig. 4. Top panel: Polarization map for Cyg X-1 and field stars. The
length of the bars corresponds to the PD, and the direction corresponds
to the PA (measured from north to east). Bottom panel: The observed
normalized Stokes parameters q and u for Cyg X-1 (stars) and field stars
(circles). The blue, green, and red points with 1σ error bars correspond
to B, V, and R filters, respectively.

first time.1 We refer to these observations as PMO data hereafter.
The description of the observational techniques can be found in
Kemp & Barbour (1981). Each PMO observation is a nightly
average value with a typical integration time of several hours.
We also use previously unpublished polarimetric observations
of Cyg X-1, carried out in April–May 2002 with the TurPol po-
larimeter (Piirola 1973, 1988), installed on NOT and 60 cm KVA
telescope, ORM, La Palma.

In addition to the polarimetric data, we retrieved and ana-
lyzed the publicly available2 Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satel-
lite (TESS; Ricker et al. 2014) optical light curves of Cyg X-1.
We used 2-minute cadence calibrated data (PDCSAP_FLUX), ob-
tained in sectors 54 and 55 (July – September 2022, see Fig. 3).

1 All the polarimetric data we used in the paper is available in VizieR.
2 https://archive.stsci.edu/missions-and-data/tess
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Table 2. Observed PD and PA, interstellar polarization, and intrinsic polarization of Cyg X-1, obtained by averaging S1–S3 data.

Observed Interstellar Intrinsic
Filter Pobs θobs Pis θis Pint θint

(%) (deg) (%) (deg) (%) (deg)
B 4.91 ± 0.06 138 ± 1 4.31 ± 0.17 134 ± 1 0.83 ± 0.17 158 ± 6
V 4.59 ± 0.06 138 ± 1 3.91 ± 0.14 134 ± 1 0.86 ± 0.14 155 ± 5
R 4.44 ± 0.05 137 ± 1 3.82 ± 0.15 134 ± 1 0.79 ± 0.15 155 ± 5
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Fig. 5. Dependency of PD (top panel) and PA (bottom panel) on Gaia
parallax for Cyg X-1 (red circle) and field stars (black circles) in R band.
The horizontal error bars correspond to the errors on Gaia parallaxes.
The errors in the PD and PA are smaller than the symbol size.

3. Results

3.1. Average intrinsic polarization and its secular changes

The observed polarization of Cyg X-1 is the sum of the intrinsic
polarization of the source and the interstellar (IS) polarization
component, that arises from the dichroism of the dust grains lo-
cated between the observer and the target. The IS polarization
is estimated and subtracted from the observed polarization. To
find a reliable estimate of IS polarization in the source direc-
tion, we observed a sample of 6 field stars (see Fig. 4), which
are close in distance to Cyg X-1 as indicated by their Gaia par-
allaxes (see Fig. 5). We consider the wavelength dependence of
the observed polarization (to exclude stars with intrinsic polar-
ization) and take into account both the angular separation and
proximity to the target. We conclude that the polarization of the
star Ref 2 from our sample can serve as the IS polarization esti-
mate. Hereafter we denote the normalized Stokes parameters of
Ref 2 as (qIS, uIS) and subtract them from the observed values of
the target (qobs, uobs) to obtain Stokes parameters of the intrinsic
polarization (qint, uint). These are translated to the intrinsic PD P
and angle θ

P =

√
q2

int + u2
int, θ =

1
2

arctan2(uint, qint). (1)
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Fig. 6. Normalized Stokes parameters (qobs, uobs) of Cyg X-1 in the V
band. The red circle with the error bar is the average polarization of
Cyg X-1 in 2022. The crosses of different colors (from cool to warm)
with error bars correspond to the average polarization in each of the 11
seasons of PMO observations in 1975–1987. Blue dashed and red solid
lines show the directions of the average intrinsic polarization vector of
Cyg X-1 for PMO and our observations, respectively. Other symbols
correspond to the data obtained in other epochs, as described in the
inset.

The uncertainty on the PD is equal to the uncertainty of the in-
dividual Stokes parameters, while uncertainty on the PA in radi-
ans was estimated as σθ = σp/(2P) (Serkowski 1962; Kosenkov
et al. 2017). The average observed and intrinsic polarization of
Cyg X-1, as well as the interstellar polarization estimates, are
listed in Table 2.

A big fraction of the observed polarization, about 4% out of
a total 4.5–5%, has IS origin (Kemp et al. 1979; Nagae et al.
2009). Subtracting the interstellar component from the observed
polarization, we find the intrinsic PD of 0.8% ± 0.2% with the
PA of 155◦ ± 5◦ (or equivalently −25◦; see Table 2). This value
is comparable to the characteristic optical PDs in other accret-
ing BH X-ray binaries in the outburst (Kosenkov et al. 2017;
Veledina et al. 2019). The average intrinsic optical PA matches
within the errors that measured in the X-rays (θX = −22◦.2± 2◦.2,
Krawczynski et al. 2022).

The uniquely long history of polarimetric studies of Cyg X-1
allows us to track the long-term evolution of the average PD al-
most 50 years back. We split the PMO V-band observations into
eleven bins (PMO1–PMO11, see Fig. 2), each about a year long
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Fig. 7. Left panels: Observed PD, P, (top panel) and PA, θ, (bottom
panel) of Cyg X-1 in the V band, folded with the orbital period. The
blue circles correspond to the data, obtained in 2022. The red crosses
correspond to the PMO data, obtained in 1975–1987. Each point corre-
sponds to the average value, calculated within the phase bin of width
∆φ = 1/18. The typical 1σ uncertainty is smaller than the symbol
size. Right panels: same as left, but intrinsic polarization of Cyg X-1
is shown.

and calculate the average values of the observed Stokes parame-
ters within each bin. We plot them in the (q, u)-diagram in Fig. 6
(colored crosses) along with our NOT+T60 2022 average polar-
ization (red circle), KVA+NOT 2002 data (empty circle), and
other published data (orange square and green diamond, Dolan
& Tapia 1989; Nagae et al. 2009). We show the estimated value
of IS polarization with a blue square.

Blue and red lines connect the PMO and NOT+T60 2022
data with the IS estimate, respectively. The length and direction
(from IS estimate towards the data points) of these lines corre-
spond to the vectors of the average intrinsic polarization for dif-
ferent epochs. The vector directions match with high accuracy
(∆θint < 1◦). This supports our choice of the reference star Ref
2 as an estimate of interstellar polarization, as the alignment of
the intrinsic polarization vectors is unlikely to be accidental. We
note that the other historical values shown in Fig. 6 are substan-
tially scattered in the q − u plane, despite their small error bars.
This may be caused by the orbital variations – at least several dif-
ferent orbital periods must be averaged to get a robust estimate
of the average polarization.

The average intrinsic polarization for our NOT+T60 2022
data differs significantly from the PMO data (|∆Pint| ≈ 0.4%),
indicating the presence of secular changes in the PD meanwhile
preserving a constant PA. The decrease of the intrinsic PD may
be caused by the decrease of the scattered flux, tailored to the
secular changes of the wind density, changes of the accretion
disk size, or/and its spatial orientation. In Fig. 2 we see that the
one-year polarization averages change slightly from season to
season. Different spread of all data points shows that the ampli-
tude of the variability also varies on yearly timescales.

3.2. Short-term variability of orbital profiles

The significant variability of Stokes (qobs, uobs) parameters with
the amplitude of about 0.1%–0.2% can clearly be seen in our
2022 observations (see Fig. 1). We performed a timing analy-
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Fig. 8. Top panel: Intrinsic polarization of Cyg X-1 in the R filter, folded
with the orbital period (Seasons 1–3 are plotted). Each circle with 1σ er-
ror bar shows the average polarization, calculated within the 30-minute
bin. Bottom panel: TESS magnitude of Cyg X-1, folded with the orbital
period. Different colors (from cold to warm) correspond to different or-
bital periods T1–T11. The black solid line shows the average orbital
profile.

sis of our BVR polarimetric data which revealed that the main
period of variations of the Stokes parameters has not changed
since the 1970s and is equal to half of the orbital period within
errors. To study the possible changes in the average orbital pro-
files of the polarization over decades, we folded our and PMO
polarization data with the orbital phase, adopting the period Porb
from the photometric ephemeris (Brocksopp et al. 1999a). To
suppress the stochastic and instrumental noise, we split the data
into 18 orbital phase bins, in which we calculate weighted av-
erage values of Stokes parameters that are subsequently used to
obtain the PD P and PA θ. The comparison between our and
PMO polarization light curves is shown in Fig. 7. Except for the
systematic offset between our and PMO data the nature of which
is discussed above, the shapes of the average PD and PA orbital
profiles are in exceptionally good agreement with each other.

To check how the shape of optical light curves changes
from one period to another, we split TESS photometric data
into eleven consecutive orbital periods T1–T11 (see Fig. 3). The
shape of each individual profile is far from a double-sine wave
expected in the case of ellipsoidal variations caused by the ro-
tation of a tidally distorted star around the center of mass. A
short-period variability is superimposed on the main double-sine
curve, which leads to changes in the amplitudes and phases of
the main maxima/minima. In Fig. 8 we show the orbital profiles
of the intrinsic polarization in R band together with TESS pho-
tometric profiles. Both optical polarization and optical flux show
the double-sinusoidal orbital variations with the minima in the
conjunctions (phases 0 and 0.5) and maxima in the quadratures
(phases 0.25 and 0.75).
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Photometric variations arise from the non-spherical shape of
the tidally distorted companion, whose visible area (and hence
the flux) is maximal around the quadratures. If the scattering of
the donor star emission occurs in a region connected to the com-
pact object, we expect the scattering angle to reach a maximum
of 90◦ at the same phases, corresponding to the maximum PD
in the case of Thomson scattering. In the conjunctions, the vis-
ible area of the supergiant approaches its minima resulting in
the minima in flux, while at the same time the scattering an-
gle reaches minimum or maximum leading to a smaller PD. The
short-term changes in both the flux and polarization, which are
superimposed on the periodic variations, can originate from one
or more mechanisms – the pulsations of the main star, the pres-
ence of the spots on its surface, the inhomogeneities of the wind,
or the eclipses of the bright parts of the disk by the infalling
matter. We note that despite the correlation of flux and polar-
ization, the polarization variability cannot be explained only by
variations of the unpolarized flux. Indeed, for the intrinsic PD
P = Fpol/Ftot ∼ 0.01 the unpolarized flux variations of the or-
der of ∆Ftot ∼ 5 × 10−3Ftot gives negligibly small polarization
variability:

∆P ≈ P
∆Ftot

Ftot
∼ 5 × 10−5,

while the observed one is at least factor 20 of larger.
With our exceptionally dense orbital coverage, we can com-

pare the profiles of a single cycle with the average one, as given
by the PMO data. In Fig. 9 we show the profile obtained from
the 8-days-long monitoring of Cyg X-1 during Season 2, over-
laid on top of the average profile of the polarization variability
in the V band. As we see from the figure, although the over-
all shapes of the polarization variability curves are roughly con-
sistent with 1975–1987 patterns, the amplitude of variations is
substantially higher in our Season 2 data, where the harmonic
content is also richer. These facts support the statement of Dolan
& Tapia (1989) on the existence of non-orbital polarization vari-
ability and the importance to account for it when extracting or-
bital parameters. In the following sections, we describe the mod-
eling of the polarization variability curves with different analyti-
cal models and discuss how the short-term variability affects the
results.

3.3. Superorbital evolution of polarization profiles

In addition to the short-term variability, hints of the long-term
changes of Cyg X-1 polarization profiles have been reported by
several authors. Kemp et al. (1983) suggested the presence of
long-term optical polarization variations at the superorbital pe-
riod of 294 d, discovered in the X-rays (Priedhorsky et al. 1983).
The authors discussed several models that could explain the vari-
ations, including the precession of the accretion disk and the ob-
scuration of the scattering medium. Comparing the average op-
tical polarization obtained between 1975 and 2006, Nagae et al.
(2009) found secular variations of the average polarization com-
ponent of Cyg X-1.

We find signatures of the long-term variability in our 2022
polarimetric data. Fig. 10 shows how the polarization profiles
change with the superorbital phase, separated roughly by a
month (see Fig. 1) – we see significant changes in the aver-
age values of Stokes parameters along with the changes in the
amplitude and profiles of orbital variations. In Fig. 11 we show
the superorbital profile of V-band polarization of Cyg X-1. The
average values of the PD for seasons S1 – S3 (red hollow cir-
cles), folded with the superorbital period (Psup = 294 d, JD0 =
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Fig. 9. Variability of the intrinsic PD (upper panel) and PA (bottom
panel) of Cyg X-1 in V band, measured in May 2022 (blue circles). Each
circle corresponds to the average value, calculated within the 30-minute
bin. The 1σ errors are smaller than the symbol size. The red crosses
correspond to the average binned polarization, measured by Kemp with
colleagues during 1975–1987 with the constant shift in PD by ∆P =
−0.4%.

2440000) are consistent with the same part of the superorbital
profile, observed in PMO data.
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Fig. 10. Orbital variations of the observed normalized Stokes parame-
ters q (left) and u (right) of Cyg X-1 in the B band for different seasons
(seasons 1, 2, and 3 from top to bottom). Horizontal dashed lines show
the weighted average values of the corresponding parameters.
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riod. Red points are shifted by a constant ∆P = −0.4% in the vertical
direction to take into account secular changes in the PD.
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Fig. 12. Variability of the observed Stokes parameters of Cyg X-1, ob-
tained during Season 2 in B, V, and R bands (top, middle, and bottom
panels, respectively). Each circle corresponds to the average value, cal-
culated within the 30-minute bin. The 1σ errors are smaller than the
symbol size. The solid black lines correspond to the best fit with the
Fourier series given by Eq. (2). The dashed red lines on the middle pan-
els show the best fit of PMO historical V band data with the same model,
shifted vertically to overlap our data.

4. Modeling

To explain the behavior of polarization at different time scales,
we consider several possibilities for the geometry of scattering
matter. We start with the generic model for polarization produc-
tion in binary systems, where it arises from the Thomson scat-
tering of the companion star radiation by a cloud of an optically
thin matter near the compact object (Brown et al. 1978). The
key assumption of the model is the co-rotation of the scatter-
ing material with the secondary – in our case, with the compact
object. The PD in this case peaks at orbital phases where the
scattering angle is 90◦. For a circular orbit, Stokes parameters
of the linear polarization vary as a sine-like wave at a double
orbital frequency. In the case of eccentric orbit or/and asymme-
try of the distribution of the light-scattering material about the
orbital plane, the profiles become skewed and can be described
by adding the first harmonic of the orbital period. Alternatively,
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Fig. 13. Estimated 1σ and 2σ confidence intervals on the true inclina-
tion i for given estimate i′ (blue and red solid lines). The black vertical
dashed line corresponds to the best-fit inclination of Cyg X-1. Blue ver-
tical dotted lines correspond to the 1σ error on the best-fit inclination.

the appearance of the first harmonic can be related to the pres-
ence of an optically-thick scattering material. Below we study
the harmonic content of polarization profiles and consider dif-
ferent possibilities for the geometry of the scattering matter.

4.1. Fourier method

The polarization profiles corresponding to the case of the opti-
cally thin co-rotating scatterer in a circular orbit can be decom-
posed into Fourier series of the orbital longitude λ = 2πφ (where
φ is the orbital phase):

qint = q0 + q1 cos λ + q2 sin λ + q3 cos 2λ + q4 sin 2λ,
uint = u0 + u1 cos λ + u2 sin λ + u3 cos 2λ + u4 sin 2λ.

(2)

We employ Bayesian inference implemented as the Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, Goodman & Weare 2010) ensemble
sampler in the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) in
python to fit the orbital profiles of Stokes parameters, observed
during season S2 with Eq. (2). The best-fit curves are shown
in Fig. 12. Following the approach described in Drissen et al.
(1986) and Kravtsov et al. (2020), we use the obtained Fourier
coefficients to derive the inclination i of the binary(

1 − cos i
1 + cos i

)4

=
(u3 + q4)2 + (u4 − q3)2

(u4 + q3)2 + (u3 − q4)2 , (3)

and the position angle Ω of the orbital axis on the sky

tan 2Ω =
A + B
C + D

, (4)

where

A =
u4 − q3

(1 − cos i)2 , B =
u4 + q3

(1 + cos i)2 ,

C =
q4 − u3

(1 + cos i)2 , D =
u3 + q4

(1 − cos i)2 .
(5)
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By fitting orbital polarization profiles obtained in S2 with
Eq. (2), we got formal values of the inclination i = 125◦ ± 5◦
(i > 90◦ indicates the clockwise apparent motion of the com-
pact object on the sky) and the position angle Ω = 129◦ ± 5◦
of the orbital axis on the sky. However, the formal errors on the
estimated orbital parameters obtained from the error propaga-
tion are underestimated and hence do not correspond to their
actual confidence intervals, which are determined primarily by
the internal properties of the model (2) and the amplitude of
the stochastic variability in the data. Indeed, the inclination es-
timates corresponding to the best-fit Fourier coefficients are al-
ways biased towards higher values (Aspin et al. 1981; Simmons
et al. 1982; Wolinski & Dolan 1994). The confidence intervals
on the orbital parameters for different signal-to-noise ratios can
be obtained using Fig. 4 of Wolinski & Dolan (1994): 1σ and
2σ confidence intervals are calculated for four levels of data
quality given by γ = 0.5N(A/σp)2, where, σp is the standard
deviation of noise in the data, A is an amplitude of polarimet-
ric variability, and N is the number of observations. Our value
of γobs = 0.5 × 100 × (6.7)2 ≈ 2200 lies between their grid
points (γ = 120000 and γ = 300), hence to calculate the con-
fidence intervals on the inclination that we got for our S2 data,
we performed our own Monte Carlo simulations following the
procedure described in Wolinski & Dolan (1994): we modeled
the Stokes parameters for different values of i ranging from 90◦
to 180◦ using the standard Brown et al. (1978) model (eq. 6 in
that paper). Then, we simulated the Gaussian noise in q and u
by adding the fluctuations of variance σ2

p = 0.5NA2/γobs. The
Fourier model (Eq. 2) was then fitted to the simulated data us-
ing the MCMC approach and inclination i′ was calculated using
Eq. (3). In Fig. 13 we show the inclination estimates i′ (black
points) with the 1σ and 2σ confidence intervals (blue and red
solid lines) as a function of the true, input inclination i.

The inclination i ≈ 125◦ that we derived from the best-fit
Fourier coefficients of Cyg X-1 in V and R bands (shown as a
black dashed vertical line in Fig. 13) is close to the so-called
critical angle i′crit – the angle above which the 1σ confidence in-
terval on the orbital inclination extends to i = 180◦ (Wolinski &
Dolan 1994). That means that using high-precision polarimetry,
we can only put a lower limit of 180◦ > i > 120◦ on the value
of inclination of Cyg X-1 orbit. We note that previous polari-
metrically derived inclination values (Kemp et al. 1978; Dolan
& Tapia 1989; Nagae et al. 2009) are most likely overestimated
because they were obtained by modeling the data with larger er-
ror bars, for which the critical angle is expected to be smaller
than i′crit ∼ 130◦. Our lower limit on the inclination i > 120◦
and the clockwise direction of the orbital motion on the sky are
consistent with the value i = 153◦ ± 1◦ from Miller-Jones et al.
(2021).

In contrast to the inclination, the value Ω, obtained from
Eq. (4) is an unbiased estimate of the true position angle of the
projection of the orbital axis on the sky. We use the same MCMC
approach as for inclination to calculate the confidence interval on
this angle. Our value Ω = 129◦ ± 10◦ (or Ω = 129◦ − 180◦ =
−51◦ ± 10◦ because of the ±180◦ ambiguity) is consistent within
3σ with those, determined by the direction of the intrinsic polar-
ization θint ≈ −25◦ and the position angle of the jet on the sky
Ωjet ≈ −26◦ (Miller-Jones et al. 2021).

We emphasize that this low accuracy is not a result of the
polarization measurement errors (which are smaller than 0.01%
for the whole set of our data). Fig. 12 shows a remarkable in-
trinsic scatter of S2 data points around the fit curves, especially
noticeable for the Stokes q parameter. This aperiodic noise is
explained by the presence of an additional sub-orbital variability
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Fig. 14. Average Stokes parameters of Cyg X-1, obtained during Sea-
son 2 in the R band. Color coding and the size of the circle correspond to
the orbital phase and 1σ uncertainty, respectively. The blue solid curve
correspond to the best fit with the Fourier series given by Eq. (2). The
orange dashed line corresponds to the to the best-fit model of a scat-
tering cloud on an eccentric orbit from the Appendix of Kravtsov et al.
(2020).

component which appears on the time scales shorter than one or-
bital cycle. Thus, the key assumption on co-rotation of the light
scattering material over (at least) a few consecutive orbital cycles
does not hold for Cyg X-1 binary system. Therefore, the ‘tradi-
tional’ Fourier fit up to second harmonics made to polarization
data cannot provide meaningful estimates of orbital inclination
regardless of data quality, quantity, and sampling frequency.

4.2. Eccentric model

While for a circular orbit theory predicts a smooth change in
polarization with the dominant second harmonic of the orbital
period, the eccentricity of the orbit shifts all the changes in the
polarization towards the periastron. Indeed, the polarization de-
pends on the scattering angle, which changes according to the
orbital motion of the scattering cloud. In the case of eccentric
orbit, this angle changes with the different rates in different parts
of the orbit, resulting in unequal distances between consecutive
maxima/minima of orbital Stokes parameters curves (this effect
was observed for the binary with e ≈ 0.4 in Berdyugin & Tarasov
1998). Therefore, the orbital curves of Stokes parameters can
be used for independent estimation of the orbital eccentricity.
We adopted the Thomson scattering model from the appendix of
Kravtsov et al. (2020) to describe the orbital changes in the po-
larization of Cyg X-1. By fitting this model to the V-band Season
2 data, we were able to put 3σ upper limit on the eccentricity of
Cyg X-1 orbit to be e < 0.08.

Fig. 14 shows the (q, u)-plane of average Stokes parameters
of Cyg X-1 obtained during Season 2 together with the best-fits
with the Fourier series (Eq. 2) and the model of Thomson scat-
tering by a cloud on an eccentric orbit (Kravtsov et al. 2020).
We see that the latter model (being a special case of the general
BME model for a symmetrically distributed matter about the or-
bital plane) cannot reproduce the pretzel-like shape of the trace
left by orbital variations of Cyg X-1 on the (q, u)-plane – the ad-
ditional source of asymmetry is needed. To explain a similar pat-
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tern, Kemp et al. (1978) proposed the model in which the scat-
tering region is eclipsed by the secondary body for half the orbit.
This model requires a high (90◦ > i > 130◦) orbital inclination,
which contradicts the latest results (including this article).

4.3. Polarization by Thomson scattering off a precessing
accretion disk

In this section, we present a model of polarization from Thom-
son scattering by a tilted, precessing accretion disk, which can
naturally explain the asymmetric pattern of the polarization vari-
ability observed in Cyg X-1 without requiring a highly inclined
or eccentric orbit. We consider the following geometry: the orbit
with the eccentricity e is inclined by angle i to the line of sight ô
(Fig. 15). The accretion disk, surrounded by a cloud of electrons,
rotates around the optical companion together with the compact
object. The disk axis n̂d is inclined by angle β to the orbital axis
n̂ (see Fig. 16). The axis of the disk can precess about the orbital
axis with the period Tsup.

To describe the orbital motion, we introduce the coordinate
system (x̂, ŷ, ẑ), in which ẑ-axis is directed along the orbital
axis n̂, vector x̂ lies in the orbital plane and its projection on
the sky is directed to the south, and vector ŷ forms the right-
handed basis. In this basis, ô = (sin i, 0, cos i), n̂ = (0, 0, 1), and
n̂d = (sin β cos γ, sin β sin γ, cos β). The angle γ is the azimuth
of the projection of the disk axis onto the orbital plane measured
from x̂ to ŷ. To describe the polarization, we use the polarization
basis (ê1, ê2), in which the vector ê1 = (− cos i, 0, sin i) lies along
the projection of the vector n̂ on the plane of the sky, and ê2 =
(0,−1, 0) is perpendicular to ê1 and lies in the plane of the orbit.

The distance between the compact object and optical com-
panion varies with the orbital longitude λ, measured from x̂ to ŷ
and can be expressed as

r(λ) =
a(1 − e2)

1 + e cos(λ − λp)
, (6)

where a is the semi-major axis of the orbit and λp is the longitude
of the periastron. The unit vector pointing towards the compact
object is

r̂ = (cos λ, sin λ, 0), (7)

and the scattering angle Θ is given by

µ = cos Θ = r̂ · ô = sin i cos λ. (8)

The observed flux Ftot = F∗ + Fsc is the sum of the flux
produced by the optical companion F∗ and the scattered flux Fsc.
We assume that the latter is produced by Thomson scattering
(in an optically thin regime) of stellar radiation by the accretion
disk and surrounding cloud of electrons. In that case, the angular
distribution of scattered luminosity can be represented as

Lsc(µ) = L∗ fsc l(µ) =
3
8

(1 + µ2) L∗ ( f cloud
sc + f disk

sc ), (9)

where l(µ) = 3(1 + µ2)/8 is the Thomson scattering indicatrix,
f cloud
sc and f disk

sc are fractions of radiation scattered by the cloud
and the disk respectively. In both cases, this fraction is propor-
tional to the total number of free electrons Ne in a cloud/disk and
drops with the distance as 1/r2(λ):

f cloud
sc =

Ncloud
e σT

4πr2(λ)
, (10)

peria
str

on

Fig. 15. Geometry of the system.

Fig. 16. Geometry of the precessing disk.

f disk
sc =

Ndisk
e σT

4πr2(λ)
cos Ψ, (11)

where cos Ψ = −n̂d · r̂ = − sin β cos γ cos λ − sin β sin γ sin λ =
− sin β cos (γ − λ). The cos Ψ term is proportional to the effective
area of the disk intercepting the stellar radiation, which depends
on the position of the disk on the orbit λ and the orientation
of its axis n̂d, defined by two angles: the inclination β of disk
and its azimuth γ. The latter angle can change with time due to
precession as γ = ±2πϕsup + γ0, where ϕsup is the precession
phase and γ0 is the angle γ at zero phase. The sign determines
the direction (counterclockwise of clockwise) of the precession.

We scale f cloud
sc and f disk

sc to the typical values f cloud
0 and f disk

0
as

f cloud
sc = f cloud

0

[
a(1 − e2)

r(λ)

]2

= f cloud
0 [1 + e cos(λ − λp)]2, (12)

f disk
sc = f disk

0

[
a(1 − e2)

r(λ)

]2

cos Ψ = f disk
0 [1+e cos(λ−λp)]2 cos Ψ.

(13)

The PD of scattered radiation in Thomson regime can be ex-
pressed in terms of the scattering angle Θ as

Psc =
1 − µ2

1 + µ2 =
sin2 Θ

1 + cos2 Θ
. (14)
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The observer measures the PD P = FscPsc/Ftot of the total flux
Ftot, most of which is the unpolarized and produced by the opti-
cal companion star. The polarized flux of the scattered radiation
is

FscPsc = F∗ fsc l(µ)
1 − µ2

1 + µ2 = F∗ fsc
3
8

(1 − µ2). (15)

Therefore, the total PD

P =
FscPsc

Ftot
≈

3
8

[
f cloud
sc + f disk

sc

]
(1 − µ2), (16)

where we assumed that Fsc � F∗ and substituted fsc = f cloud
sc +

f disk
sc .

The normalized Stokes parameters of linear polarization are
defined as q = P cos(2χ) and u = P sin(2χ), where χ is the posi-
tion angle of the polarization pseudo-vector p̂ in the polarization
basis (ê1, ê2):

p̂ =
ô× r̂
|ô× r̂|

=
1

sin Θ
(− cos i sin λ, cos i cos λ, sin i sin λ) , (17)

where sin Θ =
√

1 − µ2 =
√

1 − sin2 i cos2 λ. Thus, the expres-
sions for the Stokes parameters can be written as

q =
3
8

[
f cloud
sc + f disk

sc

]
(1 − µ2) cos(2χ),

u =
3
8

[
f cloud
sc + f disk

sc

]
(1 − µ2) sin(2χ),

(18)

where the polarization angle χ is defined by the expressions:

cos χ = ê1 · p̂ =
sin λ
sin Θ

, (19)

sin χ = ê2 · p̂ = −
cos i cos λ

sin Θ
. (20)

The explicit expressions for cos(2χ) and sin(2χ) are:

cos(2χ) =
sin2 i − (1 + cos2 i) cos(2λ)

2 sin2 Θ
, (21)

sin(2χ) = −
cos i sin(2λ)

sin2 Θ
. (22)

Combining (18) with (21), (22), we get

q =
3

16

[
sin2 i −

(
1+cos2i

)
cos 2λ

] [
f cloud
sc + f disk

sc

]
,

u = −
3
8

cos i sin 2λ
[
f cloud
sc + f disk

sc

]
.

(23)

The f disk
sc term depends on cos Ψ, reflecting the difference in

the amount of scattered radiation for different orientations of the
disk axis n̂d relative to the source of the light. In our model, the
disk is not transparent: it has two sides (top and bottom), only
one of which is illuminated at any given time. The top of the
disk is illuminated when cos Ψ > 0, the bottom of the disk is
bright when cos Ψ < 0. The top of the disk is visible for the
observer when cos Σ = n̂d · ô > 0 and the bottom of the disk
is visible when cos Σ < 0. Therefore, the disk is illuminated and
visible only when the product cos Ψ cos Σ is positive, or f disk

sc = 0
when cos Ψ cos Σ ≤ 0.

To compare the calculations with the observed Stokes param-
eters (qobs, uobs), one needs to take into account the orientation of
the orbit on the sky: the projection of the orbital axis on the sky
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Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 14, but showing the model curves at the (q, u)-
plane calculated with (blue solid line) and without (red dashed line)
accounting for scattering by the accretion disk.
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Fig. 18. Stokes parameters of Cyg X-1, obtained during Season 2 (light
crosses) together with the best-fit models with (blue solid line) and with-
out (red dashed line) taking into account scattering by the tilted accre-
tion disk.

makes angle Ω with direction to the north (we note that Ω de-
fined this way differs by π/2 from the longitude of the ascending
node commonly used instead). The observed Stokes parameters
(qobs, uobs) can be obtained by rotating vector (q, u) by angle 2Ω:

qobs = q cos(2Ω) − u sin(2Ω), (24)
uobs = q sin(2Ω) + u cos(2Ω). (25)

The modeled Stokes parameters are functions of the orbital
longitude λ and need to be computed as functions of the orbital
phase φ. While for the circular (or nearly circular) orbit λ can be
calculated as λ = 2π(φ + φp) + λp, where φp is the phase of the
periastron, for the eccentric orbit one needs to solve the Kepler’s
equation: from the true anomaly of the orbit λ − λp, we can find
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the eccentric anomaly E

tan
(E

2

)
=

√
1 − e
1 + e

tan
(
λ − λp

2

)
, (26)

and then the mean anomaly M

M = E − e sin E, (27)

which can be converted to the orbital phase as

φorb = M/(2π) + φp. (28)

Thus, the free parameters of the model are the inclination i,
eccentricity e, longitude of the periastron λp, the position angle
of the projection of the orbit axis on the sky Ω, the phase of the
periastron φp, the inclination of the disk β and its initial posi-
tion angle γ0 in the orbital plane, the period of precession Tsup
(which can be set to infinite for non-precessing case), the scat-
tering fractions f disk

0 and f cloud
0 , and constant Stokes parameters

q0 and u0, which describe average polarization.
We fit the described model to S2 data, adopting the orbital

parameters of Cyg X-1: eccentricity e = 0.02, inclination i =
153◦ (Miller-Jones et al. 2021), inclination of the disk β = 20◦
(Ibragimov et al. 2007). The position angle of the orbital axis
was set to be Ω = −26◦ to match the position angle of the jet.
The contributions from the disk and the cloud were assumed to
be f disk

0 = 0.75 and f cloud
0 = 0.25. Since S2 data covers only one

full orbital cycle, the precession period Tsup was set to be much
larger than the orbital period not to take possible precession of
the disk into account.

The solid blue and dashed red lines in Figs. 17 and 18 show
the fits of the model described above to S2 data with and with-
out accounting for scattering off the tilted accretion disk, respec-
tively. Although the reduced χ2 of the fits does not differ dramat-
ically (χ2 [disk + cloud] = 1.01 versus χ2 [cloud] = 1.23), the
asymmetric, pretzel-like trace of the polarization on the (q, u)-
plane cannot be reproduced by the scattering cloud alone. Ad-
ditionally, the model with the tilted accretion disk predicts the
changes in the shape of the orbital polarization profiles with
the precession phase – if the superorbital variability observed
from the radio to the X-rays is related to the disk precession, the
pretzel will make a complete turn around its center once per su-
perorbital period Tsup. To detect this effect, a significant part of
the superorbital period must be covered with continuous high-
precision optical polarimetric observations.

5. Summary

In this paper, we presented new high-precision polarimetric ob-
servations of the BH X-ray binary Cyg X-1. Combining them
with the 12-year-long PMO observations performed in 1975–
1987, we were able to study the polarization behavior at the
timescales ranging from hours to decades. The interstellar po-
larization, which dominates the observed optical polarization
Pobs ∼ 4.5%, was accurately measured and subtracted from
the data, allowing us to determine the intrinsic polarization of
Cyg X-1. The alignment of the X-ray and optical PA, as well
as the stability of this angle during the secular PD change, indi-
rectly support our estimate of intrinsic polarization of Cyg X-1.
Round-the-clock monitoring of the polarization with two tele-
scopes located in different hemispheres allowed us to track the
evolution of the polarization within one orbital cycle with a pre-
viously unachievable temporal resolution. The intrinsic polar-
ization of Cyg X-1 shows the orbital variations with two pro-
nounced peaks in the quadratures and two minima in conjuga-
tions, most probably produced by Thomson scattering of the

companion star radiation by matter gravitationally bound to the
black hole. The amplitudes of the two consecutive polarization
minima measured within one orbital cycle differ significantly,
which implies the asymmetry of the scattering matter about the
orbital plane. We suggest that a tilted accretion disk could be
the source of such asymmetry. We find the misalignment of
β ∼ 15◦ − 30◦ to be sufficient to reproduce the orbital behavior
of the polarization. We modeled orbital variations of the Stokes
parameters and constrained the eccentricity e < 0.08 and incli-
nation of the orbit i > 120◦.

In addition to the orbital variations, we found a significant
change (∆Pint ≈ −0.4%) in the average intrinsic PD of Cyg X-1
on the timescales of several decades while preserving the con-
stant intrinsic PA. The decrease of the PD indicates the change
in the fraction of scattered radiation, that in turn depends on the
amount of scattering material and its effective scattering cross-
section. This may reflect secular changes in the size/shape of the
accretion disk or/and changes in its spatial orientation. We note
that the asymmetry of the (q, u)-plane trace of the polarization
can be purely artificial. It may result from a complex superpo-
sition of periodic, non-periodic variations, and the orbital phase
sampling. A long-term high-precision monitoring program with
good orbital and superorbital coverage is needed to exclude it.

Analyzing high-precision TESS photometric data, we found
the presence of stochastic variations of the flux on the timescales
shorter than the orbital period. Together with the stochastic vari-
ability found in the optical polarization, this suggests that one or
several additional components are at play: pulsations of the opti-
cal companion, the presence of the spots on its surface, the wind
clumpiness, the eclipses of the bright part of the accretion disk
by the infalling matter, and the precession of the accretion disk.
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ABSTRACT

Aims. Gaia Data Release 3 contains accurate photometric observations of more than 150,000 asteroids covering a time interval of 34
months. With a total of about 3,000,000 measurements, a typical number of observations per asteroid ranges from a few to several
tens. We aimed to reconstruct the spin states and shapes of asteroids from this dataset.
Methods. We computed the viewing and illumination geometry for each individual observation and used the light curve inversion
method to find the best-fit asteroid model, which was parameterized by the sidereal rotation period, the spin axis direction, and a
low-resolution convex shape. To find the best-fit model, we ran the inversion for tens of thousands of trial periods on interval 2–
10,000 h, with tens of initial pole directions. To find the correct rotation period, we also used a triaxial ellipsoid model for the shape
approximation.
Results. In most cases the number of data points was insufficient to uniquely determine the rotation period. However, for about 8600
asteroids we were able to determine the spin state uniquely together with a low-resolution convex shape model. This large sample of
new asteroid models enables us to study the spin distribution in the asteroid population. The distribution of spins confirms previous
findings that (i) small asteroids have poles clustered toward ecliptic poles, likely because of the YORP-induced spin evolution, (ii)
asteroid migration due to the Yarkovsky effect depends on the spin orientation, and (iii) members of asteroid families have the sense
of rotation correlated with their proper semimajor axis: over the age of the family, orbits of prograde rotators evolved, due to the
Yarkovsky effect, to larger semimajor axes, while those of retrograde rotators drifted in the opposite direction.

Key words. Minor planets, asteroids: general, Methods: data analysis, Techniques: photometric

1. Introduction

The first photometric measurements of asteroids from the ESA
Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) were released in
April 2018 as part of the Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2, Gaia Collab-
oration et al. 2018a). That dataset contained astrometry and pho-
tometry for ∼14,000 asteroids (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b)
covering a time interval of about 22 months. The recent Gaia
Data Release 3 from June 2022 (DR3, Tanga et al. 2022; Babu-
siaux et al. 2022) provided a significantly larger number of aster-
oid measurements: more than 3,000,000 photometric data points
for about 150,000 asteroids covering a time interval of about 34
months. Typically there are fewer than 20 individual measure-
ments per asteroid in DR3. The largest number of measurements
is 96.

Although the Gaia DR2 photometric dataset was rather lim-
ited, we successfully derived physical models for almost 200 as-
teroids, consisting of mostly new solutions, and we published
the results in Ďurech & Hanuš (2018). We used the standard
convex inversion method (Kaasalainen et al. 2001; Kaasalainen
& Torppa 2001) based on the inversion of photometric measure-
ments. This physical model included the sidereal rotation period,
the orientation of the spin axis, and a convex 3D shape model.

Thanks to a significantly larger amount of data and more ex-
tended temporal coverage of the DR3 data compared to DR2, we
were expecting a dramatic increase in the number of successful
shape model determinations leading to an unprecedented insight
into the distribution of physical properties of asteroids. This pa-
per describes our application of the same procedure as in Ďurech
& Hanuš (2018) to process and analyze the DR3 data.

In Sect. 2 we describe the DR3 data downloading and pro-
cessing and the inversion technique we applied, including the
verification tests. In Sect. 3 we present our analysis of the spin
properties of asteroids. We conclude our work in Sect. 4.

2. Inversion of Gaia asteroid photometry

We downloaded the data from the Gaia archive.1 We selected
only the relevant parameters: the Gaia-centric JD in TCB
(epoch), the calibrated G-band magnitude (g_mag), the G flux
(g_flux), and the error in the G flux (g_flux_error). Because
the JD epoch is given for each CCD position but the magnitude is
the same over the transit, we averaged the epoch values over the
transit.2 We converted JD from the original Gaia-centric TCB
to TDB according to the formula given in Tanga et al. (2022).
We also computed the relative flux error as g_flux_error /
g_flux. In this way we obtained 3,069,170 photometric data
points for 156,789 asteroids (Tanga et al. 2022 report 156,801
in their Table 1 because some asteroids have only NULL mag-
nitudes). Then we computed the heliocentric and Gaia-centric
ecliptic coordinates for each observation using the API interface
of the JPL Horizons ephemeris service.3 We computed the light-
time correction, corrected the brightness to 1 au distance from
the Sun and Gaia, and converted magnitudes to relative flux.

1 https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/
2 SELECT number_mp, avg(epoch), g_mag, g_flux_error
/ g_flux AS error FROM gaiadr3.sso_observation WHERE
g_mag IS NOT NULL GROUP BY number_mp, g_mag, error
3 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons/
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We limited our sample to 60,945 asteroids that had 21 or
more observations. For asteroids with fewer data points, the
number of model parameters would be higher than the number
of observations, which would often lead to unrealistic fits with
zero residuals. The distribution of the number of observations
per asteroid is shown in Fig. 1; the mean number of observations
is 20, and the median is 17. There are about 2000 asteroids with
more than 50 data points, 473 with more than 60, and only 89
with more than 70.

We performed a period search with a convex shape model
parameterized by spherical harmonics on the order and degree
of three. The shape was discretized with 288 surface elements of
areas σi with normals ni isotropically distributed in spherical co-
ordinates ϑ and ϕ. Instead of directly optimizing σi, we used the
expansion into spherical harmonics series with associated Leg-
endre polynomials Pm

l

σi(ϑi, ϕi) =

3∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

(alm cos mϕi + blm sin mϕi) Pm
l (cosϑi) , (1)

where alm and blm were subject to optimization. The parame-
ter a0 corresponds to the size of the shape model. Because we
do not know the albedo, the size cannot be determined and we
set a0 to some arbitrary fixed value and only the remaining 15
alm, blm parameters are optimized. Periodograms were computed
with the errors of individual photometric measurements taken
into account. To avoid errors that are too small and that are be-
low the resolution of the convex-shape model, we set up the min-
imum relative error to 0.01.

An asteroid’s rotation state was described by its spin axis
direction in ecliptic coordinates (λ, β) and the sidereal rotation
period P. The last parameter of our model was the slope k of
the phase curve. For the light scattering model we used a com-
bination of Lambert S L = µµ0 and Lommel-Seeliger S LS =
µµ0/(µ+µ0) multiplied by a phase function f (α), µ0 and µ being
cosines of the angles of incidence and reflection, respectively. So
the scattering model was

S (µ, µ0, α) = f (α)
[
S LS(µ, µ0) + c S L(µ, µ0)

]
, (2)

where c was fixed at 0.1 and the phase function had the form
(Kaasalainen et al. 2002)

f (α) = a0 exp
(
−
α

d

)
+ kα + 1 . (3)

The distribution of solar phase angles for all DR3 asteroid obser-
vations is shown in Fig. 2. Most of the observations were carried
out at phase angles between 10 and 30 deg where a linear func-
tion can approximate the phase curve. Therefore, we optimized
only the linear parameter k in eq. (3), while the other two param-
eters describing the increase in brightness near opposition were
fixed at typical values a0 = 0.5, d = 0.1. The values of k for
the sample of reconstructed models (Sect. 2.5) were distributed
between −1.5 and 0 with the mean value −0.88 and standard
deviation 0.20. The shape of the distribution was close to the
Gaussian distribution.

The periodograms were computed on an interval of 2–
10,000 h. The step size in the period was set to 0.8 ∆P, where
∆P = 0.5 P2/T is a typical distance between local minima in the
period (Kaasalainen 2004), which means that the time step in-
creases quadratically with increasing period. In frequencies this
corresponds to a uniform sampling with the step 0.4/T . For the
longest Gaia DR3 dataset with T ≈ 34 months, ∆P ≈ 6 × 10−5 h
for P = 2 h and ∆P ≈ 1600 h for the longest period of 10,000 h.
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Fig. 1. Histogram showing number distributions of observations per as-
teroid in the whole DR3 dataset (blue) and for asteroids for which we
derived a spin and shape model (orange). The black curve shows the
success rate of deriving a model for each data bin with at least ten
counts, which is the ratio of the orange to blue bins.

The total number of period steps on the whole interval was tens
of thousands. A globally unique period solution was defined as
having the lowest χ2

min with all other periods giving χ2 higher
than χ2

tr = (1 +
√

2/ν) χ2
min, where ν is the number of degrees

of freedom, and the root mean square (RMS) residuals of all lo-
cal minima had to be higher than 0.01. We obtained a sample
of 14,192 asteroids with a unique period defined this way. Then
we performed a pole search with the same χ2 limit and selected
only asteroids with one or two pole solutions, which reduced the
sample to 11,854 asteroids. Starting from these poles, we created
final models and reconstructed their 3D shape by the Minkowski
procedure (Lamberg & Kaasalainen 2001). We selected only as-
teroids for which this conversion was successful and for which
the ratio of their moment of inertia along the principal axis to
that along the actual rotation axis was less than 1.1 (Ďurech
et al. 2016), otherwise the shape would be unrealistically elon-
gated along its rotation axis. This resulted in shape models for
8820 asteroids. We further rejected all asteroids with two pole
solutions that had differences in pole latitudes larger than 50 deg
and with differences in longitudes smaller than 120 deg (Ďurech
et al. 2016). These limits were set arbitrarily to filter out sus-
picious solutions with pairs of poles that were too far from the
expectation that the ambiguity in the spin axis direction leads to
two poles with the same latitudes and longitudes difference of
180 deg (Kaasalainen & Lamberg 2006). The number of aster-
oids then reduced to 8230.

As in Ďurech & Hanuš (2018), we also used a model of a
geometrically scattering triaxial ellipsoid to construct the peri-
odograms The step in the period was set to 0.5 ∆P in this case.
The advantage of this simpler shape model approximation is
that the number of model parameters is smaller than in the case
of convex models (only two parameters describing the shape:
semiaxes a and b with the shortest axis normalized to unity),
the shape model always rotates in a physically correct way (the
ellipsoid rotates along its shortest axis), and false half-period so-
lutions are absent. When assuming that the scattering is geomet-
ric, the disk-integrated brightness of a triaxial ellipsoid under
a general viewing and illumination geometry is proportional to
the projected area of the visible and illuminated surface, which
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Fig. 2. Histogram showing solar phase angle α distributions for all as-
teroid observations.

can be computed analytically (Ostro & Connelly 1984). It makes
this approach about a hundred times faster than when using con-
vex shapes. However, ellipsoidal shape models are insufficient
when an asteroid’s light curve significantly differs from a sim-
ple double sinusoidal curve. The analysis of ellipsoid-based pe-
riodograms resulted in 16,010 unique periods. After finding the
unique period, we modeled the data with the standard convex
shape approximation and applied the same selection criteria de-
scribed above. We derived solutions with one or two poles for
9910 asteroids, 7873 of which had physically plausible inertia
tensors, and 7122 passed the check for the longitude and latitude
difference between two pole directions.

2.1. Selecting stable period solutions

To detect and reject solutions that are not stable with respect to
small perturbations of input photometric data, we performed a
similar test to that performed in Ďurech & Hanuš (2018). We
randomly divided each dataset into ten parts, each part contain-
ing about one-tenth of the data points. We then removed one part,
so about 10% of data, and repeated the period search and deter-
mined the period with the lowest χ2. We repeated this ten times,
removing 10% of the points in each run and obtaining ten best-
fit periods. We then compared these “jackknife” periods with the
original best-fit period and selected only asteroids for which all
ten jackknife periods were the same (within 0.1%) as the original
period or for which there was at most one disagreement between
the periods (i.e. there were nine jackknife periods that were the
same as the original). After this selection, we obtained a set of
6269 models based on a convex-shape period search and 5784
models based on a period search with ellipsoids.

There was some overlap between these two sets. For 3431
asteroids, we had a period solution from convex shape models
and ellipsoids. Among them we found 20 asteroids for which the
periods were different; we excluded them from further analysis,
so the final set contained 8602 reliable models.

2.2. Comparison with Lightcurve Database

For 3690 asteroids in our sample, there was an independent pe-
riod estimate in the Lightcurve Database (LCDB, version from
14 Dec 2021, Warner et al. 2009) that could be compared with

our results. To consider only reliable LCDB periods, we selected
asteroids with U = 3 uncertainty codes (848 cases). We identified
20 cases where the periods differed by more than 10%. They are
listed in Table 1, where we also comment on each case.

Based on our inspection of original publications from which
LCDB periods were compiled, we concluded that only five pe-
riods were incorrectly determined from Gaia DR3 data. With
848 periods in total, this represents a false solution rate of
just ∼0.6%. We removed the five incorrect solutions from our
dataset.

2.3. Comparison with Gaia DR2 results

The DR2 data are now part of the DR3; however, the data pro-
cessing between DR2 and DR3 differs. Therefore, the reported
magnitudes can be slightly different. Moreover, DR3 data usu-
ally contain additional epochs for each asteroid compared to
DR2. Out of 129 models reconstructed from DR2 and published
by Ďurech & Hanuš (2018), 108 are among our final solutions
from DR3. In four cases the rotation periods do not agree within
their errors: asteroids (1540) Kevola, (2760) Kacha, (14410)
1991 RR1, and (21904) 1999 VV12. Apart from (2760) Kacha,
the three asteroids were marked as less reliable in Ďurech &
Hanuš (2018) because when 10% points were removed, the pe-
riod was not unique. For Kacha, the period of 53 h derived by
an ellipsoidal model from DR2 is two times longer than our new
value 26.5 h derived with a convex model.

2.4. Comparison with DAMIT

There are 1324 asteroids for which we have a model from DR3,
and an independent model exists in the Database of Asteroid
Models from Inversion Techniques (DAMIT, version from 7 Jun
2022, Ďurech et al. 2010). For 33 asteroids, their DAMIT peri-
ods are different from those we derived from DR3. We list these
cases in Table 2. After checking the original data from which
DAMIT models were reconstructed, we realized that in most
cases, our DR3 solutions are more reliable, and DAMIT solu-
tions are likely incorrect. These incorrect DAMIT solutions are
usually based on sparse data only, often on the Lowell Observa-
tory dataset with poor photometric quality. Only two of our 33
DR3 solutions are clearly wrong; we do not include them in our
final dataset.

2.5. Final models

Out of the 8602 asteroids that passed all the checks (Sect. 2.1), 6
were excluded based on the period comparison with LCDB and
DAMIT (Tables 1 and 2), and so there are 8596 final models.
Their spin solutions are available at the CDS; the first and the
last part of the table are shown in Table 3 as an example. New
models that are not in DAMIT will be uploaded there. The false
DAMIT models identified in Table 2 will be updated.

As expected, the success rate of deriving a unique spin so-
lution and a corresponding shape model depends on the number
of observations. In Fig. 1 the orange histogram shows the dis-
tribution of the number of observations N in our final sample of
models. The plot also shows the success rate as the ratio of the
number of models we derived to the total number of asteroids in
the DR3 sample for each bin. It starts at a few percent for N = 21
and increases to about 40% for N around 60. For even larger N,
the number of asteroids per bin is small, and therefore the ratio
fluctuates significantly.
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Table 1. Asteroids whose rotation period derived from DR3 was different from that in the LCDB.

Asteroid PGaia PLCDB N Method Comment on PGaia
[h] [h]

197 Arete 3.15950 6.6084 33 E incorrect
219 Thusnelda 4.44300 59.74 24 E incorrect
712 Boliviana 23.463 11.743 54 E agrees with Pál et al. (2020)
954 Li 14.4099 7.207 48 E period around 14 h reported also at Behrend’s web page (1)

1444 Pannonia 6.9540 10.756 48 CE the same as in Ďurech et al. (2019); PLCDB is from Bembrick et al. (2002), their
folded light curve has three maxima per rotation, which is unlikely

1786 Raahe 30.173 18.72 33 CE the same as in Ďurech et al. (2019) and Ďurech & Hanuš (2018), also agrees with
Behrend’s web page (1)

2277 Moreau 17.7253 5.397 59 C likely incorrect; PLCDB reported by Pravec is reliable
2760 Kacha 26.524 13. 43 C Warner & Stephens (2021) give the same period
3422 Reid 3.21826 2.91 64 CE agrees with Ďurech et al. (2019) and Pál et al. (2020)
3507 Vilas 4.75499 3.959 25 C agrees with Ďurech et al. (2020) and Erasmus et al. (2020)
3728 IRAS 7.0887 8.323 65 C agrees with Pál et al. (2020)
3974 Verveer 13.2437 8.51 22 E agrees with Ďurech et al. (2020)
4266 Waltari 7.4622 11.2 40 C PLCDB reported by Lecrone et al. (2004) might be incorrect – the folded light

curve is not smooth
5436 Eumelos 21.2689 38.41 32 CE agrees with Szabó et al. (2017), Ryan et al. (2017), and Ďurech et al. (2019)

11087 Yamasakimakoto 6.27957 4.537 27 C agrees with Pál et al. (2020)
19562 1999 JM81 9.0249 33.53 27 E agrees with Ferrero (2021); incorrect value in the LCDB by mistake
26858 Misterrogers 12.1225 8.065 39 C period commensurability with 24 h makes it difficult to distinguish between 6 or

8 h periods, 12 h period possible according to Dose (2021)
33750 Davehiggins 10.5623 8.827 48 CE agrees with the period reported by Sergison listed in the LCDB
40203 1998 SP27 2.42776 5.448 23 C probably incorrect
43331 2000 PS6 2.09540 7.338 33 E incorrect

Notes. The table lists for each asteroid the period PGaia we derived from Gaia DR3 data, the period PLCDB reported in the Lightcurve Database of
Warner et al. (2009), the number of points N in DR3, the method used for computing periodograms: C – convex shape models, E – ellipsoids, CE
– both methods provided the same period. The last column gives our conclusion about the discrepancy between the periods.
References. (1) https://obswww.unige.ch/~behrend/page_cou.html

2.6. Uncertainty of shape models

Compared to ground-based surveys, the accuracy of Gaia aster-
oid photometry is much higher. This high photometric accuracy
enables us to reconstruct asteroid rotation states reliably from
fewer measurements than we would need with ground-based
data. With Gaia, we need tens of data points, while with less
accurate photometry we would need hundreds of them (Ďurech
et al. 2005, 2020). However, with only tens of observations the
reconstructed shape model is sensitive to the number of observa-
tions, their distribution in time, and the model parameterization.
We demonstrate this in Fig. 3, where we show shape models of
asteroid (43) Ariadne reconstructed from a different number of
observations going from 20 to 53 (the full DR3 set). The shape
is also sensitive to the model resolution described by the order
and degree of spherical harmonics series that describe the sur-
face curvature (Kaasalainen & Torppa 2001).

While spins derived from DR3 are reliable and stable with
respect to the perturbations of input data (e.g., the dispersion
in spin directions for different shape models in Fig. 3 is ±2◦ in
ecliptic latitude β and ±3◦ in ecliptic longitude λ), the shape
models are not, and any results based on shape parameters
should take this into account. We do not report uncertainties of
spin parameters in Table 3. We expect them to be smaller than
20◦, which was a mean difference between pole directions of
models derived from Gaia DR2 and independent DAMIT mod-
els (Ďurech & Hanuš 2018). Uncertainty in the sidereal period
P is typically a fraction (∼ 1/10) of the distance between local
minima ∆P.

3. Results

In this section we analyze the spin and shape properties of aster-
oids we reconstructed from Gaia photometry (Sect. 2). We also

search for correlations with other physical properties adopted
from the literature. This includes diameters and family classifica-
tion from the MP3C4 database, and family ages from Nesvorný
et al. (2015).

Due to the symmetry of the inverse problem (Kaasalainen &
Lamberg 2006), we usually have two pole solutions with similar
pole latitudes and differences in longitudes of ∼180◦. Their order
in Table 3 is given by the quality of the fit, so always selecting
the first one should not bias the analysis of physical properties.
In some cases we plot both solutions in the figures. The poles
are expressed in the ecliptic coordinate frame (λ, β). Computing
the pole obliquity ε for each model (the angle between the spin
vector and the normal to the orbital plane) requires a standard
transformation into the orbital reference frame.

Due to the low number of optical measurements, the shape
is only loosely constrained (Sect. 2.6). So instead of using the
whole shape information, we utilize only the elongation a/b,
which is determined as the axis ratio of the dynamically equiva-
lent ellipsoid. It is the primary and most stable parameter of the
shape.

3.1. Spin distribution in the main belt and beyond

The distribution of pole obliquities in the main belt is shown in
Fig. 4. For visualization purposes, the scale of the vertical axis
is linear in cos ε, so an isotropic distribution of spins would have
a uniform distribution in cos ε. We also use this scale in other
figures when plotting the distribution of obliquity ε. As expected
(see, e.g., Hanuš et al. 2011), the distribution is far from uniform.
Poles are clustered toward extreme obliquities with fewer aster-
oids with poles close to their orbital plane (ε ∼ 90◦). Although
there is a selection bias against asteroids with poles close to the

4 https://mp3c.oca.eu/
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Table 2. Asteroids whose rotation period derived from DR3 was different from that in DAMIT.

Asteroid PGaia PDAMIT N Method Ref. Comment
[h] [h]

219 Thusnelda 4.44300 59.712 24 E 1 incorrect, already in Table 1
1040 Klumpkea 37.734 56.588 33 CE 2 confirmed by Pál et al. (2020); DAMIT incorrect
1284 Latvia 13.0214 9.5506 29 E 3 incorrect
1465 Autonoma 4.88180 11.94897 44 C 4 agrees with Brinsfield (2008); Fauvaud & Fauvaud (2013); Ditteon

et al. (2018); DAMIT incorrect
1957 Angara 3.67345 3.793615 37 CE 4 agrees with Binzel (1987); DAMIT incorrect
2177 Oliver 6.10516 6.9969 47 E 3 agrees with the LCDB period; DAMIT incorrect
2180 Marjaleena 7.7030 8.34623 59 CE 5 agrees with the LCDB period; DAMIT incorrect
3097 Tacitus 7.4170 8.77591 50 CE 2 agrees with Waszczak et al. (2015); DAMIT incorrect
4846 Tuthmosis 16.3788 20.0351 46 CE 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
5513 Yukio 5.35953 4.81954 24 C 3 DAMIT model is likely incorrect

10533 1991 PT12 8.6007 17.20736 38 C 6 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
10579 Diluca 16.4749 33.1577 63 C 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
11235 1999 JP91 20.2221 20.5136 48 C 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
11618 1996 EX1 33.691 40.2342 37 CE 6 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
12396 Amyphillips 10.4992 4.450053 53 CE 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
12833 Kamenný Újezd 51.232 24.731 40 E 3 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
13116 Hortensia 47.259 37.1773 48 CE 4 confirmed by Pál et al. (2020); DAMIT incorrect
13289 1998 QK75 438.6 43.2618 35 CE 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
14555 Shinohara 35.650 23.856 40 CE 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
14664 Vandervelden 4.90927 2.454632 50 CE 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
16394 1981 QD4 3.43229 26.8986 53 C 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
16712 1995 SW29 17.6578 17.17 28 CE 6 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
21181 1994 EB2 82.34 72.957 32 C 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
22018 1999 XK105 3.54874 17.0575 27 CE 7 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
27070 1998 SA101 5.47726 4.91448 28 C 3 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
29198 Weathers 4.50165 4.536367 46 C 4 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
32591 2001 QV134 3.79064 3.79346 48 CE 4 only slightly different periods
46244 2001 HU15 5.01382 4.877866 40 CE 4 confirmed by Waszczak et al. (2015); DAMIT incorrect
50776 2000 FS12 11.1477 16.7993 39 CE 6 confirmed by Waszczak et al. (2015); DAMIT incorrect
52421 Daihoji 23.191 22.5465 33 C 6 DAMIT model is likely incorrect
57046 2001 KW55 6.8831 3.418974 32 C 6 no conclusion
99667 2002 JO1 5.6812 5.07877 26 C 7 DAMIT model is likely incorrect

101537 1998 YX14 15.7599 17.0944 25 C 6 no conclusion

Notes. The table lists for each asteroid the period PGaia we derived from Gaia DR3 data, the period PDAMIT from the DAMIT database, the number
of points N in DR3, the method used for computing periodograms: C – convex shape models, E – ellipsoids, CE – both methods provided the same
period, and the reference to the DAMIT model. The last column gives our conclusion about the discrepancy between the models.

References. (1) Marciniak et al. (2021); (2) Hanuš et al. (2013); (3) Ďurech et al. (2020); (4) Ďurech et al. (2019); (5) Hanuš et al. (2018);
(6) Ďurech et al. (2018); (7) Ďurech et al. (2016).

ecliptic plane, it cannot be responsible for the observed distri-
bution. Moreover, the distribution also depends on the asteroids’
size. This has been interpreted as the evolution caused by the
Yarkovsky–O’Keefe–Radzievskii–Paddack (YORP) effect. The
plot also nicely demonstrates the evolution due to the Yarkovsky
effect, which causes the retrograde asteroids (ε > 90◦) to mi-
grate inward to the smaller semimajor axis, while prograde ro-
tators (ε < 90◦) migrate outward. This causes regions close to
mean-motion resonances with Jupiter to be depleted; prograde
rotators lean to the resonance from the left, get scattered when
crossing it, and the space on the right does not contain prograde
rotators. The situation is symmetric for retrograde rotators. We
illustrate this coupling in more detail near the ν6, 3:1 and 7:3,
and the outer edge of the main belt in Fig. 5. The concentration
of asteroids near ap ∼ 3.174 au is caused by the 5-2-2 three-body
resonance causing the chaotic diffusion in the Veritas collisional
family (Tsiganis et al. 2007). This group has a smaller fraction
of extreme obliquities compared to the main belt. As the Veritas
family is quite young (∼ 8 Myr, Carruba et al. 2017), the spin
vectors of its members are likely less evolved by the YORP.

Another fact that is demonstrated on the plots is that the
prograde–retrograde distribution is not symmetric; spins of ret-
rograde models are more tightly clustered toward the perpendic-
ular orientation than those of prograde models. This might be
caused by secular spin-orbital resonances, which primarily af-

fect only the prograde rotators. However, we do not provide any
further analysis here.

The asymmetry in positions of prograde and retrograde ro-
tators is present, perhaps to a lesser extent, also in the Cybeles,
Hildas, and Jupiter Trojans groups. However, we note two possi-
ble caveats here. These groups, on average, contain larger bodies
than main-belt asteroids, due to their larger heliocentric distance
and dark albedos (i.e., comparable S/N of the DR3 fluxes are for
different sizes). In addition, due to the short time span of only
about three years of DR3 data, there might be some observa-
tional bias correlated with the semimajor axis because the view-
ing geometry has changed less than for main-belt asteroids. For
this reason, spin and shape determination for distant asteroids
could be less reliable.

3.2. Distribution of rotation periods

In Fig. 6 we show the distribution of rotation periods with re-
spect to the size and also include the reliable solutions from the
LCDB (flag U = 3 or 2). Clearly, the two samples (i.e., Gaia and
LCDB) are different due to the observational bias: Gaia lacks
larger bodies as those were often saturated, but also small kilo-
meter and subkilometer-sized objects that were either faint for
Gaia or did not have frequent close approaches. The small as-
teroids in LCDB are almost exclusively NEAs that have rare
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Table 3. Spins of asteroids derived from DR3 photometry.

Asteroid λ1 β1 λ2 β2 P N Method
[deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] [h]

5 Astraea 122 37 312 40 16.8008 36 C
26 Proserpina 83 −46 255 −56 13.1092 58 C
32 Pomona 103 39 279 41 9.4475 38 CE
33 Polyhymnia 20 −29 197 −31 18.6088 36 C
41 Daphne 207 −35 355 −39 5.98807 35 C
43 Ariadne 69 −10 252 −12 5.76182 53 C
44 Nysa 96 45 287 54 6.4214 25 CE
45 Eugenia 123 −32 299 −20 5.69918 30 C
48 Doris 107 32 291 45 11.8900 50 C
50 Virginia 103 12 281 26 14.3107 31 E
.
.
.

301892 1998 QL98 97 −63 3.81273 28 C
307960 2004 GS75 23 71 12.7888 30 CE
313568 2003 DW4 96 63 4.53729 25 E
329036 2011 AE35 18 −50 29.959 22 E
334190 2001 SQ199 22 −61 162 −41 7.3653 30 C
353971 2000 AE210 9 −50 275 −80 21.467 26 E
354510 2004 PV66 50 −54 6.6110 29 E
362935 2012 JB5 89 53 12.6190 68 C
380282 2002 AO148 330 81 10.6120 29 C
397797 2008 MZ2 91 76 49.936 35 CE

Notes. The table lists the first ten and the last ten asteroid models derived from Gaia DR3 data. The full table is available in electronic format at
CDS. For each asteroid we report its spin axis direction in ecliptic latitude λ1 and longitude β1 (the second pole solution has ecliptic coordinates
λ2 and longitude β2), the sidereal rotation period P, the number N of photometric measurements in DR3, and the method used for computing
periodograms: C – convex shape models, E – ellipsoids, CE – both methods provided the same period. The uncertainty of the rotation period P is
on the order of the last decimal place.

close approaches, but if they do, they can get bright enough even
for small aperture telescopes. Moreover, it is relatively simple
to obtain a reliable period during the close approach, but to de-
rive a spin state and shape we need more approaches with differ-
ent observing geometries. We do not have such data from DR3.
DR3 data also allowed us to derive many solutions with rota-
tion periods > 50 h. Not many such solutions are available in the
LCDB, due to the observational bias, because long periods are
challenging for ground-based observatories that produce dense
light curves (Marciniak et al. 2015).

The most intriguing feature in the distribution of rotation pe-
riods is the group of slower rotators (P & 50 h) separated by a
gap from the faster rotators. A similar behavior was observed
for the Jovian Trojans (Kalup et al. 2021). In the absence of the
YORP effect, the period bimodal distribution was thought to be
caused by the presence of slowly rotating bodies that are believed
to be originally synchronized equal-sized binaries. This scenario
is unlikely to explain the period bimodality in the population of
the small main-belt asteroids. Instead, rotation periods of smaller
asteroids (D < 30 km) are evolved by YORP; they gradually in-
crease or decrease, sometimes even changing the sign of the evo-
lution due to possible changes in surface topography (i.e., after a
collision, due to close approaches with terrestrial planets, or after
landslides due to fast rotation). If the period decreases, the aster-
oid can even start to rotate in the non-principle axis state (known
as tumbling) as its rotation energy gets low enough to become
excited even by a minor impact. However, this scenario predicts
that the YORP-induced change in the period is smooth; there
should not be any gap between the faster and slower rotators. In
the group of slower rotators, their rotation period correlates with
their size: larger bodies have longer rotation periods.

In Fig. 7 we illustrate the dependence of the pole obliquity
on the rotation period. Bodies with periods P < 50 h are qualita-
tively similar to the general trends in the population; prograde
and retrograde rotators both tend to have obliquities close to

the YORP end states of ε ∼ 0 or ∼ 180 degrees, while pro-
grade rotators exhibit a larger scatter. However, the slower rota-
tors (P < 50 h) violate this behavior. The range of obliquities is
larger for retrograde rotators and smaller for prograde ones. The
behavior for prograde rotators with P > 100 h is particularly
puzzling as basically all solutions have 0 < ε < 30◦.

We note a possible bias in our dataset concerning the slower
rotators. Many tumblers were found in this population, and we
should have many in our dataset as well. However, the convex
inversion model we used assumes a relaxed rotation state and is
inadequate for tumblers. This could be indicated by worse fits to
the data; the average RMS of our solutions should be larger for
the tumblers compared to the faster-rotating bodies. We observe
larger RMS values for bodies with P > 50 h (see Fig. A.1), so
it is likely that some asteroids for which we derived a model are
not exactly in the state of principal-axis rotation. However, they
are only slightly excited so that their sparse photometry can still
be modeled with a single-period model.

The DR3 shape models exhibit a dependency between the
size D and the shape elongation a/b (see Fig. A.2), which is
in good agreement with previous reports (e.g., Cibulková et al.
2016; Szabó et al. 2022). Asteroids larger than ∼ 30 km are less
elongated (i.e., more spherical) than the smaller ones.

Finally, Fig. A.2 illustrates the shape elongation dependence
on the asteroid’s rotation period. Highly elongated asteroids with
a/b & 1.5 are rare for rotation periods shorter than about 3 h. In
general, the elongation increases with increasing rotation period
with a peak near 6 h. The elongation then slowly decreases for
periods in an interval of ∼ 6–50 h. After that, the elongation in-
creases and has the largest mean values for this population of
rotators. Our results agree with Szabó et al. (2022), who based
their study on almost 10,000 rotation periods derived from TESS
data. Contrary to our results, Szabó et al. (2022) did not report
the increase in the mean elongation for asteroids with P > 50 h
that we see in the DR3 models. However, it is unclear whether
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20 points pole (247◦,−15◦) resolution 3, 3

30 points pole (251◦,−14◦) resolution 3, 3

40 points pole (250◦,−15◦) resolution 3, 3

53 points pole (253◦,−15◦) resolution 3, 3

53 points pole (252◦,−15◦) resolution 4, 4

53 points pole (252◦,−12◦) resolution 5, 5

Fig. 3. Shape models of (43) Ariadne reconstructed from different num-
bers of data points and with different degrees and orders of spherical
harmonics series denoted as resolution.

this is a real effect or a systematic bias related to the higher RMS
values discussed in the previous paragraph.

3.3. Spin vector distribution in asteroid families

The Yarkovsky-driven evolution is also seen in asteroid fami-
lies, where the 1/D dependence of the Yarkovsky drift on the
diameter D causes the typical V-shaped spreading in the proper
semimajor axis. In Figs. A.3, A.4, and A.5, we show 14 asteroid
families with the highest number of asteroid models. In general,
the distribution of prograde–retrograde models agrees with the
theoretical expectations that prograde rotators are to the right
(larger a) from the center of the family, while retrograde ones
are on the left (smaller a) (see the plots for the Eos, Eunomia,
Themis, and Koronis families). However, this trend is not as ev-
ident in some other families (e.g., Dora and Euphrosyne). Fami-

lies that are truncated by resonances can consist of just one wing
to which correspond either prograde or retrograde rotators. Typ-
ical examples of truncated families are Phocaea and Maria, both
having “well-behaved” spin directions.

There is no family where all bodies follow the ideal
Yarkovsky-driven evolution. Specifically, bodies close to the
family center or at its outskirts often have spin that is incon-
sistent with the expected Yarkovsky drift. The former is likely
due to the slow evolution of some bodies, especially if their ini-
tial locations in semimajor axis a were the most extreme, on the
opposite side with respect to their sense of rotation. Bodies at
the borders of the family are then likely interlopers mistakenly
associated with the family by the HCM method (Zappalà et al.
1990). In general, interlopers can be present at any place in the
family, but their number should not be larger than ∼10%. More-
over, non-catastrophic collisions can randomize the spin states
of the family members at any location. The importance of these
collisions is given by the collisional timescale and the family
age. These timescales are dependent on the asteroid size and are
usually on the same order as the age of the family for bodies with
sizes of ∼10–30 km.

So far, we do not see any clear sign of the stochastic YORP
evolution (Statler 2009; Bottke et al. 2015) that should cause
the spin orientation of small family members to be oriented
randomly, nor following the prograde–retrograde dichotomy of
larger bodies.

3.4. Rotation periods in families

The distribution of rotation periods in several asteroid families
was recently studied by Szabó et al. (2022). The authors re-
port that rotation period distributions differ between the cores
and outskirts of some collisional families (e.g., Flora and Maria)
while are consistent among some other families. Moreover, the
authors also show that the lightcurve amplitude distributions in
families could be correlated with the family age, probably due
to the temporal evolution of asteroid shapes. Here we focus on
the same correlations based on the properties derived from DR3
photometry. Figure A.6 shows the distribution of rotation peri-
ods and elongations in various families. We ordered the families
according to their approximate age (parameter c0 from Nesvorný
et al. 2015). For the distribution of the rotation periods, we se-
lected only asteroids with P < 24 h to remove the population
of slower rotators. We see a clear trend in Fig. A.6: older fam-
ilies have a larger fraction of asteroids with P = 10–24 h and
with rounder shapes (smaller a/b), which likely indicates a more
evolved population in the period due to YORP spin down.

4. Conclusions

Although the DR2 already showed the scientific potential of
Gaia asteroid photometry (Ďurech & Hanuš 2018; Mommert
et al. 2018; Colazo et al. 2021; Wilawer et al. 2022), it is the
DR3 that enables us to make a significant leap forward in aster-
oid modeling. We derived ∼8600 models from Gaia DR3, which
is more than a factor of two higher than what is currently avail-
able in the DAMIT database (∼3500). Considering the overlap
between our models from DR3 and those already in DAMIT
(about 1300 asteroids), we obtained ∼7300 new shape and spin
state models. So we now have information about spin axis di-
rection, rotation period, and shape for more than ten thousand
asteroids.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of all models in the proper semimajor axis and spin obliquity in the asteroid main belt (left) and for asteroids with a > 3.3 au:
Cybeles, Hildas, and Jovian Trojans (right).
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The analysis of the distribution of asteroid spins we present
in this paper confirms previous findings and the expected trends.
Specifically, the spins are affected by the YORP effect: they
evolve toward extreme obliquity values. Some asymmetry be-
tween prograde and retrograde rotators might be related to spin-
orbital resonances. Prograde and retrograde rotators have oppo-
site Yarkovsky drifts on the semimajor axis, which leads to the
separation of these two groups near the prominent mean-motion
resonances and in asteroid families. We also see correlations be-
tween obliquity, rotation period, and shape elongation.

The results presented in this paper are based solely on Gaia
DR3 data. The number of new asteroid models is large com-
pared to the number of models currently known, but still small
compared to the number of asteroids for which DR3 photometry
is available. The next step is to combine DR3 with photometry
from other surveys. This will increase the number of data points
for individual asteroids, enlarge the time span of observations,
and eventually lead to thousands of additional asteroid models.

In future Gaia data releases, the number of asteroids will not
increase dramatically. However, the number of observations per
object increases as Gaia continues to collect data, so with a three
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times longer observing window, for example, most asteroids will
have more than 30 detections (see Fig. 1), and we expect that it
will be possible to reconstruct spin states for tens of thousands
of asteroids. With more data points, the uncertainty of spin pa-
rameters and shape will decrease.
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Fig. A.3. Color-coded spin axis distribution in asteroid families in proper semimajor axis and size. Family members for which we do not have a
shape model are plotted as small dots.
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We describe the optical alignment method for the Prime-focus Infrared Microlensing Experiment (PRIME)
telescope which is a prime-focus near-infrared (NIR) telescope with a wide field of view for the microlensing

planet survey toward the Galactic center that is the major task for the PRIME project. There are three steps for

the optical alignment: preliminary alignment by a laser tracker, fine alignment by intra- and extra-focal (IFEF)
image analysis technique, and complementary and fine alignment by the Hartmann test. We demonstrated that

the first two steps work well by the test conducted in the laboratory in Japan. The telescope was installed at the

Sutherland Observatory of South African Astronomical Observatory in August, 2022. At the final stage of the
installation, we demonstrated that the third method works well and the optical system satisfies the operational

requirement.

Keywords: the PRIME telescope; optical alignment; Hartmann test.

1. Introduction

The PRime-focus Infrared Microlensing Experiment (PRIME) telescope is a prime-focus near-infrared
(NIR) telescope with a wide field of view (FOV) to conduct the microlensing planet survey toward the
Galactic center (Kondo et al., 2023). So far, microlensing planet surveys have been conducted by using the
dedicated optical telescopes operated by the survey teams, such as, MOA Bond et al. (2001); Sumi et al.
(2003), OGLE (Udalski et al., 2015), and KMT-Net (Kim et al., 2016), because such surveys require large
number of pixels, which can be relatively easily realized by CCDs compared to NIR detectors. NIR bulge
surveys also have been conducted by VISTA (Navarro et al., 2017, 2018, 2020) and UKIRT Shvartzvald
et al. (2017, 2018), but the cadence of these survey data is not high enough to detect short time transients
such as planetary anomaly signals in the microlensing light curves. PRIME will conduct such a high cadence
imaging survey toward the Galactic center and bulge with NIR for the first time. NIR can mitigate the dust
extinction so that we can monitor the higher stellar density fields such as the Galactic plane and center,
which are not accessible with the ordinary optical microlensing surveys. The Galactic bulge survey by the
PRIME telescope is expected to put further constraint on the cool planet mass function of bound (Suzuki
et al., 2016) and unbound planets (Sumi et al., 2011; Mróz et al., 2017; Gould et al., 2022; Koshimoto
et al., 2023; Sumi et al., 2023), to optimize the Roman Galactic Bulge Time Domain Survey field (Penny
et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020) by providing the microlensing event rate toward the inner bulge, to
find the isolated black hole candidates (Lam et al., 2022; Sahu et al., 2022), to study variable stars in the
bulge (Soszyński et al., 2019), to give a new constraint on the structure of the galactic center (Koshimoto
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Table 1: Specification of the PRIME telescope.

PRIME telescope

Primary Mirror 1.8 m, parabolic
F-number 2.29
Prime Focus Unit modified Wynne-type systema(four lenses)
Focus position Prime focus
site Sutherland Observatory (South Africa)

a (Rakich & Rumsey, 2013)

et al., 2021) and so on. In addition, when the bulge is below the horizon, the PRIME telescope will observe
transient objects (Durbak et al., 2022), such as gravitational wave events, super novae, transiting planets,
etc.

To realize such scientific observations, the telescope should satisfy the required optical design. In this
paper, we describe how the optical alignment of the PRIME telescope was conducted. There are three
steps for the optical alignment: preliminary alignment by a laser tracker, fine alignment by intra-focal and
extra-focal (IFEF) image analysis technique, and complementary and fine alignment by the Hartmann
test. Because the construction of the main instrument, PRIME-Cam, was delayed compared to that of the
PRIME telescope, the optical alignments were conducted before the installation of PRIME-Cam.

Designs of the PRIME telescope and PRIME-Cam are introduced in Section 2. Three optical methods
are summarized in Section 3. The first step of the optical alignment is written in Subsection 3.1. A fine
alignment by using the IFEF images as the second step is described in Subsection 3.2. The third step by
the Hartmann test is written in Subsection 3.3. We used these methods at the final phase of the telescope
construction and the result is summarized in Section 4. Finally, we conclude our method in Section 5.

2. The PRIME Telescope

The PRIME telescope is a prime-focus near-infrared telescope. It consists of a 1.8m diameter, parabolic
primary mirror and four corrector lenses that are held in the Prime Focus Unit (PFU). Figure 1 shows
the appearance of the telescope. The primary objective is to conduct a NIR microlensing planet survey,
which requires a high throughput in the NIR wavelengths and a wide field of view. An imaging instrument,
PRIME-Cam is mounted on the primary focus. In the near future, a flip mirror for a spectrographa will be
installed between the second (L2) and third lenses (L3). Figure 2 shows the optical design of the telescope
and the specifications of the telescope is summarized in Table 1. The telescope was installed at Sutherland
Observatory, South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) in August, 2022.

2.1. PRIME-Cam

PRIME-Cam is the primary imaging instrument of the PRIME telescope. It is a wide FOV NIR camera
that was mounted on the prime focus of the telescope in October 2022. The pixel scale of PRIME-Cam
is 0.513”/pix and FOV is 1.45 deg2 including the gaps between the detectors. This instrument was made
at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. It uses four Teledyne HAWAII 4RG (H4RG-10) detectors, each
of which is a 4K × 4K HgCdTe photodiode arrays with a 10µm unit cell size (Mosby et al., 2020). The
detectors are cooled down to ∼ 100 K by two cryocoolers.

Because the detectors and filters should be cooled down to decrease dark current and thermal radiation,
these are inside the dewar container which is vacuumed at ∼ 10−6 mbar. There are optical elements on the
top of and inside the dewar; a dewar window (DW), a cold window (CW), two filter wheels with five filters
(Wheel1 : Z-band filter, 3Narrow -band filter, Dark, Open, Wheel2 : Y -band filter, J-band filter, H-band
filter, Open) and four detectors. The three narrow-band filter (NB1063 , NB1243 , and NB1630 ) is used
with Y -, J- or H-band filter to pick up one narrow bandwidth. The cold window made of BK7 is designed

aSouth Africa Near-infrared Doppler (SAND)
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Fig. 1: The PRIME telescope at Sutherland observatory, SAAO in August, 2022.

Table 2: Specification of the PRIME-Cam.

PRIME-Cam

Field of view (FOV)a 1.45 deg2

Detectors 4×H4RG-10 (HgCdTe)
Temperature of detector ∼ 100 K
Total pixel 67 M pixel
Pixel size 10µm
Pixel scale 0.513 arcseconds

Filters
Z,Narrow-band (wheel1)

Y , J ,H (wheel2)
a Including a gap between detectors.

to cut a shorter wavelength than the Z-band and a longer wavelength than H-band. All filters are made
of BK7 and their throughput is plotted in Figure 3. All of these PRIME-Cam optical elements have no
curvature and are parallel plates. The optical elements of the PRIME-Cam are plotted in Figure 2. The
details of the PRIME-Cam is summarized in Table 2.
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Fig. 2: The optical design of the PRIME telescope and PRIME-Cam. The Prime Focus Unit (PFU) consists of L1, L2, L3
and L4. The optical alignments are conducted by adjustment of PFU decenter and tip/tilt. In addition, only L2 is
movable, so we can do fine adjustments with L2 tip/tilt. Note that the instrument is fixed to PFU.

Fig. 3: Throughput of PRIME-Cam. This throughput is the transmittance of all optical elements of PRIME-Cam multiplied
by the QE of the H4RG-10.
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3. Optical Alignment Methods

We should align the telescope optics within tolerances to achieve maximum scientific results. The major
aberrations we can correct in the optical alignment are coma and astigmatism, the amount of which depends
on the decenter and coma neutral rotation (CNR) of the PFU linearly. The CNR is the tip/tilt of the PFU
around the coma neutral point that exists on the optical axis. The CNR does not affect the coma so we
can independently correct the coma and astigmatism. We cannot rotate the PFU around the coma neutral
point, but the CNR can be realized by the combination of the decenter and PFU tip/tilt. Also, the second
largest lens, L2, is adjustable for piston and tip/tilt by three actuators. The L2 tip/tilt can correct the
field linear coma (there is some correlation to other aberrations though). Hence, we can correct the coma
and astigmatism by PFU decenter and PFU CNR, respectively. Basically, L2 is fixed to the reference
position at the manufactured, and L2 is moved when we cannot complete alignment by adjusting the PFU
decenter and PFU CNR. Figure 4 shows the simulation of the major aberrations which are equivalent to
the misalignment of the PFU and the L2.

The operational tolerance is derived based on the optical simulation. The PFU tip/tilt and decenter
should satisfy < 22” and < 280µm, which are equivalent to 80% Encircled Energy radius < 0.40” based on
the 15% degradation of the nominal designb. We simulated the Hartmann constant of the optical system
by adding tip/tilt and decenter of the PFU within the operational tolerance and found that the worst
Hartmann constant within the tolerance is 0.314” at H-band for the average over the inner FOV. Note
that typical seeing at H-band at Sutherland observatory is ∼ 1.4”. To satisfy the operational tolerance,
we conduct three steps of the optical alignment. Below we describe each of the three methods.

3.1. Preliminary Alignment by Laser Tracker

We first conduct the alignment of the optical axis between the primary mirror and PFU using a commercial
laser tracker, FAROc. By conducting this procedure, we can achieve the axis alignment of tip/tilt and
decenter within several tens of arcseconds and a hundred µm precision, respectively. We also emphasize
that this takes only a few hours, which is much faster than an optical alignment using star images for
achieving such precision.

As a preparation for the axis alignment, we measured the 3D positions of the optical axes of the primary
mirror and PFU. For the primary mirror, we measured the surface of the mirror using the FARO laser
tracker and fitted the data points assuming that the mirror shape is a paraboloid, and then estimated the
optical axis of the primary mirror. As for PFU, the lens manufacturer company reported the measurements
of the optical axis and mechanical reference planes in PFU. We measured the surfaces of the reference
planes using the FARO laser tracker and then estimated the optical axis of PFU. Note that systematic
uncertainty is in the models to estimate the optical axis of PFU and the primary mirror. After that, we
attached several reference points that can mount Spherically Mounted Retroreflector (SMR) in the mirror
and PFU respectively, and then measured the positions of the reference points. By doing this, we can get
the relative positions of the optical axis from the reference points, in other words, we can immediately
obtain the 3D positions of the optical axis by measuring the reference points on both the primary mirror
and PFU using the FARO laser tracker. Due to this measurement, we can conduct the alignment of the
optical axis between the primary mirror and PFU.

3.2. Fine Alignment in z-band by IFEF Image Technique

We can correct the major aberrations from the optics by using image analysis of two defocused pupil
images (Kuijken et al., 2004; Kuijken & Rakich, 2014). These images are obtained with two defocused
CMOS detectors, symmetrically displaced in both radial and axial directions from a central, “on-axis”
and “in-focus” detector. One of the displaced detectors is closer to the primary mirror than the in-focus

bThe PRIME telescope was designed to meet 80% Encircled Energy radius < 0.35”.
chttps://www.faro.com/ja-JP/Products/Hardware/Vantage-Laser-Trackers
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(a) Blue dots are positions where the simulation was con-
ducted. Green areas are detectors. (b) Tip/Tilt and Coma which are equivalent to PFU Decenter.

(c) Astigmatisms which are equivalent to PFU CNR. (d) Tip/Tilt and Coma which are equivalent to L2 tip/tilt.

Fig. 4: The simulation of the major aberrations which are equivalent to the misalignment of the PFU and the L2. (a) We
evaluated aberrations at the nine different positions (blue dots) within the FOV of the PRIME-Cam by using the
simulation images of the Hartmann test. (b)-(d) We simulated the Zernike coefficient of major aberrations by PFU
decenter, PFU CNR and L2 tip/tilt. The nine tiles in each panel correspond to the nine different positions within the
FOV of the PRIME-Cam.

detector, or “intra-focal” (IF) and the other detector is further from the primary mirror than the in-focus
detector, or “extra-focal” (EF).

We designed and built a camera dedicated to this purpose by using three CMOS sensors. Figure 5
and Figure 6 are a visual appearance of the camera and a schematic view of optical design, respectively.
The IF and EF cameras are off-axis by 46mm and defocused by 0.7mm from the ON camera which is
on-axis and in-focus. CMOS sensors can be obtained at a reasonable cost, whereas they are not sensitive
to NIR wavelengths such as H-band. As for the sensors, we use three ARTCAM-092XQE-WOM CMOS
cameras. We use the z-band (∼ 900 nm), as its wavelength is the longest (closest to the H-band) among
the wavelengths to which the sensors are sensitive enough.

To analyze the defocused images, we consider low-order aberrations which are supposed to be dominant
ones we can measure. The aberrations we use for the modeling are summarized in Table 3. The ZEMAX
model we use for this simulation includes the measured lens positions, but it does not include the surface
information of the lenses and mirror. It is reported that L1 (the largest lens) has an issue with the polishing
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Fig. 5: Picture of z-band test camera that has three CMOS detectors mounted on the center and edges of the FOV, respec-
tively.

Table 3: Type of the Aberration Source and its Amount for the Basis Function

Aberrations Source Amount of Changes Unit
Corrector piston [-200, 200] µm

L2 piston [-200, 200] µm
L2 tilt Rx [-200, 200] arcsec
L2 tilt Ry [-180, 180] arcsec

CNR tilt Rx [-180, 180] arcsec
CNR tilt Ry [-180, 180] arcsec

M1-Z5 [-400, 400] nm
M1-Z6 [-400, 400] nm

M1-Z11 [-200, 200] nm
Decenter X [-500, 500] µm
Decenter Y [-500, 500] µm

Linear coma Z7 [-400, 400] nm
Linear coma Z8 [-400, 400] nm

Note. Z5 and Z6 are field constant, oblique and vertical astigmatism.
Z7, Z8 and Z11 are vertical coma, horizontal Coma and spherical aber-
ration, respectively.

on the convex surface, which would induce some amount of field constant astigmatism. The primary mirror
would also give some constant astigmatism, but this would be in a different direction and depend on the
telescope elevation angle. The optical design itself has residuals of low-order aberration including spherical
aberration on- and off-axis and coma and astigmatism off-axis, and these need to be taken into account
during alignment. Therefore, we model these effect as M1-Z5, -Z6, -Z11, Linear coma Z7, and Linear coma
Z8 as indicated in Table 3. Note that we use the Zernike standard coefficients.

Following the method of Kuijken et al. (2004), we generate basis functions, Modeli. The observed
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Fig. 6: Schematic view of the optical design of the z-band test camera. The 46mm offset between ON camera and IF (EF)
camera corresponds to 0.639 deg.

defocused images can be explained as a combination of the basis functions,

Imagemodel = K ∗ (Imagenominal +
∑
i

AiModeli) (1)

Modeli = Imagei − Imagenominal (2)

where Imagemodel is a modeled defocused image, Imagenominal is the nominal defocused image without
aberrations, Imagei is a simulated image with the ith aberration, K is the seeing and Ai is the fitting
parameter to minimize the difference between an observed defocused image and Imagemodel. Some examples
for the modeled defocused images are shown in Figure 7.

We evaluated the sensitivity of this method to PFU decenter, PFU CNR and L2 tip/tilt by using some
simulation images under the typical seeing condition. The sensitivity to PFU decenter is within a several
tens of µm and PFU CNR and L2 tip/tilt are both within a few tens of as.

Note that this method uses IF and EF images that are observed with the “off-axis” cameras, with which
we can put constraint on the astigmatism. We cannot measure the astigmatism from the misalignment of
the optics with the on-axis camera. Because the PRIME telescope has a wide FOV, mitigating astigmatism
and making the PSF shape as uniform as we can over the whole FOV is critical for the image quality.
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Fig. 7: Simulated defocus images for the decenter and CNR tilt. The bottom two panels show the simulated images where
the nominal images are subtracted from the IF/EF images.

3.3. Fine Alignment in H-band by Hartmann Test

The alignment method by the IFEF images described in Subsection 3.2 uses a z-band filter as the detectors
are CMOS sensors, whereas the microlensing survey will primarily use an H-band filter with H4RG detec-
tors to mitigate the dust extinction toward the Galactic center. Since the telescope design is optimized in
H-band and there are some chromatic aberrations, we should conduct fine optical alignment using H-band.
We will use a commercial InGaAs camera for this purpose as described below. Such a camera is also useful
to evaluate the performance of the telescope such as total throughput and limiting magnitude before the
installation of the PRIME-Cam.

We use a classical Hartmann test to conduct the fine optical alignment method with H-band. Usually,
the Hartmann test is used for the assessment of optics by measuring the Hartmann constant, which is the
average distance from the barycenter of rays to each ray at the focal plane. One might qualitatively see
the wavefront aberrations from the distribution of the Hartman spots. Here we developed software that
can quantitatively extract the wavefront aberrations from the images of the Hartmann test. Below, we
briefly describe the H-band test camera. Then, the fine optical alignment method with the Hartmann test
is written.

3.3.1. H-band Test Camera (Yama-Cam)

We developed an H-band test camera (Yama-Cam) using an IMX990 chip, that is, a 1K × 1K InGaAs
detector by Sony. We can use this camera for the alignment described in this chapter, and conduct test
observation before the installation of PRIME-Cam.

The IMX990 is sensitive to NIR wavelengths up to ∼ 1700 nm including the shorter half of the H-band
and its unit cell size is 5µm × 5µm, smaller than the size of PRIME-Cam detectors. This is the reason why
we chose this detector for the H-band test camera. This chip is usually chilled to 15◦C with a Peltier device.
However, we changed the setting of the Peltier device to make the temperature of the chip down to 3◦C
(the lower limit of temperature stability), because we want to decrease dark current for astronomical use.
This chip is placed at almost the same distance from the L4 as the PRIME-Cam detectors. We measured
gain, full well capacity, readout noise and dark current of the IMX990 chip we use for the H-band test
camera and summarized them in Table 4 with the catalog values.
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Table 4: Specification of the IMX990

Catalog Measurement
Image size 6.48 mm(H) × 5.16 mm(V) –
Effective pixel 1296(H)× 1032(V) –
Unit cell size 5µm × 5µm –
Quantum efficiency (at 1.2µm) > 75% –
Gain[12bit] (e−/ADU) – 26.9 ± 0.6
Full well capacity (103e−/pix) 120 110 ± 2
Readout noise (e−/pix) < 200 142 ± 4
Dark currenta (e−/pix/s) 850 458

a Typical values at 15◦C and 3◦C for the catalog and measurement, respectively.

Fig. 8: H-band throughput of Yama-Cam. This throughput is the transmittance of all optical elements of Yama-Cam multi-
plied by the QE of the IMX990.

Yama-Cam has two main optical elements. The one is a BK7 glass plate with Anti-Reflective coating
in the range of wavelengths from 1500 nm to 1700 nm (Window). The other is an H-band pass filter which
was manufactured in the same sputtering process as a filter for PRIME-Cam. This filter can be changed
to other filters (Z, Y and J , which were also made in the same sputtering process as the PRIME-Cam
filters). The detector has a small optical element: Cover glass. The cover glass is made of borosilicate glass.
This element is needed for protecting the surface of the detector and is sealed with nitrogen to prevent
condensation on the detector. Figure 8 shows the H-band throughput of the Yama-Cam. The differences in
the material are that the window, the H-band pass filter and the cover glass of Yama-Cam are (BK7, BK7
and borosilicate glass), while the dewer window, the cold window, the H-band pass filter of PRIME-Cam
are (Synthetic fused silica, BK7, BK7). But the total thickness of the elements is the same.

One of the most important features is that the parts of filters and the detector can move along with
the focal plane using a slide (slide system), which enables taking images across the wide FOV of PRIME.
The pixel scale of Yama-Cam is 0.256”/pix and the FOV is 6.45× 10−3 deg2. This FOV is much narrower
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(a) The cross-section of Yama-Cam. (b) Picture of Yama-Cam.

Fig. 9: In the cross-section of Yama-Cam, the green object is the BK7 glass plate. The purple object is the H-band pass
filter. The pink unit is the IMX990 section. The light blue object is the slide system.

than that of PRIME-Cam (1.45 deg2), but the sliding system allows Yama-Cam to cover the wide FOV
of PRIME-Cam. In other words, Yama-Cam can do optical alignment and observe in the same FOV of
PRIME-Cam. Figure 9 shows a cross-section and a picture of Yama-Cam.

3.3.2. Pseudo Hartmann Test

A Hartmann test evaluates the optical performance by measuring the spot locations at the focal plane that
are identified by connecting the corresponding spots in the intra and extra defocused images. These two
defocused images through the Hartmann plate with enough small holes are usually taken for the identical
optical system with the only difference of the intra and extra defocus. However, the focus adjustment
mechanism of the PRIME telescope changes the position of the whole lens unit (PFU) with the mounted
camera together along the optical axis. Therefore, inspected optics are not identical between the intra
and extra defocused images. Hence, we call our Hartmann test a pseudo Hartmann test. The Hartmann
constant derived from the pseudo Hartmann test for the PRIME optical system is consistent with that
derived from the true Hartmann test. We confirmed this by the simulation. The difference is 0.002” and
0.003” for the center and corner of the FOV, respectively, and these are negligible compared to the typical
uncertainty of the Hartmann constant measurement, ∼ 0.02”.

The pseudo Hartmann test shows some amounts of differences in the derived Zernike terms obtained
from ZEMAX simulations, especially for the outer FOV as shown in Figure 10. This effect, however, is
negligible for the optical alignment for the below reasons. First, the major aberrations we correct by
the decenter and CNR are coma and astigmatism and these Zernike coefficients are well estimated by
the pseudo Hartmann test. Second, the difference in the defocus term is small enough compared to the
tolerance. Third, the tip and tilt can be probed by measuring the focal plane which corresponds to the
minimum confusion circle.

By using ZEMAX, we generate a lot of pseudo Hartmann simulations by changing the decenter and
CNR of the lens unit and L2 tip/tilt for the nine positions of the FOV, which are shown in Figure 4.
In the ZEMAX model we use for this simulation, the interferometer measurement information of PFU is
added to the ZEMAX model used in Subsection 3.2. This interferometer measurement information includes
manufacturing errors and misalignment of lenses in PFU, and they produce higher order aberrations such
as trefoil and quadratic astigmatism in the pseudo Hartmann simulation as in actual observations. We
build linear models that relate the amount of the changes in each optical piece and Zernike coefficients.
Table 5 summarized the amount of optics misalignment for the simulation.

The Zernike coefficients a are derived by minimizing ∆,

∆ =
∑
m

[
∑
n

Zn,man −Bm]2 (3)

where Zn,m is the nth differential Zernike polynomial term at the mth spot, an is the nth Zernike coefficient,
Bm is the measured slope of the wavefront surface derived from the dislocation of the mth Hartmann spot.
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Fig. 10: The standard Zernike coefficients (up to the 15 terms) at the nine different FOV positions. The gray lines show
the coefficients for the nominal optics derived from ZEMAX. The red lines are the median values from the Pseudo
Hartmann simulation (the blue lines) where Gaussian noise is considered for the spot detection assuming the seeing
effect. Yellow circles show the estimated Zernike coefficients without the seeing effect. At the FOV center, the
Zernike coefficients from ZEMAX and the Pseudo Harmann simulation are almost perfectly consistent, but at the
FOV corners, the coefficients of tip, tilt and defocus are different.

Table 5: The amount of misalignment used to build models and corresponding aberrations.

Misalignment Amount of change unit Aberration
Decenter X -0.5, -0.2, -0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 mm Tip, Horizontal Coma

Y -0.5, -0.2, -0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 mm Tilt, Vertical Coma
CNR Tilt Rx -360, -180, 180, 360 as Oblique Astigmatism, Vertical Astigmatism

Ry -360, -180, 180, 360 as Oblique Astigmatism, Vertical Astigmatism
L2 Tilt Rx -360, -180, 180, 360 as Tilt, Vertical Coma

Ry -360, -180, 180, 360 as Tip, Horizontal Coma

The solution of the least square can be written as follows,

a = (ZTZ)−1ZTB (4)

as ZTZ is a regular matrix.
The sensitivity of this method to PFU decenter, PFU CNR and L2 tip/tilt are simulated by using

simulation Hartmann images under the average seeing condition at the Sutherland observatory. Even under
the typical seeing, we found that several times iterations are enough to converge as indicated in Figure 10,
and the sensitivity to PFU decenter is around ten µm, and PFU CNR and L2 tip/tilt are both within a few
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tens of arcseconds. Since we confirmed that the models can be linearly interpolated and extrapolated with
regard to FOV, we can use Hartmann spots at any location on the FOV when we use the PRIME-Cam.

4. Result of the Optical Alignment Test

The PRIME telescope construction started at the beginning of July 2022. At the end of the construction
phase, we conducted the optical alignment test with the method described in this paper.

In all of the alignment methods, basically, we adjusted PFU decenter and PFU tip/tilt by turning
the adjustment screws manually. The adjustment was made with L2 tip/tilt, which is adjustable by the
actuators, only when the rotation angle of the adjustment screws corresponding to the amount of correction
of PFU decenter or PFU tip/tilt was too small.

We describe the result of the optical alignment test in Japan and that in Sutherland below.

4.1. Result of the Optical Alignment Test in Japan

We tested the construction of the PRIME telescope at Nishimura Co., Ltd in Shiga, Japan in 2020. We
also tested the rough alignment by the laser tracker and the fine alignment in z-band by the IFEF image
technique.

4.1.1. Result of the Preliminary Alignment by Laser Tracker in Japan

First, we did the initial alignment by FARO. Considering the accuracy of the laser tracker and this method,
the goal of this method was set to achieve axes decenter < 50µm and tip/tilt < 10”. Note that even if this
goal is satisfied, this method alone does not guarantee that the operational tolerance is met, since there
is systematic uncertainty in the models to estimate the optical axis of PFU and mirror from the reference
points for the SMR measurements as written in Subsection 3.1

We iterated to measure the reference points and adjust the optical axes several times and achieved
PFU decenter 38.6µm and PFU tip/tilt 2.0”.

4.1.2. Result of the Fine Alignment in z-band by IFEF Image Technique in Japan

We set the goal value at PFU decenter < 280µm and PFU CNR < 40”. Note that the goal value of PFU
CNR is derived from the conversion of PFU tip/tilt value of the operational tolerance.

We iterated to do this method and achieved PFU decenter of ' 100µm and PFU CNR of ' 40”. The
average Hartmann constant for the FOV of the PRIME-Cam was 0.41 at z-band.

4.2. Result of the Optical Alignment Test in Sutherland

We confirmed that the preliminary alignment by laser tracker and the fine alignment in z-band by IFEF
image technique can improve optics in Japan. In Sutherland, we conducted two optical alignment steps we
tested in Japan and the fine alignment by Hartmann test.

4.2.1. Result of the Preliminary Alignment by Laser Tracker in Sutherland

We followed the same procedure as we did in Japan. The goal values are the same as in Japan. As a result,
we achieved PFU decenter of 46.4µm and PFU tip/tilt of 12.4”. Although PFU tip/tilt was over the goal
a little, we finished this method, since the rotation angle of the bolt required to adjust PFU tip/tilt was
as small as 6.6 deg.

We measured the Hartmann constant to confirm the result of the initial alignment by FARO, just after
the installation of the z-band camera. We achieved the Hartmann constant of 0.57”. We also mounted
Yama-Cam to check the throughput with the H-band filter by using a bright star. Thanks to the rough
alignment by FARO, we were able to achieve the H-band first light as well.
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4.2.2. Result of the Fine Alignment in z-band by IFEF Image Technique in Sutherland

After the first light in z- and H-band, we immediately moved to the fine alignment in z-band by the IFEF
image technique. We conducted this method to satisfy the same goal values of the test in Japan, however,
there were software problems and the amount of misalignment did not converge within the goal values.
The Hartmann constant was 0.92” for the FOV of PRIME-Cam after the last alignment of this method.
We could not improve the PRIME optics using this method at Sutherland.

As we have limited time for the optical alignment test, we decided to do the fine alignment by the
Hartmann test with z-bandd. The result of the fine alignment by the Hartmann test with z-band is written
in Subsection 4.2.3.

4.2.3. Result of the Fine Alignment by Hartmann Test in Sutherland

We used the Hartmann constant as the goal value of this method. In z-band, we set the goal value at
Hartmann constant ' 0.41” which we had achieved in Japan. We iterated the fine alignment by the
Hartmann test with z-band and we achieved 0.44” of Hartmann constant. As a result, we confirmed that
this method improves the optics. Then, we immediately replaced the z-band camera with Yama-Cam for
the fine alignment in H-band by the Hartmann test. The Hartmann constant in H-band was 0.509” after
the H-band camera was installed.

The goal value was set at the average Hartmann constant for the inner FOV < 0.314” which was
calculated to meet the operational tolerance. We conducted the fine alignment in H-band by the Hartmann
test repeatedly, and the smallest Hartmann constant we achieved is 0.262” for the center of FOV and 0.295”
for the inner FOV (which is roughly a circle with a radius of 0.555 deg.). After we achieved the smallest
Hartmann constant, additional work on the telescope made the optics a little worse. Therefore, we did this
method again. As a result, we achieved 0.322” of the average Hartmann constant for the inner FOV of
the PRIME-Cam. This is slightly larger than the expected value of 0.314”, which is estimated with the
nominal optical design plus the operational tolerance. However, the nominal design does not include all
the systematics such as uncertainty in the primary mirror surface, rotator plate mounting on the PFU,
camera mounting on the rotator plate, detector position, etc. Therefore, we consider the PRIME telescope
after the alignment does satisfy the operational tolerance. Hence our alignment method is good enough to
adjust the PFU to the primary mirror.

5. Conclusion

The optical alignment method of the PRIME telescope is described in this paper. It consists of three steps;
(1) preliminary alignment by using a laser tracker, (2) fine alignment by using IFEF image analysis, and
(3) fine alignment by the pseudo Hartmann test. The first two steps were demonstrated to work well in the
optical alignment test in Japan in 2020. To optimize the optics in H-band and complement the second step
where the z-band camera is used, we developed a new H-band camera and the third method. We apply
the methods in practice to conduct the optical alignment at the installation of the PRIME telescope. The
results of the optical alignment methods are summarized in Table 6.

We achieved the average Hartmann constant of 0.295” for the inner FOV with Yama-Cam, the H-band
test camera. The final optical alignment with PRIME-Cam, the primary NIR imaging instrument of the
PRIME telescope will be conducted in early 2023. The Galactic center time domain survey is expected to
start in 2023.
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Table 6: The Comparison of Hartmann constant before and after each optical alignment. All Hartmann constants in this
table are averages within the FOV of the PRIME-Cam.

Method Sensitivity
Hartmann const
before alignment

Hartmann const
after alignment

Preliminary Alignment
by Laser Tracker

< 100µm (dec)
< several tens as (tip/tilt)

- 0.57” (z)

Fine Alignment
by IFEF Image Teqnique

< several tensµm (dec)
< a few tens as (CNR)

- (Japan)
0.57” (z)

0.41” (z, Japan)
0.92” (z)

Fine Alignment in z-band
by Hartmann Test

∼ tenµm (dec)
< a few tens as (CNR)

0.92” (z)
0.44” (z)
0.509” (H)

Fine Alignment in H-band
by Hartmann Test

∼ tenµm (dec)
< a few tens as (CNR)

0.509” (H) 0.295” (H, best)
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Abstract

Using the H I self-absorption data from the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope, we perform a
study of the cold atomic gas in the Cygnus X North region. The most remarkable H I cloud is characterized by a
filamentary structure, associated in space and in velocity with the principal molecular filament in the Cygnus X
North region. We investigate the transition from atomic filament to molecular filament. We find that the H II
regions Cygnus OB2 and G081.920+00.138 play a critical role in compressing and shaping the atomic Cygnus X
North filament, where the molecular filament subsequently forms. The cold H I in the DR21 filament has a much
larger column density (N(H I) ∼1× 1020 cm−2) than the theoretical value of the residual atomic gas (∼1× 1019

cm−2), suggesting that the H I-to-H2 transition is still in progress. The timescale of the H I-to-H2 transition is
estimated to be 3× 105 yr, which approximates the ages of massive protostars in the Cygnus X North region. This
implies that the formation of molecular clouds and massive stars may occur almost simultaneously in the DR21
filament, in accord with a picture of rapid and dynamic cloud evolution.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Interstellar atomic gas (833); Interstellar filaments (842); Molecular clouds
(1072); Star forming regions (1565)

1. Introduction

In the last decade, Herschel observations have revealed the
ubiquitous presence of filaments of molecular gas (André et al.
2010, 2014) and their close relationship with star formation
(e.g., Schneider et al. 2012). The molecular filaments have been
observed in several tracers, ranging from extinction maps at
optical and near-infrared bands (e.g., Jackson et al. 2010;
Kainulainen et al. 2013) to far-infrared/submillimeter dust
emission maps (e.g., Menʼshchikov et al. 2010; Schneider et al.
2010) and CO maps (e.g., Yuan et al. 2021; Guo et al. 2022).
Molecular filaments can be produced by dynamical models
with turbulence (Vazquez-Semadeni 1994; Padoan et al. 2001),
converging flows (Elmegreen 1993; Vázquez-Semadeni et al.
2006; Heitsch & Hartmann 2008; Clark et al. 2012),
instabilities in self-gravitating sheets (Nagai et al. 1998), or
other processes that compress the gas to an overdense interface
(Padoan et al. 2001). However, the dominant mechanism of
molecular filament formation is still in debate.

Recent H I observations present a picture that the cold
neutral interstellar medium (ISM) is mainly distributed in
filamentary structures (Kalberla et al. 2016, 2020; Soler et al.
2020). These H I filaments are found to be preferentially
aligned along the magnetic field and associated with dust
emission. Supporting evidence for low temperatures at the

position of H I filaments was recently reported from Na I
absorption measurements (Peek & Clark 2019). Although both
atomic and molecular gases show rich filamentary structures,
whether atomic filaments can evolve into molecular filaments
remains open.
Both simulations (e.g., Wolfire et al. 2003) and observations

(e.g., Heiles & Troland 2003a, 2003b) have revealed that the
atomic gas exists in two stable phases, i.e., the so-called cold
neutral medium (CNM; <300 K, n∼ 20 cm−3) and warm
neutral medium (WNM; 5000–10,000 K, n∼ 0.2 cm−3)
(Kalberla & Kerp 2009; Girichidis et al. 2020). Some
observations also suggest the presence of a thermally unstable
WNM (e.g., Begum et al. 2010). The H2 transition rate from
diffuse atomic hydrogen is proportional to the volume density
of H I (Li & Goldsmith 2003; Goldsmith & Li 2005; Goldsmith
et al. 2007). Therefore, while there is a higher percentage of
atomic hydrogen in the warm phase compared to the cold
component (Kalberla & Haud 2018), the CNM is the key
component in the conversion from atomic hydrogen to its
molecular phase. However, due to the coexistence of multiple
phases of neutral atomic hydrogen, it is difficult to characterize
from observations the properties of CNM from which the
molecular hydrogen forms. Such a difficulty can be overcome
by observing the H I self-absorption (HISA), as it only traces
the cold atomic gas (e.g., Gibson et al. 2005a, 2005b). In
particular, the H I narrow (less than that of CO) line-width self-
absorption (HINSA; Li & Goldsmith 2003) traces the coldest
H I within molecular clouds.
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The Cygnus X region has already been shown to be an
excellent laboratory for studying high-mass star formation. The
large-scale molecular clouds (>10 pc; Schneider et al. 2006;
Rygl et al. 2012), medium-scale dynamic structure properties
(1–10 pc; Motte et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 2010), and dense
cores on 0.01–0.1 pc scales (Cao et al. 2019, 2021) in the
region have been investigated. The principal molecular cloud in
the Cygnus X North region consists of three entangled fibers in
the north (Cao et al. 2022) and a coherent cold molecular
filament in the south (Hu et al. 2021). Although the properties
of molecular clouds (e.g., Schneider et al. 2010), dust (e.g., Cao
et al. 2019), ionized gas (e.g., Wang et al. 2022), and star
formation processes (e.g., Motte et al. 2018) have been studied
around the Cygnus X North region, the properties of atomic gas
did not receive much attention in previous surveys.

In this work we present a large-scale (3°.3× 2°.5) H I
observation toward the Cygnus X North region, which is part
of the comprehensive surveys of the Cygnus X complex
(CENSUS; Cao et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2021; Cao et al.
2021, 2022; Wang et al. 2022). We focus on the HISAs.
Evidence for the transition from an atomic filament to a
molecular filament is presented. The observation strategy and
data reduction details are described in Section 2, and the results
are presented in Section 3. We discuss our results in Section 4
and present the summary in Section 5.

2. Observations and Data Reduction

2.1. FAST H I Data

Using FAST, we observed H I 1.420 GHz line emission
toward the Cygnus X North region on 2019 August 24. The
observations cover the sky region of 307°.7 < α < 311°.0 and
40°.9 < δ < 43°.4 (3°.3× 2°.5). The FAST L-band Array of 19
feed horns (FLAN) was used as the front end (Li et al. 2018b).
The narrow ROACH back-end possesses a bandwidth of
31.125 MHz and contains 65,536 channels, resulting in a
spectral resolution of 0.476 kHz and a velocity resolution of 0.1
km s−1 at 1.420 GHz (Jiang et al. 2020). The sky region was
scanned along the R.A. in multibeam on-the-fly (OTF) mode
with a scanning rate of 15″ per second and a dump time of 1 s.
The rotating angle between the 19-beam focal plan array and
direction of decl. was set to 23°.4 for smooth super-Nyquist
sampling. The pointing of the telescope has an rms accuracy
of 7 9.

For intensity calibration, a 1.1 K noise from the diode was
injected with a period of 2 s during observations, which is
synchronized with the sampling rate. Based on an absolute
measurement of the noise dipole and a factor derived by the
difference between the noise ON and OFF data for each beam,
the units of observed data were calibrated into the antenna
temperature TA in kelvins (Jiang et al. 2020). We further
compared our data with the HI4PI data (HI4PI Collaboration
et al. 2016), which has been corrected for stray radiation. We
attribute the integrated intensity (−17–35 km s−1) difference
between our data and the HI4PI data to the stray radiation and
consequently scaled our data.
Using a Gaussian smoothing kernel, the raw data are

regridded and converted to an FITS data cube. The beamwidth
is 3′ and the pixel size of the FITS data cube is 1′× 1′. The
typical system temperature during the observation is approxi-
mately 20 K, and the rms sensitivity of our observation is
estimated to be around 70 mK per channel.

2.2. Nobeyama CO Data

The 12CO and 13CO data used in this work were obtained
from the Nobeyama 45 m Cygnus X CO Survey (Yamagishi
et al. 2018; Takekoshi et al. 2019). The simultaneous
observations of 12CO (J= 1-0) and 13CO (J= 1-0) cover both
Cygnus X North and South as well as the Cygnus OB2
association. The OTF scan parameters and calibration method
are the same as those of the FUGIN Galactic plane survey
(Umemoto et al. 2017). The RX angle, scan spacing, scan
length, scan speed, and sampling time are 9 46, 8 5, 3600″,
100″ s−1, and 40 ms, respectively. The typical system
temperatures are 350 K for 12CO and 150 K for 13CO. The
effective angular resolution is 46″, and the velocity resolution
is 0.25 km s−1. The noise levels are estimated to be
approximately 0.88 K for the 12CO J= 1-0 emission and
0.36 K for the 13CO J= 1-0 emission in the Tmb scale. It should
be noted that the 12CO and 13CO data do not cover the whole
region of our observations. However, the vast majority of the
molecular clouds in the Cygnus X North region have been
included in their data.

2.3. Overall Distributions of the Atomic and Molecular Gas in
Cygnus X North

The average spectra and the integrated intensity maps of
the H I, 12CO, and 13CO in the Cygnus X North region are

Figure 1. Left: average spectra of the 3°. 3 × 2°. 5 region of Cygnus X North with the black, blue, and green lines indicating the H I, 12CO, and 13CO emissions,
respectively. Middle: line-integrated maps of H I (colors in the backgrounds), 12CO (black contours), and 13CO (purple contours) emissions of the first velocity
component. The minimal level and the interval of the black contours are 30 K km s−1 and 45 K km s−1, respectively. The minimal level and the interval of the purple
contours are both 21 K km s−1. The dashed lines indicate the coverage of the 12CO and 13CO data. Right: line-integrated maps of H I, 12CO, and 13CO emissions of the
second velocity component. The minimal level and the interval of the black contours are 50 K km s−1. The minimal level and the interval of the red contours are 24 K
km s−1.
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displayed in Figure 1. The Cygnus X North complex has a
velocity range from −17 to 35 km s−1. The 12CO and 13CO
spectra show that the molecular clouds can mainly be attributed
to two velocity components, with velocity ranges from −17 km
s−1 to 1 km s−1 and from 1 km s−1 to 35 km s−1, respectively.
The clouds with velocities from −3 to −17 km s−1 are located
in a region between the Local arm and Perseus arm (C. Li et al.,
2023, in preparation), which is not the focus of this work. The
major emission of the first velocity component comes from the
dense regions N58, N63, N68, DR21 filament, W75N, N05,
and N09 (Motte et al. 2007; Cao et al. 2019). The peak 13CO
emission of the Cygnus X North molecular cloud is located in
the DR21 filament, including the high-mass star-forming sites
DR21 and DR21(OH). Due to the diffuse and multiphase
nature of the neutral gas, the distribution of the H I-integrated
intensity map does not coincide with that of the molecular
cloud. For the second velocity component, the molecular
clouds show relatively smooth distributions, with the densest
clouds located in the N03 and N07 regions. Velocity channel
maps of H I and 12CO emissions are shown in Appendix A. The
most remarkable feature in the Cygnus X North molecular
cloud is a filamentary structure oriented in the north–south
direction. The second velocity component has diffuse morph-
ology, located in a cavity of the H I emission.

2.4. Extraction of the H I Self-absorption Profile

To extract the HI self-absorption profile, we test several
approaches. In Figure 2 we show the HI self-absorption

features of the DR21 filament region extracted using the
second-order, third-order, and fourth-order polynomials and
Gaussian fits, respectively. The third-order and fourth-order
polynomial approaches exhibit good performance in deriving
flat baselines. We further compared the velocities of peak
emissions in extracted HI self-absorption spectra with those in
12CO emission in the Cygnus X North region. The third-order
polynomial fit shows the best performance in matching the H I
peak velocities with those of 12CO (see Appendix B). We adopt
the third-order polynomial fit in the following analysis. The HI
self-absorption has an FWHM line width (4.8 km s−1) less than
that of 12CO (6.3 km s−1), indicating that it is in nature a H I
narrow self-absorption (HINSA). Considering that the line
widths here are larger than the typical value (1∼2 km s−1) in Li
& Goldsmith (2003), which could be caused by the fact that the
corresponding molecular clouds are more active and warmer,
we still term the HI self-absorption as HISA in the following
analyses. The 12CO emission in the DR21 filament has a
highest brightness temperature of ∼40 K, which approximates
the excitation temperature.

3. Results

3.1. H I Self-absorption toward the Cygnus X North Filament

The 12CO emission shows that the first velocity comp-
onent of the molecular gas exhibits a filamentary structure
(the left panel of Figure 3), which we refer to as the Cygnus
X North filament hereafter. The Cygnus X North filament
consists of the dense regions ( ´ -N 3.5 10 cmH

22 2
2

) N58,

Figure 2. Average H I (Ton), HISA, and
12CO spectra over 5′ × 5′ centered on the DR21 filament region. The dashed red lines show the fitted curves (Toff) to the

absorption-free channels of the H I spectrum using different methods. The HISA curve (solid red line) is estimated by subtracting the H I spectrum from the fitted
curve.
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N63, N68, DR21 filament (DR21 and DR21(OH)), and
W75N from south to north (Motte et al. 2007; Cao et al.
2019). The length of the Cygnus X North filament is 46 pc,
which means it is a giant molecular filament. The arcuate
shape of the Cygnus X North filament coincides well with
the east protruding edge of the integrated H I emission (the
left panel of Figure 3), implying the presence of HISA (Li &
Goldsmith 2003; Kavars et al. 2005). In the position–
velocity map (the middle panel of Figure 3), the CO
emission exactly follows the central self-absorption of the
H I emission. Thus the Cygnus X North filament correlates
well in both position and velocity with the HISA distribution
revealed by the FAST observations, providing strong

evidence that we are witnessing a remarkable molecular
filament forming out of an atomic filament.
To further check the HISA distribution, we extract the HISA

profile of the Cygnus X North region (see Section 2.4). We
display the velocity-integrated map of the HISA features in the
right panel of Figure 3, which is the first large-scale spatial
distribution of HISA made with the FAST. The HISA structure
shows a filamentary morphology corresponding to the Cygnus
X North molecular filament. The peak velocity of 12CO and
that of HISA are presented in the top panels of Figure 4. The
velocity distribution of HISA is generally consistent with that
of the 12CO emission. The velocities of the DR21 filament and
W75N are relatively redshifted, and the velocity of N68 is

Figure 3. Left: 12CO integrated intensity overlaid on the line-integrated H I emission. The purple line indicates distribution of the Cygnus X North filament. The
intensities are integrated over a velocity range from −8 to −2 km s−1. The minimal level and the interval of the overlaid contours are 0.2× peak and 0.15× peak of
12CO brightness. Middle: position–velocity map of H I (color) and 12CO (contours) emission along the purple line in the left panel. Right: map of HISA intensity
integrated from −8 to −2 km s−1.

Figure 4. Top row: peak velocity of the HISA data (left panel) and the 12CO data (right panel), respectively. The HISA are extracted by using a third-order polynomial
to estimate the background emissions. Bottom row: FWHM of the HISA emission (left panel) and the 12CO feature (right panel), respectively.
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blueshifted. The line widths of both 12CO and HISA are shown
in the bottom panels of Figure 4. The line width for the 12CO
emission shows relatively high values of more than 3 km s−1

for the DR21 filament, N68, and N63 regions, most likely
attributed to active star formation feedback.

A comprehensive discussion of the radiative transfer of
HISA is given by Gibson et al. (2000), Li & Goldsmith (2003),
and Wang et al. (2020). Assuming the foreground and
background clouds are optically thin, the spin temperature of
a HISA cloud follows

( ) ( ) ( )= - - ´ - t
-

-T T pT T 1 e 1on off HISA off cont HISA

(
( )

)
= -

- t-

p
T

T

1 e
. 2

bg

off

bg

Ton and Toff are the H I brightness temperatures in the
presence and absence of self-absorption, respectively (see the
solid black and dashed red curves in Figure 2). Assuming
optically thin emission, p= 1 implies that there is no
foreground emission, and p= 0.5 means that the foreground
and background emissions are equal. Assuming that the H I
emission with velocity >1 km s−1 is from the foreground cloud
and the emission with velocity <−17 km s−1 is from the
background, we estimated the parameter p to be ∼0.7. As
shown in Equation (1), we cannot solve the optical depth and
the spin temperature simultaneously. We assume that the HISA
cloud has the same temperature as the molecular cloud, which
is around 40 K from 12CO. Adopting Tcont from the Effelsberg

21 cm radio continuum survey (Reich et al. 1990, 1997), we
derive the optical depth of HISA in the Cygnus X North region
(Appendix C) and take them to correct for the column density
of cold atomic gas. The median optical depth is around 0.3, and
the maximum optical depth is located in the N63 region, which
is around 1.6. Using the methods in Wang et al. (2020) and
Syed et al. (2020), we calculated the column densities of the
cold atomic and molecular hydrogen (Figure 5). The median
column density of the cold H I gas for the Cygnus X North
filament is around 1× 1020 cm−2. The N63 region has the
largest column density, which is about 3.0× 1020 cm−2. The
median column density of the molecular gas is about 7.8× 1022

cm−2. The Cygnus X North filament exhibits a H2-to-H I
column density ratio of ∼300, which is comparable to the ratios
for the nearby clouds found by Zuo et al. (2018; 50–500). The
DR21, DR21(OH), W75N, and N68 show the largest H2-to-H I
ratio, which is about 500.

4. Discussion

4.1. The Formation of the Cygnus X North Filament

H II regions play an important role in shaping their nearby
clouds and regulating the evolution of ISM. Figure 6 shows the
distributions of the 1.4 GHz radio continuum emission in the
sky region. The OB star association Cygnus OB2 has received
much attention and has been studied at all wavelengths with
different spatial coverages since it possesses a high number of

Figure 5. Left: column density map of the H I cloud derived from HISA, assuming the spin temperature THISA = 40 K and P = 0.7. Middle: column density map of
the molecular cloud derived from 13CO emission. Right: ratio of the H2-to-H I column densities.

Figure 6. Left: 1.4 GHz radio continuum emission from the Effelsberg Galactic plane survey (Reich et al. 1990, 1997). The circle sizes approximate the radius of the
H II regions from Anderson et al. (2014). The purple line indicates the distribution of the Cygnus X North filament. The green stars indicate the O-type stars in Cygnus
OB2 from Comerón & Pasquali (2012). Middle: the sketch map of H II regions Cygnus OB2 and G081.920+00.138 in the three-dimensional coordinate system.
Right: position–velocity map of H I (colors in the backgrounds) and 12CO (contours) emission along the decl. in the left panel.
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early spectral-type stars. Hosting around 100 O-type stars
(Knödlseder 2000), it is one of the most massive associations in
our Galaxy and produced the remarkable H II region. To the
east of this dominant H II region, there is a relatively small H II
region G081.920+00.138. The Cygnus X North filament is
located at the interaction area of the two H II regions, pointing
to the picture that clouds could be formed from the converging
flows driven by nearby massive stars (Hartmann et al. 2001).
Besides that, the bow shape of the Cygnus X North filament
coincides well with the protruding edges of the interaction
regions, which further suggests that the HISA cloud of the
Cygnus X North filament is shaped by the interaction of the
two H II regions.

The parallaxes of OB stars in the Cygnus OB2 from Gaia
satellite data release 2 (DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018;
Bailer-Jones et al. 2018) are around 0.6 mas, which
corresponds to 1.6 ∼1.7 kpc (Orellana et al. 2021). The OB
stars in the H II region G081.920+00.138 have parallaxes of
∼0.7 mas (1.4 kpc; Xu et al. 2018, 2021). In other words,
Cygnus OB2 is located at a farther distance than G081.920
+00.138 (middle panel in Figure 6). Without the influence of
G081.920+00.138, the C position should be the nearest to us
and have the most blueshifted velocity, with the B/D and A/E
positions being increasingly farther away from us. However,
the G081.920+00.138 H II region is also expanding and pushes
the C position away from us, making its velocity a bit
redshifted. Such a collision picture is consistent with the
position–velocity map along the Cygnus X North filament
(right panel in Figure 6), which corroborates the picture that the
H II regions have influence on the atomic and molecular gas.
The velocities of A, C, and E are different from those of B and
D by about 5 km s−1, corresponding to a velocity gradient of
0.5 km s−1 pc−1. Such a velocity gradient is usual in the gas
around the H II regions (Dent et al. 2009; Gong et al. 2016; Li
et al. 2018a). The median column density of the cold H I for the
Cygnus X North filament is around 1× 1020 cm−2, much larger
than the typical value of H I filaments in our Galaxy (∼1019

cm−2; Clark et al. 2014; Kalberla et al. 2016, 2020), which can
be explained by the compression of the H II regions Cygnus
OB2 and G081.920+00.138. Based on the above picture, the
interaction of two expanding H II regions creates the relatively
dense H I filament, from which the molecular filament forms.

4.2. Cloud Age Based on the H I-to-H2 Transition Stage

Basically, atomic gas cools down to form molecules on the
grain surface. The formation rate of H2 molecules on the grain
surfaces with a specified cross section and volume density is
given by Hollenbach et al. (1971). However, it is difficult to
model the production of H2 given the wide range of dust size
and the photodestruction by the interstellar radiation. In order
to calculate the transition from atomic to molecular hydrogen, a
more practical scenario for the formation of H2 is given by
Goldsmith & Li (2005). Assuming that all dust grains are
spherical particles with different size, the modeling cloud is
designed to be initially (t= 0) entirely in atomic form. The
beginning of the H2 formation is set to be that atomic gas
contracts to be optically thick enough (Av∼ 0.5,
N(H I)∼ 1× 1021 cm−2) to shield the photodestruction.
Assuming the evolution of the cloud takes place at a constant
density and the only destruction pathway for molecular
hydrogen is cosmic-ray, the time dependence of the density

of molecular hydrogen obeys

( )z= ¢ -
dn

dt
k n n n , 3H

H I 0 H H
2

2 2

where ¢k n nH I 0 and z nH H2 2 are the formation rate and
destruction rate of H2, respectively. The factors nHI and nH2

are the atomic and molecular hydrogen density, respectively.
The factor n0 is the total proton density in atomic and molecular
hydrogen, n0= nHI+2nH2. The factor ¢k depends on the
maximum and minimum values of the grain size distribution,
which is found to have a nominal value of ¢k = 1.2× 10−17

cm3 s−1 (Goldsmith & Li 2005; Goldsmith et al. 2007). The
factor zH2

is the cosmic-ray destruction rate, which is found to
lie in the range of 10−18

–10−16 s−1 in dense clouds (Caselli
et al. 1998) and then has been more narrowly constrained to be
5× 10−17 s−1 in other studies (Bergin et al. 1999; van der Tak
& van Dishoeck 2000), which is consistent with the results of
Doty et al. (2002) from detailed modeling of the source AFGL
2591. We focus on the densest region of the Cygnus X North
filament, i.e., the DR21 filament. Applying Gaussian fitting to
the H2 column density along the DR21 filament, we derive the
FWHM width to be 1.6 pc. In Figure 7 we show the cloud age
based on Equation (3), taking ¢k = 1.2× 10−17 cm3 s−1, zH2

= 5× 10−17 s−1, nH2 =N(H2)/1.6pc, and nHI= N(H I)/1.6 pc.
According to the current column densities of N(H I) and N(H2),
the cloud age of the DR21 filament is calculated to be ∼3× 105

yr, which approximates the typical age of the UCHII regions
(Motte et al. 2018) and the dynamic lifetime of the subfilaments
in DR21 filament (Schneider et al. 2010). The DR21 region in

Figure 7. N(H I) and N(H2) as a function of time for the DR21 filament. The
black dotted line indicates the calculated time from the N(H I) and N(H2) of the
DR21 filament.

Table 1
Lifetime Estimates Related to Massive Star Formation in the Cygnus X North

Region

Lifetime References
(yr)

Cloud age 3 × 105 this work
UCHII regions 3 × 105 Motte et al. (2018)
Massive protostars 3 × 104 Motte et al. (2007)
Outflow in DR21 1 × 104 Zapata et al. (2013)
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the filament is a very active massive star-forming region and
hosts the most energetic young stellar object outflow in the
Galaxy, which has a dynamical timescale of about 1× 104 yr
(Zapata et al. 2013). The massive protostars in the region have
ages about 3× 104 yr (Motte et al. 2007). Considering all the
timescales above (see Table 1), we could speculate a very
dynamic scenario in which the expanding H II regions
compress the atomic gas, forming a dense and cold H I layer
and promoting the HI-to-H2 transition, creating a remarkable
molecular filament. Within the molecular filament, massive star
formation commences quickly, almost simultaneously, with the
filament formation, as long as local high-density peaks are
introduced by compressive and turbulent shocks. Such a
scenario is in general consistent with a picture of dynamic
molecular clouds where molecular clouds form and evolve
rapidly and form stars quickly (e.g., Hartmann et al. 2001).

5. Summary

Using the FAST, we carried out a study of the cold atomic
gas in the Cygnus X North region. The cold atomic hydrogen is
traced through the detected self-absorption features (HISAs).
By combining the molecular clouds traced by 12CO and 13CO
emissions from the Nobeyama 45 m Cygnus X CO Survey, the
properties of the cold H I gas related to the molecular clouds are
presented. The main results are summarized as follows:

1. Both the atomic and the molecular clouds with velocities
lying in the range from −8 to −2 km s−1 exhibit filamentary
structures. The shape, location, and velocity of the atomic
filament coincide with those of the molecular filament,
implying that the atomic filament is the birthplace of the
molecular filament. Atomic filaments could be the direct
progenitors of molecular filaments.

2. The H II regions, i.e., the Cygnus OB2 and G081.920
+00.138, are interacting to compress the gas and help to form
the atomic Cygnus X North filament.
3. The atomic hydrogen producing the HISA absorption has

a typical column density of N(H I) ∼1× 1020 cm−2 in the
DR21 filament. The timescale of H I-to-H2 transition in the
DR21 filament is calculated to be 3× 105 yr, which
approximates the ages of UCHII regions in the filament. This
is in general consistent with a picture of rapid and dynamic
cloud evolution.
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Appendix A
Velocity Channel Maps of the H I and 12CO Emissions

From the velocity channel maps (Figure 8), there appears to
be anticorrelation between the HI and 12CO emissions.
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Appendix B
Comparison between the Line Center Velocities of the
Extracted HISA Features and Observed 12CO Emission

Lines

To extract the HISA spectra, we have tried the second-order,
third-order, and fourth-order polynomial fittings and Gaussian

fittings toward each pixel. To determine the best fitting results,
we check the baselines of the HISA spectra (Figure 2) and also
compare the line center velocities between the HISA and CO
lines as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Velocity channel maps of H I (gray scale and gray contours) and 12CO (red contours) emissions between −12 and 24 km s−1. The minimal level of the gray
contours is 0.55 times the emission peak, and the interval is 0.25 times the peak. The minimal level of the red contours is 0.15 times the emission peak. Note that for
display purposes, we have binned the original channels into velocity windows of a width of 4 km s−1.
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Appendix C
The Background Radio Continuum Brightness and the

Derived HISA Optical Depth

From Equation (1), the background radio continuum
brightness temperature, Tcont, is needed to calculate the
HISA optical depth. We take Tcont from the Effelsberg 21 cm

radio continuum survey (Reich et al. 1990, 1997) as shown in
the left panel of Figure 10 and adopt p= 0.7 and an
excitation temperature of 40 K (see Section 3.1) to estimate
the HISA optical depth. We also show the distribution of the
derived optical depths at all the pixels in the right panel of
Figure 10.

Figure 9. A pixel-by-pixel comparison between the line center velocity (relative to the local standard of rest) of the extracted HISA features vs. that of the observed
12CO emissions. As indicated in the top right corner of each panel, we show the comparisons for the HISA features derived with the second-order, third-order, and
fourth-order polynomial fittings and with the Gaussian fittings. The solid line in each panel indicates the relation where the HISA velocity equals the 12CO velocity.

Figure 10. Left: Tcont from the Effelsberg 21 cm radio continuum emission. Right: counts histogram of the derived optical depth at all the pixels.
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ABSTRACT
Accreting low mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) are capable of launching powerful outflows such as accretion disc winds. In disc
winds, vast amounts of material can be carried away, potentially greatly impacting the binary and its environment. Previous
studies have uncovered signatures of disc winds in the X-ray, optical, near-infrared, and recently even the UV band, predominantly
in LMXBs with large discs (𝑃orb≥20 hrs). Here, we present the discovery of transient UV outflow features in UW CrB, a high-
inclination (𝑖≥77°) neutron star LMXB with an orbital period of only 𝑃orb≈111 min. We present P-Cygni profiles detected for
Si iv 1400Å and tentatively for Nv 1240Å in one 15 min exposure, which is the only exposure covering orbital phase 𝜙≈0.7−0.8,
with a velocity of ≈1500 km s−1. We show that due to the presence of black body emission from the neutron star surface and/or
boundary layer, a thermal disc wind can be driven despite the short 𝑃orb, but explore alternative scenarios as well. The discovery
that thermal disc winds may occur in NS-LMXBs with 𝑃orb as small as ≈111min, and can potentially be transient on time scales
as short as ≈15 min, warrants further observational and theoretical work.
Key words: accretion – stars: neutron – X-rays: binaries – stars: winds, outflows – ultraviolet: stars – binaries: eclipsing

1 INTRODUCTION

Accreting low mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) are capable of pro-
ducing powerful outflows. In addition to jets, LMXBs can launch
winds from the accretion disc, which can have a great impact on both
the binary and its local environment. As vast amounts of material
can be carried away through disc winds (e.g. Lee et al. 2002; Ponti
et al. 2012), the accretion process can be affected (e.g. Begelman
et al. 1983; Muñoz-Darias et al. 2016; Tetarenko et al. 2018), and the
long-term orbital evolution can be altered (e.g. Degenaar et al. 2014;
Marino et al. 2019). Outflows can also heat and stir up the surround-
ing interstellar medium to stimulate star formation (e.g. Justham &
Schawinski 2012). Therefore, studying disc winds is vital in gaining
a deeper understanding of X-ray binary systems and how they evolve,
accretion physics, binary evolution and the role of LMXB feedback.
Discwinds inLMXBswere initially detected using high-resolution

X-ray spectroscopy through blue-shifted absorption features (e.g.
Ueda et al. 1998; Miller et al. 2006; Neilsen & Lee 2009; Ponti
et al. 2012). These features are proposed to result from ’hot’ winds
of highly ionised outflowing material. Disc winds have also been
detected using optical and near-infrared observations, through e.g.
blue-shifted absorption features and/or P-Cygni profiles. Whereas
these ’cold’ winds have occasionally been detected in longer wave-
lengths in the past (e.g. Bandyopadhyay et al. 1999), it was not until
the last few years that these started to be detected more routinely (e.g.
Muñoz-Darias et al. 2016; Sánchez-Sierras & Muñoz-Darias 2020).

★ E-mail: s.c.fijma@uva.nl

Several key questions about disc winds remain, as it is currently
not established exactly how these winds are launched, or how much
mass is lost this way. Different mechanisms are suggested to launch
disc winds in LMXBs, namely thermal (e.g. Woods et al. 1996; Hig-
ginbottom et al. 2018), radiative (e.g. Proga & Kallman 2002), and
magnetic driving (e.g. Proga 2000; Chakravorty et al. 2016). How-
ever, determining the exact mechanism through observational studies
has proven to be very challenging. Furthermore, the relationship be-
tween the detected hot (X-ray) and cold (optical/nIR) disc winds
is not well understood yet, i.e. if these disc winds sample parts of
the same outflow, or if these are resulting of two distinct outflows.
Some recent studies have been performed using multi-wavelength
campaigns (e.g. Castro Segura et al. 2022; Muñoz-Darias & Ponti
2022) supporting a multi-phase nature of disc winds.
A promising avenue of studying LMXB outflows is exploring fea-

tures in the UV-band, as it bridges the gap between the optical/IR and
X-ray band. Moreover, the UV-band contains strong line transitions
of key elements like H, N, Si, O and C, and accretion disc spectra can
peak in the UV-band as well (e.g. Hynes et al. 2000). Outflows have
been discovered using high-resolution far-UV (FUV) spectroscopy in
a few studies (e.g. Boroson et al. 2001; Ioannou et al. 2003; Bayless
et al. 2010; Castro Segura et al. 2022), but this field is still relatively
unexplored. One aspect that greatly complicates UV-studies is inter-
stellar extinction, especially since most LMXBs are located in the
Galactic plane where the extinction along our line of sight is high
(see e.g. Bahramian & Degenaar 2022).
An intriguing target for a UV outflow study is the neutron star

(NS) LMXB UW CrB. The interstellar extinction to UW CrB is

© 2023 The Authors
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relatively low, on the order of 𝑁H ≈ 4× 1020 cm−2 (HI4PI Collabo-
ration et al. 2016) making it a suitable target to study in the UV. It
was discovered by Morris et al. (1990) with Einstein at a flux level
of fX≈1× 10−12 erg cm−2s−1 (0.3-3.5 keV; Gioia et al. 1990). One
explanation for the relatively low X-ray flux of UW CrB is that the
central X-ray emitting region is obscured, as it is a high-inclination
system with 77° ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 81°, based on the detection of eclipses both in
the optical and X-ray band (Hakala et al. 2005; Hynes et al. 2004;
Mason et al. 2008). It is suggested to have an elliptical and precess-
ing accretion disc, based on a measured superhump-like modulation
with a period of 5.5 days, as well as the variable eclipse depth (e.g.
Mason et al. 2008). Moreover, the orbital period of the system is only
𝑃orb=110.98 minutes, indicating that UW CrB is a compact X-ray
binary. This makes UWCrB an especially interesting target to search
for disc winds, as disc winds have mostly been identified in LMXBs
with an orbital period exceeding '20 hours (see e.g. Díaz Trigo &
Boirin 2016; Panizo-Espinar et al. 2022).
In this letter, we report on the discovery of transient outflow fea-

tures in archival FUV data of UW CrB.

2 OBSERVATIONS, DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

2.1 Data

TheHubble Space Telescope (HST) observedUWCrB on September
1, 2011 between 02:15 and 09:12 UT as part of the GTO/COS pro-
gramme 12039 (PI Green). The data was acquired using the Cosmic
Origins Spectrograph (COS; Green et al. 2012) in TIME-TAG mode
using the primary science aperture. A total of ten exposures were ob-
tained in five consecutive HST orbits, using two FUV (G130M and
G160M) and one NUV (G230L) grating. The total exposure time
is 4.7 ks for the G130M, 5.6 ks for the G160M, and 2.9 ks for the
G230L gratings. This yields a wavelength coverage of 1150−1800Å
and an average spectral resolution of 𝑅=_/Δ_≈14000 for the G130M
and G160M gratings, and 1650−3200Å and 𝑅≈2650 for the G230L
grating. We used the HST CalCOS pipeline1 to reduce the COS
data. To exclude the emission from airglow lines, the geocoronal
Lyman-𝛼 (1208 to 1225Å) and O I (1298 to 1312Å) line profiles
were masked. We use the standard pipeline data products to obtain
the one-dimensional spectra per exposure. We resampled the one-
dimensional spectra on to a common wavelength grid using adapted
code from the SpectRes package (Carnall 2017). To achieve time-
resolved spectroscopy, we use the costools splittag package to
split the TIME-TAG data into sub-exposures. Light curves are ex-
tracted from the TIME-TAGevents lists as described inCastro Segura
et al. (2022) using adapted code from the lightcurve2 package.

2.2 Spectral analysis

In Figure 1 we show the combined FUV spectrum. We have not cor-
rected the spectrum for interstellar extinction, since the estimate for
the reddening along the line of sight is low, and is not expected to sig-
nificantly affect the spectrum. We also do not detect the 2175Å dust
feature used by other studies to perform dereddening (e.g., Froning
et al. 2011), suggesting that 𝐸 (𝐵−𝑉).0.05 (e.g. Verbunt 1987).
The FUV spectrum features strong emission lines, such as O iv

1343Å, Ov 1371Å, the Si iv 1400Å doublet and He ii 1640Å. Most
notably, it shows a strong Nv 1240Å doublet line, while the C iv

1 https://github.com/spacetelescope/calcos
2 https://github.com/justincely/lightcurve
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Figure 1.The normalised time-averaged FUV spectrum of UWCrB. The data
are binned to 0.7Å resolution, the standard errors are shown in grey. Prominent
identified emission lines are labelled in purple, and other typical LMXB
emission lines are labelled in blue. Terrestrial airglow emission features are
marked in orange, and unlabelled narrow absorption features are interstellar.

1549Å doublet is barely identified. As these lines are both resonance
lines of lithium-like ions, and as they are produced under similar
physical conditions, this suggests an under-abundance of carbon in
the surface layers of the donor star (see e.g. Haswell et al. 2002).
This material is therefore likely to have undergone substantial CNO
processing, so the donor star of this system could be an evolved
main-sequence star (see also Froning et al. 2011, 2014, Castro Segura
et al. in prep, on other LMXBs). Furthermore, no significant lines
(including e.g. Mg II 2800Å) are detected in the NUV spectrum.
When studying the spectra from the individual exposures, we find

that the Si iv 1400Å line profile shows clear P-Cygni profiles in one
exposure. Moreover, the Nv 1240Å line shows tentative evidence of
associated blue-shifted absorption in this same exposure. We show
the spectrum of this exposure, as well as the Si iv andNv line profiles
in Figure 2. As these lines are created at a similar temperature of
around 𝑇≈104 K, this establishes the presence of warm outflowing
material in UW CrB. However, these absorption features are only
detected in one of the ten total exposures (Exposure 2, specifically).

2.3 Outflow features

In Exposure 2, the blue-shifted absorption troughs for Si iv and Nv
reach ≈50 percent below the continuum level. There are also very
narrow absorption features, reaching to ≈70 percent below the con-
tinuum level, for both lines at around the central line-wavelengths.
However, these are also seen in the other exposures, and could be
attributed to interstellar absorption of the same elements. In Figure 2
we show that the edge of the transient blue-shifted absorption features
for Si iv and Nv extend to around 𝑣≈−1500 km/s from the central
line-wavelengths, giving us the approximate terminal velocity.
Detecting blue-shifted absorption associated with UV resonance

lines, such as Si iv and Nv, suggests that the outflowing material has
a significant optical depth for these transitions. Based on the required
minimum column densities, lower limits can placed on the mass-loss
rate, as determined by Castro Segura et al. (2022). In this work, they
rewrite the equation for the optical depth as defined in Eq. 9 of Drew
(1987), to a characteristic optical depth for C iv 1549Å of:

𝜏 ' 33.6
(

𝑓osc
0.2847

) (
_

1549

) (
𝐴

3×10−4

) (
𝑓ion
1

) ( ¤𝑀wind
10−10M�yr−1

)
(

𝑟

1010cm

)−1 (
𝑣(𝑟)

1500kms−1

)−2
(1)

Where 𝑓osc and _ are the oscillator strength and the wavelength of
the line, 𝐴 the abundance of the relevant element relative to hydrogen,
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Figure 2. The outflow features detected in UW CrB. Panel (a) and (c) show the Nv and Si iv line profiles in velocity space for all the available exposures, with
the average orbital phase (𝜙) per exposure indicated. Panel (b) shows the blue portion of the normalised FUV spectrum of the exposure of UW CrB showing the
transient far-UV outflow features (Exposure 2) detected in Si iv 1400Å and Nv 1240Å. The spectrum is binned to 0.8Å resolution.

𝑓ion the fraction of those atoms at the correct ionisation level, ¤𝑀wind
the mass-loss rate of the outflow, and 𝑟 the radius where velocity
𝑣(𝑟) is reached. The reference values for the velocity 𝑣(𝑟) is set
on the estimated velocity of the UV outflow, and 𝑟 on the radius
where a thermally driven wind could be launched (see Section 3).
𝑓ion is set to 1 to ensure that the estimate for ¤𝑀wind is a lower
limit. For Si iv 1400Å and Nv 1240Å, the reference value for 𝐴
is based on solar abundances obtained from Lodders et al. (2009),
which are 3.41×10−5 and 7.24×10−5 for these lines, respectively.
The reference value for 𝑓osc is adopted from Morton (2003), which
are 0.767 and 0.234 for the lines, respectively. With the assumption
that 𝜏'1 based on the depth of the lines, the estimated lower limits
on the mass-loss rates are ¤𝑀wind' 1.11×10−11M�yr−1 for Si iv, and
¤𝑀wind' 1.89×10−11M�yr−1 for Nv. This calculation does assume
a symmetric persistent outflow, see Section 2.4 and 3 for discussion
on the nature of the detected outflow.

2.4 Light curve

To study the time-dependent properties of the outflow, we study the
extracted FUV light curve. Mason et al. (2012) calculated the eclipse
ephemeris of UWCrB using a total of 56 eclipses spanning 20 years,
allowing us to determine the orbital phase of the HST observations.
We show the light curve obtained from the FUV HST COS data

in Figure 3, with the phase-folded light curve shown in the upper
panel (a), and the full light curve shown in lower panel (b). From the
phase-folded light curve we find that the lowest UV flux is found at
𝜙≈0, which is expected to be the center of the eclipse. The lowest
flux is not exactly at 𝜙=0, which could be due to the orbital phase of
mid-eclipse wandering by up to Δ𝜙 ± 0.08 (Mason et al. 2012) and
the uncertainty on the orbital phase being around 𝛿𝜙≈0.011.
We find that the exposure where we detect the outflow features

(Exposure 2), is the only exposure covering the orbital phase range
𝜙≈0.7−0.8. Therefore, it could be that the outflow is dependent on
the orbital phase. Other parts of the orbital phase range are covered
by one or more exposures, but no outflow features are detected here.
Alternatively, it could be a transient outflow. Optical P-Cygni profiles
have been observed during flaring activity of some BH-LMXBs (e.g.
Muñoz-Darias et al. 2016; Muñoz-Darias & Ponti 2022). However,
we do not identify any flaring components in the UV light curve.
Lastly, the outflow features could also appear transient due to line-

of-sight effects. Based on complex variations in the optical and X-ray
light curves, Mason et al. (2008) and Hakala et al. (2009) suggest
that UW CrB has a precessing elliptical accretion disc. Mason et al.
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Figure 3. The light curve for all the FUV HST COS exposures. The exposure
where the outflow features are detected (Exposure 2) is shown in red, and other
exposures are indicatedwith blue sequential colours from light to dark to show
the evolution in time. A type-I burst is identified around MJD 55805.23, but
is cropped from panel (a) for clarification. Upper panel (a) shows the phase-
folded light curve, where orbital phase 𝜙=0 indicates the mid-point of the
eclipse. The uncertainty on the orbital phase is indicated with a red bar. Lower
panel (b) shows the light curve plotted with time on the x-axis in days.

(2012) also discuss that variations in the optical light curve could
be caused by an out-of-plane structure such as a non-axisymmetric
flared or warped accretion disc, or a non-axisymmetric disc wind (as
observed for X1822-371; see e.g. Bayless et al. 2010). This could
be causing the large-amplitude variations in the UV light curve. The
outflowing material could therefore potentially be obscured from the
line-of-sight, resulting in the transient UV outflow features.

2.5 Time-resolved spectroscopy

To explore the time-dependent properties of the outflow in more
detail, we split each original exposure in two, to have enough signal
in each sub-exposure. In Figure 4 we show sub-exposures of the Si iv
and Nv lines. We find that the P-Cygni profiles found for Si iv and
Nv do not appear to change significantly in time during Exposure
2, as shown for the two sub-exposures indicated in red. In all other
sub-exposures, we find no evidence of P-Cygni profiles for any of the
lines in the spectrum. There appear to be hints of associated blue-
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Figure 4. The Nv 1240Å (right panel) and Si iv 1400Å (left panel) lines in
the time-resolved spectra of sub-exposures of UW CrB. The average orbital
phase of the sub-exposures are indicated on the upper-left, within a range of
around Δ𝜙 ± 0.04. The sub-exposures of Exposure 2 are indicated in red. The
other sub-exposures are indicated in black.

shifted absorption features for Si iv in the sub-exposures preceeding
Exposure 2. However, we do not see this for the Nv line.
The line profile of Nv appears to change during the

(sub-)exposures. The line appears double peaked during some
(sub-)exposures, and single peaked during others. Moreover, the line
centres of the two identified peaks for Nv also appear to shift, be-
tween around ≈−500 to 500 km/s. However, it is not clear if these are
the two peaks of the doublet, or if the narrow left-most peak is a sep-
arate feature. Furthermore, it is unclear if the shift in the line-centres
is related to a doppler-shift, or if this is related to other changes in the
line-profile, especially since it appears differently for sub-exposures
covering similar parts of the orbital phase.

3 DISCUSSION

Based on our detection of the transient UV outflow features for UW
CrB, we explored if outflow features are detected in archival studies
using other wavebands. Morris et al. (1990) present optical spectra of
UW CrB, and note that the He I lines are systematically blue-shifted
relative to the emission lines, potentially indicating a cool outflow.
Hakala et al. (2005) present 0.2-10 keV X-ray spectra. NS-LMXBs
typically show broad Fe-K emission lines, interpreted as reflection
from the inner disc (e.g. Cackett et al. 2008). However, the emission
line in the X-ray spectrum of UW CrB appears narrow. While not
conclusive, this may indicate that it results from scattering in a wind
instead of disc reflection (e.g. Titarchuk et al. 2009).
We can consider what types of outflows would be possible in this

system, starting with the scenario of disc winds. The estimated ve-
locity of 1500 km s−1 is consistent with the outflow speeds detected
for (thermally-driven) disc winds (see overviews in e.g. Díaz Trigo &
Boirin 2016; Panizo-Espinar et al. 2022, for other wavebands). Ther-
mally driven winds can be launched from 10 percent of the Compton
radius (Begelman et al. 1983), which is the radius at which the local
isothermal sound speed (at the Compton temperature, 𝑇IC) is equal
to the escape velocity in the disc. It is defined as 𝑅IC=

𝐺𝑀`𝑚H
𝑘B𝑇IC

,
where 𝑀 is the mass of the central object and ` is the mean molec-

ular mass. We assume 𝑀=1.4M� for a neutron star, and that `=0.6
and 𝑇IC=1.4 × 107 K as in Higginbottom et al. (2017), resulting in
𝑅IC≈9 × 1010 cm for UW CrB. To estimate the size of the disc, we
can use two methods. We can calculate the circularisation radius,
which is the radius within which the accretion disc is formed from
the accretion flow, or the 3:1 resonance radius, which is the radius
at which the disc is expected to be truncated for systems with low
eccentricity. For both calculations, we use the mass-ratio 𝑞≈0.15, the
mass 𝑀1≈1.4M� for the compact object, and the mass 𝑀2≈0.2M�
for the companion star, as proposed by Mason et al. (2008). We
find both the circularisation and 3:1 resonance radius are around
𝑅≈4×1010 cm, thus the disc likely exceeds 0.1𝑅IC needed to launch
a thermal wind.
To explore this a bit further, we havemodelled the expected thermal

stability curves for UW CrB, following the procedure of Higginbot-
tom et al. (2017). Briefly, we use the radiative transfer and ionization
code python (Long&Knigge 2002; Higginbottom et al. 2018, 2019,
2020) to determine the physical conditions in an irradiated, optically
thin parcel of gas. The conditions in such a parcel are controlled by
two factors: (i) the spectral energy distribution of the radiation field,
and (ii) the strength of the irradiation. As the central X-ray source
of UW CrB is likely obscured, we do not have access to the intrinsic
spectral energy distribution (SED) of the system. We therefore use
the simple, but flexible analytical model 𝐹a=a−0.2exp(−ℎa/𝑘B𝑇X)
to describe the SED. This form was proposed for the NS-LMXBs 4U
0614+091 in Migliari et al. (2010), which has 𝑃orb and 𝐿X compa-
rable to UW CrB. Out of the few NS-LMXBs with reported SEDs,
the SED of 4U 0614+091 seems most representative for UW CrB,
despite the factor ≈2 difference in 𝑃orb. We then consider two differ-
ent possibilities: (i) 𝑇X≈4×106 K, representating a disc black body
SED, and (ii) 𝑇X≈1.3×107 K, representating a central black body
SED. The strength of the irradiation is controlled by the ionization
parameter b=𝐿X/𝑛𝑅2, where 𝐿X is the source luminosity, 𝑛 is the
gas density and 𝑅 is the distance of the gas parcel from the source.
As shown in Fig. 5, the stability curve is then a plot of the equi-

librium temperature, 𝑇eq, against b/𝑇eq (which traces the ratio of
radiation to gas pressure). Moving from left to right on this plot cor-
responds to moving vertically upwards in the irradiated atmosphere.
The gas is thermally stable (unstable) if the slope of 𝑇eq (b/𝑇eq) is
positive (negative). In order to launch a powerful irradiation-driven
outflow, thematerial in the disc atmosphere needs to experience rapid
runaway heating, i.e. it needs to become thermally unstable at some
critical height in the atmosphere. Fig. 5 shows that this condition is
not met for the cooler ’disc’ SED, which is thermally stable every-
where. However, the hotter ’central black body’ SED, representing
emission from the NS surface and/or boundary layer, becomes ther-
mally unstable at a critical ionization parameter bcool,max = 44.2. In
this case, material in the atmosphere would experience explosive
heating, and a strong thermally-driven wind is likely to be launched.
We also explored the possibility of otherwind drivingmechanisms,

i.e. radiative andmagnetic driving. Radiation pressure due to electron
scattering can assist thermal expansion to drive a disc wind if the
luminosity is within around a factor of ≈2 of the Eddington limit
(see e.g. Proga & Kallman 2002). Based on the known 𝑃orb and
measured optical brightness, we can use the relation of van Paradĳs
& McClintock (1994) to estimate the intrinsic 𝐿X, which suggests
it is on the order of ≈0.1𝐿EDD. Such an accretion luminosity would
be consistent with the amplitude, recurrence rate and duration of the
type-I bursts reported by e.g. Hakala et al. (2005). Therefore, we
conclude that the outflow is unlikely to be caused by a radiatively
driven wind in UW CrB. On the other hand, magnetic field lines
threading the disc can launch a wind anywhere in the disc (see e.g.
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Figure 5. Thermal stability curves modelled for UW CrB, using a disc black
body (Panel a) and a central black body (Panel b). The red dot in Panel b
indicates the critical ionization parameter; bcool,max = 44.2.

Chakravorty et al. 2016). Based on our data, we were unable to
confirm or exclude a magnetically driven disc wind.
Finally, we briefly consider a few other possible scenarios for the

outflow in UW CrB. Firstly, the P-Cygni profiles could alternatively
have formed in a wind of matter evaporating from the atmosphere of
the companion star. Some NS-LMXBs such as EXO 0748-676 are
proposed to ablatematerial from the companion star, through a pulsar
wind or X-ray heating (see e.g. Ratti et al. 2012; Knight et al. 2022).
Secondly, we note that the estimated velocity of the UV outflow of
≈1500 km s−1 is around the Keplerian velocity of the outer disc in
UW CrB (see e.g. Frank et al. 1987). So potentially, the detected
outflow could result from the accretion stream and/or the hot spot
where the accretion stream impacts the disc. This hot spot is expected
to be visible at orbital phase 𝜙≈0.6−0.8 (Frank et al. 1987; Ioannou
et al. 2002) which matches the orbital phase where the UV outflow
is detected. However, little is known about such outflows. Follow-up
observations are needed to study possible phase-dependence of the
outflow, and to confirm outflow features in optical and X-ray.
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Abstract We study the latitudinal distribution and temporal evolution of the
sunspot penumbra-umbra ratio (q) for the even and odd Solar Cycles 12 – 24 of
RGO sunspot groups, SC21 – SC24 of Debrecen sunspot groups and Kodaikanal
sunspot dataset for SC16 – SC24. We find that RGO even (odd) Cycles have
q-values 5.20 (4.75), Kodaikanal even (odd) cycles have q-values 5.27 (5.43), and
Debrecen cycles has q-value 5.74 on the average.
We also show that q is at lowest around the Equator of the Sun and increases
towards higher latitudes having maximum values at about 10-25 degrees. This is
understandable, because smaller sunspots and groups locate nearer to Equator
and have smaller q-values than larger sunspots and groups, which maximize at
about 10-20 degrees at both hemispheres. The error limits are very wide and
thus the confidence of this result is somewhat vague.
For Debrecen dataset we find a deep valley in the temporal q-values before the
middle of the cycle. We show that this exists simultaneously with the Gnevyshev
gap (GG) in the graph of the total and umbral areas of the large sunspot groups.
Other databases do not show GG in their q-graphs, although GG exists in their
temporal total area and umbral area.

Keywords: Sun: Sunspot cycles, Sun: Sunspot area, Sun: Penumbra-umbra
ratio, Method: Distribution analysis, Method: Statistical analysis

1. Introduction

It has been known almost for two hundred years that the occurrence of sunspots
is cyclic, although not strictly periodic. The length of the sunspot cycle (SC)
has varied between 9.0 and 13.7 years. The shape of the sunspot cycle has also
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changed somewhat. Waldmeier noticed the asymmetry of sunspot cycles, with
the ascending phase being typically shorter than the declining phase, and that
there is an anti-correlation between cycle amplitude and the length of the ascend-
ing phase of the cycle (Waldmeier, 1935, 1939). The number of sunspots has been
observed, at least, since the 17th century, although the measurements in the early
days were scarce and somewhat inaccurate. These early observations include
also hand-drawn figures, but these are only for short periods (Neuhäuser, Arlt,
and Richter, 2018; Carrasco et al., 2021, 2022). The positions and areas of the
sunspots have been systematically recorded by the Royal Greenwich Observatory
(RGO) since 1874 (Hathaway, 2013; Mandal et al., 2020). Recently, efforts have
been done to estimate the sunspot areas and sometimes even trying to separate
umbra and penumbra structures from the early drawings (see the excellent review
by Artl and Vaquero, 2020). Since the late 19th century photographic recordings
have been done in many observatories. As stated earlier the Royal Greenwich
Observatory (RGO) started recordings in 1874 and continued these until 1976
(Hathaway, 2013), Kodaikanal observatory in India has taken white-light images
of the sunspots since 1904 (Ravindra et al., 2013; Mandal et al., 2017; Jha et al.,
2022), Mt. Wilson has collections from 1917 up to 1982 (Howard, Gilman, and
Gilman, 1984; Bogdan et al., 1988), and Debrecen continued the recordings of
RGO from 1974 until today (Baranyi et al., 2001; Győri, Ludmány, and Baranyi,
2017).

There have been some studies of penumbra-umbra ratio (q) of the sunspots
during the 20th century. Nicholson (1933) and Waldmeier (1939) found con-
sistent results with each other that q decreased as the sunspot size increased.
Jensen, Nordø, and Ringnes (1955) reported also a slight decrease of q-values as
a function of sunspot size but that q was higher during maxima than minima of
the cycles. During cycle minima the variation of the q-values was also smaller
with increasing sunspot size. Antalová (1971) noticed that q is an increasing
function of the sunspot size and in double maxima cycles the ratio is higher in
the first maximum than in the second maximum. She also stated that q-values
do not change with heliographic latitude.

Hathaway (2013) studied the daily records of sunspot group areas compiled
by the Royal Observatory, Greenwich from May of 1874 through 1976. He found
that, on average, q increases from about 5 to 6 with the group area increasing
from 100 to 2000µHem, and does not change with latitude or phase of the cycle.
He, however, found a peculiar change of q with time such that it decreased
smoothly from more than 7 in 1905 to lower than 3 by 1930 and then increased
again to over 7 in 1961. Carrasco et al. (2018) studied sunspot data from the
catalogue published by the Coimbra Astronomical Observatory (CAO) for the
period 1929 – 1941. They could not find such kind of change during the analyzed
period. There were also significant differences in q-values for the smaller groups
between the RGO and CAO analyses. They state that the main differences
are in the measurements of the umbra area, and while CAO instrument and
methods did not change during the period 1929 – 1941, there were changes in
RGO arrangements, which could have affected the discrepancy of the results.

Jha, Mandal, and Banerjee (2019) and Jha et al. (2022) have studied q-values
from the recently published Kodaikanal digitized white-light images from 1904
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to 2017. They have also compared their results to the q-values of RGO and
Debrecen datasets for the same period. They found that q increases from 5.5 to
6 as the sunspot size increases from 100 to 2000µHem. They did not find any
systematic trend in smaller (<100µHem) sunspots as was reported earlier in the
results from RGO database by Hathaway (2013). Furthermore, they found that
the average q does not show variation as a function of latitude. They compare
q time-series calculated from Kodaikanal dataset to the q time-series calculated
from RGO and Debrecen sunspot datasets. It seems that for the sunspots <100µ
Hem, q-values for Kodaikanal data fluctuate between 4 to 5 all the time and for
sunspots ≥100µHem between 5 to 6, while for the other two datasets (RGO and
Debrecen) the variation is much larger. So Kodaikanal sunspot dataset seems to
be more homogeneous than the other two datasets.

Recently Hou et al. (2022) published an article where they analyze the recently
digitized sunspot drawings observed from Yunnan Observatories (1957 – 2021) in
order to study q for the Solar Cycles 19 – 24. They found that q is 6.63 ± 0.98, and
its probability distribution fits very well to the log-normal distribution function.
They did not notice any dependence of the q-value on the latitude or the phase
of the cycle.

In this study we analyze the latitudinal distribution and temporal evolution
of sunspot penumbra-umbra ratio (q) of SC12 – SC23 (occasionally also SC24,
which is, however, only until 2017). To get more data for solid statistics, we
superimpose separately the even and odd cycles. To this end we harmonize the
duration of the cycles such that all have the same length 128 months, which is
about the average for the Solar Cycles 16 – 23, i.e. the interval for the Kodaikanal
dataset. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the databases used
in this study. In Section 3 we study the q-values of Debrecen dataset for Cycles
21 – 24. Section 4 deals with the q-values of RGO Cycles 12 – 20 and Section 5 the
q-values of Kodaikanal Cycles 16 – 24. In Section 6 we compare the results for the
overlapping intervals of the aforementioned datasets and give our conclusions in
Section 7.

2. Sunspot Area Databases

In the analyses of sunspot area we use three databases. The longest dataset
for umbral and total sunspot areas is recently published Kodaikanal database
(Mandal et al., 2017; Jha et al., 2022), which is reconstructed from the white-light
images of the same observatory since 1904. Because there are gaps before 1921,
and Cycle 24 is incomplete, we use this dataset mainly for the Solar Cycles 16 –
23. Notice that this data contains areas of separate sunspots. Another database
is that of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich-USAF/NOAA Sunspot Data for
the years 1874 – 2016. This database contains, among others, time, latitude
and whole area size (in millionths of solar hemisphere, µHem) for individual
sunspots for SC12 – SC23, and also umbra sizes of the sunspots for SC12 – SC20
(Hathaway, 2013). We use here the data for Solar Cycles 12 – 20, i.e the period
which contains the whole and umbra areas of the sunspot group data. The third
dataset is the Debrecen Photoheliographic Data (DPD), which consist of daily,
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Table 1. Sunspot-cycle lengths and dates [fractional years, and year and
month] of (starting) sunspot minima for Solar Cycles 12 – 24 (NGDC, 2013).

Sunspot cycle Fractional Year and month Cycle length

number year of minimum of minimum [years]

12 1879.0 1878 December 10.6

13 1889.6 1889 August 12.1

14 1901.7 1901 September 11.8

15 1913.5 1913 July 10.1

16 1923.6 1923 August 10.1

17 1933.7 1933 September 10.4

18 1944.1 1944 February 10.2

19 1954.3 1954 April 10.5

20 1964.8 1964 October 11.7

21 1976.5 1976 June 10.2

22 1986.7 1986 September 10.1

23 1996.8 1996 October 12.2

24 2009.0 2008 December 10.9

25 2020 2019 December

group and sunspot data (Baranyi et al., 2001; Győri, Ludmány, and Baranyi,
2017). Here we use whole areas and umbra areas of the sunspot group data data,
marked in the database with “g”. Because Debrecen database seems to be most
precise for the recent Solar Cycles 21 – 24, we use it as a preliminary database.
The minima and lengths for the Solar Cycles 12 – 24 used in this study are listed
in Table 1.

In this study we define the penumbra-umbra ratio (q) as (Antalová, 1971;
Hathaway, 2013)

q = (ASp −AUm) /AUm, (1)

where ASp is the sunspot total area and AUm the umbral area of the sunspot.

3. Debrecen Sunspot Group Dataset

Figure 1 shows the temporal distribution of penumbra-umbra ratio, q, for Solar
Cycles 21 – 24 (Cycle 24 only until 19th June, 2018) of Debrecen sunspot group
data. In order to get more data to a more solid statistics, we harmonize the
solar cycles having each 128 months, which is about their average cycle-length
during the longest database in this study, i.e. Kodaikanal Solar Cycles 16 –
24. We then study separately the superimposed cycles of the aforementioned
period for Debrecen data data. The blue vertical errorbars show the standard
deviation at each point of the monthly measurements. Interestingly there is a
huge valley at the maximum region of the cycles, i.e. around 40-50 months. To
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analyze this valley in more detail we plot separately the temporal distributions
for areas smaller or equal to 100µHem (small) and over 100µHem (large). Figure
2 shows q for small and large category sunspot groups as blue (red errorbars)
and black (magenta errorbars) curves, respectively. The valley exists in both
categories but are somewhat deeper in the small category groups (when studying
in more detail, it turned out that the decrease is deepest for groups between 50 –
100µHem). We believe that this decrease in the q is related to the Gnevyshev
gap (GG) (Gnevyshev, 1967) at about 35 – 40 % from the start of the cycles
(Takalo and Mursula, 2018). Figure 3a shows the number of small (blue) and
large (red) sunspot groups during Cycles 21 – 23 (Cycle 24 is omitted, because
it is incomplete). Note that the number of large groups decreases more than the
number of small groups during the GG. This result is consistent with the result
by Takalo (2020a) that GG is more visible in large than in small sunspots. It is
then understandable that when the relative number of smaller sunspot groups
increases, the q-values are lower at the GG-region. There is another drop after
60 months but it is caused mainly by Cycle 24, when large groups disappear
abruptly after the cycle maximum on 2014. Although the errorbars are quite
wide, the shape of the penumbra-umbra curves are very obvious regarding that
small groups dominate at the beginning and at the end of the cycles and large
groups are relatively more abundant during the maximum of the cycles (see the
inset of Figure 3a). The mean q-value for small groups (≤100µHem) is 5.44
(standard deviation, std=0.90), for large groups (>100µHem) 6.09 (std=0.82)
and for all groups (Fig. 1) 5.74 (std=0.82). Note that the standard deviation in
the brackets here and later is different from the errorbars in the figures, i.e. it
is calculated from the average monthly (or average latitudinal) q-values during
the cycles, i.e. the larger this std is the more variation (trends) there is in the
distribution in the q-values.

Figure 4a shows the Debrecen latitudinal distribution for the even and odd
cycles SC21 – SC24. The q-graph for the even cycles has a valley around zero
latitude, except that of different values at -3 degrees of latitude. The maximum
values seem to be between 10 to 20 degrees at both hemispheres. This is also the
region, where the larger sunspot (>100µHem) are most abundant (see Figure
4b). It is, however, clear that the penumbra-umbra ratio is smaller near the
Equator of the Sun. This is due to the smaller size of sunspots dominating near
the Equator, which leads also to a smaller q-value. Note from the inset of Figure
3b that the ratio of small/large sunspots is about four between -2 – 2 degrees
while is is under 2 from 5 to 25 degrees in both hemispheres. It is also evident
that the odd cycles have higher q-values than the even cycles. This is because
the odd cycles (21, 23) have more larger category sunspot groups than the even
cycles (22, 24). Figure 4b shows the latitudinal number of large sunspot group for
even (blue) and odd (black) cycles. Note that the difference of q-values is largest
at the latitudes in which the difference in number of groups is also largest. Figure
4b shows also that the number of large groups has a local minimum at or near
15 degrees of latitude. This is especially clear for even cycles. This is consistent
with the results of Takalo (2020a,b), that large sunspots and sunspot groups
have local minima at the time when the average latitude of sunspots crosses 15
degrees of latitude (Takalo, 2020b). We believe that this in turn coincides with
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Figure 1. Debrecen temporal penumbra-umbra ratio of all sunspots for Cycles SC21 – 24
(black curve). The blue errorbars show the standard deviations at each monthly point of the
ratio.

Figure 2. Debrecen temporal penumbra-umbra ratio of the sunspot groups for Cycles
SC21 – 24 separately for areas ≤100µHem and >100µHem as blue and black curves,
respectively. The errorbars are shown with red and magenta colors, respectively.
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Figure 3. a) Number of small (blue) and large (red) sunspot groups as a function of time
for Debrecen Solar Cycles 21 – 23. The inset shows the ratio of small/large groups along the
cycles. b) Number of small (blue) and large (red) sunspot groups as a function of latitude
for Debrecen Solar Cycles 21 – 23. The inset shows the ratio of small/large groups along the
latitudes.

Figure 4. a) Debrecen latitudinal q for all sunspots of the even (blue with magenta errorbars)
and odd (black with red errorbars) Cycles 21 – 24. b) Latitudinal distribution for the number
of sunspot groups of the even (blue) and odd (black) Cycles 21 – 24.

the Gnevyshev gap in the SSN and sunspot areas. The mean q-values for the
sunspot groups of even and odd Cycles 21 – 24 between latitudes -35 – 35 are 5.53
(std=0.56) and 6.33 (std=0.55), respectively.

4. Kodaikanal Sunspot Dataset

We start the study of the Kodaikanal dataset with a plot of the hemispheric
umbral areas in Figure 5 for Solar Cycles 18 – 24 (note that Cycle 24 is in-
complete). The reason why we concentrate in this figure on this period is the
base-map, which shows the so-called Homogeneous Coronal Data Set (HCDS).
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The HCDS is the irradiance of the Sun as a star in the coronal green line (Fe
XIV, 530.3 nm). It is derived from ground-based observations of the green corona
made by the network of coronal stations (Kislovodsk, Lomnický Št́ıt, Norikura,
and Sacramento Peak). The coronal intensities have been measured at 72 points
at five-degree separation starting from North Pole counterclockwise around the
Sun at a height around 50 arcsec. The values are calibrated to the center of
the solar disk to get absolute values of intensity, i.e. absolute coronal units
(ACU). One ACU represents the intensity of the continuous spectrum of the
center of the solar disk in the width of one Ångström at the same wavelength
as the observed coronal spectral line (1 ACU = 3.89 Wm−2 sr−1 at 530.3 nm)
(Minarovjech, Rušin, and Saniga, 2011; Takalo, 2022). This database exists
only for SC18 – 24 and the temporal and spatial intensities of this corona are
shown as a colorbar on the right-side of the figure. The green and red dots are
sunspots with umbral area 75 to 150µHem and greater or equal than 150µHem,
respectively (we do not show the smaller sunspots here for clarity such that the
corona is also visible). The white curves show the (relative) hemispheric total
umbral areas, and the vertical black lines the official maxima of the solar cycles.
Significant information can be extracted from Figure 5. It is evident that the
corona and stronger sunspots are located simultaneously, although corona covers
larger latitudinal region. It is seen that the maximal corona starts at latitudes
35 – 40 degrees similarly to sunspots, but migrates both towards the Equator
and poleward during cycle evolution, although as fainter toward the Poles than
equatorside. It is also seen that the strongest Solar Cycle 19 is most symmetric
around the cycle in corona and sunspot in the northern hemisphere, while most
of the largest sunspots in the southern hemisphere are located in the ascending
phase of the cycle. The other cycles, except Cycle 24, have a prolonged tail
such that the majority of the large sunspots are after the cycle maximum. Solar
Cycle 24 has hemispheric asymmetry such that the largest northern hemisphere
sunspots exist before the cycle maximum and southern hemisphere sunspots
locate around the cycle maximum. Note also, that Solar Cycles 23 and 24 have
much fainter HCDS corona than other cycles.

The recently published Kodaikanal sunspot dataset is the longest sunspot set
containing also areas of sunspot umbras recorded on a single station. We again
harmonize Solar Cycles 16 – 23 having each 128 months. Figures 6a and b show
the penumbra umbra ratio (q) for the even and odd cycles for all sunspots of
SC16 – SC23. These figures show that the odd cycles have moderately higher
ratio than the even cycles in the ascending phase of the average cycle. This
means that odd cycles have considerable more large sunspots in the ascending
phase than after the maximum. On the other hand the shape of the q-graph for
the even cycles reminds more the shape of the sunspot cycle itself, i.e, largest
sunspots are in the middle of the cycle. The error limits are smaller than for
Debrecen data, especially for the even cycles. The mean q for even and odd
cycles are 5.27 and 5.43 with standard deviations 0.36 and 0.47 calculated from
the monthly q-values, respectively.

Figures 7a and b show the latitudinal penumbra-umbra ratio for sunspots
smaller than 100µHem and for sunspots larger than 100µHem of even (blue with
red errorbars) and odd (black with magenta errorbars) cycles. We restrict again
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Figure 5. The butterfly diagram of Kodaikanal dataset umbral areas for Solar Cycles 18 – 24.
The green and red dots are sunspots with umbral area 75 to 150µHem and greater or equal
than 150µHem, respectively. The slightly smoothed white curves show total umbral area for
northern and southern hemisphere of the Sun. The colors on the base of the figure show HCDS
corona, whose intensities are shown on the right. The black vertical lines show the sites of the
maxima of the cycles.

the latitudes between -35 and 35 degrees, because the small number of umbral
data (the divisor in the calculation of penumbra-umbra ratio) causes quite wild
behavior at larger latitudes. Note that the error limits are nevertheless large
around zero latitude and at latitudes higher than 25 degrees. The latitudinal
distribution of q-values is quite flat for small sunspots but have more variation
for large sunspots. Note that for large category odd cycles there is again a valley
around zero latitude, but there are bad values (very wide errorbars) on both
sides of the zero latitude for the even cycles. The mean values for q between -35
to 35 degrees of smaller category and larger category sunspots are for the even
cycles 4.79 (std=0.32) and 6.02 (0.37), and for the odd cycles 5.00 (std=0.48),
6.29 (0.36), respectively.

5. RGO Sunspot Group Dataset

The Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO) compiled sunspot group observations
from a small network of observatories starting in May of 1874. These observations
lasted until 1976 after which the measurement have been done in Debrecen. The
RGO sunspot group dataset contains also umbra areas and that is why we can
study penumbra-umbra ratios for the total Solar Cycles 12 – 20 using this dataset.
We use the same common length for the cycles in order to compare the results
with Kodaikanal distributions. Figures 8a and b show the temporal penumbra-
umbra ratios of the RGO dataset for the even and odd cycles, respectively. In
this case q for the even cycles seems to be somewhat higher than for the odd
cycles. The monthly q-graph is flatter for the odd cycles than for the even cycles,
but both have slightly higher values in the descending part of the cycles. The
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Figure 6. a) Kodaikanal temporal penumbra-umbra ratio (q) for all sunspots of even Cycles
16 – 23. b) q for all sunspots of odd Cycles 16 – 23.

mean values for q are 5.20 and 4.75 with standard deviations 0.46 and 0.41
for the even and odd cycles, respectively. Note that now (Cycles 12 – 20) even
cycles have higher average q-value than odd cycles, while for Kodaikanal (Cycles
16 – 23) even cycles have lower average q-value than odd cycles.

Figures 9a and b show the latitudinal penumbra-umbra ratios for sunspot
groups smaller than 100µHem and larger than 100µHem, respectively. The over-
all shape of the ratio for small groups is flat, if not slightly convex upwards with
no valleys or humps. There are, however, huge errorbars in the small category
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Figure 7. a) Kodaikanal latitudinal penumbra-umbra ratio (q) of all sunspots smaller than
100µHem for even and odd Cycles 16 – 23. b) Latitudinal q for sunspots larger than 100µHem
for even and odd Cycles 16 – 23.

plots. These are due to the large variation in the RGO penumbra/umbra ratio,
especially for small groups (Hathaway, 2013; Jha et al., 2022). As stated earlier,
Carrasco et al. (2018) did not find such large variation in the study of Coimbra
Astronomical Observatory measurements for the period 1929 – 1941. For larger
sunspot groups there is a shallow valley around zero degrees, except a couple
of anomalous values at negative low latitudes. The maxima are between 5 to
20 degrees of latitude for the even cycles, but are wider and flatter for the odd
cycles. Note that, although there are valleys around zero latitude, they have just
minor significance, because the errorbars for large group q-values are also quite
wide. The q-values between -35 to 35 degrees for small and large groups are 4.97
(std=0.56), 4.47 (0.58) and 5.61 (0.33), 5.13 (0.45) for the even and odd cycles,
respectively.

6. Comparison of Kodaikanal, RGO and Debrecen Sunspot
Datasets

There are overlapping Cycles 16 – 20 in RGO and Kodaikanal datasets and Cycles
21 – 23 in Kodaikanal and Debrecen dataset. That is why it is appropriate to com-
pare these intervals between those data. Figure 10 shows the penumbra-umbra
ratios for RGO and Kodaikanal Solar Cycles 16 – 20. It is clear that Kodaikanal
q is moderately higher than RGO q, except and the end of the average cycle. The
shape of the q-graph for Kodaikanal is quite similar to Kodaikanal even cycles
(Figure 6) but the q-graph of the RGO has no trends. This is because the q-
graphs for separate cycles have opposite trends (C16 decreasing, C17 increasing
etc., see also Jha et al., 2022), which cancel each other when they are overlaid
such that the sum is quite flat. The mean values for the average Cycle between
16 – 20 are 5.35 and 4.75 with standard deviations 0.33 and 0.26 for Kodaikanal
and RGO cycles, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the q-graphs for Kodaikanal and Debrecen sunspot datasets of
Solar Cycles 21 – 24. We show only the errorbars of Kodaikanal q-values, because
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Figure 8. a) RGO temporal penumbra-umbra ratio (q) of all sunspots for the even Cycles
12 – 20. b) RGO temporal q of all sunspots for the odd Cycles 12 – 20.

the graph for Debrecen is same as in Figure 1. It is evident that Debrecen has
higher values except at the very beginning and at the end of the cycles. Otherwise
the q-graph of Debrecen data has much more structure than the q-graph of
Kodaikanal data. The most interesting difference between these q-graphs is the
GG-related decrease around 40-50 months in Debrecen q, which does not exist
in Kodaikanal q. Note that Kodaikanal q is highest in the ascending phase of the
cycle and has also a shallow valley in q-values somewhat later than Debrecen,
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Figure 9. a) RGO latitudinal penumbra-umbra ratio (q) of sunspots smaller than 100µHem
for even and odd Cycles 12 – 20. b) RGO latitudinal q for sunspots larger than 100µHem for
even and odd Cycles 12 – 20.

i.e. between 50 – 60 months. The mean q-value for Debrecen is 5.90 (std=0.76),
and mean q-value for Kodaikanal is 5.34 (std=0.56).

Figures 12a and b show the total and umbral areas for Debrecen and Ko-
daikanal data, respectively. This figure may explain why Kodaikanal q does not
show the GG-related valley, which is so distinct in the Debrecen temporal q.
Debrecen data have a deep decrease in both total sunspot and umbral area
between 42 – 51 months, which is related to GG-phenomenon. On the other
hand, Kodaikanal data have two drops, first at 35 – 42 and second very short
at Debrecen GG region (47 months). It turns out that the first is related to
odd cycles and the second to even cycles. The latter drop is narrow, because
odd cycles have maxima at the time of the even cycles minima. Neither of these
seem, however, to cause the q-value to decrease during the GG-regions. Note
that Kodaikanal areas are calculated from separate sunspots and Debrecen areas
from sunspot groups. We, however, have done similar a analysis also to Debrecen
sunspot data (shown with “s” in the database), and it gives results consistent
with the Debrecen q-values of the groups.

Figure 13a shows the comparison of RGO and Kodaikanal latutudinal q-
values for Cycles 16 – 20 with areas larger than 100µHem. Here we also show
a 13-point trapezoidal smoothing of the q-values. Trapezoidal smoothing is a
common moving average smoothing with end points of the window having half
of the weight of the inner points. The smoothed shapes of the q-graphs seem
to be very similar with a shallow valley at the Equator. The average of the
RGO q is again smaller than the average of the Kodaikanal q, i.e. mean values
(standard deviations) are 5.11 (0.15) and 5.35 (0.15) for RGO and Kodaikanal,
respectively. Figure 13b shows the comparison of Kodaikanal and Debrecen
latutudinal q-values for Cycles 21 – 24 with areas larger than 100µHem. It is
evident that the shape of the Kodaikanal q-graph is very similar to that of the
Kodaikanal q-graph in Figure 13a with slightly deeper valley at the Equator in
the smoothed curve. Note that the errorbars are behaving very wildly, especially
for Debrecen, because the q-values of the odd cycles are much higher than the
q-values of the even cycles. The Debrecen q-graph is, however, still deeper at
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Figure 10. Comparison of Kodaikanal and RGO temporal penumbra-umbra ratios for Solar
Cycles 16 – 20.

Figure 11. Comparison of Kodaikanal and Debrecen temporal penumbra-umbra ratios for
Solar Cycles 21 – 24.
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Figure 12. a) Total sunspot group areas and group umbral areas of Debrecen data for Solar
Cycles 21 – 24. b) Total sunspot areas and sunspot umbral areas of Kodaikanal data for Solar
Cycles 21 – 24. (Sunspot/group areas as blue color with axis on the left side and umbral areas
as red with axis on the right side)

Figure 13. a) Comparison of the latitudinal penumbra-umbra ratios (q) for Kodaikanal and
RGO Cycles 16 – 20 with areas larger than 100µHem. b) Comparison of the latitudinal q-values
for Debrecen and Kodaikanal Cycles 21 – 24 with areas larger than 100µHem.

the Equator having clear maxima between 10 – 20 degres at both hemispheres.
The mean q-values (standard deviations) are 6.22 (0.34) and 6.36 (0.41) for
Kodaikanal and Debrecen, respectively. It should, however, be noted that while
it is understandable that the q-values are smaller near the Equator, because
sunspots and sunspot groups are smaller there than around 10 to 25 degrees of
latitude, the error limits also so wide, that the confidence of this result is vague.

7. Conclusions

We have analyzed the penumbra-umbra ratio (q) of sunspot latitudinal and
temporal distributions for RGO SC12 – SC20, Kodaikanal SC16 – SC23 (also in-
complete cycle 24 until june 2018) and Debrecen dataset SC21 – SC24 (SC24
until the end of 2017), in order to get enough data for a solid statistics.
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The analysis of q-values for the Kodaikanal Cycles 16 – 24 shows that the odd
cycles have considerable more large sunspots in the ascending phase than after
the maximum. On the other hand, for the even cycles the shape of the q-graph
reminds more the shape of the sunspot cycle itself, i.e, largest sunspots are in
the middle of the cycle. The mean q-value for even and odd cycles are 5.27 and
5.43, respectively. On the contrary, our analysis shows that the sunspots under
100µHem are quite evenly distributed throughout the cycle for both the odd
and even sunspot cycles. The latitudinal q for large category sunspots and all
sunspots seems to change such that it is lowest around the Equator and increases
slightly towards higher latitudes. The latitudinal change is, however, inside the
errobars and we can say that it is insignificant. Our analysis shows again that
for the small sunspots (<100µHem) the latitudinal distribution of q is flat. The
latitudinal average q for all sunspots is same size as the temporal average q, i.e.
5.41 and 5.65 for the even and odd cycles, respectively.

The analysis of q for the RGO Cycles 12 – 20 shows quite similar results, but
now the q-values for the even cycles are higher than for the odd cycles. The mean
values for q are now 5.20 and 4.75 for the even and odd cycles, respectively. Note,
that the q-values are moderately smaller for the RGO dataset than Kodaikanal
dataset. The latitudinal analysis for RGO sunspot groups data confirms the
aforementioned result, that q is at lowest around Equator and increases towards
higher latitudes for the large (>100µHem) groups. Note that the errorbars for
RGO data are largest, because the level of the q-values changes so much between
cycles, especially for small category sunspot groups.

For Debrecen sunspot data we superimposed the Cycles 21 – 24 in the case of
temporal evolution of the q-values. This is because of the shorter interval, i.e less
cycles in the Debrecen database than for the other datasets. In this case we find
an interesting phenomenon. The shape of the q-graph has two clear maxima and
a deep valley between them for both small and large category sunspot groups. It
turns out that the decrease in the q-values is simultaneous to the drop of the total
and umbral area of the Debrecen sunspot groups. We believe that this is related
to Gnevyshev gap as the deepest point of the total and umbral area locates 36 %
from the start of the cycle (Takalo and Mursula, 2018). The average q-value for
the Debrecen cycles is 5.74. The latitudinal q-values for Debrecen sunspot groups
have largest variation such that they are clearly lowest (except some bad values)
at the Equator of the Sun. The decrease as calculated separately for the even
and odd cycles seems to be deeper than the errorbars of one standard deviation.
The mean values for the even and odd Cycles 21 – 24 between latitudes -35 – 35
are 5.53 and 6.33.

We have also compared the overlapping intervals of the RGO and Kodaikanal
datasets for Cycles 16 – 20 and Kodaikanal and Debrecen datasets for Cycles
21 – 23. The results are consistent with the separately made analyses such that
RGO has smallest q-values and Debrecen highest q-values. The reason for the
differences in q is probably difficulty in separating the border between umbra and
penumbra, especially for sunspot groups (Steinegger, Bonet, and Vázquez, 1997).
This issue is quite complicated and is not the scope of this study. Furthermore,
Foukal (2014) states that the main reason why spot areas recorded using photo-
graphic or CCD observations are larger than those based on drawings seems to
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Figure 14. The relative densities of q-values for RGO, Kodaikanal and Debrecen databases.

be that the areas of spots too small to draw are still individually measurable on
good plates and CCD images.

Debrecen dataset, however, seems to have smallest umbral areas, at least for
large sunspots. The gradient method used in the analyses of Debrecen sunspot
data is described in the article by Györi (1998). Debrecen dataset seems also to
give most precise results in the sense that it shows also the effect of Gnevyshev
gap in its temporal evolution of the q-values. Gnevyshev gap is somehow related
to the reversal of the magnetic field of the Sun. The basic reason for the GG
is not the scope of this study, and it is an open question now, but some good
attempts have been presented (Georgieva, 2011; Karak, Mandal, and Banerjee,
2018). There have also been suggestions about a relic field in the Sun (Bravo and
Stewart, 1996; Mursula, Usoskin, and Kovaltsov, 2001; Song and Wang, 2005).
If the relic field exists, it could maybe explain why GG is more intense in the
even cycles than in the odd cycles (Takalo and Mursula, 2020; Takalo, 2020b,
2021). It should be noted that RGO and Kodaikanal datasets do not show the
temporal decrease of the q-values , although they both have a clear twofold GG
in their total area as a function of time for Solar Cycles 16 – 20 (see Figure 15).
Note that the GG region in this case is few months later than GG of Debrecen
for Solar Cycles 21 – 24.

Kodaikanal research group uses their own procedure in defining the border,
which is based on the threshold method introduced by Otsu (1979). Kodaikanal
data seem to be most compactly located around the mean q-value. This is seen
in Figure 14, where we show the relative densities of RGO, Kodaikanal and
Debrecen databases. Kodaikanal has by far the smallest standard deviation of
the q-distributions. Note that this standard deviation is related to the errorbars
in the q-graphs shown earlier for each databases. From these three datasets
RGO seems to be most heterogeneous, which is seen also as a curious drop
of q-values in the first third of the 20th century (Hathaway, 2013, see also so-
larscience.msfc.nasa.gov/greenwch.shtml). Although the RGO data is one of the
best sunspot area datasets, the drop in q-values for spots smaller than 100µHem
has not been seen in any other datasets so far. Thus, one must proceed with
caution when comparing q-values between different observatories. It should also
be noted, that corrections to the RGO database have been going on recently
(Erwin et al., 2013).
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Figure 15. Total areas of a) Kodaikanal and b) RGO datasets for Solar Cycles 16 – 20.
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ABSTRACT
SMSSJ114447.77-430859.3 (z = 0.83) has been identified in the SkyMapper Southern Survey as the most luminous
quasar in the last ∼ 9 Gyr. In this paper, we report on the eROSITA/Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma (SRG) observations
of the source from the eROSITA All Sky Survey, along with presenting results from recent monitoring performed
using Swift, XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR. The source shows a clear variability by factors of ∼ 10 and ∼ 2.7 over
timescales of a year and of a few days, respectively. When fit with an absorbed power law plus high-energy cutoff,
the X-ray spectra reveal a Γ = 2.2 ± 0.2 and Ecut = 23+26

−5 keV. Assuming Comptonisation, we estimate a coronal
optical depth and electron temperature of τ = 2.5 − 5.3 (5.2 − 8) and kT = 8 − 18 (7.5 − 14) keV, respectively, for
a slab (spherical) geometry. The broadband SED is successfully modelled by assuming either a standard accretion
disc illuminated by a central X-ray source, or a thin disc with a slim disc emissivity profile. The former model results
in a black hole mass estimate of the order of 1010M�, slightly higher than prior optical estimates; meanwhile, the
latter model suggests a lower mass. Both models suggest sub-Eddington accretion when assuming a spinning black
hole, and a compact (∼ 10 rg) X-ray corona. The measured intrinsic column density and the Eddington ratio strongly
suggest the presence of an outflow driven by radiation pressure. This is also supported by variation of absorption by
an order of magnitude over the period of ∼ 900 days.

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – galaxies: active – galaxies: nuclei – (galaxies:) quasars: general – quasars:
supermassive black holes – quasars: individual: SMSS J114447.77-430859.3 – X-rays: general

1 INTRODUCTION

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are thought to be powered
by the accretion of matter onto a supermassive black hole
(SMBH) in the form of a disc. The primary hard X-ray con-
tinuum in AGN arises from repeated Compton up-scattering
of UV/soft X-ray accretion disc photons in a hot, trans-
relativistic plasma. This process typically results in a power-
law spectrum extending to energies determined by the elec-
tron temperature in the hot corona (e.g., Lightman & White
1988; Haardt & Maraschi 1993). Broad-band UV/X-ray spec-
tra require that the corona does not fully cover the disc
(Haardt et al. 1994). X-ray microlensing experiments are sug-

? E-mail: ekammoun@irap.omp.eu

gestive of a compact corona in some bright quasars (QSOs)
with a half-light radius smaller than ∼ 6 rg (e.g., Chartas
et al. 2009; Mosquera et al. 2013), where rg = GMBH/c

2 is
the gravitational radius. Eclipses of the X-ray source have
also placed constraints on the size of the hard X-ray emitting
region(s): r ≤ 1014 cm (e.g., Risaliti et al. 2007). In addi-
tion, spectral-timing studies of X-ray reflection in AGN are
also suggestive of a centrally located, compact corona (e.g.,
Marinucci et al. 2016; Kara et al. 2016).

Most of our detailed knowledge of AGN, and in particular
of their X-ray properties, is based on the study of nearby, low-
mass, low-accretion rate sources. However, understanding the
black hole growth, the energetics of AGN, and the disc-corona
connection (among other properties) would require deep ob-
servations of high-mass and high-accretion rate sources. Ac-

© 2022 The Authors
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cretion theory predicts that at high accretion rates, the stan-
dard radiatively efficient, optically thick and geometrically
thin disc (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) breaks down. In this
case, the radiation pressure becomes more important, and the
disc becomes both optically and geometrically thick, a config-
uration known as a slim disc (e.g., Abramowicz et al. 1988).
However, recent studies showed that the broadband spectral
energy distributions of super- and sub-Eddington AGN do
not seem to exhibit any strong differences (e.g., Castelló-Mor
et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2021). Whilst high-mass sources are ex-
pected to show little or no variability, surprisingly, X-ray ob-
servations showed that ∼ 15−25% of these AGN exhibit large
variability (exceeding a factor of 10) in the super-Eddington
regime ( e.g., Liu et al. 2019, 2021). Moreover, a sizable frac-
tion (∼ 30 − 40%) of high-Eddington quasars seems to be
X-ray weak, both at intermediate (z = 0.5 − 1) and high
(z = 2−4) redshift (e.g., Nardini et al. 2019; Zappacosta et al.
2020; Laurenti et al. 2022). This fraction is much higher than
the fraction of X-ray weak sources in non-jetted “standard”
QSOs.
It is worth noting that the studies of such sources have a

strong impact on our understanding black hole growth, as
well as their impact on their close environment. In fact, the
formation of SMBHs with masses of the order of MBH >
109M� at redshifts of z ∼ 6− 7 (i.e. when the Universe was
less than 1Gyr old) is still debated. It has been proposed
that one of the channels of forming such massive black holes
would be via gas accretion at rates comparable/higher than
the Eddington limit (Johnson & Haardt 2016). In addition,
these sources are thought to launch powerful nuclear outflows
(Nardini et al. 2015; Matzeu et al. 2017), imprinting absorp-
tion lines in the X-ray spectra (especially in the 6 − 8 keV
range), that are capable of regulating the growth and the
evolution of their host galaxies (e.g., King & Pounds 2015;
Giustini & Proga 2019). Thus, highly accreting sources are
unique laboratories to study AGN feedback, probing the real
impact of nuclear activity on the evolution of massive galaxies
and on the formation of structures in the Universe.

SMSSJ114447.77-430859.3

Onken et al. (2022) reported on the discovery of
SMSS J114447.77-430859.3 (z = 0.83; hereafter, J1144) in
the SkyMapper Southern Survey (SMSS; Wolf et al. 2018;
Onken et al. 2019), as the most luminous quasar of the last
∼ 9Gyr observed so far. Using broad hydrogen and magne-
sium emission lines, the authors estimated a black hole mass
of log (MBH/M�) = 9.4± 0.5. They also estimated the bolo-
metric luminosity to be Lbol = (4.7±1.0)×1047 erg s−1, sug-
gesting an Eddington ratio of λEdd = Lbol/LEdd ' 1.5+3.3

−1.1.
This source was not detected in the ROSAT All Sky Sur-
vey (RASS). However, interestingly, the examination of five
single passes of the eROSITA All-Sky Survey (eRASS1–5),
which are each around 4 times deeper than RASS, confirmed
not only the detection of this source, but also a large variabil-
ity over the course of two years as seen in Fig. 1. In this paper,
we present the eRASS1–5 observations of this source. We also
present the results obtained from our recent monitoring of
the source using the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Swift),
XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR, performed in 2022. J1144 is a
unique, closer proxy of luminous QSOs, usually found at cos-

mic noon (z ∼ 2− 3), that require very deep observations in
order to study their X-ray/UV/optical properties.
The paper is structured as follows: the data reduction is

presented in Section 2. Section 3 shows the results obtained by
analysing the X-ray spectra. The broadband SED is presented
in Section 4. Finaly, we discuss our results in Section 5.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1 eROSITA observations

The extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope
Array (eROSITA; Predehl et al. 2021), the soft X-ray in-
strument on board the Spektrum-Roentgen-Gamma (SRG)
orbital observatory, observed J1144 over a period of two
years as it performed its first five eRASS passes (eRASS1–5).
The eRASS Ecliptic scanning strategy means that an object
at intermediate Ecliptic latitudes (like J1144) passes in the
eROSITA field of view around 8− 10 times every 6 months,
with those passes (each less than 40s) all occurring within
1–2 days.
Data were reduced in the standard way using the

eROSITA Science Analysis Software System (eSASS)
eSASSusers_211214 pipeline version c020 and c947 for
eRASS1–4 and 5, respectively (Brunner et al. 2022, Merloni
et al., in prep.). A simple astrometric match was used to
identify the eROSITA-detected source, as this is robust for
high count rate sources with sub-arcsecond positional uncer-
tainties. Exposure corrected spectral extraction of a circular
source and annular background region was carried out using
srctool as described in Section 2.2 of Liu et al. (2022). The
source extraction radius was defined in a way to maximize
the signal to noise and increases in size with the flux of the
source, whilst the inner radius of the background annulus is
chosen such that the surface brightness of the source’s PSF
wings is < 2% of the local background surface brightness;
both regions mask out other contaminating sources (Brunner
et al. 2022; Liu et al. 2022). Subsequently, spectral fitting was
done using the pyXspec X-ray analysis environment of XSPEC
v12.12.0 (Arnaud 1996; Gordon & Arnaud 2021) coupled
with Bayesian X-ray Analysis (BXA v4.0.0; Buchner et al.
2014; Buchner 2021b), a Bayesian parameter estimation and
model comparison software using the nested sampling algo-
rithm UltraNest (Buchner 2021a). The spectra, grouped by
each single-pass eRASS, from the source and background re-
gions were jointly fitted using a source model, typically an ab-
sorbed power law, plus background model. The background
model was calculated following Simmonds et al. (2018), by
applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on an exist-
ing parametric model for eROSITA background spectra and
adding Gaussian lines until it no longer improved the fit, as
judged by the Akaike Information Criterion (see also Sec-
tion 3.1 of Liu et al. 2022, for more details). The shape of
this component was therefore already fixed in the joint mod-
elling, however, the normalisation was left free to vary so it
could adjust to the required background flux level.
Light curves were also extracted using eSASS and anal-

ysed using bexvar to search for variability (Buchner et al.
2022). Variability in bexvar is quantified by the intrinsic scat-
ter (σbexvar) on the assumed log-normal distribution of count
rates in any given time bin (see Sec. 3 of Buchner et al. 2022).
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Figure 1. The light curve of J1144 in the 0.5-10 keV band. The black squares, blue circles, and red diamond correspond to eROSITA,
Swift, and XMM-Newton, respectively. The inset shows a zoom-in on the recent monitoring of the source in 2022, with the start being
the first Swift observation (MJD = 59751). The grey dotted line corresponds to the 3σ upper detection limit by ROSAT obtained in 1990
(see text for details).

Table 1. Log of the X-ray observations. The net count rates are
reported in the 0.2−5 keV range for eROSITA, the 0.4−5 keV for
XRT, 0.4−10 keV for XMM-Newton, and 3.5−30 keV for NuSTAR.

Date Instrument Net Count rate Net exp.
(MJD) (Count s−1) (ks)

58840 eROSITA/eRASS1 3.7± 0.3 0.15
59023 eROSITA/eRASS2 1.5± 0.3 0.10
59208 eROSITA/eRASS3 0.4± 0.2 0.10
59392 eROSITA/eRASS4 1.2± 0.3 0.11
59577 eROSITA/eRASS5 1.0± 0.3 0.12

59751 XRT/O1 0.039± 0.003 3.6
59764 XRT/O3 0.059± 0.005 2.2
59769 XRT/O4 0.041± 0.005 1.7
59779 XRT/O6 0.042± 0.005 1.4
59785 XRT/O7 0.036± 0.005 1.7
59790 XRT/O8 0.037± 0.004 1.6
59795 XRT/O9 0.056± 0.008 0.7
59798 XRT/O10 0.058± 0.007 1.2

59778 XMM-Newton/PN 0.538± 0.007 9.7
XMM-Newton/MOS2 0.158± 0.003 13.7

59759 NuSTAR/FPMA 0.024± 0.0006 61.6
NuSTAR/FPMB 0.022± 0.0007 60.9

This log-scatter on the log-count rate is similar in concept to
the excess variance on the linear count rate, usually quoted
as the normalized excess variance (NEV; e.g., Vaughan et al.
2003).

2.2 Swift observations

Swift observed J1144 in 10 occasions over a period of 47 days,
from 2022-06-21 to 2022-08-07 (Obsid 15227001-15227010,
hereafter XRT/O1–O10, respectively). Two of these obser-
vations (O2 and O5) were too short, resulting in less than
20 counts in total, thus we omitted them from this analy-
sis. The X-ray telescope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2005) oper-
ated during these observations in the Photon Counting (PC)
mode. We reduced the data following standard procedures us-
ing HEASOFT (Nasa High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive
Research Center (Heasarc) 2014). We performed the initial
reduction with xrtpipeline. Source and background spectra
were extracted using xselect from circular regions of 50′′ in
radius. We used the default redistribution matrix file (RMF)
and ancillary response file (ARF), available in the calibration
database. The spectra were then binned, requiring a mini-
mum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 3 per energy bin.
J1144 was simultaneously observed in the optical/UV by

the Swift/UVOT (Roming et al. 2005). All observations were
analyzed in the HEASOFT-6.30.1 environment utilizing the
latest version of the UVOT caldb. All image segments con-
tained in a given obsid are summed prior to source detection.
The flux from J1144 was calculated using the uvotmaghist
task with a 5′′ source region centred on the known coordinates
of J1144. Background was estimated from a nearby source
free region. The UVOT light curves are shown in Fig. 2.

2.3 XMM-Newton observation

XMM-Newton observed J1144 on 2022-07-18 (ObsID
0911791701) for a total exposure of 15 ks. The observation
was operated in the Full Frame/Thin Filter mode for EPIC-
pn (Strüder et al. 2001) and the two EPIC-MOS (Turner et al.
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Figure 2. UVOT light curves obtained during the monitoring of
the source in 2022. The horizontal dotted lines represent the aver-
age flux in the bands with more than two data points.

2001) instruments. We reduced the data using SAS v.19.1.1
(Gabriel et al. 2004) and the latest calibration files. We pro-
cessed the data using EPPROC and EMPROC for the EPIC-pn
and EPIC-MOS, respectively. Source spectra were extracted
from a circular region of radius 30′′ centered on the source.
The corresponding background spectra were extracted from
an off-source circular region located on the same CCD chip,
with a radius twice that of the source. We filtered out periods
with strong background flares estimated to be around 5.5 ks
for EPIC-pn and 1.4 ks for EPIC-MOS. Response matrices
were produced using the FTOOLs RMFGEN and ARFGEN. We re-
binned the observed spectra using the SAS task SPECGROUP to
have a minimum S/N of 4 in each energy bin. The EPIC-
MOS1 observation suffered from a bad column coincident
with the location of the source. Thus, we use in the following
analysis the results from EPIC-pn and EPIC-MOS2 only.

2.4 NuSTAR observation

J1144 was observed by NuSTAR on 2022-06-28 (ObsID
90801616002) for a total exposure of 130 ks (net exposure

Table 2. UVOT light curve of the source obtained in the differnt
filters.

Date Filter Flux
(MJD) (mJy)

59751 W2 2.10± 0.04

59751 M2 2.59± 0.06
59751 W1 3.00± 0.06

59751 U 4.15± 0.10

59751 B 4.90± 0.10
59751 V 6.24± 0.16

59758 M2 2.23± 0.07

59764 U 4.12± 0.09
59769 W2 2.15± 0.04

59774 M2 2.09± 0.05

59779 W1 2.96± 0.06
59785 U 3.93± 0.09

59785 W2 2.17± 0.05

59790 W2 2.24± 0.05
59794 M2 2.40± 0.06

59798 M2 2.72± 0.06

of ∼ 61 ks). The data were reduced using the standard
pipeline in the NuSTAR Data Analysis Software (NUSTAR-
DAS v2.0.0), and using the latest calibration files. We cleaned
the unfiltered event files with the standard depth correction.
We reprocessed the data using the saamode = optimized and
tentacle = yes criteria for a more conservative treatment
of the high background levels in the proximity of the South
Atlantic Anomaly. We extracted the source and background
light curves and spectra from circular regions of radii 50′′,
for the two focal plane modules (FPMA and FPMB) using
the HEASOFT task nuproducts. We binned the spectra to re-
quire a minimum S/N of 4 in each energy bin. The NuSTAR
light curves do not show any signature of variability during
the observation. In the following we analyse the spectra from
FPMA and FPMB jointly, without combining them together.
The details of each of the observations are shown in Ta-

ble 1. Figure 1 shows the observed flux in the 0.5 − 10 keV
light curves for eROSITA, Swift, and XMM-Newton (black
squares, blue circles, and red diamond, respectively). The
fluxes are estimated based on the best-fit models (see next
section for details). We used the HIgh-energy LIght curve
GeneraTor1 (HILIGT; Saxton et al. 2022) to derive an upper
limit on the ROSAT non-detection. This gives a 3σ upper
limit on the 0.2− 2 keV flux of 1.4× 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2. As-
suming Γ = 2, this translates into a 0.5 − 10 keV flux upper
limit of 1.7× 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2. This is consistent with the
flux values during eRASS2–5 and the early observations of
the 2022 monitoring.

3 X-RAY SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

3.1 eRASS results

As mentioned before, we use bexvar to assess whether
any significant temporal variability exists within any given
eRASS, by looking at the log-scatter on the log-count rate.
For J1144, this typical ‘intra-eRASS’ variability timescale

1 http://xmmuls.esac.esa.int/hiligt/
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Table 3. Best-fit parameters obtained by modelling the eROSITA spectra. Note that the instrinsic column density (NH) is a 3σ upper
limit. Normalisations (norm1–5) are in units of Photon keV−1 cm−2 s−1.

NH[cm−2] Γ log(norm1) log(norm2) log(norm3) log(norm4) log(norm5)

< 2.7× 1021 2.21+0.14
−0.12 −2.27+0.06

−0.05 −2.72+0.07
−0.06 −3.31+0.09

−0.10 −2.75+0.06
−0.06 −2.97+0.08
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Figure 3. Observed spectra from the different eROSITA observa-
tions (eRASS1−5: red circle, yellow square, green diamond, blue
cross, purple star). Top: Deconvolved spectra. Middle: Convolved
spectra, folded through detector response but not effective area,
along with background spectra for each eRASS (dotted, same
colour scheme). Bottom: normalized residuals obtained by fitting
the spectra.

is around 4 hours. However, low values of σbexvar � 0.1
are consistently found for all eRASS1–5 over several energy
bands. Overall, the long term (inter-eRASS) X-ray variabil-
ity, clearly seen in Fig. 1, is much more significant than the
short term (intra-eRASS) variability. For that reason, in the
following, we model the time-averaged spectrum from each
eRASS.
We model the spectra using a simple absorbed power law

(TBabs× zTBabs× zpow in XSPEC formalism), where TBabs
and zTBabs (Wilms et al. 2000) correspond to the Galactic
absorption in the line of sight and the intrinsic neutral ab-
sorption at the redshift of the source, respectively. We fixed
the Galactic column density at NH = 7.9×1020 cm−2 (HI4PI
Collaboration et al. 2016) but the intrinsic column density
(“znH1–5”), the power law photon index (“PhoIndex1-5”), and
power-law normalisations (“norm1-5”) were left free for each
eRASS spectrum. Upon modelling each spectrum individu-
ally, it is found that the intrinsic column density and photon
index are consistent with each other across eRASS1–5, albeit

with large uncertainties, due to the quality of the data. Yet,
the values of the normalisations were showing a clear variabil-
ity across the five spectra. For this reason, we re-fit the spec-
tra simultaneously by tying the column density and the pho-
ton index for all observations, and keeping the normalisation
free to vary. The prior set on the column density, the photon
index, and the normalisations was a log-uniform prior ranging
from (10−3−103)×1022 cm−2, a uniform prior from 1−4, and
a log-uniform prior from 10−6 − 10 Photon keV−1 cm−2 s−1,
respectively.
Figure 3 showcases the results of this simultaneous fitting

of eRASS1–5 spectra. The top panel shows the deconvolved
spectra, to better compare with observations from different
instruments. The middle panel shows the convolved spectra,
folded through detector response but not effective area, along
with background spectra (dotted lines). It is clear that the
background becomes dominant past 2 − 3 keV. The normal-
ized residuals are also displayed in the bottom panel of the
same figure. The apparent difference in the levels of back-
ground are caused by the varying extraction region sizes,
which scale proportional to the source flux. Quantitatively,
the eRASS1 (highest flux state) source extraction region
area is a factor of ∼3 larger than that of eRASS3 (lowest
flux state), and this is reflected in the difference in normal-
ization between the red and green dotted lines. The best-
fit (posterior median) photon index and 3σ upper limit on
the column density for eRASS1–5 are Γ = 2.21+0.14

−0.12 and
NH < 2.7× 1021 cm−2, respectively. Moreover, we find a fac-
tor > 10 decrease in the normalisation of the power law be-
tween eRASS1 and eRASS3, after which it steadily increases
again up till eRASS5. Table 3 lists the best-fit parameters for
this simultaneous fitting of eRASS1–5 spectra. The corner
plot in FigureC1 shows the parameter space sampled dur-
ing the fit procedure and the posterior distributions obtained
for each parameter (znH, PhoIndex, norm1–5). The confi-
dence contours are drawn at 68th and 95th percentiles. Note
that BXA methodology is fully consistent with the Leven-
berg–Marquardt minimization algorithm used in XSPEC, how-
ever, BXA is preferred for modelling eROSITA sources as the
sampling remains unbiased even in the low count regimes.

3.2 2022 monitoring

In the rest of the spectral analysis we use XSPEC v12.11.1
(Arnaud 1996). We fit simultaneously the data from all of the
Swift/XRT, XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR data assuming the
following model:

Model = TBabs× TBpcf× cflux× zcutoffpl. (1)

where TBabs corresponds to the Galactic absorption in the
line of sight of the source. TBpcf corresponds to a partially
covering neutral absorption at the rest frame of the source.
The cflux component measures the flux of the power-law
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Figure 4. Swift, XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR spectra obtained during the monitoring of J1144 in 2022. The solid lines correspond to the
best-fit model assuming an absorbed power law (see Sec. 3.2). The dashed lines represent the best-fit model to the XMM-Newton data,
for comparison.

component with a high-energy cutoff (zcutoffpl) in the
2 − 10 keV range. We kept the column density of the TBpcf
component constant for all observations, but we let the cov-
ering fraction (fcov) free to vary. We also kept the photon
index (Γ) and the high-energy cutoff (Ecut) constant for all
observations and we let the flux free. The spectra together

with the best-fitted model are shown in Fig. 4. The corre-
sponding residuals are shown in Fig. B1. All uncertainties are
listed with 1σ confidence level. We present in AppendixA the
results obtained by performing a line search on the XMM-
Newton spectra. This results in hints of an absorption line at
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Figure 5. Variability of fcov and the 2 − 10 keV flux during the
monitoring of J1144 in 2022.

∼ 1.3 keV, and an emission line at ∼ 6.5 keV, with a signifi-
cance of ∼ 3σ.
The model is statistically accepted with χ2/dof =

346.7/320 (pnull = 0.15). We obtained a best-fit Γ = 2.0±0.1,
Ecut = 68+65

−23 keV, and NH = (3.7 ± 0.6) × 1022 cm−2. The
best-fit results show hints of variability in fcov that cannot be
strongly constrained due to the quality of the data. However,
the changes in the 2 − 10 keV flux can be clearly confirmed
with a max-to-min ratio of ∼ 2.7 over the period of the mon-
itoring (see Fig. 5). The best-fit photon index obtained from
this monitoring of the source is consistent within uncertain-
ties with the one obtained by modeling the eROSITA spectra.
For completeness, we tested a model by replacing TBpcf

in Eq. (1) by a warm absorption model, zxipcf. We kept
the column density and the covering fraction constant for
all observations and let the ionisation parameter vary. This
resulted in a worse fit than using the neutral absorption
(χ2/dof = 357/320). Keeping the ionisation parameter con-
stant and letting the covering fraction free to vary results in
a comparable fit to the one with TBpcf, with an ionisation
parameter consistent with a neutral absorption, deriving an
upper limit of log ξ < 1.5.

4 BROADBAND SPECTRAL ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION

4.1 KYNSED

First, we use KYNSED2 (Dovčiak et al. 2022) to model the
broadband SED of the source. This model considers a

2 https://projects.asu.cas.cz/dovciak/kynsed

Table 4. Best-fit fcov and 2− 10 keV flux obtained by fitting the
X-ray spectra of the source from the monitoring in 2022.

Observation fcov log(F2−10/cgs)

XRT/O1 0.68+0.05
−0.13 −11.91+0.05

−0.06

XRT/O3 0.75+0.09
−0.11 −11.64+0.05

−0.05

XRT/O4 0.65+0.21
−0.29 −11.78+0.07

−0.08

XRT/O6 0.56+0.18
−0.27 −11.79+0.09

−0.09

XRT/O7 < 0.39 −11.86+0.11
−0.06

XRT/O8 > 0.43 −11.81+0.08
−0.09

XRT/O9 > 0.10 −11.52+0.12
−0.14

XRT/O10 0.55+0.18
−0.26 −11.68+0.08

−0.09

XMM-Newton 0.44+0.07
−0.07 −11.93+0.01

−0.01

NuSTAR − −11.79+0.01
−0.01

Novikov-Thorne (Novikov & Thorne 1973) accretion disc that
powers the X-ray corona, assumed to be a point source lo-
cated on the rotational axis of the SMBH. The fraction of
the power transferred from the accretion disc to the corona
is denoted by Ltransf/Ldisc. The X-ray corona emits then a
primary power-law continuum which partially arrives to the
observer and partially irradiates the disc. The disc will re-
process the incident emission. A part of this emission is re-
emitted in the form of an X-ray reflection spectrum, and the
other part is absorbed by the disc. This absorbed radiation
will heat the disc and will be re-emitted in the UV/optical as
an additional thermal emission. This process explained suc-
cessfully the observed UV/optical continuum time-lags (see
e.g., Kammoun et al. 2019, 2021a) as well as the power spec-
tral density (Panagiotou et al. 2020, 2022), obtained from
intense monitoring of local AGN. Dovčiak et al. (2022) used
KYNSED to model the broadband SED obtained from the long
monitoring of NGC5548. The authors discuss in their Sec-
tion 5.5 the fact that the code does not take variability into
account in its computations. Thus, the code is not ideal for
modelling simultaneous X-ray/UV/optical observations. In-
stead, it is more suited for modeling time-averaged SEDs. For
that reason, we constructed the time-averaged spectrum from
the UVOT monitoring. To do so, we estimated the average
flux of the source in bands with three or more observations.
These are the UVW2, UVM2, and U bands, only. As for the
X-ray spectra, we considered the XMM-Newton and NuS-
TAR ones, which, together, should be representative of the
average state of J1144.
In XSPEC parlance, the model can be written as follows:

Model = reddenUV/opt × TBabsX × TBpcfX × KYNSED (2)

All the relevant KYNSED parameters are tied in the UV and
optical range with those in the X-ray range. The TBabsX com-
ponent accounts for the effects of the Galactic absorption in
the X-ray band. We fix its column density to 7.91×1020 cm−2.
The reddenUV/opt component accounts for the reddening due
to dust extinction in our Galaxy. We fix the extinction
E(B − V ) to 0.111 (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). The as-
sumed values of Galactic NH and E(B − V ) are consistent
with the observed relation between these two values (e.g.,
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Figure 6. Observed SED of J1144 using Swift/UVOT (cyan circles), XMM-Newton/pn,MOS (black and red, respectively), and NuS-
TAR/FPMA,FPMB (orange and blue, respectively). The solid line corresponds to one of the best-fit models obtained for a∗ = 0 using
KYNSED (left) and AGNSLIM (right). The other realisations resulted in a similar quality of the fit (see text for details). The bottom panels
show the residuals corresponding to these fits.

Table 5. Best-fit parameters obtained by modelling the SED of
J1144 using KYNSED, assuming different values of the spin. The
uncertainties represent the lowest/highest values obtained from the
SED modelling (see text for details).

a∗ = 0 a∗ = 0.7 a∗ = 0.998

h (rg) 3− 30

θ(◦) 0− 60

fcol 1.0− 2.4

logMBH/M� 10.10+0.38
−0.47 10.33+0.43

−0.56 10.55+0.62
−0.51

log ṁ/ṁEdd 0.19+0.41
−0.28 0.00+0.47

−0.34 −0.03+0.54
−0.66

Γ 2.16+0.25
−0.16 2.17+0.27

−0.15 2.19+0.28
−0.19

Ecut (keV) 23+26
−5 22+23

−6 22+15
−7

Ltransf,X/Ldisc 0.08+0.05
−0.04 0.07+0.09

−0.03 0.05+0.07
−0.02

Ltransf,N/Ldisc 0.11+0.08
−0.05 0.10+0.15

−0.05 0.07+0.11
−0.03

NH (1022 cm−2) 3.39+0.46
−0.40 3.35+0.52

−0.32 3.32+0.51
−0.46

fcov 0.54+0.12
−0.11 0.55+0.13

−0.10 0.55+0.13
−0.12

ξin (erg cm s−1) 0.2+2.7
−0.2 0.2+4.8

−0.1 0.5+63.5
−0.5

Rc (rg) 10.1+14.5
−4.7 6.9+19.3

−3.8 5.6+12.1
−3.9

R 0.75+0.23
−0.25 0.83+0.27

−0.24 0.89+0.68
−0.25

χ2 272− 294 271− 300 271− 300

dof 276

Bohlin et al. 1978). TBpcfX accounts for partially covering ab-
sorption in the rest frame of the source. We applied TBabsX
and TBpcfX to the X-ray spectra only, while reddenUV/opt is
only applied to the UV/optical data.
The model does not give a statistically acceptable fit when

we fix MBH to the value that is reported by Onken et al.
(2022). Instead, the fit improves significantly by letting the

mass to be larger. Given that many parameters could not be
constrained and that some of them are degenerate we adopted
the following fitting scheme. We fix the spin to 0, 0.7, and
0.998. For each of the spin values, we choose randomly, assum-
ing a uniform distribution, a combination of coronal height
(h), colour correction factor3 (fcol), and inclination (θ). The
limits of each parameter are given in Table 5. We fixed the pa-
rameters to the chosen values and we fit the SED letting the
mass and the accretion rate in units of Eddington4 (ṁ/ṁEdd)
to be free. In addition, Γ, Ecut, NH, and fcov are left free
but tied between the different spectra. We left Ltransf/Ldisc

untied between XMM-Newton and NuSTAR (Ltransf,X/Ldisc

ab=nd Ltransf,N/Ldisc, respectively). We repeated this for 500
times for each of the spin values. We selected only the fits
that are statistically accepted with (χ2/dof < 300/276, i.e.,
pnull > 0.15).
Assuming Comptonisation, and using the conservation of

photons during this process, KYNSED estimates the size of the
corona (Rc) a posteriori (see Dovčiak & Done 2016; Ursini
et al. 2020; Dovčiak et al. 2022, for more details). This as-
sumes a spherical source on the rotation axis of the BH. De-
spite the fact that this computation is approximate, it proved
to be aligned with more accurate 3D models (see Sec. 5.3 in
Dovčiak et al. 2022). We use this approximation to rule out
configurations in which the best fit results in a large corona
that is not consistent with the assumptions of the model.
This can be used to make an additional selection on the ac-
cepted configurations. For that reason, we select from our fits
only the results where Rc is smaller than the difference be-
tween the height of the source and the event horizon of the

3 This factor corrects for the spectral hardening due to photon
interactions with matter in the upper layers of the accretion disc.
4 The Eddington accretion rate is defined as ṁEdd = LEdd/ηc

2,
where η, the radiative efficiency is a function of the BH spin, and
LEdd ' 1.26× 1038MBH/M� erg s−1 is the Eddington luminosity.
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BH. This results in a selection of 80% of the realisations that
are statistically accepted and physically consistent with the
assumptions of the model.
Figure 6 shows one realisation of the selected fits. The

other realisations result in comparable fit quality. We show
in Table 5 the median value for each of the parameters. The
uncertainties shown in this table correspond to the mini-
mum/maximum value obtained for each of the parameters
obtained from the 500 fits. We also show in this table the
minimum-maximum values of χ2 for each spin. All values
are statistically accepted. Figure 7 represents the unabsorbed
SED models from all the realisations. We show in this figure
the total SED in black, the power law component in blue,
the reflection component in red, and the disc component in
yellow.
All of the best-fit parameters are consistent for all spins,

except the mass and the accretion rate which show a dif-
ferent behaviour. This can be seen in Fig. C2, which shows
all the best-fit parameters for each of the spin values. The
figure shows the expected degeneracy between Γ and Ecut.
In addition it shows a degeneracy between MBH, ṁ/ṁEdd,
and fcol. The MBH-ṁ/ṁEdd degeneracy is better highlighted
in Fig. 8. In this figure, we show each of the best-fit MBH

and ṁ/ṁEdd for a∗ = 0, 0.7, and 0.998 (left, middle, and
right panels, respectively). The fact that ṁ in physical units
is linked to ṁ/ṁEdd by the efficiency (η), that is spin de-
pendent, results in obtaining a lower ṁ/ṁEdd range as the
spin increases, for a given MBH. For a given spin, changing
fcol results in opposite behavior of MBH and ṁ/ṁEdd try-
ing to compensate for the shift in the position of the model
peak frequency. This leads to the observed degeneracy be-
tween ṁ/ṁEdd, MBH, and fcol. The accretion rate changes
between sub- and super-Eddington with fcol. For a∗ = 0, 0.7,
and 0.998, ṁ/ṁEdd gets below the Eddington limit for fcol
above 2.2, 1.8, and 1.6, respectively. For most of the possible
combinations of parameters the needed MBH value is larger
than the one inferred from the width of the optical emission
lines reported by Onken et al. (2022). The two values agree
within uncertainties for low spin values and low fcol. The
discrepancy in mass is further discussed in Section 5.3.
Our SED modelling results in a bolometric luminosity

that is consistent between all the assumed spins, Lbol =
6.2+2.5
−0.5 × 1047 erg s−1. This is higher than the value of

(4.7 ± 1.0) × 1047 erg s−1 obtained by Onken et al. (2022),
however, consistent within uncertainties. The measured val-
ues of Lbol and MBH imply an Eddington ratio of λEdd =
0.34+0.41

−0.18, 0.21+0.26
−0.12, 0.11+0.15

−0.06, for a
∗ = 0, 0.7, 0.998, respec-

tively. This is lower than the value of 1.5+3.3
−1.1 implied by

Onken et al. (2022), albeit consistent within uncertainties.

4.2 AGNSLIM

As mentioned earlier, accretion discs in super-Eddington
AGN are thought to follow a slim disc configuration. For
that reason, in this section we fit the SED of J1144 using
the AGNSLIM model from Kubota & Done (2019). This model
divides the disc in three regions: (a) an inner region (be-
tween Rin and Rhot), where the luminosity is dissipated in
hot slab-like material, forming a Comptonized spectrum, (b)
an intermediate region (from Rhot to Rwarm) where the lu-
minosity is dissipated in an optically thick and warm Comp-
tonizing medium, and (c) the outer region (from Rwarm to

Rout) that is completely thermal emitting a standard black-
body spectrum. This model assumes that the disc extends
down to Rin with an emissivity following the one of a slim
disc. It is worth noting that the slim disc is expected to give
a large scale height. However, given the complexity of imple-
menting such geometry, AGNSLIM adopts a geometrically thin
disc approximation, and it is limited to modifying the disc
emissivity. Furthermore, the model does not include either
reprocessing of hard X-rays or general relativity effects. We
define the model in XSPEC parlance as follows:

Model = reddenUV/opt × TBabsX × TBpcfX × AGNSLIM. (3)

Similarly to Eq. (2), the reddenUV/opt component represents
the reddening due to Galactic absorption and is applied only
to the UV/optical data. The TBabsX−ray and TBpcfX−ray

components represent the Galactic and intrinsic absorption
and they are applied only to the X-ray spectra. We fix Rin

at its default value of −1, as calculated in Eq. (1) of Kubota
& Done (2019). We assume the outer radius of the disc to be
equal to the self-gravity radius as calculated by Laor & Netzer
(1989). We fixed the spin values at 0, 0.7, and 0.998. For each
spin value, we fixed cosine of the inclination (cos θ) at 20 val-
ues between 0.1 and 1. The free parameters are the BH mass,
accretion rate, the temperature (kTh), the photon index (Γh),
and the radius (Rh) of the hot corona, and the temperature
(kTw), the photon index (Γw), and the radius (Rw) of the
warm corona. The model resulted in statistically good fits,
however the warm corona is not needed by the model as its
radius always tends to be equal to the one of the hot corona.
In fact, this result is expected as the warm corona is usually
invoked to explain the presence of a soft X-ray excess (below
∼ 1 keV), which is not seen in J1144. We repeated the fit by
setting Rw = Rh, thus neglecting the presence of the warm
corona. We linked all the parameters for the XMM-Newton
and NuSTAR spectra, except Rh which was left free to ac-
count for the difference in flux between the two observations.
The fits are all acceptable with χ2/dof ' 277/276, except for
the high inclinations (cos θ ≤ 0.2) of the non-spinning BH
case. All of the good fits converged to the same value of Γh,
kTh, NH, and fcov for all values of spin and inclination. The
BH mass and the accretion rate varied with spin and incli-
nation. However, the coronal size varied only as a function
of spin. The best fit values are shown in Table 6. The uncer-
tainties on mass and mass accretion rate correspond to the
lower and upper limits obtained by fitting the SED for dif-
ferent values of cos θ, for each spin value. The uncertainties
on other parameters correspond to the statistical uncertainty
on each of the parameter for a ∆χ2 = 1. The right panel of
Fig. 6 shows the observed SED fitted with AGNSLIM assuming
a∗ = 0. The right panel of Fig. 7 shows the unabsorbed SED
models from all the realisations.
Figure 8 shows how the MBH and ṁ/ṁEdd change for dif-

ferent spins. Similarly to the KYNSED model, the increase
in spin results in a global increase MBH and decrease in
ṁ/ṁEdd. However, for a given spin value, both MBH and
ṁ/ṁEdd decrease as cos θ increases (see Fig. C3). This is due
to the fact that, in AGNSLIM, cos θ acts as a normalisation
factor of the flux, without any effect on the spectral shape.
In this case, when cos θ changes, both MBH and ṁ/ṁEdd

adjust to compensate for the change in flux. The best-fit val-
ues of MBH are consistent with the one derived by Onken
et al. (2022) for a∗ = 0 and 0.7. A maximally spinning BH
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Figure 7. Model SEDs (in the rest frame of the source) obtained from all of the realisations using KYNSED (left) and AGNSLIM (right). The
total model is shown in black. The thermal emission of the disc is shown in yellow. The power law component is shown using the dashed
blue lines. The dotted red lines correspond to the X-ray reflection from KYNSED (AGNSLIM does not take this component into account). The
dotted vertical lines correspond to the intrinsic 2500Å and 2 keV.

Table 6. Best-fit parameters obtained by modelling the SED of
J1144 using AGNSLIM, assuming different values of the spin. The
uncertainties on mass and mass accretion rate represent the low-
est/highest values obtained from the SED modelling (see text for
details). The uncertainties on other parameters correspond to the
statistical uncertainty on each of the parameter for a ∆χ2 = 1.

a∗ = 0 a∗ = 0.7 a∗ = 0.998

cos θ 0.2− 1 0.1− 1 0.1− 1

log ṁ/ṁEdd 0.18+0.21
−0.10 −0.08+0.37

−0.13 −0.70+0.37
−0.13

logMBH/M� 9.36+0.20
−0.10 9.66+0.37

−0.13 10.25+0.37
−0.13

kTh 16+14
−5 16+14

−5 16+14
−5

Γh 2.09+0.04
−0.04 2.09+0.04

−0.04 2.09+0.04
−0.04

Rh,X 8.96+0.19
−0.16 4.90+0.19

−0.16 1.52+0.03
−0.03

Rh,N 9.58+0.31
−0.26 5.22+0.35

−0.31 1.58+0.03
−0.03

NH (1022 cm−2) 3.39+0.53
−0.49 3.39+0.53

−0.49 3.39+0.53
−0.49

fcov 0.49+0.04
−0.03 0.49+0.04

−0.03 0.49+0.04
−0.03

χ2 277.3 277.3 277.5

dof 276

results in an MBH larger by an order of magnitude compared
to this value. The best-fit values of BH mass obtained using
KYNSED and AGNSLIM are consistent within a factor . 2. How-
ever, the accretion rate changes significantly between the two
models. This difference increases as the BH spin increases.
Since the best-fit mass and accretion rate correlate with the
color correction in KYNSED (see Fig. C2), only the results with
fcol = 1 should be considered to compare the results with
AGNSLIM. This corresponds to the lowest masses and highest

accretion rates for a given spin in KYNSED. In AppendixD,
we compare the two models in detail for ṁ/ṁEdd = 0.1 and
1. It is worth noting that, as discussed in Kubota & Done
(2019), AGNSLIM is consistent with a standard accretion disc
for ṁ/ṁEdd . 2.39 which is the case of J1144. AGNSLIM pre-
dicts a larger UV emission than KYNSED. The difference in-
creases with spin. This is mainly due to the fact that AGNSLIM
does not take into consideration general relativity (GR) ef-
fects. Due to GR, a large amount of flux from the inner disc
will end up in the BH, hence the difference between the two
models. In order to compensate for this, fitting with AGNSLIM
results in lower mass and accretion rate compared to KYNSED.
For the non-spinning case, AGNSLIM results in an accretion
rate above the Eddington limit but below the critical limit of
∼ 2.39 ṁEdd. For a∗ = 0.7, ṁ/ṁEdd gets below the Edding-
ton limit for cos θ > 0.4. The maximally spinning case results
in a sub-Eddington accretion rate for all cases. We note that
this modelling also predicts a compact X-ray corona located
within 10 rg of the BH for all spin values. The value of Rh

decreases by increasing the spin.

We derive from this model a bolometric luminosity Lbol =
6.00+0.11

−0.04 × 1047 erg s−1, consistent with the value derived
from the KYNSED modelling. The measured values of Lbol and
MBH imply an Eddington ratio of λEdd = 2.08+0.56

−0.78, 1.04+0.36
−0.60,

and 0.27+0.09
−0.16, for a

∗ = 0, 0.7, and 0.998, respectively. If the
BH spin were low/intermediate, this would imply a super-
Eddington accretion rate consistent with the value derived
by Onken et al. (2022).
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Figure 8. Best-fit MBH and ṁ/ṁEdd obtained by fitting the SED of J1144 assuming a∗ = 0, 0.7, and 0.998 (left to right panels) using
KYNSED (filled circles) and AGNSLIM (open squares). The shaded grey area corresponds to the MBH measurement reported by Onken et al.
(2022), using the width of optical emission lines.

5 DISCUSSION

We have presented in this work the results from X-ray obser-
vations of J1144, the most luminous QSO in the last ∼ 9 Gyr,
using eROSITA, Swift, XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR. Despite
the fact that the source was not detected by ROSAT, it is cur-
rently detected by all of the observatories showing an X-ray
variability by a factor of ∼ 10 within a year. We also de-
tected a shorter timescale variability of the order of ∼ 2.7
within ∼ 40days. The X-ray spectrum of this source can
be well described using an absorbed power law with a high-
energy cutoff. We also modelled the broadband SED of the
source. Both a standard accretion disc irradiated by a point-
like X-ray source, and a slim-disc emissivity profile could fit
the observed SED equally well. This resulted in a bolometric
luminosity of 6.2+2.5

−0.5 × 1047 erg s−1 (6.00+0.11
−0.04 × 1047 erg s−1)

using KYNSED (AGNSLIM). This makes it the brightest QSO for
z . 1.3, and among the most luminous 0.1% known QSOs.

5.1 X-ray properties

5.1.1 Coronal properties

The X-ray spectrum of this source is consistent with a power
law with a high-energy cutoff. Due to the quality of the
data, we assumed that the photon index is constant for all
the eRASS observations, and also constant during the recent
monitoring in 2022. The photon indices from the two epochs
are consistent within uncertainties suggesting a rather soft
spectrum. Thanks to the NuSTAR observation, we are able to
measure the high-energy cutoff. The measured value of Ecut

depends on the employed model. For a simple absorbed power
law we found Ecut = 68+65

−23 keV. However, when a reflection
component is added this value reaches 23+13

−6 keV. This is due
to the fact that the latter model assumes that part of the cur-
vature in the hard X-rays is also due to the presence of the
Compton hump (see left panel of Fig. 7), which shifts Ecut to
a lower value. However, in both cases Ecut is one of the lowest
measured in AGN (see e.g., Kara et al. 2017; Reeves et al.

2021). When placed in the LX − Ecut plane, the source falls
well in the limited region allowed to avoid runaway pair pro-
duction, at its corresponding X-ray luminosity (e.g., Fabian
et al. 2015, 2017; Lanzuisi et al. 2019). This may suggest that
the corona of J1144 is a pair dominated hybrid plasma (see
Fabian et al. 2017).
Using Eqs. (2− 5)5 from Middei et al. (2019), we mapped

our results from the Γ− Ecut plane in the kT − τ plane. We
used the results from modelling the broadband SED, with
Γ in the range 2 − 2.4 and Ecut in the range 15 − 70 keV,
assuming a slab and a spherical geometry of the corona.
We consider a conservative upper limit on Ecut to take
into account the value measured using a simple power-law
model. The results are shown in Fig. 9. For a slab geome-
try, we find τ in the range 1.5 − 5.4 and kT in the range
5− 35 keV. For a spherical geometry, we find τ in the range
2 − 8 and kT in the range 7 − 40 keV. We also used the
best-fit temperature and photon index derived from AGNSLIM
(kT = 16+14

−5 keV,Γ = 2.09± 0.04), which assumes a slab ge-
ometry, to derive the optical depth. Using Eq. (2) of Middei
et al. (2019), we obtain τ = 3.6+1.0

−1.4 (we considered the uncer-
tainty on kT only). These values of kT and τ are in agreement
with the ones derived from KYNSED (see Fig. 9). Our results
add another QSO to the highly accreting sources with a low
coronal temperature (e.g., Ark 564 and PDS 456 Kara et al.
2017; Reeves et al. 2021). More recently, Tortosa et al. (2023)
also found low temperatures in two rapidly accreting AGN
Mrk 382, IRAS 04416+1215. In Fig. 10, we compare J1144 to
other sources with L2−10 > 1045 erg s−1, namely: B2202–
209 (Kammoun et al. 2017), 2MASS J1614346+470420 and
B1422+231 (Lanzuisi et al. 2019), APM08279+5255 (Bertola
et al. 2022), and RBS 1055 (Marinucci et al. 2022). The coro-
nal temperature in J1144 is broadly consistent with these
sources, being among the lowest. We note also that, as men-

5 We note that a minus sign is missing from Eq. (5) in Middei et al.
(2019). The correct expression is β(τ) = −3.35 + 1.3τ − 0.11τ2.
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Figure 9. Electron temperature (kT ) vs optical depth (τ) of the
corona obtained by assuming Comptonization and mapping the
Γ− Ecut plane into this plane, following Middei et al. (2019). We
assumed a slab and spherical geometry (blue and orange, respec-
tively). The darker regions correspond to the limits if Ecut is ob-
tained from the KYNSED model. The lighter regions are obtained
by extending the upper limit of Ecut to 70 keV, as a conservative
limit, to match the results obtained from fitting a simple power
law with a high-energy cutoff model. The black circle correspond
to the estimates of kT and τ obtained from fitting the SED with
AGNSLIM, which assumes a slab geometry.

tioned earlier, the two models used in this work provide an es-
timate of the size of the X-ray corona. The measured sizes are
listed in Tables 5-6. Both models predict a compact corona
with radius smaller than ∼ 10 rg (KYNSED gives an upper limit
of 25 rg).
Various works have presented a positive correlation be-

tween the photon index and the Eddington ratio in QSOs
(e.g., Shemmer et al. 2008; Risaliti et al. 2009; Brightman
et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2021). This correlation is usually
explained by the fact that at high Eddington ratios the
UV/optical emission from the accretion disc is enhanced
which leads to a more efficient Compton cooling of the corona,
decreasing kT , which leads to a softening of the X-ray spec-
trum (an increase in the photon index). Figure 11 shows Γ
versus log λEdd for the different spin values considered in this
work using KYNSED and AGNSLIM. We compare these results
to the data obtained by Liu et al. (2021). J1144 is consistent
with the observed Γ − log λEdd correlation, for both models
and all spin values.

5.1.2 X-ray reflection

No strong signature of the presence of reflection can be in-
ferred from the current spectra. However, as mentioned in
AppendixA, including an emission line at ∼ 6.5 keV im-
proves the fit by ∆χ2 ' −9. The equivalent width of the line
(EW = 117 ± 44 eV) is in agreement with the expected one,
of 150 eV, for solar abundance and a 2π covering (George &
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Figure 10. Comparison of J1144 to other quasars from the liter-
ature, with L2−10 > 1045 erg s−1, in the kT − L2−10 plane.

Fabian 1991). We note that this value is larger than the one
expected from the Iwasawa-Taniguchi effect (see e.g., Iwa-
sawa & Taniguchi 1993; Bianchi et al. 2007) for the luminos-
ity of this source. Similar large equivalent widths have also
been seen in a few powerful QSOs (e.g., Krumpe et al. 2010;
Marinucci et al. 2022).
KYNSED includes a disc reflection component with a self-

consistently calculated ionisation profile. The model provides
the ionisation parameter (ξin) at the inner edge of the disc
as an output. These values are listed in Table 5. The model
suggests a low ionisation state of the disc, consistent with
neutral, for all of the spin values. In order to estimate the
importance of reflection in the model, we calculate the ratio
of the reflection component to the power law component for
each of the fits in the 1.6−16 keV observed range (equivalent
to 3−30 keV, rest frame). Then, to compare this ratio to the
commonly used reflection fraction (R) we used the relation
between this flux ratio and R derived in Fig. 9 of Kammoun
et al. (2020), for neutral reflection:

logR = (1.38± 0.18) log

(
Fref

FPL

)
3−30

+ (0.65± 0.06). (4)

This results in R = 0.82+0.66
−0.27 considering all the spin values.

The values of R for each spin are shown in Table 5. We tested
the reflection spectrum by modelling the XMM-Newton and
NuSTAR spectra only using Relxill (Dauser et al. 2013,
2016). This gives consistent results with the modelling using
KYNSED. The best fit photon index, cutoff energy, and reflec-
tion fraction are Γ = 2.17 ± 0.13, Ecut = 48+33

−11 keV, and
R = 1.2+1.1

−0.8. Deeper exposures are required to confirm the
presence of the reflection with a higher confidence.
It is worth noting that no soft X-ray excess has been seen in

this source. In particular, the spectrum in eRASS1, when the
source was at its highest flux with low intrinsic absorption, is
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Figure 11. Photon index versus Eddington ratio assuming a∗ =
0, 0.7, and 0.998 (blue, red, and black, respectively). Filled and
open circles correspond to the results obtained using KYNSED and
AGNSLIM, respectively. Triangles and squares correspond to the data
from Liu et al. (2021) for sub- and super-Eddington sources, re-
spectively. The dashed line and the shaded area represent the best-
fit to the Liu et al. (2021) data and the corresponding 1σ scatter,
respectively.

consistent with a simple power law. This, interestingly, rules
out the presence of any strong soft component in J1144.

5.1.3 X-ray to UV/optical ratio

Comparing the X-ray to the bolometric luminosity inferred
from the broadband SED modelling we find a Lbol/L2−10 ∼
120. Such a large value is typically seen in bright QSO (e.g.,
Lusso et al. 2012; Duras et al. 2020). We measured the un-
absorbed specific luminosity at 2500Å and 2 keV, using the
best-fit SED models. For comparison, we plot, in the left
panel of Fig. 12, logL2keV vs logL2500Å from Lusso et al.
(2020) in grey. We fitted these data with a straight line
using the ordinary least square method (OLS(Y|X); Isobe
et al. 1990). The black solid line corresponds to the best-
fit line. J1144 agrees well with this relation within 1σ (red
shaded area). We also estimated the X-ray to UV ratio, de-
fined as αox = 0.3838 log (L2keV/L2500Å), to be −1.64+0.06

−0.04

(−1.65 ± 0.01) using KYNSED (AGNSLIM). The right panel of
Fig. 12 shows αox vs logL2500Å, also from Lusso et al. (2020).
We also fit a straight line to the relation, and we find that
J1144 agrees with it within 1σ. Considering the intrinsic ab-
sorption will result in αox = −1.7, still consistent with the
Lusso et al. (2020) results. In addition, we estimated αox

during the Swift monitoring. We used the UVOT/M2 filter to
scale L2500Å and considered the observations where XRT and
UVOT/M2 data are available (XRT/O1, O9, and O10). The
estimated values of αox are shown as black connected circles
in Fig. 12. Interestingly, in all these observations, the source

never reaches an X-ray weak state6, contrary to other variable
high-Eddington sources (see e.g., Laurenti et al. 2021).

5.2 Outflow signature

The X-ray spectra of the source do not show any evidence of
absorption by winds or ultra fast outflows. The absorption
line detected at ∼ 1.3 keV could be due to some intrinsic
absorbing material. However, identifying the origin of this
line is hard. Similar features can also be seen in the eROSITA
(eRASS2 and eRASS5) and Swift/XRT spectra. The quality
of the data does not allow us to confirm the existence of these
features with high confidence. However, the “transient-like”
aspect of these features could hint at an outflowing origin.
Fabian et al. (2006, 2008, 2009) discussed that, in the

presence of dust, the gas couples with the dust grains via
Coulomb interaction and the cross-section for the interac-
tion with photons is enhanced. Thus, the effective Eddington
limit, for which the outward radiation pressure on gas ex-
ceeds the inward gravitational pull, is much lower for dusty
gas than for ionized dust-free gas (e.g., Laor & Draine 1993;
Scoville & Norman 1995). This implies that AGN considered
as sub-Eddington using the standard definition may never-
theless exceed the effective Eddington limit for substantial
column densities of dusty gas. In this case, long-lived, stable
clouds can survive radiation pressure only in a regime lower
than the effective Eddington limit. Otherwise, the gas seeing
the nucleus above the effective Eddington limit is expelled,
and should be experiencing outflows. In this case absorption
may be transient or variable. Fabian et al. (2008, 2009) used
CLOUDY to derive a limit between the long-lived and the out-
flow absorption in the NH − λEdd plane. This limit is shown
in Fig. 13. J1144 resides on the right-hand side of that limit,
suggesting that the absorption in this source is due to outflow.
The fact, that the absorption measured from the eROSITA
spectra is much lower than the one measured during the more
recent monitoring by more than an order of magnitude sup-
ports this hypothesis, as this absorption is expected to be
variable. Furthermore, our modelling of the SED requires a
partial covering of the X-ray source without any additional
absorption for the UV/optical. This could indicate that this
absorption is located closer to the BH, and is of an outflow
origin. Baskin & Laor (2018) estimated the inner disc radius
(Rin = 0.018L0.5

46 pc, where L46 is the bolometric luminosity
in units of 1046 erg s−1) which can have a dusty atmosphere,
so dusty wind could be launched at a distant between Rin and
the sublimation radius. This results in Rin = 0.04 pc. Con-
sidering logMBH/M� between 9.5 and 11, we estimate Rin

to be between ∼ 30−900 rg. Supporting further the possibil-
ity of the absorption being connected to disc winds. Better
quality data are needed to confirm this. High quality X-ray
and UV/optical spectra will be crucial to detect the possible
presence of outflows in this source, and to study the variabil-
ity of absorption. In particular, the next generation of X-ray
microcalorimeter like XRISM /Resolve (Tashiro et al. 2018)

6 X-ray weakness is usually estimated using ∆αox which is the
difference between the estimated and the predicted αox for a given
luminosity. Sources with ∆αox ≤ −0.3 can be reasonably classified
as X-ray weak.
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Figure 12. L2keV vs L2500Å (left) and αox vs L2500Å (right) for the QSOs at z ≤ 2 presented in Lusso et al. (2020) (grey dots). The
solid line represents the best-fit straight line to these data. The red shaded area represents the 1σ scatter around the best-fit model.
The estimates of J1144 from the SED fitting are shown as a blue circle for KYNSED and as a empty black square for AGNSLIM. The black
connected circles show the variability of αox during the Swift monitoring (see Sec. 5.1.3 for details).

Table 7. Bolometric luminosity, unabsorbed 2− 10 keV luminosity, the optical-to-X-ray ratio (αox), and the Eddington ratio obtained by
modelling the SED of J1144. We show the values obtained assuming different spin values. We also show the results for all spins together.
Similar to Table 5, the uncertainties represent the lowest/highest values obtained from the SED modelling.

KYNSED AGNSLIM

a∗ = 0 a∗ = 0.7 a∗ = 0.998 All a∗ = 0 a∗ = 0.7 a∗ = 0.998 All

Lbol (1047 erg s−1) 6.19+0.58
−0.33 6.20+0.81

−0.34 6.26+1.37
−0.45 6.21+1.42

−0.38 5.97+0.01
−0.01 6.00+0.01

−0.01 6.10+0.01
−0.01 6.00+0.11

−0.04

L2−10 (1045 erg s−1) 5.11+0.47
−0.29 5.09+0.49

−0.28 5.08+0.52
−0.31 5.09+0.51

−0.32 4.99+0.01
−0.01 4.99+0.01

−0.01 4.99+0.01
−0.01 4.99+0.01

−0.01

αox −1.63+0.04
−0.02 −1.63+0.04

−0.02 −1.64+0.04
−0.03 −1.63+0.04

−0.03 −1.65+0.01
−0.01 −1.65+0.01

−0.01 −1.65+0.01
−0.01 −1.65+0.01

−0.01

λEdd 0.39+0.75
−0.23 0.23+0.57

−0.14 0.14+0.30
−0.11 0.22+0.92

−0.19 2.08+0.56
−0.78 1.04+0.36

−0.60 0.27+0.09
−0.16 0.97+1.66

−0.85

and Athena/X-IFU (Barret et al. 2023) will unveil more se-
crets about this and other sources at comparable redshift.
This will help us to better understand the evolution of such
massive and rapidly accreting black holes.

5.3 Black hole mass

The inferred BH mass depends strongly on the assumed SED
model. An X-ray illuminated standard accretion disc predicts
higher mass values compared to a model assuming a slim disc
emissivity profile, which gives a mass estimate closer to the
single-epoch value obtained by measuring line width in Onken
et al. (2022). In fact, the single-epoch mass estimates are sub-
ject to various biases and uncertainties (e.g., Shen 2013). In
particular, the virialized masses estimated are thought to be
underestimated in sources like J1144, where radiation pres-
sure is important (Marconi et al. 2008, 2009). It is also worth
noting that the relations used by Onken et al. (2022) rep-
resent an extrapolation by almost an order of magnitude in
luminosity compared to the Hβ reverberation mapping sam-
ple of Bentz et al. (2013). Thus, it may be plausible that the

true mass of the source is larger than the value estimated by
Onken et al. (2022).
Both models used in this work predict a relatively large

mass for a spinning BH. It is also worth noting that, although
AGNSLIM adopts a slim disc emissivity profile, it has several
assumptions that could affect the measured MBH. For in-
stance, the model neglects all the general relativity effects
which could alter emission from the innermost regions of the
system, especially for sources where the corona is quite com-
pact similar to J1144. In addition, AGNSLIM does not account
properly for the inclination of the system that could affect
the spectral shape (not only the overall flux; see Fig. A6 in
Dovčiak et al. 2022). It also neglects the presence of any re-
processing of the X-rays by the disc, which could affect the
X-ray spectrum as well as the disc emission by heating its
surface (see Kammoun et al. 2021b; Dovčiak et al. 2022). As
for KYNSED, the BH mass inferred from this model is highly
affected by the assumed value of fcol. However, the true value
of fcol is quite uncertain, and depends itself on the BH mass
and accretion rate (see e.g., Davis & El-Abd 2019).
The current data do not allow us to distinguish between

the two models. However, the source is confirmed to be in
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Figure 13. Intrinsic absorption column density versus the Edding-
ton ratio obtained from modelling the SED of J1144 using KYNSED
(blue circle) and AGNSLIM (black empty square). The green dashed
line shows the effective Eddington limit above which dusty clouds
(with standard ISM grain abundance; adapted from Fabian et al.
2009) see the AGN as being effectively above the Eddington limit.
Long-lived absorbing clouds can only occur for NH above this line.
J1144 falls within the outflow region shown in grey.

the high-mass regime with logMBH/M� & 9.5. King (2016)
estimated the maximum physical limit of mass that an SMBH
can reach through luminous accretion of gas as a function of
the BH spin (see their Figure 1). All of the estimated values
of the BH mass in J1144 (using both models) lie below this
limit. We note that, in all cases, the main conclusions of our
work will not be strongly affected by the exact value ofMBH.

5.4 Variability

As mentioned earlier, the ROSAT upper limit is consistent
with the low-flux state seen in the data presented in this
paper. Moreover, we used HILIGT to derive upper limits for
the XMM-Newton Slew catalogue. These limits are not very
constraining as they are consistent with the high-flux state of
the source. Thus, we cannot conclude on the X-ray variability
of the source over a timescale of a couple of decades. In other
terms, we cannot confirm whether the ROSAT non-detection
is due to an intrinsic X-ray weakness of the source or due to
the flux limit of the observations.
On the shorter timescales, in addition to the variability

seen in absorption, the source also exhibits intrinsic flux
changes on timescales of days to years that could reach a
factor of ∼ 10 as seen in the eROSITA data. The shortest
max-to-min change seen during the monitoring of the source
is of the order of 2.7 over ∼ 17days (observed). Based on
the KYNSED results, this would correspond to ∼ 1.6 − 24.6
times the light-crossing time per gravitational radius (tcross =
GMBH/c

3), in the rest frame of the source after correcting for
time dilation due to the cosmological redshift. This would in-

crease up to ∼ 66 tcross for logMBH/M� = 9.4. The range
is quite uncertain due to the uncertainty on the mass. How-
ever, in all cases, this variability timescale is longer than the
light crossing time. Thus, the X-ray variability could simply
originate from intrinsic changes in the luminosity of the X-ray
corona. A lower amplitude variability is also seen in the in the
UV/optical range. While this is very unlikely due to intrinsic
changes in the accretion disc, the observed variability may
be well driven by thermal reverberation as the disc responds
to the X-ray variability (e.g., Kammoun et al. 2021b). It is
worth noting that the quality of the data does not allow us to
constrain any spectral changes that could occur in the source.
Addressing all these points requires a more intense monitor-
ing campaign and deeper observations in X-ray/UV/optical.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we analysed the X-ray spectra of J1144 from
five eROSITA observations performed between the end of
2019 and the end of 2021. In addition, we analyse the re-
sults obtained from a recent monitoring of the source using
Swift, XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR. The source shows a large
X-ray variability that is due to intrinsic changes in the X-
ray luminosity of the source accompanied with changes in
the absorption in the line of sight. This absorption could be
due to a radiatively driven outflow material. The observed
SED of J1144 could be fitted equally with a standard accre-
tion disc around a BH with a mass of a few times 1010M�,
and with a slim disc model assuming a smaller BH mass of
the order of a few times 109M�. In both cases, the source
seems to accrete at a rate larger than 40% of the Edding-
ton limit. If we assume a low BH spin the accretion rate can
even exceed the Eddington limit. Assuming a Comptonisa-
tion model, we measure the coronal electron temperature to
be of the order of ∼ 10−40 keV. With a bolometric luminosity
of 6.2×1047 erg s−1, this source is the most luminous QSO in
the last 9Gyr. Interestingly, the optical-X-ray properties of
the source are different than many high-Eddington sources.
Notably, the measured αox value is consistent with stan-
dard radio-quiet QSOs rather than high-Eddington QSOs
which tend to be X-ray weak. This could hint towards a sub-
Eddington accretion rate, thus a non-zero BH spin and a
large mass. Moreover, the source shows a hint of an Fe Kα
line with an equivalent width of 117 ± 44 eV, that is larger
than what is expected for sources with a similar X-ray lumi-
nosity. Modelling the SED by including an X-ray reflection
results in a reflection fraction of the order of unity.
Further deeper X-ray and UV/optical observations are

needed to measure more accurately the nature of the ab-
sorption in this source and its variability. In addition, this
will help confirm the presence of absorption features in the
soft X-rays, check for further signatures of outflow, and bet-
ter understand the origin of the large variability seen in this
source. These observations will give us a glimpse at what hap-
pens in very luminous QSOs at cosmic noon, while requiring
moderate observing time. This will allow us to better under-
stand the growth of such massive black holes and study the
connection between the activity of the central engine and its
environment.
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APPENDIX A: LINE SCAN

Despite the fact that an absorbed power law model explains
the data well, some residuals in absorption (emission) could
be seen at ∼ 1.3 keV (6.5 keV), rest frame, in the XMM-
Newton spectra. We performed a scan of the XMM-Newton
data in the full observed range to check for the significance
of the lines by adding a Gaussian line in emission or absorp-
tion with a fixed width σ = 0.05 keV. The results, presented
in Fig.A1, show an improvement of the quality of the fit
by ∆χ2 = −9.9 and −8.9 (for two additional free parame-
ters) by adding an absorption line at 1.32 keV and emission
at 6.5 keV. Refitting the XMM-Newton spectra by adding
these two lines and letting the width as a free parameter re-
sults in equivalent widths EWabs(1.3 keV) = −25±10 eV and
EWem(6.5 keV) = 117 ± 44 eV, with a total improvement of
the fit by ∆χ2 = −19.5 (∼ 3σ). The fit obtained by adding
these features is shown in the upper panel of Fig.A1. It is
worth noting that the origin of the absorption line may not
be identified. However, the emission line at 6.5 keV could be
associated with the Fe Kα emission line.

APPENDIX B: RESIDUALS

We show in this appendix the residuals obtained by modelling
the X-ray spectra of J1144 from Swift, XMM-Newton, and
NuSTAR observations as shown in Section 3.2.

APPENDIX C: CONTOURS

Figure C1 shows the confidence contours obtained from fit-
ting the eRASS spectrum as described in §2.1. Figure C2 and
C3 show the confidence contours from modelling the SED of
J1144 with KYNSED and AGNSLIM, respectively.
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Figure A1. Top: XMM-Newton spectra (PN/MOS in black/red)
fitted with a power law model, adding two Gaussian lines at 1.3 keV
(in absorption) and 6.5 keV (in emsission), rest frame. Bottom: the
improvement of the fit of the XMM-Newton spectra, obtained by
adding an absorption/emission line to the model.

APPENDIX D: COMPARING KYNSED AND
AGNSLIM

In this section, we investigate in further detais the differences
between KYNSED and AGNSLIM in the sub-Eddington regime.
In fact, as Kubota & Done (2019) mention, AGNSLIM should
be consistent with a standard accretion rate a ṁ/ṁEdd .
2.39. It is only above this limit that the local flux at the
emissivity peak goes above the Eddington limit (see their
Fig. 1). We consider two values of the BH spin a∗ = 0 and
a∗ = 0.998. We also considered ṁ/ṁEdd = 0.1 and 1. For
both models, we consider a mass of 1010 M�, an inclination of
0◦, and Γ = 2. For KYNSED we assume a coronal height of 10 rg,
Ecut = 50 keV, and Ltransf/Ldisc = 0.1. As for AGNSLIM, we
assume kTh = 25 keV, and anRh equivalent to the radius that
contains 10% of the disc power (as shown in Fig. 1 of Dovčiak
et al. 2022). This radius corresponds to ∼ 18 rg and 1.8 rg,
for a∗ = 0 and 0.998, respectively. In order to fairly compare
the two models we assumed a colour correction fcol = 1 for
KYNSED.
The resulting spectra are shown in Fig.D1. At low spin,

the disc emission is slightly larger for AGNSLIM as compared
to KYNSED. This difference increases as the spin increases. This

discrepancy is most likely due to the fact that AGNSLIM does
not take general relativity (GR) effects into account. Due to
GR effects, a large amount of flux from the inner disc will
end up in the BH and the disc, hence the difference in the
two spectra. We note that Dovčiak et al. (2022) found the
same difference between AGNSED (Kubota & Done 2018) and
KYNSED at high spin values. However, they found a different
behaviour for a non-spinning BH. This is mainly due to the
fact that contrary to AGNSED, AGNSLIM assumes that for low
accretion rates, the accretion disc extends down to the ISCO,
giving a better agreement with KYNSED.
Similar to what Dovčiak et al. (2022) found, AGNSLIM over-

estimates the X-ray emission. In order to compensate for this,
we decreased the size of the X-ray region in AGNSLIM to 8 rg
and 1.4 rg for a∗ = 0 and 0.998, respectively. This brings the
X-rays in the two models to the same level, but slightly in-
creases the difference in the UV/optical. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3 in Dovčiak et al. (2022), this difference arises from
two factors: a) in KYNSED, the disc flux is emitted as the co-
sine of the inclination while the X-rays are isotropic, and b)
despite the fact that a fraction Ltransf/Ldisc is assumed in
KYNSED to be transferred to the corona, a smaller fraction in
fact reaches the observer at infinity. This translates into a
smaller X-ray source size in AGNSLIM.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure B1. Residuals obtained by modelling the X-ray spectra of J1144 obtained from Swift, XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR observations
using an aborbed power law with a high-energy cutoff (see Sec. 3.2).
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Figure C1. Corner plot showing the various parameters from fitting the eROSITA spectra.
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Figure C2. Corner plot showing the various parameters for modelling the SED using KYNSED. Circles, squares, and triangles correspond
to spin values of 0, 0.7, and 0.998, respectively.
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ABSTRACT

Very high energy (VHE; 100 GeV < E ≤ 100 TeV) and high energy (HE; 100 MeV < E ≤ 100

GeV) gamma-rays were observed from the symbiotic recurrent nova RS Ophiuchi (RS Oph) during its

outburst in August 2021, by various observatories such as High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.),

Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC), and Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT).

The models explored so far tend to favor a hadronic scenario of particle acceleration over an alternative

leptonic scenario. This paper explores a time-dependent lepto-hadronic scenario to explain the emis-

sion from the RS Oph source region. We have used simultaneous low frequency radio data observed by

various observatories, along with the data provided by H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and Fermi -LAT, to explain

the multi-wavelength (MWL) spectral energy distributions (SEDs) corresponding to 4 days after the

outburst. Our results show that a lepto-hadronic interpretation of the source not only explains the

observed HE-VHE gamma-ray data but the corresponding model synchrotron component is also con-

sistent with the first 4 days of low radio frequency data, indicating the presence of non-thermal radio

emission at the initial stage of nova outburst. We have also calculated the expected neutrino flux from

the source region and discussed the possibility of detecting neutrinos.

Keywords: Recurrent novae (1366) — Symbiotic novae (1675) — Gamma-ray sources (633) — Radio

sources (1358)

1. INTRODUCTION

Nova outburst happens in a binary star system com-

prising a white dwarf (WD) as the compact object and a

companion star. The material from the companion star

gets accreted on the WD surface. When enough lay-

ers of material have accumulated, it eventually causes a

thermonuclear runaway explosion on the surface of the

WD. The subsequent eruption ejects the bulk of the ac-

creted material at a few thousand km/s and brightens

up the WD up to ∼ 104−5 L� (Gomez-Gomar et al.

1998; Hellier 2001; Warner 2003; Knigge et al. 2011).

While the companion in nova systems is, in general, a

agnibha@rri.res.in

low mass, main sequence late-type star (Bode & Evans

2008; Chomiuk et al. 2021), in some cases the companion

is a Red Giant (RG) (or sub-giant, in general, an evolved

star). Such systems are classified as a symbiotic nova

(Shore et al. 2011, 2012; Miko lajewska 2012). Since the

ejected material from the WD surface produces shock

in the ambient medium, the nova outburst phenomenon

provides the extreme conditions needed to accelerate

particles. Shock can occur when slow-moving ejecta col-

lides with faster-moving ejecta (internal shock), as ob-

served in classical novae. Alternatively, fast-moving out-

flow can collide with pre-existing dense wind of the RG

star and produce a shock (external shock), typically con-

sidered to be happening in symbiotic novae. Since nova

outburst is a hotbed for particle acceleration, gamma-
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ray emission is also expected to be observed from such

transient phenomenon.

Although novae have long been observed in the op-

tical wavelengths, during the last decade, over a dozen

novae have been detected at GeV gamma-ray energies by

Fermi -LAT (Ackermann et al. 2014; Cheung et al. 2016;

Franckowiak et al. 2018; Gordon et al. 2021; Chomiuk

et al. 2021), starting with the detection of GeV gamma-

rays from the nova eruption of V407 Cygni (Abdo et al.

2010) in 2010. The spectra of these sources were usu-

ally well described by a simple power law with a spec-

tral index close to −2 and an exponential cutoff of a few

GeV. However, the recent gamma-ray detection of RS

Ophiuchi (RS Oph) nova outburst on August 2021 by

MAGIC and H.E.S.S. has provided conclusive evidence

that the particles during nova outburst can be accel-

erated to TeV energies (Acciari et al. 2022; Aharonian

et al. 2022).

RS Oph is a symbiotic recurrent nova that shows nova

outbursts every 15-20 years (Dobrzycka et al. 1994). The

binary system comprises a massive WD (1.2 - 1.4 M�)

and an RG star usually identified as M0-2 III (Anupama

& Miko lajewska 1999; Dobrzycka et al. 1994; Barry et al.

2008; Brandi et al. 2009). The distance of RS Oph is a

matter of intense debate. The distance of the source

has been posited to be D = 1.4 kpc (Barry et al. 2008;

Aharonian et al. 2022), as well as D = 2.45 kpc (Acciari

et al. 2022). In this particular work, we have consid-

ered the distance of the source to be 2.45 kpc, following

Acciari et al. (2022). The binary separation of the com-

ponents is approximately 1.48 Astronomical Units (AU)

(Booth et al. 2016; Cheung et al. 2022). GeV-TeV emis-

sion from symbiotic novae, especially RS Oph, was pre-

viously predicted in Tatischeff & Hernanz (2007), Tatis-

cheff & Hernanz (2008), but it had not been detected

earlier. On 8th August 2021, the outburst of RS Oph

was detected in optical observations at a visual magni-

tude of 4.5 (Kafka 2021). Subsequently, MAGIC and

H.E.S.S. reported TeV gamma-rays from the source re-

gion up to 4-5 days after the outburst (Acciari et al.

2022; Aharonian et al. 2022). Fermi -LAT data analysis

also provided GeV gamma-ray detection from the source

region (Cheung et al. 2022). The detection of HE-VHE

gamma-rays from the outburst indicates particle acceler-

ation in the source region and confirms that novae can

be TeVatrons. The production of gamma-rays can be

explained using accelerated protons colliding with the

downstream gas (hadronic π0 decay model) or energetic

electrons scattering low energy photons in the nova pho-

tosphere (leptonic inverse Compton (IC) model). The

hadronic nature of gamma-ray emission has been gen-

erally preferred in previous studies of RS Oph (Acciari

et al. 2022; Aharonian et al. 2022), although a leptonic

scenario can not be entirely ruled out. Aharonian et al.

(2022) have explained the HE-VHE gamma-ray emission

using a single shock, single particle population model.

On the contrary, Diesing et al. (2023) have explained

the HE-VHE gamma-ray emission using multiple shocks,

single particle population scenario. Note that none of

these models considered lower energy data points (e.g.

radio). A purely leptonic scenario has been neglected in

these models, citing that leptons will lose energy very

efficiently and will not be able to produce the observed

HE-VHE gamma-ray emission.

This work proposes an alternative approach to ex-

plain the HE-VHE gamma-ray emission with a single

shock, multiple particle population (lepto-hadronic) sce-

nario. This scenario was explored previously in Sitarek

& Bednarek (2012); Martin & Dubus (2013); Ahnen

et al. (2015) for the cases of novae V407 Cygni and

V339 Del. However, the lack of any significant VHE

gamma-ray data rendered this scenario inconclusive for

the cases explored at that time. With the VHE gamma-

ray data from MAGIC and H.E.S.S., and HE gamma-ray

data from Fermi -LAT, we try to explore the feasibil-

ity of a lepto-hadronic scenario of particle acceleration

in RS Oph nova eruption. Considering that it is un-

likely that the entire HE-VHE gamma-ray emission is

produced from a purely leptonic scenario, we propose

that the HE gamma-rays observed from the source re-

gion are produced by IC cooling of accelerated leptons,

whereas VHE gamma-rays are hadronic in nature. In

addition, we have also used the observed low frequency

radio data to create multi-wavelength (MWL) spectral

energy distribution (SED) for the first 4 days after the

outburst. These MWL SEDs were explained by solv-

ing a time-dependent, diffusion-loss equation iteratively,

using the open-source code GAMERA (Hahn 2016). The

combined lepto-hadronic model explored in this paper

satisfactorily explains the MWL SEDs in the HE-VHE

gamma-ray range for all 4 days. Additionally, the corre-

sponding model synchrotron emission is consistent with

first 4 days of radio data as well, which essentially indi-

cates that the total low frequency radio emission from

the region was non-thermal synchrotron dominated dur-

ing the first few days after the outburst, at the very least.

The presence of synchrotron emission during the first 4

days after the outburst confirms that presence of accel-

erated electrons near the forward shock. Well-sampled,

early time MWL analyses of future nova outbursts are

necessary to confirm the actual particle acceleration sce-

nario(s) in such sources. Moreover, we have calculated

the total neutrino flux expected from the source region

in our model and discussed the probability of neutrino
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detection from RS Oph by the next-generation neutrino

detectors.

We explain the simple model explored in this work in

Section 2, present our results in Section 3, discuss the

obtained results in Section 4, and finally, conclude in

Section 5.

2. THE MODEL

A symbiotic recurrent nova such as RS Oph is a com-

plex hydrodynamic process in which shock results from

the interaction between high-velocity ejecta and sur-

rounding circumbinary medium and behaves as a small-

scale supernova system, but with a shorter timescale of

a few weeks to months. The interaction between the

shock and the stellar wind in the circumbinary medium

produces both forward and reverse shocks, separated by

a contact discontinuity. We only consider the forward

shock for explaining the gamma-ray emission, similar

to Acciari et al. (2022); Aharonian et al. (2022); Zheng

et al. (2022). During the early evolution of the nova,

the ejecta is in the free expansion phase, and the shock

moves at a constant velocity. The corresponding wind

density is shaped as ρ ∝ (r2 + a2 - 2arcosθ)−1, where a

is the semi-major axis of the binary system and r is the

distance from the WD. So the wind structure at a small

radius is aspherical, centered at the WD. However, at

r >> a the wind density structure is close to a spherical

structure with ρ ∝ r−2. In this work, we have consid-

ered the spherical approximation of the wind structure

for simplicity.

When enough material gets swept up by the expand-

ing shock, the free expansion stops, and the shock de-

celerates. Subsequently, the shock enters the energy-

conserving, adiabatic, Sedov-Taylor phase. During this

phase, the shock radius and velocity evolve as rsh ∝
t2/3 and vsh ∝ t−1/3 respectively, for the stellar wind

case (Zheng et al. 2022). Subsequently, the deceleration

rate increases further when the shock goes into momen-

tum conserving, radiative phase, where radiative cooling

starts to dominate. During this phase, the shock radius

and velocity evolve as rsh ∝ t1/2 and vsh ∝ t−1/2 re-

spectively, for the stellar wind case (Zheng et al. 2022).

We are only interested in the first 4 days after the out-

burst, during which the shock remains in the adiabatic

phase (Aharonian et al. 2022; Zheng et al. 2022). In this

work, we assume a day 1 shock radius (rsh,1) and veloc-

ity (vsh,1) of 4 × 1013 cm and 4500 km/s, respectively

following Acciari et al. (2022). Apart from that, we as-

sume ejected mass (Mej) = 10−6M�, mass loss rate of

the RG star (ṀRG) = 5 × 10−7 M� yr−1, and velocity

of the RG wind (vRG) = 10 km/s to be fixed in this

work (Acciari et al. 2022). For an adiabatic shock, the

shock radius and velocity evolve in time as,

rsh(t) = rsh,1

(
t

1 d

) 2
3

(1)

vsh(t) = vsh,1

(
t

1 d

)− 1
3

(2)

Note that these sets of equations will not be valid at

later stages of the evolution, and one has to consider

radiative shock conditions.

Particles get accelerated at the adiabatic shock

through the diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) mech-

anism. The accelerated particles, i.e., protons and elec-

trons, then interact with the ambient medium to pro-

duce observable gamma-rays. The proton population

will interact with the ambient matter, either with nova

ejecta or matter in the RG wind. Both ejecta mat-

ter density and RG wind density decrease as the nova

shock progresses. The matter number density of the

nova ejecta can be estimated as (Acciari et al. 2022),

nej =
Mej

4πhr3shmp

= 1.62× 1010
(
vsh
vsh,1

)−3(
rsh
rsh,1

)− 9
2

cm−3
(3)

where it has been assumed that the ejecta has concen-

trated at a distance of rsh in a layer of thickness hrsh
with h = 0.1. On the other hand, the number density

of the material contained in RG wind can be given by

(Acciari et al. 2022),

nRG =
ṀRG

4πr2shvRGmp

= 9.9× 108
(
vsh
vsh,1

)−2(
rsh
rsh,1

)−3
cm−3

(4)

Since we only consider the particles accelerated in the

forward shock, which propagates in the RG wind, nRG
has been used as the target proton density for hadronic

p-p interaction in this work.

Similar to protons, electrons also get accelerated in the

shock. In a leptonic scenario, the observed gamma-rays

can originate from IC cooling and bremsstrahlung radi-

ation on the ambient matter. The accelerated electrons

interact with the thermal, soft photons of the nova pho-

tosphere and produce gamma-rays through IC cooling.

The temperature of the soft photons is considered to be

Tph = 8460 K (Acciari et al. 2022). Assuming a nova
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photosphere radius (rph) of 200 R�, we consider the soft

photon energy density to be (Acciari et al. 2022),

uph = 1.26

(
vsh
vsh,1

)−2(
rsh
rsh,1

)−3
erg cm−3 (5)

We have also taken into account IC emission from lep-

tons interacting with Cosmic Microwave Background

(CMB), characterized by TCMB = 2.7 K and uCMB =

0.25 eV cm−3. Apart from interacting with soft photons,

the electrons also interact with the matter in RG wind

and produce gamma-rays through Bremsstrahlung radi-

ation. We have included this component in the model as

well. Note that the abovementioned equations may be

crude assumptions as the parameters related to transient

sources such as nova outbursts are poorly constrained.

Nevertheless, we assume these conditions to remain con-

gruent with previous literature and to investigate the

conditions for which a lepto-hadronic scenario is viable

in the limit of previously explored studies.

Since we are considering electron acceleration in nova

shock, it is reasonable to expect radio synchrotron emis-

sion to be present in the source region. The synchrotron

emission depends on the magnetic field present in the

ambient medium. A typical scenario of calculating the

magnetic field strength and evolution in a nova system

is not well understood. Adopting a similar prescription

discussed in Chomiuk et al. (2012), we get the magnetic

field near the shock assuming an equipartition with the

thermal energy density of the RG wind upstream of the

shock,

B =
√

32πnRGkBTRG (6)

where, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and TRG is the

temperature of the RG wind (∼ 103 K). We have fur-

ther assumed that the condition pertain to the wind

before it was heated and subsequently ionized by the

nova outburst (Chomiuk et al. 2012). Similar treatment

was also considered in Martin & Dubus (2013). We use

equation 6 to calculate the model synchrotron compo-

nent. Note that there is an alternate way of calculating

the magnetic field by assuming an equipartition with the

relativistic electrons, a simplification commonly used to

interpret the radio emission from supernovae (Chomiuk

et al. 2012). However, we do not follow that approach

in this work, and calculate the magnetic field near the

shock following the same concept as Martin & Dubus

(2013).

Considering all of these relations discussed above, we

have solved the time-dependent, diffusion-loss (TDDL)

equation iteratively, using GAMERA (Hahn 2016). The

TDDL equation is given by,

∂Ne/p

∂t
= Qe/p(Ee/p, t)−

∂(be/pNe/p)

∂Ee/p
−
Ne/p

τesce/p

(7)

where Qe/p(Ee/p, t) signifies the injection spectrum of

the considered parent electron and proton populations,

be/p = b(Ee/p, t) is the energy loss rates of these parent

particles, τesce/p is the escape time scale and Ne/p is the re-

sulting particle spectrum of the system at a given time t.

While solving the TDDL equation given in equation 7,

we have considered IC, synchrotron, and bremsstrahlung

cooling for electrons (Blumenthal & Gould 1970; Ghis-

ellini et al. 1988; Baring et al. 1999), as well as hadronic

p-p interaction for protons (Kafexhiu et al. 2014). The

losses due to adiabatic expansion of the source with time

have also been considered. We have considered the ef-

fect of particle escape in the form of escape timescale,

given by τesce/p = 2rsh/c, where c is the velocity of light.

Moreover, the full Klein-Nishina (KN) cross section was

considered for the IC mechanism incorporated in the

TDDL equation. Further, we assume a power law with

the exponential cutoff as the injection spectrum for both

electron and proton populations. The injection spectra

for electrons and protons are given by,

∂Ne
∂Ee

∝ E−αe
e exp

(
− Ee
Ecute

)
(8)

and,

∂Np
∂Ep

∝ E−αp
p exp

(
− Ep
Ecutp

)
(9)

where αe and αp are spectral indices, and Ecute and

Ecutp are cutoff energies of the accelerated electron and

proton populations, respectively. The normalization fac-

tors (in erg−1s−1) of equations 8 and 9 are calculated

through the relations,

Le =

∫
Ee
∂Ne
∂Ee

dEe (10)

and,

Lp =

∫
Ep

∂Np
∂Ep

dEp (11)

where, Le and Lp are luminosities of the electron and

proton populations, respectively. The power law spec-

tral index of the proton population αp was fixed at the

value of 2.2, following Aharonian et al. (2022), whereas

a somewhat harder power law spectral index of αe =

1.5 was considered for the electron population, follow-

ing Sitarek & Bednarek (2012). The minimum energy

of the proton (electron) population has been fixed at
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the rest mass energy of proton (electron), i.e., Eminp ∼ 1

GeV (Emine ∼ 0.511 MeV).

To estimate the maximum energy that the electron

population can attain, we first note that the acceler-

ation rate of the electrons is parametrized by Ṗacc =

ξcE/RL, where RL is the Larmor radius of the parti-

cle with energy E in perpendicular magnetic field B in

Gauss, the energy of electron Ee is in GeV, ξ = 10−4ξ−4
is the acceleration parameter and c is the speed of light.

The acceleration time scale can be written as (Sitarek

& Bednarek 2012),

τeacc = Ee/Ṗacc ≈ 1Ee/ξ−4B s (12)

Also, the cooling timescales for synchrotron and IC

processes (in the Thompson regime) for the electrons

can be estimated as (Bednarek & Pabich 2011; Ahnen

et al. 2015),

τsyn =
Eem

2
e

4
3cσTuBE

2
e

≈ 3.7× 105

B2Ee
s (13)

and,

τIC/T =
Eem

2
e

4
3cσTuphE

2
e

≈ 170

Eer2ph

[
T 4
ph,4

r2sh

]−1
s (14)

where, σT is the Thomson cross section, uB and

uph are the energy densities of the magnetic and the

radiation fields, me is the electron mass, and Tph,4
= Tph/(104 K). Now, by comparing the acceleration

timescale (equation 12) with the IC cooling time scale

in the Thomson regime (equation 14), we get the maxi-

mum energies that the electrons can attain as (Sitarek &

Bednarek 2012; Ahnen et al. 2015; Bednarek & Pabich

2011),

Emaxe ≈ 13(ξ−4B)1/2
rsh

T 2
ph,4rph

GeV (15)

The acceleration parameter expected from a second-

order Fermi acceleration on the nova shock has the order

of ξ ≤ (vsh/c)2 ≈ 10−4 (Acciari et al. 2022), so we con-

sider ξ−4 = 1 throughout this work. By using the model

parameter values considered in this work (discussed in

later sections) in equation 15, we find that the maximum

energy of the electron population can go up to ∼ 30 GeV

for the case in the study. This result is consistent with

the idea adopted in this paper that the HE gamma-ray

observed by Fermi -LAT is produced from the IC cooling

of the accelerated electrons.

On the other hand, similar to electrons, we also esti-

mate the maximum energy the proton population can

obtain. The timescale for the energy losses on pion pro-

duction in inelastic p-p collisions can be estimated as

(Bednarek & Pabich 2011),

τpp = (σppkcnRG)−1 ≈ 6.3× 104
r2sh,13 vsh,8

ṀRG,−4
s (16)

where σpp ≈ 3 × 10−26 cm2 is the cross section for p-p

interaction, k = 0.5 is the inelasticity coefficient in this

collision, rsh,13 = rsh/(1013 cm), vsh,8 = vsh/(108 cm/s),

and ṀRG,−4 = ṀRG/(10−4 M� yr−1). By equating the

acceleration timescale of the protons τpacc (≈ 1Ep/ξ−4B

s) with the cooling timescale of the inelastic p-p interac-

tion (equation 16), we get the maximum proton energy

(Bednarek & Pabich 2011),

Emaxp ≈ 63(ξ−4B)
r2sh,13vsh,8

ṀRG,−4
TeV (17)

Note that equation 16 is only valid if the condition

ṀRG,−4 > 0.2rsh,13v2
sh,8 is fulfilled. We find that the

for the typical value of ṀRG (≈ 5 × 10−7 M� yr−1)

considered in this paper, this condition is not fulfilled

for all 4 days. In that case, the maximum energy of

protons is determined by the escape along the shock,

and can be estimated as (Bednarek & Pabich 2011),

Emaxp ≈ 300(ξ−4B)
rsh,13
vsh,8

TeV (18)

For the typical parameter values considered in this

model, we find that the maximum energy obtained by

the accelerated proton population can go up to∼ 40 TeV

during the first 4 days, following equation 18. Due to the

unavailability of the data in even higher energy regimes,

in this work, we have used phenomenological cutoff ener-

gies in the form of Ecute and Ecutp for electron and proton

populations, respectively. We have only tuned the lumi-

nosities and cutoff energies of the electron and proton

populations to explain the gamma-ray data in the HE-

VHE range. Although the cutoff energies were varied to

fit the data, we have considered that these cutoff ener-

gies can not be larger than the maximum energies of the

electron and proton populations, as obtained by equa-

tion 15 and 18, respectively. One should note that since

the TeV gamma-rays produced are within the radiation

field of the companion RG star, the pair production pro-

cess due to gamma-gamma absorption could be an ad-

ditional mechanism in principle. However, the effect of

the gamma-gamma absorption on the model spectrum

is minor, as reported by Aharonian et al. (2022); Acciari

et al. (2022); Diesing et al. (2023), so we do not include

this process in our current theoretical modeling as its
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inclusion does not drastically alter the results presented

in this work. We discuss this in detail in section 4.

As discussed earlier, we also compare the synchrotron

contribution of the model to the low radio frequency

data observed by various radio observatories. But as

studied in the case of the previous outburst of RS Oph

in 2006 (studied during t ∼ 17 - 351 days post outburst

at frequency ν = 0.24 - 1.4 GHz (Kantharia et al. 2007)),

the low frequency radio emission likely suffers from sub-

stantial foreground absorption due to the preexisting,

ionized, warm, and clumpy red giant wind (Weiler et al.

2002; Kantharia et al. 2007). Since we use low frequency

radio data in this case as well, we have also considered

the effect of the absorption in this model. In fact, the

radio emission at t ∼ 1 - 4 days occurs from the shocked

shell further close to the WD+companion system, and

will suffer more foreground absorption compared to rel-

atively late time radio emission, as the radio emitting

shell will be further away from the binary system at

later times. The correction factors corresponding to the

surrounding homogeneous, as well as clumpy mediums,

were taken into account and were applied to the model

synchrotron component using the following set of equa-

tions (Weiler et al. 2002; Kantharia et al. 2007),

F corrsync = Fsync

(
t− t0

20 days

)β
exp(−τCBMhomog)

×

[
1− exp(−τCBMclumps)

τCBMclumps

] (19)

where,

τCBMhomog = K1

( ν

1GHz

)−2.1( t− t0
20 days

)δ
(20)

and,

τCBMclumps = K2

( ν

1GHz

)−2.1( t− t0
20 days

)δ′
(21)

In this case, Fsync and Fcorrsync are model and

absorption-corrected synchrotron fluxes, respectively, t

- t0 is the time since the outburst, K1 is the attenua-

tion by a homogeneous absorbing medium, and K2 is

the attenuation by a clumpy/filamentary medium at a

frequency of 1 GHz, 20 days after the outburst. The

optical depths τCBMhomog and τCBMclumps are due to the ion-

ized circumbinary material (CBM) external to the emit-

ting region. The optical depths in the homogeneous and

clumpy/filamentary CBM are described by δ and δ′. Fi-

nally, β signifies the rate of decline of flux density in the

optically thin phase (Kantharia et al. 2007). The best-fit

values of the parameters used in equations 19, 20 and

21 are, β = -1.0311+0.0322
−0.0310, K1 = 0.0018+0.0008

−0.0005, δ = -

5.338+0.2776
−0.2674, K2 = 0.6349+0.0941

−0.0956 and δ′ = -2.9874+0.0959
−0.1157,

and they were obtained from fitting the low frequency

radio light curve, constructed from the observational

data corresponding to t ∼ 5 to 287 days post outburst

at ν = 0.15 to 1.4 GHz (Nayana et al. in prep). The

absorption-corrected model synchrotron flux, Fcorrsync, was

used to compare the non-thermal synchrotron emission

expected from our model to the observed radio data of

the first 4 days. The results obtained from the model

discussed in this section are given in the next section.

3. RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of our work. As

discussed earlier, we only consider data from the first 4

days after the outburst. We have used the MAGIC, and

H.E.S.S. data obtained by Acciari et al. (2022) and Aha-

ronian et al. (2022) to construct SEDs at the VHE range.

The same authors have also analyzed the Fermi -LAT

data in their work. We have also used these Fermi -LAT

data points at the HE range. In the X-ray regime, Page

et al. (2022) have analyzed data obtained from Swift

X-ray Telescope (XRT), and provided the model X-ray

flux data for the first 4 days, which we have plotted in

our SEDs. However, these data points are model data

points, and the model used in Page et al. (2022) is of

thermal origin. So it is expected that our model, which

gives non-thermal radiation as output, will not be able

to explain these X-ray data points. For this reason, we

have used the X-ray data points as upper limits in our

SEDs to compare how the model SED compares with the

X-ray data points. We have also used the first 4 days

of radio data from different observatories such as Ar-

cminute Microkelvin Imager - Large Array (AMI-LA),

e - Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network

(e-MERLIN), MeerKAT and Karl G. Jansky Very Large

Array (JVLA) to make multi-band SEDs. To our knowl-

edge, this is the first time a nova eruption event has

been studied in various wavebands (from radio to TeV

energy range) simultaneously. The radio data points of

the first 4 days, along with their frequencies, flux den-

sities, and other information, are given in Table 1. The

MWL SEDs, corresponding to 1 to 4 days after the out-

burst, are shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

The model parameters used to explain the MWL SEDs

are given in Table 2.

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 show that the VHE MAGIC

and H.E.S.S. gamma-ray data points can be explained

by gamma-rays produced by the hadronic interaction be-

tween protons accelerated in the forward shock, and pro-
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Day Frequency Flux density Observatory References

(GHz) (mJy)

Day 1 15.5 0.80 ± 0.08 AMI-LA Williams et al. (2021) (ATel 14849)

Day 2 5.0 0.38 ± 0.06 e-MERLIN Williams et al. (2021) (ATel 14849)

15.5 1.50 ± 0.15 AMI-LA Williams et al. (2021) (ATel 14849)

Day 3 1.28 0.29 ± 0.03 MeerKAT Williams et al. (2021) (ATel 14849)

1.28 0.349 ± 0.048 MeerKAT de Ruiter et al. (2023)

Day 4 0.816 0.486 ± 0.068 MeerKAT de Ruiter et al. (2023)

1.28 0.276 ± 0.045 MeerKAT de Ruiter et al. (2023)

1.28 0.593 ± 0.087 MeerKAT de Ruiter et al. (2023)

2.6 4.710 ± 0.140 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

3.4 5.328 ± 0.093 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

5.1 10.012 ± 0.058 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

7.0 15.607 ± 0.057 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

13.7 24.088 ± 0.055 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

16.5 25.573 ± 0.059 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

31.1 35.973 ± 0.140 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

34.9 38.318 ± 0.160 JVLA Sokolovsky et al. (2021) (ATel 14886)

Table 1. Low frequency radio data used in this work.

tons present in the RG wind. This conclusion is similar

to that explored in Acciari et al. (2022); Aharonian et al.

(2022); Zheng et al. (2022). However, we find that the

hadronic component does not entirely explain the HE

gamma-ray data points for the choices of parameter val-

ues considered in our model. Nevertheless, our model is

similar to that discussed in Sitarek & Bednarek (2012);

Ahnen et al. (2015), and moreover, the observed VHE

gamma-ray data better constrain our model. The proton

luminosity and the cutoff energy were varied to explain

the VHE MAGIC and H.E.S.S. data. Similar to the pro-

tons, we vary the electron luminosity and cutoff energy

to explain the HE gamma-ray data. We also considered

gamma-rays originating from Bremsstrahlung emission,

where accelerated electrons interact with the RG wind,

but we found it not to be significant enough to con-

tribute to the HE-VHE gamma-ray regime. From Fig-

ures 1, 2, 3, and 4, we can see that the combination

of leptonic and hadronic components from the nova ex-

plains the HE-VHE gamma-ray data well for all 4 days

of observations. From Table 2, one can also see that

the electron-to-proton (Le/Lp) luminosity ratio obtained

from our model contradicts the condition presented in

Ahnen et al. (2015), in which a limit of Lp ≤ 0.15 Le
was given, considering MAGIC upper limits available at

that time. But using MAGIC and H.E.S.S. data, we

were able to show that proton luminosity is, in fact, a

few orders higher than electron luminosity in the case of

a lepto-hadronic model, contrary to what was obtained

in Ahnen et al. (2015).

Although not all recurrent novae are detectable in

synchrotron radio, previous RS Oph outburst in 2006

showed clear non-thermal origin until 351 days post

outburst at ν = 0.24 to 1.4 GHz (Kantharia et al.

2007, 2016). The low frequency radio light curve of

RS Oph 2006 outburst has been explained using a phe-

nomenological model of non-thermal synchrotron emis-

sion, while taking into account the absorption due to

the clumpy red giant wind (Kantharia et al. 2007). The

clumpiness of the ambient medium leads to a decrement

of the optical depth encountered by the synchrotron

photon compared to that of a uniform medium, and

hence an increment in the observed synchrotron flux can

be expected (Kantharia et al. 2016). The radio light

curve of the 2021 RS Oph outburst also hints towards a
non-thermal origin, at least until 287 days post outburst

at ν = 0.15 to 1.4 GHz, as will be discussed in Nayana et

al. (in prep). Consequently, we have considered the non-

thermal, synchrotron emission expected from our model

and compared it with the observed radio data in low fre-

quencies. After calculating the total synchrotron com-

ponent using the same parent electron spectrum con-

sidered to explain the HE Fermi -LAT gamma-ray data,

we have also corrected it by considering absorption of

the synchrotron photons due to homogenous, as well

as clumpy medium present in the line of sight, as the

clumpiness of the medium affects the synchrotron emis-

sion in the case of the 2021 RS Oph outburst as well.

As seen from Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, we find that the

absorption-corrected model synchrotron emission is con-

sistent with all 4 days of radio data. Through the MWL
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modeling reported in this paper, we could show that a

non-thermal synchrotron component is responsible for

the low frequency radio emission at the early stages of

RS Oph nova outburst. Since a partially thermal con-

tribution could be a possibility, we have further tested

the non-thermal origin of the low radio frequency data

by calculating the brightness temperature using the fol-

lowing equation (Chomiuk et al. 2021),

TB
K

= 1200

(
Sν
mJy

)( ν

GHz

)−2( θ

arcsec

)−2
(22)

where, Sν is the observed flux density at frequency ν.

We have considered Sν and ν from Table 1, and θ was

calculated using the distance, shock velocity, and ex-

pansion time (i.e., the shock radius) from Table 2, for

all 4 days after the outburst. We have found a very high

brightness temperature for all 4 days, i.e., TB ≥ 105 -

106 K, which is indicative of shock-induced, non-thermal

synchrotron emission (Chomiuk et al. 2021). The pres-

ence of synchrotron emission is expected from shock in-

teraction, for novae like RS Oph, V745 Sco, V3890 Sgr,

since these source systems have a RG star as their com-

panion. On the other hand, novae like U Scorpii has

an evolved K2 IV companion, while the companion in

T Pyxidis is a main sequence star. Consequently, syn-

chrotron radio emission from these sources were not de-

tected in low frequency radio surveys (Anupama et al.

2013; Pavana et al. 2019).

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have provided a single shock, mul-

tiple particle population, lepto-hadronic model of RS

Oph nova outburst and used this model to explain the

HE-VHE gamma-ray data observed for the first 4 days.

In addition, we have also considered simultaneous low-

frequency radio observations (given in Table 1) and used

that to test the presence of accelerated electrons in the

source region. Time-dependent conditions were consid-

ered for the components of the ambient medium, follow-

ing Acciari et al. (2022) and Nayana et al. (in prep). By

solving the TDDL equation (equation 7), we explain the

MWL data ranging from highest energy gamma-rays to

low energy radio band. We summarize the key points of

this work below.

1. Considering only the data in the HE-VHE range,

it is difficult to confirm whether a purely hadronic

or leptonic scenario is at play in the source re-

gion. Although both IC emission in a leptonic

scenario and inelastic p-p interaction in a hadronic

scenario is able to explain the HE emission, when

VHE emission is also considered, the hadronic sce-

nario gets an advantage, since leptonic interaction

is affected by Klein-Nishina suppression at VHE

range. However, it is likely that electrons also get

accelerated, similar to protons. So a reasonable

contribution from electrons to the total gamma-

ray flux should be expected. This fact suggests

that HE gamma-ray data is more likely to be ex-

plained by the leptonic component, whereas VHE

gamma-ray data is hadronic in origin. The lepto-

hadronic interpretation of RS Oph nova outburst

discussed in this paper, not only satisfactorily ex-

plains first 4 days of MWL data, such a scenario

can be used to explain the temporal features of

the outburst. For example, when fitted with a

power law, the index for the temporal decay in

the case of H.E.S.S. data came out to be αHESS
= 1.43 ± 0.18, whereas the same for Fermi -LAT is

αLAT = 1.31 ± 0.07 (Aharonian et al. 2022). Al-

though both of these values are roughly consistent

within error, different best-fit values may indicate

the different origins of HE and VHE gamma-ray

data, which can potentially be solved by a lepto-

hadronic scenario. In addition to the points dis-

cussed above, the gamma-ray light curve peak ob-

served by H.E.S.S. in TeV energies is delayed by a

few days as compared to the GeV gamma-ray light

curve peak observed by Fermi -LAT, as the Fermi -

LAT light curve peaks on 2021 Aug 9–10 (Cheung

et al. 2022), and the H.E.S.S. light curve peaks on

2021 Aug 12 (Aharonian et al. 2022). Aharonian

et al. (2022) have explained the observed time de-

lay between light curve peaks at different energies

as the finite acceleration time of the > 1 TeV pro-

tons in a single shock, single particle population

scenario. On the other hand, Diesing et al. (2023)

have explained the same by considering a slow,

highly luminous shock component, which produces

the GeV emission at early times, and a fast, less

luminous shock component, which produces hard-

ened TeV emission at later times. In the alternate

model discussed in this paper, although we take a

single shock scenario, the GeV and TeV emissions

have been attributed to electron and proton pop-

ulations, respectively. The IC cooling timescale

of electrons is less than that of p-p interaction,

and the maximum energy of the electron popu-

lation accelerated at the shock can go up to ∼ 30

GeV, as discussed in section 2. Consequently, elec-

trons will likely lose energy very efficiently through

IC cooling, and the bulk of the gamma-rays pro-

duced will be observed in the GeV range at early
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times. On the other hand, the hadronic interac-

tion timescale is comparatively higher than the IC

cooling timescale; hence it will take more time for

the accelerated proton population to produce ob-

servable gamma-rays. In addition, the maximum

energy of the proton population can go up to ∼ 40

TeV (see section 2); hence most of the gamma-rays

produced through inelastic p-p interaction will be

observed in the TeV range at slightly later times.

So in the single shock, lepto-hadronic scenario dis-

cussed in this paper, the TeV delay can be natu-

rally explained by attributing the GeV light curve

peak to the fast cooling of the electron popula-

tion and the TeV light curve peak to the hadronic

interaction of the proton population. Neverthe-

less, in this work, we refrain from discussing the

temporal features of the RS Oph outburst in more

detail, and primarily focus on explaining the spec-

tral features of the early time MWL data with a

lepto-hadronic model, similar to that explored in

Sitarek & Bednarek (2012).

2. From the discussion above, it is evident that a sin-

gle shock, lepto-hadronic scenario, can explain the

HE-VHE gamma-ray data obtained from RS Oph

nova outburst, comparatively better than a single

shock, purely hadronic or a purely leptonic model.

Nevertheless, testing the same lepto-hadronic sce-

nario in an MWL context should provide a more

compelling argument for the case. To that end,

as discussed before, we have also included the re-

sults from simultaneous low frequency radio ob-

servations (Table 1), in conjunction with HE-VHE

gamma-ray data, to construct MWL SEDs of RS

Oph. From our model, we were able to show that

the synchrotron component obtained from the par-

ent electron population is consistent with the ob-

served radio data for all 4 days. The magnetic

field near the forward shock used to calculate the

synchrotron emission was fixed a priori, so the fact

that synchrotron emission from the parent electron

population was able to explain all 4 days of the ra-

dio data indicates that the presence of accelerated

parent electron population near the shock region

is a valid assumption. We note that in a recent pa-

per by de Ruiter et al. (2023), the authors posited

that an old synchrotron emission component from

2006 RS Oph outburst may be responsible for the

early-time (t < 5 days) low frequency radio emis-

sion observed. However, in our model, we show

that the synchrotron emission component result-

ing from electrons, freshly accelerated during the

2021 RS Oph outburst, can also consistently ex-

plain the early-time, low frequency radio emission.

3. Modeling VHE gamma-ray emission using a

hadronic scenario inevitably leads to the produc-

tion of astrophysical neutrinos. Detecting these

astrophysical neutrinos is crucial since that would

confirm the presence of hadronic interaction at the

VHE range. High energy neutrinos from symbiotic

nova such as V407 Cygni has been predicted ear-

lier (Razzaque et al. 2010). To calculate the flux of

the muonic neutrinos νµ + ν̃µ resulting from our

model, we use the semi-analytical formulation de-

veloped in Kelner et al. (2006). Following Kelner

et al. (2006), we have included the muonic neutri-

nos produced from direct decay of charged pions

(π → µ νµ), and from the decay of muons (µ→ e

νµ νe). Our estimated muon neutrino flux is shown

in Figure 5.

IceCube, ANTARES, and KM3NeT/ARCA are

state-of-the-art neutrino detectors capable of de-

tecting astrophysical neutrinos from Galactic

sources. IceCube has searched for muon neu-

trino flux from the direction of RS Oph during

a three day time window covering the beginning

of observed optical outburst. A time-integrated

muon neutrino flux upper limit of 4.8 × 10−5 TeV

cm−2 at 90% confidence level was derived, un-

der the assumption of E−2 power law, between

2 TeV and 10 PeV (Pizzuto et al. 2021). Our

estimated muon neutrino flux shown in Figure 5

is well below the derived IceCube upper limit.

KM3NeT/ARCA is a next-generation neutrino ob-

servatory that can detect neutrinos across a wide

declination range (Aiello et al. 2019). Considering

RS Oph declination of -06o42′28′′, we find that

although the source position is well within the ob-

servable range of KM3NeT/ARCA, the maximum

neutrino flux obtained from RS Oph in our model

is well below the sensitivity of KM3NeT/ARCA

at that declination. Note that MGRO J1908+06

is the closest to RS Oph in terms of declina-

tion, amongst the sources reported in Aiello et al.

(2019). KM3NeT/ARCA predicted neutrino de-

tection from MGRO J1908+06 after 6 years of ob-

servation. However, MGRO J1908+06 is a contin-

uously emitting source, and from Figure 2 of Aiello

et al. (2019), it can be seen that the neutrino flux

of the MGRO source is ≈ 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 at

10 TeV. Since nova such as RS Oph is a transient

source, i.e., it can only be observed during a few

months timescales, and the neutrino flux at 10 TeV
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is negligible for RS Oph, as can be seen from Fig-

ure 5, it is very difficult to observe astrophysical

neutrinos from RS Oph with even the next gen-

eration neutrino detectors. Acciari et al. (2022);

Guetta et al. (2023) also corroborated that neu-

trino emission is not expected to be detected from

the novae outbursts such as RS Oph by the current

experiments. With neutrino being a by-product

of the hadronic interaction, the neutrino detection

would have been a smoking gun evidence for the

hadronic scenario in the source region. Neutrino

flux measurements from a future higher magnitude

nova outburst will be able to confirm the pure or

partial hadronic nature of particle acceleration.

We note here that in this work, we do not intend to

“fit” the data, as the MWL data, especially in radio and

X-ray ranges, is poorly constrained. Consequently, we

have only adopted different parameter values following

previous literature, reported in Table 2, to explain the

MWL SEDs corresponding to 1 to 4 days after the our-

burst, and further, to discuss the conditions necessary

for a lepto-hadronic interpretation of 2021 RS Oph out-

burst. Nevertheless, we have tried to “fit” the data by

treating 7 parameters of the model ( i.e., Lp, αp, Ecutp ,

Le, αe, Ecute , B) as free parameters instead of adopting

the values reported in Table 2, for 4 MWL SEDs given in

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. As expected, we have found that,

although the best-fit values obtained from such method

are very close to the adopted values reported in Table 2,

the 1σ errors of the free parameters are very large, due

to the small number of constraining data points at the

early time. As a result, we refrain from reporting the fit

results, and their 1σ uncertainties in the paper. Future

simultaneous observations in multiple wavelengths will

be helpful in constraining the model parameters, thereby

further confirming the emission mechanism occuring in

novae outbursts.

A hard spectral index (∼ 1.5) for the parent electron

spectrum was previously used in the lepto-hadronic in-

terpretations of V407 Cygni and V339 Del novae out-

bursts (Sitarek & Bednarek 2012; Martin & Dubus 2013;

Ahnen et al. 2015). Since this work involves a phe-

nomenological modeling of RS Oph 2021 outburst, we

have assumed a similar hard electron index as that con-

sidered in previous literature. We were able to show

that emission from parent electron population with hard

spectral index, is able to explain the radio and HE

gamma-ray data, which essentially proves to be a nat-

ural continuation of previous studies done in explaining

novae outbursts with a lepto-hadronic scenario. The

plausible acceleration scenario behind this hard index

is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, in gen-

eral, magnetic reconnections in Poynting flux dominated

outflow can produce ∼ 1.5 spectral index. Another pos-

sibility is the electrons originating from proton-photon

interactions, which can have a very hard spectral index.

It has been found in multiple studies previously done,

that the RG companion star, being a M-type star, has

an effective surface temperature in the range of 3200 K

< T < 4400 K (Pavlenko et al. 2008, 2016; Barry et al.

2007). Given the temperature at the surface of the RG

companion, the temperature of the dense wind produced

from the same companion is expected to be less than, or

at most of the same order of, the surface temperature.

As discussed earlier, we have additionally assumed that

the relevant conditions related to the wind is considered

before the wind is heated and ionized by the outburst,

similar to that considered in Chomiuk et al. (2012) for

nova V407 Cygni, in which a wind temperature of ∼ 700

K was set. Taking these factors into account, we have

considered an order of magnitude estimate by assuming

the RG wind temperature of 103 K in the equipartition

magnetic field, given by equation 6. The order of the re-

sulting magnetic field is not only comparable with that

found in previous literature (Martin & Dubus 2013), but

also, the resulting synchrotron emission due to this mag-

netic field explains the observed radio emission consis-

tently. A somewhat higher value of the RG wind tem-

perature of 104 K was adopted in Bode & Kahn (1985),

but using this value of the wind temperature would re-

sult in a larger magnetic field that is neither consistent

with the observations, nor with previous estimates.

The magnetic field near the shock region can also be

amplified by the streaming of accelerated particles in the

shock precursor. The amplified magnetic field can be

proportional to the equipartition magnetic field, given

by equation 6. This would introduce a proportionality

factor fB , which would essentially act as a free param-

eter, considering the equipartition magnetic field to be

fixed. However, as discussed earlier, it is very difficult to

constrain the total magnetic field with such less number

of degrees of freedom in low energies (no data in X-ray,

few data in radio). Consequently, it will be difficult to

constrain the value of fB , in turn, due to poor statistic in

low energies. Considering a value of fB associated with

magnetic field without properly constraining it, would

turn out be an ad-hoc assumption, as no typical values

of fB are known a priori. Since our main motivation

behind this work is to report the conditions necessary

to explain the MWL emission with a lepto-hadronic sce-

nario, we have tried to fix multiple parameter values

beforehand, following some reasonable assumptions. As

a result, in this case, we refrain from introducing fB as

another free parameter of the model, and fix the mag-
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netic field to the values estimated by the equipartition

argument to avoid further complications.

Acciari et al. (2022) has noted that it is difficult to ex-

plain the shape of curvature observed in the measured

gamma-ray spectrum between 50 MeV to 250 GeV range

with leptonic processes. It is indeed the case that a sin-

gle IC leptonic component will be unable to explain the

observed curvature, as well as the VHE gamma-ray data,

without introducing a strong break in the parent elec-

tron spectrum. However, in the lepto-hadronic model

discussed in this paper, the curvature is explained by a

combined contribution of the leptonic and the hadronic

components (mainly dominated by the leptonic compo-

nent). We have used an electron injection spectrum with

cutoff at 10s of GeV, which is also limited by the max-

imum attainable energy of the electrons. So no ad-hoc

break was needed in the electron spectrum. By combin-

ing the resulting leptonic component with the hadronic

component used to explain the VHE gamma-ray data,

the curvature has been automatically explained. We

have provided zoomed-in images of only the HE-VHE

gamma-ray section of the MWL SED plots, to show

that the total combined model SEDs (primarily dom-

inated by the leptonic component) readily explains the

curvature observed in 50 MeV to 250 GeV range (please

see Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4).

We have neglected the effect of gamma-gamma atten-

uation in this model, following the conclusion drawn by

previous studies on RS Oph (Aharonian et al. 2022; Ac-

ciari et al. 2022; Diesing et al. 2023). Aharonian et al.

(2022) have posited that the attenuation of TeV gamma-

rays occurs due to the interaction with optical–IR pho-

tons, and X-rays provide the dominant target for GeV

photons. Gamma-gamma attenuation is most relevant

for VHE gamma-ray, whereas, it is important for GeV

photons only after few hours after the outburst, when

the source size is small. This is because in early time,

optical-IR luminosity is larger (∼ 1037 erg/s) (Kafka

2021), compared that for X-ray (∼ 1035 erg/s) at a dis-

tance of 2.45 kpc (Sokoloski et al. 2006). Aharonian

et al. (2022) have shown that for the optical depth for

photons considered in their work (see equation S31 of the

supplementary material, Aharonian et al. (2022)), the

spectrum change due to the gamma-gamma absorption

is expected to be minor (please see Figures S10A and

S10B of the supplementary material, Aharonian et al.

(2022)). Acciari et al. (2022) have also stated that the

effect of gamma-gamma attenuation of the emission in

the photosphere radiation field of RS Oph is not signif-

icant. Diesing et al. (2023) has posited that although

close to T - T0 ' 1 day, the gamma-gamma attenu-

ation is expected to be modest (by a factor of ∼ 2),

this attenuation is negligible at the radius correspond-

ing to day 1 to 4, i.e., during the rise and subsequent

peak of the observed TeV luminosity. Consequently, the

authors also neglected absorption in their emission esti-

mates. Following the arguments presented above, it can

be assumed that the effect of gamma-gamma attenua-

tion is not significant from the 1st day onward after the

outburst. Nevertheless, even a modest gamma-gamma

absorption is also unlikely to change the main conclusion

of this paper. Consequently, we have chosen to neglect

the effect of gamma-gamma absorption in this particular

work.

It is to be noted that the source region was considered

to be spherically symmetric for the modeling of the first

4 days after the outburst in this work. But given the

binary separation of 1.48 AU (≈ 2.2 × 1013 cm) and the

shock radii given in Table 2, one can see that the binary

separation and shock radius values are comparable, at

least for first 4 days. In such conditions, the density

profile tends to become more complicated, given that

an anisotropic distribution better represents the ambi-

ent matter at this stage. In the first few days, the shock

is more likely to expand as a bipolar blast wave moving

orthogonal to the accretion disk (Aharonian et al. 2022).

Modeling this bipolar (later quasi-spherical) shock wave,

centering at the WD position, is very complicated, so-

phisticated, and beyond the scope of this paper. How-

ever, as followed in Zheng et al. (2022), we expect the

spherical shock assumption to be a good approximation,

and the inclusion of an anisotropical shock treatment

will not significantly change the main aim of the results

reported in this paper.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have provided a theoretical lepto-

hadronic interpretation of MWL data observed from the

2021 RS Oph nova outburst. We have shown that the

VHE gamma-ray data can be explained by a hadronic

component, whereas the HE gamma-ray data is satis-

fied with a leptonic component. The presence of a lep-

tonic component also helps explain the low frequency

radio data points observed for all 4 days. Our work

vastly improves upon the inferences drawn by Sitarek

& Bednarek (2012); Ahnen et al. (2015), and better in-

terprets the MWL data compared to a purely hadronic

or a purely leptonic scenario discussed in Acciari et al.

(2022); Aharonian et al. (2022). However, further obser-

vations are needed to categorically confirm the proper

nature of particle acceleration occurring in nova’s envi-

ronment. Given that recurrent outbursts of novae are

relatively regular occurrence in the Galaxy, future ob-

servations of HE-VHE gamma-rays with current gener-
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ation observatories (Fermi -LAT, MAGIC, H.E.S.S.), as

well as next-generation gamma-ray observatories such as

Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA; Cherenkov Telescope

Array Consortium et al. 2019) and Southern Wide-field

Gamma-ray Observatory (SWGO; Albert et al. 2019),

along with further simultaneous observations in radio

and X-ray energy ranges, will be able to confirm the ex-

act nature of the emission. Moreover, sophisticated sim-

ulations taking into account the anisotropic matter dis-

tribution and an aspherical shock wave structure would

also be helpful for complete theoretical modeling of the

nova region. If next-generation neutrino observatories

can detect neutrinos from the outburst site, then effec-

tive contributions of hadronic and leptonic interactions

will also be unveiled, thus opening new possibilities to

model and understand the exact nature of this type of

interesting source.
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Table 2. Parameters used in the model.

Day Component Parameter Value

Day 1 Nova structure Shock velocity (vsh) 4.5 × 108 cm/s

Shock radius (rsh) 4 × 1013 cm

Hadronic Injection spectral index (αp) 2.2

Cutoff energy (Ecut
p ) 400 GeV

Luminosity (Lp) 2.14 × 1035 erg/s

Ejecta density (nej) 1.62 × 1010 cm−3

RG wind density (nRG) 9.9 × 108 cm−3

Leptonic Injection spectral index (αe) 1.5

Cutoff energy (Ecut
e ) 10 GeV

Luminosity (Le) 3.5 × 1032 erg/s

Magnetic field (B) 0.11 G

Photon energy density (uph) 1.26 erg cm−3

Electron-to-proton luminosity ratio (Le/Lp) 1.6 × 10−3

Day 2 Nova structure Shock velocity (vsh) 3.5 × 108 cm/s

Shock radius (rsh) 6.34 × 1013 cm

Hadronic Injection spectral index (αp) 2.2

Cutoff energy (Ecut
p ) 600 GeV

Luminosity (Lp) 5.5 × 1035 erg/s

Ejecta density (nej) 4.05 × 109 cm−3

RG wind density (nRG) 3.9 × 108 cm−3

Leptonic Injection spectral index (αe) 1.5

Cutoff energy (Ecut
e ) 10 GeV

Luminosity (Le) 7.2 × 1032 erg/s

Magnetic field (B) 0.07 G

Photon energy density (uph) 0.5 erg cm−3

Electron-to-proton luminosity ratio (Le/Lp) 1.3 × 10−3

Day 3 Nova structure Shock velocity (vsh) 3.1 × 108 cm/s

Shock radius (rsh) 8.32 × 1013 cm

Hadronic Injection spectral index (αp) 2.2

Cutoff energy (Ecut
p ) 700 GeV

Luminosity (Lp) 7.6 × 1035 erg/s

Ejecta density (nej) 1.8 × 109 cm−3

RG wind density (nRG) 2.3 × 108 cm−3

Leptonic Injection spectral index (αe) 1.5

Cutoff energy (Ecut
e ) 10 GeV

Luminosity (Le) 8.8 × 1032 erg/s

Magnetic field (B) 0.05 G

Photon energy density (uph) 0.29 erg cm−3

Electron-to-proton luminosity ratio (Le/Lp) 1.1 × 10−3

Day 4 Nova structure Shock velocity (vsh) 2.8 × 108 cm/s

Shock radius (rsh) 1 × 1014 cm

Hadronic Injection spectral index (αp) 2.2

Cutoff energy (Ecut
p ) 850 GeV

Luminosity (Lp) 9.2 × 1035 erg/s

Ejecta density (nej) 1.05 × 109 cm−3

RG wind density (nRG) 1.5 × 108 cm−3

Leptonic Injection spectral index (αe) 1.5

Cutoff energy (Ecut
e ) 10 GeV

Luminosity (Le) 6.7 × 1032 erg/s

Magnetic field (B) 0.04 G

Photon energy density (uph) 0.20 erg cm−3

Electron-to-proton luminosity ratio (Le/Lp) 7.3 × 10−4
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Figure 1. The MWL SED data points for day 1 along with the SED computed from the model, are shown. The panel labeled
(a) corresponds to the MWL SED corresponding to T - T0 = 1 day after the outburst. The panel labeled (b) is the same as
panel (a), but zoomed at HE-VHE range of the MWL SED. MAGIC (brown) and H.E.S.S. (teal) data points are taken from
Acciari et al. (2022), and Aharonian et al. (2022), respectively. Fermi-LAT data points are taken from Aharonian et al. (2022)
(cyan) and Acciari et al. (2022) (purple). Radio data are shown in green. Swift-XRT model fluxes are shown in the form of
upper limits (Page et al. 2022) in royalblue triangles. The orange-shaded region corresponds to the uncertainty interval related
to the parameters signifying absorption correction, as discussed in Section 2.
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Figure 2. The MWL SED data points for day 2 along with the SED computed from the model, are shown. The panel labeled
(a) corresponds to the MWL SED corresponding to T - T0 = 2 days after the outburst. The panel labeled (b) is the same as
panel (a), but zoomed at HE-VHE range of the MWL SED. The color schemes of the plots are same as that given in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. The MWL SED data points for day 3 along with the SED computed from the model, are shown. The panel labeled
(a) corresponds to the MWL SED corresponding to T - T0 = 3 days after the outburst. The panel labeled (b) is the same as
panel (a), but zoomed at HE-VHE range of the MWL SED. The color schemes of the plots are same as that given in Figure 1.
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Figure 4. The MWL SED data points for day 4 along with the SED computed from the model, are shown. The panel labeled
(a) corresponds to the MWL SED corresponding to T - T0 = 4 days after the outburst. The panel labeled (b) is the same as
panel (a), but zoomed at HE-VHE range of the MWL SED. The color schemes of the plots are same as that given in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT

Well-studied very metal-poor (VMP, [Fe/H] < −2) stars in the inner Galaxy are few in number,
and they are of special interest because they are expected to be among the oldest stars in the
Milky Way. We present high-resolutionspectroscopic follow-up of the carbon-enhancedmetal-
poor (CEMP) star Pristine_184237.56-260624.5(hereafter Pr184237) identified in the Pristine
Inner Galaxy Survey. This star has an apocentre of ∼ 2.6 kpc. Its atmospheric parameters ()eff
= 5100 K, log 6 = 2.0, [Fe/H] = −2.60) were derived based on the non-local thermodynamic
equilibrium (NLTE) line formation. We determined abundances for 32 elements, including 15
heavy elements beyond the iron group. The NLTE abundances were calculated for 13 elements
from Na to Pb. Pr184237 is strongly enhanced in C, N, O, and both s- and r-process elements
from Ba to Pb; it reveals a low carbon isotope ratio of 12C/13C = 7. The element abundance
pattern in the Na-Zn range is typical of halo stars. With [Ba/Eu] = 0.32, Pr184237 is the
first star of the CEMP-r/s subclass identified in the inner Galaxy. Variations in radial velocity
suggest binarity. We tested whether a pollution by the s- or i-process material produced in the
more massive and evolved companion can form the observed abundance pattern and find that
an i-process in the asymptotic giant branch star with a progenitor mass of 1.0-2.0"⊙ can be
the solution.

Key words: stars: abundances – stars: atmospheres – galaxies: abundances.

1 INTRODUCTION

Studies of very metal-poor (VMP, [Fe/H]1 < −2.0) stellar popula-
tions in the Milky Way are important to understand the early Uni-
verse. Their detailed chemical abundances teach us about the prop-
erties of the First Stars and early star formation, and their chemo-
dynamics shed light on the early formation history of our Galaxy
(Frebel & Norris 2015). The central regions of our Galaxy (. 5 kpc)
are predicted to host the oldest metal-poor stars (Tumlinson 2010),
which are important probes of the earliest metal-free stars in the Uni-

★ Based on observations made with the Very Large Telescope (VLT)
† E-mail: lima@inasan.ru
1 In the classical notation, where [X/Y] = log(#X/#Y)BC0A −

log(#X/#Y)⊙ for each pair of elements X and Y.

verse. In recent years, significant efforts have been made to build
larger samples of VMP stars in the inner Galaxy (Howes et al. 2015,
2016; Lucey et al. 2019; Arentsen et al. 2020b) – a challenging en-
deavour because the overwhelming majority of bulge stars have
high metallicity, and the high extinction and the relatively large
distance from the Sun make clean selections of metal-poor stars
difficult. These surveys typically employ narrow-band photometry
to identify metal-poor stars, which has been very effective.

Recent studies show that VMP stars in the inner Galaxy ap-
pear to have similar abundances to stars in previous halo samples,
although there are some subtle differences in, e.g., the scatter and
correlations of various abundances (Howes et al. 2016; Koch et al.
2016; Lucey et al. 2019; Sestito et al. 2023). One other striking dif-
ference is an apparent lack of carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP)
stars (Howes et al. 2016; Arentsen et al. 2021), with the common

© 2023 The Authors

http://arxiv.org/abs/2305.10717v1
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definition for CEMP stars having [C/Fe] > +0.7 (Aoki et al. 2007).
In the Galactic halo, many of the most metal-poor stars are found to
be rich in carbon, representing 20% and 43% of stars with [Fe/H]
≤ −2 and ≤ −3, respectively (Placco et al. 2014). For the bulge,
Arentsen et al. (2021) found a CEMP fraction of only 16% for
[Fe/H] < −2.5 in the low-resolution spectroscopic Pristine Inner
Galaxy Survey (PIGS). They discuss that it might partly be related
to selection effects against carbon-rich stars, but argue that it cannot
be explained away entirely. The lower CEMP fraction could be due
to a lower number of binary stars in the inner Galaxy, and/or due to
faster and more intense early star formation – both scenarios would
be indications that the metal-poor stellar populations in the inner
Galaxy and the more distant halo formed in different environments.

Depending on abundances of the elements produced presum-
ably in the slow (s) or rapid (r) neutron-capture processes, which
can be derived from high-resolution spectroscopy, CEMP stars are
separated into CEMP-r ([Eu/Fe] > 1), CEMP-s ([Ba/Fe] > 1 and
[Ba/Eu] > 0.5), CEMP-r/s (enhanced in both barium and europium
with 0 < [Ba/Eu] < 0.5), and CEMP-no ([Ba/Fe] < 0) stars, as
suggested by Beers & Christlieb (2005). Slightly different numbers
are recommended by Abate et al. (2016) and Frebel (2018) to char-
acterise different groups. Being purely phenomenological, this sep-
aration turns out to be indicative of the nature of stars in different
groups. Excess of carbon and s-process elements in a CEMP-s star
is thought to be the result of mass transfer from an asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) star to a companion in a binary system. This hypoth-
esis is supported by radial velocity variations observed for many
CEMP-s stars (Hansen et al. 2016). The CEMP-no stars, which are
typically not in binary systems, likely formed out of the interstel-
lar matter enriched by the Population III stars, which either were
rapidly rotating (Chiappini et al. 2006) or exploded as faint super-
novae (Nomoto et al. 2013, and references therein). CEMP-r stars
are similar to CEMP-no stars, except that they are enhanced in r-
process elements, which they were likely born with as well. The
nature of CEMP-r/s stars is under debate, and various scenarios of
enrichment in heavy elements are considered, from mass transfer
in a binary system formed out of the interstellar matter rich in the
r-process elements to the operation of the intermediate neutron-
capture process (i-process, see Goswami et al. 2021, for a review).

Detailed studies of CEMP stars can provide a unique informa-
tion about the early chemical enrichment of the inner Galaxy, but
they are only available in the literature for a very few stars. Four
CEMP-no stars, all with [Fe/H] < −3 and low Ba abundances, were
discovered in the EMBLA (Extremely Metal-poor BuLge stars with
AAOmega) sample (Howes et al. 2015, 2016): one was reported
by Howes et al. (2015), and three additional stars were found by
Arentsen et al. (2021) when applying the evolutionary carbon cor-
rections from Placco et al. (2014). The three CEMP stars with close
together metallicities of [Fe/H] ≃ −2.5 were found to be strongly
enhanced in Ba, with [Ba/Fe] > +1. One of them was classified by
Koch et al. (2016) as CEMP-s based on low upper limits for abun-
dances of the r-process elements Eu and Dy. None of the r-process
elements were measured by Sestito et al. (2023) in the remaining
two CEMP stars, due to a limited wavelength range of their Gemini
GRACES spectra.

In this work, we report the detailed analysis of a new CEMP
star in the inner Galaxy, Pristine_184237.56-260624.5 (for short,
Pr184237), with [Fe/H] = −2.6 and [C/Fe] = +1.8, which is en-
hanced in both s- and r-process elements. It was observed as part
of a high-resolution spectroscopic follow-up campaign of the most

metal-poor stars in PIGS, undertaken with UVES2 at the VLT. It
deserved a careful, dedicated analysis due to the high carbon and
neutron-capture element abundances, which we report on here sep-
arately from the main sample. We performed a detailed line-by-line
analysis of the spectrum of Pr184237 in a wide wavelength range
and determined abundances for 32 chemical elements, including 15
neutron-capture elements. Abundances for 13 chemical elements
are based on the non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE)
line formation, which is important because the physical conditions
in atmospheres of VMP giants are favorable for the departures from
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE).

The paper is organised as follows. We introduce PIGS and
the high-resolution observations of Pr184237 in Sect. 2. Section 3
describes the NLTE methods and codes used. Section 4 discusses
the determination of the star’s atmospheric parameters. Elemental
abundances are derived in Sect. 5, and Sect. 6 discusses the possible
origins of the heavy element abundance pattern of Pr184237. Our
conclusions are given in Sect. 7.

2 OBSERVATIONS OF PR184237

The Pristine Inner Galaxy Survey (PIGS), an extension of the main
Pristine survey (see Starkenburg et al. 2017, for an overview), was
initiated to build an unprecedentedly large sample of metal-poor
and very metal-poor stars for chemo-dynamical studies of the in-
ner regions of the Galaxy (Arentsen et al. 2020a,b, 2021). Using
metallicity-sensitive �0� photometry from the Canada-France-
Hawaii-Telescope (CFHT), PIGS selects metal-poor candidates for
spectroscopic follow-up. The next step is an intermediate-resolution
spectroscopy with the AAOmega spectrograph (Saunders et al.
2004) on the Anglo-Australian Telescope combined with deter-
minations of the stellar atmosphere parameters using the ULySS
(Koleva et al. 2009) and FERRE (Allende Prieto et al. 2006) tools.
A total of 1900 VMP stars were identified in the PIGS-AAT sam-
ple. Aiming to understand the nucleosynthesis processes in the an-
cient inner Galaxy, ∼20 of the most metal-poor stars were selected
from the AAT sample for high-resolution spectroscopy with the
UVES/VLT, one of which was Pr184237.

Pr184237 was found to have [Fe/H] = −2.8 and [C/Fe] =
+2.0 from the low-resolution spectroscopy and was recognised as
a CEMP star in Arentsen et al. (2021). The AAT barycentric ra-
dial velocity is −12.5 ± 2.0 km s−1. It is located at (RA, Dec) =
(18:42:37.56,−26:06:24.5) and (;, 1) = (8.514105◦ ,−9.783936◦)
and identified with Gaia DR3 source_id 4073253907337129472 of
G magnitude = 15.52 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2022). It has E(B-V)
= 0.38 (Green et al. 2019).

2.1 UVES observations

The UVES observations of Pr184237 were originally scheduled for
period 105 in queue mode. However, due to COVID restrictions in
Paranal (Chile), observations were taken in period 107. The em-
ployed setup was #�821 (390 + 580) with a 1.′′2 slit, 1 × 1 binning
and low readout speed. This configuration led to a resolving power
of R∼ 45, 000 in the blue part of the spectrum (330 − 452 nm) and
R∼ 41, 500 for the red (480 − 680 nm). Three observations were
taken between the 3rd and the 4th of June 2021 with an exposure

2 Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph
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Table 1. Radial velocities of Pr184237.

Instrument MJD RV
[days] [km s−1]

AAT 58337.44 -12.5 ± 2.0
UVES 59368.37 -39.3 ± 1.0
UVES 59369.33 -39.1 ± 1.0
UVES 59369.36 -39.8 ± 1.0

time of 3000 s each and an average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 7
and 32 at 380 and 510 nm, respectively.

The data were reduced by the ESO pipeline and retrieved by a
query on the phase 3 online interface3. The barycentric correction
was applied with IRAF and the radial velocity was calculated with
a cross correlation function to a UVES template with the fxcor

package, after which the three spectra were combined in the rest
frame with a “sigclip” algorithm. The three radial velocities are
reported in Table 1, together with the AAT radial velocity.

A first full-spectrum fitting analysis of the UVES spectrum
was performed with the FERRE4 code following the same procedure
explained in Aguado et al. (2021a,b). In brief, the code is able to
fit the data and interpolate between the nodes of a grid of stellar
models computed with ASSET (Koesterke et al. 2008) and ATLAS
(Sbordone 2005) codes of spectral synthesis. These models already
contain carbon-enrichment, an important feature when analyzing
metal-poor stars (see e.g. Aguado et al. 2017, for more information
about the carbon models). The four parameters FERRE derived for
Pr184237 are effective temperature ()eff = 5448 ± 123 K), surface
gravity (log 6 = 2.01±0.26), overall metallicity ([Fe/H] = −2.46±
0.10), and carbon enrichment ([C/Fe] = 2.19±0.12). A preliminary
automatic abundance analysis with FERRE indicated that Pr184237
is enhanced in both s-process ([Ba/Fe] = 1.04, [La/Fe] = 0.56) and
r-process ([Eu/Fe] = 0.6) elements, suggesting that this is the first
CEMP-r/s star in the inner Galaxy. This encouraged us to do a
dedicated detailed analysis (see Sect. 4-5). The FERRE analysis
for the full PIGS-UVES sample will be presented in a forthcoming
paper (Aguado et al., in prep.).

2.2 Variability and binarity

The AAT baricentric radial velocity (−12.5 ± 2.0 km s−1) is sig-
nificantly different from the three UVES radial velocities taken
almost three years later (−39.4 km s−1 with a standard deviation of
0.3 km s−1). The precision of the AAT radial velocities was esti-
mated by Arentsen et al. (2020b) to be around 2 km s−1. A more
recent comparison with Gaia DR3 radial velocities for the full
AAT sample (where available, only for brighter stars and not for
Pr184237) shows that the uncertainty estimate was correct and pos-
sibly even slightly over-estimated (Arentsen et al. in prep). Therefore
the difference between the AAT and UVES radial velocities can be
taken as a clear indication that this star is in a binary (or multiple)
system.

We also found that Pr184237 was flagged as a photomet-
rically variable star in Gaia DR3, with the classification "ELL"
(Rimoldini et al. 2022, best class score = 0.58) – an ellipsoidal
variable, which is a close binary system where the stars are de-
forming and projection effects during the orbit cause photometric

3 https://www.eso.org/sci/observing/phase3.html
4 http://github.com/callendeprieto/ferre

variability. There is a Gaia light curve available for this star, with
variations on the order of ∼ 0.03 mag on a short timescale (less
than a few days). Fitting the epoch photometry with lightkurve

(Lightkurve Collaboration et al. 2018) we found a best period of 1.8
days, but it was not very significant. Such a short period (if this star
really was an ellipsoidal variable in a binary system) is not consis-
tent with our UVES observations. The UVES radial velocities taken
over two days do not show any significant radial velocity variation,
and there is also no sign of severe rotational line broadening. One
could maybe imagine a scenario where this star is in a triple system,
orbiting in a longer period around an inner short-period binary. In
this scenario the short-term variability could come from the inner
binary. If the close binary consists of two white dwarfs, they should
be too faint to contribute to the photometric variability since a white
dwarf is∼ 10 mag fainter than an RGB star like Pr184237 (related to
the rapidly accreting white dwarf scenario discussed in Section 6.2).

However, inspecting images of Pr184237, we found that there
is a faint star (∼ 4 mag fainter, G = 19.9) within ∼ 2′′ of the
main target. It has different proper motions so is not associated
with Pr184237, but it might affect the photometry. We checked the
Gaia scanning law and found that, for the epochs where Pr184237
appears brighter, Gaia scanned the sky exactly in the direction in
which the two stars are aligned, and, when Pr184237 appears fainter,
it was scanned perpendicular to that axis. The difference in flux
between the two stars is similar to the amplitude of the photometric
variability. Combined with the lack of evidence for a short orbital
period from our UVES observations, we therefore concluded that
the Gaia photometric variability is most likely spurious and not
related to Pr184237 itself.

2.3 Orbit in the Milky Way

Stars that are currently in the inner Galaxy do not necessarily stay
in the inner Galaxy – they could be outer halo stars just moving
through. To test this for Pr184237, we derived its distance and
orbital properties. The distance and orbits were derived adopting
the same methodology used by Sestito et al. (2023) for the PIGS
follow-up with the GRACES high-resolution spectrograph. Briefly,
the Bayesian distance derivation uses the Gaia DR3 parallax and its
uncertainty plus a prior on the stellar density distribution containing
a disc and a halo (see Sestito et al. 2019 for more details about
the method). For Pr184237, it resulted in a median distance of
7.97 ± 2.57 kpc (corresponding to a distance from the Galactic
centre 3GC ≈ 1.8 kpc). The orbital integration is performed with
GALPY (Bovy 2015) with the inclusion of a rotating bar in the
gravitational potential. Then the orbital parameters are calculated
from the distance probability distribution function. More details
can be found in Sestito et al. (2023). We adopt a radial velocity of
−26.0 km s−1, the average between the AAT and the UVES epochs,
with an inflated uncertainty of 10 km s−1 to represent that we do not
actually know the systemic velocity. Adopting the above distance
and radial velocity with their uncertainties and combining it with
the Gaia DR3 proper motions, we derive the orbital properties of
Pr184237, and find it has a median apocentre of 2.56±0.93 kpc with
a pericentre less than 1 kpc – it appears to be a real inner Galaxy star
and not just a halo star passing through. Given that it is so tightly
confined, the star is most likely to be of a “proto-Galactic” origin
(Rix et al. 2022; Belokurov & Kravtsov 2022) rather than accreted
from a dwarf galaxy, or if it was accreted, this must have happened
very early on.

MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2023)
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3 ANALYSIS METHOD

We determined the NLTE abundances for Na, Mg, Al, Si, Ca,
Sc, Ti, Fe, Zn, Sr, Ba, Eu, and Pb. Hereafter, these elements are
referred to as NLTE species. For individual lines of Ti ii, Fe i,
and Zn i, the NLTE abundances were computed by adding the
NLTE abundance corrections, ΔNLTE = log YNLTE − log YLTE,
to the LTE abundances. The ΔNLTE grids and interpolation
tools are provided by Mashonkina et al. (2016b, Ti ii, Fe i) and
Sitnova et al. (2022, Zn i). For the remaining NLTE species, we
performed the NLTE calculations using individual atmospheric
parameters and elemental abundances of Pr184237 and the NLTE
methods developed in our previous studies for Na i (Alexeeva et al.
2014), Mg i (Mashonkina 2013), Al i (Mashonkina et al. 2016a),
Si i-Si ii (Mashonkina 2020), Ca i-Ca ii (Mashonkina et al.
2017b), Sc ii (Mashonkina & Romanovskaya 2022), Sr ii

(Mashonkina et al. 2022), Ba ii (Mashonkina & Belyaev 2019),
Eu ii (Mashonkina & Gehren 2000), and Pb i (Mashonkina et al.
2012).

The coupled radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium (SE)
equations were solved with the code detail (Butler 1984; Giddings
1981), where the background opacity was updated as described
by Mashonkina et al. (2011). The computed departure coefficients,
18 = =NLTE

8
/=LTE

8
, were then used by the code synthV_NLTE

(Tsymbal et al. 2019) to calculate the NLTE line profiles for a given
NLTE species. Here, =NLTE

8
and =LTE

8
are the SE and thermal (Saha-

Boltzmann) number densities, respectively.
The LTE and NLTE abundances were derived from line profile

fitting using the code synthV_NLTE (Tsymbal et al. 2019). The
best fit to the observed spectrum is obtained automatically using
the IDL binmag code by Kochukhov (2018). The line list required
for calculations of the synthetic spectra, together with atomic data,
were taken from the most recent version of Vienna Atomic Line
Database (VALD, Ryabchikova et al. 2015) that includes isotopic
splitting (IS) and hyper-fine splitting (HFS) components where they
are available (Pakhomov et al. 2019). The lines of the NLTE species
were computed by implementing the departure coefficients from
detail, while LTE was assumed for the lines of the other species.

We used the homogeneous spherical model atmospheres with
standard abundances (Gustafsson et al. 2008) from the MARCS
website5. They were interpolated at the given effective temperature
()eff), surface gravity (log 6), and metallicity ([Fe/H]), applying the
interpolation routine written by Thomas Masseron and available on
the same website.

4 ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS

For Pr184237, the preliminary automatic FERRE analysis (Aguado
et al., in prep.) yielded )eff = 5450±123 K, log 6 = 2.01±0.26,
and [Fe/H] = −2.46 ± 0.10. In view of the extreme importance of
derived elemental abundances for understanding the phenomenon of
a CEMP-r/s star and for learning mechanisms of the early chemical
enrichment of the inner Galaxy, we double checked and improved
the atmospheric parameters of this star.

The effective temperature is derived by fitting the theoretical
profiles computed by Amarsi et al. (2018) with three-dimensional
(3D) hydrodynamic model atmospheres and based on the NLTE
line formation to the observed wavelength regions free of blending
lines in the wings of the Balmer HU and HV lines (Fig. 1). For both

5 https://marcs.astro.uu.se

Figure 1. HU (top panel) and HV (bottom panel) line profiles in
Pr184237 (bold dots) compared with the theoretical 3D-NLTE profiles from
Amarsi et al. (2018) for )eff = 5100 K (red continuous curve), )eff = 5450 K
(blue dashed curve), and )eff = 4900 K (green long-dashed curve, for HV

only). Everywhere, log 6 = 2.0 and [Fe/H] =−2.5. The yellow shaded regions
show the spectral windows used for the fit.

lines, the theoretical profiles corresponding to )eff = 5450 K are
apparently deeper compared with the observed ones. Using a j2

minimization, we find that the best fit to HU is achieved with )eff
= 5100 K (j2 = 0.127). For HV , equal preference can be given to
)eff = 5100 K and 4900 K due to similar j2 ≃ 0.4. We give the
greater weight to )eff from HU because of less important blending
effects and higher S/N, and adopt )eff = 5100 K as our final effective
temperature. From a comparison of the results from two lines, we
estimate the uncertainty in )eff as 100 K.

The surface gravity is constrained from a requirement of
equal NLTE abundances determined from lines of the two ion-
ization stages, Fe i and Fe ii. We use the Fe i and Fe ii lines and
their atomic parameters, carefully selected and checked in our pre-
vious studies of VMP stars (Mashonkina et al. 2017a). In brief,
for Fe i, we use presumably experimental 6 5 -values, as listed by
VALD, while, for Fe ii, we apply6 5 -values from Raassen & Uylings
(1998) that were corrected by +0.11 dex, following the recom-
mendation of Grevesse & Sauval (1999). The exceptions are Fe ii

4923 and 5018 Å, for which 6 5 -values were obtained by averag-
ing the data from the four sources – Bridges (1973); Moity (1983),
Raassen & Uylings (1998), and Meléndez & Barbuy (2009). The
van der Waals damping constants were taken from VALD.

We checked the surface gravity log 6 = 2.0, which is very close
to the FERRE value. The LTE and NLTE abundances are deter-
mined from lines of Fe i and Fe ii using the model atmosphere with
)eff /log 6/[Fe/H] = 5100/2.0/−2.5 and a microturbulent velocity of
bC = 2 km s−1, which was calculated with the empirical formula
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Table 2. Line atomic data, LTE, and NLTE abundances, log Y, for individual
lines in Pr184237.

Species _ �exc log 6 5 LTE NLTE
[Å] [eV]

12CH 4210.94 0.46 -1.34 7.491

12CH 4210.99 0.46 -1.32 7.491

13CH 4211.44 0.46 -1.34 7.491

13CH 4211.49 0.46 -1.32 7.491

O i 6300.30 0.00 -9.94 7.45
Na i 5889.95 0.00 0.12 ≤3.94 ≤3.37
Mg i 5528.41 4.33 -0.50 5.36 5.40

Notes. 1 For the 12C/13C = 7 isotope ratio. This table is available in its
entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is

shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.

Figure 2. NLTE abundances from individual lines of Fe i (open circles) and
Fe ii (filled circles) in Pr184237 as a function of equivalent width EW (top
panel) and excitation energy of the lower level (bottom panel). The dotted
line indicates the mean Fe i-based abundance and the shaded grey area its
statistical error.

deduced by Mashonkina et al. (2017a) for metal-poor Galactic halo
giants. It provides an accuracy of 0.2 km s−1. The results for in-
dividual lines are presented in Table 2. The mean Fe i- and Fe ii-
based NLTE abundances are found to be consistent within 0.02 dex:
log YFeI = 4.86±0.14 (49 lines) and log YFeII = 4.84±0.12 (9 lines),
while a difference in the LTE abundances amounts to −0.12 dex.
Hereafter, we employ the abundance scale where log YH = 12.
The abundance error is calculated as the dispersion in the single
line measurements around the mean, f =

√

Σ(G − G8)2/(#; − 1).
Here, #; is the number of lines used. Taking into account that two
independent methods provide consistent results, we estimate the
uncertainty in log 6 as 0.1. Shifts of +0.1/−0.1 in log 6 result in
log YFeI − log YFeII = −0.02/+0.06 dex. Figure 2 shows no trend
of the NLTE abundances with equivalent width, although there are
four outliers that reveal a lower abundance compared with the mean,
by more than 0.25 dex. The final Fe abundance is computed as the
mean of YFeI and YFeII.

Despite large reddening for the star observed towards the

Table 3. Determined stellar parameters of Pr184237.

Parameter Value Uncertainty

)eff 5100 K ±100 K
log 6 2.0 ±0.1
[Fe/H] −2.60 ±0.14
bC 2.0 km s−1 ±0.2 km s−1

bulge, we have attempted to derive the effective tempera-
ture of our target from the infrared flux method (IRFM) of
González Hernández & Bonifacio (2009), and that attempt was suc-
cessful. We used the available photometry in the infrared bands from
the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006).
The 2MASS JHKB magnitudes are accurate with J = 13.665±0.024,
H = 13.114±0.027, and KB = 12.984±0.030. We estimated the
Johnson V magnitude (V = 15.942) ±0.012 converted from the
Sloan PanSTARRS magnitudes g = 16.370 ±0.003 and r = 15.550
±0.001 using the equation (6) and coefficients from Table 6 in
Tonry et al. (2012). Magnitudes were de-reddened using E(B-V)
= 0.38 (Green et al. 2019). The same reddening value of E(B-
V)SFD = 0.373 was computed from the dust maps of Schlegel et al.
(1998, SFD). Finally, E(B-V)SFD was multiplied by a factor of 0.86
following Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). With E(B-V) = 0.321, we
obtain )eff(IRFM) = 4999±102, 5116±67, and 5080±86 K for the
2MASS bands J, H, and KB , respectively. The IRFM-based mean
temperature of Pr184237, )eff(IRFM) = 5073 ± 83 K, is consistent
with that from the HU wings. These calculations were performed
with log 6 = 2 and [Fe/H] = −2.5.

We also inferred the effective temperature and surface grav-
ity as in Sestito et al. (2023). Briefly, they develop a Monte Carlo
method that consists in deriving the effective temperature using
the Gaia photometry-temperature relation from Mucciarelli et al.
(2021) and the surface gravity from the Stephan-Boltzmann equa-
tion. This method has been tested to provide compatible stellar
parameters with spectroscopic inferences (e.g. Lardo et al. 2021;
Sestito et al. 2023). We find a photometric )eff = 5190 ± 100 K and
log 6 = 2.25 ± 0.16. The spectroscopic and photometric temper-
atures agree within 0.63f and the distance-based surface gravity
for such a distant object and the spectroscopic one are compatible
within 1.32f.

Thus, we adopt )eff = 5100±100 K, log 6 = 2.0±0.1, [Fe/H] =
−2.60±0.14, bC = 2±0.2 km s−1 as the final atmospheric parameters
of Pr184237 (Table 3). In order to compute the metallicity, we use
the solar Fe abundance log Y⊙ = 7.45 from Lodders (2021).

5 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES

The strongest lithium line, Li i 6707 Å, cannot be extracted from
noise in the spectrum of Pr184237, suggesting a low Li abundance,
as expected for a red giant (Iben 1967). In addition to iron, we are
able to determine abundances for 31 chemical elements. Spectral
lines for abundance analysis, together with their atomic data, are
selected from the list provided by Mashonkina et al. (2010) for an
r-process enhanced star, HE 2327-5642, with similar atmospheric
parameters. For lines of Sc ii, Mn i, Co i, Sr ii, Ba ii, La ii, Eu ii, and
Yb ii, the HFS and/or IS structure were properly taken into account.

The LTE and NLTE abundances obtained from individual lines
are presented in Table 2. Table 4 lists the elemental average abun-
dances together with their stochastic errors. Stochastic errors are
caused by random uncertainties in the continuum placement, line
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Table 4. Elemental abundances of Pr184237.

Species log Y⊙ log Y #; [X/Fe]

LTE NLTE

C(C2) 8.47 7.64(0.03) 1 1.77
N(CN) 7.85 6.54(0.10) 1 1.29
O i 8.73 7.45(0.03) 1 1.32
Na i 6.27 < 3.94 < 3.37 2 < −0.30N

Mg i 7.52 5.36(0.02) 5.40(0.02) 1 0.48N

Al i 6.42 3.31(0.15) 3.76(0.15) 1 –0.06N

Si i 7.51 5.30(0.10) 5.27(0.10) 1 0.36N

Ca i 6.27 4.04(0.11) 4.14(0.11) 7 0.47N

Sc ii 3.04 0.90(0.05) 0.90(0.05) 1 0.46N

Ti ii 4.90 2.72(0.12) 2.72(0.12) 9 0.42N

V ii 3.95 1.28(0.05) 2 –0.08
Cr i 5.63 2.81(0.06) 3 –0.09I

Mn i 5.47 2.41(0.10) 1 –0.33I

Fe i 7.45 4.72(0.13) 4.86(0.14) 49 0.01N

Fe ii 7.45 4.84(0.12) 4.84(0.12) 9 –0.01N

Co i 4.86 2.44(0.05) 3 0.31I

Ni i 6.20 3.40(0.18) 5 –0.07I

Zn i 4.61 2.05(0.10) 2.22(0.10) 1 0.21N

Sr ii 2.88 0.27(0.05) 0.22(0.05) 2 –0.02
Y ii 2.15 –0.24(0.20) 8 0.21
Zr ii 2.55 0.67(0.22) 4 0.72
Ba ii 2.17 0.74(0.08) 0.40(0.10) 3 1.17
La ii 1.17 –0.33(0.13) 7 1.10
Ce ii 1.58 0.09(0.19) 5 1.11
Nd ii 1.45 –0.08(0.14) 10 1.07
Sm ii 0.94 –0.55(0.13) 2 1.11
Eu ii 0.51 –1.24(0.06) –1.09(0.06) 4 0.85
Gd ii 1.05 –0.77(0.08) 2 0.78
Dy ii 1.12 –0.47(0.09) 5 1.01
Er ii 0.92 –0.67(0.07) 3 1.01
Tm ii 0.11 –1.00(0.05) 1 1.49
Yb ii 0.91 –0.66(0.32) 1 1.03
Pb i 2.03 1.55(0.16) 2.21(0.16) 2 2.12

Notes. The numbers in parentheses are the abundance errors. N Based on
the NLTE abundance. I LTE abundance ratio [X/Fe i].

profile fitting, and 6 5 -values. They are represented by the dispersion
in the measurements f when #; > 1. When only a single line or a
molecular band is measured, the abundance error resembles the fit
uncertainty provided by MPFIT (Markwardt 2009) and computed
as %�''$' ·

√

j2/#�$� , where #�$� is the number of fitting
degrees of freedom and %�''$' is a formal parameter uncer-
tainty, computed from the covariance matrix. In order to compute
the abundance ratios relative to iron, [X/Fe], we used the present So-
lar system abundances recommended by Lodders (2021) and [Fe/H]
= −2.60. For Na, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Sc, Ti, and Zn, the [X/Fe] ratios
are based on the NLTE abundances. For Cr, Mn, Co, and Ni, Table 4
indicates the LTE abundance ratio [X/Fe i], which is free, in part,
from the departures from LTE. Since the NLTE abundances were
determined for 4 of 15 heavy elements, the [X/Fe] ratios for all the
heavy elements in Table 4 and the heavy element abundance pattern
in our further analysis (Sections 5.4 and 6) are based on the LTE
abundances, for consistency. In Sect 6.3, we discuss the influence of
using the NLTE abundances on our analysis of the nucleosynthesis
scenarios.

We examined the systematic uncertainties in the derived ele-
mental abundances of Pr184237, which are linked to the adopted
stellar parameters. These were estimated by varying )eff by 100 K,

Table 5. Error budget for elemental abundances in Pr184237.

El. Δ) Δ log 6 ΔbC Δ fobs ftot

100 K 0.1 –0.2 km s−1 () , 6, bC )
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

C2 0.14 -0.02 <0.01 0.14 0.03 0.14
CN 0.17 -0.02 <0.01 0.17 0.10 0.20
O i 0.07 0.03 <0.01 0.08 0.03 0.08
Mg i 0.06 <0.01 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.07
Al i 0.11 <0.01 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.21
Si i 0.11 <0.01 0.05 0.12 0.10 0.16
Ca i 0.07 <0.01 0.03 0.08 0.11 0.13
Sc ii 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.08
Ti ii 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.12 0.14
V ii 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.08
Cr i 0.11 <0.01 0.02 0.11 0.06 0.13
Mn i 0.11 <0.01 0.05 0.12 0.10 0.16
Fe i 0.11 <0.01 0.05 0.12 0.13 0.18
Fe ii 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.13
Co i 0.11 <0.01 <0.01 0.11 0.05 0.12
Ni i 0.11 <0.01 0.04 0.12 0.18 0.21
Zn i 0.07 0.01 <0.01 0.07 0.10 0.12
Sr ii 0.09 0.01 0.11 0.14 0.05 0.15
Y ii 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.20 0.21
Zr ii 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.22 0.23
Ba ii 0.09 0.03 0.14 0.17 0.08 0.19
La ii 0.09 0.03 <0.01 0.09 0.13 0.16
Ce ii 0.09 0.03 <0.01 0.09 0.19 0.21
Nd ii 0.09 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.14 0.17
Sm ii 0.09 0.03 <0.01 0.09 0.13 0.16
Eu ii 0.09 0.03 <0.01 0.09 0.06 0.11
Gd ii 0.09 0.03 <0.01 0.09 0.08 0.12
Dy ii 0.09 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.09 0.13
Er ii 0.09 0.03 <0.01 0.09 0.07 0.12
Tm ii 0.09 0.03 <0.01 0.09 0.05 0.11
Yb ii 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.11 0.32 0.34
Pb i 0.11 <0.01 0.02 0.11 0.16 0.20

log 6 by 0.1, and bC by−0.2 km s−1 in the model atmosphere. Table 5
summarizes the various sources of uncertainties. The total impact
of varying )eff , log 6, and bC is computed as the quadratic sum of
Cols. 2-4 and denoted Δ(), 6, bC ). Column 6 lists the stochastic
errors fobs, as given in Table 4. The total uncertainty ftot in the
absolute abundance of each element is computed by the quadratic
sum of the stochastic and systematic (Col. 5) errors.

The results for different groups of elements are described be-
low.

5.1 Light elements C, N, O and isotope ratio 12C/13C

The FERRE analysis discovered a strong enhancement of Pr184237
in carbon. In this study, we use a pronounced C2 Swan band (5150
– 5170 Å) and determine the C abundance with an uncertainty of
0.03 dex. We confirm the FERRE conclusion although obtain the
lower [C/Fe] = 1.77 due to adopting the lower effective temperature.

New results are measurements for the N and O abundances.
With fixed C abundance, the N abundance was determined from the
CN band in the 4214-4216 Å region. For oxygen, we use the [O i]
6300 Å forbidden line, which is clearly detected in the spectrum of
Pr184237. The star is found to be strongly enhanced in N and O,
with [N/Fe] = 1.29 and [O/Fe] = 1.32.

Owing to the high carbon abundance, we derive the 12C/13C
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Figure 3. Molecular 12CH and 13CH (denoted as (12)CH and (13)CH) lines
in spectrum of Pr184237 (open circles). The best fit (continuous curve) to
the observations was achieved for the 12C/13C = 7 isotopic ratio and log YC

= 7.49. The blue dashed and magenda three-dot-dashed curves correspond
to 12C/13C = 95 (the solar ratio) and 4, respectively. In two latter cases, the
total carbon abundances are log YC = 7.44 and 7.54.

isotope abundance ratio from pairs of 12CH 4210.9 Å and 13CH
4211.4 Å molecular lines (Fig. 3). The calculations are performed
with the solar mixture of C isotopes, 12C/13C = 95 (Lodders 2021),
and with 12C/13C = 9, 7, and 4. The best fit to the observed spectrum
was achieved for 12C/13C = 7. A variation in 12C/13C only influences
a little the theoretical profile of 12CH 4210.9 Å, such that the C
abundance obtained from fitting this line increases from log YC =
7.44 to 7.54, when 12C/13C decreases from 95 (12C fraction of
98.965%) to 4 (12C fraction of 80%).

A supersolar fraction of the 13C isotope can be a signature
of AGB nucleosynthesis (e.g., Karakas 2010; Lugaro et al. 2012;
Ventura et al. 2021). Here, the donor AGB star would likely have
been of intermediate-mass (" & 2"⊙), such that it experienced
proton capture nucleosynthesis at the convective envelope, lead-
ing to a low 12C/13C ratio and a large overabundance of N. Such
stars are important contributors to 13C and N in the early Galaxy
(Kobayashi et al. 2020). Low-metallicity AGB stars can also pro-
duce large overabundances of O, which are dredged to the sur-
face alongside C and heavy elements (Karakas 2010; Lugaro et al.
2012). With )eff = 5100 K and log 6 = 2.0, Pr184237 is far from the
AGB evolutionary phase, and the self-pollution hypothesis should
be rejected. Variations in the radial velocity suggest binarity of the
system, where Pr184237 is a less massive secondary component.
The primary evolved to the AGB phase and via the mass transfer
provided Pr184237 with the nuclear-processed material. At present,
the primary is, probably, a white dwarf.

5.2 Elements Na to Zn

Lines of the four U-process elements, namely, Mg i, Si i, Ca i, and
Ti ii are measured in the spectrum of Pr184237. The star reveals
an U-enhancement with tight measurements of [X/Fe] = 0.48, 0.36,
0.47, and 0.42, respectively. These numbers correspond to the NLTE
calculations.

Pronounced NLTE effects are found for the resonance lines
of Na i and Al i, such that NLTE leads to the lower abundance of
Na compared with the LTE case, by 0.57 dex, and, in contrast, to a
higher abundance of Al, by 0.45 dex. Red wings of the Na i 5889 and
5895 Å lines in spectrum of Pr184237 are affected by interstellar
absorption lines, and we can only evaluate an upper limit for the

element abundance: [Na/Fe] ≤ −0.3 in the NLTE calculations. It
is important to note that Na is certainly depleted relative to Fe and
does not follow the enhanced carbon. Aluminum does not reveal a
notable deviation from the scaled solar abundance, with [Al/Fe] =
−0.06 in the NLTE calculations.

Abundances of Sc and V were determined from lines of their
majority species, Sc ii and V ii, which are expected to be weakly
affected by the departures from LTE. Indeed, the NLTE calculations
resulted in ΔNLTE < 0.01 dex for the Sc ii 4246 Å line observed in
Pr184237. Scandium appears to be enhanced relative to Fe to the
same extent, as are the U-process elements. Vanadium follows iron,
with [V/Fe] = −0.08.

Abundances of Cr, Mn, Co, and Ni were derived from lines of
their minority species, which are subject to the ultraviolet overion-
ization, resulting in weakened lines and positive NLTE abundance
corrections. For Cr i and Mn i, the NLTE corrections are avail-
able in the database NLTE_MPIA6 (M. Kovalev et al. 2018). They
were computed based on the methods of Bergemann & Cescutti
(2010) and Bergemann et al. (2019), respectively. For the atmo-
spheric parameters of Pr184237, we extracted ΔNLTE = 0.56 dex,
0.58 dex, 0.48 dex, and 0.26 dex for Cr i 4254, 4274, 5409 Å and
Mn i 4033 Å, respectively, and obtained [Cr/Fe](NLTE) = 0.33 and
[Mn/Fe](NLTE) =−0.20. Thus, manganese in Pr184237 is deficient
relative to Fe, independent of whether we rely on NLTE or LTE.
Overabundance of Cr relative to Fe is unlikely. When taking the
Cr i- and Fe i-based LTE abundances, we obtained a close-to-solar
ratio of [Cr i/Fe i] = −0.09.

For the Co i lines, the NLTE corrections are not available in
Bergemann et al. (2010) and, currently, not accessible at the above
cited website. However, they are certainly positive. Therefore, cobalt
is enhanced in Pr184237, at the level of [Co/Fe] > 0.2.

When taking the LTE abundances from lines of Ni i and Fe i,
we obtained [Ni i/Fe i] = −0.07, suggesting that the Ni abundance
in Pr184237 is close to the scaled solar one.

Zinc is slightly enhanced, with [Zn/Fe](NLTE) = 0.21.

5.3 Neutron-capture elements Sr to Pb

We determine abundance for 15 elements beyond Sr (hereafter,
heavy elements). Seven of them, namely, Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, La, Ce, and
Pb, are commonly referred to as s-process elements because of the
dominant contribution of the s-process to their solar abundances, of
greater than 60% according to Bisterzo et al. (2014). Five measured
elements, namely, Eu, Gd, Dy, Er, and Tm, are presumably of r-
process origin, with more than 80% contribution of the r-process
to their solar abundances. The remaining elements Nd, Sm, and Yb
are intermediate cases, with approximately equal contributions of
the r- and s-process to their solar abundances.

For Sr to Er, their abundances are derived from two to ten
lines. The best fits to the representative lines are shown in Fig. 4.
Ytterbium is observed in the only line, Yb ii 3694 Å, and the only
unblended line was found for Tm ii.

A challenge was to determine the Pb abundance from the Pb i

4057 Å line, which is heavily blended by the molecular CH line. As
shown in Fig. 5 (top panel), there are three unblended or weakly
blended lines of 12CH in the 4058.0-4059.7 Å range. They all are
well fitted with log YC = 7.58, which agrees within 0.06 dex with the
C abundance derived from the C2 Swan band. We note that the 13CH
4058.448 Å line is reproduced reasonably well using 12C/13C = 7,

6 http://nlte.mpia.de/
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Figure 4. Best fits (continuous curve) to the Sr ii 4215 Å (top panel), Ba ii

5853 Å (middle panel), and Eu ii 4129 Å (bottom panel) lines in Pr184237
(open circles). The derived abundances are indicated in Table 2. The dotted
curves in the top and bottom panels show the synthetic spectra with no Sr and
Eu in the atmosphere. The blue long-dashed and green short-dashed curves
show the effect of a 0.2 dex variation in the abundance on the synthetic
spectrum.

as derived in this study. It is evident that neither the position, nor the
total absorption of the 4057 Å blend can be reproduced in the case of
[Pb/Fe] = 0 (log YPb = −0.57). In the LTE calculations, the best fit to
the 4057 Å blend is achieved with log YPb = 1.55. The obtained Pb
abundance is supported by another line of Pb i, at 3683 Å. This line
is located in a rather crowded region (Fig. 5 bottom panel), which
is nevertheless well fitted using the derived atmospheric parameters
(important for H i 3682.8 Å!) and abundances of C and Fe. For
Pb i 3683 Å, we show the synthetic profiles computed with [Pb/Fe]
= 0, 1, and 2.12. It is evident that the first two profiles are too
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Figure 5. Best fits (continuous curve) to the Pb i 4057 Å (top panel) and
3683 Å (bottom panel) lines in Pr184237 (open circles). The derived abun-
dances are indicated in Table 2. The blue dashed curves show the synthetic
spectra computed with [Pb/Fe] = 0. The red dash-dotted curve in the bottom
panel corresponds to [Pb/Fe] = 1.0. The green dotted curve in the top panel
shows the synthetic spectrum computed without carbon in the atmosphere.

shallow compared with the observed one. Only Pb i 4057 Å was
used to represent in Table 5 the systematic uncertainties in the Pb
abundance. When varying )eff or log 6 or bC , we first evaluated the
C abundance from the CH 4058.2, 4059.2, 4059.5 Å lines, and then
the Pb abundance was obtained from fitting the 4057.7 Å blend.

We obtain that elements of the second s-process peak (Ba,
La, Ce) and elements of the intermediate group (Nd, Sm, Yb) are
strongly enhanced in Pr184237, with [X/Fe] > 1. An even higher
excess was found for Pb, with [Pb/Fe] = 2.12 and 2.78 in the LTE
and NLTE calculations, respectively.

Pr184237 is the first star in the inner Galaxy for which the five r-
process elements are measured, and they all reveal an enhancement,
with the average [r/Fe] = 1.03±0.28.

The obtained element abundance pattern of Pr184237 is pre-
sented in Fig. 6. For illustration purpose, the LTE abundances of
Cr, Mn, Co, and Ni were increased by 0.14 dex, which is the differ-
ence between the NLTE and LTE abundances for Fe i. By doing so,
we assumed similar NLTE effects for neutral species of these five
elements and, in the first approximation, accounted for the NLTE
effects for Cr i, Mn i, Co i, and Ni i. For all elements beyond Sr, the
LTE abundances are used for consistency.
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Figure 6. The element abundance pattern of Pr184237. An upper limit for
the Na abundance is indicated by downward-facing triangle. The dashed line
indicates the star’s iron abundance [Fe/H] = −2.60. Abundances of Cr, Mn,
Co, and Ni are increased by 0.14 dex, see text for more details.

5.4 Comparisons with the VMP stellar samples

For abundance comparisons, we use the VMP stellar samples ob-
served towards the bulge from high-resolution spectroscopic studies
of Howes et al. (2016), Koch et al. (2016), and Sestito et al. (2023).

Both Koch et al. (2016) and Sestito et al. (2023) conclude that
the majority of their carbon-normal stars exhibit abundance patterns
typical for the Galactic halo stars, although the [Na/Mg] ratios in
Sestito et al. (2023) reveal a substantial star-to-star scatter. In con-
trast, Howes et al. (2016) find that the chemistry of their sample
stars deviates from that for halo stars of the same metallicity. How-
ever, we see in their Figures 11-13 that most of the elemental ratios
lie well on the halo abundance trends. The star-to-star scatter is,
indeed, observed for [Mg/Fe]. In the Na–Zn range, our CEMP star
Pr184237 does not look exceptional among the non-CEMP stars.

Compared with the three carbon and s-process enhanced stars
from Koch et al. (2016) and Sestito et al. (2023), Pr184237 has the
lowest [Ba/Fe] = 1.17, however, this is the first star discovered in
the inner Galaxy that is strongly enhanced in both s- and r-process
elements. Not only Eu, but also Gd, Dy, Er, and Tm were measured
in this star. With [Ba/Eu] = 0.32, Pr184237 likely belongs to the
CEMP-r/s subclass.

Pr184237 is the only CEMP star in the inner Galaxy, for which
the isotope abundance ratio 12C/13C and the Pb abundance are
derived. Earlier, the Pb abundance, [Pb/Fe] = 1.50, was measured
for a more metal-rich and non-CEMP star with [Fe/H] = −1.5 and
[C/Fe] = 0.4 (Koch et al. 2019).

In order to compare Pr184237 with the Galactic halo CEMP-s
and CEMP-r/s stars, we used the Stellar Abundances for Galac-
tic Archaeology (SAGA) database (Suda et al. 2008). In total, 58
stars were selected with [Fe/H] < −1.5, [C/Fe] > 0.7, and the Pb
abundance measured. We separated them into two subclasses, using
the criteria by Beers & Christlieb (2005), namely, [Ba/Fe] > 1 and
[Ba/Eu] > 0.5 for CEMP-s and [Ba/Eu] = 0 to 0.5, [Ba/Fe] > 0 and
[Eu/Fe] > 0 for CEMP-r/s. The obtained subsamples of 24 CEMP-
s and 18 CEMP-r/s stars, as well as the remaining CEMP stars
with unknown Eu abundance are displayed together with Pr184237
in Fig. 7. The three groups of stars fully overlap on the abun-
dance diagrams [Pb/Ba] and [Sr/Ba] versus [Ba/H]. The position of
Pr184237 in these diagrams does not contradict either the CEMP-s
or the CEMP-r/s status. Only the lower [Ba/Eu] ratio compared to

the criterion for the CEMP-s subclass leads us to refer to Pr184237
to as a CEMP-r/s star.

6 ORIGIN OF THE HEAVY ELEMENT ABUNDANCE

PATTERN

One commonly believes that the first heavy element nuclei in our
Galaxy were produced in the r-process, although astrophysical sites
for the r-process are still debated (see Cowan et al. 2021, for a
thorough review). In the Galactic halo, a contribution of the main
s-process to heavy element production becomes notable in stars
starting from [Fe/H] ≃ −2.6, according to Simmerer et al. (2004),
or even from higher [Fe/H] ≃ −1.4 (Roederer et al. 2010).

Spectroscopic analyses of MP stars in the inner Galaxy provide
signatures of early r-process nucleosynthesis. Johnson et al. (2013)
and Howes et al. (2015, 2016) report on europium enhancements
at the level of [Eu/Fe] = 0.5 to 1.0. Some of the stars, for exam-
ple, 2MASS 18174532-3353235 ([Fe/H] = −1.67, [Eu/Fe] = 0.99,
[Ba/Eu] = −0.5, Johnson et al. 2013) and J181505.16-385514.9
([Fe/H] = −3.29, [Eu/Fe] = 0.96, [Ba/Eu] = −0.92, Howes et al.
2015), can be referred to as strongly r-process enhanced (r-II)
stars, following the classification of Beers & Christlieb (2005). As
shown by Johnson et al. (2012); Van der Swaelmen et al. (2016),
and Forsberg et al. (2019, 2023), the r-process was the dominant
neutron-capture production process in the bulge until metallicity
reached [Fe/H] ∼ −1.

Therefore, we have every reason to believe that Pr184237 has
formed from the matter where the heavy elements were of the r-
process origin. Later the star’s atmosphere was enriched with the
nuclear-processed material transferred from the evolved companion.
The enrichment scenario should explain enhanced abundances of
the heavy elements and also enhancements in C, N, O and the low
12C/13C isotope ratio.

6.1 Pollution by the s-process products

In this scenario, we assume that heavy elements in Pr184237 orig-
inate from two sources. The first one is the interstellar matter out
of which Pr184237 has formed, and it has the r-process element
abundance pattern, with [r/Fe] = 1.03, as shown in Sect. 5.3. The
second one is the s-process enriched material transferred onto a sur-
face of Pr184237 from the more massive primary component when
it evolved to the AGB phase. The transferred material was diluted
with the atmospheric matter.

Initial abundances of the heavy elements in Pr184237, Yr,
were calculated using the empirical r-process relative yields, which
were obtained from abundance analysis of a benchmark r-II star
CS 31082-001 (Siqueira Mello et al. 2013). The r-II stars reveal
very similar heavy element abundance patterns (Sneden et al. 2008),
suggesting a universal r-process. In Fig. 8, the heavy element abun-
dance pattern of Pr184237 is displayed together with the scaled
abundances of CS 31082-001. The scaling factor was calculated
from matching the Eu abundances of Pr184237 and CS 31082-001.
Abundances of Eu, Gd, Dy, and Er in Pr184237 lie well on the em-
pirical r-process curve, suggesting an origin of these elements in the
r-process. The Tm abundance, which is also expected to be on the r-
process curve, appears to be higher. Three of the four inspected lines
of Tm ii, at 3700, 3701, and 3848 Å, are heavily affected by noise
in the spectrum of Pr184237, and the abundance from Tm ii 3795 Å
seems to be overestimated. Neglecting Tm due to the uncertainty in
its abundance, we computed the average [r/Fe] = 0.91±0.12.
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Figure 7. CEMP-s (blue filled diamonds), CEMP-r/s (filled circles), and the stars with unknown Eu abundance (open green diamonds) in the abundance
diagrams [C/Fe] versus [Fe/H] (left panel), [Pb/Ba] versus [Ba/H] (middle panel) and [Sr/Ba] versus [Ba/H]. The data are taken from the SAGA database
(Suda et al. 2008). Pr184237 is shown by the red star symbol.

Figure 8. Heavy element abundance pattern of Pr184237 (diamonds) com-
pared to abundances of an r-II star CS 31082-001 from Siqueira Mello et al.
(2013). Abundances of CS 31082-001 were scaled to match the Eu abundance
of Pr184237.

Figure 9. Heavy element abundance pattern of Pr184237 (diamonds) com-
pared to different s-process models from Lugaro et al. (2012). See the text
for more details.

For the s-process abundances, Ys, we used models of the s-
process in the low-metallicity ([Fe/H] = −2.3) AGB stars computed
by Lugaro et al. (2012) in the broad range of stellar masses (0.9–6
"⊙) by varying the size of the 13C pocket, which is an uncertain
parameter in AGB nucleosynthesis.

The quality of each enrichment scenario was judged in terms
of the j2 statistics. The statistical estimator is determined by

j2
=

∑

(log Yobs − log Ymod)
2/f2

obs, (1)

where Ymod = 3 ·Yr+(1−3) ·Ys, 3 is a dilution factor, which is a free
parameter and takes a value between 0 and 1, fobs is the abundance
error, and the summation is carried out for the 15 elements from Sr
to Pb observed in Pr184237.

Lugaro et al. (2012) provide two grids of the s-process abun-
dances computed with two independent stellar evolution codes,
stars and Stromlo. For the first grid, the best fit to the observa-
tions, with j2 = 210 and 3 = 0.982, was obtained using the model
with an initial mass of "8=8C = 2"⊙ and the mass of the partial
mixing zone "<8G = 0.004"⊙ . Note that the 13C pocket forms in
the partially mixed zone; we refer to Lugaro et al. (2012) for further
details. In the Stromlo grid, the best model (j2 = 200, 3 = 0.980)
has "8=8C = 1.5"⊙ and "<8G = 0.002"⊙ . Both models are shown
in Fig. 9 compared with the observations.

Lugaro et al. (2012) computed also the models with the as-
sumption that an initial composition of the stars producing s-nuclei
was different from a scaled-solar composition. Namely, the mat-
ter was r-process enriched with [r/Fe] = +0.4, +1.0, and +2.0. We
neglect the models with [r/Fe] = +2.0, because the binary compo-
nents should have common initial abundances, but Pr184237 does
not reveal such a strong r-process enhancement. The other models
are checked by adopting Ymod = Ys. The best fit model (j2 = 331)
shown in Fig. 9 has "8=8C = 3"⊙ , "<8G = 0.0005"⊙ , and [r/Fe] =
+0.4.

Judging by a purely numerical criterion, the Stromlo model
of "8=8C = 1.5"⊙ , with the least j2 = 200, can be considered
as the "best model". However, it overpredicts abundances of Sr
and Y. This is in line with Lugaro et al. (2012), who conclude that
the light-s/heavy-s element abundance ratios in their models are too
high compared with the observations of CEMP-r/s stars. In contrast,
the Pb abundance of the "best model" is lower compared with that
for Pr184237. The observed Pb abundance is reproduced by the
higher mass models, namely, of 2"⊙ in the stars grid and of 3"⊙

in the grid of the r-process enhanced models. Carbon enhancement
of Pr184237 ([C/Fe] = 1.77) is reasonably well reproduced by each
of three selected models ([C/Fe] = 1.51 to 1.94), when applying
the dilution factor obtained in fitting the heavy element abundance
pattern and assuming the initial C abundance to be equal to the
scaled solar one. However, the predicted 12C/13C isotope ratio is
supersolar, in contrast to our finding for Pr184237.
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6.2 Pollution by the i-process products

It is possible to reproduce the observed abundances of CEMP-
r/s stars by using nucleosynthesis models for the intermediate (i)
neutron capture process (Dardelet et al. 2014; Hampel et al. 2016,
2019; Goswami et al. 2021). This nucleosynthesis process intro-
duced first by Cowan & Rose (1977) runs at neutron densities of
#n = 1011-1015 cm−3, which are intermediate to that of the main
s-process, which typically occurs at #n . 108 cm−3, and consid-
erably lower than r-process neutron densities. While He-shell burn-
ing in intermediate-mass AGB stars can result in #n ∼ 1012 cm−3

(Fishlock et al. 2014), owing to the operation of the 22Mg(U,n)25Mg
reaction, the neutron exposure (Busso et al. 1999) is likely not high
enough to initiate an i-process. The operation of the i-process can
produce enhancements in elements typically produced by both the
s- and r-process (e.g., Ba and Eu), although the resulting abun-
dance distribution is unique and not a superposition of the two
(Hampel et al. 2019). Favourable conditions for the i-process can
be found in multiple stellar sites, for example, proton-ingestion
episodes (PIEs) in AGB stars, super-AGB stars, and rapidly ac-
creting white dwarfs (see, for example Hampel et al. 2016, 2019;
Denissenkov et al. 2017, 2019; Choplin et al. 2021, 2022).

In order to understand an origin of the heavy elements in
Pr184237, we explore the i-process nucleosynthesis in AGB stars,
using the models of Hampel et al. (2019) and Choplin et al. (2022),
and in rapidly accreting white dwarfs (RAWD), using the models of
Denissenkov et al. (2019). In the AGB star scenario, the investigated
star is in a binary system and has accreted the i-process material
from the AGB companion (which is now a white dwarf). In the
scenario of enrichment of Pr184237 with the i-process products
from the RAWD, the investigated star would have been a low-mass
third companion orbiting the close, previously interacting, binary
system with the RAWD. Denissenkov et al. (2019) proposed that the
i-process enriched star would have accreted a wind material ejected
by the RAWD. There are two possible scenarios: either the RAWD
exploded as a type Ia supernova (SN Ia), and the i-process enriched
star was ejected from the triple system, or it did not explode and the
i-process enriched star is still part of the triple system. Variations in
the radial velocity of Pr184237 suggest that our star could still orbit
the surviving component in this scenario.

For each of the i-process models, we assume some dilution
of the produced i-process nuclei with the heavy elements of the
atmospheric matter, such that Ymod in formula (1) is determined by

log Ymod = log(3 · Yinit + (1 − 3) · Yi−proc), (2)

where Yi−proc is the i-process abundance of a given element, Yinit
is the initial atmospheric abundance, and 3 is a dilution factor. The
model abundances are fitted to the abundances of 15 heavy elements
observed in Pr184237.

In Fig. 10 we show the results from Hampel et al. (2019) of
an i-process calculated with constant neutron densities of different
magnitude. The calculations assume conditions typical of the inter-
shell region of a low-mass, low-metallicity AGB star. In the fitting
procedure, the scaled solar abundances were adopted as Yinit. The
best three fits correspond to #n = 1011 cm−3 (j2 ≃ 107), 1012 cm−3

(j2 ≃ 115), and 1014 cm−3 (j2 ≃ 117), although qualitatively the
fits look similar. Differences show up in the region between Sr and
Ba, which are elements not observed for Pr184237.

Choplin et al. (2022) calculated 12 stellar evolution models
with various initial masses and metallicities. Proton ingestion events
happen in six of them, namely, in 1 and 2"⊙ AGB models with

Figure 10. Heavy element abundance pattern of Pr184237 (diamonds) com-
pared to the best fit i-process models calculated following Hampel et al.
(2019).

Figure 11. Heavy element abundance pattern of Pr184237 (diamonds)
compared to the models of an i-process nucleosynthesis in the AGB star
(Choplin et al. 2022, continuous and dotted curves for two models) and the
RAWD (Denissenkov et al. 2019, dashed curve). See text for more details.

[Fe/H] = −3, −2.5, and −2.3. The companion to Pr184237 had
enough time to evolve to the AGB phase. Choplin et al. (2022,
Table 1) predicted total lifetimes of 6.3 and 0.8 Gyr for the " = 1
and 2 "⊙ models, respectively. When fitting the i-process yields to
the observed heavy element abundance pattern, we assume that they
are diluted with Yinit = Yr. Here, Yr is determined as in the previous
subsection. We obtain that the model with "8=8C = 1"⊙ , [Fe/H] =
−3, and U-enhancement (M1.0z3.0a) has the smallest j2 = 109 (3
= 0.98) and reproduces well the heavy element abundance pattern
of Pr184237, including the light neutron-capture elements Sr and Y
(Fig. 11). There are a few subtle differences though for the r-process
elements Gd, Dy, Er and also for Zr and Yb. This model predicts
two pulses, and the PIE arises during the second one, such that the
AGB surface is enriched in i-process products right after the PIE.
With the dilution factor 3 = 0.98 and the scaled solar abundance as
the initial C abundance, the M1.0z3.0a model predicts the present
C enhancement as [C/Fe] = 1.42, which is slightly less than the
observed value, and the isotope ratio of 12C/13C = 44.8, which is
greater than the observed value, but goes in the right direction.

Figure 11 also shows the model for 2"⊙ and [Fe/H] = −2.5
(M2.0z2.5). Keeping in mind that the Tm abundance of Pr184237
seems to be overestimated (see Sect. 6.1), we find the best fits
to the observed abundance pattern that does not include Tm. The
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lowest j2 = 54.7 (3 = 0.95) was obtained for the M2.0z2.5 model.
However, the M1.0z3.0a model has a similarly small j2 = 58.4 (3
= 0.985). Compared to M1.0z3.0a, the M2.0z2.5 model reproduces
well observed abundances of Eu to Yb (Tm is not included) and
not only Sr and Y, but also Zr. However, M2.0z2.5 is worse for
Ba, La, Ce and, with 12C/13C = 67.3, also for the carbon isotope
ratio. Right after the PIE pulse the model predicts low 12C/13C =
3.5, but an enrichment of the AGB surface in 13C reduces during
ten subsequent thermal pulses due to a dilution of the i-process
material.

For an i-process in RAWD, we use the G (iRAWD_2.6) model
of Denissenkov et al. (2019) with exactly the same metallicity as
[Fe/H] = −2.6 for Pr184237. They calculated an evolution of a
close binary system with "1 = 2.5"⊙ and "2 = 2.0"⊙ and the
i-process nucleosynthesis when the primary reached the stage of
rapidly accreting white dwarf. The best fit (j2 = 119) displayed
in Fig. 11 was obtained with a dilution factor of 3 = 0.9997. The
RAWD model predicts slightly greater [C/Fe] = 2.02 value than the
observed C enhancement, but extremely high 12C/13C isotope ratio.

6.3 Uncertainties in the choice of enrichment scenario

In all of the considered scenarios, the initial atmospheric chemical
composition of Pr184237 is polluted by nucleosynthesis products
transferred from the more massive, evolved companion. Can we
decide on the type of nucleosynthesis and initial mass of the com-
panion from a comparison of our observed data with the theoretical
models?

Compared with an i-process, we have more arguments against
the s-process enrichment. The best fit s-process models have greater
j2, by a factor of more than two. This is mostly due to the over-
production of the light neutron-capture elements Sr and Y. When
ignoring Sr to Zr, we obtained j2 = 119 for the Stromlo model of
1.5"⊙ shown in Fig. 9. The s-process models produce a C enhance-
ment close to the observed one, but with much lower enhancements
in N and O. For example, assuming the initial abundances [N/Fe]
= 0 and [O/Fe] = 0.5, we obtain [N/Fe] = 0.14 and [O/Fe] = 0.68
after the pollution. To remind the reader, Pr184237 reveals [N/Fe]
= 1.29 and [O/Fe] = 1.32. The s-process models predict very high
12C/13C isotope ratios, however, this and the low [N/Fe] predicted
from the model can be due to uncertainties in the theoretical models
of low-metallicity AGB stars.

Of two sites for an i-process, AGB and RAWD, no preference
can be given to any of them with respect to j2 and enhancements in
C, N, and O. For Pr184237, we derive supersolar and similar [C/N]
and [C/O] ratios at the level of 0.45. Supersolar [C/O]≃ 0.3 ratios are
predicted by the M1.0z3.0a and M2.0z2.5 models of Choplin et al.
(2022) and the iRAWD_2.6 model of Denissenkov et al. (2019).
The initial O abundance was assumed to be [O/Fe] = 0.5. There are
discrepancies in [C/N] between the models and observations, how-
ever, we realise that our estimate of the N abundance in Pr184237
is less reliable compared with that for C and O.

From a chemistry point of view, an advantage of the AGB i-
process models of Choplin et al. (2022) is a subsolar 12C/13C ratio
at the surface of the polluted star which tends to be in line with
observations of Pr184237.

We realise that our conclusion about a preferrable enrichment
scenario can be influenced by the uncertainties in the theoretical
models and in the element abundances determined for Pr184237.

6.3.1 Uncertainties in modelling the i-process

Theoretical modelling of low and intermediate-mass stars on the
AGB comes with significant uncertainties when considering mix-
ing between the He-shell and envelope, and from mass-loss, some
of which is likely accreted onto the companion by stellar wind ac-
cretion. For low-metallicity AGB stars the situation is even more
complicated owing to proton-ingestion episodes, which can drive
an i-process, along with the previous uncertainties (we refer to
Karakas & Lattanzio 2014, for a detailed discussion). Choplin et al.
(2021) perform detailed AGB calculations of proton-ingestion and
found that the event can terminate the AGB phase, a phenomenon
not found by Campbell & Lattanzio (2008). However Choplin et al.
have coupled the surface opacity to the envelope enrichment, which
affects the structure significantly after the star becomes carbon rich
(e.g., see also Marigo 2002). These authors also examine the ef-
fect of modelling uncertainties on the nucleosynthesis predictions
and note an uncertainty of ±0.3 dex in the abundances. This value
does not take uncertainties from nuclear physics into consideration,
where many nuclei are unstable and consequently have uncertain
neutron capture cross sections.

An impact of the uncertainties in the (n,W) reaction rates and V-
decay rates for 164 unstable isotopes, from 131I to 189Hf, on the pre-
dicted i-process abundances was investigated by Denissenkov et al.
(2021) with their RAWD ([Fe/H] = −2.6) model for the elements
from Ba to W. Denissenkov et al. (2021) show that variations in the
(n,W) reaction rates result in notable changes of up to 0.5 dex (see
their Figs. 7, 10, 15) in the predicted abundances.

For the RAWD model from Denissenkov et al. (2019), the main
uncertainty is that the mass accretion rate is held steady at a low
value, which leads to H-flashes that cause the envelope of the ac-
creted matter to expand. In order to stop the model from becoming
a red giant, an artificial mass-loss is assumed to bring the model
back to a steady mass accretion. Secondly, the low-metallicity WDs
tend to grow significantly, nearing the Chandrasekhar limiting mass
and may explode as a type Ia supernova. While low-metallicity
SNeIa likely occurred, they must have been very rare in the early
Universe or we would see evidence of this in the chemical record
(e.g., lower [U/Fe], higher Mn abundance, etc). Côté et al. (2018)
studied the i-process contribution from RAWDs to the chemical en-
richment of the galaxy, and included an exploration of the number
of RAWD systems using binary population synthesis. Interestingly
in the binary population synthesis model, the systems that evolved
to become RAWDs avoided SN Ia altogether, as a consequence of
artificially suppressing H accumulation onto the WD. While this
may avoid the issues discussed above in regard to low metallicity
SN Ia, it also suggests that the WD growth seen in the models of
Denissenkov et al. (2019) may not happen.

In summary, the i-process may have occurred in multiple
stellar sites in the early Galaxy including low-metallicity AGB
stars, rapidly rotating white dwarfs, and even perhaps massive
stars (Banerjee et al. 2018; Clarkson et al. 2018). It is unclear as
yet which of these sites polluted the stars with neutron-capture ele-
ments, with all sites still showing considerable uncertainties stem-
ming from modelling and input physics.

6.3.2 Uncertainties in the abundance determinations

As already noted, we probably overestimate the Tm abundance. If
we remove Tm from the the heavy element abundance pattern, the
AGB star of not only "init = 1.0, but also "init = 2"⊙ can be
the site of an i-process that enriched Pr184237. For the s-process
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models, removing Tm decreases j2, for example to j2 = 93.7 for
the 1.5"⊙ shown in Fig. 9, but the best fit models remain the same.

The analysis of the enrichment scenarios was based on the
LTE abundances of Pr184237. When using the NLTE abundances
for Sr, Ba, Eu, and Pb and the LTE abundances for the remaining
elements, we obtain slightly different j2 = 140 (3 = 0.99995) for the
iRAWD_2.6 model. In the case of the AGB i-process, the best fit (j2

= 110, 3 = 0.99) is achieved for the same mass (1.0"⊙), but a higher
metallicity of [Fe/H] = −2.5. The best fits for the s-process models
in the Stromlo grid are shifted to the higher masses of 2 and 2.5"⊙ .
We also made fitting the i-process models of Choplin et al. (2022)
to the NLTE abundances of Sr, Ba, Eu, and Pb without including
the other heavy elements and obtained the same solution for the
best fit model, that is M1.0z2.5. NLTE leads to a 0.66 dex higher
Pb abundance of Pr184237 compared with the LTE value, and none
of the considered models predicts such a high Pb abundance. The
difference between the observed and theoretical values amounts to
0.3 dex for the Choplin et al. (2022) model and exceeds 0.5 dex for
the iRAWD_2.6 and the s-process models.

When fitting the i-process models of Choplin et al. (2022) and
Denissenkov et al. (2019), we assume that the initial chemical com-
position has the r-process pattern. We tested whether using the
scaled solar abundances, Y⊙ , can influence on the stellar param-
eters of the best fits. The present solar system abundances were
taken from Lodders (2021). The obtained results are very similar
to that for Yinit = Yr. The least j2 = 116 (3 = 0.97) was achieved
for the same AGB model of 1"⊙ and [Fe/H] = −3. The j2 slightly
increases up to j2 = 122 (3 = 0.9997) for the iRAWD_2.6 model.

Thus, an i-process nucleosynthesis in the AGB stars with a pro-
genitor mass of 1.0-2.0"⊙ , as calculated by Choplin et al. (2022),
is a promising scenario to explain the CEMP-r/s phenomenon at the
surface of Pr184237.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In a sample of 20 VMP stars selected from the PIGS survey
for a high-resolution spectroscopic follow-up with UVES/VLT2,
a FERRE analysis identified a CEMP star, Pr184237, which is
strongly enhanced also in Ba, La, and Eu. Its orbit is confined
to within ∼ 2.6 kpc of the Galactic centre, and it is most likely
an early Milky Way star rather than accreted. In this study, we im-
proved the star’s atmospheric parameters: )eff = 5100 K, log 6 =
2.0, and [Fe/H] = −2.60 and determined abundances of 32 chemical
elements, including 15 heavy elements beyond the iron group. The
atmospheric parameters and abundances of 13 elements, from Na
to Pb, were derived based on the NLTE line formation.

We improved the C abundance, [C/Fe] = 1.77, and found that
Pr184237 is also enhanced in N and O. The star reveals a low
carbon isotope ratio of 12C/13C = 7, which is a signature of nuclear-
processed material. Pr184237 is far from the AGB evolutionary
phase, and the self-pollution hypothesis should be rejected. The ele-
ment abundance pattern in the Na-Zn range is typical of the Galactic
halo stars. However, the neutron-capture elements, in particular lead
with [Pb/Fe] = 2.12 (LTE) and 2.78 (NLTE), are strongly enhanced.
With [Ba/Eu] = 0.32, Pr184237 is the first star of the CEMP-r/s sub-
class in the inner Galaxy. Compared with the halo CEMP-r/s stars,
Pr184237 reveals very similar abundance ratios among the repre-
sentative elements of the first, second and third s-process peaks,
namely, Sr, Ba and Pb.

We considered two scenarios of chemical enrichment for
Pr184237. In both cases, the star is likely in a binary or higher

order multiple system, consistent with the detected radial velocity
variability.

In the first scenario, the star would have been born from the
r-process rich material enriched by previous stellar generations, and
would have been polluted with the s-process elements by a binary
companion (former AGB) – this is the r+s scenario, where the
different heavy elements come from different sources. We applied
the empirical r-process yields based on abundances of an r-II star
CS 31082-001 (Siqueira Mello et al. 2013) and the s-process abun-
dances from calculations of metal-poor AGB stars by Lugaro et al.
(2012) and fitted a combination of them. We find that some of the
observed abundances of the first s-process peak elements (Sr, Y)
cannot be explained in the r + s scenario. This scenario does not
reproduce the subsolar 12C/13C isotope ratio derived for Pr184237.

In the second scenario, the initial chemical composition could
be polluted with both s- and r-process elements produced by the
i-process nucleosynthesis, which can occur in the companion AGB
star or rapidly accreting white dwarf. We checked the i-process mod-
els from Hampel et al. (2019), Choplin et al. (2022) – both for AGB
stars and Denissenkov et al. (2019, for RAWDs). For each grid, the
best fit models reproduce reasonably well the heavy element abun-
dance pattern of Pr184237. The models from Choplin et al. (2022)
and Denissenkov et al. (2019) reproduce also the C enhancement
and the C/O ratio. A subsolar 12C/13C isotope ratio is only obtained
when using the AGB models of 1.0-2.0"⊙ from calculations of
Choplin et al. (2022).

This study supports the hypothesis that the CEMP-r/s stars, like
all CEMP-s stars, form in binary or higher order multiple system (see
Abate et al. 2016; Goswami et al. 2021, and references therein). We
consider an i-process nucleosynthesis in the AGB stars with a pro-
genitor mass of 1.0-2.0"⊙ and a transfer of the nuclear-processed
material onto the companion surface as a promising scenario for ex-
plaining the CEMP-r/s phenomenon of Pr184237. This suggests that
the i-process could contribute to the chemical evolution of carbon
and heavy elements in the inner Galaxy.
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The equilibrium configuration of a solid strange star in the final inspiral phase with another compact object is
generally discussed, and the starquake-related issue is revisited, for a special purpose to understand the precursor
emission of binary compact star merger events (e.g., that of GRB211211A). As the binary system inspirals
inward due to gravitational wave radiation, the ellipticity of the solid strangeon star increases due to the growing
tidal field of its compact companion. Elastic energy is hence accumulated during the inspiral stage which might
trigger a starquake before the merger when exceeds a critical value. The energy released during such starquakes
is calculated and compared to the precursor observation of GRB211211A. The result shows that the energy
might be insufficient for binary strangeon-star case unless the entire solid strangeon star shatters, and hence
favors a black hole-strangeon star scenario for GRB211211A. The timescale of the precursor as well as the
frequency of the observed quasi-periodic-oscillation have also been discussed in the starquake model.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the puzzling nature of pulsar’s interior
is essentially relevant to the fundamental strong interaction at
low-energy scale, the challenging non-perturbative quantum
chromo-dynamics (or strong QCD [1]), but this unknown state
could be the first big problem to be solved in the era of multi-
messenger astronomy [2]. Besides the conventional neutron
star (NS) model, pulsars are proposed alternatively to be solid
strange stars [3] (or strangeon stars), and we are then develop-
ing a strangeon star model in order to understand extreme and
mysterious events in astrophysics. Certainly, quakes can nat-
urally occur on solid strangeon stars, and a giant quake model
has already been proposed for the super-flares of isolated soft
γ-ray repeaters [4]. Futhermore, tide-induced quakes in bi-
nary have also been discussed, appearing as so-called a sud-
den change in the tidal deformability at a certain breaking
frequency of gravitational wave (GW) [5]. Can tide-induced
quakes be manifest in the electromagnetic (EM) wave? This
is our focus here, and luckily, the precursor of GRB211211A
could be a typical example. In the future, more such events,
especially combined with the LVK-O4 observing run (e.g.,
[6]), would surely be expected.

Without doubt, the observation of GW170817 [7] together
with its EM counterparts GRB170817A and AT2017gfo [8]
has announced the birth of the multi-messenger astronomy
era. This event has largely enriched our knowledge on the
nature of short gamma-ray bursts (sGRB) [9, 10], the state of
matter at supranuclear densities [11–16] as well as the origin
of heavy elements in the Universe [17, 18]. The EM counter-
parts have been detected in almost every band from radio to
gamma ray, however, these observations all happen during the
post-merger phase. As an implementation, EM signals prior to

the merger (i.e., the precursor observation), if detected, could
significantly improve our understanding of the properties of
the merging objects, as well as improve the detection and lo-
calization of the following GW signal.

Interestingly, December 11th, 2021, a very pe-
culiar gamma-ray burst (GRB) has been detected by
Fermi/GBM [19], Swift/BAT [20] and Insight-HXMT/HE
(GRB211211A) [21]. An excess in optical/near-infrared has
been identified, the multi-band properties of which is quite
similar to that of AT2017gfo [22, 23]. Together with the
non-detection of a supernova at the GRB location, this GRB is
suggested to be associated with merger event involving a NS,
though the duration of the main emission is relatively longer
(∼ 8 s) compared with typical sGRBs. More intriguingly,
a fast rising and exponentially decaying precursor has been
observed approximately 1 s prior to the main emission. The
precursor lasts for ∼ 0.2 s and a quasi-periodic-oscillation
(QPO) with frequency ∼ 22Hz has been identified in it [23].

Following this interesting observation, various models have
been suggested to explain the precursor of GRB211211A.
Previous force-free simulations of NS magnetosphere have
shown that the interaction of the magnetic fields of two
inspiralling-in NSs could produce Poynting flux strong
enough to be observed as precursor emissions [24]. If a mag-
netar is involved in the merger event, a catastrophic flare of the
magnetar during the inspiral phase could also be the source of
the precursor [23, 25]. In addition, a resonant shattering of the
solid crust of the merging NSs is also invoked to explain the
observation, with certain demands on the NS spin and mag-
netic field [26].

In this paper, we come up with a starquake model to explain
the precursor of GRB211211A based on a solid strangeon star
scenario, in which the energy budget could be satisfied re-
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gardless of the spin and magnetic field strength of the merg-
ing NSs. In this model, the equilibrium configuration of
the solid compact star changes as the binary gets closer in
the inspiral stage and tidal field of the companion becomes
stronger. Stress will be accumulated as the elastic structure
resists the change in the configuration. Eventually, the elas-
tic strain might exceed a critical value before merger and the
solid structure of the star cracks (i.e., a starquake happens).
Thus, a precursor will be triggered by energy released during
the starquake and the reconfiguration of the star.

The paper will be organized as the follows: in Sec. II, we
will introduce the configuration of a solid strange star in the
tidal field of its companion; a quantitative comparison with
the observation will be made in Sec. III; future observational
prospects of this scenario will be discussed in Sec. IV

II. THE MODEL

A. Equilibrium configuration of a solid strange star in close
binary

The equilibrium configuration of a solid strange star in the
tidal field of its companion is determined by the bulk energy
of the star Etotal, which consists of several parts,

Etotal = Ek + Eg + Et + Eela, (1)

in which Ek is the kinetic energy of the star when rotation is
considered, Eg stands for the additional gravitational binding
energy of the star, Eela is the elastic energy accumulated and
Et is the energy possessed by the star due to the tidal field of
its companion.

It is believed that NS spins slowly before merger due
to magnetic dipole radiation during the long inspiral stage.
Moreover, it has been shown that the tidal interaction is insuf-
ficient to synchronize the NS spin before merger [27]. And
hence, it is reasonable to assume that both Ek and the change
in Ek are negligible before merger.
Eg and Et are related to gravity, and it is necessary to de-

fine a zero energy configuration as a reference. In the follow-
ing, we will assume the spherically symmetric configuration
to possess energy E0. In binary systems, however, the shape
of the star will no longer be spherical and it is useful to define
the shape of the star by the parameter of reduced ellipticity

ε =
I − I0
I0

(2)

in which I is the moment of inertia of the star with arbitrary
deformation and I0 is that of the spherical star with the same
baryonic mass. For incompressible star and small ellipticity,
ε is related to the geometrical eccentricity of the star (e) as
ε = e2/3. With this definition, one can obtain

Eg + Et = E0 +Agε
2 − Mc

M
At(

R

D
)3ε, (3)

in which M and R are the mass and radius of the star, Mc

is the mass of its companion, D is the separation of the bi-

nary system, At and Ag are coefficients related to gravita-
tional binding energy which depend on the density distribu-
tion of the star. In the case of incompressible star (which is a
good approximation for strange stars), the following relation
holds

Ag =
3

25
At =

3

25

GM2

R
. (4)

For simplicity, we will use the notation A = GM2/R in the
expressions below and A ∼ 1× 1054 erg for typical NS value
M = 1.4M� and R = 10 km.

The elastic energy Eela is related to difference between the
reference ellipticity ε0 when the star solidified (for example,
when the star suffers the previous starquake) and the current
value ε. According to Hooke’s Law, one can obtain

Eela = B(ε− ε0)2 (5)

in which B = 1
2µV , µ and V are the shear modulus and vol-

ume of the solid strange star, respectively.
Collecting all the ingredients we have

Etotal = E0 +
3

25
Aε2 −AMc

M
(
R

D
)3ε+B(ε− ε0)2 (6)

and the ellipticity of equilibrium configuration could be
obtained by minimizing the total energy which requires
∂Etotal/∂ε = 0. Thus, we could obtain the reduced ellipticity

ε =
25A

6A+ 50B

Mc

M
(
R

D
)3 +

50B

6A+ 50B
ε0. (7)

For a purely fluid star (or for a solid star when starquake hap-
pens, to reconfigurate itself), the equilibrium ellipticity is then

εeq,fl =
25

6

Mc

M
(
R

D
)3. (8)

It is worth noting that the solid star tends to resist from be-
ing deformed due to the accumulation of elastic energy. And
hence, if the star were at its fluid equilibrium configuration
before the previous solidification, then at any time during the
later evolution, we should have ε < εeq,fl. Additionally, the
tidal interaction becomes stronger as the binary gets closer
during the inspiral stage, the ellipticity of the star would in-
crease with time, so we could obtain the following inequality
which holds during the entire inspiral stage

ε0 < ε < εeq,fl. (9)

Previous calculation and observations indicate that the
shear modulus of a strange star µ lies in the range between
1030 and 1034 erg/cm3 [3, 28]. Within this range, the value
of B would be much smaller than A. Combining the inequal-
ity Eq. (9), one could obtain that the second term in Eq. (7)
is negligible compared with the first term. Therefore, we will
omit the second term in Eq. (7) in the calculations below and
assume the equilibrium configuration of a solid strange star
satisfies

εeq,so =
25A

6A+ 50B

Mc

M
(
R

D
)3. (10)
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B. The starquake model

Eq. (10) indicates how the ellipticity of the solid strange star
increases as the separation of the binary shrinks during the in-
spiral stage, due to the dissipation of angular momentum and
energy through GW radiation. Elastic energy gradually in-
creases as the shape of the solid star changes. Depending on
the microscopical model of the solid strange star, the maxi-
mum stress of the solid structure might be reached before the
merger happens and hence a starquake takes place. During
the starquake, the ellipticity of star tends to migrate from its
solid equilibrium configuration (εeq,so) to its fluid case (εeq,fl).
Therefore, not only the elastic energy but also the change in
Eg + Et will be released during the starquake as they are re-
lated to the ellipticity. This starquake scenario is quite similar
to the starquake model of pulsar glitches [28–31]. In the latter
case, the accumulation of the elastic energy (i.e., the change
in the ellipticity) is due to the change of pulsar spin, which
results from the magnetic dipole radiation of pulsars.

We will first calculate the change in Eg + Et before and
after the starquake. The change of the reduced ellipticity is
the difference between εeq,fl and εeq,so:

δε = εeq,fl − εeq,so =
50B

6A+ 50B

25

6

Mc

M
(
R

D
)3. (11)

According to the feasible range of µ,B is at least two orders of
magnitude smaller than A and hence we have δε < 0.1εeq,fl.
Therefore, we could estimate the change in Eg + Et by an
expansion with respect to ε:

δ(Eg + Et) ∼
∂(Eg + Et)

∂ε
|εeq,flδε. (12)

However, εeq,fl is obtained by requiring ∂(Eg + Et)/∂ε = 0.
Consequently, the non-vanishing parts of Eg + Et are terms
of δε2 and higher order ones and hence are negligible. Similar
conclusion is found for the case of starquake scenario of pul-
sar glitches [30]. As a result, the major contribution of energy
release during such starquake is the release of the accumulated
elastic energy before the starquake:

Eela = B(εeq,so−ε0)2 = B[
25A

6A+ 50B

Mc

M
(
R

D
)3−25

6

Mc

M
(
R

D0
)3]2,

(13)
in which D0 is the separation of the binary system when the
solid strange star experienced its previous solidification. As
the precursor happened very close to the merger (i.e., when
the orbital separation shrinks rapidly), it is reasonable to make
the following assumption D0 � D. In addition, we remind
that A� B, then the elastic energy is approximately

Eela ∼ B[
25

6

Mc

M
(
R

D
)3]2. (14)

It is easy to verify that the total change in Eg + Et is indeed
∼ 10% of Eela at most and we will focus on Eq. (14) when
comparing with the observation in the next section.

III. RESULTS

A. Energy budget

The origin of GRB211211A is still under debate. Scenarios
including binary neutron star (BNS) merger [32], black hole-
neutron star (BH-NS) merger [33] as well as neutron star-
white dwarf (NS-WD) merger [34] have been proposed. In
this section, we will focus on BNS and BH-NS merger scenar-
ios and test their feasibility and parameter space in producing
the observed precursor within the starquake scenario.

The major difference between BNS and BH-NS merger
scenarios is their mass ratio Mc/M and the orbital separa-
tion D when the starquake happens. For BNS scenario, the
most mass-asymmetric BNS system observed and the mass of
which is precisely measured has mass ratio q = 0.78 [35].
GW190425 was measured to have an even smaller mass ra-
tio of 0.7, whereas it is still uncertain that whether its heav-
ier component is a NS or a BH [36]. Even though there are
equation of state (EoS) models for solid strange stars which
could reach maximum mass as high as above 3M� [37], this
could merely push the possible range of q to about 0.5 (or,
Mc/M ∼ 2.0 when we consider the lighter star suffers the
starquake).

For BH-NS merger case, the range of the binary mass ra-
tio could be much wider. GW observations indicate that
MBH/MNS could be as small as 2.0, if heavier components
of those mass gap events are indeed BHs. The upper limit for
MBH/MNS for the event GRB211211A should be constrained
by the observation of associated kilonova. If the mass of the
BH is too much larger than NS, the ejected mass from the NS
would be insufficient for powering a kilonova even with an
extreme BH spin. According to previous studies, we put 10.0
as a maximum possible value for MBH/MNS [38, 39]. In the
analysis below, we will assume Mc/M to be in the range of
[2.0, 10.0] for BH-NS merger scenario.

The orbital separationD when the starquake happens could
be implied by the time when the precursor happens. For
GRB211211A, the time between the precursor and the main
burst is approximately one second, which means the star-
quake happens less than one second before merger happens as
there might be time delay between the actual merger and the
time when jet is launched (for instance, for the BNS merger
GW170817, the time delay between the merger and sGRB is
approximately 1.7 seconds). For BNS system this indicates an
orbital separationD <∼ 100 km according to Fig. 1. For BH-
NS system the possible range of D is larger (i.e., could be as
large as ∼ 300 km), due not only to a wider range of the mass
range, but also to BH spin which could affect the dynamics of
the final inspiral phase. Particularly, extreme spin is necessary
for significant mass ejection to take place for BH-NS system
with large mass ratio.

For BNS case, inserting the value of 50 km for D, one can
obtain the total elastic energy contained in the entire star as
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FIG. 1. The evolution of the orbital separation D prior to the merger
(the merger time is calibrated to t = 0 in this figure) for BNS
and BH-NS cases, obtained by effective-one-body (EOB) calcula-
tions [40–45]. The green solid and dashed curves on the top repre-
sent the BH-NS merger scenario with Mc/M = 10 and BH spin of
−0.8 (i.e., anti-aligned with the orbital angular momentum) and 0.8,
respectively. The black solid and dashed curves on the bottom stand
for the BNS merger cases with Mc/M = 1.0 and 2.0, respectively.

.

the following

Eela = 2.3×1049 erg(
µ

1034 erg cm−3
)(
Mc/M

1.0
)2(

D

50 km
)−6.

(15)
For the observation of GRB211211A, the energy released
in the precursor in the form of electromagnetic emission is
∼ 7.7×1048 erg which means the total energy released should
be larger than this value. Therefore, the energy budget is very
tense for explaining the precursor in the BNS case, unless the
solid structure of the entire star shatters and the starquake has
to happen at a closer range with the jet launching being de-
layed after the merger. Alternatively, one can count on a very
mass-asymmetric merger with Mc/M as large as 2.0. Never-
theless, even in this case, the total elastic energy is not enough
if D is larger than 100 km when the starquake happens.

The detailed result is shown in Fig. 2. Even if we allow for a
global starquake during which the elastic energy of the entire
star is released and all converted into precursor EM emissions,
the orbital separation at the moment of this starquake has to
be smaller than ∼ 60 km for an equal mass BNS merger. This
upper limit on D could be relaxed to ∼ 75 km if we consider
extreme mass ratio cases. Nevertheless, as mentioned above,
such global starquake is less likely to happen and a partial
starquake which releases 10% of the elastic energy contained
in the star is not possible unless the starquake happens at a
binary separation less than 50 km and with large mass ratio.

Compared with the BNS case, BH-NS merger scenario is
more favored considering the energy budget due to a larger
possible Mc/M . Ten percents of the total elastic energy con-
verting into EM emission would be enough for the observed

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
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D
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m
]

100%
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10%BNS

FIG. 2. Constraints on the binary parameters according to the pre-
cursor observation of GRB211211A in the BNS case. Three dashed
lines labeled by 100%, 50% and 10% represent the combination of
the mass ratio Mc/M and orbital separation D when the starquake
happens with which the corresponding percentage of the total elastic
energy has to be released in order to explain the energy of the pre-
cursor observation. The grey shaded region is excluded since more
than 100% of the total energy budget is required (and hence insuffi-
cient). If we consider that partial failure of the solid structure (i.e.,
less than 10% of the elastic energy is released) is more realistic, the
possible paremeter space is very narrow unless the starquake happens
extremely close to the merger (D smaller than 50 km).

precursor luminosity. According to previous researches, it
is shown that elastic energy is not uniformly accumulated
throughout the solid star when deformation is induced. Partial
failure in the solid structure is also demonstrated to be more
reasonable to explain the observation of pulsar glitches [31].
In our case, the deformation is induced by the tidal field of the
companion of a solid strange star. Consequently, the stress is
expected to be the largest near the surface of the star, espe-
cially near the polar and equatorial region. Thus a small frac-
tion of the solid star shatters and releases the elastic energy in
this region is a more natural scenario. Indeed, there would be
larger uncertainties in inferring the orbital separation by the
time before merger for BH-NS case. Therefore, we treat D as
a free parameter and explore the possible combination for D
and Mc/M for different amount of elastic energy required.

The results for the allowed parameter space of the BH-NS
case are shown in Fig. 3. As the larger allowed mass ratio
benefits the accumulation of elastic energy, the separation of
the binary could be as large as ∼ 100 km when the starquake
happens if we allow for a 100% release and conversion of the
elastic energy. There is still plenty of possible parameter space
even if we consider a partial (10%) elastic energy release for
orbital separationD ∼ 60 km. For even smaller fraction (such
as 1% case), the binary separation at which the starquake hap-
pens lies inside the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) of a
Schwarzschild BH with the same mass of the BH companion.
However, as mentioned above, large spin is needed for large
mass ratio (Mc/M ∼5) BH-NS merger to produce a kilonova
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and the ISCO radius of a Kerr BH could be much smaller than
that of the Schwarzschild case. Consequently, it is still possi-
ble for a tiny starquake to happen at such small separation and
account for the precursor observation of GRB211211A.
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FIG. 3. Constraints on the binary parameters according to the precur-
sor observation of GRB211211A in the BHNS case. Three dashed
lines are plotted in the same way as in Fig. 2. The darker bottom
left grey shaded region is excluded according to the energy budget
whereas the lighter grey shaded region on the top right is inside the
ISCO of the BH companion (assuming that the mass of the NS is
1M� and the BH is a Schwarzschild BH) and hence is excluded.
Nevertheless, the ISCO of a spinning BH can be much smaller than
that of a Schwarzschild BH and parameters in this region could as
well be possible, as extreme spin is essential for sufficient mass ejec-
tion in the case of large mass ratio BH-NS mergers.

.

B. Sequential starquakes during the insipiral

The above discussion is based on the assumption that the
deformation induced is homogeneous in the entire star and
only one starquake happens prior to the merger, which could
either be a global quake or a local one. Nevertheless, the later
in the inspiral stage, the faster the binary orbit shrinks (cf.
Fig. 1) and hence the elastic energy is accumulated much more
rapidly. Moreover, the ellipticity induced by the tidal field in-
creases as (R/D)3 which suggests the deformation of the star
is larger in its outer part for a realistic star (i.e., which could
not be incompressible) at a fixed separation. With these con-
siderations, it is more likely that several sequential starquakes
take place during the last of the inspiral phase, if the first star-
quake is a partial one. However, in this case elastic energy is
partially released and we focus on the BH-NS scenario in this
section, due to its larger parameter space.

Our sequential starquake model is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
The first starquake takes place at a separation of D0 for the
binary at time t0. As the deformation is largest in the outer
part, only the surface part of the star suffers the quake (for
instance, the region from R − δR to R, in which δR is the

𝑡0 , 𝐷0

𝑡0 + 0.2 , 𝐷𝑓

𝑅 𝑅𝑓

BH

NS

FIG. 4. An illustration of the sequential starquake model as discussed
in Sec. III B. The first starquake happens at t0 with binary orbital
separation D0. After that, sequential starquakes take place with in-
creasing depth inside the solid strange star, as the binary gets closer.
At a later time (for instance, t0 + 0.2 s), only the matter inside a
sphere with radius Rf could maintain its solid structure, with Rf

approximately satisfies the following relation: Rf/Df = R/D0.
Grey shaded region illustrates the part of star of for which the elastic
energy could be released during this sequential starquake.

.

depth of this starquake). At a later time tf , the binary would
be separated at a smaller distance of Df , and a shell of the
star at a radius of Rf would experience the same deformation
as those at the surface of the star at the separation of D0, in
which Rf is simply determined by the geometrical relation
Rf/Df = R/D0. Thus, the matter at Rf meets its limit for
a failure in its elastic structure. In this case, several individual
starquakes take place during the time t0 to tf , from the surface
of the star to the depth of R−Rf .

The observations of the precursor of GRB211211A indicate
that the energy is released in several individual bursts with
decaying peak amplitude in a time span of ∼ 0.2 s, which
is also the origin of the 22 Hz QPO. Such feature could be
well explained by a sequential starquake model: those later
starquakes happen deeper inside the star and consequently the
energy release tends to be diffused more slowly and hence the
peak flux observed would be lower.

In such a model, the fraction of elastic energy released dur-
ing the sequential starquakes over a certain duration depends
on the binary separation of the first/last quake. As a result,
in the sequential starquakes scenario, there will be additional
constraint on the parameter space. The fraction of the elastic
energy released in 0.2 s could be obtained as

Erelease

Eela
=
Vquake

Vtotal
= 1− (

Df

D0
)3, (16)
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in which Eela also depends on Df as in Eq. 15. Therefore,
given the mass ratio and BH spin, D0 could be determined by
the EOB model and henceErelease could be obtained. The fact
that the energy released has to be greater than the observed
value then sets a constraint on Df .

The result is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, in which we have
chosen the case of Mc/M = 10 and 3, respectively. As men-
tioned above, for larger mass ratio case, large BH spin is also
essential [38, 39] and we have chosen s = 0.8 for the dimen-
sionless spin for the Mc/M = 10 case. For smaller mass
ratio, we have explored 3 different BH spin (s = 0, 0.4 and
0.8) parameter to verify its impact on our results. Our result
shows that constraint is not very sensitive on the BH spin and
upper limit for Df is approximately 120 km for Mc/M = 10
and 75 km for Mc/M = 3, which are all much larger than the
ISCO radius. It is worth noting that, if one assumes a certain
energy conversion efficiency (η) from the released elastic en-
ergy to the EM emission, a tighter constraint could be made
by requiring

η =
Eobs/Eela

1− (Df/D0)3
(17)

which could be read from the result figures once a value of η
is assumed.
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FIG. 5. Constraint on the binary separation when the last quake takes
place in the sequential quakes scenario. The mass ratio and BH spin
is Mc/M = 10 and s = 0.8 for this model. With the green dashed
curve we plotted the fraction of the volume of the star which suffers
starquakes in the duration of 0.2 s (1 − (Df/D0)

3), which is equal
to the fraction of elastic energy released, assuming a uniform shear
modulus. The black curve shows the ratio between the observed pre-
cursor energy and the total elastic energy (Eobs/Eela). The intersec-
tion point then sets up an upper limit for the parameter Df .

.

In this model, the rising timescale of the precursor could
also be understood. The change in the ellipticity of the star
after the first quake happens approximately in a free falling
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FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 5 but for a mass ratio of Mc/M = 3. In this
case we have also explored different values of BH spin to check its
influence on our analysis, the green dashed curve, red dashed curve
and blue dashed curve stand for the cases of s = 0, 0.4 and 0.8.
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timescale as

trise ∼
2πR√
GMc/D0

. (18)

The timescale is larger for smaller mass ratio case as Mc/D0

becomes smaller according to the analysis above. In the
Mc/M = 3.0 case, the above formula yields a rising
timescale of ∼ 0.8ms, which is consistent with the observa-
tions.

In addition, the QPO frequency in the observation of the
precursor of GRB211211A could also be naturally understood
as the number of quakes during the entire process within 0.2 s.
However, the number of quakes and the energy released in
each quake in the entire sequential process depend on the
thickness of the shells which suffer the failure of the solid
structure during each quake. The thickness of the shattered
shells could be very sensitive to properties which are difficult
to predict such as crystal defects in the solid structure which
might be caused during previous quakes. And hence, the ob-
servational properties (i.e., the QPO frequencies) could be to-
tally different even for sources with similar binary parameters.

C. Quake-induced Oscillation?

The enormous energy released during a tide-induced giant
quake may set the entire star into vibration, producing oscil-
lations at frequencies determined by the structure and elastic
properties of the solid strange star. Typically, non-radial os-
cillations of solid stars include spheroidal and toroidal modes.
Toroidal (torsional) modes are a type of oscillation that main-
tains the star’s shape. They are purely shear oscillations.
Quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) following giant flares in
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soft gamma-ray repeaters and anomalous X-ray pulsars indi-
cate the shear motion of the star after a giant quake [46, 47].
The spheroidal oscillations refer to waves that change the
shape of the star, involving both radial and tangential dis-
placements. These can be easily excited in a tidally-induced
starquake. Both types of oscillations have been observed in
large earthquakes [48, 49]. Furthermore, these modes couple
more easily with external magnetic fields than modes coming
from the deep interior of the star. For these reasons, we expect
that the tide-induced torsional modes may couple with Alfvén
waves along the magnetospheric field lines, resulting in the
QPO in the precursor of GRB211211A.

We denote (ξr, ξθ, ξφ) as the displacement amplitudes in
spherical coordinate. To estimate the frequencies of toroidal
and spheroidal modes, we model the solid strange star as a
homogeneous, isotropic elastic sphere with uniform density
and shear modulus.

The toroidal oscillations are divergence free with no radial
components. For a particular eigenmode denoted by l and
m, the separation of variable for the displacements takes the
form [50]

ξθ =
W (r)

sin θ

∂Ylm
∂φ

eiωt, ξφ = −W (r)
∂Ylm
∂θ

eiωt . (19)

where Ylm(θ, φ) are spherical harmonics. Inserting Eq. (19)
into the shear wave equation, we obtain the following equation
for the radial eigenfunction W (r) [50]

d2W

dr2
+

2

r

dW

dr
+

[
ρω2

µ
− l(l + 1)

r2

]
W = 0 . (20)

where ρ and µ are the star’s density and shear modulus re-
spectively. The torsional modes are referred by the notation
ntl, where n is the overtone number of radial nodes in the
eigenfunction W (r). In this paper, we focus on the nodeless
vibrations with n = 0. By applying the boundary condition of
vanishing surface horizontal traction, we can solve the eigen-
value problem analytically [51], obtaining the eigenfrequency

f (0tl) = Cl
v

R
. (21)

Here v = (µ/ρ)1/2 is the shear speed, Cl is a constant depend-
ing on l. The fundamental mode of torsional oscillation is 0t2
because 0t0 has zero displacement and 0t1 describes a con-
stant azimuthal twist of the entire star, which does not exist
for free oscillation.

We denote the spheroidal mode as 0sl. The separation of
variable for the displacement can be written as

ξr = U(r)Ylm, ξθ = V (r)
∂Ylm
∂θ

, ξφ =
V (r)

sin θ

∂Ylm
∂φ

,

(22)
Combined with perturbation in the gravitational potential, we
can obtain the systematic differential equations governing the
oscillation. We refer the readers to Refs. [50, 52, 53] for
those equations. To simplify the calculations and represent
the eigenfreqeuency in a simple relation to the shear speed, we
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FIG. 7. The relation between eigenfrequencies of the fundamental
modes of the torsional and the spheroidal oscillations. We show the
cases with l = 2, 3, 4.

.

use the long wavelength approximation. The eigenfrequency
of nodeless modes is

f (0sl) =
[2(2`+ 1)(`− 1)]1/2

2π

v

R
. (23)

The oscillation of order l = 1 doesn’t exists, and the funda-
mental mode of the global nodeless spheroidal oscillation is
0s2.

Both the strong and the electromagnetic interactions are in-
volved in characterizing the shear modulus, µ, of solid strange
matter. One may have µ ∼ 1034 erg cm−3 if the strong force
dominates the shear mode [3]. In the catastrophic process of
the tide-induced giant quake, the star may be fractured as a
whole and release enormous energy. The modulus could be
decreased after the fracture.

From Eq. (21) and Eq. (23), we obtain the fundamental fre-
quencies for the torsional and spheroidal modes

f(0t2) =48.8Hz

(
µ

1031 erg cm−3

) 1
2

, (24)

f(0s2) =61.7Hz

(
µ

1031 erg cm−3

) 1
2

. (25)

Here we take M = 1.4M� and R = 10 km. One can
notice that the mode frequency is on the same order of the
QPO frequency observed in GRB211211A if the shear mod-
ulus of the solid strange star decreases to the order of 1030 −
1031 erg cm−3. In Fig. 7, we show the fundamental frequen-
cies with l = 2, 3, 4 as functions of the shear modulus.

In reality, the frequency of a mode will be shifted due to
the effects of gravitational redshift and the Doppler effect.
The gravitational redshift factor caused by the NS can be ex-
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pressed as

zNS =

(
1− 2GM

Rc2

)− 1
2

− 1 , (26)

where M and R represent the mass and radius of the NS,
respectively. For example, assuming a NS with a mass of
1.4M� and a radius of 10 km, the gravitational redshift factor
is 0.306.

To estimate the redshift factor caused by the binary system,
we neglect the spin of the companion and crudely treat the NS
as a test particle. We assume that the observer is located in the
orbital plane and at an orbital phase of φ = 0 when the NS
is closest to the observer. We select several special points to
discuss the frequency shift. At φ = 0, π, the redshift factor is
given by:

zbinary =

(
1− 3GMc

Dc2

)−1/2

− 1 , (27)

where Mc represents the total mass of the binary system, and
D represents the distance between the observer and the binary
system. This equation takes into account both the gravita-
tional redshift and the transverse Doppler effect caused by the
motion of the NS in the binary system.

At φ = ±π/2, the redshift factor for the binary system is
given by

zbinary =

(
1− 3GMc

Dc2

)−1/2
(
1±

(
Dc2

GM
− 2

)−1/2
)
−1 .

(28)
For a binary system with Mc = 10M�, D = 100 km, M =
1.4M�, andR = 10 km, the redshift factor zbinary(φ = 0) =
zbinary(φ = π/2) = 0.34, zbinary(φ = π/2) = 0.95, and
zbinary(φ = −π/2) = −0.27. The redshift zbinary is largest
at φ = π/2. The frequency is blueshifted at φ = −π/2 since
the Doppler effect dominates over the gravitational redshift.

The relation between the observed frequency fobs and the
mode frequency in the local frame of the NS, f , can be ap-
proximated by:

fobs = (1 + zns)
−1(1 + zbinary)

−1f . (29)

The largest redshift corresponds to fobs(φ = π/2) = 0.393f .

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we introduced the scenario of a tidal induced
starquake for a solid strange star prior to the merger with a
compact companion. As the binary inspirals closer, the tidal
field will gradually deform the solid strange star, resulting

in the accumulation of the elastic energy. A giant starquake
might be triggered when the binary is close enough and the
stress exceeds a critical value. This scenario is quite similar
to the starquake model of pulsar glitches, in which the elastic
energy is accumulated as the star deforms due to the spinning
down process.

In particular, we demonstrated that such giant quake be-
fore merger could release sufficient energy to explain the pre-
cursor observation of GRB211211A. In the sequential quakes
model, which we consider only part of the star suffers the star-
quake, the released energy is still enough at a separation larger
than the ISCO radius. Moreover, the torsional mode frequen-
cies are estimated by regarding the entire solid strange star as
a homogeneous, isotropic elastic spheroid with uniform den-
sity and shear modulus. The result depends on the final shear
modulus when starquake happens (i.e., after the failure of the
solid structure takes place) and could be consistent with the
observation with a reasonable range of the final shear modu-
lus, without contradicting the energy budget calculations. Our
result favors a BH-NS scenario compared with BNS case, due
to much larger parameter space for the consideration of the en-
ergy budget. The BH-NS scenario is also more consistent with
the event rates. sGRBs with confirmed precursor observation
are quite rare, just as BH-NS binary systems are much fewer
compared with BNS systems. We will esitmate the event rates
in the future and try to verify this argument.

We are expecting to test the model presented in this pa-
per in the future, especially by combining the observations of
gravitational and electro-magnetic signals. The LVK-O4 ob-
serving run (e.g., [6]) would start, and China’s mega-facilities,
especially the GECAM [54], the HXMT [55], as well as the
planned EP [56], would work. The model we proposed might
then be soon falsified, but, conversely, would show its partic-
ular reasoning style in the coming years.
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ABSTRACT
How the environment influences the most massive galaxies is still unclear. To explore the environmental ef-

fects on morphology and star formation in the most massive galaxies at high redshift, we select galaxies with
stellar mass log(M?/M�) > 11 at 0.5 < z < 2.5 in the COSMOS-DASH field, which is the largest field with
near-infrared photometrical observations using HST/WFC3 to date. Combining with the newly published COS-
MOS2020 catalog, we estimate the localized galaxy overdensity using a density estimator within the Bayesian
probability framework. With the overdensity map, no significant environmental dependence is found in the
distributions of Sérsic index and effective radius. When we consider the star formation state, galaxies in lower
density are found to have higher median specific star formation rate (sSFR) at 0.5 < z < 1.5. But for star-
forming galaxies only, sSFR is independent of the environment within the whole redshift range, indicating that
the primary effect of the environment might be to control the quiescent fraction. Based on these observations,
the possible environmental quenching process for these massive galaxies might be mergers.

Keywords: Galaxy structure (622); Galaxy environments (2029); Star formation (1569); Galaxy quenching
(2040)

1. INTRODUCTION

Galaxies can be broadly classified into two types accord-
ing to their star formation state and morphology: quiescent
galaxies (QGs) with little to no ongoing star formation activ-
ity, relatively red colors, and spheroid-dominated morpholo-
gies; and star-forming galaxies (SFGs) with active star for-
mation activity, fairly blue colors, and disk-dominated mor-
phologies(e.g., Strateva et al. 2001; Kauffmann et al. 2003;
Baldry et al. 2004; Bell 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2011;
Schawinski et al. 2014; Gu et al. 2018). In the past decade,
it has been well-studied that these galaxy types are related
to the local density (i.e., the galaxy environment) and stel-
lar mass (M?) of galaxies. Quiescent, spheroidal galaxies
are preferentially found in denser environments with a larger
stellar mass, while SFGs are preferentially found in fields
with a smaller stellar mass (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2004;
Blanton & Moustakas 2009; Peng et al. 2010; Woo et al.
2013).

Physical mechanisms that quench galaxies can be broadly
classified into two types. The one is often referred to

∗ GuanWen Fang and Jie Song contributed equally to this work

as “mass quenching”, which is mainly driven by internal
physics (Peng et al. 2010). Possible mechanisms are feed-
backs from active galactic nuclei and supernovae, which
cease the star formation in galaxies by heating, expelling,
and consuming gas (e.g., Birnboim et al. 2007; Knobel et al.
2015; Terrazas et al. 2016). Besides internal physics, the ex-
ternal environment in which galaxies reside is expected as
another crucial factor that can influence galaxy evolution.
Higher-density environments can lead to enhanced merger
rates, which may lead to a fast quenching process and change
the shape and SFR of galaxies in a short timescale (e.g., Peng
et al. 2010; Faisst 2017).

Observations show that internal physics and the external
environment can affect galaxy formation and evolution. In
the local universe, star formation activities of galaxies are
closely related to their environments (e.g., van der Wel et al.
2007). The separable effects of stellar mass and environ-
ment on galaxy properties are discussed out to z ∼ 3 (e.g.,
Peng et al. 2010; Quadri et al. 2012; Muzzin et al. 2012;
Lee et al. 2015; Darvish et al. 2016). The denser environ-
ments generally tend to make galaxies older, redder, more
spheroidal, and less star-forming. Galaxy environments are
believed to have more significant impacts on low-mass galax-
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ies (M? < 1010 M�; e.g., Lee et al. 2015; Paulino-Afonso
et al. 2018; Sobral et al. 2010). For the most massive galax-
ies (M? & 1011 M�), the environments seems to have trivial
effects on galaxy star formation state (e.g., Kawinwanichakij
et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2015; Paulino-Afonso et al. 2018). For
instance, Lee et al. (2015), with a sample from UDS and
SXDS, found that the difference in the quiescent fraction of
galaxies with M? > 1010.5 M� between cluster and field
environments is negligible at 0.5 < z < 2.

However, recent studies reported that star formation of the
most massive galaxies is also influenced by the environment
(e.g., Chartab et al. 2020; Darvish et al. 2016). Darvish et al.
(2016) found that the most massive galaxies at z < 1 in the
COSMOS field have a smaller median star formation rate
(SFR) in the denser environment. Still, at higher redshift,
such median SFR seems independent of the environment.
In Chartab et al. (2020), galaxy environments are found to
have a significant effect on the median SFR for galaxies with
log(M?/M�) > 11 in the CANDELS fields up to z ∼ 3.
From the observational point of view, the environmental ef-
fects on the properties of the most massive galaxies are not
yet well understood.

Another entry point to investigate the environmental ef-
fects in galaxy evolution is galaxy morphology. The environ-
ment of galaxies in the local universe is supposed to influ-
ence the most massive galaxy’s morphologies (e.g., Dressler
1980; Goto et al. 2003; Skibba et al. 2009). If minor mergers
dominate the size growth of galaxies, then galaxies might
appear larger at fixed stellar mass in denser environments
where mergers are more efficient, at least at lower redshifts.
Yoon (2017) used a sample from SDSS and showed that mas-
sive galaxies in higher density are found to have a larger
size. Similar results have also been revealed for galaxies
at higher redshift (e.g., Cooper et al. 2011; Papovich et al.
2012). Based on a sample from UDS, Lani et al. (2013)
found that the most massive galaxies (M? > 2 × 1011M�)
at 1 < z < 2 in the higher density environments are typical
50% larger in size compared to those in the lowest density en-
vironments. However, some observations lead to a conflict-
ing result that environments do not affect galaxy size (e.g.,
Weinmann et al. 2009; Maltby et al. 2010; Rettura et al. 2010;
Huertas-Company et al. 2013), or even a negative effect (e.g.,
Raichoor et al. 2012).

To further study whether there is an environmental depen-
dence of galaxy properties for the most massive galaxies and
when the dependence starts (if any), we construct a large
sample and the overdensity map at 0.5 < z < 2.5 using
the COSMOS2020 catalogs (Weaver et al. 2022). To extend
the morphological analysis at higher redshift, we apply both
parametric and nonparametric measurements on galaxy im-
ages from the COSMOS-DASH field, which is the largest
area near-infrared (NIR) survey with the Wide Field Cam-
era 3 (WFC3) on board HST to data. Utilizing this sample,
we explore how the local environment of the most massive
galaxies affects galaxy morphologies, sSFR, and quiescent
fraction out to z ∼ 2.5.

The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we re-
view the basic data from the COSMOS-DASH program and
give the criteria we use to select the most massive galaxies.
In Section 3, we introduce the morphology parameters used
in this paper. We present the mass and environment distribu-
tions in Section 4. The results of the environmental effect on
morphologies and star formation activities are shown in Sec-
tions 5 and 6, respectively. The conclusions are presented in
Section 7. Throughout the paper, we adopt a flat Λ cold dark
matter (ΛCDM) cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1,
Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7, and a Chabrier (2003) initial mass
function.

2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

2.1. The COSMOS2020 Catalog

Our galaxy sample is constructed from the COSMOS2020
catalog of Weaver et al. (2022), a new reference photometric
catalog across the 2 deg2 COSMOS field. The catalog is de-
tected from the “chi-squared” izYJHKs image, which is cre-
ated with SWarp (Bertin et al. 2002) from the combined orig-
inal images without PSF homogenization. The extensive and
continuous coverage of the field would have a great benefit to
the construction of an overdensity map. With a more reliable
photometric estimation in a wide wavelength range from far-
ultraviolet (FUV) to NIR, they fit the observed spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) with galaxy models to estimate pho-
tometric redshift and other galaxy physical properties. From
this catalog, we extract the redshift, stellar mass, and other
physical properties of our galaxy sample.

Two versions of photometric catalogs derived from differ-
ent source extraction methods are provided by Weaver et al.
(2022). Photometric redshift is also estimated via two other
codes EAZY (Brammer et al. 2008) and LePhare (Ilbert et al.
2006). Figure 15 of Weaver et al. (2022) shows that photo-
metric redshift derived from LePhare using the Farmer ver-
sion of the photometric catalog (based on SEP and Tractor)
is more reliable for faint sources. Due to the lack of spectro-
scopic redshift in this deep field, photometric redshift is very
important in estimating the overdensity map. We thus adopt
the LePhare redshift derived based on the Farmer version cat-
alog in this work.

The fitting code Lephare was used with two different con-
figurations to derive: (1) photometric redshift (zLePh); (2)
stellar masses (MLePh) and SFR. In the first run of LePa-
hare, a library of 33 galaxy templates extracted from Ilbert
et al. (2009) and Bruzual & Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03) is
used to fit the observed SED. Several options of dust extinc-
tion/attenuation curves (e.g., the starburst attenuation curve
of Calzetti et al. 2000, the SMC extinction curve of Prevot
et al. (1984), and two variations of Calzetti law including the
2175 Å bump) are used to modify the intrinsic spectrum of
these templates. The photometric redshift zLePh is defined as
the median of the redshift likelihood function after evaluating
the χ2 of each fit. After fixing the redshift of each source to
zLePh, templates derived from the BC03 models were used
to determine galaxy stellar mass in the second run. In this
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step, exponentially declining star formation histories (SFH)
and delayed τ SFH with τ of 0.1 - 30 Gyr were considered.

2.2. Star Formation Rates

SFR used in this work is estimated from the combination
of the rest-frame UV luminosity (L2800) and the total in-
frared luminosity (LIR). With an assumption of fλ ∝ λβ ,
the rest-frame 2800 Å flux is computed by extrapolating the
rest-frame GALEX FUV and NUV fluxes, which are the out-
put of Lephare and provided by the COSMOS2020 catalog.
As for the total infrared luminosity LIR, monochromatic ex-
trapolation based on the Wuyts et al. (2008) IR SED template
using the observed Spitzer/MIPS 24 µm flux is proved to be
a good estimator for galaxies within the redshift range ex-
plored in this work (Wuyts et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2016). We
thus adopt this extrapolation method to derive LIR for our
sample. Following Whitaker et al. (2014), we then convert
L2800 and LIR into the total SFR by

SFRtot[M� yr−1] = 1.09× 10−10(LIR + 3.3L2800)/L�.
(1)

Since the MIPS 24 µm fluxes are available for the vast ma-
jority of our sample (1669/1684), we argue that the exclu-
sion of < 1% galaxies that do not have 24 µm fluxes (and
thus SFR estimation) should not have any significant effect
on the statistical result presented in the following analysis.
When mentioning SFR in the following part, we only con-
sider those sources with MIPS 24 µm measurements.

2.3. Images of COSMOS-DASH

Wide-field NIR surveys have been shown invaluable for
studying the morphology of high-redshift galaxies since the
rest-frame optical emission of these galaxies shifts into NIR.
Some surveys have been undertaken from the ground (e.g.,
NMBS, Whitaker et al. 2011; UltraVISTA, McCracken et al.
2012). Compared with the ground-based survey, the stan-
dard HST observations are able to obtain deeper images with
higher resolution. In the standard HST observations, guide
stars are required for each pointing, which limits the NIR
surveys to a small field of view. As a result, the largest area
in the J125 and H160 bands for CANDELS deep fields is
∼ 0.25deg2 (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011).
Drift and Shift (DASH) is an efficient technique to balance
resolution, depth, and area for the HST observation. It cir-
cumvents the problem by acquiring guide stars for only the
first pointing and guiding with the three HST gyros for the
rest pointings. With this DASH technique, Mowla et al.
(2019) presented a COSMOS-Drift And SHift (COSMOS-
DASH) survey in the COSMOS field. It is taken with 57
DASH orbits in the F160W filter of WFC3 and covers an area
of 0.49 deg2 (0.7 deg2 when combined with archival data),
which is much larger than that of the same field observed
by CANDELS. Since the exposure is about 300 seconds per
pointing, the 5σ source depth of the image is H160 = 25.1
AB mag.

To enlarge the sample size and extend the morphological
analysis at higher redshift, we employ the final mosaic im-
ages of the COSMOS-DASH field, which is the largest area

with NIR imaging using HST/WFC3 till now.1 The details of
parametric and nonparametric measurements of galaxy mor-
phology are described in Section 3. Although the depth is
slightly shallower than that of CANDELS, it is sufficient for
the morphological measurements of the most massive galax-
ies (e.g., Momcheva et al. 2017; Mowla et al. 2019).

2.4. Selection of Galaxies for Analysis

We start the sample selection from the newly published
COSMOS2020 catalog (Weaver et al. 2022). At first, galax-
ies that might suffer contamination from nearby bright stars
are removed by lptype = 1 and FLAGCOMBINED = 0,
which means the objects: (1) are a galaxy rather than a star;
(2) are not near a bright star.

To select the most massive galaxies, we limit our sample to
galaxies with log(M?/M�) > 11 at 0.5 < z < 2.5. QGs are
separated from the star-forming population via the rest-frame
NUV − r and r − J color selection (Weaver et al. 2022):

NUV − r > 3.1 (2)

NUV − r > 3(r − J) + 1. (3)

The distribution of our sample in the NUV − r versus r− J
plane is shown in Figure 1 in four redshift bins from z = 0.5
to 2.5. The blue and red open circles represent SFGs and
QGs with log(M?/M�) > 11, respectively, while the light
grey dots are all galaxies with log(M?/M�) > 10. From
this figure, it is evident that the assembly of the quiescent
population happens at late cosmic times since QGs are rare
at z > 2 (e.g., Muzzin et al. 2013; Tomczak et al. 2014).
Given the above criteria, we finally obtain a sample of the
most massive galaxies at 0.5 < z < 2.5 that contains 1684
galaxies (including 1020 SFGs and 664 QGs) with the H160

observations of COSMOS-DASH survey.
In the magnitude-limited sample, stellar mass complete-

ness depends on both redshift and mass-to-light ratio (M/L).
QGs have a higher mass limit at a given magnitude limit
than SFGs due to the larger M/L ratios. The H-band limit
Hlim in this work is 23.5 mag. To be conservative, we de-
rive the mass limit only using the quiescent population. The
mass completeness of QGs is estimated using the method de-
scribed in Pozzetti et al. (2010). The faintest 20% of QGs
are considered to derive a representative limit for our sam-
ple, and the completeness limit (Mcomp) is estimated within
an interval of ∆z = 0.25. With the typical mass-to-light ra-
tio for each galaxy, the stellar mass limit Mlim at a redshift
slice is the mass that galaxies would have if their appar-
ent magnitudes were equal to the magnitude limit. Specif-
ically, the stellar mass limit at a specific redshift can be de-
rived by log(Mlim) = log(M?) + 0.4(H − Hlim). Then
Mcomp is defined as the upper envelope of the Mlim dis-
tribution below which 90% of the Mlim values locate at a

1 It is available from the COSMOS-DASH website of https://archive.stsci.
edu/hlsp/cosmos-dash/

https://archive.stsci.edu/hlsp/cosmos-dash/
https://archive.stsci.edu/hlsp/cosmos-dash/
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Figure 1. Rest-frame NUV − r vs. r−J color distribution in four
redshift bins. QGs and SFGs are separated by the selection criteria
defined in Equations (2) and (3), shown by the black dotted lines.
All the galaxies in the COSMOS-DASH field with log(M?/M�) >

10 in each redshift bin are denoted in grey. SFGs and QGs in our
sample with log(M?/M�) > 11 are indicated by blue and red open
circles, respectively.

given redshift. The mass completeness limits of these red-
shift bins can be parameterized as a function of redshift,
Mcomp(z) = 10.375 + 0.671 ln(z), which describes how the
mass completeness limits vary from z = 0.5 to 2.5 in this
work.

In Figure 2, we exhibit the M? distribution as a function of
redshift for galaxies at 0.5 < z < 2 in the COSMOS2020
catalog (i.e., the parent sample of this work). The mea-
sured and parameterized functions of Mcomp(z) are denoted
as the lime step-like line and black solid curve, respectively.
From Figure 2, it is clear that our sample with stellar mass
log(M?/M�) > 11 are all above the mass completeness
limit.

Due to mergers and star formation, there may be signif-
icant differences in number density between high-redshift
and low-redshift for these massive galaxies. When consid-
ering only a constant stellar mass threshold to select sam-
ples, the results may be affected by the “progenitor bias” and
the “inconsistency in terms of abundance” at different red-
shift when interpreting the results across cosmic time. How-
ever, we are concerned with the difference between the na-
ture of galaxies in a high-density environment and a low-
density environment in each redshift bin, so we only need
to care about the “progenitor bias” and the “inconsistency in
terms of abundance” in each redshift bin. One way to miti-
gate this issue is to assume that galaxies maintain rank order

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
z
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11

12

lo
g(

M
*/M

)
Figure 2. Stellar mass as a function of redshift for the parent sample
of this work. The red and blue dots represent star-forming and qui-
escent galaxies, respectively. The lime step-like line shows the mass
completeness limits for QGs in the redshift interval ∆z = 0.25.
The mass completeness limit can be parameterized with a func-
tion of Mcomp(z) = 10.375 + 0.671 ln(z) in this study, which
has been shown by the black solid curve. The black dashed line is
M? = 1011M� that marks the mass lower limit of our sample.

across cosmic time. This assumption is generally consistent
with the so-called “down-sizing” phenomenon and predicts
a evolving co-moving number-density with redshift to trace
the mass and size growth of galaxies when mergers are con-
sidered(e.g., Hill et al. 2017). Similar to Hill et al. (2017) and
Behroozi et al. (2013), we calculate the difference in stellar
mass by assuming an evolving co-moving density at a red-
shift interval of 0.5, which corresponds to the bin size of the
redshift we choose in the following study. The result shows
that the differences are all less than 0.2 dex. Considering that
the mean error of the stellar mass obtained by SED fitting is
about 0.25 dex in the COSMOS2020 catalog, we argue that
such a small difference has no effect on the results in each
redshift bin.

3. MORPHOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

3.1. Band-Shifting

The observed H-band samples the rest-frame V band at
z ∼ 2, but at z ∼ 1 it samples the rest-frame I band. Over this
wavelength range, galaxies’ morphological parameters might
significantly change(e.g., Kennedy et al. 2015; Psychogyios
et al. 2020). Due to this consideration, the COSMOS-DASH
data is used only in the redshift range of 1.5 < z < 2.5.
For galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1.5, we adopt the HST/ACS I814

observations in the COSMOS field (Koekemoer et al. 2007).
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3.2. Parametric Measurements

To describe the structure of galaxies at 1.5 < z < 2.5
in our sample, we measured the Sérsic index n and effec-
tive radius re by fitting the galaxy with a single Sérsic model
with the H160 COSMOS-DASH image. GALFIT package
(Peng et al. 2002) is widely used in many studies to fit the
surface brightness profile of galaxies with a form Σ(r) =
Σeexp[−k(r/re)

1/n− 1]. In this study, we obtain the re and
n values for all galaxies at 1.5 < z < 2.5 in the COSMOS-
DASH field using the GALAPAGOS software (Barden et al.
2012), which is a wrapper of SExtractor and GALFIT for
morphological analyses, with a position-dependent PSF ap-
plied. For galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1.5, Sérsic index n and
effective radius re are extracted from the Advanced Camera
for Survey Catalog (Griffith et al. 2012), which includes ap-
proximately 470,000 astronomical sources derived from the
AEGIS, COSMOS, GEMS, and GOODS fields. The mor-
phological parameter is also obtained with the GALAPAGOS
software by assuming a single sérsic model.

3.3. Nonparametric Measurements

The nonparametric measurements of galaxy morphology
do not assume a particular analytic function for the galaxy’s
light distribution and therefore are suitable for high redshift
galaxies. We also calculate the nonparametric morphologi-
cal parameters for all galaxies in our sample, based on the
COSMOS-DASH H160 observations at 1.5 < z < 2.5 and
the HST/ACS I814 observations at 0.5 < z < 1.5, to study
how the environment affects galaxy morphology. In our anal-
ysis, we focus on the following indices.

Gini coefficient. It is originally used in economics to de-
scribe the wealth inequality of a population. Abraham et al.
(2003) used it to indicate the distribution of a galaxy’s flux.
It can be computed as:

G =
1

fNpix(Npix − 1)

Npix∑
i=0

(2i−Npix − 1)fi (4)

Where Npix is the number of pixels of the galaxy, fi is the
pixel flux value sorted in ascending order, and f represents
the mean over the pixel values.
M20. It is the normalized second-order moment of the

brightest 20% of the galaxy’s flux. To compute M20, the
galaxy pixels are ranked in descending order by flux, and
M20 is defined as:

Mtot =

Npix∑
i

Mi =

Npix∑
i

fi[(xi − xc)2 + (yi − yc)2] (5)

M20 = log10

∑
iMi

Mtot
, while

∑
i

fi = 0.2ftot, (6)

where ftot is the total flux of the galaxy, fi is the flux value
of each pixel i, (xi, yi) is the position of pixel i, and (xc, yc)
is the center of the image. Lotz et al. (2004) used M20 to

trace the spatial distribution of bright nuclei, bars, and off-
center clusters. The Gini and M20 are often used together
to separate galaxies into different morphological subclasses
(e.g., Lotz et al. 2006; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019.

Lotz et al. (2004) have shown that the reliability of non-
parametric measurements is related to the S/N and the resolu-
tion of the image. Their work reported that Gini and M20 are
reliable to within ∼ 10% for galaxy images with S/N > 2.
Galaxies in our sample are bright enough that most of them
have S/N > 5.0, so the image depth should not have any
significant effect on the measurements of the structural pa-
rameters. Image PSF also has impact on the result. To simu-
late the effect of PSF, we select some galaxies and convolve
the raw images with Gaussian kernels with different widths.
The Gini coefficient and M20 index systematically decrease
steadily as the image becomes less resolved. But it generally
shows the offset is less than 10% when the PSF of the image
becomes twice as large. So we believe the nonparametric
measurements in this work are reliable at whole redshifts.

4. MASS AND ENVIRONMENT DISTRIBUTION

4.1. Mass Distribution

Many previous studies showed that both stellar mass and
the local environment have effects on galaxy properties(e.g.,
Darvish et al. 2016; Kawinwanichakij et al. 2017). To study
the environmental influence on galaxy properties at different
redshift ranges, we first check whether there is a similar stel-
lar mass distribution in different redshift bins to remove the
possible impact of different stellar mass distributions.

The mass distributions of four redshift bins are shown in
Figure 3. The median stellar masses in four redshift bins
are 1011.14 M�, 1011.15 M�, 1011.13 M�, and 1011.14 M�
from the lowest redshift bin to the highest redshift bin, re-
spectively. Obviously, galaxies in different redshift bins
share a similar M? distribution. Furthermore, we perform
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to quantify the statisti-
cal significance of the difference in theM? distributions. The
resulting p-values between the M? distributions for galaxies
at 0.5 < z < 1.0 and those in the other three redshift bins
are [0.177, 0.888, 0.897]. For galaxies at 1.0 < z < 1.5,
1.5 < z < 2.0, and 2.0 < z < 2.5, the p-values of similar
comparisons are [0.177, 0.051, 0.396], [0.888, 0.051, 0.788],
and [0.897, 0.396, 0.788], respectively. The quality p-value
describes the probability that two samples are drawn from the
same underlying distribution. We adopt p = 0.05 as the up-
per limit probability to verify that the two subsamples have
different M? distributions. All the p-values listed above are
more significant than the adopted 0.05 threshold, reaching a
similar conclusion to the one revealed by Figure 3. Accord-
ing to this criterion, we believe galaxies in four redshift bins
share the same stellar mass distribution.

4.2. Environment Distribution

The environment is a crucial external factor for galaxy evo-
lution (e.g., Darvish et al. 2015; Donnari et al. 2020). The
density estimation method used in this paper has been de-
scribed in detail in Gu et al. (2021). We briefly explain it
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Figure 3. Distribution of stellar mass in different redshift bins.
Orange, lime, aqua, and violet histograms represent galaxy stellar
mass distribution at 0.5 < z < 1.0, 1.0 < z < 1.5, 1.5 < z < 2.0,
and 2.0 < z < 2.5 respectively.

in the following. The local density is estimated by Σ′N ∝
1/ΣNi=1d

2
i , where di is the projected distance to the ith neigh-

bour within a redshift slice (|∆z| < 2σz(1 + z), σz = 0.02).
In this work, the calculation of local overdensity involves all
galaxies that are brighter than 26 mag in the IRAC1 band
in the COSMOS2020 catalog within the individual redshift
slice of |∆z| < 2σz(1 + z), including the galaxies with stel-
lar mass less than 1011M�. Based on this local density map,
we employ a dimensionless overdensity to measure the rela-
tive density of the environment, which is described as:

1 + δ′N =
Σ′N

〈Σ′N 〉uniform
=

Σ′N
k′NΣsurface

(7)

where 〈Σ′N 〉uniform is the Bayesian density in uniform con-
dition. The Σsurface is the surface number density within a
given redshift slice, and the k′N is the correction factor be-
tween 〈Σ′N 〉uniform and Σsurface. In this paper, we adopt the
local density defined by the five closest galaxies (1 + δ′5) to
calculate each target galaxy’s local environmental density.

Some things to note are that the use of photometric red-
shifts to calculate environmental density may come with
risks. Very large photo-z uncertainties tend to wash out the
structures in the distribution of galaxies(e.g., Cooper et al.
2005; Malavasi et al. 2016). But in this study, due to a wealth
of imaging and spectroscopic data that have been collected
in the COSMOS field, the redshift accuracy in the COS-
MOS2020 catalog can reach a precision of 2% for galaxies
brighter than 26 mag in the IRAC1 band. Some studies such
as Lai et al. (2016) have shown that even larger uncertainties

with σz ≤ 0.06 can still reveal the general environmentally
driven trends. A similar test has also been taken by Gu et al.
(2021), which has proven that our determination of overden-
sity, based on the Bayesian density estimator, is competent to
trace the structures at high redshifts with σ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.02.
So, we think our overdensity map can reveal the general en-
vironmentally driven trends.

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
z

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

lo
g(

1+
′ )

Highest density quartile

Lowest density quartile

Figure 4. The overdensity (1 + δ′) distribution as a function of
redshift. The grey dots represent individual galaxies in our sam-
ple, while the black dashed curves indicate the 25%, 50%, and 75%
percentiles of the binned distributions, respectively, within a small
redshift interval (∆z = 0.1).

The distribution of the overdensities (1 + δ′5) of the most
massive galaxies is shown in Figure 4. To reduce the impact
of galaxies in the intermediate density from which an am-
biguous conclusion might be obtained, we divide the over-
density into four quarters as a function of redshift. The
boundaries between adjacent quarters (i.e., the 25%, 50%,
and 75% percentiles of the binned distributions) are denoted
as black dashed curves. From Figure 4, the median overden-
sity increases steadily with the cosmic epoch. This can be
understood because almost all massive galaxies would mi-
grate to higher overdensities as large-scale structure devel-
ops through gravitational instability. A similar result has also
been unveiled by Peng et al. (2010) at 0.1 < z < 1.4.

5. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT ON MORPHOLOGY

In the ΛCDM models, the most massive galaxies are ex-
pected to form and grow through several major and minor
mergers. The size of the most massive galaxies should de-
pend on local density since more mergers are expected in
higher density (e.g., Yoon 2017; Naab et al. 2007). In this
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section, we will explore whether the environment affects
galaxy morphology as a function of redshift.
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Figure 5. Galaxy sizes of the most massive galaxies as a function
of redshift for SFGs and QGs. The blue (red) dot and open circles
represent individual SFGs (QGs) in the lowest and highest overden-
sity quarters, respectively. The blue (red) solid line represents the
best-fit size evolution of all SFGs (QGs) in our sample. For SFGs
(QGs) in the lowest and highest overdensity quarters, we denote
their median sizes in each redshift bin as blue (red) solid circles and
squares with error bars, respectively. The error bars are estimated by
the bootstrapping method with 1000 times resamplings. The results
from Mowla et al. (2019) are also shown with blue and red dashed
lines for SFGs and QGs, respectively.

The same as Mowla et al. (2019), we also follow van der
Wel et al. (2014) and correct the size measurements to a com-
mon rest-frame wavelength of 5000 Å. The form of the cor-
rection is

reff = reff,F(
1 + z

1 + zp
)

∆ log reff
∆ log λ (8)

where F denotes either I814 (for galaxies at z < 1.5) or H160

(for galaxies at z > 1.5), and zp is the “pivot redshift” for
these respective filters (zp=0.6 for I814 and zp=2.2 forH160).
Again following van der Wel et al. (2014), the color gradient
adopted for star-forming galaxies is

∆ log reff

∆ log λ
= −0.35 + 0.12z − 0.25log(

M?

1010M�
) (9)

and for quiescent galaxies it is simply ∆ log reff/∆ log λ =
−0.25.

The size of the most massive galaxies as a function of red-
shift is presented in Figure 5. The blue dots and open cir-

cles represent SFGs, whereas the red ones represent QGs. As
shown in many studies, there is a slight difference between
the size–z distributions of these two samples, i.e., SFGs pre-
fer to have a larger size compared to QGs. When considering
the size evolution, galaxies are found to be larger at lower
redshift. We parameterize the evolution of the median size of
star-forming and quiescent galaxies with an empirical func-
tion, which is described as:

reff = Bz × (1 + z)−βz. (10)

The best-fit result for SFGs (QGs) with an index of βz =
1.07 (1.44) is shown as the blue (red) line in Figure 5. SFGs
seem to have a larger size and a slower size growth compared
to QGs, indicating that these two populations may have dif-
ferent mass assemble histories. Stellar mass assembly via
star formation might process at all radii in SFGs, but the
mode of growth may change after quenching. Dry merger
at outer radii may be responsible for the size growth of QGs,
which may lead to a faster size evolution.(e.g., Newman et al.
2012; van Dokkum et al. 2015).

The results from Mowla et al. (2019) for galaxies with
M? > 2 × 1011M� are also presented in Figure 5 for com-
parison. In general, the galaxy sizes measured from Mowla
et al. (2019) are remarkably larger than those in this work
given a fixing redshift. This difference is reasonable because
their sample has a larger stellar mass limit. When we only
consider the galaxies with M? > 2 × 1011M�, there is no
significant difference in the median sizes between their work
and ours. However, given βz = 1.40 and 1.09 for SFGs
and QGs in their work, respectively, SFGs seems to have
a slight fast evolution at higher stellar mass. But this can
also be explained by errors in size measurements in different
works. Moreover, van der Wel et al. (2014) also reported an
evolution with βz = 0.72 and 1.24 for SFGs and QGs with
log(M?/M�) ∼ 10.75, respectively, which is similar like
this work that QGs show a faster size evolution.

However, the main aim of this paper is not to study the size
evolution of the most massive galaxies. To investigate the en-
vironmental effect on galaxy size, we separate the SFGs into
two subsamples according to their local density. In Figure 5,
the dots and open circles represent galaxies in the lowest and
highest local density quarters, respectively. The blue (red)
solid circles and squares with error bars represent the evolu-
tion of the median size of SFGs (QGs) in the lowest and high-
est local density quarters, respectively. The error bars denote
the uncertainties of the median values that are estimated by
the bootstrapping method with 1000 times resamplings.

As shown in Figure 5, there is no substantial difference in
galaxy size distribution between the highest and lowest den-
sity quarters for both SFGs and QGs at 1.0 < z < 2.5. We
tested the significance of the size difference by comparing the
binned medians between the highest and lowest local density
quarters. Such differences in the median sizes are smaller
than 3σ in all redshift bins for both SFGs and QGs and thus
could be neglectable. Therefore, we conclude that the envi-
ronment might have no effect on the galaxy size.
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Since galaxy morphology is thought to be determined by
both the environment and stellar mass, this may indicate
physical mechanisms that determine galaxy shape are more
related to stellar mass for these massive galaxies. Similar re-
sults have been reported in many previous studies (e.g., Ret-
tura et al. 2010; Huertas-Company et al. 2013; Kelkar et al.
2015; Gu et al. 2021; Cutler et al. 2022). In the local universe,
Huertas-Company et al. (2013) used a sample from SDSS
and did not find any significant size difference for central and
satellite early-type galaxies with 11.5 < log(M?/M�) <
11.8. At higher redshift, Rettura et al. (2010) found that
early-type galaxies in a cluster at z ∼ 1.23 follow compa-
rable mass versus size relation with those in the field. Based
on a sample at z < 1.2 in the COSMOS-DASH field, Cutler
et al. (2022) obtained the galaxy density from the COSMOS
density field catalog (Darvish et al. 2015; Darvish 2017) and
reported that galaxy size is constant with density for all mass
bins. In this work, we extend their result to higher redshift.

Furthermore, our sample’s structure parameters are shown
as functions of overdensity in redshift bins with ∆z = 0.5 in
Figure 6. Within each redshift bin, we divide our sample into
bins of overdensity (with an interval ∆ log(1 + δ′) = 0.3))
and compute the medians of the binned distributions (solid
lines) and the corresponding 1σ uncertainties (shaded areas)
via the bootstrapping method. From this figure, it is clear that
galaxy morphologies are redshift-dependent. From Panels
a) and b), galaxies at lower redshift tend to be more bulge-
dominated with a higher Sérsic index and have a larger ef-
fective radius. But when considering the relation between
morphology and overdensity, it seems that there is no sig-
nificant environmental dependence for morphology. As for
the nonparametric statistics, Panels c) and d) in Figure 6 re-
flect that, similar to n and re, there are also no significant
changes in the medians of both the Gini index andM20 when
log(1+δ′) varies from -0.5 to 1. To get a statistical result, the
Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the structure
parameters and the local density are calculated and listed in
Table 1. The 1σ uncertainties of the correlation coefficients
are also derived via the bootstrapping method. Clearly, the
Spearman correlation coefficients between morphology and
environment are all less than 0.3, suggesting that the envi-
ronmental effects on these massive galaxies may not change
their shape.

However, from the figure, there is weak evidence that
galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1.0 in the highest density environ-
ment seem to have a larger Sérsic index, which is supported
by the corresponding non-zero (within 3σ) Spearman corre-
lation coefficient given in Table 1. A higher rate of (minor)
mergers may be invoked to explain the environmental depen-
dence on galaxy morphologies. Similar observations have
also been reported in Kawinwanichakij et al. (2017) and Gu
et al. (2021), in which the authors found weak evidence that
the Sérsic index of QGs in the highest density environment
is larger than that of galaxies in the lowest environment at
0.5 < z < 1.0. However, when they consider the statis-
tical significance, the difference is within 2σ. The catalogs
they used mainly come from the CANDELS fields, which are

pretty small samples given the limited sky area. We attempt
to get a more reliable statistical result with a larger sample
from COSMOS-DASH, but the result is still weak, suggest-
ing that the current sample we use might still not be large
enough. Further deep field surveys, such as the one sched-
uled by the Chinese Space Station Telescope, are expected to
enlarge the sample size of the most massive galaxies and thus
reach a more reliable conclusion.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT ON STAR FORMING
ACTIVITY

Besides galaxy morphologies, galaxy star formation state
is also an important indicator in studying galaxy evolution
history. It has been shown in many previous studies that
the environment has an important effect on galaxy proper-
ties. For less massive galaxies, Balogh et al. (2004), Kauff-
mann et al. (2004), and Baldry et al. (2006) have shown that
the galaxies at denser environments have lower median sSFR
at lower redshift (z < 0.2). However, here is no consensus
for galaxies at intermediate redshift (z ∼ 1). Some stud-
ies showed that the environment has the same effect as in
local universe (Muzzin et al. 2012), while some studies ar-
gued that sSFR is independent of environment (Scoville et al.
2013). As for higher redshift, Darvish et al. (2016) found
that there is no environmental dependence of sSFR at red-
shift 1.1 < z < 3.1.

In this section, we will study whether the environment has
an effect on the sSFR of the most massive galaxy. In Fig-
ure 7, we show the median sSFR of galaxies in the lowest
and highest density quarters as a function of redshift. As
shown in many previous studies, galaxies tend to have an ac-
tive star formation state at higher redshift regardless of the
environment, which may lead to a larger sSFR (Darvish et al.
2016). We note that sSFR at 2.0 < z < 2.5 is similar to
that at 1.5 < z < 2.0 in low density, which might be a bias
due to the relatively small number of galaxies in this redshift
range. A significantly lower sSFR can be found in denser en-
vironments at 0.5 < z < 2.0, suggesting that different from
galaxy morphologies, the sSFR of these massive galaxies is
affected by the local density at least at 0.5 < z < 2.0. But
within the redshift range of 2.0 < z < 2.5, the sSFR seems
to have no dependence on overdensity.

Comparing the environmental effect on sSFR between the
most massive galaxies and less massive galaxies, we can find
the environmental dependence of sSFR for the most massive
galaxies occurs earlier (z ∼ 2.0) than less massive galaxies
(z ∼ 1; Muzzin et al. 2012). This might be partly due to the
different environmental quenching mechanisms for the most
massive and less massive galaxies. However, the role of the
environment in the evolution of the most massive galaxies is
still in debate. Based on galaxies with log(M?/M�) > 10.7
from the COSMOS field, Darvish et al. (2016) found that
the median sSFR of most massive galaxies at denser environ-
ment seems to be lower at z . 1.1, but at higher redshift,
the environment seems to have no effect on galaxy star for-
mation state. But in Chartab et al. (2020), the most massive
galaxies (log(M?/M�) > 11) in the CANDELS fields are
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Figure 6. Galaxy structure parameters, re (Panel a), n (Panel b), G (Panel c), and M20 (Panel d), as a function of the overdensity at redshift
0.5 < z < 2.5. In each panel, the orange, lime, aqua, and violet lines represent the median values in different redshift bins, while the
corresponding shaded areas indicate the 1σ uncertainties of the medians over each overdensity bin estimated via the bootstrapping method.

Table 1. Spearman correlation coefficients between the morphological parameters and overdensity in different redshift bins.

Redshift range re n G M20

0.5 < z < 1.0 0.16 ± 0.05 0.14 ± 0.05 0.09 ± 0.05 −0.04 ± 0.05

1.0 < z < 1.5 0.02 ± 0.07 0.06 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.04

1.5 < z < 2.0 0.02 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.05 0.04 ± 0.05 −0.05 ± 0.05

2.0 < z < 2.5 0.20 ± 0.07 −0.01 ± 0.08 −0.06 ± 0.08 0.10 ± 0.08

found to have lower SFR in higher density environment at
0.1 < z < 3.1. The reason for this discrepancy might be
the cosmic variance and/or how the environment is traced.
Larger and deeper spectroscopic and/or photometric surveys
are still needed to resolve this issue.

The difference in sSFR between different environments
may be caused by the reasons that (1) star formation is sup-
pressed in the highest density quarter, and (2) there are more
QGs in the highest density quarter. To investigate which
one is dominant, we examine whether there is a difference
in sSFR between SFGs in the highest and lowest density
quarters in Figure 7, in which the binned medians of sSFR
for SFGs in different environments are also denoted by blue
symbols as a function of redshift.

At 0.5 < z < 1.0, the sSFR of SFGs in the lowest lo-
cal density quarter is slightly larger than in the highest quar-

ter. The difference between these two subsamples is insignif-
icant when either the uncertainties are considered, or a K-S
test is performed. The environment might affect the sSFR
for SFGs at this redshift range, but the effect should be very
weak. As for higher redshift, the environment may not play a
critical role. Similar results have also been shown in Darvish
et al. (2016), once the stellar mass and star formation state
are fixed, SFR for galaxies at 0.1 < z < 3.1 is independent
of environment.

To check the second reason, we present the quiescent frac-
tion (i.e., the fraction of QGs) as a function of redshift in
different overdensity bins in Figure 8. According to this fig-
ure, at 0.5 < z < 2.0, there is a significant gap in the qui-
escent fractions between the galaxies in different overden-
sity quarters. This indeed supports the idea that the envi-
ronment has played an effective role in galaxy quenching at
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Figure 7. Median sSFR as a function of redshift in different en-
vironments for all galaxies (grey) and SFGs only (blue). The cir-
cles connected by dashed lines and squares connected by solid lines
represent galaxies in the lowest and highest local density quarters,
respectively. The error bars indicate the 1σ uncertainties of the me-
dians estimated via the bootstrapping method. The sSFR shows an
environmental dependence for all galaxies but becomes independent
of the environment at all redshifts when we consider the SFGs only.

0.5 < z < 2.0. But at z > 2.0, the gap between these two
overdensity quarters disappears. This is consistent with the
result from Figure 7 that the environmental effect on the most
massive galaxies could be neglected at higher redshift.

With the data from the COSMOS survey, Darvish et al.
(2016) found that galaxies residing in higher local density
seem to have a higher quiescent fraction with stellar mass
(log(M?/M�) > 10.8). But in the study of Paulino-Afonso
et al. (2018), with a cluster at z ∼ 0.84, they found a
nearly constant quiescent fraction of∼ 30% for galaxies with
log(M?/M�) > 10.75, indicating no dependence on the lo-
cal density. This difference may be due to the smaller sample
size of Paulino-Afonso et al. (2018).

Our results have revealed some indications related to the
quenching mechanism of the most massive galaxies. In Fig-
ure 7, we find that the sSFR for SFGs shows little depen-
dence on the local environment. In other words, the local
environment has no significant effect on the star formation
activity for SFGs. This agrees well with a plethora of ob-
servations and simulations at different redshifts that many
properties of SFGs that are directly or indirectly linked to
star formation activity (e.g., SFR, sSFR) do not depend on
their host environment (e.g., Patel et al. 2009; Hayashi et al.
2014; Duivenvoorden et al. 2016). Therefore, the reason
for a lower sSFR for all galaxies in the denser environment
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Figure 8. Fraction of QGs as a function of redshift in different over-
density bins. The blue circles and red squares represent the median
quiescent fractions for galaxies in the lowest and highest density
quarters, respectively. The error bars are the 1σ uncertainties of
the medians derived via the bootstrapping method. We find that
the fraction of QGs shows a clear dependence on the overdensity at
z < 2. However, we do not find a variation of the quiescent fraction
with the environment at higher redshift (z > 2).

should be the higher quiescent fraction compared to those
in the lower-density environment, which is demonstrated in
Figure 8. Faisst (2017) showed that major merger is the dom-
inant evolutionary agent to produce massive, passive galaxies
by analyzing the size–mass relation of QGs. Since the envi-
ronment has no significant effect on the sSFR of SFGs, but
can lead to a higher quiescent fraction at z < 2, we suspect
that the environmental quenching process should happen in
a short timescale. One possible physical mechanism that is
able to interpret our observations is the merger. In denser
environments, galaxies are more likely to merge with other
galaxies, leading to a higher quiescent fraction.

7. SUMMARY

Based on the overdensity maps derived by the Bayesian
metric for the COSMOS-DASH fields, we obtain a large
sample of the most massive galaxies covering a wide red-
shift range to investigate the environmental effect on galaxy
star formation state and morphology. The main conclusions
are as follows.

(1) Different from the less massive galaxies, the morpholo-
gies of these massive galaxies are independent of the local
environmental overdensity. But at 0.5 < z < 1.0, there is
weak evidence that Sérsic of galaxies in higher density seems
to be larger, which might be caused by mergers.
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(2) For our massive galaxies, the median sSFR of all galax-
ies is affected by the environment at 0.5 < z < 2.0 and be-
comes almost independent of the environment at 2.0 < z <
2.5. When we only consider SFGs, their median sSFR does
not significantly change with the environment at all redshift,
indicating the environmental independence of the main se-
quence of SFGs.

(3) However, the chance of a galaxy becoming quiescent at
z < 2.0 increases in denser environments. Hence, the high-
density environment may promote the transformation of star-
forming galaxies into quiescent galaxies. Combined with the
environmental independence of the median sSFR of SFGs,
the environmental quenching process may be a merger.

The relationship between galaxy properties and the local
environment still needs further study, especially at higher
redshift. Thanks to the successful launch of JWST, we will
be able to obtain deeper galaxy images with high resolution
in the NIR bands. Furthermore, the upcoming Chinese Space
Station Telescope plans to carry out an optical deep field sur-
vey covering an unprecedentedly large sky area, which is ex-
pected to provide a pretty large sample of the most massive

galaxies in the near future. These surveys will help us to bet-
ter understand the morphology transformation and, thus the
early evolution of the most massive galaxies at higher red-
shift.
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ABSTRACT

The Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer (IXPE) observed the black hole X-ray binary 4U 1630–47

in the steep power law (or very high) state. The observations reveal a linear polarization degree of

the 2–8 keV X-rays of 6.8 ± 0.2% at a position angle of 21.◦3 ± 0.◦9 East of North (all errors at 1σ

confidence level). Whereas the polarization degree increases with energy, the polarization angle stays

constant within the accuracy of our measurements. We compare the polarization of the source in

the steep power-law state with the previous IXPE measurement of the source in the high soft state.

We find that even though the source flux and spectral shape are significantly different between the

high soft state and the steep power-law state, their polarization signatures are similar. Assuming that

the polarization of both the thermal and power-law emission components are constant over time, we

estimate the power-law component polarization to be 6.8–7.0% and note that the polarization angle of

the thermal and power-law components must be approximately aligned. We discuss the implications

for the origin of the power-law component and the properties of the emitting plasma.

Keywords: Polarimetry (1278) — X-ray astronomy (1810) — Stellar mass black holes (1611)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Black hole X-ray binaries (BHXRBs) harbor a stellar mass black hole in close orbit with a companion star. The

matter accreting onto the central black hole forms an accretion disk which is heated by internal frictions to the point

of emitting radiation that typically peaks in the X-ray band. BHXRB sources are found in different spectral states.

The two main states, the high soft and low hard states (HSS and LHS, respectively), exhibit a spectrum that can be

roughly described as a combination of both a soft thermal component and a harder electron-scattering component with

reflection by a cold medium. In the HSS, the X-rays are dominated by the thermal accretion disk emission followed

by a non-thermal tail extending beyond 500 keV. This state is often fitted with a multi-temperature blackbody model

and a power law ∝ E−Γ with a photon index of Γ ∼ 2 − 2.2 (Zdziarski & Gierliński 2004). In the LHS, the X-ray

emission is dominated instead by photons that Compton scatter in a hot coronal plasma, though a low-temperature

disk component can still be detected (McClintock & Remillard 2006). In this state, BHXRB spectra consist of a cutoff

power-law component with a typical photon index of 1.5 ≤ Γ ≤ 2.0 and an exponential cutoff at high (∼ 100 keV)

energies as well as reflected emission from the corona off the disk (George & Fabian 1991; Done et al. 2007). BHXRBs

can also be found in the steep power law (SPL) or very high state. The SPL state is characterized by competing

thermal and power-law components—where the power-law component has a photon index of Γ > 2.4 (steeper than

the higher energy tail of the HSS and the Γ ∼ 1.7 detected in the LHS) (Remillard & McClintock 2006).

The Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer (IXPE, Weisskopf et al. 2022) is a space-based observatory launched on

2021 December 9. IXPE has measured the linear polarization of the 2–8 keV X-rays from several BHXRBs, giving new

insights into the configuration and properties of their emitting plasmas. The IXPE observations of the BHXRB Cyg

X-1 in the LHS revealed a 4% polarization aligned with the black hole radio jet, supporting the hypothesis that the

jet might be launched from the black hole inner X-ray emitting region (Krawczynski et al. 2022). These results also

revealed that the hot coronal plasma is extended parallel to the accretion disk plane and is seen at a higher inclination

than the binary. IXPE observed a high polarization degree of ∼20% perpendicular to radio ejections of the black hole

candidate Cyg X-3 suggesting that the primary source is inherently highly luminous but obscured so that only the

reflected emission can be observed (Veledina et al. 2023). The IXPE observations of the low-inclination high-mass

BHXRB LMC X-1 in the HSS gave only an upper limit on the total polarization degree of < 2.2% (Podgorny et al.

2023) for a combination of two main spectral components: dominant thermal emission with a modest contribution of

Comptonization.

Observations of the transient low-mass X-ray binary (LMXRB) 4U 1630–47 with the Uhuru satellite were first

reported in Forman et al. (1976) and Jones et al. (1976), describing four outbursts occurring every ∼ 600 days.

The X-ray spectral and timing properties of the LMXRB during an outburst in 1984 suggest the compact object of

4U 1630–47 is a black hole candidate (Parmar et al. 1986) albeit with unusual outburst behavior (Chatterjee et al.

2022) indicative of a more complex system. The source spectrum tends to show strong, blueshifted absorption lines

corresponding to Fe XXV and Fe XXVI transitions during the soft accretion states (Pahari et al. 2018; Gatuzz et al.

2019). Previous measurements of the 4U 1630–47 dust-scattering halo were used to estimate a distance range of 4.7–

11.5 kpc (Kalemci et al. 2018). From the detection of short-duration dips in its X-ray light curve during outburst, a

relatively high inclination of 60◦–75◦ has been inferred (Kuulkers et al. 1998). Various reflection spectral modeling

efforts have consistently measured a high spin: a = 0.985+0.005
−0.014 (King et al. 2014), a = 0.92± 0.04 (Pahari et al. 2018),

and a & 0.9 (Connors et al. 2021).

IXPE previously observed 4U 1630–47 in the HSS where the detected emission was primarily from the thermal

accretion disk (Ratheesh et al. 2023, henceforth Paper I). That observation revealed that the polarization degree

increased with energy from ∼6% at 2 keV to ∼10% at 8 keV. The high polarization degree and its energy dependence

cannot be explained in terms of a standard geometrically thin accretion disk with a highly or fully ionized accretion

disk atmosphere (Chandrasekhar 1960; Sobolev 1949, 1963). While a standard thin disk viewed at inclinations & 85◦

would produce a sufficiently high energy-integrated polarization degree, relativistic effects would lead to a decrease

of the polarization degree with energy contrary to the observed increase. Such a high inclination would also lead

to eclipsing of the source which has not been detected. In Paper I we argue that a geometrically thin disk with a

partially ionized, outflowing emitting plasma can explain the observations. The absorption in the emitting plasma

leads to escaping emission that is likelier to have scattered only once and ends up being highly polarized parallel to the

∗ Deceased
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a) b)

Figure 1. X-ray light curves of 4U 1630–47. a) MAXI light curve between MJD 59800 (2022 August 9) and MJD 60025 (2023
March 22). The flux in the 2–20, 2–4 and 4–20 keV energy bands are reported in black, orange, and purple, respectively. The
gray-shaded region corresponds to the observation reported in Paper I when the source was in the HSS while the regions shaded
in blue (Period 1) and green (Period 2) correspond to the observation reported in this paper when the source was in the SPL
state. b) From top to bottom: IXPE, NICER, and NuSTAR light curves from March 10 to March 14, 2023. Observations of
Periods 1 and 2 are shown by the blue and green data points, respectively, with a sudden flux increase at around MJD 60014.57
indicated by the vertical dashed line.

disk surface (Loskutov & Sobolev 1979, 1981; Taverna et al. 2021). A vertically outflowing emitting plasma leads to

increased emission angles in the local disk frame due to relativistic aberration resulting in a higher polarization degree

(e.g. Beloborodov 1998; Poutanen et al. 2023). Including absorption effects and the relativistic motion in the models

achieves proper fits of the data for a thin accretion disk of a slowly spinning (a ≤ 0.5) black hole seen at inclination

i ≈ 75◦ when the emitting plasma has an optical thickness of τ ∼ 7 and moves with a vertical velocity v ∼ 0.5 c.

In this letter, we report on the first measurement of the polarization properties of a BHXRB in the SPL state. The

letter is organized as follows. We describe the IXPE, NICER, and NuSTAR observational results of 4U 1630–47 in

Section 2 and present a comparison of the polarization of the source in the HSS and the SPL states. In Section 3,

we examine our results in the context of previous IXPE X-ray polarization measurements of BHXRBs and discuss

scenarios that could explain the observed polarization signature.

2. DATA SETS, ANALYSIS METHODS, AND RESULTS

IXPE performed a target of opportunity (ToO) observation of 4U 1630–47 between 2023 March 10 and 14 for ∼150 ks

after daily monitoring of the source by the Gas Slit Camera (GSC) on the Monitor of All-sky X-ray Image (MAXI)

(Matsuoka et al. 2009) reported a significant increase in flux, as shown in Figure 1a. The MAXI flux was about

0.62 ph s−1 cm−2 during the gray highlighted region of the figure which coincides with the Paper I observation—

hereby referred to as the HSS data. The blue and green highlighted regions have a higher flux of approximately

2.24 ph s−1 cm−2 and 2.77 ph s−1 cm−2, respectively, signaling a change in the emission state of the source. During

these later time intervals, the 4–20 keV flux shown in purple in Figure 1a increases more drastically than the 2–4 keV
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Figure 2. a) NICER (2–10 keV) and NuSTAR (3–50 keV) spectra of the HSS (black) from Paper I and from the current SPL
Period 1 (blue) and Period 2 observations (green). The spectra were unfolded using a unit constant model for both instruments.
b) Hardness-intensity diagram from NICER data of the HSS (black) and SPL state Period 1 (blue) and Period 2 (green), in 8 s
intervals. Data from all previous NICER observations of 4U 1630–47 are shown in gray. Rates have been normalized as if all 52
of NICER’s FPMs were pointing at the source.

flux shown in orange indicating an increase in the spectral hardness over this time. Figure 1b shows the IXPE, NICER

(Gendreau et al. 2012), and NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2013) 2–8, 0.2–12, and 3–78 keV count rates during these later

intervals. We see the source flux increased dramatically around the time marked in the figure by the vertical dashed

line: the IXPE, NICER, and NuSTAR count rates increased by ∼ 23%, ∼ 25%, and ∼ 63%, respectively. The blanket

IXPE coverage reveals that this increase was very sudden (about ∼ 2.6 ks). Owing to the drastic change, we divided

our IXPE, NICER, and NuSTAR observations into Period 1 (blue) to Period 2 (green) before and after 13:42:53 UTC

on 2023 March 11. For a description of the IXPE, NICER, and NuSTAR data reduction, see Appendix A.

A comparison of the NICER and NuSTAR spectra in Figure 2a for the HSS observation (black) and Periods 1

and 2 (blue and green) reveals that the source transitioned from the HSS to the SPL state. In Paper I, the power-law

component of the spectra contributed ∼ 3% of the energy flux in the IXPE energy band. In contrast, our spectral

fitting (see Appendix B) reveals that in Period 1 of the SPL state the power-law emission contributed ∼17–46% of

the 2–8 keV emission while in Period 2 this contribution increased to ∼40–92%. The soft HSS spectra are almost

completely thermal in the form of a multi-temperature black body while the SPL spectra show an additional steep

power-law component. From Figure 2a, we can see the SPL state shows an increase in 2–50 keV flux and a change

in the spectral shape at energies above 5 keV. Only the HSS spectra exhibit prominent blueshifted Fe XXV and

Fe XXVI lines as previously seen in past outbursts and explained in terms of over-ionization of the wind (Dı́az Trigo

et al. 2014) or of an intrinsic change of the physical properties of the wind itself (Hori et al. 2014) in the SPL state.

Figure 2b shows a hardness–intensity diagram (HID) of 4U 1630–47 NICER data including the HSS (black) and SPL

(blue and green) observations contemporaneous with the IXPE measurements, and archival data. Period 2 exhibits the

highest rate corresponding to the largest relative contribution of the power-law flux. The energy flux in the 1–12 keV

band increases with hardness during the transition from the HSS to the SPL state saturating at ∼ 1496 s−1. Most

astrophysical black hole candidates move through a hardness-intensity diagram counter-clockwise during outbursts

(see Figure 7 of Fender et al. 2004 and Figure 1 of Homan & Belloni 2005). However, Figure 2b shows 4U 1630–47

evolving in a clockwise direction near the apex of the HID consistent with previous Suzaku observations of the source

in the SPL state (Hori et al. 2014). We note that the variable motion of the source along the HID (see Figure 11 of

Tomsick et al. 2005) makes it unclear if the source transitions from the HSS to the LHS through a high-intensity SPL

regime or if we caught the source in an unusual pattern of motion. Furthermore, Figure 2b shows no evident bright

hard state, consistent with the results of Capitanio et al. (2015) which could indicate a deviation from the standard

HID Q-track shape proposed in Fender et al. (2004). Alternatively, Tomsick et al. (2014) suggest that a low large-scale

magnetic field in the disk could delay the transition to the LHS.

During the entire SPL state observation, IXPE measured an energy-averaged 2–8 keV linear polarization degree

(PD) of 6.8± 0.2% at a polarization angle (PA) 21.◦3± 0.◦9 (East of North) with a statistical confidence of over 30σ.

The SPL state observation has a 1.5% smaller PD than the 8.32±0.17% HSS PD reported in Paper I at a PA 3.◦5 higher
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Figure 3. Measured PD and PA of 4U 1630–47 in 5 logarithmic energy bins: 2.0–2.6, 2.6–3.5, 3.5–4.6, 4.6–6.1, and 6.1–8.0 keV.
The black line and transparent contours show the polarization in the HSS reported in Paper I. The red solid line and solid
contours show the polarization in the SPL state (this paper). The shaded and unshaded ellipses show their 68.3% and 99.7%
confidence regions, respectively. Errors on PD and PA computed by ixpeobssim are derived from the Q and U gaussian errors
according to the formalism developed by Kislat et al. (2015).

with respect to the previously observed 17.◦8 ± 0.◦6. Figure 3 shows the time-averaged polarization signature during

both states in 5 logarithmic energy bands. The PA is constant within 3σ during the HSS and SPL observations. The

summary of measured PD and PA in different spectral states is given in Table 1. These values have been computed

using the PCUBE algorithm of the ixpeobssim analysis software (Baldini et al. 2022). Figure 4 shows linear and constant

fits of PD and PA, respectively, obtained using xspec (Arnaud 1996). The HSS and SPL state observations have a

similar linear dependence of the PD on the photon energy E, with a linear model PD = p0 +α(E/1 keV). For the HSS,

the reported values are p0 = 3.47± 0.54%, α = 1.12± 0.13% with the null hypothesis probability of 3.55× 10−16 for a

constant function. For the SPL state Period 1 observation, these parameters change to p0 = 2.7±1.3%, α = 1.08±0.32%

with the null hypothesis probability of 1.42 × 10−2 for a constant function. For the SPL state Period 2 observation,

these parameters are p0 = 2.44 ± 0.70%, α = 0.88 ± 0.16% with the null hypothesis probability of 4.56 × 10−7 for a

constant function. Both the HSS and SPL Period 1 and Period 2 observations show relatively energy-independent PA

in the IXPE band, with the fitted value of PA being 18.◦0 ± 0.◦5, 21.◦4 ± 1.◦8 and 21.◦5 ± 0.◦9 with the null hypothesis

probability of 0.607, 0.854 and 0.877, respectively.
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Table 1. Polarization properties in different spectral states of 4U 1630–47. The estimated fractions of the
thermal and power-law flux contributing to the 2–8 keV energy band are also given.

Spectral state Polarization degree Polarization angle Thermal contribution Power-law contribution

[%] [deg] Fit 1 Fit 2 Fit 1 Fit 2

HSS 8.32 ± 0.17 17.8 ± 0.6 0.97 0.03

SPL Period 1 7.55 ± 0.44 21.7 ± 1.7 0.54 0.83 0.46 0.17

SPL Period 2 6.52 ± 0.24 21.3 ± 1.1 0.08 0.60 0.92 0.40

SPL Total 6.75 ± 0.21 21.3 ± 0.9 – –

Note—Flux contributions are parameter-dependent. See Appendix B for more details on the model used.
Contributions are calculated using either disk blackbody seed radiation (Fit 1) or blackbody seed radiation
(Fit 2) for the power-law component of the spectra in the SPL Period 1 and 2 cases.
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Figure 4. a) PD and b) PA as a function of energy in the IXPE 2–8 keV energy range. Comparison of the 4U 1630–47
polarization properties in the HSS (black), reported in Paper I, and in the SPL Period 1 (blue) and Period 2 (green) discussed
in this paper. Linear fits for PD and constant fit for PA are also shown in dotted lines (see the text for the fit details).

To study the polarization properties of the power-law component, we performed a polarimetric fit of the data
starting from the spectral analysis described in Appendix B. We included the IXPE Q and U spectra in the spectral

fit and convolved the thermal and power-law spectral components with two pollin models1. This allowed us to

attribute polarization to each component separately assuming that the PD depends linearly on the photon energy E:

PD = p0 + α(E/1 keV). In Paper I, we found that the only spectral component contributing significantly to the HSS

emission is the thermal one. We assumed that the polarization of this thermal component remains constant between

the HSS and SPL states requiring that p0Thermal
= 3.47% and αThermal = 1.12% as per the HSS fit shown in Figure 4a.

Due to the relatively constant PA during the HSS, SPL Period 1, and SPL Period 2 observations (Figure 4b), we further

assumed that the thermal and non-thermal components have equal PA and allowed it to vary between SPL periods.

Additionally, the PA appears to be energy-independent so our fits take the PA to be constant with energy: PA= ψ.

As shown in Table 1, the estimates of the power-law component flux contribution depend on the model parameters

used and will therefore also affect the estimate of the polarization properties of the power-law component. Figure 5

summarizes the results of our linear fits for the non-thermal component PD resulting from Fits 1 and 2 as well as the

assumed thermal component PD for comparison. For Fit 1, we assumed a multi-color blackbody as the Comptonized

component input radiation (Figure 6a). For the PD of the power-law component, we found that αFit1 = 1.05± 0.45%

1 For a description of the linearly dependent polarization model see https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/node213.html. Note
that these equations have been modified to the form described in the text.

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/node213.html
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Figure 5. Best linear fits with respect to energy of thermal component (black), power-law component for Fit 1 (red), and
power-law component for Fit 2 (yellow). The shaded regions show the 1σ confidence intervals.

and we set an upper limit on p0Fit1
of 2.7%. The p0Fit1

upper limit tells us that the Comptonization component could

be unpolarized at 0 keV but this is just an extrapolation—the power-law PD in the 2–8 keV energy range (Figure 5)

shows that the component is polarized. The computed PAs for Period 1 and Period 2 are ψFit1–P1 = 21.◦0 ± 3.◦4 and

ψFit1–P2 = 21.◦7± 2.◦2. For Fit 2 (Figure 6b), we assume a simple blackbody as a seed for the power-law radiation. In

this case, the thermal emission is the main source of flux in the 2–8 keV energy range for both Periods 1 and 2. The

PD of the power-law component can be fitted with αFit2 = 0.96±0.26% and we were only able to set an upper limit on

p0Fit2
of 1.3%. The corresponding PAs for Period 1 and Period 2 are ψFit2–P1 = 21.◦0± 3.◦5 and ψFit2–P2 = 21.◦7± 2.◦1.

We also calculated the 2–8 keV average PD of the power-law component from the IXPE I, Q, and U fluxes. For Fit 1,

we get 7.0 ± 3.2% and 6.8 ± 2.6% in Periods 1 and 2, respectively. For Fit 2, we get 6.8 ± 3.9% and 7.0 ± 2.2% in

Periods 1 and 2, respectively.

3. DISCUSSION

IXPE observed 4U 1630–47 in the HSS (Paper I) and in the SPL state (this paper). We find that the HSS and SPL

exhibit surprisingly similar polarization properties despite their very different energy spectra. Although the PD of the

HSS (increasing from 6% to 10% between 2 to 8 keV) exceeded that of the SPL observations (increasing from 5% to

8% between 2 to 8 keV), and Figure 4a shows that the PD of Period 2 decreases with respect to Period 1, we note

that the PD varied as much during the HSS observations (Fig. M3 of Paper I) as it did between the HSS and the SPL

observations. The change in polarization direction ∼ 3.◦5 is not statistically significant (3σ). While the HSS spectrum

was dominated by the thermal component, our spectral analysis shows that the Comptonization component increased

by a large factor between the HSS, SPL Period 1 and Period 2, although its exact flux contribution is model parameter-

dependent. Since the polarization angle stays almost the same with vastly different flux contributions of the power-law

component, this component has to be polarized in a similar direction as the thermal component. Our polarimetric

analysis reveals that the power-law component has an energy-integrated PD of 6.8–7.0% in both cases analyzed, i.e.

using either multicolor disk blackbody or single temperature blackbody as seed photons for Comptonization. Since

both cases suggest substantially different contributions of this component to the total flux, we consider this estimate

to be quite independent of the model assumptions. Note that the dominating thermal component in HSS had a PD

of 8.3 %, thus the Comptonized component is slightly less polarized than the thermal one by approximately 1.3–1.5%.

This congruence of the PD and directions is puzzling if the emission comes from spatially distinct regions and is

produced by different physical emission mechanisms. Direct thermal emission from the disk tends to be polarized

parallel to the accretion disk except for close to the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) where strong gravitational
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effects rotate the PA by about 10◦ (Connors & Stark 1977; Loktev et al. 2022). Gravitationally lensed photons

that scatter off the disk (known as returning radiation) are polarized perpendicular to the direct thermal radiation

(Schnittman & Krolik 2009). Comptonization, commonly invoked to explain the power-law component, gives rise to a

polarization perpendicular to the spatial extent of the Comptonizing plasma (Poutanen & Svensson 1996; Schnittman &

Krolik 2010; Krawczynski & Beheshtipour 2022). The apparent alignment of the polarization directions of the thermal

and power-law emission could imply that the Comptonizing plasma of the SPL state is extended perpendicular to

the accretion disk—contrary to what we inferred for the hard state of Cyg X-1 (Krawczynski et al. 2022). However,

it is worth noting that for a slab corona geometry, polarization is parallel to the disk at photon energies where

the first Compton scattering dominates the flux (Poutanen et al. 2023). Since the temperature of the disk is high

(kTbb ≈ 1.5 keV), the first scattering could dominate in the IXPE energy range such that the PA of the disk and the

up-scattered component are aligned.

Based on the IXPE results, we posit that the HSS and SPL states could exhibit similar disk geometries and

involve similar emission processes. In the scenario discussed in Paper I, an outflowing, partially-ionized accretion

disk atmosphere produces the observed high PD as a result of Thomson scattering. The electrons in the outflow

attain Compton temperature (a few keV) if efficient heating and acceleration mechanisms, such as shocks, magnetic

reconnection, and turbulence, do not operate. Instantaneous increase of electron heating and acceleration may lead

to a change of the scattering mechanism—from Thomson to inverse Compton—producing the observed power-law

component. During the transitions between the soft and hard states, the observed spectra are known to be well fitted

with Comptonization from low-temperature thermal or hybrid (thermal and non-thermal) electrons (Gierliński et al.

1999; Zdziarski et al. 2001; Życki et al. 2001), with a typical temperature of the Maxwellian part ∼ 10 keV. Increased

electron temperature, in general, causes the reduction of the PD (e.g., Fig. 2 of Poutanen 1994); however for these low

electron temperatures the effect is rather small and the polarization signatures remain similar to (albeit not exactly

the same as in) the Thomson-scattering case. The observed variations of the PD during the HSS and SPL states could

result from changes in the scattered fraction and/or the outflow velocities.

As mentioned in Paper I and in West & Krawczynski (2023), non-vanishing accretion disk geometrical thicknesses

may play a role in explaining the high polarization fractions of the source. Spectral fitting indicates that the disk

temperature kTbb increased between the HSS (in Paper I) and the SPL state. This increase in temperature is expected

if a thicker accretion disk is present in the SPL state (Tomsick et al. 2005). As higher energy photons originate closer

to the black hole and are more likely to scatter, this scenario naturally explains PD increasing with photon energy.

In contrast, the reflection off distant features (e.g. off a wind) would give rise to rather energy-independent PD. We

also note that the neutral hydrogen column density is much smaller in the SPL than in the HSS state. The similar

polarization properties of the emission from both states confirm our conclusion from Paper I that scattering off the

wind is most likely not the dominant mechanism explaining the high polarization of the X-ray emission.

On the other hand, we note that spectral timing studies of black hole LMXRBs suggest that their coronae contract

in the hard state and then expand during the hard-to-soft state transition (Wang et al. 2022). Soft reverberation lag

modeling employing a lamppost corona estimates that the corona height increases by an order of magnitude during

the state transition (Wang et al. 2021). If this increase in height were to be accompanied by a decrease in width, we

could expect a change in the shape of the corona from laterally extended in the LHS to vertically extended—and hence

giving rise to large reverberation lags—in the intermediate states. Our polarization results could then be explained

by a cone or lamppost-shaped corona in the SPL state. Future polarization measurements of the source, particularly

in the LHS, could help constrain the evolution of the corona geometry as well as the polarization of the power-law

component.

In other alternative scenarios, the power-law component could originate as synchrotron emission from a jet perpen-

dicular to the accretion disk threaded by a magnetic field aligned with the jet; or from synchrotron emission from

non-thermal electrons accelerated in the plunging region, gyrating in a magnetic field perpendicular to the accretion

disk (Hankla et al. 2022). This model would require just the right amount of magnetic field non-uniformity to explain

the rather low PD of the power-law emission for synchrotron emission. Yan & Wang (2011) propose that the SPL

state originates from synchrotron radiation of magnetized compact spots near the ISCO, down-scattered by thermal

electrons in the corona. Also here, some fine-tuning is required so that the combined thermal and power-law emission

end up having similar polarization signatures as the thermal emission alone.
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APPENDIX

A. DATA REDUCTION

IXPE (Weisskopf et al. 2022) observed 4U 1630–47 for ∼ 141 ksec between 2023 March 10 19:21:04 UTC and

2023 March 13 19:02:48 UTC under observation ID 02250601. The IXPE processed level-2 data was obtained from

the HEASARC archive. The data are publically available from the web-site https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/ixpe/

archive/. The analysis of the IXPE data was performed using the ixpeobssim software version 28.4.0 (Baldini et al.

2022) based on the level-2 processed data. The source region was chosen in SAOImage DS9 software (Joye & Mandel

2003) as a circular area with a 60′′ radius centered at (16h34m03s.3, −47◦23′16′′.8). We did not extract the background

due to possible contamination of source photons (Di Marco et al. 2023). The PD and PA were computed using the

PCUBE algorithm incorporated in ixpeobssim to calculate the polarization signature of the observation independent of

a model. Version 11 of the IXPE response functions were used to process the data.

NICER (Gendreau et al. 2012) is a soft X-ray spectral-timing instrument covering the 0.2–12 keV energy band.

NICER observed the source from 2023 March 10 18:09:24 UTC to March 13 19:35:58 UTC under observation IDs

6557010XXX (101,102,201,202,301,302) for a total of ∼ 32.81 ks of useful time among the 6 observations. The data

were reduced using nicerdas v10 software and the xti20221001 release of NICER CALDB products. The SCORPEON

background model was adopted. Observations were filtered for hot detectors, corrected for detector deadtime, and

screened to remove candidate good-time intervals with substantially elevated background or candidate intervals less

than 100 s long. In the paper we show the NICER spectra combined according to Period 1 or Period 2 of the IXPE

observation. We have used addspec tool from the heasoft package (Nasa High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive

Research Center (Heasarc) 2014) for this purpose.

The NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2013) spacecraft observed the source under observation IDs 8090231300#(2,4,6) and

collected a total of ∼ 28.35 ks of net exposure. The data were processed with the NuSTARDAS software (version 2.1.2) of

the heasoft package (version 6.31.1). The source events were selected with a circular region of 60′′ radii centered at the

source coordinates (16h34m01s.6101, −47◦23′34′′.806) for both focal plane modules (FPMA/FPMB). The background

region was selected as circular region with radius ∼91.6′′ centered at (16h34m46s.6422, −47◦24′03′′.752). The first

observation was taken during the Period 1 with lower flux, while the other two observations correspond to the Period

2. We compared the spectra and combined the 2nd and 3rd spectra for each FPM using addspec from ftool to have

one representative spectra per FPM for the Period 2.

B. SPECTRAL FIT

In order to study the polarization properties of the thermal and Comptonized component we performed a joint fit on

the NICER and NuSTAR spectra of the SPL state observation. Since our aim here is only to give an estimate of the

polarization degree and angle of the two spectral components, we performed our analysis on the two instruments’ time-

averaged spectra, subdivided into two groups each, corresponding to Periods 1 and 2 of the SPL state IXPE observation.

Moreover, to further simplify our approach, we restricted our study to the 2–10 keV energy range for NICER data and

to the 8–70 keV range for NuSTAR ones in order to reduce cross-calibration uncertainties between the two instruments.

The choice to analyze NuSTAR data starting from 8 keV, in particular, belongs to the large inconsistencies between

the NICER and NuSTAR data below this energy—although some cross-calibration residuals can still be observed in

the 8–9 keV range. We used the NuSTAR spectra up to 70 keV since above that the background was comparable to

the data. A complete, time-resolved spectral analysis, as well as the study of the low energy inconsistencies between

NICER and NuSTAR data, is beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed in a future publication. We used

the xspec package (v12.13.0c) and employed the following model in the analysis:

edge ∗ edge ∗ tbabs(kerrbb + nthcomp). (B1)

The model comprises of thermal thin accretion disk emission accounting for relativistic effects (kerrbb, Li et al. 2005),

thermally Comptonized continuum emission (nthcomp, Zdziarski et al. 1996; Życki et al. 1999), and absorption by the

interstellar medium (tbabs, Wilms et al. 2000). Following the approach from Paper I, we fixed the distance of the

source in the kerrbb model to the value of D = 11.5 kpc; moreover, we kept the system inclination fixed at the value

of i = 75◦, leaving only the black hole spin, mass, and accretion rate free to vary in the fitting procedure. A cloudy

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/ixpe/archive/
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/ixpe/archive/
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(Ferland et al. 2017) absorption table was used in Paper I to model the absorption lines detected in the observation

of the source in HSS, likely produced by a highly-ionized outflowing plasma (i.e. with ionization parameter ξ ≈ 105

and hydrogen column density NH ≈ 1024 cm−2). If we use the cloudy component and assume the same ionization

parameter of the HSS observation, it is possible to obtain an upper limit of NH ≤ 1022 cm−2 on the wind column density

along the line of sight. However, if the ionization parameter is allowed to vary freely it is usually fitted to unrealistically

high values. Additionally, the SPL state observation shows no prominent absorption lines so this component was no

longer used in the fitting procedure. We used the nthcomp component assuming either disk blackbody or blackbody

seed radiation. For Fit 1, we assumed multicolor disk blackbody seed radiation (inp type parameter = 1) and fixed

its temperature to the values obtained from initial modeling using diskbb (kTbb = 1.46+0.02
−0.01; 1.54+0.01

−0.02 keV in Period

1 and 2, respectively). For Fit 2, we used a single blackbody as the input radiation (inp type parameter = 0) and

instead left the temperature free to vary in the fitting procedure. The nthcomp input radiation modified the fluxes

contributions, as presented in Table 1, and consequently the polarization properties of the power-law component. This

is due to the different low energy contributions of nthcomp when using a multicolor black body in place of a single

black body, which influences the kerrbb accretion rate in the fitting procedure and consequently the thermal radiation

contribution to the total flux. Figure 6 shows the unfolded spectra and data residuals for both fits. The Period 2

kerrbb contribution to the total flux in Fit 2 is significantly larger than in Fit 1 as denoted by the dashed green lines.

Additionally, following Paper I, an empirical absorption edge model was used at 2.42 and 9.51 keV to account

for reported instrumental features in the NICER and NuSTAR spectra, respectively (Wang et al. 2021; Podgorny

et al. 2023). The cross-calibration model MBPO employed in Krawczynski et al. (2022) was used to account for cross-

calibration uncertainties between NICER and NuSTAR allowing the spectral slope and normalization to vary. For

the NuSTAR focal plane module A (FPMA) we fixed the normalization to 1 for all fitting groups, corresponding to

the recommended value in Madsen et al. (2022) and kept the slope fixed to zero. For the fit presented in Table 2

we obtained the normalization values of 1.035 ± 0.002 and 0.994 ± 0.001, and the slope values of 0.0664 ± 0.0033

and 0.0095 ± 0.0025, for the NICER and NuSTAR FPMB observations, respectively. The best-fit parameters of this

analysis are shown in Table 2 for a χ2/dof = 2502.68/2399, when using a disk blackbody input radiation for the

nthcomp component, and a χ2/dof = 2470.75/2399 assuming a blackbody input for the power-law component. It

is worth noting that in our simplified approach the data are consistently above the model in the high energy tail of

the spectra (45–70 keV) with both models further motivating the need for a more detailed analysis of the spectral

properties of this source.
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Figure 6. Fits of 4U 1630–47 NICER and NuSTAR X-ray spectra for Period 1 (blue) and Period 2 (green): a) Disk blackbody
assumed as seed radiation for the power-law component (Fit 1). b) Single temperature blackbody assumed as seed radiation for
the power-law component (Fit 2). Unfolded spectra around the best-fitting model in FE representation, the total model (solid)
and the kerrbb (dashed) and nthcomp (dotted) contributions for each data set are shown in the top panels while the data-model
residuals in σ are shown in the bottom panels.
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Table 2. Spectral fit parameters

Component Parameter (unit) Description Value Fit 1 Value Fit 2

SPL Period 1 SPL Period 2 SPL Period 1 SPL Period 2

tbabs NH (1022 cm−2) Hydrogen column density 7.84+,0.02
−0.04 7.71+0.02

−0.02 7.63+0.03
−0.03 7.78+0.02

−0.02

kerrbb η Disk power ratio 0 (frozen) - - -

a Black hole spin 0.71+0.25
−0.15 - 0.72+0.18

−0.21 -

i (deg) Inclination 75.00 (frozen) - - -

Mbh (M�) Black hole mass 10.51+3.51
−2.54 - 9.37+2.95

−2.14 -

Mdd (1018 g s−1) Effective mass accretion rate 6.22+0.98
−0.33 1.22+0.25

−0.21 4.91+0.61
−0.48 6.91 +0.57

−0.61e

D (kpc) Distance 11.5 (frozen) - - -

hd Hardening factor 1.7 (frozen) - - -

rflag Self-irradiation 1 (frozen) - - -

lflag Limb-darkening 0 (frozen) - - -

norm Normalization 1.0 (frozen) - - -

nthcomp Γ Photon index 2.64+0.02
−0.01 2.94+0.01

−0.01 2.61+0.02
−0.02 2.93+0.01

−0.01

kTe (keV) Electron temperature 500.00 (frozen) - - -

kTbb (keV) Seed photon temperature 1.46+0.02
−0.01 1.54+0.01

−0.02 0.91+0.24
−0.18 1.88+0.38

−0.36

inp type Seed photon shape 1.0 (frozen) - 0.0 (frozen) -

z Redshift 0.0 (frozen) - - -

norm Normalization 1.09+0.02
−0.02 3.68+0.01

−0.01 0.41+0.05
−0.05 0.13+0.02

−0.02

edge 1 edgeE (keV) Threshold energy 2.43+0.01
−0.01 - - -

MaxTau (10−2) Absorption Depth at threshold energy 6.14+0.40
−0.41 - - -

edge 2 edgeE (keV) Threshold energy 9.49+0.05
−0.05 - - -

MaxTau (10−2) Absorption Depth at threshold energy 1.88+0.21
−0.22 - - -

Note—Best-fitting parameters for joint NICER and NuSTAR spectral fitting for periods corresponding to Period 1 and Period 2. Uncertainties
are stated at the 90% confidence level. Parameters are calculated assuming a disk blackbody seed radiation (Fit 1) or a blackbody seed
radiation (Fit 2) for the power-law component of the spectra.

.

As a following step, we included IXPE spectra in the fitting procedure, dividing them into two groups corresponding

to the periods of the SPL state observation. We allowed all the parameters of the MBPO model to vary independently

for each of the three IXPE detector units in both periods. For the fits presented in Table 2, we found the ∆Γ1 values of

0.118±0.033, 0.073±0.032, 0.099±0.019, the ∆Γ2 values of −0.27±0.11, −0.41±0.19, −0.77±0.31, the Ebr values of

4.43±0.38, 4.79±0.45, 5.46±0.34 and the normalization values of 0.7361±0.0046, 0.7036±0.0054, 0.6786±0.0049 for

the IXPE DUs 1,2,3, respectively, in Period 1 of the SPL state. In Period 2, we obtained the following values for the

three IXPE DUs: ∆Γ1 = 0.013±0.011, 0.075±0.018, 0.076±0.016; ∆Γ2 = 0.59±0.15, −0.416±0.063, 0.458±0.097;

Ebr = 5.47 ± 0.25, 4.64 ± 0.20, 5.00 ± 0.26; normalization of 0.7204 ± 0.0042, 0.7184 ± 0.0033, 0.6843 ± 0.0029. We

found that the best-fitting model has a χ2/dof = 3693.90/3293. The reduced χ2 is greater than one even accounting

for 1% systematic uncertainties for the NICER data sets, within the mission’s recommendations2 This result is likely

due to our simplified approach of performing a time-averaged analysis on a highly variable source.

2 NICER calibration recommendations can be fount at https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/analysis threads/cal-recommend/.

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/analysis_threads/cal-recommend/
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ABSTRACT

We construct a new formulation that allows efficient exploration of steady-state accretion processes

onto compact objects. Accretion onto compact objects is a common scenario in astronomy. These

systems serve as laboratories to probe the nuclear burning of the accreted matter. Conventional stellar

evolution codes have been developed to simulate in detail the nuclear reactions on the compact objects.

In order to follow the case of steady burning, however, using these codes can be very expensive as they

are designed to follow a time-dependent problem. Here we introduce our new code StarShot, which

resolves the structure of the compact objects for the case of stable thermonuclear burning, and is

able to follow all nuclear species using an adaptive nuclear reaction network and adaptive zoning.

Compared to dynamical codes, the governing equations can be reduced to time-independent forms

under the assumption of steady-state accretion. We show an application to accreting low mass X-ray

binaries (LMXBs) with accretion onto a neutron-star as compact object. The computational efficiency

of StarShot allows to to explore the parameter space for stable burning regimes, and can be used to

generate initial conditions for time-dependent evolution models.

Keywords: methods: numerical — nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances— stars: neutron —

X-rays: binaries

1. INTRODUCTION

In low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs), compact ob-

jects accrete material from their companion stars, which

have masses of . 1 M�, due to Roche-Lobe overflow.

Type I (thermonuclear) X-ray bursts can occur when

the accumulated fuel becomes hot and dense enough to

encounter thermonuclear runaway. They are the most

frequent natural thermonuclear explosions in the Uni-

verse. The first observations of these nuclear flashes

were made by Grindlay et al. (1976) and Belian et al.

(1976) in the 1970s. Since then, the number of known

burst sources has grown significantly. Nowadays, more

than seven thousand examples can be found in multi-

instrument catalogues (e.g. Galloway et al. 2020). They

show a variety of properties in terms of duration, recur-

rence time, and energy released.

Episodes of stable nuclear burning, during which no

bursts are observed, is likely to occur at high base heat-

ing, which is the amount of heating from the neutron

star crust, as well as at high accretion rates (Keek &

Heger 2016). It is because the temperature-dependence

of nuclear reactions saturates at high temperature, and

therefore energy generation is compensated by radiative

and neutrino cooling (Bildsten 1998). The thermal prop-

erties of neutron star envelopes are therefore favourable

of quenching the bursts by stable burning. The cooling

phase of neutron stars post-outburst also provides op-

portunities to probe the thermal properties and compo-

sitions of the neutron star crust and ocean (e.g. Brown

& Cumming 2009). The large observational database

implies that we do have lots of samples to compare to

the developed theory.

Simulations of the thermonuclear burning on neutron

star surface have also been developed over decades in

an attempt to reproduce the behaviour of Type I X-ray

bursts. Initially, Paczynski (1983) proposed the idea of

modelling the bursts using a one-zone model, in which

only a thin shell of fuel layer is considered for nuclear

energy generation and cooling with radiative diffusion.

The simulations have later been developed to be one-
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dimensional multi-zones, with larger nuclear networks

with up to 1300 isotopes being adopted for nuclear en-

ergy generation (Woosley et al. 2004a). The simulation

networks are continuously refined with more recent nu-

clear experimental data being updated.

Time evolution codes for such simulations, for exam-

ple, Kepler (Weaver et al. 1978; Woosley et al. 2004b)

and MESA (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013), are able to repro-

duce different key features of bursts. For instance, the

recurrence time of thermonuclear flashes (Heger et al.

2007a; Lampe et al. 2016; Meisel 2018), the detona-

tion precursor of the bursts (Keek & Heger 2011), the

quasi periodic oscillations in milli-hertz frequency do-

main (mHz QPOs) which are believed to be a spe-

cial mode of nuclear burning (Heger et al. 2007b; Zam-

fir et al. 2014), and the much longer timescale carbon

flashes (known as ‘superbursts’; e.g., Keek et al. 2012),

which typically last for hours compared to Type I X-ray

bursts in minutes. The models are still able to achieve

these burst properties even though the macroscopic ef-

fects, such as magnetic field and angular momentum

transport, are not being considered in these simulations.

Whereas dynamical codes may be ideal for studying

the time-dependent unstable nuclear burning, due to

their significant computational costs, they are not ef-

ficient to simulate steady-state burning. In dynamical

simulations for the binary system, the neutron star en-

velope is treated as a grid of Lagrangian zones in the

radial direction. To follow the accretion, for each time

step, the structure of the entire grid has to be computed,

including energy transport and nuclear reactions for all

zones. The evolution time step for the entire grid is re-

stricted to follow the zone with the smallest time step.

In the case of the stationary structure of accreting neu-

tron star envelop under stable burning, however, this

coupling is unnecessary.

In light of this issue, we introduce our StarShot code

for steady-state accretion models. It makes use of the

fact that the simulations of the entire grid can be decou-

pled for stationary solutions, which greatly reduces the

computational time. In Section 2, we show the details

of solving the set of governing equations. The algorithm

of calculations for each generic time step is summarised

in a flowchart in the same section, followed by the re-

sults in Section 3. In the final section, we go through

the applications of the code and its possible extensions

in future.

2. THE STARSHOT CODE

The basic differential equations that govern the ac-

cretion flow onto neutron stars include hydrodynamic

equations, energy conservation and change of composi-

tion with time, expressed in Lagrangian coordinates as

∂P

∂m
= − Gm

4πr4
− 1

4πr2
∂2r

∂t2
, (1)

∂l

∂m
= εn − εv −

∂u

∂t
− P ∂v

∂t
, (2)

∂Xj

∂t
= F (T, ρ,Xj) , (3)

where P is the pressure; m is the mass coordinate (mass

interior to the current location); G is the gravitational

constant; r is the radius; l is the local luminosity; εn
is the specific nuclear energy generation rate; εv is the

specific neutrino loss rate; u is the internal energy of

gas; v is the specific volume; T is the temperature; ρ

is the density; and Xj is the mass fraction of species

j. The function F denotes the rate of change of the

nuclear species due to nuclear reactions as a function of

the current composition, temperature, and density.

For steady-state accretion, we have a constant flow of

mass, ṁ, through each shell, and the solution is time-

independent. We can then replace the Lagrangian time

derivatives by total derivatives with respect to the mass

coordinate, dm = 4πr2ρ dr, using

∂

∂t
→ ṁ

d

dm
. (4)

We neglect the acceleration term in Eq. (1). Formally,

the accretion flow advection velocity could be written as

dr

dt
= − ṁ

4πr2ρ

and the resulting (stationary) acceleration is

d2r

dt2
=

ṁ2

4πr2ρ2
dρ

dm
.

These accelerations are very small compared to the grav-

itational acceleration.

The above equations are then reduced to a system of

ordinary differential equations,

dP

dm
= − Gm

4πr4
, (5)

dl

dm
= εn − εv − ṁ

(
du

dm
+ P

dv

dm

)
, (6)

dXj

dm
= ṁ−1 F (T, ρ,Xj) , (7)

which are independent of time, and can be solved as a

boundary value problem, given boundary conditions on

surface luminosity, radius, total mass, accretion compo-

sition and accretion rate. Whereas for 1D multi-zone

simulations, we numerically solve Equations (5)–(7) via
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i + 1

i

i − 1

i + 1

i

i − 1

Figure 1. A schematic diagram shows how the stellar struc-
ture is constructed by isotropic zones for simulations. Time
steps and the resolutions of variables are determined accord-
ing to the zone sizes. The grid variable for generic zones
naming scheme is defined as follow:

i+ 2 two zones above

i+ 1 one zone above

i current zone

i− 1 one zone below

i− 2 two zones below

a finite difference scheme with second order upwind dis-

cretisation. The structure of the accreting envelope is

divided into spherical shells (see the configuration in

Figure 1). Each zone is defined such that the mass in-

creases towards the centre, but the increment may also

be adjusted in order to ensure sufficient resolution for

composition and thermodynamic variables.

We will go through the derivation of the discretisation

of the surface, first zone, as well as generic zones in the

following subsections. The descriptions of variables and

constants used for StarShot throughout the content

can be found in Table 1 if not stated otherwise.

2.1. Outer boundary condition

With the plane-parallel atmosphere model, we can de-

fine the surface, or photosphere in other words, located

at an optical depth τ = 2/3 (Cox & Giuli 1968, Section

20.1). For our models, the surface luminosity Ls, neu-

tron star radius R? and mass M are given. The surface

temperature is obtained by the relation

Ls = 4πR2
?σT

4
s . (8)

Under the conditions of hydrostatic equilibrium, we have

the relation at the surface

dP =
GMρs
R2
?

dr

=
GM

κsR2
?

dτ , (9)

if we expressed dr = dτ/κρ. Integrating Equation (9)

from τ = 0, where we assume the pressure approxi-

mately goes to zero, to the surface at τ = 2/3, we obtain

Ps =
2

3

GM

κsR2
?

, (10)

where κs(Ts, ρs) is computed by the Kepler eos mod-

ule. It takes radiative opacity (Iben 1975) and electron

conductivity (Itoh et al. 2008) into account. Ps is sus-

tained by the radiation and gas pressure from the surface

boundary, i.e.,

P (Ts, ρs) = Prad(Ts) + Pgas(Ts, ρs) = Ps , (11)

where P (Ts, ρs) is also computed by the Kepler eos

module, which allows for a general mixture of radiation,

ions, electrons and relativity (Weaver et al. 1978). On

top of that, the module also returns internal energy of

gas, along with the partial derivatives of all returned

variables with respect to temperature and density re-

spectively.

Since the composition of the accreted gas is spec-

ified, and the surface temperature is found through

Equation (8), the only variable required to solve Equa-

tion (11) is the density for the surface. We used Newton-

Raphson reduction to numerically solve it in iterations,

in which the approximation for the variable is

ρs′ = ρs −
(
P − 2

3

GM

κsR2
?

) (
dP

dρs
+

2

3

GM

κ2sR
2
?

dκs
dρs

)−1
,

(12)

where ρs′ is the refined density. We stop iterating once

once Equation (11) converges within a given tolerance.

ρs, along with Ts are used as the initial guesses for the

next zone. The composition of accretion also reserves

for the next zone as no nuclear burning is considered.

For the next (outermost) zone, the centre is defined

at half of its mass. The hydrostatic equilibrium for this

zone has an extra term compared to Equation (11). This

additional pressure is contributed by the mass accumu-

lated from the surface to the first zone centre, i.e.,

P (TN , ρN , XN ) = Ps +
G∆mN

8πR2
?

= PN , (13)

where N is the index for the outermost zone. Radiative

diffusion of energy is also considered from this zone on,
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adding another condition for the variables;

L(TN , ρN ) = −4πacR2
?

3ρNκN

T 4
N − T 4

s

rc(N) −R?
= LN = Ls , (14)

where LN reserves the luminosity at the surface. Equa-

tion (14) represents the radiative diffusion from the

first zone centre (r = rc(N)) to the surface boundary

(r = R?), crossing half of the zone. The former radius

is expressed as:

rc(N) = 3

√
R3
? − 3∆mN

8πρN
. (15)

In addition to density, temperature now becomes an-

other independent variable to solve the hydrostatic equi-

librium (Equation 13), along with the extra energy equa-

tion (Equation 14), compared to the surface. Therefore,

the new approximation for variables by Newton Raph-

son method becomes two dimensional, i.e.,[
T ′N
ρ′N

]
=

[
TN

ρN

]
−

[
c1

c2

]
, (16)

where the last term is the solution of the linear system[
∂P
∂TN

∂P
∂ρN

∂L
∂TN

∂L
∂ρN

][
c1

c2

]
=

[
P − PN
L− LN

]
, (17)

which represents the corrections for the two variables.

They are accepted once both Equation (13) and (14)

converge, and being used as the initial values for the

next zone. Furthermore, the composition of accretion

reserves for the next zone again as we do not consider

nuclear burning here.

2.2. Generic zones

The calculations for the next step applied to the re-

maining zones, where nuclear reactions are also taken

into account (see Sec. 2.3 for the employed nuclear net-

works). We start applying indices, explained in Fig-

ure (1), to identify the zones being referenced. Advec-

tion of accreted gas is also included for energy conser-

vation. To deal with this energy term caused by the

movement of gas, we consider the time for gas to flow

from the centre of Zone i+ 2 to i+ 1, which is equal to

(∆mi+2 + ∆mi+1)/(2ṁ). For pressure at this interme-

diate boundary, we defined it as a harmonic mean of the

pressure at the two zones:

Pb(i+1) =
2Pi+2Pi+1

Pi+2 + Pi+1
. (18)

Hence, the change of specific enthalpy per unit time

caused by advection at Interface i + 1 can be written

as:

wi+1 = ∆u+ Pb(i+1)∆v

=

[
ui+2 − ui+1 +

2Pi+2Pi+1

Pi+2 + Pi+1

(
1

ρi+2
− 1

ρi+1

)]
× 2ṁ

(∆mi+2 + ∆mi+1)
. (19)

The same derivation can be applied to Interface i to ob-

tain w(Ti, ρi). Therefore, the net energy rate including

nuclear reactions for Zone i+ 1 equals to

Ei+1 =

(
wi+1 + w(Ti, ρi)

2
+ εn(i+1) − εv(i+1)

)
∆mi+1,

(20)

where the factor 1/2 comes from averaging the boundary

values for the zone centre. The energy conservation gives

the relation of the luminosity at interfaces i and i+ 1 to

be

L(Ti, ρi) = − 4πacr2i
3ρbi κbi

T 4
i − T 4

i+1

rc(i) − rc(i+1)
= Li+1−Ei+1 = Li,

(21)

where Li+1 is independent of Ti and ρi. The hydrostatic

equilibrium condition Equation (13) is slightly modified

to

P (Ti, ρi, Xi) = Pi+1 +
(∆mi + ∆mi+1)gi

8πr2i
= Pi , (22)

considering the accumulative pressure from half of the

mass from both Zone i+ 1 and i (centre to centre). The

linear system of the saver becomes[
∂P
∂Ti

∂P
∂ρi

∂L
∂Ti

∂L
∂ρi

][
c1

c2

]
=

[
P − Pi
L− Li

]
, (23)

where the partial derivatives in the first row of the Ja-

cobian matrix are computed by the Kepler eos module,

while the details of the ones in the second row can be

found in Appendix A. Meanwhile, abundances of ele-

ments are updated in each iteration by the nuclear net-

works, which also results in changes of opacity for con-

sistency. Once both Equations (21) and (22) converge

with the approximated variables, there is a final check

done by the networks for mass conservation that pre-

vents abrupt changes of the abundances of elements, and

therefore keeping reasonable resolution for variables. If

failed, the calculation of the current zone is repeated

with a smaller zone mass. Otherwise, the next zone

is proceeded. We summarise the algorithm for generic

zones in Figure (2).

2.3. The Employed Nuclear Network
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Initial Ti, ρi

Define zone mass

Compute variables and up-
date abundance of elements

Errors of Eq. (21)
and (22) < threshold

Check whether changes of
abundance are too large

Accept variables and
move to the next zone

Newton-Raphson
system reduction

Zone mass reduction

yes

pass

no

T ′i , ρ
′
i

fail

Figure 2. Algorithm for generic zones. The dashed arrow represents proceeding to the next zone, whereas the two inner loops
with solid arrows are the main process of the computation of variables. Within the most inner loop, temperature and density are
being refined through Newton-Raphson reduction. Other variables are recomputed with the updated temperature and density
accordingly in each iteration. Once the errors of Equation (21) and (22) is less than the threshold, the loop is exited and the
code proceeds to the next step to determine whether the changes of abundances are too large. If it fails, the code redoes the
above steps with smaller zone mass via the outer solid loop. Otherwise, the calculation of the current zone is then finalised. The
code then proceeds to the next zone (via dashed arrow) where the resolved temperature and density from the previous zone are
used to be the initial values.

We use the first-order implicit adaptive nuclear reac-

tion network from Kepler (Rauscher et al. 2002), which

includes all nuclear species and reactions up to astatine

except fission. Due to the potentially large number of

isotopes that may need to be added from zone to zone,

we developed a new iterative adaptive network that re-

peats a timestep until there is no more addition of new

species. This is an extension beyond the current Ke-

pler network that only adjusts the network at the end

of a time step in preparation for the next time step. For

most stellar applications that are time-dependent and

resolve change of abundances with time for Lagrangian

zones, this approach is usually sufficient. The applica-

tion of StarShot to X-ray burst (XRB) simulations,

however, can encounter sharp transitions between ad-

jacent shells. One test example, e.g., was the slow ac-

cretion of pure 1H onto cold neutron star. In this case,

when the threshold for electron capture on protons is

reached, heavy nuclei with A > 100 may suddenly form

over a small range of column depths, basically almost

from one zone to the next, with the nuclear reaction

flow bypassing lighter nuclei. Additionally, we itera-

tively sub-cycle the nuclear reaction network calcula-

tion when the abundance changes are too large or when

mass conservation is violated by more than one in 10−14.

The same framework is also used for the Burn code in

Jakobus et al. (2022).

3. RESULTS

In this section, we show two examples of StarShot

with their corresponding parameters listed in Table 2.

Both runs accrete to a column depth at 1011 g cm−2.

We use M = 1.4M� and R? = 10 km for the neutron

star mass and radius respectively, which gives the GR

correction of surface gravity of the same mass but an

11.2 km radius counterpart (Keek & Heger 2011). Each

result comes with a plot of four panels (Figure 3).

The integrated luminosity, provided as energy per ac-

creted nucleon, versus column depth is shown in Panel
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Table 1. Variables and Constants used for StarShot

Location Name Description

On zone P Pressure

T Temperature

ρ Density

κ Opacity

u Specific internal energy of gas

v Specific volume

∆m zone mass

rc Radius

E Energy rate

εn Specific nuclear energy

generated rate

εν Specific neutrino loss rate

At interface L Luminosity

r Radius

g Local gravity

w Specific enthalpy

Constant σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

c Speed of light

M Mass of neutron star

R? Radius of neutron star

G Gravitational constant

ṁ Accretion rate

NOTE: In addition, we use the subscript ‘s’ to represent
surface values, ‘N ’ to the first zone, and ‘b’ to define
boundary values for on zone variables, e.g., Pb , ρb, etc.,
throughout the content.

a. The blue curve represents the total luminosity at lo-

cal interfaces. As a boundary condition, it integrates

towards the centre of the star with accumulated nuclear

energy heating rate (lnuc), loss via neutrino (lν) and en-

ergy contributed by advection (lgravotherm). To estimate

the base luminosity, StarShot solves boundary value

problems for the entire grid of zones, one by one from

the surface all the way to the designated column depth,

which equals to 1011 g cm−2 for our results. We also

show a grid of simulations to estimate the base luminos-

ity as a function of surface luminosity and accretion rate

with solar composition (See Figure 4).

The local specific nuclear energy generation rate, neu-

trino loss rate and gravothermal energy release rate ver-

sus the column depth is shown in panel b, whereas panel

c shows the evolution of abundances over depth. For H-

model, only the top three most abundant at the base, as

well as elements up to mass number = 50 are displayed.

Compared to He ignition, H burns through CNO cycle in

shallower layers, as shown by the production of 14O and
15O in the H-model. At this stage, helium still remains

abundant before the triple−α reaction starts setting in.

This reaction takes place at a deeper depth, which is

indicated by the production of 12C in the He-model.

At the depth ∼ 108 g cm−2, the breakout reaction of

β-CNO cycles leads to alpha capture processes, creat-

ing elements in the iron group. They further burn to

heavier elements via the rp process. Therefore, both H

and He levels drop significantly at this depth associated

with the highest nuclear energy rate being generated,

as shown in the H-model. In the pure-helium accretion

model, massive carbon, which is believed to be the fuel

of superbursts (Cumming & Bildsten 2001), is created in

the NS shallow ocean (from 108 to 1010 g cm−2 column

depth). It can be immediately destroyed through both
12C(p, γ)13N and 12C(α, γ)16O reactions if any of the

fuel presents (Stevens et al. 2014). The limited hydro-

gen, as well as the vast production of carbon by triple−α
process keep the level of its abundance high compared

to the H-model, although it is also being consumed by

the α capture process that creates 16O. At the depth

∼ 1010 g cm−2, the temperature and density are high

enough to ignite carbon burning. Therefore, one of the

reaction products, 24Mg, becomes abundant. On top of

that, the level of 12C drops, associated with a bump of

energy in panel b for both models.

The temperature and density profile versus column

depth can be found in the bottom panel. Both

models show flatter temperature gradient in depth &
108 g cm−2. The sharp rise of density in the H-model

comes from the increase of mean molecular weight at

the depth where most of the hydrogen burns to heavier

elements.

4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We introduce our StarShot code which, combined

with the Kepler eos module and nuclear networks, im-

plements time-independent simulations for steady-state

accretion onto compact objects. Compared to tradi-

tional stellar evolution codes, the main difference of

StarShot is that the full set of differential equations

(Equations 1–3) are reduced to be decoupled with time

(Equations 5–7). With that, the computational cost for

stable burning simulations is reduced from days to min-

utes. Therefore, it is able to resolve nuclear burning

with unprecedented resolution, and is able to explore

deeper layers of neutron stars.

We go through the details of the mathematical deriva-

tion in discretised manner for the surface, first and

generic zones individually as they involve different stel-

lar conditions. Furthermore, we summarise the algo-

rithm for the calculations of generic zones. The code

also includes adaptive step size adjustment to prevent
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Table 2. Parameters for starshot runs

Model Input surface luminosity (MeV/u) ṀEDD Acc. Composition Output base luminosity (MeV/u)

H 5.0 1 solara 0.73

He 2.0 1 pure helium 0.68
a We use solar abundances from Anders & Ebihara (1982)
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Figure 3. Combined plots for solar abundance accretion model (H-model) and pure helium model (He-model). Input parameters
can be found in Table 1. We assume the neutron stars having M = 1.4M� and R = 11 km. Both runs accrete materials to
a depth at 1011 g cm−2. Panel a shows the integrated flux (l) contributed by nuclear energy (lnuc), neutrino loss (lν) and
gravothermal energy (lgravothermal), in the unit of MeV per accreted nucleons; Panel b, the specific energy generated rate from
nuclear reaction, neutrino loss and gravothermal; Panel c, the evolution of abundances (elements up to mass number = 50 and
the top three most abundant at the base for the H model); and Panel d, the temperature and density. All the panels are plotted
as a function of column depth.

from substantial changes in chemical abundances over the entire grid of simulations. We show two examples
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Figure 4. Base flux at column depths 1011 g cm2 as a func-
tion of surface luminosity and accretion rate. Both, base flux
and surface luminosity are provided as energy per accreted
nucleon; the actual luminosity and flux then scale with the
accretion rate. The plot has total 51 (x-axis) × 115 (y-axis)
runs. For an energetically neutral layer, one would expect
that the base flux scales linearly with the accretion lumi-
nosity. Depending on the thermodynamic conditions, the
different burning regimes cause different amounts of nuclear
energy release, resulting in variations of the base flux. On top
of that, the amounts of gravitation potential energy release
are different due to the more or less extended envelopes at the
same column depth, which also contributes to the variations.
That is, for different accretion rates, the same base flux can
result in different surface luminosities per accreted nucleon.
Note that our model is for the stable, stationary solution. In
nature, however, there are many accretion regimes in which
the stratification may be unstable to hydrodynamic and ther-
monuclear instabilities, which would have significant impact
on the corresponding base fluxes. Note that our model is for
the stable, stationary solution. In nature, however, there are
many accretion regimes in which the stratification may be
unstable to hydrodynamic and thermonuclear instabilities,
which would have significant impact on the corresponding
base fluxes.

of StarShot with steady-state H-rich and pure helium

accretion onto a neutron star respectively, as well as the

estimation of base luminosity with combinations of sur-

face luminosity and accretion rates.

One direct application of the code is to explore sta-

ble burning regimes, where substantial carbon is pro-

duced closed to the ignition depth of superbursts at

∼ 1012 g cm−2. Keek & Heger (2016) predicted that a

stable burning regime of solar composition material at

close to 10 percent Eddington accretion rate could pro-

duce as much as 98% carbon for the ignition of super-

bursts. To continue the study, one can use StarShot to

easily generate grids of models to explore the chemical

composition of the neutron star outer crust.

Another application is to provide initial conditions for

dynamical codes. The mHz quasi-periodic oscillations

(QPOs) found in LMXBs are thought to be marginally

stable nuclear burning at high accretion rates (Paczyn-

ski 1983). Eight sources have been found showing these

signals during outburst (Tse et al. 2021). Heger et al.

(2007b) was able to reproduce this special periodic os-

cillations using the stellar evolution code Kepler. At

the beginning of each the simulations, an initial condi-

tion that closed to stability boundary has to be achieved.

We intend to use StarShot, rather than waiting for the

dynamical code, to generate initial conditions, which are

then employed to time-evolution codes and allow pertur-

bation to continue the simulations.

Last but not least, decades of research have been done

on the thermal stability analysis of nuclear burning on

LMXBs (see, for example, Paczynski 1983; Narayan &

Heyl 2003; Zamfir et al. 2014). Previous studies of using

steady-state codes for thermal stability analysis are lim-

ited to either single zone models or incomprehensive nu-

clear networks. For time-evolution codes, there are also

attempts to explore stability boundaries, but they were

only able to cover small regions over the whole parame-

ter space, due to the expensive computational time. To

better handle the aforementioned challenges, a possible

future extension is to incorporate thermal stability anal-

ysis to StarShot to continue the study, which takes the

advantages of multizone calculations, sophisticated nu-

clear networks and efficient computational time.
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APPENDIX

A. DERIVATION OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES

In Section 2.2, we show a two-dimensional linear system for the approximation of variables in Equation (23). The

partial derivatives in the first row of the Jacobian are computed by the Kepler eos module. To derive the ones in

the second row, we will first show an alternative expression of luminosity L, followed by its partial derivatives with

respect to the temperature and density, Ti and ρi, individually. Then, we derive the partial derivatives of energy rate,

Ei+1 from Equation (20). The descriptions of variables can be found in Table 1, whereas the meaning of indexes can

be referred to Figure (1).

From Equation (21),

L(Ti, ρi) = − 4πacr2i
3ρbi κbi

T 4
i − T 4

i+1

rc(i) − rc(i+1)
. (A1)

Using the fact that

ρbi =
∆mi + ∆mi+1

2

/[
4

3
π(r3c(i+1) − r

3
c(i))

]
≈ ∆mi + ∆mi+1

2

/[
4πr2i (rc(i+1) − rc(i))

]
, (A2)

ρbi(rc(i+1) − rc(i)) =
∆mi + ∆mi+1

8πr2i
, as well as

1

κbi
=

1

2

(
1

κi
+

1

κi+1

)
, (A3)

we have

L(Ti, ρi) =
4πacr2i (T

4
i − T 4

i+1)

3
× 8πr2i

∆mi + ∆mi+1
× 1

2

(
1

κi
+

1

κi+1

)
(A4)

=
(4πr2i )

2ac(T 4
i − T 4

i+1)

3(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

(
1

κi
+

1

κi+1

)
. (A5)

Regarding to the partial derivatives of Li and Ei, with respect to Ti and ρi,

∂L(Ti, ρi)

∂Ti
=

∂

∂Ti

[
(4πr2i )

2ac(T 4
i − T 4

i+1)

3(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

(
1

κi
+

1

κi+1

)]
(A6)

=
(4πr2i )

2ac

3(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

∂

∂Ti

[
(T 4
i − T 4

i+1)

(
1

κi
+

1

κi+1

)]
(A7)

=
4(4πr2i )

2acT 3
i

3(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

(
1

κi
+

1

κi+1

)
−

(4πr2i )
2ac(T 4

i − T 4
i+1)

3κ2i (∆mi + ∆mi+1)

∂κi
∂Ti

; (A8)

∂L(Ti, ρi)

∂ρi
= −

(4πr2i )
2ac(T 4

i − T 4
i+1)

3κ2i (∆mi + ∆mi+1)

∂κi
∂ρi

. (A9)

From Equation (20),

Ei+1 =

(
wi+1 + w(Ti, ρi)

2
+ εi+1

)
∆mi+1 . (A10)
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With only w(Ti, ρi) being as the function of Ti and ρi (in reference to Equation 19), we have

∂Ei+1

∂Ti
=

∆mi+1

2

∂w(Ti, ρi)

∂Ti
(A11)

=
∆mi+1

2

∂

∂Ti

{[
ui+1 − u(Ti, ρi) +

2P (Ti, ρi)Pi+1

P (Ti, ρi) + Pi+1

(
1

ρi+1
− 1

ρi

)]
× 2ṁ

(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

}
(A12)

=
ṁ∆mi+1

(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

[
−∂u(Ti, ρi)

∂Ti
+

2P 2
i+1

(P (Ti, ρi) + Pi+1)2

(
1

ρi+1
− 1

ρi

)
∂P (Ti, ρi)

∂Ti

]
; (A13)

∂Ei+1

∂ρi
=

∆mi+1

2

∂w(Ti, ρi)

∂ρi
(A14)

=
ṁ∆mi+1

(∆mi + ∆mi+1)
× ∂

∂ρi

[
ui+1 − u(Ti, ρi) +

2P (Ti, ρi)Pi+1

P (Ti, ρi) + Pi+1

(
1

ρi+1
− 1

ρi

)]
(A15)

=
ṁ∆mi+1

(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

{
−∂u(Ti, ρi)

∂ρi
+

∂

∂ρi

[
2P (Ti, ρi)Pi+1

P (Ti, ρi) + Pi+1

(
1

ρi+1
− 1

ρi

)]}
(A16)

=
ṁ∆mi+1

(∆mi + ∆mi+1)

[
−∂u(Ti, ρi)

∂ρi
+

2P 2
i+1

(P (Ti, ρi) + Pi+1)2

(
1

ρi+1
− 1

ρi

)
∂P (Ti, ρi)

∂ρi
+

2P (Ti, ρi)Pi+1

P (Ti, ρi) + Pi+1

1

ρ2i

]
.

(A17)
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ABSTRACT

We study signatures of primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG) in the redshift-space halo field on non-

linear scales, using a combination of three summary statistics, namely the halo mass function (HMF),

power spectrum, and bispectrum. The choice of adding the HMF to our previous joint analysis of

power spectrum and bispectrum is driven by a preliminary field-level analysis, in which we train graph

neural networks on halo catalogues to infer the PNG fNL parameter. The covariance matrix and the

responses of our summaries to changes in model parameters are extracted from a suite of halo catalogues

constructed from the Quijote-png N-body simulations. We consider the three main types of PNG:

local, equilateral and orthogonal. Adding the HMF to our previous joint analysis of power spectrum

and bispectrum produces two main effects. First, it reduces the equilateral fNL predicted errors by

roughly a factor 2, while also producing notable, although smaller, improvements for orthogonal PNG.

Second, it helps break the degeneracy between the local PNG amplitude, f local
NL , and assembly bias,

bφ, without relying on any external prior assumption. Our final forecasts for PNG parameters are

∆f local
NL = 40, ∆f equil

NL = 210, ∆fortho
NL = 91, on a cubic volume of 1 (Gpc/h)

3
, with a halo number

density of n̄ ∼ 5.1× 10−5 h3Mpc−3, at z = 1, and considering scales up to kmax = 0.5 hMpc−1.

1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of a certain degree of non-Gaussianity

(NG) in the primordial cosmological perturbation field

is a general prediction of both inflationary and other

early Universe scenarios. In addition, both the level

of the predicted NG signal and the shape of the ex-

pected NG signatures are significantly model dependent.

This makes primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG) a power-

ful tool to constrain inflation, or alternative primordial

models, and to provide clues about physics at very high

energy scales.

From an observational point of view, the challenging

aspect of any PNG analysis is that the expected NG

signatures are very small and the optimal statistic that

maximizes their signal-to-noise ratio is unknown from

low-redshift observables. Indeed, to date there has been

no experimental detection of a PNG signal, although

significant constraints have been placed using Cosmic

Microwave Background (CMB) data; the CMB is an

ideal observable for PNG studies, since it formed at

early times, when cosmological perturbations where still

in the linear regime, hence preserving the statistical fea-

tures of the primordial fluctuation field. The most pre-

cise results currently come from the analysis of Planck

CMB data, which produced an upper bound on the level

of PNG at roughly less than 0.1% than the amplitude

of the Gaussian component of the field (Akrami et al.

2020).
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The open question is whether and how we can ob-

tain more stringent PNG constraints—or achieve a

detection—with future cosmological observations. In

this respect, it is known that, after Planck, CMB data

have nearly saturated its PNG constraining power, with

possible improvements of, at most, a factor ∼ 2 for rele-

vant parameters in a majority of scenarios (Finelli et al.

2018; Abazajian et al. 2019). It is therefore necessary

to explore different observables. Galaxy clustering is a

natural candidate for two main reasons. First of all, in

the limit of weak PNG, the bispectrum (i.e., the 3-point

function of the Fourier/harmonic modes) of primordial

cosmological perturbations contains most of the non-

Gaussian information and the three-dimensional galaxy

density field contains more bispectrum modes for NG

analysis than the two-dimensional CMB map. Further-

more, some models—notably, those producing a “local

type” bispectrum, where the signal peaks on squeezed

Fourier mode triangles—generate a characteristic scale

dependent signature in the galaxy power spectrum on

very large scales (Dalal et al. 2008; Matarrese & Verde

2008; Slosar et al. 2008; McDonald 2008; Giannantonio

& Porciani 2010; Desjacques & Seljak 2010a), which can

be used to constrain NG.

In both cases there are however some important com-

plications to consider. As far as bispectrum analysis is

concerned, the big caveat is that the additional modes

in the Large Scale Structure (LSS) bispectrum are in

the non-linear regime. Hence, they present a “late-

time” component generated by the non-linear gravita-

tional evolution of structures, which is hard to disentan-

gle and much larger than the primordial one. Of course,

this late-time 3-point signal is interesting in itself since

it carries a lot of information about cosmological param-

eters and structure evolution (Hahn et al. 2020; Hahn

& Villaescusa-Navarro 2021); however, as long as we

are focused on PNG, it is a massive source of contam-

ination, with an amplitude ∼ 1000 times larger than

the primordial signal of interest. The scale-dependent

power spectrum signature on large scales clearly does

not present this problem and was considered for a long

time a cleaner LSS probe of PNG, although limited to a

subset of all possible PNG scenarios. However, a signif-

icant issue has been recently re-pointed out also in this

area (Reid et al. 2010; Barreira 2020, 2022), namely the

degeneracy produced by the breaking of the universality

relation that was generally used to link the NG galaxy

bias parameter bφ to the linear bias parameter b1. This

is due to halo/galaxy assembly bias effects and, if not

addressed in any way, it allows us only to constrain the

bφfNL combination.

A key objective in cosmological PNG studies is thus

developing optimal data analysis strategies to overcome,

at least partially, the aforementioned issues. As long

as the bφ(b1) relation is concerned, an active effort is

being put into characterizing it as well as possible via

numerical studies of N-body simulations (Barreira 2020,

2022; Lazeyras et al. 2023; Sullivan et al. 2023), in or-

der to produce accurate priors. Another logical line of

attack, which we start exploring in this work, is that

of going beyond a power spectrum + bispectrum anal-

ysis and include extra summary statistics, which could

help disentangle the PNG signal from late-time evolu-

tion effects. The open question, with no straightforward

answer, is of course, which summary statistics are best

suited to this purpose? In this paper we explore the halo

mass function (HMF) as an interesting candidate. This

choice was not casual but was driven by training graph

neural networks to perform field-level likelihood-free in-

ference on halo catalogues from Quijote-png simula-

tions. The analysis of the outcome of those calculations

led us to the conclusion that the model was extracting

information from the abundance of halos, as we explain

in section 3.1. Therefore, the halo mass function can be

seen as a machine learning-driven statistic that stands

ahead of others.

Furthermore, our choice is also justified at a theoret-

ical level, since the HMF has been known for a long

time to be sensitive to non-Gaussian initial conditions—

which are able to skew its distribution by changing the

abundance of massive halos—and it was proposed as

an interesting complementary PNG probe to the bis-

pectrum in a number of papers (Matarrese et al. 2000;

Sefusatti et al. 2007; Grossi et al. 2007; Pillepich et al.

2010; Desjacques et al. 2009; Grossi et al. 2009; Des-

jacques & Seljak 2010b; LoVerde & Smith 2011; Palma

et al. 2020). On top of this, a major advantage of the

HMF is that it directly depends on the PNG amplitude

parameter fNL. Therefore, it does not exhibit the bφ–

fNL degeneracy that affects the scale-dependent power

spectrum signature.

This work belongs to the Quijote-png series (Coul-

ton et al. 2023a; Jung et al. 2022a; Coulton et al. 2023b;

Jung et al. 2022b), where we aim to build a simulation-

based pipeline to optimally extract NG information,

pushing our analysis to smaller, non-linear scales. This

kind of approach is complementary to a perturbation

theory-based, likelihood analysis of power spectrum and

bispectrum (Moradinezhad Dizgah et al. 2021; Cabass

et al. 2022a,b; D’Amico et al. 2022). See also Giri et al.

(2023), for an alternative simulation-based approach,

which uses large scale modulation of small scale power.
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The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we

briefly describe the simulation dataset used in our anal-

ysis; in section 3.1 we describe our preliminary field-level

analysis; in section 3.2 we recall and summarize the main

methodological aspects of our data analysis pipeline to

extract relevant summary statistics and compute the

corresponding Fisher matrix; section 3.3 is devoted to a

specific discussion of the HMF—the main new ingredient

with respect to our previous analyses—and of how we

extract it from simulations; our numerical Fisher fore-

casts are described in section 4, where we also discuss

the improvements coming from complementing the ini-

tial power spectrum + bispectrum analysis with HMF

estimates; finally, we draw our conclusions in section 5.

2. SIMULATIONS

In this work, we use the publicly available halo cata-

logues derived from the Quijote suite of N-body sim-

ulations (Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 2020).1 These sim-

ulations have been produced using the codes 2LPTIC

(Crocce et al. 2006) and 2LPTPNG (Scoccimarro et al.

2012; Coulton et al. 2023a)2 to generate initial condi-

tions at z = 127, Gadget-III (Springel 2005) to follow

their evolution up to z = 0 and the Friends-of-friends al-

gorithm to identify the halos in each simulation (Davis

et al. 1985).

We report the cosmological parameters of these sim-

ulations in table 1. As described in section 3.2, we use

15000 simulations at the fiducial cosmology to evaluate

covariance matrices, and paired sets of 500 catalogues

where one parameter is displaced by a small step from

its fiducial value to compute derivatives with respect to

all parameters considered in the analyses. As in Coul-

ton et al. (2023b); Jung et al. (2022b), we focus on the

following cosmological parameters {σ8,Ωm, ns, h}3 and

PNG amplitudes {f local
NL , f equil

NL , fortho
NL }, including a sim-

plified bias parameter Mmin (the minimum mass of ha-

los included in the analysis). To ensure that the initial

condition generation method has not generated unphys-

ical higher-order N-point functions, which could impact

the results presented here, we performed further valida-

tion of the initial conditions by examining the primor-

dial trispectrum. As is discussed in appendix A, we find

no evidence of large, unphysical trispectra in the initial

conditions.

1 https://quijote-simulations.readthedocs.io
2 https://github.com/dsjamieson/2LPTPNG
3 We do not include Ωb in the analyses presented here, as it is

the most affected parameter by the numerical convergence issue
mentioned in section 3.2 and it does not impact significantly the
results. Moreover, Ωb is better constrained by CMB observa-
tions.

We focus our analyses at redshift z = 1, for which

all power spectra and (modal) bispectra have been com-

puted in Jung et al. (2022b). Results at lower redshifts,

z = 0.5 and z = 0, are also shown in appendix B.

3. METHODS

3.1. Field-level analysis

As we discussed in the introduction, the problem of

finding an optimal summary statistic that minimizes the

error bars on a given cosmological or PNG parameter is

unsolved. An alternative to using summary statistics is

to perform field-level analysis. The goal with this kind of

analysis is to maximize the amount of information that

can be extracted without relying on summary statistics.

While there are many types of methods to perform such

analysis, in our case we made use of graph neural net-

works (GNNs) (Battaglia et al. 2018). The advantages

of GNNs over other methods are that they 1) do not

impose a cut on scales; 2) symmetries (e.g. rotational

and translational invariance) can be easily implemented;

and 3) can be more interpretable than other methods.

Because of this, we decided to train GNNs to perform

field-level likelihood-free inference.

As a starting point, we run 1,000 simulations; each

containing 5123 particles in a periodic box of size

1 h−1Gpc. Each of those simulations has a different

initial random seed but also a different value of f local
NL

in the range −300, +300. The value of the cosmolog-

ical parameters was the same in all simulations. We

then trained a GNN to perform field-level likelihood-

free inference on the value of f local
NL . The architecture

and training procedure are the same as those outlined

in de Santi et al. (2023); Shao et al. (2022); Villanueva-

Domingo & Villaescusa-Navarro (2022).

From this exercise, we found that our model was able

to infer the value of f local
NL with an error of σ(f local

NL ) ∼ 35,

at z = 0. In an attempt to understand the behavior of

the network, we trained a deep set model (Zaheer et al.

2017) where the only information we made use of the

halos was their masses, not their spatial positions. By

training such a model, we found that the performance of

this model was almost identical to the one of the GNNs.

We thus concluded that the network was likely not us-

ing the clustering of the halos to perform the inference.

Therefore, the network should be using the abundance

of halos to infer f local
NL .

To verify this, we trained a simple model consisting of

fully connected layers on the halo mass function of the

halo catalogues from the simulations. We found that

this model performed almost as well as the GNN. From

https://quijote-simulations.readthedocs.io
https://github.com/dsjamieson/2LPTPNG
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Table 1. The parameters of the Quijote and Quijote-png halo catalogues used in this work.

Nsims σ8 Ωm Ωb ns h f local
NL fequil

NL fortho
NL Mmin(M�/h)

Fiducial 15000 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

σ+
8 500 0.849 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

σ−
8 500 0.819 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

Ω+
m 500 0.834 0.3275 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

Ω−
m 500 0.834 0.3075 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

n+
s 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9824 0.6711 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

n−
s 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9424 0.6711 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

h+ 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6911 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

h− 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6511 0 0 0 3.2× 1013

f local,+
NL 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 +100 0 0 3.2× 1013

f local,−
NL 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 −100 0 0 3.2× 1013

f local,+
NL 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 +100 0 3.2× 1013

fequil,−
NL 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 −100 0 3.2× 1013

fortho,+
NL 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 +100 3.2× 1013

fequil,−
NL 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 −100 3.2× 1013

M+
min 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 0 3.3× 1013

M−
min 500 0.834 0.3175 0.049 0.9624 0.6711 0 0 0 3.1× 1013

this exercise, we reached the conclusion that the halo

mass function is a summary statistic that contains lots of

information, likely more than clustering-based statistics

as the GNN did not use those to perform the inference.

We emphasize that we trained the GNN using halo cata-

logues from simulations that only vary f local
NL . Therefore,

our results did not account for degeneracies with cosmo-

logical parameters that could degrade the constraints, as

we shall see below.

This motivated a further analysis—illustrated in the

following sections—in which we explicitly extract the

power spectrum, bispectrum and HMF from the Qui-

jote dataset, as well as their covariance and response

to variations in both cosmological and PNG parameters,

in order to perform a full Fisher matrix forecast on non-

linear scales.

3.2. Fisher information

In this section, we recall the main ingredients of our

Fisher analysis pipeline, which was previously used in

Jung et al. (2022b).

The Fisher information matrix, defined as

Fij =

(
∂s̄

∂θi

)T

C−1

(
∂s̄

∂θj

)
, (1)

allows us to estimate the variance, σ2(θi) =
√

(F−1)ii,

of the optimal unbiased estimator of a given summary

statistic s with covariance C assuming the statistic is

Gaussian distributed,4 and neglecting the dependence

of C itself on parameters (Carron 2013).

In this work, both the covariance and derivatives are

computed from the simulations described in section 2.

The covariance matrix is evaluated using

Ĉ =
1

nr − 1
(s− s̄)(s− s̄)T, (2)

where nr is the number of realizations at fiducial cosmol-

ogy (15000 here). Then, to obtain an unbiased estimate

of the precision matrix, we apply the Hartlap correction

factor (Hartlap et al. 2007)

C−1 =
nr − ns − 2

nr − 1
Ĉ−1, (3)

where ns is the length of the summary statistic vector s

(note however that this correction is very small here as

ns ∼ 102 while nr = 15000).

The derivatives are calculated using finite difference:

∂s̄

∂θi
=

s̄(θfid
i + δθi)− s̄(θfid

i − δθi)
2δθi

, (4)

where we use the sets of 500 simulations where one pa-

rameter θi is displaced by ±δθi with respect to its fidu-

cial value. However, it was noticed in Coulton et al.

4 As verified in Jung et al. (2022a,b), this is a good approximation
for the power spectrum and bispectrum
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(2023b); Jung et al. (2022b) that this number of realiza-

tions was not sufficient to obtain fully converged deriva-

tives of the halo power spectrum and bispectrum, lead-

ing to spuriously low predictions when analyzing jointly

cosmological parameters and PNG amplitudes. To over-

come this issue, a conservative approach to Fisher ma-

trix computations was developed in Coulton & Wandelt

(2023); Coulton et al. (2023b), which is based on com-

puting the Fisher matrix from maximally compressed

statistics instead of working with the summary statis-

tics directly.

As shown in Heavens et al. (2000); Alsing & Wandelt

(2018), the compressed quantity defined by

s̃i =
∂s̄

∂θi
C−1(s− s̄), (5)

conserves all the statistical information about the pa-

rameter θi contained in the data vector s, if s follows

a Gaussian likelihood (hence, the same assumption as

for the Fisher matrix in eq. 1). This compression uses

the same ingredients as for the Fisher matrix computa-

tion (covariance and derivatives of s), with the addition

of the mean s̄ that is trivial to evaluate from the sim-

ulations at fiducial cosmology. Repeating the process

for all parameters of interest in θ, one can then com-

pute the Fisher matrix of the compressed statistics s̃ by

substituting it to s in eq. (1). In practice, one has to

separate the initial dataset into two subsets. The first

is used to perform the compression (i.e. compute the

derivatives in eq. 5) and the second is compressed (i.e. s

in eq. 5) and is then used to calculate derivatives ∂s̃/∂θi
and covariance Ĉ of the compressed statistics, to obtain

a conservative estimation of the Fisher matrix. In this

work, we use 80% and 20% of the simulations for the

two steps respectively, which have been verified to give

optimal and numerically stable results. We repeat the
procedure for many random splits of the data (between

the two steps) and average the results to minimize the

intrinsic variance of the method.

Finally, as shown in Coulton & Wandelt (2023),

computing the following combination of the standard

(overoptimistic) and compressed (conservative) Fisher

matrices

F combined = G(F standard, F compressed), (6)

where G corresponds to the geometric mean defined by

G(A,B) = A
1
2 (A−

1
2BA−

1
2 )

1
2A

1
2 , (7)

gives unbiased estimates of Fisher error bars with a

much smaller number of simulations. An illustration

of the different convergences for the three methods is

provided in appendix C.

3.3. Halo mass function

In addition to the halo power spectrum and bispec-

trum, we consider the halo mass function (HMF) defined

as the number of dark matter halos per unit of comoving

volume per unit of logarithmic mass bins.

We measure it in the Quijote simulations using 15

logarithmic bins corresponding to halo masses M be-

tween approximately 2.0 × 1013 and 4.6 × 1015 M�/h

(note however that we do not use the first two bins in

the analyses presented in section 4). To be exact, we

use the same binning as in Bayer et al. (2021), where

the counted halos contain each between 30 and 7000

dark matter particles.5

In figure 1, we show the impact of the three shapes

of PNG on the halo mass function. Both the local and

equilateral shapes increase the number of massive halos

for a positive fNL value (and decrease it for a negative

fNL) and have very degenerate signatures, while for or-

thogonal PNG it is the opposite. For less massive halos,

the effect of PNG changes sign (with the switch occur-

ring for higher masses for orthogonal PNG, which is the

only one which appears in the mass range of the plot at

z = 1). This effect was already present on early works

on the HMF with PNG simulations (see e.g. LoVerde

et al. 2008) and is due to the fact that, at fixed Ωm,

more massive halos can only appear at the expense of

less massive halos and matter in smaller structures.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Constraints from the HMF

As a preliminary exercise, in figure 2, we show the

constraining power of the halo mass function on PNG

amplitudes fNL of the three shapes, assuming exactly

known cosmological parameters. As expected, the HMF

is, in this case, extremely sensitive to the presence of

PNG, leading to even tighter constraints than the power

spectrum and bispectrum. For example, our Fisher fore-

cast on PNG of the local type is σ(f local
NL ) ∼ 30 at z = 0,

which is in very good agreement with the GNN and deep

sets results σ(f local
NL ) ' 35 (see section 3.1), and is more

than two times smaller than the equivalent power spec-

trum + bispectrum forecasted error bar.

However, it is well known that there are large degen-

eracies between fNL and several cosmological parame-

5 The mass of a halo is given by M = Nmp where N is the num-
ber of dark matter particle it contains and mp is the mass of a
dark matter particle. However, mp depends on the cosmologi-
cal parameter Ωm, which requires to include the correction term
− 1

Ωm

∂ HMF
∂ lnN

when computing the derivative ∂ HMF
∂ Ωm

(see Bayer

et al. 2021, for details). This derivative can also be evaluated by
finite difference, between bins of N .
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Figure 1. The halo mass function derivatives with respect

to the parameters
{
σ8,Ωm, f

local
NL , fequil

NL , fortho
NL

}
at z = 0 and

z = 1. For internal comparison, the derivative with respect
a given parameter θ is multiplied by the finite difference
∆θ, used for its numerical estimation (see table 1 for de-
tails). The vertical scale is logarithmic, except in the range
[−10−8, 10−8], where it is linear. Note that, in some cases,
we have a change of sign in the fNL derivatives, implying an
opposite effect of PNG on the abundance of high mass and
low mass halos respectively. This is consistent with previous
findings in the literature, as pointed out in the main text.
The decreasing behaviour of all derivatives at high M is re-
lated to the exponential decay of the HMF in this mass range;
note that a plot of the logarithmic derivatives would display
clear differences between them, also at high M . The numeri-
cal results displayed here have all been cross-validated in the
simulation-independent, halo-model based analysis that we
describe in section 4.4.

ters, like σ8 or Ωm (Maturi et al. 2011), as can be verified

in figure 1.

When we jointly analyze all parameters, these degen-

eracies increase the errors significantly (by roughly one

order of magnitude at z = 1, and slightly less at z = 0,

where the change of sign of fNL derivative—seen in fig-

ure 1—helps distinguish it from the response to varia-

tions in other cosmological parameters), making them

larger than those achievable from the power spectrum

and bispectrum combination.

4.2. Joint constraints with the power spectrum and

bispectrum

While, as expected, the HMF alone does not pro-

duce competitive fNL constraints in comparison with

the power spectrum and bispectrum, it does remain in-

teresting to investigate whether a combined analysis of

all three statistics can produce significant improvements;

this is the main point of the present work. Complement-

ing our previous power spectrum + bispectrum analysis

with the HMF can in principle benefit us in two ways.

First of all, it directly adds extra information about the

fNL parameter; also, it could be useful to help break the

1014 1015

Mmax [M /h]
10

100

1000

(f N
L)

z = 0

1014 1015

Mmax [M /h]

z = 1
Local
Equilateral
Orthogonal

Figure 2. The 1-σ Fisher error bars on fNL (local, equi-
lateral and orthogonal) from the halo mass function, as a
function of the maximum mass Mmax of halos considered
(Mmin ∼ 4.1 × 1013M�/h). These constraints are derived
from the Quijote suite of halo catalogues at z = 0 and
z = 1, each having a 1 (Gpc/h)3 volume. The solid lines
(with triangle markers) are computed for each primordial
shape independently, assuming a fixed cosmology (at fidu-
cial values), while for the dash-dotted lines we marginalize
over the cosmological parameters σ8 and Ωm. This highlights
the large degeneracies between the parameters at the level
of the halo mass function. For comparison, we also show
the corresponding constraints from the power spectrum and
bispectrum (horizontal solid lines and dash-dotted lines for
the independent and joint cases respectively), as computed
previously in Jung et al. (2022b) (Mmin = 3.2× 1013M�/h).
If we consider the unmarginalized HMF results, we see that
the fNL constraining power is higher at z = 1 for the local
and equilateral case, despite the smaller number of halos at
this redshift; this is clearly due to a stronger response of the
HMF to variations in fNL at higher redshift, consistent with
previous findings (see, e.g., figure 4 in LoVerde et al. 2008).
The shape is due to the change of sign in the fNL deriva-
tive at different masses, discussed in the main text and in
figure 1.

important degeneracy between fNL and the so-called bφ
bias parameter.

Before presenting our results, let us review and dis-

cuss the latter point in more detail. In the presence of

local PNG, the halo density fluctuation field δh(z) can

be written to leading order as follows (Dalal et al. 2008;

Matarrese & Verde 2008; Slosar et al. 2008; McDonald

2008; Giannantonio & Porciani 2010; Desjacques & Sel-

jak 2010a):

δh(z) =

[
b1(z) +

3ΩmH
2
0

2D(z)k2
bφfNL

]
δm(z), (8)

where δm is the matter density fluctuation, D(z) is the

growth factor and b1, bφ are bias parameters, defined re-

spectively as the response of δh to mass density δm and

primordial potential φ. It is evident, in this relation,

that the scale-dependent signature depends on both bφ
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and fNL, and that the two parameters are completely de-

generate. This issue can be avoided if one assumes—as

it was generally done—the universality relation between

b1 and bφ, that is

bφ = 2δc(b1 − 1), (9)

where δc is the critical density for collapse. However, it

has been recently pointed out in Barreira (2020, 2022)

that such a relation does not accurately describe the

bias of either galaxies, selected by stellar mass, or ha-

los, selected by concentration. Therefore, bφ is not ex-

actly determined anymore and this reintroduces the bφ-

fNL degeneracy problem. To overcome the issue, dif-

ferent studies have been focusing on using simulations

to produce accurate priors on bφ (Lazeyras et al. 2023)

and on exploiting the multi-tracer technique (Barreira

& Krause 2023; Sullivan et al. 2023; Karagiannis et al.

2023). In the present context, the idea is instead to try

and break the degeneracy by exploiting the information

in the HMF—which selects all halos in each given mass

bin—and its direct dependence on fNL and not on bφ.

For clarity, we split the discussion of our results into

two parts: initially, we assume universality in the bφ(b1)

relation using eq. (9) and we measure the sheer extra

information content in the HMF, in absence of the bφ-

fNL degeneracy 6; later on, we instead treat bφ as a free

parameter.

4.3. Fixing bφ

The outcome of the first part of the analysis (assum-

ing universality in bφ(b1) is illustrated in figure 3 and

4 (see also table 2). We see that, by adding the HMF,

error bars on σ8 and f equil
NL roughly become two times

smaller than the power spectrum + bispectrum result.

Moreover, there is also a noticeable improvement for Ωm
and fortho

NL . For f local
NL there is instead no clear improve-

ment; this seems due to the fact that in this case the

information content is totally dominated by the power

spectrum contribution, via scale dependent bias; such

contribution is instead smaller for the orthogonal shape

and absent for the equilateral case, making the HMF

inclusion more important for these scenarios and espe-

cially for the equilateral one.

Note that we consider only halos with masses above

∼ 4 × 1013M�/h in the HMF, which is larger than the

fiducial Mmin = 3.2×1013M�/h used to study the power

spectrum and bispectrum. This means that the HMF is

not sensitive at all to small variations of Mmin around

6 Or, equivalently, we forecast the power spectrum + bispectrum
+ HMF constraining power on the bφfNL parameter combination

0.20.40.60.81.0

8

m

n s

h

Mmin

fl
oca

l

NL

feq
ui

l
NL

f ortho
NL

Power Spectrum
Bispectrum
Power Spectrum + Bispectrum
HMF + Power Spectrum + Bispectrum

Figure 3. Ratio of 1-σ Fisher error bars on cosmological
parameters and PNG amplitudes from the halo mass func-
tion, halo power spectrum and halo bispectrum at z = 1,
assuming bφ fixed. This illustrates how including the halo
mass function tightens the constraints on several parameters
(σ8 and fequil

NL in particular). Note that the values of these
error bars are given in table 2 and figure 11.

the fiducial value. However, through cross-correlated

terms with the other summary statistics, error bars on

Mmin are almost two orders of magnitude smaller7. In

appendix C, we verify the numerical stability of our re-

sults by varying the number of simulations used.
It is interesting to check which halo mass range gives

the largest contribution to the observed improvements.

To this purpose, we repeat the analysis by sub-dividing

halos in a “low mass” (4×1013 < M < 1.7×1014M�/h),

“intermediate mass” (1.7×1014 < M < 7.5×1014M�/h)

and “large mass” (M > 7.5 × 1014M�/h) interval and

check the contribution of each group separately. Our

results are displayed in figure 5 where we see that the

low mass range carries most of the information. This

is somewhat counter intuitive, since the effect of fNL

is expected to be larger in the tails of the distribution.

7 An important caveat here is that it is important to verify whether
this conclusion holds when considering a more complex bias
model, which includes higher order bias parameters; this will
be done as part of a future work on mock galaxy catalogues, by
including numerical derivatives with respect to HOD parameters
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Figure 4. The impact of the HMF on the 1-σ constraints on cosmological parameters and PNG amplitudes from the halo
power spectrum and bispectrum at z = 1, assuming bφ fixed.

However, this is balanced by the fact that, within the

analyzed mass range and considering our mass binning

choice, we have significantly more halos in the lowest

mass interval (∼ 95%, ∼ 5% and 0.01% of the halos

are in the low, intermediate and large mass bins respec-

tively).

4.4. Breaking the bφ–f
local
NL degeneracy with the HMF

Accounting for the effects of bφ in our methodology

is not straightforward, since bφ cannot be explicitly in-

cluded as an input parameter in our simulations and

this does not allow us to directly compute the numerical

derivative ∂s/∂bφ. To circumvent this issue in a simple

way and be able to perform a first test of the ability of

the HMF to remove degeneracies between bφ and f local
NL ,

we then decide here to work in the conservative assump-

tion that these two parameters are fully degenerate at

the level of the halo power spectrum and bispectrum.

In other words, we assume that ∂s/∂bφ ∝ ∂s/∂f local
NL ,
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Figure 5. The impact of different mass bins of the HMF on the 1-σ constraints on cosmological parameters and PNG amplitudes
from the halo power spectrum and bispectrum at z = 1, assuming bφ fixed. Note that we restrict only the mass range for the
HMF.

where s is either the power spectrum or the bispectrum.

For the HMF, we instead set the derivative with respect

to bφ equal to zero, as it does not depend on this pa-

rameter, and compute the f local
NL derivative as usual.

In figure 6, we show the 1-σ Fisher constraints ob-

tained in this assumption and compare them with the

“ideal” (bφ fixed) constraints derived in the previous sec-

tion, for different kmax (see also table 2).

The most important result here is that the inclusion of

the HMF makes it possible to break the bφ–f local
NL degen-

eracy to a level which allows us to produce meaningful

f local
NL constraints without resorting to any prior informa-

tion on bφ. The final f local
NL forecast is however degraded

by a factor ∼ 2.5 with respect to the idealized, bφ fixed

case that was shown in figure 11. In order to achieve

this constraining level it is also crucial to include the

information from the power spectrum and bispectrum
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0.2
0.4

0.6
0.8

1.0

8

m

n
s

h

M min f local
NL

HMF + P + B (kmax = 0.2 h Mpc 1)
HMF + P + B (kmax = 0.5 h Mpc 1)
Same, assuming b  fixed

Figure 6. The Halo Mass Function can break the bφ-f local
NL

degeneracy in the power spectrum and bispectrum. As in
figure 3, we show normalized 1-σ Fisher error bars derived
from the HMF, halo power spectrum and bispectrum at z =
1. Here, we assumed that f local

NL and bφ are fully degenerate
at the power spectrum and bispectrum level, while the HMF
does not depend on bφ.

at non-linear scales (k between 0.2 and 0.5 hMpc−1),

as it helps break degeneracies with several cosmological

parameters (Ωm in particular).

We corroborate our findings with a simulation-

independent analysis based on the halo model (for a

review, see Cooray & Sheth 2002; Asgari et al. 2023).

Within this framework, we describe the HMF and halo

power spectrum following Takada & Spergel (2014), up

to kmax = 0.2hMpc−1. We use the halo mass func-

tion and bias from Tinker et al. (2010) using directly

M200,m as the mass definition in the mass integration.

In the power spectrum analysis of the simulations the

halos are considered point-like, thus we use a Dirac

delta as halo profile; thanks to the low kmax we use,

the 2-halo term dominates the signal and this approxi-

mation is appropriate. The effect of PNG—here we only

consider the local model—is included as a correction to

the HMF parametrized according to LoVerde & Smith

(2011), and through the scale dependent halo bias shown

in equation (8). While aware that the M200,m mass does

not match the FOF mass used in the rest of the pa-

per, we still consider as observable the HMF divided in

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

f local
NL

8

b 1

Halo Model

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

f local
NL

8

M min

Simulations

Assuming bphi fixed No bphi prior

Figure 7. Similar to figure 6, considering only {σ8, f
local
NL }

and bias parameters. The 1-σ Fisher constraints include the
information contained in the HMF and the power spectrum
information up to kmax = 0.2hMpc−1 computed using the
halo model on the left, and from simulations on the right.
Note that both methods give σ(f local

NL ) ∼ 50 and similar σ(σ8)
(less than 20% difference).

10 bins logarithmically spaced between 3.2×1013M�/h

and 3.2× 1015M�/h. We bin the halo power spectrum

in 30 bins logarithmically spaced between 6.3 × 10−3

hMpc−1 and 0.2 hMpc−1. We choose a relatively low

kmax to ensure that non-linearities are negligible at this

stage. In the HMF-halo power spectrum covariance, for

which we again follow Takada & Spergel (2014), only

the Gaussian terms are included at present. A more

refined analysis, including a wider range of scales and

masses, the complete covariance, uncertainties on the

parametrization of the HMF and, crucially, the bispec-

trum will be presented in a future work (Ravenni & et al.

in prep.).

The results are shown in figure 7, which highlights a

very good agreement between our preliminary theoreti-

cal computations and the purely simulation-based fore-

cast. This result confirms that a joint analysis includ-

ing the HMF is an interesting approach, which deserves

further investigation and could be adopted as a comple-

mentary strategy to those already implemented in the

literature to address the bφ–f local
NL degeneracy issue.

4.5. Removing degeneracies with Planck priors

As highlighted in section 4.2, removing degeneracies

of the HMF using the information from the halo power

spectrum and halo bispectrum improves significantly the

constraints on PNG of the equilateral type. In this sec-

tion, we push the idea further by assuming strong, but

realistic, priors on cosmological parameters, based on

CMB measurements from Planck.

We use the same Gaussian likelihood based on the

Planck CMB data (Aghanim et al. 2020) as in Uhle-
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Figure 8. Similar to figure 3, where we include Planck pri-
ors on the cosmological parameters {σ8,Ωm, ns, h} and we
assume bφ fixed.

mann et al. (2020) in figure 8 in addition to our HMF,

power spectrum and bispectrum measurements to de-

rive 1-σ Fisher constraints (see also table 2). For both

f local
NL and f equil

NL it improves these constraints, while the

effect is smaller for fortho
NL . Note also that the effect

is the strongest when the HMF is also considered in the

analysis, meaning it removes degeneracies between PNG

and cosmological parameters at the level of the HMF.

Concerning numerical convergence with the number of

simulations used to compute the derivatives, including

these Planck priors also improves it significantly, where

only f equil
NL is not optimally constrained for the power

spectrum + bispectrum case, and all parameters have

converged when we add the HMF information.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented a combined analysis of the

power spectrum, bispectrum, and mass function of dark

matter halos in the Quijote-png simulation suite. Our

main goal was that of verifying whether adding the HMF

to our previous joint power spectrum and bispectrum

analyses (Coulton et al. 2023a; Jung et al. 2022a; Coul-

ton et al. 2023b; Jung et al. 2022b) could lead to im-

proved constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity. The

Table 2. The 1-σ constraints on cosmological parame-
ters and PNG amplitudes at z = 1 obtained by combining
the information of the halo power spectrum, bispectrum
and mass function, each measured from the Quijote and
Quijote-png simulations.

bφ fixed No prior on bφ Planck priors

σ8 0.012 0.013 0.004

Ωm 0.018 0.017 0.002

ns 0.075 0.075 0.003

h 0.071 0.071 0.017

f local
NL 40 89 34

fequil
NL 210 138

fortho
NL 91 82

Mmin/1013 0.021 0.045 0.009

main underlying reason behind this analysis is that the

HMF turned out to be the statistics used by a so-

phisticated graph neural network when carrying out a

preliminary field-level likelihood-free inference calcula-

tion. Furthermore, the HMF tail has been known for a

long time to be strongly sensitive to PNG. Finally, the

HMF not only carries complementary information to the

power spectrum and bispectrum, but also does not suffer

from the bφ–f local
NL , assembly bias-PNG degeneracy that

has been recently pointed out in Barreira (2020, 2022)

as an important issue in the analysis of local PNG.

Our results show that the HMF can indeed play a

significant role in tightening the expected PNG bounds

and breaking parameter degeneracies, when its contri-

bution is added to those of the power spectrum and bis-

pectrum. In the first part of our analysis we remove a

priori the bφ–f local
NL degeneracy by assuming universality

in the bφ(b1) relation, i.e, we set bφ = 2δc(b1−1). In this

case, we see that the HMF is able to improve equilateral

fNL constraints by roughly a factor 2 and orthogonal

fNL constraints by 15%. Constraints on PNG of the lo-

cal type are instead unchanged, since in this idealized

scenario the local PNG information is dominated by the

large scale power spectrum modes, via scale dependent

bias.

In the second part of the analysis, we treat instead bφ
as a free parameter and assume that the responses of

the halo power spectrum and bispectrum to changes in

bφ and f local
NL are identical, that is, we assume that these

two parameters are fully degenerate in a joint analysis

of power spectrum and bispectrum. Starting with this

setup, we then see that the additional inclusion of the

HMF is able to break the bφ-f local
NL degeneracy at a signif-

icant level, without the need to rely on any prior on bφ or
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any other external information. More precisely, our final

f local
NL constraints after marginalizing over bφ and other

standard cosmological parameters are now degraded by

a factor ∼ 2.5, compared to the ideal case in which bφ
is fixed by the universality relation. We confirmed these

results with a semi-analytical, halo model based evalua-

tion of the Fisher matrix, in which we restrict ourselves

to the power spectrum and HMF, after verifying that

for local PNG these two observables give the dominant

contributions to the final sensitivity. We note that to

achieve the claimed level of precision on f local
NL , it is im-

portant to include non-linear scales in the analysis, up to

kmax = 0.5 hMpc−1 since they help break additional im-

portant degeneracies that affect the HMF constraining

power. We also stress that Quijote-png simulations

have a cosmological volume of 1 (h Gpc)−3, making it

not straightforward to generalize our forecasts to, e.g.,

a Euclid-like or other coming survey settings. For the

same reason, a direct comparison with other forecasts—

such as those based on the multi-tracer methodology and

placing suitable priors on bφ—are not at the moment

easy to make. In a forthcoming publication, Ravenni

& et al. (in prep.), we will produce more detailed semi-

analytical predictions for future surveys, based on the

halo model.

The results presented here have to be considered as

preliminary also as they rely on a simplified bias model

for our tracers and they do not account for system-

atic effects in the determination of the HMF from ac-

tual observations. Indeed, the dark matter mass of a

halo is a quantity notoriously difficult to measure ob-

servationally, especially for high-redshift objects. Ha-

los are complex and dynamic structures, which are al-

most exclusively probed by the signal broadcasted by the

baryons they host. (Dark) Mass measurements tend to

require sophisticated and labor-intensive observations,

which is unfeasible for a large number of objects, as

needed for the HMF. Moreover, the sample completeness

(for the host halo, not the tracers!) need to be known

exquisitely well, which may constitute a formidable chal-

lenge. Among the most promising approaches are the

Sunyaev Zeldovich effect-selected clusters (signal at mm

wavelengths) (Mroczkowski et al. 2019), X-ray clusters

(Pratt et al. 2019) and (optical) gravitational lensing

mass determination (e.g. Murray et al. 2022). For ex-

ample, cluster catalogs will increase drastically with a

suite of forthcoming experiments; eROSITA (Predehl

et al. 2021), Simons Observatory (Ade et al. 2019), Eu-

clid (Laureijs et al. 2011), Roman (Akeson et al. 2019)

and Rubin (Ivezić et al. 2019). Cluster masses will not

be measured directly but inferred through proxies; these

proxies, however, will be provided as a product of these

surveys, and are expected to be or be made robust and

reliable. An important ingredient for any HMF analysis

would be to quantify robustly the probability distribu-

tion of the proxies as a function of the true halo mass.

This can then simply be folded in the error budget and

the uncertainty propagated through to the inferred pa-

rameters.

The results shown in this paper clearly show that a

joint analysis of the HMF, power spectrum and bispec-

trum of LSS tracers is a promising approach to constrain

PNG, hence providing another motivation for further in-

vestigation in this direction and for addressing the afore-

mentioned observational issues.
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APPENDIX

A. EXAMINATION OF THE INITIAL

CONDITIONS

The procedure used to generate the simulation initial

conditions (ICs) in Coulton et al. (2023a) is designed

to produce a specific bispectrum. However, the method

additionally modifies all other N-point functions. The

most well studied byproduct of this procedure is modifi-

cations to the power spectrum. Scoccimarro et al. (2012)

showed that can must be taken in when choosing how to

generate the ICs to avoid having corrections that dom-

inate the power spectrum. In Coulton et al. (2023a);

Jung et al. (2022a), the ICs were validated by examin-

ing the power spectrum and bispectrum. Those tests

showed that the modifications to the power spectrum

are small and the correct bispectrum was generated. A

concern for the results presented in this work, and other

studies of statistics beyond the 2- and 3-point functions,

is that the ICs may have unphysically large higher order

N-point functions that impact the results. The power

spectrum and the trispectrum are the leading order un-

wanted byproducts of the IC generation procedure. If

we can show that corrections to both are small, it is

reasonable to assume that the impact of the unphysi-

cal higher N-point functions of the ICs are negligible for

studies of the halo mass function and other statistics of

the simulations. Given that the power spectrum has al-

ready been validated, in this Appendix we present an

investigation into the properties of the trispectrum.

A.1. Trispectrum estimation

The trispectrum is defined as

〈δ(k1)δ(k2)δ(k3)δ(k4)〉 = T (k1, k2, k3, k4,Ka,Kb),

(A1)

where ki = |ki|, Ka = |k1 +k2| and Kb = |k1 +k3|. Es-

timating the full trispectrum is computationally highly

challenging so in this work we measure trispectra aver-

aged over Kb, i.e.

T (k1, k2, k3, k4,Ka) ∝
∑
Kb

T (k1, k2, k3, k4,Ka,Kb).

(A2)

A binned version of this can be estimated as

T̂ (ka, kb, kc, kd,KE) =
1

Na,b,c,d,E

∫ ∏
i=1,4

d3ki
(2π)3

∫
d3Ka

(2π)3

(2π)3δ(3)(k1 + k2 −Ka)(2π)3δ(3)(Ka − k3 − k4)Wa(k1)

Wb(k2)Wc(k3)Wd(k4)WE(Ka)δ(k1)δ(k2)δ(k3)δ(k4),

(A3)

where Wa(k) selects modes that lie within binned a and

Na,b,c,d,E is the normalization. In this work we use 14

equally spaced bins between k = 0.0102 h/Mpc to k =

0.193 h/Mpc. By utilizing

δ(3)(k1 + k2 + k3) =

∫
d3xeix·k)δ(k), (A4)

we efficiently implement the estimator by first comput-

ing

δWa(x) =

∫
d3ka
(2π)3

eix·kδ(k)Wa(k), (A5)

then computing

Dab(K) =

∫
d3xe−ix·KδWa

(x)δWb
(x) (A6)

and then the estimate is given by

T̂ (ka, kb, kc, kd,KE) =

1

Na,b,c,d,E

∫
d3K

(2π)3
Dab(K)Dcd(−K)WE(K). (A7)

The normalization is obtained by evaluating this estima-

tor (without the Na,b,c,d,E term) on maps with δ(k) = 1.

A.2. Trispectrum of the initial conditions

To perform a stringent test of the ICs, we study the

difference between the trispectrum of the initial condi-

tions with fNL 6= 0 and fNL = 0 i.e

T̂ diff(ka, kb, kc, kd,KE) =

T̂ fNL 6=0(ka, kb, kc, kd,KE)− T̂ fNL=0(ka, kb, kc, kd,KE).

(A8)

This cancels the leading noise contribution to the

trispectrum measurement.

The results are shown in figure 9. For equilateral,

there is no detectable trispectrum. For orthogonal non-

Gaussianity, there are small hints of a trispectrum sig-

nal. As this measurement uses 200 simulations and a

method to cancel the cosmic variance, it is likely that

this small trispectrum is negligible. However, the local

case shows significant evidence of a trispectrum. This

is not unexpected. Local primordial non-Gaussianity is

generated in these simulations by

Φ(x) = φG(x) + fNL

(
φG(x)2 − 〈(φG(x)〉

)
(A9)

where ΦG(x) is the Gaussian primordial potential po-

tential. This generates a primordial trispectrum known
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Figure 9. The significance of the detection of the trispec-
trum in the initial conditions for the three types of primordial
non-Gaussianity. This is computed using 200 simulations of
each type of primordial non-Gaussianity

as τNL (Kogo & Komatsu 2006). In many inflationary

models, τNL is generated with local non-Gaussianity and

thus, the trispectrum seen here is physical.

These trispectra measurements suggest that unphysi-

cal higher order N-point functions are not significant in

our simulations.

B. ANALYSES AT OTHER REDSHIFTS

We have performed a similar analysis using the Qui-

jote snapshots at z = 0.5 and 0 to verify that our

conclusions hold at other lower redshifts. As can be

seen in figure 10, this is indeed the case. For all pa-

rameters, the relative improvements due to including

the halo mass function in the Fisher analysis are of the

same order (note however that the difference between

the halo power spectrum and bispectrum results is more

pronounced at lower redshifts).

C. CONVERGENCE OF NUMERICAL

DERIVATIVES

In figure 11, we study the impact of varying the num-

ber of simulations used to compute numerical derivatives

on the 1-σ Fisher constraints, both with and without

including the HMF in the analyses. This shows that

the parameters for which the improvement due to the

HMF is the largest (i.e. σ8 and f equil
NL ) have also a better

numerical convergence with the number of simulations

(smaller difference between standard and conservative

Fisher methods).
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Figure 10. Similar to figure 3, at redshifts z = 0 and z = 0.5 and with bφ fixed.
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Figure 11. The stability of the Fisher 1-σ error bars when varying the number of simulations used to compute derivatives.
The analysis includes both the power spectrum (monopole + quadrupole) and the bispectrum (monopole) information of the
halo field at z = 1, with scales up to kmax = 0.5 hMpc−1 and the halo mass function (for halos with a mass larger than
4.1 × 1013M�/h). The dashed lines are the standard Fisher error bars (which are overoptimistic), the dotted lines uses the
Fisher computation with compressed statistics (conservative) and the solid lines are their combination using the geometric mean
eq. (7). The normalization factors, which correspond to the combined Fisher estimates using all available simulations, are given
in the legend. They show that adding halo mass function can significantly reduce error bars, in addition to improving the
numerical convergence of the results (smaller relative differences between dashed, dotted and solid lines) for several parameters,
in particular σ8 and fequil

NL . Note that the lines corresponding to PNG parameters are in bold with respect to the others.
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ABSTRACT

The environment of gamma-ray burst (GRB) has an important influence on the evolution of jet dy-

namics and of its afterglow. Here we investigate the afterglow polarizations in a stratified medium with
the equal arrival time surface (EATS) effect. Polarizations of multi-band afterglows are predicted.

The effects of the parameters of the stratified medium on the afterglow polarizations are also investi-

gated. We found the influences of the EATS effect on the afterglow polarizations become important

for off-axis detections and PD bumps move to later times with the EATS effect. Even the magnetic

field configurations, jet structure and observational angles are fixed, polarization properties of the jet
emission could still evolve. Here, we assume a large-scale ordered magnetic field in the reverse-shock

region and a two-dimensional random field in the forward-shock region. Then PD evolution is mainly

determined by the evolution of f32 parameter (the flux ratio between the reverse-shock region and

forward-shock region) at early stage and by the evolution of the bulk Lorentz factor γ at late stage.
Through the influences on the f32 or γ, the observational energy band, observational angles, and the

parameters of the stratified medium will finally affect the afterglow polarizations.

Keywords: Gamma-ray bursts (629); magnetic fields (994);

1. INTRODUCTION

Short-duration gamma-ray bursts (sGRBs) are proved to be originated from the mergers of the double compact

objects (Abbott et al. 2017), while long-duration gamma-ray bursts (lGRB) are associated with collapse of massive
stars (Mazzali et al. 2003). So the environments of sGRBs would be the interstellar medium (ISM), while they could

be the stellar wind for lGRBs. However, the works (Yi et al. 2013) had suggested that the environments of GRBs

would be neither a uniform ISM with a constant density nor a stellar wind with a number density n(r) proportional

to r−2. Assuming a power-law profile of the environment density, i.e., n(r) ∝ r−k, it is found that the typical value of

k is ∼ 1 (Yi et al. 2013).
Since there might be large-scale ordered magnetic field in the reverse-shock region, carried out with the outflow

from the central engine, the emission from the reverse-shock region would be highly polarized. The profiles of the

GRB environments would affect the dynamics and the emission during afterglow phase. Besides the forward shock

emission, the contribution of emission from the reverse-shock region to the total jet emission would also be affected by
the environment (Kobayashi 2000; Chevalier & Li 2000; Wu et al. 2003). Therefore, the environment may affect the

polarizations of early afterglow. Because of relativistic motion, radiations at different radius r will arrive the observer

at same observational time t and the locus of these radii forms the equal arrival time surface (EATS, Sari (1998)).

EATS effect would become important for a stratified medium. Therefore, afterglow polarizations with EATS effect

should be investigated.
Afterglow polarization had been investigated widely in the literature. Polarization of the jet emission in a three-

dimensional anisotropic random magnetic field were considered by Sari (1999) and Gruzinov (1999). The afterglow

polarizations with various jet structure were studied by Rossi et al. (2004), Lazzati et al. (2004), Wu et al. (2005), and

Lan et al. (2018). Granot & Königl (2003) discussed the afterglow polarizations with an large-scale ordered magnetic
field component in the ambient medium. Lazzati et al. (2004) had also discussed the late-time afterglow polarization

with a toroidal magnetic field component in the shocked ISM. Afterglow polarizations considering both the reverse-

http://arxiv.org/abs/2305.10590v1
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shock and the forward-shock emission was investigated by Lan et al. (2016). Recently, afterglow polarizations of an

off-axis top-hat jet with lateral expansion in a stratified medium was discussed (Pedreira et al. 2022). However, they

did not include the EATS effect in their treatment which might be important for off-axis detections (Huang et al.

2007).
In this paper, we consider afterglow polarizations with EATS effect in an arbitrary outer medium with a power-law

number density. And two cases are studied, i.e., the reverse-shock emission dominates the early afterglow (Case I)

and the forward-shock radiation dominates the emission of the whole afterglow phase (Case II). The paper is arranged

as follows. In Section 2, we describe our model. Our new results with EATS effect and other revises, compared with

the results in Lan et al. (2016), are shown in Section 3. Afterglow polarizations in a stratified medium are presented
in Section 4. Finally, our conclusions and discussion are in Section 5. Throughout the paper, a flat universe with

ΩΛ = 0.73, ΩM = 0.27, and H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1 is adopted.

2. THE MODEL

2.1. The dynamics

An ultrarelativistic outflow from a GRB central engine is usually thought to be collimated. With the propagation

of this collimated outflow ( i.e. the jet) in an outer medium, two shocks (i.e., the reverse and forward shocks) will be
formed. So there are four regions in system: the unshocked outflow (Region 4), the shocked outflow (Region 3 or the

reverse-shocked region), the shocked medium (Region 2 or the forward-shocked region), and the unshocked medium

(Region 1). Observations of early optical flashes suggest the magnetization of GRB outflow could not be high (σ ≤ 1)

(Zhang & Kobayashi 2005; Lan et al. 2016). Therefore, the magnetic field will be dynamically unimportant. The
dynamic model here follows that in Lan et al. (2016), where the energy conservation of the system is used to derive

the dynamics. A homogeneous interstellar medium (ISM) was considered in Lan et al. (2016), here we generate our

study to a stratified medium with a power-law density distribution of n(r) = n0(r/r0)
−k. r is the radius from central

engine. We fix n0 = 1 cm−3 throughout this paper and consider the effects of different values of r0 and k on the

dynamics. The lateral expansion is not considered and the half-opening angle of the top-hat jet is fixed to be θj = 0.1
rad.

With the EATS effect, it is convenient to express the dynamical quantities (e.g., the bulk Lorentz factor γ) as

functions of the radius r. The EATS used here reads (Sari 1998)

tb −
r cos θ

c
=

t

1 + z
(1)

where tb is the dynamic time at the burst source frame. θ is the angle between the local velocity direction and the line
of sight. c is the speed of the light and z is the redshift of the source. We assume before the initial emission radius rb
the outflow moves with a constant initial Lorentz factor η. So we have tb(rb) = rb/β0c, where the initial dimensionless

velocity is β0 =
√

1− η−2. In this paper, we set rb = 1013 cm.

2.2. Afterglow polarizations

High-level PDs observed in GRB afterglow phase (Steele et al. 2009; Mundell et al. 2013) indicate that there would

be large-scale magnetic field remnants in the afterglow emission region. Theoretically, large-scale ordered magnetic
field can be carried with the outflow from the GRB central engine (Blandford & Znajek 1977; Spruit et al. 2001;

Drenkhahn 2002). Because of conservation of magnetic flux, the radial and transverse components of the ordered

magnetic field will decrease as r−2 and r−1, respectively. At large radii (e.g., the emission region of an afterglow), the

transverse component will dominate. Literally, there are two kinds of transverse field (Spruit et al. 2001; Drenkhahn
2002). One is toroidal configuration, corresponding to a parallel rotator (e.g., a black hole). The other is aligned field,

usually related to an inclined central engine (e.g. a magnetar). Here, the radiation mechanism in the afterglow phase

is assumed to be synchrotron emission and the inverse-Compton scattering is not considered. As in Lan et al. (2016),

we assume the magnetic field in Region 3 is large-scale ordered and neglect the random field. So our results of PD

will be the upper limits for the reverse-shock-emission dominated cases at early stage. In the forward shock region,
a two-dimensional random field confined in the shock plane is assumed, which is likely to be generated or amplified

by the forward shock. Therefore, the emission from reverse-shock region with large-scale ordered magnetic field will

be highly polarized, while the emission from forward-shock region with a two-dimensional random field will be lowly

polarized unless it is viewed off-axis (Waxman 2003; Lan et al. 2016).
For an aligned field configuration in Region 3 (It orientation is assumed to be π/4 throughout this paper), the

final PDs of the system are always positive (Πa =
√

Q2
ν + U2

ν /fν) and the polarization directions are depicted by the
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polarization angles (PAs, χa = 1/2 arctan(Uν/Qν)), where Qν , Uν , and fν are the total Stokes parameter Q, U, and

the flux density of the system, including contributions from both Regions 2 and 3 (e.g. fν = fν,2 + fν,3, fν,2 and

fν,3 are the flux density of Regions 2 and 3, respectively.). For a toroidal configuration in Region 3, because of axial

symmetry, the Stokes parameter Uν of the system is zero. PD of such system is defined as Πt = Qν/fν. So depending
on the sign of Qν , Πt can be positive or negative. And the polarization direction of Πt > 0 will have a 90◦ difference

with that of Πt < 0. The concrete expressions for the Stokes parameters and the relative quantities all can be found

in Lan et al. (2016). However, the polarization calculation of a two-dimensional random magnetic field in Lan et al.

(2016) was not correctly considered, which have been revised in Lan et al. (2019a). Here, the integration will be on

the EATS, while it is on the jet surface in Lan et al. (2016).
In the reverse-shocked or forward-shocked region, the injected energy spectrum of shock-accelerated electrons is

N(γe) ∝ γ−pi

e . γe is the Lorentz factor of shock-accelerated electrons. In this paper, we fix the spectral index of the

injected electrons in Region i (i = 2 for Region 2 and i = 3 for Region 3) to be pi = 2.5. The minimum and maximum

Lorentz factor of injected electrons in Region i can be expressed as γm,i = (pi − 2)/(pi − 1)ǫe,iei/(nimec
2) + 1 and

γmax,i =
√

6πe/(σTB′

i), respectively. The internal energy and the number density of Region i are denoted as ei and

ni, respectively. me and e are the mass and charge of the electron, respectively. σT is the cross section of Thomson

scattering. The strength of magnetic field in the comoving frame of Region i is denoted as B′

i. The cooling of the

electrons in the shocked region is also included and the cooling Lorentz factor of electrons is γc,i = 6πmec/(σTB
′2
i t′).

t′ is the time in the comoving frame of the shocked region and t′ =
∫

dt′ =
∫ r

rb
dr/βγc, where β =

√

1− γ−2 is the
dimensionless velocity of the jet.

3. COMPARISONS

3.1. The Setup

We compare the results considering EATS effect with that without this effect in (Lan et al. 2016). The parameters
of dynamics and emission for the four cases considered here are same as that in (Lan et al. 2016). The fixed dynamical

parameters for Cases 1 and 3 are the same (corresponding to the thick shell case): the isotropic equivalent energy

Eiso = 1052 erg, initial Lorentz factor η = 300, and initial width of the outflow ∆0 = 3 × 1012 cm. And the fixed

dynamical parameters for Cases 2 and 4 are also the same (corresponding to the thin shell case): Eiso = 1050 erg,

η = 100, and ∆0 = 3× 1010 cm. The shocks in each case, including both the reverse shock and the forward shock, are
assumed to be adiabatic. The redshift of the source is fixed to be z = 1.

We assume equal-partition of the shocked energy in Regions 2 and 3. A fraction of ǫe,i and of ǫB,i of the shocked

energy go to the electrons and magnetic field, respectively. We fix ǫe,3 = ǫB,3 = 0.1, ǫe,2 = 0.05, and ǫB,2 = 0.002 in

Cases 1 and 4; ǫe,3 = 0.015, ǫB,3 = 0.01, ǫe,2 = 0.02, and ǫB,2 = 0.005 in Case 2; ǫe,3 = 0.01, ǫB,3 = 0.005, ǫe,2 = 0.02,
and ǫB,2 = 0.01 in Case 3. We summarize the parameters of the four cases in the following Table 1.

Table 1. Dynamical and Emission Parameters of the Cases 1, 2, 3, and 4

cases Eiso η ∆0 ǫe,3 ǫB,3 ǫe,2 ǫB,2

Case 1 1052 erg 300 3× 1012 cm 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.002

Case 2 1050 erg 100 3× 1010 cm 0.015 0.01 0.02 0.005

Case 3 1052 erg 300 3× 1012 cm 0.01 0.005 0.02 0.01

Case 4 1050 erg 100 3× 1010 cm 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.002

The other parameters are the same for four cases: θj = 0.1 rad, p2 = p3 = 2.5, n1 = 1 cm−3, and z = 1.

For comparison, as in Lan et al. (2016) an ISM environment (k = 0) is considered. It should be noted that the sets

for repeating the results of Lan et al. (2016) here are the same as that in Lan et al. (2016) except that the polarization
calculation for a two-dimensional random magnetic field is corrected. For the new sets here, the differences are that

EATS effect is considered, the polarization calculation for a two-dimensional random magnetic field is corrected (see

Lan et al. (2019a)), and the local PD in an ordered field is expressed as

π0 =

∫

G(x)N(γe)dγe
∫

F (x)N(γe)dγe
, (2)
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where F (x) = x
∫

∞

x
K5/3(t)dt and G(x) = xK2/3(x). And x = ν′/ν′c, ν

′ = (1 + z)ν/D and ν′c are the observational

frequency in the comoving frame and the critical frequency of electrons with Lorentz factor γe, respectively. K5/3(x)

and K2/3(x) denote the modified Bessel functions with 5/3 and 2/3 orders. It should be noted that in the forward-

shock-dominated cases (i.e., Cases 2 and 3) the emission from the reverse shock region is also included although it is
unimportant for the whole jet emission.

3.2. The results

Here, as representations, we consider two observational angles with one on-axis observation (q ≡ θV /θj = 0.6) and

the other off-axis detection (q = 2.0). Our results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In each case, roughly around the jet
break time when 1/γ = θV + θj , there are two small PD bumps for on-axis observation and the PA changes abruptly

by 90◦ between the two PD bumps (Sari 1999; Rossi et al. 2004), while there is only one large PD bump for large

off-axis detection of the forward-shock emission (Rossi et al. 2004). For off-axis detection, PDs of the four cases at late

times are all larger than 0 here, while they are negative in (Lan et al. 2016) with wrong polarization treatment for the

two-dimensional random field. In each case, the light curves and PD curves of an aligned field are similar to that of a
toroidal fields for both q = 0.6 and q = 2.0. Independent of the observational angle, PA changes (not necessarily 90◦)

usually happen around the minimum values of the PD curves (Lan et al. 2018, 2019b).

For on-axis observation, the profiles of the light curves, PD curves, and PA curves are all similar for the calculations

with and without EATS effect. Because of the EATS effect considered and local PD π0 (Eq. 1) used here, PD values of
our new results are larger than that in Lan et al. (2016). The PD peaks at late times, mainly due to the forward-shock

emission, will be larger with EATS effect for q < 1, which is consistent with that in Rossi et al. (2004). While they

are comparable and only a temporal shift is expected with EATS effect for q > 1. With the EATS effect, the peak

times of the reverse-shock emission will move to later times for off-axis detection, which is different from a fixed peak

time (i.e., independent of q) of reverse-shock radiation without EATS effect in Lan et al. (2016).
For large off-axis detection (q = 2.0), with the EATS effect, the light curves becomes steeper before their peak times

(Huang et al. 2007; Rossi et al. 2004), the peak times of both the reverse-shock and the forward-shock emission will

shift to later observational times and will increase with q, and the peak times of the PA curves with an aligned magnetic

field are also delayed. With EATS effect, two peaks in the PD curves of Cases 1 and 4 (the reverse-shock-emission-
dominated cases) and the only peaks of the PD curves in Cases 2 and 3 (the forward-shock-emission-dominated cases)

all shift to later observational times. The first peaks in the PD curves of Cases 1 and 4 are due to the comparable flux

from Region 3 (which is highly polarized) to that from Region 2 1. The second peaks in the PD curves of Cases 1 and

4 and the only peaks of the PD curves in Cases 2 and 3 are mainly because of off-axis observations of forward-shock

region, and the peak times will be around the times of the jet break when 1/γ = θV + θj . Because of EATS effect
considered, there are two small peaks in the PD bump of Case 2 and 3 with q = 2.0 at late times compared with the

one peak in the PD bump for the non-EATS cases. Because the dynamics for Cases 1 and 3 are same, the peak time

of the second PD bump in Case 1 and of the only PD bump in Case 3 are both around the time when 1/γ = θV + θj ,

hence are almost the same, so does for the peak time of the second PD bump in Case 4 and of the only PD bump in
Case 2.

4. AFTERGLOW POLARIZATIONS IN A STRATIFIED MEDIUM

In this section, the parameters of the ejecta are fixed to be: Eiso = 1050 erg, η = 100, and ∆0 = 3 × 1010 cm. The

shocks are also assumed to be adiabatic. The effects of the parameters of the stratified medium (k and r0) on the
dynamics are studied. The redshift of the source is fixed to be z = 0.3.

The dynamics used in this section are shown in Fig. 3. In the upper panel, we fix r0 = 1017 cm and let k to be

variable. The number density n(r) with r < 1017 cm will increase with k, leading to stronger shocks with higher

velocities. Therefore, the reverse shock crossing radius will decrease with the increase of parameter k. In the lower

panel, we fix k = 1 and let r0 to be variable. The number density n(r) at same radius r will be larger for a larger
r0, so the shocks will also be stronger for the dynamics with larger r0. Same as the upper panel for the variable k

parameter, the reverse shock crossing radius will decrease with the increase of r0.

If the Lorentz factor of Region 3 relative to Region 4 γ34 ≫ 1, the reverse shock will be ultrarelativistic, corresponding

to the thick shell case. And if γ34 − 1 ≪ 1, the reverse shock is Newtonian, corresponding to the thin shell case. Sari
& Pian (1995) had discussed the analytical solution of the outflow dynamics and pointed out that if η2 ≫ f ≡ n4/n1

1 The peak times of the light curves of the emission from Region 3 are around the first peaks in the PD curves of Cases 1 and 4.
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Figure 1. Light curves (upper panel), PD curves (middle panel), and PA curves (lower panel) in four cases with an aligned
magnetic field in Region 3. The red lines correspond to old results in Lan et al. (2016) but with corrected polarization treatment
for two-dimensional random magnetic field, the black lines represent our new results with EATS effect. The solid and dashed
lines correspond to on-axis (q = 0.6) and off-axis (q = 2.0) observations, respectively.

the reverse shock is ultrarelativistic and otherwise it is Newtonian. n4 and n1 are the number density of Region

4 and Region 1, respectively. With the calculation, we get (f/η2)k=2(r) = (f/η2)k=0(r)(r/r0)
2. At the reverse

shock crossing radius of k = 2 case (Rc = 1.56 × 1014 cm), (f/η2)k=0(Rc) = 4.8 × 104 ≫ 1 and (f/η2)k=2(Rc) =

(f/η2)k=0(Rc)(Rc/r0)
2 = 0.1 ≪ 1. So at r = Rc = 1.56× 1014 cm, the reverse shock for k = 0 is Newtonian while it

is relativistic for k = 2. Since whether or not the reverse shock is relativistic also depends on the parameters of the

outer medium (i.e., k and r0), in the following we will not distinguish the thick shell and the thin shell.
In this section, the local PD in an ordered field is presented in Eq. 1, the EATS effect is included, and the polarization

treatment for a two-dimensional random field is corrected. In the following, we consider two cases, i.e., the reverse-
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Figure 2. Light curves (upper panel) and PD curves (lower panel) in four cases with a toroidal magnetic field in Region 3. The
red lines correspond to old results in Lan et al. (2016) but with corrected polarization treatment for two-dimensional random
magnetic field, the black lines represent our new results with the EATS effect. The solid and dashed lines correspond to on-axis
(q = 0.6) and off-axis (q = 2.0) observations, respectively.

shock emission dominates the early afterglow (Case I) and the forward-shock radiation dominates the emission during

the whole afterglow phase (Case II). We take ǫe,3 = ǫB,3 = ǫe,2 = 0.1 and ǫB,2 = 0.01 for Case I and ǫe,3 = ǫB,3 = 10−6

and ǫe,2 = ǫB,2 = 0.1 for Case II. With the parameters we take for Case II, the ratio f32 ≡ fν,3/fν,2 will be smaller

than 0.001, so we will neglect the contributions of the reverse-shock region to the total Stokes parameters for Case

II. Therefore, with the assumed parameters, there are two emission regions including both the reverse-shock region

and the forward-shock region for Case I. And there is finally only one emission region (the forward-shock region) for
Case II. As shown in Section 3, PD curves with an aligned field are similar to that with a toroidal field. So in the

following we only consider an aligned field in Region 3 and a two-dimensional random field in Region 2. The sets of
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Figure 3. The effects of the parameters of the stratified medium on the dynamics. The upper and lower panels show the
dynamics with different k and different r0 values, respectively. In the upper panel, r0 is fixed to be 1017 cm. The red-solid,
green-dashed, and blue-dotted lines correspond to k = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. In the lower panel, we fix k = 1. The
magenta-dash-dot and olive-dash-dot-dot lines correspond to r0 = 1015 cm and 1016 cm, respectively. The vertical lines show
the corresponding reverse shock crossing radii.

the parameters in this section are presented in Table 2.

4.1. Multi-band

With our improved model, we give the polarization predictions of the multi-band GRB afterglows, including wave-

length of optical (R-band), X-ray (2 keV), and γ−ray (200 keV). The parameters of the stratified medium are set to
be the typical values of k = 1 and r0 = 1017 cm (Yi et al. 2013), and the dynamics used in this subsection is shown as

green-dashed lines in Fig. 3. The results of the polarization evolutions are shown in Fig. 4.
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Table 2. Dynamical and Emission Parameters of the Cases I and II

cases Eiso η ∆0 ǫe,3 ǫB,3 ǫe,2 ǫB,2

Case I 1050 erg 100 3× 1010 cm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01

Case II 1050 erg 100 3× 1010 cm 10−6 10−6 0.1 0.1

The other parameters are the same for two cases: θj = 0.1 rad, p2 = p3 = 2.5, n0 = 1 cm−3, and z = 0.3.

Independent of different observational angles and of different Cases, polarization curves (including both the PD and

PA curves) almost coincide for the observational energy band of 2 keV and 200 keV. For on-axis observations in Case

I, the reverse shock emission, which is highly polarized, dominates the total flux density during the early reverse-shock
crossing stage at optical R-band (f32 ∼ 20 ≫ 1), so there is a high-level PD plateau before reverse-shock crossing

time. The small PD peaks in both X-ray and γ-ray bands at reverse-shock crossing time are due to the small amount

flux contributions of highly polarized emission from Region 3 (f32 ∼ 0.01 ≪ 1). Therefore, PD evolution before

reverse-shock crossing time is mainly determined by f32 for on-axis observations. For off-axis detection in Case I, the
first PD peaks in three observational energy band are due to the highly polarized emission from Region 3. The second

PD peaks are because of the off-axis observations of the forward shock emission. The differences of the PD evolutions

between three observational energy band are tiny.

For the on-axis and off-axis observations in Case II, PD curves are almost coincide for the three observational energy

band. Same as in Section 3, if the forward-shock emission dominates the whole afterglow phase, there are two small
PD bumps for on-axis observation and there is only one large PD bump for large off-axis detection. For on-axis

observation, the first PD bump begins around 200s, roughly correspond to 1/γ = θj − θV . The second PD bump

begins around 104 s, roughly correspond to the jet break time at 1/γ = θj + θV . For off-axis detection, the only

PD bump begins around 103 s (roughly correspond to 1/γ = θV − θj) and reaches it peak around 2× 104 s (roughly
correspond to 1/γ = θj + θV ). Therefore, PD bumps in Case II (i.e., the forward-shock emission dominates the whole

afterglow radiation) are due to the evolutions of the bulk Lorentz factor.

4.2. Various observational angles

Observational geometry also affects polarization properties of the jet emission significantly (Waxman 2003). The

light curves and polarization properties will be similar for on-axis observations (i.e., q ≤ 1) of an aligned field (Lan et al.

2016). And the EATS effect on the light curves and on the polarization curves become important for off-axis detections,

as shown in Section 3. Therefore, we consider four observational angles, one on-axis observations with q = 0.6 and
three off-axis detections with q = 1.2, 2.0, and 3.0. The results are shown in Fig. 5. In this subsection, we set the

parameters of the stratified medium as their typical value k = 1 and r0 = 1017 cm (Yi et al. 2013) and the dynamics

is shown as green-dashed line in Fig. 3. The observational frequency is set at optical R-band.

The peak times of the light curves from the reverse-shock region will increase with q, so does for the forward-shock

region. Depending on the ratio f32 and on the decrease of bulk Lorentz factor γ, the situation is very complicated
for slightly off-axis detection q = 1.2. In Case I, a relatively large f32 leads to a relatively high PDs (∼ 30%) at

early times. The decrease of the bulk Lorentz factor will lead to two effects, corresponding to two PD peaks at late

observational times. One PD peak will appear around observational time when 1/γ = θV − θj (Waxman 2003) and

the other will happen around the jet break time when 1/γ = θj + θV .
In our calculation, dynamics are the same for Cases I and II. Because the forward-shock radiation will dominate the

total flux during the whole afterglow phase in Case II, to study the effect of the decaying bulk Lorentz factor on the

polarization properties, we focus our analysis on Case II. For q = 1.2, the first PD bump begins to rise around 10 s,

just around the observational time when 1/γ = θV − θj (corresponding to γ ∼ 50 around 16 s). The second PD bump

peaks around 4.2× 104 s, after the jet break time when 1/γ = θj + θV (corresponding to γ ∼ 4.5 around 1.9× 104 s).
For large off-axis observational angles (i.e., q = 2.0 and 3.0) in Case II, The times of the only PD peaks are

always slightly after the peak times of the corresponding light curves. The PD peaks will rise around the time when

1/γ = θV − θj and reach their maximum value around the time when 1/γ = θj + θV for both q = 2.0 and 3.0. Because

θV will be larger for q = 3.0 compared with q = 2.0, the γ value at 1/γ = θj + θV will be smaller for q = 3.0. So the
PD peaks around 1/γ = θj + θV will shift to late observational times with the increase of q.

In Case II, for slight off-axis observations (i.e., the forward-shock-dominated case), there will be two PD bumps in
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Figure 4. Light curves (upper panel), PD curves (middle panel), and PA curves (lower panel) for different observational energy
band of Case I are shown in the first row. Light curves (upper panel) and PD curves (middle panel) for various observational
energy band of Case II are presented in the second row. The red-solid, green-dashed, and blue-dotted lines correspond to the
observational energy band of optical R-band, X-ray (2 keV), and γ-ray (200 keV), respectively.

the PD curve, While there will be only one PD bump for large off-axis observations. The first and second PD bumps

of the slight off-axis observations begin around 1/γ = θV − θj and 1/γ = θj + θV , respectively. So the difference of the
bulk Lorentz factor between the two beginning times of the PD bumps reads ∆γ = 2/θj/(q

2 − 1). With the increase

of the observational angle q, ∆γ will decrease. Because the dynamics for Case II is independent of q values, the time

interval between the two PD bumps will shorter with the increase of q. So when the beginning time of the second PD

bump is smaller than the end time of the first PD bump, the two PD bumps of the slight off-axis observations will
begin to merge to one PD bump. With the calculation, the convergence of the two PD bumps into one will happen

when 1.5 < q < 1.8 under the dynamics used here, and the trend is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 8 of
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Rossi et al. (2004). This is consistent with the statement reached just above that the only one PD bump also begins

around 1/γ = θV − θj and reaches its peak around 1/γ = θj + θV for large off-axis observations.

Granot & Königl (2003) had also considered the PD evolutions for q < 1 with a two-dimensional random magnetic

field in GRB afterglow phase. However, PD signs of our results are opposite with their results, but consistent with that
in Sari (1999) and Ghisellini & Lazzati (1999). For large q with q > 1, the only PD bump in PD curve will move to

late observational time and its peak value will increase with an increasement of q value. This trend is consistent with

the case for a two-dimensional random magnetic field in the emission region of Rossi et al. (2004) and Pedreira et al.

(2022).

4.3. The effects of the k parameter

In this subsection, we investigate the effects of the k parameter on the light curves and on the polarization properties.

We fix r0 = 1017 cm and the observational frequency is set at optical R-band. The dynamics for k = 0, 1, and 2 are

shown as red-solid, green-dashed, and blue-dotted lines in Fig. 3. The results are shown in Fig. 6.

Since we take n0 = 1 cm−3 and r0 = 1017 cm, a larger k will lead to a larger number density of the outer medium
when r < r0 and then lead to stronger shocks. Therefore, the flux density at early observational times will increase

with k value. Because the reverse-shock crossing time becomes shorter with a stronger reverse shock, the peaks of the

light curves in Cases I (the reverse-shock emission dominates the early radiation) will shift to early times with a larger

k value.
For on-axis observation (q = 0.6) of Case I, depending on the ratio f32, the early PD curve can be a plateau (for

k = 1 and 2) or a bump (for k = 0). The early emission in Case I with q = 0.6 is dominated by reverse-shock region,

we calculate the PD of the emission from Region 3 and it reads

PD3 ≡

√

Q2
ν,3 + U2

ν,3

fν,3
(3)

We find that for each k value initially there is a PD plateau of PD3 curve before the reverse-shock crossing time, then

the PD curve will decrease, finally it will increase to a roughly constant value of 0.77 at late observational times. The

values of PD3s at their plateau phases are 0.705 (for k = 0), 0.686 (for k = 1), and ∼ 0.650 (for k = 2), respectively.

PD3 at plateau phase and k are negatively correlated. From Fig. 3, the bulk Lorentz factor decays faster with a

larger k before the reverse-shock crossing radius, which means at same radius the bulk Lorentz factor will be smaller
for larger k value (i.e., a larger 1/γ cone with a larger k value). Because the cancellation effect of polarization over a

larger 1/γ cone becomes more important, PD3 will be smaller with a larger 1/γ cone. Therefore, the values of PD3

at their early plateau phases are negatively correlated with k value.

To interpret the evolution of the PD3 curve, we calculate the f̃3 parameter and it is defined as follows (Lan & Dai
2020)

f̃3 ≡

∫ 1/γ

θmin

dfν,3
∫ θmax

1/γ dfν,3
(4)

where θmin = 0 for on-axis observations and θmin = θV − θj for off-axis detections, while θmax = min(θV + θj , θ(rb))
and θ(rb) corresponds to the θ value at rb on one EATS. In Fig. 7, we find PD3 and f̃3 parameter are positively

correlated for q = 0.6, hence the evolutions of the PD3 curves are mainly determined by the f̃3 parameter for on-axis

observations. For off-axis detection q = 2.0, after t ∼ 104 s (after the time when 1/γ = θV − θj), PD3 is positively

correlated to f̃3, while before t ∼ 104 s, f̃3 equals to 0, however the PD3 still evolve with time. The reason for the
PD3 evolution when f̃3 = 0 may be because of the changes of the asymmetry of the system with the evolution of γ,

however, we do not have a proper parameter to depict this. Finally, f̃3 will reach infinity (totally low-latitude emission)

after 3.6× 104 s for q = 0.6 and after 2.5× 105 s for q = 2.0.

For off-axis detection (q = 2.0), PA3 is initially positive with a value of 0.7774 rad, and then changes gradually to

a negative value of -0.6949 rad with a change of ∆PA3 ∼ π/2. At the beginning of the evolution, f̃3 = 0 (It means
that all the emissions are from the high-latitude region without 1/γ cone.), while at late stage, it is ∞ (It means that

all the emissions come from low-latitude region within 1/γ cone.). So the PAs of the low- and high-latitude emissions

will have a roughly 90◦ difference. PD3 is roughly 0.77 for the low-latitude emission (with f̃3 = ∞). Its value for the

high-latitude emission (with f̃3 = 0) is about 0.6 and is relatively high, which is very different from a low PD value of
the high-latitude emission during the GRB prompt phase (Lan & Dai 2020; Lan et al. 2021).

For Case I with q = 2.0, the first PD bumps for different k values are around the peak times of the fν,3 curves,
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Figure 5. Light curves (upper panel), PD curves (middle panel), and PA curves (lower panel) for different q value of Case I are
shown in the first row. Light curves (upper panel) and PD curves (middle panel) for various q value of Case II are presented
in the second row. The red-solid, green-dashed, blue-dotted, and magenta-dash-dot lines correspond to q = 0.6, 1.2, 2.0, and
3.0, respectively. For illustration, the blue and orange solid lines in the second row for Case II correspond to q = 1.5 and 1.8,
respectively.

corresponding to the reverse-shock crossing times. Because the shocks will become stronger with an increasing k value,
the crossing time of the reverse shock becomes shorter, thus the positions of the first PD bumps will decrease with

k. The second PD bump is because of the off-axis detection of the forward-shock radiation. For the same 1/γ value,

the corresponding r or t will be smaller for larger k. Therefore, the second PD bump will begin and peak at early

observational time for larger k value.
For Case II with q = 0.6 and 2.0, because the bulk Lorentz factor γ decreases faster before r < 1017 cm for larger k

value, leading to smaller observational times both when 1/γ = θj−θV and when 1/γ = θj+θV for larger k. Therefore,
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Figure 6. Light curves (upper panel), PD curves (middle panel), and PA curves (lower panel) for different k value of Case I are
shown in the first row. Light curves (upper panel) and PD curves (middle panel) for various k value of Case II are presented in
the second row. The green-dashed, red-solid, and blue-dotted lines represent k = 0, 1, and 2, respectively.

both the two PD bumps for q = 0.6 and the only one PD bump for q = 2.0 shift toward short observational times with

an increasing k value. With the increasement of k, the polarization evolution is slower for both q = 0.6 and 2.0. And
our results for the wind environment with k = 2 are consistent with that shown in Fig. 1 of Lazzati et al. (2004).

4.4. The effects of the normalization parameter r0

The effects of the normalization parameter r0 on the polarization evolutions are also considered and the results are

shown in Fig. 8. We take k = 1 and the observational frequency is set at the optical R-band. Three values of r0s are
considered (i.e., 1015 cm, 1016 cm, and 1017 cm). Dynamics for r0 = 1015 cm, 1016 cm, and 1017 cm are shown as

magenta-dash-dot, olive-dash-dot-dot, and green-dashed lines in the lower panel of Fig. 3. The number density n(r)
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Figure 7. Light curves (upper panel), PD curves (middle panel), and PA curves (lower panel) of the reverse-shock radiation in

Case I with q = 0.6 (solid lines) and 2.0 (dashed-lines). And also the evolutions of the f̃3 parameter (blue lines) are shown with
respect to the right axis of the middle panel.

with a larger r0 at radius r will be larger, which will lead to stronger shocks (corresponding to shorter reverse-shock

crossing time), then to a higher flux density. Therefore, in Case I the flux density will increase and the peak time of

the light curve will decrease with r0 for on-axis observations.
For on-axis observation (q = 0.6) of Case I, same as that for different k values in Section 4.3, depending on the ratio

f32, PD curves can be a bump (r0 = 1015 cm) or a plateau (r0 = 1017 cm) at early times. For off-axis observation

(q = 2.0) of Case I, a larger r0 will also lead to a stronger shock then to a shorter reverse-shock crossing time, so the first

PD bumps (corresponding to the peak of the emission from Region 3) with larger r0 will shift to early observational
times. A larger r0 will lead to a smaller bulk Lorentz factor γ(r), so for the same 1/γ, r (or the corresponding

observational time t) will be smaller for a larger r0. Therefore, the second PD bumps (due to the off-axis observation
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Figure 8. Light curves (upper panel), PD curves (middle panel), and PA curves (lower panel) for different r0 of Case I shown
in the first row. Light curves (upper panel) and PD curves (middle panel) for various r0 of Case II shown in the second row.
The blue-dotted, green-dashed, and red-solid lines represent r0 = 1015, 1016, and 1017 cm, respectively.

of the forward-shock emission) also shift to early observational time with an increasing r0.

Because the bulk Lorentz factor γ decreases earlier for larger r0 value (see the lower panel of Fig. 3), leading to
smaller observational times both when 1/γ = θj − θV and when 1/γ = θj + θV for larger r0. Therefore, both the two

PD bumps for q = 0.6 and the only PD bumps for q = 2.0 shift toward short observational time with the increasing

r0 value.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we consider the EATS effect to study the light curves and polarization evolutions of the GRB afterglows.

We assume a large-scale ordered aligned field in the reverse-shock region, so our PD results at early stage give the upper
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limit. We compare our new results with that in Lan et al. (2016) without EATS effect. Then, we apply our model to

predict the multi-band afterglow polarizations in a stratified medium with a power-law number density distribution.

And the effects of the observational angle and of the parameters of the stratified medium on the afterglow polarizations

are also discussed.
The dynamics in a stratified medium, including both the reverse-shock and forward-shock regions, are studied. We

found that for the fixed n0 and r0 value, the bulk Lorentz factor for larger k value will decrease faster at early stage

and then decrease slower at late stage. For the fixed n0 and k value, the bulk Lorentz factor for larger r0 value will

decrease earlier. The reverse-shock crossing radius will shift to smaller radius with the increase of k or r0.

We found the EATS effect on the afterglow polarizations becomes important for off-axis observations. For the
forward-shock-dominated case, there will be only one large PD bump for large off-axis detection, and this PD bump

begins roughly at 1/γ = θV − θj and peaks roughly around the jet break time when 1/γ = θj + θV . Compared with

the non-EATS case, the amplitude of the PD bump is similar with the EATS effect, but the peak will shift to late

observational time Rossi et al. (2004). For the reverse-shock-dominated case, there will be two PD bumps for off-axis
detection, the PD value of the first PD bump is determined by f32, while its value at the second PD bump is usually

determined by both the q value and the evolution of the bulk Lorentz factor γ. Compared with a negative PD values

in Lan et al. (2016) for off-axis detections at late observational times, PDs will be larger than 0 with the corrected

polarization treatment for two-dimensional random magnetic field in the forward-shock region.

For on-axis observations, assuming the large-scale ordered field in the outflow carried from a central engine, PD
value at early afterglow phase is mainly determined by the value of f32, i.e., the larger the f32, the higher the PD of

the jet emission, and vice versa. When f32 ≫ 1, PD of the jet emission will reach its maximum value of PD3. When

f32 ≪ 1, PD will be roughly 0. There are two small PD bumps around the jet break time due to the forward-shock

emission (Sari 1999). The first and second PD bumps begin around 1/γ = θj − θV and 1/γ = θV + θj (the jet break
time), respectively. And there will be an abrupt 90◦ PA change between the two PD bumps (Sari 1999).

We found given the magnetic field configurations in the emission regions, the jet structure, and the observational

angles, the evolutions of the PD3 with an ordered magnetic field in Region 3 is mainly determined by f̃3 parameter

(positively correlated), while the evolutions of the afterglow polarizations of the whole jet emission are mainly deter-

mined by both the value of f32 or the evolutions of bulk Lorentz factor γ. Through the influences on f32 or γ, various
observational energy band, observational angles, k values, and r0 values will finally affect the evolutions of the PD

curves.
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ABSTRACT

Global stellar oscillations probe the internal structure of stars. In low- to intermediate-mass red giants, these oscillations provide

signatures from both the outer regions of the star as well as from the core. These signatures are imprinted in e.g. the frequency of

maximum oscillation power, and in the differences in periods of non-radial oscillations (period spacings), respectively. In core

helium burning giants with masses below about 1.7 solar masses, i.e. stars that have gone through a helium flash, the asymptotic

period spacings take values of about 220 –350 s at frequency of maximum oscillation power of ∼30–50 `Hz. A set of stars with

asymptotic period spacings lower than about 200 s at similar frequencies separations has recently been discovered by Elsworth

and collaborators. In this work, we present a hypothesis for the formation scenario of these stars. We find that these stars can be

the result of a mass-loss event at the end of the red-giant branch phase of stars massive enough to not have a degenerate core, i.e.

one of the scenarios to form hot subdwarf stars. Therefore, these stars can be classified as ‘hot subdwarf analogues’. Interestingly,

if mass loss continues gradually during the core helium burning phase, these stars turn hotter and denser, and could, therefore,

be hot subdwarf progenitors as they shed more of their envelope.

Key words: Asteroseismology (73) – Stellar astronomy (1583) – Stellar oscillations (1617) – Astronomy data modeling (1859)

– Stellar physics (1621) – Stellar structures (1631) – Stellar evolutionary models (2046) – Stellar evolution (1599) – Stellar

properties (1624) – Stellar masses (1614)

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade or so, asteroseismology of evolved solar-like

oscillators has provided tools to extract information about stars in an

unprecedented way. It is now possible to obtain global asteroseismic

stellar parameters (e.g. Yu et al. 2018, and references therein) as well

as information from the core (e.g. Bedding et al. 2011; Cunha et al.

2015; Mosser et al. 2015; Hekker et al. 2018). This opens pathways

for investing and improving our understanding of stellar structure

and evolution. One of these is to test whether the canonical physics

included in our models is adequate and sufficient, or if non-canonical

physics needs to be included.

Recent studies have provided evidence that asteroseismology is in-

deed capable of identifying stars that have undergone non-canonical

evolution. For instance, Rui & Fuller (2021); Deheuvels et al. (2022)

showed that a subset of subgiant/low luminosity red-giant stars with

high mass and period spacings that are lower than those predicted

by canonical evolution can be explained by gaining mass through

a merger or mass transfer scenario. On the other side of the spec-

★ E-mail: saskia.hekker@h-its.org
† Klaus Tschira guest professor at the Heidelberg Institute for Theoretical

Studies (HITS)

trum, Li et al. (2022) explained the ‘underluminous’ and extremely

low-mass giants as the products of mass loss.

In this work, we are specifically examining a subset of stars that

were identified by Elsworth et al. (2023, hereafter Paper I) as red-

clump stars that have a period spacing lower than expected. In Paper I,

it is suggested that these could be stars with a genuinely low period

spacing value, i.e., these stars have a core that is different from

the majority of stars of that mass, or stars exhibiting fast rotation.

Here, we investigate the former. Normally, stars that have a mass low

enough to have the onset of He burning in the core through a flash end

up in the red clump (RC). During this core helium burning (CHeB)

phase, the stars exhibit an asymptotic period spacing (ΔΠ)1 in a range

between roughly 220 s and 350 s at a large frequency separation (Δa)2

in the range 3.5-5 `Hz. More massive stars have a more gradual

onset of He burning, and have a somewhat lower period spacing and

a higher value for the large frequency separation in the range 5-9 `Hz

1 Throughout the paper, we are dealing only with ΔΠ1, i.e. the asymptotic

period spacing of the dipole (ℓ = 1) modes, and leave out the subscript for

simplicity.
2 The large frequency separation is the frequency between modes of the same

degree and consecutive radial orders.

© 2015 The Authors
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Figure 1. Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams highlighting the core helium burning phase for stellar models with different masses, both with and without mass loss.

The initial ("0) and final ("f) masses are colour coded as indicated in the legends. The left panel shows low-mass models that ignite He through a He-flash.

For the 1.0 and 1.5 M⊙ models, we show only tracks without mass loss. These are indicated with " in the legend. The initial mass "0 for the other tracks in

this panel was 1.7 M⊙ . The middle and right panel show tracks for higher mass stars ("0 = 2.2 M⊙ and "0 = 2.5 M⊙ , respectively) that go through a more

gentle onset of core helium burning. The dashed lines (where visible) are tracks where mass loss after the mass-loss event has been set to 10−9 M⊙/yr, while for

the solid lines, no mass loss is included after the mass-loss event.

during their CHeB phase (see the observational results in Paper I,

and in the background of the left top panel of Fig. 3). In Paper I,

the authors identified a subset of stars that have large frequency

separations in line with stars in the red clump, however, their observed

period spacing is lower than expected, i.e. below roughly 200 s. These

stars are therefore referred to as lowDP stars. At the same time these

stars seem to have masses on the lower side, i.e. between 0.6 and

1.2 solar masses, while luminosities are similar to, or slightly lower

than typical red-clump stars. Furthermore, as is mentioned in Braun

(2022), the morphology of the oscillations is somewhat different for

these stars, i.e., there seems to be more signal present in a wider

frequency range around the p-dominated dipole modes.

In searching for a formation scenario of these lowDP stars, we

examined whether low-mass stars with canonical evolution pass

through this part of the Δa–ΔΠ-diagram. Additionally, we computed

the evolution of 2.2 and 2.5 M⊙ stars, which undergo a mass-loss

event at the tip of the red-giant branch (RGB). Such a mass-loss

event could be due to, for instance, binary (or multiple) interaction

that has been proposed to be part of the evolution of hot subdwarf

stars (Han et al. 2002). We monitored the evolution of models with

and without mass loss resulting in different final masses and inves-

tigate the passages through the Δa–ΔΠ-diagram. Additionally, we

compared the behaviour of the frequencies to further understand the

differences in the morphology of their power spectra.

2 STELLAR EVOLUTION MODELS

For this work, we used the Modules for Experiments in Stellar As-

trophysics (MESA, Paxton et al. 2019; Jermyn et al. 2022, and ref-

erences therein) code version r12778. We used the standard settings,

i.e. solar metallicity with solar composition from Grevesse & Sauval

(1998), the Schwarzschild criterion with no overshoot and no dif-

fusion. We only increased the grid resolution in parts of the evo-

lution where we compute oscillation frequencies. The oscillation

frequencies were computed using GYRE (Goldstein & Townsend

2020, and references therein). For the mass-loss event, we used the

’change_mass’ setting at different rates, which we specify through-

out this work.

Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams with stellar evolution tracks com-

puted with MESA are shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, we show the

tracks of the core helium phases of stars of different initial masses

(1.0, 1.5, 1.7, 2.2 and 2.5 M⊙) as well as the tracks with a mass-loss

event included (see the legends of Fig. 1 for the initial ("0) and final

("f) masses of each track). For visual purposes, the tracks for the
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Figure 2. Period spacings vs age along a 1.0 M⊙ stellar evolution track. Left: the time at which the He-flash with subflashes take place and the start of the

quiescent core helium burning. Right: the end of the quiescent core helium burning phase, where the evolutionary track starts its ascent on the asymptotic giant

branch. The horizontal gray dashed line is drawn at a period spacing of 200 s, which is the approximate threshold for lowDP stars in asymptotic period spacing

(see text for further details). The color coding is indicative of the luminosity as per the legend. Note the difference in the scales of both panels.

lower mass models are shown in the left-hand panel and the tracks

for the higher mass models are shown in the middle and right panels.

3 CANONICAL EVOLUTION

We computed models of 0.8 and 1.0 M⊙ all the way to the exhaustion

of core helium burning. Our main interest here was to investigate if

these models go through the parameter space of the low period-

spacing stars that were discovered in Paper I. For both evolutionary

tracks we found brief phases in which the models go through the area

in the Δa–ΔΠ-diagram as found for these lowDP stars. These phases

are shown in Fig. 2 for the 1.0 M⊙ track as a function of time.

In line with the results by Bildsten et al. (2012), who investigated

the changes in period spacing of stars going through the helium core

flash, we found for both evolutionary tracks two brief phases in which

the models go through the area in the Δa–ΔΠ-diagram as found for

these lowDP stars.These phases are shown in Fig. 2 for the 1.0 M⊙

track as a function of time. The first phase is during sub flashes at

the tip of the RGB and the second at the end of the CHeB phase.

In both these phases, the luminosity is relatively high compared to

the luminosity of the red clump, as indicated by the colour coding

in Fig. 2. This is not in agreement with the data presented in Braun

(2022), where the luminosity of the lowdP stars is similar to, or lower

than, that in the clump phase. Furthermore, the age of the 1.0 M⊙

track is at these stages already close to the age of the universe. For the

0.8 M⊙ track (not shown), the ages of these phases are well beyond

the age of the universe and therefore, it seems unlikely that the lowDP

stars at large are consistent with canonical evolution.

4 NON-CANONICAL EVOLUTION: MASS-LOSS EVENT

To obtain stars in the core helium burning phase that have low mass –

beyond that what is possible in canonical evolution– mass loss most

likely plays a role, as recently been discussed by Li et al. (2022).

Similarly, of the three scenarios proposed by Han et al. (2002) to

form hot subdwarf stars, two include mass loss close to the tip of the

RGB, either due to a common envelope mass ejection or due to stable

Roche lobe overflow. Based on these ideas, we now include a mass-

loss event close to the tip of the RGB3 and continue to follow the

evolution of the products. We note here that we did not include binary

evolution in our computations and thus this may be more similar to

the stable Roche lobe overflow scenario of Han et al. (2002) which

would produce a wide binary with orbital periods of over 1000 days,

justifying our approach of modelling only the primary star.

In practice, we let a model, without mass-loss, evolve until it is

close to the end of the RGB phase, which is defined by the total

power provided by nuclear reactions burning helium to be larger

than 0.1 (0.005) L⊙ for a 2.2 (2.5) M⊙ track 4. At that point we

include mass loss at a rate of 10−6 M⊙ /yr until the mass of the star

is 1.2, 1.0, 0.8 or 0.6 M⊙ . After this mass-loss event we continue

the evolution either without any mass loss or with a mass loss of

10−9 M⊙ /yr. These timescales are in line with the ones found in

binary mass transfer of stars with similar masses and transfer at a

similar time, as computed by Henneco et al. (in preparation), where

the mass loss of 10−6 M⊙ /yr lies between the nuclear and Kelvin-

Helmholtz timescale and the 10−9 M⊙ /yr is broadly consistent with

Reimers mass loss.

4.1 Evolution

Fig. 1 shows the evolutionary tracks of models with and without mass

loss. The mass-loss event close to the end of the RGB phase reduces

the surface temperature, mass and luminosity of the resulting CHeB

stars.

We also show the evolution of the asymptotic period spacings as

a function of Δa, mass and age in Fig. 3. During the main part of

the core helium burning phase, the period spacings of the mass-loss

products are somewhat lower than the period spacing of the track

without mass loss. However, much more pronounced is the change

in Δa: the lower the mass, the lower the value of Δa.

The positions of the models in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

3 We define the tip of the red-giant branch as the point of highest luminosity

on the branch before the onset of He burning, irrespective of whether the

onset of helium fusion occurs through a flash or is quiescent.
4 We note that we checked values down to 0.001 L⊙ as the point at which

the mass-loss event takes place for the 2.2 M⊙ track and found that this leads

to the same results.
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4 Hekker, Elsworth, Braun & Basu

Figure 3. Left top: the computed asymptotic period spacings (ΔΠ) as a function

of large frequency separation (Δa). Only the main part of the CHeB is indicated

as per the thick solid lines on the left bottom panel. The dashed lines indicate the

cases where the mass loss after the mass-loss event has been set to 10−9 M⊙/yr.

Colours and symbols as in the left bottom panel. The gray, yellow and pink

dots in the background are asymptotic period spacings as computed with TACO

(Hekker et al. in prep.) using a stretched period échelle diagram, see Paper I for

more details. Right: same as the left panel, now for ΔΠ as a function of mass.

Left bottom: computed period spacings (ΔΠ) as a function of age, counted

from the tip of the red-giant branch. The main part of the core helium burning

phase is indicated with the thick solid line. The short phase during and just

after the onset of He burning and towards the end of the CHeB phase are shown

in dashed and dotted style, respectively. The star symbols indicate models that

were studied in more detail.

and in the Δa–ΔΠ-diagram are in qualitative agreement with the

lowDP stars discussed in Paper I and Braun (2022). The fact that the

modeled period spacings in the red clump are at the lower end com-

pared to the observations is already a known fact, as per for instance

Constantino et al. (2015). This well-known general offset is beyond

the scope of this project and will be discussed in a forthcoming pa-

per (Noll et al. in preparation). It is unclear if the period spacings

of the secondary clump stars are also under- or overestimated, and

hence, we do not aim to match the observational results exactly, we

merely look for similarities in the trends. We note here that we did

not include overshoot in the models, we present here. As shown by

Constantino et al. (2015) and Bossini et al. (2017) the inclusion of

large amounts of overshoot at the core helium burning phase would

increase the period spacing, which would improve the agreement

between the models and the data for the RC and potentially the sec-

ondary clump. However, overshoot of the convective core on the main

sequence, would increase the core mass. As is evident from Fig. 3,

stars with larger (core) mass have lower period spacing at the start of

helium core burning. For this reason, the impact of including over-

shoot in the models in the resulting period spacing values is thought

to be smaller for the higher mass stars that exhibit convective cores

on the main sequence.

4.2 Oscillations

In addition to the global observables discussed above, the morphol-

ogy of the power density spectrum of lowDP stars is somewhat

different from ‘normal’ RC stars, i.e., there seem to be more low am-

plitude features present in the frequency range of the oscillations. To

further investigate this, we computed the frequencies for six models

that are roughly in the middle of the CHeB phase, as indicated by the

star symbols in Figs 1 and 3. Pairs of these models have either sim-

ilar period spacings, similar large frequency separations or similar

masses (see Figs 4 and 5; in Fig. 4 we show the normalised inertias

and in Fig. 5 the synthetic power density spectra computed based on

these inertias).

Panels (a) and (c) in Figs 4 and 5 show two models with very

similar period spacings, where the difference is mass loss. Due to

mass loss, both the amax
5 and Δa values decreased while the core

structure stays nearly the same, i.e. the ΔΠ values are similar. At

these lower amax values, the mixed mode radial order is much larger

in an absolute sense, which increases the number of modes per radial

order. The model shown in panel (e) has a similar large frequency

separation as the model that has undergone mass loss and a somewhat

higher amax value. Indeed, this results in mixed mode radial-order

values intermediate between the ones in the top and middle panel

in the left column, and a slightly smaller number of mixed dipole

modes per acoustic radial order.

The right columnin both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show all models with the

same mass, i.e. 1 M⊙ . The model in panel (b) is formed by mass loss

from a 2.2 M⊙ , the model in panel (d) is formed through canonical

evolution (i.e., without mass loss) and the bottom one in panel (f) by

mass loss from a 1.7 M⊙ model. The model in panel (b) has a high

amax value, a lowerΔΠvalue and lower normalized inertias compared

to the other two models in the right column (panels (d) and (f)), which

are in all respects very similar. Modes with lower inertias as per panel

(b) of Fig. 4 will be more prominent in the observed Fourier spectra,

5
amax is the frequency of maximum oscillation power.
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Figure 4. Normalized –by the overall squared amplitude– inertia vs. frequency for the six models indicated with the star symbols in Figs. 1 and 3. Degrees 0,1,2,3

are indicated with blue dots, red asterisks, light blue crosses and orange triangles, respectively. The vertical gray dashed lines indicates amax . The horizontal

gray dashed line indicates a normalized inertia of 10−4. The initial masses ("0), final masses ("f ) as well as the values of Δa, amax and ΔΠ of the models are

indicated in the legend of each panel.

as is indeed shown in Fig. 5, which could lead to a wider range of

dipole modes to provide observational signatures. The combination

of both these effects could explain the different morphologies of the

Fourier spectra and the period difference histograms (see Paper I) of

the lowDP stars compared to the RC stars.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a scenario, namely mass loss at the tip of the red giant

branch, to explain the newly discovered lowDP stars. The scenario

as proposed and discussed here explains the main properties of the

lowDP sample, such as the lower value of the period spacing at

large frequency values consistent with the red clump, as well as the

typically lower mass of the lowDP stars compared to the ‘normal’

RC stars.

In addition to the results shown here, we also performed tests with

a mass-loss rate of 10−8 M⊙ /yr at the end of the RGB. This does not

place the tracks in the lowDP space in the Δa–ΔΠ-diagram. Hence,

we conclude that the mass loss has to be a short event for it to be able

to form lowDP stars. A mass-loss rate of 10−4 M⊙ /yr on the other

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2015)



6 Hekker, Elsworth, Braun & Basu

Figure 5. Synthetic power density spectra for the six models indicated with the star symbols in Figs. 1 and 3, and for which the inertias are shown in Fig. 4.

Degrees 0,1,2,3 are shown in dark blue, red, light blue and orange, respectively. We have used the empirical relations of Mosser et al. (2018) to calculate

the relative linewidths and amplitudes. We also included mode visibilities with values of 1.0, 1.5, 0.5 and 0.03 for modes of degree 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively.

Furthermore, the modes are convolved with a Gaussian envelope peaked at amax and a width of 2 ·Δa. Resolved modes are indicated with Lorentzian functions,

unresolved modes are shown as delta functions. Note that the l=3 modes are barely visible.

hand yielded the same results as the rate of 10−6 M⊙ /yr, the results

for which are shown in this work. From this we conclude that mass

loss has to be fast enough to change the mass and with that the mean

density, and not give the core enough time to adjust, leaving the core

with properties of the higher mass star. This formation scenario for

lowDP stars is in line with the ones presented by Rui & Fuller (2021)

and Deheuvels et al. (2022) to explain stars on the RGB that do not

follow the canonical RGB Δa–ΔΠ relation.

For the 1.7 M⊙ model, that has a mass low enough to go through

a helium flash, we find that the result is very similar to that of the

evolution of a low-mass star without mass loss.

To conclude: we can explain the lowDP stars as presented in Pa-

per I qualitatively as products of a mass-loss event close to the end of

the RGB phase for stars with non-degenerate cores. Such mass-loss

events in lower mass stars with degenerate cores on the RGB are

thought to lead to hot subdwarf stars. Therefore, these stars could

be ‘hot subdwarf analogues’. Interestingly, we find that if the mass-

loss due to for instant stellar winds continues at a slower rate of

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2015)
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10−9 M⊙ /yr during the CHeB phase and the stellar mass drops be-

low approximately 0.5 M⊙ the surface temperature increases signif-

icantly and the track moves to the hotter part of the Hertzsprung-

Russel diagram. Therefore, these lowDP stars could potentially also

be progenitors of subdwarfs. This requires further investigations.
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ABSTRACT

Galaxies exhibiting a specific large-scale extended radio emission, such as X-shaped radio galaxies, belong to a rare class
of winged radio galaxies. The morphological evolution of these radio sources is explained using several theoretical models,
including galaxy mergers. However, such a direct link between a perturbed radio morphology and a galaxy merger remains
observationally sparse. Here we investigate a unique radio galaxy J1159+5820, whose host CGCG 292-057 displays the optical
signature of a post-merger system with a distinct tidal tail feature, and an X-shaped radio morphology accompanied by an
additional pair of inner lobes. We observed the target on a wide range of radio frequencies ranging from 147 MHz to 4959 MHz,
using dedicated GMRT and VLA observations, and supplemented it with publicly available survey data for broadband radio
analysis. Particle injection models were fitted to radio spectra of lobes and different parts of the wings. Spectral ageing analysis
performed on the lobes and the wings favors a fast jet realignment model with a reorientation timescale of a few million years.
We present our results and discuss the possible mechanisms for the formation of the radio morphology.

Key words: radiation mechanisms: non-thermal - galaxies: active - galaxies: individual: CGCG297-057 - galaxies: peculiar -
galaxies: jets - radio continuum: galaxies

1 INTRODUCTION

Highly collimated large-scale radio galaxy (RG) jets are formed from
the relativistic outflows of charged particles and magnetic fields from
the synchrotron emitting plasma of the active galactic nucleus (AGN).
These jets ranging from a few kpc to Mpc in size are known to strik-
inglymaintain their jet axis direction for almost 108 years (Machalski
et al. 2009; Machalski et al. 2021), or even 109 years, as in the case
of some giant RGs (Hurley-Walker et al. 2015; Shulevski et al. 2019).
The typical hosts for RGs are giant ellipticals, and the most common
mechanism for growing massive galaxies is galaxy mergers. Merg-
ers invigorate galaxies with a fresh supply of gas and dust and can
trigger AGN activity around the supermassive black hole (SMBH),
ultimately playing a key rôle in explaining the growth of the SMBH
at the center of most active galaxies (Bessiere et al. 2012; Cotini
et al. 2013; Ellison et al. 2019). A subset of such interactions can
also take place in galaxies containing AGNs with radio jets, lead-
ing to non-standard radio morphologies as seen in the case of e.g.
3C 321 (Evans et al. 2008), an FRII (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) type
RG where one of the jets undergoes bending after interacting with
a nearby companion galaxy going through a merger with its host. A
similar but more severe bending of the jets is observed in the case
of 3C 433 (van Breugel et al. 1983), which is a part of an inter-
acting galaxy pair. During the merger process, the central AGN is
bound to undergo disturbances and perturbations, and studying radio

★ E-mail: arpita.misra@doctoral.uj.edu.pl

jets associated with such galaxies can act as an excellent tracer for
understanding the central SMBH behavior.

The discovery of X-shaped radio sources (Florido et al. 1990;
Leahy & Parma 1992; Capetti et al. 2002) poses a challenge towards
understanding the dynamic interplay between radio jets, the central
active region, and the intergalactic medium (IGM). The class of X-
shaped RGs mainly consists of two misaligned pairs of lobes, the
second pair having a relatively different orientation than the primary
lobe, with the typical examples being 3C 223.1 and 3C 403 (Dennett-
Thorpe et al. 2002). There are a few models that account for the
formation of such sources, including (i) hydrodynamical backflow,
where the secondary pair of lobes are formed by the backflow of the
primary lobe that is deflected by the hot gas halo of the host galaxy
(Leahy & Williams 1984; Worrall et al. 1995; Cotton et al. 2020);
(ii) spin flip of the primary black hole and quick realignment in a
post-merger system (Rottmann 2002; Merritt & Ekers 2002); (iii)
presence of a dual AGN with two independent pairs of jets ( Lal &
Rao 2005; Cheung 2007; Yang et al. 2022); (iv) the projection due to
a precessing beam (Ekers et al. 1978; Parma et al. 1985); and (v) the
jet-shell interaction in a merged galaxy (Gopal-Krishna et al. 2012).
The list of such objects has so far constituted a small fraction of radio
sources (Cheung 2007;Mezcua et al. 2012; Saripalli &Roberts 2018;
Yang et al. 2019) but with new highly resolved deep-sky surveys, X-
shaped sources are found at an ever-increasing rate.

RGs usually go through an initial phase of jet activity, lasting
between ∼107 and ∼109 years (Cordey 1986; Parma et al. 1999;
Parma et al. 2007), followed by a period of quiescence. However, in

© 2023 The Authors
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Figure 1. 147MHz GMRT radio map of J1159+5820 overlaid on PanSTARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) optical image. The right panel insert shows VLA contours
at 4959 MHz of inner lobes and core (red contours) overlayed on the host galaxy CGCG 292-057 optical image from BASS (Zou et al. 2019) with distinct tidal
tail and shell features.

some RGs, nuclear activity can be classified as intermittent, where a
new pair of radio lobes is visible along with the older pair, tracing
plasma from a previous episode of jet activity. This suggests a short
dormant phase followed by restarting nuclear activity, leading to a
double-double radiomorphology (DDRG; Schoenmakers et al. 2000;
Saikia & Jamrozy 2009; Kuźmicz et al. 2017; Mahatma et al. 2019).
Identifying and studying the radio spectra of such galaxies is of great
importance for understanding the duty cycle of RGs.
In this paper, we examine radio data of CGCG292-057, host of

J1159+5820, which is a unique RG that presents a non-standard X-
shaped radio morphology and also shows a restarting pair of radio
lobes as a DDRG. The target source displays low-surface-brightness
radio wings that span ∼7′ and high-surface-brightness lobes that
span to 5′. First described in the paper of Kozieł-Wierzbowska et al.
(2012), this object at RA= 11h59m05.s7, Dec =+58◦20′36′′(J2000.0)
with z = 0.0537 (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) is classified as a low
ionization nuclear emission line region (LINER) galaxy, based on its
emission line fluxes. The host galaxymorphology was determined by
the concentration index of about 2.81±0.03, which places it almost
exactly at the separation line between elliptical and spiral galaxies.
In the optical observations performed by Kozieł-Wierzbowska et al.
(2012), a face-on galaxy with a clear tidal tail feature was revealed,
indicating traces of a merging event in the past. Skipper & Browne
(2018) found an offset of 291 mas in the optical position of the
CGCG292-057 galaxy center given by the SDSS catalog and 8.46
GHz radio position of core given by the Cosmic-Lens All Sky Sur-
vey (CLASS; Myers et al. 2003; Browne et al. 2003) catalog. Taking
into account the velocity dispersion of 242±13.6 km/s, the mass of
the central black hole was calculated as log(𝑀𝐵𝐻 /𝑀�) = 8.47±0.32
(Kozieł-Wierzbowska et al. 2012). The target is also fairly isolated as

it is not associated with any nearby group or cluster. The star forma-
tion rate was calculated by Singh et al. (2015), with the use of mid-IR
and UV emission, to be 2.89 and 1.50 𝑀� per year respectively, with
evolved stellar composition at the center of the host galaxy. X-ray
studies conducted by Balasubramaniam et al. (2020) detected an ex-
cess of X-ray emission in the bulge from a thermal plasma and the
presence of a Fe XXV K𝛼 line. From the SDSS spectrum, doubly
peaked emission lines were observed which might be considered as
an indicator for an SMBH binary (Kozieł-Wierzbowska et al. 2012).

In this paper, we present a multifrequency radio analysis of
J1159+5820, which exhibits a rare combination of DDRG along
with an X-shaped morphology. The presence of all of these features
makes the target an ideal source for studying X-shaped RGs con-
nected with galaxy mergers. We used archival and dedicated radio
data at a range of frequencies between 54 MHz and 8440 MHz, re-
vealing its compact (a few kpc) and extended (several hundred kpc)
radio structure. By analyzing its radio spectra, we estimate the ageing
of the electron population at different sections of the source and try
to give an account of its morphological evolution. In Section 2 we
present radio observations and data reduction procedure in detail. In
Section 3 we present our results which are followed by a discussion
in Section 4. Final conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

All absolute quantities in this paper were calculated for a ΛCDM
universe with 𝐻0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1 and Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.
The host galaxy is referred to as CGCG 292-057 and the related
radio source is called J1159+5820 throughout the paper. Using the
host galaxy redshift, the conversion scale translates to 1.045 kpc/′′,
used in the paper.
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Figure 2. Contour maps of the central part of J1159+5820 (within the host galaxy), obtained from LOFAR, GMRT, and the VLA observations at 144, 611,
1635, and 4959 MHz (see also right panel of Fig. 1). The contour levels are spaced by a factor of

√
2 and the first contour is at 3 × rms level (rms values are

given in Table 1). The first negative 3 × rms level is marked with a dashed contour. The relative sizes of the beam are indicated by the ellipse at the bottom left
corner of each image. The position of the core is marked with a cross.

2 RADIO OBSERVATIONS

To understand the radio morphology of J1159+5820, high-resolution
and multifrequency radio maps of the diffuse lobes, center, and the
overall structure of the radio source were obtained from dedicated
observations with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) at
low-frequency, the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) at high-
frequency, and publicly available survey data. The shortest baselines
from both telescopes could successfully sample the largest scales
of the source. In the following subsections, we describe in detail
the surveys used, the observation schemes, and the data reduction
techniques used to obtain GMRT and the VLA maps.

2.1 GMRT observations

J1159+5820 was observed with the GMRT in four frequency bands
centered at 147, 240, 323, and 611 MHz. All observations were
performed within projects 18_026 and 20_009 in May 2010 and

between May and August 2011, respectively (details are given in
Table 1). The usual scheme of observations of looping the phase
calibrator with the target source was adopted with the flux density
calibrators observed for ∼10-20 mins at the beginning and at the end
of observations. For the observation of the target source centered at
147 MHz and 323 MHz, 3C 286 was observed as both the phase and
flux density calibrator. At 147 MHz, 3C 286 as the phase calibrator
was observed for 5 mins alternating with the target source in the loop.
At 323 MHz, 3C 286 was observed as the flux density calibrator and
also as the phase calibrator for 4 mins between cycles. Observations
at 240 MHz and 611 MHz were conducted in dual-frequency mode
(Swarup et al. 1991). This mode allows the recording of data at two
frequency bands simultaneously but with a single polarisation for
each band only, thereby reducing the sensitivity by a factor of ∼1.41.
In this case, flux density calibrators 3C 48 and 3C 147 were observed
at the beginning and 3C 286 at the end of the observations. The
phase calibrator for this set of observations was J1313+675, which
was observed for 5 mins in a loop with the target source.
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Table 1. Details of GMRT and the VLA dedicated observations of J1159+5820 analyzed in this paper.

Freq. Telescope Proposal code Date of observation TOS Bandwidth Channel Size PA rms
(MHz) (hrs) (MHz) (′′×′′) (°) (mJy/beam)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

147 GMRT 20_009 2011 May 14 7.30 16.6 256 29.1×16.5 28.0 1.279

240 GMRT 18_026 2010 May 21 5.26 16.0 128 13.0×10.3 27.4 0.843

323 GMRT 20_009 2011 Aug 22 5.55 33.3 256 15.0×7.8 20.7 0.229

611 GMRT 18_026 2010 May 21 5.26 33.3 512 5.6×4.0 23.4 0.067

1570 VLA L band C-conf 10B-127 2010 Nov 02 0.53 256 128 18.4×14.0 63.1 0.204

1635 VLA L band A-conf 10C-130 2011 Jul 08 0.47 256 128 2.2×1.0 -52.9 0.040

4959 VLA C band CNB-conf 10C-130 2011 Feb 20 2.25 256 128 2.0×1.4 -85.2 0.011

4959 VLA C band C-conf∗ 10B-127 2010 Nov 02 1.40 256 n/a n/a n/a n/a

4959 VLA C band D-conf∗ 11B-051 2011 Nov 08 1.35 256 n/a n/a n/a n/a

* The VLA C band observations in C and D configurations were imaged simultaneously with a resulting resolution of 15.′′6×11.′′9, PA of -4.◦9 and the rms
of 0.06 mJy/beam.

Table 2. Flux densities of different components of J1159+5820.

Freq. core inner eastern lobe inner western lobe eastern primary lobe western primary lobe total structure References
(MHz) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

54 3530 ± 700 I
144 2.6 ± 0.2 45.8 ± 2.3 40.3 ± 2.0 404 ± 65 556 ± 94 1660 ± 95 II
147 1677 ± 294 This paper
240 258 ± 48 338 ± 73 1264 ± 223𝑏 This paper
323 5.2 ± 0.7 28.8 ± 2.9𝑎 42.6 ± 4.5𝑎 276 ± 49 375 ± 71 1220 ± 197𝑏 This paper
611 4.8 ± 0.4 15.6 ± 1.3𝑎 13.2 ± 1.1𝑎 168 ± 30 225 ± 45 798 ± 98𝑏 This paper
1400 1.8 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.4 338 ± 57𝑐 III, IV
1570 84 ± 14 139 ± 25 This paper
1635 4.1 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.5 This paper
3000 5.6 ± 0.5 7.1 ± 1.5 6.3 ± 1.2 V
4959 7.3 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.8 2.4 ± 0.6 51 ± 9𝑑 65 ± 13𝑑 166 ± 17𝑑 This paper
8440 9.2 ± 0.6 VI

References - (I) de Gasperin et al. (2021); (II) Shimwell et al. (2022); (III) Becker et al. (1995); (IV) Condon et al. (1998); (V) Lacy et al. (2020); (VI) Healey
et al. (2007); (a) flux of inner lobes with shorter baselines flagged to get the compact emission; (b) flux of total structure with longer baselines flagged to
obtain extended emission, (c) total flux taken from NVSS; and (d) values from C band C and D configuration.

The data reduction for all observed frequencies was completed us-
ing the Source Peeling and Atmospheric Modeling (SPAM) pipeline
(Intema et al. 2009; Intema 2014). It is a Python-based exten-
sion to AIPS (Greisen 2003), and is aimed at reducing high-
resolution, low-frequency radio interferometric observations. It con-
tains direction-dependent calibration, modeling, and corrections for
dispersive phase delay, mainly of ionospheric origin. The data were
corrected for strong radio frequency interference (RFI) and then stan-
dard flux density, phase, and bandpass calibrations were applied to
the source. Cleaning was performed using the Cotton-Schwab algo-
rithm (Schwab 1984; Cotton 1999), which is a variant of CLEAN
deconvolution (Högbom 1974; Clark 1980) that allows for the si-
multaneous deconvolution of multiple facets, using a different dirty
beam for each facet. The resultant images were then primary beam
corrected, using the AIPS task PBCOR.

2.2 VLA observations

J1159+5820 was observed with the VLA between November 2010
and November 2011 in C and L bands using various array configu-

rations. C and D configurations allowed for proper sampling of the
largest scale emission from the source. The more compact structure
of the inner lobes could be efficiently studied with the use of CNB
configuration at C band and A configuration at L band, both allowing
for detecting structures as extended as 30′′at resolutions of few arc-
seconds. The details of the observations are presented in Table 1. All
observations were performed in single scheduling blocks consisting
of calibrator (both flux and phase) and source scans.
The data were reduced with the Common Astronomy Software

Applications (CASA) package1 (CASA Team et al. 2022). All data
affected by shadowed antennas or RFI were flagged manually. The
radio source 3C 286 was used for the flux density scale in all observa-
tions, and phase calibration was done with the use of the radio source
J1148+5924 in the case of L-band observations in A-configuration
and the radio source J1219+4829 for all other observations.
All data sets, as presented in Table 1, were calibrated separately,

resulting in five calibrated data sets (for each band and configuration).

1 http://casa.nrao.edu
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Figure 3. Low-frequency maps of J1159+5820 obtained from LOFAR and GMRT observations at 144, 240, 323, and 611 MHz. The contour levels are spaced
by a factor of

√
2 and the first contour is at 3 × rms level (rms values given in Table 1). The first negative 3 × rms level is marked as a dashed contour. The

relative sizes of the beam are indicated by the ellipse at the bottom left corner of each image. The position of the core is marked with a cross. The top left corner
map is LOFAR 144 MHz 6′′ high-resolution map (given in blue) overlayed with LOFAR 20′′ low-resolution contours. The bright source in the background is
an independent compact steep-spectrum (CSS) source.

To deconvolve the point spread function (PSF) of the interferometer
from the dirty map, we used the CASA task tclean, which per-
forms the Clark CLEAN algorithm. The two C-band observations
in compact configurations C and D were merged prior to cleaning
to increase the uv-coverage of the data and allow for a more precise
deconvolution. To produce the best quality images we used the robust
weighting of the data (robust parameter set to one) and themulti-scale
CLEAN. Due to a very strong point source just east of J1159+5820
(details on this source are given in section 3.5), in all of the obtained
maps, severe interference from its sidelobes was still present. There-
fore, the maps were self-calibrated both in phases (initial runs) and
in amplitudes (final runs). The final images were restored with ellip-
tical beams and then convolved into a circular beam. This allowed
for better identification of components of the radio source, as well as
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the faint extended emission.

2.3 Data extracted from surveys

Low-frequency surveys used in the multifrequency analysis of the
source include LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR; van Haarlem et al.
2013) LBASkySurvey (LoLSS; deGasperin et al. 2021) andLOFAR
Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS; Shimwell et al. 2022). LoLSS maps
the entire northern sky in the frequency range 42-66 MHz, with a

resolution of 15′′ at an average rms of 1 mJy/beam. LoTSS Data
Release 2 is an ongoing sky survey ranging from 120-168 MHz with
a 6′′ resolution and median rms sensitivity of 83 µJy/beam and a
20′′ resolution with a median rms sensitivity of 95 µJy/beam. The
VLA surveys that were used for high-frequency analysis include Faint
Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty centimeters (FIRST; Becker et al.
1995), NRAOVLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998), and the
VLA Sky Survey (VLASS; Lacy et al. 2020). FIRST at 1.4 GHz has
an rms of 0.15 mJy/beam with a resolution of 5′′ and covers regions
of sky in the north and south galactic cap. The NVSS is a 1.4 GHz
continuum survey covering the entire sky north of -40° declination
with a resolution of 45′′. The rms brightness fluctuations are about
0.45 mJy/beam in total power (Stokes I). VLASS is an all-sky survey
above declination -40°. It operates within a range of 2-4 GHz with
an angular resolution of 2.5′′ and sensitivity of 69 µJy/beam. In
Table 2, we show the flux density values obtained from dedicated
observations and surveys.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Radio morphology

In the large-scale emission seen in the low-frequency maps presented
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, J1159+5820 displays a pair of well-defined ax-
ially symmetric lobes labeled as eastern primary lobe (EPL) and
western primary lobe (WPL), accompanied by two extended and dif-
fuse wings, labeled as north western wing (NWW) and south eastern
wing (SEW; marked in Fig. 1). The LOFAR 20′′× 20′′ resolution
map overlaid on the LOFAR 6′′× 6′′ contour map at 144MHz, given
in Fig. 3 (upper left panel), shows the extent of the diffuse SEW
elongated much further in the southeastern direction with the high-
resolutionmap clearly showing jet bending in theEPL, unseen before.
The WPL displays a hotspot-like feature around RA = 11h58m50.s6,
Dec = +58◦20′04′′(J2000.0), with a spectral index value of about
0.5, which is typical for a hotspot. In the GMRT 610 MHz and
high-frequency VLA maps in Fig. 2, the central structure is clearly
resolved. The core, along with the inner lobes, prominently show
an FRII-type mini-double. Thus, the target source exhibits a double-
double morphology. J1159+5820 is also close to a bright compact
steep spectrum (CSS) source, which is discussed in detail in Section
3.5.
J1159+5820 resembles an FRII-type winged RG, however, the

radio power of the primary lobes 𝑃1400MHz ' 2 × 1024WHz−1,
places the source at the FRI/FRII transition boundary. The primary
lobes are symmetric with respect to the radio core and the source
displays an almost X-symmetric structure with the two low surface
brightness wings emerging outward from the high surface brightness
lobes with the estimated inclination of the structure of ∼80°. This
structure shares a strong similarity to the source NGC 507 (Murgia
et al. 2011; Brienza et al. 2022). WISEA J130225+514911 is an-
other source found in the LoTSS DR2 survey that also demonstrates
morphological resemblance to our target source but at a much larger
distance of 𝑧phot = 0.9. The host galaxy is seen face-on and its centre
coincides with the radio core. This makes the linear size of the source
from the eastern to the western primary lobe of ∼330 kpc and of the
inner pair of lobes ∼30 kpc. The formation of distinct outer and inner
lobes traced at least two different epochs of the jet cycle, with the
outer lobes being formed at a different cycle of jet activity than the
inner pair, hinting at recent changes in the level of nuclear activity of
the source.

3.2 Spectral index analysis

The profile of radio spectra conveys important information regarding
the evolution of plasma in the source. A steep spectrum hints at old
plasma that is devoid of fresh energetic electrons, unlike a flatter
spectrum where fresh particles might still be injected. In radio lobes,
synchrotron and inverse-Compton losses cause steepening of the
spectra over time, with more energetic electrons losing energy faster
than the less energetic ones. In this case, the spectral index (SI)
provides crucial information about the past activity of a radio source.
The SI map of J1159+5820 was obtained using the LOFAR 144
MHz and the VLA 4959 MHz map. The VLA map was first tapered
to a resolution similar to the LOFAR 144 MHz map and was then
convolved to 20′′x 20′′ , that is, the resolution of the original LOFAR
map. AIPS task hgeom and combwere used respectively to align the
geometry of both of the maps and to finally produce the spectral
index map as shown in Fig. 4. All the other pre-described GMRT
and VLA maps were similarly transformed before using them for
further spectral analyses of the different regions of J1159+5820. The

1

W1     W2        
                      W3

W4 WPL

EPL

center

Figure 4. The spectral index map between 144 MHz and 4959 MHz. The
VLA 4959 MHz contours are spaced by a factor of

√
2 with the first contour

starting at 3 × rms level. The size of the beam is indicated by a circle in
the bottom right corner of the image. Four different regions in the wings
(W1-W4), as well as the regions of the primary lobes (WPL and EPL) are
marked with magenta rectangles. The center region includes both the core
and the inner lobes. In further sections, these regions are used to perform
multifrequency ageing analysis.

SI map (𝑆a ∝ a−𝛼) reveals a relatively flat core and steep spectra
wings. The spectrum in the lobes is quite different from that of the
wings, with the north-western wing showing a strong gradient going
from steeper to flatter spectra along a clockwise direction. This shows
the concentration of energetic electrons in the WPL, in comparison
to the wings. In the SEW, the spectra are steep, but with much less
gradient, indicating the presence of old and low energetic electrons.
The EPL shows relatively flat spectra, similar to WPL, although it
flattens further out than EPL. There is a small region of flat spectra
around the edges of the eastern and western primary lobe, which
might be a result of an image artifact. The steeper spectra next to the
inner lobes are caused by the backward-flowing lobe plasma, where
aged plasma accumulates. The SEW looks narrower than the counter
NWW, as the former is much weaker and has a relatively lower
surface brightness. The strong gradient of the flux density contours
in the EPL, as seen in Fig. 4, could also be a hint of missing flux in the
region between the eastern primary lobe and the bright background
source. Nevertheless, the lack of significant steepening of the spectral
index throughout the edges of the source confirms that no large-scale
emission was lost in the high-frequency VLA observations.
To acutely understand the movement of plasma across the wings,

they were further divided into four separate regions based on the
same/similar SI values (W1-W4; Fig. 4). As the gradient shows a
trend in relative plasma ages, it will help to estimate when particles
were last accelerated in these regions. It is also evident that the total
flux of the primary lobes is mostly affected by the brightest compact
nodes of the flat-spectrum emission, and as such is not representative
of the true lobe age. To estimate the ages of the primary lobes it would
bemuch proper to measure the spectral age with the particle injection
model fitted to the inner edge of the primary lobes (IEPL) and to the
EPL and WPL. The spectral age of the EPL/WPL will give the mean
age of the lobes, whereas the spectral age of the IEPL will constitute
the oldest plasma from primary lobes and should give the true age of
the lobes. However, since the IEPLmight include contamination from
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Figure 5. Radio spectra of the core with the double homogeneous FFAmodel
fit as discussed in section 3.3.

the old plasma from the wings, it could return an age comparatively
older than the true age of the primary lobes. Therefore, ages estimated
from IEPL and EPL/WPL will be more likely the upper and lower
constraints for the ages of the primary lobes. Further analyses are
presented in more detail in the next sections.
The flux densities of all components of the source are listed (Ta-

ble 2 and Table 4) and have been used to model the individual
components comprising the pair of inner lobes, the core, the primary
lobes, and different sections of the wings. The resulting spectra fitted
using different particle injection models to the primary lobes and
wings, and absorption models to the core are displayed in Figs. 5-7.

3.3 Radio core

The core spectrum is plotted from 144 MHz to 8440 MHz in Fig. 5,
using the flux density values given in Table 2. The spectrum steeply
rises from 144MHz and then falls rapidly by 1400MHz; it then rises
steadily again around 1635MHz and continues to rise till 8440MHz.
The first low-frequency turnover, below 500 MHz, implies a low-
frequency absorption. Such low-frequency absorption is also seen in
the case of CSS sources. The turnover frequency observed is closely
associated with the absorption of synchrotron radiation in the source,
which is either in the form of synchrotron self-absorption (SSA) or
free-free absorption (FFA) (Kellermann 1966). To understand this
mechanism we tested the SSA and FFA models to describe the core
spectra similar to Callingham et al. (2015). All models gave a similar
fit including the homogeneous FFA model which provided the least
𝜒2red value. This particular model describes an external homogeneous
ionized screen around a synchrotron emitting plasma that attenuates
the radiation. The absorbing medium can be described by

𝑆a = 𝑎a−𝛼𝑒−𝜏a (1)

where a and 𝛼 are the amplitude and spectral index of the
synchrotron spectrum and 𝜏a is the optical depth. The optical depth
is given by 𝜏a = ( aat )

−2.1, where at is the turnover frequency at
which the optical depth is equal to 1. A single model fit to the
spectrum was not possible, hence two separate homogeneous FFA
models were fit, the first one starting from 144 MHz to 1400 MHz
and the second fit starting from 1400 MHz to 8440 MHz. This

Table 3. Model fit parameters for the core with double homogeneous FFA
model

Freq. range (GHz) a at (GHz) 𝛼 𝜒2red
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

0.14-1.4 3.06 ± 0.22 0.198 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.13 0.87
1.4-8.4 5.98 ± 1.47 1.305 ± 0.17 -0.18 ± 0.14 4.91
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Figure 6.Radio spectra of the eastern andwestern primary lobes (EPL;WPL)
fitted with the CI model and the inner edge of the primary lobes (IEPL) fitted
with the JP model.

Table 4. Flux densities of wing regions and the inner edge of primary lobes.

Freq. W1 W2 W3 W4 IEPL
(MHz) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

144 54.5 ± 4.3 135.9 ± 7.6 107.4 ± 6.3 79.2 ± 7.9 191.5 ± 11.5
147 51.1 ± 7.6 125.4 ± 13.7 89.1 ± 10.5 57.4 ± 9.8 186.2 ± 19.0
240 43.5 ± 7.2 106.8 ± 12.1 74.8 ± 9.4 68.6 ± 12.3 138.6 ± 23.4
323 41.3 ± 7.2 86.3 ± 9.7 64.5 ± 7.8 68.7 ± 7.5 105.2 ± 7.1
611 21.1 ± 3.1 57.4 ± 6.2 46.7 ± 5.2 33.2 ± 5.3 71.1 ± 8.2
1400 9.5 ± 1.7 32.1 ± 2.3 23.1 ± 2.0 17.4 ± 2.0 32.8 ± 3.1
4959 1.7 ± 0.3 9.6 ± 0.6 9.5 ± 0.6 5.2 ± 0.4 9.2 ± 1.5

led to two independent model fits for the core spectra as given in
Fig. 5. The fitting parameters are given in Table 3. The values of the
turnover frequency and spectral index in the second model fit are
similar to the ones obtained by Ledlow et al. (2001) in their study
of the core spectrum of the radio source B0313-192, which is also
associated with a disc galaxy.

According to O’Dea (1998), the turnover frequency and the pro-
jected linear size of the radio source can give crucial information
regarding the source’s linear evolution. This correlation is given by

𝑙𝑜𝑔(at) = −0.21(±0.05) − 0.65(±0.05)𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑙) (2)

where 𝑙 is the linear size of the source in kpc and at is the turnover
frequency in GHz. Making use of two different turnover frequencies
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Figure 7. Radio spectra of regions W1, W2, W3, and W4 (marked in Fig.
3) fitted with the JP model. The spectra of particular regions are arbitrarily
shifted in the ordinate axis to give the appropriate picture of the curvature of
the spectra.

Table 5. Break frequency values for the primary lobes and wing regions

Lobe/Region Model Break Freq. 𝜒2red

(abr in GHz)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

EPL CI 8.4+>100−5.9 0.65

WPL CI 8.1+>100−6.9 0.30

IEPL JP 4.8+>100−0.7 1.16

W1 JP 3.8+1.9−0.8 0.45

W2 JP 8.5+6.5−1.7 0.14

W3 JP 13.2+>100−2.2 1.11

W4 JP 7.7+6.5−2.7 2.31

from the model fit, we estimate two different linear sizes, ∼5 kpc
corresponding to the first turnover at 0.2 GHz and ∼320 pc corre-
sponding to the second turnover at 1.3 GHz. The electron density in
these regions was calculated using the emission measure for free-free
absorption (O’Dea 1998) as follows:

(𝑛e)2𝑙 ' 3.05 × 106𝜏
(
T
104K

)1.35 ( a

1GHz

)2.1
cm−6pc (3)

where 𝑛e is the electron density, 𝜏 is the optical depth at frequency
a in GHz, and T is the temperature in K. Using the two different
turnover frequency values, we arrive at two different electron density
values, that is for the turnover at 0.2 GHz, 𝑛e is ∼5 cm−3 and for
the turnover corresponding to 1.3 GHz, 𝑛e is ∼126 cm−3. The two
different electron density values most likely correspond to different
regions of the central nuclear region through which the radiation
is absorbed as it passes. It initially passes through the denser inner
parsec-scale region of ∼320 pc with a higher electron density of
about 126 cm−3, which is comparable to the value of ∼200 cm−3

that Emonts et al. (2005) obtained from the central kpc region of

3C 293, before entering a less opaque region of the ISM at around 5
kpc, where 𝑛e drops to about 5 cm−3.

3.4 Lobes and Wings

3.4.1 Source Energetics

The spectrum of J1159+5820 was fitted with the Jaffe & Perola
(JP; Jaffe & Perola 1973) and continuous injection (CI; Pacholczyk
1970) models for calculating the radiative losses that compute time
evolution using the initial power-law energy distribution. This is
performed using the emission spectrum of particles specified by
their injection spectral index (𝛼inj) distributed isotropically in pitch
angle relative to the direction of the magnetic field. In the case of
both the eastern and western primary lobe, the CI model provided
the best fit to the data with minimum 𝜒2red values. The NWW was
divided into three different regions based on the spectral gradient
using the SI map (see Fig. 4) and the SEW was made into a single
vertical region due to a lack of clear gradient across the lobe. All
the regions of the northern wing and the southern wing were best fit
with the JP model, possibly due to the lack of any compact hotspots
along with the presence of steep spectra in the wings. The same is
the case of the IEPL region. The SYNAGE package (Murgia 1996)
was used to fit the CI and JP models to the radio spectra. The best fit
models are given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 and the fit parameters are given
in Table 5.With the application of the JP and CI model, the following
assumptions were made: (i) the particles follow a constant power-law
energy distribution without any re-acceleration of radiating particles
after entering the lobes, (ii) the magnetic field lines are intertwined
and the field strength is constant throughout the energy-loss process,
and (iii) the time of isotropization is short compared to the radiative
lifetime for the pitch angles for the injected particles. We address
that the assumptions made here are an idealization of the physical
processes that are actually taking place in the lobes, for instance, the
supposition of a constantmagnetic field.However, since the dominant
loss mechanism in these regions is inverse-Compton, therefore it is
reasonable to assume a constant magnetic field here.

3.4.2 Primary Lobes and Wings

The break frequency values obtained for the EPL andWPL are given
in Table 5, for a fixed value of 𝛼inj= 0.5. Since from the pre-fitting
results 𝛼inj was close to 0.5, the 𝛼inj therefore was fixed at that
particular value. The abr values for both primary lobes obtained via
the CI model give comparable results with abr lying slightly above
the highest radio frequency data presented in the paper. As visible in
Fig. 4, the close vicinity of the central region, IEPL, is characterized
by a steeper spectrum than the rest of the primary lobes, and its
emission is best fitted with the JP model (see Fig. 6). The JP model
fit for the wing regions W1, W2, W3, and W4 is given in Table 5.
The spectra of the primary lobes, as given in Fig. 6, appear flatter
than the steep spectra wings, given in Fig. 7, implying the absence of
recent particle injection processes in the wings. In the regions W1,
W2, and W3, we see a clear gradient in the break frequency values.
which seems consistent with the spectral index map. This shows that
the oldest plasma is in region W1 followed by regions W2 and W3.
This directs the movement of the flow of plasma and the jet in the
clockwise direction in the NWW.
We estimate the magnetic field strength and synchrotron age for
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Figure 8. Radio spectra of the inner lobes. The spectrum of the inner western
lobe is shifted arbitrarily in the ordinate axis to give the appropriate picture
of the spectra.

the primary lobes, IEPL, and the regions W1, W2, W3, and W4 of
the wings. The spectral age is calculated using the following formula:

𝜏rad = 50.3
𝐵0.5eq

𝐵2eq + 𝐵2CMB
(abr (1 + 𝑧))−0.5Myr (4)

𝐵CMB = 0.318(1 + 𝑧)2 is the magnetic field strength analogous
to the cosmic microwave background radiation at the redshift of the
target. Here B, the magnetic field strength of the lobes, and 𝐵CMB
are expressed in units of nT, abr the spectral break frequency in GHz
above which the radio spectrum steepens from the initial power-
law spectrum is given by 𝛼inj=(𝛾 − 1)/2. The magnetic field was
calculated using the minimum energy arguments following Longair
(2011). The magnetic field strength can be directly estimated when
a radio source is detected at radio and X-ray frequencies simultane-
ously. X-ray emission in the lobes of RGs most likely originate from
inverse-Compton scattering between the same relativistic electrons
that produce the observed radio synchrotron radiation, and the CMB
(Harris & Grindlay 1979). For the calculation of magnetic field, with
the lack of adequate X-ray observations, using the equipartition as-
sumption is the most general practice. However, it is also often found
that in the lobes of active FRII sources, the magnetic field is generally
within a factor of a few (2–3) lower than those implied by equipar-
tition (e.g. Hardcastle et al. 2002; Croston et al. 2005; Kataoka &
Stawarz 2005; Migliori et al. 2007; Ineson et al. 2017; Turner et al.
2018). For inactive (outer) lobes of double-double radio galaxies that
were analyzed by Konar et al. (2019), it was found that their mag-
netic field values were close to the ones obtained by equipartition.
In addition, Parma et al. (1999) showed (see their fig. 4) how the
radiative lifetime depends on the ratio of magnetic field 𝐵/𝐵eq. They
proved that for 0.5 < 𝐵eq/𝐵CMB < 2, deviations from equipartition
have a small effect on the computed lifetime if 𝐵 ≤ 2𝐵eq. Further-
more, in the case of our target, inverse-Compton losses to the CMB
seem to dominate over synchrotron losses. Therefore, the equipar-
tition assumption to calculate the magnetic field is reasonable for
the analysis that we conducted. Our assumptions included the cutoff
frequencies of amin = 10 MHz and amax = 100 GHz, the filling factor
of 1, and the pure electron-positron plasma. The volume of the lobes
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Figure 9. Radio spectrum of the CSS source next to J1159+5820 modeled
using synchrotron self-absorption.

and different regions of the wings was estimated using a cylindrical
shape. This led to the magnetic field strength values for the eastern
and western primary lobe as B = 0.10 ± 0.01 nT and B = 0.11 ±
0.01 nT respectively. The spectral ages of the eastern primary lobe
and western primary lobe are calculated as 39.4 Myrs and 41.7 Myrs
respectively. For IEPL the B = 0.14 ± 0.01 nT and the spectral age is
58.2 Myrs.
For the NWW regions W1, W2, and W3, the B = 0.11 ± 0.01,

0.17 ± 0.01, 0.16 ± 0.01 nT respectively, for the SEW region W4
the B = 0.14 ± 0.01 nT. Taking into account the break frequencies
calculated by the model and the magnetic field strength estimated
above from a cylindrical geometry, the spectral ages of NWW are
61.8 Myrs, 45.1 Myrs and 36.0 Myrs for regions W1, W2, and W3,
respectively, for SEW region W4 is 45.6 Myrs. This shows that the
oldest plasma is in the region W1, followed by W2 and W3. The
ages of W2 and W4 are similar, which is in accordance with the SI
map in Fig. 3. The decreasing gradient in the SI map and the spectral
ages of different wing regions in the NWW confirm the clockwise
movement of plasma. The mean spectral age of the primary lobes
is ∼40 Myrs, however, the actual age of these lobes considering the
oldest plasma from IEPL is ∼60 Myr (as detailed in Section 3.2).

3.4.3 Inner Lobes

The flux density of the inner lobes is plotted in Fig. 8. The spectrum
shows a convex pattern with an unusual bump at 3000 MHz and a
slight resemblance to some GPS sources described in Callingham
et al. (2017). Upon fitting, the CI and JP models for the data from
144 MHz to 4959 MHz, to the inner lobes, the break frequency
values obtained from the fit were unreasonable, giving spectral ages
much older than the steep spectra wings. This discrepancy could
arise due to strong absorption in the ISM as the inner lobes expand
through them. Therefore, we could not provide accurate spectral ages
of the inner lobes. However, for dynamical age, considering a lobe
expansion speed of 0.2c (Murgia 2003), we estimate the inner lobes
should not be younger than ∼0.2 Myrs.
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Table 6. Flux density values for the CSS source

Freq. (MHz) 147 240 323 611 1400 3000 4959

Flux density (Jy) 0.74 1.72 2.04 1.74 1.14 0.58 0.37
Error (Jy) ±0.06 ±0.17 ±0.16 ±0.14 ±0.06 ±0.03 ±0.02

3.5 Background CSS source

The CSS source located at RA = 11h59m48.s7, Dec =
+58◦20′20′′(J2000.0), next to the eastern primary lobe of the tar-
get source is at a redshift of z = 1.27 (Tremblay et al. 2016). The
measured flux density values at different frequencies are given in Ta-
ble 6. Its radio spectrum fitted with the SSA model is given in Fig. 9.
Also, to check for any discrepancies with the flux density values of
the maps, we fitted the CSS source next to the target with the SSA
model which returned a reasonable fit with a turnover frequency of
∼270 MHz as given in Fig. 9.

4 DISCUSSION

To give an account of the extended radiomorphology of J1159+5820,
we proceed by discussing some possible scenarios:

4.1 Hydrodynamic Backflow

The radio jets from luminous RGs usually evolve to become inver-
sion symmetric about their host galaxies. In some cases however,
the backward-flowing plasma from the primary lobes interacts with
the ISM of the host galaxy and starts expanding laterally. When
there is a misaligned hot gas halo around the host galaxy, it can
bend the backward-flowing plasma in opposite directions creating
secondary wings (Leahy & Williams 1984; Cotton et al. 2020).
These wings are therefore a result of a single AGN outburst, with
the backward-flowing plasma from the jets being diverted along
the direction of the steepest pressure gradient of the surrounding
medium. However, if this is the case for our target source, it will
be difficult to explain wings that are larger than the primary lobes.
This is due to the fact that energetic jets are usually expected to
drive through the surrounding medium supersonically, and wings
will have to expand completely under buoyancy, which is usually
subsonic. The spectral index map also shows a gradation in the
distribution of plasma in the wings (especially in the NWW), instead
of a perfectly steep spectra expected from a backward-flowing
cocoon, due to quasi-simultaneous evolution. The south eastern
wing is very extended in the low-frequency maps; however, in the
high-frequency VLA map (see Fig. 3), no such emission is found
implying a much steeper emission. In the Chandra X-ray studies
conducted by Balasubramaniam et al. (2020), the presence of an
X-ray halo around the host was not observed, but this could result
from a limited sensitivity of Chandra to large-scale diffuse emission.

4.2 Spin flip of SMBH

Galaxy mergers most likely take place in galaxy groups and clusters.
CGCG292-057 does not reside in such an environment, but upon
closer inspection ∼7 galaxies were found within a radius of around 1
Mpc with similar redshift. Although the number of galaxies within a
megaparsec distance to our host is few, this nevertheless does not rule

out the possibility that there might be other galaxies at a similar red-
shift not discovered or cataloged by surveys. However, at an angular
separation of 17.′5 from CGCG 292-057, an edge-on galaxy MCG
+10-17-123 at RA = 12h00m04.s0, Dec = +58◦36′20′′(J2000.0) with
z = 0.0541, obscured by an S-shaped dust lane is located. This dis-
turbed galaxy has a comparable projected angular size, brightness,
and redshift to our target galaxy. To explore further the possibility of
whether these two galaxies might have interacted via a close flyby
event in the past, we considered a typical velocity of 250 km/s (Bean
et al. 1983) for each galaxy and a distance of 500 kpc (assuming the
flyby might have occurred midway to the current distance separating
them). The time to reach the current separation was calculated as ∼2
Gyrs.
The binary SMBHs formed through galaxy mergers mostly coalesce
following a regime of slow approach as a result of dynamical friction
and gravitational radiation. As discussed by Merritt & Ekers (2002),
galaxy mergers can lead to a dramatic change in the SMBH spin axis
direction, subsequently leading to a sudden flip in the direction of the
associated jet, post-merger of the system. This mechanism will lead
to a distinct X-shaped morphology, e.g. J1513+2607 (Springmann &
Coll. 2006). The two pairs of jets here would be formed from two dif-
ferent episodes of nuclear activity, with the new lobes formed before
the older lobes disappear. To produce such a pronounced X-shaped
morphology would require a large spin-flip angle, which would lead
to the creation of active primary lobes post-spin flip of SMBH. How-
ever, in the case of J1159+5820, we do not see two prominent pairs
of lobes passing symmetrically through the core of the associated
galaxy; instead, they appear to be emerging rather radially from the
primary lobes.

4.3 Independent jets from Dual AGN

Furthermore, as first proposed by Lal & Rao (2005), there might
exist a class of binary co-orbiting SMBHs with independent jets
undergoing a merger, e.g. 3C 75 (Merritt & Milosavljević 2005),
which due to poor resolution or orientation effects appear to generate
an X-shaped morphology. From the optical maps of CGCG 292-057,
we cannot resolve a second nuclear core, and neither in the radio
maps and/or X-ray maps there is a distinct dual radio core. This
either hints that the binary SMBH pair have merged or has fallen
below kpc scale separation. A third possibility could be that the
secondary SMBH is not active at the present time of observation.
All of these scenarios are difficult to be explored currently in the
confines of this paper.

4.4 Jet Precession

As discussed in Begelman et al. (1980), a natural way for a black
hole to undergo precession at a significant rate is while orbiting in a
binary system. Asmentioned by Kaastra &Roos (1992), the apparent
shape of any jet generated by the black holes will be modified by the
binary’s orbital motion, which can motivate the helical motion of
jets or precession. These wiggles in jets are observed in the quasar
1928+738 and are successfully modeled by Roos et al. (1993). In
3C 273, Romero et al. (2000) showed that the precession of the inner
jets results from tidal perturbation of the accretion disk produced by
the non-coplanar orbit of the secondary black hole. The exact mor-
phology according to Merritt & Ekers (2002) however would depend
on the timescale of jet axis reorientation. A slow realignment would
lead to an FRI source with S-shaped morphology, with rapid realign-
ment producing an intermediate-luminosity X-shaped source, with
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radio power near the FRI/FRII break. Relatively slowly precessing
jets can also lead to an X-shaped morphology in projection, as shown
by hydrodynamical simulations performed by Horton et al. (2020).
In the optical study conducted by Kozieł-Wierzbowska et al.

(2012), the SDSS nuclear spectrum revealed a doubly peaked
profile, which hints at two possibilities: it could be either due to
Narrow Line Region (NLR) kinematics or as a result of an SMBH
binary. The NLR can be both associated with AGN outflows and
galaxy mergers (Comerford et al. 2018). The lack of an optically
detectable companion galaxy here can imply that we are observing
the post-merger stage where the black hole separation has shrunk
below the kpc scale. There still remains the possibility of the jet
precession being induced by a tilted accretion disk, as suggested by
Lu (1990). As elaborated by Pringle (1997), the accretion disk can
become wrapped due to nonuniform irradiation from AGN, causing
instabilities of the accretion disk and leading to precession. But a
wrapped accretion disk cannot explain the NLR kinematics. But
since we cannot resolve two separate optical cores, it is hard to rule
out one of the above precession models. In the LOFAR map given in
Fig. 3 (upper left panel), one can clearly see the wiggles or waves in
the eastern jet, which can hint at an underlying precession in progress.

4.5 Jet-shell Interaction

In the jet-shell interaction model for the formation of X-shaped
radio galaxies proposed by Gopal-Krishna et al. (2012), the radio
morphology arises from the interaction of jets with gaseous shells
in a merged galaxy system. According to the model, the merger
between galaxies leads to the formation of a sequence of shells,
and the wings are formed as a result of the interruption faced by
the jets trying to pass through rotating shells. These temporary
deflections can be triggered by a lighter jet colliding with a few
times wider massive cloud. This model can well account for the
observed Z-shaped wings, since also in the optical map (given in
Fig. 1) there seems to be a shell-like structure associated with the
host galaxy almost exactly along the direction of the northwestern
wing. There might be a possibility that the shells are formed as
the galaxy moves during the merger from an inclined position
almost clockwise in the sky plane to its current face-on position,
and thereby the jets coming from SMBH interact with the shells
and undergo bending until the galaxy settles to its current orientation.

Among all the models discussed here, it might be possible that
more than one phenomenon is at play behind the origin of the radio
morphology.However, themodel thatmost likely explains the relative
spectral ages in the different regions of the wings and primary lobes
is the precessing jet model. It is favored by the decreasing gradient
of the spectral ages in the different regions of the NWW, directing
at a clockwise movement of plasma driven by a fast reorientation
of the jets, and it is also further supported by the wiggles in the
jet, distinctly visible in the EPL of the LOFAR 144 MHz map (see
Fig. 3).

5 CONCLUSION

CGCG 292-057 is an exceptional source that demonstrates multiple
stages of galaxy evolution at once. The evidence of a past merger,
peculiar X-shaped morphology, and an AGN rebirth with a new pair
of radio lobes makes it a great source for studying the evolution of
galaxies.

To analyze the source properties, we conducted multifrequency
observations using GMRT and the VLA. The conclusion we draw is
that the most likely explanation for the X-shaped morphology is the
jet reorientation following the orbital motion of a binary SMBH pair
causing a rapid jet precession in the timescale of a few million years.

• We have supplemented the flux density measurements from our
observational data with a large number of radio sky surveys that
helped us to build the spectra from 54 MHz to 8440 MHz. Using
the above, we modeled the lobes and different sections of the wings
and were able to deduce the break frequency and conduct an ageing
analysis.

• The core was modeled using a double homogeneous FFAmodel
as a single FFA could not fit the spectra. This is most likely caused
due to the presence of two different ionizing screens around the
synchrotron emitting relativistic plasma, which could be due to the
result of the past merger activity.

• The inner pair of lobes produced unrealistic break frequency val-
ues with various particle injection models, ultimately giving much
larger ages than the steep spectra wings. We reason that the strong
absorption caused during the expansion of the inner pair of lobes in-
side the ISM of the host galaxy could cause such an unusual behavior
of the radio flux.

• The spectral age of primary lobes was found to be between 40
Myrs and 58 Myrs. We also found the ages of the different sections
of the steep spectra wings to be 61.8, 45.1 and 36.0 Myrs for regions
W1, W2, and W3, respectively, and 45.6 Myrs for region W4. This
decreasing gradient of the spectral ages of the wing regions agrees
well with that of the SI map.

The multiwavelength study of this one-of-kind post-merger double-
double sourcewith a peculiarmorphology opens up a newwindow for
thorough investigations of the origins of such class of radio galaxies.
Future observations with ALMA will allow the detection of cool
molecular gas and possible outflows in the galaxy, which can shed
light on the unusual behavior of the core and the inner lobes. This
can subsequently lead to a better understanding of the effects of AGN
feedback on the host galaxy and SMBH-galaxy coevolution.
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Abstract: The recent detection of 12 γ-ray Galactic sources well above E > 100 TeV by the LHAASO 1

observatory has been a breakthrough in the context of Cosmic Ray (CR) origin search. Although most of 2

these sources are unidentified, they are often spatially correlated with leptonic accelerators, like pulsar 3

and pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe). This dramatically affects the paradigm for which a γ-ray detection at 4

E > 100 TeV implies the presence of a hadronic accelerator of PeV particles (PeVatron). Moreover, the 5

LHAASO results support the idea that sources other than the standard candidates, Supernova Remnants, 6

can accelerate Galactic CRs. In this context, the good angular resolution of future Cherenkov telescopes, 7

such as the ASTRI Mini-Array and CTA, and the higher sensitivity of future neutrino detectors, such as 8

KM3NeT and IceCube-Gen2, will be of crucial importance. In this brief review, we want to summarize 9

the efforts done up to now, from both theoretical and experimental points of view, to fully understand the 10

LHAASO results in the context of the CR acceleration issue. 11

Keywords: Very High Energy; PeVatrons; Galactic Cosmic Rays; Cherenkov Telescopes 12

1. Introduction 13

The origin of Cosmic Rays (CRs) is among the most studied topics in High-Energy (HE) 14

astrophysics. CRs are relativistic particles, mainly protons (92%) and ions, that fill our Galaxy. 15

Their very extended spectrum spans from a few MeV to beyond 1020 eV (see Fig.1, left). 16

Historically, it was described by a single power-law with an index α = 2.7 up to the so 17

called "knee" (∼ 3× 1015 eV), due to Galactic CR contribution. However, the recent results of 18

CALET/DAMPE show that the region below 1 PeV may not be as featureless as we thought, 19

showing hardening and steepening between 100 GeV and 100 TeV [1–5] (see Fig.1, right). After 20

the "knee", there is a spectral steepening (α = 3.1) up to the so-called "ankle" (∼ 3× 1018 eV), 21

where the spectrum hardens again, likely due to the emerging contribution of the extra-galactic 22

component. A "second knee" at ∼ 1017 eV is probably due to heavy nuclei and, according to 23

the last experimental results, the transition from Galactic to the extra-Galactic component is 24

likely between the "second knee" and the "ankle" energies [6–8]. 25

The complexity of the CR spectrum perfectly fits in the HE Astrophysics context of these 26

last years, especially after the last results of the LHAASO Observatory. 27

1.1. Status of the field before the LHAASO results 28

One of the main channels to investigate the nature of Galactic CRs and their features is 29

the non-thermal HE (E > 100 MeV) γ-ray emission, produced either by electrons, mainly by 30

Bremsstrahlung and Inverse Compton (IC) processes, and by protons via pion decay from p-p 31

and p-γ interactions. The discrimination between the two main types of processes, leptonic 32

or hadronic, is at the base of CR acceleration phenomena. The γ-raydetection of the so called 33
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Figure 1. Left: Energy spectrum of HE CRs obtained from air-shower measurements (Figure from [6]).
Right: Proton spectrum measured by CALET where the it is evident the not "pure" PL behavior of the CR
spectrum before the knee (Figure from [9]).

"pion-bump" at about 100 MeV (due to π0 rest mass) is one of the direct proofs that confirm the 34

presence of energized CRs in a source and until recently, a detection of Ultra High Energy (UHE, 35

E > 100 TeV1) γ-ray photons was considered unquestionable evidence of freshly accelerated 36

CRs. Indeed, at these energies, electron IC should be limited by the Klein-Nishina regime2 and 37

UHE γ-ray should be explained only through the decay of neutral pions produced by collisions 38

of PeV protons (CRs) with target protons [for recent reviews see 10,11]. According to this view, 39

the term "PeVatrons" has been coined to indicate Galactic CR accelerators (sources emitting 40

γ-ray at E>100 TeV). 41

In the standard paradigm, Supernova Remnants (SNRs) are the main contributors to 42

Galactic CRs [8]. We know that they energize CRs at the low γ-ray energies (MeV-GeV) thanks 43

to their detection around the "pion-bump" energies by AGILE and Fermi-LAT [12,13], likely 44

even through re-acceleration [14], but in any SNR were detected γ-ray photons with E > 100 TeV. 45

According to theoretical models, the reason is that SNRs can accelerate CRs at these energies 46

only in the first 100 years of their life and all the known SNRs are older [15,16]. The only way 47

we can detect their UHE emission is in case CRs were trapped in near Giant Molecular Clouds 48

(GMCs), emitting UHE photons even for t > 100 yrs [11,17,18]. 49

The lack of SNRs at UHE supports the chance that other sources can accelerate CRs and 50

this possibility was largely investigated. In 2011, the Fermi-LAT satellite observed extended 51

γ-ray emission associated with the superbubble surrounding the Cygnus OB2 region, then 52

called "Cygnus Cocoon", confirming the hypothesis, proposed for the first time by [19], that star 53

forming region are able to accelerate particles. Deeper analysis of this region, and further Very 54

High Energy (VHE, 100 GeV< E <100 TeV) detection from other Massive Star Clusters (MSCs), 55

supported this chance (see Section 2.2 and the Section on LHAASO J2032+4102 (3.0.0.10) for 56

more details). 57

Later, the detection of several Pulsar Wind Nebulae (PWNe) at E > 56 TeV by different 58

instruments [20–23] and in particular of the Crab Nebula at E > 150 TeV [20,23] opened the 59

possibility that also the PWNe, leptonic accelerators "by definition", could accelerate hadrons 60

and, consequently, CRs. Moreover, UHE γ-ray detection from the Crab Nebula made evident 61

that leptons are able to emit beyond the Klein-Nishina limit. Several works have shown 62

1 This energy threshold for the UHE definition is valid in the γ-ray context. If we consider particle context, the UHE
range begins above E > 1017−18 eV

2 In the relativistic regime, hνi > mec2, the Compton Scattering is inelastic and characterized by σKN , derived by the
Quantum ElectroDynamics, and not by σT
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that leptonic emission through IC can dominate at those energies in radiation dominated 63

environments [24] or in the surroundings of high spin-down powers pulsars [25,26]. 64

In this new context, another fundamental channel comes into play: the neutrino detection. 65

This is an unquestionable hint of CR acceleration, since neutrinos can be produced only by 66

the decay of charged pions produced by p-p and p-γ interactions [27]. Looking for neutrino 67

detection in correspondence of PeVatron candidates is the main instrument to confirm the na- 68

ture of γ-ray emitting sources [28]. These neutrinos might be detected by current (IceCube [29] 69

and Baikal-GVD [30]) and future (P-ONE [31], IceCube-Gen2 [32], KM3NeT-ARCA [33]) VHE 70

neutrino detectors [34–36]. However, up to now, no neutrinos from Galactic sources have been 71

detected with high significance [37]. We have a slight evidence of neutrino emission only from 72

the two extra-galactic sources: TXS 0506+056 (a blazar) and NGC 1068 (a Seyfert/starburst), 73

associated with IceCube HE neutrinos at a significance around 3σ [37,38]. Also most of the 74

recent diffuse neutrinos detected over a period of 7.5 years [39] are found to be of extra-galactic 75

origin [40–42]. 76

1.2. Status of the field after the LHAASO results 77

The recent LHAASO discovery of several Galactic sources emitting UHE γ-rays [43–45] 78

represents a strong breakthrough in the context of PeVatron search. Most of the sources seem 79

to correlate to pulsars, and/or their nebulae, PWNe (e.g., the Crab Nebula for all), a class of 80

well known leptonic accelerators. These observations indicate the presence in these sites of 81

ultra-relativistic electrons with energies reaching at least a few 1015 eV. As a consequence, the 82

γ-ray detection at UHEs cannot be itself considered the proof of hadronic acceleration. This 83

challenges the definition itself of “PeVatron”. In this work, we will call "PeVatron" generically 84

an object capable of accelerating particles (hadrons or leptons) up to the PeV (= 1015 eV) 85

range (and emitting γ-ray above 100 TeV). Consequently, to indicate a source that accelerates 86

specifically hadrons (CRs), we need to use the term "hadronic PeVatron". 87

The LHAASO results also suggest that many classes of sources can accelerate CRs up to 88

PeV energies: SNRs, MSCs, and maybe also the PWNe [see 46, and references therein]. In the 89

case of PWNe, there is also another complication: the standard first order Fermi acceleration 90

mechanism, underpinning the Diffusive Shock Acceleration (DSA) theory, could be not the 91

main one [see 47,48, for a review] but magnetic reconnection (MR) may be a valid alternative 92

even if simulations suggest that it may be a process producing impulsive events (flares) but no 93

a stable VHE emission [49–51]. This discussion, however, is beyond the aim of this review. 94

Actually, some of the LHAASO PeV detection regions could be correlated with SNRs, 95

keeping open the chance to have PeV emission from this kind of sources even after their 100 96

yrs [52–55]. Several studies are in progress in order to establish a "look up table" of parameters 97

useful for future instruments to distinguish which SNR is hadronic [56,57]. 98

The association of VHE/UHE LHAASO emission with a determined kind of source in the 99

observed region is challenging since the very low angular resolution of LHAASO and similar 100

Extended Air Shower (EAS) arrays. For this reasons, future Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov 101

Telescopes (IACTs) as ASTRI Mini-Array [58–62] and CTA [63] will make the difference (see 102

Fig. 18, right) (see Section 4). 103

The LHAASO results triggered several studies on the constraints given by potential 104

neutrino emission on the γ-ray fluxes from the candidate PeVatron sources. In [64], the authors 105

exploit the IceCube measurements in the surrounding of the LHAASO sources in order to 106

constrain their possible hadronic contribution and in the following paper [35] the same authors 107

carried on a Bayesian analysis on the 10-years IceCube data (combined with the ANTARES 108

[65] ones) with the same aim. The results obtained with the two approaches are very similar 109

and can be summarized with the impossibility of strong constraints on the LHAASO sources 110

(but the Crab) with the current instruments. 111
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These results were confirmed also by the search for neutrinos from the 12 LHAASO 112

sources with 11 yr of track-like events (neutrino colliding with matter in or near the detector, 113

resulting in a HE muon that travels a long distance) from the IceCube Collaboration [66]. In 114

this last work, the authors made also a stacking analysis combing: 1) all LHAASO sources, 2) 115

LHAASO sources with SNRs as potential TeV counterpart, 3) LHAASO sources with PWNe 116

as potential TeV counterpart. Even in this case, according the strong assumption that all the 117

flux measured by LHAASO is hadronic, there are no-significant detection but a 90% UL on the 118

predicted hadronic flux. This is an indication that there is a low chance that all 6 sources with a 119

SNR as candidate actually are SNRs is very low and the same is valid for the 9 possible PWNe 120

(see Fig. 2). 121

In all the works, however, is stressed the strong chance represented by future instruments, 122

as IceCube-Gen2, to detect neutrino emission by LHAASO PeVatrons, in the case that there 123

were hadronic PeVatrons (see Section 4). 124

Figure 2. Figures from [66], where is indicated the 90% flux upper limits on neutrino emission at 50 TeV
from LHAASO sources that could be associated with SNRs (left) and with PWNe (right). The orange
line represents the equal neutrino flux at Earth (the relative weight of the sources is 1/N), and the blue
line represents the neutrino flux proportional to the γ-ray flux (relative weight based on the γ-ray flux of
every source). The red line is the hadronic flux provided by the assumption that the whole γ-ray flux is of
hadronic origin.

Several theoretical works were developed after the LHAASO results, analyzing which 125

kinds of sources are able to satisfy the requirements needed to explain the CR density in our 126

Galaxies, in spite of the acceleration mechanism at the origin (DSA is the main one but there is 127

the magnetic reconnection that can contribute in microquasar jets or in the Wind of the PWNe) 128

[5,67–70]. One of the main hypotheses so far is that, since the CR spectrum in the energy range 129

around the “knee” shows several features, maybe we can have different contributions from 130

different kinds of sources at different energies [71, and Fig.3]. A parallel analysis of γ-ray and 131

neutrinos from different kinds of sources can give us the right key to interpret the recent results 132

by LHAASO and by the other VHE-UHE γ-ray instruments [42,64,66,72], in order to discern 133

hadronic from leptonic accelerators. This kind of analysis is important also to compare known 134

and well studied sources with the same types of sources candidate PeVatrons, to understand 135

which are the physical conditions at the origin of the differences. 136

137

We can summarize a century of studies in the CRs context in this way: 138

• CRs were discovered in 1912 but, despite the enormous efforts done in recent years, the 139

primary three questions about their origin still need to be clarified: what are their sources, 140

how are they accelerated, and how do they propagate? 141
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• Two direct evidences were searched in the γ-rays as a signature for sources of Galactic 142

CRs: the ’pion bump’ below 100 MeV, due to the π0 decay, and γ-ray emission at E > 100 143

TeV. 144

• In the standard paradigm, the main candidate for Galactic CR acceleration are SNRs, 145

mainly for energetic reasons. In spite of the evidence of "pion bump" in some of them, no 146

SNRs were detected at E>100 TeV and the hypothesis that other kinds of sources could 147

contribute to CR acceleration made its way. 148

• First observational evidence of VHE emission without the hint of a cut-off from MSCs, 149

microquasars and PWNe confirmed this last hypothesis and they questioned the emission 150

at E > 100 TeV as the "smoking gun" of hadronic acceleration. 151

• The detection of 12 Galactic Pevatrons by LHAASO confirmed both that sources other 152

from SNRs can accelerate CRs and that electrons can emit UHE γ-ray. Consequently we 153

need a further help to understand which sources are really the CR accelerators. 154

• Neutrino detection and a better morphology reconstruction are fundamental tools for this 155

aim and future instruments can give us a great help. 156

Starting from this context, we think that a summary of the work done on the LHAASO 157

sources after the publication of their 12 PeVatron paper [43] could be very useful to the scientific 158

community, and also to future instruments, to understand what could be the right action plan. 159

We are aware that other instruments before LHAASO, e.g. HAWC or MAGIC, obtained results 160

that hinted at what LHAASO saw successively. However, we think LHAASO results were 161

a breakthrough for two main reasons: the extension by an order of magnitude of the energy 162

range and the relatively large number of sources. Despite the fact the portion of the Galaxy 163

observable by the LHAASO site is smaller than that by the HAWC site (and it doesn’t include 164

the Galactic center), LHAASO tripled the number of known sources emitting above 100 TeV, 165

demonstrating that this feature is quite common on galactic sources. The number of sources for 166

which a hadronic scenario is almost excluded increased similarly. Moreover, the detection of 167

photons near 1 PeV challenges an astrophysical explanation of what we are observing (both 168

assuming hadronic or leptonic origin). Let us also note that LHAASO obtained these results 169

with only 10 months of observations, suggesting these 12 sources are only the top of the iceberg 170

of what will be detected by future observations of both LHAASO and other instruments based 171

on the same technology (i.e. SWGO [73] at the South or TAIGA [74]). 172

In Section 2, we briefly summarize what we know on the source types that could contribute 173

to Galactic CR acceleration: SNRs (Sect. 2.1), MSCs (Sect.2.2) and PWNe (Sect. 5). We give a 174

look also to TeV halos (Sect. 2.4) because, even if they are expressions of already accelerated CR 175

diffusion, more than one LHAASO source could be associated with a halo. For completeness, 176

we include in this section also Microquasars (Sect. 2.5) because, although these kinds of sources 177

are not associated with any LHAASO PaVatron, they are considered between the possible 178

hadronic PeVatrons. In Section 3, instead, we focus on each of the 12 LHAASO UHE detections 179

and on the information about them collected up to now. Finally, we conclude with a look on 180

the expectations from future instruments (Section 4) and with final remarks (Section 5). 181

2. PeVatron candidate source typologies 182

Despite some features revealed in the SNRs confirm that these sources accelerate the 183

low energy component of Galactic CRs, we do not have proofs of their UHE γ-ray emission. 184

Even the youngest SNRs, with a high shock velocity, amplified magnetic field and dense 185

environment, show spectra with a cut-off well before E = 100 TeV (see Fig. 4). Moreover, there 186

are other challenges correlated to the role of SNRs in CR acceleration; their observed γ-ray 187

spectra, that are different from the theoretical ones, and some problematic issues correlated 188

with CRs abundances [see 8, and reference therein], motivated the search of alternative sources. 189
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Furthermore, in the last years the assumption that SNRs may not be the only source of 190

CRs was supported by several detections of VHE/UHE γ-ray emission from different kinds of 191

sources, already before the LHAASO results. This possibility is supported also by the higher 192

complexity of the CR spectrum shown by CALET (see Fig.1, right) that seems to be an indication 193

that we need several kinds of sources to explain all the CR spectral features. Indeed, different 194

sources can contribute to the CR spectrum at different energies [71,75]: in this hypothesis, for 195

example, the CR ’knee’ could be the transition region between the contribution of standard 196

isolated SNRs and the one of the SNRs in MSCs (see Fig. 3). 197

Figure 3. Figure from [75]. Here, the all-particle CR spectrum is explained with the contribution from
different kinds of Galactic sources. In particular, it is evident the dominant contribution from the SNRs in
MSCs.

After the large amount of experimental data collected so far and of theoretical models 198

developed in the context of CR acceleration, we have important constraints that a certain kind 199

of source must comply to be considered a hadronic Pevatron. 200

From a theoretical point of view, the hadronic PeVatron requirements can be summarized 201

in the following way [67]: 202

• Energetics - Hadronic PeVatrons must explain the CR power of the Galaxy, estimated to 203

be about PCR ∼ 1040 − 1041 erg/s [11]; 204

• Power-law injected spectrum - According to DSA, the accelerated spectrum at the source 205

must follow a power-law that, after correction for transport effects and CR anisotropy, has 206

to be ∝ E−2.1÷2.3 [10,11]; 207

• Maximum energy - The acceleration efficiency at the source must be such as to explain 208

PeV particle energies; 209

• Anisotropy - The source distribution must be correlated with the CR anisotropy in their 210

arrival direction predicted by any diffusive model for CRs [11,76]; 211

• Composition - Galactic CR sources must explain their composition that is slightly different 212

with respect to the Solar CR one (e.g. large overabundance of light elements, overabun- 213

dance of metals with respect to H and He) [10,11]. Moreover, the composition varies over 214

energy (e.g. different elements have different spectral indices), and this also this energy 215

dependence needs to be reproduced. 216

From an observational point of view, a candidate hadronic PeVatron must have some 217

precise features [77]: 218

• Evidence of UHE γ-ray emission (E > 100 TeV) - If we have CR acceleration, we expected 219

protons accelerated at least up to 1 PeV and consequently, γ-ray emission well above 100 220

TeV without a cut-off in the spectrum; 221
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• Spectral curvature - The parent particle power-law is modified by the existence of a 222

maximum energy and/or to some break due to losses; 223

• Correlation with target material - The p-p interaction is most favoured in presence of a 224

dense target in the source surroundings [76,78] 225

• Extended emission with likely energy-dependent morphology - CRs diffuse through the 226

media surrounding the source and diffusion (as like as cooling) is energy dependent; 227

• Multi-wavelength counterpart - Secondary non-thermal electrons produced in the p-p 228

interaction emit in radio/X-ray bands. 229

All these observational requirements can be found also in leptonic PeVatrons. Conse- 230

quently, a cross-check between experimental data and theoretical models is fundamental in 231

order to disentangles PeVatrons and CR sources (hadronic PeVatrons). 232

233

In the following, we summarize the classes of sources that could be associated with LHAASO 234

candidate PeVatrons and, consequently, that are also candidate CR accelerators (hadronic 235

PeVatrons): Supernova Remnants, Massive Star Clusters and Pulsar Wind Nebulae [see also 236

46, for a brief and good review]. For completeness, we dedicate a paragraph also to TeV halos, 237

the new class of VHE objects that are due to leptonic emission but that could be associated to 238

LHAASO UHE emissions, and to Microquasars, candidate hadronic PeVatrons but without 239

any LHAASO UHE emission associated. 240

2.1. The standard candidates: Supernova Remnants 241

Since the beginning of the CR study, the SNRs have been considered "the sources" of 242

Galactic CRs because they respect most of the theoretical and observational requirements to 243

be hadronic PeVatrons [see 8, for a recent review]. First of all, their power is able to sustain 244

the measured CR flux in our Galaxy: ĖSN ≈ 1042 erg s−1, consequently, ECR ≈ 10%ĖSN [79]. 245

Then, they are ideal laboratories for particle acceleration through DSA mechanism [80–82]; 246

first order Fermi Acceleration mechanism works very well in their environment, producing 247

the required pure power-law spectrum. Several experimental results have supported this 248

hypothesis with indirect proofs. First of all, several detections of their extended emission at 249

HE and VHE γ-ray and their very frequent association with high-density MCs. Then, the 250

presence of non-thermal and fast variable X-ray emission coincident with TeV γ-rays indicate 251

the presence of magnetic field amplification, fundamental condition to reach VHE energies 252

[83–86]. The modified Balmer lines detection is an evidence of the CR back-reaction to the DSA 253

[87] and finally their spatial distribution is compatible with CR distribution and enough SNRs 254

exist to explain the anisotropy [11]. Furthermore, a first real breakthrough came in 2011 when 255

AGILE satellite showed for the first time a direct proof of CR presence in a shock of a SNR, the 256

SNR W44 [12,88], then confirmed by Fermi-LAT in the same source W44 and in others similar 257

middle-aged SNRs as IC443, W51c and W49b [13,89,90]. All these sources were detected at 258

E<100 MeV with a spectrum clearly correlated to the "pion bump" presence. 259

However, these detections confirmed that SNRs can accelerate CRs of low energies (E < 260

100 GeV) but a γ-ray clear detection at UHE is still missing. Theoretical works have shown 261

that this could be due to intrinsic properties of SNRs for which they accelerate PeV particles 262

only in the first 100 years of their evolution [15,16,91] and only very rare (1 every 104 yrs) 263

high powerful (ESN ∼ 5− 10× 1051 erg) explosions can accelerate CRs to PeV energies at 264

the beginning of their Sedov phase [92]. The only chance to detect UHE γ-rays from SNRs is 265

if accelerated CRs, after their escape from the sources, are trapped in near GMCs thanks to 266

a suppression of the diffusion [11,17,18,93]. The LHAASO results show that about six of its 267

12 PeVatrons could be associated to (middle-aged) SNRs. Consequently, if a deeper study of 268

these UHE emission regions should confirm their SNR nature, we will be able to know if the 269
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emission is actually from near GMCs or, in case the UHE emission comes from the SNR itself, 270

if we need to improve our knowledge of the SNRs microphysics [5,92]. 271

Anyway, there are also other difficulties related to the link between SNRs and CR accelera- 272

tion. Predicted spectrum does not match the observed ones, requiring modifications on the 273

original DSA theory [see 8,10, for a recent review]. Moreover, if SNRs are the only CR sources, 274

there are several composition issues that are not easily to explain: the most popular example is 275

the 22Ne/20Ne abundance, that in Galactic CRs is about 5 times larger than the one in Solar 276

CRs and it cannot explain in a SNR context. In front of these many challenges, the search for 277

other Galactic CR contributors is well motivated. 278

Figure 4. Differential luminosity curves for some of the most commonly studied SNRs at TeV energies. It
is evident how, even the youngest SNRs, they cannot reach E > 50 TeV [Figure from [94]].

2.2. Superbubbles and Young Massive Clusters 279

The first interest on the role of Superbubbles (SBs, shell structure originating from multiple 280

stars in OB associations) around Young MSCs (YMSCs, M & 104M�) in the CR context was 281

in the early 80’s [95]. Indeed, they have several possible acceleration sites, since they host 282

hundreds of massive stars with their fast winds [96], have a turbulent interior [97] and a 283

lot of potential SNRs expanding inside them [98]. The entire bubble can reach dimensions 284

greater than 100 pc, creating expectations of extended sources, then confirmed by several 285

VHE detection of regions surrounding young MSCs [94,99], e.g. Cygnus Cocoon [100–104], 286

Westerlund 2 [105], 30 Dor in the Large Magellanic Cloud [106], the Central Molecular Zone 287

[107,108] and Westerlund 1 [109] [a complete list in 67]. Moreover, the collective effects of 288

shocks from the SN explosions and the Wind Termination shocks in PWNe can explain the 289

mismatch of models to the observed 22Ne/20Ne ratio [68,110], solving one of the main issue 290

linked to the SNR role in CR acceleration [see 111, for a review]. 291
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The power injected by a single stellar wind is between 10-50% of the power generated by a 292

SNR shock [67] with an average energy per massive star of about 1048 erg [4,46]. Consequently, 293

isolated massive stars fail to supply the CR energy budget in our Galaxy. However, in the most 294

compact clusters (YMSCs with size of a few pc, called also Wind-blowing clusters by [75]) can 295

merge powerful winds from youngest stars and Wolf Rayet stars into a collective outflow that 296

accelerate CRs in the whole region [46,75]. The active mechanism should be the less efficient 297

second order Fermi acceleration [112] but this lasts up to million years, much more time with 298

respect to the efficient phase of the SNRs. 299

The long duration of CR injection is confirmed also by the spatial γ-ray distribution 300

detected in Cygnus OB2, Westerlund 1 and Westerlund 2 that implies a CR distribution ∝ 1/r 301

[94], indication of a continuous injection. Moreover, magnetic turbulence with B ∼ 100µG 302

could be reached inside the core [113]. This allows YMSCs to reach E > PeV with a spectrum in 303

agreement with the observations [114] and to explain CR spectrum at knee energies and above, 304

even if with an expected and strong dependence on the diffusion coefficient [67,68,75,114]. 305

According to these models, the "knee" of the CR particle spectrum can be explained by the 306

transition between the isolated standard SNRs and the SNRs in compact YMSCs (see Fig. 3). 307

Summarizing, according to observational and theoretical criteria, YMSCs and Superbub- 308

bles may be one of the main contributor of Galactic CRs. However, theoretical models are still 309

incomplete and higher angular resolution of future IACTs together with multi-wavelength 310

and multi-messengers observations will be fundamental in order to resolve the morphology of 311

these regions. 312

2.3. Pulsar Wind Nebulae: the Crab and the others 313

PWNe should be the most numerous between the different kinds of Galactic sources [48] 314

and their γ-ray emission is estimated to last a very long time (∼ 100 kyrs) [70]. This is likely one 315

of the reason for which more than 30% of the candidate PeVatrons detected by LHAASO seem 316

to be associated with PWNe [26]. They are the most efficient accelerators in the Galaxy (up to 317

30% of acceleration efficiency), with no signs of thermal particles, and the only sources in which 318

we have direct proof of PeV electron acceleration thanks to their synchrotron spectrum. The 319

location of particle acceleration should be the Termination Shock of the young PWN, generated 320

by the friction between the pulsar wind and the parent SNR. 321

With their UHE detection by LHAASO and other EAS experiments, PWNe respect all the 322

observational requirements to be PeVatrons (and possible hadronic PeVatrons); extended HE 323

γ-ray emission, multi wave-length counter part from radio to X-rays, non-thermal spectrum 324

with spectral curvature [26,70]. The main mechanism producing this UHE emission is the 325

IC scattering of UHE accelerated electrons with Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation 326

(CMBR). From a theoretical point of view, instead, the context is more complex. The first issue 327

is the energetics. At the LHAASO detected energies, the Klein-Nishina regime is the dominant 328

one and, in order to explain leptonic UHE γ-ray, a very high acceleration rate is required [69]. 329

Indeed, in spite of acceleration mechanism active in PWNe, still unknown, we know that there 330

are two constraints to the reachable particle maximum energy. The first strong limit is due to 331

the polar cap potential drop: Emax = q(Ė/c)1/2, where q us the particle charge [see 26,115, for 332

a quick review]. In order to have a direct link between theory and observation [26], we can 333

write that relation as: Eγ,max ≈ 0.9η1/3
e η0.65

B Ė0.65
36 PeV where ηB is the fraction of PWN energy 334

flux transformed in magnetic energy density and ηe the ratio between electric and magnetic 335

field. This expression say to us that only a very energetic pulsar (Ė & 1036 erg/s) can reach 336

PeV energies. The second constraint is due to the condition that the acceleration rate must be 337

higher than the electron radiative losses: Eγ,max ≈ 2.7η0.65
e η−0.33

B R0.65
0.1 Ė−0.33

36 PeV, where R0.1 is 338

the Termination Shock radius in units of 0.1 pc [26]. This condition is more stringent for young 339

energetic pulsars (Ė & 1037 erg/s), as like as the Crab Nebula. 340
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In this scenario, the presence of accelerated hadrons cannot be excluded but some basic 341

calculation show that PWN cannot be the main CR contributors. In order to produce an 342

amount of energy comparable with the energy expected from SNRs, they should have an initial 343

spin period too small with respect the one provided by theoretical models [46]. This implies 344

that, even if PWN should contribute to Galactic CRs, they have no chances to explain CR 345

composition or anisotropy. 346

A very good summary of LHAASO PWNe candidate PeVatrons and their characteristics 347

can be found in [26] where all the LHAASO sources with a PWN as potential TeV counterpart 348

are analyzed in the PWN parameter space based on energetic constraints. According to this 349

work, all these LHAASO γ-ray emissions near a PSR could be produce by a PWN but LHAASO 350

J2032+4127 (see Fig.5 and the paragraph dedicate to LHAASO J2032+4102 (3.0.0.10)). 351

Figure 5. The LHAASO candidate PeVatron with a PWN as potential TeV candidate in the PWN parameter
space according to the model in [26]. All the sources could be PWN without violating the PWN physics
but LHAASO J2032+4127, likely associated with the Cygnus Cocoon [Figure from [26]].

2.4. TeV halos 352

The discovery of TeV halos surroundings pulsars can be attributed to the extended TeV 353

emission detected around Geminga and Monogem (B0654+14) pulsars by MILAGRO [116] and 354

HAWC [117]. The extension of these γ-ray sources is about 2◦, indicating that CR propagation 355

near these pulsars is more constrained with respect to what happens in the ISM [118]. TeV 356

halos can represent, indeed, a local environment for studying CR propagation with small-scale 357

diffusion models [119]. Their emission is due to a slow diffusion of the electrons in the ISM 358

around the pulsars (several hundred time smaller than the Galactic diffusion coefficient [45]). 359

Although we don’t know the nature of the environment that implies a slow down of the 360

diffusion, we know that the γ-ray emission is due to IC scatter of electrons accelerated by the 361

pulsar on the Galactic and cosmological radiation fields [119]. The discovery of this new class 362

of objects is important also because they could allow to discover a population of "invisible" 363
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pulsars that have no beamed radio or HE beamed emission. Moreover, the spectral study of 364

TeV halos is an alternative method to constrain the injection of PWNe electrons because their 365

spectrum depends only by the electron spectral cut-off. 366

The large extension (∼ 1 degree) of many of the LHAASO source and their correlations 367

with pulsars enhance the interest around this new class of sources (see Table 17). The only firm 368

TeV halo detected by LHAASO is LHAASO J0621+3755 [45] that is not treated in this review 369

because of its low UHE γ-ray significance (< 5σ at 100 TeV). It is one of the currently known 370

TeV halos together with Geminga halo, Monogem halo and HESS J1831-098 [119]. The main 371

problem correlated with the TeV halo detection is the chance to confuse them with extended 372

SNRs [118]. In order to verify TeV halo origin of a source, beyond the co-location of the bulk 373

of its emission with a pulsar, this pulsar need to have a spin-down luminosity sufficient to 374

generate a halo and to be enough old to allow electrons to diffuse in the ISM (bow-shock 375

nebula [70]). Furthermore, the extension of the halo has to be larger than the possible PWN 376

X-ray emission, otherwise the emission could be a γ-ray PWN, and its morphology should be 377

explained by slow-diffusion, otherwise this could indicate a hadronic accelerator [119]. 378

The low angular resolution of the EAS experiments doesn’t allow to resolve TeV halo 379

morphology and, unfortunately, the size of these object is a challenging for current IACTs 380

because of their smaller Field of View. Geminga and Monogem, indeed, are not detected by 381

these instruments despite their high TeV flux. The future ASTRI Mini-Array, with a FoV of 10◦ 382

at E > 10 TeV, and CTA SSTs in the Southern Emisphere, with a FoV > 8◦, could finally resolve 383

the morphology of some of these objects and detect a high resolution spectrum. In the ASTRI 384

Mini-Array core Science paper [62] a first simulation of the Geminga halo was developed, 385

building a radial profile and showing a high significance spectrum up to 50 TeV with a single 386

observation. Multiple observations will allow the ASTRI Mini-Array to better track the source 387

morphology. 388

2.5. Gamma-ray binaries and Microquasars 389

A first interest to γ-ray binary systems (i.e. microquasars) like Galactic CR accelerators 390

was born from their similarities to AGN that are likely the main responsible of extra-galactic 391

CR component [46]. We know that microquasars accelerate electrons to VHE [120,121]: their 392

environment is radiation dominated making the Klein-Nishina losses ineffective to prevent 393

acceleration and γ − γ absorption is transparent for 100 TeV γ-rays. However, they are 394

much less abundant with respect to other kinds of candidate PeVatrons, as SNRs or PWNe. 395

Consequently, even if they could accelerate protons, they cannot explain either CR energy 396

density or anisotropy and composition in our Galaxy. 397

This does not mean that some microquasars cannot be hadronic accelerators. So far, several 398

γ-ray binaries system were detected at VHE with no hint of cut-off above 10 TeV: PSR B1259- 399

63/LS2883 [122], LS 5039 [106,123], V4641 Sagittarii [124] and SS 433 [125–128]. In particular, 400

SS443 is detected at E>10 TeV with a jet that exceed 10 times the required injection power, 401

Lkin = 1039 erg/s [5,121]. The microquasar V4641, a black hole binary with ultrarelativistic jets, 402

introduces a new class of γ-ray source of strong interest for future instruments. In general, 403

detected emission seems to be dependent by the orbital phase, confirming that should be 404

produced on binary system scale and that there is some acceleration mechanism active. One of 405

the open issue concern if it is the same mechanism seen in the Crab Nebula or if we need to 406

add some typical mechanism active in binary system as like as is suggested by recent X-ray 407

analysis of the SS 433 [128]. 408

No microquasars are between the 12 PeVatrons candidate of LHAASO but this class of 409

sources represents an important target for LHAASO and future EAS and IACTs instruments. 410
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Figure 6. [Figure from [43]] The very popular table with the list of energetic astrophysical objects
possibly associated with each LHAASO source. Other information as coordinates, maximum energy and
significance can be found always in [43] but also in the Table 17.

3. Overview of the 12 LHAASO sources 411

The Large High altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO), located in Sichuan (province 412

of China) at 4410 m of altitude, is a complex of EAS detectors with the aim to study both 413

CRs and γ-rays in the sub-PeV up to 1000 PeV energy range [129]. It is composed by three 414

arrays: the Kilometer Square Array (KM2A, 10 TeV - 100 PeV, UHE γ-ray detector with energy 415

resolution ≤ 20%, angular resolution of 0.25◦ and sensitivity (at 50 TeV) of 10−14 erg cm−2
416

s−1), the Water Cherenkov Detector Array (WCDA, down to 0.1 TeV, angular resolution of 0.2◦ 417

and sensitivity (E > 2 TeV) of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1), and the Wield Field-of-view Cherenkov 418

Telescope Array (WFCTA, 0.1-1000 PeV) [130]. 419

The 12 Galactic PeVatrons were detected by the half-completed LHAASO-KM2A, with 420

and angular resolution of 0.4◦ and an energy resolution of 28% at 30 TeV [43] (see Table in 421

Fig. 6). The indicated Emax in the Table represents the maximum energy detected for each 422

source (for the Crab Nebula there is an updated value, see the dedicated Section LHAASO 423

J0534+2202 (3.0.0.1)). Between them, UHE emission in the regions of LHAASO J1825-1326, 424

LHAASO J1908+0621 and LHAASO J2018+3651 was already detected by HAWC [21, eHWC 425

J1825-134, eHWC J1907+063, eHWC J2019+368 ], as like as LHAASO J0534+2202 (Crab Nebula) 426

was detected at E > 150 TeV by HAWC and Tibet ASγ [20,23]. LHAASO J0534+2202 is the only 427

candidate PeVatron detected by LHAASO with a firm association. The low angular resolution 428

of the LHAASO instruments, indeed, implies that for every candidate there are at least two 429

candidate TeV counterparts. 430

In addition to the popular 12 PeVatrons published in [43], the LHAASO collaboration 431

published two papers on two other sources detected at VHE: LHAASO J0341+5258 [44] and 432

LHAASO J0621+3755 [45]. LHAASO J0341+5258 is a unidentified source associated with GMCs 433

[131] but without any detected PWN or SNR in the surroundings. LHAASO J0621+3755 is one 434

of the four TeV halos of our Galaxy (see Sec. 2.4) detected and identified up to now [119,132]. 435

It is a new source in the TeV domain [131] and it is spatially coincident with the Fermi-LAT 436

PSR J0622+3749 that has a spin-down sufficient to explain the halo luminosity. Moreover, its 437
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spectrum can be explained with super-diffusion models [133]: all the criteria to be a TeV halo 438

are respected [119]. 439

These two sources are not in the main paper [43] and in the PeVatron Table in Fig. 6 440

because they have a significance at 100 TeV < 5σ and for this reason we do not take into 441

account them in this work, where we summarize what have been done from theoretical and 442

experimental point of view on every LHAASO PeVatron source in [43]. Our aim is to clarify 443

what we know and what we have learned about every single LHAASO source and its origin, 444

both from γ-ray and neutrino point of views. A theoretical interpretation and/or analysis of 445

existent models is beyond the aim of this work. 446

In the table in Fig.17, we summarize the main conclusions about the origin of γ-ray 447

emission from the LHAASO sources together with their coordinates, detected maximum 448

energies and detection significance. 449

LHAASO J0534+2202 (Crab nebula) 450

LHAASO J0534+2202 is the only LHAASO candidate PeVatron with a specified counter- 451

part, the Crab Nebula. LHAASO detected its emission with the highest significance, σ = 17.8. 452

Its maximum energy was about EM ≈ 900 TeV in its first detection by KM2A and WFCTA [43] 453

but, in a second shower detected by KM2A one year later, this reached EM = 1.12± 0.09 PeV 454

[130]. 455

The Crab Nebula is one of the most studied sources of our Galaxy in every electromagnetic 456

band, from radio to γ-ray [see 69, for a recent and complete review]. In the HE band, its flaring 457

nature at MeV energies [134–136] was a breakthrough for all the theoretical models but even its 458

steady VHE γ-ray emission is very interesting. Indeed, its synchrotron emission was one of the 459

first evidence of the presence of PeV electrons in its environment [137] and its Pevatron nature 460

is confirmed by HAWC [20] and Tibet ASγ [23] results that detected it at E > 150 TeV: only the 461

sensitivity of water and air shower detectors can reach these extreme energies. The very high 462

sensitivity at UHE of the LHAASO KM2A (∼ 10−14 erg cm2s−1 at E > 50 TeV in 1 yr) showed, 463

for the first time, the γ-ray component of its spectrum extended up to 1.1 PeV, transforming it 464

in a super-PeVatron [130]. Following what we said in Sect.2.3, the Crab Nebula is one of the 465

youngest and powerful PWN and, consequently, the maximum energy of its γ-ray emission is 466

radiation limited. This means that its detection at 1.1 PeV implies an acceleration rate ηe ≈ 0.16, 467

three order of magnitude greater than the one in SNRs [43,130]. 468

After the LHAASO detection, the main issue linked to the Super-Pevatron nature of the 469

Crab Nebula is related to the acceleration mechanism but also to the chance of a contribution 470

from a hadronic component. Even before this discovery, the chance of a contribution from 471

hadrons was investigated [see 138, and reference therein] but now, around 1 PeV the LHAASO 472

spectrum shows an hardening of the spectrum that is really challenging to explain with a 473

leptonic component [130]. The LHAASO error bars are very large and, consequently, this 474

hardening needs to be confirmed but, if it will be, it supports the idea of a UHE hadronic 475

component: a component that cannot explain the overall γ-ray luminosity but that can have a 476

no negligible contribution at the highest energies, with the condition of proton confinement in 477

the nebula [130]. Very recent models estimate that this hardening is compatible with a quasi- 478

monochromatic distribution of protons around 10 PeV [69,139] to be added to the confirmed 479

leptonic one. Lorentz factor and the spin-down luminosity carried by protons are two of the 480

most important parameters that characterize this component [62]. 481

Several theoretical models to constrain this hypothetical hadronic component are beeing 482

developed [115,138] (see Fig. 7) but future instruments as ASTRI Mini-Array and CTA will be 483

fundamental to confirm a lepto-hadronic model for the γ-ray emission from the Crab Nebula. 484

In the ASTRI Mini-Array core science paper [62], a simulation of a Crab spectrum up to 300 485

TeV was produced, showing how the ASTRI Mini-Array it could be decisive in constraining the 486
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Figure 7. LHAASO J0534+2202. γ-ray spectrum of the Crab nebula with all data points collected up to
now and fitted with one of the models that takes into account the contribution of a hadronic component
at the highest energies [Figure from [138]].

likely hadronic component at the highest energies. The Crab Nebula is even the only source for 487

which the neutrino analysis carried on with different methods [35,64,66] can put constraints 488

confirming that the hadronic component is not the dominant one to explain its γ-ray emission. 489

In [36] was showed that the expected neutrino flux from the Crab is lower than the IceCube 490

sensitivity also in case of pure hadronic emission. 491

Anyway, the Crab Nebula is a very unique source either for the fact that it is the only PWN 492

where we know that its internal synchrotron radiation is the target of IC and either because, 493

since its young age, its energy losses is dominated by radiation reaction and not by the potential 494

drop as most of the others PWNe [26,69]. This is likely the reason for which flaring emission 495

was seen only in the nebula of the Crab. 496

LHAASO J1825-1326 497

The candidate PeVatron LHAASO J1825-1326 is one of the sources (the other are the Crab, 498

LHAASO J1908+0621 and LHAASO J2226+6057) detected with the highest significance at 499

E>100 TeV (σ = 16.4) and for which there is a UHE SED without any hint of a cut-off (see 500

Fig. 8, bottom panel, and paper [43]). Its maximum energy is EM ≈ 420 TeV and the gradual 501

steepening at the highest energies is maybe due to photon-photon absorption [43]. Its potential 502

TeV counterparts are HESS J1825-137/2HWC J1825-134 and HESS J1826-130, both PWNe in a 503

region smaller than the LHAASO angular resolution (see Figure 8, top panel). 504

HESS J1825-137 is the name of the PWN associated to the PSR B1823-13, revealed by the 505

first Galactic Plane Survey of HESS [140] and is one of the brightest and extended sources in the 506

Galaxy at the VHE, with an intrinsic diameter of about 100 pc [22,141]. This was detected also 507

by HAWC as a unique extended region, eHWC J1825-134 [117], then resolved in three different 508

γ-ray emitting components (HAWC J1825-138, HAWC J1826-128 and HAWC J1825-134). In 509

particular, HAWC J1825-134, is at only 0.03◦ by the LHAASO source (see Fig. 8 top right) and 510

its spectrum extends beyond 100 TeV without a cut-off whereas HAWC J1825-138 seems to 511

confirm the spectral behavior of HESS J1825-137 [141] with a cut-off below 100 TeV. We cannot 512

exclude that also HESS J1825-137 is actually the composition of two different TeV sources. This 513
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HESS γ-ray source shows a strong morphology dependence at GeV and TeV energies [142,143] 514

and the asymmetry of the nebula in the X-ray band [144] could be due or to the reverberation 515

phase (interaction of the Termination Shock with the parent SNR reverse shock) and/or to the 516

presence of a MC in the surroundings [145]. The extraordinary extension of this source makes 517

it a possible candidate TeV halo [146], even because it is not possible to explain it within the 518

standard dynamics of the PWN [147]. 519

Another between the three HAWC resolved sources, HAWC J1826-128, is detected up to 520

100 TeV and it is spatially coincident with HESS J1826-130 [99,148], the other potential TeV 521

counterpart of the LHAASO PeVatron candidate, and both the sources seem to be related with 522

the “Eel” PWN11 (PWN G18.5-0.4) [149]. HAWC J1826-128 was detected in X-ray and γ-ray 523

but not in radio band, a strange peculiarity compared to other similar PWNe. In the same 524

field there is also the very poorly known SNR G18.45-0.42 [150] that can not be ruled out as 525

the HESS J1826-130 counterpart. According to developed models, a leptonic nature of this 526

emission is favored [149]. 527

The LHAASO angular resolution cannot resolve the region at the origin of the detected 528

emission, consequently we cannot exclude that the Pevatron emission is due to HESS J1826-130 529

instead that to HESS J1825-137. Actually, the spectrum of LHAASO J1825-1326 it is one order 530

of magnitude above the spectrum of HESS J1825-137 [22] and the associated HAWC J1825-138 531

[141] (see Fig.8, bottom). This could be due to the fact that all three resolved HAWC sources 532

(HAWC J1825-138, HAWC J1826-128 and HAWC J1825-134) can contribute to the LHAASO 533

TeV region (see their VHE spectra shown in [141]). This implies that a more deep analysis of 534

this TeV γ-ray bright LHAASO region is necessary. It is clear that the better angular resolution 535

of ASTRI Mini-Array and CTA will be fundamental in order to resolve this interesting region. 536

In the IceCube neutrino analysis carried on by [64] (see Sect. 1.2), LHAASO J1825-1326 is 537

constrained to be leptonic dominant up to 200 TeV. The bayesian approach used instead in [35], 538

cannot constrain this source, stressing how these neutrino-based estimation are strongly biased 539

by statistical methods. 540

LHAASO J1839-0545 541

LHAASO J1839-0545 was detected by LHAASO with an EM ≈ 200 TeV in a very complex 542

region. The two challenging potential TeV counterparts are HESS J1841-055 and 2HWC J1837- 543

065/HESS J1837-069/MAGIC J1837-073 [43,131]. 544

The first one, HESS J1841-055, was revealed by HESS in 2007 as an extended TeV source 545

(∼ 0.4◦)[151], and then confirmed by HAWC [117] and ARGO [152] but it hasn’t a counterpart 546

and up to now remains an unidentified source. In 2022, the MAGIC collaboration confirmed a 547

TeV detection in coincidence of this HESS detection, finding some hot-spots in the extended 548

emission that could indicate the presence of different sources in the same region that cannot be 549

resolved so far [153,154]. Their analysis consider plausible both PWN and SNR (the middle- 550

aged G26.6-01) origin of the TeV emission, since the presence of a dense MC in the surroundings. 551

The produced spectrum through Fermi-LAT and MAGIC data analysis, however, extends only 552

up to E<10 TeV with an evident cut-off at larger energies. Consequently, this hint could exclude 553

the association of LHAASO J1839-0545 with this complex source. 554

On the contrary, HESS J1837-069 is more interesting for the interpretation of the LHAASO 555

emission. This was detected firstly by HESS during its Galactic Plane Survey [131] and then 556

by HAWC [117] and MAGIC [155] and is postulated to be associated with the PWN of the 557

PSR J1838-0655 [131]. A very detailed study of that region by MAGIC collaboration at GeV- 558

TeV energies [156] found that the TeV emission in coincidence of the HESS J1837-069 can be 559

interpreted as hadronic emission due to runaway CRs from that source with a MC in the 560

location of MAGIC J1837-073. In this model, a maximum energy up to 70 TeV is considered 561
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Figure 8. LHAASO J1825-1326. Top Left: HESS excess counts map from [22] re-adapted with the addition
of the LHAASO centroid and a rough estimation of the extension of the LHAASO detection from the
image in [43] (white circle). Top right: HESS 1-10 TeV excess map from [149] re-adapted by [43,128]
and with the addition of the LHAASO centroid and its extension from [43] (orange circle). The red
ellipse indicates the Eel PWN. In this way is evident the reason for which the association of the LHAASO
emission is so challenging. Bottom: the spectrum of HESS J1825-137 from [22] with the LHAASO data
points from [43] overlapped.

reachable; LHAASO detected this source up to 200 TeV, giving maybe an important boost 562

forward that interpretation. 563

Anyway, there is a further interesting hypothesis. In 2017, a deep analysis of Fermi- 564

LAT data detected from the G25 region (the region that include also the two HESS sources) 565

seems to indicate that there is an extended OB association, G25.18+0.26, with very similar 566

characteristics and behavior of the Cygnus Cocoon region [157] (see Paragraph dedicated to 567

LHAASO J2032+4102 (3.0.0.10)). The spectrum from this region doesn’t show any bending 568

and could be a candidate for the TeV emission detected in this region. The very low LHAASO 569

angular resolution cannot allow to exclude also this possible association that could be another 570

confirmation of the strong role of the MSCs in the CR acceleration. 571

As shown in [156], the future IceCube-Gen2 will have the right sensitivity in order to 572

detect possible neutrino emission from this source, confirming or excluding the hadronic origin 573

of this TeV emission. 574
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LHAASO J1843-0338 575

LHAASO J1843-0338, detected with an EM ≈ 260 TeV, is in a very complex region (see Fig. 576

9, left) and the association problem is also for the two HESS VHE detections, HESS J1844-030 577

and HESS J1843-033, candidates as TeV counterparts. 578

The first source, HESS J1844-030, is a faint point-like VHE source, spatially coincident with 579

a number of distinct objects. At the beginning, it was reported as a component of HESS J1843- 580

033 [158] and then was disentangled in the HESS Galactic Plane Survey [99]. In particular, this 581

emission turned out to be spatially coincident with the radio source G29.37+0.1 that has a very 582

complex morphology. Later, a deep study developed in [159] concluded that this radio source is 583

the superposition of a radio galaxy, a composite SNR with a shell, a pulsar powered component 584

and maybe also a neutron star. At the same time, the authors cannot explain if the nature of TeV 585

γ-ray is produced in the lobe of the radio galaxy or in the SNR/PWN environment. A further 586

analysis, instead, explain all the multi-wavelength emission from the G29.37+0.1 (radio, X-ray 587

and γ-ray) as due to PWN/SNR interaction, excluding the extra-galactic counterpart [160]. 588

The centroid of the LHAASO source is more coincident with the second potential TeV 589

counterpart, eHWC J1842-035/HESS J1843-033. This is an unidentified source discovered by 590

HESS [99] with a spectrum extended up to 30 TeV. Its complex morphology could be a hint 591

of the presence of overlapping sources merged in the Galactic Plane Survey. In TevCat this is 592

associated with ARGO J1841-0332 [161] and 2HWC J1844-32 [21] and Tibet Asγ array recently 593

detected a TeV emission above 25 TeV near the position of HESS J1843-033, TASG J1844-038 594

[162]. The Tibet-ASγ emission has a measured spectrum above 100 TeV in perfect agreement 595

with the LHAASO results [162] (see Fig. 9, right). The authors discussed the origin of this 596

emission, concluding that both the associations with the SNR G28.6-0.1, filled with non-thermal 597

X-ray [163], and PSR J1844-0346, can be considered valid. 598

The complexity of the region needs of a VHE/UHE morphology reconstruction in order 599

to disentangled all the γ-ray sources existing there. No neutrino contraints are present so far. 600

Figure 9. LHAASO J1843-0338. Left: Tibet ASγ significance map of TASG J1844-038 at E>25 TeV [Figure
from [162]]. Right: the SED of TASG J1844-038 assuming that also the LHAASO data point is correlated
with this source [Figure from [162]].

LHAASO J1849-0003 601

LHAASO J1849-0003 was detected by LHAASO with an Emax ≈ 350 TeV [43] and one of 602

the possible TeV counterpart is HESS J1849-000/2HWC J1849+001 [99,117]. 603
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HESS J1849-000 is firmly associated with the PWN G32.6+0.5 generated by the young and 604

energetic PSR J1849-001 [131,164] and is one of the the nine sources detected above 56 TeV by 605

HAWC [21]. According [43], the extension of the detected emission could be coincident also 606

with a YMSC in that region, W43, one of the closest and most luminous star-forming region in 607

the Galaxy hosting a GMC and the Wolf-Rayet WR 121a [131,165,166]. The complexity of the 608

region and several observational challenges cannot give the confirmation of this association 609

[131] but a study of LHAASO J1849-0003 in the context of other PeV emission detection from 610

similar YMSCs, could indicate if W43 respect all the criteria to explain a UHE emission. 611

No neutrino contraints are present so far for this source. 612

LHAASO J1908+621 613

LHAASO J1908+621 is one of the LHAASO sources (the other are the Crab Nebula, 614

LHAASO J1825-1326 and LHAASO J2226+6057) detected with the highest significance at E>100 615

TeV (17.2 σ) and for which there is a SED at UHE [43]. Its maximum energy is EM ≈ 450 TeV 616

and shows a spectral steepening maybe due to photon-photon absorption. The potential TeV 617

counterpart is the well known MGRO J1908+06 [116] detected also by HESS [167], ARGO [168], 618

VERITAS [169] and finally by HAWC at E>56 TeV [21,170], with an extension confirmed up to 619

the highest energies. With an off-pulsed analysis, Fermi-LAT detected two GeV excesses in 620

correspondence of the LHAASO J1908+621 contours, Fermi J1906+0626 and 4FGL J1906.2+0631 621

[171]. Possible associations are: the middle-aged shell-type SNR G40.5-0.5, that has a MC 622

complex in the surrounding [172,173], the PWN of to the radio PSR J1907+0631, and finally the 623

most powerful PSR J1907+0602 (spin-down luminosity sufficient to explain the VHE emission), 624

all in the same region of LHAASO J1908+621 [131] (see Fig.10, left). 625

In [173], the authors try to model the whole HE spectrum, concluding that a leptonic 626

or lepto-hadronic models are the most likely with respect to a pure hadronic one. These 627

conclusions are confirmed also by [174], with a dominant hadronic component at the highest 628

energies, and then by [175], with a leptonic component from the PWN J1907+0602 explaining 629

the GeV-TeV component, and a hadronic component from the SNR/MC interaction for the 630

UHE spectrum (see Fig.10, right). The one-component leptonic model is underdog also in the 631

time-dependent model developed in [176]. Only in [177] a pure leptonic model is favored but 632

this could depend on the fact that their Fermi-LAT data analysis obtain GeV spectral points 633

different from the ones used in the other papers [172]. A cross-check in the GeV band is needed 634

in order to understand better this complex region. 635

In the IceCube neutrino analysis carried on by [64], LHAASO J1908+621 is constrained 636

to be leptonic dominant up to 200 TeV. The bayesian approach, instead, cannot constrain this 637

source, stressing how these estimation are strongly biased by statistical methods [35]. In [36], 638

the authors estimated neutrino fluxes expected in case LHAASO J1908+621 was a SNR with a 639

completely hadronic emission, concluding that the IceCube sensitivity is not enough to detect 640

possible neutrino emission. However, a low-significance neutrino emission seems to come 641

from this region [37], supporting the nature of (hadronic) PeVatron of this source. 642

The higher sensitivity of future neutrino experiments, together with the higher angular 643

resolution of future IACTs, will give a fundamental burst to the understanding of this source. 644

This source will be observable by the ASTRI Mini-Array site for a total of about 550 hours per 645

year and simulations showed that already with 100 hours a high significance spectrum up to 646

300 TeV can be obtained, perfectly correlated with the one detected by LHAASO [62]. Moreover, 647

the ASTRI Mini-Array angular resolution will be able to resolve the possible counterparts in 648

the γ-ray error box [178]. 649
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Figure 10. LHAASO J1908+621. Left: the radio map of the LHAASO J1908+621 region from [173] with
the addition of LHAASO centroid and extension, roughly estimated from the map in [43]. The white solid
lines are the VERITAS contours. Right: one of the lepto-hadronic models developed in order to explain
the SED of this source where the contribution of hadrons at the highest energies is evident [Figure form
[175]].

LHAASO J1929+1745 650

The maximum energy of LHAASO J1929+1745 is estimated to be EM ≈ 700 TeV [43,131] 651

and could be associated to two different TeV counterparts: 2HWC J1928+177/HESS J1928+181 652

and 2HWC J1930+188/HESS J1930+188/VER J1930+188, separated of about 1 degree (see 653

Fig.11). 654

2HWC J1928+177/HESS J1928+181 has almost the same centroid of the LHAASO source 655

and is an extended γ-ray emitter discovered by HAWC [117] and then confirmed by HESS 656

[179] (VERITAS had no detection because of the large extension of the source [180]). The very 657

recent study of [181] hypothesizes three different origins for the VHE/UHE detected emission, 658

confirmed in the third catalog as 3HWC J1928+178. Since the spatial correspondence with the 659

young PSR 1928+1746, located at 0.03◦, the two most probable ones (the same assumed by [179]) 660

are IC emission due to electrons diffuse away from the PWN and CR protons produced by the 661

pulsar then interacting with a nearby MC. Actually, the estimated age of the PSR (∼ 80000 yrs) 662

and the lack of X-ray detection in its correspondence open the chance that 3HWC J1928+178 663

could be another TeV halo. This possibility is also favored by the need to add a further 664

extended component to spatially model the surroundings of this source [181]. A recent study 665

[182] analyzes the affection of the PSR proper motion on the TeV halo morphology, estimating 666

a formula for the maximum possible offset depending on γ-ray energies, PSR transversal 667

velocity and the distance. They concluded that for E>10 TeV an off-set between a pulsar and 668

an associated extended emission cannot be explained by PSR proper motion. In particular, in 669

order to explain LHAASO J1929+1745 with a TeV halo from the PSR 1928+1746, we need a very 670

high transversal velocity (> 2700 km/s). 671

The second source, 2HWC J1930+188/HESS J1930+188/VER J1930+188, was detected 672

by all the current IACTs as a point-like source [99,117,183] and it is strongly associated with 673

the PWN in the 2000 yrs old SNR G54.1+0.3 [131], with no chance to understand if the γ- 674

ray emission is from the shell or from the PWN. This has also a point-like GeV no-pulsed 675

counterpart detected by Fermi-LAT, 3FGL J1928.9+1739 [131,180]. The last analysis by [181] 676

confirmed the VHE steep spectrum detected by VERITAS that could be a hint of the presence 677

of a cut-off (to faint to be validated). If this cut-off will be confirmed, this source could be ruled 678

out as the origin of the UHE γ-ray emission detected by LHAASO. 679

No neutrino constraints are present for this source so far. 680
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Figure 11. LHAASO J1929+1745. [Figure from [181]] The complexity of the region is well shown in the
VERITAS excess map. White contours are HAWC significance contours and the centroid of the LHAASO
source is added (we have no hints on its extension).

LHAASO J1956+2845 681

LHAASO J1956+2845, with an EM ≈ 420 TeV [43], has just one TeV potential counterpart, 682

the 2HWC J1955+285/3HWC J1954+286 [131], even if it is 0.33◦ away (see Fig. 12). Two 683

candidate sources exist for the origin of VHE/UHE emission: the shell-type middle aged radio 684

SNR G65.1+0.6 and the pulsar PSR J1954+2836 detected by Fermi-LAT at E > 10 GeV [131,184]. 685

The analysis of the GeV γ-ray data from the Fermi-LAT is the first (and the only so far) 686

attempt to disentangled SNR and PSR emission in order to associate the VHE/UHE emission 687

to one of the sources [184]. In this work, the GeV emission is attributed to SNR G65.1+0.6 that is 688

unlikely to be the source of the VHE emission because of the no-spatial coincidence between the 689

HAWC and Fermi-LAT emission. On the other hand, no pulsating emission has been detected 690

from the PSR J1954+2836; however, the authors estimated a possible TeV halo generated from 691

this source (based on Geminga one parameter), suggesting that this is the VHE/UHE emission 692

source. 693

One more time, it is evident the need to resolve VHE/UHE emission region morphology 694

with high spatial resolution analysis and to carry on parallel study with a constant comparison 695

with the other known TeV Halos and/or PWN in order to analyse the contraints to be Galactic 696

CR accelerators. 697

No neutrino constraints are present for this source so far. 698

LHAASO J2018+3651 699

LHAASO J2018+3651 has a maximum energy of about 270 TeV and it is one of the three 700

LHAASO UHE detections located in the Cygnus region (the others are LHAASO J2032+4102 701

and LHAASO J2108+5157), and has two potential TeV candidates: VER J2016+371 and VER 702

J2019+368 [43,131]. 703

These two VERITAS sources are both associated with MGRO J2019+37, an extended γ-ray 704

emission detected the first time by the Milagro observatory [185]. This region, one of the 705

brightest of the Cygnus region, overlaps a lot of different sources but the PWN of the PSR 706
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Figure 12. LHAASO J1956+2845. [Figure from [184]] The Fermi-LAT off-pulse TS map for the region of
PSR J1954+2836 for 0.5-500 GeV, where all the catalogue sources are removed. The cyan contour is an
approximate radio shape of the SNR G65.1+0.6.

J2021+3651 together with the star-forming region Sharpless 104 (Sh 2-104) were supposed to be 707

the main contributors [186,187] (see Fig.13, left). Later, VERITAS resolved this TeV region in 708

the two different sources candidates as LHAASO J2018+3651 counterpart, even if the extension 709

of the LHAASO emission cannot be resolved with the same angular resolution. 710

The first candidate, VER J2016+371, is an unidentified point-like source spatially coincident 711

with part of MGRO J2019+37 [188] and confirmed also by HAWC (HAWC J2016+371) [189]. 712

The most likely counterpart is the PWN in the SNR CTB 87 because of both the co-location of 713

VHE and X-ray emission and its luminosity in the two bands [189]. 714

The other candidate, VER J2019+368, is a bright extended source (1 degree), with an 715

energy dependent morphology, and represents the bulk of the emission from MGRO J2019+37. 716

Its emission was confirmed also by HAWC (HAWC J2019+368) [189] with a high integrated 717

flux above 56 TeV. The morphological and spectral features in both TeV and X-ray bands 718

points toward a PWN origin for this VHE/UHE emission [189], precisely from the Dragonfly 719

PWN (G75.2+0.1) powered by the PSR J2021+3561. This hypothesis is supported by a very 720

recent multi-wavelength work from radio to X-ray to UHE γ-ray, taking into account also the 721

LHAASO spectral point [190] (see Fig.13, right). 722

Even if we cannot say if LHAASO J2018+3651 UHE detection is in correspondence on 723

VER J2016+371 or VER J2019+368, according to the models and considerations developed up to 724

now, the contribution from the star forming region Sh 2-104 seems to be not the dominant one. 725

No neutrino constraints are present so far for this source. 726

LHAASO J2032+4102 727

LHAASO J2032+4102 has the highest maximum energy between the 12 PeVatrons can- 728

didates: 1.4 PeV. As like as LHAASO J2018+3651 and (the next) LHAASO J2108+5157, this is 729

located in the Cygnus region and the potential TeV counterparts are several candidates: TeV 730

J2032+4130/2HWC J2031+415/VER J2032+414, ARGO J2031+4157 and MGRO J2031+41 (see 731

Fig.14). 732
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Figure 13. LHAASO J2018+3651. Left: the HAWC significance map of the region of interestwith the
addition of the LHAASO centroid [Figure from [189]]. Right: the SED of the PWN G75.2+0.1 where the
leptonic model can perfectly explain the multi-wavelength spectrum from this source [Figure from [190]].

The first source, TeV J2032+4130/2HWC J2031+415/VER J2032+414, was detected at TeV 733

energies firstly by HEGRA [100] and then by HAWC [117] and VERITAS [191]. It is associated 734

with the PWN of the PSR J2032+412 and overlaps with one of the nine sources of the first 735

HAWC catalog emitting at E>56 TeV [131]. According to [118], it is a candidate TeV halo 736

because it is associated with a pulsar >100 kyrs and has a TeV halo-expected-flux large at 737

least 2% of the Geminga flux. However, no other analysis has confirmed (or ruled out) this 738

hypothesis. According the graph produced in the work [26] (see Fig. 5), LHAASO J2032+4102 739

is one of the two (the other is LHAASO J2108+5157 that has any PSR in the surroundings) 740

LHAASO candidate Pevatrons that cannot be explained by an associated pulsar; it lies above 741

the absolute maximum electron energy producible by a PSR limited by radiative losses or 742

potential drop (see Sect.2.3). This important work indicates that we need to find other sources 743

as the origin of the UHE LHAASO detected emission from this region. 744

In this context, an important candidate is ARGO J2031+4157, that is the TeV counterpart 745

of the Cygnuns Cocoon [131], detected for the first time at GeV energies by Fermi-LAT [101] 746

and then confirmed at E>100 TeV by HAWC [103] and Tibet ASγ [104]. In [192] the authors 747

try to explain the whole GeV-TeV spectrum of the Cygnus Cocoon with a model based on 748

[19]: particle acceleration and propagation in a superbubble with multiple shocks of different 749

strengths produced by powerful winds of massive stars and supernovae. Their model well 750

explains Fermi-LAT, ARGO and HAWC data but it doesn’t fit the only one LHAASO spectral 751

point. However, it can explain also the behavior of the γ-ray spectrum from Westerlund 2, 752

suggesting that this model can work in MSCs and questioning the association of the LHAASO 753

spectral point with Cygnus Cocoon. Further and deeper analysis is needed in order to confirm 754

this conclusion. 755

In [193], with a simpler acceleration model without assumptions on propagation, the 756

authors explain the multi-wavelength spectrum of the Cygnus region with a lepto-hadronic 757

scenario (see Fig.14, right), estimating also a neutrino flux in agreement with an IceCube 758

neutrino (see Fig.4 of [193], right). The Cygnus Cocoon, indeed, could be the only Galactic 759

source with the evidence of neutrino emission (IceCube-201120A, at the IceCube sensitivity 760

limit, not confirmed), coincident with a γ-ray excess detected by Carpet-2 experiment [194]. If 761

this neutrino event was correlated with the Cocoon, taking into account also the UHE LHAASO 762

photons, this could be a hint that this source could be not only a confirmed LHAASO PeVatron 763

but a hadronic one. 764
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The last possible TeV counterpart, MGRO J2031+41, could be identified with TeV J2032+4130 765

but Milagro speculated that its emission could due to more than one source and, consequently, 766

it is listed separately in the TeVCat [131]. 767

Figure 14. LHAASO J2032+4102. Left: HAWC significance map of the Cocoon Region after the subtraction
of the known sources, with the addition of the LHAASO source centroid [Figure from [103]]. Right: the
multi-wavelength data from the Cygnus cocoon fitted by the lepto-hadronic scenario in [193] [Figure
from in [193]]. From this model the authors estimated the neutrino flux expected if the source is hadronic .

LHAASO J2108+5157 768

LHAASO J2108+5157 is a unique case because has no detected TeV counterparts and it is 769

the first source ever detected for the first time at UHE [131,195] (see Fig.15, left). Its maximum 770

energy is about 430 TeV and is found to be point-like without, however, the chance to rule 771

out a possible extension. This is located in the complex Cygnus region (CygnusOB7 MC) and 772

it is the only source without a bright pulsar found in the surroundings (the first is at 3◦)[26]. 773

Fermi-LAT extended source 4FGL J2108+5155e was found in its proximity (∼ 0.13◦) but a 774

physical connection is not obvious because of spectral differences [195]. 775

Instead, the correlation with the MC [MML2017]4607 seems to be confirmed [195] and a 776

possible second cloud is proposed in [196] where the authors present a pioneering study of 777

the COB7 region with low-resolution 12,13CO(2→1) observations made with the 1.85m radio- 778

telescope at Osaka Prefecture University in order to investigate the nature of the LHAASO 779

sources. This second cloud is [FKT-MC]2022 and the authors proposed it as candidate source 780

of the UHE from LHAASO J2108+5257, with a favoured hadronic origin (MCs illuminated by 781

accelerated CRs). Consequently, we have two MCs that encourage a hadronic scenario [see 782

also 197], even if the hard spectral index requires non-linear DSA or stochastic acceleration 783

hypothesis. 784

The multi-wavelength analysis carried on in [198] putting together LST-1, XMM-Newton 785

and Fermi-LAT results, cannot rule out any scenario, leptonic or hadronic (see Fig.15, right). 786

LST-1 and LHAASO data can be explained by IC scenario but the absence of X-ray emission 787

implies a weak magnetic field, favoring a TeV Halo scenario over that the PWN one. However, 788

there is no hint of a pulsar. Anyway, in their work a more complete combined analysis of 789

both leptonic and hadronic components in the region is missing and this could obtain more 790

constraining parameters. 791
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The estimated neutrino flux in a complete hadronic scenario is in the sensitivity range 792

of future instruments, giving to us a chance to understand this LHAASO challenging source 793

[197]. 794

Figure 15. LHAASO J2108+5157. Left: significance map around LHAASO J2108+5157 as observed by
KM2A at E>100 TeV [Figure from [195]]. Right: the leptonic (top) and hadronic (bottom) that can explain
the multi-wavelength SED of this source in [198] [Figure from [198]].

LHAASO J2226+6057 795

LHAASO J2226+6057 is one of the four LHAASO sources (the other are the Crab Nebula, 796

LHAASO J1825-1326 and LHAASO J1908+621) detected with the highest significance at E>100 797

TeV (13.6 σ) and for which there is a SED at UHE. Its maximum energy is EM ≈ 570 TeV 798

and shows a spectral steepening maybe due to photon-photon absorption [43,131]. Its TeV 799

counterparts is VER J2227+608/HAWC J2227+610 [131] and there are two possible sources 800

explaining this VHE/UHE emission: the SNR G106.3+2.7, with the associated MC, and the 801

Boomerang PWN, associated to the PSR J2229+6141. The SNR is located in the "tail" of the VHE 802

emission and the PWN on the "head". 803

The UHE detection by HAWC [199], Tibet ASγ [104] and finally by LHAASO [43] has 804

a low angular resolution and, consequently, we were not able to say if it is from the head or 805

the tail region. Recently, 12 years Fermi-LAT GeV analysis of the region shows that at the 806

highest energies (10-500 Gev), only the tail is emitting γ-ray (see Fig.16, top left) and a hadronic 807

model from the SNR/MC interaction can explain the whole HE/VHE/UHE spectrum [54]. 808

Very recently, the MAGIC collaboration resolved the VHE/UHE emission and detected E>10 809

TeV only from the tail region[52,200], leaning towards hadronic explanation of γ-ray emission 810

[199,200], linked to the SNR/MC interaction (or MC illumination by CRs escaping from the 811

SNR [53]). The hadronic model used by the MAGIC collaboration takes into account also the 812

GeV Fermi-LAT data points from the tail region from [201] (consistent with the more recent 813

results by [54]) (see Fig.16, top right). 814

The same detection was explained with hadronic emission but from the PWN and not 815

from the SNR by [201], since the hard spectral index and low energy content of CRs. The PWN 816

origin is investigated also by [55], concluding that, if a part of the UHE γ-ray emission comes 817

from the PWN, it has to be of hadronic origin. 818

The real origin of the hadronic emission will be understood only with a deep analysis 819

of the micro-physics of the region but, in spite of PWN or SNR origin, the hadronic origin is 820

supported also by the analysis on non-thermal X-ray radiation [202,203], detected everywhere 821
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but with an enhancement of the luminosity in the head region, well correlated with the radio 822

emission but no with the γ-ray one. 823

Figure 16. LHAASO J2226+6057. Top left: Fermi-LAT residual significance map of the region for 0.1-500
GeV where is evident the concentration of the GeV emission in the tail region. White contours are the
radio continuum emission at 1420 MHz [Figure from from [54] ]. Top right: the hadronic model used by
MAGIC collaboration to fit all data from the tail region. Milagro, HAWC, TibetASγ and LHAASO shown
here are from extraction regions that partially include the head, consequently they could be contaminated
[Figure from [200]]. Bottom: Spectral fit to the spectral energy distribution of Ver J2227+608 from [204],
leptonic model on the left and the hadronic one on the right. This was developed before the last Tibet
ASγ and LHAASO data, that we have overlapped, showing that they rule out both the models [Figure
from [204]].

Nevertheless, there are some works that analyse possible leptonic or lepto-hadronic 824

origin of UHE emission of LHAASO J2226+6057. In [204], before the LHAASO and Tibet ASγ 825

detection, the whole spectrum from VER J2227+608 can be explained with both leptonic and 826

hadronic scenario and the authors conclude that only UHE data can discern the two models. 827

However, an overlap of the last LHAASO and Tibet ASγ data on both their models makes 828

clear that neither model is confirmed (see Fig. 16, bottom) requiring a further analysis with 829

constraints on parameters computed by the LHAASO results. In both [205] and [176], the 830

authors developed a simplistic one-zone leptonic model (but complete of reverberation effect 831

and PWN age estimation) assuming that the UHE emission comes from the Boomerang PWN. 832

They obtain a good fit but challenging low value of the magnetic field and a PWN size too 833

large maybe due to the very simple model used. 834

It is clear that this source is very interesting for the future IACTs as ASTRI Mini-Array 835

and CTA. Both the collaboration have made simulations in this region in order to valuate 836
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the contribution of these two instruments in its understanding. In [206] is shown how the 837

CTA-North could reconstruct the spectrum with a very high precision; in [62], instead, is shown 838

that a detection of the ASTRI Mini-Array could disentangled hadronic and leptonic models. 839

Moreover, the very good angular resolution of this array could resolve definitely the VHE 840

emission location [178]. 841

Assuming a completely hadronic origin of its γ-ray emission, in [36] the authors estimated 842

the neutrino fluxes expected concluding that the IceCube sensitivity is not enough to detect 843

possible neutrino emission. 844

Figure 17. A summary table of the all LHAASO VHE sources with coordinates, significance at 100 TeV,
maximum energy from [43]. the last three columns are based on the review in Section 3: the "origin"
column has in boldface the most probable kind of source, the "neutrino constraints" indicates if we can
have information on γ-ray emission from neutrino analysis/estimation and the last column indicated the
most likely origin of the emission according the analysis done up to now.

4. The Future 845

All the space and "on-Earth" facilities allowed us to know a lot about CRs and their sources. 846

However, this was not sufficient to have a definitive answer to the question "What is the CR 847

origin?". 848
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After the review of all the LHAASO candidate PeVatrons it’s quite clear what are the 849

ingredients to have a better understanding of Galactic CRs: 850

• Higher angular Resolution of the future VHE/UHE γ-ray instruments; 851

• Higher sensitivity of the future neutrino experiments; 852

• Multi-wavelength and multi-messengers analysis of the same source; 853

• Improvement in the comprehension of the micro-physics of different kind of sources. 854

According to the observational evidence, a very high angular resolution is the most 855

important feature in an instrument to look into the sources. It will allow a much better source 856

association of detected γ-ray emission, a deeper understanding of possible energy dependent 857

morphology and to strengthen multi-wavelength correlation. Highest energy sensitivity is 858

also fundamental but LHAASO has proven that this is sufficient to identify the presence of 859

PeVatrons in our Galaxy but not to have a firm association with a parent source and them to 860

discern hadronic from leptonic emission. Morphological information will be crucial also to 861

understand some specific parameters of candidate PeVatrons. For example, compact sub-degree 862

regions in PWNe indicate high magnetic field and fast synchrotron losses, and a detection 863

of extended X-ray nebula should mean that LHAASO γ-ray detection comes from the up- 864

scattering of the 2.7 K CMB radiation in PWNe [26]. A similar detection is challenging for 865

current X-ray instruments (XMM-Newton, Chandra) but will be possible for the eROSITA 866

satellite that will have a larger FoV [26]. 867

Even if the IACTs have some evident disadvantages with respect to the EAS arrays (e.g. 868

limited duty cycle (10-15 %) or limited FoV), their low-energy threshold and high angular 869

resolution (< 0.1◦ at 1 TeV) makes IACTs ideal for detailed morphological studies. For this 870

reasons, instruments as ASTRI Mini-Array and CTA will make the difference (see Fig. 18, right). 871

In addition, the higher sensitivity of the ASTRI Mini-Array and in particular of CTA South will 872

allow to enhance the number of VHE detected sources in the TeV band up to a factor of several 873

hundreds [70] (see Fig. 18, left) 874

Figure 18. Left: Angular Resolution of current and future instruments from [207] with the addition of
the ASTRI Mini-Array updated curve with optimized cuts from [208] and the LHAASO curve from [77].
Right: Differential sensitivity curves of current and future VHE/UHE instruments from [209], expanded
with the addition of the ASTRI Mini-Array curves for 50h and 500h and other instrument curves [208].

The ASTRI Mini-Array will have the first three telescopes operative at the beginning at 875

2024 and the whole array for the first half of 2025. This means that its first results will go 876

parallel or just before the full operation of IceCube-Gen2 (2030s), KM3NeT-ARCA and P-ONE 877

(after 2030) in the next 5-10 years, preparing the ground for a future γ-ray-neutrino combined 878

analysis. 879
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In [35], the authors estimate the observational time it takes for a 5σ detection by the so 880

called Planetary Neutrino Monitoring System (PLEνM) [210], a global repository of HE neutrino 881

observations by current and future neutrino telescopes. According their computations (and 882

relative assumption on threshold energy and models), they found that in the next 20 years the 883

PLEνM coulddiscover neutrino emission from Crab Nebula, LHAASO J1825-1326, LHAASO 884

J1839-0545, LHAASO J1908+0621, LHAASO J2018+3651 and LHAASOJ2226+6057. According 885

the models developed in [36], IceCube-Gen2 and KM3NeT will be able to detect neutrinos 886

from SNRs (with parameter space based on the two SNRs analysed) with the condition that 887

the neutrino fluxes are above 10−3 TeV cm−2 s−1 for E > 10 TeV and IceCube-Gen2 will be 888

able to detect all the LHAASO source in case they were neutrino emitters (see Fig. 19). These 889

estimation are strongly dependent on the models used to estimate the parameter space but, 890

however, show that there will be a "neutrino bright" future for the real hadronic PeVatrons. 891

All the improvement in the technology of future γ-ray and neutrino experiments will have 892

to be accompanied by increasingly detailed theoretical models, able to characterized in a more 893

stringent way the different source types exploiting more detailed experimental data. 894

Figure 19. Detection horizon of LHAASO sources (colored stars) for different neutrino detectors (figure
and details in [36]). This is a model dependent estimation but we show it in order to stress the important
role of future instruments in the PeVatron contexts. The orange band shows the energy integrated νµ flux
as a function of distance for the parameters used in Fig.3 of [36].

5. Conclusions 895

This is a very exciting moment for the VHE/UHE astrophysics and in particular for the 896

CR origin issue. After just over a century, we have not only a deeper understanding of the 897

physics behind CR acceleration but also a lot of data that are allowing us to correct the path and 898

to know better our Galaxy and their sources. We know that Supernova Remnants accelerate 899

the lowest energy component of the Galactic CRs but that we need other types of sources in 900

order to explain CR PeV energies, their spectrum and their composition. Superbubbles and 901

Massive Star Clusters are the major candidates, explaining PeV energies and CR composition, 902

but we need more detailed models in order to understand the acceleration mechanism active in 903

their environment. The standard-leptonic-accelerator PWNe contribute to CR acceleration but 904

likely in a small percentage with respect the other source typologies. 905
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Anyway, most of the LHAASO candidate PeVatrons seem to be associated to PWNe and 906

this can be explained as a statistical bias due to the fact that PWNe are the most numerous 907

sources in our γ-ray bright Galaxy. Only LHAASO J0534+2202 has a firm candidate, the Crab 908

Nebula, instead all the other sources could be associated not only with PWNe but also with 909

SNRs, MSCs and TeV halos. Only a higher sensitivity and spatial resolution multi-wavelength 910

and multi-messengers analysis will be able to make clear most of these confusing association. 911

LHAASO has demonstrated once again how an improvement in technology leads to an 912

advance in knowledge, especially in the field of astrophysics. We can then define an epoch 913

"after LHAASO" ( A.L.) when the term PeVatrons "exploded" in scientific papers [209] and in 914

this brief review we tried to summarize the huge effort done by the Scientific community during 915

these two last years, based on a strong theory-experimental background before LHAASO (B.L.), 916

to make order in the very large amount of information that we have in our hands. A summary 917

of the main information about every LHAASO source is shown in the Table in Fig.17. 918

The future instruments for γ-ray and neutrino detection will have a huge responsibility 919

because our comprehension of Galactic Pevatrons will depend on their performances that we 920

hope will be how or better we are estimating during their development. When we will have 921

the first data, there is a large chance to put one more piece into the CR origin puzzle. At the 922

same time, further measurements of CR spectrum, composition and anisotropy could help us 923

to a better understanding of the physics behind CR acceleration, escape and propagation. 924

We want to conclude with a quote from Felix Aharonian about the origin of CRs : "It is not 925

correct to still speak of mystery because we know a lot of things about them". A lot of work 926

has been done with beautiful and outstanding results and a bright future in γ-ray and neutrino 927

is waiting for us. 928
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IACT Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope
CR Cosmic Ray
CTA Cherenkov Telescope Array
DSA Diffusive Shock Acceleration
EAS Extensive Air Shower
GMC Giant Molecular Cloud
HE High Energy
IACT Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope
IC Inverse Compton
MC Molecular Cloud
MSC Massive Star Cluster
PWN Pulsar Wind Nebula
SNR Supernova Remnant
UHE Ultra High Energy
VHE Very High Energy
YMSC Young Massive Star Cluster
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ABSTRACT
We present the results of deep, ground based U-band imaging with the Large Binocular Telescope of the

Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) field as part of the near-UV imaging program, UVCANDELS. We utilize
a seeing sorted stacking method along with night-to-night relative transparency corrections to create optimal
depth and optimal resolution mosaics in the U -band, which are capable of reaching point source magnitudes of
AB∼26.5 mag at 3σ. These ground-based mosaics bridge the wavelength gap between the HST WFC3 F275W
and ACS F435W images and are necessary to understand galaxy assembly in the last 9-10 Gyr. We use the
depth of these mosaics to search for the presence of U -band intragroup light (IGrL) beyond the local Universe.
Regardless of how groups are scaled and stacked, we do not detect any U -band IGrL to unprecedented U-band
depths of ∼29.1–29.6 mag arcsec−2, which corresponds to an IGrL fraction of . 1% of the total group light.
This stringent upper limit suggests that IGrL does not contribute significantly to the Extragalactic Background
Light at short wavelengths. Furthermore, the lack of UV IGrL observed in these stacks suggests that the atomic
gas observed in the intragroup medium (IGrM) is likely not dense enough to trigger star formation on large
scales. Future studies may detect IGrL by creating similar stacks at longer wavelengths or by pre-selecting
groups which are older and/or more dynamically evolved similar to past IGrL observations of compact groups
and loose groups with signs of gravitational interactions.

Keywords: Galaxy groups, Astronomical Techniques

1. INTRODUCTION

The hierarchical structure of galaxy formation predicts that
large structures in the Universe form through the merging of

Corresponding author: Tyler McCabe
tyler.mccabe@asu.edu

smaller halos which began as small overdensities (White &
Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991; Springel et al. 2005; De Lu-
cia et al. 2006). As a result, the majority of galaxies today are
observed to be located in group environments which reside in
dark matter halos with masses between 1012–1014 M�(Tully
1987; Karachentsev et al. 2004). Groups have therefore been
of particular interest in hopes of understanding how group
environments impact galaxy evolution. In order to fully char-
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acterize group environments, the gas gravitationally bound to
the dark matter halo, termed the intragroup medium (IGrM),
must be observed and understood.

For higher mass halos, the IGrM has been observed
through X-ray emission (Mulchaey et al. 1996a; Helsdon &
Ponman 2000; Mulchaey 2000); however, the majority of
groups do not have gravitational potentials sufficient for X-
ray emission from gas at their virial temperature. Quasar
(QSO) absorption lines provide an alternative means of ob-
serving the IGrM. Despite being limited by chance align-
ment, QSO absorption lines allow for diffuse gas to be ob-
served independent of redshift and only limited by spectral
signal to noise and gas column density. Mulchaey et al.
(1996b) predicted that gas at the virial temperature of typi-
cal groups could be traced by broad, shallow O VI absorp-
tion with the absence of cooler transitions such as C II, Si II,
and N V. Early studies by Tripp et al. (2000), Tripp & Savage
(2000) and Stocke et al. (2006) observed O VI in IGrM sight-
lines, but the data were insufficient to correlate O VI with the
IGrM. Additional IGrM surveys by Stocke et al. (2019) and
McCabe et al. (2021) concluded that the dominant, volume
filling component of the IGrM should be traced by higher
ionization transitions and that O VI can be evidence of mul-
tiphase gas within the group halos. While QSO absorption
lines have provided the easiest means of observing the IGrM,
they are severely limited by both the number of QSO sight-
lines aligned behind groups and the absence of any transverse
spatial information which direct imaging provides.

Another component of the IGrM, intragroup light (IGrL),
has been observed in compact groups of galaxies, where the
IGrM is expected to be heavily influenced by galaxy inter-
actions and increased dynamical friction resulting from the
lower velocity dispersion of the group members (Hickson
et al. 1977; Barnes 1985; Purcell et al. 2007, and references
therein). Combinations of tidal processes and interactions
are thought to remove stars from galaxies and strand them
within the larger group halo. Since these stars remain bound
to the group, IGrL begins to build up slowly (Mihos 2004;
Murante et al. 2004; Purcell et al. 2007). As a result, Hick-
son Compact Groups (HCG; Hickson 1982; Hickson et al.
1992) provided an ideal environment to observe IGrL due to
the combination of high density and low velocity dispersions.
Early studies by Nishiura et al. (2000) and White et al. (2003)
found evidence of diffuse IGrL in HCGs 79 and 90, which
corresponds to 13% and 45% of the total group light, respec-
tively. Similarly, Da Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira (2005)
acquired deep B- and R- band images of HCGs 79, 88 and
95 and found a significantly higher fraction of the total group
light in the IGrL of HCG 79 of 33% in the R-band and 46%
in the B-band. However, for HCG 95, the IGrL was much
less prominent as it was only 11% and 12% in the B and R
bands respectively. No IGrL was detected in HCG 88 down
to surface brightness levels of 29.1 mag arcsec−2 in the B-
band and 27.9 mag arcsec−2 in the R-band. As a result, Da
Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira (2005) concluded that the IGrL
becomes more prominent as the groups become more dynam-
ically evolved.

Da Rocha et al. (2008) extended this analysis to three more
Hickson Compact Groups and found similar results. For
HCGs 15, 35 and 51, the fraction of IGrL ranged between
15-31% in the B-band and 11-28% in the R-band and the
same correlation between IGrL fraction and indications of
dynamical evolution appeared to exist. The B-R colors of
the IGrL in HCGs 35 and 51 were determined to be bluer
than the colors of the member galaxies, which may indicate
that star forming regions, either in-situ or from tidal strip-
ping, have a strong contribution to the IGrL. Other studies
of HCGs by Aguerri et al. (2006) and Poliakov et al. (2021)
found similar fractions of IGrL down to surface brightness
levels of ∼28 mag arcsec−2 in the r-band and an upper limit
of 4.7% of the group light for HCG 44 to 30.04 mag arcsec−2

in the B-band. In each of these studies, the process in which
interactions and tidal stripping lead to a build up of IGrL has
been supported by observed correlations between the amount
of IGrL and the fraction of early type galaxies in compact
groups (Aguerri et al. 2006; Da Rocha et al. 2008; Poliakov
et al. 2021).

Expanding the search for IGrL to looser groups, Watkins
et al. (2014) searched for IGrL in the M96/Leo I group.
Using a combination of B- and V-band images from the
Burrell Schmidt Telescope on Kitt Peak, no diffuse IGrL
was observed down to surface brightness levels of µB =
30.1 mag arcsec−2. As a result, the authors suggest that fre-
quent interactions are necessary to produce IGrL and that the
M96 group is either not in an evolved enough state, too low
in mass, or lacking a sufficient density of galaxies required
for frequent/strong interactions.

Spavone et al. (2018) and Raj et al. (2020) used the Fornax
Deep Survey to study the IGrL of the loose groups NGC 5018
and Fornax A, respectively. The NGC 5018 group was found
to have significant amounts of IGrL that constitute 41% of the
total group light in the g-band. The g−r color of the detected
IGrL is consistent with the member galaxies, suggesting that
tidal interactions are primarily responsible for its formation.
Raj et al. (2020) observed significantly smaller fractions of
IGrL as only 16% of the total group’s g-band light was in the
form of IGrL. Similarly to Spavone et al. (2018) and studies
of compact groups by Aguerri et al. (2006); Da Rocha et al.
(2008) and Poliakov et al. (2021), the authors believe that
the IGrL observed was a result of tidal interactions from the
disruption of dwarf galaxies in the group.

Cattapan et al. (2019) studied the dynamically young, un-
virialized Dorado group and observed IGrL out to surface
brightness limits of 30.11 mag arcsec−2 in the g-band and
28.87 mag arcsec−2 in the r-band. It was determined that
tidal interactions were the cause for the build up of IGrL
in this group. At higher redshifts, Martı́nez-Lombilla et al.
(2023) detected IGrL to limiting surface brightnesses of
30.76 mag arcsec−2 and 29.82 mag arcsec−2 in the g and r-
bands, respectively, which corresponds to IGrL fractions be-
tween 2 and 36%. This group was found to be dominated by
early-type galaxies, which indicates that the group is dynam-
ically evolved.
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To date, there has not been any statistical survey of IGrL
across more typical groups across a single field. While com-
pact groups represent the optimal case for IGrL detection and
analysis, they do not represent the majority of groups in the
universe due to the inherent population, isolation, and den-
sity requirements (Hickson 1982). Therefore, a combination
of deep imaging combined with a robust galaxy group cat-
alog is necessary for a statistical study of IGrL without bias
towards bright, dense, and rich groups. Suitable deep, ground
based imaging was secured in support of UVCANDELS (PI
H. Teplitz), which aimed to provide UV coverage of the Cos-
mic Assembly Near-Infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Sur-
vey (CANDELS; Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011)
fields: Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS;
Giavalisco et al. 2004) North and South, the Extended Groth
Strip (EGS; Davis et al. 2007), and the Cosmic Evolution
Survey (COSMOS; Koekemoer et al. 2007; Scoville et al.
2007).

As part of the GOODS-N UVCANDELS observations,
Ashcraft et al. (2018) used the capabilities of the Large
Binocular Camera (LBC) on the Large Binocular Telescope
(LBT) to complement the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
parallel WFC3/UVIS F275W and ACS/WFC F435W obser-
vations with ground based U-band (λc ' 359 nm; ∆λ ' 54
nm) imaging. Ashcraft et al. (2018) pioneered the seeing
sorted stacking method, which was used by Otteson et al.
(2021), Redshaw et al. (2022) and Ashcraft et al. (2023) to
stack individual exposures (starting with the best seeing) in-
crementally to create “optimal depth” and “optimal resolu-
tion” mosaics. The optimal resolution and optimal depth
stack FWHM cutoffs were dependent upon the seeing dis-
tributions for each individual exposure, but only the best
∼ 10% of the exposures were used for the optimal resolution
mosaic and only the worst ∼ 5 − 10% were excluded from
the optimal depth mosaic. This method allows the bright-
est galaxies to be studied through the optimal resolution mo-
saics, where large features appear to be resolved. Addition-
ally, faint regions with low surface brightness (i.e. faint out-
skirts, tidal tails, plumes, clumps, etc.) are more easily stud-
ied in the slightly deeper, optimal depth mosaics, where an
increased number of photons outweighs the need for higher
resolution. Furthermore, since adaptive optics are not possi-
ble in the U -band, this method is necessary to mitigate the
variable atmospheric effects that are present, even at an ex-
cellent observing site (Taylor et al. 2004).

In order to search for IGrL, we will use the LBT/COSMOS
U-band optimal depth mosaic in conjunction with the zCOS-
MOS 20k galaxy group catalog (Knobel et al. 2012) to iden-
tify and stack group backgrounds. While COSMOS is a
large, ∼2 square degree field centered at R.A.=10:00:28.6
and Dec=+02:12:21, we limit our analysis to the central area
of the field, which contains the UVCANDELS footprint (see
Figure 1).

This paper is organized as follows: in §2, we describe the
LBT observations, and in §3 we discuss the stacking pro-
cedure along with the creation of the object catalogs. §4
describes the search for diffuse, intragroup light in the UV

through galaxy group stacks. Lastly, in §5, we summarize
our results and provide future outlook towards the search
for IGrL. Unless stated otherwise, all magnitudes listed in
this paper are in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) and
Planck 2018 cosmology is adopted (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2020).

2. OBSERVATIONS

We used the Large Binocular Cameras (LBCs; Giallongo
et al. 2008) to obtain 532 observations of the COSMOS field.
The twin, wide-field instruments at the prime foci of the LBT
each have a ∼ 23.′6 × 25.′3 field of view (FoV) and are able
to simultaneously observe the same target with red and blue
optimized CCDs. The LBC-red camera is optimized for the
V –Y bands (500 − 1000 nm), while the LBC-blue camera
is optimized for the UV–R bands (350 − 650 nm) which
are the focus of this paper. The two cameras contain four
4 K × 2 K, E2V 42-90 CCDs, which are characterized by: a
gain of ∼ 1.75 e−/ADU, read-noise of ∼ 9 ADU, and a plate
scale of∼ 0.′′2254 pix−1. For all LBC observations discussed
in this paper, the SDT Uspec filter was used. The bandpass
of this filter when combined with the detector quantum ef-
ficiency and the telescope/instrument optics is characterized
by a central wavelength of λc = 3590 Å, a band width of 540
Å, and a peak throughput of ∼38% (Figure 2 of Giallongo
et al. 2008).

The majority of these LBC observations were obtained be-
tween 2007 and 2014, while an additional set of observa-
tions were carried out in December 2019 and January 2020 in
support of UVCANDELS. In total, 532 individual exposures
were obtained of the entire COSMOS field, with the newest
94 focusing on the UVCANDELS region. Each observation
was uniquely dithered, so that the detector gaps were ade-
quately covered and cosmic rays could be robustly rejected.
All images were processed by the Italian LBT partners, in-
volving bias subtraction, flat-fielding, and astrometric cali-
bration onto GAIA/DR3, through the LBC reduction pipeline
as detailed in Giallongo et al. (2008).

3. MOSAIC AND CATALOG CREATION

3.1. Floating Zero Point Correction

The GOODS-N optimal seeing and optimal depth mosaics
created in Ashcraft et al. (2018) were found to have slight
differences in their photometric zero points. While these dif-
ferences were small,∼0.2 mag, an additional step was added
to the seeing sorted stacking method in order to correct for
this offset, which was speculated to be a result of varying
transparency and sky brightness atop Mt. Graham (Taylor
et al. 2004; Ashcraft et al. 2018). In order to address this
slight offset, we investigated the relative transparency of each
of the 532 exposures and corrected for any offset in the zero
points following the procedures described in Otteson et al.
(2021), Redshaw et al. (2022) and Ashcraft et al. (2023). For
each individual exposure, a subset of∼ 150 unsaturated stars
was selected from a Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data
Release 16 (Blanton et al. 2017; Ahumada et al. 2020) based
catalog of stars with U-band magnitudes, 18 ≤ u ≤ 22 mag.
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Figure 1. A subsection of the full LBT/LBC U -band optimal depth COSMOS mosaic showing the UVCANDELS sub-region. The cyan and
blue outlines represent the HST/ACS and HST/WFC3 footprints, respectively. These regions fit within a single LBC pointing, which is outlined
in red.

The flux of these unsaturated stars was calculated and com-
pared to the flux from the same sources in a single LBT ex-
posure. The 3σ clipped median value of the flux ratios for
all ∼150 stars was adopted as the relative atmospheric trans-
parency value for a single exposure.

Figure 2 shows the relative transparency values for each
exposure taken on January 26, 2020. This distribution shows
a median atmospheric transparency of ∼96%. While this
night’s atmospheric transparency differed from the SDSS
catalog by only a few percent, this difference in atmospheric
throughput is compounded when stacking hundreds of indi-
vidual exposures. Therefore, a correction was applied to each
exposure so that the atmospheric transparency, and thus the
photometric zero point, was equal to that of SDSS. After this
correction, the transparency for each exposure will be at unity
in Figure 2. This process was repeated for each of the 532 ex-
posures in our dataset.

3.2. Seeing Sorted Stacks

For all 532 exposures, the individual LBC tiles were com-
bined using SWARP (Bertin et al. 2002; Bertin & Amorisco
2010), so that SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) could
be used to measure the Gaussian FWHM of ∼ 100 unsatu-
rated stars in the image. The median of the FWHM distribu-
tion for the subset of unsaturated stars was used as the see-
ing of the entire exposure. The seeing was compared to the
tabulated value from the data reduction pipeline, and since
they were in agreement, the pipeline FWHM was used for
each image. Once the seeing of each image was determined,
the 532 observations were sorted as a function of seeing as
shown in Figure 3. The median seeing value was determined
to be ∼ 1.′′2 FWHM, which is slightly higher than the value
of ∼ 1.′′1 FWHM, reported by Ashcraft et al. (2018) for the
GOODS-N field. However, this still warranted creating sep-
arate optimal depth and optimal resolution stacks.
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Figure 2. Relative transparency distributions for one night of data in
January 2020. The color bar represents the median seeing for each
observation and the black, dashed line represents an atmospheric
transparency equal to that of SDSS.
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Figure 3. Histogram of the FWHM measurements for each of the
532 usable, individual exposures in the COSMOS field. The verti-
cal, dotted line represents the median seeing (1.′′2 FWHM) of the
dataset. The dark and light shaded regions represent the subset of
exposures used for the optimal resolution and optimal depth mo-
saics, respectively.

The COSMOS data were combined into two stacks with
seeing less than 0.′′9 FWHM (optimal resolution) and seeing
less than 1.′′9 FWHM (optimal depth). SWARP was used to
perform the image stacking using 5σ clipping and LANC-
ZOS3 resampling on datasets of 67 and 482 images for the
optimal resolution and depth mosaics respectively. An ex-
ample of the two stacks is shown in Figure 4, where the left
panel is the optimal resolution and the middle panel is the op-
timal depth mosaic. In the best depth stack, the low surface
brightness tidal tail of the central galaxy is more prominent,
while the individual spiral arms and star forming regions
can be best discerned in the optimal resolution stack. The
necessity of both stacks is highlighted through smoothing the
optimal resolution stack to the seeing of the optimal depth

stack, where the faint tidal tail is not detected to the level of
the optimal depth mosaic.

3.3. U-band Catalogs

Once the optimal depth and optimal resolution mosaics
were created, catalogs were constructed for all of the sources
in the mosaics. The catalogs were created using SEXTRAC-
TOR and configuration parameters similar to those used in
(Ashcraft et al. 2018). The sky background was determined
through the use of a 6×6 pixel median filter and a 256×256
pixel and 128×128 pixel mesh for the optimal resolution and
depth mosaics, respectively. The sources were detected us-
ing a Gaussian filter and a 5×5 pixel convolution kernel with
a FWHM of 3 pixels.

The photometric zero point was verified to be
26.50±0.11 mag and 26.45±0.11 mag for the optimal resolu-
tion and optimal depth mosaics, respectively, by comparing
with the photometry of stars between UAB = 18 mag and
UAB = 22 mag within the SDSS catalog. The consistency
of these zero points reflects the improvement that was made
through the use of the atmospheric transparency corrections.

In order to identify the stars in the source catalog, all
sources were placed on a magnitude vs. FWHM diagram,
shown in Figure 5, where the non-saturated stars occupy a
vertical strip at FWHM ∼ 1.′′2, the U -band median seeing of
the dataset. Saturated stars are also easily identified through
the “curled” tip of the vertical strip of stars. To the right of
1.′′4 FWHM, one finds the galaxies identified in the optimal
depth stack. Knowing how stars and galaxies populate differ-
ent regions of the magnitude vs. FWHM-size diagram allows
one to construct separate differential number counts for stars
and galaxies.

Typically, the magnitude vs. seeing distribution for a sin-
gle LBT/LBC pointing should show a much narrower verti-
cal strip of unsaturated stars along with the same “curled”
region for saturated stars. However, due to the large area of
the COSMOS field on the sky, it takes four LBC pointings to
cover the entire field. Prior to UVCANDELS, there was no
high priority region within the field for deep HST observa-
tions (see Figure 1), and early LBT observations were spread
over the entire two square degree field and on nights with
different seeing conditions.

The non-uniform coverage causes the depth to vary as
a function of position within the COSMOS field. Figure
6 shows the non-uniform coverage of the LBT COSMOS
dataset for the optimal resolution (left) and the best depth
(right) mosaics. We achieved a total exposure time of ∼ 5
hours and ∼ 37 hours for the optimal resolution and depth
mosaics, respectively. For comparison, Ashcraft et al. (2018)
achieved total exposure times of 3.2 hours and 30.7 hours for
their 0.′′8 and 1.′′8 FWHM stacks in the GOODS-N field.

As a result of the uneven coverage across the COSMOS
field, we divided the two mosaics into three regions (shallow,
medium, and deep) based on total exposure time per pixel.
These regions were selected to maximize coverage of each
region, while also maintaining connected areas for each re-
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Figure 4. Comparison of a ∼ 100′′ × 75′′ subsection of the optimal resolution (left) and optimal depth (middle) mosaics for the LBT/LBC
data. The best seeing stack is composed of 67 individual exposures with FWHM≤ 0.′′9, while the optimal depth mosaic is created from a stack
of 482 image with FWHM ≤ 1.′′9. The right panel shows the optimal resolution mosaic smoothed to the seeing of the optimal depth mosaic.
Despite being smoothed, this cutout does not capture the low surface brightness flux that is observed with the optimal depth mosaic, which
reinforces the need for both optimal resolution and depth stacks.

Figure 5. Object FWHM as a function of U-band magnitude for the
optimal resolution and optimal depth mosaics. The red, dashed lines
show the star/galaxy separation and the solid, black lines illustrate
the lower FWHM limits. The blue, dashed and dot-dashed lines
represent the surface brightness limits for the optimal resolution and
depth mosaics, respectively.

gion. Table 1 details the three analysis regions for each mo-
saic and defines the exposure time cutoffs for each as well as
the total area. These sub-catalogs allowed for number counts
to be created for areas of the full field with approximate equal
depth.

Differential galaxy counts were created after separating the
stars and galaxies following the prescriptions of Windhorst
et al. (2011). These galaxy counts, shown in Figure 7, show

Table 1. Zone definitions for non-uniform
LBT coverage of COSMOS

Regions Exposure Time (hr) Area (sq. deg)

Optimal Resolution

Shallow 1− 2 0.206
Medium 2− 4.2 0.101
Deep > 4.2 0.020

Optimal Depth

Shallow 10− 24 0.205
Medium 24− 32 0.050
Deep > 32 0.010

that the optimal resolution and optimal depth stacks reach
U-band magnitudes of U ∼26 and U ∼26.5 mag respec-
tively. The depths reached in these mosaics are comparable
to Ashcraft et al. (2018) (26 mag across GOODS-N) as well
as the CFHT Large Area U-band Survey (CLAUDS; Saw-
icki et al. 2019), which reached a depth of 26.3 mag over an
area of ∼4 square degrees in the COSMOS field.

4. SEARCHING FOR INTRAGROUP U-BAND LIGHT

In order to search for diffuse light from the IGrM, we used
the optimal depth mosaic in conjunction with the zCOSMOS
20k galaxy group catalog (Knobel et al. 2012). As such light
is expected to be too faint to detect in individual groups, we
aim to search for IGrL in a composite of multiple groups
using image stacking. Three redshift ranges were selected
for group stacking, each with increasing redshift and sam-
ple size: 0.1 < z ≤ 0.2 (N=17), 0.15 < z ≤ 0.25 (N=27)
and 0.25 < z ≤ 0.35 (N=33). We use all groups that are
fully contained within the LBC mosaic, excluding groups in
regions of the mosaic where the exposure map has a strong
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Figure 6. LBC exposure maps showing the total integration time per area on the COSMOS field. The left panel shows the optimal resolution
mosaic and the right shows the optimal depth mosaic. The UVCANDELS HST/ACS footprint is represented by the cyan boxes. Note that the
greyscale represents different exposure times in each panel.
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Figure 7. Left: Differential galaxy counts for the optimal resolution and optimal depth mosaics. The green, red, and magenta colors represent
the shallow, medium, and deep regions, respectively. The vertical, dashed line represents the completeness limit of ∼26.5 mag as the COSMOS
counts begin to significantly deviate from the power law determined by the completeness corrected data from Grazian et al. (2009). Right: The
optimal depth and resolution galaxy counts in COSMOS compared to the counts in GOODS-N from Ashcraft et al. (2018) as well as various
studies in other fields by Metcalfe et al. (2001), Driver et al. (2009), Grazian et al. (2009), Windhorst et al. (2011), and Sawicki et al. (2019).
The bright end of the COSMOS number counts deviate from the larger GAMA fields due to the selection against bright stars/galaxies in the
definition of the COSMOS field (Koekemoer et al. 2007; Scoville et al. 2007).

gradient which resulted in a varying background. Further-
more, only groups with N>3 spectroscopically confirmed
group members were included to minimize the probability
that an included group is only a chance superposition and not
a physical group. These redshift slices were specifically se-
lected to increase the number of groups per stack while also
retaining enough area per group to perform the rescaling and
stacking processes.

As a sample, these groups do not have any bias towards
those which are evolved or have experienced recent interac-
tions. Upon visual inspection, these groups do not appear
to be dominated by galaxy mergers or interactions. Figure

8 shows the halo mass (left) and group radii (right) distri-
butions for each of the three redshift subsets of our group
sample. On average, these groups are more representative of
loose groups compared to the more commonly studied com-
pact groups. The halo mass range of this sample of groups is
typically between 0.5–1 dex from the loose groups used by
Coenda et al. (2012) to study the different galaxy populations
in loose and compact groups. Conversely, the group radii in
this sample are typically 3–4 times as large as the radii for
HCGs studied in (Poliakov et al. 2021).

Within each redshift range, four different stacks were con-
structed with two stacks corresponding to observed groups
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Figure 8. Halo mass (left) and radii (right) distributions for each of the three subsets of groups in the sample. For reference, the average group
radius for the lowest redshift bin has an average halo mass and radius which is in line with estimates for the Leo group (Watkins et al. 2014)
and the average group radii are 3–4 times as large as typical HCGs (Poliakov et al. 2021). This indicates that this sample probes loose groups,
which are expected to be more common compared to more dense compact groups (Coenda et al. 2012, and references therein).

from the Knobel et al. (2012) catalog and the other two being
random areas for a control sample. The random stack was
created to mimic the observed group distributions as closely
as possible, while existing at random positions within the op-
timal depth U-band mosaic. The random “group” redshifts
and radii were randomly selected (without replacement) from
the true group sample in order to preserve their inherent dis-
tributions.

For each of the observed and random groups, each pixel
area was rescaled by one of two methods: fractional or phys-
ical. The fractional stack was created by rescaling each
group so that every group was the same number of pixels
across. This allowed for each group’s radius to be aligned
such that corresponding fractional radii are stacked together.
The physical stack was created by rescaling each group so
that each group had the same physical size per pixel given
their angular size distance, which allowed the same physical
distance in each pixel to be stacked. In both cases, each group
was rescaled using Lanczos resampling, such that resolution
was always decreased and existing pixels were not split to
increase resolution. Care was taken to ensure that flux was
conserved between the original and rescaled group cutouts.

For each of the 12 stacks, the stacking process is described
as follows:

1. Group cutouts four group radii (4Rgp) in size on each
side were created from the optimal depth mosaic.

2. Each group was rescaled via the fractional or physical
methods to match the lowest resolution group in the
sample.

3. Source Extractor was run on each cutout to generate
segmentation maps, which were used to remove all
sources to a level of 0.5σ above the background.

4. Due to slight gradients in the cutout backgrounds, the
Source Extractor background map was fit with a plane

and then subtracted from the group cutout. These gra-
dients were measured over areas larger than the group
sizes, which ensures that faint flux contributing to the
IGrL was not subtracted from each group.

5. Each group was then tested for overlap with other
groups in the sample. Any overlap was masked out
(given zero weight) and not included in the stack.

6. Lastly, the remaining group background was coad-
ded together for each group in the sample with equal
weight.

The group stacking results are summarized in Tables 2 and
3 and an example stack is shown in Figure 9 for the medium
redshift stack. Across each stack, there was no IGrL detec-
tion as each appeared as random noise. For each of the ob-
served group stacks, the rms of the stack was used to cal-
culate a 3σ IGrL upper limit to average surface brightness
levels of ∼ 29.1 − 29.6 mag arcsec−2. A bootstrap analy-
sis with replacement was used to determine the uncertain-
ties in each IGrL upper limit. No significant difference was
found between the observed and random group stacks, fur-
ther reinforcing these IGrL non-detections in the observed U-
band. There was also no significant difference found between
stacking algorithms as the fractional and physical stacks re-
sulted in similar surface brightness limits on the IGrL.

Placing this amount of light into a different context, we can
determine approximately how many O and B type stars are
required to account for this UV light. By using the median
redshift of the stack, the fraction of the blackbody flux from
O/B stars (> 3M�) observed by the LBT Uspec filter was
determined. Then, by calculating the total IGrL luminosity,
the number of O/B stars able to contribute towards the group
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Table 2. Fractional Stack Measurements

Stack Type Redshift Range zmed Number Groups Mag N∗(> 3M�) Σ∗(> 3M�) µAB
U Excess over Random

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Observed 0.1 < z ≤ 0.2 0.166 17 > 32.39 <3,100 <0.02 > 29.14−0.24
+0.32 -25.5%

Observed 0.15 < z ≤ 0.25 0.220 27 > 32.42 <5,500 <0.03 > 29.17−0.33
+0.49 18.0%

Observed 0.25 < z ≤ 0.35 0.332 33 > 32.67 <11,000 <0.03 > 29.42−0.22
+0.28 18.0%

Random 0.1 < z ≤ 0.2 0.166 17 > 32.07 <4,100 <0.02 > 28.82−0.21
+0.26 –

Random 0.15 < z ≤ 0.25 0.220 27 > 32.60 <4,600 <0.02 > 29.35−0.24
+0.30 –

Random 0.25 < z ≤ 0.35 0.332 33 > 32.85 <9,300 <0.03 > 29.60−0.25
+0.33 –

NOTE—Column (5) is the total magnitude corresponding to all of the light within the group. Column (6) represents the equivalent number of stars greater than 3 solar masses (O and
B type stars) which would primarily contribute to the UV IGrL (if detected) at the surface brightness limit. Column (7) represents the number of O/B stars per square kpc - assuming
the median Rgp of the groups in the stack. Column (8) is in units of mag arcsec−2. We utilize a bootstrap analysis with replacement for the uncertainty in the SB upper limit.

Table 3. Physical Group Stack Measurements

Stack Type Redshift Range zmed Number Groups Mag50kpc Mag100kpc µAB
U Excess over Random

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Observed 0.1 < z ≤ 0.2 0.166 17 > 32.37 > 32.39 >29.12−0.28
+0.37 -28.2%

Observed 0.15 < z ≤ 0.25 0.220 27 > 32.26 > 32.27 >29.00−0.29
+0.39 27.1%

Observed 0.25 < z ≤ 0.35 0.332 33 > 32.57 > 32.58 >29.32−0.21
+0.26 25.9%

Random 0.1 < z ≤ 0.2 0.166 17 > 32.01 > 32.00 >28.76−0.39
+0.63 –

Random 0.15 < z ≤ 0.25 0.220 27 > 32.50 > 32.47 >29.26−0.29
+0.40 –

Random 0.25 < z ≤ 0.35 0.332 33 > 32.82 > 32.79 >29.57−0.24
+0.31 –

NOTE—Columns (5) and (6) are the total magnitudes corresponding to all of the light within the central 50 or 100 kpc. Column (7) is in units of mag arcsec−2. We utilize a bootstrap
analysis with replacement for the uncertainty in the SB upper limit.

light can be calculated assuming a Salpeter initial mass func-
tion (Salpeter 1955). We find that at most, .3,100 O/B type
stars (or ∼0.02 O/B stars per kpc2 across the group’s pro-
jected area) are sufficient to account for the IGrL upper limits
for the low redshift group stack, which indicates that mini-
mal star formation is occurring outside of member galaxies
in groups.

The physical stacking method allows for the amount of
IGrL to be determined within the central 50 and 100 kpc of
each group. We find no significant difference between the
IGrL upper limit within the inner 50 kpc vs the inner 100 kpc.
This either indicates that there is no additional IGrL outside
of the central 50 kpc of groups on average, or that an IGrL
profile may exist but at levels too faint to be detected with
these stacks.

5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Here, we summarize and discuss the main results of this
study:

1. We used 25 partial nights with the LBT/LBC between
2007 and 2020 to observe the COSMOS field in the U-
band and create optimal resolution and optimal depth
mosaics totaling up to ∼37 hours. Following the see-
ing sorted stacking process detailed in Ashcraft et al.

(2018), Otteson et al. (2021), Redshaw et al. (2022)
and Ashcraft et al. (2023), the seeing of each individual
exposure was calculated through the median FWHM
of∼100 unsaturated stars. Prior to creating the optimal
resolution (FWHM≤ 0.′′9) and optimal depth (FWHM
≤ 1.′′9) mosaics, the relative atmospheric transparency
was corrected for each exposure. Ashcraft et al. (2018)
noted a ∼0.2 mag difference in photometric zero point
between the GOODS-N optimal resolution and depth
mosaics, which was attributed to variable atmospheric
conditions on Mt. Graham (Taylor et al. 2004). How-
ever, by correcting for the relative atmospheric trans-
parency differences from exposure to exposure, the
difference in photometric zero point was reduced to
∼0.05 mag. The optimal resolution and optimal depth
mosaics reached 3σ depths of∼26 and∼26.5 mag, re-
spectively, which are comparable to other U-band sur-
veys (Ashcraft et al. 2018; Sawicki et al. 2019; Otteson
et al. 2021; Redshaw et al. 2022)

2. Using the optimal depth mosaic in addition to the Kno-
bel et al. (2012) zCOSMOS 20k group catalog, we
searched for signatures of IGrL by masking out known
sources and only stacking the group backgrounds. We
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Figure 9. Example of a group stack with 27 groups between red-
shifts 0.15 < z ≤ 0.25. This stack was rescaled via the fractional
method, where the blue circle represents the group radius for each
group in the stack. There is no IGrL detected in this stack, which
corresponds to a 3σ upper limit of 29.17−0.33

+0.49 mag arcsec−2.

created stacks over three redshift ranges (0.1 < z ≤
0.2 (N=17), 0.15 < z ≤ 0.25 (N=27) and 0.25 <
z ≤ 0.35 (N=33)) in an effort to trace diffuse UV light
in the group environment using two different stacking
methods. The fractional stacking method rescaled each
group such that each group’s radius extended across
the same number of pixels, which allowed the IGrL
to be probed as a function of group radius. On the
other hand, the physical stacking method rescaled each
group such that each pixel represented the same size
(kpc/pix) across each group.

3. We find 3σ upper limits for the amount of UV IGrL
down to ∼29.1–29.6 mag arcsec−2 for each group
stack, which corresponds to . 1% of the total group
light. Figure 10 shows the IGrL upper limits measured
in this study compared to published values of HCGs
(Da Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira 2005; Aguerri et al.
2006; Da Rocha et al. 2008; Poliakov et al. 2021) and
from the Leo group (Watkins et al. 2014). In particular,
each of our upper limits are relatively consistent with
the IGrL upper limits in HGCs 44 (Aguerri et al. 2006),
88 (Da Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira 2005), and the
Leo group (Watkins et al. 2014), albeit at higher red-
shift and in the rest frame UV. On average, the IGrL
appears brighter at longer wavelengths, which may in-
dicate that young stars do not contribute significantly
to the IGrL and that minimal in-situ star formation oc-
curs in the IGrL. This would favor tidal stripping and

galaxy interactions as the primary method for the for-
mation and buildup of IGrL as proposed by Da Rocha
& Mendes de Oliveira (2005); Aguerri et al. (2006) and
Poliakov et al. (2021) for compact groups and Spavone
et al. (2018); Cattapan et al. (2019); Raj et al. (2020)
and Martı́nez-Lombilla et al. (2023) for loose groups.

4. Despite past observations of the presence of signif-
icant amounts of atomic gas in the IGrM (Verdes-
Montenegro et al. 2001; Borthakur et al. 2010; Pisano
et al. 2011; Borthakur et al. 2015; Cluver et al. 2016;
Borthakur et al. 2019; Džudžar et al. 2019; McCabe
et al. 2021; Roychowdhury et al. 2022), we do not ob-
serve strong signatures of recent star formation. The
lack of UV IGrL detected in this study suggests that
the atomic gas structures in the IGrM are likely not
dense enough to trigger large scale star formation.

Lastly, we discuss our main findings in context of other
published works. Previous studies of IGrL in HCGs by Da
Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira (2005), Aguerri et al. (2006)
and Poliakov et al. (2021) constructed a picture where galaxy
interactions and tidal stripping remove stars and gas from
group members, which eventually settle towards the domi-
nant gravitational potential. In this model, only the most dy-
namically evolved groups have experienced enough crossing
times and interactions necessary for the build up of IGrL.
This hypothesis is reinforced by studies of loose groups
where IGrL detections were observed to be a direct result of
gravitational interactions between group members (Spavone
et al. 2018; Cattapan et al. 2019; Raj et al. 2020; Martı́nez-
Lombilla et al. 2023).

In addition, new models and observations by Kolcu et al.
(2022) show that, while not as common as in cluster envi-
ronments, ram pressure stripping is still prevalent in groups.
This process was determined to be most consistent with re-
cent infalling galaxies, which may remove cold gas from the
infalling member. If this stripped gas is able to fuel star for-
mation, there may be a pathway for IGrL to have a strong
contribution from young stars. However, the lack of a UV
IGrL detection in our analysis favors tidal interactions over
ram pressure stripping as the dominant means for the build
up of IGrL.

The role of active galactic nuclei (AGN) in group environ-
ments could also drastically influence the amount of IGrL.
Cui et al. (2014) used simulated galaxy clusters and found
evidence that AGN activity is able to alter the fraction of dif-
fuse, stellar light by up to a factor of 2. AGN feedback may
prevent star formation in the central regions of galaxy groups
due to the sheer amount of energy returned to the IGrM (Mc-
Namara & Nulsen 2007; Gitti et al. 2012; Heckman & Best
2014; Gaspari et al. 2020; Eckert et al. 2021, and references
therein). If this is the case, it might explain the lack of star
formation in the IGrM and the corresponding faint limits to
the U-band IGrL in this study.

Comparing these IGrL properties to intracluster light
(ICL), we find similarities in terms of possible formation pro-
cesses. The main theories for the buildup of ICL are any
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Figure 10. IGrL surface brightness measurements as a function of rest frame wavelength for the stacks presented in this work as well as other
studies of HCGs (Da Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira 2005; Aguerri et al. 2006; Da Rocha et al. 2008; Poliakov et al. 2021), the Leo group
(Watkins et al. 2014), and other loose groups (Cattapan et al. 2019; Martı́nez-Lombilla et al. 2023). The points corresponding to Cattapan
et al. (2019) and Martı́nez-Lombilla et al. (2023) were drawn as lower limits to denote that their measurements represented the limiting surface
brightness of the outer regions of their IGrL detections. The filled in data points represent the observed IGrL surface brightness, while the
outlined points are corrected for the effects of surface brightness dimming. On average, the IGrL detection rate appears to decline as rest frame
wavelength shifts bluer, which indicates that the IGrL may not exhibit a strong contribution from young stars.

of the following (or a combination thereof): tidal stripping
(Rudick et al. 2009), the ejection of stars from galaxy merg-
ers (Willman et al. 2004; Murante et al. 2007), and the ac-
cretion of galaxy groups (Mihos 2004; Rudick et al. 2006).
However, Montes (2022, and references therein) note that
studying the ICL through stellar populations may only unveil
the dominant formation process of a particular cluster and not
a combination of mechanisms which may vary from cluster
to cluster. For the Virgo and Coma clusters, Williams et al.
(2007) and Coccato et al. (2010, and references therein) find
that the ICL is primarily composed of older stars, which align
with our conclusions of minimal star formation in groups that
could contribute to IGrL. However, Jiménez-Teja & Dupke
(2016) find an increased amount of ICL in the rest frame
B-band for Abell 2744, which is indicative of a younger
population of stars that may have formed during merging
events. Given the large amounts of atomic gas known to ex-
ist in groups (Verdes-Montenegro et al. 2001; Borthakur et al.
2010; Pisano et al. 2011; Borthakur et al. 2015; Cluver et al.
2016; Borthakur et al. 2019; Džudžar et al. 2019; McCabe

et al. 2021; Roychowdhury et al. 2022), merging groups may
be a potential environment to search for star formation in the
IGrM traced by U-band IGrL.

Future studies may be able to determine the dependence
of IGrL on both wavelength and dynamical evolution. The
majority of the studies shown in Figure 10 represent stud-
ies of HCGs, which are ideal environments for galaxy in-
teractions. Observations of a wider range of group environ-
ments could provide insight into the build up of IGrL through
galaxy interactions and/or tidal stripping. In Ashcraft et al.
(2023), evidence of additional diffuse light in the outskirts
of galaxies was detected in the r-band resulting from tidal
tails and galaxy interactions. These signs of interactions have
also been abundantly observed with JWST (Finkelstein et al.
2022; Windhorst et al. 2023, and references therein). Ad-
ditionally, filling in the wavelength gaps in Figure 10 may
help place constraints on the stellar populations contributing
to IGrL.

Finally, increasing the number of publicly available galaxy
group catalogs in popular survey fields would be beneficial
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to the study of IGrL. Similar group stacks could be created
in other survey fields where deep, multi-wavelength data al-
ready exists. Moreover, more group catalogs would aid in
other studies using QSO absorption lines to probe diffuse gas
in group environments. The combination of IGrM studies in
absorption and emission via IGrL are necessary in order to
fully understand the impact that group environments have on
galaxy evolution.
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We use hybrid (kinetic ions—fluid electrons) kinetic simulations to investigate particle acceleration
and magnetic field amplification at non-relativistic, weakly magnetized, quasi-perpendicular shocks.
Unlike 2D simulations, 3D runs show that protons develop a non-thermal tail spontaneously (i.e.,
from the thermal bath and without pre-existing magnetic turbulence). They are rapidly accelerated
via shock drift acceleration up to a maximum energy determined by their escape upstream.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the conditions conducive to particle ac-
celeration at collisionless, non-relativistic shocks is im-
portant for the origin of cosmic rays and for understand-
ing the phenomenology of heliospheric shocks, novae,
supernova remnants (SNRs), winds and lobes of active
galaxies, and galaxy cluster.

Energization at shocks proceeds mainly via diffusive
shock acceleration (DSA) [1–4]: particles are scattered
back and forth across the discontinuity, gaining energy
via a series of first-order Fermi cycles. The maximum
attainable energy is determined by the rate of scattering
and hence on the level of magnetic perturbations [5–7].

To self-consistently take into account the non-linear in-
terplay between particle injection/acceleration and self-
generated magnetic turbulence at non-relativistic shocks,
numerical kinetic simulations are necessary. Full particle-
in-cells (PIC) simulations have captured ion and electron
DSA at quasi-parallel shocks, i.e., when the angle be-
tween the background field B0 and the shock normal is
ϑBn

<∼ 45◦ [8–10]. Simulations of (quasi-)perpendicular
shocks (ϑBn ≈ 90◦) have been performed in 1D [e.g., 11–
13], 2D [e.g., 14–17], and 3D [e.g., 18], but evidence of
DSA has been elusive. Also at relativistic shocks DSA
is more efficient for quasi-parallel configurations [19, 20],
unless the shock magnetization is sufficiently low, which
makes DSA possible, though rather slow [21].

Full-PIC simulations can cover only a limited range of
time/space scales. Hybrid simulations with kinetic ions
and fluid electrons [e.g., 22, 23] can tackle more macro-
scopic systems and have been pivotal in advancing our
understanding of ion DSA at non-relativistic shocks. 2D
runs have shown that thermal ions can be spontaneously
injected into DSA at quasi-parallel shocks [24–34], but in-
jection of ions at oblique and quasi-perpendicular shocks
has been more problematic. Test-particle and Monte
Carlo calculations with prescribed strong scattering seem
conducive to ion injection [35–37], but no self-consistent
kinetic simulation has reported DSA tails. Nevertheless,
hybrid simulations augmented with upstream magnetic
fluctuations with long-wavelength and large amplitudes

[38] suggest that quasi-perpendicular shocks may be effi-
cient ion accelerators. In general, when magnetic turbu-
lence is seeded by hand in the pre-shock medium [36, 39],
or when energetic seeds are added [32], DSA may oc-
cur for arbitrary inclinations, though with efficiency and
spectra that are not universal but depend critically on
the ad-hoc prescriptions for the pre-existing seeds and
turbulence.

It has been recognized that systems with reduced di-
mensionality artificially suppress particle diffusion across
field lines [36, 40, 41], which likely explains why 1D/2D
simulations fail to produce non-thermal tails. The ques-
tion remains of whether, and under which conditions, 3D
cross-field diffusion of supra-thermal particles can lead to
spontaneous injection into DSA.

In this letter we use hybrid simulations to explore
quasi-perpendicular shocks from the magnetized to the
weakly-magnetized regime, finding that also for non-
relativistic shocks ion acceleration is naturally unlocked
if the ordered magnetic field is sufficiently low and the
full 3D dynamics is retained.

SIMULATION SETUP

Simulations are performed with the dHybridR code
[42], here used in the non-relativistic regime [43]. We
send a supersonic flow with speed vsh against a reflect-
ing wall (left boundary), which produces a shock moving
right into a quasi-perpendicular B0 field with ϑBn = 80◦.

TABLE I. Left: Parameters for the runs in the paper; inclina-
tion is fixed to ϑBn = 80◦. Right: corresponding acceleration
efficiency, ε, and energy spectral index, α.

Run M x[di] ∆t[ω−1
c ] ε (> 10Esh) α

A 20 5000 7.5 ×10−3 4% 3.7

B 30 5000 4 ×10−3 8% 3.1

C 40 5000 1.5 ×10−3 11% 2.9

D 50 5000 1.5 ×10−3 17% 2.7

E 100 10000 7.5 ×10−4 30% 1.5
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FIG. 1. From the top: Total magnetic field for the out-of-
plane (2Dz), in-plane (2Dy), and 3D setups. Bottom panel:
evolution of Btot in 3D. In all cases M=100 and t = 108ω−1

c .

Lengths are measured in units of the ion skin depth
di ≡ c/ωp, where c is the light speed and ωp ≡√

4πne2/m is the ion plasma frequency, with m, e and
n the ion mass, charge and number density, respectively.
Time is measured in inverse cyclotron times ω−1

c ≡
mc/(eB0). Velocities are normalized to the Alfvén speed
vA ≡ B/

√
4πmn and energies to Esh ≡ mv2sh/2. Simula-

tions include the three spatial components of the particle
momentum and of the electromagnetic fields. Ions are
initialized with thermal velocity vth = vA and electrons
are an adiabatic fluid initially in thermal equilibrium.
We define the sonic Mach number as Ms ≡ vsh/cs, with
cs the speed of sound and the Alfvénic Mach number
as MA ≡ vsh/vA; throughout the paper we indicate the
shock strength simply with M = MA 'Ms.

We performed simulations with different M , longitudi-
nal sizes, and time steps, as reported on the left side of
Table I; the transverse sizes are fixed to 50di in all the
cases. We use two and a half cells per di in each direction
and 8(4) ion particles per cell in 3D(2D). We checked our
results against convergence in particle statistics, box size,
and spatial/temporal resolution.
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FIG. 2. Top panel: downstream ion spectrum at t = 108ω−1
c

for M = 100 and different setups. A non-thermal tail above
10Esh is present only in 3D, while 1D and 2D show similar
truncated spectra. Middle panel: time evolution of the ion
spectrum in 3D. Bottom panel: spectrum dependence on M ;
the dashed line indicates a Maxwellian with temperature ∼
80% of the one expected for a purely gaseous shock.

RESULTS

We start by comparing the dynamics of quasi-
perpendicular shocks in 1D, 2D with B either in plane
(2Dy) or out of plane (2Dz), and 3D.

Magnetic field amplification. Fig. 1 shows the total
magnetic field intensity Btot for a shock with M = 100
and ϑBn = 80◦ in 2Dz, 2Dy, and 3D setups; the bottom
panel shows the evolution of Btot for the 3D case. There
is a striking difference between 2Dz and 2Dy: while in the
former case the field is simply compressed at the shock, in
the latter case Btot overshoots and is strongly amplified
downstream [15, 16, 44]; in 3D field amplification extends
also upstream of the shock, a signature of a precursor
produced by back-streaming particles.

The full characterization of the strongly amplified
fields (Btot/B0

>∼ 40) observed for M = 100 is beyond
the goal of this paper, though we notice that their mor-
phology and scaling (Btot/B0 ∝

√
M) bear strong resem-

blance with those produced by the ion-Weibel instability
[see 15–17, and references therein]. Finally, we ascribe
the difference between 2Dz and 2Dy to the fact that there
is a finite baroclinic term, which in 2D can only have a
z component; this hints to a contribution from turbulent
dynamo processes, too.

Particle spectra and dependence on M . The top panel
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FIG. 3. Energy gain (color code) and trajectory in the x− px
plane of a representative ion undergoing SDA in run B.

of Fig. 2 shows the post-shock ion spectrum at t =
108ω−1

c for different setups: 1D and 2D exhibit only
a supra-thermal bump [44], while 3D shows a very ex-
tended power-law tail; the dashed line corresponds to a
Maxwellian with temperature ∼ 80% of the one expected
for a purely gaseous shock, which suggests that ∼ 20%
of the shock ram pressure in converted in energetic ions.
Note that the post-shock 2Dy magnetic turbulence, while
very similar to the 3D one, is not sufficient to grant in-
jection into the acceleration process. The evolution of
the downstream ion spectrum in 3D is shown in the mid-
dle panel of Fig. 2: from an early supra-thermal bump,
similar to the 1D/2D cases, a non-thermal tail develops
very quickly and extends over more than three orders of
magnitude in just ∼ 100ω−1

c .

Finally, the bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the spectrum
for different Mach numbers. Each spectrum can be char-
acterized as a power-law, f(E) ∝ E−α, with an accel-
eration efficiency ε, defined as the fraction of the post-
shock energy density in ions with energy above 10Esh.
The scaling of α and ε on M are reported in Tab. I. For
M=100 the spectrum tends to E−1.5 (∝ p−4 for non-
relativistic particles), the universal spectrum expected
at strong shocks; for lower values of M , non-thermal
tails become steeper and less extended, almost vanish-
ing for M = 20 [no tails were found for 3D simulations
of M = 6, see 44]. The post-shock magnetic turbulence
scales ∝

√
M , which increases the probability that ions

return upstream and makes spectra harder. Overall, the
acceleration efficiency increases from a few percent for
M = 20 to ε >∼ 20% for M >∼ 50, a value comparable to
the efficiency of quasi-parallel shocks [28, 33, 44].

Acceleration mechanism. Let us focus now on the
mechanism(s) responsible for ion acceleration. Fig. 3
shows the x − px trajectory and energy gain of an ion
tracked in run B. Particles gain energy trough shock drift
acceleration (SDA), tapping into the motional electric
fields during their gyrations around the shock [45, 46].

As pointed out in [36, 40, 41], cross-field diffusion plays
a crucial role in the return of ions from downstream, and
is not properly captured if not in 3D. Jones et al. [41]
demonstrated that charged particles in an arbitrary elec-
tromagnetic field with at least one ignorable spatial coor-
dinate remain forever tied to a B-field line. Since in 2D
field lines are effectively transverse “sheets”, ion diffusion
along the shock normal is inhibited; in 3D, instead, field
lines can twist and intertwine, and ions can diffuse cross-
field, which effectively prevents them from being rapidly
swept downstream. Tracking reveals that in 2D ions are
advected downstream after a couple of gyrations, while in
3D they diffuse back several times, gaining energy at each
SDA cycle. To some extent, this acceleration mechanism
is similar to that proposed by Kamijima et al. [47], who
argued that the extreme case of a perpendicular shock
where Bohm diffusion were realized downstream would be
a rapid accelerator; our self-consistent simulations show
that the process may occur only for large M and may be
intrinsically limited when ϑBn < 90◦.

A limit on the maximum achievable energy? Fig. 4
shows the evolution of the maximum ion energy Emax for
differentM . After an initial growth∝ t2, Emax invariably
saturates at an asymptotic value E∗

max, which scales ∝M
because ions can undergo more SDA cycles.

For non-relativistic ions, the momentum gain per SDA
cycle is ∆p/p ∝ vsh/v, where v is the ion speed, which
implies a constant ∆p ∝ vsh. Since the duration of each
SDA cycle is ∆t ≈ ω−1

c (independent of v) and since
the number of cycles ∝ t, then pmax ∝ ∆pt/ω−1

c →
Emax ∝ t2, in good agreement with Fig. 4; for relativis-
tic particles, one would have ∆p ∝ p and ∆t ∝ ω−1

c p,
so Emax ∝ t. This acceleration process is extremely
fast [e.g., 48, 49] and generally faster than DSA even
when ions become relativistic, since in DSA the dura-
tion of a cycle is the diffusion time ∼ p/vshω

−1
c [29, 50].

At later times and for larger values of M , we observe a
brief transition from SDA to DSA, with some sufficiently-
energetic ions returning to the shock via pitch-angle dif-
fusion rather than via ordered gyration (note the devia-
tion from the ∝ t2 curve before the plateau in Fig. 4);
eventually, ions escape toward upstream infinity and non-
thermal tails stall at a critical energy E∗

max ∝M .

The crucial question is whether the streaming of es-
caping ions may trigger the Bell instability [51] and self-
support the acceleration to larger energies at later times,
as at parallel shocks [28]. From the bottom panel of Fig. 1
we infer that the precursor, where Btot/B0

>∼ 1 because
of ion-driven instabilities, is ∼ 1000di wide, comparable
to the upstream diffusion length of <∼ Emax ions. Further
upstream, though, δB � B0 and there is hardly any
fluctuations at scales resonant with E∗

max ions, so their
diffusion length quickly becomes (much) larger than the
box, which makes it computationally prohibitive to fol-
low the longer-term evolution of these systems with 3D
hybrid simulations.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of Emax(t) for different M ; after an initial
increase ∝ t2 provided by SDA (black solid line), Emax(t)
eventually reaches an asymptotic value ∝M .

PHENOMENOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

The results described in this work have several appli-
cations in space/astrophysical shocks.

Heliospheric shocks. MMS measurements at the
Earth’s bow shock show that quasi-parallel regions are
generally more efficient than oblique ones at accelerating
ions [52, 53]; yet, efficiencies ε <∼ 10% for ϑBn

>∼ 70◦,
compatible with our run at M = 20 (Tab. I) and not
with 2D ones which return ε <∼ 1% [44, 52, 54]. Another
application of the very fast acceleration that we observe
may be in producing relativistic electrons at foreshock
disturbances at the Earth’s bow shock [55].

Supernova remnants. Particularly interesting is the
case of SN1006, which shows a bilateral symmetry de-
fined by the direction of B0 [56, 57]. X/γ-ray emission
comes from the quasi-parallel (polar caps) regions [58–
60], implying the presence of multi-TeV electrons, while
radio emission is more azimuthally symmetric [56], sug-
gesting the presence of GeV electrons also in oblique re-
gions. While efficient ion DSA up to multi-TeV energies
is consistent with the low polarization and strong syn-
chrotron emission in the polar caps, electron acceleration
in quasi-perpendicular regions is likely boot-strapped via
SDA, as outlined here, and then can proceed up to
GeV energies just because of the interstellar turbulence
[61, 62]. Whether multi-TeV electrons should also be
expected in quasi-perpendicular regions is an interesting
question that hinges on the longer-term evolution of these
systems.

Radio SNe. Finally, we consider young extra-galactic
SNe, whose radio emission suggests that electrons are of-
ten accelerated with a spectral index α ' 3 [e.g., 63, 64].
Such steep spectra at fast shocks (vsh ≈ 104 km s−1)

are hard to reconcile with standard DSA [though see
65, 66], but may be compatible with the results presented
here, provided that M <∼ 50 (see Tab. I). A SN shock
propagating in the Parker spiral of the progenitor’s wind
may provide both relatively-small Alfvénic Mach num-
bers and quasi-perpendicular shock geometries [63]. Fur-
thermore, a flattening of the spectrum for higher shock
velocity, that could imply higher M , has also been re-
ported [63, 67]. Scaling the asymptotic E∗

max illustrated
in Fig. 4 by vsh ' 104 km s−1, one finds:

E∗
max ' 0.22GeV

M

50

(
vsh

104km s−1

)2

, (1)

i.e., radio-emitting particles may be produced very
rapidly (100ω−1

c
<∼ one minute for B0

>∼ 3mG).

CONCLUSIONS

We used hybrid simulations to characterize —for the
first time in kinetic calculations without any ad-hoc pre-
scription for particle scattering and/or injection— how
ions can be very rapidly accelerated at non-relativistic,
quasi-perpendicular shocks. 3D simulations are neces-
sary to fully capture the amplification of the initial mag-
netic field (Fig. 1) and the cross-field diffusion that al-
lows ions not to be advected away downstream after a few
shock crossings. Acceleration starts via SDA, exhibiting
a clear signature Emax ∝ t2, then briefly transitions to
DSA (where Emax ∝ t) before reaching a limit energy
E∗

max, beyond which particles escape upstream.
Acceleration efficiency and spectral slope strongly de-

pend on the shock Mach number M (Tab .I): while for
M <∼ 20 efficiency is only a few percent and spectra are
very steep, for M >∼ 50 efficiency can exceed 10–20%
and spectra converge to the DSA ones, as flat as p−4 in
momentum; also the level of magnetic field amplification
and the maximum energy limit increase with M .

We have briefly outlined few applications of our results
to space/astrophysical shocks; we defer to another work
a detailed study of how injection and acceleration de-
pend on ϑBn and the plasma β parameter. The biggest
questions that remain open are whether oblique/quasi-
perpendicular shocks can efficiently drive plasma insta-
bilities strong enough to self-sustain DSA up to energies
significantly larger than E∗

max, and whether the same ac-
celeration process is viable for electrons, too. Both ques-
tions require different numerical approaches that are ca-
pable of either capturing the longer-term evolution of the
system or the physics of electron injection.
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Gravitational wave (GW) sources at cosmological distances can be used to probe the expansion rate of the
Universe. GWs directly provide a distance estimation of the source but no direct information on its redshift. The
optimal scenario to obtain a redshift is through the direct identification of an electromagnetic (EM) counterpart
and its host galaxy. With almost 100 GW sources detected without EM counterparts (dark sirens), it is becoming
crucial to have statistical techniques able to perform cosmological studies in the absence of EM emission.
Currently, only two techniques for dark sirens are used on GW observations: the spectral siren method, which is
based on the source-frame mass distribution to estimate conjointly cosmology and the source’s merger rate, and
the galaxy survey method, which uses galaxy surveys to assign a probabilistic redshift to the source while fitting
cosmology. It has been recognized, however, that these two methods are two sides of the same coin. In this
paper, we present a novel approach to unify these two methods. We apply this approach to several observed GW
events using the glade+ galaxy catalog discussing limiting cases. We provide estimates of the Hubble constant,
modified gravity propagation effects, and population properties for binary black holes. We also estimate the
binary black hole merger rate per galaxy to be 10−6 − 10−5yr−1 depending on the galaxy catalog hypotheses.

I. INTRODUCTION

Compact binary coalescences (CBCs) detected via gravi-
tational waves (GWs) are rapidly becoming a central tool to
study cosmology. GWs directly provide the luminosity dis-
tance of the source, but they are unable to provide the cos-
mological redshift estimation that is required to measure the
cosmic expansion. An estimation of the source redshift could
be obtained from the observation of an electromagnetic coun-
terpart (EM) as occurred in the case of the binary neutron star
merger GW170817 [1, 2] observed by the LIGO [3] and Virgo
[4] GW detectors. However, most of the sources currently de-
tected are binary black holes (BBHs) [5] which are not ac-
companied by an EM counterpart. In order to exploit this
population of “dark sirens” for cosmological studies several
methods have been proposed. In this study, we focus on two
methods which, however, as we will see, are not independent:
the galaxy catalog method and the spectral siren method. Ad-
ditional methods to assign an implicit redshift from the GW
alone include the “cross-correlation method”, which explores
the spatial clustering between GW sources and galaxies [6–
10], and the “Equation of State method”, which uses the mea-
surement of tidal deformability of neutron stars and knowl-
edge of their Equation of State [11, 12]. For a review on these
methods, see [13].

∗ simone.mastrogiovanni@roma1.infn.it

The galaxy catalog method, also referred to as the “statisti-
cal method”, consists in using galaxy catalogs to statistically
assign a host galaxy, hence a redshift, to the GW event [14–
16]. This method has been applied in recent studies [17–22]
using various galaxy catalogs. One of the main bottlenecks
of this method is the fact that at high redshift galaxy cata-
logs are not complete and therefore could not bring any rel-
evant information on the source redshift. The galaxy catalog
method also makes assumptions about the source frame mass
distribution that we comment on more in detail later. Another
method used in the literature is the spectral siren method [23–
32] which aims at obtaining a redshift estimate for the GW
sources from the relation between source-frame masses and
detector-frame masses. In fact, it is possible to obtain a con-
straint on cosmology by jointly fitting for the population dis-
tribution of source-frame masses. The spectral siren method
comes with the price of assuming a functional form and some
priors for the source-frame mass distribution. In particular,
wrong modeling of the population distribution of dark sirens
(in particular source-frame masses) can introduce a bias in the
estimation of the cosmological parameters [27].

As discussed in [27], the galaxy catalog method is in fact
a particular extension of the spectral siren method in which
additional information from galaxy surveys is encoded. The
galaxy catalog method requires the definition of a source-
frame mass distribution, or more generally a population model
for the CBCs. Assumptions about the population of sources
typically enter the galaxy catalog method in two ways: (i)
they provide a systematic preference among host candidates
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at different redshift and (ii) they provide a redshift preference
for the source through the completeness correction. The com-
pleteness correction accounts for the missing galaxies in the
catalog. In fact, in the case that the galaxy catalog is 0% com-
plete (it contains no observed galaxy), the catalog method re-
duces to the spectral siren method. The tight connection be-
tween the spectral siren and the galaxy catalog methods has
strong implications in interpreting results from current GW
detections. For instance, in [33] it is shown that the con-
straint on the Hubble constant (H0) from 42 BBHs reported
in the third GW transient catalog (GWTC-3) is dominated by
the population assumptions for the distribution of BBHs even
when a galaxy catalog is employed.

In this paper, we present a new methodology, which we re-
fer to as the “galaxy density method”, that is able to unify the
galaxy catalog and the spectral siren methods. As a result, it
is possible to marginalize over all the uncertainties describ-
ing the population model while taking into account informa-
tion from a galaxy catalog. The core of this new method is to
link the CBC merger rate (spectral siren) to the galaxy number
density (galaxy catalog).

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the
basics of hierarchical Bayesian inference in presence of selec-
tion biases in the context of GW detections. In Sec. III we in-
troduce a parametrization for the CBC merger rate in terms of
galaxy number density, and we discuss limiting cases, includ-
ing how this new approach collapses to the standard spectral
siren method. In Sec. IV, we show some tests and discuss the
behavior of the method with the two best localized standard
sirens to date, GW170817 and GW190814. In Sec. V we per-
form a full population and galaxy catalog-based analysis of
the 42 BBH detections from GWTC-3 analyzed in [33] and
we discuss the obtained results. Finally, in Sec. VI we draw
our conclusions.

II. THE HIERARCHICAL LIKELIHOOD

The GW detection of NGW events in a given observing
time Tobs, collectively represented by some data {x}, can be
described in terms of an inhomogeneous Poissonian process
[34, 35] characterised by some parameters Λ by using the fol-
lowing hierarchical likelihood:

L({x}|Λ) ∝ e−Nexp(Λ)
NGW∏

i

Tobs

∫
dθdz LGW(xi|θ, z,Λc) ×

×
1

1 + z
dNCBC

dθdzdts
(Λ). (1)

Here Nexp is the number of expected CBC detections in Tobs,
while z and θ indicate the redshift and a set of parameters char-
acteristic of each GW event (such as spins and luminosity dis-
tance), respectively. The central quantity of the hierarchical
inference is the CBC merger rate in source-frame time ts:

dNCBC

dθdzdts
(Λ), (2)

where Λ = {Λp,Λc} contains population-level parameters Λp
as well as cosmological parameters Λc such as H0 and Ωm.

The information about how precisely we are able to measure
the GW parameters θ (such as spins and source masses) from
the data is given by the GW likelihood LGW(xi|θ, z,Λc). The
expected number of GW events accounts for the GW selection
biases:

Nexp(Λ) = Tobs

∫
dθdz Pdet(z, θ,Λc)

dNCBC

dzdθdts
(Λ)

1
1 + z

, (3)

where the detection probability Pdet(z, θ,Λ) is defined as:

Pdet(z, θ,Λc) =

∫
x∈detectable

dx LGW(xi|θ, z,Λc). (4)

Eq. 1 is formally equivalent to:

L({x}|Λ) ∝ e−Nexp(Λ)[Nexp(Λ)]NGW×

×

NGW∏
i

∫
dθdz LGW(xi|θ, z,Λc) 1

1+z
dNCBC
dθdzdts

(Λ)∫
dθdz Pdet(θ, z,Λc) 1

1+z
dNCBC
dθdzdts

(Λ)
,

(5)

which is the form of the hierarchical likelihood used in [27,
36, 37]. However, from a numerical point of view, Eq. 1 has
some advantages in comparison to Eq. 5 [38]: (i) it is more
connected to a physical quantity, the CBC merger rate and (ii)
it involves the numerical computation of two integrals instead
of three. In order to obtain Eq. 5 from Eq. 1, recall that the
observing time is given by:

Tobs =
Nexp(Λ)∫

dθdz Pdet(z, θ,Λc) dNCBC
dzdθdts

(Λ) 1
1+z

, (6)

which, after substitution into Eq. 1, gives Eq. 5.
The two forms of the hierarchical likelihood in Eq. 1 and

Eq. 5 can be written in a “scale-free” version that does not de-
pend on Nexp (but still accounts for GW selection biases). By
choosing a prior1 π(Nexp) ∝ 1/Nexp, it is possible to marginal-
ize analytically over Nexp and obtain [39]

L({x}|Λ) ∝
NGW∏

i

∫
dθdz L(xi|θ, z,Λc) dNCBC(Λ)

dzdθdts

1
1+z∫

dθdz Pdet(θ, z,Λc) dNCBC(Λ)
dzdθdts

1
1+z

. (7)

The Poissonian process described by the hierarchical like-
lihoods in Eqs. 1-5-7 can be used to jointly measure the CBC
merger rate and cosmological parameters. The fundamental
aspect that opens up this possibility is the fact that GW de-
tectors directly measure 2 the luminosity distance dL to the
source and the detector frame masses ~md. We recall that, for a
flat ΛCDM model, the luminosity distance is:

dL(z) =
c(1 + z)

H0

∫ z

0

dz′

E(z′)
, (8)

1 Note that a prior π(Nexp) ∝ 1/Nexp would correspond to a prior π(R0) ∝
1/R0, where R0 is the CBC merger rate per Gpc−3yr−1.

2 Strictly speaking, the GW likelihood is a function of detector frame masses
and luminosity distance, not of the cosmological parameters.
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where E(z) =
√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + (1 −Ωm). Furthermore, detec-
tor masses are linked to source masses through ~md = ~ms(1+z).
In [23–28, 30–32] it was shown that by modeling the CBC
merger rate in terms of source-frame masses, it is possible
to obtain a joint measurement of both the CBC merger rate
and the cosmological parameters. Similarly, in [40, 41] it was
demonstrated that if the CBC merger rate shows some fea-
tures in redshift, such as peaks, this might help to measure
cosmological parameters even without any information about
the source-frame masses. In this work, we will apply Eq. 5
and Eq. 7 either to measure the Hubble constant only, or to
jointly measure H0 and the population parameters related to
the mass and redshift models used (see App. A). In the rest
of this paper, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology model with
free H0 and fixed Ωm = 0.308, with ΩΛ = 1 −Ωm.

III. CBC MERGER RATE PARAMETRIZATIONS

In Sec. II we have seen that the relevant GW parameters
which are crucial for GW cosmology are the source-frame
masses ~ms and the redshift z. However, when working with
galaxy catalogs also the sky position, which we label by Ω,
is a central quantity since it can help us to identify possible
host galaxies along a given line-of-sight. Therefore, in the re-
mainder of this paper, we will work with a CBC merger rate
written as:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdts
(Λ). (9)

Note that Eq. 9 is a CBC source-frame merger rate per source-
frame mass, per GW parameters θ, per sky position Ω, per
redshift z. To simplify the notation, we will refer to this quan-
tity as the “CBC merger rate”, unless we want to discuss an
explicit parametrization of it. For brevity, we will also drop
the Λ dependence.

A. The CBC spectral siren parametrization

In standard cosmological-population analyses such as [27,
38], which do not make explicit use of galaxy surveys, the
CBC merger rate is always factorized in terms of comoving
volume rather than the redshift, since it is easier to model and
also easier to motivate physically. The CBC merger rate thus
becomes:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdts
=

dNCBC

d~msdθdVcdts

dVc

dzdΩ
(Λc)

= R0ψ(z; Λ)ppop(~ms, θ|z,Λ)
dVc

dzdΩ
,

(10)

where R0 is the CBC merger rate per comoving volume at
redshift z = 0, ψ(z; Λ) is a phenomenological parametrization
for the CBC merger rate as a function of redshift such that
ψ(z = 0; Λ) = 1, ppop is a probability density function de-
scribing the distribution of GW sources in masses and other

parameters θ, and

dVc

dzdΩ
=

[
c

H0

]3 [∫ z

0

dz′

E(z′)

]2

(11)

is the differential of the comoving volume. Typically, it is as-
sumed that ppop in Eq. 10 is independent of redshift, i.e. the
distribution of masses and GW population parameters does
not evolve with redshift. This assumption, if wrong, could
introduce a bias in the estimation of the cosmological param-
eters [31].

B. The CBC merger rate informed by galaxy surveys

We now proceed to derive the CBC merger rate encoding
information from the galaxy catalog. To construct this CBC
merger rate, we will make two assumptions: (i) mergers can
only occur inside galaxies and (ii) mergers can be more or less
frequent according to the absolute magnitude M (or luminos-
ity) and redshift of the galaxy. We can write the overall CBC
merger rate as the integral over the absolute magnitude of the
CBC rate per galaxy absolute magnitude, namely:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdts
=

∫
dM

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdtsdM
. (12)

Similar to the spectral siren case (see Eq. 10), we parametrize
the CBC rate per galaxy (rather than comoving volume),
namely:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdtsdM
=

dNCBC

dNgaldθd~msdts

dNgal

dzdΩdM
. (13)

In order to write Eq. 13, we have further assumed that the
number of galaxies only depends on sky position, absolute
magnitude, and redshift. The first term in Eq. 13 is the CBC
rate per galaxy which, similarly to Eq. 10, we parametrize as:

dNCBC

dNgald~msdθdts
= R∗gal,0ΨL(z,M; Λp)ppop(~ms, θ|z,M,Λp),

(14)
where R∗gal,0 is the CBC rate per year at a reference galaxy
luminosity (or absolute magnitude) L∗ = L(M∗), while
ΨL(z,M; Λp) is an evolution function for the CBC merger
rate per galaxy such that ΨL(z = 0,M = M∗; Λp) = 1. In
Eq. 14 ppop has been expressed in a general form assuming
that the probability of having some GW parameters might
be dependent on the galaxy redshift and absolute magnitude.
For the analysis presented in this paper, we will not con-
sider this possibility and we will choose ppop(~ms, θ|z,M,Λp) =

ppop(~ms, θ|Λp). Regarding the rate function ΨL(z,M; Λp) we
use the following parametrization:

ΨL(z, L(M); Λp) = ψ(z; Λp)‖
L
L∗
‖ε = ψ(z; Λp)100.4ε(M∗−M),

(15)
i.e. we factorize the rate evolution function into a redshift-
dependent part and a factor that depends on the luminosity
of the galaxy. Similarly to Eq. 10, the redshift part ψ(z; Λp)
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is modeled to track the merger rate as a function of redshift,
while the luminosity part models the fact that the merger rate
might depend on the luminosity of the galaxy (which could
be a tracer of the Star Formation Rate [42]). As an example,
the parameter ε > 0 indicates that more luminous galaxies are
more likely to host CBCs, while ε = 0 indicates that there is
no such preference. A good choice for the reference luminos-
ity L∗ is the “knee” luminosity of the Schechter function. The
Schechter function describes the number density of galaxies in

the comoving volume per luminosity (or absolute magnitude).
In terms of absolute magnitude, it is identified by five param-
eters: a galaxy number density φ∗ per comoving volume, a
knee absolute magnitude M∗, a faint end Mmax, a bright end
Mmin, and a slope parameter α. Note that in practice the bright
end choice is not important as the Schecter function quickly
drops to 0 after M∗(H0). However, here we write it explicitly
for a pedagogic derivation. We can thus write the Schechter
function as:

Sch(M; φ∗,M∗,Mmax,Mmin, α) =

0.4 ln(10)φ∗100.4(α+1)(M∗−M)exp[−100.4(M∗−M)], Mmin ≤ M ≤ Mmax,

0, otherwise.
(16)

Usually, Schechter parameters are provided for H0 =

100h km s−1 Mpc−1 with h = 1, so one typically needs to
rescale them. The scaling relations are given in terms of ab-
solute magnitude by:

M∗(h) = M∗(h = 1) + 5 log10 h, (17)
φ∗(h) = φ∗(h = 1)h3. (18)

We now discuss how to build the number density of galaxies
in Eq. 13. In the limit in which we are provided with a galaxy
survey containing all the galaxies in the Universe, this term
can be constructed by histogramming all the galaxies in red-
shift, sky position, and absolute magnitude. However, galaxy
catalogs are not complete and therefore the galaxy density
must be corrected to include the missing galaxies. In other
words, the overall galaxy density can be calculated as the sum
of a galaxy density detected by the catalog and a completeness
correction, i.e.

dNgal

dzdΩdM
=

dNgal,cat

dzdΩdM
+

dNgal,out

dzdΩdM
. (19)

The overall CBC merger rate will be then given by plugging
the galaxy density distribution, Eq. 19, and the model of the
CBC rate per galaxy, Eq. 15, into Eq. 14, thus obtaining:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdtsdM
= R∗gal,0 ppop(~ms, θ|Λp)ψ(z; Λp)×

× 100.4ε(M∗−M)
[

dNgal,cat

dzdΩdM
+

dNgal,out

dzdΩdM

]
.

(20)

Note that in order to compute the hierarchical likelihood in
Eq. 1 we need to marginalize out the absolute magnitude from
Eq. 20, as GW detectors are not able to measure this quantity.
In fact, we will need to calculate:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdts
= R∗gal,0 ppop(~ms, θ|Λp)ψ(z; Λp) ×

×
∫ Mmax

Mmin
dM 100.4ε(M∗−M)

[ dNgal,cat

dzdΩdM +
dNgal,out

dzdΩdM

]
.

(21)

1. The completeness correction

The second term in Eq. 19, which is the completeness cor-
rection, or “out-of-catalog” term [20, 21], can be written as
the background galaxy density times the probability pmiss to
miss a galaxy at redshift z, absolute magnitude M, and sky
position Ω, namely:

dNgal,out

dzdΩdM
=

dNgal,bg

dzdΩdM
pmiss(z,Ω,M). (22)

The background galaxy density can be defined in terms of
Schechter function with slope α as:

dNgal,bg

dzdΩdM
= Sch(M;α)

dVc

dzdΩ
, (23)

where for brevity we just write Sch(M;α) to indicate the
Schechter function. Moving to pmiss, we recall that usually
galaxy catalogs are flux-limited, i.e. a galaxy is detected if its
apparent magnitude m is brighter than a given threshold mthr.
Note that mthr could be sky-angle dependent to indicate that
the galaxy survey is not able to cover in the same way all the
sky, e.g. a blind region would be identified by mthr = −∞.
Therefore, we can model pmiss as an Heaviside step function,
pmiss = Θ[(M > Mthr(z,mthr(Ω),H0)].

We can now use the out-of-catalog part to calculate its con-
tribution to the CBC merger rate in Eq. 21. In doing so we
first note that the integral of the Schechter function multiplied
by the luminosity weight can be written as:∫ Mmax

Mmin

dM Sch(M;α)100.4ε(M∗(H0)−M) =

=

∫ Mmax

Mmin

dM Sch(M;α + ε)

= φ∗(H0)Γinc(α + ε + 1, xmin, xmax),

(24)

where Γinc is the incomplete gamma function, while in the last
step of the above equation, we have changed variable to x =

100.4(M∗(H0)−M) and xmin/max = 100.4(M∗(H0)−Mmin/max). Bearing in
mind the result obtained in Eq. 24 and using Eq. 22 we can
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define an “effective” galaxy density per steradian per redshift
which are CBC emitters:

dNeff
gal,out

dzdΩ
=

∫ Mmax(H0)

Mmin(H0)
dM 100.4ε(M∗−M) dNgal,out

dzdΩdM

=

∫ Mmax(H0)

Mthr(H0,mthr(Ω),z)
dMSch(M;α + ε)

dVc

dzdΩ

= φ∗(H0)Γinc(α + ε + 1, xmax, xthr)
dVc

dzdΩ
,

(25)

where xthr = 100.4(M∗(H0)−Mthr(H0)). The bright end of the inte-
gration is given by the absolute magnitude threshold, which is
computed from the sky-dependent apparent magnitude thresh-
old as a function of redshift and H0. Before explaining the
physical sense of the above result, let us note that Eq. 25 is
not actually dependent on H0. On one hand, φ∗(H0) ∝ H3

0 ,
while dVc

dzdΩ
∝ H−3

0 , therefore the H0-dependence will can-
cel. On the other hand, the incomplete gamma function de-
pends on the slope parameters α and ε (which are cosmology-
independent) and on the parameter x. The parameter x is
function of M∗(H0) − Mmax/thr(H0), and this difference is H0-
independent as the two absolute magnitudes will scale in the
same way with H0.

Eq. 25 can be thought of as an “effective” density of galaxy
per steradian per redshift, which are the CBC emitters that are
missing from the catalog. As an example, if the catalog is 0%
complete (no galaxies are present and Mthr = −∞) and no lu-
minosity weight is applied (ε = 0), then Eq. 25 will simply
reduce to the integral of the Schechter function times the dif-
ferential of the comoving volume, which is by definition the
number density of galaxies per redshift per steradian. If the
galaxy catalog is 100% complete (all the galaxies are present
and Mthr = ∞), then the integral in Eq. 25 will evaluate to 0 as
by definition the Schechter function is null for M fainter than
Mmax.

Using Eq. 25 we can also give a more formal definition
of “incompleteness”. This can be defined as the fraction of
galaxies that are CBC emitters that we think are not present
in the catalog part. More formally, we can define the incom-
pleteness ICBC(z,Ω) as:

ICBC(z,Ω) =

∫ Mmax(H0)
Mthr(H0,mthr(Ω),z) dMSch(M;α + ε) dVc

dzdΩ∫ Mmax(H0)
Mmin

dMSch(M;α + ε) dVc
dzdΩ

=
Γinc(α + ε + 1, xmax, xthr(Ω, z))

Γinc(α + ε + 1, xmax, xmin)
. (26)

In analogy with the discussion in the previous paragraph, we
note that the incompleteness is also a quantity that does not
depend on H0.

2. The catalog part

We now calculate the “in-catalog” part of Eq. 21, which is
built starting from the galaxies present in the catalog. The dis-
cussion in this section follows the same logic as presented in
[43]. In analogy to what we discussed in the previous section,

even for the catalog part, we can define an effective number of
CBC emitters:

dNeff
gal,cat

dzdΩ
=

=

∫ Mthr(z,mthr(Ω),H0)

Mmin

dM 100.4ε(M∗(H0)−M) dNgal,cat

dzdΩdM
.

(27)

The integral in Eq. 27 is limited up to a faint end identified
by Mthr(z,mthr(Ω),H0), since by definition we can not detect
galaxies that are fainter than a given threshold value (which
are accounted for by the completeness correction). Since
galaxy surveys usually provide lists of galaxy redshifts, sky
locations, and apparent magnitudes, it is more convenient to
express the above integral in terms of apparent magnitudes m
as:

dNeff
gal,cat

dzdΩ
=

=

∫ mthr(Ω)

mmin

dm 100.4ε(M∗(H0)−M(H0,m,z)) dNgal,cat

dzdΩdm
.

(28)

The galaxy number density can be built from the observed list
of galaxies as the product of the total number of galaxies ob-
served in the catalog and the probability of finding a galaxy at
redshift z, sky position Ω, and apparent magnitude m, given
our observation of the catalog (labeling by C the observed
quantities):

dNgal,cat

dzdΩdm
= Ngal pgal(z,Ω,m|C). (29)

If the galaxy catalog provides us with perfectly measured red-
shift, sky position, and apparent magnitudes, pgal(z,Ω,m|C)
would simply be a histogram of the detected galaxy density.
However, we are not usually able to measure perfectly some of
these quantities, in particular redshift, so we need to account
for this.

Following [43], the probability of finding a galaxy at red-
shift z, sky position Ω, and apparent magnitude m given the
observed survey can be written as:

pgal(z,Ω,m|C) =

∫
d{z}gald{Ω}gald{m}gal ×

× ploc(z,Ω,m|{z}gal, {Ω}gal, {m}gal,C)×
× pcat({z}gal, {Ω}gal, {m}gal|C).

(30)

In Eq. 30 {zgal}, {Ωgal}, and {mgal} indicate a set of true red-
shifts, sky positions, and apparent magnitudes for all the Ngal
galaxies reported in the survey. The term ploc is the probability
of having a galaxy at z,Ω,m once we know the true zgal,Ωgal,
and mgal of all the other galaxies. This probability does not
actually depend on the galaxy catalog and is simply:

ploc(z,Ω,m|{z}gal, {Ω}gal, {m}gal) =

=
1

Ngal

Ngal∑
j=1

δ(z − z j
gal)δ(Ω −Ω

j
gal)δ(m − m j

gal).
(31)
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The term pcat represents the probability that the galaxies
have their true values of redshift, magnitude, and sky loca-
tion of the galaxies {zgal}, {Ωgal}, and {mgal}, given the ob-
served galaxy survey. Generally, the galaxy catalog is made
of a collection of galaxies, each of them observed indepen-
dently and reported with observed apparent magnitude, red-
shift, and sky location {m}obs, {Ω}obs, {z}obs and typical uncer-
tainties {σm}obs, {σΩ}obs, {σz}obs. Given the observed quanti-
ties C, the probability that a given galaxy j has a true redshift
z j

gal, sky location Ω
j
gal, and apparent magnitude m j

gal can be
written as:

p(z j
gal,Ω

j
gal,m

j
gal|C) = p(z j

gal|z
j
obs, σ

j
z,obs)×

× p(Ω j
gal|Ω

j
obs, σ

j
Ω,obs)×

× p(m j
gal|m

j
obs, σ

j
m,obs),

(32)

and since galaxies are observed independently from each
other, we can write:

pcat({z}gal, {Ω}gal, {m}gal|C) =

Ngal∏
j=0

p(z j
gal|z

j
obs, σ

j
z,obs)×

× p(Ω j
gal|Ω

j
obs, σ

j
Ω,obs)p(m j

gal|m
j
obs, σ

j
m,obs).

(33)

By substituting Eqs. 31 and 33 into Eq. 30, we find that the
reconstructed galaxy number density is:

dNgal,cat

dzdΩdm
=

Ngal(Ω)∑
j

p(z|z j
obs, σ

j
z,obs)p(Ω|Ω j

obs, σ
j
Ω,obs) ×

×p(m|m j
obs, σ

j
m,obs). (34)

We now use Eq. 34 to calculate the effective CBC emitters
hosts in Eq. 28. If we now assume that the apparent magnitude
and sky position of each galaxy are measured perfectly (this
is a reasonable assumption for galaxy surveys), and that the
sky is divided in equal-size pixels of area ∆Ω, we can write
the effective CBC emitters hosts in a given sky direction as:

dNeff
gal,cat

dzdΩ
≈

1
∆Ω

Ngal(Ω)∑
j

100.4ε(M∗(H0)−M(H0,m j,z)) ×

×p(z|z j
obs, σ

j
z,obs), (35)

where the sum is only on galaxies in a given sky direction.
Eq. 35 is the relation needed to calculate the effective num-
ber of CBC hosts from the galaxy survey. The quantity
p(z|z j

obs, σ
j
z,obs) is the distribution of what true redshift we ex-

pect the galaxy to have, namely

p(z|z j
obs, σ

j
z,obs) ∝ N(z j

obs, σ
j
z,obs)

dVc

dz
. (36)

where N is a Gaussian. In Eq.36, we have assumed that the
galaxy redshift is measured from the catalog with gaussian
uncertainty and that we apply a prior proportional to dVc

dz [43].
We now make the following remarks. Eq. 35 does not de-

pend on H0 for the same motivations explained for the out-
of-catalog part, see the discussion below Eq. 25. Therefore,

Eq. 35 can be computed only once for each observed galaxy
catalog, thus decreasing significantly the computational cost
of the analysis. Strictly speaking, as discussed in [43], in prin-
ciple, the true redshift of each galaxy should be treated as a
“population” parameter for the hierarchical inference. In other
words, in the limit that the galaxy redshifts are not observed
perfectly, the effective density of CBC hosts can not be recon-
structed just by summing up the redshift measurements. How-
ever, in the limit that the number density of observed CBC
events is much lower than the number density of CBC hosts,
Eq. 35 should still be valid to perform the hierarchical infer-
ence. Finally, we adopt also the same color corrections used
in [33] to calculate the absolute magnitude for the apparent
magnitude.

IV. TESTS WITH WELL-LOCALIZED DARK SIRENS

In this section, we provide some working examples of
the methodology discussed in the previous sections using the
well-localized standard sirens GW170817 [1] and GW190814
[44]. We use the glade+ galaxy catalog [45] and the galaxy
luminosities reported for the infrared K-band. In this section
we apply Eq. 7 to infer H0 only, while we fix all the other
population parameters (see App. A for more details).

To compute the completeness correction in Eq. 25, we
adopt a Schechter function specified by the parameters Mmin =

−27.85, Mmax = −19.84, α = −1.09, φ∗ = 0.03 Mpc−3 (for
H0 = 67.7 km s−1 Mpc−1). To calculate the effective hosts’
number from the galaxy catalog in Eq. 35, we subdivide the
sky into 49152 pixels3 and a choice of equal area of 0.8 deg2.
The choice of the pixel size is driven by the fact that it should
be smaller than the localization areas of GW190814, which
is 18.5 deg2 [44]. While for GW170817, since we will fix
the sky position, we should take a pixel size large enough to
contain the galaxies’ localization errors and angular size. Fol-
lowing [33], we define the apparent magnitude threshold for
galaxy detection as the median of the apparent magnitude for
all the galaxies reported in each pixel. Note that, to compute
the apparent magnitude threshold, we choose a pixel size of
3.35 deg2. This ensures that there is a median number of 80
galaxies in each pixel used to compute the apparent magnitude
threshold before applying the apparent magnitude threshold
cut.

A. GW170817 as quasi-dark siren

So far, GW170817 is the only GW source for which it was
possible to detect an associated electromagnetic counterpart
and identify its host galaxy: NGC4993 [46]. GW170817
is also the only standard siren observed with EM counter-
part. Using the GW luminosity distance estimation and
the redshift of NGC4993 it was possible to estimate H0 =

3 calculated with healpy and a choice of nside=64
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TABLE I. Galaxies with K-band luminosities from the glade+
galaxy catalog reported in the 0.8 deg2 pixel of GW170817. From
left to right columns, the reported values are observed redshift, red-
shift uncertainty (including peculiar motion), apparent magnitude in
the K-band, and absolute magnitude calculated for a Planck15 [52]
cosmology. The first entry is NGC4993, the host of GW170817. The
apparent magnitude threshold for this particular pixel is mthr = 13.68.

zobs σz,obs mK MK

0.0092 0.0003 9.3 -23.7
0.0301 0.0148 13.0 -22.6
0.0423 0.0012 12.9 -23.4
0.0613 0.0153 13.5 -23.7
0.0709 0.0152 13.0 -24.4
0.1207 0.0151 13.4 -25.1
0.1505 0.0151 13.4 -25.6

70+19
−8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [47, 48]. An analysis of GW170817

as “dark siren” was also performed in [49] with the glade
[50] catalog using B-band luminosities, obtaining H0 =

77+37
−18 km s−1 Mpc−1 [49].
Here, we employ GW170817 as a “quasi-dark siren”,

namely, we assume the sky position to be perfectly known but
the host galaxy not identified. We made this choice in order
to show the connection between the framework presented in
Sec. III and the various physical quantities involved. For this
study, we use the parameter estimation (PE) samples from the
IMRPhenomPv2NRT waveform model with low spin priors 4

released for GWTC-1 [51]. The PE samples are generated
by fixing GW170817 sky location to the one its EM counter-
part. We take all the galaxies falling within the 0.8 deg2 pixel
of GW170817’s counterpart, for which we obtain an apparent
magnitude threshold of mthr = 13.68 (defined as the median of
the apparent magnitude threshold of all the galaxies reported
in the pixel). After removing all the galaxies fainter than mthr
from glade+, we obtain only 7 galaxies with redshift spanning
from 0.0092 to 0.15 in the pixel of GW170817. The observed
redshifts and luminosities are reported in Tab. I, where the
first row of the table is NGC4993, the host of GW170817. We
can immediately notice that farther galaxies display a lower
(brighter) absolute magnitude. This is due to the presence of a
selection bias, for which at high redshift we can observe only
the brightest galaxies, and which is accounted using the com-
pleteness correction.

Using the galaxies reported in Tab. I and the apparent mag-
nitude threshold previously computed, we calculate the effec-
tive CBC hosts density present in the catalog (Eq. 35) and their
completeness correction (Eq. 25). The top panels of Fig. 1
show a comparison between the effective number density of
CBC hosts “in” and “out” of the galaxy catalog. The fig-
ure displays two cases: one where we assume that the CBC
merger rate does not depend on the intrinsic galaxy luminos-
ity (ε = 0, left column), and one where we assume the CBC
merger rate is proportional to the galaxy luminosity (ε = 1,
right column). Importantly, we note that in the ε = 1 case, the

4 https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800370/public
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FIG. 1. Top row: Effective number of in-catalog (solid lines) and
out-of-catalog (dashed line) CBC emitters per redshift per steradian
for GW170817 as a quasi-dark siren. The blue solid line is the con-
tribution from the galaxy catalog, while the orange dashed line is
the completeness correction. The vertical dotted lines indicate the
observed redshift values reported in Tab. I. Bottom row: CBC com-
pleteness 1 − ICBC, with ICBC given by Eq. 26. The first column is
generated using a CBC emission rate independent of galaxy lumi-
nosity (ε = 0), while the second is generated using a rate linearly
proportional to the galaxy luminosity (ε = 1).

effective number of CBC hosts in the catalog is lower. This
is because in this model galaxies fainter than M∗, which are
the majority of galaxies according to the Schechter function,
host fewer GW sources. We also note that in the ε = 1 model,
the CBC completeness of the galaxy catalog (second row in
Fig. 1) is higher since the brightest galaxies included in the
catalog are the majority fraction of the CBC emitters. Finally,
from Fig. 1 we notice that from the in-catalog part, only two
galaxies can be well localized in redshift and provide a red-
shift scale (the first peak is NGC4993). The other galaxies
have large redshift uncertainties (cf. Tab. I) and will not sig-
nificantly contribute to the measure.

We use the CBC host densities shown in Fig. 1 to calcu-
late the CBC rate in Eq. 21, which is then used to evaluate the
scale-free hierarchical likelihood in Eq. 7 and obtain a pos-
terior distribution on the value of H0. We consider a single
population model for CBC rates in terms of masses and red-
shift. In App. A we provide more details about the CBC rate
models for masses and redshift used, as well as the correc-
tions of selection biases. Fig. 2 shows the H0 posterior ob-
tained for the different cases for which we computed the in-
catalog and out-of-catalog CBC hosts densities. We observe
that, for GW170817, the H0 measure is nearly independent of
the choice of using or not luminosity weights. This is a con-
sequence of the fact that the only structure in the CBC host
density contributing to the H0 estimation is the one associated
with NGC4993. Compared to the posterior obtained by the
LIGO-Virgo Collaboration using GW posterior samples from
GWTC-1 [53], we obtain an H0 posterior slightly narrower
with a maximum a posteriori shifted to smaller values. This
is due to the fact that in glade+, NGC4993 redshift is slightly
lower than the value of z = 0.0100± 0.0005 used for the anal-
ysis in [53]. Moreover, in our analysis, we also have the con-

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800370/public
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FIG. 2. Hubble constant posterior distribution obtained for
GW170817 as quasi-dark siren. The blue solid and orange dashed
lines indicate the posterior obtained using a CBC merger rate inde-
pendent of the galaxies’ luminosity and proportional to it, respec-
tively. The gray dotted line is the posterior of GW170817 obtained
assuming the identification of the host galaxy with z = 0.0100 ±
0.0005 [53].

tribution from galaxies at higher redshifts which are not well
localized (see Fig. 1): this introduces a slight preference for
lower values of H0.

B. GW190814 as a typical dark siren

GW190814 [44] is one of the best localized GW events so
far, second only to GW170817. The 90% credible interval
sky area of GW190814 covers about 20 deg2 and its local-
ization volume (assuming the Planck15 cosmology [52]) is
about 900 Mpc3[33]. Previous H0 studies for this event using
the galaxy catalog method with the glade (B-band) and the
Dark Energy Survey [54] found a posterior with a maximum
a posteriori in the Hubble constant tension region. However,
it was not possible to constrain the H0 value in the prior range
of [20, 140] km s−1 Mpc−1. One of the peculiar aspects of this
event is that the mass of the lighter object falls between the
expected gap between neutron stars and black hole masses.

In our test case, we classify GW190814 as a massive neu-
tron star black hole merger. The population model we fix for
neutron star black hole mergers is described in App. A. For
the GW190814 PE samples, we use the “Publication Sam-
ples”5 that are a combination of the samples obtained with the
two IMRPhenom and EOB waveform families released with
GWTC-2 [55].

Consistently with [33], we find that GW190814’s 90%
credible sky localization contains 90 galaxies with K-band lu-
minosities reported in glade+, while we find a median appar-
ent magnitude threshold equal to mthr = 13.55. Fig. 3 displays
the effective number density of in-catalog and out-of-catalog
CBC hosts calculated for different models. Given the larger

5 https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P2000223/public
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FIG. 3. Top row: Effective number of in-catalog (solid lines) and
out-of-catalog (dashed line) CBC emitters per redshift per steradian
in the 90% credible interval sky area of GW190814. Bottom row:
CBC completeness 1−ICBC, with ICBC given by Eq. 26. The shaded
areas indicate the contours identified by the 90% credible sky area
of GW190814, while the lines correspond to the median values. The
first column is generated using a CBC emission rate independent of
galaxy luminosity (ε = 0), while the second is generated using a rate
linearly proportional to the galaxy luminosity (ε = 1).
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FIG. 4. Hubble constant posterior distribution obtained for the dark
siren GW190814. The blue solid and orange dashed lines indicate
the posterior obtained using a CBC merger rate independent of the
galaxies’ luminosity and proportional to it. The gray dotted line is
the posterior of GW190814 obtained by the LVK collaboration in
[33].

sky area covered by GW190814, in Fig. 3 we show the 90%
credible intervals of the different quantities. We observe that
there is an overdensity of galaxies in the redshift region from
0.05 to 0.06, which is the redshift expected for GW190814
if one assumes a cosmological model with H0 priors in the
Hubble tension region.

In Fig. 4 we show the posteriors obtained for H0 using dif-
ferent prescriptions for the galaxy catalog. We note that when
we assume a CBC rate proportional to the galaxies’ intrinsic
luminosity (ε = 1), the Hubble constant posterior displays a
local maximum in the H0-tension region. The local maximum
is still present, but less pronounced when a constant CBC rate
with respect to the galaxies’ luminosity is assumed (ε = 0),

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P2000223/public
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the reason being that the CBC completeness is lower for the
uniform rate, so that the out-of-catalog term washes out the
impact of redshift features introduced by the in-catalog term.

Regarding the comparison with the GWTC-2 estimate, the
analysis in [33] also uses a sky pixel of 0.8 deg2, but it makes
the choice of considering pixels with less than 10 galaxies as
“empty”. This choice translates to a higher incompleteness of
the galaxy catalog for GW190814, resulting in a less informa-
tive H0 posterior.

V. APPLICATION TO BINARY BLACK HOLES IN
GWTC-3

We now apply our framework to probe the current expan-
sion rate of the Universe using BBHs reported in GWTC-3.
In [33, 38], it has been shown that BBHs can be used to probe
cosmology either by using the standard galaxy catalog ap-
proach, or knowledge from the source-frame mass distribu-
tion. Although in [33, 38] these two aspects are considered
separately, it is important to consider them conjointly [27], in
order to obtain an unbiased estimate of the cosmological pa-
rameters. For the analyses presented in this section, and con-
sistently with [33], we use galaxies with K-band luminosities
reported in the glade+ catalog. To calculate the apparent mag-
nitude threshold, we divide the sky into pixels of equal area6

of 13 deg2. This resolution is suitable for the best localized
BBHs detections, which are usually constrained in a sky re-
gion larger than 50 − 100 deg2 [33]. Smaller pixel areas will
not affect the results also because, as we will see later, most of
the H0 information will actually come from the completeness
correction. In this section, we apply Eq. 5 to infer H0 jointly
with the population parameters.

A. Catalog-only benchmark analysis

We first perform a benchmark analysis. We fix the BBH
population model (source mass spectrum) to the one used by
the galaxy catalog analysis in [33] (see App. A for the popu-
lation models employed). We select 42 BBHs from GWTC-3
with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) above 11 and inverse false
alarm rate (IFAR) higher than 4 yr. In Fig. 5 we show the H0
posterior obtained in this analysis for two events (GW150914
and GW170814) and the combination of all 42 dark sirens.
In general, we find a good agreement between the results in
[33] generated by gwcosmo and our approach. The plots show
two test cases: the “empty catalog” case and the “full catalog”
case. The former is generated by artificially assuming that the
galaxy catalog contains no galaxies, while the latter uses the
entire galaxy catalog. The empty catalog case is used to quan-
tify the impact of population assumptions as the redshift infor-
mation is dominated by the completeness correction. Compar-
ing the empty and full catalog curves in Fig. 5, we see that, for

6 calculated with healpy and nside=16.
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FIG. 5. Hubble constant posteriors distributions for an analysis of the
42 BBHs from GWTC-3 with SNR above 11 and IFAR higher than
4, fixing the BBH population model in the inference. The dashed
lines are the H0 posterior obtained by gwcosmo in [33], while the
solid lines are the ones obtained in this work. The “empty catalog”
assumes a 0% complete galaxy catalog, where the inference is driven
mostly by BBH population assumptions. Top panel: H0 posterior for
GW150914. Middle panel: H0 posterior for GW170814. Bottom
panel: H0 posterior for the combined 42 BBHs considered in the
analysis.

the combined posterior, the H0 inference is completely domi-
nated by the BBH population prescription, while on a single-
event level, adding redshift information from the galaxy cat-
alog we are able to disfavor lower values of H0. This is ex-
plained by the fact that for low H0 values, the redshift of the
GW events is lower and is located in a region of the catalog
that is more complete.

B. Full catalog and BBH population analysis

Next, we perform a joint fit of H0 and BBH population
properties, this time using information also from the galaxy
catalog. Following [33], for the BBH population model, we
adopt a power law + peak phenomenological mass model and
a Madau-Dickinson [56] model ψ(z; Λp) = ψMD(z; γ, k, zp)
for the CBC merger rate as a function of redshift. Also for
this analysis, we selected 42 BBHs from GWTC–3 with SNR
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above 11 and IFAR higher than 4 yr. More details about
the redshift-related parameters as well as the BBH population
models with their prior ranges can be found in App. A. In this
analysis, we model the CBC merger rate per galaxy as:

dNCBC

dNgaldts
= R∗gal,0

(
L
L∗

)ε
ψMD(z; γ, k, zp). (37)

We consider three scenarios characterized by different as-
sumptions on the luminosity weight: ε = 1, ε = 0, and ε = 1
but with the further assumption that the galaxy catalog is 0%
complete (empty catalog case). note that for the “empty cata-
log” case, changing ε would only result in a different R∗gal,0, the
GW population parameters are only determined by the com-
pleteness correction.

In all the cases, we find that the population parameters re-
lated to the mass distribution do not strongly depend on the
prescription used for the galaxy catalog (see Tab. II). This is
a consequence of the fact that our CBC mass rate model in
Eq. 14 does not explicitly depend on galaxies’ redshift and
absolute magnitude.

We also note that the parameters related to the shape of
CBC rate as a function of redshift ψMD do not strongly depend
on the catalog prescription (see Tab. III). Redshift-related pop-
ulation parameters are independent of the catalog prescription
since (i) GW events are in general not precisely localised in
the redshift space, thus they are associated to thousands of
galaxies and (ii) the galaxy catalog is highly incomplete at
z > 0.1, and the CBC redshift rate contribution is mostly cal-
culated with the completeness correction (dependent only on
the comoving volume).

Let us now focus on the estimation of the CBC merger rate
per galaxy today (R∗gal,0) and H0. In Fig. 6 we report the joint
posterior distribution for the 42 BBHs selected in the analysis
and the various galaxy catalog and rate prescriptions. Firstly,
we find that the value of R∗gal,0 is strongly dependent on the
prescription used for the CBC merger rate as a function of
the galaxy luminosity (ε). In particular, the CBC merger rate
per galaxy should be higher when we assume that brighter
galaxies are more likely to host GW events. This is expected
as brighter galaxies are significantly lower in number than
fainter galaxies, therefore to keep constant the expected num-
ber of CBC detections per year R∗gal,0 must significantly in-
crease. Secondly, we find that there is a strong anti-correlation
between R∗gal,0 and H0. Correlations are introduced when the
variation of a certain combination of population-level param-
eters keeps the hierarchical likelihood in Eq. 1 (or Eq. 5) con-
stant. For the particular case of R∗gal,0 and H0, the two parame-
ters are degenerate for the calculation of the expected number
of CBC detections Nexp. The expected number of CBC detec-
tions Nexp is linearly dependent on R∗gal,0 and is also dependent
on H0, as for lower values of H0 the GW detection range can
include galaxies at higher redshift. In other words:

Nexp ≈ R∗gal,0TobsNgal(z < z(dH
L ,H0)), (38)

where dH
L is a typical luminosity distance horizon for GW de-

tection and Ngal(z < z(dH
L ,H0)) the number of galaxies en-
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FIG. 6. Two dimensional and one-dimensional marginal distributions
on the logarithm of the CBC merger rate per galaxy today R∗gal,0 and
H0. The inner contour of the two-dimensional posterior indicates the
68.3% credible intervals while the outer contour is the 90%. The
marginal 1-dimensional distribution reports the 68.3% credible in-
tervals. Different colors correspond to the three galaxy catalog pre-
scriptions.

closed in a redshift sphere with radius z(dH
L ,H0). The num-

ber of galaxies enclosed in the GW detection horizon will
roughly scale as Ngal ∝ [dH

L H0]3. This implies that, to keep
constant the value of Nexp we can either increase R∗gal,0 and
decrease H0 or viceversa. Note that this type of correlation is
not usually observed between H0 and the CBC merger rate per
comoving volume R0, which is the parametrization typically
used in population studies. This is due to the fact that the R0-
parameterization depends on the differential of the comoving
volume (which scales as H−3

0 ):

Nexp ≈ R0TobsVc(z < z(dH
L ,H0)), (39)

where Vc(z < z(dH
L ,H0)) is the comoving volume within a

redshift shell with radius z(dH
L ,H0). As the comoving volume

scales as Vc ∝ [z(dH
L ,H0)]3/H3

0 and z(dH
L ,H0) ∝ dH

L H0, then
Vc will not strongly scale with H0. As a consequence R0 is not
correlated with H0 during the inference. In App. B we discuss
in more detail how R0 and R∗gal,0 are related to each other.

Let us finally comment about H0. On one hand, the
marginal posterior for H0 is almost identical in the empty cat-
alog and ε = 0 case. In fact, as we have shown in Sec. IV,
assuming ε = 0 corresponds to a galaxy catalog that is sig-
nificantly less complete from the CBC hosts’ point of view
(see Fig. 3 as an example). On the other hand, assuming
ε = 1 with the galaxy catalog we obtain a marginal H0 poste-
rior which disfavors low values of H0. This is due to the fact
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TABLE II. Maximum a posteriori and symmetric 68.3% credible intervals of the marginal distributions for the mass-related population param-
eters using 3 galaxy catalog prescriptions used in the analysis of the 42 BBHs from GWTC-3 having SNR above 12 and IFAR higher than 4
yr. The reported population parameters are used to build the BBH mass spectrum, see App. A for more details. Parameters with no entry are
not constrained within their prior ranges.

Model α β mmin mmax δm [M�] µg [M�] σg[M�] λ
ε = 1 3.85+0.50

−0.52 0.7+1.3
−1.1 5.17+0.69

−0.95 - 4.8 ± 2.4 32.3+2.8
−4.3 1.9+3.4

−1.5 0.019+0.030
−0.017

ε = 0 3.81+0.49
−0.48 0.7 ± 1.2 5.16+0.66

−0.96 - 4.7+2.9
−1.8 33.2+2.8

−4.3 2.8+3.0
−2.3 0.018+0.029

−0.016
Empty (ε = 1) 3.82+0.46

−0.51 0.56+1.47
−0.97 4.99+0.95

−0.68 - 5.0+2.4
−2.2 33.0+3.0

−4.0 2.8+3.0
−2.4 0.019+0.030

−0.017

TABLE III. Maximum a posteriori and symmetric 68.3% credible intervals of the marginal distributions of the cosmology and redshift-related
parameters for the 3 galaxy catalog prescriptions used in the analysis of the 42 BBHs from GWTC-3 having SNR above 12 and IFAR higher
than 4 yr. The reported population parameters are used to build the BBH rate as function of redshift, see App. A for more details. Parameters
with no entry are not constrained within their prior ranges.

Model H0 [km s−1 Mpc−1] γ k zp log10

[
R∗gal,0

yr−1

]
ε = 1 71+35

−30 4.5+2.0
−1.7 - - −5.67+0.63

−0.50
ε = 0 43+48

−18 4.9+2.2
−2.1 - - −6.10+0.81

−0.51
Empty (ε = 1) 52+36

−25 4.9+2.3
−2.1 - - −5.48+0.80

−0.50

that for small H0 values, GW events are located at lower red-
shifts, where the galaxy catalog is more complete (especially
for ε = 1). Galaxy catalogs, if complete, can provide addi-
tional constraints to lower values of H0, therefore it is crucial
to use them to improve current constraints.

C. GWTC–3 and modified gravity

Proposed modifications to general relativity (GR) that in-
clude a friction term for the GW propagation can result in
different expressions for the GW luminosity distance dGW

L
and the classical (EM) luminosity distance dEM

L . Different
parametrizations of dGW

L have been proposed. Here we fo-
cus on three models: the Ξ0-model [57], the extra-dimensions
model [58], and the running Planck mass model [59]. The Ξ0-
model adds the two phenomenological parameters Ξ0 and nΞ0

to describe the distance relation. The extra-dimensions model
adds three parameters: the number of spacetime dimensions
D, the screening distance Rc, and a scaling factor nD. The
running Planck mass adds only one extra parameter cM . These
models parametrize the relation between dGW

L and dEM
L as:

dGW
L = dEM

L

[
Ξ0 +

1 − Ξ0

(1 + z)nΞ0

]
, (40)

dGW
L = dEM

L

1 +

 dEM
L

(1 + z)Rc

n D−4
2nD

, (41)

dGW
L = dEM

L exp
[
cM

2

∫ z

0

1
(1 + z′)E2(z′)

dz′
]
. (42)

Bright sirens are often used to put constraints on these models
(see [30] and references therein). However, even the galaxy
catalog method [60] and the spectral siren method [29, 30, 38,
61] can be used.

Here we repeat the full spectral siren and spectral+catalog
analyses for these three models. To do so, we use the same se-
lection of events used in Sec. V A and Sec. V B. This time, we
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FIG. 7. Marginal posterior distribution for the parameters of the Ξ0

model for the catalog+spectral (blue solid line) and spectral (green
dashed line) siren analyses. The black dashed line is the GR value
(Ξ0 = 0). The plots report the 68.3% and 90% credible intervals.
The marginal 1-dimensional distribution reports the 68.3% credible
intervals.

fix the value of H0 to 67.7 km s−1 Mpc−1because the determi-
nation of H0 and the modified gravity parameters is strongly
degenerate and with the current number of events we are un-
able to jointly constrain both. For the Ξ0-model, we use a
uniform prior in [0.1, 50] for Ξ0 and a uniform prior in [1, 10]
for nΞ0 . For the extra dimension model, we use a uniform prior
in [3.6, 8] for D, a log uniform prior in [0.1, 100] for nD, and
a log uniform prior in [10, 105] Mpc for Rc. For the running
Planck mass model, we use a uniform prior in [−10, 50]. The
rest of the priors assumed for the population model are equal
to the ones used in Sec. V B.

The marginal posterior distributions that we obtain on the
modified gravity parameters are displayed in Figs. 7-8-9. As
we can see from the marginal posterior distributions, the con-
straints on the modified gravity parameters are equal when
only using source mass information (spectral) and the galaxy
catalog information. This is due to the fact that the galaxy
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FIG. 8. Marginal posterior distribution for the parameters of the
extra-dimensions model for the catalog+spectral (blue solid line) and
spectral (green dashed line) siren analyses. The black dashed line is
the GR value (D = 4). The plots report the 68.3% and 90% credible
intervals. The marginal 1-dimensional distribution reports the 68.3%
credible intervals.
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FIG. 9. Marginal posterior distribution for the parameter of the run-
ning Planck mass model for the catalog+spectral (blue solid line) and
spectral (green dashed line) siren analyses. The black dashed line is
the GR value (cM = 1). The plots report the 68.3% and 90% credible
intervals. The marginal 1-dimensional distribution reports the 68.3%
credible intervals.

catalog is strongly incomplete and all the information on the
redshift distribution is obtained from the source frame mass
distribution. In all the cases, we obtain marginal posterior dis-
tributions consistent with no deviations from GR.

For the running Planck mass model, we obtain a constraint
of 1.0+2.6

−3.4 and 1.6+2.2
−4.0 on cM for the catalog+spectral and spec-

tral siren analyses respectively (credible intervals reported at

68.3% credible interval unless stated otherwise). For the Ξ0
model we obtain a bound of 1.44+1.17

−0.93 and 1.37+1.36
−0.90 on Ξ0 for

the catalog+spectral and spectral siren cases, but we are un-
able to constrain nΞ0 . For the extra dimensions model, we are
not able to place strong bounds on any of the parameters as
the number of space time dimensions and screening distance
are strongly degenerate. If the screening distance is smaller
than ∼ 100 Mpc, then the number of spacetime dimensions
is strongly constrained to 4. The constraint on the rest of the
population parameters is reported in Tab. IV

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new methodology to con-
jointly estimate the CBC merger rate and cosmological pa-
rameters using GW data and galaxies surveys.

In Sec. III, we presented a new parametrization for the CBC
merger rate as a function of galaxies’ number density. We
have discussed how the galaxies’ number density can be con-
structed from a real survey also accounting for a completeness
correction and errors in the redshift evaluation of each galaxy.
The proposed CBC merger rate parameterization introduces
new astrophysical quantities such as R∗gal,0, the CBC merger
rate per galaxy. The parametrization allows us to fit the num-
ber density of galaxies once for the entire analysis, thus mak-
ing the study computationally feasible, while at the same time
linking CBC physics to galaxy physics.

In Sec. IV and Sec. V, we have shown how this method
could be applied to well-localized dark sirens and to a pop-
ulation of GW events, inferring both cosmology and popula-
tion properties. We have discussed extensively the relation be-
tween H0 and the CBC merger rate per galaxy R∗gal,0. We con-
strained the value of log10 R∗gal,0 to −5.67+0.63

−0.50 and −6.10+0.81
−0.51

at 90% CI in the two scenarios where more luminous galaxies
are more likely to emit GW events and where there is no such
dependency, respectively. We have also shown that, if more
luminous galaxies are more likely to host GW sources, then
we can exclude lower values of H0 just by using the 42 BBHs
used in the LVK analysis in [33].
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Appendix A: CBC mass and redshift models

1. Redshift model

In this paper, we employ a CBC rate model as a function of redshift following the Madau-Dickinson star formation rate [56].
We parametrize the CBC merger rate evolution ψ(z; Λp) as:

ψMD(z; γ, k, zp) = [1 + (1 + zp)−γ−k]
(1 + z)γ

1 +

(
1+z
1+zp

)γ+k . (A1)

For the analysis with GW170817 in Sec. IV A we fix γ = 0, k = 0, zp = 2.47 a uniform in comoving volume rate. For the
analysis with G190814 in Sec. IV B and the catalog analysis in Sec. V A we fix γ = 4.59, k = 2.86, zp = 2.47 [33], while for the
full catalog and population analysis presented in Sec. V B we assume priors equal to the ones used in [33], see Tab. V.

Parameter Description Prior
R0 BBH merger rate today in Gpc−3 yr−1 U(0.0, 100.0)
γ Slope of the power law regime for the rate evolution before the point zp U(0.0, 12.0)
k Slope of the power law regime for the rate evolution after the point zp U(0.0, 6.0)
zp Redshift turning point between the power law regimes with γ and k U(0.0, 4.0)

TABLE V. Summary of the prior hyper-parameters used for the merger rate evolution models adopted in this paper.

2. Mass models

The source-frame mass models we use are composed of two statistical distributions: a truncated power law distribution:

P(x|xmin, xmax, α) ∝

xα, (xmin 6 x 6 xmax) ,
0, otherwise,

(A2)

and a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ:

G(x|µ, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp

[
−

(x − µ)2

2σ2

]
. (A3)

The distribution of the source frame masses m1,m2 is factorized as:

π(m1,m2|Φm) = π(m1|Λp)π(m2|m1,Λp), (A4)

where π(m1|Φm) is the primary mass distribution (different for the various cases of the paper, as specified below). The secondary
mass distribution π(m2|m1,Φm) is a truncated power law distribution. The secondary mass is conditioned to the primary mass as
m2 < m1:

π(m2|m1,mmin, α) = P(m2|mmin,m1, β) . (A5)

Below we list the primary mass models and priors used in this paper:

• Sec. IV A (GW170817 as a quasi-dark siren): The primary mass model is a truncated power law with α = 0,mmax =

3M�,mmin = 1M�; the secondary mass model is a truncated power law with β = 0.81, mmax = m1,mmin = 1M� [33].

• Sec. IV B (GW190814 as dark siren): For the primary mass we use the Power Law+peak model from [33] to describe the
source frame distribution. The Power Law+Peak distribution is:

π(m1|mmin,mmax, α, λg, µg, σg) = (1 − λg)P(m1|mmin,mmax,−α) + λgG(m1|µg, σg), (A6)

where the power law part has slope −α between mmin and mmax, while the Gaussian component has mean µg and standard
deviation σg and accounts λg of the total fraction of the distribution. We also apply an additional smoothing at the lower
edge of the distribution:

π(m1,m2|Φm) = [π(m1|Φm)S (m1|δm,mmin)][π(m2|m1,Φm)S (m2|δm,mmin)], (A7)
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where S is a sigmoid-like window function as described in [36]. The population parameters fixed for the analysis are
α = 3.78, β = 0.81,mmax = 112.5M�,mmin = 4.98M�, δm = 4.8M�, σg = 3.88M�, µg = 342.27M�, λg = 0.03. For the
secondary mass (the neutron star) we use a truncated power law with mmin,NS = 1M�,mmax,NS = 3M� [33].

• Sec. V A (catalog-only BBH analysis): For the primary mass we use the same Power law + peak population model used
in Sec. IV B. For the secondary mass, we use a truncated power law with β = 0.81 and mmin = 4.88M�,mmax = m1.

• Sec. V B (full catalog and population BBH analysis): the baseline model of the primary mass is always the Power Law +
peak, but this time the population parameters of the model are also sampled using priors equal to the ones used in [33].

Parameter Description Prior
α Spectral index for the PL of the primary mass distribution. U(1.5, 12.0)
β Spectral index for the PL of the mass ratio distribution. U(−4.0, 12.0)

mmin Minimum mass of the PL component of the primary mass distribution. U(2.0 M�, 10.0 M�)
mmax Maximum mass of the PL component of the primary mass distribution. U(50.0 M�, 200.0 M�)
λg Fraction of the model in the Gaussian component. U(0.0, 1.0)
µg Mean of the Gaussian component in the primary mass distribution. U(20.0 M�, 50.0 M�)
σg Width of the Gaussian component in the primary mass distribution. U(0.4 M�, 10.0 M�)
δm Range of mass tapering at the lower end of the mass distribution. U(0.0 M�, 10.0 M�)

TABLE VI. Summary of the priors used for the population hyper-parameters for the three phenomenological mass models.

Appendix B: The relation between R0 and R∗gal,0 for the empty catalog case

In this Appendix we show how the CBC merger rate based on galaxy number density in Sec. III B relates to the spectral siren
parameterization in Sec. III A. The CBC merger rate written in terms of galaxy number density can be written as

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdts
= R∗gal,0 ppop(~ms, θ|Λp)ψ(z; Λp)

∫
dM 100.4ε(M∗−M)

[
dNgal,cat

dzdΩdM
+

dNgal,out

dzdΩdM

]
. (B1)

Let us assume that the catalog is completely empty and our rate is determined by the completeness correction; then we have:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdts
= R∗gal,0 ppop(~ms, θ|Λp)ψ(z; Λp)φ∗(H0)Γinc(α + ε + 1, xmax, xmin)

dVc

dzdΩ
, (B2)

where φ∗(H0)Γinc(α + ε + 1, xmax, xmin) is simply the overall integral of the entire Schechter function (with the addition of the
luminosity weight). The spectral siren rate parameterization is:

dNCBC

d~msdθdΩdzdts
= R0 ppop(~ms, θ|Λp)ψ(z; Λp)

dVc

dzdΩ
. (B3)

By equating Eq. B2 and Eq. B3, we obtain the relation between the spectral siren and galaxy rate, namely:

R0 = R∗gal,0φ∗(H0)Γinc(α + ε + 1, xmax, xmin) ∝ R∗gal,0H3
0 . (B4)

The above relation also shows why in the full population parameter estimation of Sec. V B R∗gal,0 and H0 are correlated.
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ABSTRACT
Interloper contamination due to line misidentification is an important issue in the future low-resolution spectroscopic surveys.We
realize that the algorithm previously used for photometric redshift self-calibration, with minor modifications, can be particularly
applicable to calibrate the interloper bias. In order to explore the robustness of the modified self-calibration algorithm, we
construct the mock catalogues based on China Space Station Telescope (CSST), taking two main target emission lines, H𝛼 and
[O iii]. The self-calibration algorithm is tested in cases with different interloper fractions at 1 per cent, 5 per cent and 10 per
cent. We find that the interloper fraction and mean redshift in each redshift bin can be successfully reconstructed at the level
of ∼ 0.002 and ∼ 0.001(1 + 𝑧), respectively. We also find the impact of the cosmic magnification can be significant, which is
usually ignored in previous works, and therefore propose a convenient and efficient method to eliminate it. Using the elimination
method, we show that the calibration accuracy can be effectively recovered with slightly larger uncertainty.

Key words: methods: data analysis – line: identification – large-scale structure of Universe.

1 INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopic surveys can be very powerful to explore the formation
and evolution of galaxies and the large-scale structure (LSS), and
study the properties of dark matter and dark energy. There are sev-
eral ongoing and upcoming spectroscopic surveys to observe larger
and deeper maps of sky, such as the Nancy Grace Roman Space
Telescope (RST; Spergel et al. 2015), the Prime Focus Spectrograph
(PFS; Takada et al. 2014), the Hobby–Eberly Telescope Dark En-
ergy Experiment (HETDEX; Hill et al. 2008), the Euclid (Laureĳs
et al. 2011), the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI; DESI
Collaboration et al. 2016a,b), and the China Space Station Telescope
(CSST; Gong et al. 2019).
Many of the spectroscopic surveys will obtain spectrumwith lower

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) to observe more galaxies at higher red-
shift, and the redshifts are likely determined by only a single emission
line operating near the minimum acceptable S/N (e.g., HETDEX,
RST, Euclid, and CSST). Thus, one important systematic effect is
interloper contamination due to misidentified emission lines. Pullen
et al. (2016) found that the interlopers can be effectively removed in
the surveys with high spectral resolution by secondary line identifi-
cation or finding correlated emission lines, but should be seriously
considered in the low-resolution spectroscopic surveys. It has been
shown that interlopers can significantly degrade the cosmological
constraints from the measurements of power spectrum, correlation
function, redshift-space distortions (RSD), baryon acoustic oscilla-
tions (BAO), weak lensing, and etc (e.g., Pullen et al. 2016; Leung
et al. 2017; Addison et al. 2019; Grasshorn Gebhardt et al. 2019;
Awan & Gawiser 2020; Massara et al. 2021).
Several methods have been proposed to vanish the impact of in-

★ E-mail: yuyu22@sjtu.edu.cn

terlopers, such as combination with photometry (Kirby et al. 2007)
and Bayesian framework based on prior assumptions on the luminos-
ity functions and equivalent width distributions of galaxies (Leung
et al. 2017). The measured correlation functions and power spectra
are found to be significantly affected by the presence of interlopers
and can be used to put constraints on it. In Grasshorn Gebhardt et al.
(2019), they present a proof of concept for the constraints on the inter-
loper fractions by including its effects in the modelling of the galaxy
auto- and cross-power spectra of the main and the interloper sam-
ples. An alternative approach is to minimize the residual difference
between the observed cross-correlation multipoles and the predicted
cross-correlation multipoles of the two samples (Farrow et al. 2021).
Besides, Gong et al. (2021) proposed that the galaxy-galaxy cor-
relation between two particular observed redshift bins can be also
explored to obtain the interloper fraction. Similarly, a method is pre-
sented in Foroozan et al. (2022) that fits a model for the monopole
and quadrupole moments of the contaminated correlation function
with a free parameter for the interloper fraction.

In this paper, we also focus on the galaxy-galaxy correlation be-
tween redshift bins, similar to the input used in Gong et al. (2021).
The straightforward approximate calculation with the ratio of an-
gular correlation functions made in Gong et al. (2021) results in a
relatively large and unstable error in the reconstruction accuracy,
especially for the cases with large interloper fractions. We attempt
to take one step further, to extend the interloper fraction estimates
to a higher precision, meeting the requirements of the analyses in
future spectroscopic surveys. The theory of this method is almost
the same as the one used in self-calibrating the photometric redshift
errors (Schneider et al. 2006; Benjamin et al. 2010; Zhang et al.
2010, 2017; Schaan et al. 2020; Peng et al. 2022; Xu et al. 2023). In
both cases, the cross correlations between different observed redshift
bins come from the redshift error. Since the principle is the same,

© 2023 The Authors
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we find the algorithm previously used for photometric redshift self-
calibration in Peng et al. (2022) has enormous potential to solve this
problem.
We propose the modified self-calibration algorithm to precisely

obtain the interloper fractions in redshift bins of spectroscopic sur-
veys. To systematically investigate the performance of the algorithm
in practice, we take the CSST slitless spectroscopic survey as an ex-
ample, and construct light-cone simulations to generate mock galaxy
catalogs. We take into account two main target lines in CSST, H𝛼
and [O iii], and investigate on several interloper fraction cases. In
a wide interloper fraction range, we find that the algorithm can re-
construct accurate interloper fraction and the mean redshift in each
tomographic bin. We also find the cosmic magnification, which has
been ignored in the past literature (e.g., Pullen et al. 2016; Grasshorn
Gebhardt et al. 2019; Farrow et al. 2021; Gong et al. 2021; Foroozan
et al. 2022), however, can seriously contaminate the cross correla-
tion measurements and degrade the accuracy. Thus, we propose a
convenient and efficient method to eliminate its impact. The self-
calibration results after implementing our elimination method are
confirmed to be unbiased with very mild increase of the uncertainty.
We focus on CSST here but the implications generalize to all similar
spectroscopic surveys.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief

overview of the self-calibration method and the modified algorithm.
The simulation and mock catalogues we use are presented in Section
3. Section 4 describes the implementations of the algorithm and the
method to eliminate the impact of the cosmic magnification. Finally,
we conclude and discuss in Section 5.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 The self-calibration method

Assume that we observe the emission line at wavelength _obs in
the spectrum. It may come from one emission line with rest-frame
wavelength _1 at redshift 𝑧1 or another emission line with rest-frame
wavelength _2 at a different redshift 𝑧2, which can be expressed as

_obs = _1 (1 + 𝑧1) = _2 (1 + 𝑧2) . (1)

Thus, due to the possible misidentification, if we use _1 (_2) to de-
termine the redshifts, there will be some interloper galaxies actually
from _2 (_1) with different redshifts. This interloper bias should be
precisely calibrated to meet the requirements of the ongoing and
future spectroscopic surveys.
The self-calibration method we use here is almost the same as the

one used in calibrating the photometric redshift errors (Peng et al.
2022). Assume that we split galaxies into 𝑛 redshift bins. We denote
the ratio of the galaxies in true redshift bin 𝑖 but observed in redshift
bin 𝑗 detected through an emission line as 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 ≡ 𝑁𝑖→ 𝑗/𝑁𝐷

𝑗
. Here,

𝑁𝑖→ 𝑗 is the number of galaxies misidentified from the true-𝑧 bin 𝑖
to the observed bin 𝑗 , and 𝑁𝐷

𝑗
is the total number of galaxies in the

observed redshift bin 𝑗 . We have the normalization
∑
𝑖 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 = 1. The

power spectrum of two observed redshift bins, 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
(ℓ), and the

power spectrum of true redshift bins, 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑖 𝑗
(ℓ), is related by

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
(ℓ) =

∑︁
𝑘

𝑃𝑘𝑖𝑃𝑘 𝑗𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑘𝑘
(ℓ) + 𝛿𝑁

𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
(ℓ) . (2)

This equation has approximated 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑘≠𝑚
(ℓ) = 0, as the galaxy cross-

correlation between non-overlapping redshift bins would vanish un-
der the Limber approximation and without the cosmic magnification.

The last term 𝛿𝑁
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
(ℓ) is the associated shot noise fluctuation af-

ter the subtraction of its ensemble average. With the measurements
on different scales, the number of unknowns (𝑃𝑖 𝑗 , 𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑘𝑘
) will be

less than the number of observables (𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
) and then the equation

can be solved in principle. For a given ℓ, we can rewrite the above
equations in matrix form,

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
= 𝑃𝑇𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ
𝑃 + 𝛿𝑁

𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
. (3)

Note that there are some obvious difference between the inter-
loper contamination in spectroscopic surveys and photometric red-
shift scattering in photometric surveys. According to equation (1),
there exist strict corresponding relation between the true redshifts
and observed redshifts of interlopers when taking two emission lines
into consideration. If we divide the redshift bins properly, the inter-
lopers will come from only one redshift bin, instead of from multiple
bins, or even worse from all bins in the case of photometric redshift
scattering. Thus, there is only one non-zero 𝑃𝑖≠ 𝑗 , and we can denote
this non-zero 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 as the interloper fraction 𝑓i for the observed redshift
bin 𝑗 , and 𝑃 𝑗 𝑗 is simply reduced to 1 − 𝑓i. Take the spectroscopic
survey like CSST which observing H𝛼 6563 Å and [O iii] 5007 Å
lines as an example. We can divide the redshift range 0 < 𝑧 < 1.478
into 10 tomographic bins with edges 𝑧 = 0.000, 0.100, 0.200, 0.311,
0.442, 0.573, 0.719, 0.890, 1.062, 1.254, 1.478. The contamination
happens between bin 𝑗 and 𝑗 + 3, for 𝑗 = 1, · · · , 7.
Fig. 1 shows two cases using these two emission lines to determine

the redshifts with interloper fraction 𝑓i = 5 per cent in each redshift
bin.We can easily figure out that the number of unknown parameters,
𝑃𝑖 𝑗 , is greatly reduced, compared to the case of photometric redshift
errors, making it possible to obtain precise solutions of the interloper
fraction in each observed redshift bin. In Gong et al. (2021), the
ratio between the cross correlation and auto correlation is used to
estimate the same interloper fractions here. However, the accuracy of
this simplistic approximation will degrade as the interloper fraction
rises (though this can be mitigated in an iterative way, see Appendix
A for details). Therefore, in order to assure the high accuracy for
the future analysis in surveys, a more robust algorithm is needed to
obtain the precise interloper fractions.

2.2 Modified algorithm

In Peng et al. (2022), an algorithmbased on the self-calibration theory
above was developed to calibrate the photometric redshift errors. The
technique attempts to find the result by minimizing

J
(
𝑃;𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ=1,...,𝑁ℓ

)
≡ 1
2

∑︁
ℓ

𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
− 𝑃𝑇𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ
𝑃

2
𝐹

, (4)

where ‖.‖𝐹 is the Frobenius form. J measures the accumulation of
decomposition error across all data matrices between the observa-
tions and reconstructions, where 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
is the observational power

spectrum, 𝑃 and 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ
are the derived results from the algorithm.

We find this self-calibration algorithm can also be very helpful to
obtain the interloper fractions in observed redshift bins of spectro-
scopic surveys. Of course, due to some unique properties in the cases
of interloper bias, we implement the following modifications on the
algorithm to make the reconstruction of interloper fractions more
efficient.
Firstly, the cross power spectra in 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
and the off-diagonal ele-

ments inmatrix 𝑃 should only exist for the redshift bin pairs satisfying
equation (1). Thus, we set 0 for other matrix elements in iteration
process of algorithm, and only the non-vanishing cross power spectra
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Figure 1. Two typical cases when using H𝛼 (left panel) and [O iii] (right panel) lines to determine the redshifts with interloper fraction 5 per cent. The vertical
axis 𝑧𝑠 labels the true redshift bins, the horizontal axis 𝑧H𝛼 and 𝑧[O iii] denote the redshift bins detected through emission lines. The 10 redshift bins are divided
according to the strict corresponding relation in equation (1).

Algorithm 1. Modified algorithm for solving equation (3) to obtain the in-
terloper fractions in redshift bins. The differences from the algorithm used in
Peng et al. (2022) are shown in italics.

Input: Matrices 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
for all ℓ (set 0 in corresponding elements).

initialize: Assign 𝑃 to a random diagonal dominating initial matrix (set
0 in corresponding elements) with

∑
𝑖 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 = 1, for all 𝑖.

repeat
for ℓ = 1 to 𝑛ℓ do
𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ
= 𝑃𝑇−1𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
𝑃−1

𝑄ℓ = 𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
𝑃−1

𝑃𝑇 = Abs[ (∑ℓ 𝑄ℓ ) (
∑

ℓ 𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ
)−1 ] (set 0 in corresponding elements)

𝑣𝑗 =
∑

𝑘

[
𝑃𝑇

]
𝑗𝑘
, for all 𝑗[

𝑃𝑇
]
𝑖 𝑗

=

[
𝑃𝑇

]
𝑖 𝑗
+𝜖

𝑣𝑗+𝜖 , for all (𝑖, 𝑗) (a typical value of 𝜖 is 10−10)
end for
𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ
= Abs[Diag(𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑅

ℓ
) ], for all ℓ

until a truncation criterion or maximum step number is satisfied
Output: 𝑃

are used to initialize the iteration. Secondly, for our redshift binning
scheme, the interlopers will not come from adjacent redshift bin.
We do not need to worry about the large scale non-vanishing cross-
correlation between neighbouring redshift bins when the bins are
narrow. Therefore, we relax the limitation on the largest scale and
the redshift bin width used in the self-calibration for photometric
redshift (Peng et al. 2022). Finally, thanks to the extremely decreased
number of unknown parameters and complexity of the system, here
we only use the first part of the original algorithm for photometric
redshift self-calibration, i.e. the fixed-point iteration algorithm, with
the above modifications. The new procedure is summarized in Algo-
rithm 1. We find that it is sufficient to solve the problem and obtain
the accurate results. We refer the readers to Zhang et al. (2017) and
Peng et al. (2022) for the original algorithm used in photometric
redshift self-calibration.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
z
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0.3
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0.5

0.6
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Figure 2.The redshift distribution of the zCOSMOScatalog,which is adopted
to construct the mock catalogue for CSST spectroscopic survey. The vertical
axis indicates the number of objects per arcmin2 in each observed redshift
bin.

3 SIMULATION

The CSST is a 2 m space telescope which is planned to be launched
at the end of 2024. It will concurrently investigate both photometric
imaging and slitless spectroscopic surveys, covering 17 500 deg2 sky
area in about 10 years. The CSST contains three bands, i.e. GU, GV
and GI, with wavelength range from∼ 250 nm to∼ 1100 nm. The H𝛼
and [O iii] emission lines are main targets in the CSST spectroscopic
survey.
The zCOSMOS is a survey covers 1.7 deg2 with a magnitude

limit ' 22.5 (Lilly et al. 2007, 2009), closing to survey depth of
the CSST. Thus, we use the redshift distribution of the zCOSMOS
catalogue to construct the mock of CSST spectroscopic survey, and
themagnitude is limited to 22.5. The redshift distribution is presented
in Fig. 2, and the redshift bins are divided as in Fig. 1, ranging from 0
to 1.478. Note that the redshift range covered by observing a specified
emission line is limited by the wavelength coverage of instruments in
different surveys, and can not reach 1.478 for H𝛼 or [O iii] in CSST
spectroscopic survey. Here we use this broader redshift range from
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zCOSMOS as an example to show the universality of our method,
without strict constrains on the redshift ranges of different emission
lines in real spectroscopic surveys.
The simulation we use to construct mock galaxy catalogues is the

same as in Peng et al. (2022), which is a high-resolution 𝑁-body
simulation presented in Jing (2019) with a flat ΛCDM cosmological
model consistent with theWMAP observations (Komatsu et al. 2011;
Hinshaw et al. 2013). By a particle-particle-particle-mesh gravity
solver from 𝑧 = 144, the simulation evovles 30723 particles inside a
(600 Mpc ℎ−1)3 comoving volume with periodical condition. From
the snapshots at various redshifts, we cut out curved slices with
300 Mpc ℎ−1 thickness and stack them to construct light-cones upto
𝑧 ∼ 2.48. In order to prevent the repeating structures along line-of-
sight, all the boxes are randomly rotated and shifted before slicing.
We made a total of 300 pseudo-independent light-cones, including
lensing convergencemaps, friends-of-friends haloes, and darkmatter
particle distributions.
We use 223 simulated maps, with 67.13 deg2 each, to cover

∼ 15 000 deg2, similar to the sky map area of CSST after masking.
To construct mock catalogues, we use the following steps. Firstly, we
set the number of galaxies in each observed bin using the redshift
distribution in Fig. 2. Then, according to the interloper fractions we
preset, the number of galaxies in each true redshift bin can be fixed.
The halos generated in simulation are regarded as the galaxies we
need. We pick the galaxies in descending order of halo mass until
the number is satisfied in each true redshift bin. Finally, to match
the interloper fractions, we randomly assign corresponding fraction
of galaxies in true redshift bins to each observed bin. Note that the
observed redshifts of interlopers are known to us due to the strict
relationship in equation (1).
The healpix (Górski et al. 2005) is used to construct galaxy over-

densitymap, with 𝑁side = 1024, corresponding to a spatial resolution
of∼ 3.4 arcmin.We use the function compute_coupled_cell in na-
master (Alonso et al. 2019) to measure the angular power spectrum
of galaxies. As mentioned in Section 2.2, here we do not cut out
the data on large scale. Thus the ℓ modes from the fundamental
frequency ℓmin = 44 to ℓmax = 1000 are used in the analysis and
are divided into 6 broad bands, [44, 410), [410, 578), [578, 708),
[708, 817), [817, 913), [913, 1000).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Fiducial results

In this work, we take the interloper fractions at 1 per cent, 5 per cent
and 10 per cent as examples. We assess the performance of the self-
calibration algorithm when using H𝛼 and [O iii] lines to determine
the redshifts of galaxies in mock catalogues, respectively. We still
input ℓ𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

ℓ
with 1000 initial matrices and the solution selection

criterion is also the same as in Peng et al. (2022) via

J − Jmin
Jmin

≤ 10 per cent . (5)

Here, Jmin is smallest J from the modified algorithm. We take the
average value of the solutions in this range as the final result.However,
the reconstruction uncertainty here is not decided by the standard
deviation of the selected solutions like Peng et al. (2022). Since
we have much fewer unknowns in this problem, the solutions after
selection are very concentrated. The variance among the selected
results is not a good estimate of the uncertainties induced by the
reconstruction algorithm. Instead, we divide themaps into 10 groups,
each representing a sky coverage over ∼ 1500 deg2. Then we use the

standard deviation of the reconstruction results from these 10 groups,
divided by

√
10, to represent the uncertainty of the complete sample.

As shown in Fig. 1, the interlopers only happen in seven observed
redshift bins in ourmock data, bin 1-7 and bin 4-10when the redshifts
are determined by H𝛼 and [O iii] lines, respectively. The points and
error bars in Fig. 3 show the reconstruction results in different cases
when ignoring the cosmic magnification. Here we only present the
reconstructed off-diagonal elements, i.e. interloper fraction 𝑓i in each
tomographic bin, because of the column-sum-to-one constrain. We
find that the biases of reconstructed interloper fractions are very
small except the first redshift bin when using H𝛼 to determine the
redshift. This underestimation also occurs when the method in Gong
et al. (2021) is used (see Appendix A). We argue that this deviation is
partially due to the low S/N of power spectrum measurement for the
lowest redshift bin, and partially due to the cosmic variance. It is not
a great concern here. We also find that the reconstruction accuracy
is not sensitive to the different interloper fractions we set. Taking
all three cases together, the mean absolute bias of the reconstructed
interloper fractions is 0.0017 for the remaining six redshift bins when
using H𝛼 lines to determine the redshifts and 0.0021 for all seven
redshift bins when redshifts are determined by [O iii] lines.
Moreover, with the interloper fractions reconstructed by the self-

calibration algorithm, the bias in the mean redshift estimation for
each tomographic bin can be reduced. We use the approximation
equation proposed by Zhang et al. (2010) to estimate the mean true
redshift for a observed bin 𝑖, which can be expressed as

〈𝑧𝑖〉 '
∑︁
𝑗

𝑃 𝑗𝑖 〈𝑧𝐷𝑗 〉 . (6)

Here, 〈𝑧𝐷
𝑗
〉 is the mean observed redshift for the observed redshift

bin 𝑗 , and it is assumed to be approximately equal to the unknown
mean true redshift of the true redshift bin 𝑗 . The bias of the mean
redshift in each tomographic bin obtained by equation (6) are shown
in Fig. 4. The error bars again come from the standard deviation of the
mean redshifts estimated from 10 groups, and divided by

√
10. We

can see that the deviation from the truth value in each tomographic
bin has been successfully reduced to ∼ 0.001(1 + 𝑧).

4.2 Cosmic magnification

In real survey, gravitational lensing can alter the galaxy positions and
flux. Then the observed galaxy clustering will be changed, so called
magnification bias, which is an important source of systematic error
for the precision cosmology. The galaxy number overdensity after
lensing can be given by

𝛿
𝑔

𝐿
= 𝛿𝑔 + 𝑔^ . (7)

Here ^ is the lensing convergence, with prefactor 𝑔 ≡ 2(𝛼 − 1). 𝛼 is
the logarithmic slope at the flux limit 𝐹lim, defined as

𝛼 = − d ln 𝑛(> 𝐹)
d ln 𝐹

����
𝐹lim

. (8)

With the lensed galaxy distribution, the power spectrum between the
observed foreground redshift bin 𝑖 and background redshift bin 𝑗 can
be approximated by a simple form

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗,𝐿
≈ 𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
+ 𝑔 𝑗𝐶

𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
+ 𝑔𝑖𝐶

𝑔^,𝐷

𝑗𝑖
≈ 𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
+ 𝑔 𝑗𝐶

𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
, (9)

where 𝐶𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
is the galaxy-galaxy lensing power spectrum between

observed redshift bins. This effect is ignored in past related literature.
However, given the high precision of the reconstructed interloper
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Figure 3. The reconstruction results when using H𝛼 (left panel) and [O iii] (right panel) lines to determine the redshifts of galaxies, with interloper fractions
at 1 per cent, 5 per cent and 10 per cent. The points and error bars indicate the biases and 1𝜎 uncertainties of the reconstructed interloper fractions in different
cases.
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Figure 4. Bias on the mean redshift in each tomographic bin estimated from equation (6) with the reconstructed results when using H𝛼 (left panel) and [O iii]
(right panel) lines to determine the redshifts of galaxies. The points and error bars indicate the bias and 1𝜎 uncertainties of the estimated mean redshift for each
tomographic bin in different cases. The grey and light grey region show the accuracy of 𝛿 〈𝑧 〉 < 0.001(1 + 𝑧) and 𝛿 〈𝑧 〉 < 0.003(1 + 𝑧) , respectively.

fractions in the last section, we investigate the impact of cosmic
magnification in our self-calibration method.
The lensing convergence ^ in each redshift bin is given by

^ =

∫
^(𝑧s)𝑛(𝑧s)𝑑𝑧s , (10)

where 𝑛(𝑧s) is the distribution of the true galaxy redshifts. The loga-
rithmic luminosity slope 𝛼 of ten redshift bins are set to [0.20, 0.26,
0.35, 0.55, 0.90, 1.35, 1.90, 2.35, 2.85, 3.50], which are consistent
with Unruh et al. (2020). Then we use the galaxy number overden-
sity after lensing, i.e. equation (7), to calculate the power spectra and
apply the self-calibration algorithm.
In Fig. 5, we compare the reconstructed interloper fractions with

and without magnification for all cases. It is obvious that the cos-
mic magnification can drastically degrade the accuracy and need to
be particularly taken into account. The algorithm treats the lensing

contribution as the effect of interlopers, and the biases are larger
for high redshift bins. In order to ensure the high precision of the
self-calibration method, it’s essential to eliminate the magnification
effect.
We propose a convenient and efficient elimination method here.

Assume that there exist interloper galaxies between the redshift bins
𝑖 and 𝑗 . The 𝑔 𝑗𝐶

𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
is the lensing magnification term we need to

eliminate. We can easily find two assistant redshift bins, 𝑖− and 𝑖+,
whose upper and lower boundary is the lower and upper boundary
of bin 𝑖, respectively. When the widths of redshift bins 𝑖− and 𝑖+ are
equal to the redshift bin 𝑖, we have the first order approximation

𝐶
𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
≈ 1
2
(𝐶𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖− 𝑗
+ 𝐶

𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖+ 𝑗
) . (11)

Note that there are no interlopers between assistant redshift bins 𝑖±
and redshift bin 𝑗 , thus their cross correlations are contributed by the
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Figure 5. Comparison between the reconstructed interloper fractions after lensing (black points) and the fiducial results before lensing (red points). The plot
indicates that the cosmic magnification can drastically degrade the accuracy and needs to be eliminated.
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5, but the blue points are the results after implementing the elimination method to remove the impact of the cosmic magnification. The
comparison shows the effectiveness of our elimination method and the biases of interloper fractions can be reduced to a similar level of the fiducial results before
lensing.

galaxy-galaxy lensing only, and we have

𝑔 𝑗𝐶
𝑔^,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
≈ 1
2
(𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖− 𝑗 ,𝐿
+ 𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖+ 𝑗 ,𝐿
) . (12)

Now we can use the assistant redshift bins to estimate the lensing
magnification signal between the redshift bins 𝑖 and 𝑗 . And then we
can subtract it in the original measured cross power spectrum𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗,𝐿

to obtain 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑖 𝑗
. Note that when the redshift bin 𝑖 is the first redshift

bin, we estimate the magnification signal by working backward from
two assistant redshift bins 𝑖+ and 𝑖++ with higher redshift, although
this may introduce a relatively large error. In addition, if the bin width
is too large to find the equal-width assistant redshift bins, we have
to set the width as close as possible and take this difference in bin
width into consideration.

Figs 6 and 7 show the results after implementing the elimination
method. In Fig. 6, we can see the accuracy of the reconstructed inter-
loper fractions is effectively recoveredwith slightly larger uncertainty
(∼ 50 per cent increase). This indicates that our elimination method
can efficiently remove the impact of the cosmic magnification and
be applied to ensure a high reconstruction accuracy in practice. And
Fig. 7 shows the accuracy of mean redshift in each tomographic
bin can also be recovered to a similar level as the fiducial results.
Therefore, although there exist the influence from the cosmic magni-
fication, the reconstruction results with our elimination method can
still reach a similar high accuracy.

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2023)
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Figure 7. Comparison between the bias on the mean redshift in each tomographic bin after implementing the elimination method to remove the impact of the
cosmic magnification (blue points) and the fiducial results before lensing (red points). The results show that the self-calibration accuracy can be effectively
recovered with slightly larger uncertainty.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Wemodified the algorithm that was applied to self-calibrate the pho-
tometric redshift errors, and used it to calibrate the interloper bias
in spectroscopic surveys. The algorithm was validated on the mock
data based on CSST, with precise reconstructions on the interloper
fraction and mean redshift in each tomographic bin. Actually, the
power spectra in true redshift bins can be precisely derived simulta-
neously. We also found the cosmic magnification can be a big issue
and drastically degrade the accuracy of self-calibration results. Thus,
we proposed a convenient and efficient elimination method to ensure
the high accuracy in practice. After implementing the elimination
method, the biases of the reconstructed interloper fractions can be
successfully reduced to a similar level as before. This will play a
crucial role in many practical analyses.
In this work, we took the H𝛼 and [O iii] lines as an example to

validate the self-calibration method. They are widely used as the
target lines in the future stage IV spectroscopic surveys (e.g., RST,
Euclid, and CSST). But it is obvious that the self-calibration method
is equally applicable to calibrate the interloper bias between other
emission lines, such as the Ly𝛼 and [O ii] in HETDEX. Besides, as
long as the corresponding relationship is satisfied, the binning scheme
and the range of redshift can be various to match the requirements for
different analysis or wavelength coverage from instrument in survey.
We note that our elimination method to remove the magnification
impact is not the only approach, however, is the one with minimal
assumption. Any other feasiblemethods can also be incorporated into
the self-calibration process. For example, a single assistant redshift
bin with assuming a cosmology can serve the purpose similarly.
So far our work is carried out based on the simulation data. The

results we obtained give us confidence that our self-calibration al-
gorithm with elimination method presented will enable accurate and
well-calibrated redshift for the analyses in CSST and other ongoing
and future spectroscopic surveys. We delay the implementation on
real data to a future work.
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APPENDIX A: PREVIOUS METHOD AND THE
IMPROVEMENT FROM AN ITERATIVE WAY

In Gong et al. (2021), the interloper fraction from the true redshift 𝑗
to the observed redshift bin 𝑖 is estimated by a simplistic ratio form,
and we denote it as 𝑓0 here.

𝑓0 ≡ 𝑃 𝑗𝑖 ≈
𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗𝑖

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗 𝑗

. (A1)

The implicit assumption in the above estimation is that there are no
interlopers for the observed redshift bin 𝑗 . However, this is largely
not true in practice, especially when we chose a lot of redshift bins.
In more realistic case, the ratio, derived from equation (2), is

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗𝑖

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗 𝑗

=
𝑃 𝑗 𝑗𝑃 𝑗𝑖𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑗 𝑗

𝑃 𝑗 𝑗𝑃 𝑗 𝑗𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑗 𝑗
+ 𝑃𝑘 𝑗𝑃𝑘 𝑗𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑘𝑘

. (A2)

Here,we further consider the interloper galaxies from the true redshift
bin 𝑘 to the observed bin 𝑗 . For example, when using H𝛼 lines to
determine the redshifts, redshift bins 𝑖, 𝑗 and 𝑘 can correspond to bins
4, 7 and 10, respectively. Actually, we can derive the bias on 𝑓0 from
neglecting the secondary interlopers. Denoting the interloper fraction
𝑃𝑘 𝑗 = 𝑓1, the equation (A2) can be written by Taylor expansion as

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗𝑖

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗 𝑗

≈ 𝑓0 [1 + 𝑓1 + (1 −
𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑘𝑘

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑗 𝑗

) 𝑓 21 ] . (A3)

We can see the ratio is close to 𝑓0 only if the value of 𝑓1 is very small.
In Fig. A1,We compare the results from the ratio method based on

equation (A1). We note that the improvement in accuracy of the ratio
method relative to the results in Gong et al. (2021) may be due to the
use of angular power spectra instead of angular correlation function,
or due to the difference in the scale range used in the analysis. Besides,
the error bars in Gong et al. (2021) are derived by the average values
of the errors in different angular bins. Instead, here we estimate the
error bars from the 10 groups. It is obvious that in some redshift bins
the reconstruction accuracy using the ratio method will degrade as
the interloper fractions rises, which is in line with the expectation
from equation (A3). However, the accuracy of the results obtained
by our self-calibration method can be stable in different cases.
In fact, using the equation (A3), we can derive an iterative method

based on the relation between the ratio 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗𝑖
/𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗 𝑗
and 𝑓0. Be-

cause the redshifts of a given catalogue have the upper and lower
limits. For large 𝑘 or small 𝑘 in different cases, 𝑃𝑘𝑘 = 1, and the
interloper fraction 𝑃𝑘 𝑗 is exactly equal to the ratio 𝐶

𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑘 𝑗
/𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑘𝑘
.

Then the estimated value of 𝑃𝑘 𝑗 , i.e. 𝑓1 in equation (A3), can be
used to obtain interloper fraction 𝑓0. We propose that, in this itera-
tive way, all the true interloper fractions can be derived in order. Here
we simplify the equation (A3) to

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗𝑖

𝐶
𝑔𝑔,𝐷

𝑗 𝑗

≈ 𝑓0 (1 + 𝑓1) , (A4)

because the interloper fractions are usually small. Nevertheless, if
the value of 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑃

𝑘𝑘
/𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑃

𝑗 𝑗
is found to be much larger than 1, we

can use it to approximate the 𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑘𝑘
/𝐶𝑔𝑔,𝑅

𝑗 𝑗
in equation (A3) and do

calculation. The results after implementing this iteration method are
shown in Fig. A2. We find it can successfully solve the problem in
previous ratio method and the accuracy is comparable to the self-
calibration algorithm. However, when dealing with complex cases
that require multi-step iterations, the accuracy of this approach may
degrade. Furthermore, as mentioned in Sun et al. (2022), this naive
ratio estimator is sub-optimal and biased in terms of statistical errors.
Therefore, the self-calibration algorithm is more feasible and can be
implemented in complicated cases.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Figure A1. Comparison of results from the self-calibration algorithm (red points) and the ratio method in Gong et al. (2021) (blue points). The plot shows that
the reconstruction accuracy in some redshift bins using the previous ratio method will degrade as the interloper fractions rise.
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Figure A2. Same as Fig. A1, but the blue points are further calibrated using the iteration method. The iteration process follows the rule in equation (A4). The
results show that the iteration method can successfully solve the problem in previous ratio method and is comparable to the self-calibration algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
At 7.7 pc, the A-type star Fomalhaut hosts a bright debris disk with multiple radial components. The disk is eccentric and
misaligned, strongly suggesting that it is sculpted by interaction with one or more planets. Compact sources are now being
detected with JWST, suggesting that new planet detections may be imminent. However, to confirm such sources as companions,
common proper motion with the star must be established, as with unprecedented sensitivity comes a high probability that planet
candidates are actually background objects. Here, ALMA and Keck observations of Fomalhaut are found to show significant
emission at the same sky location as multiple compact sources in JWST MIRI coronagraphic observations, one of which has
been dubbed the "Great Dust Cloud" because it lies within the outer belt. Since the ground-based data were obtained between
6 to 18 years prior to the JWST observations, these compact sources are unlikely to be common proper motion companions to
Fomalhaut. More generally, this work illustrates that images collected at a range of wavelengths can be valuable for rejecting
planet candidates uncovered via direct imaging with JWST.

Key words: stars: individual: Fomalhaut – optical: planetary systems– infrared: planetary systems – submillimetre: planetary
systems

1 INTRODUCTION

Fomalhaut is a bright (𝑚𝑉 =1.16 mag) nearby (7.7 pc) A-type star
known to host a bright circumstellar dust disk (Gillett 1986). The
system has been studied in detail for decades, yielding optical images
of dust-scattered light and a possible planet candidate (Kalas et al.
2005, 2008), and far-infrared and mm-wave images of dust thermal
emission (e.g. Holland et al. 2003; Stapelfeldt et al. 2004;MacGregor
et al. 2017) and gas (Matrà et al. 2017).
A key question for Fomalhaut, as with all stellar systems, is “where

are the planets?”While in the past such a questionmight have seemed
to be optimistic, the Kepler mission (Borucki et al. 2003) has proven
beyond doubt that planets are common. In addition, Fomalhaut’s
bright debris ring is eccentric (Kalas et al. 2005), for which the
simplest explanation is that the ring material is perturbed by an
eccentric planet (Wyatt et al. 1999). Thus, this system has been, and
will continue to be, a prime target in the ongoing search for planets
that can be directly imaged.
The possibility of planets has also been highlighted by new images

presented by Gáspár et al. (2023) from the Mid-Infrared Instrument
(MIRI; Wright et al. 2008) on the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST; Gardner et al. 2006). These data show that the Fomalhaut
disk has additional structure that has not been previously resolved.

★ E-mail: g.kennedy@warwick.ac.uk

While an asteroid belt analog (ABA) at ∼11 au has long been known
to exist (e.g. Stapelfeldt et al. 2004; Acke et al. 2012; Su et al. 2013)
and is confirmed with JWST, the images reveal a previously unseen
intermediate belt at ∼90 au that may be misaligned with the outer
belt. The outer belt at ∼140 au is dubbed the Kuiper Belt Analog
(KBA) by Gáspár et al. (2023). With a series of radially nested
belts that are separated by gaps, Fomalhaut somewhat resembles an
eccentric and misaligned version of the ringed protoplanetary disks
(e.g. ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; Andrews et al. 2018). These
continuum radial structures in protoplanetary disks are thought to
be caused by a combination of planetary perturbation and dust drift
(e.g. Rice et al. 2006; Pinilla et al. 2012), so it seems reasonable that
systems such as Fomalhaut inherit a similar structure of planets and
dusty rings.

Another JWST discovery at 23.0 and 25.5 `m is a compact struc-
ture that lies west of the star within the KBA, dubbed the “Great Dust
Cloud” (GDC). This source is 89 `Jy at 25.5 `m, compared to the
star’s 2.5 Jy, so extremely faint. Because it appears in both the 23.0
and 25.5 `m data, it is confirmed as a real astrophysical source as
opposed to an instrumental or data reduction artifact. The fact that
the GDC lies almost perfectly within Fomalhaut’s narrow KBA (i.e.
a special location in the image) suggests that it is less likely to be a
background source, though Gáspár et al. make clear that with only
a single epoch of JWST observation the possibility that the GDC is
a background source cannot be ruled out. The idea that dust clumps

© 2023 The Authors
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could be created and reside within a debris disk is not new; Wyatt &
Dent (2002) developed a theory for collisional clumps, and in the case
of the Fomalhaut disk, suggested that these may be detectable with
ALMA and/or a future large-aperture mid-infrared space telescope
(i.e. JWST).
In this work we aim to test whether the putative dust cloud is

indeed associated with Fomalhaut; the system’s proper motion of
`𝛼 = 329.0mas yr−1 and `𝛿 = −164.7mas yr−1 (van Leeuwen
2007) means that previously detected background sources may now
lie behind the KBA, masquerading as dust clouds. We revisit archival
ALMA data for this system from 2015–2016, which show a source
that lies at the sky location of the GDC. We validate our finding that
the GDC is a background object with previously unpublished Keck
adaptive optics (AO) data of Fomalhaut obtained at multiple epochs
obtained 11–18 years before the JWST observations were made.

2 DATA

The ALMA 1.3mm continuum data have appeared in two publica-
tions (MacGregor et al. 2017; Kennedy 2020), and the processed
JWST data (GTO-1193; PI Beichman) have been made available in
FITS format by Gáspár et al. (2023).1 Readers can refer to those pub-
lications for details on their reduction and calibration procedures, but
we will review the most relevant points here. A portion of the Keck
data were used in Kalas et al. (2008) where the objective was to de-
tect Fomalhaut b rather than make a map of background sources. In
the present analysis we include subsequent epochs of Keck 𝐻-band
observations made through 2011 (Table 1).

2.1 ALMA

Atacama Large Millimetre/Submillimetre Array (ALMA) observa-
tions of the entire Fomalhaut ring were obtained in late 2015 Decem-
ber and early 2016 January in Band 6 (1.3mm) (MacGregor et al.
2017). They are a mosaic of seven pointings that can be combined
to make a single large image. Being an interferometer, ALMA’s
sky sensitivity is dictated by its primary beam, with a full-width at
half-maximum of approximately 22 ′′; while the sensitivity in un-
corrected images appears uniform, the signal is attenuated by the
primary beam and is in fact significantly noisier farther from the
image center. Thus, to be detected, sources farther from the image
center must be brighter. The spatial resolution of ALMA is set by
relative antennae positioning and spacing at the time of observation,
which for this data provide a beam with 1.6×1.2 ′′ resolution. The
clean images show that the star is strongly detected and lies within a
few tens of mas of the expected coordinates at the observation epoch.
These data were also presented in Kennedy (2020) who analyzed

the KBA width by creating a model fit to the observations (the ABA
and intermediate belt were not detected). To demonstrate the fidelity
of the model, their Fig. 6 shows the difference image after Fomal-
haut’s dust belt is subtracted by the model. Black contours identified
residual emission in the entire field greater than 3𝜎 above the noise,
where 𝜎 = 13 `Jy. In the present analysis we will discuss residual
emission sources 4𝜎 above the noise.

Table 1. Keck 𝐻 -band observing log.

UT MJD Nexp tint ΔP.A.
(midpoint) (s) (deg)

2005-07-17 53568.59 117 3790.0 41.1
2005-07-27 53578.54 144 4320.0 38.4
2005-07-28 53579.55 163 4890.0 44.8
2005-10-21 53664.31 174 5197.3 44.8
2010-07-02 55379.55 359 10770.0 69.2
2010-07-03 55380.55 404 12105.0 71.8
2010-11-11 55511.26 217 5610.0 41.1
2011-07-12 55754.57 138 2028.6 27.5
2011-07-14 55756.55 215 9178.0 66.2

Table 2. IDs and positions of sources (J2000).

ID RA Dec JWST Keck ALMA

K01 22:57:37.44 -29:37:13.86 y
K02 22:57:37.57 -29:37:22.51 y
K03 22:57:37.61 -29:37:31.21 y
K04 22:57:38.08 -29:37:32.25 y y
K05 22:57:38.16 -29:37:17.86 y
K06 22:57:38.24 -29:37:12.97 y
A01 22:57:38.31 -29:37:05.52 y
K07 22:57:38.79 -29:37:34.25 y
D01* 22:57:38.88 -29:37:04.84 y
K08 22:57:39.09 -29:37:44.15 y y
A02* 22:57:39.15 -29:37:25.59 y y y
K09* 22:57:39.15 -29:37:26.18 y y y
GDC-25* 22:57:39.16 -29:37:26.22 y y y
GDC-23* 22:57:39.18 -29:37:26.18 y y y
K10 22:57:39.34 -29:37:04.03 y
K11* 22:57:39.34 -29:37:05.20 y
K12* 22:57:39.80 -29:37:28.79 y y
K13* 22:57:40.07 -29:37:36.81 y
D02* 22:57:40.15 -29:37:35.12 y
K14* 22:57:40.17 -29:37:29.93 y y
K15* 22:57:40.41 -29:37:34.53 y y
K16 22:57:40.62 -29:37:34.19 y
K17 22:57:40.72 -29:37:32.43 y y y
A03 22:57:40.76 -29:37:32.43 y y y
K18 22:57:41.02 -29:37:08.22 y
K19 22:57:41.04 -29:37:25.58 y y
A04 22:57:41.45 -29:37:21.54 y y

Notes: The last three columns indicate which instrument sources were
detected by (JWST refers to either 23 or 25.5 `m). Starred sources lie on
or interior to the KBA. The IDs A02, K09, GDC-23 (JWST 23.0 `m), and
GDC-25 (JWST 25.5 `m) are all the same source. Likewise A03 and K17
are the same source.

2.2 Keck

AtKeck II, Fomalhaut was imaged with AO andNIRC2 (Wizinowich
et al. 2000) using itswidest field of 40×40 ′′ (40mas pix−1) at 1.6 `m.
The star is sufficiently bright to serve as its own wavefront reference
with a 1 kHz readout rate for the wavefront sensor, along with a
neutral density filter in the wavefront sensing optical path. As a
southern target, we generally attempted to observe it from the time
it reached a reasonable elevation angle until the telescope could no
longer track it due to the Nasmyth deck pointing limit. The image
rotator located at the Nasmyth focus was placed in vertical angle

1 https://github.com/merope82/Fomalhaut
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mode, which stabilizes the orientation of the telescope pupil relative
to the detector, and enables angular differential imaging (ADI). Due
to the brightness of Fomalhaut (𝑚𝑅=1.11mag, 𝑚𝐻=1.05mag), we
used a large (2.0 ′′ diameter) focal plane mask in order to prevent
electronic artifacts in detector readout. We chose exposure times to
allow for deep integration, resulting in saturation and nonlinearity
in a region extending radially beyond the edge of the focal plane
mask. The size of this region varied with conditions and the degree
of AO correction. With good conditions and AO performance, the
PSF full-width at half-maximum is ∼60mas (undersampled relative
to the Nyquist limit).
Observations were classically scheduled and weather conditions

varied. Cloud cover and the degree of atmospheric turbulence had
significant impacts on the sensitivity achieved at any given epoch. In-
dividual exposures were reduced using standard techniques to correct
for electronic biases, flat field (with the focal plane mask in place),
detector nonlinearity, and field distortion.
To subtract Fomalhaut’s point spread function (PSF) we used the

LOCI technique on these ADI data (Lafrenière et al. 2007). For a
given exposure, this method combines other images in the sequence
to construct a reference PSF. The data for each night were processed
separately.
The data obtained throughout each night and from night-to-night

are subject to variable extinction. The PSF of all sources will also
change over time with variations in the on-axis AO correction that
is sensitive to changes in the vertical profiles of atmospheric turbu-
lence strengths and wind velocities, quasi-static aberrations, etc. In
addition, the time variability of high-altitude atmospheric turbulence
introduces fluctuations in the structure of the off-axis AO PSF.
Since it is detectable in individual exposures, we use the time vari-

ability of the bright star southeast of Fomalhaut (K13, see Table 2) to
track changes in the AO performance and extinction. This allows us
to combine images during each night and across nights by assigning
a weight factor that incorporates the signal recovered from the back-
ground star. We also incorporate a measure of the PSF-subtraction
fidelity, by using an estimate of the subtraction uncertainty derived
from the 𝜒2 measure of the LOCI optimization. We use a robust
combination method that incorporates the above weights. All images
across all nights of observations in a given band are combined after
registration to the celestial reference frame, thus co-adding the signal
from background sources.
Any sources that have a common proper motion with Fomalhaut

would appear as triplet images in the combined frame corresponding
to the 2005, 2010, and 2011 epochs of observation (there are no such
sources detected). All other sources are background objects which
we can further verify by blinking the data from the three epochs and
using additional versions of the images that are binned and smoothed.
When these data from different epochs are registered to the position
of Fomalhaut, blinking shows the background sources moving along
an axis oriented at PA = 116.59◦ (Fomalhaut’s proper motion vector)
relative to any local noise. Thus, even though source K09 lies close to
the central speckle halo, we confirmed it as a real astrophysical object
using this method eight years before JWST was launched. Therefore
K09 was identified independently from the JWST results, so as with
the ALMA sources there is no confirmation bias.
In Table 2 we provide the centroid positions of background sources

detected and validated by ourKeck program.We adopt a conservative
position uncertainty estimate of 80mas to account for the systematic
and random errors involved in determining the position of Fomalhaut,
the true north orientation, uncorrected geometric distortions, and the
centroiding measurement itself that depends on the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and morphology of each source.

2.3 JWST

JWST’s MIRI field of view (FOV) at 25.5 `m is large: 56×56 ′′ in
these Fomalhaut observations using the “BRIGHTSKY” subarray.
MIRI can capture the entire Fomalhaut disk in a single FOV, retaining
high sensitivity to the dusty outer regions and to compact background
sources that may be significantly separated from Fomalhaut’s disk,
as well as any that could be coincident with it. The 23.0 `m data
have a smaller FOV (30×30 ′′) that do not capture the southeast and
northwest portions of Fomalhaut’s KBA. The angular resolution of
MIRI is higher than the ALMA observations, approximately 0.5 ′′.
We do not carry out a complete search for point sources in the MIRI
fields, but identify those that are also detected with ALMA and/or
Keck. The GDC is not visible at 15.5 `m, so we do not consider those
data here.
To assist in measuring the positions of features in the KBA

and intermediate belt, we high-pass filtered the MIRI data. We
smoothed each image with a Gaussian (𝜎=2 pixels) and subtracted
the smoothed images from the originals. The difference images
are smoothed by a Gaussian (𝜎=1 pixel at 23.0 `m, 𝜎=3 pixels at
25.5 `m) and shown in Figure 1, with our measurements of GDC
positions listed as GDC-23 and GDC-25 in Table 2.
Our centroid measurements for GDC reveal that the 23.0 `m po-

sition lies 0.3 ′′ east of its 25.5 `m position. Blinking the two JWST
images when registered to the world coordinate system shows that
the intermediate belt and KBA also have the same shift between im-
ages. This shift is evidence for a systematic error in determining the
location of Fomalhaut on the detector at each wavelength or some
other factor in the data processing that establishes the celestial refer-
ence frame. Our analysis requires a comparison of source positions
in the time domain at different wavelengths. However, since this is a
relatively sparse field, source confusion is not a significant problem
and the 0.3 ′′ position uncertainty for JWST astrometry is unlikely
to change our conclusions. The GDC position could serve as a guide
since Table 2 shows that the 25.5 `m position instead of the 23.0 `m
position agrees more closely with both the ALMA and Keck data.
The JWST observations were carried out on 2022 October 22,

nearly seven years after the ALMA observations and more than 11
years after the last Keck observation. Given its southeastward proper
motion of 367.9mas/yr, Fomalhaut at the JWST epoch has moved
2.6 ′′ away from the ALMA epoch and 4.1 ′′ away from the last
Keck epoch. In contrast, background sources typically have negli-
gible proper motions, and so would remain static on the sky plane
relative to Fomalhaut. Given these high angular resolution obser-
vations with Keck, ALMA and JWST, the background sources are
easily distinguishable between observations.

3 RESULTS

We now compare the ALMA and Keck data to JWST, focusing on
the locations of compact sources.

3.1 Keck

The background sources discovered in the multi-epoch Keck data are
labeled in Figure 2 and overlayed on the JWST 23.0 and 25.5 `m
images in Figure 1. Source K09 is coincident with the GDC and
detected at SNR≈4. At our epochs of observation it appears as a point
source at ∼5 ′′ projected radius from Fomalhaut. It is possible that
K09 is extended but the residual noise at that radius after subtracting
Fomalhaut’s bright PSF and the effect of self-subtraction from the
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Figure 1. Fomalhaut’s belt features after high-pass filtering the 23.0 (left panel) and 25.5 `m data (right panel). Both images have the same size and center.
Keck sources and A04 are circled and labelled. The circles are approximately 200mas in diameter. The 23.0 `m image in the left panel has been moved 0.3 ′′W
to account for a difference in the apparent GDC location between 25.5 and 23.0 `m.
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Figure 2. Deep Keck 𝐻 -band image with a log stretch and background
sources circled and labelled. The circles in the main panel are approximately
150mas in diameter. The insets show 4×4 ′′ zooms centered on the GDC and
K14 which is extended along PA∼30◦.

LOCI algorithm interferes with the detection of diffuse extended
structure. Using a Keck/NIRC2 𝐻-band zeropoint of 24.2mag, K09
is 20.9±0.3mag. However, this estimate is probably fainter than the
true magnitude due to self-subtraction from ADI/LOCI processing.

K09 is offset 0.59 ′′ S from the ALMA source A02 discussed below
but aligned in the right ascension direction. K09 is 0.12 ′′ W and
0.05 ′′Nof the 25.5 `mposition (GDC-25, Table 2). The discrepancy
in right ascension is larger between K09 and GDC-23 (see discussion
in Section 2.3) but negligible in declination.

Table 2 lists seven more background sources in the Keck data that
appear to have counterparts in the JWST data. K04 is a background
galaxy because it appears extended in both the Keck data analyzed
here as well as the HST/STIS optical data published in Kalas et al.
(2013). K08 has a counterpart in the JWST data that is more easily
distinguished by binning and smoothing the 25.5 `m data instead of
high-pass filtering. It has an extended morphology consistent with
a background galaxy. The same is true for K17, which is located
outside the Keck FOV in several nights of data, but within the FOV in
other observations (2010-07-02, 2010-07-03, and 2011-07-14). K17
is co-incident with A03whichwas also discussed inMacGregor et al.
(2017)who show anHST/STIS image of the source. K19 corresponds
to emission on the eastern edge of the 23.0`m frame (Figure 1) that
is also apparent in the 25.5 `m image using binning and smoothing
instead of high-pass filtering. It also has an elliptical morphology in
the Keck data consistent with a galaxy.

Three more Keck sources are superimposed on or inside of Foma-
lhaut’s KBA and may influence the interpretations of belt morpholo-
gies from JWST data. K12 may make the ABA appear brighter and
more extended to the southeast of the star. K14may bemisinterpreted
as a clump or spiral feature along the intermediate belt, possibly in-
fluencing measurements of the belt edges or brightest points needed
to derive its position angle and inclination (see also the inset for
Fig. 2 that shows this source is resolved with an elliptical morphol-
ogy). K15 is coincident with the KBA and may lead to the same
misinterpretation as the GDC. Finally, we note that even though K11
overlaps with the northern part of the belt, it does not appear to have
a counterpart in 25.5 `m emission.
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Figure 3. ALMA images. The left panel shows the continuum image with 4 𝜎 residuals as contours, and the right panel shows the residuals with a 10 𝜎 contour
from the continuum map. The inset shows a 6×6 ′′ zoom of the residual image, showing the sources A02 and K09 (noting that GDC is at almost exactly the same
location as K09). The beam is shown in the lower left corner of each image. The image is not primary beam corrected, so the flux scale is not uniform across
the image. Figures and inset have the same sizes and centers as Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. ALMA - JWST comparison. The colour map is the JWST image,
the contours are the ALMA residuals, and the labelled sources are significant
ALMA residuals. The insets show 6×6 ′′ zooms near A04 and the GDC. The
figure and insets have the same sizes and centers as Fig. 3.

3.2 ALMA

The ALMA data, both the image and residuals after model subtrac-
tion, are shown in Figure 3 (reproduced from Kennedy 2020). The
sources identified with emission above 4𝜎 (where 𝜎 = 13 `Jy) are
given in Table 2, none of which are well resolved. The residual la-

belled A02 only becomes clearly visible once a model is subtracted.
For clarity the primary beam correction has not been applied, so
the flux scale is not constant across the image. A minor difference
relative to the images shown in Kennedy (2020) is that the field
of view has been increased to incorporate the source E of the star
labelled A04. With a beam slightly larger than 1 ′′, and low SNR
detections, we conservatively estimate the positional uncertainties to
be approximtely 1 ′′.
A number of other significant contours are present in the residuals.

Two of these lie near the disk ansae (D01, D02), and are thought to be
associated with imperfect modelling of the disk surface brightness,
though this conclusion is more secure for D01 as D02 is not exactly
at an ansa. As shown by the right panel of Figure 3, the model
is otherwise a very good representation of the data, so there is no
reason to believe that the residual near the GDC is an artefact of
the modelling. Aside from these residuals the other three significant
residuals lie well away from the disk.While A04 appears faint, at this
location the primary beam power is about 20% relative to the image
center, so this source is actually about a factor of two brighter than
A03. By looking at individual scans we see no evidence that any of
the ALMA sources are variable.
As with Keck, there is a clear correspondence between some of the

ALMA and JWST sources. Figure 4 combines the ALMA contours
and JWST 25.5 `m image in a single figure. It is clear that A02,
A03, and A04 correspond to JWST sources, and that these sources
are therefore almost certainly background objects that are detected at
bothwavelengths (withA02 andA04 also detected byKeck). In terms
of fluxes this conclusion also seems reasonable; these sources have
fluxes that are similar within a factor of a few for both ALMA and
JWST, so if they are similar types of galaxies, then their detections in
both datasets is reasonably expected. The sourceA01 is not obviously
detected with JWST, but may be detected with deeper imaging, or
perhaps at other JWST wavelengths (i.e. with NIRCAM).
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As shown by the insets in Figure 4, for A02 and A04 there are
small (<0.6 ′′) offsets to the S of the JWST sources relative to the
ALMA contours, suggesting that there is a slight offset in coordinate
systems. This offset cannot be discerned for A03, but this source is
probably marginally resolved by ALMA and detected at low SNR
with JWST, so any offset is harder to distinguish. The offset is slightly
greater for A02, but the residuals in Figure 3 show that the location
of this source may be biased north by a negative residual to the south.
In summary, as with Keck, the main conclusion from comparing

the ALMA and JWST data is that the GDC is a background object.

3.3 The Great Dust Cloud: star or galaxy?

In terms of the Fomalhaut system,whether theGDC is a star or galaxy
in the background is not important. But JWST will no doubt face
similar issues in the future, so we briefly consider the possibilities.
First considering the nature of the GDC, a stellar source is unlikely

because itwould require a bright infrared excess component; theKeck
flux is about 4 `Jy and therefore roughly 10–20 times fainter than in
themid-IR andmillimeter fluxes, which implies 𝐿excess/𝐿★ > 10%,
a level seen for bright protoplanetary disks. The spectrum is rising
from 23 to 25.5 `m (Gáspár et al. 2023), which implies the peak
is somewhere in the far-IR at a level higher than seen with JWST,
which could easily imply 𝐿excess/𝐿★ & 1, which is energetically
impossible unless the excess component is self-luminous (which is
not normally the case for circumstellar material). Such a spectrum is
however consistent with an ultraluminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG,
e.g. Armus et al. 2020). Thus, based on the spectrum alone, we
conclude that it is most likely that the GDC is a background galaxy.
We cannot however be definitive here because if the Keck source is
extended, the flux could be higher, and thus the energetic argument
weaker.
What is the likelihood that a background galaxy could be located

directly behind the Fomalhaut debris disk, thus masquerading as a
dust cloud or planet candidate? This question has been asked previ-
ously with ALMAobservations of debris disks, albeit for much lower
sensitivity data (e.g. Lovell et al. 2021, 2022). Following a similar
methodology, using the 1.2mm sub-millimeter galaxy (SMG) counts
of González-López et al. (2020), we calculate the number of SMGs
on the sky with a flux >50 `Jy (i.e. ≈4𝜎) as approximately 37,000.
Given the angular size of the Fomalhaut debris disk, i.e. an annulus
with a radius 𝑟 = 136 au and width Δ𝑟 = 27 au inclined at 66◦, at its
distance of 7.7 pc we estimate that 0.5 ± 0.05 SMGs should appear
behind the disk (accounting for the ALMA noise of 13 `Jy). While
this same count rate would predict approximately ten sources appear-
ing in entire ALMA image, it likely detects fewer because the ALMA
sensitivity is not uniform across this region. This estimate suggests
there is a fairly high probability that the ALMA source A02 located
just inside the dust ring is a background galaxy, and the same applies
to the exterior sources.
Mid-IR galaxy counts at 21 `m (with JWST MIRI; Wu et al.

2022), 24 `m (with Spitzer; Papovich et al. 2004), and from models
at 25.5 `m (with JWST MIRI; Cowley et al. 2018) predict simi-
lar number counts to ALMA; respectively 0.1–2, 6–8, and 4–8 for
sources above 40`Jy in a 56×56 ′′ region on the sky (i.e. the MIRI
FOV), and 0.01–0.2, 0.6–0.8, and 0.4–0.8 for the area of the disk
annulus (where our threshold choice of 40`Jy corresponds to about
3× the RMS of the MIRI image). Empirically, the MIRI image sug-
gests that the count is close to ten per FOV, in good agreement with
Cowley et al. (2018), Papovich et al. (2004) and the ALMA counts.
Although the counts are somewhat higher than Wu et al. (2022), the

predictions of this latter study have large reported uncertainties, and
their difference could be due to cosmic variance.
Based on reasonable consistency with the expected number of de-

tections from galaxy counts, and the total number of sources present
in the images, we consider it probable that most, if not all, of the com-
pact sources seen in the ALMA and JWST images are background
galaxies. In the case of GDC, the flux levels at optical, mid-IR, and
mm wavelengths, also argue in favor of a background galaxy.

4 CONCLUSIONS

By considering ALMA and Keck data, and the newly presented
JWST MIRI data of Fomalhaut, we conclude that the source dubbed
the “Great Dust Cloud” is a chance alignment with a background
source. Each of the ALMA and Keck datasets independently detect
multiple sources in common with JWST. For both ALMA and Keck
a source is found at the sky location of the GDC, when an object
that is co-moving with Fomalhaut would have moved 2-4 ′′ between
observations. Galaxy number counts suggest that at the high sensitiv-
ity provided by JWST, a coincidence such as a source like the GDC
appearing within the disk was probable. The spectrum of the GDC
also suggests that it is a background galaxy.
We also detect a number of other background sources, some of

which are co-located with different Fomalhaut disk components as
observed by JWST, and could influence geometric interpretations of
Fomalhaut’s disk.
We find that there is a small astrometric shift between the 23 and

25.5 `m images, with the former being 0.3 ′′ to the east. This offset
is visible for the GDC and other disk features.
More generally, we conclude that new direct imaging campaigns

with JWST will be sufficiently sensitive to detect galaxies that are
also visible in deep (𝜎 . 10 `Jy) ALMA observations, and that faint
objects detected with JWST may also be detected with optical/near-
IR high-contrast imaging. At least some JWST direct imaging pro-
grammes aim to detect planets in nearby systems that also host well-
known disks, so it is possible that previously obtained ALMA data
will help distinguish planets from background sources in other sys-
tems.
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https://github.com/drgmk/eccentric-width. The final JWST im-
ages associated with Gáspár et al. (2023) are available at
https://github.com/merope82/Fomalhaut. Keck data are available in
the Keck Observatory Archive.
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